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Abstract 
This study has proposed and empirically tested a 
social network (SN) Web site acceptance model 
that incorporates social influence, social motives 
and technology acceptance factors.  The three 
processes of social influence: compliance, 
identification and internalization are used to 
explain the causal antecedents of social motives, 
technology acceptance factors and intention.  An 
online survey generates 274 usable responses.  
The results indicate that social influence has 
positive effects on intention, social motives, and 
perceived usefulness and enjoyment through 
compliance, identification and internalization 
respectively. The two social motives: sociability 
and status play a significant role in the proposed 
model. 
 

Introduction 
With the proliferation of Web 2.0 technologies, 
there has been a remarkable growth of the number 
of people participating in online social networks.  
These SN Web sites (e.g. Facebook) provide to 
users a suite of valuable features at no price.  A 
recent survey [32] indicates that the percentage of 
adult Internet users who have an account with one 
of these SN Web sites has grown from 8% in 2005 
to 46% in 2009.  Since these users are also 
potential online customers, some organizations 
have placed advertisements through selected SN 
Web sites.  Given the massive number of users 
and the potential implications in electronic 
commerce, understanding the determinants of the 
acceptance of these Web sites is valuable. 
 
Technology acceptance has been studied 
extensively in the past three decades [13][22][36] 
[49][50].  According to previous research findings, 
social influence has mixed and inconclusive effect 
on technology acceptance in both workplace 
settings [9][13][22][28][36] and non-work settings 
[24][26].  Such mixed and inconclusive effect 
could be due to the differences in the nature of the 
target behavior and the operationalization of the 
social influence construct among the studies.  
Further research is needed to investigate the impact 
of social influence on technology acceptance in 
different usage contexts. 
 
The fundamental argument of this study is that the 

social influence affecting technology acceptance in 
non-work settings is somewhat different from those 
affecting the decision in the workplace due in part 
to the referent exerting the influence.  While 
supervisors are usually the most importance 
referent for productive use of technology at work, 
friends and peers are usually the most important 
referents for hedonic use of technology after work.  
Although prior study [48] has examined the three 
processes: compliance, identification and 
internalization, of social influence on technology 
acceptance in the workplace, there is no such study 
in non-work settings.   This paper represents one 
of the first studies to investigate this.  
Additionally, although social psychology literature 
has suggested that people have two broad social 
motives: connecting to others, and status or power 
seeking, when they develop a relationship with 
others [25][35], these two social motives have not 
previously been operationalized or empirically 
tested together in information systems (IS) 
research.   
 
This study addresses the above gaps in the 
technology acceptance literature by examining the 
social influence process and the roles of the two 
social motives: sociability and status, in the 
acceptance of SN Web sites.  Building upon 
studies of social psychology and technology 
acceptance, a theoretical model as shown in Figure 
1 is proposed and empirically tested. 
 
Theoretical background and hypotheses 
Technology acceptance factors 

Several theoretical models have been proposed and 
tested in the past for understanding an individual’s 
acceptance of information technology (IT): the 
theory of reasoned action (TRA) [1], the theory of 
planned behavior (TPB) [2], the technology 
acceptance model (TAM) [13][14] and the 
innovation diffusion theory (IDT) [40].  Among 
these models, TAM is the most widely adopted 
model [9][27][31][50].  Davis et al. [14] has 
adapted TRA as a theoretical basis in proposing the 
TAM, which is specifically tailored for modeling 
user acceptance of IT in a work setting.   It uses 
two beliefs: perceived usefulness (PU) and 
perceived ease of use (PEU), in predicting IT 
acceptance.  PU is defined as the degree to which 
a person believes that using a particular IT would  
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enhance his or her job performance.  PEU is 
defined as the extent to which a person believes 
that using a particular IT would be free of effort. 
Previous TAM related studies [45] have confirmed 
that PU and PEU have positive effects on one’s 
intention to use IT, and PEU has a positive effect 
on PU.  We expect an individual’s intention to use 
a SN Web site is also determined by his or her 
perception of its usefulness and ease of use.  Thus, 
the following hypotheses are proposed. 
 
H1: PEU will have a positive effect on one’s 

intention toward using a SN Web site. 
H2: PEU will have a positive effect on the PU of a 

SN Web site. 
H3: PU will have a positive effect on one’s 

intention toward using a SN Web site. 
 
Perceived enjoyment (PEJ) is added to the 
proposed research model because the Web site 
usage is in part for pleasure and fun.  PEJ is 
defined as “the extent to which the activity of using 
the computer is perceived to be enjoyable in its 
own right, apart from any performance 
consequences that may be anticipated” and it has a 
direct impact on one’s intention to use IT [15].  In 
the present context, people will tend to use the SN 
Web sites if they find them enjoyable.  In addition, 
previous study [24] has found that PEJ has a 
positive effect on PEU.  We expect that people 
will find the SN Web sites more easy to use when 
they have fun in using them.  Thus, the following 
hypotheses are proposed. 
 
H4: PEJ will have a positive effect on the PEU of 

a SN Web site. 
H5: PEJ will have a positive effect on one’s 

intention toward using a SN Web site. 
 
Social influence  

Social influence is represented by subjective norms 

in TRA and TPB, and social factors in the Model of 
PC Utilization [46].  Social influence is also 
incorporated in the Unified Theory of Acceptance 
and Use of Technology [50] and the IDT [37][40].  
While social influence has different labels in 
different models, each of these constructs contains 
the explicit or implicit meaning that people’s 
behavior is affected by their beliefs on how others 
will view them when they use the technology.   
 
In technology acceptance research, some studies 
have found a positive effect of social influence on 
one’s intention to adopt an IT [22][28], while other 
studies have found no such effect [9][14][36][42].  
Some studies have also found a stronger effect of 
social influence on IT acceptance behavior for 
novice users than for experienced users [44], 
women than for men [49], and mandatory setting 
than for voluntary setting [22].  Furthermore, 
some studies have examined the indirect effect of 
social influence on intention through perceived 
usefulness and again, the results are mixed.  For 
instance, one study [34] has not found a positive 
effect while another study [48] has found such 
effect.   Thus, more research is necessary to 
examine the impact of social influence on 
technology acceptance.  Since the SN Web sites 
are mostly used by someone to connect to their 
peers, the influence from peers should have an 
effect on one’s acceptance of the technology.  
Drawing upon Kelman’s [29][30] social influence 
theory, social influence is posited to operate 
through three processes: compliance, identification 
and internalization.  
 
Compliance effect of social influence  

The compliance effect causes people to accept 
influence because they hope to achieve a favorable 
reaction from important others [29][30].   This 
compliance effect implies social influence will 
affect one’s intention to use IT [9].  Thus, the 
following hypothesis is proposed: 
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H6:  Social influence will have a positive effect on 
one’s intention to use a SN Web site.  

 
Internalization effect of social influence  

The internalization effect occurs when people 
accept influence because the content of the induced 
behavior is perceived as being inherently 
instrumental to the attainment of their goals or 
purposes [29][30].  In our context, people may 
accept the opinion of peers to use SN Web sites 
because the Web sites can help them to achieve 
their utilitarian and hedonic purposes.   This 
internalization effect is equivalent to informational 
social influence [17], which occurs when 
individuals accept information from others as 
trustworthy evidence of reality and alter their 
behavior based on this information.  Such effect is 
also suggested by prior research on communication 
technologies [20].  Drawing upon the social 
information processing theory [41], Fulk [20] 
suggests that people’s belief about a technology 
can be influenced by those in their social networks.  
The utilitarian and hedonic purposes for one to use 
the SN Web sites are captured by the constructs of 
PU and PEJ respectively in our research model.  
Previous studies have verified that social influence 
has a positive effect on the PU [49] and PEJ 
[10][18] of IT.  Thus, the following hypotheses 
are proposed: 
 
H7:  Social influence will have a positive effect on 

the PU of a SN Web site. 

H8:  Social influence will have a positive effect on 
the PEJ of a SN Web site. 

 

Identification effect of social influence  

The identification effect occurs when people accept 
influence because they want to establish or 
maintain a satisfying self-defining relationship to 
another person or group [29][30].  Social 
psychology literature has suggested that people 
have two broad social motives: connecting to 
others, and status or power seeking, when they 
develop a relationship with others [25][35].   
Empirical studies in psychology have found that 
the need to form and maintain strong, interpersonal 
relationships is a powerful, fundamental and 
extremely pervasive motive [6], and the need to 
attain social status in the group to which we belong 
is important to our social life [4]. This study 
proposes two social motives: sociability and status 
motives that could be influenced by the opinions of 
peers through the identification effect. 
 
Sociability  

Sociability motive is defined as an individual 
characteristic that reflects his or her desire to 

affiliate with others.  Previous studies have 
demonstrated the importance of sociability motive 
in the use of communication technologies [33][39].  
We expect social influence will have a positive 
effect on people’s sociability motive through the 
identification effect because people want to 
establish or maintain satisfying relationships with 
their peers.  Furthermore, people form perceived 
usefulness judgment in part by comparing what an 
IT is capable of doing with their important goals 
[48].  We expect users of SN Web sites will also 
assess how well the Web sites can help them to 
satisfy their sociability motives before forming the 
perception of usefulness.  Thus, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H9:  Social influence will have a positive effect 

on one’s sociability motive. 

H10:  Sociability motive will have a positive 
effect on the PU of a SN Web site.  

 
Status  

Status motive is defined as the degree to which 
sharing information online is perceived to enhance 
status in one’s social system.  Social exchange 
theory [7] suggests that people have certain social 
rewards expectation when they engage in social 
interaction.  One of the social rewards is status 
enhancement.  Previous study [51] has suggested 
that professional people’s reputation will be 
enhanced through sharing knowledge in an online 
community.   Hence, this study suggests people’s 
social status will be enhanced if they share 
information (e.g. feelings, knowledge, opinions) 
with their peers.  This status motive will be 
strengthened by social influence because people 
want to establish or maintain satisfying 
relationships with others through the identification 
effect.  Moreover, when people decide whether 
the SN Web sites are useful or not, they will assess 
how well the Web sites can help them to satisfy 
their status motives.  Previous IT acceptance 
study in workplace settings [48] has confirmed that 
social influence has a positive effect on one’s 
image or status, which in turn has a positive effect 
on PU.  Thus, the following hypotheses are 
proposed: 
 
H11: Social influence will have a positive effect 

on one’s status motive. 
H12: Status motive will have a positive effect on 

the PU of a SN Web site. 
 

Research methodology 
Data collection  

Data were collected by conducting an online field 
survey of SN Web site users.  Since a complete 
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directory of SN Web sites does not exist, it is 
impossible to select a random sample of users.  
Previous similar studies conducted online surveys 
through convenient samples [26][42].   To collect 
the data, we searched for the respondents by the 
names of local high schools and universities in 
Hong Kong.  This method was chosen because SN 
Web site users would normally input the names of 
their high schools or universities.  We believe 
Hong Kong is a suitable place to conduct the study 
because of its massive number and diversity of SN 
Web site users.  In the process of selecting 
respondents, we strived to select a representative 
sample that had a proper mix of gender, age and 
education.  We also tried to select the respondents 
not just from Hong Kong but also from mainland 
China.  Invitation messages, which contained the 
URL of the online questionnaire, were sent to the 
selected respondents through the messaging 
function or online message boards of the SN Web 
sites.  Examples of these Web sites included 
Facebook, Renren, Xanga and Yahoo!Blog.  They 
were chosen because these Web sites are popular 
among Chinese users. 
    
Subjects were asked to recall their experience with 
a SN Web site that they used most often in the last 
three months.  The three-month period was 
chosen to ensure the respondents had a clear 
reminiscence of their experience with the Web Site.  
In order to increase the response rate, incentives of 
cinema coupons were offered as lucky draw prizes.  
Within a one month period, 279 people completed 
the online questionnaire.  Responses with 
duplicate IP addresses and emails addresses were 
eliminated.  At the end, there were 274 usable 
responses for further analysis.  
 
Measures  

The measurement items used to operationalize the 
constructs were derived with reference to prior 
studies and the wordings of the items were adjusted 
to match the present context.  New items were 
added if necessary.  The measurement items of 
PU and PEU were modified from Davis [13] and 
Debrand et al. [16].  The measurement items of 
PEJ were adapted from Davis et al. [15].  The 
measurement items of intention were modified 
from Heijden [23].  Following Ajzen [3], social 
influence was measured by examining the 
normative beliefs of the referent groups: friends, 
classmates and people in one’s social group.  The 
measurement items of the sociability construct was 
modified from O'Keefe et al. [39].   The 
measurement items of the status construct was 
modified from Moore et al. [37] to reflect the 
difference that the target behavior is sharing 
information online after work rather than using an 
innovation at work .  All items used seven-point 
Likert scales, anchored from 1: “strongly agree” to 

7: “strongly disagree”.  The items were originally 
in English and were translated into Chinese by a 
bilingual academic.  To obtain a good level of 
translation, a back-translation [8] was conducted.  
The Chinese and English versions of the 
questionnaire were reviewed by three other 
bilingual academics to ensure that both versions 
were comparable at a high degree of accuracy.  
The items are listed in Appendix A. 
 
Before conducting the main survey, we performed 
a pre-test and a pilot study to validate the 
instrument.  The pre-test was conducted using a 
sample of 10 students of a local university, who 
were also experienced users of SN Web sites.  
Based on their feedbacks, possible 
misunderstandings of those items were clarified 
and some items were deleted or modified at the end.  
A pilot study using a sample of 350 students was 
then conducted to test the measurement instrument 
before the main study was administered.  
 

Data analysis and results 
PLS-Graph version 3.0 (PLS) [11] that employs the 
partial least squares technique was used to test the 
research model.  The partial least squares 
technique has been gaining interest as it places less 
stringent demands on measurement scale, sample 
size and distributional assumptions [12]. 
 
Analysis of respondents  

The demographic profile of the respondents is 
shown in Table 1.  9% of the age information was 
missing, and we estimated them based on the age 
distribution of the collected data [47].  Forty-two 
percent of the respondents are male and fifty-eight 
percent are female.  Fifty-three percent age from 
19 to 24 years old and sixty-nine percent of the 
respondents have used Facebook the most often in 
the last three months.   
 
Instrument validity  

Convergent validity and discriminant validity of 
the measurement instrument were assessed.  
Convergent validity was assessed by examining the 
reliability of items, composite reliability and 
Cronbach’s alpha, average variance extracted and 
the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) results [21].  
The discriminate validity was assessed by 
examining the CFA results and the relationships 
between the square roots of the AVEs and the 
correlations among constructs [21].  In the initial 
test of validity, two PEJ items and one sociability 
item were found to either have a loading below the 
threshold level of 0.70 [5] or correlate more highly 
with other items rather than with the items in their 
underlying constructs.  Final data analysis was 
conducted after dropping these three items. 
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Table 1: Respondents’ characteristics 
Measure Items Frequency Percent 
Gender Male 114 42 

Female 160 58 
Age 12-18 year old 20 7 
 19-24 years old 144 53 

25-30 years old 75 27 
> 30 years old 35 13 

Education High School 24 9 
 Degree / Diploma 190 69 
 Post-graduate 60 22 
SN Web site used most often Facebook 189 69 
 Renren 44 16 
 Xanga 15 6 
 Others 26 9 
Experience in using the SN Web 
site 

< 1 year 26 9 
1 year 55 20 

2 years 95 35 
>2 years 98 36 

Average usage time in one visit < 1 hr 76 28 
1 hr 89 32 

2 hrs 51 19 
>2 hrs 58 21 

Days of using the Web site per 
week 

1 -5 days 67 24 
6 days 46 17 
7 days 161 59 

 

 
Table 2: Item loadings and factor analysis results 
Items Loadings  Factor Analysis Results 

   ST PU SI PEU PEJ INT SC 
ST1 0.828  0.828  0.435  0.329  0.176  0.266  0.233  0.330  
ST2 0.881  0.880  0.430  0.357  0.219  0.316  0.252  0.321  
ST3 0.880  0.880  0.452  0.431  0.370  0.422  0.332  0.338  
ST4 0.913  0.913  0.443  0.450  0.367  0.405  0.301  0.312  
PU1 0.832  0.430  0.832  0.503  0.383  0.341  0.375  0.550  
PU2 0.856  0.443  0.856  0.537  0.374  0.378  0.429  0.522  
PU3 0.895  0.441  0.895  0.576  0.362  0.445  0.532  0.541  
PU4 0.906  0.442  0.906  0.575  0.400  0.427  0.556  0.546  
SI1 0.934  0.408  0.585  0.934  0.430  0.350  0.543  0.436  
SI2 0.944  0.411  0.608  0.944  0.398  0.357  0.522  0.495  
SI3 0.902  0.433  0.556  0.903  0.384  0.369  0.518  0.465  
PEU1 0.901  0.256  0.341  0.303  0.902  0.194  0.372  0.203  
PEU2 0.899  0.274  0.350  0.355  0.899  0.224  0.393  0.257  
PEU3 0.897  0.343  0.460  0.488  0.897  0.296  0.461  0.257  
PEJ1 0.945  0.341  0.455  0.382  0.263  0.945  0.427  0.350  
PEJ2 0.932  0.425  0.402  0.343  0.243  0.932  0.390  0.324  
INT1 0.905  0.299  0.474  0.547  0.410  0.401  0.905  0.343  
INT2 0.898  0.280  0.513  0.479  0.418  0.384  0.898  0.382  
SC1 0.896  0.370  0.574  0.473  0.240  0.364  0.385  0.896  
SC2 0.863  0.277  0.510  0.407  0.231  0.263  0.319  0.863  

Note: All loadings are significant at the 0.01 level.  
ST: status, PU: perceived usefulness, SI: social influence, PEU: perceived ease of use, PEJ: perceived 
enjoyment, INT: intention, SC: sociability 
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In the test of convergent validity, all items shown 
in Table 2 have loadings exceeding the 0.70 
threshold level, which indicate they are reliable.  
Table 3 shows the composite reliabilities of the 
constructs range from 0.87 to 0.95, which are all 
above the suggested minimum benchmark 0.7 for 
acceptable reliability [5].  Similarly, the 
Cronbach’s alpha values range from 0.71 to 0.92, 
which exceed the minimum threshold 0.6 for 
acceptable reliability [38].  Table 3 shows the 
AVEs of each construct are all above the minimum 
threshold 0.5, with the lowest being 0.76, which 
indicate convergent validity of the constructs [12].  
In addition, Table 2 shows all loadings exceed the 
threshold 0.71 to be considered as excellent 

convergent validity [43]. 
  
The factor analysis results in Table 2 show the 
loadings of the items on their corresponding 
constructs are much higher than their loadings on 
the other constructs, which indicates satisfactory 
discriminant validity.  High discriminant validity 
also occurs if the square root of a particular 
construct’s AVE is greater than the construct’s 
correlations with the other constructs [12][19].  
Table 3 shows that the correlation between any pair 
of constructs is much lower than the square roots of 
AVEs for the pair of constructs, which indicates 
satisfactory discriminant validity.   

 
 
Table 3: Means (standard deviations), Cronbach alpha, composite reliability, average 

variance extracted and their square roots, and correlations among constructs 
Construct M (SD) CBA CR AVE  ST PU SI PEU PEJ INT SC 
ST 3.2 (1.7) 0.90 0.93 0.77  0.88       
PU 2.4 (1.0) 0.89 0.93 0.76  0.50  0.87      
SI 2.4 (1.4) 0.92 0.95 0.86  0.45  0.63  0.93     
PEU 2.1 (1.2) 0.88 0.93 0.81  0.33  0.44  0.44  0.90    
PEJ 2.5 (1.0) 0.86 0.94 0.88  0.41  0.46  0.39  0.27  0.94   
INT 1.9 (0.9) 0.77 0.90 0.81  0.32  0.55  0.57  0.46  0.44  0.90  
SC 1.9 (0.7) 0.71 0.87 0.77  0.37  0.62  0.50  0.27  0.36  0.40 0.88 

M(SD): Mean (standard deviations), CBA: Cronbach alpha, CR: composite reliability,  
AVE: average variance extracted, square root of the AVE are the bolded diagonal values. 
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Model testing results  

The PLS results of path coefficients, path 
significance, and variance explained (R2) for each 
dependent variable are as shown in Figure 2.  All 
the hypotheses are supported and the hypothesized 
paths are significant at the 0.01 level or above.  
The model does a good job of explaining variance 
in one’s intention to use (44%) and in the PU (57%) 
of the Web sites.  

 
Discussion 

Implications for research  

There are couple theoretical contributions from the 
current study.  First, this is one of the first studies 
that examined all the three effects: compliance, 
internalization and identification, of social 
influence on technology acceptance in non-work 
settings.  Our results show that the compliance 
effect of social influence on one’s intention is the 
strongest when compared to those effects exerted 
by the three technology acceptance factors.  It 
implies that the effect of social influence should 
not be ignored.  In addition, this study supports 
findings of previous studies in workplace settings 
[48] that influence from others has a positive effect 
on the PU of IT through the internalization effect.  
Another internalization effect of social influence 
that we have found is on the PEJ.  Although prior 
studies [10][18] have found similar effect, they 
have not clearly addressed the theoretical base to 
support the argument.  Furthermore, we have also 
found that social influence has a significant 
identification effect on people’s sociability and 
status motives. 
 
Second, our results demonstrate that both 
sociability and status motives play a key role in 
determining the usefulness of the SN Web sites, 
which ultimately affect the acceptance of those 
Web sites.  Users of SN Web sites are motivated 
by the need to stay in touch with their peers and to 
improve social status among their peers.  When 
the SN Web site is capable of meeting their 
sociability and status motives, they would find the 
Web site useful. The significant role of the 
sociability and status motives in our model 
indirectly confirms the suggestions of previous 
social psychology studies [25][35] that people have 
the sociability and status motives in mind when 
they develop a relationship with others.   
 
Implications for practice  

Our results suggest that SN Web site hosting 
companies should strive to provide features that are 
useful and easy to use.  For the features to be 
perceived as useful, they should satisfy users’ two 
social motives: sociability and status motives.  For 
satisfying the sociability motive, the SN Web sites 

could allow users to send greeting cards to others 
and to search people by living districts.  For 
satisfying the status motive, the SN Web sites 
could strengthen the information sharing capability 
of their Web sites.  For instance, they could 
consider ranking the users by the amount of 
materials that they share with others.  Users who 
share more information with others will be given 
recognition by the Web sites, such as giving a VIP 
status, and such measure may improve their social 
status among others.   
 
Our results also suggest PEJ is important in 
affecting people’s decision to use the SN Web sites.  
One key factor that brings enjoyment to users is the 
Web site content.   The SN Web sites could 
improve the publishing tools for users to organize 
different contents on their homepage.  Last but not 
least, our findings indicate that social influence is 
very important for one to use SN Web sites.  
Therefore, SN Web sites could consider giving out 
incentives to existing users to invite their friends to 
join the Web sites.  
 
Limitations  

In interpreting the results, one must consider a 
number of limitations.  First, the sample is 
self-selected and therefore a bias existed.  Second, 
we did not differentiate respondents’ behavioral 
orientation since some of them might use the Web 
sites for searching information rather than sharing 
information with others.  Third, the subjects are 
Chinese and social influence may operate 
differently in other cultures.  Hence, caution needs 
to be taken when generalizing the results to other 
user groups with different cultures.  Fourth, we 
did not include non adopters in our sample.  Fifth, 
given the survey measures were collected at the 
same point in time, causality can only be inferred.  
Sixth, the explained variance of one’s intention to 
use SN Web site is only 44%.  Although this 
amount of explained variance is comparable to 
other TAM extension studies, we suggest further 
refinement of the model, by including other 
important variables that affect one’s intention to 
use SN Web sites.  
 
Future research  

This study examines the social influence process 
for adopters of SN Web sites only.  Further 
research can examine the social influence process 
for non adopters as they may be driven by different 
factors.  Future research could also use 
respondents from different cultures in order to 
improve the generalization of the results.  One 
could also distinguish the social influence process 
for two different online behaviors: searching and 
reading other’s postings versus sharing information 
with others through the Web sites.  Other factors 
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such as group affiliation could be added to the 
model to improve the explanatory power.  
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Appendix A: Items 
Item Description 
SC1 I can stay in touch with others using the 

Web site. 
SC2 I can find out what is going on with 

others using the Web site. 
SC3 I can maintain friendship with others 

using the Web site.* 
 

 Sharing things (e.g. feelings, knowledge, 
opinions) with others through the Web 
site 

ST1 improves my image among them. 
ST2 improves my status among them. 
ST3 makes me becoming a more valued 

member of my social group. (new) 
ST4 increases my popularity among them.  

(new) 
 

PEJ1 I have fun using the Web site. 
PEJ2 Using the Web site provides me with a 

lot of enjoyment. 
PEJ3 I enjoy using the Web site.* 
PEJ4 It is boring for me to use the Web site.* 

(reverse coded) 
 

PEU1 Learning to operate the Web site is easy 
for me. 

PEU2 It is easy for me to become skillful at 
using the Web site. 

PEU3 I find the Web site easy to use. 
 

PU1 The Web site enables me to accomplish 
my purpose of online social contact more 
quickly. 

PU2 The Web site enables me to fulfill my 
purpose of online social contact more 
effectively. 

PU3 The Web site makes it easier for me to 
satisfy my purpose of online social 
contact. 

PU4 The Web site is useful in meeting my 
purpose of online social contact. 
 

SI1 My friends think that I should use the 
Web site. 

SI2 My classmates think that I should use the 
Web site. 

SI3 The people in my social group think that 
I should use the Web site. 

 
INT1 I intend to use the Web site again shortly. 
INT2 I predict that I will use the Web site 

again in the short term. 
*Item dropped 
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Abstract 
Sentiment analysis of online comments and their 

application has become a hot topic. Meanwhile the 

evaluation and emotion method has challenged 

researchers and practitioners. This paper proposes a 

fuzzy modeling for the evaluation and emotion of 

online review texts by means of the theory of 

consumption motivation type and establishes 

corresponding fuzzy corpus. A calculation method of 

comprehensive evaluation and emotion with respect to 

the consumer‟s preference for product attributes 

provide reasoning antecedents. Establishment of fuzzy 

inference rules give results of recommendation to 

consumers of four different motivations. Experimental 

results prove the validity of the proposed method. 

Keywords: behavior research, consumption 

motivation type, attitude mining, fuzzy semantic, fuzzy 

inference 

I.  Introduction 

With the rapid development of Web 2.0 and e-

commerce technologies many consumers prefer to use 

free form of text to express their opinions ,attitude and 

emotion in review forums, discussion groups and 

virtual community logs in the work of [1, 2]. There is 

growing evidence that such forums could influence 

consumers‟ purchase decisions according to [3, 4]. 

Effectively collecting and analyzing this information 

can be valuable to e-business managers and analysts. 

Mining and analyzing these online reviews, especially 

their sentiment can greatly help better understand the 

users‟ consuming habits and public opinions which play 

an important role in decision-making for the enterprises 

and the government. Semantic polarity analysis and 

opinion mining is the process of analysis the sentences 

and texts with sentiment orientation (positive, negative 

and neutral) and the intensity. 

For English texts, the work of [5] provided standard 

classification of corpus such as Reuters and statistical 

evaluation method .The corpus on the syntax 

specification such as news reports [6, 7] and forum with 

fixed format or clear categories are given in [8]. The 

work of [9] illustrated a sentiment analysis approach to 

extract sentiments associated with polarities of positive 

or negative for specific subjects from a document.  

One method combining HowNet knowledge base with a 

semantic similarity of characteristic words and phrases 

by using HowNet was given in [10]. And they adopt the 

positive and negative terms as features of sentiment 

classifier. However the present researches mainly adopt 

statistical methods and rarely identify the positive or 

negative polarity without further subdivision 

respectively or simply assign real number for the rank 

of intensity, whereas the affect domain is ambiguous 

and imprecise. First, because this is the nature of human 

emotion, and second, because it is characteristic of 

words in meaning of natural languages are actually 

ambiguous. Although fuzzy Semantic Typing method 

improved the statistical approaches through the 

qualitative representation of free text ideally, a 

representation which accommodates ambiguity and 

imprecision the lexicon entries are assigned with 

numerical intensities which represent the strength of the 

affect level described by that word. 

It is based on the normative hypothesis that people 

are rational agents. Behavior scholars of [11] realized 

the description or prediction of people's behavior totally 

depending on the standardization of models and 

theories will lead to systematic errors in [12].The actual 

behavior of people follows Simon's "Bounded 

Rationality” theory referring to [13, 14] and there in [15] 

explained a person‟s capacity of study, thought and 

action is limited whereas mental and emotion play a 

significant role in purchase intention and behavior. 

Meanwhile online there is no uniform measurement of 

the perceived risks and benefits. Therefore it‟s more 

important of mental and emotion than the consumer‟s 

ability and experience for consumer behavior prediction. 

This paper focuses on the subsection of polarity 

intensity with fuzzy method. Instead of numerical 

intensities we use continuous function to represent the 

strength of the affect level. We proposes a fuzzy 

modeling for online review texts .We have built fuzzy 

corpus of consumer evaluation and emotion and a 

calculation method of them is given combined with the 

consumer‟s preference for product attributes. 

Furthermore, using the theory of consumption 

motivation type this paper presents fuzzy inference 

rules with comprehensive evaluation and emotion as 

antecedents. Consequently it accomplishes reasoning 

recommendation to consumers with four different 

motivations. Through the calculation and analysis of 
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practical problems, it verifies the validity of the 

proposed methods. 

II. Semantic Fuzzification of  

Online Reviews 

     The application of Fuzzy Mathematics is able not 

only to solve the problem of language uncertainty but 

also to improve the quantification method by using a 

continuous function to represent the meaning and 

emotion intensity of words. It is imperative to define 

the variables, fuzzy membership function and fuzzy sets. 

A.   Semantic Fuzzification Methodology 

Traditionally, regarding to the quantification of word 

meaning, it comes to the common point that all 

researches consider the word meaning as accurate (Ma 

Mou-chao, 1994) ,for instance ,Mosier‟s (1941) one-

dimensional fixed-point and  Osgood‟s (1952) multi-

dimensional characterization. 

The words with emotional tendency which reflect 

evaluation and emotion are referred as Polarity Word. 

In the current research on semantic analysis and opinion 

mining of online reviews, most of all provide accurate 

mathematical methods by describing the meanings of 

word with real number. For example "fine" with 

assignment "+2", "rough" with assignment "-1" and so 

on. However, the meaning itself is ambiguous due to 

the linguistic nature. From the perspective of fuzzy 

theory, a word meaning corresponds to a fuzzy set 

rather than a simple binary logic answer of „yes‟ or „no‟. 

For using fuzzy method to process evaluation and 

emotion, the measurement of polarity words can be 

divided into four ranks separately on positive and 

negative category: small (S), middle(M), large (L) and 

very large (VL). Each rank corresponds to a fuzzy 

membership function, namely -VL,-L,-M,-S, Z, +S, +M, 

+L, +VL which we together call “basic evaluation 

fuzzy set”. Evaluation of appraise is denoted as 

G(Good), B(Bad) and the degree of emotion is 

represented as H(High), L(Low). 

For the sake of simplicity, these basic evaluation 

fuzzy sets may generally be regarded as convex fuzzy 

sets. In order to comply with linguistic sequence laws 

and avoid inappropriate overlap we choose the 

Gaussian function as a template to define fuzzy 

membership functions for 9 semantic ranks in domain  

[-4, 4]. Formula (1) is template of Fuzzy Membership 

Function.                  

                    (       )   

 (    )
 

   
 

            (1) 

Where  

  *                           +,  ,   are 

parameters of Gaussian membership function 

corresponding to the sentimental rank k. When x=ck, 

y=1, namely, the value of membership function is 1 at 

the function center point, then      . 

From    to  ,    ,    - ,         ,      

  ,       ,        ,     ； 

From   to VL,    ,   - ,      ,      ,      , 

     ,        

Let us consider the following example of Fuzzy Set. 

 
 

Fig.1 Basic Evaluation Fuzzy Set 

Table 1. Evaluation and Emotion Fuzzy Corpus of Online Reviews 

 

Ontology Evaluation Emotion 

Monitor, chassis, cable, touch 

screen, processor, appearance, 

price, performance, memory, 

hard disk, display card, sound 

box, mainboard, keyboard, 

fan, heat dissipation, weight, 

after sale, repair rate 

words degree words degree 

unique VLG happy LH 

ideal LG enjoyable MH 

comfortable MG fortunately SH 

good SG hesitate Z 

ordinary Z faint SL 

expensive SB gloomy ML 
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B. Establishment of Consumer Psychological Fuzzy 

Corpus Bases 

On the above basis, semantic fuzzy corpus is 

established. Products and their attributes are objective 

ontology on which consumers comment. We take 

notebook computer as an example to give the base of 

ontology. Moreover we build fuzzy corpus of 

evaluation and emotion according to the establishing 

methods of the membership function introduced in 

section one. Fuzzy corpus is then stored by two-

dimensional table, for the case of fuzzy evaluation, the 

words are in the fist column and the basis evaluation 

fuzzy set are stored in the second ones ,shown in table 1 

C. Fuzzy Operator of Modifiers.  

In this section, we present how to deal with the 

language operator and characterize the semantic 

transfer caused by modifiers. For adverb or negative 

prefix modifiers may change the semantic polarity and 

degree of the basic evaluation fuzzy set .So to achieve 

the fuzzy calculation of evaluation and evaluation 

degree at the sentence level, it is indispensible to 

determine. 

 (a)Intensifier Operators 

Language operator indicates a class of prefix in 

language system, usually added in front of a phrase or 

word to adjust the meaning of it, such as the 

emphasized prefix or negative prefix. And Modified-

Polarity will lead to the sentiment transfer problem. 

Subsequently we define the processing methods of 

these language operators and two dictionaries: the 

Privative Dictionary and Intensifier Dictionary so as to 

achieve the width change of its membership function 

and the corresponding shift of the center.  

In this paper, we use the word Set in „HowNet‟ 

which is created by [16]. After being screened and 

refreshed, they are  

divided into five ranks, namely, extreme, very, more, 

little and insufficient. The following table lists some of 

the typical intensifier words: 

The categories of „extremely‟, „very‟ and „more‟ with 

the effect of strengthen the tone are called „Strengthen 

Operator‟, also known as „Centralized Operator‟. While 

the rest which is used to weaken the tone are regarded 

as „Freshening Operator‟, also known as „Loose 

Operator‟, as indicated in the ranks of „little‟ and 

„insufficiently‟. 

System (2).is the general form of the intensifier 

operators Take evaluation word M as an example:  

               ( )  , (       )-   
                          (          )      

                                  
(
 ,  (     )- 

   
 )  

                          (2) 

Here,       ;   ,    -; k is the evaluation rank of 

the target word;   is the Intensifier Operator;    is a 

positive real number; when     ,   is a Centralized 

Operator; when    ,   is a Loose Operator. 
kc  is the 

original value of the Gaussian function for evaluation 

rank k, with the addition of the intensifier word, whose 

value will shift     units to the left or right side. The 

corresponding value of    and   also see table: 

Table 2. Examples of Some representative Intensifier Word Ranks 

Rank Intense Examples      

1 insufficiently a little less, just, less, merely, not really 4 +2 

2 little a bit, a little, a little bit, more or less, 

slightly, somewhat, some 
2 +1.5 

3 more by far, comparatively, even more, further, 

fairly relatively, at least, 
1.5 +0.5 

4 very considerably, especially, much, quite, , 

too far, a lot, particularly, 
0.5 -1 

5 extremely absolutely, amazingly, completely, ultra 

exceedingly, beyond comparison, 
0.25 -1.5 

Consequently, by means of the above operations 

which transfer the width change or shift the center of its 

membership function we can achieve the corresponding 

change of evaluation degree 

(b)Privative Operator 

For the sentimental words with negative prefix, it is 

obviously unreasonable to simply reverse their polarity. 

For example, „not good‟, „not very good‟, „very good‟, 

etc., although they all have a negative prefix, but the 

strength of the negative tone is very different. 

Through taking half of the sentimental polarity after 

reverse weaken the negative tone in[19]. But this 

approach will induce contradiction in some special 

situations. For example, the evaluation word „satisfied‟, 

whose sentimental rank is +B, for „not very satisfied‟, if 

in accordance with this algorithm, first change the 

membership function according to the intensifier 

operator (narrow, shift to right) to raise the evaluation 
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degree, and then take half after reverse. It is clear that 

the desired value of the membership function at this 

time is lower than that of „not satisfied‟ (directly take 

half after reverse), that is, low evaluation degree. 

However, the fact is, the degree of „not very satisfied‟ 

should be much higher than that of „not satisfied‟, so 

the algorithm about the Privative Operator should be 

further to discuss. 

For this reason, we divided the negative prefix into 

three cases, such as PM, PIM and IPM, in which P 

represents Privative prefix, I represents Intensifier 

prefix, and M is the sentimental target word,   is the 

sentimental rank this word belongs to,    
*                           + , the 

corresponding membership function is  

       ( )          (       )   

 ,    - 

   
 

          (3)             

The three cases are described respectively as follows. 

For case PM, order         , then 

       ( )          .      
  

 
/  

 0  
  
 

1
 

   
 

           (4) 

For case PIM, given the variables corresponding to the 

intensifier operator   and   , then  

  ( )  *        (      
     

 
)+

  

 

                           
{
 [  (     )  ]

 

   
 }   

                             (5)                          

For case IPM, the same, 

  ( )  0        .      
  
 

   /1
  

 

                           
{
 0  ( 

  
 

   )1
 

   
 }   

                                (6) 

In this paper, the Privative Dictionary is established 

through „HowNet‟. By the selection of the original 

privative words in the „HowNet‟, and then extracting 

the words having the original negative meaning 

definition, we got 18 privative after filtering such as 

„not‟, „no‟, „never‟, „hardly‟ and so on. 

III. Fuzzy Calculation of Product  

Comprehensive Evaluation and Emotion 

The emotion value is obtained through comprehensive 

calculation of massive emotion words. Also we take 

customer preferences of certain features into account to 

calculate evaluation of products with multi-attributes. 

Thus the fuzzy calculation steps of evaluation and 

emotion go as follows: 

Step1. Firstly, conduct part-of-speech tagging and 

syntactic analysis then get n evaluation words    (  

     )  and m emotion words    (       )  and 

corresponding intensive or negative modifiers. 

Step2. Regarding evaluation and emotion words 

   (       ) ,    (       ) , query the 

corresponding basic evaluation fuzzy set  (  
 
)(  

     ) and  (  
 
)(       ) from the evaluation 

and emotion fuzzy corpus. 

Step3. According to the intensive and negative 

processing approach accomplish shift the width and 

center of its membership function, and get modified 

evaluation fuzzy set   (  
 
)(       )and modified 

emotion fuzzy set   (  
 
)(       ).  

Step4. Execute “and” operation to   (  
 
)(  

     )  and    (  
 
)(       )  respectively, then 

get the evaluation of the certain attribute and the total 

emotion fuzzy set   ,   . 

Step5. Defuzzify    ,    separately by means of 

“centroid”, afterwards obtain the attribute evaluation 

value and the overall emotion value of the product. 

Step6. A final score of the product based on the 

valuation of each feature is Overall Assessment that is 

calculated as the weighted sum of several attributes. 

                  ∑                                 (7) 

We compiled program in Matlab in accordance with 

the rules of above, thereby can calculate the evaluation 

and emotion degree of a product. Example: “The design 

of this series is defective, its heat dissipation is 

comparatively poor, the battery is too short-lived, not so 

desirable, and the main board is easy-burned, regret 

having bought it, depressing …” 

The evaluation and its modifiers are analyzed in 

table 3: 

Negative word “poor” is used to appraise the 

attribute of “battery”, membership function of this word 

in the basic evaluation fuzzy set is LB, and modified by 

the intensifier “too” whose rank is 4 expressing a strong 

emphasizing degree. Negative words are denoted by N 

(Negative) and 0(none). 

In the 203 commentary sentences there are 35 

evaluation words reviewed on “battery”, the evaluation 

value is -2.6528; while 42 evaluation words on “heat 

dissipation”, the evaluation value is -3.7922. Assume 

the important coefficient of these two attributes is 1, 0.5. 

Then 

          ∑
((       )   (       )    )

   
             (8) 

Meanwhile, there are 71 emotion words; the 

comprehensive value is -1.8612. Massive commentaries 

hold high negative opinion on this notebook, thus the 

battery performance is ordinary and the one of the heat 
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dissipation is bad. Hence the product is not welcome by 

the consumers. 

IV. Recommendation Methodology 

  In order to achieve the product recommendation, 

based on the he theory of consumption motivation type 

we calculate and reason by way of product evaluation 

and emotion values, well then we generate the extent of 

recommendation effect of product reviews—

Recommendation degrees. That requires setting up 

reasoning rule bases representing knowledge. 

A. Fuzzy reasoning rule bases 

In various Knowledge Representation methods, the 

most common way is the form of natural language rules:  

IF premise (antecedent), THEN conclusion (consequent) 

We own evaluation (EF) and emotion (EM) as 

antecedent and recommendation (R) as consequent to 

establish fuzzy reasoning system (FIS), whose form is 

as follows: 

IF antecedent 1(Customer Type) and antecedent (EF) 

and antecedent 3(EM) THEN consequent (R) (5)  

There are several ways to classify users such as 

lifestyle theory, demographic filtering, shopping motive, 

and so on. Nevertheless the lifestyle theory is difficult 

to explain that the values influence on user‟s purchase 

behavior in [17]. Demographic filtering does not 

provide any individual adaptation, also when the user 

interests tend to change over time referring to [18] and 

reference in [19] provided that shopping motive can be 

defined as driver of behavior that brings consumers to 

the marketplace to satisfy their internal needs. In the 

work of [20] classified shopping motive into four 

shopping types showing in Figure 2.  

Low-utility/low-pleasure type includes woman-

centric beginning nedizens. Where the utility is 

quantized by the emotion value and the degree of 

pleasure need is characterized as emotion value. 

high utility/low pleasure

（man-centric utilitarians）

high utility/high pleasure

（profissionalist-centric 

proficient netizens）

low utility/low pleasure

(woman-centric

beginning netizens）

high utility/low pleasure

（collegian-centri hedonists）

Hedonic Motive

U
tilita

ria
n

 

M
o
tiv

e

FIG.2 User Classification by Shopping Motive 

The basic principle of constructing the inference 

rules: the consequent increases as the antecedent 

strengthens; When antecedent 2(EF) and antecedent 

3(EM) are both great negative values the 

recommendation degree is intense opposition (VLO); 

On the premise of Bounded Rationality theory, 

although one of the antecedents is a negative value, the 

other is very high and this antecedent is demanded by 

the consumer then the purchase intention is strong. 

Therefore, the extent of recommendation degree should 

advance along with the growth of the high antecedent. 

Four type rules of the consumer‟s analysis go as 

follows: 

Regarding the type of high utility/high pleasure 

consumers, the higher the utility of the product as well 

as the better the emotion satisfies the consumer the 

more willing to buy. Namely the recommendation 

intensity should be bigger. The specific inference rules 

are shown in table 4.  

 

Table 3. Fuzzy inference rules for High Utility/Low Pleasure consumers 

  

VLB 

 

LB 

 

MB 

 

SB 

 

Zero 

 

SG 

 

MG 

 

LG 

 

VLG 

VLL VLO VLO VLO VLO VLO VLO LO MO SO 

LL VLO VLO VLO VLO LO LO MO SO Z 

ML VLO VLO VLO VLO LO LO MO SO Z 

SL VLO VLO VLO VLO LO MO SO Z Z 

Zero VLO LO LO LO MO SO Z Z SＡ 

SH VLO LO LO MO SO SA SA SA MA 

MH LO MO MO SO Z SA MA MA LA 

LH MO SO SO Z Z SA MA LA VLA 

VLH SO Z Z Z SA MA LA VLA VLA 

 

Three-dimensional graphic of rules is shown in 

Figure 3-6. For the type of low utility/low pleasure the 

product utility and the emotion satisfaction have little 

impact on purchase intention. If it can meet the 

consumer‟s basic need, namely evaluation and emotion 

is non-negative, the consumers are willing to buy. So 

when antecedents 2(EF), antecedents 3(EM) rise to zero, 

consequent (R) jumps rapidly to intense degree of 

recommendation. 

High utility/low pleasure consumers intend to buy 

high-utility product whose online reviews are good, but 

EF 
E

M R 
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they are less influenced by the emotion of the 

comments, namely, the purchase intention mounts up 

with the utility evaluation rather than the pleasure. The 

low utility/high pleasure is on the contrary. Mamdani 

reasoning method is adopted and Centroid method is 

employed for defuzzification. 

 

 
FIG.3 Fuzzy inference rules for High Utility/High 

Pleasure 

 

 
FIG. 4 Fuzzy inference rules for High Utility/Low 

Pleasure 

B.   Experiment design and analysis 

From the related posts of Baidu Post Bar 

(http://tieba.baidu.com/) using page collection tool 

„bget_share‟, downloaded more than 1200 reviews of 

which there are 437 sentences commented on X brand  

of notebook computer and 328 on Y. After being 

screened 160 reviews are identified as the final corpus 

respectively.  

 

 
FIG. 5 Fuzzy inference rules for Low Utility/Low 

Pleasure 

 

 
FIG. 6 Fuzzy inference rules for Low Utility/High 

Pleasure 

For each one of these 160 reviews, the 

comprehensive evaluation and the emotion degree were 

calculated. By the above inference method 

recommendation degree is obtained for four types of 

consumers. The abscissa in the graphic represents the 

number of the comments. In order to facilitate the 

observation of recommendation laws we sort the 

evaluation value of X from low to high while the 

emotion value of Y is sorted the same way. The effects 

of the two experiments are shown in Figure 7, 8: 

 

 
 

FIG.7 Recommendation effect of product X to four consumer types 
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FIG.8 Recommendation effect of product Y to four consumer types 

 

From Figure 7, the recommendation degree of the 

consumers with strong need of product utility (black 

and blue) is enhanced with the increasing of evaluation 

value. From 120 comments, the recommendation 

degree of high utility / high pleasure (blue) consumers 

slows down gradually. Given that both are at the same 

emotional level and the low pleasure (black) types don‟t 

ask so much pleasure, the recommendation degree isn‟t 

limited by the antecedents. 

The evaluation value has minimal impact on the 

recommendation degree of the consumers without 

strong utility demanding (red and green), thus theirs 

maintain at a high level; As can be seen in the 

comments between the 80 and 100, when the evaluation 

value accelerate to a certain extent the recommendation 

degree of low utility / low pleasure (green) consumers 

shoot up and remain at a high level. 

From Figure 8, high utility / high pleasure and low 

utility / low pleasure consumers take on the same 

recommendation law as the analysis of Figure 7. 

However, the recommendation degree of low utility / 

high-pleasure is gradually enhanced with the growth of 

emotion value and the one of high utility / low-pleasure 

tend to be horizontal. The experiments verify the 

validity of reasoning rules. 

V. Conclusion   

This paper considers consumers‟ psychological 

factors and the inherent fuzzy properties of the natural 

language. Based on the fuzzy modeling for the 

evaluation and emotion of online review texts, fuzzy 

corpus are established using evaluation and emotion 

words. Combined with consumer preferences of 

product attributes, the comprehensive evaluation and 

emotional value is calculated. Regarding them as 

inference antecedents, towards different consumer types 

with bounded rationality we achieve the 

recommendation degree. Experiments of a large 

number of comments on X and Y notebook products 

are given as well as a detailed analysis of recommended 

levels and trends. The validity of the method is proved. 

In the future, it is necessary to enrich and verify the 

corpus .Meanwhile experiments on different product 

types and improvement of inference rules are to be 

continued. 
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Abstract 
Confronted with the increasingly severe information 

security problems, proper configuration of security 

technologies is critical to enhance the information 

systems performance. To solve the integrated linkage 

control problem based on attack detection, the 

security model including firewall, intrusion detection 

system (IDS) and vulnerability scan is analyzed by 

game theory. The analyses show that more IT 

portfolio will not bring better benefits, and more 

fixed vulnerabilities are not the better choice for the 

firm either. However, reasonable configuration of 

firewall will always reduce the firm’s expected loss. 

According to the Nash equilibrium of the model, 

technical parameters are configured to minimize the 

firm’s expected loss. 

Key words: economics of information systems; 

firewall; IDS; vulnerability scan; security portfolio 

strategy  

1 Introduction 
With the rapid development of microelectronics and 

emergence of information industry, the tide of 

informatization is billowy. An important feature of 

information age is accessing to information and 

exchanging information by network [1], e-commerce 

has developed rapidly, and online transaction of 

enterprises has carried on actively [2]. But science and 

technology is two sides sword. When the whole 

society popularizes information technology, the 

diversification trends of information systems security 

problems are getting evident: hackers spread, privacy 

issues, computer network crime, confidence crisis, 

variety purposes of system invasion, etc., especially 

the increasingly severe e-commerce security 

problems. In view of rigorous information security 

trend, all kinds of IT security measures were 

successively found. Mainstream security 

technologies include firewall, IDS and vulnerability 

scan, etc. [3]. Nevertheless each IT has its own 

advantages and limitations, and only the proper 

configuration of IT can achieve the information 

system dynamic security, which is the key to balance 

the information protection and information access as 

well. 

Different information system security problems can 

be solved by different IT portfolios. In general, 

according to the different security threats and 

protection focuses, information system security 

should generate the following five strategies: the 

integrated linkage control problem based on attack 

detection; the border security control problem based 

on active defense; the unified access management 

problem based on source control; the integrated 

threat management problem based on security fusion; 

the closed-loop strategy management problem based 

on asset protection. Our findings offer solutions to 

the integrated linkage control problem based on 

attack detection, it mainly needs to deploy 
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vulnerability scan, intrusion detection, firewall, etc., 

and to achieve a linkage control between firewall, 

IDS, routers and switches. In this problem, all the 

security threats are reflected in the attacker's 

malicious behavior. The attacks are effectively 

recognized by detecting their behavior characteristics. 

As a result, the linkage between security equipment 

and network equipment executes an effective control 

to prevent the attacks.  

At present, there are two significant trends to address 

the information system security. One transition is 

from the traditional IT security to the integration of 

IT and security management; the other transition is 

from the traditional use of a single IT to the use of IT 

portfolios. The traditional information security 

technology methods are mainly studied in a purely 

technical aspect, whose research has focused on the 

design of algorithms related to firewalls, IDS and 

others, such as encryption. For example, various 

approaches to firewall design are discussed in 

Holden and Gouda and Liu [4], [5]. The algorithms 

used in anomaly-based IDS are presented in 

Neumann and Porras, and Zamboni and Spafford [6], 

[7]. The other methods are studied in an economics 

and management aspect to study on the IT 

configuration and strategy formulation, which 

integrate IT and security management. Therefore, in 

the last few years, a new research filed has arisen in 

information management system—Economics of 

Information Security. Gal-Or and Ghose have 

analyzed the relationship between the security 

technology investments and information sharing by 

game theory, and show that the higher substitutability 

among the enterprises product, the more valuable the 

security information sharing, i.e. the more intense 

competition industry will benefit more when it 

establishes the sharing alliances[8]. Lye and Wing 

have established a random game model, which 

obtains the Nash equilibrium and the best strategy 

selection between the managers and the attackers [9]. 

Hu, Hart and Cooke have analyzed the role of 

external and internal influences on information 

systems security in a neo-institutional perspective [10]. 

There are more abundant achievements on the 

traditional use of a single IT. For instance, Li etc. 

have analyzed the intrusion prevention system 

management and configuration by inspection game 

theory [11].Alpcan has established the model of 

nonzero-sum and non-cooperative dynamic game 

between two players [12]. Cavusoglu and Raghunathan 

have respectively analyzed the IDS configuration 

based on decision theory and game theory, when it 

defends the attacks [13]. However, there is little 

research on the use of IT portfolios. Piessens has 

proposed that if the IT selection and portfolios are 

used inappropriately, the hackers may attack 

successfully by the weakness in the installation of 

software, which means the more use of IT may not 

be able to improve the security [14]. Zhu and 

Raghunathan have proposed the evaluation model of 

information security technologies on game theory, 

which include firewall, intrusion diction system and 

intrusion tolerant [15]. Cavusoglu etc. have studied 

configuration of and interaction between a firewall 

and IDS, and show that deploying a technology, 

whether it is the firewall or the IDS, could hurt the 

firm if the configuration is not optimized for the 

firm’s environment [16].  

Thus for the information security problems are very 

important, there are a large number of relevant 

domestic and international achievements in the recent 

years, although the economics of information 

security is a new field. But most of the achievements 

are based on one security IT, and there are few on the 

security IT portfolios, especially on more than three 

IT portfolios. The development of information 

network is a game process between information 

protection technology and information attack 

technology. In this game, we assume that the player 

using information protection technology is the firm, 

and the other player using information attack 

technology is the hacker, then the game transfers into 

the game between the firm and the hacker. The 

objective of the firm is to minimize its expected loss 

from intrusions; on the other hand, the hacker is to 

maximize his expected benefit. If the game is to 

achieve the balance, a reasonable strategy and proper 

technical parameter configuration will be the key 
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factors. In this paper, the security model including 

firewall, intrusion detection system (IDS) and 

vulnerability scan has been analyzed by game theory, 

and the problem of IT selection and optimal 

configuration has been studied. Moreover, the game 

strategy has been analyzed, and the impact on the 

access control policy for the firm has been proposed 

subsequently. In the end, it concludes the paper with 

a discussion of the implications of our results and 

future research directions. 

2 Information Security Model 
In a protected system, the protective measures are 

usually deployed to defense the security incidents by 

the system security policy [17]. For sake of analysis, 

an information security model is introduced here 

(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Information Security Model 

Although each IT security has different objectives, 

they are not independent of each other in control. 

Firewall can generally prevent intrusion, IDS can 

detect intrusion, and vulnerability scan can identify 

the security risks and the vulnerabilities exploited by 

hackers. In practice, according to the network 

topology, applications and safety requirements, we 

deploy the proper firewall; monitor the key points of 

the network in real-time by IDS, adjust the system 

automatically by the system administrator or security 

strategy after discovering the intrusion; scan the 

system at regular intervals to find the vulnerabilities 

of configuration changes and fix them in time. 

Generally there are four reasonable technology 

portfolios: only deploy firewall and IDS; only deploy 

IDS and vulnerability scan; deploy all the 

technologies; deploy none of the technologies. 

Therein, the principle of firewall and IDS portfolio is 

that, IDS is able to detect the intrusion outside the 

firewall, and firewall is able to further adjust the 

security strategy by the feedback information of IDS, 

which can prevent the intrusion behavior from the 

beginning, and that can greatly improve the entire 

defense system performance. In addition, the 

principle of IDS and vulnerability scan portfolio is 

that, IDS acquires the anomaly cases of attacks, 

whereas scanner acquires the security risks of the 

objective system. The exist vulnerabilities in the 

system is able to be derived reversely by the attack 

information from IDS; on the other side, the system 

risks are able to effectively connect with the attack 

states to estimate and forecast the trend of attacks. 

Cavusoglu etc. [10] have discussed the portfolio: only 

deploy firewall and IDS; and deploy none of the 

technologies, which have researched on the 

configuration of and interaction between firewall and 

IDS. The result is that default setting usually brings 

the risk, and the vulnerabilities of software could be 

easy found by the hacker in this case. When firewall 

and IDS are in the same security system, only the 

proper configuration can benefit the firm from both 

the security and economy. Based on paper [10], our 

study focuses on the portfolio: only deploy IDS and 

vulnerability scan; and deploy all the technologies. 

3 Model Analyses 
We consider two types of users, the internal users and 

external users. Internal users have access to the 

system from inside the firewall, i.e. they do not go 

through the firewall; external users access the system 

from outside the firewall, and hence are validated by 

the firewall. No matter the portfolio (ⅰ) only deploy 

IDS and vulnerability scan, or the portfolio (ⅱ) 

deploy all the technologies, all users have to go 

through the scanner at regular intervals. However, the 

principle of the scanner is regularly testing the 

network risks, not as the same effect as firewall and 

IDS which can defense or prevent the invasion. So 

the effect of scanner is ahead of risk control 

initiatively for the firm, but for the hacker, it has 

raised the potential cost of invasion. We discuss the 

three broad components of our model—hacker, firm, 
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and technology, and define the parameters as follows. 

（Ⅰ） Hacker 

(1) A hacker committing the intrusion 

derives a benefit of   if the intrusion in 
undetected. 

(2) If the intrusion is detected, the hacker 

incurs a penalty of   for a net benefit of - （ ）. 

We assume that   ; that is, a hacker that is 

detected does not enjoy a positive utility. 

(3) Denote the probability that a user 

hacks by  ( [0,1]  ). 

（Ⅱ） Firm 

(1) The firm incurs a cost of c  each time it 

performs a manual investigation. 

(2)  When an intrusion is undetected, the firm 

incurs a damage of d . 

(3)  If the firm detects an intrusion, the firm 

prevents or recovers a fraction, ( 1)   of d . It is 

reasonable to assume that c d , so that the firm’s 

cost of investigation is not higher than the benefit it 

gets if it detects an intrusion. 

（Ⅲ）Technology 

(1) Probability of firewall detection    
) , i.e. firewall 

stops an illegal external user. Probability of firewall 

false negative is1 F

(F
DP P classify as a hacker∣user is a hacker

DP , i.e. firewall does not stop an 

illegal external user. Probability of firewall false 
positive ) , 

i.e. firewall stops a legal external user. 

(F
FP P classify as a hacker∣user is a normal user

(2) Similarly, define probability of IDS 

detection I
DP , i.e. I

DP  is the probability that the 

IDS raises an alarm for an intrusion. Probability of 

IDS false negative is I
D1 P  i.e. I

D1 P  is the 

probability that the IDS does not raise an alarm for 

an intrusion. Probability of IDS false positive I
FP  i.e. 

I
FP  is the probability that the IDS raises an alarm 

when there is no intrusion. 

(3) The configuration cost of vulnerability scan 

is Sc ; the firm performs a manual investigation when 

detects the intrusion, the potential benefit of scanner 

for the firm is Sd ( 1)S  , the potential cost of 

scanner for the hacker is S . 

The objective of the firm is to minimize its expected 

loss from intrusions; on the other hand, the hacker is 

to maximize his expected benefit. We perform the 

analysis using backward induction. That is, we first 

derive the equilibrium for the firm’s investigation 

strategy and a user’s hacking strategy given the 

firm’s implementation and configuration strategies, 

then figure out the equilibrium point. Subsequently, 

we determine the firm’s optimal implementation and 

configuration strategy. Consequently, we derive the 

equilibrium strategies. In the following paragraphs, 

we separately analyze the portfolio (ⅰ) only deploy 

IDS and vulnerability scan, and the portfolio (ⅱ) 

deploy all the technologies. 

Portfolio (ⅰ): only deploy IDS and vulnerability 

scan 

Assume a user’s strategy SU∈｛H,NH｝, in which H 

is to hack, NH is not to hack.; the firm’s strategy 

SF∈｛（I,I）（I,NI）,(NI,I),(NI,NI)｝, in which I is to 

investigate, NI is not to investigate, and the first 

element in each ordered pair is the firm’s action 

when IDS raises an alarm, while the second element 

is the firm’s action when IDS does not raise an alarm. 

Let 1  and 2  respectively denote the firm’s 

investigation probabilities when the IDS raises an 

alarm and when the IDS does not raise an alarm, in 

which 1 [0,1] （ ） , and 2 [0,1] （ ） . In 

general, 2 1  . The following probability 

computations are used in deriving the equilibrium. 
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The firm’s expected cost for the alarm and the 

no-alarm  states respectively are:  

AF

NF
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2( , ) (1 ) (1 )NF c d d cS Sd                 （7） 
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The hacker’s expected benefit is:  

1 2 1 2( , , ) ( )( (1 ))I
S D D

IH P            P    （9） 

Proposition 1: The following mixed strategy profiles 

constitute the Nash equilibrium for the IDS and 

vulnerability scan. 
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probability of hack invasion is higher than the 

detected probability of hack invasion. That means the 

portfolio of only deploy IDS and scanner cannot 

benefit the firm, but hurt the firm. One of the reasons 

is that, the manual investigation will be conducted as 

soon as IDS has raised an alarm, which is very 

expensive and inefficient. The other reason is that, 

hacker prefers to intrude system in this case. Assume 

the probability of neutral for hacker’s intruding is 0.5, 

then in this case, the probability that a user hacks 

* 0.5,   we have ( )Sc d 0    , i.e. 

(c d )S  , which means the investigation cost 

is higher than the firm’s benefit, so it cannot create 

efficiency for the firm. 

Conclusion 2: From the expression of equilibrium 

strategy, whether I
D

S

P
 

  or I
D

S

P
 




S

, 

the defense strategy of the firm is relevant to the 

parameters , and , ,  , I
S DP , ,  

, , , Sc d

 reflect the 

requirements of the firm’s security environment; the 

intrusion strategy of the hacker is relevant to the 

parameters ,and , , ,c d   , ,I
S FP I

DP    

reflect the characters of the hacker’s intrusion 

Portfolio (ⅱ) deploy all the technologies, i.e. 

Firewall, IDS and Vulnerability scan 

We assume that   fraction of users is external users, 

and only a proportion   of external users are legal 

users. The benefit to the firm under normal use by a 

legal user is  , the other assumptions are the same 

as portfolio (ⅰ), then: 
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The firm’s expected cost for the alarm and the 

no-alarm  with firewall states respectively are: 
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Then the firm’s expected cost for the alarm AF  and 

the no-alarm NF   states respectively are: 
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Then the firm’s overall expected cost is: 
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The hacker’s expected benefit is:  

1 2 1 2( , , ) ( )( (1 ))I
S D D

IH P            P   (23) 

Proposition 2: The equilibrium when the firm 

implements the firewall, IDS and vulnerability scan 

is identical to the equilibrium in proposition 1. 

Proof: To have the equilibrium point, evaluate 

1 2

0, 0, 0NA FFH
  

 
  

  
 

Through the observation, there are no 1 2,   in (18) 

and (19), so if derivation, 

i.e.
1 1 2
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2

NF FF F
   

   
 

   
, then the 
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equilibrium in portfolio (ⅰ) is identical to the 

equilibrium in portfolio (ⅱ).  

Conclusion 3: Although the equilibrium in portfolio 

(ⅰ) is identical to the equilibrium in portfolio (ⅱ), 

as , a proper configuration of 

firewall will reduce the firm’s overall expected loss. 

If give the expected firm’s loss, the reduce parts by 

firewall can be used to deploy the other technologies 

or upgrades, which will improve the firm’s 

information security environment. 

0, 0F F
A NF F 

Conclusion 4: No matter the portfolio (ⅰ) or (ⅱ), 

Sd  in vulnerability scan does have impact on the 

hacker’s intrusion strategy. The higher Sd , the 

lower the probability of hack’s intrusion, and the 

stronger the system protection is. So the scanner 

should be upgraded its database in time, and set 

scanning period rationally to help the firm reduce the 

probability of hacking. However, it does not mean 

the higher the better. In non-Nash equilibrium, the 

firm’s expected loss is not the minimum loss, i.e. 

repairing all the vulnerabilities is not the best strategy 

for the scanner. It should reasonably repair the 

system vulnerabilities in terms of security level 

requirements. Otherwise the improper repair will 

cause the blue screen of death to the system, which is 

inconvenience to the firm. 

4 conclusions 
Firewall, IDS and vulnerability scan are mainstream 

security technologies. To solve the integrated linkage 

control problem based on attack detection, we 

establish the security model including these three 

technologies. The Nash equilibrium strategy is 

derived by analyzing the security technologies 

selection and optimal configuration. We show that 

deploying all the technologies is not the best choice 

for the firm. Conversely, it will hurt the firm. 

However, reasonable configuration of firewall will 

always reduce the firm’s expected loss. It is 

significant for the optimal configuration of 

information security policy. The technical parameters 

in vulnerability scan do have impact on the hacker’s 

intrusion strategy, but not imply that the more the 

repair the better the system performance. 

We make a tentative research on the information 

security technology portfolios. Future research 

should investigate as follows: (1) Study on the 

interaction between firewall, IDS and vulnerability 

scan, for instance, how does the vulnerabilities in 

scanner impact on the configuration of firewall and 

IDS; (2) Consider a real firm as a research object, 

then the optimal information security strategy is 

proposed by configuring proper technical parameters. 

(3) Solve the optimal configuration problems of the 

other four network security strategies in the 

introduction part. 
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Abstract 

Marketers have been more attentive to 
advertisement in online games. Product placement 
via movies or news reports have been recognized; 
however, little is known about the placement in Thai 
online games. This study thus attempts to (1) report 
the profile of Thai online gamers, (2) explore their 
attitude toward in-game placement, and (3) analyze 
their awareness and product recall. 

Based on the 253 number of usable 
questionnaires, Thai online gamers are mainly 
young, male students, spending 2-9 hours a day 
playing the games. They perceived congruence 
between game content and in-game placement and 
did not object to have commercials in the games. 
Although 86% of the samples were aware of in-
game placement, their product recall is fairly low. 

  In addition to extending insight into 
online advertisement in the context of Thai gamers, 
marketers could arrange a more proper marketing 
plan based on these results. 
 
Keywords: Thai gamers, online games, product 
placement, attitude 
 

Problem statement 

One of advertising tools, product 
placement is a marketing technique through which 
firms tangentially display their marketing messages 
through different channels. Television viewers may 
have noticed a can of soda on an anchor’s desk 
during a news broadcast or an instruction on how to 
brew coffee using a new coffee maker one soap 
opera. Indeed, the placement  in entertainment 
media is an important alternative to attract one’s 
attention since advances in communication 
technologies have made it far difficult for marketers 
to deliver message via traditional media [10, 12]. 
While the Internet may have been the marketers’ 
choices, the decline in general online advertising 
efficiency, such as the numbers of click on banners, 
urges them to consider new areas on this virtual 
word. Consequently, product placement has 
expanded to cover the realm of online games [9, 12, 
16]. 

The product placement in online games 
could be classified into two major categories: 
advergaming and in-game placement [1, 2, 5, 6]. 

Advergame is the practice where firms develop a 
game associated heavily to products or services. For 
example, Cheetos snacks had created two 
advergames in 1992 in order to draw the target’s 
attention [26]. In-game placement is the practice 
where firms present their product campaign as 
decoration in a computer game. For example, 
players of SWAT5 may encounter a display of a 
poster of Tripping the Rift hanging on the game’s 
wall [19] or Ford and Nike agreed in 2007 to 
display their commercials in four most popular 
video games including Nintendo’s Wii or Sony’s 
playstation [13]. These two product placement 
techniques are much similar in terms of applying 
computer games for marketing purposes. However, 
the main difference is that advergame is the specific 
game intended to draw target’s attention to the 
product while in-game engages players in online 
games that have product message appearing in a few 
scenes of the games. Considering the general 
concept of product placement in which marketing 
messages are delivered as part of television 
programs, news reports, movies, or soccer match, 
the in-game placement idea is theoretically similar 
to the concept of product placement than advergame 
[1, 3]. As such, in-game advertisement is the study’s 
focal interest. 

Previous research has contended the reason 
that in-game placement contributes to success in 
advertisement [9, 12, 15, 16]. First, the presentation 
of the product message is not the main interest. 
Gamers still attend to the game consciously. They 
are then likely to perceive the message with no 
serious objection [12]. They are even able to have 
moderately high product recall [7]. Second, since 
the message display is rather peripheral, gamers will 
not develop negative reaction toward it. Based on 
Lee and Faber’s [12, p. 75] arguments, should 
gamers easily recognize the message content, “[it 
could] activates [their] skepticism …, which can 
[then] serve to counteract and limit persuasive 
effects”. Third, interactivity between players and 
game they play and that among players present a 
unique opportunity to in-game placement, as 
compared to traditional placement. Games are thus 
more lively and more persuasive [9, 16]. This 
interactivity also lead gamers to feel or even to 
control the placement, consequently enhancing 
gamers’ positive attitude not only toward the games 
but also toward the product placed in them [15, 16]. 
According to Kureshi and Sood [9, p. 256], gamers 
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often perceive “realism to the game” and this could 
lead to their favorable attitude toward the 
placement. Finally, gamers will always have 
different experience every time they play games. 
This difference include a player’s choices of how to 
play games or an array of their responses to these 
game activities. It would lead to various exciting 
reactions once the same game is played, even alone 
or in groups. This variation is so inviting that 
players may come back and then much often expose 
to the commercial placed in the games. 

Gaming industry has proliferated 
worldwide. Yang and colleagues [24] had estimated 
that the number of gamers have increased nearly 
50% a year since 2004. eMarketer [25] contends 
that the spending on the US in-game advertising in 
2013 will be US$ 681 millions, as compared to US$ 
443 millions in 2009. The increase is about 75%. In 
addition, the online games are expanding to cover a 
mobile platform. Wood [26] estimates high increase 
in the mobile gaming end user revenue worldwide 
from US$ 4.7 billions in 2009 to 11.4 billions in 
2014. 

In Thailand, gaming and animation 
industry has directly received a considerable support 
from the government [21]. The software industry 
promotion agency (SIPA) has predicted that the 
gaming industry will nearly double in size from 
9,086 million baht (or about US$ 309,000) in 2008 
to 15,687 million baht (or about US$ 533,400) in 
2013. Although this magnitude is relatively small, 
the growth is exceeding that in neighboring 
countries including Philippines or Indonesia.  

Given the large proliferation, there have 
been research attempts to examine this online games 
and their implications to advertisement. Based on a 
survey in a Midwestern US city, Nelson and 
coworkers [15, 16]  discovered a profile of online 
gamers: 3 in 4 being men in between 18 to 30 years 
of age. Recruited from residents in Edinburgh, UK, 
71% of the gamers in Winkler and Buckner [22] are 
men and 87% are 20-29 years old. Kureshi and 
Sood [9] recently reported that male high school and 
college students between 22-25 years of age 
accounted for nearly 90% of Indian gamers. Yet, 
such statistics or these profiles on Thai gamers 
could not be located. 

 
Research Objectives 

Currently, online gaming industry in 
Thailand has been on the rise in terms of the number 
of developers and players. Also, the government has 
recognized this  industry and made their effort to 
provide continuing support [21]. Empirical evidence 
from previous studies has ascertained (1) in-game 
placement has a promising future and (2) new 
business opportunities are waiting for both 
practitioners and researchers. Despite all these, there 

is no public work examining, in the specific context 
of Thailand, who Thai gamers are, or what would be 
Thai’s reaction toward in-game placement. This 
study intends to fill this gap through the following 
objectives. 

1.   Describe the profile of Thai online gamers, 
2. Examine their attitude, including awareness, 

toward in-game placement, 
3. Analyze their recall of products in in-game 

placement 
 

Methodology 

This section discusses five methodological 
issues: population and samples; instrument; data 
collection execution; validity and reliability issues; 
and data analysis framework. 
 
Population and Samples 

Given this research’s main concern, the 
population must be Thai online gamers. Yet, there is 
no complete frame from which samples could be 
systematically drawn. Lack of this frame prevents 
us from using probability sampling. As such, we 
adopted purposive non-probability sampling 
technique. Following Sudman’s (1976) 
recommendation together with this research’s 
descriptive approach, the number of samples should 
be in the range of 200-500 units. Consequently, we 
strived to get at most 500 samples. Initially, we 
opted for an online channel since most of the 
gamers must often be online. According to survey 
experts’ concern on a response rate [4, 11]; 
however, we ultimately adopted both online and 
traditional (paper-based) channels. To reach only 
Thai gamers, the language in the survey instrument 
is Thai. 

 
Instrument 

 To keep pace with current Thai gaming 
situation, we invited 15 Thai online gamers for an 
interview. It was casual, and open-ended and the 
details were recorded. Main results from the 
interview were (1) names of online games popular 
among Thai players, (2) few statements of attitudes 
toward the placement and those of purposes for 
which games are played, and (3) gamers’ hangout 
places or webboards. The first two results are for 
questionnaire development and the third is for its 
distribution.  

Because of our intent to employ both 
online and offline questionnaires, these two versions 
must be identical. The questionnaire has four parts. 
The first part consists of screening questions (1) to 
ensure ones are eligible samples and (2) to ask them 
how often they play games for four previously 
elicited purposes. The second part measures their 
ability to recall products placed in six most popular 
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online games: Ragnarok online, Lineage II, Zhu 
Xian, Pangya, FIFA online 2 and Special Force. 
Aware that samples may enjoy other games, one 
open-ended item was provided. The third section 
collected a sample’s attitude toward the game he or 
she had enjoyed most often. The final part gathered 
samples’ demographics. 

 
Data Collection Execution 

We approached samples via two main 
channels. First, we posted a call for participation in 
various webboards. Should they agree to take part in 
this study, they would simply click on a link 
embedded in the call announcement. Second, we 
distributed the questionnaires at the locations, 
identified by the interviewees. Such locations 
include Internet game shops and coffee places. After 
five weeks of data collection, we were able to 
receive 562 questionnaires, 435 of which are usable. 
182 out of the 435 reported they know nothing 
about online games or they play no games, leaving 
us 253 for further analysis. 

 
Reliability and Validity Issues 

To respond to this research’s objectives, 
we have made an effort to ensure the finding’s 
reliability and validity. Such effort includes the 
followings. 

We gave high priority to questionnaire 
development. Based on the interview that helped us 
to gain current insight into gaming industry in 
Thailand and previous work [6, 12, 15, 22], all 
questionnaire items were carefully crafted. Two 
rounds of pretest were used to ensure 
understandability. We evaluated the system that 
facilitated the online data collection to guarantee 
robustness and proper conversion to the data set 
with SPSS readability. Through the traditional 
channel, we paid close attention to the coding 
process. So, the questionnaire responses are 
recorded in the same format of those from the online 
channel. 

We are aware of many popular online 
games toward which samples may have different 
attitude. As a result, prior to asking for their 
attitude, we asked the samples to frame their 
responses based upon the online game they play 
most often. 

 
Data Analysis Framework 

We used descriptive statistics to report the 
profile of Thai online gamers, their attitude toward 
in-game placement and their ability to recall 
advertised products. Also, we adopted an 
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with principal 
component extraction and varimax rotation to 

examine broader constructs underlying their attitude 
toward in-game placement. 

 
Results 

Quality of Collected Data 

Before reporting findings, we would like to 
present evidence that guarantees acceptable quality 
of the collected data. The Cronbach’s alpha on eight 
items measuring attitude toward in-game placement 
is 0.782. This value exceeds the threshold of 0.70, 
indicating the acceptable reliability of these scales 
[17]. 

 
Demographics of Thai Online Gamers 

Table 1 and 2 present important 
characteristics of Thai online gamers, the highlights 
of which are as follows: 

 Most of them (64%) are men, less than 
20 years of age (81%) and about 9 in 10 are still 
students. While 28% (the largest portion) spend 3-7 
hours per week on the Internet, the same portion 
(27%) spend longer than 21 hours. 

 It should not be a surprise that the 
largest percentage (35%) admitted playing online 
games as the most frequently-engaged online 
activity. The second to largest percentage were 
engaged in entertainment activities. Regarding the 
length of playing games, 2-9 hours are confirmed by 
the highest 4 out of 10 samples. 

 The most often-cited purpose for 
which samples enjoy online games is to take a break 
while to gain higher levels in the games is least 
cited. 

 
Awareness of, and Attitude toward, In-Game 

Placement 

In Table 1, 86% of the samples were aware 
of in-game placement. In addition, Table 3 presents 
descriptive statistics of eight attitude items on which 
the samples indicated the amount of their 
agreement. They would rate one if they found the 
attitude least favorable or five if most favorable. 
The first two most favorable attitude scales are (1) 
congruence between game content and in-game 
advertisement is critical and (2) in-game 
advertisement does not interrupt game excitement. 
Their averages are 3.66 and 3.59, respectively. Also, 
the two least favorable attitude scales are that (1) in-
game advertisement adds realism to the games and 
(2) products placed in games are interesting. Their 
averages are 2.95 and 3.14, respectively. Based on 
their skewness and kurtosis statistics reported in 
Table 3, it is still reasonable to assume that these 
variables are normally distributed [14]. 
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The interpretation of these two most and 
two least favorable attitude scales would be that the 
samples perceive connection between the content in 
games and that in the advertisement; and the in-
game advertisement does not take away the fun of 
playing games while they believe whether the game 
is real or interesting is independent from the in-
game placement. 
 
Table 1 Profile of Thai online gamers 

(N=253) 
Variables Overall N(%) 

Gender 
Male 
Female 

 
162 (64) 
91 (36) 

Age 
< 20 yrs 
21-30 
31-40 
40+ 

 
205 (81) 
41 (16) 
5 (2) 
2 (1) 

Highest education 
Less than college 
College degree 
Master degree or higher 

 
197 (78) 
33 (13) 
23 (9) 

Professions 
Students 
Working people 

 
216 (85) 
37 (15) 

Hours per weeks on Internet 
< 2 
3-7 
8-14 
15-21 
>21 

 
34 (13) 
70 (28) 
42 (17) 
39 (15) 
68 (27) 

Frequently-engaged Internet 
activities 

Play games 
Be entertained 
Check email 
Search for data 
Enjoy messaging 
Do online shopping 
Others 

 
 

89 (35) 
45 (17) 
44 (17) 
31 (13) 
29 (12) 
3 (1) 

12 (5) 
Hours per weeks playing games 

About 1 hour 
2-9  
10-19  
20-50  
>50 

 
48 (19) 

109 (43) 
44 (17) 
30 (12) 
22 (9) 

Aware of in-game placement 
Yes 
No 

 
218 (86) 
35 (14) 

  

Such interpretation, however, was made 
based on the two most and the two least favorable 
attitude items. Although useful to some extent, the 
insight may present only small fraction of their 
common attitude. Consequently, we performed an 
exploratory factor analysis on these eight attitude 
items in order to observe broader constructs 

underlying the attitude. Table 4 presents results of 
the analysis that include loadings of the attitude 
items on the two emerging factors. Both two factors 
explained about 56% of the total variance among 
the attitude items. Also, in Table 4, Factor I 
accounted for 41.3% of the variance. Highest 
loadings of the five items on this factor reflect 
characteristics of in-game advertisement. Factor II 
accounted for 15.0% . Three items loaded highest 
on this factor indicating the samples’ acceptance of 
in-game placement. One attitude item was not 
assigned to any of these two factors since its 
loadings on those factors are ambiguous.  

We also inspected the quality of these 
factor analysis results using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
(KMO) index and Bartlette’s test of sphericity. The 
KMO index is 0.828, the value of which Kaiser {8, 
p. 35] considered “meritorious.” Also, the statistics 
of Barlette’s (515.069, df=28, p<.000) contends that 
the two factors parsimoniously and properly 
underscore Thai’s gamers’ attitude toward in-game 
placement. 

 
Recall of Products Placed in Games 

Based on 86% of the samples who are 
aware of in-game placement, we asked (1) in which 
popular online games they had seen the in-game 
advertisement and (2) whether they could recall the 
products in that placement. Among five popular 
online games, results in Table 5 indicate that 61% of 
the samples (the largest portion) aware of the 
placement claimed they had seen it in Ragnarok 
online, followed by 55% claimed they saw it in 
Pangya. Only 18% of those aware of the placement 
had observed products in Zhu Xian. 

We further asked these samples to recall 
what they had seen in the top five popular online 
games. Results are in Table 6. Only 24%, yet the 
largest portion, of those aware of products placed on 
Ragnarok were able to recall the products in this 
game. About the same proportion (19%) were able 
to recall those in Special Force. The smallest part 
(5%) recall products placed in the Zhu Xian game. 

 
Table 2 Frequency of purposes for which 

samples play online games (1: least 
frequency and 5: most frequency, 
N=253) 

Purposes Mean Standard 
deviation 

Take a break 3.89 0.986 
Kill time 3.15 1.168 
Meet friends via games 3.12 1.290 
Gain games’ higher 

levels  
2.78 1.370 
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Table 3: Attitude toward in-game placement: Descriptive statistics 
Attitude Items Mean Standard 

deviation 
Skewness Kurtosis 

Congruence between game content and in-game 
advertisement is critical 

3.66 0.998 -.557 -.087 

In-game advertisement does not interrupt excitement 3.59 1.089 -.398 -.488 
Players could recognize in-game advertisement 3.40 1.052 -.371 -.251 
In-game advertisement has no effect on how games are 

played 
3.38 1.065 -.258 -.328 

In-game advertisement enhance product’s image 3.28 0.995 -.255 -.040 
It is acceptable to have commercial in games 3.19 0.910 -.289 .004 
Products in in-game advertisement are interesting 3.14 1.012 -.188 -.541 
In-game advertisement adds realism to games 2.95 0.989 -.145 -.298 

Total 3.32 0.639 -.319 -.050 

 
Table 4 Factor analysis results for attitude toward in-game placement 

Attitude Factors  
 I II  

Factor I: Characteristics of in-game advertisement    

In-game advertisement is interesting .85 .01  

In-game placement adds realism to the game .75 .01  

In-game placement enhances product’s image .72 .29  

It is acceptable to have commercial in games .68 .24  

Factor II: Acceptance of in-game advertisement     

In-game placement does not interrupt the 
excitement 

.11 .69  

In-game placement has no effect on how the game 
is played 

.00 .69  

Congruency between game content and in-game 
advertisement is critical 

.29 .68  

Percent of Variance Explained 41.3% 15.0% = 56.3% 

Not assigned 
   

Gamers could recognize in-game advertisement .59 .48  

 
Table 5 Online games on which samples claimed having seen in-game placement (a sample 

could provide multiple responses and a percentage is based on 218 of those aware of 
the placement) 

Online games N (%) 
Ragnarok online 132 (61) 
Pangya 120 (55) 
Special force 90 (41) 
FIFA online 2 74 (34) 
Zhu Xian 40 (18) 

 
Table 6 Proportion of those who could recall products placed in online games 

Online games Number of those aware of product 
placement in a game 

Number of those able to recall products 
placed in a game (%)* 

Ragnarok online 132 32 (24) 
Pangya 120 23 (19) 
Special force 90 21 (23) 
FIFA online 2 74 8 (11) 
Zhu Xian 40 2 (5) 

* This percentage is based on those aware of product placement in the given game (the number in the 
proceeding column) 
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Conclusion and Discussion 

Profile of Thai Online Gamers 

Based on 253 submitted usable online 
questionnaires, the profile of Thai online gamers 
are young male mostly students, spending 2-9 
hours a day playing games. About half of the 
samples spend at most seven hours and the other 
half spend at least 15 hours on the Internet. To take 
a break or to kill time are the top two purposes for 
which they play online games. We wish that there 
had been previous work examining the profile of 
Thai online gamers so we could have checked our 
findings against those. As such, we want to 
challenge research fellows to have results checked 
against ours in order to shed complete light on this 
profile.  

Because of no studies exclusively 
examining Thai gamers profile, we had to 
juxtapose our results with those in other contexts 
[7, 9, 15, 16, 22]. Our findings could be another 
proper empirical evidence to confirm that men at 
18-25 years of age are primal online gamers and 
this statement is also valid in Thai environment. 
 
Thai Online Gamers’ Attitude toward In-Game 

Placement 

  Results of Thai online gamers’ 
assessment of eight attitude items indicated they 
are in most favor of (1) congruence between in-
game advertisement and game content; and (2) 
continuing excitement even with the commercial’s 
presence. They are in least favor of (1) realism that 
in-game advertisement may have added to the 
games; and (2) attention it may have drawn from 
gamers. It thus seems that Thai online gamers 
prefer to observe alignment between content of in-
game commercials and that of the games. They 
seem also to accept that the in-game advertisement 
is not much interesting and adds no realism to the 
game but it does not interrupt the fun of playing the 
games. Least favorable attitude may suggest a 
certain level of disagreement. Consequently, Thai 
gamers may see no realism augmented to game 
content but the placement could be noticeable. 
These findings are in line with previous work that 
discovered the gamers’ attitude toward in-game 
placement [6, 7, 27]. Indeed, Nutley [27] 
recommended that the effective in-game 
advertising must not be too outstanding. It should 
rather blend well with the background and should 
not interrupt the play. Faber and colleagues [6] also 
remarked that gamers’ favorable attitude often lead 
to their positive attitude toward the brand placed in 
the game as well as a game sponsor. This further 
helps firms to properly manage customer 
relationship. 

The factor analysis on these eight attitude 
items embark on two broader constructs underlying 
Thai online gamers’ perception toward in-game 
placement. In fact, these results confirmed that they 
(1) notice characteristics of the commercial placed 
in games and (2) accept this in-game placement. 
This study’s discovery is also evident in Lee and 
Faber [12]. They suggested that online media 
planners, since gamers notice and accept in-game 
product placement, must be attentive where they 
place a product in an online game and whether the 
product is low or high involvement. 
 
Awareness and Recall of In-Game Product 

Placement 

86% of the samples have noticed in-game 
placement. Ragnarok online is the game in which 
most of the samples are aware of the placement 
while Zhu Xian is at the other end. Other than these 
two are Pangya, Special force, and FIFA online 2, 
in the descending order of being noticed. 

Among those aware of the placement, 
their recall is fairly low. Among 100 times ones 
claim to notice in-game placement, only 18 times 
ones could recall what is noticed. This “low recall” 
finding came at no surprise, although contrasting a 
little to what was reported in Glass [7]. Nelson and 
colleagues [15] discovered those who play online 
games were not able to recall so well as those who 
just observe the games being played. Subjects in 
Yang [24] had low recall if they encountered the 
entire placement but high recall if they saw just its 
fraction. Accordingly, firms must come up with the 
strategy though which only a small fraction of the 
placed product are visually present. One of the 
instances is the case that products are placed at the 
edge of a soccer field but often blocked by soccer 
players so viewers could see only just part of it. 
Kureshi and Sood [9] also confirmed that the recall 
will be high only when the game speed is low. 
Considering this study’s five online games, their 
speed is fairly fast. This would explain why the 
recall in this study is somewhat low.  
 
Contribution and Limitation 

The study’s conclusion leads to its 
contribution. Theoretically, the findings have 
extended our insight into in-game product 
placement in the context of Thai gamers. Such 
unique conceptual contribution to the Asian context 
is increasingly manifest [9]. Practically, marketers 
may reduce uncertainty of their marketing plans 
through knowledge of Thai online gamers’ profile 
and their fairly positive attitude toward in-game 
placement. Although Thai gamers’ recall is 
somewhat low, this would prompt practitioners to 
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stay alert on how to carefully place products in 
online games. 

This study’s findings would have had 
much wider value, should there not have been two 
major limitations. First, while the results have 
added to a body of knowledge about online gamers. 
We are unable to discuss similar implications to 
other contexts, beside that of Thai players. 
Consequently, these is a serious call for research on 
other environments. Second, a large amount of 
literature has confirmed that product placement in 
movies or new broadcasting reports has contributed 
to high product recall [10, 24]. This study’s finding 
of low recall may trigger new effort to investigate a 
condition under which in-game placement could 
result in high product recall. 
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Abstract 

Value bundles as customer-focused combination of 

physical products, services and intangible assets are 

getting more and more strategic offerings for 

companies. Using value bundles as differentiation 

strategy leads to a significant integration of customer 

processes in existing business processes on the 

company side and to complex processes on the supplier 

side. The task for the offering company to find the best 

suppliers suitable for the offering is challenging. 

Regarding especially the intangible assets of value 

bundles there is a need for relevant information from 

the potential suppliers. Digital social networks like 

online communities, blogs or wikis might be a place to 

find some of these information. With this background 

the question arises in which way digital social networks 

may influence procurement processes when dealing 

with value bundles. To answer this question different 

forms of digital social network are investigated and 

evaluated. The evaluation leads to recommendations 

how to use digital social networks for the enhancement 

of procurement processes for value bundles in a supply 

network. 

 

Motivation 

Value bundles are a key factor for innovation in the 

offer of companies. They represent a strategically 

important way to differentiate themselves from the 

competitor [1]. Value bundles are a combination of 

physical products and intangible services with the aim 

to solve a specific customer problem [2]. This 

innovative approach, however, requires a paradigm 

shift both in the relationship with customers as well as 

in the relationship with suppliers that are needed for 

service generation. By the central aspect of the 

customer's problem as a trigger and the high degree of 

integration of the customer in the service production 

and delivery to form network structures that enable 

information, communication and power flow. Central 

here are supply networks. Supply networks consist of 

multiple independent suppliers, of which one of these 

suppliers is called a focal supplier. The focal supplier is 

the supplier who prepares the offer to the customer. 

Recent developments show that especially in network 

structures with a focus on information and 

communication exchange between the stakeholders, 

social networks are very intense discussed. In the 

private environment, these networks are considered as 

already established. The question is whether social 

networking will lead to positive effects in the business 

environment. The central research question for this 

paper is: how do social networks influence the 

development of supplier relationships in the business 

environment? Is there a positive influence in order to 

strengthen the innovative power of enterprise in a 

sustainable way? Therefore existing implementation 

forms of digital social networks are investigated on 

their properties and placed in the context of operational 

supplier development. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, the 

current state of research on the subject digital social 

networks, strategic sourcing and value bundles is 

presented on the basis of a literature study. In Chapter 

3, a benefit assessment of various implementation 

forms of digital social networks will be discussed in the 

context of supplier relationship development. For this 

purpose of comparison framework is derived on the 

basis of certain characteristics from supplier-related 

tasks. These characteristics allow for a structured 

comparison of the objects [3]. Chapter 4 gives a 

summary and outlines future research needs. 

 

State of the art 

Social networks and web 2.0 

Social networks have a long tradition in the 

sociopolitical sense. The human need to form a 

community and interact in this community, forms the 

basis of what is observed today in terms of Web 2.0 

technologies as digital social networks. The number of 

users of social networks in Germany stood according to 

a comScore study on approximately 23.5 million 

subscribers in January 2009, representing an increase 

over the January 2008 to 36% [4]. The use of social 

networks in the private environment can be classified 

as well established due to the number of users. In a 

business environment the usage of social networks are 

not well establish yet. Social networks may serve as a 

communication platform between the customer and the 

offering organizations in a business environment. This 

can be used as an information platform [5], increasing 

the transparency for the customers who use these 

networks to market monitoring and to enable the 

customer to actively participate in improvements and 

trends [6]. Thus, digital social networks make a 
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significant contribution to the innovation of future 

offerings. 

There is a need to take a closer look at the term “digital 

social network”. In the current literature the meaning of 

“digital social networks” is not used consistently. 

Despite the different meanings and denotation there is 

one aspect common in every discussion of digital social 

networks: these networks can be seen as a special form 

of community where the interaction between the 

participants of the community are supported by a 

technical platform and the internet as communication 

media. Aim of the community is a common goal or 

interest. In this paper we follow the definition 

according to [7] where a digital social network is a 

form of web-based services for individuals to realize 

public or semi-public profiles together with a list of 

connections to other users and the possibility to parse 

these connections within the system. Digital social 

networks exist in various forms such as XING 

(business network), Facebook (private network), blogs 

(online journals) and wikis (like Wikipedia), social 

bookmarking (Internet bookmarks like Mr. Wong) or 

video portals such as YouTube. Studies show that in 

the business environment especially business networks, 

wikis and blogs have a high potential to enhance the 

communication between business partners [6]. 

 
Value bundles 

In general, value bundles are a combination of physical 

products, services and intangible assets like guaranties 

or accrued rights. Depending on the degree of 

occurrence value bundles can be subdivided in four 

elements: standard physical products and service as 

well as customer specific products and services. The 

cut off between these four elements is not dichotomous 

but the transitions between the elements are linear in 

the way that there are multiple options in combining 

different elements to value bundles. 

One central point of the concept of value bundles is 

that the starting point for the service provision is not 

the single service but the customers need to solve a 

problem [2,8]. Therefore the focus of all modeling 

concerning value bundles is the customer point of 

view. In summary a value bundle is a specific 

combination of physical products, services and 

intangible assets aligned on customer needs (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1: Definition of value bundles 

 

Integration is a key component of value bundles. This 

integration means not only the bundling of products 

and services under a combined solution, but also the 

process of integration to customer and supplier side [9]. 

The degree of integration in value bundles bundles is 

variable [10]. For example, there are business models 

such as performance contracting, where the supply of 

the value bundle consists of a variety of service 

agreement to provide a particular service [11]. 

Value bundles may change their composition during 

their product life cycle. Product life cycle can be 

separated in three stages: product construction, product 

utilization and follow up use [12]. In the first section 

product construction focus is on identifying, evaluate 

and establish relationships between the relevant 

suppliers for the value bundle. In the section of product 

utilization the attention is drawn on the interaction 

between the suppliers and the customer, to keep up 

service agreements and further intangible assets. There 

is also a need to identify risks in order to fulfill the 

requirements the customer has on the value bundle. In 

the follow up use the main concern is on getting the 

value bundle out of use in an appropriate way or the 

manage substitution with new value bundles (Tab. I). 

Product Life Cycle 

section 

Focus area 

Product construction Supplier identification 

Supplier evaluation 

Supplier selection 

Product utilization Supplier interaction 

Customer interaction 

Risk Management 

Follow up use Decomposition 

Substitution 

Table 1. Product life cycle section and corresponding 

focus area 

 
Strategic supply networks for value bundles  

The strategic importance of the procurement function is 

widely recognized [13–15]. This is reflected especially 

in the consideration of the value volume, which shows 

in some cases up to 80% of the gross production [16]. 

Due to this high percentage, the procurement function 

serves to realize competitive advantage [17–19]. These 
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competitive advantages can be seen not only in the 

markets. The increased focus on core competencies and 

the concomitant specialization of suppliers leads to a 

market shift: consumer markets are getting more and 

more seller markets [20]. Therefore all efforts lead to 

the improvement of the competitive situation of the 

procuring company and the respective suppliers [21]. 

The responsibilities of the procurement function are the 

three areas of market, suppliers and the company itself 

classified [22–24]. In the course of this paper focus is 

on the consideration of the supplier-related tasks, 

which include essentially methods for identification, 

selection and qualification of potential suppliers. There 

exist several forms to establish the realization of value 

bundles. Possible forms for the realization of value 

bundles are a hierarchical form, a market form and a 

form of cooperation [25]. The establishment of a close 

cooperation between different suppliers is done in 

terms of network interconnection [26]. This possibility 

leads to the establishment of supply networks for value 

bundles. Supply networks consist of several 

independent suppliers, whereas one of these suppliers 

holds a special position as the focal supplier. This focal 

supplier is in the commercial contact with the customer 

(Figure 2) and organizes all aspects of the value bundle 

in the supply network. All other suppliers are directly 

or indirectly, i.e. via another supplier, connected with 

the focal supplier. The main focus of this organization 

is the coupling of business processes of the 

participating companies and is therefore a valuable way 

to organize value bundles [27]. 

 

Figure 2: Delivery system for value bundles 

Reiss and Präuer [28] show in an empirical study, that 

the cooperative organizational forms, such as strategic 

value-added partnerships, networks and cross-company 

project-orientated cooperation are the most suitable 

organization forms to offer value bundles. Because of 

the high dynamic customer orientated variations of 

value bundles they cannot produce as bulk goods so the 

network must be created by the offering company at 

the beginning of the manufacturing process. But this 

means also that a value-added network maybe cannot 

be used for another value bundle. The cooperating 

companies have to join forces in dynamic networks that 

can be configured according to requirements of a 

specific value bundle at its added-value processes (fig. 

3). 

 
 Figure 3. supply networks for value bundles 

For the purposes of strategic supply networks value 

bundles are such bundles, which are composed of 

components that come from several different suppliers. 

 

Web 2.0 and procurement – a structured 

comparison  

In the following section we establish a framework for a 

structured comparison of different realization forms of 

digital social networks in the context of value bundles. 

 
Framework identification 

As we mentioned before we focus on the 

supplier-related tasks of the procurement function. 

Therefore we consider the subfunctions supplier 

identification, supplier selection and supplier 

qualification (fig. 4). To identify relevant aspects for 

the framework a literature review is made in the area of 

logistics, procurement and social networks and the 

corresponding synonyms. All domain-specific journals 

and conference proceedings were taken into account. 

Central question for the literature review was the 

identification of issues in the subfunctions of the 

supplier-related tasks of the procurement which are 

predestinated to be supported by certain information 

systems. We considered mainly these taks which are in 

the scientific discussion from the procurement point of 

view and from the Web 2.0 point of view. 

From the results of this literature review the following 

framework is extracted. 

 
Figure 4: supplier related tasks of the procurement 

function 

Supplier identification is used to identify vendors on a 

market who offer the required procurement object, i.e. 

a material, a service or an intangible asset for the value 

bundle. For this a certain market has to be defined and 

it must be possible to search for potential suppliers for 

the required object [29]. For an efficient identification 

of suppliers it is preferable that they can provide 

specific information e.g. self-information which may 

be accessed by the specific search possibilities [30]. A 
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third aspect in supplier identification is the use of 

standards in the search process. Standards may be used 

to clarify the search to comparable results. Main focus 

would be on the supprt of product and classification 

standards e.g. ecl@ass [31] of BMECat [32]. 

Supplier selection covers different activities: first the 

potential suppliers have to be analysed and rated. 

Sometimes it is necessary to add additional information 

to the first results of the search because the potential 

suppliers do not provide enough self-information to 

make a rating. The additional information may be 

collected long-term aspects of by audits and have to be 

integrated in the rating process [33]. Second, for rating 

porpoises it would be beneficial to use existing ratings 

for the supplier to integrate them into a new ranking or 

to compare the existing ranking with the new 

ranking[34]. 

Supplier qualification follows as third step and leads to 

the long-term aspects of the supplier-buyer 

relationship. After the selection of relevant suppliers 

there is a need to maintain and develop the 

supplier-buyer relationship for prospective issues. In 

literature these activities can be found under the term 

supplier relationship management [35]. To realize this 

it must be possible to keep up the information link 

between supplier and buyer to exchange business 

information. Secondly, information update e.g. change 

of company information or change in the offerings 

should be able to communicate between buyers and 

suppliers in an efficient way. Third, to establish 

long-term relationships is it necessary to exchange 

more specific information which may not be seen by 

other partners in the supply chain. Therefore it should 

be possible to establish some kind of closed 

environment to exchange sensitive information [6]. 

To summarize the result eight characteristics in three 

areas have been identified (fig. 5). 

 
Figure 5: Characteristics of supplier-related 

procurement tasks 

 

Framework application 

We used the derived framework to evaluate the 

influence of certain Web 2.0 implementation forms on 

the procurement process for value bundles. It is 

assumed that the procurement takes place in a 

collaborative network environment. The focal supplier 

may reach every member on the supply market via a 

network connection. The summary of these network 

connection stays for the supply network. Every 

member of the supply network is connected by an 

appropriate connection to the supply network. It is 

furthermore assumed that the focal supplier offers a 

complex value bundles which may be divided in 

several modules. Every module might be a physical 

good, a service component ore again a value bundle 

which might be divided in modules again. The 

suppliers in the supply network are able to deliver 

physical goods, services and value bundle to the focal 

supplier. These delivered modules are combined to the 

offering from the focal supplier. The following 

comparison identifies the influence of different digital 

social network implementation in the described 

scenario. 

Table 2 shows a benefit assessment of three different 

digital social networks on the strategic development of 

supply networks. According to [6] we examined 

business networks, wikis and blog, as these three 

implementation forms can already be regarded as 

accepted in a BTB environment. 

We used a metric classification in the form: + + (very 

likely), + (limited use), 0 (neutral), - (less likely), -- 

(inapplicable). 

 
Area Characteristics Business 

Networks 
Wikis Blogs 
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Search 
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+ + 0 
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Maintaining 
linkage 

++ -- -- 

Distribution of 
information 

updates 

++ + + 

Establishment 
of closed 
groups 

++ -- 0 

Table 2. Benefit assessment of digital social networks 

for strategic supply networks for value bundles 

 

In the compilation can be seen that, in particular 

Business Networks offer a high potential in all three 

areas of procurement process, with emphasis on the 

identification of suppliers. This can be illustrated by 

the following example. We regard business cards as an 

example for a value bundle. Business cards may be 
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composed in the modules services (design, consulting, 

shipment), physical goods (paper, color, print) and 

intangible assets (rights for certain pictures or a special 

typeface). As this study was done in Germany we have 

to use the german word “Visitenkarten” instead 

business card for the example. All the following 

numbers were created in July 2010. Search for 

“Visitenkarten” in google serach engine delivers 

approximately 1.8 mio. results, unable to separate the 

relevant results. Search for “Visitenkarten” in one of 

the leading business catalogue for suppliers 

“wer-liefert-was” delivers 2.657 results, also with no 

option to get more information about the potential 

supplier. We made the same search in XING 

(www.xing.com), a common business network, and 

derived approximately 300 results. But beyond that we 

get to every result additional information about 

references (who trusts this supplier) and we can see 

how the linkage is to the potential supplier. Therefore 

we can decide whether we will take this supplier into 

account for selection or not. We can see a similar result 

by trying the same search on Facebook 

(www.facebook.com), which is mainly a social 

network for personal belongings [36]. But the search 

for “Visitenkarten” leads to six pages and 76 groups 

where it would be possible to identify potential 

suppliers with additional information provided by 

Facebook. In summary we can see that business 

networks may enhance the identification of potential 

suppliers significant. Other studies also show that the 

proportion of partnerships that have a personal contact 

as a background is a substantial proportion of all 

business collaborations [37]. The positive effect of 

social networks in the identification of potential 

suppliers continues in subsequent phases of the 

selection and qualification. It is observed that these 

business relationships are equipped with increased 

confidence [38], which influence the negotiations for 

the conclusion of the cooperation and development in 

the course of a business substantially positive. 

Wikis seems to have only a limited contribution to the 

enhancement of supply networks for value bundles. 

Wikis are easy to use for the creation of information 

and also there are some search capabilities to identify 

information [39]. The general concept of a wiki is an 

open platform with a self organization of the content. 

This might be used to display information to identify 

and select potential suppliers But restrictions like 

uncertain quality of information and the risk of 

following different goals [39] leads to the rating that at 

the current stage wiki are no significant factor for 

supplier identification and supplier selection. But it 

seems that wiki may have a relevant input in the 

qualification of suppliers in the following sense. 

Despite the problems wiki have in the open context 

they might be useful in a closed context. Wikis are 

used mainly by existing partners to establish a 

knowledge exchange. In this context the partners have 

a common goal e.g. exchange of relevant product and 

service information. For such a purpose wikis are 

easily to use because of their architecture [40]. This 

may lead to shortened learning curves, and wikis may 

be used to document information about ongoing and 

completed operations and to make them accessible. 

Especially the accumulation of this knowledge capital 

among stakeholders leads to a commitment of the 

recipient correlated to the likelihood of how the 

information can contribute to business success [41]. 

Thus, this liability can be used to optimize business 

relationships. In the identification as well as in the 

selection of suppliers is through the use of wikis to 

expect any significant improvement in network 

modeling, because there is still no business and 

therefore not a common use of such technology usually 

takes place. 

Blogs offer similar to Business Networks the 

opportunity to take place in all areas of supplier 

development for a positive impact on the process, with 

emphasis is on the qualifications of existing 

relationships. Blogs are usually written by individuals 

or groups on specific topics and offer a great way to 

communicate specific information on some areas. 

These can be used to improve communication with 

existing relationships easily and efficiently [42]. Since 

blogs are usually accessible even for organizations that 

are still in any business, this place also is a way to 

either identify new suppliers via a search or to act as a 

supporting tool in the selection of suppliers. Despite 

these positive aspects in a practical environment blogs 

play no significant role in the procure process. By 

getting back to the search example, searching for 

“Visitenkarten” in the google search engine leads not to 

result in the first 500 results coming from blogs. This 

hold true also for other search examples. This leads to 

the rating that blog are a suitable way to display 

information but the information in blogs is not yet easy 

accessible by standard mechanism like google search. 

Therefore a suitable integration of blog content into 

relevant information systems for procurement seems to 

be a valuable issue to address in further steps. 

 

Summary and outlook 

Aim of this paper was to answer the question whether 

digital social networks can act as an innovator in the 

modeling of strategic supply relationships of 

companies with focus on value bundles. To answer the 

question a comparison framework was established. 

This framework uses eight characteristics in three areas 

to give the possibility for a structured comparison. 

Three different implementation form of digital social 

networks which were relevant to the business field of 

supplier-side procurement tasks were analyzed by the 

derived framework. It could be noted in particular that 

business networks provide a way to achieve a 

substantial improvement in the identification, selection 

and qualification of suppliers. Wikis and blogs can be 

used primarily to achieve a qualification in already 

existing relationships. Blogs also offer the possibility to 
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play a significant role in the improvement of the whole 

procurement process but there is a need for a better 

integration of blog content in relevant information 

systems like search engines or erp systems. These 

results can be used to by companies that offer value 

bundles to achieve an improvement in the supply 

situation, which in turn can be potential for new 

innovations. 

About these results addition, further research is needed. 

On the one hand there should be an empirical work on 

the current situation of companies in their procurement 

process whether they use digital social networks for 

supplier selection, identification and qualification and 

in which way. This might be done by a broad field 

study covering different aspects of the investigated 

objects. These results would give a good insight for 

future modeling aspects of supply networks. On the 

other hand it would be beneficial to investigate the 

integration of digital social network technologies in 

information systems e.g. enterprise resource planning 

systems or customer relationship management systems. 

This would lead to a discussion about efficient design 

and architecture of Web 2.0-enhanced information 

systems. 
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Abstract 

One of the advantages of conducting business over 
the Internet is the ability to collect information 
about customer preferences in order to serve them 
accordingly. Personalisation provides a means of 
doing this. In this paper, we have attempted to 
study the effect of personalisation on the success of 
IDM web-stores. The major contribution of our 
paper is the extension of the IDM Platform 
Functionality Model of Srinivasan et al [24] to 
include personalisation. The second contribution is 
the investigation of six personalisation features that 
specify and describe this functionality in its various 
forms. We have used both quantitative and 
qualitative research techniques such as click-stream 
analysis and emphatic design in a focus group. Our 
findings suggest that personalisation is a significant 
component of IDM web-store design. 

 
Introduction 

What exactly is Interactive Digital Media (IDM)? 
According to the Media Development Authority of 
Singapore (cf. www.idm.sg/faqs), IDM refers to 
“digitised media that are highly interactive in the 
way it engages with users. It is related to the use of 
new media, multimedia and interactive services.” 
Examples of digital media include music, voice, 
graphics, animation, videos, and film. When these 
media types are combined in such a manner as to 
produce a new type of content that is highly 
interactive to the users who consume or access it, 
an IDM application materialises. 

The IDM market is indeed a far cry from the scene 
of devastation during the dot.com crash in the late 
1990s. Rapid advance of technology has resulted in 
cheaper and more abundant bandwidth, digital 
storage, processing power and content creation. 
This, combined with widespread adoption of digital 
distribution standards and formats like mp3, 
MPEG4, H.264, as well as new ways for 
organizing production like the Open Source 
movement, wikis, and the concept of pro-sumer 
behaviour, has resulted in a proliferation of IDM 
platforms and web-stores. These platforms range 
from behemoths like Amazon who have been in the 
market through the dot-bomb era, to relatively 
young upstarts like YouTube and iTunes. And 
among the many YouTube and Flickr wannabes 
and clones, e-tailing platforms, rich media 
platforms are many hybrid players, each offering 

similar services and/or products. Getting closer to 
the consumer and maintaining mindshare becomes 
a key tactic for success. 

Personalisation has emerged as one major 
differentiating factor between different product and 
service offerings [[27], [21]]. Many definitions for 
personalisation have been offered by different 
researchers, each emphasizing slightly differing, 
overlapping aspects. Wu, et al [27], define it as a 
modification of all aspects of a website (or 
platform) which is displayed to the user to match 
his/her particular needs and context. Rossi et al. 
[21], describe different scenarios of personalisation, 
such as link personalisation, content 
personalisation. Karat and his colleagues at IBM 
[14] give a list of possible personalisation features, 
such as adaptive navigation, universal personal 
profile, and recommendations based on profile 
data. 

Using a hybrid of qualitative and quantitative 
techniques, this paper attempts to study the impact 
of personalisation on the success of IDM 
web-stores. In particular, the paper will focus on: 

 Further extending the IDM Platform 
Functionality Model prepared by Srinivasan, et 
al [24] to describe personalisation 
functionality. 

 Studying the relationship between the 
popularity of IDM platforms among users, 
against the presence and usability of 
personalisation features. 

 Discovering the personalisation functions that 
have the greatest impact on user experience. 

The empirical study covers forty online web-stores 
and e-tailers offering books, music, videos, and 
online games. These web-stores were chosen based 
on their ranks and ratings in popular review 
websites. Thirty-six volunteers from a graduate 
class participated in our exercise which included 
individual evaluation of these web-stores, followed 
by focus group discussions on the personalisation 
features found on these web-stores. 

The major contribution of our paper is the 
extension of the IDM Platform Functionality 
Model [24] to include personalisation as a function. 
The secondary contribution is the establishing of 
six personalisation features that organize and 
describe personalisation in its various forms. It is 
hoped that the extended framework and the six 
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personalisation features will be helpful to e-tailers 
who are interested in analysing and improving their 
web-stores. 

Background Review 

One of the advantages of conducting business over 
the Internet is the ability to collect information 
about customer preferences in order to tailor the 
user experience accordingly [17]. Such information 
may be used to serve the customer by 
understanding needs. And personalisation provides 
the way of tailoring a website for each user and is 
said to be the factor differentiating web and 
business in the real world [10]. In fact Gartner lists 
personalisation as one of the seven steps to 
improve customer experience.  Agnieszka & Sven 
[1] have identified personalisation as one of the key 
factors related to digital product market, other 
factors being quality, uniqueness, relevance and 
branding. 
The concept of Personalisation is found to be very 
broad and has been defined differently by various 
researchers, each one highlighting slightly differing 
and overlapping aspects. Wu et al. [27] suggest that 
personalisation implies modification of various 
aspects of a website (or platform) displayed to the 
user so as to match his or her particular needs and 
context. For Jackson [10], personalisation is a 
process and also a technology. As a process, it 
continuously adjusts content to targeted individuals. 
As a technology it can push content to user, or pull 
- user can look for content. Most of the literature 
puts it as a process which uses customer 
information to tailor products or services that best 
match customers’ preferences. Hence this can be 
considered as a value added service provided to the 
customer by the service channel – the web-store 
[17]. 
Personalisation is considered to be a critical aspect 
in e-commerce websites [21]. It is widely prevalent 
on the web and its strategic use contributes much to 
e-business, by providing an innovative way to gain 
an edge in the marketplace [16]. A study by Wu et 
al, [27] suggests that different websites show 
different degree of personalisation. E-Commerce 
websites are one of the categories having highest 
degree of personalisation. The effects are an 
increased likelihood of customers making repeat 
visits to the web-stores, and more transactions 
made due to the fact that customers are able to find 
what they want quickly. This is particularly 
relevant in the current market situation where 
market forces are driving businesses to maximise 
the value of every user interaction by providing 
differentiated services. Josef & Alfred [11], state 
that one-to-one marketing, based on the concept of 
knowing, remembering and serving the customer as 
an individual, is the basic principle of 
personalisation in an e-commerce environment. 
This is of paramount importance in today’s highly 

complex, competitive market.  
Personalisation benefits both customer and website 
owner [4]. At a higher level, the objectives of 
personalisation include arousing user’s interest in 
the website, and promote user interaction and 
hence building a relationship with the user and the 
website [22]. In the context of e-commerce 
websites, many researchers claim that increased 
revenue is the main purpose [15]. Personalisation 
increases web traffic. It can also aid in acquiring 
new customers, retain existing customers and 
ensures returning customers, thus bringing in 
increased revenue, better margins and creates trust, 
loyalty and hence improved customer satisfaction 
and customer intimacy [10, 15]. Maurice et al [16] 
point out some aspects of a website affects its 
utility in delivering the intended service to its 
customers, such as website content, individual page 
layout and structure of the entire website.  
Personalisation strategies enable price 
discrimination, product differentiation and enhance 
first mover advantage by tailoring products to 
individual customers and utilising information 
provided by customer’s interaction with the user 
interface. Hence it can affect profits by increasing 
sales, through cross selling, or through promoting 
accidental discovery of diverse products via 
recommendation process. In addition, 
personalisation can lower costs by serving as an 
efficient channel for communication to customers, 
thus saving advertising costs [10, 17]. As Kar Yan 
& Shuk Ying [12, 13] suggest, Web personalisation 
serves three main objectives: draws customer’s 
attention, conveys messages, attempts to persuade 
customers and thus affect purchase decisions. Their 
study shows that web personalisation can influence 
and increase purchases. 
From the customer perspective, by presenting 
content relevant to the individual customers’ needs 
and interests, personalisation reduces the necessary 
navigation behaviour, reduces information overload, 
and increases customer satisfaction, while 
facilitating sales (Hoelscher & Dietrich, 2004). 
Also Personalisation can benefit customers if it 
allows them to accomplish their goals on an 
e-Commerce site more quickly and easily or with 
fewer errors [3]. So ultimately the website should 
give the customer, a feeling of being designed just 
for him/her [10]. Also Personalisation reduces 
search costs and adds value by providing 
suggestions to aid the customer decision process 
[17]. 
Personalisation techniques infer customer needs 
and expectations by identifying and tracking their 
behaviour, and deliver on their expectations to 
them in a personalised format [25]. The customer 
needs can be identified via explicit information, e.g. 
profile information given during sign up, and 
implicit information obtained by analysing usage 
patterns, click stream analysis using web logs, data 
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mining techniques and so on [22], [2], [25], [6]. 
Personalisation can be user driven, i.e. users are 
allowed to opt and personalise, or system driven. 
Here, the system will adapt as per users preferences 
inferred from usage data. Research has shown that 
user adaptive websites are more effective than 
adaptable websites [8].  Some popular 
personalisation techniques are collaborative 
filtering, Web usage mining [[23], [22], [25], [19]], 
decision rule based filtering, content based filtering 
[25].  
Various facets of the website can be personalised, 
ranging from page layout as per preferences to 
highly customised adaptive navigation. Hence 
Personalisation can vary based on what has been 
personalised. Rossi, et al [21], describe different 
scenarios of Personalisation, such as link 
personalisation, content personalisation, structure 
personalisation, and remote personalisation. 
Dimitrios et al [5] distinguish between four types 
of personalisation functions: i) Memorisation - 
User salutation, bookmarking, personalised access 
rights; ii) Guidance - recommendations, tutoring; iii) 
Customisation - personalised layout, content, 
hyperlinks, pricing scheme, product differentiation; 
and iv) Task Support - personalised errands, query 
completion, negotiations. In the IDM context 
specifically, Agnieszka & Sven [1] point out two 
possibilities of personalisation, content 
personalisation and website personalisation 
features that attempt to treat a visitor as an 
individual. 
Risch et al [20] present a complete picture of areas 
of personalisation during an end-to-end transaction 
by providing classification of personalisation 
functions according to their order of appearance 
along a buying process. Karat et al [14] give a list 
of possible personalisation features, for example, 
personal book , universal personal  profile , 
subscription-based services , service and support , 
recommendations , adaptive presentation , 
customization , adaptive navigation , live 
chat-based user support, personalised feedback, 
transaction history, loyalty programs, incentives, 
future purchase considerations, personal store, 
greetings, and context-specific menus. 
We may hence conclude at this juncture that 
personalisation is a diverse concept, which 
comprises of presentation of various facets of a 
website to suit the user’s needs as identified from 
explicit data or implicit behaviour, with the 
ultimate aim of making the website 
customer-centric, and preventing cognitive 
overload, which may eventually increase revenues. 
However, all the above discussion converges at one 
point - providing customers what they want when 
they want it. In other words providing a better 
customer service and quality experience with the 
website [[15], [10]].  
Based on the above notions, we derived a set of 

personalisation features, to contribute to the new 
dimension – personalisation. This extended 
framework is explained in detail in the next section. 
 

Conceptual Framework 

Srinivasan and his co-workers [24] first introduced 
what they called an IDM E-Tailer Platform 
Functionality Model which described three groups 
of functionalities that are pertinent to the success of 
IDM e-tailing platforms – transaction functions, 
marketing functions, and revenue functions. 
Transaction functions are those features that allow 
users to click through the sales and business 
process; marketing functions refer to those features 
that promote the web-store and its products; 
revenue functions are those features that allow 
web-stores to monetize business opportunities. 

We have extended the model of Srinivasan et al [24] 
by introducing a fourth functionality group – 
personalisation. Personalisation functions refer to 
those features of the web-store that customizes its 
content, functionality, and/or presentation to the 
context, needs and/or preferences of the users.  
This is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transaction Functions 

Marketing Functions Revenue Functions

Personalisation Functions 

Figure 1: Extended IDM e-tailer Platform 
Functionality Model. 

 
Based on our review of some key research - c.f. 
[21], [14], [9] - concerning personalisation features 
and functionalities in the context of interactive user 
applications, we further derive 6 personalisation 
feature groups. All personalisation functionalities 
may be classified under one or more of these 
feature groups. They are: personalised content, 
personalised search, personalised navigation 
support, personalised tasks support, personalised 
help, and personalised presentation.  
 
Personalised Content 
Personalised content features refer to those 
web-store features that customize or match the 
website's content to the user's context, needs, 
and/or preferences. Rossi and his colleagues 
describe content personalisation as manifesting in 
two ways – node structure personalisation, and 
node content personalisation [21]. In node structure 
personalisation, the website filters and rearranges 
its content structure so as to show only those that is 
of interest to the user. In node content 
personalisation however, different users will see 
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different content or information based on their 
particular history of activity on the website. For 
example when a user from Japan visits a video 
web-store he/she may be shown Japanese language 
videos and movies by default. 
Personalisation of content may be based on: 

- what similar users liked 
This is referred to as collaborative filtering [22]. 
The website attempts to make recommendations to 
a user based on the preferences of a large number 
of similar users.  

- user profile & user's past behaviour 
This is referred to as content-based filtering [22]. In 
this case, the website attempts to personalise 
content for each individual user based on the user 
profile as well as user activity history on the 
website, e.g.: links and topics visited, topics 
searched. 

- user's explicitly stated preferences 
This is referred to as decision rule-based filtering 
[22]. Some questions are posed to the user and 
based on his/her answers; the website tries to 
personalise the content based on pre-determined 
decision rules. 

 
Personalised Search 
This refers to search as a user task that is 
customized according to the user’s specific needs, 
preferences and context. Haiyan [9] describes 
Instrumental Personalisation as personalisation that 
tries to make its users more efficient and 
productive while using the system. This is done by 
“designing, enabling and utilizing useful, 
user-friendly tools” that are based on “situated 
needs of the user.” 
For web-stores selling interactive digital content, 
one of the most important tools that a user may find 
useful would be the content search. If personalised 
search is presented in such a web-store, it may 
display past search keywords done by the user, or 
related search keywords used by other users. 
Personalised search also includes search filters (e.g.: 
by language, by country/region, by genre) that a 
user may choose to apply to his/her search results. 
 
Personalised Navigation Support 
Navigation is also a user task that can be 
personalised to make it more efficient and 
enjoyable for a user to navigate a web-store. Karat 
and his colleagues at IBM refer to this as Adaptive 
Navigation [14]. Rossi et al [21] call this Link 
Personalisation. Haiyan’s [9] description of 
Instrumental Personalisation would also include 
navigation support personalisation as a means to 
improve the efficiency and productivity of users. 
Examples of personalised navigation support 
include the navigation-focused contextualized help 
that appears in a popup when a user does a 
mouse-over on a topic or link. Based on a user’s 
browsing history on the web-store, the web-store 

may also suggest or recommend certain topics, 
subject, genre, or section of the website that may be 
relevant to what the user is looking for. 

 
Personalised Task Support 
This type of personalisation focuses on task support 
that is more general than search or navigation. 
Risch et al [20] talks about personal shopping lists 
and checkout support, as personalisation 
functionality or features that “ease or support 
human-computer interaction”.  The paper 
describes extensive tasks support features for the 
web-store buying process, as well as 
complementary activities like reporting, user 
account management, and so on, as personalisation 
functions. 
Examples of this type of personalisation include a 
step-by-step wizard that guides a user through the 
entire process of purchasing a membership account, 
contextualized help pop-ups on mouse-over, task 
shortcuts aimed at making experienced users more 
productive and efficient, step-by-step wizards 
aimed at helping inexperienced users along, and 
user activity history (e.g.: user’s past purchases).  

 
Personalised Messaging 
This refers to the personalised messages that a 
web-store uses. The aim is to engage the user in a 
conversation rather than just providing information 
and content. Karat et al. [14] describe this as 
“feedback that the system recognizes a repeat 
visitor”. 
Apart from merely a personalised greeting that 
acknowledges a user’s identity, this type of 
personalisation can also include personalised 
messages, advice or alerts pertaining to the user’s 
context or history of activity. For example, a user 
logs in to the Crunchy Roll video sharing website 
and is greeted by a message that acknowledges that 
it’s been a long time since the last time he logged 
in. The message may also advice the user 
concerning general aspects of his activity or 
interaction on the web-store. 
 
Personalised Presentation 
Personalised presentation customizes the display of 
the website content to the user’s needs and 
preferences. This form of personalisation may be 
based on explicit user settings on background 
colour, font size, webpage theme, as well as the 
user profile information, in particular the preferred 
language and the location of the user. Karat [14] 
describes this as “Personal preferences in page 
layout or format”. This type of personalisation is 
also commonly known as customization, 
emphasizing the explicit user settings concerning 
the display of the webpages. 
Examples of this type of personalization include 
the ability to select and apply pre-defined 
combinations of webpage backgrounds, font-sizes, 
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font-styles, and colour schemes. These 
combinations are commonly known as web-site 
themes. For users who require special accessibility 
features, such features allow them to select the 
font-sizes, font-styles, colours, as well as other 
presentation options that are appropriate for their 
needs. 
Together, these 6 features describe the 
personalisation functionalities that extend the IDM 
E-Tailer Platform Functionality Model. The 
extended model now includes Transaction 
functions, Marketing functions, Revenue functions, 
and Personalisation functions. The next section 
describes the research methodology used in this 
study. 

Research Methodology 

Since the purpose of this research is to examine 
how personalisation affects the success of IDM 
web-stores, we have chosen to analyse e-tailers 
which sell digital content such as music, books, 
MMORPG games and video. A total of 45 websites 
were selected. This includes the 30 websites from 
the previous work done by Srinivasan et al [24], 
which consisted of 10 music websites, 10 book 
websites and 10 MMORPG games websites. In 
addition to these, we have chosen 10 video e-tailer 
websites and 5 video sharing websites to further 
extend the study to yet another category of IDM 
e-tailer websites – video web-stores.  
The video web-stores were chosen from Alexa for 
the reason that Alexa provides ranking of sites and 
details of their popularity. We have chosen a 
reasonably good mix of websites from the top, 
medium, and low ranks. The video sharing 
websites we selected were the most popular ones. 
For the 30 IDM web-stores from Srinivasan’s [24] 
study, their T (Transaction functions), M 
(Marketing functions) and R (Revenue functions) 
scores, were combined with P (Personalisation 
functions) scores obtained via user evaluations in 
this study. For the video websites (the 10 video 
e-tailer websites and 5 video sharing websites), the 
research team did the scoring for Transaction, 
Marketing and Revenue functionalities (TMR 
Score), using a similar assessment scheme. 
Since the main focus of our research is on 
personalisation, we have used an idea from 
software engineering known as emphatic design 
using user study techniques in order to collect 
quantitative and qualitative data for our study. A 
focus group was conducted with 36 participants, 
with the aim of eliciting quantitative and qualitative 
data, by evaluating the personalisation features and 
functionality of the websites. We also used a 
questionnaire to collect quantitative data. A 
moderated brainstorming session was conducted, 
with the aim of eliciting qualitative data. 
For analysis purposes and comparison with the 
study ratings (Personalisation scores), we used data 

from review websites, given in Table-1 (cf. Annex). 
These provide ratings based either on web traffic, 
popularity or quality. We infer that web traffic, 
popularity and quality can be considered 
indications of the success of the web-stores.  

 
Table 1: Sources for web-store selection. 
 

Since the web-store ratings and rankings obtained 
from different review websites are on different 
scales and represented in different ways, we 
combined all of them into a single 1-10 composite 
index, 10 being the highest (or best) and 1 being 
the lowest (or worst). 
Conducting the focus group, 45 websites were 
divided into 9 sets of 5 websites each. The 36 
participants selected for the focus group were 
divided into 9 groups of 4 persons each. We 
developed a questionnaire focusing on the 
personalisation features and functionality of IDM 
web-stores.  
We designed the questionnaire with 3 sections. The 
first section concerns the personal profile of each 
participant. The second section concerns the 
participants’ background with respect to their usage 
of and experience with IDM websites. The third 
section relates to the participant’s experience with 
the personalisation features on the web-store he or 
she evaluated. The questions in the third section 
were scored on a 5 point Likert scale of Strongly 
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Strongly Disagree and 
Disagree. Before conducting the focus group 
sessions, the research team created user accounts 
for participants to login to the sample web-stores. 
We noted that some of the web-stores require a 
credit card number to be provided in order to 
register a user account. For such websites, we 
allowed the participants to work through them 
without logging in. Depending on the specific 
web-stores being evaluated, we requested that the 
participants perform specific tasks such as 
searching for a particular item, adding a product to 
the shopping cart, adding a product to the wish list, 
checking out a purchase, and so on. These tasks 
would help them to evaluate the personalisation 
features of the web-stores. 
The focus groups were conducted in 3 sessions. 
Each focus group session lasted one hour. Each 
session had 12 participants, organized into 3 groups 
of 4 persons each. A facilitator from the research 
team was in charge of each group. In a session, 
each participant evaluated 5 websites of a particular 
category (i.e.: books, music, videos, or games). All 
participants in the same group evaluated the same 
set of web-stores. The evaluation consisted of an 
individual evaluation followed by a group 
discussion. 
Individual evaluations lasted 40 minutes. Each 
participant spent 5 minutes to work through each 
web-store, followed by 3 minutes to complete a 
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questionnaire for that web-store. This was repeated 
for each of the 5 web-stores. The group evaluation 
was conducted in the last 10 minutes. Here, a 
member of the research team facilitated a group 
discussion on each of the 5 evaluated web-stores. 
The discussion focused on the available 
personalisation features of the web-stores and how 
useful the participants felt they were. Notes were 
taken by the facilitator. Finally, each participant 
was rewarded with $10 for their time. 
Data from the focus group questionnaires were 
collated to produce a single personalisation score 
for each of the 45 web-stores in the sample. This 
personalisation score reflects how much the 
web-store users liked the personalisation features. 
It also indicated how well the personalisation 
functionality was designed and implemented on 
each web-store.  The data collected consists of 
quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative 
data consists of the TMRP score and data obtained 
via the focus group questionnaire. The qualitative 
data was obtained from the focus group discussions. 
In the following section, we analyse these results 
and discuss our findings. 

 
Results and Discussion 

For books, music and MMORPG web-stores, the 
same sample websites used by Srinivasan et al [24] 
to derive their IDM Platform functionality model 
were used in this study. The original paper 
specified that the selection of websites was done 
based on reviews and ratings available online on 
the Internet. The input data for analysis consisted 
of: i) answers to the personalisation-related 
questions in each questionnaire; and ii) 
participants’ response during the focus group 
discussions. The answers to the 
personalisation-related questions in each 
questionnaire were scored using a Likert Scale as 
shown below.  

 
Table 2: Likert scale and assigned scores. 
 
Response  Score 
Strongly Agree 5 
Agree  4 
Neutral  3 
Disagree  2 
Strongly Disagree 1 
 

Based on the scores for these questions, an average 
personalisation score was derived for each 
questionnaire. Taking the average for all the 
questionnaires evaluating a particular web-store, a 
final personalisation score was calculated for that 
particular web-store. This personalisation score is 
the basis for subsequent comparisons and analysis. 
This personalisation score is also combined with 

the Transaction, Marketing, and Revenue scores to 
form a composite TMRP score for each web-store.  
It was found that the ranking data obtained from 
Alexa.com and Ranking.com was spread over a 
very wide range for the selected test web-stores in 
the study. This made it difficult to compare the 
ranking data against the TMRP score and the 
personalisation score for each web-store. To 
overcome this difficulty, the ranking data for each 
web-store was converted to a banded ranking index 
that ranged from 2-10. This is shown in Table 3 
below. 

 
Table 3: Band ranking index. 

 
Web-store Rank Band Ranking Index 
0-99    10 
100-999   8 
1000-9,999   6 
10000-99,999   4 
100000-999,999  2 
 

Based on the ranking and rating data obtained from 
the review websites Alexa.com, Ranking.com, 
XomReviews.com, NetTop20.com, and 
TopTenReviews.com, a composite index that 
combines all these rankings and ratings was 
calculated for each category of web-stores (i.e.: 
books, music, videos, and games). In cases where a 
website does not have a particular review score, we 
took the score as N.A., and excluded that score 
while computing the composite index. We analysed 
the different web-store categories separately so as 
to study the effect of personalisation on each 
category. 

 
Book web-stores 
The earlier described band ranking index scheme 
for the Alexa.com and Ranking.com rankings was 
applied here. The Google rank score for (from 
XomReviews.com) for Amazon.com and 
BooksaMillion.com are not available. Hence, these 
scores are not taken in to account when deriving 
the composite index for these 2 web-stores. The 
personalisation score and associated composite 
index for each web-store is shown in Figure 3 
below.  
Our findings suggest that Amazon has the highest 
personalisation score and composite index. For 
Wallmart.com, BarnesandNoble.com, 
AbeBooks.com, and Powells.com the composite 
ratings are found to be well below their 
personalisation scores. We observed that during our 
focus group, the Wallmart.com website was down, 
and hence was evaluated by one participant only. 
On the other end of the graph, BookCloseouts.com 
has the lowest personalisation score and composite 
index. The values for both personalisation core and 
composite index are same at 4.3.  
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Figure 3: Personalisation vs. composite index for 
book web-stores 

 

 
 

Figure 4: TMRP comparison for book 
web-stores 

 
Figure 4 shows the Transaction, Marketing, 
Revenue, Personalisation functionality scores for 
each book web-store. This shows that Amazon.com 
has the highest overall score, with the highest 
personalisation score as well, suggesting that high 
level of personalisation features also contributed to 
its success as an e-tailer. At the other end, is 
book-closeouts, with the lowest overall score and 
personalisation score.  

 
Music web-stores 
The computed personalisation score and associated 
composite index for each music web-store is shown 
in Figure 5 below. 
 

 
Figure 5: Personalisation score vs. composite 

index for music web-stores 
 

Our findings suggest that, Amazon is on the top 
with an overall score of 9.5; most evaluators were 
impressed with the personalisation features 
available on Amazon which resulted in a top score 
for the music category.  On the other end, 
MovieGallery.com has the lowest composite index 
of 5.14, and a low personalisation score of only 5.1. 
The average ranked websites like Napster.com and 
Wallmart.com had average personalisation score. 
We noted that Apple.com had a low personalisation 
score, but a higher composite index. This may be 
due to the reason that the evaluation was conducted 
only for iTunes page whereas the composite index 
obtained from online ratings, was based on whole 
website. Suncoast.com was found to have a lower 
composite index, but a high personalisation score. 
We noted that it offered good recommendation 
features and effective search system that makes it 
easy for the user to navigate the web-store.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: TMRP Comparison for music 
web-stores 

 
Figure 6 above shows the Transaction, Marketing, 
Revenue, Personalisation scores, and the average 
(TMRP) for each music e-tailer website. It is clear 
that Amazon tops the chart again with the highest 
TMRP score of 8.98 and a high personalisation 
score of 8.82. At the other end, AmiStreet.com had 
the lowest TMRP and a consistently low 
personalisation score. As Nokia.com requires 
downloading of additional software, that website 
was excluded from evaluation.  

 
Video web-stores 
The same band ranking index scheme for the 
Alexa.com and Ranking.com rankings was again 
applied. The personalisation score and associated 
composite index for each web-store is shown in 
Figure 7 below.  
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Figure 7: Personalisation vs. composite index 
for video web-stores 

 
From our findings, CinemaNow.com is on the top 
with the highest personalisation score of 8.4 and 
highest composite index of 7. Movie2b.com had 
the lowest composite index and personalisation 
score. MicroCinemaDVD.com had a poor 
personalisation score. We noted that this web-store 
provided poor recommendations, and its navigation 
was inadequate.  
 

 
 

Figure 8: TMRP Comparison for video 
web-stores 

 
Figure 8 above shows the Transaction, Marketing, 
Revenue, Personalisation scores for each video 
e-tailer website. Our findings suggest that 
Cinema.com which had the highest TMRP score 
also had the highest personalisation score. On the 
other end, movie2b.com stands second last with a 
TMRP score of 4.2, and the lowest personalisation 
score of 6.5.  Reel.com was not available for 
evaluation, as the website was down; hence the 
personalisation score is not available.  

 
Online Game Websites 
The band ranking index scheme for the Alexa.com 
and Ranking.com rankings was applied. The 
computed personalisation score and associated 
composite index for each web-store is shown in 
Figure 9 below.  
 

 
Figure 9: Personalisation vs. composite index 

for online games websites 
 

From our quantitative evaluation, most of the game 
websites were relatively similar in terms of their 
score. The only 3 standouts were Samurai Of 
Legend, Battle Dawn, and Toon Town. Samurai Of 
Legend and Battle Dawn both have higher 
personalisation scores than average, while Toon 
Town has a much lower score than average.  
Samurai Of Legend is a Massively Multiplayer 
Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG). It 
currently has 500,000 registered players. Its 
personalisation features include relatively detailed 
self-describing functionality for users to create 
their own profile, a tutorial mode that displays 
context-sensitive help and hints, personalised 
greetings and messages, as well as a small 
collection of display templates for users to choose 
from. Users are also able to turn tutorial mode ON 
or OFF. 
Battle Dawn is a Massively Multiplayer Online 
Real-Time Strategy game (MMORTS). Perhaps 
due to its relatively sophisticated game play 
mechanics, Battle Dawn features extensive tutorials, 
context-sensitive help and hints, as well as 
beginner guides and walk-throughs. These help 
features are activated by default for all users unless 
disabled explicitly in the user preferences setting. 
Experienced users are also able to define shortcuts 
for some of the more tedious or complicated 
in-game tasks they perform frequently. 
Toon Town has the lowest score of all the gaming 
websites. This could possibly be because unless 
users download and install the game client software, 
the website itself offers very little else for visitors. 
During our user evaluation, Second Life could not 
be evaluated because it required the download and 
installation of the client software. 
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Figure 10 – TMRP comparison for games 

e-tailers 
 

Figure 10 shows the Transaction, Marketing, 
Revenue, Personalisation functionality scores for 
each online gaming website. Overall, Battle Dawn 
has the highest TMRP score, as well as 
personalisation score. This suggests that the high 
level of personalisation may have contributed to its 
success. At the other end, Toon Town, has the 
lowest overall score and personalisation score.  

 
Qualitative Analysis 
After the participants had evaluated the test 
web-stores, a discussion was conducted. The 
objective was to find out how they felt about each 
website, and specific personalisation features they 
liked, disliked or expected in the website. Their 
views were also sought concerning how the website 
can be improved. As facilitators for the focus group 
discussion, we asked specific questions and sought 
general views about personalisation in IDM 
websites. We asked the questions in general or 
specific to certain websites in a manner we deemed 
appropriate to the progression of the discussion. 
The result of the discussions is summarised in 
Table 4 (cf. Annex).  

 
Table 4: Participants’ views concerning 

personalisation features 
 

In general, participants were not satisfied with the 
personalization features in the reviewed websites. 
For books, music and video e-tailing websites, the 
main features they were most interested in were 
those that could provide help in navigating and 
searching the websites, as well as content 
recommendations. 
For gaming websites, users strongly requested for 
more context-sensitive help and guide. Generally 
they found gaming websites to be geared towards 
experienced users. They felt bewildered as new 
visitors on gaming websites. 
 

Concluding Remarks  

Our findings suggest that personalisation is a 
significant functionality in IDM web-stores. This is 
shown in the focus group discussions where users 
shared about their difficulty in navigating, 

searching and making sense of the websites without 
personalized support features. 

Participants’ feedback suggest that for book, music 
and video web-stores, product recommendation is 
an expected (i.e.: hygiene) feature that users would 
take for granted that any web-store they visit would 
provide. The quality of recommendation however 
is considered to be generally unsatisfactory. An 
improvement in this feature would likely boost the 
usability and attractiveness of the web-store to 
customers. 

Participants’ feedback also suggest that 
personalised navigation support, personalised 
search are important (i.e.: hygiene) features that 
users find useful and expected to be found. Other 
personalised features that remember users’ 
preferences and enable them to more easily find the 
content or products they want, would be added 
bonuses. 

Despite these findings, it should not be forgotten 
that for web-stores to be even remotely attractive to 
IDM customers and consumers, the selection of 
content and offering should be wide and deep 
enough to cater to their needs. If this were absent, 
not even the most personalised web-store 
experience would be able to attract visitors and 
consumers to the web-stores in the long run. 

For online game websites however, it was found 
that personalised content that caters to new users, 
helping them ease into the gaming experience, 
were the most sought after. Specific features like 
context-sensitive help, new user guides and 
walk-throughs were singled out in the participants’ 
responses as the personalisation features that would 
have the greatest positive impact on their user 
experience. These were generally absent in most of 
the test game websites used in this study. 

These personalisation features for online game 
websites should ideally be combined with riveting 
and addictive game play mechanics to better serve 
consumers and to improve buy-in from them. 

We have hence introduced the extended IDM 
Platform E-Tailing Functionality Model that 
includes the personalisation functionality in the 
functional analysis of IDM e-tailing websites. We 
hope that this extended model, together with our 
proposed 6 personalization features, will offer a 
framework for IDM e-tailers to analyse and 
improve their web stores. 
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ANNEX OF TABLES 

Table 1: 
 

Name of score Website URL Ranking based on Category 
applicable 

Alexa rank Alexa http://www.alexa.com Traffic Books, Music , 
Video , MMORPG 

Google rank Xomreviews www.xomreviews.com Relevance of the website 
as per user community 

Books, Music , 
Video , MMORPG 

Top20 book 
websites rank 

Top20 book 
websites 

www.books.nettop20.com Popularity Books 

Ranking.com 
rank 

Ranking www.ranking.com Popularity Books, Music , 
Video , MMORPG 

Top Ten Reviews 
rank 

Top Ten 
Reviews 

www.toptenreviews.com Quality Video  

 
 
Table 4: 
 

No Personalisation 
Features 

Books Video Music Games 

1 Recommendations Users expect this feature 
but prefer better results. 

Users find this 
feature very 
useful. 

Users find this 
feature very 
useful. 

- 

2 Navigation Support Users would like better 
navigation support that 
helps them browse the 
site to find products they 
want. 

Same as for 
books. 

Same as for 
books. 

- 

3 Personalised Search Users requested for more 
search options, and want 
the search results to be 
more personalized to 
their preferences. 

Same as for 
books. 

Same as for 
books. 

- 

4 Context sensitive 
Help 

- - - Users 
requested for 
this as a major 
requirement 
that they do 
not see in most 
gaming 
websites. 
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Abstract

Electronic services (e-services) have become
widely accepted by the customers. At the same
time, customer retention remains to be a key
managerial challenge. This calls for further
research identifying the determinants of continuous
e-service use. However, research examining service
quality as a determinant of continuous e-service use
is scant. This study proposes a model for
examining the e-service continuance intention by
incorporating perceived ease of use and perceived
service quality in the IS continuance model of
Bhattacherjee (2001). The model is empirically
tested with a data collected from 543 Chinese
online travel service users and analyzed using PLS.
The model was found to explain 38.9 percent of the
continuance intention. Perceived service quality
was found to be a significant antecedent of
continuance intention together with satisfaction and
perceived usefulness. Furthermore, the results
suggest that users’ affect (satisfaction) is becoming
a salient predictor of the continuance intention in
the e-services setting, and the construct of
perceived e-service quality should be considered in
IT continuance research. The paper concludes that
perceived e-services quality, as an important
construct, should be considered in future IT
continuance research.

Introduction

Information technology (IT) and information
system (IS) adoption has traditionally been one of
key research streams of the Information Systems
discipline. In the last two decades most research on
IT adoption has focused primarily on the initial
user acceptance of IT, largely by, employing
intention-based models such as Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [1], Theory of Planned

Behaviour (TPB) [2], and Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [3].
Though the initial user acceptance of IT is
important, it is just the first step toward overall IT

success. Positive economic returns and enhanced
productivity are what organizations expect from
their investments in IT [4][5]. As Kim and
Malhotra [6] and Venkatesh et al. [3] argued,
productivity benefits typically accrue in the
sustained use stage of IT. Moreover, Bhattacherjee
[7] and Limayem et al. [8] have highlighted the
importance of IS continuance to assure a successful
IT implementation. According to Bhattacherjee [7],
the long term viability of an IT and its eventual
success depend on users’ continuance of IT rather
than the initial acceptance. Thus, recently IT
continuance has achieved attention in the
technology adoption and acceptance field of
research. A number of studies have been conducted
to explore the determinants of IT continuance at
individual level [7][8][9][10][11]. Though in the
prior IS literature, service quality was assumed to
have influence on continuance intention to use IT,
research examining e-service quality as a
determinant of continuous e-service use is scant.
Particularly little research has been attempted to
integrate e-service quality into IT continuance
models to explore its influence on e-service
continuance intention.

Different models have been employed in explaining
users’ intention to continue using IT. One main
school of thought implicitly views IT continuance
as an extension of acceptance behavior. A vast
body of research has examined the IT continuance
and post-adoption behavior by extending the
acceptance model in a longitudinal setting and
employed  the  same  set  of  variables  as  in  IT
acceptance [9][10][11][12][13]. The first school
assumes that IT users’ beliefs about technology and
the  outcomes  of  using  it  can  explain  both
acceptance and continuance decisions. Another
school views determinants of user’s initial
acceptance of IT at least to a certain extent different
from continuous usage of IT [14][15]. As an
example, Expectation-Confirmation Theory (ECT)
[16][17] has been recently introduced into
individual-level IT adoption research. With regard
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to IT continuance, ECT has been employed to
explain how and why user reactions change over
time. Compared to the first school of thought
focusing almost exclusively on beliefs about the
technology and the outcomes of using it, the second
school of thought assumed that IT users’ beliefs
about technology and affective responses to the
behavior can explain their continuance decisions
across a variety of information technologies [7].
Furthermore, this school views certain beliefs
influencing users’ subsequent continuance
decisions, but not necessary the initial acceptance
of technology.

This study extends and empirically tests a research
model based on the IS continuance model by
Bhattacherjee [7] in the e-service context. The
paper makes two main contributions in the
post-adoption behavior and IT continuance
research: i) it incorporates service quality in the IT
continuance model; ii) it pays specific attention to
the features on the e-service by integrating
perceived ease of use in the research model.

Theoretical Background

Expectation-Confirmation Theory

Expectation-Confirmation Theory (ECT) is widely
used as a theoretical framework in the consumer
behavior literature to investigate both consumer
satisfaction and re-purchase decisions [16]. A vast
body of empirical research have confirmed the
predictive power of ECT in explaining product
repurchasing and service continuance in different
contexts [17][18][19].

ECT posits that consumers’ satisfaction with their
prior use of a product or a service determines their
intention to repurchase [20][21]. In turn, consumer
satisfaction is determined by their pre-purchase
expectations and the dissonance between their
pre-purchase expectations and perceived
performance. The possible dissonance between
pre-purchase expectations and perceived
performance is captured in the construct of
confirmation. Consumers’ expectations will be
positively confirmed when the perceived
performance of the product/service is better than
what they have expected, and negatively confirmed
when the perceived performance is worse than
what they have expected. Confirmation, in turn,
determines the level of satisfaction. Satisfied
consumers are likely to form a repurchase
intention, while dissatisfied consumers will not
continue purchasing the product/service any more.

IS Continuance Model

ECT was first introduced to IS context and adapted
by Bhattacherjee [7]. He applied ECT in the IT
usage setting and developed the IS continuance

model (See Figure 1). According to Bhattacherjee
[7], individual’s continued IT usage decisions are
similar to consumer’s repeated purchase decisions.
Both individual’s continued IT usage decisions and
consumer’s repeated purchase decisions are based
on their initial decision of IT acceptance or
product/purchase, and influenced by their initial
use of IT or their initial use of product/service.
Bhattacherjee [7] distinguished the differences
between IT acceptance and IT continuance
behavior, and proposed the IS continuance model
based on ECT with some modification to adapt
ECT into the IT use setting.

Figure 1 IS continuance model

In the IS continuance model, perceived usefulness
was integrated into the ECT framework together
with confirmation of expectation and user
satisfaction to explain users’ continuance intention
to use IT. Bhattacherjee [7] highlighted the
importance of post-adoption expectations in
post-adoption stage and developed the original
ECT from the mixed both pre- and post-adoption
assertion into a pure post-adoption model [7]. Prior
technology acceptance research asserted that
perceived usefulness was an adequate expectation
in the context of IT continuance. Perceived
usefulness was assumed to be a belief that is
demonstrated to have consistent impact on users’
intention to use IT across temporal stages of IT use,
such as IT acceptance stage and IT post-adoption
stage [1][14]. In the IS continuance model,
perceived usefulness represents IT users’
post-adoption expectations after their initial use of
IT. The original ECT focuses on the pre-adoption
expectations but not explicitly discuss the
post-adoption expectations. The IS continuance
model [7], on the other hand, focuses solely on the
post-adoption expectations. In fact, post-adoption
expectations are especially important in predicting
IT continuance since users’ expectations on IT may
change over time.

In the IS continuance model, users’ satisfaction
with their prior usage of IT and their perceived
usefulness of IT usage both have positive influence
on their continuance intentions to use IT. User
satisfaction with IT is determined by their
perceived usefulness of IT (post-adoption
expectations) and their confirmation of
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expectations from their prior IT usage. In addition,
IT users’ confirmation of expectations has positive
influence on their perceived usefulness of IT.

Recently, the IS continuance model [7] has been
rather widely applied in different IT contexts. It has
been used to investigate user’s intention to continue
using IT in different research contexts, such as
e-learning [11][12], e-commerce [22], mobile
internet usage [23], virtual communities [24], and
web site usage [25].

The Research Model and Hypotheses

The IS continuance model by Bhattacherjee [7]
provides an solid starting point for further
exploration of IT continuance since it has explained
IT continuance with a growing empirical base in
the IS literature. In this research, the IS continuance

model was expanded by incorporating the
perceived ease of use and the perceived service
quality (See Figure 2). Thus, drawing on both ECT
and the IS continuance model [7], the following set
of hypotheses are suggested:

H1: Satisfaction with the e-service is positively
related to the continuance intention.
H2: Perceived usefulness of the e-service is
positively related to the continuance intention.
H3: Perceived usefulness of the e-services is
positively related to the satisfaction with the
e-service.
H4: Confirmation of expectations is positively
related to the satisfaction with the e-service.
H5: Confirmation of expectations is positively
related to the perception of usefulness of the
e-service.

          Figure 2 The research model

Incorporating perceived service quality in the
ECT based IS continuance model

Prior research on IS success and user satisfaction
with IT provide theoretical support for
incorporating perceived service quality in the
original ECT based IS continuance model [7]. User
satisfaction has been suggested to be a salient
antecedent of IT users’ continuance intention
[7][22][28][29], and perceived service quality is a
key driver to user satisfaction [26][27]. Wixom and
Todd [13] suggested that when investigating the
post-adoption behavior of IT users, the two
constructs of perceived service quality and user
satisfaction should be considered. This study
includes perceived service quality into the research
model in order to explore its role in explaining
e-service continuance intention. In the current
research perceived service quality is expected to
have effects on both IT users’ continuance

intention directly and indirectly via user
satisfaction. Respectively, it is hypothesized:

H6: Perceived service quality of the e-service is
positively related to the continuance intention.
H7: Perceived service quality of the e-service is
positively related to the satisfaction with the
e-service.

IT users’ confirmation of expectations was
assumed to have effect on their post-adoption
beliefs since actual experience of IT usage will
confirm or disconfirm the IT users’ initial
expectations prior to their actual usage of IT.
Perceived service quality is also an object-based
belief about IT [30]. Thus, it is hypothesized:

H8: Confirmation of expectations is positively
related to the perception of e-service quality.
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Incorporating perceived ease of use in the ECT
based IS continuance model

Prior research on IT adoption and IT continuance
based on TAM have indicated that perceived ease
of  use  is  a  consistent  predictor  of  IT  users’
intentions to use and continue using IT [1][31][32].
It has both direct and indirect influence on IT
users’ intention to use or continue using IT via
perceived usefulness. As Thong et al. [23] argued
that features of IT also have an effect on users’
continuance intention to use IT. In the IT
continuance model, only perceived usefulness was
assumed to have impact on the continuance
intention. In prior research on IT adoption,
perceived ease of use was assumed to be closely
related with the complexity of IT usage [33]. Thus,
perceived ease of use is incorporated in our
research model. In this study, perceived ease of use
is expected to have direct impact on the satisfaction
of IT users and both direct and indirect effects on
IT  users’  continuance  intention  to  use  IT  via
perceived usefulness in the e-service context. Thus,
it is suggested:

H9: Perceived ease of use of the e-service is
positively related to the continuance intention.
H10: Perceived ease of use of the e-service is
positively related to the satisfaction with the
e-service.
H11: Perceived ease of use of the e-service is

positively related to perceived usefulness.

Similar to the reasoning applied to the association
between confirmation and perceived usefulness, IT
users’ confirmation of expectations is also expected
to positively affect their perception of ease of use.
When IT users gain confirmation experience, their
perception on ease of use will be adjusted and
become more concrete. Thus, it is hypothesized:

H12: Confirmation of expectations is positively
related  to  the  perception  of  ease  of  use  of  the
e-service.

Research Methodology

Data collection

The data was collected among Chinese online
travel service customers. The customers were asked
to indicate their motivating factors for continued
usage  of  online  travel  services  based  on  their
previous experience of online travel service. The
scale used in the current study was developed
mainly based on previous researches in IT
continuance research with some modifications and
rewordings to meet the requirement of the specific
research context. A five-point Likert-scale ranging
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) was
used to measure each item.

Demographic profile Category Frequency Percentage (%)

Gender
Male 336 61.9
Female 207 38.1
Total 543 100.0

Age

18-25 172 31.6
26-35 165 30.4
36-45 152 28.0
46-55 34 6.3
56-65 20 3.7
Total 543 100.0

Education

College student 104 19.2
Bachelor’s level 287 52.9
Master’s level 114 21.0
Ph.D level 38 7.0
Total 543 100.0

Duration
of using Internet

More than 2 years 82 15.1
More than 3 years 461 84.9
Total 543 100.0

Frequency
of using Internet (hours per week)

Less than 5 hours 64 11.8
5 to 10 hours 119 21.9
More than 10 hours 360 66.3
Total 543 100.0

Online travel service booking
experience

1-5 times 232 42.7
More than 5 times 311 57.3
Total 543 100.0

Table 1 Demographic profile of respondents

The questionnaire was delivered to the randomly selected customers by mail. Totally 1500
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questionnaires were mailed to potential
respondents, and 553 of them response to the
survey completely. Among the 553 respondents,
only 503 of them are used as the sample base of the
current study and 50 of them have been deleted
because they indicated that they have no usage
experience of online travel services. The response
rate of 33.5% can be considered acceptable. In
general, in information systems research the
response rate for questionnaires ranges from 8% to
15%. The majority (90%) of the respondents are
among the age groups between 18 to 45 years old
and 61.9% of them are male. The sample in the
current research is considered to represent the
Internet users in China based on the Internet usage
report released by the China Internet Network
Information Centre [34]. All of them have already
had the usage experience of online travel service
(See Table 1).

Reliability and Validity

Partial  Least  Squares  (PLS)  was  employed  in  the
current study to test the measurement model and
the structural parameters in the proposed research
model.

The test results showed that almost all of the factor
loadings are satisfactory with the cut-off value
above 0.7, except one of them is acceptable with
the cut-off value between 0.5 and 0.7 [35]. The
Cronbach’s alpha values ranges from 0.702 and
0.819, and all of them are over the 0.7 level. The
values of composite reliability (CR) and the
average extracted variance (AVE) satisfy the
cut-off value 0.7 and 0.5 respectively, which
indicates good internal consistency and reliability
[36][37][38] (See Table 2), supporting the
convergent validity of the data.

Constructs and items Loading St. Error t-value
Perceived Ease of use (PEOU)  =0.775     CR=0.870   AVE=0.691
Item1 It is easy to look for travel information. 0.864 0.017 49.754
Item2 It is easy to move around the website. 0.868 0.016 55.533
Item4 It is easy to do what I want to do, for example searching information,
making an order.

0.757 0.050 15.139

E-service quality (ESQ)       =0.807    CR=0.912    AVE=0.838
Item1 Based on my previous online booking experience, I feel the online
travel service quality is good.

0.915 0.010 89.578

Item2 The online service quality is better than I expected. 0.915 0.013 67.847
Perceived Usefulness (PU)     =0.702    CR=0.823    AVE=0.609
Item1 It is possible to get cheaper prices using online travel service. 0.828 0.178 46.536
Item2 Online travel service is convenient. 0.788 0.027 28.369
Item3 Using online travel service can save time for me. 0.722 0.028 25.464
Item4 For me online travel service is useful.
Confirmation(CON)          =0.729    CR=0.836    AVE=0.632
Item1 The service encounter is better than I expected. 0.672 0.062 10.699
Item2 Most of my expectations from using online travel service were
confirmed.

0.888 0.024 36.772

Item3 As a whole, my last online travel service encounter experience was
positive.

0.811 0.042 19.171

Satisfaction(SAT)            =0.705    CR=0.826    AVE=0.613
Item1 I am satisfied with my last experience on online travel service
booking.

0.773 0.027 27.669

Item2 I am very pleased with online travel service in my last experience. 0.796 0.023 36.634
Item3 I think I made a right decision when using online travel service I
selected.

0.780 0.023 33.985

Continuance Intention(CI)     =0.819    CR=0.893    AVE=0.735
Item1 I intent to use the service also in the future. 0.864 0.012 68.495
Item2 I intend to use the service more in the future. 0.862 0.017 49.419
Item3 I intend to use similar competing online travel service than any other
alternatives.

0.844 0.016 50.183

Table 2 The Measurement Model

As  shown  in  Table  3,  the  square  roots  of  AVE  of
all constructs are greater than the correlation
estimate with the other constructs, which indicates

that each construct in the research model is more
closely related to its own measures than to those of
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other constructs. Thus, the criteria for discriminant
validity were met [39]

PEOU ESQ PU CON SAT CI
PEOU 0.831
ESQ 0.448 0.915
PU 0.467 0.386 0.780
CON 0.145 0.095 0.117 0.795
SAT 0.435 0.342 0.427 0.325 0.782
CI 0.320 0.476 0.434 0.102 0.509 0.837
Note. The bold items on the diagonal represent the square roots
of the AVE; the off-diagonal elements are the correlation
estimates.
Table 3 Correlation Matrix and Discriminant
Assessment

Results

A bootstrapping procedure was employed to test
the effects and the statistical significance of the
parameters in the structural model.

The test results provide significant support for all
the hypotheses, except for H5 (CON to PU) and H9

(PEOU to CI). Perceived usefulness, satisfaction
and perceived service quality were found to be the
significant predictors of users’ continuance
intention to use online travel services, and
satisfaction was ranked as the most salient factor
motivating users’ continuance intention to use
online travel services, followed by service quality
and perceived usefulness. Perceived ease of use,
perceived usefulness, confirmation, and perceived
service quality have significant influences on user
satisfaction. Confirmation has also significant
effects on perceived ease of use and perceived
service quality. As expected, perceived ease of use
is a strong predictor of perceived usefulness. The
proposed intention model explains 38.9% of IT
continuance intention. Perceived ease of use,
perceived usefulness, confirmation and perceived
service quality account for 32.8% of satisfaction,
and perceived ease of use for 22.1% of perceived
usefulness. In addition, confirmation accounts for
2% and 1% of perceived ease of use and perceived
service quality respectively (See Figure 3).

Note: ***: p-value<0.001, **: p-value<0.01, and *: p-value<0.05, n.s. = not significant
Figure 3 Structural analysis of the research model

Discussion and Conclusions

The results demonstrate that satisfaction and
perceived service quality are the primary drivers of
the  continuous  use  intention  in  the  context  of
online travel services. The results support the
assertion that the determinants of initial and
continuous use are to some extent different.
Furthermore, perceived ease of use had no impact
on the continuance intention, potentially suggesting
that using online travel services is not a particular
challenge for experienced users. This finding is

consistent with the prior finding of Chea and Luo
[40] who found IT users’ affect and cognition both
have impact on the post-adoption behaviour, and
that they interplay.

Second, the results show that perceived service
quality has a stronger influence on IT continuance
intention than perceived usefulness, suggesting that
the use of e-services is driven by total service
quality of e-service rather than just by the usability
of e-services, such as perceived usefulness. In sum,
this finding underscores the importance of
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empirical examination of the perceived service
quality and its determinants to better understand the
rationale behind sustained e-service use.

Third, the results confirm that perceived ease of
use, perceived usefulness, confirmation and
perceived service quality are all relevant
determinants of user satisfaction. Thus, to increase
user satisfaction, e-service providers should
attempt to improve their service quality, their
system functions and enable positive experience to
the users.

Fourth, confirmation was found to have no
significant effect on perceived usefulness, yet it is
positively related to both perceived ease of use and
perceived service quality. This finding is in
contrast with the previous research results in ECT
viewing confirmation as a predictor of perceived
usefulness [7][23]. It can be assumed that online
travel service users have rather clear and concrete
expectations of the perceived usefulness of online
travel services before their adoption, and therefore
confirmation does not have an influence on
perceived usefulness. Furthermore, confirmation
has only a marginal effect on perceived ease of use
and perceived service quality. Thus, the findings
from the current study would indicate that
confirmation is not necessarily the major predictor
of all post-adoption beliefs.

Limitations and Future Research

As with all research, a number of limitations still
need to be acknowledged. First, the empirical study
was conducted only in China. Future research is
needed to validate the research model with
different populations of users in different types of
e-services. Second, the study tested users’ IT
continuance intention in the context of online travel
services. Hence generalizing the results should be
done cautiously. Thus, there is scope for future
research to test the research model in different
contexts in order to further test the model. Finally,
the current study investigated the continuance
intention as the dependent variable. Thus, future
studies could explicitly examine also the actual
continuous adoption behaviour of e-services.
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Abstract 

Some experts concerned that blogging may be in 

conflict with other more controlled public relation 

activities and suspect that only those companies in 

bad financial shape would resort to business 

blogging as a cheap try. Through analysis of 

business blogging activities of Fortune 500 

companies, we demonstrated that business 

blogging can be used as a new strategic tool for 

companies to sustain their existing competitive 

advantages. We found business blogging tend to 

correlated with higher sales, lower cost of goods 

and reduced advertising expenses for companies. 

We also found that those companies use product 

differentiation as their main competitive strategy 

could better utilize business blogging to sustain 

their competitive position thus maintain or increase 

their financial performances. 

 

Introduction 

Blogs represent one of the fastest-growing media of 

personal publishing and the newest method of 

individual expression on the Internet
1
.  Among all 

the Web 2.0 tools, blog is arguably the first to be 

widely adopted. In 2004, there were only 5 million 

bloggers worldwide [1]. By the start of 2005, that 

number grew to more than 50 million. This trend 

shows no sign of slowing down. By 2008, over 100 

million blogs were indexed by Techorati, the 

leading search engine for blogs written in English. 

In early 2009, there were on average 50 to 60 

thousands new blogs being created worldwide and 

more than 600 thousands new blog posts every day, 

according to statistics from blogpulse.com, a 

service of Nielsen. In January 2005, Fortune 

magazine featured a report titled “Why There is No 

Escaping the Blog” to call attention to the fact that 

bloggers have become a major force that businesses 

cannot afford to ignore. Blogs have the capacity to 

promote products and services, build customer 

communities, and serve as effective vehicles for the 

education of consumers. Sensing the power and 

influence of this new Internet application, many 

business leaders are exploring the strategic value of 

business blogging. 

 

Executives are beginning to appreciate blogs as 

sources of information. A 2006 national survey of 

                                                        
1 According to blogpulse (www.blogpulse.com) 

senior executives from the Fortune 1000 companies 

found that 21% of executives read business blogs at 

least once a week. Business leaders have also 

begun to blog and encourage their employees to 

open business blogs and promote their products and 

services. According to CEO of Bloglist, business 

blogging is an irreversible trend for companies and 

the number of blogs written by CEOs has increased 

dramatically from late 90’s to 2005
2
. 

A wide range of companies, such as Microsoft, 

Google, General Motors (GM), and Disney, are 

adopting blogs for information disseminating, 

relationship building, and knowledge management, 

both internally and externally [1]. For example, 

GM has adopted FastLane Blog
3
 to spread news, 

provide information, and create an online 

community where its customers can exchange 

information and discuss on topics important to 

them. Similarly, Google has been using the Official 

Google Blog to make major announcements about 

the company and its upcoming products. More than 

one thousand Microsoft developers and product 

managers are communicating directly with 

customers daily via blogs to understand how 

customers respond to Microsoft products and 

services [1]. In addition to using blogs for external 

communication, companies also use blogs to 

coordinate business operations internally. In 

Disney, there are more than 130 technicians 

working on various shifts to guard the smooth daily 

operation of the Disney Channel. To smooth the 

operation, Disney has adopted a blog solution for 

shift management. This is an excellent example of  

how innovative use of blogs can replace the 

traditional paper based log system to keep track of 

engineering changes and issues [1].  

Among all this optimism about business blogging, 

industry experts also express concerns. According 

to David “Doc” Searls, the co-author of “The 

Cluetrain Manifesto,” companies only blog under 

duress because the risks and uncertainties of public 

business blogging are great. Thus, if companies 

were on the way up, they don’t want to risk their 

success by introducing blogging that isn’t 

controlled by their public relations department. But 

                                                        
2 
http://www.thenewpr.com/wiki/pmwiki.php?p
agename=Resources.CEOBlogsList 
3 URL of GM’s Blog: http://fastlane.gmBlogs.com 
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companies on the way down are willing to try 

anything to regain the confidence of their 

customers
4

 and business blogging became an 

easy-to-pick-up option in such cases as manifested 

by GM - according to Michael Wiley, the director 

of new media at GM
5
:  

 

"We had to do something to humanize the company 

and create a fresh image for GM.…. a few quick 

PR hits wouldn't do the job -- which it would take 

something like a Blog to really shake things up. But 

I could see the carcasses all over the place of 

companies that had tried to do gimmick Blogs. So I 

was insistent that our Blog had to develop a real 

conversation with our customers. That was the only 

way it would do any good.” 

 

Recent data compiled by Wired magazine on 

Fortune 500 companies also indicates some 

association between low stock price performance 

of companies and business blogging adoption. As 

of February 2009, there were 60 or 12% of Fortune 

500 companies have business blogs. When 

comparing the recent 12-month stock performance 

of these 60 companies with the rest of Fortune 500, 

it was found that the stock of these 60 companies 

went up 4%, while the rest went up 19%.
6 

 Though 

this is a very crude analysis because there are many 

factors could affect the stock performance of a 

company, it does indicate a possible correlation.  

So exactly what is the strategic value of business 

blogging to companies? Is it a last resort for 

companies in the spiraling downturn or an 

innovative strategic tool that should be adopted by 

all major companies? More importantly, does 

business blogging contribute to the bottom-line of 

the companies’ operations for those adopted it? 

These are the research questions we address in this 

paper. 

 

The paper makes three primary contributions: First, 

it identified the strategic value of business blogging 

by analyzing its contribution to the bottom-line of 

company operations. Second, through data 

analysis, it found the fact that those companies 

adopted business blogging tend to have better 

financial performances, thus refuting the claim 

being made by industry experts.  After controlling 

for historical performance, using blogs lead to 

better future financial performance (higher return 

ratio, lower cost ratio, and lower advertising 

                                                        
4 The complete quote of David Searls was available at: 

http://www.longtail.com/the_long_tail/2005/12/announci

ng_the_.html 
5 It was quoted from URL: 

http://www.blogrevolt.com/archives/2005/12/gms_bloggi

ng_ex.htm 
6 
http://www.asia.socialtext.net/bizblogs/index.c
gi 

expense). Third, it found that companies that have 

a higher marketing emphasis and companies that 

are more open to the consumer community are 

more likely to adopt blogs, to enhance their 

performance because this communication channel 

enables the consumers to share their knowledge 

with the company.  

The rest of the paper is arranged as following: 

section 2 reviews existing literature about business 

blogging and develops hypotheses, sections 3 

explains the data and research model used for 

testing hypotheses, section 4 summarizes the 

results, section 5 discusses the paper’s 

contributions and implications for theory and 

practice. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

Literature Review and Hypothesis 

We define business blogging as active official 

public blogs by company employees about the 

company and/or its products.
 7

 Business blogging 

was mainly regarded as a public relation tool when 

it initially emerged, and it was recommended only 

when other solutions have failed because it could 

be out of control and interfere with other company 

public relation efforts. However, we argue that 

business blogging is more than a public relation 

tool. It is a malleable technology that a company 

can use to achieve multiple purposes, ranging from 

increasing sales, lower the cost of goods, and 

reducing advertising expense. Thus, simply 

relegating blogging under the PR category may 

overlook other important strategic value a business 

blog can bring to a company.  

Next, we explore in details the malleable nature of 

business blogging in different strategic aspects of 

company operations. We then propose our research 

hypotheses. 

 

How Business Blogging Contribute to 

Operational Performance  

Business Blogging Increase Sales 

 

Blogs enable two-way communication between an 

organization and its customers. Through blogs, it is 

much easier for a company to seek opinions, 

participations, and knowledge from its consumers. 

The challenge for most companies is not how to 

obtain feedback – it is how best to respond to the 

feedback [1].  Business blogging become a new 

channel for company executives to have a 

conversation with customers, suppliers, and 

partners.  

 

Such conversation could lead to product and 

service innovation breakthroughs. Leonard-Barton 

[2] proposed the “modes of user involvement”, in 

which users participated in developing new 

                                                        
7 http://www.asia.socialtext.net/bizblogs/index.cgi 
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products for companies. She believes that 

organizations could gain important technical 

knowledge from their customers. Von Hippel [3] 

went one step further to claim that users were one 

of the major sources of innovation. Users, but not 

manufacturers, were the typical product initiators in 

product development, and the territory of 

innovation had slowly moved towards users [4].  

With the two-way communication a business blog 

provides, loyal users would be able to involve more 

into different product development stages from 

early conceptual design to alpha or beta release. 

Some critical feedbacks from customers may 

provide important insights to product development 

that will lead to better sales. Such insights may not 

be obtained from the inside of the company or cost 

much more to obtain.  

 

With important inputs from end users via business 

blogging, we expect the sales of the final product 

or service will be increased when all other things 

being equal. 

 

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive correlation 

between business blogging adoption and future 

sales  

 

Business Blogging Increases Profit Margin 

and/or turnover 

While business blogging has the potential to 

increase revenue for a company, it incurs little 

costs. From the technology point of view, a blog is 

not much more complicated than a traditional Web 

page. For companies with an existing infrastructure 

to support a corporate Web site, adding or enabling 

the blog feature on the Web site requires little or no 

additional investments; and once a blog is 

established, it requires nothing more than a few 

additional work hours for the executives to write 

the blogs. Therefore, assuming that the company’s 

business model is reasonably scalable, the 

additional sales brought by business blogging come 

at minimal additional fixed costs. Taken together, 

business blogging would allow a company to better 

utilize existing assets and improve profitability. 

Therefore: 

 

Hypothesis 2a:  Business blogging in a period is 

positively associated with return on assets in future 

periods. 

 

The Sloan or General Motors model used in 

financial analysis splits return on assets (ROA) into 

profit margin and asset turnover (Stickney and 

Brown 1999).  For firms competing in an 

industry, higher profit margin and lower asset 

turnover are associated with a differentiation 

strategy whereas lower profit margin and higher 

asset turnover are associated with a cost leadership 

strategy (Porter 1985). Therefore, differentiating 

investments such as expenditures on R&D or brand 

advertising tilt the balance towards higher profit 

margin, whereas cost leadership investments such 

as capital expenditures made to improve 

throughput or asset utilization tilt the balance 

towards higher asset turnover (Kothari et al. 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a similar manner to Kothari, we investigate 

differences in the associations of business blogging 

with these two different components of future 

earnings.  We specify our second hypothesis to 

test whether decision about adoption of blogs is 

informative about future improvement in profit 

margins (differentiation) or asset turnover (cost 

leadership). 

 

Hypothesis 2b:  Business blogging in a period is 

positively associated with profit margin in future 

periods. 

 

Hypothesis 2c:  Business blogging in a period is 

positively associated with asset turnover in future 

periods. 

 

Business Blogging Reduces Advertising 

Expenses 

Companies invest millions on Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) software to 

manage customer service and analyze customer 

needs.  Unfortunately CRM does not allow a way 

for customers to interact with the company and 

statistics also indicated that about 50% of CRM 

implementations in the U.S. and about 80% in 

Europe fail
8
. Compared with the uncertainty of 

large investment of CRM to improve customer 

relationship, business blogging is a cost effective 

solution with little cost and simple implementation.  

Business blogging can also complement the public 

relationship efforts of the company and save 

product cost. Public relation is an important 

corporate activity and the cost of a PR activity 

range from hundreds to tens of thousands of 

dollars. Business blogging can provide an 

alternative channel for company to publish press 

release and conduct PR campaigns. Once clients 

                                                        
8 http://www.oracle.com/industries/ 
government/crm_enabled_egov_trans.pdf 

Asset Turnover 
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and business partners have the expectation to 

obtain important company information from its 

business blog, the company could save the cost of 

publishing incurred by third party channels. Blog 

broadcasting technologies like RSS feed can 

further reduce the cost and increase the 

effectiveness by delivering PR materials to 

interested parties. 

 

Compared with traditional advertising media such 

as TV and online advertising media such as banner 

and search oriented advertisements, the cost of 

advertising and promotion via business blogging is 

almost negligible. On the other hand, blogging has 

the features of both traditional and online 

advertising media. 

 

Leading IT companies such as Google and 

Microsoft are already using company blog as an 

additional advertising channel. They published 

their new product specs and features via the blog 

just like publishing in newspaper and TVs or other 

traditional advertising channel. Though its 

exposure depends on the number of blog readers, it 

has the competitive advantage of updating the 

information in real time. 

 

Blogging also has similar features of other online 

advertising media such as interactive and 

multimedia functions to allow consumers to 

become familiar with the products or services. 

Usually such indirect advertising method can 

deliver the advertising message more effectively. 

For example, business blog site of a big company 

would appear in top rank of organic search results 

by major search engines such as Google and 

Yahoo. Thus, instead of paying additional 

advertising fee to get eyeballs, companies can 

attract consumers to their web sites naturally. 

 

Blogging also has magnet effect to attract attention 

to its new product for free and loyal consumers or 

product fans may spread the words for the new 

product, thus Blogging has the word-of-mouth 

(WOM) effect. WOM is considered a major driver 

behind the consumer adoption and diffusion of new 

products, services, and sellers, particularly for late 

adopters [5-7]. Previous studies found that WOM 

forms like online product reviews have become a 

major information source for consumers and 

marketers to assess the quality of products and 

consumers act upon such reviews [8]. Thus, 

business blogging may bring similar effect or even 

more impact on consumers. 

 

From above discussion, we conclude that business 

blogging can potentially save considerable amount 

of cost to reach customers, compared with getting 

the same attention from customers with traditional 

paid channels. Therefore, we have the following 

hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 3: There is a negative correlation 

between the business blogging and advertising 

expense.   

 
Business Blogging Increases Market Valuation 

Our first two hypotheses address the operational 

performance, as measured using traditional 

accounting metrics, of firms adopting business 

blogs. Scholars have found market based measures 

such as stock market returns to be more reliable 

measures of a firm’s future performance, because 

they are forward-looking, risk-adjusted, and less 

susceptible to accounting rule changes (Bharadwaj 

et al., 1999; Chatterjee et al., 2002; Hitt et al., 

2002). In principle, the stock price of a firm reflects 

the discounted value of its expected future cash 

flow. Therefore, a company’s market valuation is 

determined by the collective perceptions of all of 

its shareholders on the company’s expected future 

performance. For a company adopting business 

blogs, there are a number of reasons investors 

might view such initiatives favorably and increase 

their valuation of the company. First of all, the 

improvements in operational and financial 

performance brought by business blogging would 

lead to positive gains in the company’s future cash 

flow, thus enhancing market valuation. Second, 

business blogs may also help companies 

communicate the value of other initiatives such as 

new product development to investors, hence 

boosting market valuation.  

 

In addition, business blogs written personally by a 

company’s executives also signal top 

management’s commitment to achieving 

competitive advantage and improving 

shareholder’s value. The added transparency may 

also reduce investors’ risk perception for owning 

the company’s stock. Therefore, investors would 

have more confidence in the company’s future 

prospect and value its stock with a premium. 

 

There are multiple ways to measure firm 

performance, including accounting performance 

and stock market performance. The reasons for 

including stock market performance indicators are 

the belief that market based measurements might 

be more appropriate than accounting-based 

measures [20] because they are forward looking 

and considering all the intangible asset value. 

Especially, we believe successful adoption of blog 

can impact multi-dimensions of firm financial 

situation, which might not be captured by the 

contemporary accounting performance because of 

the intangible asset value created. For example, 

through interacting with consumers, company can 

do reverse-knowledge to learn consumers’ 
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evaluations of their products and services. Based 

on that, companies can co-create their products 

with their consumers, leading to improved future 

cash flow, will ultimate lead to increasing firm 

value. 

 

Hypothesis 4: There is a positive correlation 

between the business blogging and market 

valuation.   

 

What Type of Companies are More Likely to 

Adopt Business Blogging 

In the previous section, we discuss how business 

blogging can contribute to the performance of 

companies. Different companies, however, may 

value different aspects of performance due to 

variations in their strategic positioning in the 

market. In this section, we explore the relationship 

between conventional company strategic profile 

and the adoption of business blogging.  

 

In general, companies with a focus on broad market 

are either product leaders, competing based on 

product differentiation, or cost leaders, competing 

with low cost [9]. So in this section we intend to 

explore this research question: how companies’ 

strategic profile influences adoption of business 

blogging.  

 

Product differentiation is the process of 

distinguishing a product or offering from 

competitors as well as one’s own, to make it more 

attractive to a particular target market [10].   

Business blogging is compatible to product 

differentiation strategy because it provides an 

innovative medium for companies to demonstrate 

its new products and services to interested parties. 

Compared to traditional media, business blogging 

has rich interactive functions such as dynamic 

HTML, RSS feed and feedback aggregation, etc. 

These interactive functions allow companies to 

highlight the differentiation features of their 

products that are superior to or lacking in the rival 

brands, thus capturing a greater proportion of the 

value created by blogging [10].   

 

Companies can also collect product differentiation 

information by soliciting user inputs via the 

business blogs. For example, companies such as 

Google are posting their beta stage products on 

their company blogs so users can try-out and 

provide their comments and suggestions for 

improvements. These user inputs collected through 

business blogs could be used by the designers to 

tailor the products and further differentiate them 

from the offerings of competitors. Thus, we have 

hypothesis 5: 

 

Hypothesis 5: Companies using product 

differentiation strategy are more likely to adopt 

blogs.   

 

We discussed earlier that business blogging could 

improve at least three aspects of business 

operations.  Thus, we could also argue that low 

cost leadership companies are more likely to use 

business blogging to further strengthen their 

position. 

 

Business blogging may also be an innovative 

technology for companies to reduce the cost of 

operation through company internal blog or 

blogging targeted to business partners. For 

example, some companies are using internal blog 

as a replacement of internal email and this not only 

reduces email overload but also makes the 

communication more structured and organized
9
. 

Meanwhile, business blogging for partners could 

potentially reduce the information asymmetry and 

increase the supply chain efficiency. Thus, we have 

hypothesis 6: 

 

Hypothesis 6: Companies using cost leadership 

strategy are more likely to adopt blogs.   

 

 

Methodology 

 
Data Source 

To verify the research hypotheses, we collected a 

list of fortune 500 companies that were using blogs 

from Fortune 500 Business Blogging Wiki
10

. In 

collaboration with Socialtext, this wiki was created 

by Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief of Wired 

magazine, to keep track of Fortune 500 companies 

that have business blogs. According to their 

research, 4% of the Fortune 500 companies were 

blogging as of 2005. For each of the identified 

companies, we collected their related financial 

information from Compustat from 1997 to 2005
11

. 

We consider 2005 to be a year of interest for 

business blogging adoption because it was 

immediately preceded by rapid growth of 

popularity and mainstream acceptance of blogs. In 

fact, the Merriam-Webster dictionary selected the 

word “blog” as its number one Word of Year for 

2004 based on the number of searches received on 

its Web site, and included the word in its printed 

version in 2005 

                                                        
9 An article by CIO Magazine give a more detailed explanation, 

see URL: 
http://www.cio.com/article/120301/Seven_Reasons_for_Your_

Company_to_Start_an_Internal_Blog 
10 http://www.asia.socialtext.net/bizblogs/index.cgi 
11 Because the financial data of these firms of 2006 is not 

publicly available in CompuStat, for this study, we concentrate 

on the firms that own Blogs till 2005. 
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(http://www.merriam-webster.com/info/04words.ht

m). 

 

Research Model and Test 

To access the relationship between business 

blogging adopters and firm performance, the 

“matched sample comparison group” methodology 

was used. Our method is a combination of the 

method proposed by Bharadwaj [13] and 

Santhanam and Hartono [14]. For each of the IT 

leader firm, Bharadwaj [13] identified its industry 

peer as a single corresponding matching sample 

coming from the same SIC code and with similar 

size, while Santhanam and Hartono [14] used all 

the firms in the industry (4-digit SIC code) as their 

matching sample group. While the matching 

sample method used by Hartono [14] reduces the 

selection bias introduced by the method of 

Bharadwaj [13], Hartono [14]’s does not control 

the size effect, which might influence their 

performance. Thus for the study, we follow 

Albuquerque’s method [18], comparing blog 

adopters to their peers which are composed of 

firms within the same industry and similar size as 

the blog adopters. 

 

Since firms with better historical financial 

performance tend to have better present and future 

financial performances. To control this potential 

confounding “halo-effect”, we also adopt a 

regression model that controls the past financial 

performance when we link the blog adoption to 

future financial performance. 

 

                   (1) 

 

FP denotes financial performance, E=1 means 

firms use blog according to Fortune 500 Blog Wiki. 

Using earning as an example, the blog adoption 

variable for year t is incrementally informative 

about earnings in the year t+ i if the blog adoption 

variable conveys information about future 

performance not conveyed by the time-series of 

earnings for years t. Thus, a positive coefficient on 

the blog variable would mean that firm 

performance in year t+1 was higher relative to 

performance in years t for firms that adopt a 

corporate blog in year t, consistent with a positive 

association between blog and future firm 

performance (hypothesis 1-4). 

 

We use logistic regression (model 2) to formally 

test hypothesis 5 and 6. Here Use_Blog=1 means 

that firms use blogs according to Fortune 500 Blog 

Wiki at time t-1. We use the average operation 

income to sales and average asset turnover ratio 

over the past five years, to predict the company 

blog adoption decision at time t. A significant 

positive β1 plus a non-significant β2 
mean that it is 

more likely for product differentiators to adopt 

blogs. 

 

                                 

                               

 (2) 

 

 

Results 

Blogs and Future Financial Performance 

Because past financial performance might impact 

future performance, to control for the “halo” effect, 

we link the blog adoption dummy to future 

performances by controlling the past performances 

and present the results in table 4. Table 4 reveals 

that using blog is significantly positively associated 

with future ROA, OIS, and MKTB; while it is 

significantly negatively associated with COGS and 

ADS.  

 

Results of multivariate regression estimations of 

the performance models are presented for all firms 

in table 2.  The estimated mean coefficients on the 

blog variables are significantly positive for both 

return and cost ratios with values of 0. 0220 (p < 

0.05) for earnings in future period t+1, 0.0969 (p < 

0.10) for operation income to   sales   in period 

t+1, -0.0936 (p < 0.01) for cost of goods sold to 

sales in period t+1, -0.0063 (p < 0.10) for 

advertising expense to sales. The mean coefficient 

on blog is also significantly positive with a value of 

0.1279 (p < 0.10) for the market to book ratio at 

period t+1. 

 

These support our hypothesis 1 and 2 that using 

blogs leads to a better financial return, a lower cost, 

a decreasing spending on advertisement, and 

increased market value as well as book value.  

So hypothesis 1, 2a, 3, and 4 are supported. 

Hypothesis 2b is not supported. 

 

Furthermore, we found that the future performance 

impact of blog might pertain specifically to firms in 

the servicing industries. For example, Table 1B 

shows that for a firm adopts corporate blogs, if that 

firm belongs to a servicing industry, then its future 

cost of goods sold to sales and advertising expense 

to sales will decrease 0.0977 and 0.0117 

respectively. However, that firm is from 

manufacturing industry, then there will be no such 

an impact, which is consistent with our argument 

before that blogs help decrease the cost of reach 

people and the cost of providing services.  

 

Blogs and Strategic Position  

We notice that comparing to their industry peers, 

blogging firms have a better OIS performance, but 
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not asset turnover. This supports our hypothesis 

that that it is more likely for product differentiator 

to adopt Blogs. To formally test this hypothesis, we 

use logistic regression to estimate model 2 and 

present the results in Table 5. Average operation 

income over sales (β = 0.3414, p < 0.001) of the 

past five years is significantly positive related to 

firm Blog adoption decision, while sales over asset 

is not. This validates our second hypothesis that 

companies using product differentiation strategy 

are more likely to adopt Blogs, which in turn will 

have better future financial performance.  Thus, 

hypothesis 5 is supported and hypothesis 6 is not 

supported.  

 

Discussion 

Key Findings 

Our goals in this study were to study the value 

relevance and strategic position of Blog adoption. 

We use data on the Blog adoption data drawn from 

the fortune 500 companies to test our hypotheses.  

We found no evidence for the claim that firms only 

adopt blogs when their financial performances go 

bad. Instead, Consistent with our hypotheses, we 

found business blogs are value relevant and are 

associated with better financial performance. 

Companies adopt business blogging have 

comparatively higher sales, lower cost of goods, 

and reduced advertisement expenses. All these 

positive correlations indicate the potential 

contribution of business blogging to the bottom line 

of the companies. 

 

In terms of strategic positioning, we found that it is 

more likely for the product differentiators to adopt 

Blogs compared with low cost leader. We also 

found adoption decision is more likely to impact 

the operation income to sales instead of sales over 

asset.  

 

Limitations and future research 

Academic Research 

Research on blog has been mostly focusing on 

individual and social aspects. However, the 

popularity of Blogs in companies is calling for 

deep understanding of their impact on business 

daily operation, long-term performance, and 

valuation. This research expands our understanding 

of blogging in industry sector. We found that the 

adoption of business blogging has significant 

correlation with better operational performance for 

companies. The econometric results suggest that 

blogs are value relevant. There are several 

limitations of this research lead to further studies in 

the future: 

 

First, this paper is based on a small sample of 

firms. Future research could examine the 

correlation effect with a large sample of firms from 

different industries to see whether there is any 

value difference for Blogging within different 

industrial sectors. 

 

Second, this paper does not consider the reputation 

of the blogs. Merely adopting blog may not 

necessarily contribute to the bottom line and 

competitive strength of the company. It is how the 

blog is used that matters. Future research could 

take in consideration of such information when 

attempting to document the market valuation of 

blogs.  

 

Third, we only investigated establish Fortune 500 

companies in this paper. The strategy and value 

propositions of blogging for small to medium sized 

companies may be both different from Fortune 500 

and more critical. Considering the large number of 

SMEs, we need considerable more investigation in 

this aspect. 

 

Implications to Industry Practitioners 

Our research has at least twofold implication for 

industry practitioners: 

 

First, companies should pay more attention to the 

strategic use of blogging in public relation, 

customer relationship management as well as 

research& development. Business blogging could 

be used as an effective public relation platform to 

disseminate product and service information. It 

could also be used as a tool to interact with their 

customers to solicitude knowledge and feedback 

from their consumers and benefit their R&D 

activity. Internal business blogging can be managed 

and mined as part of the knowledge management 

system of the organization. It could be used to 

manage and report project status, reinforce 

corporate culture, and brainstorming new ideas.  

 

Second, companies should not only manage and 

utilize their own blogs but also identify and 

monitor the leading blogs in their industry that 

discussing about their products and services. They 

need to watch and,  if possible, Web mining those 

blogs to obtain new industry trends and customer 

needs. In many cases, external helps are needed in 

this aspect and there are many Blogging analysis 

companies provide such services. 

 

Beyond the above implications, our finding also 

suggests that those low cost leaders may consider 

use or better utilize business blog as a new 

competition tools though the strategy may more 

emphasis on how to contributing to the bottom-line 

of the operations.  
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Conclusion 

Some experts concerned that blogging may be in 

conflict with other more controlled public relation 

activities and suspect that only those companies in 

bad financial shape would resort to business 

blogging as a cheap try. We demonstrated that 

business blogging can be used as a new strategic 

tool for companies to sustain their existing 

competitive advantages. We found business 

blogging tend to correlated with higher sales, lower 

cost of goods and reduced advertising expenses for 

companies. We also found that those companies 

use product differentiation as their main 

competitive strategy could better utilize business 

blogging to sustain their competitive position thus 

maintain or increase their financial performances.  

  

 

Appendices  

Table 1A: Future performance impact of business 

blogging 

       
 
  

 
     

 
   

FP denotes financial performance, E=1 means firms use 

blogs according to Fortune 500 Blog Wiki. 

Financial 

Ratios 

N R-Square FP2004 Dummy E 

ROA 54 0.3100 0.3063*** 0.0220** 

OIS 54 0.2589 0.0926*** 0.0969*** 

Sales/Asset 54 0.8394 0.9961*** -0.0549 

COSG 54 0.7487 0.9342*** -0.0936*** 

ADS 36 0.9074 0.9593*** -0.0063* 

MKTB 54 0.6851 0.7134*** 0.1279* 

Notes: P-Value 0.01 ***     0.05 **   0.10* 

 
*ROA=Return on Asset 

*OIS=Operation Income/Sales  

*Sales/Asset=Asset Turn Over Ratio  

*COGS=Cost of Goods Sold/ Sales  

*ADS=Advertisement Expense/Sales 

*MKTB=Market Value/Book Value  

 

 

Table 1B: Future performance impact industry 

difference of business blogging 

 

  COGS ADS 

Parameter Estimate Pr > |t| Estimate Pr > |t| 

Intercept 0.0834 0.1428 0.0012 0.7981 

FP 0.9314 <.0001 0.9335 <.0001 

E -0.0386 0.3950 0.0017 0.7780 

Service 

Dummy 

0.0764 0.0913 0.0121 0.0442 

E*Service 

Dummy 

-0.0977 0.0570 -0.0117 0.0520 

N 54   36   

Adj R-Square 0.7727   0.9679   

*Service Dummy=1 for firms in the service industry; otherwise 0  

 

Table 2: Strategic Position of Blogs 

                                 

                               

 
Use_Blog=1 means firms use blogs according to 

Fortune 500 Blog Wiki at 2005. 
Items Coefficient 

Intercept 0.5650*** 

Avg_OIS 0.3414*** 

Avg_Sale/Asset 0.0099 

Adj-R=0.1639 N=56 

Notes: 0.01 ***     0.05 **   0.10* 
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Abstract 

Web Service (WS) and SOA (Service-Oriented 
Ar-chitecture) are now widely used. The most 
important application of SOA is connecting various 
business  systems that automate an enterprise's 
business processes. A new extension of Web 
Service definition and implementation-Inheritance 
of web service is pro-posed in this paper, just like 
the traditional inheriting mechanism of classes and 
interfaces in Object-oriented programming. It 
makes web service development and deployment 
more flexible, extendable and re-usable, and brings 
new thoughts and strengths to the implementation 
of SOA. 

 
1. Introduction 

Web Service (WS) and SOA (Service-Oriented 
Ar-chitecture) are now widely used. The most 
important application of SOA is connecting various 
business sys-tems that automate an enterprise's 
business processes. SOA with Web services 
enables the development of services that 
encapsulate business functions and that are easily 
accessible from any other service. The 
com-bination of Web services and SOA provides a 
rapid integration solution that more quickly and 
easily aligns investments and corporate strategies 
by focusing on shared data and reusable services 
rather than proprie-tary integration of products.  
In object-oriented programming languages such as 
C++ and Java, by introducing Class inheritance and 
interface, greatly enhanced the flexibility, 
readability of source code, and significantly 
improve the code reusability.  
This paper introduces the concept of Web services 
inheritance, as well as Interface Web services. Web 
services will be mapped to class or interface of the 
ob-ject-oriented programming language. This 
approach makes Web services programming more 
flexible and greatly improve scalability of current 
web service. 
 
 
 

2. Mechanism of Web Service 
Inheritance 

In this paper, Inheritance of web service is 
proposed just like the traditional inheriting 
mechanism of classes and interfaces in 
Object-oriented programming. 
It provides a novel way for web service design and 
development. It allows web service inheritance so 
to maximize reuse existing features/methods of 
web ser-vices. Users only need to focus on the 
fea-tures/methods/interfaces differentiation of the 
new web services. It is more flexible, extensible 
and reusable.  It is web service level integration, 
through the use of corresponding code generation 
tool of IDE(e.g., Eclipse plugin), users don't have 
to know the details of the super web services. 
 
2.1 Inheritance of web service  

Object-oriented programming allows classes to 
in-herit commonly used data and methods from 
other classes. These inherited and inheriting classes 
are called the superclass and the subclasses 
respectively. 
As described in Figure 1, in this paper, web service 
(web service 1) with commonly used methods and 
data are called the superwebservice, and those (web 
service 2 and 3) inherited from the superwebservice 
are called subwebservice.  
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Figure 1. Inheritance of web service 

The subwebservice can override the methods 
defini-tion in the superwebservices. As described in 
the bel-lowing diagram, when web client calls the 
method A that is not overridden by web service 2, 
this request can be forwarded to the 
superwebservice web service 1, and the method A 
in web services 1 will be called and the result will 
also be forwarded by web service 2 to the web 
client (referring to Figure 2). Web service 2 can 
also redirect the client’s web request directly to 
web service 1 as shown in Figure 3. 

 

        

Figure 2. Proxy model of web service 
inheritance 

 
 

Figure 3. Redirection model of web service 
inheritance 

 

Subwebservice can also add new methods to extend 
the functions of the existing superwebservice. 
Just like Object-oriented C++ programming, 
sub-webservice can inherit from multiple 
superwebservice as described in Figure 4. Further 
more, subwebservice can also be limited to only be 
able to inherit from only one superwebservice like 
Java does. 

 

Web Service 1

Web Service 3

Web Service 2

 
 

Figure 4. Multiple inherit of web service 
 

2.2 Interface web service  

Just like Object-oriented programming, a so-called 
interface web service can be introduced to 
guarantee the desired web methods be generated in 
its implemen-tation or subwebservice as described 
in Figure 5. 
Actually, the so-called interface web service is just 
empty methods definition set without 
implementation, just like the abstract methods 
definition in class. 
 

 
Figure 5. Interface web service 

 
As described in the Figure 6, web service can also 
implement multiple interface web services. 
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Figure 6. Web service with multiple interface 

 
3. Implementation 

Introduce the paper with an abstract of 
approximately 100 words. Begin in the left column 
with centered heading “Abstract” set above the 
single-spaced abstract text. The abstract should 
properly describe the findings or arguments 
presented in the paper.  
There is A free weather forecast Web service from 
internet, which defines a method of inquiry weather 
GetWeather, the main part of the Web service 
description of it as bellowing: 

 
<wsdl:message name="GetWeatherSoapIn"> 

    <wsdl:part name="parameters" element="tns:GetWeather" /> 

  </wsdl:message> 

  <wsdl:message name="GetWeatherSoapOut"> 

    <wsdl:part name="parameters" 

element="tns:GetWeatherResponse" /> 

  </wsdl:message> 

  <wsdl:portType name="WeatherSoap"> 

    <wsdl:operation name="GetWeather"> 

      <wsdl:documentation 

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"> 

      <wsdl:input message="tns:GetWeatherSoapIn" /> 

      <wsdl:output message="tns:GetWeatherSoapOut" /> 

    </wsdl:operation> 

  </wsdl:portType> 
 

This above weather forecast web service is needed 
to be extended to support Fahrenheit and Celsius 
temperature conversion function, and the 
description of the interface web service 
convertTemperature used to extend the weather 

forecast Web service as bellowing: 

 
<wsdl:message name="c2FRsp"> 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:c2FRsp" name="parameters"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:message name="f2CRsp"> 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:f2CRsp" name="parameters"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:message name="f2CRequest"> 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:f2C" name="parameters"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:message name="c2FRequest"> 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:c2F" name="parameters"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:portType name="ConvertTemperature"> 

      <wsdl:operation name="c2F"> 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:c2FRequest" 

name="c2FRequest"/> 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:c2FRsp" name="c2FRsp"/> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

      <wsdl:operation name="f2C"> 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:f2CRequest" 

name="f2CRequest"/> 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:f2CRsp" name="f2CRsp"/> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

   </wsdl:portType> 
 

In the above web service description, c2F and f2C 
methods will be added to the original weather 
forecast Web service. As shown in Figure 7, we 
can define a new combineWeather services, 
including weather forecasts function inherited from 
the original Web service GetWeather, as well as 
c2F and f2C methods from the definition of Web 
services interface convertTemperature. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Sample web service 
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In the implementation of this new combineWeather 
services, GetWeather method can be inherited from 
its parent web service to obtain weather 
information. If use proxy model, combineWeather 
services can also modify the result gotten from the 
WeatherSoap web service and return the modified 
weather information to  the client, and c2F and 
f2C methods will be implemented in 
CombineWeather web service. The description of 
the new CombineWeather Web service as 
bellowing: 

 
<wsdl:portType name="combineWeather"> 

    <wsdl:operation name="GetWeather"> 

      <wsdl:documentation 

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"> 

      <wsdl:input message="tns:GetWeatherSoapIn" /> 

      <wsdl:output message="tns:GetWeatherSoapOut" /> 

</wsdl:operation> 

<wsdl:operation name="c2F"> 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:c2FRequest" 

name="c2FRequest"/> 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:c2FRsp" name="c2FRsp"/> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

      <wsdl:operation name="f2C"> 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:f2CRequest" 

name="f2CRequest"/> 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:f2CRsp" name="f2CRsp"/> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

  </wsdl:portType> 

 

4. IDE extension 

Traditional web service IDE (Integrated 
develop-ment environment) can be enhanced to 
support web service inheritance and interface web 
service.  
When user needs to inherit one or more web 
service or implement one or more interface web 
service , he/she just  need to give the URLs of the 
description of them, and specify if proxy Mode or 
redirect mode will be used; then, the user can also 
choose to over-ride some methods from  its parent 
Web service. Then the enhanced IDE will 
automatically generate the frame-work of the code 
of these methods, for those un-over-ride methods, 
IDE will automatically generate the web service 
code according to user-chosen inherited model.  
As shown in Figure 8, IDE can also generate the 
code framework for methods defined in according 
interface definitions.  
The same as current popular Web services 
inte-grated development environment, IDE can also 
auto-matically generate web service description file 
for the new web service based on the description 
file of its parent web service and implemented 
interface web services. 

 
 

Figure 8. Web service IDE 
 

5. Summary 

Through the introduction of Web service 
inheritance and Interface Web service, this paper 
extend the web service definition; make web 
service definition more flexible, extendable and 
reusable, and bring new thoughts and strengths to 
the development and imple-mentation of SOA.   
It makes web service more like remote classes or 
in-terface as the traditional Object-oriented 
program-ming, and bring more features and 
advantages of Ob-ject-oriented mechanism into 
web service and SOA design and development. It 
allows web service inheri-tance so to maximize 
reuse existing features/methods of web services. 
Developers only need to focus on the differentiated 
features/methods/interfaces of the new web 
services and don't have to learn the details of the 
super web services. 
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Abstract 

The e-party is an inevitable choice for the 
innovation of CPC construction in universities. 
Based on comparative study of university e-party 
construction status between developed regions 
and minority regions as well as the e-party 
maturity model, with a view to improving 
university e-party construction in minority 
regions, three strategies have been put forward in 
this thesis. Firstly, raising awareness of CPC 
members and cadres and taking e-party 
construction in the performance evaluation 
system; secondly, systemizing e-party affairs 
management and standardizing e-party 
construction platform; and thirdly, enhancing the 
attractiveness of university websites of party 
affairs and strategies for the construction of a 
Marxist learning party.               
Key words- Developed region, Minority region, 
University E-party, Strategy   

Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION 

September 15 to 18, 2009, the fourth plenary session 
of the 17th central committee of CPC held in Beijing 
has put forward the objective to construct a Marxist 
learning party. The 17th national conference on 
university e-party construction has put forward the 
requirement to initiate new achievement in university 
party construction in a new historical starting point. 
How to construct a Marxist learning party? How to 
initiate new achievement in university party 
construction in new era? At this new historic era and 
a network era, the enhancement of e-party 
construction is undoubtedly an effective approach to 
innovate in the university party construction in 
minority regions and to construct a Marxist learning 
party.  E-party is a working mode which handles 
with party affairs through modern means. As an 
important part of party work, the construction of 
ideology, organization, working style, uncorrupted 
government and system will be finished through 

networks. It is worth mentioning that the application 
of technologies such as 3G, the modern electronic 
means of e-party will be expanded and should 
include the internet, mobile phones, computers, etc. 
The knowledge, technology, information-oriented 
feature of university personnel enables the 
acceptance and popularity of university e-party, 
which highlights the role of university e-party. Up to 
the present, university e-party development of China, 
due to unbalanced development of regional economy, 
talent, technology and other factors, there is a gap in 
university e-party construction between developed 
regions and minority regions. Therefore, it is 
necessary to introduce the e-party maturity model to 
assess and compare the maturity of e-party between 
developed regions and minority regions. The 
comparison of e-party construction is not to judge 
which is superior but to identify, learn and improve 
the e-party construction. 

 

Ⅱ. E-PARTY MATURITY MODEL 

E-party is a dynamic process of overall development. 
To achieve an effective e-party evaluation and 
process control, the e-party maturity model has been 
therefore introduced. The e-party maturity model has 
been derived from e-government maturity model. 
Based on the latest research results of e-government 
maturity model, combined with the features of 
e-party, this thesis has put forward an e-party 
maturity model (EPMM) and its index system, 
focusing on the e-party website evaluation and 
analysis from the outside of the websites of party 
affairs. The confidentiality of e-party and 
e-government differs, and e-party pays more 
attention to information confidentiality. Therefore, 
the biggest difference between e-government and 
e-party is the evaluation index differences, and 
e-party increases the evaluation weight of security 
policy in particular. E-party construction process 
maturity consists of five levels: web-based level 
(Network Infrastructure), information service-level 
(Information Serving), information exchange level 
(Information Interactivity), information-sharing level 

↓ Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China, Project No. 70533030/G030603 
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(Information Sharing), and comprehensive 
integration level (Comprehensive Integration). Then, 

each level contains corresponding evaluation indexes 
which form the overall indexes system.  

 

 Comprehensive Integration 

 

 Information Sharing 

 

 

 
Information Interactivity 

 Information Serving 
 

 
Network Infrastructure 

 

 

Figure1.  E-party Maturity Model  

1) Web-based Level: In this phase, party 
organizations at all levels actively promote the 
internal information construction, including a 
separate data collection, database construction and 
application system construction. As for the difference 
in the database construction and related information, 
data standards and concepts, many problems rose, 
such as imbalance in information construction, 
various database standards, and reconstruction of 
database among party organizations at different 
levels and party organizations in various industries. 
Mature information network infrastructure is the 
basis for e-party construction. 

2) Information Service Level: In this phase, e-party 
has been operated within office system, and stable 
party information release is achieved. The main 
feature of this stage is that party organizations at all 
levels have set up office autoimmunization systems 
and party-construction websites, through which 
information service is available for CPC members 
and the masses. This stage is the unilateral 
interaction stage between party organizations and 
CPC members as well as the masses. In addition, the 
security policy such as identity authentication and 
access control is implemented.  

3) Information Exchange Level: In this stage, party 
information can be released dynamically, and CPC 
members and the masses can complete ordinary party 
affairs through websites. Party organizations can 
interact bilaterally, and ordinary party affairs are 
available for CPC members and the masses. However, 
information systems of organizations at all levels are 
independent from each other, this “information- 
isolated island” phenomenon has led to the isolation 
of resources, and various departments operate 
separately and independently. In addition, identity 
authentication, access control, confidentiality duties 
and other security policies are implemented. 

4) Information-sharing Level: In this stage, a 
unified platform for information exchange and 
sharing has been set up, which provides the exchange 
and share of database and information including the 
information on party organizations at all levels, and 
classifies, sorts out and relevant information on party 
organizations at all levels, and a data exchange center 
has been established. The standard interface and 
standard information exchange through a unified 
information exchange platform ensures the 
information sharing between party organizations of 
upper and lower levels or at same level, one-stop 
service is available for CPC members and the masses. 
In addition, security policies such as identity 
authentication, access control, confidentiality duties, 
information integrity and auditing are implemented. 

5) Comprehensive and Integrated Level: In this 
stage, high-level design framework and construction 
have been finished, e-party systems that can 
effectively and steadily carry out the functions of 
party organizations at all levels are established, and a 
comprehensive e-party security system including two 
dimensions of technology and management has been 
established. At the same time, the e-party 
construction is a continuous process of development 
and improvement, which develops with the 
development of IT technology. 

Ⅲ.COMPARISON OF UNIVERSITY 
E-PARTY CONSTRUCTION 

BETWEEN CONSTRUCTION 
BETWEEN DEVELOPED REGIONS 

AND MINORITY REGIONS 
Since Government Internet Year in 1999, China has 

developed e-government for only a few years and 
e-government in China is still in an exploratory stage. 
In early 2003, the General Office of the CPC Central 
Committee issued a Circular on Further Promotion 
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the Informationization Construction of Office 
Systems for Party Committees Nationwide, at the 
same time, e-party began its way, which instantly 
followed by university e-party construction. Up to 
now, due to the imbalance in regional development, 
there is a certain gap in university e-party 
construction between developed regions and minority 
regions. Based on the e-party maturity model, this 
thesis has carried out a comparative study on six 
typical websites of party affairs from universities in 
the Changjiang River Delta Region and the Boarder 
Region among Hunan, Hubei, Chongqing and 
Guizhou, each region three websites respectively. 

This thesis adopted a two-grade index system, grade 
1 with 5 indicators and grade 2 with 13 indicators, 
covering nearly all the dimensions of e-party 
construction. In order to carry out the comparative 

study, the author selected three websites from the 
Changjiang River Delta region, including the website 
of the Party Organization Department of East China 
Normal University (hereinafter referred to as A), the 
website of the Party Organization Department of 
Shanghai Jiaotong University (hereinafter referred to 
as B) and the website of Party Flag Waving of 
School of Medicine of Shanghai Jiaotong University 
(hereinafter referred to as C), and three websites 
from the Boarder Region among Hunan, Hubei, 
Chongqing and Guizhou, including the website of 
Jishou University (hereinafter referred to as a), the 
website of the Party Organization Department and 
Party School of Huaihua College (hereinafter 
referred to as b), and website of College of Foreign 
Languages of Jishou University (hereinafter referred 
to as c),and details are as follows：

 
Table 1: Comparison of University E-party Construction between Developed Regions and Minority Regions 

Universities in the Changjiang 
River Delta region 

Universities in the Boarder 
Region among Hunan, Hubei, 

Chongqing and Guizhou 
                      Name of Websites 

Indicators        
A B C a b C 

Data Collection ● ● ● ● ● ● 
Database Construction ● ● ● ● ● ● Information 

Construction Application System 
Construction 

● ● ● ● ● ● 

Office Automatic System ● ● ● ● ● ● 
Party Information Release ● ● ● ● ● ● Information 

Service Security Strategy ● ● ● ◆ ● ◆

Dynamic Information 
Release 

● ● ● ◆ ◆ ○ 

Internet Party Affairs ◆ ◆ ◆ ○ ○ ○ 
Information 
Exchange 

Security Strategy ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ○ 
Information Sharing and 

Exchange 
◆ ◆ ◆ ○ ○ ○ Information 

Sharing Security Strategy ◆ ◆ ◆ ○ ○ ○ 
E-party Management System ◆ ◆ ◆ ○ ○ ○ Information 

Integration E-party Security System ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
Note: • indicates that the website has the listed function. ◆ indicates that the website has the listed function but not complete. ο indicates that 

the website does not has the listed function.   
Sources:  
1. http://zzb.ecnu.edu.cn/new/index.asp, October 11, 2009.        4. http://zrb.jsu.edu.cn/, October 11, 2009. 
2. http://zzb.sjtu.edu.cn/ October 11, 2009                     5. http://djw.hhtc.edu.cn/, October 11, 2009. 
3. http://eydj.shsmu.edu.cn/, October 11, 2009                  6. http://yxy/jsu.edu.cn/Article/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=4 , October 

11, 2009 
 

From chart 1, we can get the conclusion that 
university e-party in developed regions is between 
information exchange level and information sharing 
level, and university e-party in minority regions is 
almost at information release level, and there is a 1 to 
2 development gaps between them. Compared with 
developed regions, the reasons for the lagging of 
university e-party in minority regions can be 
attributed to the economic and geographical factors 
such as inconvenient transportation, insufficient 
information and underdeveloped social development, 
which hinder the development process of e-party 
construction in universities significantly. In addition 
to these factors, others include the insufficient 
comprehensive personnel of university party affairs 
and information technology, insufficient awareness 

of CPC carders and members, and insufficient 
awareness of innovation. University e-party 
construction of either developed regions or minority 
regions is in its development level and shall be 
further perfected. The difference lies in that 
university e-party of developed regions should be 
guided to information sharing and information 
integration levels, while university e-party of 
minority regions should be guided to information 
exchange and information sharing levels by reference 
to e-party construction experience of developed 
regions. University e-party construction of developed 
regions should absorb the experience and 
achievements of e-government as well as e-party, 
with a view to higher level. Based on a comparative 
standards between university e-party construction in 
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minority regions and university e-party construction 
in developed regions, this thesis focuses on how the 
university e-party of minority regions use the 
experience of university e-party construction in 
developed regions for reference and its strategies.     

.STRATEGIES FOR UNIVERSITY Ⅳ
E-PARTY CONSTRUCTION IN 
DEVELOPED REGIONS AND 

MINORITY REGIONS 
As far as the systematic project of university e-party 

construction in minority regions, awareness is the 
precondition, fund is the basis, personnel is the core, 
technology is the bridge, and security is the 
guarantee. In order to improve the university e-party 
construction in minority regions, efforts should be 
made to the following three aspects:  

A. Enhancing the awareness of CPC carders and 
members and taking e-party construction into 
performance evaluation system.  

Universities in minority regions should put more 
efforts on propaganda to cultivate an atmosphere that 
if e-party construction lags behind, and the overall 
development of the region will be further lagged 
behind. Firstly, measures should be taken to change 
the ideas of university CPC carders and members in 
minority regions, helping them to realize e-party is 
the inevitable choice for the particularity of 
university personnel, realize the significance and 
urgency of e-party construction, and participate in 
e-party construction voluntarily. Secondly, the 
relation between university e-government and 
university e-party should be made clear. On the one 
hand, university e-party is not a branch of university 
e-government, and on the other hand, university 
e-party should guide the university e-government. 
University e-government should improve university 
e-party development, and e-government and e-party 
improve the information process of China jointly. 
Thirdly, e-party is a new working mode. It is not only 
a tool or means but reorganization and optimization 
of working process for party affairs. The traditional 
thinking pattern and working mode should be 
changed, and university CPC carders and members 
should set awareness of innovation, awareness of 
learning, awareness of security and awareness of 
service to work hard for a new status of party 
construction at new historical era. In addition, 
network space has become an important domain for 
the administration of CPC, the administration 
capacity and competence in this domain also affect 
the administrative status of CPC, therefore the 
administration on the virtual space is an important 
aspect of administrative competence. In order to 
improve the university e-party perfectly and rapidly, 
e-party construction should be absorbed into 
performance evaluation system. First, a system of 
“head carder as the responsible person” should be set 

up, the head carder is in charge of the fund, personnel, 
job vacancy and all other resources relevant to 
e-party, and provides advantageous external 
conditions. Second, responsibility system and 
evaluation standard shall be established for e-party 
construction, the responsibility for e-party 
development should be arranged to different levels, 
vacancies and personnel, clarifying the responsibility 
and rights. Third, an award and punishment system 
should be established and strictly implemented to 
mobilize the enthusiasm of relevant personnel.  

B. Strengthening the exchange and sharing 
functions of websites, promoting the 
attractiveness of university websites of party 
affairs.  

Promoting the application of university e-party in 
minority regions and making best of the e-party and 
enhancing the level of party construction in 
universities, and the attractiveness of university 
website in minority regions must be promoted. First, 
the attractiveness of website design should be 
promoted. Through the continuous improvement of 
website design technology, the e-party website 
platform will be more stable and safe, and the 
improved website design will attract more CPC 
members and the masses to visit these websites. At 
present, the most important design is to put some 
columns and contents for the communications 
between the CPC members and the masses, between 
the party organizations and the CPC members and 
the masses. These are the short-board of e-party 
construction which should be perfected. Secondly, 
the attractiveness of the websites may be enhanced 
by their contents. On the one hand, the websites of 
party affairs should actively propagandize the routes, 
guiding line and policies of CPC in a timely way, on 
the other hand, the websites should dynamically 
report the latest political and economic news in and 
aboard. Lastly, the websites of party affairs should 
provide more first hand information, enhance its 
quality on the basis of the needs of the websites 
visitors, and decrease the weight of second hand 
information. For instance, CPC member may open 
personal blog which records and presents his study, 
work and life, enhance the creditability and 
impressiveness of the websites. We should enhance 
the attractiveness of the websites of party affairs, 
make best of the websites in propaganda so as to 
achieve the objective of construction a Marxist 
learning party.    

C. Systemizing the university e-party affairs and 
regularizing the website platforms construction of 
party affairs.  

The key to e-party development is the construction 
of “three websites three databases and one platform”. 
Firstly, “three websites” system should be established. 
The three websites include internal website for party 
affairs, professional website for party affairs and 
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external website for party affairs, through unified 
technological standards, interfaces and languages, the 
three websites can realize information exchange and 
database information sharing mutually, form a 
system for e-party websites, and insure the websites 
can be integrated and operated in a safe environment. 
Secondly, “three databases” system should be 
established. The three databases include personnel 
database, office information database and knowledge 
database. The construction of three databases should 
be combined with software development for party 
construction and party affairs, with the practical 
needs of party affairs work, focuses on imperative 
systems such as information release, system security, 
decision-making support, office autoimmunization 
and mutual participant, and improve the efficiency, 
interactivity, stability and security of the operation of 
e-party system. Lastly, “one platform” should be set 
up. Efforts should be made to strengthen the 
regularization of university websites of party affairs, 
formulate the technological norms for websites 
design, unify the names of websites of party affairs, 
and issue a guiding circular for the basic contents, 
columns and information ratio of various kinds so as 
to ensure the uniformity of the websites of party 
affairs at different levels, help to establish and 
maintain the authority of party organizations and 
departments, help CPC members and the masses to 
familiarize the contents of websites of party affairs 
and participate in.  
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Abstract 

 
This study examines the effects of narrative online 
advertising on a consumer’s attitude toward a 
product and his/her purchase intention, and the 
moderating effects of advertising, product and 
purchase involvement on the (aforementioned) 
relationships.  The results indicate that the four 
narrative online advertising elements (interactivity, 
vividness, entertainment, self-referencing) have a 
positive effect on attitude (interactivity and 
entertainment did not), and attitude has a positive 
effect on purchase intention. The former 
relationship is positively moderated (enhanced) by 
advertising involvement but on only vividness and 
self-referencing while the latter by only product 
involvement.   The data do not support purchase 
involvement as a moderator.   
 
Keywords: narrative advertising, attitude toward a 
product, purchase intention, advertisement 
involvement, product involvement, purchase 
involvement 
 

Introduction 
 
Advances in information and web technologies 
have made surfing the Internet for either pleasure 
or business a common daily activity for most 
people throughout the world.  In 2009, over 75 
percent of population in North America (or about 
260 million people) were Internet users, a 140.1 
percent increase over those in 2000 (Internet World 
Stats, 2010). All other continents reported increases 
between 177 and 1,810 percent over the same 
period.  By 2015, U.S. Internet users are forecasted 
to exceed 285 million (eTForecasts, 2010).  The 
increasing popularity in the Internet, its ubiquity, 
and breakthroughs in web and mobile technologies 
have opened tremendous opportunities for 
advertisers to create on-demand, interactive 
marketing experiences that will captivate 
consumers with the intention of gaining their 
business and loyalty.   
 
Advertising plays a major role in communicating 
the virtues of a business’ products and services to 
consumers for the purpose of generating sales.  Yet, 
advertising can be a very complex task.  One 
approach advertisers have been recently pursing is 
with narratives that captivate their audience 

through the dramatic unfolding of related events in 
storytelling, and play to people’s natural propensity 
to organize information about people and their 
actions in a story format (Padgett and Allen, 1997).  
On the Internet, the objective is to create a series of 
episodes that continually entertain and mesmerize 
viewers in hopes they will return and eventually 
develop a sense of reciprocation (i.e., purchase 
products or services in exchange for being 
entertained).  The narrative must embrace an 
involved, self-relevant experience to draw the 
viewer into interpreting the narrative to understand 
the storied stimuli (e.g., actors with motives, an 
event sequence and setting that has physical, social 
and temporal components) (Bruner, 1986; Padgett 
and Allen, 1997). 

  
This study examines the effects of narrative 
advertising on a consumer’s attitude towards a 
product and his/her purchase intention, and the 
moderating effects of advertising, product and 
purchase involvement on the (aforementioned) 
relationship.  Four salient elements were selected to 
measure the effects narrative advertising: 
interactivity, vividness, entertainment, and self-
referencing.  The current study proposes that the 
narrative advertising elements play an influential 
role developing a person’s attitude toward a 
product, such that the more the elements immerse 
the consumer in the story, the more positive his/her 
attitude will be.  In turn, positive attitudes will 
increase the likelihood of purchase intentions, with 
intention being a surrogate for the actual act of a 
behavior.  The relation between the narrative 
advertising elements and the consumer’s attitude 
toward the product is enhanced by advertising 
involvement (i.e., how receptive a person is to the 
advertisement’s message); a consumer who is more 
receptive to the message will draw greater value 
from the narrative.  Furthermore, a consumer’s 
product (i.e., the relevance of the product to one’s 
self or self-image) and purchase involvement (i.e., 
the relevance of the purchase to one’s fulfillment) 
will enhance the effects of attitude towards a 
product on purchase intentions.  Thus, businesses 
and advertisers can gain from the effectiveness of 
their advertisements by understanding the effects 
and subsequently tweaking (i.e., fine tuning) each 
of the factors to their favor.     
 

Background 
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Online Marketing 
 
With the globalization of markets, businesses are 
no longer confined to marketing their products and 
services in their home country. The Internet has 
opened the world marketplace, and consequently 
business is now conducted in intensely competitive 
electronic markets (e-markets).  Marketers have 
examined different techniques to woo consumers to 
their websites in hopes of gaining their patronage 
and loyalty. One technique, experiential marketing, 
involves engaging the consumer in a memorable 
event or experience, such that he/she feels as being 
part of it while exhilarating his/her senses and 
providing him/her with sufficient information to 
make a decision (Gilmore and Pine, 2002). 
Experiences have been favorable in shaping 
consumer attitude, mood and behavior (Demangeot 
and Broderick, 2006), and better matching 
consumers to products by evoking their feelings 
(Frost et al., 2008). 
   
With the advent of online marketing, many 
businesses have had to learn to leverage 
information technology (IT) to gain a major 
competitive advantage (Capon and Glazer, 1987).  
The initial perceptions of a site’s technological 
characteristics can either encourage or discourage 
the consumer’s willingness to engage with it (Shih, 
2004). Subsequently, the atmospherics, the 
physical attributes of the website’s design (i.e., 
color, hue, visualizations, graphics, sound) that 
appeal to consumers’ emotions and encourage them 
to buy have a significant influence on their choices 
and purchase intentions (Chen and Lee, 2004, 
Mandel and Johnson, 2002). In the online 
marketing environment, technology plays an 
influential role in creating an atmosphere that is 
conducive to buying. 
 
Purchase Intention 
 
Based on the theory of reasoned action, purchase 
intentions are often used to predict actual behavior.  
Prior studies have identified a positive relationship 
between purchase intentions and purchase behavior 
(e.g., Morrison, 1979).  As it applies to purchase 
intentions, the online experience must instill 
positive attitudes and relate positive normative 
beliefs to achieve purchase intentions.  A recent 
exploratory study identified affective involvement 
as a significant determinant of online purchase 
intention (Bosnjak, Galesic, and Tuten, 2007).  
Affective involvement describes a person’s 
emotional reaction, including moods and feelings, 
evoked by an object (McGuire, 1974) and its 
personal relevance, including needs, values and 
interest (Zaichkowsky, 1986),  towards expressing 
his/her actual or perceived self-image (i.e., value-

expressive motive) (Park & Young, 1986). Thus, 
the online experience must emphasize an emotional 
appeal to the consumer to consequently build 
purchase intention.  

 
The theory of reasoned action (TRA) states that 
behavioral intentions formed through the attitude 
toward a behavior and subjective norms lead to 
actual behavior given the availability of resources 
and opportunities (Azjen, 1991).  The stronger a 
person’s intention, the more likely he/she will 
perform a behavior.  The attitude toward a behavior 
reflects a person’s interest in performing a 
particular behavior, and is determined through 
behavioral beliefs. Methods to instill a belief of 
what is proper or desired behavior, and increase the 
association between desired outcomes and behavior 
will increase the chances of intended and actual 
behavior (Azjen, 1991).  
 

Research Model and Hypotheses 
 
Figure 1 depicts the research model of the study.  It 
proposes that the online narrative advertising 
elements have a positive effect on attitude toward 
the product, which in turn has a positive effect on 
purchase intention.  Also proposed are three 
moderators, advertising involvement, product 
involvement and purchase involvement.  As 
moderators, each will enhance the aforementioned 
relationships. 

Narrative Online 
Advertising Elements
• Interactivity
• Vividness
• Entertainment
• Self‐referencing

Attitude Toward Product Purchase Intention

Advertising Involvement Product Involvement

Purchase Involvement

Moderator

ModeratorModerator

 
Figure 1. Research model 

 
Online Narrative Advertising Elements 
 
Narrative advertising involves story-telling or 
communicating a lived experience that unfolds in a 
sequence of events, conveys the storyteller’s 
reactions to the events, describes the location and 
time, and captivates the audience through their 
interpretation (Padgett and Allen, 1997).    
Narrative theory suggests that people tend to 
combine their interpretation of experience and 
others by narrating, or telling stories (Padgett and 
Allen, 1997).  The stories create scenarios in which 
the person assumes the role of the main character 
(Escalas, 2004), and becomes so immersed that 
he/she is consumed by the story (Gerrig, 1994; 
Green and Brock, 2000). The realism of the 
narrative leads the consumer to simulate a direct 
experience, and experience the feelings of the 
characters in the story by immersing them into their 
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(characters’) world (Escalas, Moore and Britton, 
2004).   
 
Two important functions narrative advertising 
serves are its ability to meaningfully present the 
intangible benefits of a service or product (Mattila, 
2000; Padgett and Allen, 1997), and transport (i.e., 
immerse) and hook (i.e., drawn into or pulled into 
an ad) consumers (Escalas, 2004; Escalas, Moore 
and Britton, 2004; Green and Brock 2000).   
Consequently, consumers who have been hooked 
feel more positive and express more favorable 
attitudes toward the ad (Escalas, Moore and Britton, 
2004). 

    
After a review prior studies concerning factors 
contributing to attitude changes in an online 
shopping environment, four elements were 
identified: interactivity, vividness, entertainment, 
and self-referencing.  The following paragraphs 
discuss the elements and their link to attitude 
toward the product.   
 
Interactivity. With web-based, online applications, 
interactivity forms the basis for direct two-way 
online communication between the user and 
software application (Gurau, 2008), and has been 
identified as a key component to a web site (Ghose 
and Dou, 1998; Macias, 2003).  It has been defined 
as the degree to which an individual can act on and 
react to (i.e., influence or be influenced by) a 
particular stimulus (Florenthal and Shoham, 2010), 
and characterized as having three dimensions: 
active control (i.e., user’s ability to voluntarily 
participate in and instrumentally influence a 
communication), two-way communication (i.e., bi-
directional flow of information), and synchronicity 
(i.e., speed of the interaction) (Liu, 2003).  
 
Vividness. Vividness has been described as the 
“representational richness of a mediated 
environment as defined by its formal features, that 
is, the way in which an environment presents 
information to the senses” (Steur, 1992).  It 
includes breadth, the number of senses that are 
engaged, and depth, the quality or proximity to 
replicating parts of the human senses (e.g., 3-
dimensional animations).  Vividness has been 
found to positively affect the development of 
consumer attitudes.  Web sites that are more vivid 
leave a more enduring attitude, in particular 
towards the site, than those that are less (Coyle and 
Thorson, 2001).  
 
Entertainment. Prior research reveals that many 
people use the Internet to seek enjoyment, 
relaxation and entertainment value (Childers et al., 
2001; Eighmey and McCord, 1998; Mathwick, 
Malhotra, and Rigdon, 2001; Parker and Plank, 
2000).  Entertainment embodies the appreciation 

and savoring of all the nuances of a shopping 
experience, or the “appreciation of the retail 
‘spectacle’” (Mathwick, Malhotra and Rigdon, 
2001).  An experience that instills cognitive 
pleasure and sensory pleasure will have significant 
influences on attitude and willingness to purchase 
(Fiore and Yu, 2001).   
 
Self-Referencing. When consumers view an 
advertisement, they often try to relate its relevance 
to themselves in judging its usefulness (Debevec 
and Iyer, 1988).  Self-referencing is a cognitive 
processing strategy that relates input information to 
an individual’s self-construct (Burnkant and 
Unnava, 1995).  It is the practice of encouraging 
consumers to relate a product or situation to their 
experiences or self.  Debevec and Romeo (1992) 
found in their study individuals who were high in 
self-referencing had more positive attitudes toward 
advertisements and products, and consequently had 
more favorable purchase intentions than those who 
were low.  A narrative that references landmarks 
may be more successful in forming a positive 
attitude toward an object or advertisement as it 
sheds greater relevance on it.        
 
Given the findings of prior research, the four online 
narrative advertising elements should have a 
positive effect on the development of a consumer’s 
attitude toward a product.  The following 
hypothesis and sub-hypotheses are proposed: 
  
 
H1: The online narrative advertising elements have 

a positive effect on attitude toward the product 
 
 H1a: Interactivity has a positive effect on 

attitude toward the product. 
 
 H1b: Vividness has a positive effect on attitude 

toward the product. 
 
 H1c: Entertainment has a positive effect on 

attitude toward the product. 
 
 H1d: Self-referencing has a positive effect on 

attitude toward the product. 
 
Attitude toward the Product 
 
Attitude is often viewed as an index of the degree 
to which a person likes or dislikes an object and 
carries favorable connotations (Ajzen and Fishbein, 
1980).  It plays importantly in determining a 
person’s behavioral choice and intentions 
(Dabholkar, 1994) as it represents his/her 
evaluation of the object (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1977) 
or evaluative judgment (Bagozzi, Gopinath and 
Nyer, 1999), and embodies his/her salient beliefs at 
a given point in time (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).  
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Changes to a person’s attitude require changes to 
his/her salient beliefs.  Yet, changing a salient 
belief would require a change to the strength of the 
belief, change to the evaluation of a belief, creation 
of a new belief, or change of the belief to non-
salient (Lutz 1975, 1977).  Prior studies that 
examined the role of attitude on intentions in web-
based online shopping found attitude will shape 
purchase intentions (e.g., Jiang and Benbasat, 2007; 
Shim et al., 2001; So, Wong and Sculli, 2005).  In 
bridging the link between behavioral intentions and 
performing a behavior, Azjen (1988) further 
suggests that generally, the stronger a person’s 
intention, the more likely he or she will perform a 
behavior.  Thus, a favorable attitude towards a 
product, the result of a consumer holding favorable 
beliefs toward the product, will result in a greater 
purchase intention.    
 
H2: Attitude toward the product has a positive 

effect on purchase intention. 
 
Involvement 
 
Involvement is defined as a consumer’s 
understanding or recognition of a specific product 
(Traylor, 1981), and its relevancy to him/her with 
respect to his/her needs and values (Engel and 
Blackwell, 1982).  It reflects how well he/she is 
motivated to respond to a stimulus to the product 
(e.g., advertisement) (Taylor and Thompson, 1982), 
and his/her personal demand, conception and 
interest in the product (Zaichkowsky, 1985).  
Consumers with high levels of involvement will 
exhibit higher cognitive and information processing 
activities than those with lower involvement (Petty, 
Cacioppo and Schumann, 1983).   
 
Product Involvement. Product involvement (in the 
context of involvement) is the motivated response, 
including the amount of arousal, interest or drive, 
to a product (Bloch, 1981; Dholakia, 2001), and 
characterized by the perceived personal relevance a 
brand offers, particularly when the consumer can 
draw a link between the product’s image or 
attributes and the achievement of his/her personal 
goals and values (Celsi and Olson, 1988; McGrath 
and Mahood, 2004).  Given its nature, product 
involvement does not account for changes to a 
person’s purchase intentions, but indicates a 
motivation state, and thereby will moderate the 
relationship between attitude and purchase 
intention.   
 
H3: Product involvement moderates the 

relationship between attitude toward the 
product and purchase intention. 

 
Purchase Involvement. In contrast to product 
involvement, purchase involvement is the personal 

relevancy of the purchase decision (Hawkins, Best 
and Coney, 1986), and the consumer’s motivation 
to carefully pursue a ‘correct’ decision (Engel and 
Blackwell, 1982) and reduce uncertainties 
surrounding the decision through his/her 
willingness to either perceive information in 
messages or seek relevant information 
(Zaichkowsky, 1985).  The consumer’s individual 
values, goals, needs or self-concept interact with a 
stimulus (stimuli) embedded in the decision (Beatty, 
Homer and Kahle, 1988; Mittal and Lee, 1989).  
Hence, it can be seen as the relevance of the 
purchasing activities to the consumer (Slama and 
Tashchian, 1985). As in the case of product 
involvement, purchase involvement embraces the 
motivation to act (decide) in response to a stimulus 
based on personal relevancy, and consequently 
enhances (strengthens) the effect of attitude on 
purchase intention.     
  
H4: Purchase involvement moderates the 

relationship between attitude toward the 
product and purchase intention. 

 
Advertising Involvement. Advertising involvement 
(i.e., ad message involvement) is defined as “a 
motivational state inducing message processing” 
(Laczniak and Muehling, 1993a, p. 303).  As in the 
case of other forms of involvement, a person will 
be influenced by personal factors, including values, 
personal relevance and beliefs.  Consumers with a 
high level of involvement will carefully scrutinize 
the message claims, exert more effort to examine 
the claims and persist in their efforts in the context 
of these personal factors.  In their study, Muehling, 
Lacznicak and Stoltman (1991) demonstrated the 
moderating effects of advertising involvement on 
the brand attitude formation process.  Advertising 
involvement has been shown to help with the recall 
of advertisement information (Lee, 2000).  The 
current study proposes high levels of advertising 
involvement will enhance (moderate) the effects of 
each online narrative element on the attitude 
formation of a product.   
 
H5: Advertising involvement moderates the 

relationship between the online narrative 
elements and attitude toward the product. 

 
 H5a: Advertising involvement moderates the 

relationship between interactivity and attitude 
toward the product. 

 
 H5b: Advertising involvement moderates the 

relationship between the vividness and attitude 
toward the product. 

 
 H5c: Advertising involvement moderates the 

relationship between entertainment and 
attitude toward the product. 
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 H5d: Advertising involvement moderates the 

relationship between self-referencing and 
attitude toward the product. 

 
The proposed model identifies factors and their 
interrelationships that lead to the customer 
purchase intention of a product on an online 
website.  The current study uses purchase intention 
as a surrogate for the actual act of buying, 
following the premise set by theory of reasoned 
action.      
 

Methodology 
  
Data were collected through an online survey 
questionnaire administered in Taiwan. One of four 
narrative advertisements for a Nissan Tiida car, 
Elio MP3 player, Kiss perfume and Lay’s potato 
chips was shown to participants. Prior to viewing 
the advertisement, the participants were asked to 
select a product that they would seriously consider 
purchasing in the near future.  They were then 
given the survey (psychographic) items pertaining 
to their product and purchase involvement to 
complete. Upon completing the nine items, a 
hypertext link took them to the online 
advertisement. After viewing the advertisement, the 
participants were asked to complete the remaining 
portion of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was 
organized into six parts.  The first five contained 44 
psychographic items and the fourth seven 
respondent demographic items. The first part 
consisted of items for product and purchase 
involvement, the second for the four narrative 
online advertising elements, the third for 
advertising involvement, the fourth for attitude 
toward the product, and fifth purchase intention.  
Each psychographic item was measured on a 7-
point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = 
strongly agree), and drawn from prior studies. 
 
The survey questionnaire was posted on the 
Chunghwa Telecom Online Questionnaire website 
(qqq.cht.com.tw/webform). To encourage people to 
participate and complete the survey, vouchers that 
could be used at 7-Eleven convenience stores were 
randomly awarded and a drawing for various prizes 
was held. After three weeks, 1,281 questionnaires 
were collected, of which 816 were deemed usable 
(229 viewed the car, 109 the perfume, 132 the 
potato chips, 346 the MP3 player).   
 

Analysis 
 
Reliability and validity tests were performed on the 
data in SPSS 12.0.  Conbach’s alpha was used to 
estimate the internal consistency of the items.  The 
alpha coefficients for all constructs were well over 
the recommended .70 threshold (Nunnally, 1978).   

An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and the 
average variance extracted (AVE) were used to 
confirm the convergent and discriminant validity of 
the measurement model, respectively. The EFA 
reduced the number of items to 38 as four either 
had a factor loading of less than .60 or loaded onto 
two factors with a difference of less than .20 
(between the loadings).   
     
With nine constructs in the model, the goodness of 
fit index (GFI), normed fit index (NFI) and 
comparative fit index (CFI) were generated in a 
confirmatory factory analysis (CFA) with AMOS 
5.0. Both the NFI and CFI were above the 
recommended .90, .934 and .956, respectively, 
while the GFI was close at .893. Thus, the indices 
support the proposed model’s convergent validity.  
AVE, the ratio of the construct variance to the total 
variance among indicators, was used to estimate 
the discriminant validity and internal consistency.  
Since the AVE values are above .50 (Barclay et al., 
1995), the model demonstrates good internal 
consistency (reliability).  As also shown in Table 4, 
the square root AVE values along the diagonal are 
greater than the construct correlations. This 
supports discriminant validity.   
 
A Pearson’s correlation analysis provides an 
understanding of the level of correlation between 
each variable.  All four narrative online advertising 
elements positively correlated with attitude toward 
the product and purchase intention. This suggests 
that when consumers reacted very favorable to the 
effects of each element, they were more likely to 
change their attitude toward the product and 
consequently inclined toward purchasing the 
product.  However, a negative relationship exists 
between purchase intention and purchase 
involvement.  Yet, advertisement and product 
involvement positively correlated with other 
variable.  
     
Structural Model 
 
A structural equation model (SEM) was used to 
simultaneously test and estimate causality among 
the proposed relationships, and assess the model’s 
goodness of fit in AMOS 5.0.  Five fitness 
measurement indices, goodness of fit index (GFI), 
adjusted goodness of fit (AGFI), comparative fit 
index (CFI), normed fit index (NFI) and root mean 
square error of approximation (RMSEA), support 
goodness of fit for the proposed model (Table 5).  
Chi-square (χ2)/degrees of freedom and RMSEA 
indicate the data’s deviation from the model and 
consequently the overall goodness of fit.  For the 
current study, the χ2 (972.198, degrees of freedom 
= 258) is not significant.  The RMSEA value 
of .058 is supportive of χ2. Using a .08 cutoff, 
RMSEA values of .10 or greater indicate a poor fit 
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while values of .05 or less a good fit.  These are 
corroborated by GFI, CFI and NFI 
values, .913, .960 and .946 respectively, that are all 
close to 1.  Given the results of these goodness of 
fit measures, it may be concluded that the data fits 
the proposed model.   
     
Hypotheses Tests 
 
Figure 2 summarizes the results for the direct 
effects.  The data support the hypothesized 
relationships between all four narrative online 
advertising elements and attitude toward the 
product (H1a, b, c, d supported).   Although all four 
paths are significant, the large standardize 
coefficient for self-referencing (.44) suggests that it 
is the most influential on attitude formation.  The 
R2 value of .55 indicates that a good portion of the 
variance is captured by the four variables.   Thus, a 
narrative online advertisement can have a positive 
effect on forming a person’s attitude towards a 
product.  

Interactivity

Vividness

Entertainment

Self‐referencing

Attitude Toward
the Product

Purchase Intention

.10*

.12*

.19*

.44***

.84***

R2 = .55 R2 = .70

*Significant at p < .05 
** Significant at p < .01
*** Significant at p < .001

Narrative Online 
Advertising Elements

 
Figure 2.  Direct effects 

 
The relationship between attitude toward the 
product and purchase intention was also significant 
(H2 supported).  The large standardize coefficient 
(.84) suggests that purchase intentions can be 
largely influenced a customer’s attitude.  
Customers with a very positive attitude towards a 
product will be more inclined to purchase it, using 
purchase intention as a surrogate for actual 
behavior.  With purchase intention added to the 
direct effects model, the R2 improves to .70.    
 
Six hierarchical multiple regression models were 
created to test the three moderating effects in 
AMOS 5.0.  Each variable contains the composite 
scores of the responses under its respective 
construct.  The first three models (i.e., models 1-3) 
tested the moderating effects of product 
involvement and purchase involvement on the 
relationship between attitude toward the product 
and purchase intention while the second three (i.e., 
models 4-6) the moderating effect of advertisement 
involvement on the relationship between narrative 
online elements and attitude toward the product.  
For product and purchasing involvement, the first 
model confirms that a significant relationship exists 
between attitude toward the product and purchase 

intention. The narrative online advertising elements 
were added as control variables to show that they 
had either little influence or no significant effect on 
purchase intention.  The moderators, product and 
purchase involvement, are introduced in Model 2 
and examined for their direct effects.  Although 
product involvement has no significant effect on 
purchase intention, it was kept as its interaction 
term provided a synergistic value (Frazier, Tix and 
Barron, 2004).  In Model 3, the interaction terms 
were included.  The results support the contention 
that product involvement moderates the effect of 
attitude on purchase intention as the standardized 
coefficient is positive (.33) and significant (p 
< .001).  Thus, H3 is supported.   In contrast, the 
data identify a negative moderating effect for 
purchase involvement.  Rather than enhancing or 
strengthen the relationship, purchase involvement 
has an opposite effect and may reflect an 
antagonistic interaction (Cohen et al., 2003); H4 is 
not supported.  The inclusion of the interaction 
terms increased R2 to .57 from .53.   
 
Testing the moderating effects of advertising 
involvement was similarly performed.  Model 4 
ensures the main (direct) effects between the 
narrative online elements and attitude are 
significant. Model 5 adds the moderator, 
advertisement involvement, and tests its direct 
effect to ensure it is significant and enhances the 
model’s explanatory ability (R2). Because the study 
proposes that advertisement involvement will 
enhance the effects the narrative online advertising 
elements, R2 should increase, which it does.  The 
third model represents the moderating effect as the 
interaction (multiplicative term) between the 
dependent and moderator variables (i.e., 
entertainment x advertising involvement, vividness 
x advertising involvement, self-referencing x 
advertising involvement).   The results show that 
the moderating effect (of advertisement 
involvement) is negative for interactivity and not 
significant for entertainment. Therefore, only H5b 
and d are supported. The moderating effect also 
increased R2 to .39 from .30.   
       

DISCUSSION 
 
The current study examined the relationship of four 
narrative online advertising elements, attitude 
toward a product, purchase intention, advertising 
involvement, product involvement and purchase 
involvement. The proposed model suggests that the 
four elements (interactivity, vividness, 
entertainment, self-referencing) will positively 
influence a consumer’s attitude toward a product, 
and his/her advertisement involvement will 
enhance or strengthen the relationship, such that 
the more involved the consumer is with the 
advertisement message (i.e., the more relevant the 
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message is to him/her with regard to his/her needs 
and values) the stronger the influence will be.  In 
turn, the consumer’s attitude toward the product 
will positively impact his/her purchase intention, 
and his/her product and purchase involvement will 
enhance or strengthen the impact. A person with a 
strong attitude toward a product will be inclined to 
purchase it. His/her product and purchase 
involvement will enhance the effect of his/her 
attitude on his/her intention.    
 
The current study’s results partially support the 
proposed model.  The direct effects of the elements 
on attitude and attitude on intention are supported.  
In the case of the former, all four narrative online 
advertising elements will influence a person’s 
attitude toward a product with the heaviest 
influence coming from self-referencing.  In an 
online environment, narrative advertising exposes 
the consumer to the experience of using or owning 
a product or service through storytelling.  This has 
been successfully done through other media (e.g., 
Escalas, 2004, Mattila, 2000).  However, selling a 
product online presents several potential 
opportunities to businesses, particularly with 
presenting the product through IT-enabled features 
that take the consumer beyond the one-way 
communication of static displays and images, and 
immerse him/her into a virtual world that captivates, 
mesmerizes, entertains, engages and reflects.  The 
four elements represent facilitators that enhance 
and enrich the storytelling, such that the consumer 
becomes an active participant through interactivity, 
entertained through episodes encapsulating goals, 
actions and outcomes (Escalas, 1990), and 
persuaded through the vividness of the presentation 
(Green and Brook, 2000).   Because self-
referencing has the largest impact (of the four 
elements) on attitude formation, the story should 
contain visual and auditory cues that stimulate the 
consumer into relating his/her stored experiences 
(i.e., mental landmarks) to the story, particularly 
when the narrative is structured very similarly to 
the ways he/she receives his/her information over 
his/her daily life experiences and structures prior 
knowledge (Adaval and Wyer, 1998; Mattila, 
2000).  The elements should also immerse the 
consumer into the story, such that he/she simulates 
using the product.  Simulation serves two purposes, 
to improve the retention and recall of information 
(e.g., Lord, 1980) and immerse the consumer into 
the narrative.  When a person simulates an event, 
he/she frequently thinks about his/her own actual or 
potential behaviors, and creates behavioral 
episodes in which he/she becomes the main 
character (Fiske, 1993; Polkinghorne, 1991). 
 
Although this study proposed that the effects of all 
four elements on attitude would be enhanced by the 
consumer advertising involvement, that is the 

relevance of the advertisement message to a 
consumer’s values and needs, the results indicate 
only the effects of vividness and self-referencing 
are affected.  This suggests that persons who have 
been sensitized to the narrative are more perceptive 
to and influenced by the advertisement message in 
forming their belief (attitude) in the product.  In 
terms of stimulation, the richness of the narrative in 
stimulating the consumer’s senses, and conjuring 
and relating stored experiences is leveraged by 
his/her motivational processing and scrutiny of the 
advertisement message.  Businesses seeking to gain 
the greatest benefit from narrative online 
advertising should develop and understand the 
profile of those comprising the market segment the 
product is meant to attract, and tailor the narrative 
toward stimulating them through vividness and 
self-referencing cues.    
 
As expected, attitude toward the product has a 
strong and positive impact on purchase intention.  
This result is consistent with prior studies that have 
generally examined the effect of attitude on 
intention.  To more efficiently convert viewers to 
buyers, the goal for manipulating the four narrative 
online advertising elements should focus on 
instilling a positive attitude of the product in the 
minds of consumers.  Prior studies have found that 
all four elements can positively influence attitude 
(e.g., Burns, Biswas and Babin, 1993; Debevec and 
Romeo, 1992; Fiore and Yu, 2001; McMillan and 
Hwang, 2002).  In the context of narrative 
advertising, positive attitudes include finding the 
product interesting, attractive and good, having a 
positive evaluation of it, and feeling the product is 
worthy of buying.  Thus, in focusing the narrative, 
a business needs to lead the customer toward 
believing in the product along these aspects. 
 
Of the two proposed moderators (product and 
purchase involvement), product involvement 
enhanced the effect of attitude on purchase 
intention.  Product involvement may be stimulated 
by stilling a strong belief in the consumer that the 
product will help him/her achieve his/her personal 
goals and values.  This belief (i.e., involvement) 
will leverage his/her attitude toward the product in 
the sense that a person who possesses positive and 
strong feelings (attitude) toward the product will 
have those feelings strengthened by the product’s 
or brand’s relevancy, particularly its ability to help 
him/her achieve his/her personal goals.  A 
consumer is more inclined to commit to the 
purchase (purchase intent) based on these affective 
motives.  Thus, although a consumer’s positive 
attitude sufficiently leads to the likelihood of 
him/her purchasing the product, it (attitude) can 
strengthen by demonstrating the personal benefits 
gained through owning the product.  As in the case 
of advertisement involvement’s effect on the 
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elements and attitude, a business needs to 
understand the profile of the persons whom the 
product was meant for and emphasize its self-
fulfillment benefits.   
 
In contrast, the results indicate purchase 
involvement has a negative moderating effect.  
Because purchase involvement focuses on personal 
relevancy of the purchase decision, the tasks and 
activities may be less affective in nature, such as 
pricing products, searching and gathering 
information, deliberating on alternatives and 
applying decision rules (Zaichkowsky, 1985).  This 
suggests that purchase intention is led more by 
affective responses to a narrative.  For businesses 
seeking to reap the benefits of narrative online 
advertisements (e.g., brand recognition, increased 
sales), emphasis should be placed on appealing to 
the consumers’ emotions. Therefore, narrative 
online advertising represents a planned cohesive 
approach that attempts to capitalize on the 
integration of the various components identified in 
the proposed model.        
    

CONCLUSION 
 
The rapid increase in the popularity of the Internet 
as a global marketplace opens an enormous 
opportunity for businesses to strategically position 
themselves.  Narrative advertising has been 
demonstrated as an effective means for capturing 
the interests of consumers for products and services, 
particularly those with intangible benefits.  For a 
business investing in narrative online advertising, 
attention should be paid to embedding relevance 
throughout the narrative in the form of self-
referencing cues and ways will facilitate 
advertising and product involvement, and 
appealing to the consumers’ emotions.   
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Abstract - Partner selection is a key problem in virtual 
enterprise. This paper researches on selecting the dynamic, 
Competitive and compatible partners, which is the key link in 
the establishment of virtual enterprise. 
this paper presented a method have two main steps , first step 
is detecting candidate partner using semantic concept and 
second step is selecting proper partner using competency and 
quality of service in AHP method . 
The advantage of this method scrutiny of partner selection 
problem , and partner selection in this method occur dynamic 
and automation. 
 
Keywords- partner selection,virtual enterprise-quality of 
service-ontology-AHP-SOA 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With rapid development of information technology and 
economical globalization, the competition between 
companies has been changing from the quality and service 
of the product to the performance of the virtual enterprise 
(VE) in which the company is located. In the VE, the 
product is provided by the corporation of all the partners 
from material supplying to product marketing. 

Thus, even a small mistake taken place in one partner 
will slow down the response time to the market and 
customers’ demand. In order to improve or maintain the 
whole competitive power of VE, appropriate partners are 
very important. The selection and evaluation of partners is a 
very complex problem due to its inner multiple factors being 
interactive with each other. [1] 

Many methods are presented  on the optimization, such 
as DEA (data envelopment analysis), AHP (analytic 
hierarchy process), FCE (fuzzy comprehensive evaluation), 
mathematics statistics and MODM (multiple objective 
decision making). [4] but this method have quotation ,such 
as loss of detection phase and dynamic and outomation  in 
select partner  and nonuse of semantic concept .  The 
advantage of our method scrutiny of partner selection 
problem , and partner selection in this method occur 
dynamic and automation. 

In this method formation of virtual enterprise based on 
service oriented architecture (SOA), namely we creation a 
services semantic network and then candidate partner of 
virtual organization first detect as for services in ontology 
based on semantic rules, and then using AHP method for 
ranking partner based on competency and quality of 
services, so using conclusion for select the set of appropriate 
partner in diverse criteria.  

 

 
 

2. VIRTUAL ENTERPRISES 

As mentioned previously, the key to sustaining 
competitive advantage is to collaborate with other business 
partners to promote synergies through expanding market 
power and decreasing competition at the same time. To 
achieve this, businesses need to form a so-called virtual 
enterprise. A VE is a dynamic business organization of 
collaborating enterprise partners for a short time period to 
pursue market opportunities and may disband when 
opportunities have passed.. This is described as the third 
wave of e-Business where new collaborative models are 
employed. 

The purpose of this collaboration is to share core 
competencies in different complementary areas. 

Information and communication technology (ICT) 
particularly computer networks are the main driver to the 
establishment of virtual enterprises. In a VE, a partner can 
take on the roles of a supplier or customer or both. 

Therefore, in this research the term partner is used to 
refer to suppliers or customers. 

Collaborating across enterprise boundaries in VEs 
leverage competitive advantage and a great number of 
advantages such as reduction in cost, reduction in cycle 
time, reduction of time-to-market, increase in production 
quality, ability to develop innovative products, improve the 
company strategic position, increase customer satisfaction, 
flexibility and faster information exchange. However, 
despite the advantages in VEs, there are a number of 

Drawbacks of VEs, for example loss of independence, 
lack of trust and cultural problems. 

The emergence of advanced ICT and the constantly 
changing economy have affected the way businesses 
operate. The traditional business model is usually conducted 
ineffectively and organizations that refuse to 

change are losing profits and are unable to obtain fruitful 
opportunities for expansion . New technologies and 
common standards make global business interactions 
cheaper and easier to manage.[3] 

 

3. LIFE CYCLE OF VIRTUAL ENTERPRISES 

Various authors have depicted the lifecycle of VEs in 
different stages. It can be divided this process into three 
distinct stages: Formation, Operation and Dissolution. 
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Meanwhile, another author separated these three stages 
further using terminologies like: Design or Creation, 
Management or Operation and Disbanding or Dissolution. 

 On the other hand, classified the process into four stages 
i.e. Identification, Formation, Operation and Termination. 
Figure 2 shows the life cycle of VEs as presented by Strader 
(1998). 

Each of the phases in the lifecycle consists of a number 
of activities as outlined in Figure 1. In the Identification 
phase, one or more organizations might realize some new 
market opportunities that is worthwhile to work with in 
order to exploit these opportunities (Opportunities 
Identification). These opportunities are evaluated by the 
management of the organizations to ensure that profits can 

be gained through collaboration (Opportunity 
Evaluation) and only selected opportunities will be taken by 
them (Opportunity Selected). 

  
 
 
 

figure 1: A Life cycle of 
VEs

 
 

The key broker or the VE initiator then identifies the 
task that needs to be solved, determines core competencies 
required as well as skills and capabilities expected from 
prospective members. In the Formation phase, a group of 
potential partners that is willing to 

collaborate is identified (Potential Partner Identification) 
and evaluated to choose the suitable partners for the 
collaboration (Potential Partner Evaluation). In this context, 
the main issue is to determine what criteria should be used 
and what mechanisms should be applied to select the best 
partner(s) for the VEs (Potential Partner Selection). This is a 
significant step and needs to be done carefully because 
choosing the right partner is a key to the success of VEs as 
the wrong match may lead to eventually poor performance 
of the VE. This research particularly focuses on partner 
selection criteria for VEs in the context of collaborative-
commerce or c-commerce. 

Once the partner selection process is completed 
(Partnership Formation), the Operation phase begins by the 
partners collaborating and integrating their core 
competencies to satisfy requirements as identified in the 
Identification phase. In general, the Operation phase 
involves five different major decision processes, i.e. 

Design, Marketing, Financial Management, 
Manufacturing and Distribution. In contrast to the 

relationship between the processes in the first two life cycle 
phases, the processes in the Operation phase do not flow 
sequentially. 

Finally, the Dissolution phase takes place once the 
market opportunities have passed (Operation Termination). 

In this phase, partners in VEs should be able to evaluate 
each other on various aspects related to timeliness, quality, 
cost or time. Additionally, business partners are also able to 

Evaluate their experiences in working with other 
members. 

Such information is important for continuous learning 
and provides feedback for further collaborative work. The 
process of VE formation may then be re-started depending 
on the feedback and new needs of the organizations.[3] 

 

4. PARTNER SELECTION IN AGILE VIRTUAL 

ENTERPRISES: MODELS AND FACTORS 

To be competitive from an agility standpoint, 
organizations must adapt their supply chains efficiently and 
build strong relationships with customers and suppliers 
more quickly to develop a “promiscuous” and 
“opportunistic” series of responses to fragmented and fast 
moving markets. A company cannot become internally agile 
unless its external relationships with the supply chain are 
also agile. Strategic partnerships and alliances exist in a 
number of industries and are on the increase. A 
“partnership” type relationship can be described as a 
voluntary agreement that commits both the supplier and 
customer to mutual openness, productivity, and quality in 
the service of the customer’s customer. It is an agreement 
that involves sharing proprietary information, risks, and 
rewards (Meade et al., 1997; Sarkis and Sundarraj, 2002; 
Taylor, 2005). 

Although choosing the right supplier for a given job is 
the most fundamental and important decision a buyer 
makes, it may also be one of the most difficult ones. It also 
becomes more complex as the selection evolves to the level 
of partnerships. Supplier evaluation and motivation 
functions typically involve the utilization of one or more of 
the following approaches: 

(1) formal quantitative rating systems; 

(2) in-depth performance reviews; and 

(3) on-going communications and development of 
business partnerships. 

The selection process and its maintenance needs to 
incorporate these three important dimensions. Yet, when a 
partnership has to be considered among more than two 
organizations, these issues are exponentially more complex. 

Traditionally, to complete a comprehensive evaluation 
of suppliers, a number of criteria can be used. For example, 
the supplier could be screened technically on a number of 
variables. For AVEs, the number of characteristics and 
specific need areas can be quite extensive (Table I). 

Brokers and AVE partner development managers need 
to analyze and document the significance of several of the 
above mentioned factors, converting instinctive qualitative 
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indicators to concise empirical measures, some of which we 
describe in our model.[2] 

 

  

 

Table I. 

Summary of key andspecific need areas forintegrating the agile virtual 
enterprise 

 

5. THE PROCESS OF PARTNER SELECTION AND 

EVALUATION BASED ON THE ONTOLOGY-AHP MODEL 

The ultimate goal in this situation is to form an AVE by 
selecting from a grouping of partners (within the Partner 
Sets cluster). The arcs represent controlling relationships 
among the factors. The W indices that appear next to each of 
the arcs in Figure 2 shows sub-matrices of relationships that 
will form the supermatrix. The supermatrix formation will 
be detailed later in the discussion. 

 
  

Figure 2. 

A high level schematic ofthe network decisioncluster for agile virtual 
enterprise formation 

5.1: The architecture of this model 
In partner selection for agile virtual enterprise  we 

consider two step : 

I. Partner Detection base on ontology  

II. Partner Selection based on AHP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: architecture of this model  

5.1 .1- Step 1:  
In this step  we assume that a agile virtual enterprise in 

virtual breeding environment has a profile and  agile 
performance metrics and value-adding processes to 
introduce its to VBE,and  a set of partner  to collaborate 
with them self. 

 

Output
Selection phase 

Candidate 
partner 

AHP 
Proper 
partner 

Detection phase 

Partner's 
registration 

Service 
repository 

Service 
ontology 

Query 
partner 
profile 

Input
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Figure 4: the virtual organization profile  

 
As a result, with respect to upper profile , the virtual 

organization has an ontology for introduce its entity and 
relation between them. 

the ontology of vo consist semantic consept of vo profile 
and agile  performance metrics and value-adding processes 
to find appropriate partner  for collaboration . 

in addition  business  partner also have a profile in 
introducing each services in the form of services. 

Virtual organization have an antology and thus it 
associated with a virtual organization partner semantic 
network. 

In this ontology the competency of partner have a 
capacity and there are connected to resources, also the 
process are connected to resources for implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: the partner  profile  

 

 

 

 

each service need a profile as a follow for it operation  in 
this cycle. 

 

 

Figure 6: the service detail 

 

The Service Profile describes all the information of an 
“atomic service”. It includes the service provider’s 
information, functionalities of this service and some non-
functional features such as quality rating, reliability, and 
service category. The specification of service functionalities 
uses IOPEs (Input, Output, Precondition, and Effect) . 

In Figure 7, we show details of the ontology and 
semantic network of this model. 

 

Figure7 : ontology and semantic network of partner selection model 
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In this step vo  using adding-value and introducing service 
from partner ontology  , select a series of partner that carry 
on sgthly services. And gather organization with the same 
services and puth them in a large package of finding 
partner.(figure 8) 

  
  

 
Figure 8. 

Detailed graphicalrepresentation of 

analytical networkdecision framework foragile virtual enterpriseformation 

 
One of the core issues in selecting the appropriate 

partners and functionality focus depends heavily on the 
agility performance metrics that need to be met by the AVE. 
In this situation, we used the four major agility performance 
metrics that have been defined by the agility literature 
(Dove, 1994a, b, 1995; Meade and Sarkis, 1999; Ren et al., 
2003; Yusuf et al., 1999; Arteta and Giachetti, 2004), which 
include cost, quality,time, and flexibility. 

The value-adding processes in an enterprise comprise of 
a number of functions and activities, which are critical to its 
success, and containing four major organizational processes 
central to the delivery and maintenance of a product or 
service: logistics , design , manufacturing , and services. 

The final major cluster of factors is the partner sets 
cluster. This cluster has a number of complex relationships 
that need to be managed. The decision in this situation is to 
select an organization for the AVE that has a core 
competency in each of the major processes.[2] 

 

5.1 .2- Step 2: Partner selection based on AHP Basic 
ideas 

5.1.2.1 :Traditional methods 

a. Qualitative analysis 
There are lots of methods for partner evaluation, in 

which qualitative methods consist of intuitive method, 
bidding method, negotiation method, etc. Table.2 gives a 
comparison of them.                                   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 : Qualitive methods 

 

b. Analytical hierarchy process 
In the last century, A.L. Saaty, an American 

operational expert, put forward the Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) in the seventies. It is an 
analytical decision-making method which combines the 
qualitative analysis with the quantitative analysis. To apply 
this method, decision-makers have to break down the 
complex problem into several layers and elements, which 
would allow them to obtain the weight of the different 
options through simple comparisons and calculations within 
elements, that provides a basis to choose from the best 
option. AHP is suitable for analyzing the complex problem 
with multi-criteria and objectives, and is also widely used 
for the comparison of regional economic development plans, 
the evaluation of scientific and technical achievements, 
resource planning and the quality assessment of personnel in 
enterprises. 

In reality, the relationships between partners are really 
complicated, but indexes selected by AHP are relatively 
independent. AHP doesn’t consider the possible 
complicated relationships so it cannot meet the requirement 
of agility perfectly.[4] 

5.1.2. 2: The Process Of The Partner 
Selecting 

 
The Selecting Process (The selecting process is as Figure 

9 shows) 

Optimizing section to decide the partner enterprise by 
himself, or go to the next section. 

And the main evaluating method is that experts in 
different fields give points to the bidding enterprises. Due to 
the score, the evaluating system becomes more professional. 

Optimizing Section: Select the best partner enterprise 
from the possible enterprises. In this section, we use analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP) to optimize the enterprises for the 
best partner.[6] 
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Figure 9: selecting process 

5.1.2. 3: THE CORE SECTION OF 
PARTNER SELECTION—OPTIMAZING 
SECTION 

The optimizing section is the most important section in 
the partner selection system. And the algorithm of AHP is 
the core of the optimizing section. 

Suppose that there are N enterprises take parts in the 
bidding, and there are N indexes to select best partner. To 
simplify the model, we set N equals 3. 

First, we construct the hierarchy structure as Figure 10 
shows.[6] 

 
Figure 10 : Hierachy Structure 

 
Second, the matrix for judgment is build like Figure11 

 

Figure 11: Matrix For Judgement 

Third, check up the consistency. 
 
a) Work out the maximal eigenvalue of matrix A. 

 

=3.073 
 
b) Work out the relevant eigenvector. 

={0.262, 0.474, 0.055}   

Work out the index of consistency, CI  
 If 

CI>0, then go to the next stage. If the ratio of consistency 

less than 0.1, these points pass the test.  
CR=

CI

RI
 The value of RI is shown as Table 3. 

 
Table 3 

c) The other matrixes are as Table 4. 

 
Table 4 

d) Work out the total weight of every enterprise. 

 

6. CONCLUTION 

This paper focus on the partner selection of virtual 
enterprise using semantic network ontology , and the 
algorithm of AHP to apply to the optimizing section for best 
partner, and how to use ontology in detection of partner. But 
the cooperation among enterprises and selecting a 
splendiferous partner enterprise is a complex problem. In 
many paper study the selection phase of partner selection , 
but in this research we study the previes phase of select 
phase and its detect phase ,in this phase we detect and find 
partner based on same competency with semantic network 
in ontology and then import them in to select phase. We 
offer a novel model , and check the apply with protégé and 
expert choice program. 
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Abstract 

The advent of Internet and home shopping economy 

in the recent years has reduced the intention of 

people to leave home for sightseeing.  This has 

significantly impacted the growth of physical tourism 

industry. This paper utilizes the virtual tour of 

Forbidden City to conduct a sequence of experiments 

in tourism experience. Before using the system, 

Theory of Planned Behavior and Involvement are 

employed to measure the intention of traveling.  

After then, two constructs, emotion and system, are 

adopted to explore how the experiential value of 

virtual tourism impacts the intention of travelling. 

The experience of tour virtualization allows 

customers to create unforgettable feelings in the 

virtual world. It can affect not only the customer’s 

experiential value of virtual tourism, but also 

intention of traveling in the future.  

 

Keywords: Virtual experience, experiential value, 

service experience, virtualization, behavior intention 

 
Introduction 

Virtual Experience (VE) has become a new life style 

to customers because VE has emerged as a key 

determinant of decision making and shopping 

behavior. Pine and Gilmore (1998) proposed the 

first-ever concept of virtual experience in the 

Harvard Business Review and elaborated more 

details in the book, The Experience Economy [34]. 

Schmitt also presented the experiential marketing is 

in the way of getting in touch and interacting with 

customers. The transitional marketing is focused on 

the quality and functionality of products, but the 

experiential marketing is intended to provide 

unforgettable experience to customers [36]. In the 

competitive era of commercial industry, the corporate 

advantage does not only come from the functional 

attributes of products, but consumption value derived 

from customer experience. 

 

Cheong (1995) stated that a virtual reality system 

plays a significant role of helping customers to 

experience their intended destinations and affects 

customers’ decision making on travel arrangement 

[14]. The more interactive, interesting, and attractive 

environment a website can offer the more richness of 

virtual experience customers can nourish. This paper 

uses a virtual system of the Forbidden City as an 

example to explore how the factors of virtual 

experience will influence customers’ experience 

value and consumption intention, as well as their 

involvement with the virtual world.  

 

Literature Review 

Theory of Planned Behavior 

Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is considered as a 

theoretical, architecture, and stabilized method to 

develop and assess consumption intention in different 

consuming domain and industry [3]. TPB has been 

applied to predict behavioral intention, which can be 

utilized to explain individual behaviors, as well as 
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the new behavioral models [1][11][39]. TPB consists 

of four key constructs, which are as below: 

 

(1) Attitude refers to a concept and inclination 

toward general recognition of products or services, 

for example, a person like or dislike a specific 

product [30]. In general, customers will take the 

possible benefits or advantages into consideration 

when they act in response to a particular behavior 

[20] . 

 

(2) Subjective Norm is defined in terms of how 

people are led to decide their behavioral intention 

under social pressure or suggestions and ideas from 

the others, who would be families, classmates or 

business partners [3] [31]. Cheong also indicated that 

when an individual perform a behavior, he/she will 

be influenced by organizations or other persons, and 

the influenced intensity depends on how important 

the organizations or persons are to the individual 

[14]. 

 

(3) Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) is 

regarded as control belief, which is considered to be 

easy or difficult to perform a behavior [3]. A study 

showed the PBC factors, which are related to control 

belief, increase or decrease behavioral intention. 

Individuals, who have control power on time, money 

or resources, own some of PBC in their personality 

characteristics [2]. 

 

(4) Consumption Intention represents the 

probability to perform a behavior subjectively, and it 

reflects that if customers are willing to perform some 

particular actions [3]. We can examine and measure 

by using the indices of behavioral intention to see if 

customers are more like to make a trip to a specific 

destination or to recommend the trip or service to 

their friends.[5][10] [15] [27]. 

 

Involvement theory 

The Involvement theory has been adopted to describe 

individual psychological level or state, so 

involvement is an internal state of mind. Customers 

are influenced by the factors of human beings, 

environment, service or products, and so on; 

therefore, they have different attention levels of each 

product or service. Petty and Cacioppo claimed that 

involvement is considered as the intensity of decision 

and individual involved when customers choose 

among services or products to make a purchasing 

decision [33]. Therefore, involvement is also 

included in our research model along with TPB to 

discover if it has a significant impact on customers’ 

behavior intention before customers conduct the 

virtual experience. 

 
Hypotheses Development 

Not only TPB but also Intention is taken to assess the 

intensity of consumption intention in this paper, and 

to see if general recognition of products or services is 

influenced before customers conduct the virtual 

experience. In the first half of the experiment, we 

believe these constructs, which are Attitude, 

Subjective Norm, PBC and Involvement, will be 

significantly related to consumption intention before 

the virtual experience is conducted. Thus, we 

hypothesize: 

H1. Attitude has a direct impact on Consumption 

Intention to visit the Forbidden City. 

H2. Subjective Norm has a direct impact on 

Consumption Intention to visit the Forbidden City. 

H3. PBC has a direct impact on Consumption 

Intention to visit the Forbidden City. 
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H4. Involvement has a direct impact on Consumption 

Intention to visit the Forbidden City. 

 

System 

The factor of System is regarded as tele-presence in 

the paper, since we have controlled some factors 

related to experiment environment, such as the 

stability of host device and the speed of internet 

access. In the specific condition, the participants are 

expected to have the same virtual experience while 

touring the Forbidden City in the virtual world. 

 

Tele-presence means the perceived sensation derived 

from the virtual world [39], and stands for the 

identical and must-to-have factor as presence when 

being adopted to evaluate the virtual environment [7]. 

The stronger the presence customers perceive, the 

more experience value they will obtain. [16] The 

dimension of system in the paper is designed to be 

more related to virtual architecture design and what a 

virtual environment would provide to make 

customers feel like in the real world. 

 

Emotion 

We adopt awareness and impressed as the factors of 

emotion in this paper. Awareness is what people 

response to perception or recognition of a condition 

or an event. In the virtual environment, participants 

can interact with other participants or virtual 

characters, not only just watch it [8][19]. Impressed 

is considered as a factor enables users perceive a 

magic and overwhelming desire to keep staying in 

the virtual world [40].  

 

Experience Value & Intention 

Pine and Gilmre believed that interaction is an 

important factor, by interacting between experience 

service and customers, customers invoke a particular 

sense and perceived favorability toward products or 

services [34]. Experience value is also a crucial 

factor of influencing customer consumption intention 

[12], but in the travel industry, studies, which 

investigate the relationship directly from customer 

value to behavioral intention, are hardly found in the 

Empirical studies [5]. As the result, we have 

employed this concept into our research model. 

 

In the second half of the experiment, we believe 

these constructs, which are system and emotion, have 

positive influences on experience value. In addition, 

consumption value has a positive influence on 

consumption intention for customers to visit the 

Forbidden City after the virtual experience is 

conducted.  

 

From the above discussion, we hypothesize: 

H5. System has a positive influence on Experience 

Value. 

H6. Emotion has a positive influence on Experience 

Value. 

H7. Experience Value has a positive influence on 

Consumption Intention to visit the Forbidden City. 

 

After two phases of experiment and the virtual 

tourism, we expect that customers are more willing 

to visit the Forbidden City in the future. Based on 

this understanding, the hypothesis is suggested as 

below. 

H8. Consumption Intention increases significantly 

after the virtual experience. 

 

Methodology 

Research Model and Operationalization of 

Variables  

According to our research model in Figure 1, this 

paper attempts to evaluate the relationship among 
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each dimension and construct, and in the end to 

compare the difference between two values of 

consumption intention before/after the service 

experience of virtualization. In this study, we chose 

the customers, who haven’t been to the Forbidden 

City in China, as our research participants. Table 1 

lists the operational definitions and sources of our 

research constructs, and all constructs have been 

modified to meet our research context. 

 
Figure 1. Research model 

 

Table 1. Definition of research constructs 
Construct Definition Source 
Attitude The customer evaluation or perceived favorability of 

products or services 
[28][ 31] 

Subjective Norm The group influence on customers to change their behavioral 
intention 

[17][32] 

Perceived Behavioral 
Control 

The perception of self-controlling (Constraints of time or 
money) to buy products or services  

[2][6][15] 

Involvement The customer attention of products or services [44][ 24][26][29]
Consumption Intention Customer intention to perform future favorable behavior [43][38][23][41] 
System The virtual architecture design to make customers feel like 

in the real world 
[35]  

Emotion The perceived sensation provided in the virtual world [16][40] 
Experience value The perceived favorability toward products or services. [25][42][13] 

 

Sample Questionnaire Design 

In order to collect the prior data, first of all, we 

posted an announcement on BBS (telnet://ptt.cc) to 

ask for volunteers to participate in the study. 

Secondly, we invited those who have not been to the 

Forbidden City and asked them to fill in the 

questionnaires. 

The research questionnaire, which are listed in 

Appendix A, has referred to the relevant papers and 

been designed to utilize the factors in the research 

framework according to the literature review. This 

paper is the prior study and aims to confirm if all the 

factors and items are qualified to meet the objective 

of the study. All items of focal constructs are 

anchored at the six-point Likert scale, ranging from 

“1 = very strongly disagree” to “6 = very strongly 

agree.” 

 

We received a total of 123 returned questionnaires, in 

which 116 were valid. Out of 116 responses, 48.29% 

were male and 51.72% were female. The bulk of 

samples ranged in age from 18 to 30 years old. Also,  
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87.07% of samples have monthly income less than 

20,000 N.T. dollars. 94.83% had at least college 

degree. In terms of average consumption frequency, 

1.72% use internet four days per week, 5.17% for 

five days per week, 6.03% for six days per week, and 

87.7% for every day per week. Moreover, 87.93% of 

the samples have experience of travelling abroad.  

 

Result 

The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) has been 

employed as a measurement model to verify whether 

the constructs are qualified to fulfill the standard of 

validity and reliability. The structural model is used 

to investigate the strength and direction of the 

relationship between the theoretical constructs. In 

this study, the software, AMOS 18, was utilized to 

assess the measurement and the structural models. 

 

Some factor loadings of the items do not meet the 

statistical standard. As a result, 12 items (A3, C3, I2, 

CI1, S3, E3, E4, EV1, EV2, EV5, EV6, CI1) are 

removed in order to reach the threshold of validity 

and reliability. Table 2 shows the statistics of the 

remaining data. 

 

Fornell recommended the factor loading should be 

greater than 0.5, and our values range from 0.502 to 

0.971 as standard [18]. In order to make sure the 

constructs are consistent, we evaluate the CR value 

and all the values are higher than 0.7 [4]. The values 

of the average variance extracted (AVE) range from 

0.704 to 0.9102. 

 
Table 3 and Table 4 elaborate that the values in the 

diagonal line are the AVE values and the remaining 

are the correlation coefficients between constructs. If 

the AVE value is higher than others in the same 

column and row, so that means this questionnaire 

prove to satisfy the Discriminant validity.

 

Table 2. Reliability 

Construct Item Factor 
loading Cronbach’s α Composite 

reliability 
Average variance 

extracted 
A1 0.798 Attitude A2 0.871 0.82 0.8223 0.8353 

SN1 0.748 
SN2 0.715 Subjective Norm 
SN3 0.646 

0.7511 0.7463 0.7043 

C1 0.751 Control C2 0.877 0.7937 0.7998 0.8164 

I1 0.502 Involvement I3 0.932 0.6379 0.7012 0.7485 

CI2 0.938 Consumption 
Intention(before) CI3 0.822 0.8703 0.8752 0.8819 

S1 0.726 
S2 0.761 System 
S4 0.798 

0.806 0.806 0.7622 

E1 0.953 Emotion E2 0.683 0.7883 0.8106 0.8291 

EV1 0.858 Experience Value EV2 0.826 0.8252 0.8298 0.8422 

CI2a 0.971 Consumption 
Intention(after) CI3a 0.845 0.9014 0.9058 0.9102 
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Table 3. Discriminant validity(before) 
 Involvement control subjective 

norm 
attitude Consumption Intention

involvement 0.7485     
control 0.383 0.8164    
subjective norm 0.344 0.329 0.7042   
attitude 0.747 0.402 0.478 0.8353  
Consumption Intention 0.565 0.456 0.531 0.694 0.8119 

  

Table 4. Discriminant validity(after) 
 involvement control subjective 

norm 
Consumption Intention 

System 0.7622    
Emotion 0.757 0.953   
Experience Value 0.735 0.721 0.8422  
Consumption Intention 0.303 0.435 0.462 0.9102 

                                        

Table 5 and Table 6 indicate the values of model-fit 

evaluation, GFI (goodness-of-fit index), NFI 

(normalized fit index), CFI (an incremental fit index 

of improved NFI) and RMSEA (root-mean-square 

error of approximation. As the result of our 

hypothetical model, those values have been verified 

and all located in the acceptable range. 

 

RMSEA with values under 0.05 represent good fit; 

those between 0.05 and 0.08 suggest reasonable fit; 

those between 0.08 and under 0.1 suggest mediocre 

fit, and those higher than 0.1 consider poor fit [37]. In 

the first half of the hypothetical model before the 

virtual experience, the RMSEA values, ranging from 

0.08 to 1, are acceptable. However, the NFI values 

are not able to reach the standard, and that means 

some of the items would not been designed 

appropriately and should be adjusted to improve the 

goodness of fit. 

 

Table 5. Overall fits of models (before) 
Fit index Criteria Results Suggested 

by authors 
χ2/d.f. <3 2.123  [9] 
GFI >0.85 0.895  [21] 
NFI >0.9 0.859  [9] 
CFI >0.9 0.918  [9] 
RMSEA <0.08 0.099  [22] 

 

Table 6. Overall fits of models (after) 
Fit index Criteria Results Suggested 

by authors 
χ2/d.f. <3 1.333   [9] 
GFI >0.85 0.944  [21] 
NFI >0.9 0.944  [9] 
CFI >0.9 0.985  [9] 
RMSEA <0.08 0.054  [22] 

 

Tests of the structural model 

The result of the first half of the model indicated that 

the empirical data supports the hypothesis H1, H2, 

H3. Attitude had a significant influence on 

consumption intention (β=0.521, p<0.05), subjective 

norm had a significant effect on consumption control 

behavior (β=0.255, p<0.05), and control behavior 

had a significant effect on consumption intention. 

Contrary to prediction, no association was found 

between involvement and consumption (β=0.087, 

p>0.05), so hypothesis 4 was not supported. We 

suspect it would be resulted in the poor design of 

item I1 and I3. 

 

The result of the second half of the model showed 

that system had a significant effect on experience 

value (β=0.514, p<0.001) and emotion had a 

significant effect on Experience Value (β=0.335, 

p<0.05), supporting hypotheses 5 and 6, respectively. 

As we expected, experience value had a significant, 
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positive influence on consumption intention 

(β=0.503, p<0.001), supporting hypotheses 7. 

 

To conclude the differential of before-and-after 

consumption intention, the values were summed up 

and divided by 2 respectively (before=437, after = 

552.5). The result indicated that the after-VE 

intention is higher than the before-VE intention, 

supporting hypotheses 8. 

 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The objective of this paper aims to explore whether 

the virtual system of the Forbidden City can 

influence customers on making a real trip. Using 

factor analysis, a set of underlying dimensions for the 

key constructs was revealed in this study: TPB, 

involvement, system, emotion, and experience value. 

The study also investigated how the virtual 

experience can affect the user’s experience value and 

intention when experiencing the virtual world. 

 

This paper is an exploratory study and is intended to 

verify if involvement impacts consumption intention 

as hypothesized in H4.  According to the result 

above, there is not enough evidence to support this 

hypothesis.  

 

People have been creating virtual experience in their 

daily lives.  If a product or service can provide more 

unforgettable experience to customers, customers 

will be willing to pay more time and money. 

Therefore, research into the effect of virtual 

experience is very important and warrants further 

research effort.  Future study should use a revised 

model, and the target participants should be who 

have decided to visit the Forbidden City. The 

objective is to explore if the virtual experience value 

impacts the real experience value. 

 

More future work will investigate the potential 

factors for travel companies to implement virtual 

systems or to provide virtual services. Furthermore, 

more studies can be concentrated on how the 

experience value impacts customers’ loyalty and 

satisfactions. 
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Appendix A. List of items by construct 

 
 

A1 After studying the information of the Forbidden City, I desire to travel 
there. 

A2 After studying the information of the Forbidden City, I like to travel 
there. Attitude 

A3 After studying the information of the Forbidden City, I feel 
positive/negative about it. 

[ 2] 

S1 If the Forbidden City is on the hot-list, I want to go as well. 

S2 I would like to visit the Forbidden City that has been recommended by 
friends/family Subjective norm 

S3 Tourist information providers (such as: Internet, television, magazines, 
agents, etc.) can affect me to visit the Forbidden City. 

[2] 

C1 Next time when I travel to China ,I have enough money to visit the 
Forbidden City 

C2 Next time when I travel to China ,I have enough time to visit the 
Forbidden City control 

C3 Next time when I travel to China, no reason can stop me from visiting 
the Forbidden City 

[2] 

I1 I spend plenty of time collecting and studying the information of the 
Forbidden City 

I2 I ask my family/friends for the travel suggestions regarding the 
Forbidden City 

involvement 

I3 After studying the information of the Forbidden City, I am attracted. 

[16] 
[30] 

CI1 I would like to go to the Forbidden City 
CI2 I would like to spent money on visiting the Forbidden City. 

Consumption 
Intention(before) 

CI3 I would like to spent time on visiting the Forbidden City. 

[2] 

S1 The experience provided by the virtual reality system is the same as 
that in the real world. 

S2 The virtual objects are vivid to me. 
S3 The system provides a quite adequate information system 

S4 Your interactions with the virtual world seem natural to you, like those 
in the real world. 

[17] 
[7] 

E1 I feel like in the real world while touring the virtual system. 
E2 I was aware of the tourist. 
E3 The virtual tour of Forbidden City is impressive. 

emotion 

E4 The characters or objects bring the virtual tour of Forbidden City alive. 

[17] 
[7] 

EV1 The virtual tour of Forbidden City makes me feel like in the real world. 
EV2 After the virtual tour, I feel that I had fulfilled the wish of traveling. 
EV3 When I take the virtual tour of Forbidden City, I feel enjoyable. 
EV4 When I take the virtual tour of Forbidden City, I feel joyful. 

EV5 After the virtual tour, it offered me the knowledge about the Forbidden 
City. 

Experience value 

EV6 After the virtual tour, my curiosity has been satisfied. 

[42] 

CI1a I am willing to visit the Forbidden City 
CI2a I am willing to spend money on visiting the Forbidden City. Consumption 

Intention(after) 
CI3a I am willing to spent time on visiting the Forbidden City. 

[24] 
[40] 
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Abstract 

This research explores the relationship between 
intention and actual usage of self-service technology 
(SST), and investigates the effects of facilitating 
conditions and customer readiness on 
customer adoption of SST.  To analyze the 
longitudinal effect, a two-stage survey was conducted 
and lasted for seven months. As it is well known that 
behavior intention does not necessary lead to actual 
behavior, our findings offer proactive strategies to 
service providers in turning intention into actual 
usage.  Implications for practitioners are provided and 
several limitations are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Theory of reasoned action, theory of 
planned behavior, self-service technology, customer 
readiness, facilitating conditions 
 

Introduction 

It is common today to see people everywhere taking 
advantage of different technologies to perform their 
daily activities, such as TV shopping, Internet 
shopping and online banking. They are prevalent 
innovations which dramatically change the way in 
which people perform those activities over the past 
decades. Specifically, they help marketers realizing 
revenue from online services under the fierce 
competition. These changes are profoundly facilitated 
by the SST development which helps customers 
performing self-service quickly and conveniently in a 
high quality way [10]. 
 
Prior studies have paid a great attention to 
understanding the factors or characteristics that 
possibly motivate current and potential customers to 
use SST [7] [9] [13] [23] [38]. Although their findings 
are meaningful, actual SST usage behavior is still 
inconclusive. Paschal [28] argued that prevailing 
models or theories (e.g., Theory of Reasoned Action, 
Technology Acceptance Model) on SST usage 
behavior produce some contradictions, such as low 
variance explanatory power and unstable moderating 
influences. If any one of them occurs, research findings 
will be biased and readers will be difficult to 
understand the dynamics (or complexity) of SST 
behavior pattern. Existing theories and guidelines have 
paid little attention to conduct an in-depth theoretical 
examination regarding the “gap” between behavioral 

intention and actual behavior [3] [9] [21] [28]. Ajzen 
[4] mentioned that behavioral intention and perceived 
behavioral control are often found to be the main 
effects of actual behavior, but in fact have no 
significant interaction between them. Ajzen [3] also 
argued that intention on one hand tends to be 
overestimated in its certain role to perform expected 
behavior, and on the other hand, it tends to be 
underestimated in its ability to predict undesirable 
behavior. Accordingly, we would like to propose a 
theoretical model to resolve such an ambiguous (or 
unstable) relationship between behavioral intention and 
actual behavior. 
 
In order to consolidate aforementioned relationship, it 
is necessary to understand how factors related to 
customer readiness and situational factors (e.g., 
environmental conditions and service provider) that 
influence the causal relationship between behavioral 
intention and SST actual usage. A review of previous 
studies offers no model to represent the readiness of 
customers for using SST. The only exception in 
studying SST usage may be attributed to Meuter et al. 
[22] in which individual and innovative characteristics 
were used to explain the adoption of SST. However, 
their findings do not resolve the problem of the 
intention-actual gap as we mentioned. The purpose of 
this study is to develop a conceptual framework that 
incorporates aspects of theory of planned behavior and 
facilitating conditions to provide a deeper 
understanding of the relationship between behavioral 
intention and SST usage, using customer readiness as a 
moderator. It should be noted that users’ one-time 
usage behavior may be different from their continued 
usage behavior. Although SST adoption has received 
considerable attention in prior studies, the latter 
temporal effects are still unclear. To the best of 
knowledge, our study is one of first studies using 
longitudinal approach to narrow such a gap between 
behavioral intention and SST actual usage. We outline 
our research purposes as follows: 
 
(1) To investigate the moderating effect of customer 
readiness on SST usage behavior. Similar to the 
readiness factors proposed by Meuter et al [22] and the 
model of TPB [1], we intent to measure and to bridge 
the gap between intention and behavior. 
 
(2) To examine the impacts of facilitating conditions 
on behavior intention and actual usage of SST.  
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Both environmental and personal conditions could 
affect the usage behavior [32] [34].  In this study, we 
exclude personal conditions based on our research 
model and survey design. 

 
Literature Review 

Theory of Planned Behavior 
Understanding the behavior of individuals has always 
been a concern for social researchers. The theory of 
reasoned action (TRA) and the theory of planned 
behavior (TPB) are widely accepted and often used for 
explaining individuals’ behavior [24]. 
 
The TPB extends the TRA by adding perceived 
behavioral control as a factor that can influence 
intentions and behaviors [1].  Perceived behavioral 
control is defined as “the perceived ease or difficulty of 
performing the behavior of interest” ( [1], p.183).  
 
According to the TPB, behavior is function of 
compatible intentions and perceptions of behavioral 
control and is determined by motivation and ability 
[19]. Behavior is the manifest, observable response in a 
given situation with respect to a given target. Single 
behavioral observations can be aggregated across 
contexts and times to produce a more broadly 
representative measure of behavior. “Because many 
behaviors pose difficulties of execution that may limit 
volitional control, it is useful to consider perceived 
behavioral control in addition to intention” [2].  
 
Behavioral intention  
Behavioral intention in this study is defined as “an 
indication of a person's readiness to perform a given 
behavior.” Consistent with the underlying theory for all 
of the intention models discussed in our research, we 
expect that behavioral intention will have a significant 
positive influence on technology usage. Unfortunately, 
a review of previous studies offers no model that 
explains the reasons of why customer intent to or not 
intent to adopt SSTs. Nevertheless, to the best of our 
knowledge, most studies (except Meuter [22] and 
Dabholkar [12]) had not focused on investigating post 
usage behavior of SST. Further, only few studies 
addressed the behavioral gap of using SST we 
mentioned earlier. It is therefore essential to have a 
research to narrow this gap [27] [28] [29].  
 
As Ajzen [3] said, “The present study also found that 
conscientiousness; an individual difference variable 
may play an important part in explaining the gap 
between behavioral intention and actual behavior”, 
Venkatesh [37] also mentioned that behavioral 
intention does not represent the external factors and 
has limited predictive and explanatory ability to deal 
with uncertainty and unforeseen events between the 
time intention is formed and behavior performed.  
Furthermore, behavioral intention is limited in its 
ability to predict behaviors that are not completely 

within an individual’s volitional control. Therefore, 
something is missing between intention and actual 
usage that worth investigating.  
 
Self-service technology 

Self-service technology (SSTs), defined as 
technological interfaces that aided customer in 
generating service without direct involvement from the 
service company’s employee [22], are widely deployed 
for customer service delivery today and customers are 
providing more and more of their own services during 
the usage. 
 
Researchers had classified the different usage of SST 
based on different demographic characteristics (e.g. 
[20] [23]), most of them focused on the service quality 
and the relationship between the attitude and the 
behavior intention toward using SST.  Although using 
SST such as ATM, self-service check-out and check-in 
technologies, in-store kiosk, among others, is 
becoming prevalent, not all consumers choose to use 
the new technologies nor do all consumers see these 
changes as improvements.  Thus, we still have many 
corners to cover in order to enhance the customer 
intention to use SST. 
 
Customer readiness 
Meuter [22] defined customer readiness as “a condition 
or state in which a consumer is prepared and likely to 
use an innovation for the first time.”  In his study, 
customer readiness was conceptualized as role clarity, 
motivation (including intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivations), and ability. Previous research had 
revealed significant effects of both intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation on behavioral intention to use 
technologies [14]. Moreover, when people believe that 
they are incapable of performing a task, they will not 
engage in the behavior, even if they acknowledged that 
it is a better alternative [26]. Thus, customer readiness 
is considered in our study. 
 
Facilitating conditions 
Facilitating conditions are factors in the environment 
that influence a person’s desire to perform a task [32]. 
Triandis [34, p. 205] defined facilitating conditions as 
“objective factors, ‘out there’ in the environment that 
several judges or observers can agree make an act easy 
to do”. Gerht [16] suggested that individual traits alone 
may not explain customer behavior and that situational 
factors should also be examined. Key facilitating 
conditions are the money, time or technologies that are 
needed to make use of the innovation. In essence, the 
absence of facilitating resources represents barriers to 
usage and may inhibit the formation of intention and 
usage [31] [32]. 
 
Dabholkar and Baggozzi [11] found situational factors 
important in moderating customer use of SST delivery 
options. Further, Meuter [23] found that customers’ 
usage rate of SSTs varied by situation.  In this 
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research, personal factors and behavior will be 
excluded in facilitating conditions. The rationale of this 
decision is two folds: (1) some personal factors and 
behavior will conflict and overlap with the customer 
readiness, which concerned individual factors, (2) the 
survey will be conducted using the customers who are 
ready to pay for train tickets and to take their trips, thus 
they do not have any personal factors inhibiting the use 
of SST.  
 

Research Framework and Hypotheses 

This research attempts to propose a model of SST 
usage integrating TPB with facilitating conditions and 
a moderator of customer readiness. The model is 
similar in spirit to Meuter’s [23] formulation of the 
model of SST adoption process in which he integrated 
diffusion of innovation theory and motivation theory. 
Following the same line of thought, we considered role 
clarity, motivation and ability as indicators of customer 
readiness. According to our research motivation and 
objectives, we proposed a theoretical framework that 
illustrates our propositions among constructs in Figure 
1.  
 

 
* SST = Self-Service Technology 

Figure 1:  The Research Framework 
 
Hypotheses 
According to well-established theories in IS and social 
psychology, behavioral intention is an important causal 
predictor of behavior that mediates the influence of 
various beliefs and external variables (e.g., individual 
characteristics, system characteristics, etc.) on behavior 
[13] [28]. It is related to customer readiness such as 
role clarity, motivations and ability to perform the 
behavior.  For example, if two customers have 
equally strong intentions to use SST, the customer who 
has more ability is more likely to actually use SST. 
Further, behavioral intention had been empirically 
demonstrated to be an important determinant of many 
behaviors, including system use [35]. Therefore, the 
first hypothesis of this study is:    
 
H1. Intention to use SST will have direct influence on 

SST use. 
 

Using the TPB as a basis to our framework of customer 
readiness of using SST, we noted that there was 
missing gap between behavioral intention and usage [3] 
[28]. Meuter [22] defined Customer Readiness as “a 
condition or state in which a consumer is prepared and 
likely to use an innovation for the first time,” in his 
study, Customer Readiness can be conceptualized as 
role clarity, motivation which including intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation, and ability.  
 
Conceptually, perceived behavioral control is expected 
to moderate the effect of intention on behavior, such 
that a favorable intention produces the behavior only 
when perceived behavioral control is strong. Consistent 
with these findings, in our study, we discussed the 
relationship between intention and actual usage 
behavior which could also be tested in our research, 
besides, we would like to address the gap between each 
one using Customer Readiness as a moderator, and 
thus, the second and third hypotheses of this study are: 
 
H2. Customer Readiness will have direct influence on    

SST use. 
H3. The relationship between intention and SST use 

will be moderated by Customer Readiness. 
 

Based on the discussion in this section, the theory of 
planned behavior to our model of SST use behavior as 
follows, these prior results implied that perceived 
external conditions exert a direct influence on behavior, 
thus the presence or lack of external facilitating 
conditions in a customer environment will directly 
influence SST use. We presumed that the relationship 
between intention and behavior will contingent upon 
the strength of facilitating conditions (either positive or 
negative). We further consider facilitating conditions 
will influence the willingness intention and decision of 
using SST. Consequently, in general, the fourth and 
fifth hypotheses of this study are: 
 
H4 Facilitating conditions will have direct influence 

on SST use. 
H5. Facilitating conditions will have direct influence 

on intention to use SST. 
 

Method 

Operationalization of variables 
In this study, customers who have experiences in using 
ticket vending machine were selected as our 
participants. Table 1 summarizes the operational 
definitions of research constructs and their citations. 
Minor revisions of these constructs were performed in 
order to meet our research context. 

 
Table1. Definition of research construct 

Variables Definition Source 
Customer 
Readiness 

A condition or state in 
which a consumer is 
prepared and likely to 

 [22] 
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use an innovation for 
the first time 

Role clarity The customer’s 
knowledge and 
understanding of what 
to do 

 [22] 

Intrinsic 
motivation 

The pleasure and 
inherent satisfaction 
derived from a specific 
activity 

 [35, p. 240]

Extrinsic 
motivation 

The drive to perform a 
behavior to achieve 
specific goals/rewards 

 [35, p. 240]

Ability Possessing the required 
skills and confidence to 
complete the task 

 [22] 

Facilitating 
Conditions 

Objective factors, ‘out 
there’ in the 
environment that 
several judges or 
observers can agree 
make an act easy to do 

 [34, p. 205]

Intention to 
use SST 
 

An indication of a 
person's readiness to 
perform a given 
behavior 

 [4] 

SST use A function of 
compatible intentions 
and perceptions of 
behavioral control 

 [4] 

 
Measurement development 
Although measurement item were adapted from 
literature, a pre-test was conducted to achieve certain 
level of face validity. The pre-test involved eight 
participants (one MIS experts, two doctoral students, 
and five graduate students) who were familiar with the 
ticket vending machine. They were asked to provide 
comments with an eye on eliminating redundant or 
unrelated items. Facilitating conditions were measured 
with 2 items adapted from Thompson [33] and 
Venkatesh [36]. The items for measuring customer 
readiness were adapted from Meuter [22]. While the 
items for measuring behavioral intention were adapted 
from James and Matthew [8], those for measuring 
actual usage were adapted from Rensel [25]. 
 
Respondents were asked to rate each item on a 
six-point Likert scale, where 1 meant “strongly 
disagree” and 6 meant “strongly agree”. All the 
questionnaire items and the constructs are listed in 
Appendix A. 
 
Sample 
Self-service technology becomes a popular tool to 
differentiate oneself in the market and it now still has 
the issue of low utility rate by customers. In our study, 
one specific ticket vending machine in Taiwan High 
Speed Rail Company (THSRC) was selected as our 
research SST, since the utility rate for ticket vending 

machine is just 19.2% in August, 2010 
(http://www.insightxplorer.com/) and we tried to 
collect data in two stages to see if customer readiness 
can truly lead to usage intention as well as actual use.   
 
We set up two-stage online questionnaires which were 
hosted by GEBRC lab in National Chengchi University 
(http://www.gebrc.nccu.edu.tw/hbsst/). Stage 1 survey 
started from January 2010 for two weeks, we 
advertised an announcement on a very heavy traffic 
BBS (telnet://ptt.cc) in Taiwan to call for participants.  
The exclusion of 72 invalid questionnaires resulted in a 
total of 2,318 valid ones. Among them, 1,520 of 
respondents were experienced users (i.e., who have 
experience in using ticket vending machine), whereas 
798 respondents were inexperienced users. These 
inexperienced users were thought to be valuable to our 
research, because of our research purpose. We 
therefore invited them to participate in our 
second-stage survey. After seven months (July 2010), 
the second-stage survey was conducted. Similar to the 
first-stage survey, we sent an invitation via email to 
those prospective participants based on the email 
addresses that were recorded by the first-stage database. 
At the end of the survey, a total of 356 respondents 
were collected. During the past seven months, 131 of 
them have bought the tickets from the SST and thus 
turned into experienced users, whereas 225 of them did 
not buy any tickets from the SST and should be 
seemed as inexperienced users as the stage 1.  

Consequently, those 131 experienced users (i.e., never 
used in January but have used the SST during the 
two-stage survey) are eligible to our longitudinal 
analysis. Among the usable samples, the web-based 
sample of respondents was comprised of slightly more 
males (59.4%) than females (40.6%), Most of them 
(57%) are in the 24 to 28 year age group, while 37.2% 
of them are in 19 to 23. As for occupations, 58.5% of 
them were students, while the rest of them (41.5%) 
were white-collars.  

Result 

Descriptive statistics 
Descriptive statistics were calculated and shown in 
Table 2. 
 

Table2. Descriptive statistics among variables 
Construct Means S.D. 
Customer Readiness 4.74 0.49 
Role clarity 4.86 0.59 
Intrinsic motivation 4.32 0.70 
Extrinsic motivation 4.83 0.61 
Ability 4.97 0.57 
Facilitating Conditions 4.79 0.61 
Intention to use SST 3.74 0.44 
SST use 1.86 0.51 
 
Analytic strategy for assessing the model 
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The pilot test survey and the confirmatory factor 
analysis (CFA) statistical procedure were used to 
reduce the number of scale items for each construct to 
be utilized in the SEM structural model testing of the 
hypotheses. The reduced numbers of scale items were 
those that the pilot test and CFA procedure determined 
to best represent the measurement of their respective 
constructs. In this study, AMOS 18.0 was the software 
used to assess the measurement and the structural 
models. 

The measurement model was tested using CFA. As 
shown in Table 3, factor loadings ranging from 0.628 
to 0.938 exceeded the acceptable value of 0.50, as 
recommended by Fornell and Larcker [15]. The 
internal consistency of the measurement model was 
assessed by computing the composite reliability. As 
Bagozzi and Yi [5] suggest, all composite reliabilities 
were above the 0.70 benchmark. The average variance 
extracted for all constructs exceeded the threshold 
value of 0.50 recommended by Fornell and Larcker 
[15]. Since the values of reliability were above the 
thresholds, the scales for evaluating the constructs 
were deemed to exhibit convergence reliability. 

 
The measurement model 

 
Table3. Summary of construct loadings and reliability 

Factors Items 
Standardized 

Factor loadings
AVE

Composite 
reliability 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Role1 0.858  
Role clarity Role3 0.841 

0.85 0.838 0.788 

Intri1 0.873 
Intri2 0.872 
Intri3 0.888 
Intri4 0.694 

 
Intrinsic 

motivation 

Intri5 0.817 

0.832 0.918 0.865 

Extri1 0.758 
Extri2 0.778 
Extri3 0.824 
Extri4 0.853 

 
Extrinsic 

motivation 

Extri6 0.758 

0.8 0.896 0.848 

Ab1 0.835 
Ab2 0.918 

 
Ability 

Ab3 0.843 

0.848 0.9 0.789 

FC1 0.842 Facilitating 
Conditions FC2 0.628 

0.743 0.707 0.749 

Int1 0.87 Intention to use 
SST Int2 0.938 

0.887 0.977 0.847 

Use1 0.861 SST use 
Use2 0.668 

0.771 0.742 0.740 

 
 

Table4. Correlations

Construct Role 
clarity Intrinsic Extrinsic Ability Facilitating 

Conditions
Intention to 

use SST SST Use

Role clarity 0.850             
Intrinsic  0.698 0.832           
Extrinsic 0.703 0.707 0.800         
Ability 0.846 0.554 0.779 0.848       
Facilitating Conditions 0.663 0.455 0.472 0.687 0.743     
Intention to use SST 0.614 0.481 0.709 0.719 0.605 0.887   
SST Use 0.285 0.189 0.288 0.379 0.213 0.246 0.733 

* Diagonal elements (in bold) are the square root of the average variance extracted (AVE). Off-diagonal elements are the 
correlations among constructs. For discriminate validity, diagonal elements should be larger than off-diagonal elements. 
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Table 4 shows that the variances extracted by 
constructs were greater than any squared correlations 
among constructs; this implied that constructs were 
empirically distinct. In summary, the measurement 
model test, including convergent and discriminate 
validity measures, was satisfactory.  

 
The fitness measures for the measurement models are 
shown in Table 5. χ2, GFI (goodness-of-fit index), 
NFI (normalized fit index), CFI (an incremental fit 
index of improved NFI), RMSEA (root-mean-square 
error of approximation) and MI (modification index) 
were used to test the goodness of fit of the proposed 
model which is suggested by authors [7] [26] [27]. 
Consequently, all the fitness measures in the study 
fell into acceptable ranges and the proposed model 
provided a suitable fit.  

Table5. Overall fits of models (After moderating effect) 

Fit index Criteria Results Suggested by 
authors 

χ2/d.f. <3 2.45 Bentler and 
Bonett [7] 

GFI >0.85 0.882 Hadjistavropoulos 
et al. [27] 

NFI >0.9 0.946 Bentler and 
Bonett [7] 

CFI >0.9 0.98 Bentler and 
Bonett [7] 

RMSEA <0.08 0.024 Hair et al. [26] 
 

 
***Significant path (p<0.001) 

**Significant path (p<0.01)  
*Significant path (p<0.05) 

Figure2. Results of structural modeling analysis  
(After moderating effect) 

 

We examined the structural equation model by 
testing the hypothesized relationships among the 
research variables (see Figure 2). The results showed 
that customer readiness had a significant effect on 
SST use (β=0.135, p<0.001) and facilitating 
conditions also had a significant effect on SST use 
(β=0.19, p<0.05), supporting hypotheses 2 and 4. 
The results also showed that facilitating conditions 
had a significant, direct influence on intention to use 
SST (β=0.338, p<0.001), hypothesis 5 supported. 
Moreover, intention had a readiness moderate 
influence (β=0.251, p<0.05), hence, hypothesis 1 and 
3 were supported. As expected, the link between 
intention and use will be moderated by customer 
readiness (β=0.39, p<0.05). 

 

Conclusions and Discussion 

This study presented and validated a multi-facet 
model to evaluate the relationship among customer 
readiness, facilitating conditions, intention and 
behavior. As with any study, this research is subject 
to limitations, and our findings should be interpreted 
in light of them. With empirical analysis, this 
research had found several implications and 
limitations as followings. 
 
First, to minimize the gap between behavioral 
intension and usage, we tried to collect longitudinal 
data and analysis, to find out what condition to make 
customers who wanted try SST, but did not actually 
try. The link from intention to use became significant 
after customer readiness construct moderate effect. 
As expected, the results suggest that Customer 
Readiness is higher among users as opposed to 
non-users of SST and could moderate the gap 
between intention and actual usage, which means 
there is truly a missing gap from intention to use, and 
since the customer readiness moderate effect on the 
gap still not significant enough (p<0.05), we believed 
that there are something missing part between the 
behavioral intention and actual usage, based on 
Ajen’s [3] research, we believed that, again, there are 
other factors which could also effect and enhance the 
relationship. 
 
Second, we used Meuter’s [23] theory of customer 
readiness, which had strong effect on actual use of 
SST, which means people who have clear role clarity, 
intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and ability 
will have impact on SST trial, highly readiness can 
have effect on people’s decision of trying SST. 
 
Third, constructed framework of this study fits the 
research topic and it is suitable to explain and 
evaluate the behavior intention of customer when 
using SST, which means facilitating conditions can 
also influence the behavior intention and also actual 
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usage, the environmental conditions such as service’s 
provider’s instruction and atmosphere can have effect 
on behavior intention more than actual trial, we can 
conclusion that facilitating conditions first have 
influence on user’s mind whether to try, then 
depends on each user’s readiness, to actually trial.  
 
Last, though we just investigated the case of ticket 
vending machine in Taiwan High Speed Rail 
Company, there are still many types of SST to study: 
Kiosks in retailing store, tour-guide kiosk, and so on. 
 

Implications for Practice  

The factors investigated encompass perceived 
attributes of the customer readiness and facilitating 
conditions in terms of related behaviors and 
demographics. The study provides meaningful 
strategic implications for retailers as well as 
advances theory in service marketing about 
individuals that can be applied to a host of other 
service industries where self-service technology 
options are offered or being considered. 
 
This study explored the specific ticket vending 
machine in Taiwan High Speed Rail Company 
(THSRC). We therefore generated some insights for 
THSRC’s managers: 
 
(1) This study helps augment earlier studies 
developed to understand the importance of 
examining consumer readiness in the context of the 
specific situation of using self-service technology, 
especially when deploying new SSTs.  
 
(2) Customers with different degrees of readiness, 
capacity or willingness to embrace new technologies 
reflect their different degrees of knowledge, control 
or comfort toward new technologies, It is possible 
that customers will be frustrated in self-service 
technology settings, it is reasonable that customers 
with different degrees of readiness toward 
technology might reinforce or weaken their value or 
satisfaction resulted from their readiness and 
environment conditions. Customer with low CR can 
be trained to have ability and knowledge of 
self-service technology and by adding coupon and 
more fun into kiosk to inspire customer motivation. 
 
(3) As for companies, if marketers can be innovative 
in providing more functional tools that enables the 
customer more engage in the situation (e.g. by 
viewing 3-D lodging options), they maybe more 
motivation to use the SST and turn the experience 
such as word-of-month and continue use that can 
make the SST more benefit, not just the by-product 
in store or anywhere. 
 
(4) When customers interact with a self-service 
technology at the first time, the encounter plays an 

important role to the impression of a customer. While 
customers have additional encounters with the 
technology, the customers will hold a lasting 
impression of the first contact interaction. Therefore, 
the design and management of the service delivery 
system is an important issue for firms. Furthermore, 
since the utility of using ticket vending machine, the 
managers of THSRCs should encourage their 
employees to have rapport relationships with 
customers and know what their customers need. 
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Appendix A. Measurement items 
 

Item Questions 

Role clarity  

Role1 I feel certain about how to effectively use the SST 

Role3 The steps in the process of using the SST are clear to me. 

Intrinsic motivation 

Intri1 Using the SST would provide me with personal feelings of worthwhile accomplishment. 

Intri2 Using the SST would provide me with feelings of enjoyment from using the technology. 

Intri3 Using the SST would provide me with feelings of independence. 

Intri4 Using the SST would satisfy my personal needs. 

Intri5 Using the SST would allow me to feel innovative in how I interact with a service provider.  

Extrinsic motivation 

Extri1 Using the SST would provide me with added convenience. 

Extri2 Using the SST would provide me with economic benefits. 

Extri3 Using the SST would allow me to order a refill more quickly. 

Extri4 Using the SST would allow me to order a refill whenever I want. 

Extri6 If I tried to use the SST, my prescription would be ordered successfully. 

Ability 

Ab1 I am confident in my ability to use the SST. 

Ab2 Using the SST is well within the scope of my abilities. 

Ab3 My past experiences increase my confidence that I will be able to successfully use the SST.  

Facilitating conditions 

FC1 Specialized instruction concerning the system was available to me. 

FC2 A specific person (or group) is available for assistance with system difficulties 

Intention to use SST 

INT1 I intend to use the SST in the future. 

INT2 I predict I would use the SST in the future. 

SST use 

Use1 How many times have you used the SST (for the past few months) 

Use2 How often do you used the SST (for the past few months) 
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Abstract 

In electronic business environment, it is critical for 
an enterprise to assess information systems security 
(ISS) risks. In this paper, we propose a hybrid 
approach for ISS risk assessment in e-business. 
Given there is a great deal of uncertainty in the ISS 
risk assessment in e-business environment, in the 
hybrid approach, we combine the evidence theory 
with fuzzy sets to deal with the uncertain evidence 
found in the ISS risk assessment. The proposed 
approach provides a new way to define the basic 
belief assignment in fuzzy measure. Moreover, the 
approach also provides a method of testing the 
evidential consistency, which can reduce the 
uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence. 
Finally, the approach is further demonstrated and 
validated via a case study, in which sensitivity 
analysis is employed to validate the reliability of 
the proposed approach. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

In electronic business, the dependence on 
information systems (IS) has increased in current 
business environments where a variety of 
transactions involving trading of goods and 
services are accomplished electronically [1, 2]. 
Increasing organizational dependence on the IS in 
e-business has led to a corresponding increase in 
the impact of information systems security (ISS) 
abuses. Therefore, the ISS is a critical issue that has 
attracted much attention from both researchers and 
practitioners in e-business. 
In order to prevent security breaches, businesses 
use controls (and various countermeasures) to 
safeguard their assets from various patterns of 
threats by identifying the IS assets that are 
vulnerable to threats. But, even in the presence of 
controls, the assets are often not fully protected 
from threats because of inherent control 
weaknesses. Thus, the risk assessment is a critical 
step for the ISS risk management in e-business [3]. 
In practice, the ISS risk assessment is quite 
complex and full of the uncertainty as well [4]. The 
uncertainty, existing in the risk assessment in 
e-business, has been the primary factor that 
influences the effectiveness of the ISS risk 
assessment to a large extent. Therefore, in order to 

deal with the incompleteness and vagueness of 
information, the uncertainty must be taken into 
account in the ISS risk assessment. However, most 
existing approaches applied to the ISS risk 
assessment have some drawbacks on handling 
uncertainty in the process of assessment.  
To address these aforementioned issues in 
e-business, we propose a hybrid approach that 
combines the evidence theory with fuzzy sets for 
ISS risk assessment in electronic business. In this 
paper, the approach provides a new way to define 
the basic belief assignment in fuzzy measure for 
dealing with the uncertain evidence found in the 
ISS risk assessment in e-business. Moreover, we 
discuss a process of testing the evidential 
consistency in the ISS risk assessment in e-business. 
This process can effectively reduce the uncertainty 
derived from the conflicts of evidence provided by 
experts. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 reviews the related works on ISS risk 
assessment in e-business. In the next section, we 
discuss the procedure of the hybrid approach for 
ISS risk assessment in detail in Section 3. Then, the 
proposed approach is further demonstrated and 
validated in Section 4 via a case study. Finally, we 
summarize our contributions and present our 
further research. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Related Work 

The existing approaches for the ISS risk assessment 
in e-business can be grouped into three major 
categories: the quantitative approaches, the 
qualitative approaches, and the combination of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches. 
The quantitative approaches consider the IS risk 
exposure as a function of the probability of a threat 
and the expected loss due to the vulnerability of the 
organization to this threat [5, 6]. The stochastic 
dominance (SD) approach [7] focuses on 
answering the specific question of what 
contingency plan should be used to prevent losses 
if a disaster occurs. To achieve this goal, the SD 
compares the costs associated with various backup 
and recovery options during the entire disaster 
recovery process in all areas of the organization. 
However, it fails to provide guidance on how to 
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assess the failure of multiple controls pertaining to 
a single threat or how to assess the failure and the 
impact of a single control on multiple threats. The 
proposed approach in this paper provides a 
structure to the ISS risk assessment process by 
decomposing risk into its subcomponents and 
identifying relevant controls and their 
interrelationships. The approach based on neural 
networks [8] consists of five phases: network 
parameter initialization, input the training sample 
and the expectation output, network self-learning, 
forward propagation, and back propagation. If the 
error function value is smaller than the 
pre-established value, the network learning is 
stopped, otherwise turn to the second phase. While 
this approach has the intelligent features such as 
the self-learning and the acquisition of knowledge, 
which is different from the conventional methods, 
it is very difficult to get a large numbers of training 
samples for network self-learning in the process of 
the risk assessment in e-business. The modular 
attack trees [9] approach is specified as parametric 
constraints, which allow quantifying the probability 
of security breaches that occur due to internal 
component vulnerabilities as well as vulnerabilities 
in the component’s deployment environment. 
Based on the attack probabilities and the structure 
of the modular attack trees, security risks can be 
estimated for the information system. But, this 
approach has the difficulties capturing the 
uncertainty in the ISS risk environment dealing 
with the existence of the incompleteness and 
vagueness of information. 
In the qualitative approaches, such as the logic 
analysis [10] and the Delphi method [11], the 
probability data is not required and only the 
estimated potential loss is used. Since the 
qualitative analysis depends to a great extent on the 
analyst’s experience, both the process and the 
result of the security risk assessment are relatively 
subjective [12].  
As information systems have become more 
complex in e-business, neither quantitative nor 
qualitative approaches can properly model the 
assessment process alone. Therefore, the 
comprehensive approaches combining both the 
quantitative and the qualitative approaches are 
needed [13, 14]. The approach using the Bayesian 
Networks (BNs) [15, 16, 17] provides an objective 
and visible support for risk analysis. It consists of 
three phases: the BN initialization (define the 
structure and the set of conditional probability 
distributions), the risk monitoring, and the risk 
analysis. Using new evidence obtained from 
information system, this approach can continually 
estimate risk probability and identify the sources of 
risk. The approach based on the fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation (FCE) [18, 19, 20] is a 
mathematical method to comprehensively evaluate 
the ISS risks by using fuzzy set theory of fuzzy 

mathematics. Although this approach is good at 
processing the ambiguous information by 
simulating the characteristic of human in making 
the judgment, it is not capable to provide the 
graphical relationships among various ISS risk 
factors using flow charts or diagrams. The 
proposed approach in this paper consists of the 
graphical representation of relevant constructs 
through an evidential diagram, which can fully 
capture the complexity of multiple controls dealing 
with one threat and also that of one control dealing 
with multiple threats. In addition, both the above 
approaches are suffering from the uncertainty 
derived from the conflicts of evidence provided by 
experts. In this paper, we propose a method of 
testing the evidential consistency, which can reduce 
the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of 
evidence. 
In this paper, we combine the evidence theory with 
fuzzy sets to model the uncertainty involved in the 
ISS risk assessment in e-business. In addition to 
representing uncertainties, the present approach 
allows the decision maker to develop an evidential 
diagram to assess the ISS risk that contains various 
variables such as the IS assets, the related threats, 
and the corresponding countermeasures in 
e-business. Next, the decision maker can input his 
or her judgments about the presence or absence of 
threats and the impact of countermeasures on the 
corresponding threats according to belief functions. 

 
2.2 Evidence Theory 

The evidence theory, also called the 
Dempster-Shafer’s theory, has often been applied 
in the reasoning under uncertainty [21, 22]. 
Suppose we have a decision problem with n 
possible elements or states of nature forming a 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive set. 
This set is called the frame of discernment 
represented by Θ. The power set of Θ containing 
all the possible subsets of Θ, represented as P(Θ). 
A basic belief assignment (BBA) is a function from 
P(Θ) to [0, 1] defined by: 

( )
( )

: [m P

A m A

Θ → 0,1]
,                        (1) 

where A is an element of P(Θ). In addition, it 
satisfies the following conditions: 

( )
( )

1
A P

m A
Θ∈

=∑ ,                         (2) 

( )m ∅ =0.                              (3) 

Basically, the BBA pertaining to a statement 
measures the degree of belief directly assigned to 
the statement based on the evidence. 
Dempster’s rule is the fundamental rule for 
combining two or more items of evidence in the 
belief function framework. For simplicity, let us 
illustrate Dempster’s rule for only two items of 
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evidence. In general, if m1 and m2 are two BBAs 
representing two independent items of evidence 
pertaining to Θ, then the combined BBAs for a 
subset A of frame Θ using Dempster’s rule is given 
by 

( ) ( ) ( )1
1 2

B C A
m A K m B m C−

=

= ∑
∩

,            (4) 

where ( ) (1 21
B C

 
3. The Hybrid Approach for ISS Risk 

Assessment 

The hybrid approach consists of four phases: (a) 
establish the ISS index system and quantify the 
index weights, (b) construct the evidential diagram, 
(c) compute the BBAs for the assertions in the 
evidential diagram, (d) test the evidential 
consistency. Each phase is discussed in detail as 
follows. And, the procedure of the approach is 
given in Figure 1.

)K m B m C
=∅

= − ∑
∩

, which 

represents the renormalization constant. The 
second term in K represents the conflict. 

Establish ISS index system and quantify index weights 

Construct the evidential diagram 

Compute the BBAs for subassertions and main assertion 

Compute the similarity matrix 

Is the similarity of any 
two items of evidence 
greater than or equal to 
the threshold? 

Compute the credibility 
of the items of evidence 

Compute weighted 
average for the BBAs 

Combination of evidence 

Yes

No 

 

Figure 1. The hybrid approach procedure. 

3.1 Establish the ISS Index System and Quantify 
Index Weights 

The ISS index system is based on the risk analysis, 
which includes the identification of vulnerabilities 
and threats, the analysis of the losses arising from 
the threats acting on vulnerabilities [23]. Based on 
the ISS risk analysis for an on-line securities 
company (see Section 4)，we have established the 
index system (see Table 1).  
For quantifying the index weights, six information 
system experts, two of which are also this 
company’s IT managers, were invited to fill in the 
questionnaires about the comparison table of factor 
weights. And then, we have quantified the index 
weights using the method in reference [24]. This 
method can effectively reduce the uncertainty in 
the process of quantifying index weights [24]. 

 
3.2 Construct the Evidential Diagram 

An evidential diagram consists of assertions, 
evidence, and their interrelationships. Assertions 
include the main assertion and subassertions. The  

Table 1. ISS risk index system and index weights. 

First 
level 
index

Second level 
indexes 

Weights Third level indexes Weights

Hardware defects 0.134 

Software defects 0.369 

Network 
vulnerabilities 

0.284 
ISS 

vulnerabilities 
0.262 

Communication 
protocol 
vulnerabilities 

0.213 

Deletion or loss of 
information 

0.264 

Breach of network 
resources 

0.303 

Information abuse 0.229 
ISS threat 0.246 

Information 
leakage 

0.204 

Tangible assets loss 0.512 
Assets loss 0.206 Intangible assets 

loss 
0.488 

Service 
interruption 

0.681 

Service delay 0.184 Capability loss 0.173 

Service weakening 0.135 

Cost of information 
recovery 

0.338 

ISS 
risk 

Cost of system 
recovery 

0.113 
Cost of service 
recovery 

0.662 
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main assertion is the highe ; the 

Figure 2. Hypothetical evidential diagram for ISS 

 

.3 Compute the BBAs for Assertions in 

dence is generally described 

e combine evidence theory with 

me that E is an evidence space, E = {e1, 

st-level assertion
subassertions are lower-level assertions. 
Relationships between assertions (e.g., between the 
main assertion and subassertions, and between 
higher-level subassertions and lower-level 
subassertions) need to be defined using logical 
relationships such as “and” and “or.” And evidence 
represents the information that supports or negates 
assertions. 
In this paper, the evidential diagram is derived 
from the ISS index system. Suppose a manager is 
interested in evaluating the ISS risk involved in the 
ISS vulnerabilities. The corresponding evidential 
diagram is given in Figure 2, which is a part of the 
evidential diagram for the main assertion “ISS risk” 
in a securities company. In Figure 2, the rounded 
boxes represent assertion nodes. And evidence 
nodes are represented by rectangular boxes in the 
evidential diagrams. Numbers in parentheses 
represent weights. Evidence nodes are connected to 
the corresponding assertion(s) that they directly 
pertain to. For instance, the evidence “E1.1.1 
Vulnerabilities of hardware protection measures” 
directly pertains to assertion “A1.1 ISS 
vulnerabilities” and thus it is connected to that 
assertion. 

 

vulnerabilities. 

 
3
Evidential Diagram 

In e-business, the evi
in fuzzy form in ISS risk assessment [25]. For this 
reason, we introduce fuzzy sets to evidence space 
and define the BBAs in fuzzy measure so that we 
can further reduce the degree of uncertainty in ISS 
risk assessment. 
In this section, w
fuzzy sets to compute the BBAs in fuzzy form as 
follow. 
We assu
e2,…, en}, and Θ = {a1, a2,…, am}. 

Definition 1. Let F  be a fuzzy set on E, 

[ ]: 0,1 , )Fu E e u→ → . Then (F e Fu  is called 

membership functi  on for F , and  is called 

a membership from e to 

( )Fu e

F . Let  a set 

composed of fuzzy subsets of E, then F(E) is called 
the fuzzy power set of E. 

Definition 2. Let 1 2

F(E

( )F F ∈、 F E . Then 
1 2F Fu ∪ and 

1 2F Fu ∩  are defined as: 

(1

) be

) ( ) ( )Fe u e∪ ∨ ( )F F Fu u e ; 
1 2 1 2

( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 1 2F F F Fu e u e∩ ∧

inition 3. If the following conditions hold: 

u e . (2)

Def
(1) ( )E F E∈ ; 

(2) If ( )1 2 nF F F F∈、 、 、 E , then ( )
1

n

i
i

F F E
=

∈∪ , 

(E) is called a fuzzy additive set. 
ity density 

then F
Definition 4. Let P(ei) be a probabil
function on E, F(E) a fuzzy additive set on E, and 

wi a weight of ei. If ( )F F E∈ , then the 

probability ( )P F  can be d

( )
n

= =

efined as: 

( ) ( )
1

1,2, ,i i iF
i

P F u e w P e i n
=
∑       (5) 

Definition 5. Set up a mapping

of P(Θ). 

( ): F EΓ Θ→ . Let 

Aj be an element If 

( ) ( ), . .k k jF F E s t F AΓ∃ ∈ =  (j = 1, 2, ... , 2m; k = 

 [1, 2, … , l), then the mapping ] [ ]: 0,1PΓ Θ → is 

defined as: E1.1.1 Vulnerabilities of hardware 
protection measures (0.134) 

[ ]( ) ( )
( )

0

k

k j

k
F F E

j F A

j

j

P F
P A

A
M

A

ΓΓ ∈
=

⎧ ⎛ ⎞
⎪ ⎜ ⎟
⎪ ⎜ ⎟
⎪ ⎜ ⎟= ⎨ ⎝ ⎠ ≠ ∅⎪
⎪
⎪ = ∅⎩

∪
,       (6) 

where 
( )

( )
( )j k

j k j

k
A P F F E
A F A

M P F
Θ

Γ
∈ ∈
≠∅ =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

= ⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎝

∑ ∪

( )

⎟
⎠

. Let 

⎟
⎠

, we have: 

       (7) 

Based on above definitions, we can propose the 

( )
k

k j

k
F F E

F A

B F

Γ
∈

=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

= ⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎝

∪

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( ){ } ( )

( )

1

1

max

j
j

k
k j

j
j

n

i i iB
A P i
A

n

i i iFF AA P i
A

M u e w P e

u e w P e

Θ

ΓΘ

∈ =
≠∅

=∈ =
≠∅

=

=

∑ ∑

∑ ∑
.

following proposition: 

Proposition 1. [ ]( )jPΓ A  is a BBA on Θ. 

Proof:  
If jA = ∅ , then [ ]( ) 0PΓ ∅ = ; 

If jA ≠ ∅ , we have: 

A1.1 ISS vulnerabilities  
(0.262) 

E1.1.2 Software security Hidden 
danger (0.369) 

E1.1.3 Vulnerabilities of network 
security protection measures (0.284) 

E1.1.4 Communication protocol  
vulnerabilities (0.213) 
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[ ]( )
( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

1
1

k

k j

j j

j k

k j

k
F F E

F A

j
A P A P

k
A P F F E

F A

P F

P A
M

P F
M

Γ

Θ Θ

Θ
Γ

Γ
∈

=

∈ ∈

∈ ∈
=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

= =⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑

∑

∪

∪

. 

The proposition is proved. 
According to above definitions and Proposition 1, 

the mass function, i.e. [ ]( )jP AΓ , can effectively 

meet the requirement to deal with the situation 
where there is the uncertain evidence in the process 
of ISS risk assessment in e-business.  

 
3.4 Test the Evidential Consistency 

In the uncertain reasoning by evidence theory, if an 
item of evidence is in conflict with other(s), the 
reasoning result would not be sound [26]. To 
illustrate the conflict of evidences, we give an 
example as follow. 
Assumed that the frame Θ is {a, b, c}. If the BBAs 
for an item of evidence A are m1(a) = 0.99 and m1(b) 
= 0.01, and the BBAs for an item of evidence B are 
m2(b) = 0.01 and m2(c) = 0.99, then we have m(a) = 
m(c) = 0 and m(b) = 1 by combining of evidences. 
Although the supports of A and B for event b is 
very low, the reasoning result is that the event b is 
true. It is obviously not reasonable. Therefore, the 
testing evidential consistency has important 
significance for the ISS risk assessment based on 
evidence theory. 
Furthermore, we discuss the process of testing 
evidential consistency in detail next. 
Definition 6. Let ( )PS Θ be the space generated by 

all the subsets of Θ. A BBA is a vector m  of 

( )PS Θ with coordinates ( )im A  such that 

( ) ( )
2

1

1 0, 1,
N

, 2N
i i

i
m A and m A i

=

= ≥ =∑ … ,     (8) 

where ( )iA P Θ∈ . 

Assume that m1 and m2 are two BBAs on the same 
frame of discernment Θ. According to reference 
[22], the distance between m1 and m2 is: 

( ) ( )2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2

1
, || || || || 2 ,

2BPAd m m m m m m= + − 〈 〉

〉

 (9) 

where is the scalar product defined by 1 2,m m〈

( ) ( )
2 2

1 2 1 2
1 1

| |
,

| |

N N

i j
i j

i j i j

A A
m m m A m A

A A= =

〈 〉 = ∑∑
∩
∪

,   (10) 

with Ai , Aj∈P(Θ) for i, j = 1,…, 2N. is then 

the square norm of : 

2|| ||m
m

2|| || ,m m m= 〈 〉 .                         (11) 

Based on the evidential distance, we can further 
define the similarity of two BBAs: 

( ) ( ), 1 , , 1,2,i j BPA i jS m m d m m i j n= − = , . (12) 

Thus the result can be represented by a similarity 
matrix: 

12 1 1

1 2

1 2

1

1

j n

i i ij in

n n nj

S S S

S S S SSM

S S S

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. 

Furthermore, the support for a BBA  is: im

( ) ( )
1

, , 1, 2,
n

i i j
j
j i

Sup m S m m i j n
=
≠

= =∑ , .    (13) 

The support for the BBA mi, i.e. Sup(mi), reflects 
the degree of the support of other BBAs. Based on 
it, we have the credibility C(mi): 

( ) ( )

( )
1

, 1,2, ,i
i n

i
i

Sup m
C m i j n

Sup m
=

= =

∑
.       (14) 

Obviously, ( )
1

1
n

i
i

C m
=

=∑ . Therefore, C(mi) can 

represent the weight of the BBA mi. 
In the process of testing evidential consistency in 
the ISS risk assessment, a threshold value ξ  can 

be set according to the actual situations. If the 
similarity of any two items of evidence is greater 
than or equal to the threshold value ξ , then it is 

considered that the existing items of evidence are 
consistent. In contrast, if the similarity is lesser 
than ξ , we have to adjust the existing items of 

evidence.  
For the evidential adjustment, if an item of 
evidence is supported by other items of evidence, 
then it has a higher credibility and we assign a 
larger weight for it in evidence combination; In 
contrast, if an item of evidence is in conflict with 
other items of evidence, then its credibility and 
weight should be smaller. The steps of the 
evidential adjustment are as follows: 

Step 1. Obtain the credibility of the items of 
evidence. 
Based on Eqs. (13) and (14), we can obtain the 
credibility of the items of evidence. 
Step 2. Weighted average for BBAs of the items of 
evidence 
Let us treat the credibility as the weight of evidence. 
Then, we weighted average for BBAs of the items 
of evidence. 
Step 3. Combine the weighted average evidence. 
According to reference [27], if there are n items of 
evidence, we combine the weighted average 
evidence n-1 times using Eq. (4).  
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4. Case Analysis and Evaluation 

In order to further validate the proposed approach, 
we used it in assessing an actual company’s 
information systems. This company is a Chinese 
financial services firm providing on-line services in 
securities trading and sales. 
In this section, we first demonstrate the presented 
approach via a case study according to the 
procedure of Section 3. Then sensitivity analysis is 
employed to validate the reliability of the proposed 
approach. Finally, the effectiveness of the approach 
is evaluated by comparing the results of the 
proposed model in this paper, the fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation (FCE), the Bayesian 
Networks (BNs), and evidence theory.  

 

4.1 Case Analysis 

We invited six information system experts, two of 
which are also IT managers of the company, to 
assess the security risk of the company's 
information systems. As mentioned in Section 3.1, 
the ISS index system and weights have been 
established based on the risk analysis for this 
securities company (see Table 1).  
Furthermore, based upon the ISS index system, an 
evidential diagram (see Figure 3) for the main 
assertion “ISS risk” was developed. In Figure 3, we 
used the “and” relationship between the main 
assertion and the subassertions, which implies that 
the main assertion is true if and only if all 
subassertions are true. 

E1.1.1 Vulnerabilities of hardware 
protection measures (0.134) 

 

Figure 3. Evidential diagram for the main assertion “ISS risk”. 

According to the evidential diagram, we defined 
the frame of discernment of the assertions as Θ = 
{very high risk, high risk, median risk, low risk, 
very low risk}, where A1={very high risk}, 
A2={high risk}, A3={median risk}, A4={low risk}, 
and A5={very low risk}. With the exception of A1 to 
A5, other subsets of P(Θ), noted by U, represent the 
unknown degree of evidence.  
Six experts assessed the strength of evidence, 
which indicate the level of support that an item of 

evidence provides. For simplicity, we illustrated 
the process of reasoning by the strength of an item 
of evidence provided by one expert.  
Strength of evidence is represented by fuzzy form. 
In this case study, we employed asymmetric 
triangular membership function [28] to describe the 
belief degree of evidence. As shown in Figure 4, 
the membership values of the evidence E, E = {e1, 

e2,…, e15}, are provided by an expert. 1F  to 5F  

are defined as the fuzzy subsets on E and the level 

A1. ISS 
risk 

A1.1 ISS  
Vulnerabilities 

(0.262) 

A1.2 Threat 
(0.246) 

A1.4 Capability loss 
(0.173) 

A1.5 Cost of system 
recovery (0.113) 

E1.1.2 Software security Hidden 
danger (0.369) 

E1.1.3 Vulnerabilities of network 
security protection measures (0.284) 

E1.1.4 Communication protocol 
vulnerabilities (0.213) 

E1.2.1 Deletion or loss of information 
due to misoperation (0.264) 

E1.2.2 Breach of network resources 
due to network attacks (0.303) 

& 
E1.2.3 Information abuse (0.229) 

E1.2.4 Information leakage (0.204) 

E1.4.1 Service interruption (0.681) 

E1.4.2 Service delay (0.184) 

E1.4.3 Service weakening (0.135) 

E1.5.1 Cost of information recovery 
(0.338) 

E1.5.2 Cost of service recovery 
(0.662) 

A1.3 Assets loss 
(0.206) 

E1.3.1 Tangible assets loss (0.512) 

E1.3.2 Intangible assets loss (0.488) 
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of risk of kF  is higher than 1kF − . Then, based on 

Proposition 1, the BBAs for s sertions A1.1 to 
A1.5 were computed (see Table 2). 

ubas

 

Figure 4. Membership function. 

Table 2. The BBAs for the subassertions. 

Sub- 
assertion 

( )1m A  ( )2m A  ( )3m A  ( )4m A  ( )5m A ( )m U

A1.1 0.107 .216 .203 .215 0.172 0.077  0  0  0

A1.2 0.093 0.177 0.130 0.345 0.208 0.047 

A1.3 0.069 0.131 0.169 0.251 0.257 0.123 

A1.4 0.132 0.147 0.206 0.331 0.149 0.035 

A1.5 0.070 0.131 0.133 0.298 0.332 0.036 

 
The BBAs for main assertion “ISS risk” are 

ly, we could also obtain the BBAs 

ertion “ISS risk”. 

Exper

computed by combining the BBAs of the 
subassertions based on the structure of Figure 3. 
This is done by propagating the BBAs through the 
network. Shenoy and Shafer [29] discussed this 
process in detail. The process of propagating BBAs 
in a network becomes computationally quite 
complex. However, there are several software 
packages available [30, 31] that facilitate the 
process. We use the tool for propagating 
uncertainty in valuation networks [30] to conduct 
the computation. The BBAs for main assertion 
“ISS risk” are m(A1) = 0.049, m(A2) = 0.162, m(A3) 
= 0.214, m(A4) = 0.316, m(A5) = 0.217, and m(U) = 
0.042. 
Similar
according to the strength of evidence provided by 
other five experts (see Table 3). 

Table 3. The BBAs for main ass

ts ( )1m A  ( )2m A  ( )3m A  ( )4m A  ( )5m A ( )m U

E ) 0.049 .162 0.214 .316 .217 0.042 xpert1(m1  0  0  0

Expert2(m2) 0.039 0.169 0.220 0.323 0.198 0.051 

Expert3(m3) 0.098 0.104 0.199 0.248 0.254 0.097 

Expert4(m4) 0.102 0.153 0.296 0.207 0.186 0.056 

Expert5(m5) 0.065 0.112 0.186 0.298 0.203 0.136 

Expert6(m6) 0.053 0.142 0.221 0.300 0.204 0.080 

Then, we tested the consistency of above six items 
of evidence from m1 to m6 as mentioned in Section 
3.4. Since there were only six experts participating 
in the risk assessment, we set a higher thresholdξ , 

ξ = 0.85. According to Table 3 and Eqs. (9) to (12), 

we obtained the similarity matrix: 
1 0.816 0.801 0.754 0.832 0.817

0.816 1 0.853 0.844 0.781 0.776

0.801 0.853 1 0.696 0.798 0.800

0.754 0.844 0.696 1 0.821 0.755

0.832 0.781 0.798 0.821 1 0.829

0.817 0.776 0.800 0.755 0.829 1

SM

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. 

It is obvious that the similarity of any two items of 
evidence is lesser than ξ . Therefore, we have to 

adjust the existing items of evidence. The results of 
adjustment are as follows: 
(1) Based on Eqs. (13) and (14), the credibility of 
the items of evidence are: 
C(m1) = 0.243, C(m2) = 0.216, C(m3) = 0.109, C(m4) 
= 0.045, C(m5) = 0.186, and C(m6) = 0.201. 
(2) Weighted average for BBAs of the items of 
evidence: 
mMAE(A1) = 0.058, mMAE(A2) = 0.143, mMAE(A3) = 
0.214, mMAE(A4) = 0.311, mMAE(A5) = 0.210, and 
mMAE(U) = 0.064. 
(3) Combine the weighted average evidence five 
times: 
m(A1) = 0.032, m(A2) = 0.138, m(A3) = 0.223, m(A4) 
= 0.416, m(A5) = 0.165, and m(U) = 0.026. 
Consequently, the results of ISS risk assessment in 
this case study is shown in Figure 5, in which the 
belief supporting A4, i.e. “ISS risk is low”, is 0.416. 
This suggests that we have the most confidence 
that the ISS risk is low. 

 

Figure 5. Results of the ISS risk assessment. 

 

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis  

In this section, we perform sensitivity analysis to 
investigate how the change of the strength of 
evidence affects the result of the ISS risk 
assessment.  
For instance, we decreased the strengths of E1.4.3 
and E1.4.1 (see in Figure 3), and then examined the 
impact of the change of the strength on the beliefs 
of the main assertion “A1. ISS risk” respectively. 
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The corresponding results are shown in Figure 6 
and Figure 7. 
The results in Figure 6 and Figure 7 indicate that 
although the strengths of E1.4.3 and E1.4.1 have 
been changed, the belief supporting A4 is still lager 
than others. Furthermore, by comparing Figure 6 
with Figure 7, we can also observe that the larger 
the weight of evidence, the larger the impact on the 
belief of the main assertion is, as shown in Figure 3 
where the weights of E1.4.3 and E1.4.1 are 0.135 
and 0.681 respectively. 

 

Figure 6. Impact of the change of E1.4.3 strength 
on the main assertion. 

 

Figure 7. Impact of the change of E1.4.1 strength 
on the main assertion. 

In addition, we have also performed sensitivity 
analysis to investigate how the strengths of other 
items of evidence affected the beliefs on the main 
assertions. The results showed that the small 
variations in the input strengths of evidence do not 
impact significantly the beliefs of the main 
assertion. This implies that the approach is robust 
and reliable to small amounts of measurement error 
in assessing strength of evidence. 

 
4.3 Evaluation of the Hybrid Approach 

Under the same conditions, we have employed the 
FCE, the BNs, and evidence theory to assess the 
ISS risk in this case study. 
In particular, we use Method1, Method2, Method3, 
and Method4 to refer to our proposed approach, 

FCE, BNs, and evidence theory respectively. 
Firstly, we compared the Method1 with the 
Method2 and the Method3 (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the Methodl, the Method2, 
and the Method3. 

The assessment results indicated that the sequences 
of risk level obtained from three methods are 
consistent. Furthermore, we can also observe that 
the degree of the belief of low risk level is higher in 
the Method1 than in the Method2 and the Method3, 
while the degrees of the belief of other levels are 
lower in the Method1 than in the Method2 and the 
Method3. Therefore, the Method1 is more effective 
than the other two methods in the ISS risk 
assessment in e-business. 
Secondly, we compared the Method1 with the 
Method4 (see Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of the Method1 and the 
Method4. 

The experiment results show that our proposed 
approach combining evidence theory with fuzzy 
sets outperforms evidence theory method in the ISS 
risk assessment in e-business. Moreover, in Figure 
9, we can also find that the m value of U in the 
Method1 is higher than that in the Method4. Thus, 
in the ISS risk assessment, there is lower 
uncertainty in the Method1 than in the Method4. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that 
combines the evidence theory with fuzzy sets for 
ISS risk assessment in electronic business. This 
approach has several advantages. First, the 
approach is based on evidence theory and fuzzy 
sets, which can effectively model the uncertainty 
involved in the assessment process in e-business. 
Second, for dealing with fuzzy evidence found in 
the ISS risk assessment, this approach provides a 
new way to define the basic belief assignment in 
fuzzy measure. Further, this approach also provides 
a method of testing the evidential consistency, 
which can reduce the uncertainty derived from the 
conflicts of evidence provided by experts. 
In this paper, we also employed the sensitivity 
analysis to validate the reliability of the proposed 
approach. In addition, the effectiveness of the 
approach is evaluated by comparing the results of 
risk assessment of the proposed approach in this 
paper, FCE, BNs, and evidence theory. 
Although the proposed approach performs with an 
advantage over existing methods in e-business 
environment, it still requires domain experts’ belief 
inputs at the individual evidence level. Future 
research will be conducted to explore how to better 
elicit practitioners’ assessments of the strength of 
the evidence.  
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Abstract 

Grounding on new institutional economic theory, 
this paper studies the impact and effect of 
institutional environment on Business-to-Business 
(B2B) e-commerce adoption in the Greater China 
region and USA. In a two-phase study, we find that 
1) industrial pressure is always the most powerful 
external facilitator for B2B e-commerce adoption; 
2) at the beginning stage of e-commerce, 
supportive government policy was a prime force to 
encourage private sector to adopt e-commerce; and 
3) as e-commerce becomes more prevalent and 
routine in business, e-commerce adoption is more 
business-driven and governmental policy loses its 
influence. The study is one of the first 
cross-country studies on the institutional 
environment and fills the knowledge gap of 
understanding the external environment of 
e-commerce. 

 
Introduction 

While organizational adoption of e-commerce has 
been studied extensively in the last two decades, 
whether and how the organization’s external 
ecosystem drives the organization’s e-commerce 
decision remains one of the topics receiving less 
attention but meriting more research efforts. It is an 
objective of this paper, therefore, to assess the 
impact and effect of the institutional environment 
(i.e., industrial pressure, governmental support, 
legal adequacy, and national cultural compatibility) 
on B2B e-commerce adoption in the Greater China 
region and USA. The assessment first builds the 
research model based on new institutional 
economics theory and extensive reviews of 
previous studies. The assessment then proceeds to 
test four research hypotheses using quantitative and 
qualitative methods and multi-time point approach 
(the first phase in 2001 and the second phase in 
2007). The results of the assessment demonstrate 
the degree of association between each 
environmental factor and e-commerce adoption. 
The findings provide empirical evidence and 
systematic insights for researchers, managers and 
policy-makers to comprehend the role of 
institutional environment in B2B e-commerce 
adoption at firm level and over time. The study also 
helps craft the right strategies and policies with 
respect to e-commerce development in the Greater 
China region and USA. 

Theoretical Foundation 

“Insights from the New Institutional Economics 
suggest that we should look beyond those 
proximate indicators [i.e. physical infrastructure] to 
examine how the institutional environment in a 
country contributes to (or undermines) confidence 
in e-commerce and supports private investment in 
the new medium [of business transaction].” [1] 
Following this argument, we use new institutional 
economics (NIE) theory to conceptualize the 
institutional environment in e-commerce adoption. 

The meaning of the term “institution” is twofold. 
First, NIE theory traditionally views institutions as 
a framework “of rules, procedures, and 
arrangements” [2], or “prescriptions about which 
actions are required, prohibited, or permitted” [3]. 
Second, institutions could be labeled as social 
organizations including legislatures, government 
agencies, trade unions, and firms [4]. These two 
definitions relate to each other. The organizations 
in the latter definition create and shape the 
normative rules in the society in the former 
definition. Those rules and arrangements, in turn, 
influence the decision and behavior of 
organizations in the society. Contemporary 
institutional economists view institutions even 
more widely as varied social constructs, including 
cultural beliefs. New institutionalism attempts to 
answer how social choices are shaped, mediated, 
and channeled by institutional arrangements, since 
social choices are generally not free from 
institutions, customs, social norms, or legal 
procedures [5]. 

Based on the “institution” definitions, new 
institutionalism further develops the concept of 
“institutional environment”, recognizing 
organizations operate in an environment consisting 
of other institutions. The New Institutionalists 
believe that social, economic and political factors 
constitute an institutional structure of such an 
environment. Every organization is influenced by 
this environment. In order to survive, organizations 
must conform to the rules and belief systems 
prevailing in the environment, because institutional 
isomorphism, both structural and procedural, will 
earn organizational legitimacy [6][7]. Institutional 
contexts might be particularly important when 
systems crossed over both organizational and 
national boundaries [5]. 

As for IS research, organizational change with 
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respect to the adoption of information technology 
could be profitably analyzed drawing on 
socio-economic and political levels of analysis [8]. 
The theoretical assumption here is that 
organizational decision-making is based on 
differential perception and understanding of the 
institutional environment context. More 
specifically, Ives, Hamilton and Davis included 
external environment in their proposed MIS 
research model. They suggested this environment 
include industrial, political, legal, economic, social 
and cultural environments within which 
organizations were embedded [9]. 

King et al. later defined institutions in IS research 
as “any standing social entity that exerts influence 
and regulation over other social entities” [10]. They 
argued the relationship between environmental 
factors and e-commerce adoption could be 
explained using institutional theory. 
Correspondingly in Oxley et al.’s study of global 
e-commerce development, institutional 
environment was defined as the “set of 
fundamental political, social and legal ground rules 
that establish the basis for production, exchange 
and distribution” [1]. A study further showed that 
IT adoption decisions were not purely driven by 
organizations’ internal factors, but were also 
influenced, as much or even more, by the 
institutional environment in which the organization 
conducted business [11]. 

Accordingly, we construct institutional 
environment, in the context of e-commerce, as 
shown in the following figure. It consists of 
influences from entities such as suppliers, 
customers, competitors, trading partners, regulatory 
agencies, and society (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 

The Institutional Environment for E-commerce 
Adoption 

 

Research Model and Hypotheses 

Applying the theoretical arguments described in the 
previous section, we develop the research model as 

shown in Figure 2. The model conceptualizes the 
expected directional relationships between B2B 
e-commerce adoption and four major factors of 
institutional environment: industrial pressure, 
governmental support, legal adequacy, and national 
cultural compatibility. The posited relationships 
control for the effects of different countries, 
industries and company sizes. The causal model 
helps specify four hypotheses in the study. 

 

Figure 2 

The Research Model 

 
B2B E-commerce Adoption 

At the early stage of e-commerce, most researchers 
were interested in whether companies caught up the 
trend and switched to the e-commerce model. 
Whether or not companies have adopted 
e-commerce in their business operations was a 
primary research question. We also used the 
likelihood of adoption as the measurement for B2B 
e-commerce adoption in our 2001 survey. 

Since 2001, firms around the world have been 
increasingly adopting networked business 
processes and e-commerce is happening 
world-wide. Different types of organizations are in 
various stages of e-commerce [12]. Subsequently, 
our research should focus not on whether but on 
how companies are adopting e-commerce to 
maximize the IT benefits and values to business. 
The measurement for B2B e-commerce adoption in 
our 2007 study therefore shifted from the 
likelihood of adoption to the sophistication of 
e-commerce use. 
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Existed literature generally examines either the 
level or the degree (extensiveness) of e-commerce 
adoption. When measuring the level of e-commerce 
adoption, most researchers agree that firms usually 
begin with simple email communications and 
information-oriented websites, then advance to 
online transaction capabilities, and ultimately 
upgrade to fully integrated business processes even 
with external business partners [13]. When 
measuring the degree of e-commerce adoption, 
researchers either adopt Rogers’s five adopter 
categories of innovation [14] or simple use a 
multi-point scale, from “intent to use” to 
“integrated into business”, for example. We 
examine in our 2007 survey the sophistication of a 
company’s e-commerce adoption; that is, a product 
of level by degree. 

 
Industrial Pressure 

The industry within which an organization operated 
might be instrumental in determining the degree to 
which an organization participated in B2B 
e-commerce [15]. A study on SMEs in Denmark, 
Germany, France and USA found that important 
drivers for e-commerce diffusion in manufacturing, 
retail/wholesale and financial service sectors 
included the use of e-commerce by major 
competitors, customer demand, and supplier 
requirements [16]. The European Commission’s 
e-Business Survey 2006 found that four main 
reasons for companies to start e-commerce were: 
“because competitors use it,” “to gain competitive 
advantage,” “to fulfill customers’ expectations,” 
and “to fulfill suppliers’ expectations,” which in 
summary represented competition pressure and 
market demand [17]. Furthermore, policy-makers, 
industry practitioners and academic researchers, 
especially those in the U.S., strongly believed that 
e-commerce development should be guided 
principally by market competition, market choice 
and industry leadership [18][19][20]. Numerous 
studies have been conducted on the industrial factor 
in the last decade and several dimensions of the 
industrial factor have been successfully identified. 
They include the pressures from competitors, 
customers and/or suppliers, trend-setting firms, and 
industry/trade associations. 

From the theoretical perspective, business 
organizations operate in an industrial environment 
consisting of other business entities. They exert 
influences on each other. As a result, an 
institutional isomorphism would be formed in that 
industry. In other words, competitors, customers, 
suppliers, peers and industry association could 
create a strong “bandwagon” effect that influences 
firms in that industry to adopt e-commerce 
[21][22][23]. Drawing upon previous empirical 
findings and theoretical arguments, we hypothesize 

that industrial pressure has a positive influence on a 
firm’s e-commerce adoption, as follows: 

H1-2001. The greater a firm perceives industrial 
pressure to adopt e-commerce, the more likely will 
it adopt e-commerce. 

H1-2007. The greater a firm perceives industrial 
pressure to adopt e-commerce, the more 
sophisticated will be its e-commerce adoption. 

 
Government Support 

In empirical studies, Iacovou et al. found that the 
use of governmental subsidies and promotional 
efforts could lead to faster adoption of EDI among 
SMEs in Canada [24]. Dasgupta et al. found that 
the government policy was an important 
determinant of IT adoption among large public 
companies in India [25]. After a longitudinal study 
over 16 years, Wang concluded that building 
national IT infrastructure was a primary policy 
choice supporting IT adoption in newly 
industrialized economies [26]. 

From the theoretical perspective, governments play 
a critical role in creating the institutional 
environment that fostered private investment [1]. 
Gibbs et al. argued that governmental promotions 
and incentives were a major enabler of e-commerce 
and that national policies for IT infrastructure, e.g. 
trade and telecommunication liberalization, were 
also likely to have a big impact on e-commerce by 
making IT more affordable to firms [27]. 
Government’s role in supporting e-commerce 
adoption in the private sector has been referred to 
as a leader, promoter, facilitator, regulator, 
educator and financier [13]. Mann further posited 
that the slowness or failure of e-commerce 
adoption in some developing countries were the 
consequence of policy inaction or wrong action by 
their governments [28]. The European Commission 
in its e-business report suggested that governmental 
policies aiming at promoting e-commerce should 
include: 1) creating incentives and a favorable 
environment for enterprises; 2) supporting 
educational and training programs; and 3) 
establishing the role model of the public sector [17]. 
Accordingly, we hypothesize that governmental 
support has a positive impact on B2B e-commerce 
adoption, as follows: 

H2-2001. The more a firm perceives governmental 
support in e-commerce, the more likely will it adopt 
e-commerce. 

H2-2007. The more a firm perceives governmental 
support in e-commerce, the more sophisticated will 
be its e-commerce adoption. 

 

Legal Adequacy 
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Several international studies using secondary data 
found that the legal environment in a country 
significantly affected e-commerce activities in that 
country [1][29][30]. A group of firm-level survey 
studies also showed that the regulatory 
environment was significantly important to 
determine both the breadth and depth of e-business 
adoption and drive the e-business value, especially 
in developing countries and newly industrialized 
economies [11][31][32][33][34]. Another study of 
more than 100 SMEs in the state of Kentucky 
showed that regulations and rules were an 
important factor for e-commerce adoption [35]. On 
the other hand, lacks of regulations and legislations 
and legal adequacy were a major barrier and/or 
serious limitation to e-commerce adoption for 
SMEs in the APEC region, UK and Turkey, and 
banks in Oman [13][36][37][38]. In the countries 
without new principles regulating rights and 
obligations in the intangible cyberspace, 
e-commerce adoption seemed to be slow [39]. For 
example, compared with firms in the U.S., fewer 
Chinese firms adopted e-commerce because of the 
less friendly legal environment. By contrast, the US 
legal environment was more supportive of 
e-commerce than in other countries. It led to a 
higher percentage of US firms using e-commerce. 
A related study confirmed that the U.S. did have a 
better legal environment supporting e-commerce 
use than other countries and that US companies 
expressed fewer legal concerns when doing 
e-commerce [40]. 

From the theoretical perspective, the legal 
consideration is the root of NIE theory. Institutions 
are first the legal ground rules and procedures. 
Institutional influences are therefore political in 
nature as when organizations must conform to laws 
and regulations to earn the organizational 
legitimacy [6][41]. The legal environment should 
be secure, stable, adaptable, and predictable for 
e-commerce adoption. Among those criteria, 
adaptability is particularly necessary because it 
helps ensure that the changes in social preferences, 
technology and other external factors can be 
accommodated by institutional structures [4]. An 
adequate legal framework supporting e-commerce 
is important for reducing uncertainties and building 
trust and confidence in electronic marketplaces; 
and it is particularly important for lower GDP 
economies [13]. Therefore, we hypothesize that a 
supportive legal environment, or legal adequacy for 
e-commerce practice, has a positive effect on 
e-commerce adoption, as follows: 

H3-2001. The more adequate the legal system for 
e-commerce practice, the more likely will a firm 
adopt e-commerce. 

H3-2007. The more adequate the legal system for 
e-commerce practice, the more sophisticated will 
be a firm’s e-commerce adoption. 

National Cultural Compatibility 

National culture plays an important role in 
determining not only whether organizations in a 
particular country will adopt a certain technology, 
but also the degree to which technology innovation 
is accepted [42][43]. A handful of previous 
research focuses on the impact of corporate culture 
on IT adoption; however, ethnic or national culture 
undoubtedly had a special character [44]. With an 
increasing emphasis on IT diffusion in the context 
of globalization, there is a pressing need to discuss 
national cultural impact as well as empirically 
check for their significance [45]. 

At the theoretical level, institutionalists often 
question whether organizational choices and 
preferences could be properly understood outside 
of the cultural framework in which they were 
embedded [5]. One aspect of NIE theory posits that 
such preferences arising from cultural biases, in 
turn, shaped positions and preferences in social 
processes [46]. New institutionalism has already 
included social norms and cultural beliefs as a 
primary component of institutional environment. 
Based on these theoretical assertions and limited 
research that has been conducted to date, we 
incorporate a national culture dimension into our 
research model and its compatibility is 
hypothesized to have a positive influence on 
e-commerce adoption, as follows: 

H4-2001. The more compatible the national culture 
with e-commerce practice, the more likely will a 
firm adopt e-commerce. 

H4-2007. The more compatible the national culture 
with e-commerce practice, the more sophisticated 
will be a firm’s e-commerce adoption. 

 

Research Methodology 

Phase I: 2001 Mail Survey 

The detail of 2001 survey design can be found in 
our previously published work [47]. Basically, the 
survey was conducted among 179 firms in 
electronics and textiles industries across four 
regions: China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the U.S. 
Hard copies of the survey were mailed to all 
companies in the sampling framework. 
Respondents were primarily purchasing executives, 
MIS managers, CIOs or CEOs in the participating 
companies. 

 
Follow-up: 2007 Online Survey/Phone Interview 

Rather than being based on conventional principle 
of random sampling, the case selection in the 
follow-up phase was purposive and convenient 
since the study was designed to revisit the 
participants in the 2001 survey so as to achieve a 
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longitudinal purpose. As a result, the survey in 
2007 consisted of a non-random small panel 
sample of 21 companies recruited through email 
invitation. 

The response rate of US companies was 9% (out of 
35 firms that participated in the 2001 survey and 32 
newly added firms). The response rate of Chinese 
companies was 8% (out of 28 firms that 
participated in the 2001 survey and 129 newly 
added IT firms). The response rate of Taiwanese 
companies was 11% (out of 27 firms that 
participated in the 2001 survey). We didn’t receive 
response from any of the 27 Hong Kong firms that 
participated in the 2001 survey. The overall 
response rate was 8%. 

Out of 21 survey participants, there were six U.S. 
firms, twelve Chinese firms and three Taiwanese 
firms. Among them, seven firms participated in the 
2001 survey as well. As of the type of business, 
seven firms were in the IT industry, five firms in 
the service industry, four firms in the traditional 
manufacturing industry, four firms in the 
electronics industry, and one firm in the textiles 
industry. As of the company size, eleven firms had 
more than 500 employees, two firms with fewer 
than 10 employees, and another eight firms 
between. 

Since the sample size of the 2007 survey was very 
small, the survey itself was not suitable for rigorous 
causal data analysis. Qualitative data were thus 
required to validate and supplement the survey data 
[48]. Follow-up interviews were conducted after 
the survey. Among the 21 survey participants, one 
US firm and three Chinese firms agreed and took 
the phone interview after they completed the online 
survey. They turned out to be the most motivated 
respondents to talk about our research topics. All 
interviews averaged half an hour in length and 
were conducted using a VoIP service. The 
interviews discussed each company’s use of B2B 
e-commerce and the reasons behind such adoption 
decisions, following an interview guideline that 
was emailed to the interviewee for review at least 
72 hours in advance. 

 

Data Analysis 

Phase I: 2001 Mail Survey 

The detail of analysis for the 2001 survey can be 
found in our previously published work [47]. The 
final logistic regression model is shown below (see 
Table 1). 

 

Table 1 

The Logistic Regression Model in the 01 Survey 

 

Follow-up: 2007 Online Survey/Phone Interview 

Table 2 shows the independent variables (IVs) and 
the measurement items of each variable surviving 
after a series of validity tests. 

Table 2 

The Independent Variables in the 07 Survey 

 
The dependent variable (DV) was measured by 
responses to a series of questions with regard to 
both the level and degree of B2B e-commerce 
usage (see Table 3). A weighted, summed 
composite score of the latent construct of DV was 
computed using the following formula: 
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Table 3 

The Dependent Variable in the 07 Survey 

 

Table 4 reports the Cronbach’s alpha of each 
variable in both 2001 and 2007 surveys. The 
reliability of the 2007 measurements has been 
improved greatly compared with the 2001 ones. 

Table 4 

Reliability Test of Variables in 01/07 Surveys 

 

We ran a multiple regression model using the 2007 
survey data, even though the sample size might be 
small according to conventional criteria. This was 
based on the assumption that as long as the final 
regression model could explain more than 55% of 
variance in the dependent variable, multiple 
regression run on this dataset would still be able to 
shed light on the causal relationships between the 
IVs and DV. 

The result of the multiple regression model is 
shown in Table 5. Industrial pressure is the most 
powerful and significant predictor of B2B 
e-commerce adoption (Beta=0.717, p<0.01) in the 
2007 online survey sample. National cultural 
compatibility is a moderately strong predictor 
(Beta=0.396, p<0.1). The positive coefficients of 
both IVs confirm their important roles as 
e-commerce facilitators. The effects of legal 
adequacy and governmental support are weak. The 
coefficient of legal adequacy was even negative 
when controlled for all other independents. The 
relative importance of four IVs in deciding the 
sophistication of a company’s B2B e-commerce 
adoption in this given model is about 9.8:5.4:1:-2.5, 
corresponding to the ratio of unique contribution of 
industrial pressure, national cultural compatibility, 
governmental support and legal adequacy. 

 

Table 5 

The Multiple Regression Model in the 07 Survey 

 

Furthermore, Table 6 summarizes the results from 
four phone interviews with respect to the 
importance of institutional environment factors in 
B2B e-commerce adoption. All interviewees were 
also asked to rank those institutional environment 
factors according to their impacts on B2B 
e-commerce adoption decision. The results are 
consistent with the previous quantitative analysis. 
The industrial factor received the highest rank 
across all interviewees; and then governmental, 
legal and national cultural factors in order (see 
Table 7). 

Table 6 

The Impacts of Institutional Factors in the 07 
Interviews 

 

 

Table 7 

Rankings of Importance of Environmental 
Factors 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

Phase I: 2001 Mail Survey 

The findings at Phase I imply that when B2B 
e-commerce was still at its nascent stage, its 
adoption was mostly business-driven and sensitive 
to government enabling policies (see Table 8). 
Companies that perceived more encouragement 
from their industry and trading partners were more 
likely to adopt e-commerce. On the other hand, the 
findings show that national culture had just a mild 
impact on e-commerce adoption and the result does 
not support the hypothesis of causal-effect 
relationship between the legal environment and 
e-commerce adoption. 

 

Table 8 

Summary of Hypotheses & Results at Phase I 

 
Follow-up: 2007 Online Survey 

Among all coefficients of the multiple regression 
model, only the industry pressure demonstrates a 
strong relationship with e-commerce adoption. 
Similar to the result in the 2001 survey, the effect 
of cultural compatibility was found marginally 
important (see Table 9).  The results from the 
qualitative interview were used to cross-validate 
the findings. 

 

Table 9 

Summary of Hypotheses & Results at Follow-up 

 

In sum, the data analyses in this study suggest that 
over time the strongest facilitator of B2B 
e-commerce is industrial pressure, while cultural 
compatibility also has some impacts. Governmental 
support was particularly important for the fosterage 
in the private sector at the start of e-commerce; 
nevertheless, its driving force weakens when 
e-commerce becomes a common practice in 

business. Lastly, the effect of legal adequacy is not 
found and/or supported in this study. 

 
Managerial Implication 

First, according to new institutionalism, business 
entities always “seek guidance from the experience 
of others in comparable situations” when facing 
choices [5]. The business perceptions and opinions 
collected and analyzed in this study could be used 
by companies for reference in evaluating their own 
environmental situations and making informed 
business decisions on e-commerce. 

Second, Davenport in his book, Information 
Ecology: Mastering the information and knowledge 
environment, expounded that all companies have to 
be informed about the outside world: what 
customers need, what suppliers demand, what 
competitors are trying to accomplish, what 
regulators insist we must do, and what bias cultural 
values create [49]. These external environments 
can consequently motivate organizational decisions 
and actions. Consistently, this study shows 
managers that firms do not make e-commerce 
decisions independently from their external 
environments, nor are they powerful enough to 
ignore the external environment. Managers play the 
role of organizational architects who design an 
organization in a way that improves its ability to 
adapt to its environment [50]. They should 
therefore ensure that they are well-informed about 
the external environment, including industry 
situations and trends, government policies and 
initiatives, legal and regulatory changes, and local 
cultural values. Based on the information and 
understanding of the external environment, 
managers will be able to design and implement 
their “e-strategies” that fit the environment and the 
e-strategies could be more efficient and successful. 
Managers will expect congruence or “institutional 
isomorphism” of e-commerce in businesses. If this 
is the case, managers could also expect the 
maximization of benefits offered by e-commerce. 

Third, according to NIE theory and the research 
findings in this study, firms themselves are also a 
part of institutions and thus play a role in creating 
and shaping the institutional environment. The role 
is significant in the industrial environment in 
particular. Metcalfe’s law tells us that the value of 
B2B e-commerce model is proportional to the 
square of the number of companies in the industry 
participating in B2B e-commerce. Therefore, 
managers should understand that, if they want to 
reap the full benefits of e-commerce, they need to 
get their business partners along the value chain on 
board as well. According to this study, this could 
be done effectively through requesting the firm’s 
customers or suppliers to use e-commerce and 
through the promotion of industrial associations. 
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Policy Implication 

All sound policy prescriptions should rely on a 
solid theory base, valid data analysis, and rational 
discussion. In reality, however, policymakers 
generally lack adequate scientific evidence and 
knowledge for making crucial decisions on 
e-commerce development. The application of NIE 
theory in e-commerce adoption and its empirical 
findings in this study have a clear relevance to 
policy makers. If we understand better at the 
theoretical level how those institutional factors 
would produce an outcome of e-commerce 
adoption, we then have the basis for a conditional 
prediction in the real world on how e-commerce 
will develop in a certain environment. It will help 
policy makers to formulate appropriate policies to 
accelerate e-commerce adoption. 

Experience and academic research have shown us 
that it is important to build a business-friendly 
climate for technology innovation and diffusion 
and support the entrepreneurial spirit that drives 
economic growth and development. The effects of 
institutional environment will depend to a 
significant extent on how policy-makers, business 
players and other stakeholders will act and 
influence together. Policies must be designed, 
articulated in coherent e-strategies and 
implemented in partnership with all relevant 
players to ensure that the opportunities provided by 
e-commerce are taken advantage of to improve the 
productivity of a national economy and the 
enterprises within it [51]. According to this study, 
this is particularly vital at the infant stage of 
e-commerce. The advancement in e-commerce 
adoption at Phase I could be credited to 
governmental support. In particular, proactive 
government policies were the prime mover of 
e-commerce in many developing countries at the 
beginning. 

On the other hand, this study also shows that the 
lack of governmental supportive policies and 
adequate legal framework are concerns of 
companies engaging in e-commerce, but that the 
lack thereof will not deter companies from 
implementing their e-commerce strategies nor 
inhibit the sophistication of e-commerce adoption 
after its initial uptake. Rather, e-commerce 
adoption is more industry and/or market driven. 
The representative example here is the U.S.: 
e-commerce has flourished in the U.S. for many 
years without too much intervention of government 
and/or legislation. Thus, after an initial push on 
e-commerce adoption, government and/or 
legislation should not interfere directly in private 
investments in e-commerce until there is a clear 
sign of industrial failure or market uncertainty and 
disturbance. Government might rather take a more 
active role, in particular in addressing the lack of 
social and cultural compatibility with e-commerce 

diffusion. For example, according to this study, one 
of the greatest concerns of Chinese firms was the 
lack of trust among B2B e-commerce participants. 
This was the main reason why they still preferred 
face-to-face business transactions and delayed the 
adoption of e-commerce. The Chinese government 
could put more efforts in laying out clear and solid 
policy, regulatory and technical foundations to 
ensure the trust relationship and confidence among 
the B2B parties involved. 
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Abstract 

Web service plays an important role in 
implementing Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
for achieving dynamic business process. With the 
increased number of web services advertised in 
public repository, it is becoming vital to provide an 
efficient web service composition mechanism with 
respect to user’s requirement. In this paper, a 
service composition approach based on association 
rules is proposed in the sense of knowledge 
discovery. This approach includes two steps: firstly, 
frequent web services will be enumerated in the 
dataset of history service composition transactions. 
Secondly, execution path, the basic unit of 
composite service, will be generated based on 
concepts extracted from SOA domain and 
association rules implied in frequent services. In 
addition, frequent services mining algorithm is put 
forward based on a structure of Adjacent-Lattice, 
and experiments are given to show the 
effectiveness of the mining algorithm. 

Key Words: Service Oriented Architecture, Web 
Service, Service Composition, Association Rules 

 
1. Introduction 

Web services are considered as self-contained, 
self-describing, modular applications that can be 
published, located, and invoked across the Web [1]. 
Nowadays, an increasing amount of companies and 
organizations only implement their core business 
and outsource other application services over 
Internet. Thus, the ability to efficiently and 
effectively select and integrate inter-organizational 
and heterogeneous services on the Web at runtime 
is an important step towards the development of the 
Web service applications. In particular, if no single 
Web service can satisfy the functionality required 
by the user, there should be a possibility to 
combine existing services together in order to 
fulfill the request. In this case we speak of a 
composite service [2]. The process of developing a 
composite service in turn is called service 
composition, which can be either performed by 
composing elementary or composite services. This 
trend has triggered a considerable number of 
research efforts on the composition of Web 
services both in academia and in industry.  

In service oriented application, value-added service 
is composed of some component services selected 
from the candidate services. How to discover 
services and composing them for users` 

requirements efficiently become the key in the 
application of Web service technology. For this 
problem, a service composition discovery approach 
based on association rules is proposed in the sense 
of knowledge discovery. Firstly, sets of frequent 
web services that can be used to constitute 
compose services will be discovered in dataset of 
history services composition information. Secondly, 
execution path, the basic unit of composite service, 
will be generated based on association rules 
implied in these frequent service sets. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 give an overview of the related work, and 
section 3 introduces the basic concept of services 
composition and association rule problem. Section 
4 describes the mechanism of services composition 
based on association rules. The experimental 
results and analyses are presented in Section 5. 
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6. 

 
2. Related Works 

At present, after user bring a web service request, 
service register server checks whether a single 
registered web service could fulfill the user’s 
request. But under some circumstances, the user’s 
request can only be satisfied by a composition of 
several services. Therefore composition-based 
service discovery and some progress have been 
made in recent years. The large amount of services 
make composing of services a time consuming and 
impossible job. Hence, a variety of techniques to 
compose services some automated and 
semi-automated ways have recently been 
investigated. To that end, several methods for this 
purpose have been proposed. In particular, most 
researches conducted fall in the realm of workflow 
composition or AI planning. 

For the former, one can argue that, in many ways, a 
composite service is similar to a workflow [3][4]. 
The workflow-based approach to Web service 
composition adopts composition schemas to define 
the abstract functionalities and interactions of 
component services, such as control flow, data flow, 
and transactional dependencies. In these 
approaches, the designer is required to explicitly 
identify the tasks that compose business processes 
and specify the relationships (e.g., execution 
sequence) among them. This mode of composition 
requires all task relationships to be established a 
priori. It also requires meticulous transformation of 
business rules and relationships into a particular 
process model. Industry extensively uses BPEL 
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(Business Process Execution Language), an 
extension of WSDL, for workflow-based web 
service composition [5]. However, the composition 
is carried out in the syntactic level, which is not 
able to express the semantic capabilities of services. 
The current achievements on flexible workflow, 
automatic process adoption and cross-enterprise 
integration provide the means for automated Web 
services composition as well. In addition, the 
dynamic workflow methods provide the means to 
bind the abstract nodes with the concrete resources 
or services automatically. 

On the other hand, dynamic composition methods 
are required to generate the plan automatically. 
Among these techniques, AI planning-based and 
deductive theorem proving web service 
composition techniques have attracted considerable 
research interests. In these works, automated 
composition is described as a planning problem 
[6][7][8]: services that are available and published 
on the Web, the component services are used to 
construct the planning domain, composition 
requirements can be formalized as planning goals, 
and planning algorithms can be used to generate 
composed services, i.e., plans that compose the 
component services. This is achieved through the 
use of the Semantic Web. For example, the 
ontology language OWL-S [9] is specifically 
designed to connect with AI planning. Some other 
AI planning techniques are proposed for the 
automatic composition of Web services. For 
example, Rao et al. [10] introduced a method for 
automatic composition of semantic web services 
using liner logic (LL) theorem proving. The 
Colored Petri Nets (CPNs), that is an extension of 
Petri Nets, is used to model service composition 
and orchestration [11].  

Furthermore, in order to address the challenges of 
scalability, flexibility and quality-of-service (QoS) 
management for distributed service composition, 
the correlations among resource services are taken 
into account during MGrid resource service 
composition, and a QoS description mode 
supporting resource service correlation is presented 
by F.Tao [12]. Data mining techniques are also 
used on web services log to improve quality and 
performance of web services composition. Service 
mining, a technology similar to web mining, has 
been proposed [13][14][15] in order to make use of 
the service artifacts in a registry-repository and to 
improve service composition via analysis of service 
usage patterns. 

 
3. Problem Statement and Preliminaries 

3.1 Composite Service 

According to specific business process, the 
composite service is a complex service composed 

by relatively simple web services from a large set 
of candidates. It provides stronger and more 
integrated business functions than single service. 
Definition of composite service will be given in the 
following. 

Definition 1 (Composite Service, CS): A 
composite service can be formally defined as CS = 
(SS, CF, DF), and hereinto: 

1) SS is a web services set {S1, S2, …, Sm}, and Si 
is either atomic service or composite service. 
There exist logic control relations CF and data 
dependency relations DF on web services set 
SS. 

2) CF is logic control relation set among web 
services. For any two services Si, Sj∈SS, if there 
is any relation of the following four kinds of 
relation, namely, sequence, fork, iteration and 
parallel relation. It is said that there is logic 
control relation between Si and Sj. 

3) CF is data dependency relation set among web 
services. Given Si, Sj∈SS, if the input of Sj is 
output of Si, there is a dependency relation 
between Si and Sj. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 is an example of composite service 
composed by component web services SS={S1, 
S2,…, S9}. Thus, web service composition can be 
seen as a process to find a new service S, which 
consists of a set of component web services SS={S1, 
S2, …,S9 }. There is a logic control relation 
between S2 and S3, and data dependency relation 
between S3 and S8. 

 
3.2 Association Rules (AR) Problem 

Association rules in large databases of sales 
transactions was firstly proposed by Agrawal in 
1993, which is one of the most important research 
topics in data mining [16]. Association rules 
problem can be stated as follows. Let I be the set of 
items and D a transaction database in which each 
transaction is a subset of I and is associated with a 
unique identifier called its TID. A set of items is 
called an itemset. We say that a transaction 
supports an itemset X if all the items in X are 

S5

S6

S1

S3

S2 S4 S7 

S8 

S9

Logic control

Data dependency

Figure 1 An example of composite service
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contained in the transaction. The support of an 
itemset X is the percentage of transactions in D 
which support X: 

}{}{)( DttXDtXsupport ∈⊆∈= . An 

association rule is an implication of the form X⇒Y, 
where X,Y⊂I and X∩Y=φ. It means that if we find 
all of items of item set X, then we have a good 
chance of finding the items of Y.  

Given an association rule, its support and 
confidence should be above certain thresholds. The 
confidence of association rule R:X⇒Y describes 
the probability of finding Y on the condition of X: 
confidence(X⇒Y) = support(X∪Y)/ support(X). 
The support of R is defined as: support(X⇒Y) = 
support(X∪Y). So an association rule R:X⇒Y 
holds in the transaction set D with confidence c if 
c% of transactions in D that contain X also contain 
Y, and has support s in the transaction set D if s% 
of transactions in D contain X∩Y. 

The problem of mining association rules in a 
database D is then traditionally defined as follows. 
Given the defined thresholds for the permissible 
minimum support threshold min_sup and 
confidence threshold min_conf, this procedure can 
be broken into two sub-problems: 

1) Find all frequent itemsets X with support no 
less than the given min_sup.  

2) For each frequent itemset X and Y⊂X, 
generate all strong rules Y⇒X-Y, with 
confidence no less than the given min_conf. 

 
4. Services Composition Based on AR 

When users give a service request, web services 
register server will select several registered 
services, compose them in some way and finally 
generate a composite service which could satisfy 
the user’s request. This composition process 
usually complex and will lead to large overhead. 
Usually, specific user groups have some common 
request, for which service discovery algorithm will 
return the same composite service. Therefore, by 
recording the composite services returned by 
services register server will constitute services 
composition logs. Performing mining algorithms 
on such log files, some frequent composite services 
can be discovered, which correspond to the 
requirements of the specific user group. By doing 
this, the service discovery efficiency and quality 
can be greatly improved. 

 
4.1 The Main Idea of Service Composition 
Based on AR 

Association rule describes the probability of the 
associations among different objects. In the task of 

web service discovery, it is considered that web 
services are not independent on each other. In 
general, a frequent service set is the corresponding 
services of a composite service that are frequently 
executed together. It has been verified by many 
efficient executions in the past. It can be deduced 
that the frequent service sets would have better 
performance than other services. The implicit 
associations always happen among different web 
services and would reflect the most optimal 
composition of different web services. Inspired by 
the idea above, association rule can be applied for 
web service composition.  

The main idea of our proposed approach is to 
utilize AR among different web services to identify 
the dependence between the given web service and 
other web services. The process can be divided into 
the following two steps: 

1) Frequent service sets discovery: Enumerate all 
of the frequent web service sets that satisfy the 
minimum support threshold. 

2) Composite services generation: Generate 
association rules from the frequent service sets 
that satisfy the minimum confidence threshold, 
and then configure reachable execution paths 
with selected association rules. This step 
involves pruning the association rules based on 
concepts extracted from SOA domain and 
confidence threshold. 

 
4.2 Frequent Service sets Discovery 

In order to enumerate all of the frequent web 
service compositions, service composition 
transaction datasets D should be constituted firstly, 
which consists of a certain number of composition 
transactions implemented with web services in the 
repository during the specified time interval. D is 
defined as D = {T1, T2, T3, … , Tm}, Ti is a service 
composition transaction associated with a unique 
identifier. Each services composition transaction T 
contains a set of web services invoked in that 
transaction and T = {S1, S2, S3, … , Sk}, where Si is 
a web service invoked in that composition 
transaction. Therefore, we can get a web service set 
including all web services SS={S1, S2, … , Sn } 
invoked in all composition transactions. 
Consequently, an item is a web service, and an 
itemset is the set of services, named as serviceset, 
consisted in a certain composite service. 

Let I be a service (item) set derived in transaction 
database D, X,Y∈I and X≠Y, if Y can be obtained 
from X by adding a single service, then X is said to 
be adjacent to Y. We call X is a parent of Y, and Y is 
a child of X. Thus, and serviceset may possibly 
have more than on parent and more than one child. 
For each serviceset X and each xk,∈X, X-{xk,} is a 
parent of X.  
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Definition 2 (Adjacent-Lattice): Let I = {i1, 
i2,  … , im} be the service set derived in 
transaction database D, the Adjacent-Lattice L on 
the ordered powerset P=(P(I), ⊆) of I be a DAG 
which each vertex is an serviceset X⊆I. L is 
constructed as follow: For each primary serviceset 
X, construct a graph with a vertex v(X), each vertex 
has a label corresponding to the value of its support, 
denoted as S(X). If and only if X is a parent of Y, a 
directed edge exists from v(X) to v(Y), denoted as 
E(X,Y).The vertex v(X) is said to be the head of the 
edge E(X,Y), and the vertex v(Y) is said to be the 
tail of the edge E(X,Y). 

Thus, the search space of all servicesets can be 
represented by an Adjacent-Lattice, with the empty 
serviceset at the top and the set containing all 
services at the bottom. Apparently, the fact there is 
a directed path from vertex v(X) to vertex v(Z) in a 
adjacent-lattice L, implies X⊂Z. Especially, we call 
X is an ancestor of Z, and Z is a descendent of X. 

Considering the database D illustrated in Table1, 
there are five different services, i.e.,I={A,B,C,D}, 
The corresponding Adjacent-Lattice L is illustrated 
in Figure 2. Each vertex has a label corresponding 
to its support value.  

Table1 Transaction database D 

Tid servicesets 
1 ABC 

2 CD 

3 ABC 

4 ACD 

5 ABCD 

6 BCD 

7 D 

8 BC 

9 ABCD 

10 B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let min_sup be the minimum support theshod, to 
find all frequent servicesets, we need to solve the 
following search problem in the Adjacent-Lattice: 
for a given serviceset X (i.e. bottom element, top 
element or some medi-vertex), find all servicesets 
Y such that v(Y) is reachable from v(X) by a 
directed path in the lattice or sub-lattice, and 
satisfies the condition S(Y)≥ min_sup. 

In practice, the number of vertices reachable from a 
given vertex may be quite large, though the number 
of vertices, which satisfy the minimum support 
condition, may be small. Using the lattice and 
sub-lattice structure can restrict the number of 
vertices checked. In order to restrict the number of 
vertices checked in the lattice, we sort the 
serviceset vertices by their support value in 
inverted sequence for each level.  

We discuss an efficient strategy for enumerating 
the frequent servicesets in lattice, denoted 
Breadth-First search. The Breadth-First search 
approach starts with the bottom element of the 
sub-lattice, traverses the lattice level by level. Just 
the same as saying, we check each vertex at the 
next level only after the end of checking the certain 
level. This approach enumerates all frequent 
servicesets. 

Algorithm 1 Breadth-First search strategy 
Algorithm Breadth-First-search( S ) 
Begin 

))}(),({( BSBvFS = ; List={v(B)};  

While List φ≠  do 

Select )(Rv from List  ; 

For each unvisited child )(Tv  of )(Xv  do 

If supminYS _)( ≥ do 

)(YvListList ∪= ; 

Add ( )(Yv , )(YS ) to FS  

For each Yij ∈  add )},{( YiYE j−  

to FS  
endfor; 

enddo; 
Delete )(Rv  from List  

End; 

Each supper set of an infrequent serviceset is also 
infrequent. Thus, we can increase searching 
efficiency of the algorithm by pruning the vertices 
such that not satisfying the minimum support 
condition. 

Performing the Breadth-First searching on the 
service composition transaction datasets D, all the 
frequent service sets can be enumerated. Web 
services in the same frequent set are frequently 
executed together, and have better performance 
than other infrequent services. 

 

{} 
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Figure2 Adjacent-Lattice L＝P(I) 
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4.3 Composite Service Generation Based on 
selected Association Rules  

A composite service consists of execution paths, 
which are the basic units for service composition. 

Definition 3 (Execution Path, EP): Given a 
composite service CS = (SS, CF, DF), one 
execution path EP = (SS`, CF`, DF`) of CS is still 
an composite service, and meets the following 
constraint conditions: 

1) SS`⊆SS∧ CF`⊆∧DF`⊆DF, namely EP is 
contained in the composite service CS; 

2) There is the unique service sequence s=<Si1, 
Si2, …, Sin> corresponding to EP, hereinto 
∪Sij=SS`, Si1 is the first web service, Sin is the 
last one. Sik is called to the direct predecessor of 
S ik+1, and Sik + 1 is the direct successor of Sik. EP 
can be executed sequentially according to s. 

3) ∀Si, Sj∈ SS`, it is impossible that Si belongs to 
the different fork or parallel route from Sj; 

4) ∃Sij∈<Si1, Si2 , …, Sik–1>, that is the direct 
predecessor of Sik; 

5) Any direct successor of Sik does not exist in 
<Sik+1, Sik+2, …, Sin>. 

Definition 4 (Reachable Execution Path, REP): 
Given an execution path EP = (SS, CF, DF) of a 
composite service CS, if EP can executed 
successfully, then we call EP is a reachable 
execution path of CS. 

Definition 5 (Consistent Rule): Given an execution 
path EP = (SS, CF, DF) of a composite service CS, 
e=<S1, S2,…,Sn> is the service sequence 
corresponding to EP. e`=< S1 ,S2 , …, Sk > is a sub 
service sequence of e, namely Ant＝{S1,S2, …,Sk} 
is the set of services that has been selected by EP. 
Ant is called to the ancestor services set of EP, 
denoted by EP.Ant. Likewise Con＝SS-Ant＝{Sk+1, 
Sk+2, …, Sn } is called to the consequence services 
set of EP, denoted by EP.Con. Given an association 
rule R：X⇒Y, if X⊆EP.Ant and Y⊇EP.Con, then 
we call that R is a consistent rule for EP. 

It can be seen from the above definitions, that the 
execution paths, generated by composite service 
division, are the basic unit for web service selection. 
The key of this web service composition approach 
is how to generate reachable execution paths.The 
main idea of our proposed approach is to utilize the 
association rules among different web services to 
identify the dependence between the given web 
service and other web services. Namely, for an 
execution path EP of a composite service CS, let 
SS={S1, S2, …, Sn} be the set of web services of 
EP, and ARS be the association rules set generated 
from frequent service sets. EP can be constituted by 
invoking these two procedures iteratively:  

1) Given the last selected web service Si∈SS of EP, 
find the constituent rule R：Si⇒Y with the 
maximal confidence value in ARS that 
satisfying: 

Support(Si ⇒ Y) ≥ min_sup 
Confidence(Si ⇒ Y) ≥ min_conf    (1) 

2) Add component web services in Y to SS, and 
generate services sequence of SS. 

 
5. Experimental and Analytical Results 

We run the simulation on PC: Intel P4 2*2.4G CPU, 
2GB main memory and Windows 2000 Server. The 
synthetic service composition transactions are 
generated using a method provided by KDD 
Research Group in IBM, referring to 
Http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata#As
socSynData. D is the number of service 
composition transactions, T is the average 
transaction size, and S is the average size of 
potential maximal frequent service set. A data set is 
denoted by Tx.Sy.DmK. Our approach is a two 
stages process, and enumerates the frequent web 
service sets in the second stage: 

1) Constructing the Adjacent-Lattice, decomposing 
the constructed lattice into sub-lattices if 
necessary. 

2) Traversing the lattice and enumerating the 
frequent service sets. 

Figure 3 shows the response time variation with 
average transaction size during lattice constructing. 
The data sets are Tx.S3.D100K and Tx.S3.D100K, 
the transaction size increases 1 every time. This 
shows that response time of lattice constructing and 
the average transaction size is an exponential 
relation. The computational effort and the scale of 
constructed lattice are more sensitive to the average 
transaction size, rather than to the number of 
transactions. We also find that the computational 
effort mushrooms when some transactions have 
very great length, even though the average 
transaction size is small. 
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Figure 4 shows the response time variation with the 
number of frequent service sets enumerated by 
applying Breadth-First search strategy to 
Adjacent-Lattice. The data sets are T5.S3.D100K 
and T5.S3.D200K. The response time of frequent 
service sets enumerating is more sensitive to the 
number of frequent service sets searched, rather 
than to the average transaction size and number of 
transactions in the data set. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

6. Conclusions 

Web Service Composition problem, especially 
based on Quality of Service (QoS), has been 
extensively studied recently. The different 
approaches that have been followed so far in the 
research of QoS-driven service selection span from 
the use of QoS ontology, the proposal of ad-hoc 
methods in some general framework, the use of 
data mining and so on. Most approaches are 
complex and time consuming. Furthermore, current 
Web service technology can not support QoS or 
other non-functional aspects of a web service, so all 
the approaches above face the vital problem that 
how to acquire Web service QoS information. 
Compared to service QoS information, the service 
composition information and composite service 
execution information, which can be recorded on 
the service register server, are easier to acquire.  

This paper presents a new service composition 
discovery approach based on service composition 
transaction mining, gives a complete solution of the 
new service composition discovery approach, and 
describes the related algorithm. Based on 
service-composition-data mining, the new services 
composition discovery approach presented in this 
paper would greatly improve the efficiency of the 
service compotation process, and achieve more 
robustness of the composite services. Furthermore, 
association rules would be discovered by analyzing 
all web service composition transactions related to 
that set of users. By combining user group and 
association rule mined from that group, a 
personalized web service recommendation would 
be presented. 

However, the proposed approach has its own 
limitation. It would suffer from cold start problem, 
a typical problem in web applications, which 
means for a new web service, it is difficult to give 
recommendation since there have no history 
composition transactions on it. 
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Abstract 
Change propagation is a central issue in software 
development process. In early stages of software 
development, software architecture facilitates the 
component-based software development process 
and provides a platform for prediction of 
requirements change. 

Keywords: software architecture, requirements 
change propagation, architectural pattern 

This paper aims to predict 
change propagation in early stages of software 
development, and evaluate the architecture based 
on architectural pattern. In order to achieve this 
goal, the change propagation probability is 
formally defined, and the change propagation in 
five architectural patterns is discussed. Moreover, 
change propagation density is defined to extend the 
pattern-based propagation, which incorporates 
design metrics into software architecture evaluation. 
The efficiency of the proposed method is 
demonstrated through a computational experiment. 

 
1. Introduction 

Software architecture plays an important role in the 
software development process. It explicates the 
structure of the software system in terms of a 
collection of interacting components to accomplish 
the required tasks [1]. Software architecture 
facilitates the component-based software 
development process and provides a platform for 
the prediction of requirements change. This paper 
focuses on requirements change propagation that is 
a central issue of software development [2] based 
on architectural view,  

Software requirements always evolve throughout 
the whole software development process, which is 
recognized to be a major source of software 
development risk [3]. Due to the direct/indirect 
impacts of changes and a lot of iterative activities, 
the development schedule is prolonged and the 
project cost overruns the budget. However, the 
impacts of changes are hard to be predicted and 
quantified due to the uncertainty that is associated 
with requirements change and entails the risk of the 
project [4]. Requirements change usually leads to 
the ripple changes among connected components, 
which means that a change arising in requirements 
can propagate to the components that are related 
directly or indirectly.  Change propagation 

researches and literatures cover change 
management, engineering design, product 
development, complexity, graph theory and design 
for flexibility [5]. This research aims to predict the 
change propagation probability based on software 
architecture in early stages of software 
development (including requirements specification 
and design), which reflects the probability that a 
change originating in one component of software 
architecture propagates to other components. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
discusses the change propagation process, and 
defines the change propagation probability in a 
formal format. Section 3 deduces a computation 
formula

 

 to estimate the approximate change 
propagation probability, whose variables can be 
calculated through UML models of the software 
architecture. Considering the characteristics of 
different architectural patterns, section 4 discusses 
the change propagation probability based on 
architectural pattern. Section 5 demonstrates the 
proposed method via a computational experiment, 
and section 6 summarizes the paper. 

2. Change Propagation 
2.1 Change Propagation Process 

Due to the interdependencies among the entities of 
a software system, it is difficult for developers to 
manage change propagation in software 
development process accurately. Failure to update 
any of the related entities would cause system 
inconsistencies. In early stages of software 
development, software architecture is the most 
important entity of a system. When requirements of 
stakeholders change, designers should determine 
the initial components in the architecture that must 
be changed. Once the designs of the initial 
components are changed, designers should 
determine whether the changes propagate to other 
components, and modify them if so. This process is 
repeated until every change for each component 
has been checked out. After that, designers should 
check the propagation with requirements to ensure 
that the changed architecture is consistent with the 
changed requirements. If there are inconsistencies, 
the change propagation process is repeated. Fig.1 
shows the model of change propagation process. 
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Fig. 1 Model of change propagation process 

The first step of predicting change propagation 
within the architecture is to understand the change 
propagation between a given pair of components.     
This paper proposes a probabilistic method based 
on UML diagrams to estimate the probability that 
each change will propagate. 

 

2.2 Change Propagation Probability 

Software architecture is composed of components 
and interactions among them, where component 
interactions are mainly composed by the transfers 
of information and data. Traditional software 
metrics usually adopted tokens, flow graph, data 
dependencies and control dependencies base on 
code level features [6]. But in early stages of 
software development process, it is impossible to 
obtain efficient information that is available at the 
code level. Instead, information represented at the 
architectural level is taken into account. In order to 
predict change propagation probability of the 
system, we first calculate the propagation between 
a given pair of components A  and  B . 

Several semantic and formal definitions of change 
propagation have been put forward [5] [6] [7] [8] 
[9]. This paper adopts the formal definition to 
interpret this computable metric. 

Suppose that the software architecture has n  
components, in which components A  and B are 
a pair of the components that communicate through 
a connector. The component modeled by state 
transition maintains a series of internal states that 
reflect the invocation, as in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2 States transition for components A and B 

Let V  be the range of values or messages which 
transmit from A  to  B , AS  be the set of states 

of component  A , and BS  be the set of states of 
component  B . When component B  receives a 
value v V∈ from component  A , it changes its 
internal state and produces some outputs which will 
propagate to other components. Function 

: B Bf S V S× →  defines this state transition. 

( , )B By f x v=  ( ( )Bf v for simple) represents the 
state of component  B after receiving  v V∈ , where 

Bx  is the state of component B  before 

transmission, and By  is the state after 
transmission. Following a change request, the state 
of component  A , AS  changes into '

AS  and the 

outputs of A  also change to 'v  in order to 
accommodate the variation. Suppose that for a 
fixed initial state  Bx , the final state resulting from 
unchanged value v  is different from that resulting 
from changed value ' v , which implies that 

'( ) ( )B Bf v f v≠ infers 'v v≠  for any  Bx . Under 
this situation, how the state of component  B  
changes after receiving 'v  is the key problem in 
predicting change propagation. 

We define the change propagation probability from 
A  to B  as a conditional probability which 

reflects the likelihood that a change occurring in 
A  causes a variation of the state of  B . It is 

denoted by  ( , )cpp A B . 
' '( | ) ( , ) B B A AP S S S Scpp A B = ≠ ≠     (1) 

In fact, ( , )cpp A B  is under the situation that A  
changes its state and indeed transmits a value to  B . 
Let ( , )t A B  be the reachability probability from 
A  to  B . Then, unconditional change probability 

denoted by  ( , )cp A B  is:  

( , )  ( , ) ( , )cp A B cp p A B t A B= ⋅      (2) 

( , )cp A B  is unconditional probability of change 
propagation which integrates ( , )cpp A B  with the 
probability that A  transmits a message to B . 

The impact of change between components may 
propagate directly or indirectly. Since ( , )cp A B  
only represents the direct propagation from A  
to  B , indirect propagation between components 
must be also considered. 

The n -step change propagation probability from 
A  to  B  is the probability that a change occurring 

in component A  propagates to 
component  B after n  transmissions through 

1n −  other different components. 

1 1 2

2 1 1

( , ) = ( , ) ( , ) ...

                   ( , ) ( , )
n

n n n

cp A B cp A C cp C C

cp C C cp C B− − −

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅
     (3) 

It is noticed that this formula does not contain the 
propagation along the path including loops. 
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After calculating all the n -step change 
propagation probabilities for each pair of the 
components, the cumulative change propagation 
probability which is the sum of the direct and 
indirect propagation can be obtained. 

 
3. Estimating Change Propagation 

Probability 
In general, there is a tendency for designers to rely 
on accumulated experience and statistical data to 
determine the change propagation probability 
between components. This section uses the theory 
of probability and statistics to access the 
approximate value of that. 

Assume that the changed value 'v  and unchanged 
value v  are both in the set  V . According to the 
discussion about change propagation above and the 
definition of conditional probability, it is easy to 
see that: 

'

'

' ' '

'

'

'

'

'

,

'

,

( , ) ( ( ) ( ) | , , )

( ( ) ( ))
( )

1 ( ( ) ( ))
1 ( )

1 ( )( ( ) ( ))

1 ( ) ( )
B B B B

B B

B B

B B

B B B
x S v v V

v v V

cp pA B P f v f v v v v V v V

P f v f v
P v v

P f v f v
P v v

P x P v P v

P v P v
∈ ∈

∈

= ≠ ≠ ∈ ∈

≠
=

≠

− =
=

− =

− ⋅

=
− ⋅

∑ ∑

∑

 (4) 

Where, { | ( , ) }B B Bv v V f x v y= ∈ =  

and ' ' ' ' { | ( , ) }B B Bv v V f x v y= ∈ = . ( )BP x  
reflects the probability that the component B  is 
in state B Bx S∈ . ( )P v  is the probability that 

unchanged value v  is received by B . ( )BP v  

represents the probability that Bv V∈ causes B  

to transit from Bx  to By . In the formula (4), it is 

assumed that the changed value 'v V∈  is 
statistically independent of the unchanged value  v . 

Suppose that the changed value 'v  has the same 
probability distribution with unchanged value  v , 
the formula (4) can be written as: 

2

2

1 ( )[ ( )]
( , )

1 ( )
B B B

B B
x S v V

v V

P x P v
cpp A B

P v
∈ ∈

∈

−

=
−

∑ ∑

∑
  (5) 

It is obviously that the value of 2 ( ) (0,1)
v V

P v
∈

∈∑  

will be minimum if and only if ( )P v  is uniform 

distribution, and its value is
1

 
V

, where V  is 

the number of the values transmitted from A  
to  B . Assume that the value v  and the state BS  
are both distributed according to uniform 
distribution. Then, formula (5) can be written as: 

21
1 ( )

| |
( , )

1
1

B B B

B
x S v VB

P v
S

cpp A B

V

∈ ∈

−

=
−

∑ ∑
   (6) 

Where | |BS  is the number of the states that 
component B  has. When software architecture is 
described by UML, all the available models such as 
architecture diagram based on components, state 
charts of the component and sequence charts can be 
applied in calculating change propagation 
probability. The determination of ( )BP v  in 
formula (6) will use state charts and sequence 
charts. Firstly, count the values that cause state 
transmission from Bx  to By  in state charts. Next, 
estimate the probability distribution by tracing 
paths of messages transmission from A  to  B  in 
sequence charts. 

Completing all the change propagation 
probabilities for each pair of the components, a 
n n×  matrix of change propagation 
probability  = [ ]ij n nCPP cpp × for the software 

architecture is obtained. When  i j= ,  1iicpp = , 
which means that a change occurred within the 
component A  is determined. 

Similarly, a n n×  reachability probability matrix 
[ ]ij n nT t ×=  can also be obtained. Using the 

models of UML, it is easy to get the information 
about transitive messages. Assume that the 
transitive variable v  is distributed according to 
uniform distribution. Then,  

1

( , ) n

Ak
k

V
t A B

V
=

=

∑
           (7) 

Where V  represents the number of variables 
transmitted from A  to  B , n  is the number of 
the architectural components, and 

Ak
V  is the 

number of variables transmitted from A  to 
component  ( )k kC C A≠ . 
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According to the discussion above, the 
unconditional change propagation probability of 
the software architecture is: 

( )ij ij ijCP cp cpp t= ⋅            (8) 

 
4. Pattern-based Change Propagation 

We have discussed the component-based change 
propagation above. For a complex architectural 
environment, the attributes of different 
architectural patterns must be also taken into 
account. Architectural pattern is “a description of 
element and relation types together with a set of 
constraints on how they may be used” [10]. 
Choosing an architectural pattern is often the 
developers’ major design choice. So, it is necessary 
for designers to yield a better estimation by 
predicting change propagation of different 
architectural pattern. In this section, five kinds of 
patterns [11], including sequential, branching, 
parallel, pipe-filter, and fault tolerance patterns are 
discussed. 

4.1 Sequential and Branching Pattern 

 

The components in a sequential pattern are 
executed in a sequential order, as Fig. 3. In 
branching pattern, the execution only go to one of 
its branching subsequent components. Both of 
these two patterns are similar in the characteristics 
that only one component is executed at a time, and 
the component proceeds until last component has 
completed. 

Fig. 3 Sequential and branching pattern 

For the purpose of describing conveniently, we 
only consider the simple environment in which 
each component is regarded as a module. Let 
matrix ( )ijCMP cmp  be the change propagation 
probability based on architectural pattern. For 
architecture with n

,   can reach 
,  for 1 ,

0,   can not reach 
ij ij i j

ij
i j

cpp t M M
cmp i j n

M M
⋅

= ≤ ≤




 components, the change 
propagation probability in sequential or branching 
pattern is: 

 (9) 

 
4.2 Parallel and Pipe-filter pattern 

 

 In concurrent execution environment, components 
are usually executed simultaneously, like parallel 

pattern and pipe-filter pattern. These two patterns 
have similar description showed as Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 Parallel, pipe-filter pattern 

As Fig. 4, the architecture consists of n  
components, where 2n −  components are 
executed concurrently. With the feature that all the 
concurrent components (from 2C  to 1 nC − ) should 
be performed successfully before executing the 
next component ( nC ), the set of concurrent 
components can be considered as a module, which 
conforms to the essence of simultaneous transition 
of concurrency. Fig. 5 shows the modules of the 
architecture, where components 2C  to 1nC −  are 

congregated into the module 2 M , 1C  and nC  are 

modeled as 1M  and 3M

 

 respectively. Then, the 
parallel pattern is converted to a sequential pattern 
based on architectural module.  

Fig. 5 Modules of the architecture 

We use the simple model with 3 modules (showed 
as Fig. 5) to illustrate the change propagation 
probabilities between different modules. Let 

( , )cmp i j  be the change propagation probability 

from module iM  to module  jM

1

1 1

1

2

2
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∏ ，

. Then,  
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4.3 Fault tolerance pattern 

Fault tolerance pattern consists of a primary 
component and a set of backup components. The 
assignment of these components is similar with the 
parallel pattern showed in Fig. 4. The difference is 
that in fault tolerance pattern, the components is 

M2 M3 M1 

Cn 
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not executed concurrently as in parallel pattern, but 
one component works at a time until it fails, then 
another component will take over.  

As Fig. 4, when primary component 2C  is 
activated, other backup components are inactive. 
The change propagation probability between 2M  

and 3M  is 2 2 1 (1 )n ncpp t− − ⋅ . When primary 

component 2C  is failure, the backup 

component 3C  is activated. Once 2C  and 3C  both 

fail, the backup component 4C  is activated, and so 
on. We can get the ( , )cmp i j

1

1 1
2

2 2

2

1, 1,
2 2

2
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(2,3) 1 (1 )
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 in fault tolerance 
pattern. 

   (11) 

 
5. Computational experiments 

Previous section has shown how to compute the 
change propagation probability of an architecture 
based on architectural pattern. Following 
experiment demonstrates it. 

Fig. 6 represents the architecture with 10 
components, where 2C  and 3C  are parallel, and 

7C  is the backup component of 6 C . Other 
components are executed in sequential or 
branching pattern. 

 
Fig. 6 Example of Architecture 

Suppose that matrix of change propagation 
probability ( )ijCP cp  is calculated out as follow.  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 0.084 0.022 0.312 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 . 20 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0.47 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0.14 0.065 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.34
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.265 0.225 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.23 0.115 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.12
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Since ( )ijCP cp  only represents the direct 
propagation between a pair of components, the 
cumulative change propagation probability which 
is the sum of the 1-step and multi-step propagation 
is derived as follow. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 0.084 0.022 0.312 0.0271 0.0437 0.0203 0.0162 0.0123 0.0143
0 1 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.068
0 0 1 0 0.47 0 0 0 0 0.1598
0 0 0 1 0 0.14 0.065 0.5205 0.039 0.0164
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.34
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.265 0.225 0.0903
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.23 0.115 0.0575
0 0 0 0

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

0 0 0 1 0 0.12
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Using the formula (9), (10) and (11), the change 
propagation probability based on architectural 
pattern  ( )ijCMP cmp  is: 

1

2 3

4

5

6 7

8

9

10

1 0.106 0.312 0 0 0 0 0
, 0 1 0 0.576 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0.205 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.34

, 0 0 0 0 1 0.63 0.53 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.12
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

C
C C
C
C
C C
C
C
C

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Similarly, the cumulative change propagation 
probability of architectural patterns is: 

1

2 3

4

5

6 7

8

9

10

1 0.106 0.312 0.0611 0.064 0.0403 0.0339 0.0344
, 0 1 0 0.576 0 0 0 0.1958

0 0 1 0 0.205 0.1292 0.1087 0.0437
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.34

, 0 0 0 0 1 0.63 0.53 0.2134
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.12
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

C
C C
C
C
C C
C
C
C

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Define change propagation density to reflect the 
potential of the architecture to expose its 
components to the changes.  

( 1)

ij
i j i

cp
CPD

n n
≠=
−

∑∑
          (12) 

Where, n  is the number of the components in the 
architecture. The idealistic change propagation 
density corresponds to an identity matrix  I , which 
indicates that no component propagates changes to 
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others. The worst extreme is that any change in any 
component propagates to all other components. 
With the formula (12), the   CPD of the original 
architecture based on component is 0.1496, and 
the  CPD  of the architecture based on pattern is 
0.1333. The difference between these two values 
implies that choosing architectural pattern 
reasonably is an effective measure to lower the risk 
of change propagation. 

The approach proposed here introduces change 
propagation probability as design metric to 
evaluate the different architectural patterns. It is 
useful in following two directions: (1) 
incorporating the change propagation into the 
software architecture evaluation; (2) decreasing the 
risk of software development by choosing proper 
architectural patterns.  
 

6. Conclusions 
This paper aims to predict change propagation in 
early stages of software development, and to 
evaluate the software architecture based on pattern. 
We discuss the process of change propagation in 
software development, and highlight the necessity 
of predicting change propagation probability. The 
formal definition of change propagation probability 
between a pair of components is introduced, and a 
probabilistic method based on UML diagrams to 
estimate the probability of change propagation is 
deduced. Due to the characteristics of different 
architectural patterns, this paper extends the 
pattern-based propagation, which incorporates 
design metrics into software architecture evaluation. 
The method and the results of the computational 
experiment will promote more effective 
architecture design process and will contribute to 
improve the software development process, 
especially for early stages of software 
development. 

This study is part of a wider work that considers 
the impact of software requirements change. The 
future works are currently in progress, including 
analyzing requirements change propagation in 
complex architectures that contain iterations, 
determining the impact of change propagation on 
cost and schedule, and simulating the risk of 
requirements change. 
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Abstract 
Network externalities are commonly observed in 
many markets in e-commerce, especially in the 
software market. Many software firms provide 
free-version products to attract consumers. In this 
paper, we build a discrete-time dynamical system 
to investigate why software providers choose to 
offer commercial versions of products as well as 
free versions when network externalities are 
present. We first propose a monopoly model, and 
then build a duopoly model with two competitors, 
and one of whom doesn’t adopt free-version 
strategy. Simulation results verify that the presence 
of network externalities induces firms to provide 
free-version products.  

Key words: network externalities; dynamical 
system; free-version product; software product; 
e-commerce.  

 
1. Introduction 

The network externality can be defined as a change 
in the utility that a user derives from consumption 
of a product when the number of other users 
consuming the same product changes. This 
phenomenon was first identified in 
telecommunication network, and then on many 
other products, such as operating systems, 
computer games, typewriter keyboards, and online 
trading platforms in the e-commerce.  

Research on network externalities enjoys a high 
popularity in the past three decades. In the classic 
article by Katz and Shapiro [1], a static model 
based on the maximization of profit function and 
the fulfilled expectations equilibrium was 
developed to analyze markets in which 
consumption externalities are present. Following 
the seminal work of Katz and Shapiro [1], 
subsequent researchers have examined product 
compatibility and standardization [2] [3], pricing 
strategies [4] [5], technology revolutions [6] [7], 
online service adoption [8], etc. However, most of 
the models in the above literatures were developed 
in a static framework without considering dynamic 
aspect. These models gave a lot of insights into 
network externalities, but left aside much empirical 
evidence in which the dynamic aspect is crucial [9]. 
Only a few articles discussed network externalities 
in a dynamic environment [9] [10] [11]. Bensaid 

and Lesne [9] developed a discrete-time model to 
study the optimal dynamic monopoly pricing. 
Lambertini and Orsini [10] reconsidered the role of 
network externalities in a dynamic spatial 
monopoly by applying differential equations.  

In the software market, many firms provide 
different versions at different prices via the Internet. 
And sometimes there are free versions, e.g. the 
Microsoft Corporation began to provide a free 
version of office2010 recently. How is it possible 
that firms are willing to offer free products? What 
theory explains this economic phenomenon? Based 
on two-sided network effects, Geoffrey and van 
Alstyne [4] built a model to illustrate the reasons 
and results of providing free-version products. Jing 
[12] investigated how network externalities affect 
the product line decision of a firm. In this paper, 
we build a discrete-time dynamical system to 
investigate the effects of the free-version product 
on a market where network externalities exist. This 
problem is discussed first in the monopoly, then in 
the duopoly setting where two firms adopt different 
strategies.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, a monopoly dynamical system is 
described. By analyzing the fixed point of the 
system, we find out three different market 
evolution patterns. The effects of parameter 
variation on the market evolution process are 
identified from the simulation results. Section 3 
extends the model to a competitive environment, 
and analyzes the advantages of offering 
free-version product by simulation. Section 4 
summarizes and concludes this paper.  

 

2. Monopoly model and analysis 
2.1 Dynamic model  

Consider a monopoly market over multiple 
discrete-time periods (t=0, 1, 2…) where the 
monopolist supplies two versions of products. One 
version is for free, while the price of the other with 
more functions is p  as a commercial product. 
The value of the products consists of two parts: 
intrinsic value and network value. Intrinsic value is 
the utility a user obtains from the product’s 
inherent features, and network value depends on its 
network size. Let 1u  denote the intrinsic value of 
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the free version, and 2u  the intrinsic value of the 

commercial version ( 12 uu > ). Similar to the 
equations in [12], the product with intrinsic value 
u  can obtain a network value of Qkue )( + , 
where 0, ≥ke , and Q  is the number of 
consumers of both versions.  

Now we turn to the demand side. Each consumer 
demands at most one unit of product. Assume that 
the total consumer population is 1. The utility 
consumers obtained from two versions of products 
can be denoted respectively by 

1 1 1

2 2 2

( ) ( ) ( ),
( ) ( ) ( ) .

u

u

T t u e ku Q t
T t u e ku Q t p

= + +
 = + + −

  (1) 

In this dynamic system, there are three states for 
the consumers: },,{ 210 sss . Consumers in the 

state 0s  use neither of the two versions, while 

consumers in the state 1s  use the free version, and 

those in the state 2s  have bought the commercial 
version. In each time period, consumers will decide 
whether to change their states or not. This process 
can be illustrated by Fig.1.  

 
         Fig.1 States transfer paths 

...),2,1,1)(0)(( =≤≤ ttrtr ijij  is the rate of 
consumers transferring from state i to state j in time 
period t. In this paper, we only consider software 
products, and the state transfer paths of consumers 
can only be 0s  to 1s , 0s  to 2s , or 1s  to 2s . 
This process is irreversible. If we denote the 
quantity of free-version users and 
commercial-version consumers in time period t by 

)(),( tytx  respectively, then 

).()()( tytxtQ +=           (2) 

Therefore, this dynamical system can be described 
by 
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For simplicity, assume that the transfer rate )(trij  
is proportional positively to the utility difference 
between state i and j: 
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Here ( )ijr t  belongs to the interval [0, 1], so Eq.(7) 
is the precondition of Eqs.(4), (5) and (6).  
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2.2 Equilibria and market evolution 

We first consider the equilibria of system (3), and 
then discuss the market evolution patterns for 
different parameter values. The fixed points of the 
map (3) can be obtained by setting 

)()1( txtx =+  and )()1( tyty =+ , that is 

0)())()(1( 1201 =−−− rtxrtytx ,   (8) 

0)())()(1( 1202 =+−− rtxrtytx .   (9) 

0)(1 >tTu , thus 0)(01 >tr . Hence, there exist 
three equilibra in the market evolution as follows. 

(1) If 0)(,0)( 1202 >> trtr . 

From Eq.(9), we can obtain 

( ) 0,
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x t
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Hence, the Nash equilibrium is 
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(2) If 0)(,0)( 1202 == trtr . 

)()()( tytxtQ +=  increases with time t , thus 

2uT  and 12 uu TT −  increase with time t , so 

)(02 tr  and )(12 tr  are increasing functions.  

Therefore, if 

)(12 tr
 

Potential 
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0)(,0)( 1202 == trtr ,  

then  

0)( =ty .  

Subsequently, we can obtain  

1)( =tx . 

Hence, the Nash equilibrium is 
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(3) If 0)(,0)( 1202 => trtr . 

From Eqs.(8) and (9), it can be deduced that Nash 
equilibrium satisfies 
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Three equilibria are totally different from each 
other, and the market evolution processes are also 
different. Figs.2-4 show different market evolution 
patterns under the above three conditions. 

Pattern 1 in Fig.2 is the most ideal pattern to the 
firm. The quantity of free-version users increases at 
first, then more and more users of the free version 
purchase the commercial version with the 
increasing of commercial version’s total utility. 
Therefore, )(tx  decreases to zero. Pattern 2 in 
Fig.3 is the worst pattern as no one will purchase 
the commercial version, that’s because its total 
utility isn’t big enough. In pattern 3, there are 
consumers who will purchase the commercial 
version, but no consumers will transfer from 
free-version user to commercial-version consumer 
as 0)(12 =tr  during all periods.  

 
Fig.2 Market evolution pattern 1 

( 8.0,1,2.0,1,1,2.0 21 ====== puuekα ) 

 
Fig.3 Market evolution pattern 2 

( 2.3,1,2.0,1,1,2.0 21 ====== puuekα ) 

 
Fig.4 Market evolution pattern 3 

( 8.1,1,2.0,1,1,2.0 21 ====== puuekα ) 

 
2.3 Numerical simulations 

In the following, we present some numerical 
simulations to show the effects of parameter 
variations on the market evolution process. We 
present two main cases. In the first one, the price of 
the commercial version is variable while the rest 
parameters are all constant. In the second one, the 
intrinsic value of the free version is the only 
variable.  

The variation of p  will impact the market 
structure and evolution. In order to investigate the 
effects, it’s convenient to take the parameter values 
as follows: 1,2.0,1,1,2.0 21 ===== uuekα . 
From the analysis of section 2.2 and Eqs.(4), (5) 
and (6), it’s easy to draw the conclusion that: 

(1) If (0,1.6)p∈ , market evolution pattern will 
be the ideal one with all the consumers buying the 
commercial version finally (similar to the curves in 
Fig.2).  

(2) If 3≥p , market evolution pattern will be the 
worst one with no consumers buying the 
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commercial version (similar to the curves in Fig.4).  

(3) If [1.6, 3)p∈ , market evolution pattern will 
be the second one in which no free-version user 
will buy the commercial version, as the total utility 
of the commercial version isn’t bigger than that of 
the free version.  

Fig.5 and Fig.6 illustrate market evolution curves 
for {0.5,1,1.5, 2, 2.5}p∈ . The maximum value of 
free-version users increases with p , while the 
growth speed of the commercial-version consumers 
decreases with it.  

 

Fig.5 Market evolution curves of )(tx  

 

Fig.6 Market evolution curves of )(ty  

Similarly, we run a simulation based on the 
variation of parameter 1u , other parameters are set 
as: 1,8.0,1,1,2.0 2 ===== upekα . Fig.7, 
Fig.8, and Fig.9 illustrate market evolution curves 
for 1 {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}u ∈ .  

Fig.9 shows that the growth speed of the number of 
commercial-version consumers increases with the 
intrinsic value of the free version at the beginning. 
That’s due to that the population of free-version 
users is bigger when the intrinsic value is higher, so 
the network value of the commercial version 

enlarges, thus the growth speed is faster in the 
initial periods. However, as time period proceeds, 
higher intrinsic value of the free version will lead 
to a lower transfer rate from free version to 
commercial version, as in Fig.8, and we find that 

)(ty  decreases with 1u  during the interim 
periods.  

 

Fig. 7 Market evolution curves of )(tx  

 

Fig. 8 Market evolution curves of )(ty  

 

Fig. 9 Market evolution curves of )(ty  
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3. Duopoly model and simulations 

3.1 Duopoly model  

In this section, we consider a duopoly setting with 
a competitor who only provides one version of its 
product at the price of 'p . And its intrinsic value 
is 'u . In order to describe the system clearly, we 
represent the free-version product of the first firm 
with 'A , the commercial version with A , and the 
product of the second firm with B . As a 
competitor is taken into consideration, a fourth 
state of the system appears. We denote the new 
state which represents product B ’s consumers by 

3s . Fig.10 is the state transfer paths in competitive 
environment.  

 
Fig.10 States transfer paths 

03 3 3( ) (0 1)u ur t T Tα α= ≤ ≤  is the rate of 

consumers who purchase product B  in time 
period t. The user quantity of product B  in time 
period t is denoted by )(tz . For simplicity, 
network externalities between products offered by 
different firms are not considered in this paper. 
Therefore, the utility consumers obtained from 
different products can be described respectively as 
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Then the discrete-time dynamical system is 
described as 
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3.2 Numerical simulations  

The main purpose of this section is to analyze the 
advantages of offering free-version product by 
simulation. Fig.11 shows the market evolution 
process with parameters are set as follows: 0.2,α =  

1 21, 1, ' 0.9, 0.2, ' 1.k e p p u u u= = = = = = =

Assume that ','),()( 2 ppuutzty ===  and 

0)( >tx  in time period t，then )()( 32 tTtT uu > , 

thus )()( 0302 trtr > , so )()1( tyty >+ , which 
means that the existence of the free-version product 

'A  can promote the growth speed of the 
commercial-version product A .  

From the analysis above and Fig.11, we can 
conclude that under the conditions of 'pp =  and 

'2 uu = , the growth speed of )(ty  is faster than 
that of )(tz , and the final market share of product 
A  is bigger than that of product B .  

 
Fig.11 Market evolution processes 

Finally, we run a simulation based on the variations 
of parameter p and 2u . Fig.12 shows the 
simulation results for {0.6, 0.8,1.0,1.2}p∈ , 
with ,8.0',1,1,2.0 ==== pekα 2.0,1' 12 === uuu . 
Fig.13 shows the results of simulation for 

2 {0.7, 0.8 0.9, 1.0}u ∈ ， , and other parameters are 

2.0,1',8.0',1,1,2.0 1 ======= uuppekα . 
We can observe from Fig.12 and Fig.13 that the 
final market share of product A  decreases with 
its price, and if the final market share of product 
A  equals that of product B , the price of A  

will be higher than that of B . And the final 
market share of product A  increases with the 
intrinsic value of it. Similarly, if the final market 
share of product A  equals that of product B , 
the intrinsic value of A  will be lower than that of 
B . Therefore, the presence of network 
externalities induces the firm to provide 
free-version product.  

Consumers of 
product A ( 2s ) 

Potential 
consumers ( 0s )  

)(03 tr  

Users of product A’ ( 1s ) 

)(01 tr
 

Consumers of 
product B ( 3s ) 

)(02 tr  
)(12 tr  
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(a) p =0.6 

 
(b) p =0.8 

 
(c) p  =1.0 

 
(d) p =1.2 

Fig.12 Market evolution processes 

 

(a) 2u =1 

 

(b) 2u =0.9 

 

(c) 2u  =0.8 

 

(d) 2u =0.7 

Fig.13 Market evolution processes 
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From the simulations above, when the price of the 
commercial version is not too high and the intrinsic 
value of it is not too low, the market share of the 
commercial version from the first company is bigger 
than that of the product offered by the competitor who 
doesn’t adopt free-version strategy, and the 
profitability of the first firm is also much stronger. 
That’s because the commercial version benefits from 
the network externalities engendered by the free 
version. However, if the price of the commercial 
version is too high or the intrinsic value of it is too low, 
a lot of users will continue to use the free version.  

 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper we proposed and analyzed a discrete-time 
dynamical system to investigate the effects of the 
network externalities generated by free-version product. 
We first built a monopoly model with no competition. 
Through fixed points analysis and simulations, we 
found out three market evolution patterns. The impacts 
of the parameter variations on market structure and 
evolution were simulated in experiments .After that, 
the model was extended to a competitive environment. 
Simulation results show that, the firm who adopt 
free-version strategy will get a higher market growth 
speed and a bigger market share, because its 
commercial-version product can gain a larger network 
value through the free-version product. Furthermore, 
the firm who adopt free-version strategy may still 
obtain bigger market share and more profits even 
though the price of its commercial-version product is 
higher and its the intrinsic value is lower. Therefore, it 
is almost always profitable for software providers to 
offer free-version products in the market with network 
externalities. Future research will focus on the optimal 
pricing strategy of multi-version products in the 
monopoly and duopoly in the e-commerce.  
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Abstract 

The annoyance of spam increasingly plagues both 
individuals and organizations. Spam classification 
is an important issue to distinguish the spam with 
the legitimate email or address. This paper presents 
a neural network ensemble approach based on a 
specially designed cooperative coevolution 
paradigm. Each component network corresponds to 
a separate subpopulation and all subpopulations are 
evolved simultaneously. The ensemble 
performance and the Q-statistic diversity measure 
are adopted as the objectives, and the component 
networks are evaluated by using the multi-objective 
Pareto optimality measure. Experimental results 
illustrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms 
the traditional ensemble methods on the spam 
classification problems. 

Key word: neural network ensemble, cooperative 
coevolution, spam classification, web service 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years, spam has become a serious 
problem ubiquitously throughout the world. Spam 
is the use of electronic messaging systems to send 
unsolicited commercial messages indiscriminately. 
The most widely recognized form of spam is e-mail 
spam and further the term is applied to similar 
abuses in other media, such as web search engine 
spam, online classified ads spam, mobile phone 
messaging spam, et al. Spam is rapidly eroding the 
value of legitimate online marketing and is causing 
problems for both users and the Internet generally. 
Many web services for anti-spam have been 
developed by Internet organizations and 
e-commerce companies. For example, Amazon has 
afforded a web service application on the market 
for all types of users to filter the unwanted emails 
before they reach the users’ computers or mobiles. 
Thus spam filtering becomes one of the essential 
issues to most companies, governments, or even 
individual users. 

Generally, spam filtering can be regarded as a 
binary classification problem. The classifier must 
distinguish between the legitimate and the spam. 
Various spam classification approaches have been 
proposed. The commonly used machine 
learning-based techniques include decision trees[1], 
support vector machine (SVM) [2], Naive Bayes[3], 

and neural network (NN) [4]. Previous researches 
have shown that NN can achieve high classification 
accuracies, sometimes more accurate than those of 
the symbolic classifiers [4]. Xu and Yu have 
designed a spam filtering system using revised 
back propagation network (BPN) and automatic 
thesaurus construction [5]. Wu and Tsai have 
applied a BPN model for spam classification using 
spamming behaviors as features [6]. Gavrilis et al. 
have presented a hybrid method that combines NN 
and genetic algorithms (GA) for robust detection of 
spam [7]. Cárpinteiro et al. have proposed a 
multilayer perceptron (MLP) model to classify 
spam emails and non-spam emails [8]. Cui et al. 
have produced a model based on the NN to classify 
personal emails, and the use of principal 
component analysis (PCA) as a preprocessor of NN 
to reduce the data in terms of both dimensionality 
and size [9]. These studies show that NN can be 
successfully used for spam classification. However, 
practical applications are difficult to be satisfied 
because of the problems of slow learning and the 
likelihood of being trapped into a local minimum 
especially when the size of the network is large. 

Recently, ensemble learning receives increasing 
attention in the machine learning community [10]. 
Ensemble is composed of a finite number of 
component networks. Early work on ensembles 
suggested that the consensus of an ensemble may 
outperform component networks, especially when 
the components are quite different [11]. Ying et al. 
have presented an ensemble approach applied to 
classify spam e-mails, which consisted of SVM, 
BPN and decision tree [12]. Wei et al. have 
proposed an ensemble approach that combines the 
predictions made by Positive Naïve Bayes and the 
rough classifier of Positive Example-Based 
Learning for the unlabeled examples [13]. A 
prominent current in ensemble study is the 
combination ensemble learning with the 
evolutionary computation. Yao has demonstrated 
the success of combination of neural network 
ensemble (NNE) and the evolutionary computation 
in improving a classifier’s generalization [14]. Liu 
et al. have introduced mutual information to 
measure similarity between component networks, 
and a diverse population of component networks 
could be evolved by adjusting the fitness sharing 
with mutual information [15]. Nicolás G-P et al. 
have developed an approach to ensemble design by 
means of coevolutionary algorithm [16].  
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In this paper, we focus on the parallel executable 
ability of the coevolutionary algorithm, and 
propose a multi-population coevolutionary NNE 
classification method (referred as MCNNE) for 
spam classification. MCNNE attempts to obtain the 
NNE model by a specially designed cooperative 
coevolutionary algorithm (Co-CEA) based on the 
multi-population paradigm. Generally, the Co-CEA 
utilizes a divide-and-cooperative mechanism to 
evolve subpopulations with evolutionary 
algorithms in parallel [17], which can boost up the 
search process. Radial Basis Function Neural 
Network (RBFNN) is utilized as the component 
network of the NNE. RBFNN is the most popular 
among all the NN applications for complex 
classification tasks, due to a number of advantages 
compared with other types of NNs, such as better 
classification capabilities, simpler network 
structures, and faster learning algorithms. The 
subpopulations of the component network adopt 
matrix-form chromosomes by encoding parameters 
of RBFNN’s topology (the network centers, the 
radius widths, control variables). Each component 
network corresponds to a subpopulation in the 
coevolution mechanism and all the subpopulations 
are evolved simultaneously. In this mechanism, the 
fitness of an individual from a particular 
subpopulation is assessed by associating it with 
representatives from other subpopulations. The 
ensemble performance and the Q-statistic diversity 
measure are adopted as the objectives and the 
component networks are evaluated by using the 
multi-objective Pareto optimality measure. The 
performance of the proposed algorithm is verified 
on two real-world spam classification datasets.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in 
Section 2, the proposed algorithm is presented in 
detail. Section 3 illustrates the new algorithm’s 
performance on two spam classification datasets in 
comparison with other learning algorithms. Finally, 
Section 4 summarizes the key points of the paper 
and concludes with remarks for the future research.  

2. Configuration of NNE with 

Multi-populations 

The Co-CEA is particularly well-suited for the 
configuration of the NNE on complicated 
classification problems. The idea is that the 
ensemble learning may benefit from encoding the 
different component networks into separate 
subpopulations, which are evolved concurrently to 
find the NNE model. Bootstrap resampling is a 
good solution to reduce the computing time and is 
applied in the proposed algorithm to generate 
several training subsets from the original training 
data. The component networks in the ensemble are 
then trained with these data subsets. For each 
component network, a matrix-form mixed encoding 

method is designed to generate the subpopulation 
of the RBFNN structure. The output weights 
between the hidden layer and the output layer of 
the RBFNN are calculated directly by the 
pseudo-inverse method. The subpopulations are 
then evolved respectively and fitness of individuals 
are assigned cooperatively. Specific genetic 
operators are developed to produce offspring for all 
subpopulations. The MCNNE outputs the complete 
ensemble solution by integrating the best 
individuals from the subpopulations. The majority 
vote method is utilized to calculate the ensemble 
output combination.  

2.1 Encoding 

The RBFNN can be viewed as a three-layer 
feed-forward NN with multi-inputs, multi-outputs, 
and linear output mapping. The RBFNN 
topological structure illustrates exactly the 
relationship between the m-dimension input 
vector m∈x R and the n-dimension output 

vector n∈y R : :f →x y . The response of a 

hidden node is produced by the node activity 
through a radial basis function: 

2

2
( ) exp

j
j

j

ϕ
σ

⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

x μ
x        (1) 

where ( )1 2, ,
T

mx x x=x … is the input vector, jμ is 

the center, and jσ is the radius width of the jth 

hidden node. The output layer is linear and the ith 
output may be expressed as a linear combination of 
the k radial basis functions:  

1

( )
Nc

i ji j
j

y w ϕ
=

= ∑ x           (2) 

In MCNNE, the component networks are encoded 
identically in subpopulations. According to the 
characteristics of the RBFNN, the real-encoded 
genotype representation can make the searching of 
the solution space more precise and efficient. Thus, 
a matrix-form mixed encoding genotype 
representation is designed for subpopulations, 
where the RBFNN structure, i.e., the hidden node 
centers and the radius widths, is encoded as 
real-valued encoding matrices, and a control vector, 
a binary string, is attached to the matrix. In this 
article, an individual in one subpopulation 
represents one component network structure. Thus 
each subpopulation contains L individuals, and 
each individual [ ]l l l l

t t t t=P c σ b  ( 1,2, ,l L= … , 

1,2, ,t M= … ) is a matrix of size ( 2)tNc m× + . M 

is the ensemble size, tNc  is the initial number of 

the hidden nodes, and m is the dimension of the 
input samples. [ ]

t

l li
t t Nc m×=c c  and 1[ ]

t

l li
t t Ncσ ×=σ  

are the centers and widths of the hidden nodes of 
the lth individual respectively in the tth 
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subpopulation; 1[ ]
t

l li
t t Ncb ×=b is the control vector, 

where 0li
tb =  means that the ith hidden node of 

the lth individual in the tth subpopulation is invalid 
and is excluded in the design of the network 
structure; otherwise 1li

tb =  denotes that it is a 

valid hidden node in the network structure, 
1,2, , ti Nc= … . 

2.2 Initialization 

Breiman showed that Bagging is effective on 
“unstable” learning algorithms where small 
changes in the training set result in large changes in 
predictions and claimed that NN and decision tree 
are examples of unstable learning algorithms [18]. 
Thus we apply the bootstrap resampling method to 
obtain different training subsets, which generate 
different component networks. 

The initialization of the proposed algorithm is done 
in three steps. Firstly, the total data are divided into 
three sets: the training set, the validation set, and 
the testing set. M training subsets are obtained by 
the bootstrap resampling method in original 
training set. Secondly, the M initial component 
networks are generated by the decaying radius 
selection clustering (DRSC) method [19], which 
makes the coevolution process work more 
effectively than beginning with randomly generated 
hidden nodes. The initial values of radius widths 
are calculated with the clustering information of the 
sample distribution [20]. Finally, L individuals are 
generated based on one initial component network 
to form one subpopulation, and the control vectors 
in an individual are initialized as 0 or 1 randomly, 
which indicates that the corresponding hidden 
nodes are inactive or active. 

2.3 Multiobjective Evaluation of Individuals 

With the coevolution paradigm, each subpopulation 
must contribute an individual to construct the 
complete NNE structure Θ . The best individual in 
each subpopulation is chosen as the representative 
to compose the elite pool * * * *

1 2{ , , , }M=Θ P P P… , M 

is the ensemble size. The elites in the initial elite 
pool, *0 *0 *0

1 2, , , MP P P… , are the RBFNNs obtained 

by DRSC with the different training subsets. 

Individuals in one subpopulation are assigned 
fitness values in conjunction with individuals from 
other subpopulations, or an individual is evaluated 
in the context of the ensemble. The fitness of 
individuals is evaluated as a multi-objective 
optimization task in this algorithm because it is 
difficult to weigh different objectives as using the 
aggregating approach. Two objectives are used in 
the proposed algorithm:  

(1) Classification accuracy 

The classification accuracy is usually used as the 
fitness evaluation objective. In the proposed 
algorithm, this objective measures the contribution 
of individuals in subpopulations, and is calculated 
by the ensemble combination output. The majority 
vote method is adopted here. The label of a certain 
sample is determined by the majority voting in the 
ensemble components.  

The lth individual in the tth subpopulation, l
tP , gets 

its fitness by calculating the combination output of 
the estimated ensemble structure 

* * * *
1 1 1{ , , , , , }l l

t t t t M− +=Θ P P P P P… … . This objective is 

represented as the ratio of correctly classified 
samples in the total validation set by the l

tΘ : 

 
( )

( )
l

l rv t
re t

v

N
A

N
=

Θ
P             (3) 

where ( )l
rv tN Θ  is the number of samples 

classified correctly on the validation set by the 
estimated network with hidden node structure l

tΘ  

and vN  is the size of the validation set.  

In experiments, the similar accuracy rates of 
different individual structures usually give rise to 
smaller selection pressure in the population. So the 
objective is modified to increase the selection 
pressure as: 

 ( )
1( ) (1 )

l
tIl

tf α α= − PP          (4) 

where ( )l
tI P  is the rank order of l

tP  with 

inversely sorting based on prediction accuracy of 
all ( 1, , )l

t t M=P … . (0,1)α ∈  is a pre-designed 

real number ( 0.4α =  for default).  

(2) Diversity measure 

The performance of the NNE algorithm for 
classification problems mainly depends on both the 
classification accuracy and the diversity between 
the component networks. In MCNNE, we want to 
find a tradeoff between the two evaluation 
measures. The second objective aims to evaluate 
the diversity of the components and the Yule’s Q 
statistic is adopted to assess the similarity of two 
component networks’ outputs [21].  

11 00 01 10

11 00 01 10

1

1ij
N N N NQ
N N N N

− +
=

+ +
         (5) 

where abN  is the number of instances in the data 
set, classified correctly ( 1a = ) or incorrectly 
( 0a = ) by the network i, and correctly ( 1b = ) or 
incorrectly ( 0b = ) by the network j. Q varies 
between -1 and 1.  

In MCNNE, computing the diversity of individual 
l

tP  is to measure the difference between l
tP  and 

the representatives in other subpopulations, 
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* * * *
1 1 1, , , ,t t M− +P P P P… … . l

tjQ  is denoted as the Q 

values that assess the diversity between l
tP  and 

the representative *
jP , 1, ,j M= … . The average 

of these Qs is a explicit index that illuminate the 
diversity of l

tP : 

1, , ;

1

l
tj

j M j tl
t

Q
Q

M
= ≠=

−

∑
…           (6) 

In order to normalize this measure to vary from 0 
to 1, the objective is modified as: 

2

1
( )

2

l
l t

t
Q

f
−

=P            (7) 

The multiobjective algorithm is adopted to evaluate 
the fitness of individuals [22]. Since the objectives 
are in conflicts with each other, there is usually not 
a solution which maximizes all objectives 
simultaneously. Multiobjective optimization with 
conflicting objectives aims to find a set of optimal 
solutions instead of one optimal solution.  

2.4 Selection 

The selection operation adopted in this article is 
based on the Pareto ranking, similar to that in the 
NSGAII [23]. The successive Pareto fronts are 
obtained and nondominated individuals are 
assigned an equal rank. The individuals in the first 
nondominated front get the rank 1. The individuals 
in other fronts carried on their ranks successively. 
The individuals of a nondominated front are 
assigned identical fitness. Then the crowding 
distances [23] of individuals in each front are 
computed and the tournament selection is utilized 
to select individuals for the next generation.  

In addition, the elitist selection [24] is adopted so 
that the best solutions in all subpopulations survive 
definitely to the next generation, which will keep 
the optimal solutions once they are found during 
the whole coevolution process.  

2.5 Crossover 

The crossover operation explores the whole search 
space and aims to find the global optima. The 
uniform crossover is used to exchange information 
between two individuals that are picked randomly 
from the mating pool to produce offspring. The 
individuals that undergo the crossover operation 
are grouped into pairs, and for every pair a binary 
mask string with the same length as the individual 
is generated randomly. The genes at the positions 
in first parent are selected when the corresponding 
bits in the mask string are 1, and the genes at the 
positions in second one are selected when the 
corresponding bits are 0. Thus, one offspring is 
produced. The second offspring is produced 
similarly by repeating the process again but with 
the 0 and 1 being exchanged in the mask string. It 

should be noted that all bits of the control vectors 
should not be zeros for both offspring.  

2.6 Mutation 

A ratio, adp , to decide whether the mutation occurs 

in the control bit or the real number part, has been 
introduced to accommodate the special 
chromosome structure of individuals. Suppose that 

1 2, , , t
TlNcl l l

t t t t⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦P p p p… and li li li li
t t t tbσ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦p c  

( 1, 2, , )ti Nc= … . For a hidden node li
tc  in l

tP , a 

random number adr is generated. If ad adp r> , the 

operation only inverts the control bit (if the original 
bit is 0, it is mutated to 1, and vice versa). If 

ad adp r≤ and 1l
tib = , the mutation introduces 

variances to the real-valued genes: 

*,(0,1) ( )li li i li
t t t tN′ = + × −c c c c        (8) 

*,(0,1) ( )li li i li
t t t tNσ σ σ σ′ = + × −       (9) 

where li
t
′c  and li

tσ ′  are the new values, li
tc  and 

li
tσ  are the current values, *,i

tc  and *,i
tσ  are the 

corresponding values in the elite pool. N(0,1) is a 
random number which obeys the standard normal 
distribution. 

Finally, the representatives in the elite pool are 
output as the final estimation of the ensemble 
model. Incompact-training and collaborate- 
evaluation are good characters of the proposed 
multi-population frame. They make the algorithm 
more suitable for the multi-agent scheme to deal 
with the massive data. 

3. Experimental Studies 

Experiments were conducted on two real-world 
datasets, the Spam E-mail dataset from the UCI 
Repository and the Webspam dataset sponsored by 
Yahoo Research, to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed method. The first dataset contains 
4601 instances, in which 1813 instances are spam. 
The collection of spam e-mails came from 
postmaster and individuals who had filed spam 
while the collection of non-spam e-mails came 
from filed work and personal e-mails. Each 
instance has 57 attributes, most of which are 
percentages of particular words or characters 
frequently occuring in the e-mail and the sequence 
length of consecutive capital letters. The second 
dataset Webspam is a dataset about the Web search 
engine spam, which is a large collection of 
annotated spam/ nonspam hosts labeled by a group 
of volunteers. Web search engine spam is one form 
of spam and refers to a practice on the World Wide 
Web of modifying HTML pages to increase the 
chances of them being placed high on search 
engine relevancy lists. The dataset contains 6479 
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instances, in which 344 instances are spam, 5709 
instances are legitimate and the remainders are 
undecided.  

The experiment parameters used in the MCNNE 
algorithm were set as follows. The population size 
L was 50, the maximum generations G was 200, 
and the ensemble size M=15. The probability of 
crossover pc was 0.8. The non-structure mutation 
rate pm was 0.2, and the structure mutation rate pad 
was 0.6. For each dataset, 30 runs of the algorithms 
were performed. 

3.1 Experiment 1 

The experiments were carried out to compare the 
performance of the MCNNE against conventional 
classification algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes, 
C4.5, MLP, K-nearest neighbor (KNN), RBFNN 
and SVM.  

Table 1 reports the average testing accuracies (Acc), 
the standard deviation (Std), the maximum (Max) 
and minimum (Min) values of the MCNNE and the 
compared algorithms on 30 runs. The t-test 
statistics were computed to compare the difference 
of the testing accuracies of the MCNNE with the 
other algorithms. 

Table 1. Testing accuracies of MCNNE and the 
traditional classification methods 

 
MC- 
NNE 

Bayes C4.5 MLP KNN RBF SVM

Spambase 
Acc 0.9165 0.7983 0.9136 0.9131 0.7149 0.8198 0.9067 
Std 0.0067 0.0093 0.0075 0.0105 0.0126 0.0241 0.0085 
Max 0.9296 0.8158 0.9304 0.9313 0.7365 0.8870 0.9217 
Min 0.9043 0.7819 0.8974 0.8904 0.6835 0.7748 0.8930 
t-test - 56.52  1.579  1.498  77.48  21.21 4.950 

Webspam 
Acc 0.9807 0.8938 0.9330 0.9633 0.9229 0.8858 0.8811 
Std 0.0035 0.0026 0.0068 0.0112 0.0175 0.0079 0.0003 
Max 0.9868 0.8999 0.9500 0.9837 0.9560 0.9115 0.8815 
Min 0.9709 0.8901 0.9197 0.9446 0.8800 0.8806 0.8809 
t-test - 109.6  34.05  8.154  17.74  60.47 156.9 

Table 1 illustrates that the proposed algorithm is 
able to produce spam classification models with 
both higher accuracies and lower standard 
deviations compared with other classification 
algorithms. The t-test values show that the 
MCNNE outperforms the other methods 
significantly with a statistical confidence level of 
95% on Webspam dataset and outperforms most 
methods on Spambase dataset except C4.5 and 
MLP by the t-test. 

In terms of spam classification, false positives 
(marking good mail as spam) are very undesirable. 
Thus the experimental results are evaluated by 
spam precision (SP), spam recall (SR) and accuracy, 
which are defined as [3]: 

SS

SS LS

N
SP

N N
=

+
          (10) 

SS

SS SL

N
SR

N N
=

+
          (11) 

SS LL

S L

N N
Acc

N N
+

=
+

         (12) 

where SSN  and LLN  are the number of instances 

that have been correctly classified to the spam and 
legitimateness, respectively; SLN  and LSN  are 

the number of spam and legitimate instances that 
have been misclassified; SN  and LN  are the 

total number of spam and legitimate instances in 
the testing set.  

Table 2 gives a comparison of the average spam 
precisions and the average spam recalls between 
the proposed algorithm and the other classification 
methods. 

Table 2. Comparison of the average spam precision 
and the average spam recall 

 
MC-
NNE

Bayes C4.5 MLP KNN RBF SVM

Spambase 
Acc 0.9165 0.7983 0.9136 0.9131 0.7149 0.8198 0.9067 
SP 0.9727 0.9606 0.9301 0.9093 0.9467 0.7398 0.8871
SR 0.9107 0.6721 0.938 0.9073 0.7269 0.8564 0.9523

Webspam 
Acc 0.9807 0.8938 0.9330 0.9633 0.9229 0.8858 0.8811 
SP 0.9997 0.9231 0.8372 0.9825 0.8780 0.9016 0.8852
SR 0.7214 0.1750 0.9401 0.7892 0.7882 0.9819 0.8975

Table 2 indicates that the NNE models trained by 
MCNNE obtain higher spam precisions compared 
with other methods. MLP achieves a similar 
classification performance with MCNNE but its 
spam precisions are much lower than MCNNE. 
Particularly, the spam precision of MCNNE is 
0.9997 on the Webspam dataset, which illuminates 
that MCNNE can prevent the legitimate instances 
being misclassified effectively.  

3.2 Experiment 2 

Experiments were conducted to verify the 
performance of the proposed method and some 
conventional ensemble algorithms, such as 
AdaBoost (AB) [25], Bagging (BA) [26], Dagging 
(DA) [27], Ensemble-selection (ES) [28], 
LogitBoost (LB) [29]and MultiBoost (MB) [30]. 
Table 3 reports the average testing accuracies of 
the MCNNE and other ensemble algorithms. The 
t-test statistics were computed to compare the 
difference of the testing accuracies of MCNNE 
with the other ensemble algorithms. 
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Table 3. Testing accuracies of MCNNE and the 
compared ensemble algorithms 

 MC- 
NNE 

AB BA DA ES LB MB

Spambase 
Acc 0.9165 0.8897 0.8281 0.8385 0.9113 0.7835 0.8692 
Std 0.0067 0.0115 0.0148 0.0079 0.0071 0.0245 0.0222 
Max 0.9296 0.9093 0.8549 0.8542 0.9235 0.8620 0.9054 
Min 0.9043 0.8665 0.8012 0.8229 0.8983 0.7399 0.8306 
t-test - 11.01 29.87 41.32 2.928 28.63 11.18 

Webspam 
Acc 0.9807 0.8861 0.8948 0.9416 0.9746 0.8843 0.9022 
Std 0.0035 0.0078 0.0233 0.0019 0.0040 0.0113 0.0236 
Max 0.9868 0.9060 0.9423 0.9437 0.9800 0.9414 0.9424 
Min 0.9709 0.8765 0.8811 0.9351 0.9659 0.8774 0.8811 
t-test - 60.71 19.95 53.89 6.361 44.55 18.06 

As shown in Table 3, the MCNNE outperforms the 
other ensemble methods and achieves the best or 
near to the best classification accuracies. The NNE 
models trained by MCNNE achieved statistically 
significant increases in the testing accuracy in two 
spam classification problems. Furthermore, the 
MCNNE has lower standard deviation (Std.) than 
other ensemble algorithms, which illuminates that 
the proposed algorithm is more robust regarding 
classification accuracy. 

Table 4 gives the average spam precisions and the 
average spam recalls obtained by MCNNE and the 
compared ensemble methods.  

Table 4. Comparison of the average spam precision 
and he average spam recall  

 MC- 
NNE 

AB BA DA ES LB MB

Spambase 
Acc 0.9165 0.8897 0.8281 0.8385 0.9113 0.7835 0.8692 
SP 0.9727 0.9032 0.9324 0.8762 0.9380 0.9243 0.7940
SR 0.9107 0.9151 0.9441 0.9581 0.9412 0.9309 0.9808

Webspam 
Acc 0.9807 0.8861 0.8948 0.9416 0.9746 0.8843 0.9022 
SP 0.9997 0.8750 1 1 0.9923 1 0.8746
SR 0.7214 0.0513 0.0992 0.1173 0.3315 0.0221 0.0517

The compared ensemble algorithms have high 
spam precisions but low spam recalls on the 
Webspam dataset partly due to the small number of 
the spam instances compared with the bulk of 
legitimate instances in this dataset. It indicates that 
these ensemble algorithms have high abilities to 
classify the legitimate instances correctly but low 
abilities to distinguish the spam ones. Although the 
spam precisions are high in testing set, most of the 
spam passed through the filter. Nevertheless, 
MCNNE achieves both high spam precisions and 
considerable spam recalls on the two datasets. 

Totally, the MCNNE performs competitively 
compared with other conventional algorithms. 
Figure 1 gives the statistical performance of all 

algorithms over 30 runs in the box plots on every 
dataset. 
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Figure 1 Statistic box plots for the testing 

accuracies of the algorithms over 30 run 
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3.3 Experiment 3 

The bias-variance decomposition is often used in 
studying the performance of ensemble methods 
[31]. Originally, it was proposed for regression, but 
there are several variants for classification. In this 
section, we will study how the proposed algorithm 
behaves in a bias/variance decomposition test. Here 
we adopt the one proposed by Kohavi and Wolpert 
[32]. The bias and variance of the MCNNE and the 
compared ensemble approaches are shown in Table 
5. 

Table 5. The bias and variance of MCNNE and 
other ensemble algorithms 

 MC AB BA DA ES LB MB
Spambase 

Bias 0.1161 0.0789 0.0597 0.0914 0.0670 0.0640 0.1325
Var. 0.0293 0.1148 0.0223 0.1204 0.0225 0.0960 0.1163
Ave 0.0727 0.0969 0.0410 0.1059 0.0448 0.0800 0.1244

Webspam 
Bias 0.0268 0.0319 0.0216 0.0153 0.0182 0.0229 0.0325
Var. 0.0128 0.0039 0.0215 0.0008 0.0237 0.0089 0.0031
Ave 0.0198 0.0179 0.0216 0.0081 0.0210 0.0159 0.0178

Note that since we care relative performance 
instead of absolute performance, the bias/variance 
of the ensemble algorithms has been normalized 
according to that of MCNNE and the average 
results of the relative bias/variance on the two 
datasets are shown in Figure 2. In other words, the 
bias/variance of MCNNE is regarded as 1.0, and 
the reported bias/variance of the ensemble 
algorithms is in fact the ratio against the 
bias/variance of the MCNNE. 

Although MCNNE’s ability of reducing the 
variance is not as good as those of some compared 
algorithms, such as ES and BA on Spambase 
dataset, it still can reduce the variance effectively. 
Moreover, MCNNE’s ability of reducing the bias is 
better than AB and MB. This partially owes to its 
ability of significantly reducing both the bias and 
the variance. 
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Figure 2 Comparison of the average relative bias 
and variance of the ensemble algorithms 

4. Conclusion 

This paper has presented an effective ensemble 
approach based on multi-population coevolution 
for spam classification. A component network of 
the ensemble in the proposed model corresponds to 
a separate subpopulation. The Co-CEA was 
introduced to realize the coevolution of the 
subpopulations in parallel. The RBFNN is 
employed as the component network. Experimental 
results illustrated that the spam classification 
performance of the proposed algorithm is superior 
to some traditional classification methods and 
ensemble algorithms on real-world spam datasets. 
And the proposed algorithm can also achieve high 
spam precisions and spam recalls. To sum up, the 
MCNNE is a quite competitive and powerful 
classification approach for the anti-spam problems 
in the web service. 
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The cooperative coevolution of multiple 
subpopulations provides a good paradigm to 
optimize the NNE model for complex classification 
problems. There are two issues to be addressed in 
the future research. One is the combination with the 
feature selection methodology to recognize the 
important features. The other is the introduction of 
new fitness measures to evaluate individuals in the 
paradigm of coevolutionary algorithms, which is 
good for keeping a more diversified population and 
making more explorative searching.  
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Abstract 

E-marketing strategy is normally based and built 
upon the traditional 4 P's (Product, Price, Promotion 
and Place) that forms the classic marketing mix. 
Nowadays, what gives e-marketing its uniqueness is 
a series of specific and relational functions that are 
combined with the 4P’s to form the e-marketing mix 
elements, each of which contain associated e-
marketing mix tools that are provided on business 
web sites to facilitate sales transactions. This paper 
evaluates the importance of each e-marketing tool 
related to its e-marketing mix element. Furthermore, 
the weight of each e-marketing mix element is 
determined. This paper concludes with a discussion 
of the relative weights of e-marketing tools.  

 
 

Introduction 

As a result of the increased utility and bandwidth of 
Internet communications, the usage of web browsers 
has increased dramatically over the last ten years. 
Many users make use of browsers to get different 
types of information in different media such as text, 
graphic, animation, audio and video. Thousands of 
businesses have exploited this great opportunity to 
create their own web sites that allow customers to 
purchase products directly from their browsers. Most 
commercial companies believe that they can generate 
a large amount of profit from the web. 

 
Although many web businesses terminated operations 
or ceased to exist from April 2000 to December 2001, 
those e-retailers that developed and introduced new 
internet-based marketing techniques (e-marketing) 
have prospered. Successful strategies have been 

widely considered in the formation of the current 
marketing strategy. 
 
Before the electronic age, McCarthy introduced the 
4Ps (product, price, place and promotion) 
standardization of the marketing mix as a core 
unifying construct [5]. Subsequently, several e-
marketing mix models became available [1] [2] [4]. 
Since our research context focuses on the analysis of 
e-marketing tools provided on business web sites to 
facilitate sales transactions, only the 4Ps+P2C2S3 
model [2], developed by Kalyanam and  McIntyre 
who mapped e-marketing tools to the 4Ps+P2C2S3 

model,  illustrated in Table 1, is suitable for this 
research. 
 
 
4Ps+P2C2S3 Model 

Waterschoot and Van den Bulte (1992) pointed out 
that the components of “communication” address 
“barriers to wanting”, whereas the sales promotion 
function addresses “barriers to acting”. They 
observed that “triggers to customer action” seem 
necessary in certain situations to induce the exchange. 
Hence, they termed sales promotion a “situational” 
function. On the basis of these distinctions, the 
marketing mix can be reclassified into the “basic 
mix” and the “situational mix”. In additional, since 
the sales promotion mix can apply across the full 
spectrum of the basic mix (the rest of the traditional 
marketing mix), it is considered by Waterschoot and 
Van den Bulte to be overlapping. The concepts 
developed by Waterschoot and Van den Bulte (1992) 
can be summarized in the form of the following 
axioms: 

 
Axiom 1: Marketing functions are the appropriate 
properties for the classification of marketing tools.  
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Axiom 2: Some functions are essential and others are 
situational in nature. 
 
Axiom 3: Some functions have a moderating effect 
across other marketing functions and are called 
overlapping functions. 
 
Axiom 4: Functions are accomplished by marketing 
tools. 

 
Axiom 5: A tool can serve one or several functions. 
 
Based on the above axioms, Kalyanam & McIntyre 
created a new E-marketing mix model [2] as 
illustrated in Figure 1 and mapped the marketing 
tools to the new e-marketing mix model, as illustrated 
in Table 1. 

 
 

Personalization 
 
P2            Privacy 

 
C2      Customer Service 

Site 
 

S3                                  Security 

Community

The E- 
Marketing 

Mix 

Sales  
Promotion

 
4P’s 

      Product        Price 
 
Promotion       Place 
 

 
 
Figure 1: E-Marketing Mix Model: 4Ps + P2C2S3 (Kalyanam & McIntyre, 2002) 
 
 
Table 1: E-marketing tools mapped to the e-marketing mix model 
 

E-Marketing Mix Elements Supporting E-Marketing Tools 
Product Assortment 
 Configuration Engine – configure products 
 Planning and Layout Tools 
  
Promotion Online Advertisements 
 Outbound Email 
 Viral Marketing 
 Recommendation 
  
Place Affiliates 
 Remote Hosting 
  
Price Dynamic Pricing 
 Forward Auctions 
 Reverse Auctions 
 Name your price 
  
Personalization Customization 
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 Individualization – send notice of individual preference 
 Collaborative Filtering 
  
Privacy Privacy policy 
  
Customer Service FAQ & Help Desk 
 Email Response Mgmt. 
 Chat rooms between customers and supporting staff 
 Order tracking 
 Sales return policy 
  
Community Chat Rooms 
 User Ratings & Reviews 
 Registries & Wish Lists 
  
  
Site Home Page 
 Navigation & Search 
 Page Design & Layout 
  
Security Security tool(s) 
  
Sales Promotion E-Coupons 

 
 
The emergence of the Internet has caused consumer 
markets to evolve into the highly interactive and 
global shop fronts of today. The marketers have 
shifted their focus towards satisfying personalized 
needs rather than aggregate needs in order to obtain 
higher market share on the global market. The e-
marketing tools provided by online businesses can 
influence consumer retention on the Internet [6]. 
Marketing plans can hardly be complete without a 
blending of the e-marketing tools into the e-
marketing mix to form an effective marketing 
strategy [2] [3]. 
 
However, there has not yet been significant research 
on the analysis of the importance of e-marketing 
tools relative to their associated e-marketing mix 

elements. The purpose is to evaluate how successful a 
business web site implements its e-marketing mix in 
a B2C environment. 
 
 

Methodology 

Based on Table 1, there are two e-marketing tools 
(Forward Auctions and Reverse Auctions) omitted 
from our research as they are not used in a B2C 
environment. As a result, the e-marketing tools are 
converted to the following items as shown in Table 2 
which will be analyzed in a survey. 

 

 
 
Table 2: Twenty-eight items about e-marketing tools 
 

 
1. Different categories of product items available 
2. Tool that can allow me to configure preferred product components 
3. Tool that can allow me to view a product image closely from different angles  
4. Online advertisement 
5. Newsletter e-mail sent to me 
6. The business web site contains messages or video clips about some products that are so attractive that I 

will inform others about that. 
7. Suggestions regarding complementary items for my interested item 
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8. The link to the  business web site can be accessed from some web sites 
9. The product items of the business web site can be available through the shopping page of search 

engines such as Yahoo 
10. The price of product items in the business web site can be changed in response to changing supply and 

demand conditions 
11. I can enter my target price of my preferred product so that the business web site can list out suitable 

items 
12. When I return to the business web site, it can show all those items that I visited before. 
13. When I log into the business web site, it will send notice to me about new items based on my interest. 
14. Based on my interested items, there are some suggested items already purchased by those customers 

who have the same interest. 
15. Messages about privacy such as “we will not sell your personal data…” 
16. Frequently asked questions / Help page 
17. Quick response from e-mail enquiry 
18. Chat rooms between customers and supporting staff 
19. Order status tracking 
20. Sales return policy 
21. Chat rooms available for customers to discuss different product items 
22. User rating and review at the product web page 
23. Registry and wish list 
24. The homepage of the business web site defines its features and the product categories clearly. 
25. The contents of the business web site should be well organized and the background format is matched 

with the text style and color. 
26. Tool that can allow me to search product items easily in the business web site. 
27. Security techniques such as data encryption and secure socket layer (SSL) 
28. Electronic coupon 

 
 
Based on the items shown in Table 2, an analysis of 
importance levels for e-marketing tools supporting 
the corresponding e-marketing mix elements was 
performed. According to Sam and Chatwin (2005), 
there is a strong correlation between e-marketing mix 
of online business and internet consumers’ decision 
making styles. In order to analyze the e-marketing 
tools, a survey is conducted. Each item was measured 
by a scale from one to five, starting from “strongly 
agree” to “strongly disagree”. The survey data for the 
analysis were obtained from 263 consumers, some of 
whom were students and some were in employment. 

The sample data had a mean age of 32.5 years and 
was evenly divided by sex. 
 
For the data analysis process, we adopted factor 
analysis as a tool to design and analyze the 
importance levels of e-marketing tools supporting the 
corresponding e-marketing mix elements. Table 3 
shows the results of factor analysis which categorize 
the 28 items into factors (elements of e-marketing 
mix) and shows the loading of each item (over 0.4).  
 
 

 
Table 3: The loadings of each e-marketing tool corresponding to its e-marketing mix element 
 

Factor and corresponding items: Loadings
Factor 1 – Product  
Different categories of product items available 0.773 
Tool that can allow me to configure preferred product components 0.810 
Tool that can allow me to view a product image closely from different angles  0.423 
  
Factor 2 – Promotion  
Online advertisement 0.748 
Newsletter e-mail sent to me 0.761 
The business web site contains messages or video clips about some products that are so 
attractive that I will inform others about them. 

0.578 
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Suggestions regarding complementary items for my interested item 0.500 
  
Factor 3 – Place  
The link to the business web site can be accessed from some web sites 0.719 
The product items of the business web site can be available through the shopping page of 
search engines such as Yahoo 

0.472 

  
Factor 4 – Price  
The price of product items in the business web site can be changed in response to changing 
supply and demand conditions 

0.642 

I can enter any target price of the preferred product so that the business web site can list out 
suitable items 

0.603 

  
Factor 5 – Personalization  
When I return to the business web site, it can show all those items that I visited before. 0.400 
When I log into the business web site, it will send notice to me about new items based on 
my interest. 

0.819 

Based on my interested items, there are some suggested items already purchased by those 
customers who have the same interest. 

0.685 

  
Factor 6 – Privacy  
Messages about privacy such as “we will not sell your personal data…” 0.600 
  
Factor 7 – Customer Service  
Frequently asked questions / Help page 0.596 
Quick response from e-mail enquiry 0.753 
Chat rooms between customers and supporting staff 0.410 
Order status tracking 0.721 
Sales return policy 0.700 
  
Factor 8 – Community  
Chat rooms available for customers to discuss different product items 0.796 
User rating and review at the product web page 0.423 
Registry and wish list 0.679 
  
Factor 9 – Site  
The homepage of the business web site defines its features and the product categories 
clearly. 

0.740 

The contents of the business web site should be well organized so that the background 
format is matched with the text style and color. 

0.763 

Tool that can allow me to search product items easily in the business web site. 0.752 
  
Factor 10 – Security  
Security techniques such as data encryption and secure socket layer (SSL) 0.791 
  
Factor 11 – Sales Promotion  
Electronic coupon 0.620 

 
 
Since factor loadings shown in Table 3 represent the 
correlation coefficients between the variables and the 
factors, they play an important role in determining 
the relative weight of each item contributing to its 
corresponding factor.  

 
Calculation of Relative Weights of E-

Marketing Tools 
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The calculation of the relative weights of items (e-
marketing tools) is based on the loadings of each item 
relative to its associated factor. The loading of an 
item refers to the weight of the item used to 
contribute to the corresponding factor. The formula is 
summarized as follows: 

∑
=

= n

j
j

i
i

Loading

LoadingRW

1                            

(1)     
 

where RWi is the relative weight of the ith e-
marketing tool with respect to a particular e-
marketing mix element and Loadingi this is the 
loading of the ith e-marketing tool with respect to a 
particular e-marketing mix element. 
 
Based on Table 3 and Equation (1), the relative 
weight of each item is shown in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Relative weight of each item 

Factor and corresponding items: Weight 

Factor 1 – Product  
Different categories of product items available 0.385 
Tool that can allow me to configure preferred product components 0.404 
Tool that can allow me to view a product image closely from different angles  0.211 
  
Factor 2 – Promotion  
Online advertisement 0.289 
Newsletter e-mail sent to me 0.294 
The business web site contains messages or video clips about some products that are so 
attractive that I will inform others about them. 

0.223 

Suggestions regarding complementary items for my interested item 0.194 
  
Factor 3 – Place  
The link to the business web site can be accessed from some web sites 0.604 
The product items of the business web site can be available through the shopping page of 
search engines such as Yahoo 

0.396 

  
Factor 4 – Price  
The price of product items in the business web site can be changed in response to changing 
supply and demand conditions 

0.516 

I can enter any target price of the preferred product so that the business web site can list out 
suitable items 

0.484 

  
Factor 5 – Personalization  
When I return to the business web site, it can show all those items that I visited before. 0.21 
When I log into the business web site, it will send notice to me about new items based on 
my interest. 

0.43 

Based on my interested items, there are some suggested items already purchased by those 
customers who have the same interest. 

0.36 

  
Factor 6 – Privacy  
Messages about privacy such as “we will not sell your personal data…” 1.0 
  
Factor 7 – Customer Service  
Frequently asked questions / Help page 0.187 
Quick response from e-mail enquiry 0.237 
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Chat rooms between customers and supporting staff 0.129 
Order status tracking 0.227 
Sales return policy 0.220 
  
Factor 8 – Community  
Chat rooms available for customers to discuss different product items 0.419 
User rating and review at the product web page 0.423 
Wish list 0.679 
  
Factor 9 – Site  
The homepage of the business web site defines its features and the product categories 
clearly. 

0.328 

The contents of the business web site should be well organized and the background format 
is matched with the text style and color. 

0.338 

Tool that can allow me to search product items easily in the business web site. 0.334 
  
Factor 10 – Security  
Security techniques such as data encryption and secure socket layer (SSL) 1.0 
  
Factor 11 – Sales Promotion  
Electronic coupon 1.0 

 
 
Measuring the weight of e-marketing mix 

element 

The relative weights of e-marketing tools play a very 
important role in measuring their corresponding e-
marketing mix element. Suppose there are n e-
marketing tools inside an e-marketing mix element e. 
The formula for measuring the weight of e-marketing 
mix element is shown below: 

∑
= ⎩
⎨
⎧

=
=

=
n

j j

jjj
e X

XXRW
W

1 .0,0

,1,.
      (2) 

 
where We is the weight of an e-marketing mix 
element e and RWj is the relative weight of the jth e-
marketing tool with respect to a particular e-
marketing mix element e. Xj is the Boolean value 

indicating whether the jth e-marketing tool is 
supported. If Xj = 1, it means the jth e-marketing tool 
is supported. If Xj = 0, it means the jth e-marketing 
tool is not supported. 
 
 

Case Study 

The measurement equation of the e-marketing mix 
elements shown in Equation (2) can be applied to a 
case study which involves two fictitious companies 
(Company A and B) showing their current status of 
supporting e-marketing tools. Table 5 shows part of 
the e-marketing tools supported by Company A and 
B. 

 

 

Table 5: Weights of Product, Promotion and Customer Service elements for Company A and B 

Factor and corresponding items: Company 
A 

Company 
B 

Factor 1 – Product   
Different categories of product items available 1 1 
Tool that can allow me to configure preferred product components 0 0 
Tool that can allow me to view product image closely from different angles  1 0 

Weight of Product element: 0.596 0.385 
   
Factor 2 – Promotion   
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Online advertisement 1 1 
Newsletter e-mail sent to me 0 1 
The business web site contains messages or video clips about some products that are so 
attractive that I will inform others about them. 

0 0 

Suggestions regarding complementary items for  my interested item 1 1 
Weight of Promotion element: 0.483 0.777 

   
Factor 7 – Customer Service   
Frequently asked questions / Help page 1 0 
Quick response from e-mail enquiry 1 1 
Chat rooms between customers and supporting staff 0 0 
Order status tracking 1 1 
Sales return policy 1 0 

Weight of Customer Service element: 0.871 0.464 
  
 
Based on Table 5, Company A does not get enough 
support for Promotion element (weight: 0.483 < 0.5) 
while Company B does not get enough support for 
Product element (weight: 0.385 < 0.5) and Customer 
Service element (weight: 0.464 < 0.5). 
 
 

Conclusion 

By evaluating the relative weight of each e-marketing 
tool with respect to its e-marketing mix element, the 
importance level of each e-marketing tool 
corresponding to its e-marketing mix element can be 
ranked. For Product element, the most important e-
marketing tool is the configuration tool; while the 
online advertisement and newsletter are very 
important for the Promotion element. This guideline 
is very important for online stores when they are 
developing e-marketing plans. Furthermore, the 
weight of each e-marketing mix element plays a very 
important role for evaluating the overall performance 
of the e-marketing mix based on the supporting e-
marketing tools. One of the future enhancements of 
this research is to develop an e-marketing mix 
analyzer tool to provide analysis capabilities to 
support e-marketing tools for online stores. The 
purpose is to allow online stores to develop more 
effective e-marketing plans based on the analysis of 
their e-marketing tools. 
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Abstract 

Through their use of comparison shopping websites, 

online shoppers encounter tradeoffs between a 

product’s various prices along with the reputations of 

the various online retailers. As a first step in 

understanding the impact of comparison shopping 

websites on consumer buying behavior, we 

performed a set of exploratory experiments that 

systematically discover how online shoppers make 

decisions when faced with different combinations of 

price and reputations in their comparison-shopping. 

We found online shoppers are generally seeking a 

balanced combination of price and reputation. If a 

balanced solution cannot be found, then they prefer 

merchants with better reputation but not the premium 

price. The strategic implications to B2C ecommerce 

are discussed. 

Introduction 

Pricing and reputation-building in online retailing are 

critical strategic concerns for the merchants involved.  

The popularity of comparison-shopping websites like 

shopping.com where shoppers can easily compare 

prices and merchant reputations on a single product 

highlights their fundamental role in any retailer’s 

strategy. 

For each queried product or service, a typical 

comparison-shopping website presents a dozen or so 

offerings by online merchants. The comparison 

information is usually presented in a tabular format 

(Figure 1). Each row provides information on one 

offer including the logo of the merchant, the price 

(including shipping and tax cost), and the reputation 

score of the merchant (usually an average of 

customer ratings).  

 

 

 

Figure 1: a typical comparison-shopping task 

When an online shopper makes a decision from such 

comparison list, his or her decision is largely based 

on the combined utility of price and merchant 

reputation score. A low price from a less reputable 

merchant can result in the same utility as that from a 

higher price with a more reputable merchant, 

according to normative economic theory.  

Thus, an effective pricing strategy for an online 

retailer must consider how the price interacts with its 

reputation score. But exactly how do these two 

interact with each other and influence online 

shoppers in making purchase decisions in the 

comparison-shopping context when offerings from 

multiple competitors are involved? In this research, 

we conducted a preliminary exploration of this and 

explore the price-reputation dynamics in the online 

shopping decisions by consumers.  

We first review existing literature on this topic, and 

then we discuss our experiments and data analysis. 

Finally we conclude our study with a discussion on 

future research.  
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Literature Review 

Product price and merchant reputation are both 

indicators of quality. The former is mainly a signal of 

product quality [1-2] while the latter is a signal of 

merchant service quality[3].  Merchants base a 

product price on the costs incurred in getting the 

product and their profit goal.  Both fluctuate between 

merchants.  The difference in price between two 

merchants can also be a signal of the differences in 

merchant service quality.  Generally speaking, higher 

price is a signal of better quality. Better merchant 

reputation is another signal of better service quality. 

Online merchants are responsible for the listed price 

while the reputation of online merchants is typically 

obtained from averaging the ratings given by 

previous customers. Thus better ratings usually signal 

better service quality [4].  

In traditional shopping environment, there are few 

contexts in which a consumer can compare price and 

the merchant reputation for the same product from 

many merchants with little or zero cost and effort. 

However, in the online environment, especially in the 

comparison-shopping mediated environment, such 

information is produced without consumers incurring 

any cost.  

Web-based comparison shopping first emerged in 

1995. The BargainFinder demonstration project 

developed by then Andersen Consulting was the first 

shopbot that received large public exposure [5]. This 

led to online shoppers gradually adopting 

comparison-shopping methods. Since comparison-

shopping reduces the search cost to near zero for 

online shoppers [6],  its impact on product price and 

pricing strategy became an immediate interest to 

researchers.   

Some economists predict that consumers will simply 

choose to buy the lowest price found on comparison-

shopping sites which will lead to the convergence to 

equilibrium price for participating online merchants 

because of competition. Eventually that would make 

the participation in comparison-shopping profitless 

for merchants [7]. This prediction was partially 

confirmed for some service sectors like term life 

insurance [8], of which, there was significant drop in 

premiums since the introduction of Web-based 

comparison-shopping. But for most of the commodity 

market there are no conclusive findings about drop in 

price  [9].   

To explain why there is no convergence to 

equilibrium price, some researchers attribute this to 

online merchants blocking the shopbots access to 

their sites.  This way they cannot be compared only 

on price and therefore be forced into a price war. 

Though we do observe the blockage of shopbots by a 

few online merchants [10], many online merchants 

find the opportunity to be part of comparison-

shopping  to be another channel to access consumers 

[5]. So there are an increasing number of online 

merchants participating in comparison-shopping. 

Popular comparison-shopping service providers have 

begun to charge online merchants a participation fee  

for merely being listed on their comparison list.  

A more applicable explanation comes from the 

impact of merchants brand names [11-13]. Through 

empirical comparison-shopping data analysis, 

Brynjolfsson and Smith [12] find that branded 

merchants and merchants a consumer visited 

previously hold significant price advantages in head-

to-head price comparisons, which explains why there 

is no convergence. They also find that consumers use 

brand as a proxy for a merchant’s service quality. 

Smith [14] further argued that Cournot competition 

won’t happen because online merchant can use 

strategies like product differentiation, leverage brand 

name, and set strategic prices, etc. to compensate for 

the negative impact brought by comparison shopping. 

This explanation has been widely accepted.  

Though the brand name explanation justifies the non-

convergence to equilibrium price, it does not 

satisfactorily explain why small and unknown 

merchants are still participating comparison-shopping 

en masse. These small online merchants seem to have 

to depend on lower prices to win online shoppers 

from brand name merchants.  Yet they do survive in 

comparison-shopping.  Some even are so prosperous 

that they pay large participation fees to the 

comparison shopping sites. So we need to ascertain 

that, at least, some online shoppers choose to buy 

from reputable online merchants while some prefer to 

buy those offer lowest prices. But are these two types 

the only online shoppers using comparison-shopping 

services? Are there any other types of online 
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shoppers? What is the aggregate shopping pattern of 

all participating online shoppers? Will the merchants 

who offer the lowest prices benefit more or those will 

those who have the best reputations from the 

comparison-shopping channel? In terms of pricing 

strategy, what is the best pricing strategy for small 

online merchants who lack a known reputation? What 

is the best pricing strategy for online reputable 

merchants? Probably most interesting – what is the 

best pricing strategy for those in the middle range, 

with moderate reputations, should they offer lowest 

price to attract online shoppers? 

To answer the above questions, we use a series of 3 

Web-based shopping experiments which are now 

described. 

Research Model and Experiment Design 

We use classic decision-making research model by 

assuming an individual’s decision outcome is 

influenced by one’s previous online shopping 

experience, risk aversion level, and variation in 

preference to decision task attributes (price, merchant 

reputation, and product condition in our study). So 

the control variables in our research model are 

subjects’ previous online shopping experience, risk 

aversion level, and preference to attributes. The 

dependent variables are the decision outcome for 

each comparison-shopping task.  

Online shopping experience is measured with three 

questionnaires, and each has a 1-9 Likert scale as 

those used in [15]. Risk aversion level is measured 

with three questionnaires and a 1-9 Likert scale as 

those used in [16]. Preference to price, store rating 

and product condition are each measured with a 1-5 

Likert scale single inquiry.  

We created three simplified comparison-shopping 

decision tasks. Each task consists of 2 to 5 offerings. 

Though in most comparison-shopping context the 

shopbots present shoppers with 10 to 40 choices, 

such reduction does not affect our research outcome 

because online shoppers filter out most choices by 

using ranking tools embedded in the comparison-

shopping website. A typical shopper only pays 

attention to options in a reduced choice set that 

usually has less than 5. So our decision task can be 

considered a reduced choice sets.  

Each choice offering is consists of a numerical 

merchant name, overall price, and merchant 

reputation. We do not include merchant name or logo 

to avoid subjects having previous shopping 

experience with such merchants that would affect the 

decision outcome. We also do not include the 

graphics and other background context, like banner 

ads, in the decision task. Though the decision 

outcome can be influenced by such factors, they are 

non-essential and can cancel out each other. For 

example, the advertisement by buy.com on the border 

of a comparison-shopping task screen may exert a 

subtle influence on the decision of some online 

shoppers.  Some may feel that they need to select a 

merchant from the comparison list to purchase the 

item, especially if buy.com is one of them. However, 

other online shoppers may have a negative feeling 

about buy.com and avoid their offering because of 

the banner ad reminder. Thus, in our research model, 

we remove all context and potentially distracting 

information like store logo, product image, banner 

ads, etc. But our model retains the basic decision 

information that allows us to observe the subjects’ 

decisions.  

We also mask the brand name and product name in 

the design. Consumers often use brand name as a 

surrogate for service quality. We provide store 

reputation information, which is a more direct 

indication of service quality. We also mask the 

product name so there is no distraction when the 

online shopper engages in a final stage of comparison 

shopping, of which the focus is mainly on price and 

reputations. Product name can affect decision 

outcome but at this stage of our experiment, we 

temporarily isolate them out. 

We present three decision tasks to each subject (see 

Figure 2). They contain 4, 2, and 5 choices 

respectively. To minimize the order effect, we fully 

randomize the order of these three decision tasks into 

six scenarios. Each subject is directed into one of the 

six scenarios. So the aggregate outcome cancels the 

order effect. 
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Figure 2: Decision Task 1, 2 and 3 

Data Analysis 

We recruited subjects from online forums and 

craigslist for this study. There are 95 valid responses 

with 61 males and 34 females. Of which, 83 subjects 

are between Age 20 to 49; 4 subjects are between 

Age 18 to 19; and 8 subjects older than age 50.  

Each participant received $5 Amazon gift card as 

compensation for participation. Each subject rated 

their online shopping experience, and the importance 

of factors like price, store rating, and product 

condition on their decisions. They were also asked to 

rate their risk aversion level. The Cronbach’s α for 

subjects’ online shopping experience is 0.934. 

Analysis on decision outcomes 

The basic distributions of decision task 1 to 3 are 

shown in Figure 3: 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Decision Outcomes for Decision Task 1 to 3 

We used regression analysis to analyze the 

relationship between decision outcome and the 

independent variables:  

                         

              

                       

                 

We found price and store ratings are consistently 

significant factors in predicting decision outcomes. 

Risk aversion is a significant factor for Decision Task 

1 but not for the other two tasks. The standardized 

coefficients for each variable are summarized in 

Table 1 in parenthesis. They indicated subjects 

generally prefer lower price, higher store ratings as 

well as less risk (in Decision Task 1). In addition, 

store rating has higher impact on decision outcome 

than price. 

Table 1: Summary of Regression Analysis for Decision 

Outcome 

Regression 

Analysis 

Significant Independent Variables 

Decision Task 1 Price (-0.256)**, Store Ratings (0.435)**, 

Risk Aversion (0.210)* 

Decision Task 2 Price (-0.316)**, Store Ratings (0.432)** 

Decision Task 3 Price (-0.265)**, Store Ratings (0.401)** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 
We then conducted correlation analysis among the 

three decision outcomes. All decision outcomes are 

significantly correlated with each other especially 

between decision 1 and decision 3. 

 

Table 2: Summary of Correlation Analysis for Decision 

Outcomes 

 
Decision1 Decision2 

Decision

3 

 Decision1 1 .589** .801** 

 Decision2 .589** 1 .561** 

 Decision3 .801** .561** 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Discussion 

Subjects are highly consistent in their decision 

process 

From results in table 1 and 2, we find that subjects 

are highly consistent in their decision process. Not 

only price and store ratings are significant factors 

throughout the three decision tasks, the decision 

outcomes are also significantly correlated. It is 

interesting to note risk aversion may play an 

important role in the decision outcome but it is only 

significant in the first task when subjects have four 

choices. 

In correlation analysis, decision 1 and 3, which have 

four and five options respectively, show high 

correlations with each other than their correlations 

with decision 2, which has two options. This 

indicated that: 1. Subjects have consistent price and 

store rating trade-off strategies in their own decision 

especially when dealing with increasing number of 

choices; 2. some subjects use different decision 

strategies when making decision 2 compared with 

decision 1 and 3, which lead to comparatively lower 

correlations. This is understandable since when we 

need to make a decision with only two options, we 

are more likely to use compensatory strategies; 

however, when we make a decision with four or five 

options, we probably tend to use non-compensatory 

strategies [17]. 

Online shoppers do not mind a little exposure to 

risk if the price is better 

We use decision task 1 to test the reaction of online 

shoppers on a typical shopping task with two better 

price and two better ratings options. It turns out 20% 

and 24.2% of respondents chose the better prices 

(option 1 and 2) while 39% and 16.8% of 

respondents chose better ratings (option 3 and 4).  So 

there are more respondents who chose better store 

ratings over better prices (55.7% vs. 44.2%).  

The regression results indicated that though both 

price and store rating are significant predictors of 

consumer decision, the coefficient beta for Store 

Rating (.435) is much higher than that for Price (-

.256).  This indicated store rating has more impact on 

decision outcome than price in task 1. In addition, 

Risk Averse is also a significant predictor of in this 

case though have less impact than price and store 

rating (coefficient beta is .210).  It indicated that the 

more risk averse the consumer, the more likely they 

will choose better store ratings options 

A most interesting finding in this study is that a 

significantly higher proportion of subjects chose 

option 3 as their preferred choice. Option 3 has a 

better store rating but has lower price compared with 

the other options in the same range. This indicates 

though online shoppers prefer better store rating to 

avoid risk, they select a lower price with a small risk 

exposure. 

A forced tradeoff between price and store ratings 

may lead to random choice 

Decision task 2 is a simple tradeoff task between 

price and store ratings. Subjects are forced to make a 

choice between price or store ratings. Interestingly 

51.6% of respondent chose better price whereas 48.4% 

chose better ratings. This is in contrast with decision 

task 1, in which 44% prefer better price. We found 

that while there were slightly more subjects 

preferring better price, there is no statistically 

significant difference between these two options.  
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Previous regression analysis indicated store rating 

has bigger impact than the price from the coefficients 

(|.428| >| -.316|). So the outcome of task 2 is not 

consistent with the results from regression analysis. 

Specifically, we find 12 subjects that chose better 

store rating in Task 1 then chose better price option 

in Task 2.  In contrast, there are 5 subjects chose 

better price in Task 1 then chose better reputation in 

Task 2. This results in a net increase of 7 subjects 

choosing better price in Task 2.  We didn’t find 

significant difference for the profiles of these two 

groups from the overall sample we used. Thus, we 

may attribute such discrepancy to the use of different 

decision strategies by some subjects. 

The most balanced option is more preferred 

Decision task 3 is similar to decision task 1 except 

there is an additional balanced option with median 

price and median store ratings (option 3). The 

regression results on Task 3 showed that both price 

and store ratings are significant predictors of 

consumer decision.  The coefficient beta for Store 

Rating (.401) is higher than that for Price (-.265).  

Slightly more respondents (35.8%) chose the first 

two options (better price) and 33.6% of them selected 

the last two options (better ratings). The largest 

percentage of people (30.6%) chose the median 

option 3, which has the median price and median 

store ratings among the five options.  

This finding is very interesting because it indicates 

online shoppers’ choice in a comparison list is highly 

context-dependent. Option 3 in decision task 1 and in 

decision task 3 is the most selected option in each of 

them. However, though option 3 in decision task 3 

has lower store ratings than option 3 in decision task 

1, about 1/3 subjects still chose it. Compared with 

other options, the distinctive feature of option 3 is its 

balanced combination of price and store ratings 

among the five options. So we suspect that this is the 

reason it is the most selected option. 

Industry implications and limitations 

These results have important implications for the 

pricing strategies of online merchants especially 

those with better ratings. For example, the 

conventional pricing strategy is that branded online 

merchants can charge premium prices because 

consumers are willing to pay that for better service. 

However, our results indicate that charging a lower 

price especially a midpoint price will capture more 

sales volume compared with charging higher prices. 

This may explain the strategy of Amazon.com, whose 

item price often appears in the middle range in 

comparison-shopping lists. In addition, for those 

online merchant with moderate ratings from online 

shoppers, charging the lowest price or a price in 

lower range to compete with other merchants might 

not be a good idea. Instead, they should charge a 

price comparable to their rating rank.  

The implementation of these indicated strategies is 

delicate and depends on context configurations such 

as the number of merchants in the product list, the 

range of price and merchant ratings distributions, as 

well as the overall online marketing strategy of each 

merchant. But with the increasingly powerful 

monitoring tools provided by data feeding services, 

soon the deployment of a sophisticated pricing 

strategy will not be far-fetched. 

This study is part of a larger collaborative research 

project. It is limited in its external validity. For 

example, different types of products can incur 

different levels of quality concerns for online 

shoppers thus leading to different selection patterns. 

Items in different price ranges may also lead to 

different selections in terms of price and merchant 

reputations. We are conducting a new series of 

experiments to explore these details in this direction.  

 Conclusion 

Exploring the dynamic of consumer decision patterns 

between price and merchant reputations is important 

for making effective pricing and marketing strategies 

for online merchants in B2C ecommerce. 

Comparison shopping is a popular yet very 

competitive online channel for online merchants in 

reaching consumers. Existing research indicates 

offering lowest price or building brand names are two 

effective strategies for online merchants that compete 

in a comparison-shopping environment. However, 

both of them only explain part of the dynamics of 

online shopping. We demonstrate that the collective 

behavior of online shoppers in far more complex than 

previously understood. We find that there is an 
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overall tendency for online shoppers to avoid picking 

extreme choices.  That is, consumers shun selecting 

either the lowest price or the best reputation option (if 

it incurs the higher premium price). An effective 

pricing strategy should be adaptive to the specific 

product category and comparison-shopping 

environment. This finding has important implications 

to online merchants when they are developing and 

implementing their pricing and product listing 

strategies in the comparison-shopping environment 

and B2C ecommerce in general.  
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Abstract 
It is important to make them have trust in 

Recommendation Agents (RAs), further enhance 
their intentions to adopt RAs. This study is based 
on Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) to 
examine how consumers’ (1) (central routes) 
degree of cognitive effort are affected by providing 
product-related information, (2) (peripheral routes) 
degree of social presence are affected by 
anthropomorphic interface, and (3) product 
knowledge influence their trust in RAs. We used 
PLS to analysis the 302 valid samples, and test or 
verify the hypotheses. The conclusions are as 
follows: (1) Explanation facility and information 
search about products significantly increase 
customers’ trust in RAs. (2) Consumers’ degree of 
cognitive effort and telepresence would increase 
their decision satisfaction and social presence 
respectively, further their cognitive trust and 
emotional trust. (3) The experts and novices have 
different ways to establish their trust in RAs. 

 
Keywords: Recommendation Agents, Elaboration 
Likelihood Model (ELM), Explanation Facility, 
Information Search, Avatar, Trust, Adoption 
Intention 

Introduction 
E-commerce make small businesses could 

expand owner business model for low cost. While 
the connections between large companies and 
common consumers are much closer than before. 
Moreover, there is no space constrain on the web. 
Organizations could provide much more 
information of product via internet than physical 
channel. Furthermore, network offers consumers 
not only a channel to purchase products, but also a 
way to obtain more options and information about 
product than before. In addition, it increases 
species of product for consumers. However, if the 
choice of product is excessive, it would reduce the 
attractiveness of the product. Consumers couldn’t 
pick out what they want from numerous products, 
they even need someone help them make 
appropriate decisions [2]. Besides, consumers 
would try to obtain information from variety ways. 
But people have the problem of information 
overload while the website provides too many and 
too complicated information that exceeds the 

constraint under which they can handle well. Some 
online stores apply RAs to assist consumers in 
searching products and fitting their demands. In 
particular, online recommendation agents are 
becoming increasingly available on websites to 
provide customers with shopping assistance [24], to 
help buyers and sellers reduce information 
overload, improve decision quality, and increase 
product choice confidence [30]. RA technologies 
are being utilized by a variety of firms, including 
Yahoo!, Amazon.com, and Sony.com, to provide 
shopping advice for consumers. 

Consumers would feel strange when they use 
RAs initially, and they wouldn’t trust it. For 
example, User may be concerned about the 
integrity and benevolence of the RAs. RAs are the 
objective advice. RAs have ability to solve users’ 
problem. RAs could provide complete information 
of products. These are important factors to affect 
consumers’ trust in RAs [29]. Therefore, we must 
persuade consumers changing their attitude toward 
RAs by various ways, if we want to promote their 
confidence in it. For example, RA provides 
information which consumers don’t know when 
they use it. By this way, we can make consumers 
believe that using RAs to make decision is worthy. 
Researchers found that information search, 
explanation facilities and anthropomorphic 
interface would influence consumers’ trust in RAs. 
We find that consumers would think from a 
rational point of view since RAs supply 
information search and explanation facilities. 
Relatively, they might evaluate RAs from 
emotional perspective by anthropomorphic 
interface. According to Elaboration Likelihood 
Model (ELM), persuasion can take place via two – 
central and peripheral – based on the moderating 
effects of ability and motivation for elaboration. 
The central route occurs when thoughtful 
consideration of the persuasive message takes place, 
while the peripheral route refers to a response 
induced by cues that do not necessitate scrutiny of 
the central merits of the message [18]. 

This study is based on ELM. We hope that 
companies could employ RAs to assist consumers 
for online shopping, and furthermore help them 
find most appropriate product with our advices. 
Research questions include the following: (1) What 
kinds of antecedents would affect consumers to 
establish the trust in RAs? (2) How does 
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presentation of information in different ways 
influence the consumers’ degree of cognitive effort? 
(3) How does different ways of interpretation 
influence consumers’ degree of social presence? (4) 
Would consumers’ knowledge of products 
influence them trust in RAs? 

 
Theoretical Background and Research 

Hypotheses 
Recommendation Agents 

Recommendation Agents (RAs) are software 
agents that elicit the interests, preferences or past 
shopping habits of individual users for products, 
either explicitly or implicitly, and make 
personalized recommendations accordingly 
[22][32][33]. 

RAs are major to help consumers reduce their 
problem in e-commerce, information overload and 
cognitive effort, and assist them to find appropriate 
their needs from vast amounts of product, while at 
the same time improving their decision quality 
[33]. 

RAs are characterized as a type of customer 
decision support system (DSS). When consumers 
employ RAs they have to provide inputs (i.e. needs, 
price and constraints concerning the product 
desired or ratings on previously consumed products) 
that the RAs use as criteria for searching products 
on the Internet and generating advice and 
recommendations for the customer [32]. In order to 
convince users to accept that recommendations and 
trust in it. Accordingly RAs must illustrate that 
how to analysis their demands and generate results. 
Therefore, RAs are similar to Knowledge-Based 
Systems (KBS) [11].  

There are three types of RAs include the 
following [14][28][30]: (2) Content-Based Filtering: 
generate recommendations based on product 
attributes the consumer likes, (2) Collaborative 
Filtering:  mimic “word-of-mouth” 
recommendations and use the opinions of 
like-minded people to generate recommendations, 
and (3) Hybrid: integrate content filtering and 
collaborative filtering methods in generating 
recommendations. 

For the purpose of this study, consumers’ trust 
in and intention to adopt RAs whether these are 
affected by explanation facility, information search 
and anthropomorphic interface. We design the RAs 
of content-based filtering in our research context, 
and we do not provide other consumers’ evaluation 
or opinions 
 
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 
suggests that a person processes the persuasive 
messages and changes attitude by elaboration 
approaches. For the consumers, the process of 

using RAs is similar to communicate with a 
salesperson [17][18]. Salespersons must interpret 
why when they recommend products to consumers. 
And the process of recommending is just like a 
persuasion process to alter consumers’ attitude, 
beliefs or behavior. 

Persons gather information through two kinds 
of routes, such as the central and peripheral route 
[18]. Before being persuaded by the online 
recommendation mechanisms, customers gather 
information through two kinds of routes [13].When 
message recipients have both the motivation and 
the ability to consider detailed information in a 
given message, persuasion occurs via the central 
route. In particular, information gathered by the 
central route is known to persuade customers more 
effectively, and it has a positive impact on the 
recipients’ attitude. Recipients elaborate the 
messages rationally through central cues (e.g., 
function or attributes of product). Relatively, when 
message recipients lack either the motivation or the 
ability to process the detailed information in the 
message content, and they will take peripheral 
route. Recipients rely on some simple cues (e.g., 
voice, movement, facial expression, gesture or 
recipients’ name) for judgment formation, and they 
would not be thinking carefully. 

This study is based on ELM, and we focus on 
examining and analyzing the factors, which impact 
trust and intention on the central route and 
peripheral route. The factors are information search, 
explanation facility, cognitive effort and 
satisfaction in the central route; peripheral route 
include anthropomorphic, telepresence and social 
presence. Consumers can trust in RAs through 
rational thinking and feeling, and they 
conceptualize that trust contains cognitive trust and 
emotional trust [9][10]. Next we will infer and 
explain for the two paths. 

 
Central Route 

Consumers think rationally on the central 
route. Information search and explanation facility 
are belong to central cue. RAs can reduce 
consumers’ cognitive effort and increase the degree 
of satisfaction by offering these, and lead to higher 
cognitive trust and intention to adopt. We propose 
the hypotheses on the central route as following: 

 
The relationship between information search, 
explanation facilities and cognitive effort 

Level of information search has been 
frequently used as an indicator and measure of 
effort. Explanation facilities serve to clarify and 
make something understandable with a view to 
adjusting a misunderstanding or reconciling 
differences. For instance, explanations provide 
information such as why certain questions were 
asked by the system, what some terms mean, how 
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conclusions were reached, and why other 
conclusions were not reached [8]. The cognitive 
effort refers to the psychological costs users 
perceived to obtain and process information that 
enable them to arrive at a decision [19]. 

It’s important to help consumers find the 
appropriate products by RAs [3][20][30]. Most 
consumers likely spend less effort or force to find 
appropriate products, and they also hope that 
through someone’s help to complete the tasks. RAs 
can explain to the consumers the recommended 
products for why and how by explanation facilities, 
making them understand the details of products 
more quickly. RAs require a lot of information as 
the database for decisions making. Information 
search can make consumers know that how much 
data required to be picked. Hence, we expect that 
consumers’ cognitive effort would be reduced 
when RAs offer information search and 
explanation facilities. 
H1: Consumers using RAs feel that more cognitive 

effort saving with information search and 
explanation facilities. 

H1a: Consumers using RAs feel that more 
cognitive effort saving with information 
search. 

H1b: Consumers using RAs feel that more 
cognitive effort saving with explanation 
facilities. 

 
The relationship between cognitive effort saving 
and satisfaction 

It’s very important when consumers use RAs 
for making decision [32]. The higher consumers’ 
perception of the effort saved by decision aids, the 
higher is their satisfaction with the decision process 
[3]. Moreover, RAs enable consumers to use more 
information in their decision making to prevent 
information overload and the trouble of filtering 
information. All else being equal, consumers feel 
more satisfied with the information search and 
decision-making process under the following two 
conditions [26]: (1) the costs of the process 
decrease and/or (2) the benefits increase. Therefore, 
we expect that consumers’ perceptions of cognitive 
effort are lower, and then their satisfaction with 
decision process is higher. 
H2: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

the higher their perception of the effort saved 
by RAs, the higher is their satisfaction with 
the decision process. 
 

The relationship between satisfaction and 
cognitive effort saving 

Cognitive trust is defined as a trustor’s 
rational expectations that a trustee will have the 
necessary attributes to be relied upon [9][10]. 
According to [10], we also did not include 
cognitive trust in benevolence, because in the 

context of RA adoption, the RA’s competence and 
integrity are the key indicators of cognitive trusting 
beliefs. Trust in an RA’s benevolence may be 
difficult to assess since the trustor has to form the 
beliefs that RAs can exhibit care and goodwill that 
go beyond the predetermined tasks of giving 
competent and honest advice, tasks RAs are 
designed to do. 

Consumers would rationally expect that the 
process of finding the product is match for their 
satisfactions. Thus, consumers will be going to 
complete the tasks with RAs. 
H3: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers are satisfaction with RAs will 
increase cognitive trust in RAs. 
 

The relationship between cognitive trust and 
intention to adopt  

RAs adoption will largely rely on customer 
trust in the RAs. Trust is an important variable for 
the consumers’ intention to adopt RAs. It impacts 
on their intention and perceive usefulness 
positively [29]. 

According to [9][10], cognitive trust has a 
direct impact on the intention to adopt RAs as a 
decision aid. Consumers’ dependence is lower 
during the initial interact with RAs, because they 
would carefully verify that the recommended 
product and the explanation are correct and meet 
their requirements before making decision. 
Therefore, they are more willing to rely on RAs as 
a decision aid when RAs could provide correct and 
clear information about products. 
H4: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

cognitive trust will increase the intention to 
use RAs. 
 

Peripheral Route 

When consumers receive the messages 
through the peripheral route, they will elaborate 
from affective perspective. Consumers’ degree 
of telepresence would be impacted by 
anthropomorphic interface. And consumers can 
feel more social presence when they interact 
with RAs, which are similar to real person. We 
propose the hypotheses on the peripheral route 
as following: 

 
The relationship between anthropomorphic and 
telepresence 

The interface of RAs exhibits non-verbal cues 
(e.g., eyes contact, gazing, expressive facial 
expressions, etc.) when consumers interact with 
RAs. All of these contribute to feelings of social 
interactions between consumers and RAs, and we 
can design various interface to express the degree 
of difference in anthropomorphic. RAs are similar 
or familiar to the behavior of human beings, 
making consumers feel human-like in the high 
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degree of anthropomorphic interface. Relatively, 
consumers can only imagine on their own when the 
low degree of anthropomorphic interface is 
employed. 

Telepresence can be generalized as a sense of 
transportation to any “space” created by media. 
Vividness and interactivity of website are factor for 
telepresence. The high degree of anthropomorphic 
interface could simulate the real situations to 
promote vividness and interactivity with non-verbal 
cues. Consumers’ telepresence are affected by 
these factors, and they would think that RAs are 
usefulness. 
H5: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers perceive greater telepresence 
when interaction with the high degree of 
anthropomorphic interface. 
 

The relationship between telepresence and social 
presence 

According to the theory of Social Presence 
[25], social presence was developed to measure 
people’s subjective perceptions of other people 
when the communication is mediated by 
communication medium. It describes the extent to 
which a medium is perceived as sociable, warm, 
sensitive, personal, or intimate when it is used to 
interact with others. 

Consumers regard RAs as decision aids is 
equal to their interaction with the real salesperson 
as well. Consumers would immerse in the virtual 
environment when they communicate with RAs 
through the high degree of anthropomorphic 
interface. Therefore, the higher the sense of "being 
there" in the Web site, the higher the degree of 
salience of the communication participant in the 
mediated environment [4].  
H6: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers perceive greater social presence 
when interaction with the high degree of 
telepresence. 
 

The relationship between social presence and 
emotional trust 

Komiak and Benbasat [9][10] conceptualize 
trust, including trust in IT, as a combination of 
cognitive trust and emotional trust. Cognitive trust 
is based on reasoning and emotional trust is feeling. 
Emotional trust and cognitive trust are different, 
emotional trust is defined as the extent to which 
one feels secure and comfortable about relying on 
the trustee.There is a personalized connection 
between RAs and consumers. Therefore, we can 
cut down both of their psychological distance 
through enhancing consumers’ social presence. Let 
consumers think that regarding RAs as decision 
aids is security and reliable [9][10]. 
H7: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers perceive that greater social 

presence will increase their emotional trust in 
RAs. 
 

The relationship between emotional trust and 
intention to adopt 

The relationships between people are based on 
mutual interaction. Consumers’ interaction with 
RAs is belonging to social relationships. 
Consumers have different feelings for the reasons. 
For example, consumers may feel the interface is 
good-looking or beautiful. And RAs can convey a 
perception of safety and comfort, making 
consumers feel that RAs are reliable. Therefore, 
they are willing to let RAs narrow down the 
choices that they will then evaluate to make a 
purchase decision [10]. The high level of 
anthropomorphic RAs will increase consumers 
trust in RAs [21][22]. The emotional trust will 
increase the customer’s intention to adopt as a 
decision aid [9][10]. 
H8: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers perceive that greater emotional 
trust will increase their intention to adopt RAs 
as decision aids. 
 

The relationship between cognitive trust and 
emotional trust 

The relationships among cognitive trust, 
emotional trust, and intention to adopt fit well with 
the belief–attitude–intention framework suggested 
by TRA (Theory of Reasoned Action) [10]. TRA, a 
person’s attitude toward performing a given 
behavior is the affective evaluation of the total 
effects of his or her beliefs that performing the 
behavior will lead to certain consequences and 
subsequent evaluation of those consequences. This 
attitude is a major determinant of the person’s 
intention to perform the behavior in question [6]. In 
the context of RA adoption, a high level of 
cognitive trust in an RA’s competence means that 
the customer believes that relying on the RA will 
generate well-customized recommendations. The 
customer holding such beliefs is likely to have 
stronger feelings of security and comfort about 
relying on the RA for his or her decision making 
[10]. 
H9: Consumers who use RAs to find the products, 

consumers perceive that greater cognitive 
trust will increase their emotional trust. 

 
The relationship between expertise and 
information process 

According to ELM, persons gather 
information through two kinds of routes, such as 
the central and peripheral route [18]. It’s based on 
the moderating of ability and motivation for 
elaboration. Compare to experts, the extent to 
which the consumer has experience with similar 
purchase decisions or has formal training involving 
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particular products affects the relative usefulness of 
the various types of decision aids. [15] suggest that 
experts are more likely to take the central route to 
persuasion because their likelihood of cognitive 
elaboration is higher. Novices are more likely to 
take the peripheral route to persuasion. 
H10: The degree of consumers’ expertise will affect 

their information process routes. 
H10a: Experts’ intention to adopt RAs as 

decision aids is affected by their cognitive 
trust in RAs (central route). 

H10b: Novices’ intention to adopt RAs as 
decision aids is affected by their emotional 
trust in RAs (peripheral route). 

 
Summary, we utilize the research model 

shown in Figure 1, following the two sections to 
discuss the hypotheses. First is the central route. 
Second is peripheral route. 

 

 
Figure 2. Research model. 

 
Research Method 

Experimental Design 

A laboratory experiment was designed to 
examine the front end of our research model. 
We manipulate the multiple variables to design 
a website of RA in the internet environment. Let 
subjects use the website to complete the online 
questionnaires. 

A 2×2×2 full factorial design was employed 
using all eight combinations of the three variables: 
(1) the presence or absence of a human face, (2) the 
presence or absence of explanation facilities and (3) 
the presence or absence of information search. To 
implement the treatments, we designed six 
interfaces for the same recommendation agent. 

The RA was similar to those used in other 
studies [31] and in leading commercial applications 
(e.g., MyProductAdvisor.com). 

According to [29], we developed 
recommendation agent that provides shopping 
advice for digital cameras. Because the attributes of 
digital cameras are complex and the product life 
cycle is pretty short. Besides, there are various 
choices in the market.  

The experiment proceeded as follows. First, 
subjects had to complete a questionnaire about their 
familiar with digital cameras, and then they were 
randomly assigned to one of the eight groups. 
Second, we asked subjects to choose a digital 
camera for a good friend. Finally, subjects were 
asked to complete a questionnaire which included 
measures of all dependent variables. 
 
Measures 

This study used validated scales for all 
dependent variables, with minor changes on 
wording. The questionnaires include two sections: 
(1) subjects were classified as expert or novice 
consumer by their scores on 15 true-false items that 
were based on information from magazine 
“PCDIY”. The answers that were judged correct 
were given a score of “1” and those that were 
incorrect were assigned a score of “0” and (2) 
according to the research model, the measures of 
these variables are as following: (a) central route, 
(b) peripheral route and (c) intention to adopt. All 
were measured by 5-point Likert scales and shown 
in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Measurement Items. 

 Construct Item Source 

Central 
route 

Cognitive 
Effort Saving 5 

Bechwati and 
Xia (2003); Pu 

and Chen (2006) 

Satisfaction 4 Bechwati and 
Xia (2003) 

Cognitive 
Trust 5 Komiak and 

Benbasat (2006) 

Peripheral 
route 

Telepresence 9 Qiu and 
Benbasat (2005) 

Social 
Presence 5 Qiu and 

Benbasat (2009) 
Emotional 

Trust 3 Komiak and 
Benbasat (2006) 

Intention 
to adopt 

Intention to 
adopt 5 Al-Natour et al. 

(2008) 
 

Data Collection 

A total of 420 participants participated in this 
study, which corresponds to at least 30 subjects per 
group. Participants are students or staff members 
recruited through online and offline advertisements 
in Chang Gung University. The information about 
experiment was posted on the discussion board of 
Bulletin Board System (BBS). 

In order to encourage the participants to join 
the experiment, we provided prizes through a draw 
from each group. The experiment took about 20 to 
30 minutes. The environment of website is Asp.Net 
of Microsoft, and the programming language is C# 
and HTML. Besides, the database system is SQL 
Server 2005 of Microsoft. To avoid the participants 
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who didn’t select the options for necessary, we also 
make a reminder to warm them. During the 
experiment, we asked subjects follow the buttons, 
which were put into the website by us, doing the 
experiment. And browser was presented in full 
screen and the function of “previous” was 
canceled. 

 
Data Analysis Results 

After the experiments, we filtered unusable 
returns, 302 questionnaires were usable for data 
analysis. Of the 302 participants, there were 254 
undergraduate students and 48 graduate students. 
The male of respondents is around 45%, and 
female is 55%. For the causal model, we used the 
variance-based partial least squares (PLS) tool so 
as to simultaneously examine the structural 
component and the measurement component in one 
model.  
 
Reliability and Validity 

Construct reliability was examined by 
Cronbach’s α and composite reliability. All 
constructs met the benchmark of acceptable 
reliability (α > 0.70). Convergent validity was 
examined by the average variance extracted (AVE) 
for each construct. Fornell and Larcker [7] 
suggested that the AVE from a construct should 
exceed 0.5. As shown in Table 2, all constructs 
satisfied this criterion. Discriminate validity was 
examined by a construct should share more 
variance with its own measures than it shares with 
other constructs in a model.  

 
Table 2. Construct Reliability 

 Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Composite 
Reliability 

Cronbach’s 
α 

CE 3.58 0.94 0.91 0.86 
Sat 3.51 0.92 0.91 0.87 
CT 3.72 0.72 0.84 0.76 
TP 2.72 0.91 0.86 0.79 
SP 2.72 0.91 0.91 0.88 
ET 3.21 0.85 0.93 0.88 
Int 3.38 0.93 0.95 0.94 
PS. CE: Cognitive Effort Saving, Sat: Satisfaction, 

CT: Cognitive Trust, Int: Intention to adopt, TP: 
Telepresence, SP: Social Presence, ET: 
Emotional Trust. 

 
As shown in Table 3, the square roots of the 

AVE were greater than the correlations between the 
construct with other constructs. 

 
Table 3. AVE and correlation coefficient. 
 AVE CE Sat CT Int TP SP ET 
CE 0.71 0.84       
Sat 0.72 0.78 0.85      
CT 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.72     
Int 0.55 0.70 0.66 0.55 0.89    

TP 0.67 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.29 0.74   
SP 0.81 0.26 0.29 0.24 0.38 0.62 0.82  
ET 0.80 0.60 0.57 0.50 0.73 0.25 0.30 0.90 

PS. The scores (in bold) in the diagonal are square 
roots of AVEs; the lower triangle represents the 
correlations between constructs. 

 
Hypotheses Testing 

The result of hypotheses testing is presented in 
figure 2. The result shows that all hypotheses are 
statistically supported except H5, which indicates 
that interface of RAs with anthropomorphic is not 
be significantly related to consumers’ telepresence. 
Overall, the degree of explained variance by the 
model in terms of R2 approximately is 61% for 
satisfaction, 28% for cognitive trust, 58% for 
intention, 39% for social presence, 29% for 
emotional trust. The R2 of Cognitive effort saving 
is 2%, and 0.2% for telepresence. 

 

 
Figure 2. PLS analysis of all sample. 

 
From figure 2 and figure 3, we can find that 

information search and explanation facility don’t 
significantly influence cognitive effort saving for 
experts and novices. Besides, anthropomorphic is 
not related to telepresence. However, experts could 
establish their trust in RAs form central route. So, 
the hypothesis H10a is supported. But, novices 
would establish their trust in RAs from central 
route and peripheral route simultaneously. 
Therefore, the hypothesis H10b is not supported. 
 

 
Figure 3. PLS analysis of experts. 
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Figure 4. PLS analysis of novices. 

 
Conclusion 

Findings 

This study investigates the influence on 
antecedents of consumers trusting RAs in different 
ways according ELM. The findings show that and 
contribution can be explained as follow. 

First, explanation facility and information 
search positively affect consumers’ cognitive effort 
saving for experts and novices is not supported. 
This maybe expert who have much knowledge with 
the product, and they still could construct what they 
need without these information. Besides, novices 
might think that the information of explanation 
facility is limited on the web of experiment. This 
information can’t be completely correct meaning of 
expression for them. However, explanation facility 
and information search still have positive effect on 
cognitive effort saving for general customers. 

Second, anthropomorphic interface of RA 
doesn’t have positive relationship with telepresence. 
We conclude that consumers may care more about 
utility compare to the interface of the simulation 
RA system when they initially use it. In addition, 
they may more concern about the information of 
products instead of interface when using the 
simulation system. It might be that consumers 
could get product-related information so easy that 
they ignore the real explanation video. 

Third, consumers response to different 
motivation and ability, experts and novices, 
differed ways with regard to establish trust in RAs. 
According to the result, experts would establish 
trust in RAs from central route. Whereas, novices 
not only through central route but also peripheral 
route to establish their trust in RAs. Even the result 
is different from our exception, but still consistent 
with the literature (e.g., [15]). 

 
Academic Implication  

This study used ELM to investigate the factors 
which influences of consumers’ trust in RAs, and 
consumers were divided into experts and novices 
based on their characteristics. In addition to ELM, 
we also combined with other constructs (e.g. 
cognitive effort, satisfaction, telepresence, social 
presence, trust and intention to adopt) and extend a 
new research topic from consumers’ point of view. 
For future researchers to follow the concept of this 

study, further reinforcement, and make it more 
comprehensive framework 
 
Managerial Implication  

From practitioner’s perspective, we must pay 
more attention to consumers’ cognitive effort and 
satisfaction when they are using RAs. In addition to 
the functions of RAs, we should focus on emotions 
conveyed by RAs. Finally, consumers’ expertise is 
important, we must design different RAs to 
convince consumers. Further, we hope to increase 
their intention to adopt recommendation of RAs. 
 
Limitations 

First, our sample was composed only of 
undergraduate students. Thus, future research 
should include participants within a more diverse 
age range. Second, this study was conducted with 
regard to digital cameras. Third, other types of RAs 
are worth to explore too. 
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Abstract 

Online P2P (People-to-People or Peer-to-Peer) 

lending has very rapid development since it was 

appeared in 2005. In order to mitigate asymmetric 

information between borrowers and lenders, some 

online P2P market allows members building their 

social networks (such as Prosper, CommunityLend, 

PPDai etc). By empirical analyzing the transaction 

data of Prosper (largest P2P market in US) and 

PPDai (largest P2P market in China), the paper 

verifies that the social capital systems have a 

positive influence on borrower’s loan performance 

on the markets. However, on both markets, the loan 

interest rate mainly dependents on borrower’s hard 

information rather than their social capital. 

Furthermore, it concludes that borrower’ social 

network in PPDai is much more useful and 

effective than in Prosper by comparing the 

empirical results, which could be helpful for the 

credit system development of Chinese online P2P 

lending markets based on the conclusions. 

Key words: Online P2P Lending Market, Social 

Capital, Loan Performance, Cross-Culture 

 

Introduction 

Online People-to-people (P2P) lending (also called 

Peer-to-Peer or social lending), allows individuals 

to lend and borrow directly among each other 

without the mediation of a creditor bank 

institution[1]. Online P2P lending achieves the 

reallocation of small funds between people, and 

satisfies the needs of society. It appeared in 2005 

and has had a very rapid development during past 

several years. At present, there are about 40 Online 

P2P lending markets in more than 10 countries in 

the world wide, such as Zopa in UK and Japan, 

Prosper and LendingClub in the US, 

CommunityLend in Canada, LoanLand in Sweden 

Loanland, and PPDai, YiXin and QiFang in China.  

At present, one of the fundamental problems of 

online P2P lending market is asymmetric 

information between borrowers and lenders, or in 

other words we can say that lenders have less 

information about borrowers’ capabilities and 

willingness to pay back than borrowers do[1]. How 

to mitigate the information asymmetric in the 

interactions is a key issue for the online P2P 

lending. In order to solve the problem, most P2P 

lending markets build the social networks credit 

systems. For example, Prosper and PPDai allow 

their members to build group or friend relationships 

with others, Lending Club’s members can share 

their backgrounds with each others, Smava and 

Zopa UK facilitate forums for their members. 

According to the social capital theory, Social 

capital comes about through changes in the 

relations among persons that facilitate action [2], 

and users trust each other more when they have 

stronger relationships[3]. Nahapiet (1998) 

concludes that the role of social capital as an 

influence not only on the development of human 

capital [2, 4] but on the economic performance of 

firms [5], geographic regions [6], and nations [7]. 

According to most of the empirical researches 

about online P2P lending, the social capital credit 

system should be helpful for members to lend or 

borrow money from each others on online P2P 

lending market, which has been proved by some 

researches [1, 8-13]. However, almost all of online 

P2P lending researches only utilize Prosper’s 

transaction data (provided on Prosper.com) and 

verify the two dimension of social capital [3, 14] 

positively influence on the loan performance on 

Prosper. There is no research analyzing or 

comparing the markets in different countries, or 

even use other markets’ data. Maybe there are 

some reasons. First, as one of the oldest and largest 

online P2P lending markets, Prosper has a relative 

sound credit system and a very large number of 

consumers. Second, Prosper build a social capital 

system which is similar to the real world, and it is 

valuable and comparable in our life. Last and the 

most, Prosper provides all of transaction data on 

the website for public, and which is very 

convenient for people who need to use the data to 

do researches.  

It is not enough for the researches that have been 

done nowadays, for they have not considered the 

culture dimension or cognitive dimension. The 

cultural usually is quite different in different places. 
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Soare et al say that cultural constitutes the broadest 

influence on many dimensions of human 

behavior[15]. Furthermore, lots of online P2P 

lending markets in different countries also build 

social capital systems, some of which are quite 

similar with Prosper’s, to help their members to do 

transactions. Whether it is sensible for them to 

build such systems is still needed to find out. So it 

is very worthy for us to do some researches about 

whether and how the people’s social capital works 

in different countries and provide some suggestions 

for the online P2P lending markets to build their 

credit systems under local culture. 

Obviously, China has great different culture from 

America not only in language and history but also 

religion, physical contacts and social behavior [16]. 

So, one purpose of this research is to find out the 

relations between borrower’s social capital and 

loan performance on Chinese online P2P lending 

market, which is also a main contribution of this 

research. In this study, we choose two online P2P 

lending markets, Prosper and PPDai. Prosper is one 

of the largest and oldest online P2P lending market 

in US, while PPDai is one of the largest and oldest 

online P2P lending market in China. The two 

websites have quite similar structures of the credit 

systems. In order to mitigate the risk launched by 

asymmetric information, both Prosper and PPDai 

build the credit rate systems by some 

authentications, and build the social capital systems 

by allowing members to build group or friend 

relationships. It is feasible to compare the 

efficiency of social capital of the two online 

markets.  

In short, this research has two main contributions. 

Firstly, it compares the online P2P lending markets 

in China and America, and analyzes the different of 

the markets. Secondly, Based on the previous 

researches, the study use Nahapiet & Ghoshal’s 

(1998) three dimensions of social capital theory by 

adding the cognitive dimension into the 

Granovetter’s (1985, 1992) two dimensions of 

“Embeddeness ”theory . 

The paper has five main sections. In section two, 

we put forward study models and some hypotheses 

by reviewing the previous literatures of social 

capital theory and online P2P lending. The third 

section is the methodology of the study which 

concludes three parts: choosing the variables based 

on prior literatures, introducing the data used in the 

study, and describing the empirical results. In the 

fourth part, it summarizes some conclusions based 

on the empirical results. It proposes several related 

future researches we intent to do in the further in 

the last part. 

Literature Review and Conceptual 

Development 

2.1 Literature Review 

So far, there have been some literatures about P2P 

lending market during past 3 years. Many 

researchers analyze how the present credit 

mechanism of P2P lending market works based on 

the sociological theory, and most of which mainly 

focus on the impacts of borrowers’ social capital on 

the performance of loans by using the data of 

Prosper [e.g., 1, 8-13]. 

Social capital theory goes back to the notion of the 

“Embeddedness” of economic behavior which 

suggests that economic behavior should not be 

analyzed without considering the constraints of 

ongoing social relations between individuals [3]. 

Burt (1992) [17]describes an individual’s social 

capital as “friends, colleagues, and more general 

contacts through whom you receive opportunities 

to use your financial and human capital.” Nahapiet 

& Ghosh (1998) think social capital theory’s 

central proposition is that an individual’s network 

of relationships can provide a valuable resource for 

conducting social affairs [18]. 

The two dimensions, structural embeddedness and 

relational embeddedness [3, 14], are often used by 

researchers to analyze the P2P lending market[e.g., 

10, 11, 19, 20]. Structural embeddedness refers to 

the position of an actor in the network while 

relational embeddedness refers to the quality of the 

relationship among actors in the network [10]. 

Furthermore, Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) identify 

three main dimensions of social capital by adding 

cognitive dimension. They think that shared 

representation, narratives, and systems of meanings 

enable individuals within a network to have similar 

interpretations of events[18]. This research bases 

on Nahapiet & Ghoshal’s three dimensions of 

social capital theory by comparing the markets in 

China and America and adding the amount of 

money bid by same state on Prosper.  

2.2 Conceptual Development: Models and 

Hypotheses  

In the consumer decision-making process, many 

scholars have argued that in this process trust is a 

prerequisite for consumer to make purchases [21]. 

Trust is considered essential in exchange relations 

because it is a key element of social capital [22, 23]. 

In microfinance literature, asymmetric information 

risk is mitigated by two principal factors: joint 

financial liability and personal relationships [13]. 

Some of the online P2P lending researches have 

proved that social capital can help borrower to 

obtain money with a lower interest rate, and 

motivate them to make repayment [e.g., 10, 24-26]. 

In order to verify borrowers’ social capital can 

mitigate the asymmetric information risk and 

facilitate the transactions between borrowers and 

lenders both in China and America, we build the 
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research model showed in figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1: Basic model of the research 

According to the previous P2P literatures, most of 

them use Interest rate, funding probability and 

default of loan to be the variables of loan 

performance[e.g.,10, 11, 19, 20, 27]. For we could 

not get the data about default of loan on PPDai, so  

in the study, we use bid number instead of it, 

because bid number also could reflect the 

performance somehow. It is sensible that the listing 

will have more lenders to bid when more lenders 

think the borrower is trustable. Kumar prove that 

lenders will bid more for loan listings from 

borrowers that are member of a group or the 

listings endorsed by the group leader [28].  

By using the Prosper’s data, Everett (2008) find 

evidence that higher bidding by borrowers’ social 

network are associated with lower default rates, 

and lower interest rates[13]. Lin et al. focus on the 

relational aspects of networks, and find that 

borrower’s relational network is significant 

predictors of lending outcomes(funding probability, 

default time and interest rate) through the five 

levels of borrower’s relational networks[10, 19, 24]. 

Greiner and Wang (2009) use the Prosper’s data to 

investigate the influence of social capital on 

borrower’s chance to obtaining funding, interest 

rates and loan payment from both borrower’s and 

lender’s perspective, respectively, and their results 

suggest that social capital does provide benefits to 

members but not equal to all members[1]. Lopez et 

al. (2009) conclude that invite friend and group 

members to bid on their lists can increase their 

chance of getting fund[9]. Besides, Freeman (2008, 

2009) [20], Berger (2008) [29] are also do some 

empirical researches about availability of the P2P 

lending market’s social network systems and their 

contributions to the transaction performance, and 

find the similar results. Based on the previous 

researches, we give the next hypotheses.  

H1: On Prosper, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive influence on loan performance.  

The hypothesis H1 is based on the following 

sub-hypotheses.  

H1-1: On Prosper, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive relationship with the bid number of the 

listings. 

H1-2: On Prosper, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive relationship with the funding probability. 

H1-3: On Prosper, borrower’s social capital has a 

negative relationship with the interest rate. 

Here we do the same predictions for the influence 

of borrower’s social capital on loan performance on 

Chinese PPDai market.   

H2: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive influence on loan performance.  

H2-1: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive relationship with the bid number of the 

listings. 

H2-2: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital has a 

positive relationship with the funding probability. 

H2-3: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital has a 

negative relationship with the interest rate. 

China has great different culture from America not 

only in language and history but also religion, 

physical contacts and social behavior [16]. 

According to Hofstede’s definition of national 

culture, individualism/Collectivism, as one of the 

major countries cultural attributes can be used to 

distinguish countries as different cultural 

societies[30]. Individualists define the self as 

autonomous and independent whereas collectivists 

define the self as interconnected and interdependent 

with significant others of various groups [31]. 

Based on his definition, Hofstede categorizes 

western countries as individualistic societies[32], 

whereas eastern countries as collectivist societies 

[30]. Obviously, America and China are highly 

distinctive on the individualism/Collectivism 

dimension[33]. China is a tipical collectivistic 

society, while America is a tipical individualistic 

society. During last two thousands years, Chinese 

social values, norms and behavior have long been 

governed by Confucian doctrine. Chinese people 

are more likely to respect the status quo to keep a 

harmnoious soicety. Chinese culture values 

interdependence and conformity with groups and 

organizations, and individuals believe that they 

should support group values even at the cost of 

their own interests[33]. Contrarily, individualism is 

the core social value in Amercica, and Americans 

care more about independent and seek maximized 

personal profit [16]. In short, Chinese are more 

imbedded in their various ingroups and have 

stronger social identification with these ingroups 

than Americans (collectivists VS individualists) 

[31]. According to the difference between China 

and America, we give the following hypotheses 

about the difference of influence of social capital 

on two online P2P lending markets in China and 

America. 

H3: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital has a 

H3 Social Capital 

Prosper 

ppDai 

Loan Performance 

BidNumber 

FundPct 

InterestRate 

H1-1 

 
H1-2 

 
H1-3 

 

H2-1 

 
H2-2 

 
H2-3 
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greater positive influence on the loan performance 

than on Prosper. 

The hypothesis of H3 is based on the following 

three sub-hypotheses. 

H3-1: Borrower’s social capital has a greater 

positive influence on borrower’s listing bid number 

on PPDai than on Prosper. 

H3-2: Borrower’s social capital has a greater 

positive influence on borrower’s funding 

probability on PPDai than on Prosper.  

H3-3: Borrower’s social capital has a greater 

positive influence on borrower’s interest rate on 

PPDai than on Prosper.  

Methodology 

According to previous studies, we can see that the 

empirical results are closely related to the variables 

and models used in the researches. In this study, we 

choose variables and models in our study mainly 

based on the previous literatures and the theory we 

used. 

3.1 Variables  

3.1.1 Dependent Variables  

The main purpose of the study is to investigate the 

influence of social capital on loan performance in 

the markets. The dependent variables used in the 

study represent the loan performance. Lots of the 

previous researches have used interest rate, funding 

probability and loan default to be the variables of 

loan performance [e.g.,10, 11, 19, 20, 27]. Based 

on these researches, this study also uses the 

variables of interest rate and funding probability as 

the factors of loan performance, but use bid number 

to replace loan default. There are two reasons. First, 

it is impossible for us to get the data about the 

borrower’s loan default information on PPDai, and 

replace the variable to make sure the results of the 

two markets are comparable. Second and foremost, 

as we mentioned in the second section, the bid 

number could also reflect the loan performance.   

3.1.2 Independent variables 

According to the processes of activities on P2P 

lending market, there are two types of information 

on the website: hard and soft information.  

(1) Hard information variables/Control variables 

As far as we know, any person who needs to be a 

member of a P2P lending market should be verified 

by the website by providing some personal 

information, such as social security number, 

address, valid bank account number etc. We call 

these kinds of information “hard” information. In 

our study, we use the borrowers’ credit profile 

variables such as CreditGrade, DebtToIncomeRatio, 

IsBorrowerHomeowner, Images etc. to be the hard 

information.  

(2) Soft information variables/Social capital 

variables “ Soft information” refers to the borrower's 

information generated from social networks [8]. On 

PPDai and Prosper, users can foster their social 

capital by two fundamental ways. Members can 

build their friends networks and endorse each other. 

They also are able to participate in groups led by 

other members or themselves. The information that 

describes users’ relations with each other on the 

website is called “soft” information or social 

capital variables. 

According to Nahapiet & Ghoshal’s “three 

dimension” models[18], we divide borrower’s 

social capital variables into structural, relational 

and cognitive embeddedness variables. The 

information that describes the borrower’s position 

in the network is used as the structural 

embeddedness information, such as group rating, 

category of group, friend numbers etc. The 

information that describes the participation of the 

borrower’s friends and group members is the 

relational embeddedness information. The variables 

of relational embeddedness information in our 

study include the amount bidding by friends and 

group members. The information that describes the 

resources providing shared representations, 

interpretations, and systems of meaning among 

parties, and this study uses the amount bid by the 

members in same state as the cognitive 

embeddedness variables.  

In this study, we divide the borrower’s social 

capital on Propser into these three dimensions. 

However, because we can’t get the data about 

borrower’s group information on PPDai, there are 

only two variables representing the borrower’s 

social capital. These two variables are both the 

relational embeddedness variable. One is the 

amount bided by borrower’s friends 

(FrdbidAmount,) and the other is the amount bided 

by borrower’s friends’ friends(Frd2bidAmount).   

All of the variables are shown in table 1, and most 

of them are based on prior literatures.  

Table 1:  Variables used in the research 
Kind of 

Variables 
Variable name 

Dependent 
variables 

InterestRate, FundingProbability, BidNumber 

Independent variables: Prosper 

Hard 
information 

variables 

LNAmountRequested, CreditRate, 

CurrentDelinquencies, InquiriesLast6Months, 

LNAmountDelinquent, CurrentCreditLines, 
BankcardUtilization, Income, ProsperRating, 

DebtToIncomeRatio, LDescription, listimage, 

Biddays, IsBorrowerHomeowner, 
BidMaximumRate 
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Social capital: 

1. Structural 
dimension 

Friendornot, Endorsementsornot, Groupornot, 
Leader, Lender, GroupCategory, GroupRating,  

AcceptingNewMembers, 

ListingReviewRequirement 

2. Relational FrdBidAmt, GrpBidAmt 

3.Cognitive SameStatebidAmt 

Independent variables: PPDai 

Hard 

information 

SuclistingNbr, FaillistingNbr, CreditGrade, 

BCreditScore, LCreditScore, AmountRequested, 

Loanperiod, Repayment, Bidtype, 
RemaindAmount, Incomeornot, LDescription 

Social capital FrdbidAmount,  Frd2bidAmount 

 
3.2 Data Collection 

PPDai’s data was collected from the web pages of 

the websites www.PPDai.com. On PPDai, URLs 

are generated regularly. For example, URLs of the 

borrowers’ listings is combined by 

http://www.PPDai.com/list and figure (such as 

http://www.PPDai.com/list/137271). We can 

collect the listing data according to the URLs 

sorted by figures. In this research, we downloaded 

two kinds of pages. One is listing page which 

contain listing information and bidding information, 

the other is users’ credit profile page which we can 

collect private data of borrowers such as users’ 

credit scores. We downloaded 1982 listings from 

1982 web pages on PPDai with 51058 bid records, 

and collected 6087 users’ credit profile information 

from 6087 credit profile pages. Deleting the listings 

with missing values, we finally have 1976 listing 

records.  

Prosper’s data which is directly provided by the 

website www.prosper.com was downloaded on 

May.10, 2010. There are two types of the data, 

public data and private data. With considering both 

the accuracy of results and simplicity of the process, 

we choose 160000 different latest bidding records 

in the object of bids. By comparing the bid number 

of listing that we count in the database to the field 

of BidNumber in the Listings object, we keep the 

data with same value, and finally we have 19687 

listing records. 

For it is much harder for us to collect data of PPDai 

especially private data than Prosper, the variables 

of PPDai are fewer. For Prosper, there are variables 

of the three dimensions of the social capital, 

however, we only get the relational dimension 

variables (Amount bid by friends and amount bid 

by friends’ friends) to represent the borrower’s 

social capital variables.  

3.3 Empirical Analysis 

3.3.1 Empirical method: linear regression 

In the study, we use linear regression method to 

analyze the models. By adding all variables into 

linear regressions, we find that some variables are 

not significant. In our study we adopt 

Hendry-Anderson’s (1978) general to special 

principle to choose the explanatory variables.  

In order to testify the influence of social capital, we 

build two levels of regressions, one with hard 

variables only and one with hard and social capital 

variables.  

The basic two levels of regression models are as 

follow. 

i i i i i
DV C Hα ε= + +              (1) 

i i i i i i i
DV C H Sα β η= + + +         (2) 

Where 

i
DV , is the dependent variable about loan 

performance; 

i
C ,  is the constant; 

i
H ,  represents the hard information variables; 

i
S ,  represents the soft information variables. 

3.3.2 Results of regressions 

For each of the dependent variables has two 

regressions as the regression models (1) and (2), 

finally we totally have 12 regressions, 6 with 

Prosper variables and 6 with PPDai variables.  

All of the models’ F-statistics are prominent under 

1% level, which mean these models are significant. 

Comparing the results of the Prosper’s two-level 

regressions of each dependent variable, we can see 

that the corresponding coefficients of hard 

information variables are quite similar, which 

means the social capital variables do not affect the 

hard information variables. All of the R-squares 

and Adjusted R-squares are increased by adding 

social capital variables into the three regressions. In 

the second level regression of BidNumber, FundPct 

and InterestRate, the T-test of some of these social 

capital variables are significant under 10% level 

(for example, in regression of BidNumber, 

SameStatebidAmt, GrpBidAmt, FrdBidAmt, and 

Lender are significant under 1% level, followed by 

Friendornot and ListingReviewRequirement (5% 

level), and Groupornot (10% level)), which means 

there social capital variables (represent borrower’s 

social capital) are significantly influence the bid 

number, funding probability and interest rate of 

borrower’s loan listing. The coefficients of these 

variables are positive in BidNumber and FundPct, 

and negative in InterestRate indicate that 

borrower’s social capital has positive influence on 

bid number of his/her loan listing and funding 

probability, while decreases the interest rate of the 

loan. 

The regressions with PPDai data have quite similar 

results as the regressions of Prosper. The Adjusted 

R-squares of three first level regressions of 
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BidNumber, FundPct and InterestRate are 0.196, 

0.16 and 0.139 respective, which shows the hard 

information variables can explain the three aspects 

of loan performance to some extent. Although we 

only use two variables (FrdbidAmount, 

Frd2bidAmount) to represent the borrower’s social 

capital, all of the Adjusted R-squares are increased 

prominently in the second level regressions. All of 

the T-tests of the variables in the three regressions 

are under 1% significant level, which means the 

participation of borrower’s friends and friends’ 

friends influences the borrower’s loan 

performance.  

The Adjusted R-squares’ change of the three 

two-level regressions are shown in table 2. 

Table 2: The percentage change of the Adjusted 

R-squares of the regressions 

Markets 
Models  BidNum

ber 

FundPc

t 

InterestRa

te 

Prosper 

Level 1 
(model 1) 

3 9 .2 8  3 9 .2 8  4 2 .3  

Level 2 

(model 2) 

4 0 .4  4 5 .7  4 3 .3  

Change% 1 .1 2  6 .4 2  1  

PPDai 

Level 1 

(model 1) 

1 9 .6  1 6 .0  1 3 .9  

Level 2 

(model 2) 

4 4 .7  3 1 .6  1 4 .8  

Change% 2 5 .1  1 5 .6  0 .9  

Table 2 shows that by adding social capital 

variables, the regressions’ Adjusted R-squares of 

BidNumber, FundPct and InterestRate of Prosper 

increase 1.12%, 6.42% and 1%, respectively. 

Because the Adjusted R-squares only increase 1% 

in regressions of BidNumber and InterestRate, we 

can conclude that the results support the hypotheses 

H1-2 and partially support H1-1 and H1-3. For the 

regressions of PPDai, the Adjusted R-squares of 

BidNumber regression and FundPct regression with 

social capital variables are 25.1% and 15.6% more 

than the ones without these variables. However, it 

only increases 0.9% in InterestRate regression by 

adding social capital variables into the regression. 

The results prove the hypotheses of H2-1 and H2-2, 

and partially support the hypothesis H2-3.  

Obviously, the increased percentages of 

BidNumber and FundPct brought by social capital 

variables of PPDai and Prosper are quite different, 

and the data of PaiPaidDai is much larger than the 

data of Prosper. The results indicate that 

borrower’s social capital is much more helpful for 

borrower to get more bids and amount of money 

from lenders on PPDai than Prosper, which verify 

the hypotheses of H3-1 and H3-2. However, the 

percentages increased by adding social capital 

variables in InterestRate regressions of Prosper and 

PPDai are both around 1%, which means that 

borrower’s social capital could not affect the loan 

interest rate a lot on both Prosper and PPDai 

markets, and hypothesis H3-3 is not established. 

3.3.2 Further data analysis and explanations for the 

results of regressions 

(1) Explanation for the results of InterestRate 

regressions  

From the regression results in the previous part, we 

know that the loan interest rate is not influenced by 

borrower’s social capital significant both in Prosper 

and PPDai, We do the Compare Means Test to 

check the if the means of loan interest rate are 

different or not under the participation of 

borrower’s friends.  

Table 3: CM-Test for InterestRate group by FrdBidornot 

InterestRate : PPDai InterestRate : Propser 

FrdBidornot 0 1 Total 0 1 Total 

Mean 0.209 0.206 0.207 0.26 0.231 0.259 

N 524 1452 1976 19175 512 19687 

Median 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.29 0.23 0.28 

Std. 

Deviation 
0.04 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Variance 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Std. Error of 
Mean 

0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.001 

For PaiPaDai, the F-test value of ANOVA is 1.86 

(not significant under 10% level), which means the 

mean of interest rate of loan with friends’ 

participation is not different from the one without 

friends’ bid. The values of Std.Deviation, Variance 

and Std.Error of Mean are very small and also quite 

similar for the two groups indicating the high 

concentration of data.  

For Prosper, dispersion tests of data (such as 

Std.Deviation, Variance and Std.Error of Mean ) 

show that the data is high concentrated. The F-test 

value of ANOVA is 46 and significant under 1% 

level. Although the means of data in two groups are 

significant different, it is little difference between 

the data (0.029). We can conclude that borrower’s 

friends’ participation on the loan transaction could 

low the loan interest rate, but only a little.  

By doing the same test for other two dependent 

variables, we find out the means of FundPct and 

BidNumber in the two groups are significant 

different, and the difference between the data are 

big. Take PPDai for example, the difference of 

means of FundPct is 0.22, and it is 0.9 of 

BidNumber.  

If borrower’s social capital could not lead the loan 

interest rate, there must be some other factors 

influence it. According to previous studies, Credit 

Grade is used to be a major factor in Electronic 

market to affect members’ behavior. In this 

research, we choose Exploratory Approach to 

explore the relationship between borrower’s Credit 

Grade and loan interest rate. The Box plots of the 

Prosper and PPDai are as follows. 
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Figure 2: Relationship between Prosper’s loan 

InterestRate and borrower’s CreditGrade 

 

Figure 3: Relationship between PPDai’s loan 

InterestRate and borrower’s CreditGrade 

The two box plots show that loan interest rate is 

mainly led by borrower’s credit grade on the 

market. On PPDai, credit grade NR represents the 

borrowers whose information is not certificated by 

the website, but they have credit scores which is 

calculated by their information. Some borrowers 

with NR credit grate have very high credit scores. 

So we could ignore the data with credit grate of NR 

when we analyze the plot. Finally we can conclude 

from the two plots that the loan interest rate is 

lower when borrower has a higher credit grade on 

the two markets, especially Prosper.  

(2) Explanation for the difference of regressions 

between the two markets 

Excluding the results of InterestRate regressions, 

we can see that borrower’s social capital on PPDai 

influences the loan performance much more than 

on Prosper. The statistics about the social capital 

variables in table 4 give the reasons. 

Table 4: Participation of Social Networks 

Markets Social Networks 
Frequenc

y 

Percen

t 

PPDai 

(N:1976) 

Bid by Friends 1452 73.48  

Bid by Friends’ Friends 1603 81.1  

Prosper 

(N:19687) 

Borrower with friends 3178  16.14  

Listing with 

Endorsement  
1664  8.45  

Borrower in Groups 1596  8.11  

Leader 327  1.66  

Lender 4016  20.40  

Bid by same state 

members 
6092  30.94  

Bid by group members 149  0.76  

Bid by Friends 512  2.60  

On PPDai, 73.3% of borrowers’ loans have their 

friends’ investments, while 81% have their friends’ 

friends’ investments. However, the number is much 

smaller on Prosper with only 2.6% of listings are 

bid by borrowers’ friends. On Prosper, only about 

16% borrowers have friends and 8% join in the 

groups. However, there are 30.9% of listings have 

bid by the lenders in same states with borrowers, 

and whether borrower in the same place is one 

factor for lenders to consider when they bid the 

listings. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Based on the empirical analysis in section 3, we 

conclude that on the two online P2P lending 

markets borrowers’ social capital can influence 

their loan performance, which can be summarized 

in the following conclusions. 

Conclusion 1: On Prosper, borrower’s social capital 

has a significant positive influence on the loan’s 

funding probability (supporting H1-2), while has a 

little impact on the loan’s bid number and interest 

rate (partially supporting H1-1 and H1-3).  

Conclusion 2: On PPDai, borrower’s social capital 

has a significant positive influence on the loan’s 

bid number and funding probability (supporting 

H2-1 and H2-2), while has a little impact on the 

loan’s interest rate (partially supporting H2-3). 

Conclusion 3: On both Prosper and PPDai, the 

loan’s interest rate is mainly directed by borrower’s 

credit grade on the market, and borrower’s social 

capital cannot significantly lower interest rate.  

Conclusion 4: Except interest rate, borrower’s 

social capital is much more effective for borrower’s 

to get bigger bid number and higher funding 

probability on PPDai than on Prosper ( H3-1 and 

H3-2 is supported). 

The high degree of correlation between borrower’s 

credit grade and interest rate, and the low degree of 

correlation between borrower’s friends’ 

participation in the loan and interest rate explain 

the results of the interest rate regressions. From the 

empirical results and conclusions, we can know 

that on these two online P2P lending market 

borrowers’ interest rates of loan mainly dependent 

on their hard information (especially Credit Grade 

on the market), while their social capital could help 

them to win the loan. Furthermore, as we assumed 

in the section two, there is a much higher level of 

participation of borrower’s social networks on 

PPDai than on Prosper. There are two reasons for 

this phenomenon. First, Prosper has a much more 

efficient credit system than PPDai. Members’ 

credit grade on Prosper is related to the credit of 
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their credit cards, while members’ credit grade on 

PPDai is evaluated by the website. Second, the 

backgrounds of the two online P2P lending markets 

are quite different. Most of the members on PPDai 

are Chinese, and most of the members on Prosper 

are Americans. Chinese advocate collectivism and 

Americans advocate individualism [16]. The results 

show that collectivists in ingroup situations exhibit 

more pro-social attitudes and behaviors than do 

individualists[31]. Chinese attach important to 

interpersonal relationships, while Americans pay 

more attention to independence. Members on 

PPDai have a closer relationship with each other 

than the members on Prosper, and lenders would 

like to lend money to their friends rather than 

strangers.  

From the comparision of two online P2P lending 

markets, we can see that although the online P2P 

lending market is developing fast in China at 

present, it is not enough. Comparing to America, 

China does not have such credit systems that can 

provide personal credit information to online P2P 

lending market. Prosper use the Experian’s credit 

systems to estimate its members’ credit. PPDai 

obtain its members’ information only from 

members, which is much more difficult for it to 

estimate members’ credit. However, under Chinese 

social culture, people in PPDai have a much closer 

relationship with each other. It means in PPDai, 

borrowers’ social capital could play a more 

important role to help borrowers getting the loan, 

even though they have less valuable hard 

information. From the website of PPDai, we can 

see that the social capital system it provides is still 

needed to improve. According to the empirical 

results and analysis, PPDai does a good job on 

building members’ relationship network, and 

borrowers’ friends and friends’ friends can help 

them to obtain the loan. However, it does not so 

good on encouraging its members to build groups 

as Prosper. Prosper shows us group relationship 

also could help improving borrower’s loan 

performance, and if PPDai can do much better on 

group relationship among its members, it will be 

much more helpful for its borrowers’ loan 

performance. In short, as a typical collectism 

country,  the online P2P lending markets in China 

should build a convenient social network system 

for members to build relationships with each other 

to mitigate the asymmetric information between 

borrowers and lenders.  

Limitations and Future Research Plan 

According to the fundamental works we have done 

and the results we get from the study, we will 

improve our researches in following aspects. 

For it is difficult for us to collect data of PPDai, we 

can see that fewer information variables of PPDai 

used in the research than Propser. So, in the future 

researches, we will try to collect more information 

of PaiPaidai and use them in the researches.  

As far as we know, because of the different 

environments and cultures, social capital may play 

different roles on online P2P lending market in 

different regions. In order to prove that social 

network system could help borrower to obtain loan 

on online P2P lending market, we will consider 

more countries in the future researches. By 

comparing the results in different countries, we try 

to find some common factors that influence 

borrower’s loan performance on online P2P 

lending markets.  

According to the behavior theories, there are kinds 

of factors influence people’s behavior, and 

different behavior theories focus on different 

aspects. For example, Burt’s (1992) theory of 

“Structure Hole” emphasizes on the structure of 

people’s social networks. And in the future 

researches, we will try to investigate what kinds of 

factors influence the transactions on P2P lending 

market based on different social capital theories. 
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Abstract 
In today’s  rapid and dynamic changes brought by 
the ICTs to the conduct of  government 
administration, there is a mounting pressure to 
address specific records management problems 
generated and stored electronically. Corporate 
record keeping has become a strategic and costly 
decision for many companies. The high level of 
noncompliance today could cause organizations to 
fall foul of the law which can result in heavy fines 
and damaging reputation. This research seeks to 
explore the management of electronic records in 
Malaysian courts of law, including Case 
Management System (CMS), Electronic Filing 
System (EFS) and Court Records Transcription 
(CRT). A qualitative research methodology will be 
employed through exploratory case studies to 
answer the research questions, using diverse data 
collection strategies including observation, 
interview and survey. A framework of a legally 
complied court records management will be 
developed to assist organizations to fulfill legal and 
quality requirements as well as achieving their 
corporate efficiency, effectiveness and economy. 
 

Introduction 
Document management discipline is becoming 
important in recent years. Beginning with the event 
of September 11, 2001, when many organizations 
lost both their physical and electronic records, 
through the Arthur Andersen document shredding 
scandal and the passage of Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 
which require strict record-keeping practices and 
stiff penalties for noncompliance, a spotlight has 
been focused on the records and document 
management profession. Suddenly, corporate 
record keeping, once considered an obscured 
back-room job for calculator-punching accounts 
executives, has become a strategic and costly 
decision for many companies. AMR Research 

stated in a report in June 2003 that companies 
would spend up to $2.5 billion to comply with the 
Sarbanes- Oxley Act [1]. 
 
Records Management is the key component in the 
delivery of justice. Among the important factors or 
contribution of a systematic court records 
management systems are, it provides full 
information for courts to make decisions, the 
transparency of the system automatically can avoid 
corruption, it helps to avoid delays in decision 
making, thus, enhancing the standing of the 
judiciary as well as protecting  legal rights of 
individuals and society as a whole [2,3]. 
 
In recent years, a number of legal and judicial 
issues and crisis in Malaysia has been brought to 
the attention of the public, especially by the 
mainstream newspapers. The issues are among 
others, the long delay of cases, the attitude of 
lawyers, the shortage of judges, the absence of 
written judgment by judges, which sometimes deny 
the right of appeal to the accused, or generally deny 
certain rights of the public at large [4,5,6]. 
 
An intensive approach was taken by the 
government to advance and ‘modernize’ the 
judicial system by the implementation of e-courts 
management covering Case Management 
System(CMS), Electronic Filing System (EFS), 
Court Records Transcription (CRT) and  Queue 
Management System (QMS). 
 
Currently, different courts take different 
approaches in managing their records. An obvious 
variation can be seen especially on the management 
of current records. A few pilot studies revealed that 
the way a particular court manages its records 
depends on the ease of access to the records.   
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The study focuses on the legal information and 
records management within the Malaysian courts 
of law, with the emphasis on electronic records, 
with the aim to develop the legal records 
management framework. 
 
Literature Review 
 
Information is a vital strategic resource of any 
organizations. The key to information management 
is a good records management policy. Recent 
legislation and an increasingly regulated business 
environment has meant that records management is 
now not only a business or organisational priority 
but in many cases a legal requirement as well [7]. 
In many instances companies faced with 
serious  problems due to lack of records 
management structure in place [8]. Once in place a 
records management system creates an 
environment of effective information management 
that meets the ongoing organisational, regulatory, 
and legislative requirements of a business. The key 
benefits of an effective records management 
program are: 1) saving time, money and resources, 
2) minimize legal risk, 3) effective corporate 
governance, and 4) business continuity in the case 
of a disaster [9]. 
Effective management of electronic records 
depends not only on technology, but also requires 
an infrastructure of laws and policies [10]. The 
high profile business compliance failures and poor 
record-keeping are rampant. The leaked e-mails, 
bugging of competitors and even friends, 
interception of e-mail and mobile phones, 
electronic identity theft, money-laundering; the 
litigations against companies, local councils and 
hospitals with the associated risk and cost of 
electronic legal discovery exercises, breaches of 
government and monarchy secrets, the debates 
about the potentially conflicting freedom of 
information and data protection legislation and 
other publicity, have made the citizen and 
governments, business leaders, shareholders and 
investors hyper-aware of the difficulties of 
protecting confidential information and records in 
an electronic environment [11]. Thus, a 
comprehensive understanding must be achieved by 
all organizations and their employees, especially 
those who are vested with the records management 
responsibility. 
 
In judicial administration, records serve as the 
backbone for the delivery of justice [12]. There are 
several well-established theoretical models for the 
organisation and management of records, although 
these are often mediated by pragmatic 
considerations in actual application. Each model 
stresses the dominance of particular objectives for 
the practice of records management – the juridical 
requirements of law and statute. Functional models 

promote long-term continuity over organisational 
structure, whilst process models stress workflow; 
subject models reflect user interests; warrant 
models draw on custom and practice in 
well-defined communities of professionals [13]. 
  
Effective management of electronic records 
depends not only on technology, but also requires 
an infrastructure of laws and policies [10]. The 
high profile business compliance failures and poor 
record-keeping are rampant. The leaked e-mails, 
bugging of competitors and even friends, 
interception of e-mail and mobile phones, 
electronic identity theft, money-laundering; the 
litigations against companies, local councils and 
hospitals with the associated risk and cost of 
electronic legal discovery exercises, breaches of 
government and monarchy secrets, the debates 
about the potentially conflicting freedom of 
information and data protection legislation and 
other publicity, have made the citizen and 
governments, business leaders, shareholders and 
investors hyper-aware of the difficulties of 
protecting confidential information and records in 
an electronic environment [11]. Thus, a 
comprehensive understanding must be achieved by 
all organizations and their employees, especially 
those who are vested with the records management 
responsibility. 
 
Johare [14] in an article entitled ‘Electronic records 
management in Malaysia: the need for an 
organisational and legal framework’ clearly defines 
the need for a legal framework of electronic 
records in Malaysia that is serve as the aim of this 
current research. A qualitative research 
methodology will be employed through exploratory 
case studies to answer the research questions, using 
diverse data collection strategies including 
observation, interview and survey. A framework of 
a legally complied electronic court records 
management will be developed. 
 
 
Requirements of Records Management: 
International Standard ISO 15489 
 
ISO 15489:2001 is the main and overarching 
standard for records management, generally  
accepted and used by nations around the world, 
together with other national specific records and 
information statutes, standards and regulations 
[15]. It was developed by an international 
committee and is based on the 1996 Australian 
Standard on Records Management AS4930 
(Hofman 2008). It was launched at the ARMA  
International Conference (Montreal) in 2001 and is 
supported by the Standards Council of Canada. The 
Standard was designed to meet the ongoing need 
for efficient and cost effective best practice 
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recordkeeping in a business environment. It is also 
used as the basis for other practical guidelines and 
specifications. It requires  records to be created 
and maintained as a routine part of business 
activities to be stored on media that ensure their 
usability, reliability, authenticity, integrity, security 
and preservation for as long as they are needed, 
despite any systems changes. 
 
Part 1 of ISO 15489 gives a high level framework 
for recordkeeping and specifically outlines the 
benefits of good records management, the legal 
considerations, the importance of assigning roles 
and responsibilities for records management, he 
fundamental principles of a records management 
program,  design of recordkeeping systems, 
records management processes, auditing and 
training  
 
Part 2 of ISO 15489 is a technical report which sets 
out procedures that enable organizations to 
implement the principles [15]. It serves as a 
guidance on records management policies and the 
responsibilities to be defined and assigned, further 
explanation for developing recordkeeping systems; 
practical advice on the development of records 
processes and controls to manage records and 
records management training in the organization .  
 
The Standard is useful because it meets the 
recordkeeping needs of organizations worldwide, it 
gives an widely accepted framework to help 
managers set up and maintain best practice 
recordkeeping systems, it has a monitoring and 
auditing framework to enable levels of compliance 
and accompanying benefits to be benchmarked and 
assessed. Normally all  policies, standards, 
guidance and tools must be either based on it or are  
consistent with it.  
 
However, it should be well understood that no one 
standard that can fit all organizations because “one 
size does not fit all”. Organizations need to 
determine which standards best support their 
business activities and how to integrate them into 
their processes [16]. 
 
Records Management Issues in Judicial 
Organizations 
 
A few number of case studies on Judicial records 
management issues had been carried out 
worldwide. In Minnesota, a Record Retention 
Committee, composed of court and district 
administrators, judges, record administrators and 
archivists, addressed the retention requirements of 
various court records and file series [17]. 
 
In Turkey, eJustice plays a crucial role to increase 
transparency, reduce administrative corruption, 

improve quality of service delivery, provide 
community a better access to Justice, enhance 
efficiency and productivity and decrease costs in 
the interaction of citizens with governments [18]. 
 
In South Africa, records management is seen as an 
integral part of the management of court business, 
not as a separate skill or discipline. In the Pretoria 
Regional Court, for example, twelve ‘control 
officers’, reporting to the Court Manager, have 
responsibility for the records of the courts that they 
cover. However, clerks are responsible for the 
day-to-day safekeeping and control of records in 
use in the courts [19]. 
 
In Argentina, A National Judicial Reform Program 
was launched, seeking to achieve improvements in 
four broad areas of reducing delays in processing 
cases, human resources, judicial efficiency and 
effectiveness and access to justice. This 
improvement can be achieved by upgrading or 
introducing new information and case management 
systems, enhancing registries and judicial 
infrastructure, and providing equipment and 
training [20]. 
 
In Ecuador, The Judicial Reform Project has been a 
learning experience for all. Judges interviewed 
during the case study talked of the need for a 
change in ‘mentality’ or culture. Judges need to 
regard what they do as a service to users (lawyers, 
offenders, victims, etc). This in turn will change the 
way users view the Judiciary. Cuenca, which was 
said to be the most corrupt city in Ecuador 20 years 
ago, is now proud of its courts and judicial system. 
Within the Judiciary, there is a sense of service to 
citizens and a desire to make the system work [21]. 
 
In Singapore, with over a million case files in 
storage, some dating as far back as 1946, the 
volume of paper exceeded the capacity of the 
storage spaces at Havelock Square Complex and in 
a former ministry building by 1994. In 1995 a joint 
committee, comprised of the Supreme and 
Subordinate Courts and the National Archives, was 
established to investigate the management of court 
case and improvements were made accordingly 
[22]. 
 
In Gambia, Prior to 1995, record-keeping systems 
throughout the Judiciary were inadequately 
managed and could not be relied upon to meet the 
information needs of the courts, government and 
civil society. Not only were records poorly 
protected physically, but there was also a general 
lack of security. A preliminary survey in December 
1995 confirmed that registry systems in the 
Judiciary had largely broken down. In 1996, the 
British High Commission in The Gambia provided 
limited support so that the work of improving 
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records management could begin. Some 
improvements in registering and indexing cases 
and handling files were introduced in the central 
registry and sub-registries of the superior courts. A 
judicial records centre was established on the 
ground floor of the Law Courts complex in Banjul 
to serve the High Court (formerly the Supreme 
Court) and the Court of Appeal. These 
achievements were considerable given the limited 
scope of the project, but a far greater effort was 
required to extend and institutionalize 
improvements, to upgrade storage equipment and 
materials and to provide training to staff in 
managing and handling records [23]. 
 
Despite these successful efforts of improving the 
administration of court records, there are few 
critical issues that are still unresolved, in the sense 
that no consensus being achieved, especially with 
the exponential growth of electronic form of 
judicial records: 
 
Retrieval 
 
Failure to control the creation of records usually 
means failure to retain accurate records that 
subsequently affects the retrieval process. When 
the number of records accumulates, the problem 
would gradually emerge. The retrieval process, in 
turn, consumes longer time and thus affects the 
smoothness of the administration and decision 
making process [24]. 
 
In an electronic environment, although various 
information or database systems provide retrieval 
utilities, they are not the same as having a 
comprehensive record keeping and file plan 
structure that enables a better classification and 
storage of records. 
 
Metadata 
 
Managing most electronic information objects can 
only succeed with the availability of adequate 
metadata that function to aid the identification, 
description and location of networked electronic 
resources. Without metadata, electronic documents 
in particular, lose their original context and become 
less useful, as the metadata functions like a map 
and a compass to make it easier for everyone 
searching for information to find it [25]. 
 
Recordkeeping metadata is the type of information 
required to describe the identity, authenticity, 
content, context, structure and management 
requirements for records created in the context of a 
business activity [25]. A recordkeeping metadata 
schema provides semantic and structural definitions 
of metadata, including the names of metadata 

elements, how they are structured, and their 
meaning .  
 
Isa [24] points out that a working group on record 
keeping metadata (Working Meeting on 
Recordkeeping Metadata) consists of archivists, 
metadata experts and computer scientists defines 
record keeping metadata as structured or semi 
structured information that enables the creation, 
management, and use of records through time and 
within and across domains. However, the group 
admit that record keeping metadata may or may not 
follow a structured schema for organising 
metadata. The group also agrees that it was 
unlikely a single fixed metadata schema could be 
developed or would be accepted to serve all record 
keeping environments. Establishing a fixed record 
keeping metadata schema across an organisation 
would only generate more problems rather than 
facilitating the management of organisational 
records. 
 
The role of metadata in a records management 
context is to: 

• Identify records and people who create 
them 

• Establish connection between related 
records 

• Manage and preserve record content, 
context and structure 

• Administer management requirement 
• Facilitate understanding and discovery of 

records 
• Supporting efficient retrieval of records 
• Supporting evidential value of records 
• Managing access, privacy and rights 
• Supporting interoperability and transfer 

across domains and over time 
• Supporting efficient migration or other 

preservation strategy 
• Supporting legislations compliance 

[10,25,26]. 
 

Metadata is a critical tool that enables broader 
business objectives to be achieved. These include 
increased control, understanding, authenticity, 
security and accessibility of organization 
information and the ability to reuse data as 
required. 
 
Standardization of Practice 
 
Standardization of practice appeared a prerequisite 
of a records management system, be it a manual or 
electronic systems [27]. One obvious problem is 
that, despite the increasing investment in new 
technology, managerial work often involved 
working with various kinds of ‘legacy’ system. A 
legacy system is one which, having been 
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introduced with the best of intentions as an ‘all 
singing, all dancing’ solution has not been 
maintained, modified or developed to 
accommodate organizational or technological 
change. This issue of legacy systems illustrates 
some of the difficulties of introducing and 
deploying technologies in organizations 
undergoing continuing and often significant 
change.  
 
The standardization of practice and the imposition 
of procedural rules in court management in 
Malaysia is limited to the case handling practice, 
not to the handling of the case file management as 
a whole, from their creation to disposition or 
permanent preservation. There is a lacking of court 
records management policies across all levels of 
civil courts in Malaysia. 
 
Accountability of Records Management 
 
Records may not exist if the issue of accountability, 
which is more fundamental, has not been addressed 
[26]. Kaler [27] asserts that accountability has to be 
understood as providing answers and ‘giving an 
account’ to some authority for one’s actions, 
normally by holders of public office.  The 
accountability of a government can only be 
achieved when it demonstrates considerable 
transparency, which in turn can only happen when 
trust is supported by authentic and reliable records. 
 
To date, accountability for the integrity of records 
is poorly defined and may not be as clear in most 
organizations and jurisdictions [10]. However, in 
the contemporary business environment, good 
metadata enables good records management and 
reflects greater accountability in business 
operations [26]. 
 
Records Lifecycle Management 
 
Despite encouraging effort in embracing modern 
technologies to ensure the smooth running of court 
management, one of the serious issues in the 
judiciary remains with the large amount of paper 
records which are bulky and keep increasing 
exponentially, giving the problem of storage space 
and the issue of proper preservation of it.  The 
crisis within this jurisdiction is identified as how 
long should legal and judicial records be held in the 
system, or is the normal lifecycle concept of 
records management especially the ‘disposal’ stage 
is applicable to judicial records? Should the case 
file of a case that was decided in 1800, for 
example, be held in the court’s record centre or 
should it be disposed to meet the objective or 
records management i.e. for economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness? Rahmah  [6] posits that court 
records are in different nature and category from 

any other records, that their value are 
uncompromised and never come to an end. They 
should remain in storage permanently.  
 
In Malaysia, court records never been destroyed 
formally, except informal destruction by enemies 
of records such as rodents and insects. Despite the 
existence of the Destruction of Court Records 
Enactment 1935 (Enactment no 18 year 1935) and 
Sarawak Records Disposal Ordinance 1966 as well 
as Court Retention Schedule developed in 1989, 
that require the formal destruction of certain type 
of court records, they never been enforced or 
updated. 
 
 
 
Proposed Research Framework 
 
This research seeks to explore the management of 
records in Malaysian courts of law, specifically on 
the implementation of e-courts covering Case 
Management System (CMS), Electronic Filing 
System (EFS) and Court Records Transcription 
(CRT). This research is significant to the records 
management discipline, addressing the gap 
between records management and its legal and 
compliance requirements. It will specifically tackle 
the issue of legal and quality compliance in records 
management.  
 
The main research question is “How can ICT allow 
for better management and legal compliance of 
court records in Malaysia?” followed by three 
sub-questions: 
• How is electronic court records life cycle 

management implemented in Malaysia? 
• What are the quality and legal requirements, 

policies and procedures in place for managing 
court records in Malaysia?  

• What is the appropriate framework for legally 
compliant court records management in 
Malaysia? 

 
It sets the foundation for the research framework  
illustrated in figure 1, which demonstrate the 
multi-layered and multi-tied framework of 
electronic court records management legal and 
quality compliance. 
 
The first inner layer of the framework addresses the 
first sub-question of the research which deals with 
the implementation of court records management. 
It examine the theoretical basis of records lifecycle 
that deals with creation, use, maintenance, storage, 
retrieval and disposal of records, in the light of 
enabling technologies like Case Management 
System (CMS)S, Electronic Filing System (EFS), 
Office Automation System (OAS) and Court 
Records Transcription System (CRTS).  The 
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second layer of the framework seeks to resolve 
legal and quality compliance of court records 
management. The aim is to examine the 
abovementioned systems in the light of the  
international standard for Records Management i.e. 
ISO 15489 as well as other relevant legislations, 
policies and procedures. The third layer of the 
framework acknowledge the quality assessment for 
jurisdiction specific. For the purpose of this 
research, it will be focused to Malaysian 
jurisdiction. Hence, the research will  examine 
Records Management principles, practives & 
methodologies in the court within Malaysia and 
how could they be improved in the light of 
international standard ISO 15489,  legislation and 
policies. Answering all those research questions: 1. 
How Ct Rcds are managed (SQ1), 2. How it should 
be managed according to quality standard ISO 
15489 (SQ2) and 3. How these should be done in 
Malaysian environment (SQ3), means answering 
the main Research Question of “How can ICT 
allow for better management and legal and quality 
compliance of court records in Malaysia?” 

 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of the Research  

Conclusion  
In reaching the answer to the research question to 
resolve issues at hand, we are going to employ a 
qualitative research methodology, an inductive 
analytical process which immersed in the detail and 
specifics of the data to discover important 
categories, dimensions and interrelationships by 
exploring genuinely open questions rather than 
testing theoretically derived hypothesis [28,29]. 
Marshall and Rossman [30] define qualitative 
research as: it takes place in the natural world; it 
uses multiple methods that are interactive and 
humanistic; it is emergent rather than tightly 
prefigured and it is fundamentally interpretive. 
This research fits into the qualitative research genre 
because it focuses on individual lived experience 
illustrated by mainly phenomenological 

approaches, as described by Marshall and Rossman 
[30]. This methodological approach enables a study 
of Malaysian current practice of court records 
management experiences. The qualitative nature of 
judicial/legal administration study necessarily lends 
itself towards an examination of current practices, 
and case study methodology is the best approach to 
answer the research question posed in this study. 
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Abstract 

Web service discovery is an important part of Web 

service applications. With the increase of the Web 

services, there come the problems that we must 

face to. The technology of traditional Web service 

discovery is based on the matching foundation of 

key words by combining WSDL and UDDI 

standardization. However, it is short of the 

description of semantic information, which means a 

low level of intelligence. Thus, it leads to low 

exactness and completeness. 

In the light of this issue, the paper draws the 

concept of semantic information into the research 

of Web service discovery. Through WordNet, it 

expands service description, raises semantic 

information, and makes semantic match possible.  

The paper puts forward a model based on semantic 

for Web service discovery, analyzes the function 

structure and the relationship between component 

parts of the model, moreover, it describes the work 

flow of the model. At the same time, the paper 

enlarges UDDI information and gives a matching 

algorithm on the similarity calculation through 

semantic analysis when finding the matched 

service.  

Key Words: Web service discovery; Ontology; 

Service Description; Semantic expanding 

 

I. Introduction 

As a new Web application model, Web service is 

not only a new distributed computing model, but 

also an effective mechanism for data and 

information integration on the Web. With the rapid 

development of information technology, Web 

services has been widely used in variety fields, 

such as distributed computing, electronic 

commerce and so on. 

Web service discovery is an important part of 

service oriented architecture. Finding services that 

meet users’ demands is the prerequisite of service 

reuse and composition. The effect of service 

discovery directly relates to the quality of service 

reuse, the compatibility and substitution of service 

composition and also the ability to realize service 

"plug and play". So to find appropriate Web 

services initially is the key to Web service 

interoperation. Nowadays, UDDI based service 

matching framework is the most popular Web 

services matching technology. However, since lack 

of semantic information support, UDDI can only 

provide a basic description of services and 

frame-based matching mechanism, which makes 

the matching of the Web services only based on the 

foundation of key words and syntax. This way of 

matching can not distinguish different syntax but 

the same semantic information, but also different 

semantics but the same syntax information, and 

therefore, it can not provide service function based 

on the semantic matching
 [1]

.Meanwhile, this kind 

of Web service discovery is short of description of 

semantic information, which means it cannot 

understand user’s messages intelligently. Thus, it 

leads to low rate in exactness and completeness, 

and it’s pretty difficult to satisfied the increasingly 

needs of the modern society. All of these problems 

have restricted the accuracy and efficiency of Web 

service discovery. 

In the light of this issue, the paper draws the 

concept of semantic information into the research 

of Web service discovery. The concept of semantic 

Web services is proposed by TimBemers-Lee 

firstly, and it is not a new Web form, but expansion 

and extension of the existing Web
 [2]

. Web services 

based on the semantic can do: a clear connection 

and rules between description and reasoning affairs, 

a clear description of the tasks performed by Web 

services, so as to realize the automation of Web 

service discovery. 

Semantic information description and matching of 

services has become a focus. In order to resolve the 

problems above, many scholars have done deep 

researches. Chakraborty presents a service 

discovery system with DAML as semantic Web 

service description language and Prolog as 

reasoning language
 [3]

. Based on process ontology, 

Mark Klein and Abraham Bernstein put forward a 

service discovery method, which can achieve 

service discovery through semantic matching 

between the inquiry process ontology and service 

ontology with a process query language (PQL) 

search service 
[4]

. In China, how to extend the 

semantic Web knowledge representation language 

and achieve the automatic search, discovery, 

matching and integration for Web services is 

studied in APEX Data and Knowledge 

Management of laboratory affiliated to Shanghai 

Jiaotong University. By introducing Web ontology, 

the management and implementation mechanism of 

the semantic intelligent Web services is discussed 
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in the Knowledge Engineering Laboratory in 

computer Science Department of Tsinghua 

University
 [5]

. Fengfeng Liang studied on 

distributed semantic Web service discovery based 

on ontology.
 [6]

 

However, constructing ontology is a fairly heavy 

engineering in semantic Web services. In this paper,   

through WordNet, we add semantic annotation to 

the WSDL service description, expand Web service 

description, map to UDDI, and then improve the 

rate in exactness and completeness. There are 5 

sections in this paper. In section 2 a semantic 

model for Web service discovery is put forward 

and the work flow of the model is described 

exhaustively; after that in section 3 how to enlarge 

semantic information for Web descriptions is 

studied and a matching algorithm on the similarity 

calculation through semantic analysis when finding 

the match service is designed; then in section 4 the 

feasibility of the model is validated by a small 

example; finally, section 5 displays the conclusion 

and outlook. 

 

II. Service Discovery Framework 

Each module of the semantic Web service 

discovery model bears part of the system 

sub-functions, and they cannot complete service 

discovery without mutual cooperation
 [7]

. Through 

the complete Web service discovery process, the 

whole system provides a range of services for 

service providers and service requesters. The 

framework of semantic Web service discovery is 

illustrated in Fig.1. It is composed of User 

Interaction Module, Search Matching Module, 

Semantic Annotation Module, User Information 

Database as well as UDDI Registry and 

WordNet
[8]

. 

 
Figure 1.The framework of semantic Web service 

discovery 

A User Interaction Module is necessary to provide 

a user communicate interface. A Search Matching 

Module with matching algorithm is required for the 

query process. Additionally, Semantic Annotation 

Module will add semantic information for a service 

description when service providers publish their 

services and this preparatory work improves the 

accuracy of the query. There are three roles 

(service provider, service registry and service 

requestor) and three operations (publish, find and 

binding) in the Web services architecture. Semantic 

expansion is necessary in the process of publish 

and find operations. 

 

A. The Process of Publishing Services  

The process of publishing services is illustrated in 

Fig.2.

Figure 2 Sequence diagram of the publishing process 
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The main function of semantic annotation module 

which is the main part of the process of publishing 

services is to add semantic information for a 

service description when service providers publish 

their services. Web services cannot be found and 

used before they have been sent into UDDI registry. 

The technology of traditional Web service 

discovery is based on the matching foundation of 

key words. However, UDDI is short of description 

of semantic information, which means a low level 

of intelligence. The semantic annotation module is 

designed, which will add semantic information for 

a Web service description when service providers 

publish their services and this preparatory work 

improves the efficiency and accuracy of the search 

matching. Moreover, the semantic annotation 

module is directly connected with the WordNet 

which is an indispensable tool for many semantic 

judgments through the whole Web services 

discovery process.
 [8]

 

 

B. The Process of Services Discovery  

The services retrieval process is shown in 

Fig.3.The User Interaction Module directly 

provides user with a user interface. Firstly, users 

input their login information and then put the 

request information into the user interface; 

meanwhile, User Interaction Module transforms the 

user service request in accordance with the 

knowledge and rules in the User Information 

Database. When there is polysemy in the user’s 

request information that cannot judge according to 

user’s background information, then it is necessary 

for the users to make independent determination on 

their demands. During this period, we cannot judge 

whether there is ambiguity in the user’s input 

information without WordNet. At the same time 

synonym will be stored in a set. When Search 

Matching Module receives the request information, 

it will judge semantic information with WordNet 

and query the appropriate service in the UDDI 

Registry according to the matching algorithm. In 

section 3 a matching algorithm on the similarity 

calculation through semantic analysis is described 

exhaustively. Based on the priority level of 

matching results, Search Matching Module sends 

the information back to the User Interaction 

Module and then user interaction module delivers it 

to the users. 

  

III. Semantic Matching of Web Service 

In service-oriented architecture, Web service is 

considered as a convention between service 

provider and the requester. Although these 

conventions differ in the integrity and accuracy, 

their ultimate goals are to make requestors find 

needed services precisely. In fact, the service 

description not only just defines a simple series of 

available operations, but also describes desired 

behaviors and constraints in some special 

circumstances in order to know the combination 

and interaction of services during the follow-up 

search process. The semantic Web services 

description is the cornerstone of semantic Web 

service. Therefore many researches have been 

carried out, especially for building upper ontology 

for services
 [9]

. However, constructing ontology is a 

fairly heavy engineering in semantic Web services, 

thus in this paper we will add semantic annotation 

to the Web service description through WordNet. It 

is mainly introduced in this section that how to add 

semantic annotations to user query information and 

WSDL descriptions with WordNet. Through 

semantic annotation sufficient preparations have 

been made for the follow-up matching work. As the 

technology of traditional Web service discovery is 

based on the matching foundation of key words, 

which means a low rate in exactness and 

completeness, thus we will propose a new 

matching Method in this section. 

A. The Semantic Query Expansion 

Only when users' needs have been understood 

correctly can we satisfy the demand of users, that is, 

service discovery system should accurately return 

Web services users have queried. The reason why 

the semantic query expansion and processing with 

WordNet is essential is that in query language there 

are several situations as follows. Firstly, there are 

many synonyms. It is quite common in natural 

language, such as E-business and E-commerce both 

mean e-commerce and so on. These are called 

synonyms in the WordNet. Secondly, there are the 

ambiguities of the concept. In many cases, the 

phenomenons of polysemy appear. Take the word 

“doctor” as an example, it may mean the person 

who is a licensed medical practitioner or Dr.. Thus, 

in order to eliminate the ambiguity, we should first 

clarify its specific implications. Thirdly, there are 

some words of superordinate concept and 

subordinate concept. In many cases, only through 

superordinate concepts or subordinate concepts can 

we retrieve the potential useful information, such 

as car and motorcar.
 [10] 

 

In the semantic processing of user query, we 

concentrate on clarifying ambiguous concepts and 

the expansion of synonyms, while after semantic 

expansion with WordNet users’ query intention can 

be better understood. 

When the user enters the query information, we 

should determine whether the keyword in the query 

is a polysemy firstly. For example, as the word 

doctor has two meanings (Meaning 1：doctor, doc, 

physician, MD, Dr., medico -- a licensed medical 

practitioner; "I felt so bad I went to see my 

doctor"； Meaning 2：doctor, Dr. -- a person who 

holds Ph.D. degree (or the equivalent) from an 

academic institution; "she is a doctor of philosophy 
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in physics"),so when a user enters doctor as 

keyword, we should determine the meaning queried 

according to the data in the user information 

database firstly, if a specialist input the word doctor, 

we can determine the practical significance of the 

word is meaning 1, because specialist is the 

subordinate concept of  doctor, or specialist is one 

kind of doctor. Of course, when we cannot 

determine the exact meaning of a word with the 

background information in the user information 

database, several meanings of the word will be 

returned to the user and accurate choices should be 

made. Then we will go to the second step, which 

means to expand the input word to a synonym set. 

So if the word doctor has been clarified as meaning 

1, these synonyms meanings "doctor, doc, 

physician, MD, Dr., Medico" will be delivered as a 

set to the Search and Matching Module. 

B. The Semantic Annotation of Web Service 

Description  

The purpose of semantic annotation is to retrieve 

the keywords of the WSDL service description 

with WordNet, which plays a vital role in 

implementing intelligent query of Web service. The 

technology of traditional documentation retrieval is 

based on the matching foundation of key words, 

which is short of description of semantic 

information. However, the same words often 

represent different meanings while different 

keywords may also be expressed the same in 

different contexts. Thus, the traditional way of 

retrieval leads to low rate in exactness and 

completeness. In the light of this issue, the paper 

draws the concept of semantic information into the 

research and pays more attention to distinguish 

Web services in the level of the concept, which is 

the same as superordinate concept and subordinate 

concept in WordNet. Through the semantic 

annotation of resources, it abstracts the true 

implication of the retrieval, and makes it possible 

that on the basis of semantic match, which 

improves the efficiency of retrieval. 

Web service description language (WSDL) is a 

kind of XML language which is used to describe 

Web services as a set of network endpoints 

operating on the messages. In the model of this 

paper, the processing of WordNet based semantic 

annotation includes the scope determination of 

search keywords in the WSDL document, 

superordinate concept and subordinate concept 

annotation. In WSDL, major keywords are as 

follows: service name, port name, message name 

(input and output), operation name, and so on. 

Semantic annotation is the process of extracting the 

core vocabulary from the WSDL document and 

filling the corresponding superordinate concept and 

subordinate concept with WordNet. In general, we 

can use keywords as the document’s semantic 

vector directly, but it is not concrete and substantial 

enough to establish semantic annotation of the 

WSDL document. So we should have the 

superordinate concept and subordinate concept as 

well as the concept itself in a semantic vector 

space. 

Suppose D is the WSDL document set will be 

indexed, d D, which is one document of the set; 

suppose C as a candidate concept set, and 

ic C is one candidate concept of the candidate 

concept set. And suppose that the superordinate 

concepts of ic  contained in WordNet are 0iP ，

1iP …， )1( niP , n  represents the total number of 

superordinate concepts of ic . Therefore, the 

instance of candidate concept ic  in document 

d  can be expressed as 0ip ， 1ip ，…， )1( nip , 

and then one of the semantic vectors of document 

d can be described by concept ic  and the 

corresponding superordinate concepts. In a word, 

one semantic vector can be expressed as ( ic ，

0ip ， 1ip …， )1( nip ). Last but not least, WSDL 

documents with semantic annotations will be stored 

in the UDDI for retrieval according to the 

corresponding relation between WSDL and UDDI. 

C. Mapping from WSDL to UDDI 

A WSDL service consists of a set of abstract 

definition of operations and messages, a specific 

protocol bound to these operations and messages, 

and network endpoint specification. The UDDI 

provides a method of publishing and searching 

services description, the support of business and 

service information definition. Service description 

information defined in the WSDL is additional to 

the UDDI registry; many other different types of 

service descriptions are also available in UDDI.
 [11]

 

A complete WSDL service description includes a 

service interface and a service implementation 

document. Due to the reusable definition of 

services, the service interface was registered as a 

tModel in the UDDI. Service implementation 

describes instances of services, each of which is 

defined with WSDL service elements. These 

WSDL service elements in the service 

implementation document will be used to publish 

UDDI businessService. When publishing a WSDL 

service description, service implementation cannot 

be published as businessService until a service 

interface has be released as a tModel. The overview 

of mapping from WSDL to UDDI is illustrated in 

Fig.3.  
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D. Semantic Matching Algorithm  

There are two methods to convert the Web services 

into term vectors. One is manual method and the 

other is automatic method. Manual method means 

to convert the Web services into term vectors 

manually through making use of human knowledge. 

The automatic method is based on some natural 

language processing technology and some tools 

such as WordNet and UMLS.  

According to the user’s query and based on 

WordNet we can construct a semantic vector space 

with n dimension. The Multi steps of converting 

the Web service into term vectors are described as 

follows.
 [12]

 

    (1) Compute the Comprehensive Frequency 

of Each Term in Every WSDL Document. 

Let denote the comprehensive 

frequency of term in document and is the 

total number of the terms.   

In this step, we represent each Web services in a 

term vector of n dimension, expressed 

as .  

As WSDL is an XML format for describing 

network services as a set of endpoints operating on 

messages containing either document-oriented or 

procedure-oriented information 
[13]

. Usually the 

creator or the provider generates WSDL for Web 

services. Here we use WSDL to be a bridge to link 

the Web service and its semantic vector. Fig. 4 

shows a WSDL specification metamodel as a UML 

class diagram 
[14]

. 

 

 
Figure 4 WSDL specification metamodel 

[14]
 

Based on WSDL document and the semantic vector 

space the domain experts have set up in the last 

step, we can compute the comprehensive frequency 

of each term in every WSDL. The terms appear in 

the service name, port name, the operation name, 

the message (input and output) name and the part 

name as shown in Fig.4 can reflect the semantic 

aspect of the services.  

It is possible that one term appears in the different 

positions of the WSDL document will represent the 

Web service to some different degree. Thus when 

evaluating the important degree of one term in the 

WSDL document, we shouldn’t just add up the 

frequency of the term in different position, but 

compute the comprehensive frequency of each term 

in the document based on the position weight. 

In the semantic vector space the frequency of  

term in the different positions the service name, 

port name, the operation name, the message (input 

and output) name and the part name(as shown in 

Fig.4) of document can be represented 

respectively by and .Use 

and respectively represents the 

position weight of these areas. The weight 

coefficients are subjected to the following 

<import> 

<service> 

<port> 

<port> 

Service implementation 

<types> 

<message> 

<portType> 

<binding> 

Service Interface 

BusinessEntity 

BusinessService 

BindingTemplate 

BindingTemplate 

 

tModel 

Figure 3 Overview of mapping from WSDL to UDDI 
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condition: 

 

 
In this way to obtain the weight is also an 

evaluating process, so expert graded method can be 

adopted to compute the position weight. Then 

can be computed by the following equation: 

 

 

Based on WSDL, if there are altogether d  Web 

services the semantic content of every Web 

services can be represented 

by .  

The synonymies should be united and the different 

meaning of the term in the documents should be 

discriminated. Natural language processing 

technology can be used in this step. If the 

vocabulary and the knowledge warehouse are 

created, the computer can simulate human beings 

to determine the meaning of the term automatically. 

Some tools have been developed to process natural 

language, such as WordNet, UMLS and AWSC 
[15]

. 

Here we use WordNet.       

     (2) Regress the Term Vector to [0, 1]. 

The inputs to a neural network must be regressed to 

be in a particular range, usually between 0 and 1. 

As , the term vector 

must be regressed to [0, 1], let  

                      
Obviously, 10  p

ix come into existence. So 

each Web service can be represented by a term 

vector, such that: 

. 
If term  doesn’t exist in WSDL document , in 

another word, term  isn’t important in WSDL 

document , and then . If term  is very 

important in the document , then . Values 

from 0 to 1 denote the importance increases. If the 

total number of the WSDL documents is ,  

WSDL documents can be represented with a  

vector matrix. 

Suppose in a n  dimension vector space, we have 

query’s vector  qnqqq xxxX ,,2,1  and document’s 

vector   dnddd xxxX ,,2,1  .The similarity between 

two vectors is generally measured as Euclidean 

distance between them, computing using the 

following equation: 

2

1

)(),( 



n

i

diqidqdq xxXXDXXSIM  

Euclidean distance is the real distance between two 

points in n dimension, which is very usually 

adopted. 

qiX
 represents the weight of term k  for query 

qX  and diX represents the weight of term k  for 

Web service
dX .Observe 

that 0),( dq XXSIM means that
dX does not have 

any term that is in
qX . 1),( dq XXSIM , on the 

other hand means that dX
 is most similar to 

qX .Thus the value of the similarity from 0 to 1 

indicates that the bigger the value is the more 

relevant the corresponding Web service is to the 

query demand. 

Thus the relevancy-ranking algorithm of semantic 

algorithm can be implemented by measuring the 

similarity between the query and each candidate 

Web service using equation  

2

1

)(),( 



n

i

diqidqdq xxXXDXXSIM

. Then 

the Web service can be ranked according to their 

similarity to the query.  

 
IV. Example Analysis 

In order to illustrate the process of system design 

and implementation, we will choose some hospital 

services as an example in this section. 

A. User Query Information Expansion 

In this paper, the model operated in .Net platforms 

is composed of three modules and the work flows 

have been given. Its procedure is written by Java, 

and various Java packages not only provide 

ready-made pieces of functions, but also make 

abstract interface for custom applications available. 

When a user login this system, the User Interaction 

Module will return a query interface, and the 

interface diagram is shown in Figure 5. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 User query interface 
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As shown above, users need to enter the following 

information: service name, port name, message 

name (input and output) information. Sometimes, 

more than one input and output message is 

necessary. 

The user selecting interface mirrors in Fig.6. 

  

Figure 6 User selecting interface 
When the user enters the query information, User 

Interface Module will determine whether the 

keyword in the query is a polysemy firstly. As is 

shown in Figure 5, the user enters the word “Price” 

in the place of Output. However, there are three 

different meanings for “Price” in the WordNet, 

which means we cannot define the user’s exact 

intention. Therefore, User Interface Module will 

determine the exact meaning of a word with the 

background information in the user information 

database, otherwise several meanings of the word 

will be returned to the user and accurate choices 

should be made. 

For example, when the second meaning is selected, 

User Interface Module will discard the other two 

meanings, at the same time, the second meaning 

“monetary value, price, cost” became the semantic 

query expansion of “Price”, so with other key 

words. Then all the key words after processing will 

be delivered to Search Matching Module, without 

missing relevant information for matching.  

Through semantic annotations, the query 

information can be represented as a five dimension 

vector space, which will be sent to Search 

Matching Module. Table 1 shows the vector space. 

 

Table 1 Five dimension vector space after expansion 

Service Name Port Name Message Name Input Output 

OutpantinetCharge 

CheckService 

OutpantinetCharge 

CheckPort 

GetLastPrice PatientID Price, 

monetary value, 

cost 

 
B. Semantic Annotation of Service Dispription 

Take three of the Web services which are described 

with WSDL in the hospital as an example to 

illustrate the matching process. In order to simplify 

the process, these services will be described in the 

form of words in this section. 

Service 1：Outpatient Charge Checking Service 

ServiceName：OutpatinetChargeCheckingService 

Port Name：OutpantinetChargeCheckingPort 

Message Name：GetLastPrice 

Input：PatientID 

Output：Price 

Service 2：Inpatient Charge Checking Service 

Service Name：InpatientChargeCheckingService 

Port Name：InpatientChargeCheckingPort 

Message Name：GetLastPrice 

Input：PatientID 

Output：Cost 

Service 3：Picture Checking Service 

Service Name：PictureCheckingService 

Port Name：PictureCheckingPort 

Message Name：GetPicture 

Input：PatientID 

Output：Picture 

Take Service 1 as an example, after semantic 

information extraction and annotation with 

WordNet: 

Service Name：OutpatinetChargeCheckingService 

Port Name：OutpantinetChargeCheckingPort 

Message Name：GetLastPrice 

Input：PatientID (badge) 

Output：Price (value) 

Then WSDL with semantic annotation will be 

mapped to UDDI according to section 3. 

C. Matching Results 

According to the matching algorithms, the query 

information can be represented as vector space, 
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which will be useful for matching calculations of 

Service1, 2 and 3.The conclusion is shown in 

Figure 7: 

 
 

 
It is possible that one term appears in the different 

positions of the WSDL document will represent the 

Web service to some different degree. In the 

semantic vector space user query term in the 

different positions (Service Name, Port Name, 

Message Name, Input, and Output) of each service 

in UDDI can be represented respectively by 

following weight:  

b11=0.8, b12=0.05, b13=0.05, b14=0.05, b15=0.05; 

b21=0.05, b22=0.8, b23=0.05, b24=0.05, b25=0.05; 

b31=0.05, b32=0.05, b33=0.8, b34=0.05, b35=0.05; 

b41=0.05, b42=0.05, b43=0.05, b44=0.8, b45=0.05; 

b51=0.05, b52=0.05, b53=0.05, b54=0.05, b55=0.8. 

Then can be computed by the equation (2): 

q
1
= (0.81, 0.81, 0.81, 0.81, 0.81)

 T
 

q
2
= (02, 02, 0.82, 0.82, 0.82) 

T
 

q
3
= (03, 03, 03, 0.83, 03) 

T 

According to equation (3), regress the term vectors 

to [0, 1]: 

X
1
= (11, 11, 11, 11, 11) 

T
 

X
2
= (02, 02, 12, 12, 12) 

T
 

X
3
= (03, 03, 03, 13, 03) 

T
 

Calculate the Euclidean distance by the equation 

(4): 

D
1
=0 

D
2
=1.414 

D
3
=2 

D. Analysis of the Results 

The example above is simple that can not fully 

reflect all the semantic expansions and annotations 

in all situations, but it can basically validate the 

Web service discovery model based on semantic 

expanding. The paper draws the concept of 

semantic information into the research of Web 

service discovery, expands service description and 

improves the exactness. Due to the lack of a large 

number of samples, we cannot implement the 

quantitative analysis of the performance of service 

discovery. Therefore, the main work of the 

following phase is to collect samples of our 

services, conduct quantitative analysis on this 

model, and then validate discovery performance of 

the model.  

V. Conclusion 

The paper points to the lack of semantic 

information when use Web service inquiring, puts 

forward a model based on semantic expanding for 

Web service discovery, analyzes the function 

structure and the relationship between component 

parts of the model. Moreover, it adds semantic 

annotations to WSDL which is the Web service 

descriptions document with WordNet and maps it 

to UDDI exhaustively. Last but not least, the paper 

gives a matching algorithm on the semantic 

similarity calculation through semantic analysis 

when finding the match service, and improves the 

exactness. To some extent, it can realize the 

intelligence and semantics of Web service 

discovery. Further work should be done to conduct 

quantitative analysis based on a large size of Web 

service samples. 

 

Figure 7 User query results 
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Abstract 

People-to-People (P2P) lending allows individuals 
to lend and borrow directly among each other 
online. Previous research mainly focuses on a 
single P2P lending marketplace – Prosper.com. 
This paper uses a multiple-case study approach to 
explore four P2P lending marketplaces. The study 
provides in-depth explanations on how different 
P2P lending marketplaces operate in different 
business models and in different countries. Our 
study thus extends current understanding about 
different operation models of P2P lending 
marketplaces, and suggests how future research 
should be done to cover more P2P lending 
platforms. We also contribute to the literature by 
indicating the interesting research questions 
originated from the cross-case analysis.  

Keywords: Case study, P2P lending, Non-profit, 
Cross-country 

 
Introduction 

Internet has facilitated the creation of many 
business innovations, such as E-business, online 
auction, third-party payment. Today, online 
people-to-people (P2P) lending (also called 
Peer-to-Peer) is an important new example. Online 
P2P lending allows individuals to lend and borrow 
directly among each other without the mediation of 
a creditor bank institution [5]. The first P2P lending 
company to launch was Zopa in UK in February 
2005. Today, there are 30 Online P2P lending 
markets in more than 10 countries worldwide, such 
as Prosper in the US, Zopa in UK and Japan, 
CommunityLend in Canada, and PaiPaiDai in 
China. 

P2P lending marketplaces provide a venue where 
lenders and borrowers can connect with each other. 
Usually, the transactions start when a borrower 
creates and publishes a loan request (called listing) 
that describes the purpose and conditions of the 
desired loan. Lenders on the marketplace can 
search for listings and then bid on listings. Most 
marketplaces have an auction-like process in which 
the lender willing to provide the lowest interest rate 
"wins" the borrower's loan. After a borrower gets 
the loan, re-payment activities and collection 
activities will start.  

Like other online businesses, the fundamental 
problem in online P2P lending is information 
asymmetry between the lenders and the borrowers 
[5, 9, 11], which consequently causes problem of 
trust, risk control, incentive [8, 12]. Prior literature 
has examined these problems, and most studies use 
social capital theory to explain the phenomenon [2, 
5, 7]. However, most research only utilizes 
Prosper’s transaction data (provided to public by 
Prosper.com). A little research uses transaction 
data of other marketplaces, compare different 
operation models and the marketplaces in different 
countries. That influences the external validity of 
these studies. 

Understanding the above information is critical for 
both research and practice. For example, borrowers 
can evaluate lenders’ credit scores in Propsper.com, 
but people do not have such a credit score in many 
developing country. Thus, we need to examine how 
P2P leading operates in different countries. 

On the other hand, some non-profit organizations 
such as Kiva.com also operate P2P lending to help 
poor people in developing countries, but their 
business models are quite different from Prosper’s 
model. In Prosper, both the company and lenders 
make profits, so incentive is not a problem. Further, 
borrowers and lenders of Prosper must be the US 
residents, so they can get legal protection from the 
government or other institutions. In contrast, both 
marketplace and lenders do not get any profits in 
Kiva, and usually borrowers and lenders live in 
different countries. Thus, we also need to explore 
different P2P leading business models. 

This paper aims to answer two questions: 

1) How does P2P leading operate in different 
countries? 

2) How do different P2P leading business 
models work? 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
we describe methodology, including how to select 
case sites and collect data. Further, we conduct the 
within-case analysis, followed by cross-case 
analysis. Finally, we conclude with a discussion 
that summarizes implications for both research and 
practice as well as limitation and future research. 
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Methodology 

A multiple-case study approach is used to explore 
our research question. The objective of the case 
study approach is to provide more in-depth 
explanations on why and how different P2P lending 
marketplaces operate in different business model 
and different countries. The unit of analysis is the 
marketplace. According to the guidelines of 
multiple-case study research and exemplars [e.g., 1, 
6], the selection of the research sites should be 
done so as to allow substantial variations in the 
core theoretical constructs.  

 
Case site selection 

Given that this paper is about comparing different 
P2P lending model in different countries, two key 
dimensions are country and business model. By 
combining two dimensions into a two-by-two 
quadrant, we first created the following 
classification (Figure 1). In country dimension, we 
differentiate developed and developing country, 
and use the US and China as two examples. In the 
dimension of business model, we present profit vs. 
non-profit organization. Based on the classification, 
we choose four case sites: Prosper, Kiva, PaiPaiDai, 
and Wokai. 

 

P
ro

fi
t

N
on

-P
ro

fi
t

 

This choice follows a combination of literal and 
theoretical replication strategies to improve the 
external validity of our study [13]. Theoretical 
replication refers to a multiple-case selection 
strategy in which the cases vary in terms of 
expected outcomes. Literal replication, on the other 
hand, requires selecting cases that are similar in 
certain characteristics and thus lead the researcher 
to expect similar results. We expect the 
marketplaces in the same dimension to show 
convergent behaviors (literal replication), and 
marketplaces in the different dimensions to show 
varied behaviors (theoretical replication). 

 

Data collection and analysis 

We collected data using the following methods: 
browsing website of these P2P lending marketplace, 

collecting other third party report, and role-playing 
– register as borrower or lender to try their service.  

Data were analyzed in two stages: within-case 
analysis and cross-case analysis [13]. A within-case 
analysis was performed first to allow the unique 
patterns of each case to emerge and to provide 
researchers with an understanding of each case. 
Second, a cross-case analysis was conducted to 
understand the variations across cases and to find 
alternative or novel explanations for findings from 
the within-case analysis. 

 

Within-Case analysis  

This section presents a narrative of each case. We 
focus on the following characteristics: background, 
operation model, and risk control.  

 

1) Prosper (www.prosper.com) 

Background – Prosper was founded in February 5, 
2006. Prosper is the world's largest P2P 
marketplace with more than 980,000 members and 
over $201,000,000 in funded loans (Data in 
24/7/2010). Prosper's initial product was an 
unsecured 3-year loan for up to $25,000. Lenders 
and borrowers must be US residents. In 2008 and 
2009, Prosper was closed down twice by the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) due to 
violation of the Securities Act. Prosper's 
registration statement with the SEC was declared 
effective later, and the marketplace resumed 
lending on July 13, 2009. 

Operation model – Borrowers can list loan requests 
between $1,000 and $25,000 on Prosper. They set 
the maximum rate they are willing to pay an 
investor for the loan, and tell their story. People 
and institutional investors register on Prosper as 
lenders, then set their minimum interest rates, and 
bid in increments of $25 to $25,000 on loan listings 
they select. 

Once the auction ends, Prosper takes the bids with 
the lowest rates and combines them to facilitate the 
funding of one simple loan to the borrower. Prosper 
handles all on-going loan administration tasks 
including loan repayment and collections on behalf 
of the matched borrowers and investors - every 
month, Prosper will make an automatic withdrawal 
from the borrower’s bank account for the amount 
of monthly payment. Prosper also issues what are 
called "Notes" to all the winning bidders when the 
auction ends, Prosper members are then able to 
trade Notes with other members on the Folio 
Investing Note Trader platform.  

Risk control – To ensure the security of everyone 
on the site, borrowers will be asked to provide 
personal information, including Social Security 
number, so Prosper can check identity and obtain 
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borrowers’ credit score. In addition to criteria 
commonly used by institutional lenders (e.g. 
Banks), such as credit scores and histories, Prosper 
lenders can consider borrowers' personal stories, 
endorsements from friends, and group affiliations. 
Further, Prosper provides the estimated return to 
calculate the risk of investment. For example, 
Prosper provide a loss rate to help lenders 
understand potential risk. The loss rate is based on 
the historical performance of borrowers on Prosper 
loans with similar characteristics. Finally, Prosper 
uses professional collection agencies to collect 
borrowers’ missing payment. 

 

2) Kiva (www.kiva.org) 

Background – Kiva was founded in October 2005, 
it allows people to lend money via the Internet to 
poor people in developing countries around the 
world. As of July 24, 2010, Kiva has distributed 
$151,389,775 in loans from 470,113 lenders, which 
come from 200 different countries. A total of 
208,137 loans have been funded to poor people in 
53 different countries. The average loan size is 
$386.35. Its current repayment rate is 98.78%.  

Operation model – Kiva faces millions of poor 
people in different countries, so how to manage the 
local lenders in a global system is a new challenge. 
Kiva solves this problem by working with local 
Microfinance Institution (MFI).  

a.  Kiva Partners with a MFI 

Kiva partners with existing MFI (also called Field 
Partners) around the world. These organizations 
that have expertise in microfinance and a mission 
to alleviate poverty facilitate Kiva loans on the 
ground. MFIs know their local area and clients and 
do all the leg work required to get Kiva loans to the 
borrowers posted on Kiva.org. 

b. MFIs Disburse Loans and Upload Stories  

MFI disburse loans as soon as they are needed. 
They can do this up to 30 days before the loan 
request is posted on Kiva's website or 30 days after. 
The MFI collects borrowers’ stories, pictures and 
loan details and uploads them to Kiva.  

c.  Lenders Browse Profiles and Lend  

Lenders browse loan requests and select which 
ones they'd like to fund. Lenders can fund as little 
as $25 and as much as the entire amount of the loan. 
Kiva aggregates funds from Kiva lenders and 
provides them to the MFI. 

d. Kiva Disburses Lenders' Funds to the MFI  

The MFI uses the funds to replenish the loan 
they've already made to the borrower.  

e.  Borrowers Repay Their Loans  

The MFI collects repayments from Kiva borrowers 
as well as any interest due and lets Kiva know if a 
repayment was not made as scheduled. Interest 
rates are set by the MFI, and that interest is used to 
cover the MFI's operating costs. Kiva doesn't 
charge interest to its MFIs and does not provide 
interest to lenders.  

f.  Kiva Provides Repayments to Lenders  

If there is already money in the MFI's account, or 
once their payment is received, Kiva uses these 
funds to credit the appropriate lenders with their 
loan repayments. Lenders can re-lend their funds to 
another borrower, donate their funds to Kiva (to 
cover operational expenses), or withdraw their 
funds via PayPal. 

Risk control – As many players participated in 
Kiva, lending to the poor online involves 3 levels 
of risk: 

a. Lender Risk 

Each borrower is screened by a local Kiva MFI 
before being posted on Kiva's website. The MFI 
looks at a variety of factors (past loan history, 
village or group reputation, feasibility of business 
idea, etc) before deeming the lender as credit 
worthy. However, a number of factors can result in 
borrowers defaulting: Business issues (e.g. crop 
failure), health issues (e.g. malaria, HIV/AIDS), 
other issues (e.g. theft). If a lender defaults, MFIs 
pursue collections according to their normal 
practices. 

b. MFI Risk 

Working with MFIs increases new institutional 
risks. MFIs could have bankruptcy, fraud (e.g. staff 
members at the MFI may embezzle funds), poor 
operations (e.g. The MFI may have poor 
methodologies for screening lender or collecting 
repayments). Kiva screens, rates and monitors each 
MFI, Kiva assigns each MFI a 1-Star (higher risk) 
to 5-Star (lower risk) Risk Rating. The amount of 
money a MFI can have outstanding (Credit Limit) 
with Kiva is based on its Risk Rating. And Kiva 
stops cooperation with high risk MFIs. 

  

c. Country Risk 

When lending internationally, it is important to 
consider "macro-level" risks: Economic (e.g. a 
large currency devaluation), political (e.g. related 
policies change in the developing world), natural 
disasters such as a tsunami or drought. Kiva 
currently targets a country limit of no more than 
10% of total loans outstanding to help ensure a 
balanced portfolio. In certain instances, guaranty 
mechanisms may be used in excess of this limit on 
a case by case basis. 
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3) PPDai (www.ppdai.com) 

Background – PPDai, China's first and leading P2P 
lending network was founded in Shanghai, August 
2007. Company reports over 2.5 million RMB in 
loans facilitated and over 80,000 user registrations 
since its official launch. 

Operation model – PPDai has a very similar 
operation model as Prosper. After registration, 
borrowers can create loan listing, set the interest 
rate they're willing to pay and that interest rate may 
even get bid down, and then write a short 
description about how you anticipate using the loan 
proceeds. Once the listing is live on the 
marketplace, lenders will be able to view and bid 
on it. If a listing ends with enough bids to equal the 
requested loan amount, a borrower can decide 
whether or not he/she wishes to take the loan at the 
ending interest rate. If a borrower wants the loan, 
funds will be deposited into his/her bank account, 
and an email will be sent to all lenders. After a 
borrower receive loan, PPDai will send email, SMS 
and make phone call to acknowledge borrowers to 
make payment every month.  

Risk control – As there is no official credit system 
in China, it is quite difficult to evaluate borrowers 
online. First, PPDai intends to reduce the risk 
through encourage lending between friends or 
friends of friends. It’s common in China that 
people often loan small amount of money in casual 
way. PPDai hopes to make it standardized and 
more efficient. Furthermore, PPDai is developing 
its own personal credit assessment system. The 
credit score is mainly determined by loan history 
and identification, such as provide ID, own video, 
education certification, etc. Interestingly, PPDai 
utilizes Taobao’s (the biggest C2C E-business 
website in China) credit score when Taobao’s 
members borrow money in PPDai.  

 

4) Wokai (www. wokai.org) 

Background - Wokai was founded in March 2007. 
It allows people to contribute directly to 
microfinance institutions in China which in turn 
lend the money to borrowers in rural China. It is a 
non-profit organization based in Oakland, with core 
operations in Beijing, supported by individual 
donors, corporate sponsorships, fundraising events 
and grants. Wokai has grown to 12 Chapters across 
the US, Canada, and China with 200+ interns and 
volunteers, 10 corporate sponsors, and 2 MFIs in 
Inner Mongolia and rural Sichuan. Since the 
website launch in 2008, Wokai has raised over 
US$169,000 in loan capital and empowered over 
300 borrowers in China to start small businesses. 

The historical on-time repayment rate at Wokai' 
exceeds 98%. 

Operation model – Similar as Kiva, Wokai allows 
accredited MFI in China to post profiles of 
qualified local borrowers on its website. Lenders 
browse and choose a borrower they wish to fund. 
Wokai aggregates loan capital from individual 
lenders and transfers it to the appropriate MFIs to 
disburse to the borrower chosen by the lender. As 
the borrowers repay their loans, the MFIs remit 
funds back to Wokai and the lender is alerted of 
this repayment. Once the loan is repaid, the Wokai 
lenders can re-loan it to another borrower. 

Risk control – In order to decrease risk, Wokai 
hired a microfinance consultant to help Wokai 
create its MFI due-diligence system and investment 
committee structure for partner approval and 
monitoring. Wokai's due-diligence team travels to 
each potential MFI to compile a comprehensive 
report on its governance, information and 
accounting systems, risk-assessment policies, loan 
portfolio and lending activities, performance, and 
efficiency. To guarantee the validity of written 
documentation and information presented during 
the interviews, Wokai randomly reviews the credit 
files of a minimum of five clients and follows up 
with personal visits to each client to determine 
whether credit files match the actual situations in 
the field and to gauge client perception of MFI 
performance. Once Wokai begins working with a 
MFI, the performance of that partner is 
continuously monitored. Wokai performs 
semi-annual on-site monitoring visits. Additionally, 
Wokai requires MFIs to record each distribution 
and repayment in Wokai's online systems as well as 
provide monthly financial reports.  

If a recipient does not repay his or her loan, 
Wokai's MFI staff will visit that recipient to 
determine why he or she has overdue repayments, 
and work with the recipient to remove any 
obstacles that get in the way of repaying the loan.  

 

Cross-Case analysis  

Cases within each category are first compared to 
each other to discover similarities and variations 
within each category. This step allows us to 
develop a general pattern of findings for each of the 
major categories of constructs in this study.  

After we review all the cases, we find all four 
marketplaces highlight the importance of risk 
control and implement different methods to solve 
the problems. For example, they provide plenty of 
information about borrowers, suggest loan small 
amount of money. Some marketplaces use 
collection agency to collect the overdue loan, while 
others use MFI to manage oversea borrowers.  
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There are two major differences between American 
and Chinese P2P lending marketplaces: 

1. Infrastructure - Here, infrastructure refers to 
complete credit system and data, developed electric 
payment platform, and mature law the regulation 
act of microfinance. Although both government and 
companies are working on these issues in China, 
these factors are still the major obstacles of P2P 
lending development in China. 

2. Culture and tradition - P2P lending is oriented 
in China in the history. However, most Chinese 
borrow/lend money from/to friends in a casual way 
rather than formal contract. PPdai encourages 
lending between friends or friends of friends. On 
one hand, it weakens the problem of risk control 
[10]. On the other hand, it tries to change the 
tradition with IT and add more legal factors in our 
lending culture.  

We also find two major differences between profit 
and non-profit P2P lending marketplaces: 

1. The participation of MFI - Usually non-profit 
organizations hire fewer employees, and minimize 
operation cost. It is a challenge to manage lenders 
in different places, which have different cultures, 
living and working styles, and may not have mature 
credit system. Thus, using MFI becomes an optimal 
solution. These organizations have local expertise, 
and can help P2P lending marketplace manage 
distant borrowers effectively.   

2. Makes profits or covers operation cost - 
Self-sustainability is critical for all the P2P lending 
marketplaces, even it is a non-profit organization. 
However, we find that non-profit and profit 
marketplaces have very different income models 
(Table 1). 

 Fee or Income 
Prosper Fees Borrowers Pay:  

Closing fee - The closing fee is a 
percentage of the amount borrowed 
and varies by Prosper Rating: AA: 
0.50% with no minimum; A-HR: 
3.0% or $50, whichever is greater. 
$15 failed payment fee - If a check 
or bank draft is returned, or an 
automated withdrawal fails. 
Late payment fee - If monthly 
payment is 15 days late, borrower 
will be charged a late fee of the 
greater of 5.00% of the unpaid 
installment amount, or $15. Late 
fees are passed on to lenders; 
Prosper does not retain late fees.  
Fees Lenders Pay： 
1% annual loan servicing fee - The 
annual servicing fee is accrued 
daily, and is based on the current 
outstanding loan principal.  

Collection agency recovery fee - In 
the event that one of lenders’ loans 
becomes more than 1 month late, 
Prosper will assign a professional 
collection agency to attempt to 
collect the overdue amount. Each 
collection agency has its own fee 
structure, but will only collect a fee 
for their services if funds are 
recovered. 

PPDai Fees Both Borrowers and 
Lenders Pay:  
Fee of third party platform – as 
PPDai uses a third party platform 
for money transfer, users need to 
pay 1.0% of the amount 
transferred or 10 RMB, whichever 
is greater. 
Withdraw fee – 3 RMB per 
withdraw (amount below 30K 
RMB), 6 RMB per withdraw 
(amount above 30K RMB, max 
45K RMB) 
Fees Only Borrowers Pay: 
Service fee - The service fee is a 
percentage of the amount borrowed. 
2% for loan period is not bigger 
than six months, and 4% for loan 
period is bigger six months. 
Late payment fee – If monthly 
payment is 15 days late, borrower 
will be charged a late fee of the 
greater of 1.0% of the unpaid 
installment amount, or 50 RMB.  

Kiva Optional donations its lenders 
voluntarily pay to the organization. 
Grants, interest earned on its bank 
accounts, corporate sponsors and 
foundations. 

Wokai Donation from lenders. Fundraising 
events and campaigns 

Table 1: Comparison of fee/income 

 
Discussion and conclusion 

This paper uses a multiple-case study approach to 
explore P2P lending in different countries and in 
different business models. The findings have the 
following research and practice implications. 

 

Research implications 

Prior literature mainly uses social capital 
theory and Prosper’s transaction data to examine 
P2P lending. However, we find that 
borrower/lender of other marketplaces may have 
very different behaviors and thus create interesting 
research questions. For example, PPDai does not 
have a mature credit system, but encourage lending 
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from friends, whether these social relationships can 
compensate the loss of credit scores[3, 4]? How 
does Chinese culture and environment influence 
the effect of P2P lending? Non-profit uses MFI to 
manage local borrowers. Under this circumstance, 
how does MFI influence the social network, the 
borrowers that they represent, and the performance 
of P2P lending marketplace? 

 

Practice implication 

Since the first P2P lending was founded in 2005, 
P2P lending sites have cropped up all over the 
world in five years. P2P lending simplifies loan 
process and makes many small-amount lending 
possible. Further, it has more important meaning 
for poverty alleviation. Take China as an example. 
Over the past 25 years, China's economic boom has 
brought prosperity to many, but over 300 million 
people still live on less than $1 a day. P2P lending 
offers one of the best solutions to alleviating 
poverty by empowering beneficiaries to help 
themselves. P2P lending differs from poverty 
alleviation methods of the past in that it empowers 
beneficiaries to help themselves. Loans enable 
people to start small businesses, increase their 
income, and pay for vital needs like education and 
healthcare, eventually lifting their families out of 
poverty. This creates a positive cycle of change as 
loans are recycled year after year to support new 
recipients. Meanwhile, by auditing institutions and 
tracking every dollar contributed to an institution, 
P2P lending is developing the transparency crucial 
for inspiring institutional efficiency and regulatory 
change for all non-profit institutions.  

 

Limitation and future research 

The major limitation of this paper is data collection. 
As all data were collect online, we do not have any 
intensive interview with the managers or users of 
these marketplaces, it may cause some biases. The 
future research could focus on a cross-country or 
profit vs. non-profit analysis based on transaction 
data. Both Prosper and Kiva open their data to 
public, and many online transaction records are 
also available for other marketplaces. Further, this 
paper differentiate non-profit and profit P2P 
lending marketplace, but recently E-bay promote 
its P2P lending platform – MicroPlace, which 
provides loan for poor people worldwide, but it 
also charges interest and pay interest to lenders. 
Thus, the investigation of these types of P2P 
lending should be considered in future study. 

 
 

Appendix 
* This work was (partially) supported by FIFE at SWUFE 
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Abstract 

Web forum has become a major information 

sharing platform for the individual investor where 

may include much valuable information. In this 

paper, we apply automatic sentiment extraction 

methods to assess the public opinions on Chinese 

stock forms. A case study is conducted with 

Chinese stock Web forum. The case study shows 

that web forum can provide valuable information 

about the stock market and the discussion 

sentiment characteristic is significant correlated 

with stock market activities. Result of regression 

analysis shows the differences in investor 

sentiment has more power than sentiment index 

and message volume in prediction to stock index in 

China. 

 

Introduction 

With the widespread of the internet, many new 

social media appeared on the web, such as Web 

forums, Web blogs, etc. Web forum is one of the 

media widely used on the internet that people can 

publish opinions on various topics. In the financial 

areas, Web forum has become a major information 

sharing platform for individuals who have invested 

in stock market. Investors can share their views 

about stock market, investment experience, 

message about government policy, etc. People’s 

publishing behaviors on stock forums may reflect 

their invest opinions, prediction about stock market. 

Therefore, explore the activities of user in the stock 

forums can know their trading intentions and 

behaviors, which can provide a new approach to 

understand the stock market.  

Though stock forum may include much valuable 

information about investment, however, assessing 

opinions on stock Web forum is a nontrivial task. 

The high volume of messages, the casual writing 

style, and the significant amount of noise require 

sophisticated text mining techniques to handle the 

data. In this paper, we apply text classification 

technology to analyze the publishing behaviors and 

sentiment trends of message board on a stock 

forum in China, and study the relationship among 

publishing behaviors, message sentiment and the 

stock market activity by correlation analysis and 

regression analysis. We find that there is 

correlation between stock forum and stock market.     

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 reviews the background research on 

assessing and analyzing stock forum activity. 

Section 3 summarizes our research framework and 

methodology. In Section 4 we present the 

preliminary analysis of a case study on a Chinese 

stock forum, and discuss our findings comparing 

with related work. We conclude the paper with the 

extensions of this research in Section 5. 

Literature Review 

Investors use web forum as an information 

exchange platform can be traced back to the end of 

the last century. Many researchers and investors 

found some internet-related stocks’ performance 

cannot be explained by classical price theory, they 

began to seek other factors to explain this 

phenomenon [1]. Related literature are shown in 

Table 1, which illustrates authors, year, data 

employed, research methods, and conclusions. 

Table 1 Literature Review

Author  Year  Data  Methodology Conclusion 

Wysocki[2] 1998 Over 3,000 stocks,  

Over 946,000 messages 

Cross-sectional and 

Time-Series Analysis 

Message  volume can predict the 

next-day trading volume and 

return 

Wysocki[3] 2000 55 firms with 

earnings-announcements 

Regression Announcement-period trading 

volume is positively associated 

with the level of announcement 

and pre-announcement 

message-posting activity  

Tumarkin[4] 2001 73 Internet service 

stocks,  

181,633 messages 

Event study, VAR No causal link exist between 

message posting and stock 

return/volume 

Antweiler[5] 2002 313 stocks, 

35 million messages 

Regression There are correlation between 

posting levels and stock 

volatility/return 
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Antweiler[6] 2004 45 stocks 

1,559,621 messages 

Contemporaneous 

Regression, NB,SVM 

Message volume predicts trading 

volume and volatility 

Das[7] 2005 4 stocks, over 170,000 

messages 

Text classification 

Correlation/Regression 

Analysis, 

There is a close relation between 

sentiment levels and stock 

returns. Sentiment does not 

apparently predict returns 

Das[8] 2007 24 tech-sector stocks, 

145,110 messages 

Regression, Text 

Classifier Algorithms, 

Sentiment tracks index returns 

Sabherwal[9] 2008 135stocks, over 

160,000 Messages  

Event Study, Lead-Lag 

Regressions 

Message volume relate to 

abnormal return 

Zimbra[10] 2009 Wal-Mart-related Web 

forum 

Topic and Sentiment 

Analysis, Regressions 

Topic and sentiment can predict 

stock price  

The early research about stock forum is to 

investigate whether the message board contains 

valuable information, or it is just "noise". Recent 

studies have focused on correlation between the 

stock market and stock forum activities. With the 

development of complex text mining techniques, 

researchers are not limited to analyze message 

volume; they begin to study the content of 

messages, and try to identify the sentiment of the 

message, to investigate whether there is relation 

between message sentiments and stock trading 

activities.  

The relationship between stock market and stock 

forum is a controversial issue, but recently more 

and more research evidences show that there are 

correlations. In China, scholars also pay attention 

to the stock market and sentiment, Wang et al. 

(2004) build a theoretical model and empirically 

prove that sentiment has a significant impact on the 

return and volatility in Shanghai and Shenzhen 

stock market[11]. Zhang et al. (2007) based on data 

from Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market, apply 

GARCH-M (1, 1) model to analyze the relation 

between Chinese stock market and investor 

sentiment. He found that the institutional investor’s 

sentiment has a significant influence on stock price, 

but the individual investor’s sentiment has no 

influence[12]. Liu et al. (2010) construct a new 

indictor of investment sentiment and study its 

impact on the return rates of portfolios using 

non-parameter statistics and regression models. 

Overall, investor sentiment will affect the stock 

that is vulnerable to effect by subjective factors in 

the valuation and volatility of sentiment has a 

cross-section effect[13]. Yang et al. (2010) 

investigate the different relations among investor 

sentiment, stock market returns and volatility in 

both bullish and bearish markets. Results show that 

investor sentiment does not influence returns in 

both states, but returns have significant impact on 

sentiment[14]. However, the measure of investor 

sentiment used in these researches is represented by 

proxy variables such as turnover, closed-end fund 

discount, RIPO, etc., and these proxy variables 

cannot reflect the emotional tendency of investors. 

To our best of knowledge, we have not found 

people conduct research on Chinese stock Web 

forum. 

Methodology 

In this study, we analyze the relationship between 

stock forum and stock market from two aspects of 

message volume and sentiment, the research 

framework is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Research Framework 

Data Collection 

In the present work, we compare the Chinese major 

financial stock forums based on website traffic 

ranking and select number one as the data source. 

Then, we apply two components of MetaSeeker: 

MetaStudio and DataScraper to capture web page 

from Chinese Web forum. The main information 

we kept for each message includes dates, authors, 

and message content for further analysis. 

Measure Employed 

This paper aims to study the interaction between 

message in stock forum and the index changing in 

stock market, so we adopted similar measures 

which have been used in Das’s research for our 

analysis[8].  
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Message Volume (M), number of messages posted 

by users in the stock forum. We also calculate the 

message volume before and after the stock market 

opening. The quantity of messages before the 

opening is recorded as M1 and the quantity of 

messages during the opening is recorded as M2.  

Sentiment Index (SI), aggregating the sentimental 

trend identified by text classifier. For messages on 

the daily message board, we use 1 represent bullish 

messages, -1 represent bearish messages, and 0 

represent irrelevant messages. Similar to Message 

Volume, The index outside the stock market 

opening period is recorded as SI1, and the index 

during the opening period is recorded as SI2. 

Disagreement (DIS), describe the differences in 

investor sentiment, calculated as follow, where R is 

the number of bullish messages and D is the 

number of bearish messages. This measure lies 

between zero (no disagreement) and one (high 

disagreement). 

1
R D

DIS
R D


 


                   (1) 

Stock Index (STI), we use Shanghai stock market 

closing index daily. 

Volatility (VOL), because we want to examine the 

whole market, we select stock index instead of 

stock price used by Das (2007) to measure 

intra-day volatility as the difference between the 

high and low stock index for the day divided by the 

average of the open and closing index. 

Trade Volume (TVOL), this is trading volume in 

number of shares traded in the day. 

The former three are representatives of the stock 

forum, and the others are indicators of the stock 

market. All measures are aggregated daily and 

normalized by subtracting the mean value and 

dividing by the standard deviation of the data 

series. 

 

Sentimental Classification 

In this paper, messages are classified by text 

classifiers into one of three sentiment types: bullish, 

bearish and irrelevant. We use four text classifiers 

to process the message information including the 

Naive Bayesian, decision tree classifier, support 

vector machines, N-Gram, and finally the optimal 

classifier was selected as the classifier for 

sentimental identification. 
Precision and recall are used to assess the four text 

classifiers [15]. Suppose that TPi is the number of 

documents that belong to type Ci and are classified 

into Ci. FPi is the number of documents that not 

belong to type Ci but is classified into Ci 

incorrectly. FNi is the number of documents that 

ought to belong to type Ci but are assigned into 

other types. TNi is the number of documents that 

not belong to type Ci and are not classified into Ci. 

Then the Recall and Precision of one classifier on 

the type Ci is as follow: 

Recalli = TPi / (TPi + FNi)          (2) 

Precisioni = TPi / (TPi + FPi)        (3) 

The above definitions are for a certain type Ci. To 

fully evaluate the classifier, we must consider all 

types. There are two ways to incorporate all types: 

Macro-Averaging and Micro-Averaging [16]. If C 

is the number of all types, the two definitions are: 

Macro-Averaging: 

Re

1

| |

C
calli

iMacAvg_Recall
C


           (4) 

Pr

1

| |

C
ecisioni

iMacAvg_Precison
C


         

  (5) 

 

Micro-Averaging: 

1
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       (6) 
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      (7) 

 

Correlation Analysis and Regression Analysis 

Based on the optimal classification results, we do 

correlation analysis on the measures mentioned 

above in order to study the direction and strength of 

correlations between stock forum and stock market. 

Because the measures we used are continuous 

variables, we choose Pearson correlation 

coefficient. 

We run simple regression analysis to examine the 

prediction power of SI, M, and DIS to stock index. 

We focus on the effect of three measures on day t 

to t-5. We also construct an integrated model in 

which SI, M, and DIS are the independent variables. 

Therefore, our models at daily level are shown as 

following: 

5
=b+

i 0

STI a SIt i t i 


            (8) 

5
=b+

i 0

STI a Mt i t i 


      (9) 

5
=b+

i 0
STI a DISi t it

 


      (10) 

5 5 5
=d+

i 0 i 0 i 0
STI a SI b M c DISi t i i t i i t it

     
  

      (11) 
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Experiment 

Data 

We conduct our experiment on a comprehensive 

Chinese stock web forum to evaluate our proposed 

framework. We chose Eastmoney 

(http://www.eastmoney.com/) as data source for 

our analysis. We choose it because of three reasons: 

First, it is one of the most well know Chinese stock 

web forums that have great influence on investors; 

Second, indicators such as web traffic and number 

of network users provided by Alexa official 

website (http://cn.alexa.com/) reveal that it ranks 

number one in all financial websites and ranks 61th 

of all the websites in China; Third, it is considered 

as an important information source for stock 

market, and has great influence on investor by 

experts in stock market. Because we aim to analyze 

the relationship between the whole stock market 

and stock forum, we choose the TanGuLunJin 

message board whose discussion focus on the 

whole stock market for our analysis, rather than 

single stock message board information. 

For the stock board, the time span of the entire 

collected message is from Nov 1 2009 to Apr 30 

2010, a total of 6 months, in which there are 123 

trading days. We treat time 15:00(the stock market 

closing time) to 15:00(next day) as a day to 

aggregate the message. At the same time, we gather 

data separately before and after 9:30(the stock 

market opening time) in order to analyze the effect 

of message board in different periods. Totally, we 

get 17062 messages, 14529 messages in trading 

days. The maximum message volume is 450 per 

day, and the minimum is 20 per day. There are 

more messages in the trading days, specifically, 95 

message per day on average, and 118 per day on 

average for the trading days. Figure 2 shows the 

distribution of messages per trading days. The 

message volume is relatively stable except on 30, 

April the day may be effected by the following 

International Labor Day.  

We aggregate messages by hour during the trading 

days to examine publishing patterns of participants, 

which is shown in Figure 3. We can see the 

messages distribute from 7 o’clock to 24 o’clock 

and at 15 o’clock reach the highest point.  

 
Figure 2 Distribution of Message Volume Daily 

 

 

Figure 3 Distribution of Message Volume by Hour 

 
Sentimental Identification 

We use text classification methods to classify 

messages to identify their sentimental trend. Four 

classifiers are used, which namely Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, NaiveBayes and 

N-Gram. We use recall and precision mentioned 

above to choose the best classifier. Basic text 

classification process is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Basic Text Classification Process 

 
Training set: we extraction 500 messages randomly 

from the whole data set during trading days and 

classify them manually to identify their sentimental 

trends. Each message is classified into one of the 

three types of bullish, bearish, and irrelevant. In the 

training set the number of messages belongs to the 

three types are 128, 104, and 268 respectively. 

Preprocess: we use ICTCLAS (Chinese Lexical 

Analysis System, http://ictclas.org/) as a tool for 

Chinese word tagging. All messages are segmented 

to words with tag for feature selection. 

Establish vectors: we need to transfer text data into 

a vector form by VSM (vector space model) when 

using SVM, NB and Decision Tree. We first 

construct a lexicon including all terms in the whole 

data sample. Each term is considered as an attribute 

of the document. In this paper, the document is 

referred to messages, and we get a total of 5683 

attributes. Then we transfer the documents into a 

collection of attributes value. The number of times 

the term appears in one document is the 

corresponding value of the attribute and a series of 

attribute value constitutes a vector form of the 

document. 
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Feature selection: When the number of features is 

large, feature selection may improve the 

classification performance by selecting an optimal 

subset of features. Previous classification studies 

usually include some form of feature selection in 

order to extract the most important words or 

phrases. In this study, we use Information Gain (IG) 

heuristic to conduct feature selection, thus building 

selected feature sets. All features with an 

information gain greater than 0.0025 are selected. 

In the end, we get 105 attributes. 

 

Classification: we use two kinds of software 

(WEKA and Lingpipe) to conduct sentimental 

classification. WEKA (Waikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis) is data mining software, 

which provides methods including SVM, Decision 

Tree (J48), and NaiveBayes. Lingpipe is a natural 

language processing package which provides 

N-Gram classification method. 

 

A preliminary classification result is shown in 

Table 2. For the four classifiers, NaiveBayes and 

SVM are better. But the result was not good 

enough for use. After weed out irrelevant data, we 

classify the data into two types (bullish and bearish) 

and run the classifiers again. The result is shown in 

Table 3. The recall and precision of all four 

methods has increased, which indicates the 

existence of irrelevant data has side effect on the 

classification results. 

Table 2 Classification Result (Three Types for All Data) 

 N-Gram NaiveBayes J48 SVM 

Recall MacAvg 0.488 0.541 0.455 0.490 

MicAvg 0.552 0.634 0.554 0.630 

Precision MacAvg 0.504 0.587 0.472 0.653 

MicAvg 0.552 0.634 0.554 0.630 

 

Table 3 Classification Result (Two Types for Bullish and Bearish Messages)

 N-Gram NaiveBayes J48 SVM 

Recall MacAvg 0.600 0.747 0.626 0.747 

MicAvg 0.589 0.634 0.554 0.630 

Precision MacAvg 0.613 0.758 0.625 0.758 

MicAvg 0.589 0.634 0.554 0.630 

To remove the impact of the irrelevant data, we 

first divide training set into two categories, relevant 

(bullish and bearish) and irrelevant, 232 and 268 

messages respectively. Then we classify the data 

with four classifiers. Table 4 shows the result. 

Compared to other classifiers, SVM classifier gets 

the best result. After removing irrelevant data, we 

re-use the above four classifier to process the 

related data. In the first process, some data belong 

to irrelevant is classified into related, so in this step, 

we still consider data as three types (bullish, 

bearish and irrelevant). Experimental result is 

presented in Table 5. Recall and precision of SVM 

classifier ratio were significantly higher than the 

others, while decision tree classifier is the worst. 

Table 4 Classification Result (Two Types for All Data) 

 N-Gram NaiveBayes J48 SVM 

Recall MacAvg 0.603 0.672 0.651 0.658 

MicAvg 0.626 0.656 0.656 0.678 

Precision MacAvg 0.632 0.705 0.653 0.743 

MicAvg 0.626 0.656 0.656 0.678 

Table 5 Classification Result (Three Types for Relevant Data Get from Table 4) 

 N-Gram NaiveBayes J48 SVM 

Recall MacAvg 0.513 0.531 0.342 0.648 

MicAvg 0.518 0.571 0.351 0.762 

Precision MacAvg 0.504 0.578 0.338 0.896 

MicAvg 0.518 0.571 0.351 0.762 

In summary, SVM classifier is the best of the four 

and we choose it as final method to undertake 

sentimental classification. In the classification 

process, we first weed out the irrelevant by 

classifier like Table 4 to improve the accuracy for 

future classification. Then we classify the reminder 

data using SVM.  

 

 

Correlation Analysis between Stock Forum and 

Stock Market 

Message Volume and Stock Market 

Correlation analysis is conducted using statistical 

software SPSS, the result is shown in Table 6. At 

the 0.01 significance level, message volume has 

negative correlation with daily stock index. We 

further study correlation during sub-periods, and 

found that message volume has negative 
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correlation with daily stock index no matter in 

which sub-periods. At the 0.05 significance level, 

message volume during the opening period has 

negative correlation with trading volume. However, 

there is no significant correlation between message 

volume and stock market volatility at both periods. 

Table 6 Correlation between Message Volume and 

Stock Market 

 STI TVOL VOL 

M 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
-.307** -.161 .090 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .075 .320 

N 123 123 123 

M1 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
-.259** -.108 .019 

Sig. (2-tailed) .004 .234 .832 

N 123 123 123 

M2 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
-.306** -.192* .155 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .033 .088 

N 123 123 123 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level  

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

 
Sentiment Index and Stock Market 

There are 14,529 messages altogether in 123 

trading days. We got 3201 valid messages after the 

classification preprocesses, in which 752 messages 

are with bullish sentiment, 1223 messages are with 

bearish sentiment, and 1226 are irrelevant. Figure 5 

shows the trend of standardization sentiment index 

and stock index during trading days. It can be seen 

that the trend of SI and STI are similar to each 

other and there may be a correlation. Figure 6 

shows frequency distribution of the sentiment 

index during the trading days. Y-axis refers to 

number of the days which get the sentiment index. 

We can see that sentiment index for the majority of 

trading days is positive and distributes from 0 to 9 

points with average sentiment index 3.97 and the 

median number is 5.0. Frequency distribution of 

the sentiment index shows that attitude of investors 

to the stock is positive during majority trading days, 

but it’s not in contradiction with conclusions 

mentioned above that most of the valid messages 

are with negative sentiment. We attribute this 

phenomenon to that most negative information is 

concentrated on certain days. For example, on the 

day April 30, 2010, there are 51 negative messages 

and sentiment index fell to -32. 

Correlation analysis results between stock market 

activities and sentiment index of message boards in 

different period are shown in Table 7. Sentiment 

index of each period is positively correlated with 

stock index and trading volume. DIS is negatively 

correlated with stock index and trading volume. It 

suggests that the greater the difference in investors’ 

sentiment, the worse performance of the stock 

market. At the same time, all measures are not 

correlated with the volatility. 

 
Figure 5 Trends of Sentiment Index and Stock 

Index 

 
Figure 6 Frequency Distribution of the Sentiment 

Index 

Table 7 Correlations between Sentiment Index and 

Stock Market 

 STI TVOL VOL 

SI 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
.555** .330** -.068 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .456 

N 122 122 122 

SI1 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
.545** .351** -.072 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .430 

N 121 121 121 

SI2 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
.411** .208* -.028 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .028 .770 

N 112 112 112 

Dis 

  

  

Pearson 

Correlation 
-.588** -.387** .041 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .651 

N 122 122 122 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 

*   Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  
Regression Analysis 

Performance of regression models is shown in 

Table 8. Obviously, all four models are significant 

and DIS has more prediction power than the other 

two. That is consistent with the result of correlation 

analysis that DIS is the most related to stock 

market. In the integrated model, the overall fit of 

the model is increased to an R
2
 value of 0.600. The 

increase suggests that the combination of the three 
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measures can enrich the predictive power and 

provide information more closely with stock 

market. 

Table 8 Performance of Regression Models 

 Model summary ANOVA 

Model R
2 

F Sig 

8(SI) 0.452 15.146 .000 

9(M) 0.214 5.033 .000 

10(DIS) 0.548 22.252 .000 

11(All) 0.600 8.157 .000 

 

Comparison with related research 

Based on our data sample, the present work has 

proven that there is much valuable information in 

Chinese stock forum and significant correlation 

between stock forum and stock market, which is 

consistent with the conclusions of other researches 

[6] [8]. However, our results also show some 

difference. First, there is no correlation between 

volatility and measures of the stock forum in China, 

which was found significant in other research [5]. 

Second, in China the correlation among 

Disagreement, stock index and trading volume is 

stronger which is not consistent with the findings 

of Das[8], who find that the disagreement measure 

evidences very little correlation to other variables. 

Third, the result of regression analysis shows that 

Disagreement has the best predictive power to 

stock index which is not found in other researches. 

Furthermore, for our data sample, the integrated 

model combining SI, M and DIS has more power 

in prediction (greater value of R
2
) than models 

constructed by Zimbra[10] and Sabherwal[9]. 

 

Conclusion 

In our research, a variety of text mining and 

classification methods are used to analyze the 

sentiment of message board information in Chinese 

stock forum message board. Each message is 

classified into bullish, bearish or irrelevant. We 

examine and analyze the correlations between 

stock forum activities and stock market activities 

from two aspects of message volume and sentiment. 

We get the following conclusions: First, message 

volume and the stock index have a negative 

correlation and is negative correlated with trading 

volume during the stock market opening. Second, 

sentiment index is positive correlated with stock 

index and trading volume. Third, Disagreement is 

negatively correlated with stock index and trading 

volume. Fourth, all measures have no correlations 

with volatility of stock market. Finally, in the 

regression analysis, we find that the disagreement 

(DIS) has more power to predict stock index and 

the combination of sentiment index, message 

volume and disagreement can improve the 

prediction power. The overall evidence suggests 

that, in the Chinese stock market, the information 

in the stock forum has some correlations with stock 

market activities but the correlation pattern is 

different from that abroad.  

The present work is a preliminary study in Chinese 

stock Web forum. Future research can refer to the 

following aspects: developing more efficient text 

classification algorithm for content on stock forum; 

based on the significant correlations, study can 

focus on analyzing the causality between stock 

forum and stock market and setting up the 

appropriate forecasting model; starting from the 

level of individual stocks, study the effect of stock 

forum on stock market. 
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Abstract

This study examined the correlation between 
information (content, accuracy, format, and 
timeliness), system (ease of use) and two additional 
factors i.e pricing and environment toward user 
satisfaction in Indonesia’s online newspaper based 
on Doll and Torkzadeh framework. The benefit of 
this research is to facilitate current online 
newspaper providers to be more focus on factors 
that contribute to user satisfaction thus can 
increase its quality and user satisfaction as well. 
Furthermore, it is also purposed to endorse 
newspaper to have online version and facilitate 
them on what factors contribute to user satisfaction 
so they can go online with competitive advantage 
along with the existence online newspaper 
providers. The study identified three factors that 
influence Indonesia’s online newspaper user 
satisfaction such as content, ease of use, and 
pricing. 

Introduction

In the past, everyone could access the information 
by subscribing for newspaper to get the latest news. 
However, today, most people are rely on 
technology and concurrently need to be connected 
with the internet in order to get information. The 
content of online newspaper should develop 
original concept rather than fully duplicate the 
printed version of newspaper [1], which should 
offer something new to the readers that they cannot 
obtain in the printed version including give new 
experience to the users. According to survey 
conducted in United States [2] 83% of respondents 
prefer to read the news online and the growth of 
internet users who visit online newspaper are 
continuously increasing. Additionally, now the 
newspaper readers are being replaced by younger 
generation who show their preference toward 
electronic information [3],[4] and dominating 
because they are now becoming the potential 
segment who access and require information 
eagerly. The emergence of online newspaper 
somehow gives impacts towards the newspaper 

readers. Thus, the evaluation of user satisfaction in 
online newspaper needs to be conducted to 
understand its penetration in Indonesia.

Online Newspaper

Nowadays, the internet usage has changed the 
distribution of goods and services in a rapid phase. 
People are familiar with searching information or 
doing other activities using internet. They can get 
benefits from fast updated information by using the 
keywords and choose the most appropriate result 
according to their needs or interests. According to 
Content Delivery and Analysis (CDA) [5], the 
benefit of newspaper on the internet is the clear 
commitment as such accessibility, ease of use, 
depth of the content, standards delivery, technology 
innovation, and etc that makes online newspaper 
adapt the ‘online’ criteria rather than newspaper in 
the digital form. In addition, the credibility of the 
provided news supposedly allows the readers to 
claim it based on their rationale according to the 
available links and references on that particular 
news [6].

According to Internet World Statistic [7]
Indonesia’s internet users growth as much as 
1150% from 2000-2009 and increasing from 1% of 
around 206 million populations to become 12.5% 
of around 240 million populations. Indonesia is in 
5th largest that contribute to Asia internet usage 
after China, Japan, India, and South Korea. Seeing 
this situation, the opportunity of online newspaper 
being used is relatively large because to read 
breaking news and get up-to-the minute 
information has been the users’ aims to get access 
to the internet [8]. In Indonesia, the number of 
people who use internet in internet café contributes 
the largest number as much as 60%, at the office 
for 20.4%, at campus or school as much as 10%, 
and at home contributes the smallest amount of 
number for 0.4%. On average, people can spend 
around 1-2 hours in using internet per day [9].
Besides that, supported by research conducted by 
Nielsen Media Indonesia [10], 72% respondents 
said that they have no time to read newspaper or 
other conservative media due to their tight 
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activities, thus it shows that the respondents have 
more preferences towards internet as part of their 
information source are increasing.

The appearance of online newspaper in Indonesia 
was in 1st July 2008 with Kontan online newspaper, 
followed by Kompas online newspaper on 3rd July 
2008 as that both of newspapers are still in the 
same group of Kompas Gramedia [11]. The
characteristic of online newspaper in Indonesia is 
more likely to be the combination of various 
categories of information as such headline news, 
up-to-date news, and followed by other information 
categories i.e. sport, automotive, entertainment, etc. 
On top of that, the existence of specific online 
newspaper that focuses on a certain issues is 
presence as well, such as bisnis.com (Bisnis 
Indonesia newspaper) which provides information 
focusing in business activities. Nevertheless, 
people usually subscribe for newspaper to be 
updated with current issue in a traditional or 
printed way. Since the technology emerged in most 
of their lives today, they can get information from 
the online newspaper providers. By seeing this 
potential situation, the newspaper industries have 
opportunity to provide online service with less cost
and broader segments as the growth of internet 
users keep increasing. In addition, the expansion of 
daily newspaper with online newspaper can give 
added value in providing more alternatives to those 
who live in mobility and also gain new customers 
effectively and efficiently from those people who 
do not have access to the printed version. 

There are some terms of news on internet that 
should be differentiated to avoid misperception, 
such as:

 Online newspaper: the news is provided in 
both printed version and on the web. Usually 
this started by having daily newspaper and 
along with internet development; they start to 
provide the news online, for example: 
kompas.com. 

 Online news/E-news: the news are provided 
and accessed through the internet without 
having printed version, for example: 
detiknews.com.

 Electronic newspaper (E-newspaper/E-paper): 
the further development of printed newspaper, 
where the news provided in the same format 
like its daily newspaper including its 
advertisements and can be accessed on the
internet, for example: epaper.kompas.com, 
epaper.korantempo.com. This facilitates the 
usage to zoom the specific news and get better 
image or text that suitable with users’ 
preferences.

The term of online newspaper is the intended topic 
that will be used in this research.

In providing news through the internet, newspaper 
industries should know that they must have 
something different to offer to the users so they 
will be attracted to change their preference towards 
daily newspaper. However, the newspaper 
industries should know that the existence of daily 
newspaper somehow will be declined along with 
the incremental of technology adaptation and is 
caused due to keep evolving generation that rapidly 
adapt to this. Somehow, its existences believed to 
stay survive remembering of its nature in providing 
depth information that other media cannot provide 
[12]. This situation encourages the newspaper to 
give the viable service to users due to abundance of 
options that they have and competition among 
online information. Furthermore, the news 
presentation in online is more likely to be different 
and provide a simple and clear content compare to 
daily newspaper. The content is more concise to 
support users updated with information without 
spending too much time in one topic. In servicing 
users, it seems to be familiar that they are engaged 
to allow them experience the facilities offered by 
online newspaper, for example they can join as a 
member and has privilege to give comment to the 
news and also can utilize the provided forum. The 
interactivity in using online newspaper helps the 
users to easily navigate and using the features in it. 
The interactivity has been known to give impact 
towards satisfaction, motivation, sense of fun, 
cognition and learning [13] and influence their 
perceptions toward that particular online 
newspaper. Users can also experience different 
news format that they cannot have before such as 
watching the video with audio and seeing more 
pictures related to the news topic.

User Satisfaction

User satisfaction has been the major issue in 
acceptance of a system and it determines how 
users’ attitude to the system and eventually to their 
behaviour. There are several theories have 
mentioned that user satisfaction can be an indicator 
for system success and effectiveness and is 
included as essential factor [14],[15].In reality, 
when users can perceive advantages and satisfied 
with the system, they will be more likely to return 
and use the system continuously. There are some 
key factors of overall user satisfaction such as 
information satisfaction (content, accuracy, format, 
and timeliness), system satisfaction (ease of use, 
user interface), and support group satisfaction [16].
According to Delone and McLean (1992), there are 
6 major dimensions such as system quality, 
information quality, use, user satisfaction, 
individual impact, and organizational impact that 
contribute to information systems success. The 
definition of system quality and information quality 
would give impact during the usage of the system 
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whether it is easy to use with pleasant interface, 
and also how the information can be used and 
valuable to users in supporting the tasks. The use of 
information systems contribute to individual impact 
on how they perceived towards it and influence 
their behaviour in using them. Furthermore, since 
the usage of information systems in organization 
consist of several individuals, they would impact 
on overall organizational performance. Thus, user 
satisfaction has a role on keeping users to 
continuously use and feel convenient in using 
information systems within a particular 
organization.

There are multiple variables according to Ives, et 
al. that can be used to measure user satisfaction and 
its usage depending on research objectives consist 
of accuracy, content, frequency, timeliness, 
reliability, assistance, adequacy, accommodation, 
communication, accessibility, appreciation, and 
flexibility [18]. This theory was generated based on 
previous study in Computer User Satisfaction by 
Bailey and Pearson in 1983 about positive and 
negative responses about information systems. Few 
years later in 1988, the new dimensions theory of 
user satisfaction was developed and published by 
Doll et al (1988) in 5 dimensions and here is the 
definition according to Zviran et al. (2006) :

 Content: how the provided information can 
build user trust.

 Accuracy: how correctness of the provided 
information.

 Format: the clarity of information presentation.
 Ease of use: how the user perception with the 

system.
 Timeliness: deliverables of up-to-date 

information.

Based on Tafti’s theory, the overall key success 
factors of user satisfaction measured with 
information satisfaction (content, accuracy, format, 
timeliness), system satisfaction (ease of use, user 
interface), and support group satisfaction. From
this theory, the dimensions from Doll and 
Torkzadeh are included as well.

Environmental Issues

The environmental issues have been the concern 
around the world regarding global warming issue. 
Many campaign activities related with green 
environment embarking to reduce global warming 
(e.g.: paperless campaign, planting trees, green 
product, etc.) are developed to increase people’s 
awareness with the issue. Global warming refers to 
the temperature rising on earth and the sea level 
rise significantly and this can be seen on melting 
ice on Poles and climate change around the world. 
Indonesia is on the 3rd ranking for the most 
extensive rain forests in Asia after Brazil and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo [21]. The existence 
of these forests threatened by illegal logging and 
paper based ingredient is one of the factors. The 
number of trees being cut is near 4 billion on 
worldwide annually for paper consumption and it 
represents 35% of the trees being cut down [22]. 
The technology has been mentioned to contribute 
in supporting environmental issue, especially in 
reducing paper usage. As example, the paper usage 
in a telecommunication company uses 400 reams of 
paper per month for billing statements and right 
now, they have implemented e-billing system 
where the customers will get the billing on their e-
mail account thus they can reduce indirectly 3 trees 
per month [23]. However, the importance to reduce 
paper usage can decrease the trees being cut and 
can be used to absorb carbon dioxide and produce 
oxygen in order to support environmental issues.
The development of newspaper industries becomes 
a factor that increases the paper usage in Indonesia. 
Therefore, environmental awareness also plays 
important role to shift people behaviour from 
reading newspaper to online newspaper. 

Pricing

The decision for expenditures should be managed 
by its importance and available options. According 
to previous study about online newspaper, there 
were more than 60% of the respondents have no 
willingness to pay for news services.  In Indonesia, 
the survey conducted by Nielsen Media Indonesia
[10] shows that as much as 35%  people affected 
with price incremental which then affect their habit 
in reading newspaper and tend to look for free
information in other media such as television, 
radio, and internet.

Conceptual Model

In this research, there will be evaluation on what 
factors the users can be satisfied with online 
newspaper by using the theories from previous 
authors [16,19] that have concluded their study on 
user satisfaction on a system. Based on literature 
review above, the following research questions 
were developed: 

 Does the system (ease of use) influence user 
satisfaction in accessing information in 
Indonesia’s online newspaper?

 Does the information (content, accuracy, 
format, timeliness) influence user satisfaction 
in using the system in Indonesia’s online 
newspaper?

 Does the pricing and environmental issue 
contribute to user satisfaction in Indonesia’s 
online newspaper?

This theoretical framework in Figure 1 will be used 
on this research to evaluate user satisfaction in 
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Indonesia’s online newspaper. This framework 
uses general concept of user satisfaction with 
additional of pricing and environmental awareness
to be evaluated on how they contribute to user 
satisfaction towards online newspaper in Indonesia. 

Figure 1: Proposed User Satisfaction in Indonesia’s 
Online Newspaper Framework

The content represents the reliability of information 
and its relevancies with current issues for each 
topic and eventually, the user can get what they 
need in online newspaper. The accuracy represents 
to truth and reliability as a source of information 
regarding its relevancies with the situation at the 
time, and also the source of information can be 
accountable. Regarding this issue, due to 
competitive advantage in fast information service, 
lack of information confirmation sometimes exists 
to obtain its accuracy. The format represents the 
arrangement of display for news presentation and 
also the presentation tools as such text, pictures, 
etc. to build convenient. Ease of use represents how 
the online newspaper interacts with users, can be 
operated easily and also familiar (user friendly) 
with user’s knowledge by using a standard basis.
Timeliness represents the up-to-date deliverables of 
information and includes the progress of 
information continuation if there is any. Pricing 
represents the effort of people to use online 
newspaper for example how they would spend 
other cost of internet service providers. It is also 
possible to identify the willingness of online 
newspaper user if there is any chance to subscribe.
Environmental issue represents the awareness of 
people with usage of online newspaper contribute 
to paper-less campaign, in which supporting its 
usage.

The hypotheses will be employed to give trial to 
find evidence to the variables that will be tested. 
The hypotheses are as follows:

A. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper content and user 
satisfaction.

B. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper content and user satisfaction.

C. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper accuracy and 
user satisfaction.

D. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper accuracy and user 
satisfaction.

E. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper format and user 
satisfaction.

F. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper format and user satisfaction.

G. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper ease of use and 
user satisfaction.

H. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper ease of use and user 
satisfaction.

I. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper timeliness and 
user satisfaction.

J. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper timeliness and user 
satisfaction.

K. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper pricing and user 
satisfaction.

L. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper pricing and user satisfaction.

M. H0: There is no correlation between 
Indonesia’s online newspaper environmental 
issue and user satisfaction.

N. H1: There is a correlation between Indonesia’s 
online newspaper environmental issue and user 
satisfaction.

Research Procedure

A literature review was conducted on topics related 
to user satisfaction and online newspaper. This 
literature review identified eight factors that could 
influence online newspaper user satisfaction. These 
items were incorporated into a questionnaire, which 
was sent out to students, employees, lecturers, and 
other possible respondents that used online 
newspaper and employing tools as such paper, 
email, Facebook, and Google document for its 
distribution. These items along with items related 
to the consequences of satisfaction, including 
questions on Internet usage and demographic 
information, were put into a questionnaire. The 
items were measured with the Likert-type scale 
ranging from 1 to 5. After eliminating poor quality 
responses, a total of 100 responses were obtained. 

Result

Reliability and Validity

To assess instrument quality, the internal 
consistency reliability (ά coefficient) was 
calculated. Cronbach’s alpha represents how the 
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items are correlated as a group and reliability of the 
research. It is considered as generally acceptable 
when it reaches 0.60 as the minimum level [17]. 
Based on Table 1, the Cronbach’s alpha all exceed 
0.60 except for pricing and environmental issues. 
To check validity of the instrument, all of corrected 
item-total correlation (r table) should greater than 
the calculated critical item (r calculated) which is 
0.2. According to table 2, all r table is greater than 
0.2, therefore all instruments are valid. Although 
pricing and environmental issue are not reliable, 
they are proven to be valid. Therefore, these two 
factors are still being included to analyse the online 
newspaper user satisfaction. Overall user 
satisfaction instruments are also reliable and valid 
based on Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Cronbach’s Alpha for user 
satisfaction in online newspaper 

measures

Item
Cronbach's 
Alpha

Content 0.73
Accuracy 0.84
Format 0.8
Ease of Use 0.84
Timeliness 0.82
Environment Issues 0.58
Pricing 0.54
Overall user 
satisfaction 0.61 Analysis

Refer to Figure 2 below, the respondents of this 
research were dominated by 58% male and 42%
female. It shows that for both male and female are 
having similar proportion in filling the 
questionnaire and read online newspaper. Besides 
that, the age of the respondents who filled in the 
questionnaires is 23-28 years old for 41%, followed 
by 17-22 years old for 37% and 22% for people 
who are 28 years old and above. It shows that the 
target market of online newspaper is young 
generation who get used to use the technology. 
Furthermore, 72% of educational background of 
the respondents sit in higher educational institution 
which somehow giving influence in their ways in 
obtaining information and adaptable to technology 
as well. Besides that, the occupation of respondents 
are dominated by employee for 57% and followed 
by college students for 33%. It can be concluded 
that the awareness to gain information through 
online newspaper is being the concern of people 
who are still in the productive periods. Moreover, 
51% of them mostly access internet at the office as 
facility and 40% is at home. While, 5% of them 
said that they access it through mobile device. In 
terms of their preference, 80% of them read 
Kompas.com then followed by other online 
newspaper (such as kontan online, republika 
online). One of the reasons is because Kompas has 

Item
Corrected Item-

Total Correlation

Content
1. I find the information are relevant and useful 0.53
2. I find online newspaper provide most of my interest 0.52
3. I am satisfied with the content of online newspaper 0.59
Accuracy
1. I find the online newspaper are accurate 0.59
2. I find the online newspaper are reliable 0.72
3. I rely on online newspaper as a trustable information source 0.7
4. I am satisfied with accuracy of online newspaper 0.69
Format
1. I find the online newspaper interface is simple and
attractive 0.56
2. I find the online newspaper presentation is well
organized 0.68

3. I can easily find what I need on online newspaper 0.54

4. I find the news history are available on archives 0.48

Table 2. Corrected Item – Total Correlation for user satisfaction in online 
newspaper measures

Item
Corrected Item-

Total Correlation

Ease of Use
1. I can easily use online newspaper 0.68
2. I find the online newspaper is familiar to me 0.77
3. I am satisfied with online newspaper ease of use 0.67
Timeliness
1. I find the information are up-to-date 0.58
2. I find the online newspaper always available most of
the time 0.71
3. I am satisfied with online newspaper timeliness 0.72
Pricing
1. I will keep using online newspaper although I have to
subscribe 0.29
2. I would still use online newspaper although there are
other costs I have to pay 0.41
(N.B: other costs include electricity, internet connection, 
computer/hardware)
Environment
1. I know about global warming issue 0.34
2. I am involved in environmental issue activity 0.34

3. I am supporting technology usage to reduce global 
warming 0.47
Overall User Satisfaction
1. I influence my relative to use online newspaper 0.37

2. I am satisfied to use online newspaper rather than 
paper based 0.44

3. I would prefer online newspaper as  my primary 
information source 0.53
4. If I find error on my usual online newspaper, I am 
willing to find other online newspaper that is available 0.238

Table 2. Corrected Item – Total Correlation for user satisfaction in online 
newspaper measures
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been one of the innovators that launch the online 
newspaper and continuously become one of the 
largest newspapers in Indonesia.

Figure 2: Demographic Result

To be noticed, the way how respondents answer for 
every part of the questions has no relation with 
genders and occupation. Moreover, there is 
significant difference on how the respondents 
answer the questions in pricing issue and age in 
which between age 17-22 years old and 
respondents with age >28 years old. Besides that, 
there is significant difference as well on how the 
respondents answer the questions in accuracy issue 
with educational background of the respondents in 
which diploma degree and Bachelor degree.

Based on Table 3, there is strong evidence to 
accept H1 for content, ease of use and pricing since 
their P-value is less than 0.05. However, there is no 
strong evidence to accept H1 for accuracy, format, 
timeliness and environmental issues because the P-
value is greater than 0.05. 

*Dependent Variable: mean Overall User 
Satisfaction, Independent Variable: mean Content, 
Accuracy, Format, Ease of Use, Timeliness, 
Pricing and Environmental Issues

In conclusion, we can see that only content, ease of 
use and pricing had a significant positive 
relationship towards user satisfaction in Indonesia’s 
online newspaper. The reason behind this could be 
due to content is the major value of online 
newspaper providers to attract the users. Ease of 
use of online newspaper also contributes positively 
towards user satisfaction because the usage of 
technology itself to simplify the task and activities, 
thus it supports the users in obtaining the latest 
information. Besides that, the ease of use has been 
the positive factor that contributes to online 
newspaper somehow related with the standard basis 
or layout that can be found and used easily by the 
users in utilizing what is available on the online 
newspaper. And the last one, pricing also play a 
significant role in obtaining user satisfaction. The 
user’s expectation to read online newspaper 
because of its availability on the internet and free 
of charge to access whilst in can be used for other 
activities, in which the user does not have to spend 
for more fees and manage the expenditures 
effectively by paying internet cost for multiple 
activities that can be done.

For the other factors that have been included in this 
research such as accuracy, format, timeliness, and 
environmental issue did not have significant 
positive relationship towards user satisfaction in 
Indonesia’s online newspaper users. However, it 
does not mean that they do not have any roles in
user satisfaction in Indonesia’s online newspaper. 
Somehow, it is possible that the users’ 
dependability towards online newspaper being used 
is relying on to how they perceive its printed 
version reputation since some of the newspapers 
are already exist for more than a decade and has 
been providing acceptable and reliable information 
on the society and has proven their consistency in 
providing information’s accuracy and format as 
well (e.g.: Kompas, Kontan). Thus, the users do not 
consider its accuracy because in their mind, the 
perception of its printed version already well-
known and the online version supposedly be the 
same as the printed version as the accuracy has 
been proven as the best predictors for credibility 
[24]. Besides that, the accuracy of information 
itself should not be the tasks for users to disclosure 
because it is possible that they can get information 
from multiple sources and determine themselves 
the accuracy of the information and its sources 
while there is procedure that the information must 
go through before they launched to the public as 
news such as the editing process. The same as 
format, timeliness, and environmental issue, these 
factors are being not noticed by the users because 

Standardized 
Coefficients

Beta

Content 0.198 2.023 0.046
Accuracy 0.157 1.688 0.085
Format -0.005 -0.06 0.953
Ease of Use 0.223 2.325 0.022
Timeliness 0.155 1.686 0.095
Pricing 0.279 3.314 0.001

Environmental Issues -0.036 -0.4 0.688

Variable t P-Value

Table 3. Multiple Regression Coefficients
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of their familiarity with the format of websites they 
visit and that is the way it should be in presenting 
the news. In addition, timeliness also disregard by 
the respondents considering that the online 
newspaper uses internet facilitation as media which 
information supposedly transmitted easily to 
provide the latest one and available at anytime. 
However, once these factors are reduced or 
compromised then it will give negative influence in 
user satisfaction towards online newspaper. 

The users of online newspaper can be said as 
supporting less paper campaign when they do not 
use the printed version of newspaper, yet people 
tend to see this as having no relation between 
online newspaper usage and environmental issue. 
Besides, they might consider that the technology 
usage such as internet is just something that 
developed to ease the tasks and activities and use 
them as part of their lives with no or less awareness 
to the environmental issue. During the input of data 
from the questionnaires, all of respondents know 
about global warming issue but somehow they did
not recognize what are the things to do. Moreover, 
to start increasing awareness with environmental 
issue, it requires the government regulation and 
their involvement to persuade and probably make 
some cooperation with some companies as a start 
in reducing paper usage. This also involves the 
culture of each individual as well to support paper-
less campaign to succeed. 

The adjusted R square shows the result for 0.405, it 
means that the 40.5% of user satisfaction in 
Indonesia’s online newspaper defined by the 
independent variables being used while the rest 
influenced by other factors.

For the overall measurement of user satisfaction 
towards Indonesia’s online newspaper, it shows 
that online newspaper readers tend to be satisfied 
on current online newspaper in Indonesia. 87% of 
the respondents are willing to influence their 
relatives to use online newspaper. Following that 
result, 93% said that they are satisfied to use online 
newspaper compare to paper based. For the next 
question on respondents’ preference to use online 
newspaper as their primary source of information, 
it shows that they agreed with this statement as 
much as 90%. For the last measurement, the 
willingness of respondents to find other online 
newspaper if they found any error on the online 
newspaper that they usually use, it shows that they 
agreed to find other online newspaper to satisfy 
their need in obtaining information as much as 
93%. In conclusion, the respond based on these 
measurements statement represented that people in 
Indonesia is already satisfied with current online 
newspaper by seeing the percentage of respondents 
who primarily satisfied with the statements above.

Conclusion

Based on this research, it is concluded there are 3
factors that influence user satisfaction in 
Indonesia’s online newspaper which are content, 
ease of use, and pricing as per Figure 3 below. 
These factors are based on the data from 100 
respondents gathered through questionnaires which 
distributed in Jakarta only as the representative and 
analysed by using SPSS software version 16. 
However, it is expected that the result could lead 
current online newspapers to identify their own 
strengths and weaknesses in providing information 
to obtain competitive advantage that will increase 
user satisfaction and achieve high quality standards 
for online newspapers in Indonesia. It is also 
expected that the result of this research can be 
useful for the newspapers that do not have the
online version to see the opportunities and threats if 
they do not make some breakthrough on their 
businesses soon. The reason of this is because the 
younger generations are eagerly gain information 
and easily adaptable to technology, whilst people 
who are subscribing to daily newspaper is going to 
be replaced by those generations. Furthermore, the 
usage of technology, especially online newspaper,
can also be useful to support environmental issue 
where the number of paper usage can be reduced.

Figure 3: Theoretical Framework for User 
Satisfaction in Indonesia’s Online Newspaper

Overall, the results of this study are merely 
preliminary findings regarding the issue of relation 
between information, system, pricing and 
environmental issue toward user satisfaction. 
Taking into the account the research limitation, the 
author believes that further research into this field 
would be necessary to be done with better research 
models and variables being taken into account.  
The recommendations for further research are to 
identify factors that influencing user’s preferences
on using electronic newspaper to replace the 
printed version. Another research that could be 
done is evaluating user preferences whether they 
like to use online newspaper, online news, or 
electronic newspaper as their information source. 
Moreover, it is possible to increase the number of 
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respondents and to study more factors that could 
influence Indonesia’s online newspaper user 
satisfaction such as accessibility in mobile phone. 
This study needs to be done regularly in order to 
keep up to date with the current user satisfaction 
factors. 
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Abstract 

 
Despite its huge potential to promote merchandise 
transactions over the internet, Indonesia does not 
have enviable e-commerce traffic. The aim of the 
project is to promote the culture of online shopping 
in Indonesia, with the benefit of increasing the 
revenue for the network and content providers. 
Furthermore, the survey would benefit the 
Computer-Human Interface interests since it shows 
that a 3D interaction increases customer’s 
willingness to buy. 
 
The 3D viewer application is developed with Adobe 
Flash and Sandy 3D engine. The technology was 
chosen in such as way that it uses a ubiquitous 
solution. Its advantage over the currently existing 
solutions is that the viewer can be embedded to any 
web page seamlessly. The study conducted a survey 
and found that the 3D viewer fulfills its initial 
purpose and is easy enough to be used. 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Indonesia consists of 17 thousand islands, has more 
than 300 distinct nativity and 742 different languages 
and dialects [1]. Within such an environment, it 
could be seen that transaction over the internet would 
be more attractive rather than the traditional way. It 
is encouraging to analyze that the 10% internet 
penetration within the 237 million of population [2] 
means that Indonesia still has plenty of room to grow 
the internet traffic.  
In some part of the world, online shopping has 
become an indispensable way of shopping. The 
concept of online shopping relates to several 
advantages it has, such as enabling shoppers to save 
time to travel and browse around the real stores, 
offering more complete sort of items available for 
purchase, as well as better prices due to searchable 
competition and reduced cost of the retailers by not 
needing to own and maintain a physical store. The 
concept, however, is also associated with several 

disadvantages, such as the inability of the customers 
to try and get a feel of the things they are buying, 
security problems especially related to credit card 
payments, as well as credibility of the shop itself 
which may be shady. The focus of this research is on 
the first disadvantage as stated above, as the system 
to be developed is aimed at giving the customers a 
better feel about the products they are buying, in 
terms of the physical shape and appearance. It may 
not be a big problem in some parts of the world, in 
which the “30-days money-back guarantee” is a 
norm. In that case, the customers can always shop for 
an item, try it when it arrives, and have the option to 
return it if the items do not match with the 
customer’s image about it, as shown in the 
description and pictures provided by the online shop. 
For everywhere else, in which no such policy exists, 
giving the customers the best possible image about 
the actual items is important in getting people to 
shop online. 
The current online shopping experience in regard to 
customers’ knowledge on the products is generally 
limited to textual description, some reviews, and 
some pictures about the products from a few angles. 
Sometimes, the provided photos may not be 
sufficient for the customers, as it may have been 
taken from certain angles which emphasize certain 
aspect of the product, while omitting the other 
perspectives which may or may not be desirable. 
Some of the pictures may also have been taken in an 
artificial lighting and shooting conditions, such that 
they may show up somehow better than the originals. 
This is a significant obstacle for the customers to 
actually know what they are buying, before the 
actual product is delivered. This research attempts to 
solve this particular problem by using a 3D viewer as 
a medium to transfer the real imagery of the object to 
the customers, in hope for a better understanding 
about the product itself, all integrated into the online 
shop interfaces. 
3D viewing on the web is actually not a very new 
area, as there are already several products available 
to provide 3D viewing of products in web pages, the 
most popular of which are the QuickTime Virtual 
Reality (QTVR) and some viewers based on Adobe 
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Flash. However, such approaches have not been 
widely adopted due to several problems such as 
compatibility, cost, complexity, etc. Some of the 
existing products require the usage of some 
specialized hardware to capture a series of images at 
small rotation increments, known as the turn-table. 
Such approach, while requiring extra cost, extra time, 
also produces quite big definition files, which may 
be a problem for customers’ with limited internet 
bandwidth. Some of the products are also limited to 
horizontal rotation only, such that the top and bottom 
of the object cannot be viewed properly. The QTVR 
also requires users’ browsers to be equipped with the 
QuickTime and QTVR plugin, which is not quite 
commonly available by default. More of the newer 
products are now based on Adobe Flash, due to the 
widespread adoption of Flash Viewer plugins. But 
still, many of these products are still proprietary. In 
this research, the usage of open source flash 3D 
previewing library as well as the use of 3D vector-
like images instead of array of raster images is 
attempted, to solve the problems associated with the 
existing approaches. 
 

Proposed System 
 
The research consists of the creation of a simple 3D 
viewer based on open source libraries and a test on 
the effectiveness of such approach in bringing better 
images about the products to the prospective 
customers of online shops. Therefore, the hypothesis, 
model, the Sandy 3D library, and the implementation 
are explained hereafter.  

 
Research Question 
 
The execution of this research is based on the 
hypothesis that 3D viewer brings a better image on 
the actual product to the prospective customers in 
their online shopping experience, compared to the 
traditional approach of using only static images.  
It is also hypothesized that by having that better 
image of the product to be bought, the propensity of 
people to shop online increases. This should be 
assumed that there exists no “30-days money-back 
guarantee” or the like in the locality where such 
hypothesis is being tested. 
 
Model 
 
The program is to be developed in adherence to the 
following assumption about the system model, 
interface model, and the user model. 

 

Figure 1. System, interface, and user model 
 

The suitable system model for the 3D program, as 
explained before, would be to use some sort of 
vector-like 3D graphics, instead of raster images. 
This vector model describes the object by storing its 
coordinate points and links the points with lines and 
splines in such a way that it resembles the real object 
as close as possible. Textures may be added to the 
surfaces, such that the materials of the real object are 
well illustrated. This approach is chosen due to the 
limited bandwidth available to many online shoppers, 
since vector images can be represented in less bytes 
compared to the heavily redundant array of raster 
images necessary to generate an adequate 3D view.  
Due to the nature of the vector images, the 2D 
projection of the 3D object can therefore be 
generated by means of mathematical calculations in 
the client side, which ensures best response times 
and flexible viewing angles. Based on the user input 
concerning the object orientation, position, and zoom 
levels, the interface would then be able to generate a 
2D projection which can be displayed on any 
computer screens. The following figure illustrates 
how the interface model looks like. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. The interface interaction design 
 

By having these system and interface models, it is 
expected that the users will be able to develop a 
complete 3D image about the real object in mind. 
The users use the viewer by simply see the displayed 
screen, and clicks on the buttons to modify the 
screen, which should update the viewable screen 
instantly. This process is repeated multiple times to 
view the object from different angle and zoom levels, 
until the users are satisfied with the image of the 
actual object in the mind. Therefore, the whole 
process may resemble physically viewing the object, 
without actually need to visit the object in person. 
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System Design 

 
The design takes into account the above problem of 
portability and ubiquity. Hence, the project adopts 
Adobe Flash being the ubiquitous multimedia 
platform, and Sandy 3D being the simplest 3D 
engine to develop for the chosen platform. 
 
Adobe Flash 
 
Adobe Flash is a product of Adobe Systems. 
Formerly known as Macromedia Flash, this 
multimedia platform allows the creation of 
multimedia applications which can be compiled into 
the Shock Wave Flash (SWF) and be played both as 
a desktop application, or embedded into web pages. 
In both cases, the presence of the Adobe Flash Player 
is required. For the embedded version to work, the 
browsers viewing the pages containing Adobe Flash 
contents also needs to be equipped with the Flash 
Player Plugin, which basically runs the Adobe Flash 
Player with the application’s screen attached as a 
part of the web pages. 
According to a recent survey [3], about 99.3% of all 
desktop internet users have the Flash Player installed. 
The ubiquity of Flash makes it a perfect platform to 
be used for this 3D viewer project, as it means there 
is a very high certainty that the target online 
shoppers would be able to view it. The most popular 
adoption of Flash in the web is the Flash Video 
(FLV). YouTube as well as other popular games and 
demo applications use this format. 
Adobe Flash comes with a specific scripting 
language branded as the ActionScript, which highly 
resembles the popular ECMA Script (also known as 
the JavaScript). This scripting language makes it 
possible to create custom programs with rich 
behaviors, including the implementation of some 
heavily computational 3D engine. Although such 
engines are significantly less performing compared 
to the native libraries such as OpenGL and DirectX, 
it is adequate for the 3D viewer project. 

 
Sandy 3D 
 
Sandy 3D is an open source 3D graphics library for 
Adobe Flash, which is written in Adobe Flash’s 
unique ActionScript language. Sandy 3D is only one 
of several 3D graphics library available for the 
specific platform, which basically makes it possible 
to write 3D applications in the natively 2D Adobe 
Flash platform.  
Although the latest version of Adobe Flash includes 
some sort of 3D manipulation functions, the use of a 
special engine is still required to create a true 3D 
application. According to [4], Sandy 3D ranks four 
out of the entire available open source 3D engine for 
Flash.  

This project chooses Sandy 3D due to its simplicity. 
Its documentations are available, and its tutorials are 
simple and easy to follow. Another important feature 
of Sandy 3D that this project considers is its ability 
to load 3D models generated by other applications 
such as 3dsMax. This would allow product vendors 
to provide their 3D product design used in the 
engineering and manufacturing process to be 
displayed to the users as a 3D model in the viewer, 
and save a lot of time rather than to actually re-
digitize the object itself with some costly methods. 
The developed 3D viewer can therefore be used for 
any product model in the format of 3DS or ASE files, 
which can be stored in the database of the online 
shop application itself. 

 
Implementation 

 
The implementation focuses on creating an 
application with a simple interface that can fit easily 
into web pages. This is important because the 
program is to be embedded into online shop product 
pages, and simplicity would lead to better chance of 
wider adoption.  

Screen Sandy 3D 
 

ActionScript 
 

User 
Interface 

 
ASE

 
Figure 3. The program structure 

 
Figure 3 shows the high-level view of the structure 
of the implemented program. This program relies on 
user input from the buttons placed on the viewer 
screen, and responds in adjusting the view pane in 
respect to the object accordingly. Such interaction 
model is necessary to enable users to view the object 
from any angle, as well as to zoom in on certain parts 
when necessary. To enhance users’ experience, it is 
therefore important to ensure an immediate response 
time from the users’ input actions.  
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Figure 4. The implementation on a web browser 

 
In order to provide the full functionality of viewing 
an object, the interface must address the ability to 
rotate, flip, and zoom. Figure 4 illustrates that these 
functionalities are represented by the three sets of 
input buttons. The interface also includes a view 
screen as the output that shows the main product. 
The buttons on the lower-left part of the screen is to 
rotate the objects to certain directions. This operation 
could be substituted with the mouse dragging on the 
screen which would rotate the object according to the 
direction of the dragging movement. However the 
current project does not implement such 
functionality as it aims more on simplicity of 
implementation rather than interactivity. The buttons 
on the bottom-right of the screen is used to move the 
camera around, which is very useful when the object 
has been zoomed in considerable, such that it gets 
bigger than the viewing screen. The last two buttons 
on the top-right of the screen represents the zooming 
movements, one out and one in. 
 

Result 
 
The proposed program has been tested and shown to 
be easily embeddable into web pages. The screen 
shot in Figure 5 shows the completed user interface 
showing a dummy product. The compiled viewer and 
scripts measures to just about 60KB, such that it can 
be loaded quickly by any users, even by those using 
dial-up connections. The car object with such detail 
needs only around 500KB, which is a measure of a 
complex object. Simpler objects such as cell phones 
or laptops will have a much smaller size. The 
embedding of the viewer to any HTML page is done 
just like embedding any other Flash content, and can 
be made compatible with most of the browsers 
including Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla 
Firefox, Opera, and Google Chrome. The processor 
load associated with the use of the viewer is nearly 
negligible. 

After the viewer has been implemented completely, a 
simple survey has been conducted online with the 
help of Google Spreadsheets with a main aim to 
verify the assumption and hypothesis previously 
posted. All of the 6 questions prompt the user to 
choose in a scale of 1 to 5. There are 21 respondents 
to the survey, mostly targeted to Indonesian college 
students who are proficient in using the internet. The 
risk of having such respondents is mainly the 
possible bias about the ease of use measurement, in 
which our respondents may find it easier to use the 
viewer compared to the non IT literate population. 
However, such bias would not change the result too 
far from the reality. The results are summarized in 
Table 1 and each questions to be discussed 
separately in the following paragraphs. 

 

Answer 

Question 1 2 3 4 5 

1 6 1 1 3 0 

2 2 6 6 4 3 

3 1 6 6 6 2 

4 0 0 2 3 6 

5 0 1 4 1 5 

6 1 3 7 4 6 
Table 1. Summary of the survey result 
 

The first question probes the behavior of the 
respondent regarding online shopping, “Do you shop 
online?”. As predicted, the answers mostly range 
from never to almost never to online shopping, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Survey result of Question 1 
 

The second question asked whether the respondents 
are confident in online shopping, to know their 
thoughts about online shopping as a reliable way of 
shopping. The result is split between confident and 
worried, with slightly more respondents being quite 
worried about trusting online shops for their 
shopping. 
The third question tested whether the respondents 
think that a set of still images can adequately 
describe the products in an online shop. 
Unfortunately there is no conclusive pattern 
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observed in the response to this question, as the 
answer is split between adequate and not adequate.  
The fourth question is related to the 3D viewer that 
had been developed, most specifically its ability to 
enhance the users’ understanding about the product 
compared to the fixed images. Shown in figure 7, 
most of the respondents think that 3D viewing 
enhances their understanding about the actual 
product. This result therefore verifies our first 
hypothesis. 

 

 
Figure 7. Survey result of Question 4 
 

The fifth question looks to find out what the 
respondents think about our 3D viewer, asking them 
to rate the ease of use of our viewer from 1 to 5. The 
result was quite satisfactory, with most of them 
thinks that our viewer is easy to use, as shown in 
Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Survey result of Question 5 
 

The last question in the survey tries to validate the 
second hypothesis, by asking the respondents about 
whether 3D viewing availability increases their 
propensity to shop online. The result as shown in 
Figure 9 suggests that most of the respondents are 
more confident in online shopping, with the presence 
of 3D viewing of the products. 

 

 
Figure 9. Survey result of Question 6 

Discussion 
 

During the survey, several things are observed, such 
as the limitations of online surveys as well as some 
possible improvements to the viewer. These 
observations are expected to be a valuable 
consideration for further researches. 
While conducting the surveys, several limitations are 
found. Many metrics regarding users’ interaction 
with the viewer were not quantifiable as the result. 
Having a remote respondent, it was not possible to 
time their interaction. It was also not possible to 
observe users’ behavior such as facial expressions. In 
short, having it online limits our gathered data to the 
survey questions.  
A few improvements are observed to be possible for 
the viewer, which is the result of our analysis apart 
from the survey. The movement of the objects needs 
to be sped up to reduce the time for going from one 
direction to another. An inclusion of a reset button to 
bring back the object to its initial view, as well as 
boundaries to the object’s translation are thought to 
be beneficial for usage in a longer time period (i.e. 
more detailed viewing). These improvements are 
expected to be carried out in further version of the 
viewer. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The project focuses on a development of a 3D viewer, 
which is achieved by creating it as a Flash 
application. The Sandy 3D graphics library is chosen 
to bring 3D capability into Flash, with its ability to 
load models from the 3DS and ASE format. The 
viewer itself can also be embedded easily into web 
pages, making it available to users having any Flash-
capable browser, thus making it reasonably simple to 
use in an existing online shop application. 
After the successful implementation of the 3D 
viewer, a survey was conducted to verify the initial 
hypothesis as well as to check whether the developed 
3D viewer satisfies the purpose that is associated 
with it. The results of the survey were satisfactory, 
validating both of the posted hypotheses while also 
suggesting that the developed 3D viewer is easy to 
use and fulfill the purpose leading to its development. 
By the availability of this 3D viewer, we can expect 
to enhance the culture of online shopping in 
Indonesia. 
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Abstract
As a new paradigm of internet-based transaction,

e-service is thriving nowadays. However, it is

distinctively different from the traditional

e-commerce. Taking customer-centered philosophy

as fundamental focus, e-service emphasizes

customization and relationship marketing based on

services selling, but not tangible goods selling, which

makes transaction trust, especially customer trust

become more complicated. In this paper, a

framework of e-service customer trust is put forward

based on multitheoretical view, which will provide

theoretical support for the future research.

Introduction
E-service is a new concept in developing, and there is

no explicit definition from academy and industry.

The proverbial viewpoint is that marketers see

e-service as a natural outgrowth of e-commerce, but

they also view services through a product-oriented

lens; technologists naturally view e-service as

Web-delivered software functionality, often

characterized under the rubric of “Web

services”
[1][2][3]

. The e-service concept in this paper is

based on the former view.

The transformation of physical products to pure

e-service components has significant implications for

building customer relationships and for exploring

new service opportunities and markets, especially in

the domain of network-based, digital, and

information-based products
[4]

.

Similar to traditional e-commerce, the buyers and

sellers of e-service take advantage of information

technology to accomplish the transaction. However,

there are differences in essence between the two

network-based paradigms, which are related to

customers’ trust on e-service transactions.

First of all, the selling of products is different.

E-service providers sell services with digital contents

or value added services based on physical products.

Sometime there is a physical product, but sometime

only information or advice (e.g. consultancy). In this

sense, what is sold is service itself but not just

tangible goods
[4] [7]

.

Secondly, the marketing modes are different.

E-service marketing is a kind of relationship

marketing
[4]

, which emphasizes customization and

one to one marketing, but not mass marketing as in

most traditional e-commerce businesses
[7]

. The

research from Morgan and Hunt has revealed that

trust is one of the key mediating constructs in

relationship marketing
[5]

. Thirdly, the profit patterns

are different, e-service focuses on customers to meet

their particular needs and thereby growing the

markets and revenues, but not to reduce cost for more

profits as in traditional e-commerce
[4]

. At this point,

it needs more potential costumers to put purchasing

intention into purchasing action, in which trust makes

an important role.

On the one hand, these distinctions in nature reflect

philosophical differences between the two paradigms.

Technology is an enabler in e-service, but not an end

in itself
[4]

. Therefore, for e-service providers, it is

difficult to boost transactions effectively purely

focusing on technology.

On the other hand, trust in e-service transaction is not

the same as inter-personal trust, research on e-service

needs to borrow supports both theoretically and

practically from the fields of management, marketing

and information science. At this point, research on

e-service customer trust needs integration from

different areas with multiple perspectives, which will

deliver necessity and significance to e-service theory

and practice.

Additionally, e-service, as “electronic offerings for

rent” made available via the Net
[2]

, the same as other

traditional services, is a kind of inseparability issue,

which means service production and consumption, in

most cases, will occur simultaneously. Intangibility

of e-service selling products will bring greater

uncertainty to the procedure of transactions and the

potential risks perceived by customers will not be

limited to the worry of transaction security and

production authenticity, but more on the expectation

of satisfaction and value for the future consumption

of e-services.

Although more and more research achievements on

traditional e-commerce trust have emerged in recent

years, they can not be perfectly fitted into the

environment of e-service transactions. For the

reasons mentioned above, the necessity of making
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theoretical research on e-service transaction trust,

especially customer trust, is urgently needed. And the

aim of this paper is to construct a framework of

e-service consumer trust, which is integrated from

multiple theories of trust, to comprehensively reflect

the nature and constructs of customer trust in the

context of e-service.

The rest parts of this paper are organized as

following, review of related work will be provided in

section 2, section 3 will introduce supportive theories

for e-service consumer trust, and an integrated

framework of e-service consumer trust based on

multitheoretical view will be presented in section 4.

The paper will end with a summary to point out the

future research direction and further work in the

endeavor of e-service trust research.

Related Work
Definitions of trust in different fields

The literature of trust research can be traced back to

late 1800's and early 1900's[]. Simmel Georg made

academic research on trust, he pointed out that trust

is one of the most important comprehensive force in

society
[8]

, which is the primary contribution of

Simmel’s work. As the forerunner of trust research,

Simmel made a remarkable contribution to the field,

his work has influenced following trust researches

significantly. Barbara Misztal comments Simmel’s

work as follows: Simmel’s brilliant analyses of the

nature of trust relationships were later adopted and

developed by scholars such as Luhmann and Giddens.

His theory of trust provides a theoretical framework

for analyzing personal as well as generalized (or

impersonal) trust
[10]

.

Trust can be defined as a state of favorable

expectation regarding other’s actions and intention.

Based on this view point, scholars gave their

definition of trust: reduce social complexity
[11]

,

co-operation
[12]

, individual risk-taking behavior
[13],

social capital
[14][15]

, order
[10]

and so on.

In the field of Psychology, trust research began with

Deutsch’s seminal study of trust in the Prison’s

Dilemma game
[16] [17]

. Deutsch concluded that trust

is a set of expectations that lead to behavioral

intentions in which potential loss is involved.

In the view of social exchange, Blau concluded that

trust contains three distinct beliefs: integrity,

benevolence and ability
[18]

. Rotter defined

interpersonal trust as “an expectancy held by an

individual or a group that the word, promise, verbal

or written statement of another individual or group

can be relied on”
[19]

.

In the area of management research, trust issues have

aroused scholars’ interests. Rousseau et al. concluded

that trust deals with “intention to accept vulnerability

based upon positive expectations of the intentions or

behavior of another”
[20]

. Lewis and Weigert noted

that trust differs depending upon the history and

nature of the relationship between the parties
[21].

Along with these views, trust related literatures have

emerged in marketing area in recent decades. Two

components appear in the definition of trust include

the psychological and sociological. Schurr and

Ozanne defined trust as a kind of belief, which leads

to behavioral intentions
[22].

Moorman et al.

conceptualized trust as “a willingness to rely on an

exchange partner in whom one has confidence”
[23].

Ganesan hold the view that the psychological

elements of the definition include trust in the

partner’s honesty and trust in the partner’s

benevolence
[24]

. Morgan and Hunt regarded trust as

confidence in another person’s reliability and

integrity
[5].

As mentioned above, trust is defined in different

areas from different perspectives, and this is the

common ground of these researches: trust is regarded

as a kind of human to human interaction; even

organization trust is regarded as human group

communication. However, as a new paradigm of

transaction, net-based transaction delivers a mode of

human to information system interaction, which has

its own characteristics. Hence, trust researches

related to net-based transaction are reviewed in a

special section followed.

Research on net-based transaction trust

In the field of Information System(IS), trust is a

relatively new concept attracting enthusiasm of

researchers in recent years. Researchers mainly focus

on trust issues in net-based transaction, and most of

them focus on traditional e-commerce, especially on

B2C.

Different from human to human trust, net-based

transaction trust is a kind of human to automation

trust. Studies examining the nature of human

interaction with automation have revealed that users

have a propensity to apply norms of human to human

interaction to their communication with automated

systems
[25].

Hence, theoretical achievements can be

borrowed from traditional trust research literatures as

foundation of net-based transaction trust research.

Nevertheless, there exist differences in essence with

the manner in which humans perceive and react to

automated systems compared to human to human

interaction
[25],

which bear characteristics of

e-transaction.

Although trust has been defined in many different

ways, as mentioned in the previous section, there is

agreement that trust only exists in an uncertain and

risky environment. From the view of customer, the

degree of uncertainty in the virtual environment of

net-based transaction is higher than in traditional

settings
[26]

. In the context of net-based transaction,

the uncertainty can be caused either by using open

technological infrastructures for the exchange of

information (system-dependent uncertainty)
[26][28][29][33][34]

or by the conduct of actors involved in
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the transaction (transaction-specific

uncertainty)
[26][27][30][31][32][35]

.

Based on the prerequisite that regarding trust as a

kind of behavior intention, some researchers take

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) as fundamental

model, on the consideration that transaction

conducting is a reasoned action
[27][31][35]

. From the

perspective of technology context in e-transaction,

some researchers focus on consumer’s attitude

toward technology acceptation
[28] [29]

, which are

based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).

These researches emphasize on the prediction of

behavior intention, but lack of subtle explains and

descriptions on trust nature and trust building, which

is necessary to the e-transaction trust.

Net-based transaction trust-related literatures mainly

centered on the traditional e-commerce trust.

Contrary to the thriving development of e-service,

esearches on e-service are not sufficient, especially

on the topic of trust. Current related literatures

mainly focus on the construction and validation of

service quality
[37] [38] [39]

. Trust is one of the primary

constructs of SERVQUAL model, which is validated

in the field of marketing
[36] [37]

. Nevertheless,

SERVQUAL can not explain why a consumer will

trust services provided by e-vendors and how the

trust is built and developed.

As mentioned above, trust is a multi-dimensional

issue
[20]

, and trust in the context of e-service is

different from traditional e-commerce. Hence, simply

applying research models of e-commerce trust into

research of e-service trust is not reasonable. And

considering the unique characteristics of e-service

and complicated context of e-service transaction,

mono-theory approach is not sufficient in the

exploration of e-service trust issues, and adopting

multi-theory approach in e-service trust research is

significant. Although there is research using

multi-theory approach to solve trust issues
[47]

, it

focused on tangible product-based e-transaction trust

but not service-based. Therefore, it is urgently

needed to do some theoretical exploration on

e-service trust.

Ground theories to support the research
in trust
Three supportive theories are introduced in this

section, they are Simmelian Model of Trust,

Semiotics and Theory of Reasoned Action, which are

from different fields and take their roles in explaining

e-service trust mechanism.

Simmelian Model of Trust (SMT)

Simmelian Model of Trust is a theory on trust

building. It undertakes substantial theoretical

reorientation of research into the concept of trust

based on the research work of Simmel
[46]

, who was

regarded as the forerunner of trust research, and other

scholars’ research achievements on trust.

Why is Simmelian Model of Trust? One reason is

that in most e-transaction trust researches, the

explanation on trust mechanism is not sufficient.

Besides technological factors, e-service trust follows

the law of general trust, therefore it is necessary to

find a ground theory to support trust building process

in the context of e-service. SMT is used to explain

the nature of trust, which is a three-step process:

interpretation, suspension and expectation
[46]

, as

shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Simmelian Model of Trust

Interpretation is the first step, which signifies the

process when one perceives something and then

interprets it into something else based on incomplete

knowledge and information. The incompletion of

knowledge and information perceived by trustor will

subsequently lead uncertainty, which shows the

necessity to trust.

According to Möllering’s
[46]

discussion on Simmel’s

trust research, suspension, which signifies the

process when one need to ignore uncertainty in

interpretation, takes a role as bridge to hinge

interpretation and expectation. Through suspension,

interpretation is temporarily valid.

Under the consideration that the interpretation and

suspension are right things to do, expectation

signifies the process that the object should be trusted

or distrusted, which is a kind of behavior intention

for trust. The outcome after three steps is either trust

or distrust.

Outcome

Interpretation

Knowledge

Expectation

Information

Uncertainty

Suspension
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It is the contribution of SMT that the trust building

process is divided into 3 steps, which outlines the

nature of trust. And the process of suspension reflects

the subjective estimation on uncertainty. In the initial

research of Simmel, it was regarded as a kind of

mysterious leap from interpretation to expectation
[8]

,

and Möllering cleared it as suspension, which bridges

interpretation and expectation
[46]

. However, it is just

an outlined framework of trust building process, no

specific details in each step, especially, there is no

comments on how to complete the process of

interpretation, which is the foundation of trust

building. Therefore, at this point, to make the process

of interpretation tangible is significant for trust

research, especially in the context of e-service

transaction.

Semiotics

Semiotics is the study of signs
[42] [43]

. Semiotics has a

long history and it is applied in the field of

information system and information management

since 1970s
[43].

Peirce made great contribution to

semiotics. He used triadic relationship to describe the

process of cognition, as shown in Figure 2. When

one (interpretant) cognizes something (object), the

object is interpreted into impression (representamen)

in one’s mind, which describes the process of

perception on object. It is true that the focus of

Semiotics is on perception but not directly on trust.

However, Semiotics is heavily based on belief, which

is one of primary components of trust in many classic

trust theories. Therefore, adopting Semiotics to

explain perception process of trust building is

reasonable and appropriate, which can link what it is

perceived and what it is meant to one that perceives.

Especially in the process of trust building, Semiotics

is helpful to explain the mechanism of interpretation

and useful for facilitating perception with the flow of

signs.

Figure2. Interpretation process in Semiotics

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)

Theory of Reasoned Action is the research findings

from the field of Social Psychology and is used in the

prediction of behavior. As a general model of

behavior prediction, TRA is widely used in different

areas, and in most cases, its effectiveness and

validation in behavior prediction have been validated.

The model is shown in Figure 3. In the field of trust

research, TRA is one of the most frequently used

theories; it reveals the relationship of influencing

factors, intention and behavior.

Figure3. Theory of Reasoned Action

There are 3 presuppositions in TRA:

1. Generally, individuals are reasonable and deal

with information based on systematic perspective;

2. The social behavior of humans will not been

affected by unintentional inducements or forces;

3. Human behavior is completely self-controlled.

Based on these presuppositions, TRA shows good

validation and capacity in behavior prediction in the

past researches. However, as a kind of social and

psychological phenomenon, trust building is a

complicated process, it is not reasonable to simply

define trust as a totally reasoned action. In the

context of e-service, intangibility of service,

virtuality of net-based environment and difference of

customer’s perception on services will make trust

procedure more complicated.

As a general model of behavior prediction, TRA has

effectively explained the casual relationship between

intention and behavior, but it is not customized for

trust issues and does not reflect the nature of trust,

which is the key part of trust research. Therefore, it is

necessary to borrow support from other trust research

achievements and make modifications on the original

TRA model to reflect characteristics of trust in

e-service transaction.

An integrated research model on
e-service customer trust

The theories mentioned above have their own

advantages in explaining trust building in e-service

context. However, no one theory alone can resolve

e-service trust issues comprehensively. In the

previous literature review, trust research based on

multitheoretical view is seldom found, especially in

the field of e-service. Therefore, integrating multiple

theories into a framework of e-service consumer trust

model, which is the key part of the work presented in

this paper, has its necessity.

Integration of SMT and Semiotics

From the view of Semiotics, the communication

process of e-service sellers and buyers is a procedure

of interpreted signs flowing between them, on which

trust perception is acquired. The integration explains

the interpretation process of trust building, which is

Representamen

Object Interpretant

Attitude toward
the behavior

Intention

Subjective norm

Behavior
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not described specifically in SMT. The integration of

SMT and Semiotics is shown in Figure 4.

Figure4. Integration of SMT and Semiotics

The object to be trusted is interpreted by the trustor,

reflected as one’s subjective perception in mind.

Incompletion of knowledge and information

perceived in interpretation process will cause

uncertainty. If the trustor intends to trust, he will

ignore the uncertainty based on the subjective

judgment that the representamen in his mind is

temporally valid, and then will make the expectation

for the outcome of trust behavior. Adopting

Semiotics into trust building procedure is a

complement to SMT, which describes the perception

mechanism of trust building, and reflects the nature

of trust from the view of social psychology and

information signs.

Integration of TRA and SMT from the
perspective of Semiotics

The integrated model is shown in Figure 5. Only

basic constructs of trust intention are illustrated in the

framework, the refinements of the model will be

done in the future work. The model should be read

from left to right, which is in line with the procedure

of trust building. The one-way-arrowed line means a

kind of causal relationship, can be understood as

“lead to” or “put effect on”. And the

two-way-arrowed line with vertical lines sided the

arrows is used to segment the processes of trust

building.

Trust building, in the first stage, is a process of

perception. From the view of Semiotics, perception is

a process of interpretation, therefore, the main

constructs affected trust intention are representamen,

which is the reflection of perceived signs in a

person’s brain, as shown in the rectangle with dashed

line.

Trust building is a complicated procedure in the

context of e-service transaction. And based on the

view of regarding trust as a partial reasonable

behavior, irrational factors are considered in the

framework. Individual’s perception on attitude

toward e-service transaction, subjective norm and

irrational factors will probably lead to uncertainty.

The effect of irrational factors to trust intention is

unclear, and the meditating effects caused by

irrational factors are interesting, therefore they

deserve testing in the future empirical study.

Based on TRA, the integrated framework is staged

by 3 elements of trust: interpretation, suspension and

expectation and the outcome of trust is also staged in

it. TRA alone, even with some modification on it,

can not explain e-service consumer trust building

procedure comprehensively. Therefore, one of the

aims of the integration is to put trust elements into

the behavior prediction model for a clear explanation

of trust mechanism.

As a theoretical framework, the integrated model

needs further refinements and empirical validation.

Based on this framework, some fundamental research

hypotheses will be put forward as below and need for

further examination in future empirical study.

Figure5. Framework of an integrated model on e-service customer trust

Object

Outcome

Uncertainty
Representamen

Interpretant

Representamen

Transaction behavior

Subjective norm

Attitude toward

e-service transaction

Irrational factors

Trust intention

Uncertainty

Suspension

Interpretation OutcomeExpectation
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Hypothesis 1 Attitude toward e-service transaction

will affect consumer’s trust intention;

Hypothesis 2 Subjective norm will affect consumer’s

trust intention;

Hypothesis 3 Irrational factors will affect consumer’s

trust intention;

Hypothesis 4 Irrational factors will put moderating

effect on the relation of attitude toward e-service

transaction and trust intention;

Hypothesis 5 Irrational factors will put moderating

effect on the relation of subjective norm and trust

intention;

Hypothesis 6 Attitude toward e-service transaction

will lead to uncertainty;

Hypothesis 7 Subjective norm will lead to

uncertainty;

Hypothesis 8 Irrational factors will lead to

uncertainty;

Hypothesis 9 Trust intention will affect consumer’s

transaction behavior;

The framework put forward in this paper is still in the

initial stage of the research on e-service trust. And

the current work developed in the range of theory

need to be examined by empirical approaches and we

expect it will lend theoretical support to the future

work. Supplement and refinement to the framework

and validation for it will be the main part of the

following research.

Summary and Future Research
The e-service consumer trust framework proposed in

this paper is an integrated model based on a multi-

theory view in the context of e-service transaction,

which aims to reflect nature of trust and influencing

factors with relationships to trust intention. The

current work is focusing on building a framework in

the range of theory. And the contribution delivered

from current work is as follows: firstly, the process

of interpretation is specified in a way of human

perception, which will be helpful for e-service

providers to understand customers’ requirements;

secondly, modifications on the original TRA will

reflect the nature of trust as a partially rational

behavior; thirdly, the phases divided on the modified

TRA is in line with the procedure of trust building,

which will facilitate finding relationships among

influencing factors, trust intention and trust behavior.

As a framework of e-service consumer trust, specific

factors is needed to be added into the model to reflect

the characteristics of e-service trust, and the

following work should be focused on testing the

research hypotheses to validate the model.

One research direction is focused on the dynamic

procedure of trust. Trust is a dynamic procedure
[48]

,

especially in the context of e-service transaction. The

building stage of trust, stable stage of trust and

contradictory stage of trust has different

characteristics distinctively, which should embrace

further research in the future.

Research on the relationship of trust and culture is

another interesting topic, because individual’s trust

behavior is affected by the culture background of

local area. In the context of e-service, to what extend

consumer’s behavior on transaction and consumption

is affected by the culture is not clear, which deserves

further exploration.
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Abstract 

Virtual Reality (VR) is a promising alternative for next 

generation online interface.  It is important that the 

developed VR interfaces must satisfy a collection of 

good quality criteria, which are still absent from 

literatures.  This paper aims to determine factors 

consisted in a good quality online VR interface and 

their relative importance.  VR commerce is selected 

for the study due to its importance.  The study 

employed a two-stage factor identification design.  In 

the first stage, the intuitive approach and the focus 

group technique were used, while in the second stage, 

empirical study employing questionnaires were used 

following by exploratory factor analyses.  Then, the 

derived quality factors were explored for their relative 

importance on adoption using Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP).  The study outlined 54 recommended 

interface features/elements forming 8 stable quality 

factors.  The results suggested quality factors for 

developing and evaluating such a highly interactive 

user interface. 

 

Introduction 

In this age of the Internet, World-Wide-Web (WWW) 

is the prominent standard of the Internet applications.  

The standard is based on the Hypertext Mark-up 

Language (HTML) that typically combines texts, 

images, and other media, and presents them to users.  

Recently, there are promising powerful interfaces 

emerging as alternatives.  Virtual Reality (VR) 

interface is one of the promising interfaces offering a 

highly interactive environment.  VR is a 

human-computer interaction technology that lets the 

users interact with the computer simulated 

environment.  The generated environment can be an 

environment of either a real world or an imaginary 

world.  This VR environment, as well as similar 3D 

virtual world, has been introduced into and studied in 

many application areas, such as entertainment, e.g. 

SecondLife [1]; medical and education [2, 3]; 

e-commerce [4-8]; tourism, e.g. Thai Royal Palaces 

Virtual Tour [9]; etc.  Such highly interactive 

interface contains several distinct characteristics from 

general HTML web interface.  It has been proven that 

it can offer superior experiences for certain tasks [4-6].   

Among VR applications, VR commerce can be a 

potential candidate for wide adoption since its 

importance and advantages derived from VR interface.  

E-commerce becomes a common practice for trading.  

The huge market size and expanding trend intensify its 

pivotal role in local and global trading.  In the United 

States alone, the retail sales on e-commerce reached at 

least 31.72 billion dollars in only a period of a quarter 

in the first quarter of 2009 [10].  There are several 

e-commerce growth limitations.  One of them is the 

e-commerce interface limitation.  The e-commerce 

user interface limits the interaction between users and 

products, thus helping users acquire knowledge about 

products in such limitation is challenged, especially for 

particular types of products that require a high degree 

of interaction between consumers and products or 

services, e.g. a mobile phone that consumers would 

like to feel touch and use its features, a hotel room that 

the prospective guest might want to virtually walk 

around the room, etc.  VR could be a solution.  VR 

commerce customers will be able to get more insight 

into the product features leading to purchase intention, 

which has been presented in Lu [5] and Suh [11]. 

However, to achieve such highly interactive 

experiences in VR interface, the construction of virtual 

environments is considered to be more costly than 

general web interfaces.  It is important that the 

developed VR interfaces should satisfy a collection of 

good quality criteria.  Moreover, the evaluation of the 

system implementation success is a suggested critical 

practice for adopting an information system.  Such 

criteria and measure for a good quality online VR 

interface is not yet available in literatures.   

This study is among early research contributing in VR 

interface quality.  It aimed to determine factors the 

users preferred for an online VR interface, which we 

refer as good quality factor.  VR commerce interface 

or VR store was selected for this exploratory study due 

to its importance, adoption potential, as previously 

mentioned, and also availability. 

This paper is organized as follows.  Background and 

theories are introduced in the next section.  It is 

followed by the research methodology in the third 

section.  Results and discussion are provided next in 

the fourth section.  The last section, conclusion and 

future works, wraps up the main ideas presented and 

provides suggestions for future research. 
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Background and Theories 

In this section, related theories and literatures are 

reviewed in the following order of topics: Virtual 

Reality (VR), Virtual Reality Commerce 

(VR-commerce), web quality and Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP).   

Virtual Reality 

Virtual reality (VR) is a human-computer interaction 

technology that let the users interact with the computer 

simulated environment [12].  The generated 

environment can be either a real world or an imaginary 

world.  To imitate the real-world experience, special 

visual devices are used, such as mask, wall-projected 

room, and so on.  Nonetheless, common monitors can 

be used to provide a certain level of VR experience.    

Generally, VR in computer screen generates 

environments that the users found themselves 

submersed into the environment.  Users can use 

special input device or a common keyboard and mouse 

to interact with the environment. 

The ability of virtual reality to enhance the consumer 

abilities is based on three main properties: high media 

richness, interactivity and telepresense [11].  Media 

richness theory [13] claims that high uncertainty or 

ambiguity tasks need higher interaction or higher 

media richness to reduce the uncertainty or ambiguity.  

In this case, VR can provide such high media richness 

through the interactivity.  Such interactivity is 

achieved when the e-commerce site users manipulate 

the product and immediately get the information 

regarding the product features and appearance [14, 15].  

Through VR, users can feeling the existing of 

telepresence [14, 16], which indicates a sense of ―being 

there,‖ in the remote environment through a mean of 

communication [17].  In this sense, we might expect 

telepresense-related quality factors to emerge from the 

study in addition to the quality factors for typical web 

interface. 

Virtual Reality Commerce 

Virtual reality commerce or VR-commerce is a type of 

e-commerce.  The major difference of this type of 

e-commerce from general e-commerce sites is that its 

user interface is presented in a virtual reality manner.  

The VR-commerce site can incorporate VR capability.  

We can say that, in general, a VR-commerce site looks 

like a virtual shopping mall which users walk around a 

simulated shopping mall as they immerse into the 

screen.  Thus, the interfaces are presented in three 

dimensions or 3D.  Figure 1 shows an example of a 

VR-commerce website.  General VR-commerce sites 

try to provide user interfaces that the users will get 

shopping experiences as realistic as possible.  

VR-commerce is getting attention from researchers and 

business practitioners because of its uniqueness and 

abilities which former types of e-commerce cannot 

accomplish.  There are various ways for the 

VR-commerce customers to interact with a 

VR-commerce system. 

Web Quality 

Web interface is one of the most prominent online 

interfaces of the era.  The shifting of information 

system technology from the primitive years of 

standalone, PC-based computers and mainframes 

triggered a handful of framework or guideline 

proposals for good quality webs as explained in [18, 

19], for example.  As discussed, the superiority of VR 

interface could be a promising alternative for online 

interfaces.  The study of determining good quality 

factors for this highly interactive interface can follow 

the studies or research in web quality.  

This study started by employing an intuitive approach, 

which provided advantages over theoretical approach 

in this kind of exploratory research; the VR interface 

quality factors were identified by users and the 

researchers rather than from theoretical literatures.  

Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to review major web 

quality dimensions. 

According to an extensive review and analysis by 

Aladwani and Palvia [18], web quality consisted of 

four major dimensions: appearance, specific content, 

content quality and technical adequacy.  Only the user 

interface was our focus in this study, we roughly 

expected that the emerging factors should be more 

correlated with the dimensions of appearance and 

technical adequacy, along with unidentified factors 

exclusively for online VR commerce interface rather 

than content dimensions. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a technique 

dealing with complex decisions; it was introduced by 

Thomas L. Saaty [20, 21].  The technique is one of 

popular techniques in decision support tasks.  Study in 

[22] provides a comprehensive review of research and 

applications using AHP.  The basic principle of the 

technique is based on the calculation of complete 

Figure 1 - A Virtual Shopping Mall 

(http://virtual.popwebplanet.com) 
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pairwise combination comparisons towards the goal of 

all of decision criteria.   

For example, brand, price and appearance can be 

criteria for decision making in buying a car.  The 

weighted priorities of each criterion can be calculated 

by calculating ratings on all combination of pairwise 

comparisons of criteria, i.e. brand over price, brand 

over appearance and price over appearance.  Example 

of calculated weighted priorities could be 30%, 50% 

and 20% for brand, price and appearance, respectively.  

Each criterion can have sub criteria.  Then, it is 

possible to use these weights to make optimal decisions 

among available choices, which are cars in this 

example.  In brief, each car in the shopping list will be 

rated for the criteria, and then these ratings and the 

previously derived weights will be used to determine 

the final scores of choices.  More explanation can be 

found in [20]. 

In this study, we used AHP to calculate the priority 

weights referring to the goal of adopting VR commerce 

for shopping. 

 

Research Methodology 

The objectives of the study were to investigate:  

1)  What were quality factors of the VR interface 

that users expected? 

2) What were the relative important orders of 

those quality factors for the adoption of the 

VR commerce interface? 

To answer these two research questions, a two-stage 

design was used. 

Research Design 

The Two-Stage Study 

The study tried to discover interface quality factors 

lacking from literatures, it required a study in an 

exploratory manner.  Moreover, the quality factors of 

VR interface were expected to be moderately novel and 

abstract to general users, thus the study started by the 

identification of user interface’s component in the 

feature and element level, in the first stage of the study.  

Then, those interface features/elements were used as 

inputs for the second phase of the study attempting to 

identify emerging quality factors. 

In each stage, it is possible to determine interface 

features, elements or quality factors of a user interface 

by following three alternative approaches in 

comparable studies [18, 23].  The approaches are: 1) 

intuitive, 2) theoretical, and 3) empirical approach.  

The intuitive approach is appropriate for the first stage 

of the study where the identification of quality features 

or elements is based on researchers’ experiences or 

intuitive understanding of the users [23].  The 

empirical approach was employed in order to 

categorize the derived interface features/elements from 

the first stage into quality factors.  The data collection 

and analyses were more extensive in the second stage. 

First Stage: Preferred Features/Elements 

The focus group method was used in the intuitive 

interface features/elements exploration.  Two weeks 

before the sessions, the participants were introduced to 

several VR commerce interfaces, such as the one 

shown in Fig. 1, as well as other VR interfaces, e.g. the 

360 degree view of car or house selling websites and so 

on.  VR and 3D interface of the following websites 

were shown: secondlife.com, 

virtual.popwebplanet.com, lh.co.th, sansiri.com, 

lexus.com, samsung.com.  The participants were also 

asked to get familiar with the VR interface by installing 

a VR shell created by Phosaard and Tanthanuch [24] 

replacing their desktop for a week. 

Two separate sessions of the focus group were 

conducted to verify the results.  In each session, each 

respondent were asked to identify as many as possible 

features or interface elements of general VR commerce 

interface.  Then the participants were asked to work in 

a group of three to combine their items.  The 

participants were told that the team that come up with 

the most complete list, without redundant items, will 

get a 100 Baht-worth rewards.  Finally, ten lists from 

ten teams were shown to the whole session.  Then, the 

participants were asked to work as a whole to combine 

those lists into only one list.  The second session 

performed the same but the participants were asked to 

combine the list from the first session at the end. Each 

session lasted around 1 hour and a half. 

Second Stage: Categorization & Relative Importance 

A self-report questionnaire was used for an empirical 

study of good quality factors.  Similar to the first 

stage, the respondents were introduced to several VR 

commerce interfaces, as well as other VR, however, 

only a week in advanced.  The participants also asked 

to get familiar with the VR interface by installing the 

VR shell created by Phosaard and Tanthanuch [24] 

replacing their desktop for a week.  The study then 

followed by applying statistical analyses on the 

collected data.  Descriptive statistics, factor analyses, 

as well as other related statistics were applied until a 

stable and meaningful factors emerged from the data 

collected. 

In the second stage, the relative important of factors 

were also analyzed to gain more insight into users’ 

preferences.  The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

was used to investigate such complex relations. 

Research Instrument 

A questionnaire survey was developed mainly for the 

second stage of the study.  The self-report 

questionnaire consists of two parts.  The first part 

contains six personal information questions: two 

questions for demographic information, which are 1) 

gender and 2) age; four questions for related computer 

usage and experiences: 3) computer usage experience, 

4) computer usage per day, 5) virtual reality 
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application/game usage experience, and 6) e-commerce 

shopping experience. 

The second part of the survey contains 54 VR interface 

features/elements derived from the first stage of the 

study.  The respondents were asked to rate the 

importance of the features/elements in general VR 

commerce interface on a 5-Likert scale from extremely 

important (5) to extremely not important (1).   The 

extremely important rating was selected if the 

respondents find that those features/elements are 

required for the adoption of such interface. 

For relative importance of factors on the adoption of 

VR interface using AHP, the quality factors derived 

from factor analyses were put into a hierarchical 

decision model and a pairwise comparison 

questionnaire was used.  The participants were asked 

to rate their relative importance for each pair of the 

quality factors, and features/elements in each factors. 

Participants 

For both stages, research participants and respondents 

can be general computer users with good understanding 

of VR commerce interface but expertise on it was not 

required.  Undergraduate students were able to be the 

targets.  In the first stage, there were 30 participants in 

each session, totaling 60 participants.  All of them 

were third year undergraduate students in Information 

Technology major registering for either a Web 

Application or an E-Business class in a university in 

the northeastern of Thailand. 

In the second stage, 144 questionnaire respondents 

were mostly second year undergraduate students in IT 

major, aged 18-23, registering for a Web Technology 

class.  71.5% of them are female while 28.5% are 

male.  They had average computer usage experiences 

of 8.69 years, and use computer on an average of 8.68 

hours per day.  13.3% of the respondents never had 

experience with virtual reality applications or games 

before we introduced the interfaces while 76.7% 

already had.  85.9% used to shop or look for product 

information online while 14.1% did not. 

Selected from the second stage participants, 35 of them 

completed the pairwise comparisons questionnaire for 

AHP.  

 

Results and Discussion 

First Stage 

Repeated focus groups during the first stage of the 

study outlined 54 preferred features/elements of VR 

commerce interface.  The results are listed, not in 

priority order, in Table 1.  The items were then 

categorized by the empirical study in the second stage. 

Second Stage 

The questionnaire was then used for the empirical 

survey study in the second stage.  The 54-item 

instrument was distributed to students, mostly second 

year students, aged between 18-23 years.   

To identify VR interface quality factors we followed 

Churchill’s [25] recommendations for scale 

development process, which consisted of design and 

normalization phase.  We did not perform a 

normalization phase since the purpose was to identify 

stable factors, not the instrument.  We started by 

computing an overall reliability coefficient of the 

instrument from the collected data using Cronbach’s 

alpha.  In this study, we considered VR interface 

quality as one construct consisting of correlated 

subcontracts, thus a Cronbach’s alpha for the whole 

items was calculated.  The value computed was 0.932.  

By maintaining Churchill’s recommendations 

discarding items that showed very low corrected 

item-total correlations, i.e. <0.40 can improve 

reliability.  After several screening attempts, 32 items 

remained on our list.   

Next, factor analyses were applied on the 32-item list 

to discover sub constructs or factors, which was the 

main study objective.  Before applying factor 

Table 1 – Preferred features/elements of online virtual reality commerce interface—first stage 
event synchronization 
imagination elements 
product trial 
zoom-in/out capability 
product appearance’s details 
games 
innovative elements 
proper use of colors 
product department familiarity 
proper store size 
attractiveness 
store navigation’s map 
natural ambience 
reality details of the store 
time synchronization 
cashier counter 
not induce dizziness 
elevator 

seasonal activities 
ability to travel outside the store 
well-known landmark elements 
overall reality 
touch screen interface capability 
direct searching for products 
scenic viewpoints 
proper use of fonts 
proper use of camera’s view 
shopping cart functionality 
speed of VR loading 
proper use of music 
stability of the VR interface 
speed-up navigation capability 
interface element customization 
explanation for each location 
virtual restaurant 
layout customization 

cashier’s avatar 
animated elements 
customer’s avatar 
emotional expression of avatar 
decorative elements 
layout familiarity 
proper product size 
chat functionality 
the smoothness of VR control 
proper use of sound effects and ambient sounds 
mouse-control enable 
product completeness 
the use of visual effects for interface’ attractiveness 
real-world motion, e.g. object impassable motion 
proper use of control’s speed 
putting similar department in the same area 
proper product categorization in the department 
natural responsiveness of the control 
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analysis, required statistical tests were performed for 

the validity of the results.  Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) index was calculated and Bartlett’s test of 

sphericity was performed.  The KMO index is used as 

a measure of sampling adequacy.  Generally, high 

value of this index, value higher than 0.5 and close to 

1.0 indicates that the factor analysis is suitable.  

Barlett’s test of sphericity is used to test whether 

inter-correlations among variables exist.  There 

should be significant inter-correlations among interface 

features/elements to form interface quality factors. 

For our data, the KMO index was 0.895 and the 

Bartlett’s test of shpericity yielded a Chi-Square value 

of 1980.296 and a significance value of 0.000 

indicating that the data obtained was appropriate for 

factor analysis. 

Then, the next process started by submitting the items 

for factor analysis with varimax rotation.  Items which 

loaded equally on more than one factor or not 

substantially loaded on one factor resulted in ambiguity 

of factor interpretation; such items should be 

eliminated.  Hair et al. [26] suggested that the items 

with factor loadings > 0.30 are considered significant, 

> 0.40 are more important, and > 0.50 are considered 

very significant.  There are no absolute standard of the 

cut-off value.  Based on the purpose of the study, to 

identify stable and meaningful interface quality factors, 

and similar work, e.g. the study of web quality [18], 

items that did not meet the loading cut-off of 0.50 or 

ambiguously loaded on more than one factors were 

eliminated.  The remained items were resubmitted for 

another round of factor analysis.  The process iterated 

until a meaningful structure was achieved.  The 

results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 3 summarizes the final results of the factor 

analysis.  The table shows emerging quality factors of 

online VR commerce interface along with their 

associated interface features/elements.  Each 

emerging factor was analyzed and given a name 

reflecting its meaning according to the item members.  

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each quality factor 

were calculated to confirm the reliability and the 

internal consistency of the discover factors. Generally, 

0.7 is the cut-off alpha value for factors establishing 

reliability.  Nonetheless, it is widely accepted that 0.6 

is acceptable for exploratory research [27].  Thus, all 

of the factors showed internal consistency.  It is noted 

that the Content Finding is a one-item separated factor 

emerging by forcing the number of factors to 8, 

according to the scree plot, creating a meaningful 

structure. 

It is possible to compare factor importance priority by 

their means.  However, it is more meaningful and 

useful to examine the priority of the derived quality 

factors over the adoption of VR Commerce on their 

relative importance.  We used AHP to systematically 

assess this.  Firstly, the decision model can be built by 

determining the goal as the ―Use of VR Commerce 

Interface for Shopping,‖ then the first level of the 

decision model was consisted of the derived quality 

factors.  All of each node of the quality factors was 

consisted of items in their factors forming the second 

level of the decision model.  The results from pairwise 

comparisons from the participants were put into the 

AHP calculation and the weighted priorities of each 

item are shown in the ―Priority Weight‖ in Table 3.  

Table 2 – Principal component analysis with varimax rotation—second stage 

Interface Features/Elements Component 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Event synchronization .849 .071 .146 .150 .184 .019 .167 .011 

Seasonal activities .816 .142 .054 .066 .236 .073 .099 .155 

Cashier’s counter .677 .389 -.059 .104 -.115 .022 .222 .230 

Elevator .620 .130 .172 .247 .008 .311 .059 -.364 

Innovative elements .026 .727 .217 -.011 .120 .169 .160 .147 

Decorative elements .238 .709 .202 .258 .051 .029 -.025 .113 

Scenic viewpoints .368 .661 -.041 .201 .209 .054 -.005 -.189 

Animated elements .082 .142 .753 .171 .299 -.080 .166 .003 

Overall reality .194 .032 .689 .097 .106 .308 -.089 .316 

Touch screen interface capability -.010 .309 .643 .047 .037 .144 .366 -.183 

Layout familiarity .212 .147 .133 .892 .061 .041 .066 .030 

Product department familiarity .110 .144 .083 .867 .017 .088 .225 .033 

Proper use of colors .153 .111 .344 -.006 .774 -.047 .058 .089 

Proper use of fonts .121 .048 .238 .049 .696 .200 .044 .374 

Layout customization .148 .356 -.236 .116 .617 .196 .356 -.076 

Proper use of camera’s view .074 .017 .111 .190 .074 .824 .033 .156 

Proper product size .090 .203 .047 -.080 .075 .824 .263 .046 

Zoom in/out capability .205 .023 .268 .078 .087 .054 .775 .107 

Speed-up navigation capability .181 .089 .005 .262 .129 .242 .718 .056 

Direct searching for products .109 .117 .063 .071 .235 .210 .138 .793 

Cumulative Eigenvalue    75.715 
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Table 3 – Final interface features/elements and quality factors with their statistical values 

Online VR interface quality factor 
No. of 

factors 
Mean SD. Variance 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Priority 

Weight 

Atmospheric Experience 4 3.95 0.95 0.90 0.82 0.172 

  Seasonal activities  4.11 0.95 0.90  0.318 

  Cashier’s counter  3.92 0.86 0.74  0.182 

  Event synchronization  3.91 1.03 1.06  0.322 

  Elevator  3.84 0.94 0.89  0.178 

Content Findinga      0.142 

  Direct searching for products  4.03 0.90 0.81  1.000 

Decorative Elements 3 3.82 0.96 0.85 0.68 0.134 

  Innovative elements  4.08 0.78 0.61  0.342 

  Decorative elements  3.90 0.91 0.84  0.339 

  Scenic viewpoints  3.46 1.06 1.13  0.318 

Place Familiarity 2 3.79 0.94 0.88 0.85 0.123 

  Layout familiarity  3.85 0.95 0.91  0.456 

  Product department familiarity  3.72 0.94 0.87  0.544 

Standard Appearance 3 4.00 0.81 0.64 0.71 0.119 

  Proper use of colors  4.16 0.76 0.58  0.266 

  Proper use of fonts  3.94 0.79 0.62  0.215 

  Layout customization  3.90 0.85 0.72  0.519 

Aspect Fit 2 4.26 0.73 0.52 0.75 0.116 

  Proper product size  4.32 0.70 0.46  0.358 

  Proper use of camera’s view  4.19 0.75 0.56  0.642 

Acceleration Capability 2 4.06 0.86 0.72 0.66 0.097 

  Zoom in/out capability  4.14 0.83 0.69  0.416 

  Speed-up navigation capability  3.96 0.89 0.79  0.584 

Basic Virtual Reality Experience 3 4.29 0.86 0.74 0.71 0.096 

  Overall reality  4.40 0.81 0.65  0.262 

  Touch screen interface capability  4.24 0.94 0.88  0.373 

  Animated elements  4.22 0.83 0.69  0.365 
a
Content Finding is a one-item factor. 

The inconsistency value is 0.01 or 1% indicating that 

the pairwise comparison consistency from the 

questionnaire was relatively high.  Generally, the 

value should not exceed 0.1 or 10% [20].  The relative 

importance of quality factors are also presented as a bar 

chart in Figure 2. 

The factor that was weighted highest in priority was 

Atmospheric experience, with a weight of 0.172 or 

17.2%.  The associated features/elements are: 

seasonal activities, cashier counter, event 

synchronization and elevator with weighted priorities 

within the factor of 31.8%, 18.2%, 32.2% and 17.8%, 

respectively.  This factor might be one of the most 

unique features associated with VR interface, 

especially VR commerce interface.  It also showed 

that telepresense, the sense of being there, was really 

exhibited as a unique feature in VR interface.  

Moreover, not only the sense of being there was 

important, in this study, it was interesting to discover 

that VR commerce users attached their time into the 

interface.  They synchronized their period of the year 

expecting real-world event-synchronized treatments 

from the VR commerce store.  It was clear that in 

adopting VR commerce interface, VR commerce stores 

have to offer shopping experience that was as close as 

what the shoppers experience in the real physical store.  

The factor with the second highest priority is Content 

finding tool with a weight of 14.2%.  Although it is a 

one item factor, we kept this factor as it was also 

perceived as important one; the relative weighted 

priority also confirmed this.  Good VR commerce 

interface should try to come up with powerful tools to 

 
Figure 2 – Weighted priority of the quality factors towards adoption of VR Commerce for shopping.   

The inconsistency value is 0.01. 
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locate products. 

The third factor is Decorative elements weighted 

13.4%. The features/elements in this feature are: 

innovative elements, decorative elements and scenic 

view points with weighted priorities within the factor 

of 34.2%, 33.9% and 31.8%, respectively, which are 

quite equal.  It was another feature that can attract 

users, mostly, emotionally.  These aesthetic elements 

cannot be effectively implemented in standard 2D web 

interface as in VR.  The result suggested that the 

existing of aesthetic elements was important in the VR 

interface acceptance. 

The forth factor is Place familiarity with a weight of 

12.3%.  The features/elements in this feature are: 

layout familiarity and product department familiarity, 

which weighted within the factor quite equally, 45.6 

and 54.4%, respectively.  It was another unique 

feature of VR interface since the interface had 

capability to imitate and link itself to the real-world 

place.  For marketing purposes, real-world stores can 

utilize benefits from this feature.  The study of how 

VR might ease e-commerce user regarding their 

memory and cognitive effort on spatial activities could 

be explored. 

The fifth factor is Standard appearance weighted by 

11.9%.  The associated features/elements are: proper 

use of colors, proper use of fonts, and layout 

customization which were weighted 26.6%, 21.5% and 

51.9%, respectively.  It was the standard factor 

dealing with proper use of visual elements for the 

purpose of function and aesthetic.  As expected, this 

emerging factor was aligned with other studies 

regarding user interface quality factors.  The result 

suggested that even basic guidelines for interface 

should be carried for VR interface and it came at a 

standard priority, around the middle.  It should be 

noted that proper use of fonts and colors were rated 

pretty equally, while layout customization was much 

higher. 

The sixth factor is Aspect fit weighted 11.6%.  The 

features/elements associated with this factor are: proper 

product size and proper use of camera’s view with 

weights of 35.8% and 64.2% respectively.  The user 

expected a VR interface that appropriately visualizes 

items to fit their eyes.  The factor covered Proper use 

of product size and Proper use of camera’s view, which 

we noticed that this visualization-fit characteristic dealt 

with the way the users try to capture 3D objects into 

their brain.  The result suggested opportunity to 

explore about product and virtual world visualization. 

The seventh, the second to last, factor, is Acceleration 

capability with a weight of 9.7%.  The 

 
Figure 3 – Weighted priority of VR features/elements towards adoption of VR Commerce for shopping.   

The inconsistency value is 0.01. 
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features/elements associated with the factor are: zoom 

in/out and speed-up capability of the interface with 

weights of 41.6% and 58.4%, respectively.  It 

indicated that users would like to speed-up the 

navigation sometimes.  Although the use of 

navigation map did not make it into a member of the 

final stable factor of the study, it might gain importance 

if it is used to speed-up the navigation.  Several other 

alternatives could be proposed to improve this factor of 

the interface. 

The last factor is Basic virtual reality experience 

dealing with the basic experience that users expect in a 

VR interface with a weight of 9.6%.  The 

features/elements associated with the factor are overall 

reality, touch screen interface capability and animated 

elements with weights of 26.2%, 37.3 and 36.5% 

respectively.  By looking at a particular item in this 

most important factor, Touch screen interface 

capability, it suggested that the VR interface can be 

more widely adopted by implementing touch screen 

interface.  The finding can be effortless to utilize since 

touch screens are becoming a more common household 

computer device, nowadays. 

We further analyzed by examining the order of 

importance of items in the level of features/elements by 

pooling them all together.  The top three of the most 

preferred items were Event synchronization, Seasonal 

activities and Search for products, respectively.  The 

least important one for the VR adoption was the Proper 

Use of Fonts, as shown in Figure 3. 

Conclusion and Future Works 

This study was conducted to answer two research 

questions: 1) What were quality factors of the VR 

interface that users expected? and 2) What were the 

relative important orders of those quality factors for the 

adoption of the VR commerce interface?  Based on 

the data collected from 144 IT undergraduate students 

in a university located in the northeastern of Thailand, 

we can conclude that there are eight quality factors of 

online VR commerce interface.  The factors are: 1) 

Basic virtual reality experience, 2) Aspect fit, 3) 

Acceleration capability, 4) Standard appearance, 5) 

Atmospheric experience, 6) Decorative elements, 7) 

Place familiarity and 8) Content finding tool.  The 

highest weighted factor is Event synchronization; the 

lowest weighted one is Basic VR Experience.   

The finding can be utilized as guidelines for developing 

a good quality online VR commerce interface.  

Several areas can be further explored as discussed.  

Moreover, the work can be advanced to contribute 

further in developing a reliable instrument to evaluate 

this rich interface.  The discovered factors can be 

studied on their impacts and applications on 

e-commerce, marketing, business purposes, and so on.  

Future studies can expand to cover other types of VR 

interface and the generalization of VR interface quality 

and usability.     
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Abstract 
The global recession caused by the financial 
tsunami has seriously impacted numerous 
industries. Although the market scale of global 
e-commerce market has declined, global online 
shopping continues to grow. Many previous 
researches focused on the effect of website design 
characteristics on online impulsive buying behavior, 
and few have explored such behavior from 
consumer individual internal factor perspectives. 
This paper aims to explore and integrate individual 
internal factors influencing consumer online buying 
impulsiveness, and further to recognize the 
relationships among these factors. The results 
showed as follows: (1) hedonic consumption needs, 
impulsive buying tendency, positive affect and 
normative evaluations positively influence buying 
impulsiveness, respectively; (2) hedonic 
consumption needs positively influence positive 
affect; (3) impulsive buying tendency positively 
influences normative evaluations; (4) normative 
evaluations positively influence positive affect. 

 
Introduction 

In the second half year of 2008, financial tsunami 
led to global recession, and the shrinkage of 
consumption expenditure resulted in serious 
economic impact on many industries. Companies 
which have poor constitution or bad management 
were forced to lay off employees or go bankruptcy. 
Although the growth rate of output value in global 
e-commerce market decreased, overall market scale 
of worldwide online shopping still increased 
continuously (e.g., Europe, America, and Japan). 
Regarding e-commerce market in Taiwan, except 
for B2B market scale slightly declined, the number 
of enterprises and market scale in B2C market are 
increasing. In other words, even in recession, 
e-commerce is still the important business model 
which enhances overall consumption; it is helpful 
to stabilize and maintain economic development in 
Taiwan [10].  

In recent years, with the prevalence of the 
Internet, the population of Internet users in Taiwan 
has increased significantly. New transaction 
models (e.g., online shopping and auction) have 
been widely accepted by consumers and 
e-transactions which relate to food, clothes, 

residence and transportation begin to penetrate into 
daily consumption. As a result, output value of 
e-commerce market has sharply increased. In 2008, 
B2C e-commerce market scale in Taiwan reached $ 
53.21 hundred million. Even if the market growth 
rate decreased due to global recession, Taiwan’s 
B2C e-commerce market scale in 2009 still reached 
$ 64.87 hundred million [10]. Overall, the 
development of Taiwan’s e-commerce is 
continuously supported from industrial, 
governmental, and academic circles, their efforts 
(e.g., developing e-business and construction of 
e-commerce platform) have had positive outcomes. 
Therefore, online shopping still has considerable 
potential business opportunity in the future. 

Since individual sellers in C2C platform have 
different credit rating, the problems of credit 
security easily result in numerous frauds and 
consumption disputes. Thus, most of consumers 
have little trust in C2C transaction. As consumers 
have begun to emphasize the convenience and 
reliability of online shopping, it is gradually 
common for internet users to have transaction with 
creditable or well-known online stores. The 
statistics in past years showed that B2C users are 
increasing than C2C users [10]. In addition, the 
survey in 2008 indicated that the top three market 
scales of B2C online stores in Taiwan are travel 
service (20.7%; it is also the first in 2007), 
investment and finance (16.8%), and 3C products 
(10.8%) in turn [9]. In the context of global 
recession, the growth rate of sales in travel and 3C 
products slightly decreased. However, in general, 
the market scale of travel products in Taiwan has 
continued to increase from $21.87 hundred million 
in 2008 to $25.56 hundred million in the third 
quarter of 2009 [10]. Consequently, the 
development potential of online travel market in 
the future is still worthy being concentrated. 

Previous research issues have focused on 
consumers’ impulsive buying behavior, such as 
consumers’ impulsive traits, normative evaluations, 
behavioral characteristics, pre-purchase and 
post-purchas emotion [14] [34] [33] [34] [35]. 
These findings become the major bases of the 
subsequent academic studies. However, most of 
them investigated the consumers’ impulsive buying 
behavior in physical shops; instead, the impulsive 
buying behavior of online shopping is less explored. 
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In virtual worlds, web pages are filled with various 
advertising and promotion messages; since theses 
diverse marketing stimuli could result in 
consumers’ impulsive buying behavior at any time, 
recent researches have begun to concentrate on 
e-impulse buying [1] [15] [20] [22] [26] [30]. 

In line with shopping in physical stores, 
consumers’ internal emotion and potential 
impulsive traits are often triggered by various 
advertising and promotion messages on websites, 
and lead to irrational buying behavior. Early 
studies have found some direct and indirect factors 
influencing impulsive buying behavior, such as 
personal emotion and mood, affect, normative 
evaluations, impulsive buying tendency, and 
individual needs [6] [17] [33] [43]. Since online 
shopping is conducted on human-computer 
interface, many external environmental factors (e.g., 
store atmosphere and promotion of salespersons) 
can have no direct influence on consumers (e.g., 
they get online at personal working room or 
bedroom). Different from consumption in physical 
stores which is easily affected by many 
uncontrollable external factors, browsing any web 
pages in online shopping process is primarily 
determined by the consumers. Therefore, 
consumers’ individual internal factors (e.g., 
individual demands, trais, values and affect) have 
more significant and strong influence on their 
buying behavior. However, some previous 
researches focused on the effects of website design 
factors on online impulsive buying behavior. For 
instance, Koufaris [22] explained online impulsive 
buying behavior by technology acceptance model, 
Madhavaram and Laverie [26] identified the 
characteristics of web pages which result in online 
impulse buying, and Parboteeah et al. [30] 
examined how variations in the human-computer 
interface influence online impulse buying. 
However, few studies explore the e-impulse buying 
behavior from the consumers’ individual internal 
factors perspectives (e.g., motivation, needs, affect, 
traits, and values). Thus, based on the results and 
viewpoints of previous researches [6] [17] [33] [43] 
[30], this study aims to explore and integrate the 
consumers’ individual internal factors influencing 
online buying impulsiveness, and further 
recognizes the causal relationships among hedonic 
consumption needs, positive affect, impulsive 
buying tendency, normative evaluations, and 
buying impulsiveness. In sum, the purposes of this 
study are described below: (1) to explore how 
individual hedonic consumption needs influence 
both positive affect and buying impulsiveness; (2) 
to investigate how consumers’ impulsive buying 
tendency influence both normative evaluations and 
buying impulsiveness; (3) to examine the 
relationships among normative evaluations, 
positive affect, and buying impulsiveness. Overall, 
by learning how consumers’ buying impulsiveness 

is affected by individual internal factors in online 
shopping, this study intends to provide some 
insights for academia and online store practitioners 
to develop operational strategies of online market 
in the future. 

 

Literature Review 
Impulsive Buying Behavior and Buying 
Impulsiveness  

Impulsive buying behavior is a sudden, immediate, 
and unplanned purchase [6] [33] [35] [40] [43]. 
Stern [40] suggested that impulsive buying refers to 
when consumers are influenced by external 
stimulus, and thus lead to an irrational and 
unreflective buying behavior; further, the study 
proposed the concept of impulse mix, and divided 
impulsive buying into pure, reminder, suggestion, 
and planned. Rook [32] defined impulsive buying 
as “a consumer experiences a sudden, powerful and 
persistent urge to immediately buy something.” 
Moreover, since buying impulsiveness is complex 
and interesting, it could stimulate emotional 
conflicts. In other words, before entering the stores, 
consumers have no intention to purchase a specific 
product; however, consumers had a sudden and 
immediate buying desire when they see the product. 
Therefore, the impulsive buying behavior is usually 
spontaneous and unreflective [6]. The concept of 
impulsive buying behavior involves unintended, 
immediate, unreflective, and is accompanied with 
intense affect [43] [44]. Overall, this study suggests 
that impulsive buying behavior refers to 
consumers’ sudden, unreflective, and unintended 
buying behavior after experiencing some internal 
and external stimuli.  

As argued by some researches, the actual 
impulsive behavior observed in controllable 
contexts (e.g., website) is quite problematic [24] 
[30]. When respondents are asked to recall the 
latest impulsive buying, or when their actual 
behaviors are monitored, their reactions or 
behaviors could be biased because they perceive 
the need to responses in a socially desirable manner 
[39] [30]. In studies on impulse purchases, 
impulsiveness and impulsivity are the replaceable 
terms [33]. Compared with difficulty and bias of 
measuring actual impulse purchase, Beatty and 
Ferrell [6] suggested that the psychological notion 
of impulsivity is more proper to be incorporated as 
operationlization of impulse buying behavior. This 
study defines buying impulsiveness as a 
spontaneous, immediate and unreflective, and 
kinetic consumer’s purchase intention. In a study 
on online impulse purchase, Zhang, Prybutok, and 
Strutton [45] replaced consumers’ impulsive 
buying behavior by their impulsivity and quoted 
the scale of buying impulsiveness developed by 
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Rook and Fisher [33]. Consequently, this study 
treats buying impulsiveness as a reasonable proxy 
construct of impulsive buying behavior and adopts 
the scale of Rook and Fisher [33]. 

 
Hedonic Consumption Needs  

Stern [40] proposed nine factors affecting 
impulsive buying, and one of them is the degree of 
consumer marginal need for items. Hedonic 
consumption needs means that consumers seek to 
satisfy the needs for fun, novelty, and surprise 
during their shopping experience [17]. Hedonic 
shopping reflects entertainment and emotional 
worth in consumers’ shopping [4] [7], and it is 
related to multisensory and emotional arousal [18]. 
Beatty and Ferrell [6] suggested that shopping 
enjoyment is associated with the pleasure obtained 
by individual in the shopping process, and the 
shoppers may enjoy this specific shopping 
environment. Overall, this study defines hedonic 
consumption needs as consumers’ potential needs 
to satisfy individual subjective fun and pleasure 
during the shopping process.  

Rook [32] indicated that impulsive buying 
behavior includes hedonic elements, and it makes 
consumers feel good, happy, satisfied, light, 
wonderful, or high. Some researchers agreed that 
impulsive buying involves hedonic or affective 
components [8] [17] [31] [33] [42]. Many 
consumers also suggested that impulse purchase 
could satisfy their hedonic desires [17] [31] [32] 
[41]. Previous studies reported that consumers 
satisfy various hedonic needs by shopping, and 
their purchase of specific products is secondary to 
the action during shopping; since shopping 
experience aims to satisfy hedonic needs, the 
products selected in the period of shopping appear 
to be the unplanned purchase and represent an 
impulse buying behavior [17]. In short, impulsive 
buying primarily results from a need to purchase 
(e.g., fun) than a need for a product [32]. The study 
demonstrated that individual consumers’ impulsive 
buying behavior relates positively to their desires to 
fulfil hedonic needs [17]; in other words, 
consumers would make impulse buying for hedonic 
reasons (i.e., hedonic consumption needs) [6] [17] 
[22]. Therefore, the hypothesis is proposed as 
follows: 

H1: Hedonic consumption needs have a positive 
impact on buying impulsiveness. 

 
Impulsive Buying Tendency  

Gerbing, Ahadi, and Patton [16] defined impulsive 
buying tendency as “a tendency to respond quickly 
to a given stimulus, without deliberation and 
evaluation of consequences.” In study on the 
antecedents of impulsive buying behavior, Beatty 

and Ferrell [6] define impulsive buying tendency as 
the tendencies to spontaneous and sudden urges to 
make immediate purchases without reflection and 
evaluation of consequence. Rook and Hoch [35] 
proposed a psychological model of consumers’ 
impulsive buying, and pointed out the five 
elements of impulse buying as follows: (1)a sudden 
and spontaneous action desire; (2)a state of 
psychological disequilibrium; (3)the occurrence of 
psychological conflict and struggle; (4)reduction of 
cognitive evaluation; (5)without reflection of action 
consequences. Weun et al. [43] define impulse 
buying tendency as the extent to which an 
individual may make unintended, immediate, and 
unreflective purchases. Overall, this study defines 
impulsive buying tendency as a consumers’ trait 
which respond quickly to a given stimulus without 
deliberation of action outcomes.  

Rook and Fisher [33] suggested that consumers’ 
actual impulse buying depends on their impulsive 
buying trait tendencies and normative judgments. 
In other words, consumers with impulsive traits 
tend to have buying impulsiveness. Therefore, the 
hypothesis is proposed as follows:  

H2: Impulsive buying tendency has a positive 
impact on buying impulsiveness.  

 

Positive Affect  

Affect or mood has been recognized as a critical 
variable that significantly influences some actions 
(including impulse buying) [6] [14] [32] [34]. 
Beatty and Ferrell [6] indicated that the importance 
of affect in shopping process is consistent with the 
literature on the effect of mood on impulse buying. 
For consumers, unintentional browsing or shopping 
may be sometimes more important than actual 
acquisition of products since it can provide a highly 
pleasant buying experience [6] [25] [37]. For many 
shoppers, browsing tends to result in positive 
feelings (i.e., positive affect). Positive affect is 
defined as the extent to which individual feels 
enthusiastic, active, and alert; that is, this affect is a 
state of high energy, full concentration, and 
pleasant involvement [6]. Overall, this study 
defines positive affect as consumers’ positive 
emotion in shopping.  

Compared with other consumers, impulsive 
shoppers are more emotionalized [42]. Previous 
studies found that consumers’ positive affect is 
influenced by shopping enjoyment [6] [22]. Overall, 
this study infers that consumers’ hedonic 
consumption needs would positively enhance their 
positive affect in shopping. Therefore, the 
hypothesis is proposed as follows: 

H3: Hedonic consumption needs have a positive 
impact on positive affect. 
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Impulsive shoppers usually showed higher 
feelings of amusement, delight, enthusiasm, and 
joy [42]. Additionally, Weinberg and Gottwald [42] 
suggested that impulsive buying behavior is 
affected by consumers’ strong emotion; in other 
words, since impulsive shoppers are usually more 
emotionalized, taking emotional variable as the 
predictor of impulsive buying behavior is 
reasonable. Rook and Gardner [34] found that 85% 
respondents indicated a positive mood would more 
easily contribute to impulsive buying than a 
negative mood. The study suggested that consumer 
positive emotion positively affects impulsive 
buying behavior [33]. Based on literature review, 
the major effect of affect on buying impulsiveness 
comes from its positive affect rather than its 
negative [6]. When consumers are in positive 
emotion, they tend to accept the risk and easily 
have impulsive buying behavior [11]. Overall, this 
study infers that consumers’ positive affect in 
shopping would result in their impulsive buying 
behavior. Therefore, the hypothesis is proposed as 
follows: 

H4: Positive affect has a positive impact on 
buying impulsiveness. 

 
Normative Evaluations  

Ajzen and Fishbein [2] proposed the viewpoint of 
normative evaluations in the theory of reasoned 
action (TRA), and suggested that individuals’ 
subjective norms would be reflected on their 
behaviors. Rook and Fisher [33] considered that the 
probability that consumers actually engage in 
impulse buying depends both on impulsive buying 
trait tendencies and normative judgment. 
Normative evaluations are defined as consumers’ 
judgments about the appropriateness of making an 
impulsive purchase in specific shopping situations 
[33]. Most previous researches thought that 
impulsive behavior is irrational, immature, wasteful, 
and risky. However, for many consumers, the 
motives for and consequences of impulsive 
purchase only slightly violated social behavior 
norms. In specific situations, normative evaluations 
might even contribute to impulsive behavior since 
consumers consider it to be right [33]. Overall, this 
study defines normative evaluations as the degree 
of consumers’ judgments about positive 
appropriateness of impulsive buying behavior.  

Normative evaluations have been the important 
force affecting individual consumption behavior 
[27]. Zhang et al. [45] studied online impulse 
purchasing behaviors and found that consumers’ 
subjective norms positively influence their 
purchase intention and impulsivity. Overall, first, 
this study infers that the higher the consumers’ 

impulsive buying tendency, the higher the positive 
evaluations (i.e., rationalization and legitimization 
of the behavior) on impulsive buying behavior. 
Second, consumers’ positive judgment on 
impulsive buying behavior would enhance their 
positive affect in shopping. Finally, this study 
suggests that the more positive the consumers’ 
judgment on impulsive buying behavior, the higher 
the buying impulsiveness. Therefore, the following 
hypotheses are proposed:  

H5: Impulsive buying tendency has a positive 
impact on normative evaluations. 

H6: Normative evaluations have a positive 
impact on positive affect. 

H7: Normative evaluations have a positive 
impact on buying impulsiveness.  

 

Method 
Research Framework  

Most previous studies focused on the effects of 
website design factors on online impulsive buying 
behavior [22] [26] [30]. Few studies explore the 
e-impulse buying behavior from the consumers’ 
individual internal factors perspectives (e.g., needs, 
affect, and traits). Thus, this study aims to explore 
and integrate the consumers’ individual internal 
factors influencing online buying impulsiveness, 
and further recognizes the causal relationships 
among hedonic consumption needs, positive affect, 
impulsive buying tendency, normative evaluations, 
and buying impulsiveness. Finally, Figure 1 shows 
the theoretical model in this study. 
 

 
Figure 1 Theoretical model 

 
Instrument and Data Collection  

The measurement of variables in this study 
employed existing academic scales and properly 
modified the content of questionnaire items. 
Hedonic consumption needs are measured by the 
scale proposed by Hausman [17]. Consumers’ 
positive affect in shopping is measured by the scale 
developed by Beatty and Ferrell [6]. The 
measurement of impulsive buying tendency used 
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the scale proposed by Weun et al. [43]. The 
measurements of normative evaluations and buying 
impulsiveness are based on the scale of Rook and 
Fisher [33]. Besides demographic variables, this 
study measured the items using seven-point Likert 
scales anchored by “strongly disagree (1)” and 
“strongly agree (7)”. 

InsightXplorer [19] investigated Taiwan 
consumers’ travel behavior in 2008, and found that 
the ranking of their favorite travel agencies is 
successively Liontravel, Eztravel, Settour, 
Startravel, and Ezfly. To obtain the representative 
samples, this study treated consumers who have 
purchased unplanned trips on these five websites in 
the recent half year as the subjects; moreover, 
respondents were asked to fill in online 
questionnaire based on their latest transaction 
experiences on the websites. One-month online 
survey was conducted on travel forum of Yahoo 
Kimo website in Taiwan (the most popular 
shopping platform for online users in Taiwan); 
finally, 364 valid samples were collected. 
 

Results 
Descriptive Statistics  

According to analytical results, there are more 
female (57.4 %) than male (42.6 %). Most of the 
respondents are 26~35 years old (57.1%), followed 
by below 25 years old (33.0%); most of them have 
a college degree (66.8%), followed by those lower 
than a senior high school degree (25.8%). As for 
monthly income, 53.6 % of respondents are 
$938~1,562, followed by $937 or below (36.5%).  
 

Measurement Model  

In terms of reliability testing, this study used 
Cronbach’s α coefficient to analyze the reliability 
of each scale. The results indicated that the 
Cronbach’s α coefficient of each variable was 
between 0.81 and 0.95, which was higher than 0.7 
suggested by Nunnally [29]. Overall, the items in 
each scale had good internal consistency (see Table 
1).  

 
Table 1  

Means, standard deviations, and correlation matrix 
 1 2 3 4 5 
1. HCN 0.75     
2. IBT 0.20** 0.68    
3. PA 0.27** 0.06 0.80   
4. NE 0.19** 0.15** 0.22** 0.82  
5. BI 0.27** 0.17** 0.34** 0.60** 0.83 
M 3.75 3.64 5.16 4.93 5.42 
SD 0.55 0.57 0.80 0.69 0.84 

Notes: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Diagonal 
elements represent the square root of average 
variance extracted; the lower triangular region 
represents the correlation coefficients between the 
variables. HCN=hedonic consumption needs, 
IBT=impulsive buying tendency, PA=positive 
affect, NE=normative evaluations, BI=buying 
impulsiveness, M=mean, SD=standard deviation. 
 

In terms of validity testing, this study conducted 
confirmatory factor analysis by estimation methods 
of measurement model proposed by Anderson and 
Gerbing [3] and used goodness-of-fit test to verify 
whether all variables possess good convergent 
validity and discriminant validity. First, The 
analytical results of convergent validity showed 
that all goodness-of-fit indices reached acceptable 
level (Chi-square=870.482, d.f.=550, GFI=0.884, 
AGFI=0.867, RMR=0.028, RMSEA=0.040, 
NFI=0.908, TLI=0.961, CFI=0.964, IFI=0.964). 
The factor loadings of all items reached statistical 
significance. The composite reliability (CR) for all 
variables also exceeded 0.6 [5]; the average 
variance extracted (AVE) for each variable was 
larger than the criterion of 0.5 [13]. Thus, each 
construct revealed good convergent validity (see 
Table 2). Second, as for discriminant validity, the 
results indicated that each construct’s square root 
of AVE exceeded the correlation coefficients 
among other constructs. Consequently, each pair of 
constructs possessed good discriminant validity [13] 
(see Table 1).  

 

Structural Model  

According to Bagozzi and Yi [5], three aspects of 
goodness-of-fit should be examined. First, for 
preliminary fit criteria, the measurement errors of 
all indicators in this study were not negative values, 
and the factor loadings were not lower than 0.50 or 
higher than 0.95 and all reached the significance 
level. Therefore, the analytical results were 
acceptable. Second, regarding overall model fit, 
Chi-square=878.106, d.f.=552, GFI=0.883, 
AGFI=0.867, RMR=0.035, RMSEA=0.040, 
NFI=0.907, IFI=963, CFI=0.963, PNFI=0.841, 
PGFI=0.774. Thus, the model fit reached the 
acceptance level. Third, regarding the fit of internal 
structure of model, both CR (>0.6) and AVE (>0.5) 
for each construct reached acceptable level. 
Therefore, the theoretical model possessed good fit 
of internal structure.  

Table 2 showed the results of hypothesis testing. 
First, hedonic consumption needs, impulsive 
buying tendency, positive affect, and normative 
evaluations positively influence buying 
impulsiveness, respectively; thus, H1, H2, H4, and 
H7 were all supported. Second, both hedonic 
consumption needs and normative evaluations 
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significantly and positively influence positive 
affect; thus, H3 and H6 were supported. Finally, 
impulsive buying tendency significantly and 
positively influence normative evaluations; thus, 
H5 was supported. Overall, all hypotheses in this 
study were supported. In addition, normative 
evaluations has the greatest effect on buying 
impulsiveness (total effects=0.59), and the ranking 
of effects on buying impulsiveness are positive 
affect (total effects=0.28), impulsive buying 
tendency (total effects=0.20), and hedonic 
consumption needs (total effects=0.19), 
respectively.  

 
Table 2  

Results of hypothesis testing 

Path Path coefficient 
(t-value) 

Conclusion 

H1: HCN→BI 0.11 (2.46)* Supported 

H2: IBT→BI 0.10 (2.08)* Supported 

H3: HCN→PA 0.27 (4.44)*** Supported 

H4: PA→BI 0.28 (5.68)*** Supported 

H5: IBT→NE 0.17 (2.85)** Supported 

H6: NE→PA 0.20 (3.44)*** Supported 

H7: NE→BI 0.53 (10.59)*** Supported 

Note: *p ＜ 0.05; ** p ＜ 0.01; *** p ＜ 0.001. 
HCN=hedonic consumption needs, IBT=impulsive 
buying tendency, PA=positive affect, 
NE=normative evaluations, BI=buying 
impulsiveness. 

Conclusions 
Discussion  

According to the results of hypothesis testing, H1 
showed that hedonic consumption needs 
significantly and positively influence buying 
impulsiveness which is consistent with the views of 
previous researches [17] [22] [31] [32] [41]. In 
other words, consumers’ impulse shopping is 
primarily to satisfy their various hedonic needs 
(e.g., happy and high), and the acquisitions of 
specific products are secondary to the purchase 
action. H2 showed that impulsive buying tendency 
significantly and positively influences buying 
impulsiveness, consistent with Rook and Fisher 
[33]. In other words, consumers with higher 
impulsive buying tendency tend to increase their 
buying impulsiveness, and even contribute to 
purchase without deliberation. Previous researches 
indicated that affect is an important variable that 
strongly influences some actions (including 
impulse purchasing) [6] [14] [32] [34]; H3 proved 
that positive affect is significantly and positively 
influenced by hedonic consumption needs. In other 
words, consumers do not only intend to acquire 

specific products in shopping process; sometimes, 
they would like to satisfy needs for pleasure. That 
is, such strong desires for needs easily evoke 
consumers’ positive emotion. Further, H4 proved 
that positive affect has a significant and positive 
impact on buying impulsiveness. As described in 
previous studies, impulsive shoppers are typically 
more emotionalized [42]. Thus, when consumers 
are in positive emotion, their buying impulsiveness 
tends to be enhanced (since they can accept higher 
shopping risk). H5 revealed that impulsive buying 
tendency has a significant and positive influence on 
normative evaluations. In other words, consumers 
with high impulsive buying tendency suggested 
that their impulse buying is rational and legitimate 
(i.e., positive evaluations). In addition, both H6 and 
H7 showed that normative evaluations significantly 
and positively influence positive affect and buying 
impulsiveness. Namely, consumers’ positive affect 
and buying impulsiveness in shopping are easily 
enhanced if they have positive evaluations of 
impulsive buying behavior. 
 
Managerial Implications  

Different from previous researches which focus on 
how website design factors influence online 
impulsive buying behavior, this study explores the 
effects of consumers’ individual internal factors 
(e.g., motivation, needs, affect, and traits). The 
academic contributions of this study are as follows. 
First, in online shopping environment, consumers’ 
hedonic consumption needs not only directly 
influence buying impulsiveness, but also indirectly 
affect it through positive affect; in other words, 
hedonic consumption needs are the critical factor 
influencing online impulsive purchase intention. 
Second, consumers’ impulsive buying tendency 
directly influences buying impulsiveness, and even 
indirectly influences it by positive normative 
evaluations. That is, individual internal impulsive 
traits tend to increase their impulsive purchase 
intention in online environment. Finally, 
consumers’ positive judgment on impulsive buying 
behavior directly and positively influences their 
online impulsive purchase intention, and also has 
an indirect impact on it through positive affect (e.g., 
enthusiasm, concentration, and delight). Overall, 
the preceding findings are helpful to facilitate 
advanced studies in the future.  

Moreover, regarding practical implications, this 
paper proposes some suggestions for travel website 
practitioners. First, from motivation perspectives, 
when travel websites can satisfy consumers’ 
hedonic needs in browsing process, they may 
further trigger their impulse purchases. Therefore, 
website practitioners can adopt some measures to 
enhance consumers’ pleasure in navigating process, 
such as detailed introduction of the human 
geograpies of travel spots on websites, launch of 
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trips upon festival of specific spots, and proposition 
of theme trips (e.g., Valentine’s Day or 
Honeymoon trips); thus, the consumers’ impulsive 
purchase intention will be enhanced. Second, 
positive normative evaluations have the greatest 
influence on buying impulsiveness (path 
coefficient= 0.53); it means that if the enterprises 
can make consumers to perceive rationalization and 
legitimization of online impulsive buying behavior, 
the consumers’ intention to impulsively purchase 
specific trips will be enhanced. Consequently, 
travel website practitioners should emphasize 
rationalization and legitimization of purchasing 
some trips. For instance, the enterprises can stress 
that the trips are above the money’s worth or some 
spot sceneries only appear in specific seasons. As 
mentioned above, consumers’ purchase intention 
would increase if they think that the purchases of 
such trips are rational and appropriate.  

 

Limitations and Future Directions  

Although this study tries to meet the scientific 
principles, some limitations still exist. First, this 
study takes buying impulsiveness as a rational 
proxy of impulsive buying behavior and attempts to 
predict consumers’ actual buying behavior. Future 
studies should try to improve the operationalization 
and measurement of online impulsive buying 
behavior in order to conduct further studies. 
Second, Stern [40] divided impulsive buying 
behavior into pure, reminder, suggestion, and 
planned. Since this study does not investigate the 
types of the participants, the obtained conclusions 
are not detailed. Finally, traveling is still relatively 
expensive consumption for common consumers. 
Thus, promotion plans could influence consumer 
behavior. However, this study does not incorporate 
promotion-related variable; thus, it can limit the 
integrality of the theoretical model proposed by this 
study.  

The suggestions for directions of future studies are 
proposed below. First, various online impulsive 
buying behavior and product promotion plans 
should be incorporated in this model in order to 
increase the completeness of theoretical viewpoints. 
Second, previous researches suggested that 
consumers’ impulse buying might not be 
completely out of the needs for the products and 
can include some hedonic needs (e.g., fun, novelty, 
surprise, delight, enthusiasm, and joy) [6] [12] [17] 
[33] [42]. In recent years, some studies have widely 
applied the flow theory to explore online consumer 
behavior [22] [23] [21] [28] [36] [38]. Since flow 
experience is related to consumers’ perceived fun 
and enjoyment when browsing the websites, it 
meets the viewpoint that consumers have hedonic 
needs. Therefore, future studies can apply flow 
theory to online impulsive buying behavior, and 

even integrate the views of TAM to further acquire 
some academic and practical new insights.  
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Abstract 

A marketplace in a social networking website is 
called “social networking marketplace”. It has 
become one of important channels to establish 
transactions between buyers and sellers on the 
Internet. However, how to persuade a buyer to 
purchase products or services from a seller in this 
type of marketplace is still unclear. The aim of this 
study was to explore trust signals or features of 
trust in social networking marketplace in order to 
discover quality factors affecting trust in a seller. 
Analytical techniques were applied on the collected 
data to develop an appropriate set of categories of 
factors affecting trust in a seller in a social 
networking marketplace. The analysis was based 
on data collected in Thailand.  

 

Introduction 

In these past few years, online social networking 
has become one of the most popular applications 
on the Internet. According to a small world 
phenomenon [1], members of social network sites 
or SNS have increased rapidly. Facebook.com, for 
instance, has more than 400 million active users 
[2]. Myspace.com alone has grown from 5 million 
user accounts in 2004 to astonishing 20 million 
accounts in 2005 [3]. Some internet users join 
social network sites with several reasons beside 
entertainment related ones. Those reasons include 
searching alliances for business [4] and moving 
forward from a typical social network site to a 
social networking marketplace.  

Social network sites or SNS refers to web-based 
services that integrate three activities [5]. First, 
they allow individuals establish their public 
profiles. Second, a list of other nodes with which 
they share a connection is articulated. Third, nodes 
can traverse and view their list of connections. 
Furthermore, some SNS continuously implement 
superb exciting features such as social networking 
games and electronic-marketplace. However, how 
sellers persuade buyers to establish transactions in 
their social networking marketplace without 
communicating face to face is still unclear. 

In our previous study concerning assessing 
trustworthiness of a social networking marketplace 
[16], we focused on two features of a social 
networking marketplace which were 1) number of a 

seller’s node of friends and 2) a seller’s displayed 
profile and Users’ attitude towards buying and trust 
in a seller were measured. In this study, we had the 
main objective to further discover quality factors of 
a social networking marketplace that can affect a 
buyer’s trust in a seller. 

This paper is organized as follows. Literature 
background is introduced in the next section. 
Research methodology including research 
instrument development, data collection, data 
analysis and discussion of the results are presented 
in Section 3. And, finally, conclusion is presented 
in Section 4.  

 
Literature background 

This section provides substantially foundation and 
definitions. Social networking sites, trustworthiness 
and trust in a seller are explained consecutively.  
 
Social Networking Sites (SNS) 

A social network is a network of people. Social 
networking sites mostly have some basic features 
and techniques such as network of friend’s listings, 
users’ profiles and media uploading [6]. Social 
networking sites have more and more been 
integrated into our everyday lives including 
business related activities. SNS with nodes of 
buyers and sellers who try to conduct business 
transactions are called social networking 
marketplaces.  Examples of social networking 
marketplaces are Facebook.com, as shown in 
Figure 1, and Overstock.com, where they provide 
electronic buyer/seller marketplace. The main 
difference between social networking marketplaces 
and regular electronic marketplaces is a number of 
friend’s listings provided in social networking 
marketplaces. According to Boyd [5], social 
networking sites allow individuals to establish their 
public profiles.  
 
Number of a user’s node of friends is a feature that 
presents how many nodes that user is connected 
and might increase level of trustworthiness of that 
user (as a seller) in social networking marketplace. 
However, in social networking marketplace, this 
feature is kept out of sight. In Facebook.com, for 
example, this number of a user’s node of friends is 
clearly presented on its regular pages. However, 
this is not also true for Facebook.com social 
networking marketplace section. Buyers have to 
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“dig down” more on sellers’ profile in order to 
notice this number of a seller’s node of friends. 
Auction.overstock.com also has the same problem. 
 
Another feature of SNS is a seller’s displayed 
profile. Users of SNS may select their real life 
photos, cartoon characters, symbols or any images 
to represent themselves in their profiles. This 
representation is called “avatar”. In other words, 
avatars are used to reflect individuals’ 
characteristics to others [7]. 
 

 
 
Figure1 – An example website of social networking 

marketplace 
(http://apps.facebook.com/marketplace/) 

 

Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness is an attribute of someone or 
something that is the object of trust [8]. Hence, 
trust is an act of a trustor. Trust and trustworthiness 
are logical connected.  Solomon and Flores [9] 
stated that “I trust in [an object] because it exhibits 
characteristics that signal its trustworthiness to me”. 
This paper investigated two possible signals of 
trustworthiness of a social network marketplace, 
number of a seller’s node of friends and a seller’s 
displayed profile. 
 
In Web 2.0 environment which connect people and 
allow people to publish user generated contents, 
users might establish Internet cues/signals in order 
to convey trustworthiness to nodes on SNS 
websites [8]. In the context of social networking 
marketplace, sellers might implement Internet 
cues/signals to persuade buyers to establish 
transactions. 
  
Trust in seller 

A definition of trust invokes several aspects, 
depending on application domains. In a general, 
trust is defined as “a strong belief in the honesty, 
goodness of someone or something” [10], or as 
“confidence in or reliance on some quality or 
attribute of a person or thing, or the truth or a 

statement” [11], or “the willingness of a party to be 
vulnerable to the actions of another” [12]. Pavlou 
and Gefen [13] stated that “we expect that the 
characteristics of sellers whom a buyer transacted 
with affects trust in community of sellers.” In other 
words, the buyer’s evaluation on expertise and 
reputation of sellers is related to trust in sellers 
[14]. 
 

Research Methodology 

The aims of this study were to investigate: 

1) What were quality factors of social networking 
marketplace that affect a buyer trust in a seller? 

2) What were the priority orders of those quality 
factors? 

In order to answer these two research questions, an 
empirical study was conducted. We collected data 
from Internet users in Thailand in 2010.  
 
This study attempted to explore and discover 
quality factors of social networking marketplace 
that affect trust in a seller. It required a study in an 
exploratory approach. These quality factors of 
social networking marketplace were expected to be 
trust signals of a seller which induce trust and then 
persuade a buyer to make a decision to purchase 
products or services in social networking 
marketplace. Social networking marketplace 
owners might add these quality features in order to 
increase trustworthiness of their sites. This study 
began with the identification of features or 
attributes associate with trust in social networking 
marketplace websites in the first stage of the study. 
These features or attributes were utilized as input 
for the second stage of the study attempting to 
categorize quality factors of social networking 
marketplace. 
 
In the study, we investigated the attributes and trust 
related factors of social networking marketplace by 
following three alternative methods: intuitive, 
theoretical, and empirical approach. Intuitive and 
theoretical approaches were chosen for the first 
stage of the study. The identification of quality 
features or attributes were based on researcher’s 
experiences, interviewing with an expert internet 
user and literature review. In the second stage, an 
empirical approach was engaged in order to 
categorize the features associated with trust in 
social networking marketplaces from the first stage 
transformed into trust-related quality factors. The 
data collection and analyses were crucially 
extensive in the second stage. 
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First stage 

The main objective of this first stage was to 
propose initial features or attributes affecting trust 
in a seller in social networking marketplace. 
Literature review and interviewing approaches 

were used in this stage. Table 1 presented 34 initial 
features or attributes related to trust in a seller in 
social networking marketplace and their sources.  

 

 

Table 1: Summary of plausible features/attributes affecting trust in a seller in a social networking marketplace 
website 

No. Features Meaning Source 
1 Contact address Providing a seller's contact address [15] 

2 Birthday Providing a seller's birthday [15] 

3 Relationship status 
Providing information concerning a seller's relationship 
status 

Interview 

4 Family member Providing information concerning seller’s family [15] 

5 Profile photo Providing a seller's displayed profile [15],[16] 

6 Gender Providing a seller's gender [15] 

7 Status message 
Providing information concerning what a seller is doing 
at the moment 

[15] 

8 Education and work info. 
Providing information concerning a seller's education and 
work 

[15] 

9 Interested in Providing information concerning a seller’s interests Interview 

10 Political views 
Providing information concerning a seller's political 
opinion 

[15] 

11 Religious views 
Providing information concerning a seller's religious 
opinion 

[15] 

12 Favorite quotations Providing a seller's favorite quotations Interview 

13 A number of sellers’ friend of lists Providing a number of seller's nodes of friends [16] 

14 Mutual friends of a buyer 
Providing a number of seller's nodes who are a buyer's 
friends 

Interview 

15 Like function 
Providing "like" information to a seller's 
products/services 

Interview 

16 Reward point System administrator provides rating score to a seller Interview 

17 Comments of others A seller receives comments from others [15] 

18 Comments of a buyer's friends A seller receives comments from a buyer's friends [15] 

19 Comment of a seller's friends A seller receives comments from a seller's friends [15] 

20 User Galleries A seller posts pictures [15] 

21 Link A seller provides links to other websites [15] 

22 Message on wall A seller posts general statements or message [15] 

23 User forums Providing a web board [15] 

24 Multimedia content A seller posts video clips [15] 

25 Events 
Providing information about special events such as 
special/discount price for buyers 

Interview 

26 Transaction summary Providing information concerning a seller’s transactions Interview 

27 Third party assurance Providing third party assurance given to a seller [17] 

28 Accuracy of content Providing accurate information on the website [17] 

29 Picture of product Providing images of a product [17] 

30 Price Providing product prices [17] 

31 Shipping policy Providing shipping policy [17] 

32 Payment policy Providing payment policy [17] 

33 Return policy Providing return policy [17] 

34 Reason why a seller wants to sell 
Providing reasons why a seller wants to sell 
products/services 

Interview 
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Second Stage 

A self-report questionnaire was created for the 
second stage of the study. The questionnaire survey 
consists of two parts. The first part incorporates 
four personal information questions: two questions 
for demographic data, which are 1) gender and 2) 
age; two questions for involving in respondents’ 
usage about shopping online and surfing social 
network websites: 3) frequently shopping online, 4) 
frequently surfing social network websites. 
 
The second part of the questionnaire consisted of 
34 trust related features in a social networking 
marketplace websites derived from the first stage of 
the study. The subjects were asked to rate the 
importance of each feature toward their trust in a 
seller when they notice these features on a seller’s 
website using 9-point scale from most importance 
to their trust in a seller (9) to least importance to 
their trust in a seller (1).  
  
Data Collection 

The data in this study were collected from 
self-reported questionnaires. 120 questionnaires 
were collected, using a convenience sampling, 
from internet users in Bangkok in 2010. Ten 
responses were discarded because they did not 
provide the answer for the second part. 
Furthermore, seven subjects were also discarded 
because they provide the same answer for every 
question, leaving 103 respondents presented in 
Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Summary of respondents’ demographic 
information 

Demographics Distribution 
Gender 36.9%  male, 

63.1%  female 
Age 16.5%  16-20 years old, 

37.9%  21-25 years old, 
29.1%  26-30 years old, 
10.7%  31-35 years old, 
5.8%   36-40 years old 

Frequency of 
Shopping 
online 

36.9%  never  
44.7%  less than once per month 
14.6%  at least once per month  
       but not every week 
3.8%   at least once per week  
       but not every day 

Frequency of 
Accessing 
SNS 

5.8%   never  
3.9%   less than once per month 
8.7%   at least once per month  
       but not every week 
14.6%  at least once per week 
       but not every day 
66.0%  every day 

 

As presented in Table 2, our samples were mostly 
female. 37.9% of them were 21-25 years old. 
36.9% of them never purchase products or services 
on the Internet. 44.7% of them bought products or 
services less than once per month. Most of them 
(66.0%) accessed social networking sites every 
day. 
 
Data analysis 

The exploratory factor analysis was applied to 
access the underlying categories of factors 
affecting trust in a seller in social networking 
marketplace websites. In order to confirm that it 
was appropriate to apply a factor analysis on the 
collected data, we used the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
(KMO) index and Bartlett’s sphericity test. The 
KMO index is used as a measure of sampling 
adequacy. Normally, high values of this index, 
values higher than 0.5 and close to 1.0 indicate that 
the factor analysis is appropriate. For our data, the 
KMO index was 0.858 and Bartlett’s test of 
sphericity showed a significance value of 0.000, 
representing that there were significant 
inter-correlations among attributes affecting trust in 
a seller. Both Bartlett’s sphericity test and the 
KMO index confirmed that a factor analysis was 
appropriated for the data obtained. We began with 
submission of all 34 proposed features to a factor 
analysis with principal component extraction. At 
the end of factor analysis procedure, four 
categories emerged with 32 features affecting trust 
in a seller in social networking marketplaces as 
shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Principal component analysis 
Component 

Features 
1 2 3 4 

Family member .880 .147 -.014 .080 

Relationship status .872 .152 -.020 .216 

Religious views .869 .016 .202 .060 

Political views .824 .101 .140 .084 

Birthday .801 .311 -.095 .161 

Favorite quotations .786 .086 .298 .075 

Gender .749 .228 .004 .430 

Interested in .727 .176 .258 .229 

A number of sellers’ 
friend of lists 

.675 .114 .305 .187 

Profile photo .545 .285 .054 .354 

Status message .482 .425 .041 .442 

event .465 .313 .374 .444 

Third party assurance .459 .300 .257 .123 

Shipping policy .226 .808 .174 .074 

Payment policy .134 .802 .274 .080 
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Component 
Features 

1 2 3 4 

Return policy .012 .737 .092 .175 

Price .356 .720 .246 .226 

Transaction summary -.028 .646 .188 .324 

Picture of product .160 .646 .428 .203 

Reason why a seller 
wants to sell 

.295 .597 .055 .167 

Accuracy of content -.033 .567 .482 .178 

Like function .141 .251 .840 .074 

Reward point -.090 .246 .795 .249 

Comments of a buyer's 
friends 

.359 .157 .761 .185 

Mutual friends of a 
buyer 

.557 .081 .655 .050 

Comments of others -.025 .085 .638 .482 

Component Features 

1 2 3 4 
Comment of a seller's 
friends 

.385 .192 .606 .431 

Message on wall .295 .205 .295 .773 

Multimedia content .303 .372 .117 .758 

User forums .138 .327 .239 .742 

Link .375 .190 .347 .681 

User Galleries .198 .228 .514 .605 

     

 
We assessed the internal reliability of each 
category to ensure that features in each category 
were internally related, using Cronbach’s 
coefficient alpha. As shown in Table 4, the alpha 
values were higher than 0.70. 

 
 

Table 4: Final categories and features with their 
statistical values 

Category 
No. of 
factors 

Mean Std. 
Cronbach's 

Alpha 
Sell information 8 7.78 1.14 0.90 

Shipping policy  8.00 1.30  

Payment policy  8.20 1.19  

Return policy  7.99 1.43  

Price  7.97 1.59  

Transaction 
summary 

 7.27 1.66  

Picture of 
product 

 8.04 1.42  

Reason why a 
seller wants to 
sell 

 7.06 1.88  

Accuracy of 
content 

 7.60 1.42  

Social sharing 5 6.98 1.58 0.93 

Message on wall  7.00 1.67  

Multimedia 
content 

 6.96 1.85  

User forums  6.94 1.66  

Link  6.89 1.97  

User Galleries  7.06 1.79  

Social context 6 6.60 1.75 0.90 

Like function  6.88 1.97  

Reward point  7.21 1.87  

Comments of a 
buyer's friends 

 6.34 2.32  

Mutual friends 
of a buyer 

 5.73 2.40  

Comments of 
others 

 7.09 2.15  

Comment of a 
seller's friends 

 6.27 2.14  

Category 
No. of 
factors 

Mean Std. 
Cronbach's 

Alpha 
Personal 
information 

13 6.15 1.85 0.94 

Family member  5.78 2.60  

Relationship 
status 

 5.76 2.90  

Religious views  4.93 2.50  

Political views  4.78 2.53  

Birthday  6.29 2.60  

Favorite 
quotations 

 5.50 2.44  

Gender  6.83 2.21  

Interested in  5.95 2.32  

A number of 
sellers’ friend of 
lists 

 5.73 2.31  

Profile photo  7.59 1.75  

Status message   7.13 1.90  

Event  6.86 2.06  

Third party 
assurance 

 6.49 2.03  

 
Discussion of the results 

According to Table 3 and 4, the factor analysis 
procedure revealed that there were four categories 
of features affecting trust in a seller in social 
networking marketplaces. The first category, Sell 
information, concerns with information related to a 
seller’s product or services provided to potential 
buyers. This category consists of eight features: 
Shipping policy, Payment policy, Return policy, 
Price, Transaction Summary, Picture of product, 
Reason why a seller wants to sell, and Accuracy of 
content. The second category, Social Sharing, deals 
with a seller’s interaction in social network 
marketplace and consists of five features: Message 
on wall, Multimedia content, User forums, Link, 
and User galleries. A seller might setup a forum for 
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discussion about his products or services. A buyer 
might have more trust in a seller after he/she 
explores products/services data via the seller 
forums. Furthermore, a seller can provide useful 
links for potential customers to explore for more 
details from external websites about the products or 
services offered in a seller’s website. In other 
words, a buyer would believe in the honesty of a 
seller for revealing sources of information about 
products or services. The third category, Social 
context, deals with social network basic features. It 
consists of six features: Like function, Reward 
point, Comments of a buyer’s friends, Comments 
of others, and Comment of a seller’s friends. The 
last category, Personal information, concerns with 
a seller’s personal information and consists of 
thirteen features: Family member, Relationship 
status, Religious views, Political views, Birthday, 
Favorite quotations, Gender, Interested in, A 
number of sellers’ friends of lists, Profile photo, 
Status message, Event, and Third party assurance. 
 

Conclusion 
 

This study was conducted to answer two research 
questions: 1) What were quality factors of social 
networking marketplace that affect a buyer trust in 
a seller? And 2) What was the priority order of 
those quality factors? Based on the data collected 
in Thailand, we concluded that there were four 
quality factors affecting trust in a seller in social 
networking marketplace. Those factors were: 1) 
Sell information, 2) Social sharing, 3) Social 
context, and 4) Personal information. The most 
important factor was Sell information. Thus, a 
seller should provide information such as Shipping 
policy, Payment policy, Return policy to potential 
customers. Furthermore, Social sharing and Social 
context could as well have important effects on 
trust in a seller. A seller might use social network 
context in order to communicate trustworthiness to 
potential customers which could lead to sales of 
products or services. The last important is Personal 
information. However, this category had the least 
importance among all four categories of features.  
 
Social networking marketplace allows a seller to 
exploit features of SNS in order to make more 
sales. The findings from this study can be utilized 
as guidelines for increasing trust in a seller in social 
networking marketplace by carefully manage 
information concerning these trust related factors. 
A seller may want to set up a perfect social 
networking marketplace websites with all trust 
signals conveying from a seller to potential buyers. 
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Abstract 
IT embeddedness has created considerable 
opportunities for organizations to effectively 
manage and streamline their supply chain. User 
involvement acts as an important role in the current 
e-service era for supply chain management. In this 
article, we aim to explain the impact of leadership 
style and knowledge-centred processes on 
utilization of Digitally-Enabled SCM applications 
and generated value for employees. We will then 
discuss potential contributions and implications, 
and also indicate future research directions. This 
study is conducted from the employees’ 
perspective, and it will deepen a foundation for 
Digitally-Enabled SCM practices and learning, 
knowledge sharing in knowledge-centred processes 
as well as leadership style. 

 
Introduction 

The Role of Digitally-Enabled Supply Chain 
Management in Organizations  

Digitally-Enabled SCM (Supply Chain 
Management) applications have been purchased 
and also imitated by an increasing number of 
organizations. Dong et al. [11] pointed out that “the 
use of IT has received significant attention in the 
supply chain context”. Their study on IT in supply 
chains is consistent with Rai et al.’s [29] study and 
there is a consensus on the definition of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM, i.e. “‘digitally enabled’ 
means an integration of inter-firm processes 
through IT on the Internet platform, with the 

integration spanning the entire scope of the supply 
chain that extends across both upstream and 
downstream operations” [28]. Practitioner forums 
like the Supply Chain Management Council have 
been formed and special issues of journals such as 
Decision Sciences (2002 33:4) and Journal of 
Operations Management (2005 23:3, 2007 23:4) 
have been recently published. Digitally-Enabled 
SCM technologies have the potential to enhance 
efficient knowledge sharing, collaboration and 
coordination between trading partners [21] for 
organizations, and are therefore important for 
organizational performance [29] [36] [38]. In 
addition to IT’s impact on organizations, its value 
is clearly emphasized and calls for research on 
employees’ job performance perspective. 
Venkatesh [37] indicated that it is important to 
relate the adoption and use of supply chain 
technologies to job performance.  

 
Employees Involvement in IT Services by Using 
(Digitally-Enabled) Supply Chain Management 
Applications 

Performance of employees in customer party 
organizations in IT service process is important. 
Bardhan et al. [3] explained that one key aspect of 
many IT services is the “high degree of 
involvement by people in delivery and usage”. This 
is the case in service processes in the context of 
SCM. The emphasis on the involvement of 
employees is critical to the motivation and a key 
reason why we study human behaviors in 
organizations. The necessity of employee 
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involvement is stressed in service design since 
customers play a role “in the construction of 
services in the presence of advanced IT” [3]. In 
addition, research also indicates that IT-enabled 
service processes help service providers keep 
employees from customer organizations 
participating throughout their relationship. This can 
be “in joint project contexts, for procurement and 
supply chain management with partner 
organizations, or for after-sales customer service 
(meet customers’ needs and create benefits)” [3]. 
However, how employees in organizations engage 
in those activities is still an open issue and to date 
has only been proposed as a matter for future 
research [3]. Thus, factors that affect value creation 
and the usage of Digitally-Enabled SCM have not 
been fully addressed from the employees’ 
perspective. Given the above mentioned 
advantages of SCM technologies, we expect to  
identify the employee-related factors that influence 
the use of those technologies and value created by 
Digitally-Enabled SCM technologies in 
corresponding service processes, and furthermore, 
to develop insights and implications for business 
operations according to these factors.  

Previous research has indicated that even though 
technology benefits may significantly contribute to 
a firm’s overall performance, those same 
technologies may not necessarily be deployed in 
the most effective or efficient way by employees, 
and so the maximum value may not be realized by 
the firm when they are deployed. In this paper, we 
take a two-pronged approach. First, we aim to 
develop a theoretical understanding, supported by 
empirical evidence, of the antecedents of employee 
use of Digitally-Enabled SCM technologies. 
Second, we aim to assess the value of 
digitally-enabled SCM in organizations. Through 
these two activities, we expect to be in a position to 
inform organizations how they may realize further 
business gains through the deployment of IT based 
SCM applications.  

 
Background  

Firms are investing in SCM technologies to 
develop their organizational capabilities given the 
importance of digitized capabilities for 
organizations [29]. However, in the current 
e-service era, organizations are seeking to leverage 
technologies (e.g., Digitally-Enabled SCM 
applications) that may enable them to enhance 
payoffs such as increasing employee productivity 
and increasing business value from IT. In this 
respect, researchers (e.g., [25] [31]) have 
emphasized both how IT (e.g. technologies applied 
in Digitally Enabled SCM) creates business value 
which is critical for organizations, and how IT, 
when embedded in business processes, has 

considerable potential to improve performance of 
customer service (e.g. IT service) processes. 

IT business value has always been a critical issue 
for IS research. In response to recent calls for 
researchers to pay more attention to the 
involvement of people in IT service processes, we 
investigate the behavior of employees in 
organizations involving Digitally-Enabled SCM 
processes and study success factors that pertain to 
business value and the utilization of relevant SCM 
applications. These factors include learning and 
knowledge, which are critical components of 
knowledge-centered processes. The importance of 
these factors for IT use is explained by related 
studies (e.g., [30]) and theories (e.g., [2]). Our 
study also explains how knowledge-centered 
practices are affected by leadership style. Our data 
collection will be conducted in China. 
Organizations in China are normally characterized 
by strong power distance [cf. 17] with “leaders 
wielding considerable influence over the actions of 
their subordinates” [18]. Thus the values and 
attitudes of leaders in organizations exert an impact 
on the intention and subsequent behavior of 
employees to engage in knowledge sharing [18] 
[24]. Given that limited research has taken “a 
leadership-style perspective to knowledge sharing 
in China” [18], we expect that leadership style will 
exert an impact on knowledge sharing practices in 
organizations. 

 
The Research Model and Hypothesis 

Development 
The research model can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
In the following sub-sections, we introduce the 
constructs in the study. The model considers the 
impact of leadership styles and knowledge-centred 
process on usage of Digitally-Enabled SCM 
practices and generated value for employees in 
organizations. 

Leadership and Knowledge Sharing 

Leadership has been found to influence knowledge 
sharing [6] [35], and such influence can also be 
shown through mediating factors – such as trust 
[18]. However, when subordinates in an 
organization have developed intuition for learning 
something, they need to capture intuitions into 
accessible knowledge. Nonaka [28] has discussed 
such processes and recently other researchers (e.g., 
[4]) have also stressed the importance of studying 
the type of leadership that promotes “intuition into 
available knowledge” practices. 

A number of leadership styles have been identified, 
including initiating structure and consideration, 
transformational and transactional. Judge et al. [19] 
emphasized the contribution of consideration and 
initiating structure in leadership research and then 
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indicated the appropriateness of future studies after 
reporting these two constructs’ validity. We thus 
focus on the classification of consideration and 
initiating structure in our study. 

“Consideration refers to the extent to which a 
person has job relationships characterized by 
mutual trust and respect for subordinates’ ideas and 
feelings” [32]. When a manager is inclined to show 
high consideration, his or her subordinates can feel 
relatively harmonious, with a casual atmosphere. 
For example, when a manager pays more attention 
to consideration, he or she will show more concern 
for his or her subordinates. To be specific, he or 
she is more willing to enhance cohesion within the 
group and also attaches importance to relationships 
among group members. Such managers normally 
realize the abovementioned wishes by showing 
appreciation for their subordinates and paying 
attention to how they feel about certain issues in 
the organization. Previous management literature 
also suggests that employees and subordinates 
“may be more likely to share knowledge when they 
are praised by managers” [6]. Managers’ positive 
behavior forms a warm and caring atmosphere in 
the workspace. Employees working in such an 
environment will also pay attention to and care for 
colleagues around them. Thus, knowledge is shared 
and accumulated over time across the organization 
both vertically and horizontally.  

We then hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 1: Consideration positively influences 
knowledge sharing in organizations. 

Initiating structure “refers to the extent to which 
the leader is likely to define the structure of his or 
her role and those of subordinates in the search for 
goal attainment. It includes behavior that attempts 
to organize work, work relationships and goals” 
[32, p. 322]. Huang et al. [18] suggest that 
initiating structure is as important as consideration 
in stimulating knowledge sharing. For example, 
when a manager is inclined to show high initiating 
structure, he or she tends to consider 
accomplishment of a task to be critical. These 
managers hope that their groups will be very 
efficient at accomplishing tasks and so form an 
atmosphere with both explicit and latent pressure 
for their subordinates. To achieve the assigned task, 
subordinates tend to communicate and coordinate 
their work through knowledge sharing since 
communication is critical to task accomplishment.  

We thus hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 2: Initiating structure positively 
influences knowledge sharing in organizations.  

 
Leadership and Learning in Organizations 

When leaders show concern and care for their 

subordinates, employees tend to interact with 
others more flexibly and frequently. Huang et al. 
[18] investigated the impact of consideration 
leadership style in organizations and found that it 
positively influences interaction frequency among 
employees. Employees tend to accumulate 
knowledge through learning from more 
knowledgeable individuals. To facilitate knowledge 
acquisition, interaction and communication are 
important and CMC (computer-mediated 
communication) tools are widely adopted. As 
interaction frequency increases, so both the use of 
CMC tools and the intensity and frequency of 
learning increases. In the context of SCM practices, 
cooperation and communication become even more 
important since the ultimate goal is to maximize 
the value of overall SCM processes [16]. In this 
case, employees who participate in SCM processes 
are responsible for corresponding tasks for which 
they need to acquire and learn relevant SCM 
practice knowledge. They also intend to try their 
best to ensure value creation in tasks assigned to 
them. To capture shared knowledge that is 
potentially valuable for future knowledge users (e.g. 
how to manipulate a new technology to achieve an 
SCM process), interaction among both more and 
less knowledgeable and experienced individuals is 
critical. Moreover, those employees tend to interact 
and communicate comparatively frequently in 
order to work more effectively in a flexible 
working environment. Accordingly, we 
hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 3: Consideration positively influences 
learning in organizations. 

When a leader is inclined to initiating structure, 
implementing a task becomes the most important 
thing for his or her subordinates. Those 
subordinates experience pressure in order to 
accomplish their assigned tasks in a relatively 
serious working environment. Meanwhile, the 
motivation for knowledge acquiring and learning is 
strengthened. Gong et al. [14] have recently 
pointed out that learning orientation drives one to 
develop an individual competency. When the 
environment is characterized by relatively stronger 
competition and pressure is formed under an 
initiating structure leadership style, employees are 
more willing to learn and further develop their own 
competence and adapt to changes in the 
organization. Therefore, we expect that employees 
tend to conduct more frequent learning and 
studying when they are working under an initiating 
structure leadership style.  

Hypothesis 4: Initiating structure positively 
influences learning in organizations.  

 

Knowledge Sharing, Learning and IT Use  
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As employees learn, so they acquire the ability to 
acquire knowledge and thus improve their job 
performance, an important determinant of 
performance. Previous studies also suggest that “a 
learning orientation is conductive to the acquisition 
of knowledge and skills” [14]. Employees can 
intensify the effectiveness of their learning via 
CMC tools such as instant messengers and remote 
service since these tools facilitate both 
communication with knowledgeable individuals 
and also problem solving, which is a key aspect of 
business process. Neo [27] has suggested that IT 
implementation practices in an organization are 
likely to be more successful if an organization has 
more experiences with respect to the use of similar 
systems and has accumulated experience from this 
use. Firstly, knowledge exchange among 
knowledgeable professionals and novices suggests 
the importance of IT use practices in an 
organization where knowledge can be exchanged 
and shared through communication practices that 
rely on CMC tools. Furthermore, employees also 
acquire knowledge and skills through “enactive 
mastery experience” [14], i.e., direct experience of 
attaining a task or skill, explained by social 
cognitive theory [2]. This skill can be further 
promoted by means of shared knowledge and 
experiences accumulated through actual operations. 
As interaction becomes smoother, the intensity of 
knowledge sharing practices becomes stronger. 
Thus, we expect that learning is likely to promote 
knowledge sharing practices in organizations.  

Hypothesis 5: Learning positively influences 
knowledge sharing in organizations. 

Knowledge sharing in Digitally-Enabled SCM 
contributes considerably to solving problems in 
supply chain processes since employees who use 
Digitally-Enabled SCM need to learn “how 
customers use their products and how the service 
group handles failures” [36]. Having acquired the 
knowledge on how to use Digitally-Enabled SCM 
more effectively, employees are more likely to use 
the tool efficiently. Furthermore, previous studies 
also indicate that the level of IT knowledge held 
across the organization is “a key predictor of 
technology assimilation” [1] [8] [30]). Having 
emphasized the importance of IT knowledge across 
an organization, Ranganathan et al. [30] further 
point out that greater usage of Digitally-Enabled 
SCM systems may result in improved performance 
metrics, such as “lead time, customer service, cost 
reduction, inventory management, cycle-time 
reduction, supplier-relationship management, and 
overall competitive advantage”. Thus we need to 
investigate how knowledge benefits improve 
utilization of Digitally-Enabled SCM applications. 
We then integrate knowledge sharing for using 
Digitally-Enabled SCM in our framework, and 
suggest that: 

Hypothesis 6: Knowledge sharing positively 
influences utilization of Digitally-Enabled SCM 
applications.        

 
Learning and the Acquisition of IT Capabilities 
in Organizations  

Bhatt and Grover [5] emphasize the importance of 
IT capabilities and provide guidance for how such 
capabilities direct firms to achieve competitive 
advantage. They also indicate that “the 
development of IT capabilities requires learning 
and experience”. Concerning the importance of 
learning and accumulated experiences, the intensity 
of learning is instrumental [5] in facilitating this 
capability development. For example, Neo [27] 
found that IT implementation practices in firms are 
likely to be more successful if firms have 
implemented similar systems and acquired 
experiences from such practices. Likewise, Cash et 
al. [7] point out that “an IT infrastructure evolves 
through learning and assimilation of a firm’s 
information requirements”. More investigations 
have also shown that “the development of IT skills, 
embedded into specific business practices, requires 
knowledge assimilation over time” [5]. Meanwhile, 
Sambamurthy and Zmud [33] suggest that 
“technical and business skills evolve through 
learning by doing”. Considering the 
above-mentioned evidence on the development of 
IT skills and experience, creating cordial 
relationships among non-technical individuals and 
IT professionals is also necessary if business needs 
are to be met, though it may need some time. 
Communication and interaction during the learning 
of IT applications may further facilitate more 
effective learning. Therefore, based on the 
abovementioned arguments on learning in 
organizations [5], we need to pay more attention to 
issues like whether and how employees with strong 
learning capabilities in organizations contribute to 
IT implementation and applications, and in turn 
improve IT capabilities.  

 

Learning in Organizations and Utilization of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM  

In order to adopt and manipulate technologies 
effectively, users need to possess both skills and 
the relevant expertise and knowledge such as 
routines and activities concerning the technologies. 
These skills need to be developed across the whole 
enterprise in order that the organization can glean 
the most benefit from its acquisition of the 
technology. Scott [34] emphasizes the importance 
of dynamic capabilities with respect to the use of 
IT applications, while Dodgson [10] indicates that 
“learning is a dynamic concept and its use in theory 
emphasizes the continually changing nature of 
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organizations”. Furthermore, the intensity of 
learning facilitates the development of IT 
capabilities. We therefore infer that organizational 
learning is critical to the effective utilization of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM applications and 
hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 7: Organizational learning 
positively influences the utilization of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM applications.  

 

Technology Utilization and Individuals’ Job 
Performance  

As more and more employees acquire the skills 
needed to use Digitally-Enabled SCM, the 
diffusion and assimilation of Digitally-Enabled 
SCM applications across an organization facilitates 
employees involved in supply chain processes to 
work more efficiently, with particular 
improvements in information sharing and upstream 

procurement, internal production, and downstream 
sales and customer services [11] [23]. Perceived 
ease of use [9] is an employee’s perception that 
using a particular technology would be relatively 
free of cognitive burden (with skills and training, 
employees become more familiar with how to use 
and manipulate Digitally-Enabled SCM). Perceived 
usefulness is defined as the extent to which an 
employee in the organization believes that using 
Digitally-Enabled SCM would enhance his or her 
performance at work. We suggest that if employees 
perceive that they could use Digitally-Enabled 
SCM better and if more and more employees 
acquire these skills, then their perception that their 
corresponding task and job performance would be 
improved. We named this perceived usefulness as 
perceived value for employees in our study. 

Hypothesis 8: Utilization of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM positively influences 
perceived usefulness for employees. 

 
Figure 1 The Research Model

  
Research Methodology 

The survey methodology is used to verify the 
research model in our study. This section explains 
the measurement development and data collection. 

Measurement  

The survey instrument was originally developed in 
English and is presented in the Appendix. 7-point 
Likert scales ranging from “strongly agree” to 
“strongly disagree” are used in order to measure all 
the items in addition to “frequency of using 
Digitally-Enabled SCM applications”. The 
frequency of usage is measured using seven-point 
scales anchored from “Extremely Rarely” to 
“Extremely Frequently”. Listed questions in 
Section A measuring leadership style (including 
initiating structure and consideration) are derived 
from the LBDQ [15]. In section B, measurements 
of knowledge sharing practices in organizations are 

adapted from [12] [22] [35] and measurements of 
learning practices in organizations are adapted 
from Gary et al. [13]. Items in Section C are 
adapted from Kankanhalli et al. [20] and further 
developed to better suit our research context. We 
adapted the scales from Davis [9] and Moore and 
Benbasat [26] to measure added value created 
through using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications 
in Section D. Demographic Questions are also 
developed but not listed in this paper.  

Since the research is being conducted in China, it is 
appropriate to use a Chinese version of the 
instrument. The original English version was thus 
translated into Chinese by translation professionals 
from the translation department of a major 
university in Hong Kong. Two of them are 
responsible for translation from English to Chinese, 
and two other translators are in charge of 
translation from Chinese to English. We then 
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compared the two versions of translations and 
backtranslations so as to ensure that the accuracy 
and equivalent meaning of the Chinese version is 
the same as the original English version. A 
translation check has been conducted by a research 
scholar, the authors and translators. The Chinese 
version is available on request from the authors. 

 

Data collection Procedures  

The study population comes from organizational 
employees in China who are involved in supply 
chain management practices and adopt related 
technologies to achieve their work assignments. 
We expect that they will all be university graduates 
and so will have relevant knowledge background 
on leadership, knowledge management and value 
creation by IT. Thus, they will be able to answer 
the questions and report their perceptions relating 
to Digitally-Enabled SCM use. They are thus 
qualified to participate in the survey.  

 

Discussion and Future Work 
The purpose of our study is to investigate the 
success factors relating to usage and value of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM applications for 
organizations. Our study is based on organizational 
theories. The empirical investigations will be 
conducted in the context of real-world 
organizations. Our proposed research has both 
theoretical and practical contributions. 
Theoretically, it contributes to an understanding of 
the antecedents of knowledge-centered processes 
related to the application of Digitally-Enabled 
SCM practices. It also helps us to study how 
critical factors influence these antecedents. 

Empirically, our study aims to provide insights for 
leaders in organizations to leverage their leadership 
style and also for employees in organizations to 
acquire useful knowledge. Eventually, we expect 
the above-mentioned factors to facilitate 
employees’ performance underlying the theoretical 
foundations and empirical evidence. 

Our future work is composed of four parts. Firstly, 
we need to finish collecting data from 
organizations and analyze our dataset. Secondly, 
based on the findings from the statistical analysis, 
we intend to offer effective strategies for 
employees to eventually demonstrate better 
performance underlying the use of 
Digitally-Enabled SCM influenced by the 
following aspects as we suggested: knowledge 
acquisition, knowledge sharing, co-work style, and 
CMC tools. This may be achieved by developing a 
workshop (it can also be provided by IT service 
providers) to train employees to acquire the 
relevant skills. Employees can learn informally 
through face to face or CMC tools (e.g. IM, SNS), 
including extempore demonstrations, as well as 
knowledge dissemination and sharing via 
communication with others. To do this effectively, 
the importance of CMC tools needs to be 
highlighted. Thirdly, future schemes will be 
suggested for IT service or product providers to 
provide enhanced quality of service. Finally, we 
hope that this study will inspire researchers to 
consider how business value can extend 
organizational capabilities brought by “new IT”, 
since this is a critical aspect of transforming the 
supply chain. We also hope to encourage more IS 
researchers to study issues related to 
Digitally-Enabled SCM and its business value for 
organizational capabilities.  

 

Appendix  
Construct Item 

Initiating 
Structure 

1. He/She schedules the work to be done. 
2. He/She gets goals for the work group. 
3. He/She diagnoses group deficiencies. 
4. He/She takes remedial action to correct deficiencies. 

Consideration 

5. He/She is friendly and approachable. 
6. He/She rarely does things to make it pleasant to be an employee. 
7. He/She puts suggestions made by employees into operation. 
8. He/She looks out for the personal welfare of employees. 
9. He/She treats all employees as his/her equal. 

Knowledge 
Sharing 

10. People in our team share their special knowledge and expertise with one another. 
11. If someone in our team has some special knowledge about how to perform the team 
task, he or she is not likely to tell the other member about it. 
12. There is virtually no exchange of information, knowledge, or sharing of skills among 
members. 
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13. More knowledgeable team members freely provide other members with hard-to-find 
knowledge or specialized skills. 
14. We are given complete and comprehensive documentation (e.g., manuals, product 
and design specifications) of Digitally-Enabled SCM applications. 
15. The IT service companies that sell Digitally-Enabled SCM to my company transfer 
know-how of the product or service to us (the customer-company). 

Learning 

16. When I need specific information, I know who will have it. 
17. I am keenly aware of where my knowledge can serve the company. 
18. I use electronic means to communicate. 
19. I have a large variety of communications tools (telephone, e-mail, Internet, and so 
on) from which to choose in our organization. 
20. I am encouraged to communicate clearly. 
21. I make extensive use of IS to support my work. 
22. I retrieve archived information when making decisions. 
23. I keep information (such as, numbers, plans and ideas) from other employees.  
24. I resist changing to new ways of doing things. 
25. I learn about the company’s recent developments through informal means (such as 
new stories and gossip, remote or CMC tools etc). 
26. I acquire information (such as skills and how to use IT tools) from professionals from 
IT service providers (those companies that sold ERP or other Digitally-Enabled SCM tools to 
the company you work for). 

Utilization of 
Digitally-Enabled 

SCM 
applications: 

27. I often use Digitally-Enabled SCM applications to accomplish tasks involving SCM 
process in my work. 
28. I regularly use Digitally-Enabled SCM applications to accomplish tasks involving 
SCM process in my work. 
29. What is your frequency of usage of Digitally-Enabled SCM applications in SCM 
process in a month? 

Perceived values 
for employees 

30. My job would be relatively difficult to perform without using Digitally-Enabled SCM 
applications. 
31. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications give me greater control over my work. 
32. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications improve my job performance. 
33. The Digitally-Enabled SCM applications address my job-related needs. 
34. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications save me time. 
35. Digitally-Enabled SCM applications enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly. 
36. Digitally-Enabled SCM applications support critical aspects of my job. 
37. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications allow me to accomplish more work than 
would otherwise be possible. 
38. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications reduce the time I spend on unproductive 
activities. 
39. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications enhance my effectiveness on the job. 
40. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications improve the quality of the work I do. 
41. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications increase my productivity. 
42. Using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications make it easier to do my job. 
43. Overall, I find Digitally-Enabled SCM applications useful in my job. 
44. The disadvantages of my using Digitally-Enabled SCM applications far outweigh the 
advantage. 
45. Overall, I find using a Digitally-Enabled SCM application to be advantageous in my 
job. 
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An Investigation of the Determinants of Knowledge Management  

Systems Success in Banking Industry  
 

Abstract 

The efficient knowledge management system 

(KMS) is one of the important strategies to help 

firms to achieve sustainable competitive 

advantages, but little research has been conducted to 

understand what contributes to the KMS success. 

This study thus set to investigate the determinants 

of KMS success in the context of Thai banking 

industry. A questionnaire survey was conducted in 

four major Thai Banks to test the proposed KMS 

Success model. 

The result of this study shows that KMS use 

and user satisfaction relate significantly to the 

success of KMS, and knowledge quality, system 

quality, service quality, and trust lead to system use 

and user satisfaction. However, this research 

focuses only on system and user-related factors. 

Future research thus can extend to study factors 

such as management support and organization 

readiness.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

In this highly competitive economy, 

organizations are struggling to survive and compete. 

One of the strategies employed in those 

organizations is knowledge management (KM) with 

the support of Knowledge Management System 

(KMS). The efficient KMS is expected to help firms 

to achieve sustainable competitive advantages by 

well utilizing the existing knowledge base [3]. 

 Benefits of KMS have been witnessed in 

many companies. Ford, Chevron, Texas instrument 

are obvious examples; these companies have saved 

many million dollars through the use of efficient 

KMS [8]. However, it is not easy to successfully 

adopt KMS. It has been reported that 70% of the 

surveyed KMS failed [27]. 

Despite the high number or chance of failure, 

KMS has been adopted and considered important in 

several industries. Therefore, this research attempts 

to investigate factors which determine KMS 

Success, particularly in the context of Thai banking 

industry. The industry is of particular interest 

because several Thai banks have invested huge 

amount of money on implementing KMS, but 

limited success was evidenced. On the contrary, in 

other context such as in a Hong Kong bank, KMS 

was found helpful in reducing time spent on 

customers’ calls from the average of 23 minutes to 

12 minutes [5]. Therefore, the need to study factors 

contributing to the KMS success in this context is 

found compelling. 
 

This paper consists of six major sections. 

Following the introduction is literature review on 

KM and KMS success model. Section 3 presents the 

conceptual framework and research hypotheses. 

Section 4 outlines research methodology and data 

analysis. Section 5 discusses the research findings 

and their implications. Finally, section 6 concludes 

the research and discusses its limitation as well as 

potential for future research. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

Information and Knowledge 

 

Huge amounts of data in various formats are 

structured and converted to be information. If the 

information can be used to create benefits for 

organizations, it then shall be called knowledge. In 

other words, knowledge is the perception and 

understanding of the series of information and the 

application of the information in beneficial ways 

[34]. It can be applied in solving current problems 

or operational problems [37].  

 According to Newman (1997), knowledge can 

also lead to the creation of technology; this process 

is named DIKT (Data, Information, Knowledge and 

Technology). This highlights the relationship 

among Data, Information, Knowledge, and 

Technology and points out that value of knowledge 

depends on how it is applied. Therefore, efficient 

knowledge management is fundamental as it 

enables organizations to well utilize their 

knowledge and ultimately obtain sustainable   

 

 
 

Figure 1. DIKT Framework of NEWMAN 

 
Knowledge Management System: KMS 

 

In terms of process, KM consists of six steps 

which are create, capture, refine, store, manage and 

disseminate [39], and therefore KMS should 

support these six core activities. The process of 

creating the KMS consists of four stages which are 

Infrastructural Evaluation, KM System analysis, 

Design & Development, System Development and 

Evaluation [36].  

In terms of technology, KMS is the system 

which captures knowledge and allows the 

knowledge to be applied at the various levels in 

organizations. KMS share many similarities with IS, 

and many tools and techniques of KMS are related 

to IS [16]. All the knowledge is kept in the 
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knowledge-base [38] which relates to the modern 

information technologies such as internet, intranet, 

extranet, lotus notes, and data warehouse. These 

technologies make the KMS more effective [2]. 

Moreover KMS may refer to a class of IS used to 

manage organizational knowledge and support the 

organizational process in terms of knowledge 

creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, and application. 

According to Turban, Leidner, Mclean and 

Wetherbe (2006), KMS require three kinds of 

technologies, namely i) Communication 

technologies which enable  users to access to the 

needed knowledge and communicate with each 

other, ii)  Collaboration technologies which make 

group-work possible, and iii) Database management 

system which helps in storage and manage 

knowledge [40]. 

 

IS Success models and KMS Success models 

 

Although KMS and IS are not equivalent, the 

DeLone and McLean (D&M) IS Success Model 

(1992, 2003) was found applicable to the success of 

the knowledge management system [1]. Several 

prior studies on KMS success were also based on 

the D&M model.  
The D&M IS Success Model is composed of 

system quality, information quality, service quality, 

use, user satisfaction, and net benefits (the net 

results of individual impacts and organisational 

impacts) as show in Figure 2. DeLone and McLean 

argue that these six dimensions of success are 

interrelated rather than independent, indicating that 

causality flows in the same direction as the 

information process. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The DeLone and McLean IS Success 

Model [13] 

 

In the D&M model, Intention to Use is 
subjective and might not be able to truly assess. 
On the other hand Use is an action, meaning that 
it is relatively easier to be assessed. Besides, 
Intention to Use implies in itself an attitude or a 
will towards a system which is not yet in use, 
while Use implies that a system is already 
existed and being adopted. However, since both 
Intention to Use and Use affect each other by 
causing backward impact through User 
Satisfaction, many studies adopting the D&M 
model investigated only one of the two 

dimensions. Mostly, Intention to Use was applied 
in the studies which examined the system which 
had not yet been adopted. 

Nevertheless, organizations should take into 

consideration of social factors to ensure success 

when designing and implementing KMS [9]. Trust, 

in particular, is a social factor which was deemed 

important by economists, physiologists, sociologists 

and management theorists. It has been widely 

accepted among those researchers that trust is 

important for human affair [20]. In the context of 

organizations, trust is found necessary for 

organization culture and can facilitate the 

implementation and utilization of knowledge [22]. 

Furthermore, it is highly important for the creation 

of effective operation of knowledge base and a 

trusting culture may enhance the exchange of 

knowledge [32].  

Alavi and Leiner (2001) also found that trust 

facilitates knowledge development and encourage 

KMS use. Therefore, trust can be considered as a 

key component to ensure effective KM, and should 

be included to measure the success of KMS 

implementation [4]. However, despite its 

importance, an influence of trust on KMS success 

have not been fully explored and examined in IS 

and KM research. This research therefore includes 

trust in the proposed KMS Success model, which is 

presented in the next section. 
Davenport, Dalong and Beers (1998) studied 

the factors leading towards the KMS success. The 

eight factors indicating the successes of KM project 

are top management support, clear project goals, 

linkage with the economical results, various 

knowledge distribution channels, motivation to 

encourage the KM users, organization culture, and 

flexible knowledge infrastructure.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Jennex and Olfman KM Success Model, 

[24] 
Jennex and Olfman (2003) proposed the 

conceptual framework of the KMS success which 

was developed from the IS success model of 

DeLone and McLean (2002). Their model consisted 

of five factors, namely system quality, 

knowledge/information quality, intention to 

use/perceive benefit, use/user satisfaction and net 
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benefits. In this model, service quality is part of the 

system quality (see Figure 3), which included three 

factors: Technological resources, Form of KMS and 

Level of KMS. Knowledge/information quality 

consisted of three factors: knowledge 

strategy/process, knowledge/information richness, 

and linkages between components. The two authors 

found that these factors were useful for predicting 

KM success and designing effective KM.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Halawi et al. The KMS Success Model 

(2008) 
 

Recently, Halawi conducted an empirical 

study examining measures of KMS Success. Their 

model was also based on the D&M model and it 

was found helpful in understanding determinants of 

KMS Success. However, as mentioned above that 

trust is an important social factor and that intention 

to use is more appropriate for a system which has 

not yet been adopted, this research therefore adds 

trust and applies ‘use’ instead of ‘intention to use’. 

The model is shown in the next section along with 

the research hypotheses. 

  

3. Conceptual framework 
 

The conceptual framework of the KMS 

success (see Figure 5) was developed from many 

related studies reviewed above and Halawi et al. 

[19] in particular. The framework composes 4 main 

constructs which lead to KMS success; they are 

technical, social, use and user satisfaction. The 

technical construct consists of system quality, 

knowledge quality, and service quality. Social 

construct consists of trust. 

 

Figure 5. The Knowledge Management System 

Success Model 

Prior research found that the influence of 

system quality, information quality and service 

quality have an impact on the system use and User 

satisfaction [28] [13] as well as trust [9].The 

relationship between constructs in IS success model 

can be applied in KMS because KMS can be 

viewed as a class of information systems used for 

managing organizational knowledge and supporting 

the organization process [4]. The success of 

information system should be emphasized on both 

technical and social dimension [14] as the success 

of KMS requires the combination of both 

dimensions [12]. 

From the model, twelve research hypotheses 

were developed as follows: 

Knowledge Quality –Rich knowledge quality is 

essential to knowledge utilization [18]. Therefore it 

is hypothesized that good knowledge quality could 

lead to use and user satisfaction of a knowledge 

management system. 

H1 – There is a positive relationship between 

knowledge quality and the use of a knowledge 

management system                 

H2 – There is a positive relationship between 

knowledge quality and user satisfaction of a 

knowledge management system 

System quality - System quality concerns 

user-friendly interface, easy-to-use, and reliable 

system [33]. Prior research, such as that of [24] and 

[33], found that high system quality could lead to 

use and user satisfaction. Thus, this research 

proposes the following hypotheses:  
 

H3 – There is a positive relationship between 

system quality and the use of a knowledge 

management system                 

H4 – There is a positive relationship between 

system quality and user satisfaction of a knowledge 

management system 

Service quality - Service quality is an important 

factor in creating good attitude and user satisfaction 

[7]. The system use can also be influenced by 

service quality [9]. Thus, this research proposes the 

following hypotheses:  
 

H5 – There is a positive relationship between 

service quality and the use of a knowledge 

management system                 

H6 – There is a positive relationship between 

service quality and the user satisfaction of a 

knowledge management system 

Trust - Trust is considered an important factor 

which influenced the success of the KMS [11]. 

Prior research found that trust played an important 

role in encouraging people to use the system and it 

was a factor which enabled effective knowledge 

management [4]. Besides, high trust encouraged and 

usage of knowledge management system [25] and 
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therefore contributed to user satisfaction [9]. Thus, 

this research proposes the following hypotheses: 
 

H7 – There is a positive relationship between trust 

and the use of a knowledge management system. 
H8 – There is a positive relationship between trust 

and user satisfaction of a knowledge management 

system 

Use – KMS Use covers the usage of KMS in order 
to support decision-making, knowledge sharing, 
recording, and transferring [31]. Prior research 
found that System use is a factor leading to 
success in knowledge management [24] [13]. 
Thus, this research proposes the following 

hypotheses: 
 

H9 – There is a positive relationship between the 

use of a knowledge management system and user 

satisfaction 

H10 – There is a positive relationship between the 

use of a knowledge management system and 

knowledge management system success    

User satisfaction - An increase in user satisfaction 

positively affects system use, particularly in terms 

of effectiveness [15] and more usage [28] [23]. Also, 

satisfaction in systems can be considered an 

appropriate measure of system success since it leads 

to more usage or system acceptance in other words 

[23]. Thus, this research proposes the following 

hypotheses: 

H11 – There is a positive relationship between user 

satisfaction and the use of a knowledge 

management system      

H12 – There is a positive relationship between user 

satisfaction and knowledge management system 

success. 

4. Methodology 
 

Research tool development 

 

The respondents were asked to indicate their 

agreement or disagreement with survey instrument 

using a five-point Likert scale, the scale are adapted 

from DeLone, W.H & E.R. McLean [13], Jen-Her 

Wu & Yu-Min Wann [23] and Kamla Ali 

Al-Busaidi [25]. Appendix I presents a list of items 

used in this study 

Quantitative research method was 

implemented in a form of survey. Questionnaire 

was used as a tool in gathering data together with 

quality research which the suggestion about the 

KMS will be asked. In order to evaluate the 

understanding and degree of difficulty of the 

questions as well as adjusting the questions for the 

actual data collection, the pre-test of this 

questionnaire was conducted with 50 respondents 

who have used the KMS for at least three months. 

 

Data collection and sampling 
  

This research employed questionnaire survey 

as a data collection method. As this research aimed 

to investigate factors influencing KMS success in 

the context of Thai banking industry, employees of 

the four major Thai banks which adopted KMS 

were deemed appropriate. Sample size was 

calculated by multiplying the number of questions 

in the questionnaire by five. This sample size 

calculation method was supported by Hair [17]. As 

the questionnaire employed in this research had 31 

questions in total, the sample size should therefore 

be more than 155 (31 * 5) [17]. However, Comrey 

and Lee (1992) suggested that appropriate sample 

size should be above 200 [10]. Hence, in order to 

avoid inadequacy of data due to incomplete or 

missing questionnaires, sample size was set to 250.  

 The questionnaires were distributed based on 

the stratified sampling technique. 215 

questionnaires were returned. Then, incomplete 

questionnaires were excluded.  

 

5. Data analysis and result 
 

The returned questionnaires were statistically 

analyzed by a statistical program. First, the research 

instrument was assessed its reliability and validity. 

Second, Descriptive statistics are applied to analyze 

the respondents’ demographic data. Third, 

Correlation matrix approach and factor analysis 

were applied to examine construct validity and 

reliability. Finally, the hypotheses were tested by 

the multiple linear regression analysis 

 

Reliability and Validity Assessment  

 

 Measurement validity in terms of reliability and 

construct validity was assessed. Reliability of the 

instrument was evaluated using Cronbach’s alpha. 

The calculated alpha was well above 0.8 (see Table 

1) for all factors, exceeding the common threshold 

value recommended by Nunnally [29]. This 

indicates an adequate reliability of the constructs. 

 

TABLE 1 Reliability Assessment 
 

Factor Mean Cronbrach’s alpha 

Knowledge Quality 

System Quality 
Service Quality 

Trust 

Use 
User Satisfaction 

KMS Success 

3.54 

3.49 
3.30 

3.58 

3.74 
3.71 

3.74 

0.912 

0.896 
0.862 

0.931 

0.870 
0.884 

0.917 

 

To examine the unidimensionality/ 

convergent validity of each predefined multi-item 

construct, an exploratory factor analysis using 

principal components factor analysis with varimax 

rotation was performed. The rotate matrix 

component is shown in Table 2. It is evident that 
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there are no cross-loading items. Factor loading for 

all variables are greater than 0.6, which was 

considered significant [30]. This ensures adequate 

convergent and discriminant validity [21].  

 

TABLE 2  Rotate Component Matrix 

 

 Component 

SVQ Trust KQ US Use SQ 

SVQ4 0.795 0.055 0.247 0.078 0.049 -0.042 

SVQ2 0.785 0.050 0.015 -0.133 0.248 0.144 

SVQ5 0.777 0.244 0.083 -0.189 -0.174 0.098 

SVQ1 0.764 0.107 -0.006 0.106 0.097 0.370 

SVQ3 0.762 0.107 0.200 0.215 0.252 -0.171 

Trust4 0.238 0.810 0.280 0.165 0.066 0.079 

Trust2 0.097 0.782 0.212 0.188 0.206 0.324 

Trust3 0.157 0.780 0.220 0.207 0.196 0.262 

Trust1 0.113 0.780 0.212 0.289 0.207 0.234 

KQ4 0.093 0.222 0.802 0.255 0.193 0.065 

KQ5 0.208 0.201 0.766 0.389 0.147 0.056 

KQ3 0.196 0.246 0.686 -0.014 0.113 0.415 

KQ2 0.146 0.254 0.664 0.107 0.204 0.437 

KQ1 0.069 0.265 0.650 0.251 0.235 0.403 

Use1 -0.081 0.280 0.120 0.806 0.146 0.192 

Use2 -0.109 0.138 0.189 0.799 0.176 0.209 

Use3 0.047 0.030 0.239 0.781 0.161 0.155 

Use4 0.152 0.313 0.107 0.775 0.151 -0.029 

US1 0.057 0.227 0.097 0.172 0.813 0.092 

US3 0.181 0.129 0.221 0.136 0.810 0.014 

US2 -0.008 0.038 0.040 0.159 0.784 0.314 

US4 0.196 0.139 0.253 0.155 0.773 -0.237 

SQ2 0.222 0.281 0.314 0.251 0.114 0.709 

SQ3 -0.048 0.371 0.226 0.156 0.008 0.704 

SQ1 0.281 0.271 0.381 0.306 0.028 0.639 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.     
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.        

a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations 

 

TABLE 3   

Analysis of intermeasurement correlation 

 
 KQ SQ SVQ Trust Use US KMSS 

KQ 1       

SQ .690  1      

SVQ .374  .368  1     

Trust .648  .644  .365  1    

Use .464  .314  .288  .428  1   

US .525  .526  .115 .524  .417  1  

KMSS .495  .470  .446  .530  .556  .415  1 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

Descriptive statistic analysis using frequency 

and percentage is described in Table 4. It shows the 

respondents’ demographic profiles and their KMS 

usages. The majority of the respondents (55.8%) are 

female. More than 80% of the respondents have 

been using KMS for at least or more than a year. 

 

TABLE 4 Respondents Profile 

 

Characteristic Percentage 
Gender 
  Male 

  Female 

 
44.2 % 

55.8 % 

Age (Years) 

< 25      

 

8.7 % 

Characteristic Percentage 
25 – 35     

36 – 45  
46 – 55  

   > 55  

63.5 % 

20.0 % 
5.5 % 

2.3 % 

Education 

  Lower than Bachelor’s degree 
  Bachelor’s degree 

  Higher than Bachelor’s degree 

 

4.2 % 
74.0 % 

21.8 % 

Experience in use KMS (Years) 
< 1  

1 – 3  

4 – 6  
   > 6  

 
12.5 % 

54.0 % 

30.2 % 
3.3 % 

Frequency in use KMS / month 

1-5 times 

6-10 times 
   > 10 times 

 

21.9 % 

46.5 % 
31.6 % 

Average time in use KMS / Times 

(Minutes) 
< 10  

10 – 20  

21 – 30  
    > 30  

 

 
18.6 % 

49.8 % 

26.0 % 
5.6% 

Objective to use KMS 

-  Respond the organization's 
policy for employees to use the 

KMS.                  
- Search for the knowledge to 

assist in the operation. 
- Search for additional knowledge 

in general apart from work.              
- Take knowledge gained to 

transfer to others.             

-  Other 

 

64.7 % 
 

 
67.0 % 

 

39.1% 

 
27.9 % 

 

5.1 % 

 

Multiple Regression Analysis 

  

 Multiple regression analysis was used to test 

the twelve research hypotheses. Multicollinearlity 

problem was evaluated by variance inflation factor 

(VIF). Theoretically, if the VIF value is lower than 

10 it means that either there is no relationship 

between the variables or there is a problem about 

multiple relations [26]. 

 

TABLE 5 

Factors which have an impact on KMS Use 

 
Variable b βeta t Sig. VIF 

Knowledge Quality .308 .308 3.461 .001* 2.388 
System Quality -.214 -.214 -2.471 .014* 2.258 
Service Quality .148 .148 2.312 .022* 1.237 
Trust .185 .185 2.177 .031* 2.182 
User Satisfaction .245 .245 3.403 .001* 1.561 

* P < .05  R = .533  R2 = .306   F = 18.404   Sig. = .000* 

  

TABLE 6 

Factors which have an impact on  

User Satisfaction 

 
Variable b βeta t Sig. VIF 

Knowledge Quality .210 .210 2.484 .014* 2.542 
System Quality .174 .174 2.139 .034* 2.275 
Service Quality -.173 -.173 -2.909 .004* 1.219 
Trust .247 .247 3.133 .002* 2.131 
KMS Use .214 .214 3.403 .001* 1.365 

* P < .05  R = .627  R2 = .393   F = 27.052   Sig. = .000* 
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TABLE 7 

Factors that have Impacts on KMS Success 

 
Variable b βeta t Sig. VIF 

KMS Use .463 .463 7.602 .000* 1.211 
User Satisfaction .221 .221 3.368 .000* 1.211 

* P < .05  R = .591  R2 = .349   F = 56.970   Sig. = .000* 

 

 The results of the questionnaire survey are 

presented in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 
 

Hypothesis 1 – From Table 5, Knowledge Quality 

is found to have the positive βeta of 0.308 at p = 

0.001*. It can be seen that Knowledge Quality has 

significant positive relationship with and also highly 

influences KMS Use. Therefore hypothesis 1 is 

accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 2 – From Table 6, Knowledge Quality 

is found to have the positive βeta of 0.210 at p = 

0.014*. It can be seen that Knowledge Quality has 

significant positive relationship with User 

Satisfaction. Therefore hypothesis 2 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 3 – From Table 5, System Quality is 

found to have the negative βeta of -0.214 at p = 

0.014*. It can be seen that System Quality has 

significant negative relationship with KMS. 

Therefore hypothesis 3 is rejected  

 

Hypothesis 4 – From Table 6, System Quality is 

found to have the positive βeta of 0.174 at p = 

0.034*. It can be seen that System Quality has 

significant positive relationship with User 

Satisfaction. Therefore hypothesis 4 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 5 – From Table 5, Service Quality is 

found to have the positive βeta of 0.148 at p = 

0.022*. It can be seen that Service Quality has 

significant positive relationship with KMS Use. 

Therefore hypothesis 5 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 6 – From Table 6, System Quality is 

found to have the negative βeta of -0.173 at p = 

0.004*. It can be seen that System Quality has 

significant negative relationship with User 

Satisfaction. Therefore hypothesis 6 is rejected.  

 

Hypothesis 7 – From Table 5, Trust is found to 

have the positive βeta of 0.185 at p = 0.031*. It can 

be seen that Trust has significant positive 

relationship with KMS Use. Therefore hypothesis 7 

is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 8 – From Table 6, Trust is found to 

have the positive βeta of 0.247 at p = 0.002*. It can 

be seen that Trust has significant positive 

relationship with and also highly influences User 

Satisfaction. Therefore hypothesis 8 is accepted. 

 

 

Hypothesis 9 – From Table 6, KMS Use is found to 

have the positive βeta of 0.204 at p = 0.001*. It can 

be seen that KMS Use has significant positive 

relationship with User Satisfaction. Therefore 

hypothesis 9 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 10 – From Table 7, KMS Use is found 

to have the positive βeta of 0.463 at p = 0.000*. It 

can be seen that Use has significant positive 

relationship with and also highly influences on 

KMS Success. Therefore hypothesis 10 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 11 – From Table 5, User Satisfaction is 

found to have the positive βeta of 0.245 at p = 

0.001*. It can be seen that User satisfaction has 

significant positive relationship with KMS Use. 

Therefore hypothesis 11 is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 12 – From Table 7, User Satisfaction is 

found to have the positive βeta of 0.221 at p = 

0.000*. It can be seen that Use has significant 

positive relationship with KMS Success. Therefore 

hypothesis 10 is accepted. 

 

 

Figure 6. Hypothesis testing results 

 

Discussion and Implications 
 

The hypothesis testing reveals that both KMS 

Use and User Satisfaction have positive relationship 

with KMS Success. KMS use has a greater impact 

on KMS success than User Satisfaction does. 

Besides, it appears that User Satisfaction has a 

positive relationship with KMS Use. In other words, 

if the employees are satisfied with the efficiency 

and effectiveness of the system, they will be willing 

to use the system. This implies that despite its less 

influential effect on KMS Success, User 

Satisfaction is a fundamental factor on which a KM 

manager should pay attention. The satisfaction 

could be enhanced by focusing on users’ needs and 

making the KMS best accommodate them. 

Considering KMS Use, Knowledge Quality is 

the most influential factor affecting KMS Use. User 

satisfaction, Trust, and Service quality are the less 

influential factors, consecutively, affecting KMS 

Use. However, System Quality does not have 
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positive effect on KMS Use. This could be 
accounted by different patterns of usage and 
skills of each user. Low quality systems which 
meet basic requirements are adequate for some 
people, while others might demand for 
high-quality system. This is also supported by 
Tanya [35]. 

Considering User Satisfaction, Trust is the 

most influential factor affecting user satisfaction. 

KMS use, Knowledge quality, and System quality 

are consecutively less influential. However, Service 

Quality does not have positive effect on User 

Satisfaction. It may well be that expectation on 

KMS is higher on other common Information 

System, and therefore User Satisfaction is relatively 

higher [6].   

In terms of Knowledge Quality, the factor is 

the most influential factor on KMS Use and ranked 

third among factors influencing User Satisfaction. 

Therefore, a KM manager should pay attention on 

elements which contribute to Knowledge Quality 

such as completeness, clarity, availability and 

adequacy of the knowledge. 

In terms of System Quality, although the 

factor appears to have a negative relationship with 

KMS use, it has positive effect on User Satisfaction, 

which in turn influences KMS Use. Therefore, 

System Quality is not negligible. KMS should 

always be ready and easy to use. Otherwise, it could 

reduce User Satisfaction and thus discouraging 

KMS Use.   

In terms of Service Quality, it is the least 

influential, but proven significantly relevant, factor 

on KMS Use. Therefore, a service department 

should have good knowledge and understanding of 

the system as well as common and potential 

problems. This is to enable a readily high-quality 

service to all users. 

Finally, in terms of Trust, the factor has a 

relatively high effect on both KMS Use and User 

Satisfaction. This indicates its significance on the 

KMS Success. Trust on the knowledge contained in 

the KMS and trust on the system per se could yield 

satisfaction and lead to system usage. However, 

since trust is based on individual perception towards 

a certain thing, a Knowledge Manager will need to 

put extra effort on creating or influencing such 

perception. 

 

Conclusion and Future Research 
 The objective of this study was to investigate 

the determinants of KMS success in the context of 

Thai banking industry. This was achieved by a 

quantitative questionnaire survey with 250 

employees, in the four major Thai banks, who have 

been using KMS to support their work. The KMS 

Success model of Halawi and his co-authors [19] 

was adapted as the framework for this research. 

Trust was added as a result of literature review 

which indicates its importance on IS Success. 

Of twelve hypotheses, ten were supported. 

Only hypothesis 3 and 6 were rejected. The results 

of our study indicated a significant relationship 

among the seven constructs (Knowledge Quality, 

System Quality, Service Quality, Use, User 

Satisfaction and Knowledge Management System 

Success) and support the original work of Halawi 

[18]. Trust appears to be significantly relevant to 

KMS Success via its influence on both KMS Use 

and User satisfaction. 

This research contributes particularly to the 

issues of determining and evaluating Knowledge 

Management Success. It adds to the KMS Success 

model of Halawi [18] that social factors can be 

relevant and influential on KMS Use and User 

Satisfaction. This raises the importance of social 

factors, which have been disregarded in original IS 

Success models, such as that of DeLone and 

McLean [13]. 

However, this research is not without 

limitation. One clear limitation is the small sample 

size which causes limitation on generalisability. 

Furthermore, from the survey, one of the important 

measures of Knowledge Quality is the degree of 

knowledge relevancy, which varies in different 

contexts, depending on organizational and 

operational characteristics. As a result, the findings 

might not be applicable in other industries which 

operate differently.  

Therefore, future research could test this 

model in other contexts and could strengthen the 

model by including other social and organizational 

factors which could affect KMS Success, such as 

management support and organization readiness. In 

addition, path analysis could be applied in future 

research in order to understand indirect effects of 

variables in the model and demonstrate how the 

model fits the data collected . 

 

Appendix 1: Instruments For  Measurement 

KMS Success 

Knowledge Quality: The Opinion of knowledge 

provide by KMS.  

KQ1: Knowledge in KMS is easy to understand. 

KQ2: Contextual of knowledge is easy to apply. 

KQ3: Knowledge in KMS adequate for you to 

complete work-related tasks. 

KQ4: Knowledge in KMS is accurate. 

KQ5: Knowledge in KMS is up to date. 

 

System Quality: How good the KMS is in terms of 

its operational characteristics. 

SQ1: KMS is easy to use.       

SQ2: KMS is user friendly.                          

SQ3: KMS is stable.                                

SQ4: The response time of KMS is acceptable. 

Service Quality: The opinion of the quality of 

information technology IT support to the system’s 

end user 
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SVQ1: Provides adequate for your system use.. 

SVQ2: Does the best respond as soon as possible 

when you have problem. 

SVQ3: Have the knowledge to answer your 

question. 

SVQ4: Understand your specific needs. 

SVQ5: Have the empathy when you have problem 

   

Trust: The confidence on the knowledge you use 

from KMS that is contributed by other 

Trust1: You trust the knowledge you use from the 

KMS 

Trust2: The knowledge you use is truthful 

Trust3: The knowledge you use is reliable 

Trust4: You believe in everything you use from the 

KMS 

 

Use: The extent of the KMS being used 

U1: I use KMS to help me make decisions 

U2: I use KMS to help me record my knowledge 

U3: I use KMS to communicate knowledge and 

information with colleagues 

U4: I use KMS to share my general knowledge 

 

User Satisfaction: The sum of one’s feelings of 

pleasure or displeasure regarding KMS        

US1: I am satisfied with KMS efficiency      

US2: I am satisfied with KMS effectiveness     

US3: I am satisfied that KMS meet my knowledge     

or information processing needs     

US4: Overall, I am satisfied with KMS 

Knowledge Management System Success: The 

valuation of the benefits of the KMS by users 

KMSS1. KMS helps me acquire new knowledge 

and innovative ideas 

KMSS2. KMS helps me effectively manage and 

store knowledge that I need 

KMSS3: KMS enable me to accomplish tasks more 

efficiently 

KMSS4: KMS improves the decision making 

KMSS5: KMS improves the quality of my work life 
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Abstract 

Recently, the major development of food & beverage 
management information system had changed from 
the point-of-sale (POS) system for stand-alone 
restaurant to the combination of headquarter control 
mechanism and E-commerce operation strategy (also 
called chain-integration applications). Development 
of enterprise business intelligence (BI) becomes one 
of the strategic solutions as facing the complex 
competition business environment. The goal of this 
paper is to explore the business intelligent indexes of 
a Korean style theme restaurant in Taiwan and verify 
some of these indexes by analyze the business data of 
this restaurant. Four research methods will be used in 
this paper including literature analysis, site 
observation, case interview and business data 
analysis. This paper proposed 18 operation KPIs 
which are sorted out with Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
concept for the target restaurant. The constraint 
business financial data at two months of this 
restaurant were used to verify the effectiveness of 
proposed KPIs. Results of this paper showed that the 
expected operation KPIs are effective and 
concentrate much more in the financial and customer 
dimensions. 
 
Keywords: Theme Restaurant, Key Performance 
Index, Balanced Scorecard, Business Intelligent 
 

Introduction 
Recently, the customers paid more attention to the 
taste of foods and the atmosphere of restaurants 
gradually. Theme restaurants became one of the 
major developing attitudes of food and beverage 
industry in Taiwan. Theme restaurants used one or 
more historical elements or other special subjects to 
attract consumers. In addition to providing a basic 
food and beverage product and service, theme 
restaurants also emphasized the differences and 
cultural experiences. But as the demand market 
growing rapidly, theme restaurants looked forward to 
develop chain store operation model and enterprise 
information model.  

When the theme restaurants began to expand 
chain store operation model, they needed to keep 
their original differences and cultural experiences 

firstly. Their food products and services also needed 
to maintain consistent quality. As the demand market 
growing rapidly, theme restaurants will face the 
difficulty that the traditional operation and 
management model can’t match the customers’ 
requirements and business scale developing without 
enterprising and technological operation methods. It 
is suggested that the restaurants should conduct food 
& beverage management information system to 
overcome this problems. They need to place more 
emphasis on the complete planning and performance 
promoting of commercial four flow, these are 
business flow, logistics flow, cash flow and 
information flow. Thus, the competition ability of 
restaurant can be promoted by supporting relative 
decision analysis suggestions from the business 
reporting data of information systems.  

By the way, Business Intelligence (BI) system is 
one of the IT solutions for enterprise’s selection 
about decision analysis. As mentioned in many 
literatures, BI is used to sum up the operation 
information from data warehouse of enterprise, and it 
converted the primary data into rich information for 
decision making. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1, 
chain restaurants can develop their BI systems 
through decision support system and data mining 
processes. After developing their BI systems, Figure 
2 shows the operation flowchart that managers could 
transfer the complex and huge business data into 
useful information for making strategic decision by 
using their BI systems. 

The cooperation real case, D Korean style theme 
restaurant, which is located at south of Taiwan is a 
subsidiary of C food and beverage chain group. D 
Restaurant was first established in Tainan 2001, and 
established Kaohsiung branch store in 2006 to begin 
their chain store operation model. The goal of this 
paper is to analyze the business data of this real case 
D restaurant and try to find the operation key 
performance indexes (KPIs) for developing the BI 
model of Taiwan theme restaurant, and understand 
the operation condition of D restaurant by these KPIs. 
In the future, results of this paper can expand 
developing experiences to other restaurants and help 
to enhance the competitiveness of food & beverage 
industry in Taiwan. 
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Literature Review 
Balance scorecard (BSC) and key performance index 
(KPI) are two major concepts used in this paper. On 
the other hand, descriptions of the objective chain 
restaurant company and theme restaurant will be 
investigated below to understand their developing 
history, operating characteristics and the focus of 
management. 
 
Case Descriptions 

The C food and beverage chain group was 
established in 1991, now they have already owned 16 
different restaurants in Taiwan. The chain group had 
several different style restaurants such as Cantonese 
restaurant, Korean restaurant, banquet hall, coffee 
shop, Italian restaurants, and Japanese restaurants. D 
Korean Restaurant was first established in Tainan 
2001, exactly when the Korean soap opera was 
widely accepted in Taiwan to cause the popular of 
Korean cuisine. Therefore, the restaurant owner plans 
to develop D Korean restaurant with chain store 

operation model.  
In 2006, D restaurant established Kaohsiung 

branch store. The restaurant building has a traditional 
Korean style, and their foods are blended with 
modern innovation and traditional Korean cuisine. In 
addition, the restaurant provided traditional clothes 
and folk jewellery of Korean to take photo for the 
customers experience and purchase. The 
consumption method of D restaurant in Kaohsiung 
was buffet style (all you can eat by ordering), they 
provided customers with variety of Korean cuisine 
meals. 
Balanced Scorecard 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) concept was 
introduced by Kaplan and Norton in 1992, they 
thought that BSC can help an enterprise to reach a 
vision and satisfy the expectation of shareholder. The 
main functions of BSC lied in converting mission 
and strategy of enterprise into overall measurement. 
The most important concept of BSC is to "balance". 
It is used to pursue the balance of short-term and 

Figure 1. Development flowchart of chain restaurant information 
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long-term target, subjective and objective indexes, 
financial and non-financial measurements, backward 
and forward measurement indexes, internal and 
external performance dimensions, and individuals 
and organizations visions of enterprise [7]. 

BSC has four perspectives, included finance, 
customer, internal process and learning and growth 
perspectives. The main objective of BSC was to 
improve its financial performance of enterprises, 
strengthen the employee's learning growth, enhance 
the operation of internal side, and strengthen 
customer relationship [16]. Consequently, 
emphasized operation performance and profits of 
enterprise came from not only the data of financial 
report but also from other levels. 

Balanced scorecard is a strategic management 
system which can judge the enterprise performance 
and pay strategy considerations through the 
characteristics and functions of the balanced 
scorecard. The goal of BSC is to achieve the vision 
and target of enterprise finally. The characteristics 
and functions of BSC are shown as follows [13]: 
(1) Leading: to guide the budget of the 

organization, objectives and action plans. 
(2) Problem judged system: to judge the enterprise 

strategic issues, strategic objectives, and 
measurement index in order to improve as 
reference. 

(3) Causal relationship systems: because BSC four 
perspectives are interlocking each other, one 
can use these four perspectives to find sources 
of value creation in the enterprise. 

(4) Variability system: BSC can change strategy in 
time with time and environmental change. 

(5) Special communication system: BSC can 
develop enterprise for competitive 
differentiation. 

(6) The synergy and integration of systems: BSC 
can combine and create synergy between the 
each business unit, connect synergy between 
the organization and personal, and integrate of 
the effectiveness of value management 
techniques. 

(7) Problem summarized system: Establishing and 
analyzing the Balanced Scorecard experience 
problems can assist enterprises to avoid the 
trap of the implementation of the Balanced 

Scorecard. 
Recently, many academic scholars used BSC 

concept as a research tools to evaluate the 
performances of target enterprise. This study tried to 
sort through the literatures of BSC research in recent 
years and found that there were many studies using 
the BSC to explore the performances of the 
organizations in the tourism and hospitality 
industries. 

Huang, Chu & Wang [3] used BSC to develop 
the model of performance, and measure financial and 
non-financial side of performances in China hotel. 
Wu & Tsou [18] used the travel agency case as a 
research target and identified the causal relationship 
of each performance dimensions by structural 
equation modeling. Lee & Hsu [6] used fuzzy Delphi 
method and fuzzy analytical hierarchy process to 
integrate the expert views in related fields of business 
performance for the leisure farms. They found ways 
of increasing business performance of the key 
success factors and proposed ways to enhance the 
performance of the business strategy in the leisure 
farms. Peng & Lin [12] used the questionnaire survey 
method to collect cognitive opinions of tourism hotel 
directors, and they used BSC and analytical hierarchy 
process to measure performance of multiple 
dimensions in hospitality internships unit. The 
researchers tried to understand and solve the 
problems inside the performance of internships unit 
and the practice teaching. 

Since there were many researches discussed 
about the BSC implementations in leisure and hotel 
industries which had conducted many useful results, 
the BSC implementation for restaurants were still 
empty and this study tried to explore the operation 
KPIs of theme restaurant through BSC. As shown in 
Figure 3, an integrated structure is constructed by 
combining a large framework of the BSC and a small 
framework of business functions. Since business 
functions which categorize the organization missions 
into different task are necessary basic functions for 
an enterprise to achieve the goals of survival and 
development. In this study, the business functions are 
divided into six categories as financial, marketing, 
production, research and development, human 
resource and, information management. 
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Methodologies 
Four research methods will be used in this paper 
including literature analysis, site observation, case 
interview and business data analysis. At the 
beginning, current situation analysis of C chain group 
and D theme restaurant was developed by case 
interview and non-interrupt site observation. On the 
other hand, the literature review analysis made up the 
initial 28 operation KPIs for developing BI model of 
theme restaurants. In addition, a structure 
questionnaire induced from the initial 28 operation 
KPIs was used to interview five senior managers of 
this chain group to find the requirements of target 
restaurant. Finally, this paper separated the 
suggesting operation KPIs into four meaningful 
clusters according to the concept of Balance 
Scorecard. At the final stage of this study, the best 
two and worst two months’ business data of this D 
restaurant were used to verify the effectiveness of 
proposed operation KPIs. Based on the analysis of 
annual financial statements, there were six key 
indexes can be used to represent benefits and deficits 
of this D restaurant. 

 
Results and Analysis 

This section will show the results and discussions 
about the literature review, interviews, and 
verification of operation KPIs for D restaurant by its 
financial statements. 
 
Key performance indexes (KPIs) 

There were many researches conducting key 
performance indexes (KPIs) for business operation 
[1][2][5][8][10][9][14][15][17]. Base on analyzing 
these literatures, there were 96 important KPIs being 
taken into consideration firstly. As considering the 
characteristics and functions of this theme restaurant, 
this study chose 47 KPIs for the D restaurant through 
expert validity secondly. On the other hand, because 
the D restaurant did not induce complete food and 
beverage information system and ERP system, the 
collected operation data were inadequate to analyze 

the KPIs of information. The 19 information KPIs 
would be left out. The number of proposed KPIs 
changed to 28. According to the separating features 
on Figure 3, the proposed 28 KPIs can be categorized 
by BSC as four groups and business functions as six 
groups. The categorization results are shown in Table 
1 as follows.  

 
Table 1. The proposed 47 KPIs categorized by 

BSC and business functions 
BSC Function KPIs 

Financial Financial 

1.Operation Revenue 
2.Pretax Margin Ratio 
3. Purchase Cost 
4.Operating Costs Ratio 
5.Cost-Effectiveness Ratio 
6. Cost of Goods Sold Ratio 
7.Turnover Grown Ratio 

Customer Marketing 

8.Sales 
9. Marketing Activities to Create 

Growth Rate  
10. Customer Service Satisfaction 
11. Customer Satisfaction with Food  
12. Sales Forecast Accuracy Ratio 
13. The Number of Customer 

Complaints 
14. Sales Reached Analysis  
15. The Expense of Management and 

Sale 
16. Member Contribution Rate  
17. Increase in the Number of New 

Members 
18. Understanding of the Customer 

Needs 

Internal 

Production 

19. Ingredients Scrap Rate 
20. Employee Productivity 
21. Inventory Money 
22. Inventory Turnover in Days 
23. Inventory Turnover in Times 

R&D 
24. Trace New Set Meal 
25. Number of the R&D New Cuisine 
26. The New Cuisine Ordering Rate 

Learning 
& 

Growth 
HR 

27. Employee Training Fee 

28. Employee Turnover 

 
 
 

Figure 3. BSC and business functions integrated structure 
(Note. Modified from [4]) 
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The results of interviews analysis 
Based on the above literature analysis, this 

paper found 28 key performance indexes that can be 
used for the D restaurant. In addition, these 28 
operation KPIs was used to interview five senior 
managers of the D restaurant and this chain group to 
find the important and requirements of the D 
restaurant. They were manager and assistant GM of 
the D restaurant and the other 3 assistant GM of 
different chain restaurants in this chain group. The 
interviews were scheduled on December 22 and 23 
2009. Two results of this interview would be 
conducted by analyze their answers. One was the 
important grades of these KPIs and the other was the 
necessary grades of these KPIs. 
 
The importance grades of KPIs 

The important degree of 28 KPIs will be given 
grade from one (very unimportant) to ten (very 
important) points by the 5 senior managers as their 
practical important recognition. The interview results 
of KPIs important grades are shown in Table 2. In 
order to separate importance grades effectively, three 
suggestion levels were used in this paper. The KPIs 
were set as moderate suggestion if their average 
grades are between 8.5 and 7.6 points. The KPIs 
were set as low and high suggestion if their average 
grades are below 7.5 point and above 8.6 point 
respectively. The results of proposed KPIs 
importance grades are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. The results of proposed KPIs importance 
grades 

The Degree 
of 

Suggestion 
KPIs 

High: 
Above 

average of 
8.6 points 

1.Operation Revenue, 2.Pretax Margin Ratio, 
3.Purchase Cost, 4.Operating Costs Ratio, 
5.Cost-Effectiveness Ratio, 6.Cost of Goods 
Sold Ratio, 8.Sales 

Moderate:  
Average of 
7.6 to 8.5 

points 

7.Turnover Grown Ratio, 9.Marketing 
Activities to Create Growth Rate, 10.Customer 
Service Satisfaction, 11.Customer Satisfaction 
with Food, 19.Ingredients Scrap Rate, 
21.Inventory Money, 22.Inventory Turnover in 
Days 23.Inventory Turnover in Times, 

Low: 
Below 

average of 
7.5 points 

12.Sales Forecast Accuracy Ratio, 13.The 
Number of Customer Complaints, 14.Sales 
Reached Analysis, 15.The Expense of 
Management and Sale, 16.Member 
Contribution Rate, 17.Increase in the Number 
of New Members, 18.Understanding of the 
Customer Needs, 20.Employee Productivity, 
24.Trace New Set Meal, 25.Number of the 
R&D New Cuisine, 26.The New Cuisine 
Ordering Rate, 27.Employee Training Fee, 
28.Employee Turnover  

Note: Importance was graded from 1 (very unimportant) to 10 
(very important) points. 

 
The requirement grades of KPIs 

The 5 senior managers selected the necessary 
indexes independently from proposed 28 KPIs by 
their practical necessary recognition. The 
requirement grades were measured by the number of 

checking times. The results will rank KPI with five 
times as the most requirements, with four times as 
the second requirement, and so on respectively. The 
results of proposed KPIs requirement grades are 
shown in Table 3. There were eight high necessary 
KPIs which reached 4 and 5 times grades and ten 
medium necessary KPIs which reached 3 times 
grades. The others KPIs which reached 2, 1, and 0 
times grades were categorized as low necessary. 
 

Table 3. The results of proposed KPIs 
requirement grades 

Choice 
Times 

KPIs 

5 10.Customer Service Satisfaction 

4 

1.Operation Revenue, 2.Pretax Margin Ratio, 
4.Operating Costs Ratio, 6.Cost of Goods Sold 
Ratio, 11.Customer Satisfaction with Food, 
19.Ingredients Scrap Rate, 23.Inventory Turnover 
in Times 

3 

3.Purchase Cost, 5.Cost-Effectiveness Ratio, 
7.Turnover Grown Ratio, 8.Sales, 9.Marketing 
Activities to Create Growth Rate, 12.Sales 
Forecast Accuracy Ratio, 13.The Number of 
Customer Complaints, 14.Sales Reached Analysis, 
21.Inventory Money, 28.Employee Turnover 

2 22.Inventory Turnover in Days 

1 

15.The Expense of Management and Sale, 
16.Member Contribution Rate, 17.Increase in the 
Number of New Members, 18.Understanding of 
the Customer Needs, 20.Employee Productivity, 
24.Trace New Set Meal, 26.The New Cuisine 
Ordering Rate, 27.Employee Training Fee 

0 25.The Number of the R&D New Cuisine 
Note: Requirement was measured the number of necessary 
selecting times, 5 times was the most requirement, 0 times was 
the least requirement. 

 
Summary 

According to the results of interviews, the 
operation KPIs denoted above moderate important or 
3 grade requirement were chose as the necessary 
result indexes. By the way, this paper successfully 
selected the important and necessary 18 operation 
KPIs for the D theme restaurant and sorted out with 
Balanced Scorecard concept as shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Results of the important and necessary 18 
KPIs Applicable to D Restaurant 

BSC Function KPIs 

Financial Financial 

1. Operation Revenue (High, 4) 
2. Pretax Margin Ratio (High, 4) 
6. Cost of Goods Sold Ratio (High, 4) 
4. Operating Costs Ratio (High, 4) 
5. Cost-Effectiveness Ratio (High, 3) 
3. Purchase Cost (High, 3) 
7. Turnover Grown Ratio (Moderate, 
3) 

Customer Marketing 

8. Sales (High, 3) 
10. Customer Service Satisfaction 
(Moderate, 5) 
11. Customer Satisfaction with Food 
(Moderate, 4) 
9. Marketing Activities to Create 
Growth Rate (Moderate, 3) 
12. Sales Forecast Accuracy Ratio 
(Low, 3) 
14. Sales Reached Analysis (Low, 3) 
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13. The Number of Customer 
Complaints (Low, 3) 

Internal Production 

19. Ingredients Scrap Rate 
(Moderate, 4) 
23. Inventory Turnover in Times 
(Moderate, 4) 
21. Inventory Money (Moderate, 3) 

Learning 
& 

Growth 
HR 28. Employee Turnover (Low, 3) 

 
Analysis of operation financial data 

In order to verify the effectiveness of these 
proposed KPIs, the data of operation financial 
statements were used to calculate values of KPIs and 
compare with each other. The D restaurant provides 
from July, 2008 to June, 2009 operation financial 
report data and this paper selected six feasible 
indexes of the financial dimensions for data mining 
analysis. The six feasible indexes were Operation 
Revenue, Pretax Margin Ratio, Cost of Goods Sold 
Ratio, Operating Costs Ratio, Cost-Effectiveness 
Ratio and, Turnover Grown Ratio. These six indexes 
were analyzed and calculated by picking out the 
highest pre-tax net income for two months (July & 
August) and the lowest (February & March) during 
this year. The analysis results are shown in Table 5. 

The operation revenue of restaurant is higher to 
indicate that the operation performance of restaurant 
is better. Operation revenue performances in July and 

August were about one and a half times more than in 
February and March. The pretax margin ratio was 
used to indicate the profit ability of the enterprise 
management and be better with higher ratio. It was 
6% and 7% in July and August, and in February and 
March were both about -20%.  

Cost of goods sold ratio index was used to 
measure the cost of foods. In general, the food cost 
ratio maybe increase to 45% in the restaurant which 
is denominated in the number of customers and all 
you can eat [15]. The cost of goods sold ratio index 
in July and August were both less than 45% and up to 
50% in February and March. Operating costs ratio 
index was used to measure enterprises operating 
costs including food costs and labor costs. In general, 
it is better no more than 75%. The ratios were near 
66% in July and August, and higher than 78% in 
February and March. 

Cost-effectiveness ratio was higher to indicate 
more profit as paying off a dollar. The ratios were 
higher than 6 and positive in July and August, while 
it was negative in February and March. Finally, 
turnover grown ratio was used to indicate the growth 
degree by comparing current and previous sales. It is 
positive in August for the enterprise growing up and 
is negative in February and March for the enterprise 
being decadent. 

 
Table 5. The verified analysis results of six financial KPIs for D Restaurant 

KPIs Formula 2008/07 2008/08 2009/02 2009/03 
Operation Revenue Operation Revenue 3,250,000 3,440,000 2,380,000 2,270,000 

Pretax Margin Ratio Pretax Margin ÷ Net Sales × 
100% 6.04% 7.45% -19.71% -19.94% 

Cost of Goods Sold 
Ratio 

Food Costs ÷ Operation Revenue 
× 100% 41.94% 43.09% 49.81% 49.61% 

Operating Costs Ratio Prime Costs* ÷ Operation 
Revenue × 100% 64.70% 66.13% 78.47% 81.18% 

Cost-Effectiveness 
Ratio Food Costs ÷ Pretax Margin 7.33 6.12 -2.76 -2.60 

Turnover Grown Ratio (Current－Previous) ÷Previous × 
100% 

-- 5.71% -28.89% -4.71% 

Note:* Prime Costs=Food Costs + Labor Costs 
 

Conclusions and Suggestions 
This paper had successfully conducted 18 operation 
KPIs for Taiwan theme restaurant to indicate the 
operation performances of target restaurant. The data 
of annual financial statements during 2009 had been 
used to calculate and verify the effectiveness of six 
proposed financial KPIs. The future study will focus 
on developing suitable business intelligent system 
model for the theme restaurant according to this 18 
operation key performance indexes. 

Since results of analytical key performance 
indexes matched current situations in the D 
restaurant as a necessary need. It is also represented 
that the expected operation key performance indexes 

of this restaurant are more concentrated in the 
financial and customer dimensions. Because the 
operation mode of this D theme restaurant was 
Korean-style cuisine buffet, the managers paid less 
emphasis on production and R&D management 
indexes of internal processes, and human resources 
management indexes of learning and growth. 
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The influence of online social networks and web 2.0 applications on the political 

environment 
 

 

Abstract 
 

 

This paper outlines the impact of the internet applications of second generation (Web 2.0) on the political 

environment. After a brief examination of the peculiar features of the most known and widely used applications, 

such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Wiki and Weblogs, follows a discussion on some of the roles that these 

online tools can play in the political field. Social network sites can have a mobilization effect on the voters, can 

influence the political debate and can be used as an effective propaganda tool during elections campaign. 

The paper examines, finally, the impact that web 2.0 applications have had on politics in two countries: The 

United States of America and Australia. 

 

KeyWords  
 

Web 2.0, Social Networks, Politics, Elections  

 

Introduction 
 

Political parties candidates and activists have used Internet as a playing field to attract the attention of the voters 

since at least the last decade of the last century. The passage from the first generation of web applications 

(“static” and not interactive web sites and the electronic mail) to the so called Web 2.0, with the advent and 

popularization of online social networking, has increased exponentially this interest. Internet, in the process has 

become a rich political environment. During the 2008 US election, many political commentators (Jordan 2008, 

for example) noted that Facebook, Youtube, Twitter and the blogosphere made a huge impact on the way 

candidates approach voters, changing irreversibly the dynamics of an election campaign.  

 

Web 2.0 applications are all characterized by one common trait: they operate as a platform for social 

participation and interaction (O’Reilly 2005). Users are encouraged to create and broaden online social 

networks, to share their experiences and points of view, and to access those of other users. This of course has 

facilitated the employment of Web 2.0 for political purposes. Another important characteristic is the extreme 

ease of use of these Web 2.0 applications, which allow its use by users with even limited technical knowledge.  

 

Web 2.0 political users are at least till now, predominantly college educated and socio-economically affluent. 

This situation, though, is rapidly changing, as online access becomes more affordable and widespread. 

According to Smith and Rainie (2008), the ratio of American adults accessing internet to look for news 

increased in four years from 32% to 40%, and the ratio of these internet users with an income of less than 

$30,000 grew from 18% to 22%. This rapid change in demographics is likely to make social networking web 

sites more and more attractive for politicians.  This paper will examine the peculiarities of the online social 

networking applications, their various possible roles in the political environment, and their presence during 

recent election campaigns in two countries. 

 

Peculiarities of the Online Social Network Applications 
 

Weblogs 

 

A weblog (Drezner and Farrell 2007) is a web page, usually run by just one person or by a small number of 

people, where the author/s publishes online his/her opinions, or brings to attention facts and information 

available elsewhere on the net.  

 

Usually the structure of a blog is predetermined by the fact that most of the users employ online blog platforms. 

A typical blogger publishes posts with variable frequency, often indicating links to other sites or appending 

videos. There is also a section, named “blogroll”, containing links to other blogs or other recommended 

websites.   
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McKenna and Pole (2008) have researched the modus operandi of the average political bloggers, to ascertain 

which type of activities they are more inclined to perform while blogging. They discovered that their main 

activity is to inform their readers about political issues, by providing links to or reproducing newspaper articles, 

posts on other blogs or even information provided by political parties or candidates. In doing so, they act as a 

sort of news and information synthesizers, giving their readers an outline of what they ought to know about the 

political situation.  The great majority of bloggers (over 80%) acts also as media watchdog, signaling instances 

of perceived bias or omissions by the traditional media on political issues. Bloggers are also political motivators, 

encouraging their readers to vote and to take part at political activities, even if this encouragement is not always 

aimed towards the support at a particular political persuasion. According to the authors, finally, bloggers rarely 

engage in charitable activities, such as fundraising to a relief effort.  

 

An important feature regarding weblogs is the bloggers’ ability to intervene promptly offering their point of 

view on the political issues as soon as they arise, and often contributing to bring new issues to the attention of 

the mainstream media and the politicians. Farrell and Drezner (2007) analysed in detail this aspect – called by 

the “first-move advantage” and the way the so called “blogosphere” influences politics.  

 

Journalists often find useful to have available on internet a source of information which can give them a reliable 

picture of the political situation, or a tip-off on the next “issue of the day” likely to dominate the political 

comments and the first pages of the newspapers. That is the reason why bloggers can be very influential in 

dictating the direction of the political debate. Dautrich and Barnes (2005) have confirmed empirically this 

influence. Their survey on a representative sample of media operators reveals that 83% of them used blogs as a 

means of gather information or in their private time, and one third of them considered the weblogs as a source of 

news. It must be noted that this survey was made in 2005, before the US midterm elections where the Web 2.0 

media became for the first time a significant media player during the campaign.  

 

It must be noted that despite the large number of political blogs born in the last few years, only a few of them 

have a considerable amount of followers and can exert some political influence (Farrell and Drezner 2007). The 

blogosphere is a networked phenomenon based on a referential mechanism based on hyperlinks. The new - and 

therefore less known - bloggers usually link their blog to existing well known blogs, through their blogroll or 

through hyperlinks within posts. This mechanism has the effect to consolidate even more the advantage in terms 

of followers and influence of a small number of already well established blogs. This creates a “trawl net effect”, 

where the small bloggers feed important or interesting facts or opinions they happen to know to the bigger and 

more influential bloggers, who in turn become even more influential. Blogosphere, therefore, has a pyramidal 

structure: at the top a small number – not more than 10 – of highly popular bloggers who can count on a huge 

number of online contacts and are likely to influence a growing number of media and political operators. At the 

bottom of the pyramid, on the contrary, there are many thousands of bloggers with limited online traffic and 

political influence. 

 

Facebook 

 

Facebook (and the same applies to its direct competitor MySpace) is a social networking web site that provides 

its users with the possibility to create and manage their profiles, which often contain photos, personal 

information and lists of personal interests. These data can be viewed by usually only by “friends” – other users 

whose online friendship requests has been accepted or reciprocated. Facebook users can choose to join groups 

based on their interests or organized by school, workplace, town or political orientation. It is also possible to 

chat, send and receive messages and write on the “wall” (notice board) of other “friends”.  

 

Kushin and Kitchener (2009) have examined the dynamics of the online discussion within a Facebook political 

group. It is particularly important the fact that the group participants are not really anonymous: everyone taking 

part to the discussion know or can have access to the profile of each other. This creates a sense of accountability 

that reduces verbally violent and brazen (“flaming”) behaviour. This study found also that even if political 

groups are usually formed by likeminded individuals, a certain grade of discussion between differing viewpoints 

occurred.   

 

YouTube 

 

YouTube is a video-sharing website which allows users to upload, view and share video clips. Users can also 

leave their comments on the videos they viewed. Interestingly, YouTube allows the incorporation of its video 

within other blogs or websites, and provides the users with the relevant HTML code. (Jordan 2008).  
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The political use of YouTube has grown exponentially in the last few years because of its potential to reach 

millions of viewers at no cost. According to the Washington Post journalist Howard Kurtz, “YouTube levels the 

playing field, allowing well backed and less-known candidates to reach the same audience” (cited by Jordan 

2008, p. 79).  

 

On the YouTube site thousands of political video of various kinds are uploaded: together with official videos 

released by political parties and candidates, there are also videos uploaded by activists, lobbyists and other 

political organizations that use YouTube to spread their ideas (Harp and Tremayne 2007).  

 

Many of the not officially sanctioned videos are designed to try to throw negative light on political opponents, 

by publishing documentation of embarrassing or contentious episodes regarding those politicians. Often cited in 

this context is the “macaca incident” which led to the defeat of US Senator George Allen at the 2006 midterm 

elections, where a video-blogger filmed Senator Allen referring to him with a disparagingly racial remark. 

(Jordan 2008).  

 

Important in the context of the political use within video-sharing web sites is the phenomenon of the so called 

“Viral videos”, video clips which became hugely popular after being linked on blogs, on other video-sharing 

web sites and even on e-mails. The most known political example of a viral video is that of the so-called 

“Obama Girl”, who published on YouTube in June 2007 a music video, "I Got a Crush...on Obama", which was 

accessed by over ten million viewers. (Vergani and Nasi 2009). 

 

 

Wiki 

 

A Wiki is a web site (or at least a collection of hypertextual documents) which is updated by its users and the 

contents of which are developed cooperatively by all those who have access to the site or the collection (Wagner 

2004). The content can be modified by all users, not only adding contributions to the existing text but also 

modifying it or even cancelling what was written by previous contributors. Each modification is registered 

chronologically, so that it is always possible to restore any previous version, in case of necessity. The aim of a 

Wiki is to share, Exchange, store and optimize knowledge in a collaborative way. 

 

 

Wikis can have various political uses. Makice (2006) describes the experience of PoliticWiki, an online project 

conducted during a six months period in which the participants were asked to elaborate cooperatively a political 

platform. The study showed that the bulk of the interventions on the text of the platform were made by few 

users. Two of them were responsible for more than two thirds of the changes. On the other hand, the majority of 

the participants (55,1%) intervened with only two contributions or less. This distribution is interesting because 

seems to replicate the situation within the blogosphere where the same pyramidal structure, at least in terms of 

online traffic and political influence seems, to be present. 

 

Twitter  

 

Twitter is a micro-blogging free web site where users can read short messages of not more than 140 characters 

(called “tweets”) that can also be read on mobile phones. (Tumasyan et al. 2010). Twitter provides each user 

with a personal page which can be updated with new tweets through the site itself or via SMS or e-mail. This 

feature favours “real time” contributions, uploaded during the day as soon any need to communicate with others 

arise. The updates are shown instantly on the personal page of the user and communicated to other users who 

subscribed to receive them. It is also possible to  restrict access to the tweets, or allow free access. Introduced in 

2006, this new Web 2.0 tool has soon reached an incredible popularity, with millions of users, and many 

political personalities have now opened a tweeter account.   

 

The main feature of Twitter is the limitation of 140 characters for each “tweet”; for this reason, they can convey 

much less informational content than “normal size” weblogs. Furthermore, a large number or tweets contains 

only or predominantly links to other online resources (“retweets”). Despite this, Tumasyan et al. (2010), 

examining more than 100.000 tweets published in Germany in the weeks before the 2009 German federal 

elections, found that through Twitter it is possible to conduct engage in substantial interactive discussions, and 

that users can reach, share and spread interesting political information, just as with the other blogs. Interestingly, 

it was found that during these Twitter discussions, only 4% of all the users were responsible for more than 40% 

of all the tweets. It seems again confirmed the existence of a pyramid-shape pattern where the bulk of the online 

political debate is conducted by a limited number of users, presumably those more politically motivated.  
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Furthermore, the authors found that a quantitative analysis of the number of tweets mentioning political parties 

during that electoral campaign could be a reliable tool to measure the voters’ intentions and to predict the 

outcome of the election.   

 

Vergeer et al. (2010) studied the use of Twitter in the Netherlands during the 2009 European elections, and 

found that the number of votes received by candidates “tweeting” actively is correlated with the size of their 

network. Moreover, the frequency of the micro-blogging activity of the candidates during the campaign seems 

to positively influence the number of votes received by them.  

 

 

The various roles of Online Social Network Applications 
 

Social Networks as mobilization tools  

 

Scholars have often debated if the advent of Internet has had beneficial effects increasing the political 

participation and the political engagement of the internet users. According to a few authors, the Web could 

disengage and have a detrimental effect on the civic and political involvement of internet users, because the 

primary function of the online application is to provide entertainment and distraction. Others, on the contrary, 

assess positively the impact of Internet on political participation, facilitating political discussions and citizens’ 

involvement in politics (Boulianne 2009). 

 

De Zuniga et al. (2010) examine specifically the mobilization role of blogs and bloggers, and find that blogs do 

enhance political discussion, because the blog readers who look for political information on the web are more 

likely to debate political issues and to be politically active online. However, this increase in online participation 

does not  produce a similar growth in offline political participation.   

 

Zhang et al. (2010) conduct a similar research on the mobilization role of social networking sites, and reach 

comparable results.  During the 2008 US Presidential campaign it was possible to detect an increase in 

participation in civic activities among the online social network users. This, however, did not result in a 

comparable increase in political participation.  

 

According to Baumgartner and Morris (2009), the ability of the Web 2.0 applications to generate more interest 

on politics among Internet users – and especially among the young adults – is overstated. Their research, in fact, 

shows little evidence of the fact that social network sites give their users more political information, 

quantitatively and qualitatively, than the traditional sources of news. These findings are supported by Feezell et 

al (2009) in a study regarding Facebook and its potentialities of political engagement. For example, referring  

the political groups created by the Facebook users, the authors state: “Group members are exposed to little new 

or well-articulated information about the political causes around which these groups form”. 

 

Another aspect of this debate concerns the role that the Web could have as a mobilization tool by political 

parties, candidates and groups of activists interested to involve in their activities the greatest possible number of 

citizens.  

 

Krueger (2006) explains that the traditional “offline” forms of political mobilization by the political actors, 

because of their inherent high costs, target usually only subjects who are most likely to respond positively, 

namely those who are already politically engaged, those who live in a socioeconomically advantaged 

environment and the civically skilled. It could be logically inferred that Internet, dramatically reducing 

communication costs, could widen the mobilization area. The results of Krueger’s research, which regards 

exclusively the Web 1.0 environment, show that those who possess Internet skills are much more likely to be 

reached by online mobilizing opportunities. These individuals, however, are usually more socio-economically 

advantaged and therefore already subject to the traditional forms of mobilization. The conclusion is that Web 

1.0 does little to expand political mobilization to citizen of more diverse socioeconomic conditions.  

 
This situation is probably destined to change on a Web 2.0 environment, mainly because of the change in 

demographics currently occurring among internet users, with a steady inc rease in the online presence of people 

with reduced economical means (Smith and Rainie 2008).      

 

Social Networks as tools for electoral campaigns 
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Data Mining 

 

Social network web sites are a rich source of data and politically relevant information that can be used during an 

electoral campaign to try to gain votes targeting their campaign activities more efficiently (Wills and Reeves 

2009). The process of extracting this information is called data mining, and can be performed by sophisticated 

software. These web sites can contain explicit information, disclosed by the users themselves, and also implicit 

information, which can be extracted from the position and relationships created by the users within these sites. 

Regarding, for example, a user who did not explicitly state his/her political orientation, it is possible to infer 

his/her inclinations by examining the explicit political information given by his/her “friends” on Facebook. 

 

Fundaising and Coordination of Campaign Activists 

 

During the 2008 US election cycle, Obama’s success was significantly helped by the fundraising success of its 

campaign on Web 2.0. Similarly, campaign directors can use effectively tools such as Facebook or Twitter to 

galvanize and coordinate the efforts of the volunteers and activists who work within the campaign. For example, 

Obama’s run during the primaries started with a large win in Iowa favoured by the online efforts of his followers 

on MySpace and Facebook (Perlmutter 2008). 

 

The Issue of Content Control  

 

One of the characteristics that differentiate the first generation of internet applications (web sites and electronic 

mail) and the Web 2.0 environment is the amount of control exercised and the grade of interaction allowed on 

the content displayed by the politicians in their social network sites (Williams and Gulati 2007, Howard 2005).  

 

Allowing candidates to use freely tools such as Twitter could be dangerous, because the risk for slip-ups and 

gaffes is high (Vergeer et al. 2010). These considerations could hamper the diffusion of these applications 

among politicians, and the amount of first-hand interaction between them and the voters.    

 

Online Social Networks affecting the relationship between politicians and voters 

 

Jackson and Lilleker (2009) studied the influence of weblogs, and of online social networking on the 

relationship between Members of Parliament and their electorate. 

 

 Political theorists in the last two centuries have proposed different theories to describe the relationship between 

MPs and electors. According to these, the role of the parliamentarian could be that of a delegate, of a trustee, of 

a party agent or of a constituency representative. Recently it was suggested that the Web 2.0 environment could 

favour the birth of a new model of political e-representation, where the links of geographical representation are 

not as essential as it is today, where parliamentarians communicate directly and interactively with their 

constituents and where MPs represent their electorate on the basis of common interests.  

 

According to Jackson and Lilleker, however, there is not yet evidence of any trend towards e-representation, 

because politicians so far do not have changed the way they relate with the voters. The Web 2.0 applications 

seem to be used mainly as an information “portal”, and also to try to portray the MPs in a more humane way, in 

an effort to “connect” more deeply with their voters 
 

Jackson (2008) analyzed specifically which kind of content was put on the weblogs of a few members of 

Parliament in Great Britain. This analysis suggested that only 11% of the posts uploaded could be classified as 

an expression of the constituency role of the parliamentarians, dealing about, for example, the cases of 

individual constituents or seeking views on local or national issues from their constituents. The most common 

role exercised by the MPs in their blogs was that of party agent, with 25% of their blogs promoting party 

policies and activities.   

 

Elections and Online Social Networks: Two Examples 

 
United States of America  

 

2006 Elections  
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The 2006 midterm elections in the United States were the first where social network websites played a 

significant role in the campaign, especially Facebook which actively tried to became an online platform for 

political debate introducing a new section on its site called “Election Pulse” devoted exclusively to the elections 

(Gaines and Mondak 2009). Each candidate had the chance to manage a mini-site within the section containing 

their profile: 32% of the Senate candidates and 13% of the House of Representatives took up the offer. Williams 

and Gulati (2007) noted that the candidates who managed to double the number of their Facebook supporters 

during the campaign were able to increase of about 3% their share of votes on polling day. This datum seems to 

suggest that Facebook had a tangible influence on the results of the elections, allowing the candidates to spread 

their political message and to connect on a deeper level with the voters    

 

The impact of the MySpace and YouTube on the campaign was examined by Gueorguieva (2008). According to 

the author, YouTube was used both by the candidates and by political activists with different aims: on one hand 

the candidates employed it to access voters through their promotional video clips. The activists used it as a 

weapon to try to derail the campaigns of their political opponents.  

 

Also noted by Gueorguieva was MySpace’s role in the campaign to promote voters registration, an important 

aspect in the USA electoral system where voting is not compulsory. YouTube was also successfully employed 

as a tool to recruit campaign volunteers, and to solicit fundraising pledges.     

 

The Obama Phenomenon and the Elections 2008 

 

According to Smith and Raine (2008) the influence of the new Web 2.0 internet activities increased significantly 

during the 2008 US elections: 35% of American voters watched online videos and 10% used social networking 

sites to take part in political discussions.  

 

The main beneficiary of this increased influence of Facebook, MySpace and Youtube on the electoral campaign 

was Barack Obama – who made more than half a million “friends” on Facebook only - and the Democrats, 

especially among young voters (Haynes and Pitts 2009). 

 

It must be noted, however, that because of the temporal proximity of these elections, so far there are very few 

studies on it on academic journals.  

 

Australia 

 

Macnamara (2008)  examines the 2007 Australian federal elections, dubbed by the local media at the time as 

“the YouTube elections”. While finding that this was an exaggeration, because only a limited number of 

candidates had a consistent presence online during their campaigns, he pointed out the emergence of a few 

trends in the use of SN online tools in the Australian political environment. Blogs and social networks sites were 

not used interactively by the politicians: the dissemination of information from the politicians to the voters was 

still uni-directional, just like in the offline environment, with few notable exceptions. This, however, was not 

true for the online presence of political interest and activist groups, which was much more interactive.   

 

YouTube was used by all major political figures, such as the Prime Minister John Howard, his opponent Kevin 

Rudd and the leader of the Greens Bob Brown, and attracted a large number of reactions among the public. 

YouTube users posted a large number of spoofs and parodies, attacking some of these politicians and especially 

John Howard. Finally, Macnamara noted that the main issues discussed on SNS were somewhat different from 

those which dominated the discussion on the traditional media. 

 

A previous study on Internet and Australian politics (Gibson and McAllister 2006) based on the 2004 federal 

elections found that candidates could improve substantially their election results by using a web site to reach the 

voters with information about themselves and about their campaign.  

 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, social network sites and tools such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and the blogosphere have 

played an ever increasing role in politics in the last few years. These Web 2.0 applications have been 

extensively used as electoral campaign tools capable to shift large amount of votes, even if it is not yet clear 

what is their role in mobilizing citizens and voters. There is also an open debate on the possibility that their use 

can permanently modify the relationship between politicians and electors. No clear answers have been given so 

far to all these discussions and interrogatives. 
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The rise of the web 2.0 is a recent phenomenon, and so is its application to politics, as some of its applications 

were created over the last 4-5 years. Academic research in this field, therefore, is likely to increase rapidly in the 

next few years. However, the studies on the relationship between Web 2.0 and the political environment which 

were outlined in this essay can help to shed some light on the trends which could characterise the evolution of 

research in this field. 
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Abstract 

This study explores how people intend to deceive 

in the virtual world. Previous research has focused 

the intent and behavior of online deception, but has 

rarely looked into specific aspects of online 

deception including strategy, magnitude, and 

seriousness. We answered research questions about 

people’s selection of deception strategies, 

perceived seriousness of deception, and magnitude 

of deception in the virtual world via a survey study. 

Additionally, we examined possible influence of 

age and gender on deception. The findings are 

interesting and offer implications for designing 

deception detection strategies. 

 

 
Introduction 

As an increasingly popular type of virtual 

community, the virtual world is an electronic 

artificial environment where users assume an 

identity as a made-up character and interact with 

other users in real time in a somewhat realistic 

manner. The virtual world offers a new platform 

and unprecedented opportunities for electronic 

business, with potential benefits ranging from 

increased productivity, enhanced engagement with 

customers or audience to reduced business costs 

[1]. The platform also takes online shopping 

experience to a higher level by providing rich and 

innovative means for navigation, community 

support, and multi-modal communication within its 

3D marketplace [2, 3].  

 

While cultivating new business opportunities and 

enabling new interaction experience, virtual world 

technologies may also provide easy and unique 

opportunities for deception [4]. Fraud is already a 

common problem that traditional 2D online 

businesses and consumers face [5]. The Web site of 

FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center received 

336,655 Internet crime complaint submissions in 

2009, which was a 22.3% increase as compared to 

2008. Credit card fraud and auction fraud were 

among the top categories of offenses, accounting 

for 10.4% and 10.3% of all the referred cases 

respectively. Being an immersive virtual 

environment, the virtual world may foster new 

types of deception. 

 

One of the major functions of the virtual world is 

social networking. A study of adults from 16 

industrialized nations shows that, “on average, 

people belong to two social networking sites and 

have regular contact with 16 people who they have 

virtually met on the internet [6]”. Deception can 

seriously harm a community and individuals 

because it damages trust, a necessary condition for 

the survival and growth of any communities [7]. 

Therefore, by improving our understanding of 

deception in the virtual world, we can help develop 

strategies and measures to counter against 

deception.  

 

Deception is a part of daily life and the Internet is 

just a new and powerful tool for its practice [8]. 

Recent research efforts on deception in online 

communication such as emails and instant 

messaging have generated significant interests and 

findings. Some types of deception, such as gender 

switching, age deception, and enhancement of 

status, are easier to commit when communicating 

online than offline [9]. This is because people look 

for visual signs to identify the gender, age, 

personality traits, physical traits, and other features 

of a speaker, in addition to what he/she says. These 

types of features are filtered by electronic 

communication channels. Although in the virtual 

world, users can choose or create avatars to 

represent their self images, those avatars do not 

fully transfer non-verbal behavior of individuals 

such as body language, gestures, and even voice. 

This is partly because deceivers are more likely to 

choose avatars that are different from themselves 

[10]. The Internet offers an opportunity for users to 

experiment with their identity [11]. The ways for 

users to present their virtual selves are limited only 

by technology and imagination [10]. Virtual world 

technology is unique in that it provides support for 

communication and virtual world collaboration [4], 

compared with traditional online communication 

counterparts. Specifically, individuals do not have 

control over whom they interact with, and 

interactions are openly accessible by others. These 

two characteristics make virtual worlds especially 

prone to deception. However, we just start to 

understand deception in the virtual world. 

 

Given the unique characteristics of the virtual 

world and potential impact of communication 

media on deception behavior [12-14], this study 

investigates deception in the virtual world. This 

study not only provides a preliminary 

understanding of deception in the virtual world in 

general but also looks into specific aspects of 

deception, including deception strategies, 
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seriousness, and magnitude. Additionally, it 

investigates whether deception behavior varies with 

gender and age. The findings of this study enrich 

the deception literature and offer implications for 

designing deception detection strategies. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. 

We introduce the theoretical background and 

research questions in the next section. Then, we 

describe the research methodology and present and 

discuss the results in the following two sections. 

Finally, we conclude the paper with contributions 

and future research. 

 

 

Theoretical Background and  

Research Questions 

 
Online Deception and Its Aspects 

In response to the popularity of the Internet in 

interpersonal and business communication, there 

are emerging streams of research on online 

deception. Among them, some focus on online 

fraud in business communication such as credit 

card fraud and auction fraud [15, 16]. Others study 

deception in interpersonal communication (e.g., 

[12, 17]). The current study falls into the latter 

category.  

 

Extant research on online deception can be grouped 

into several focused areas: classification of 

deception (e.g. [18]), identification of cues to 

deception [12], detection of moderating factors on 

cues to deception (e.g., [19]), and development of 

techniques for automatic deception detection [20]. 

These research foci are important because they 

provide strong initial evidence showing that: 1) 

some traditional deception theories developed 

based on face-to-face communication can be 

extended to explain some online deception 

behavior; and 2) online deception has some unique 

edges over face-to-face deception, calling for the 

development of new theories and models. The 

findings of this research are expected to contribute 

to this line of inquiry by investigating deception in 

the virtual world. 

 

According to Interpersonal Deception Theory [21], 

deception involves both strategic and non-strategic 

behaviors within the context and relationship 

between the deceiver and targets of deception. 

Specifically, deceivers will display strategic 

modifications of behavior in response to a target’s 

suspicion, but they may also display nonstrategic 

behavior, or leakage cues, that indicate the 

occurrence of deception. Much of the previous 

work on online deception has focused on 

nonstrategic behavior, the goal of which is to 

identify behavioral cues that signal an internal 

deception state. However, little research has 

examined the strategic behavior of online 

deception. Based on the underlying strategies, 

deception can be classified into three types: 

falsification (creating a fiction), concealment 

(hiding a secret), and equivocation (dodging the 

issue) [22]. For instance, many individual identity 

deceptions are acts of omission (e.g., concealment), 

rather than commission (e.g., falsification); they 

involve hiding one’s identity [9]. Additionally, 

creating ambiguous statements is another strategy 

deceivers may use to leave targets with multiple 

possible interpretations [23]. Therefore, we propose 

the first research question as the following:  

 

RQ1: What strategies do people use if they intend 

to deceive in the virtual world? 

 

When online deception behavior is being studied, 

the focus is on whether deception would occur or 

not instead of how to measure deception 

qualitatively and quantitatively. There is a distinct 

difference between the seriousness and magnitude 

of deception [24-26]. Seriousness refers to severity 

of deception in terms of its potential negative 

consequence. For example, lying about one’s 

marital status is viewed as more serious than lying 

about one’s age in online dating [14, 24, 26]. 

Magnitude of deception refers to the degree of 

deviation from the fact. For example, the 

magnitude is greater if one lies about his income to 

be $100K than saying $80K when it is actually 60K. 

The two different aspects of deception can be 

characterized as qualitative versus quantitative 

differences. 

 

Compared to the physical world, it is relatively 

easy to impersonate someone else online since 

there are relatively few identity cues to be used [9]. 

Galanxhi and Nah [10] suggest that “wearing a 

mask” in cyberspace may reduce anxiety in 

deceiving others. Crowell et al. [27] suggest that 

computer-mediated communication causes a form 

of altered ethical sensitivity wherein digital objects 

are not perceived as real objects and, at the moral 

level, people judge them differently. A study of lies 

in instant messaging (IM) [47] shows that the 

average magnitude of lies told in IM was close to 

the mid-point (2.62 in a 1 to 5 scale), suggesting 

that the lies researchers observed were relatively 

small in magnitude. So our next research question 

is: 

 

RQ2: What is the magnitude of deception if people 

intend to deceive in the virtual world? 

 

It is possible that despite of the similar magnitude 

of deception, a qualitative difference exists. For 
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example, identity deception is considered harmless 

in many virtual communities [9]. In everyday life, 

people lie most often about their feelings, actions, 

plans, whereabouts, achievements, and knowledge. 

Most of these lies are not perceived to be serious 

[28]. In contrast, some deception involving 

exaggeration like enhancing one’s resume for a job 

position could be relatively severe; some other 

deception involving serious consequences like 

death can be emotionally devastating [29]; 

financial frauds or outright lies that jeopardize 

national security are even more disastrous. Like the 

research on magnitude of deception, research that 

addresses the seriousness of online deception is 

hard to find. Do people view deception occurrences 

as little “white lies” [30] or more serious lies? To 

answer this question, we compared the perceived 

seriousness of deception on different issues. Small 

white lies should be rated less important than other 

lies. If lies are more damaging, they should be rated 

higher in seriousness. Our following research 

question is: 

 

RQ3: How serious is deception perceived in the 

virtual world? 

 

Deception could be attributed to privacy reasons. 

Several surveys confirm that Internet users 

generally feel differently about the disclosure of 

different types of information [31]. They are 

usually quite willing to disclose basic demographic 

and lifestyle information as well as personal tastes 

and hobbies, but less willing to disclose details 

about their Internet behavior and purchases, 

followed by extended demographic information. 

The disclosure of personal financial information, 

contact information, and specifically credit card 

and social security numbers raises the highest 

privacy concerns. Depending on the issues of 

deception, the seriousness and magnitude of 

deception could vary.  

 

RQ4: On which kind of issues do people intend to 

deceive in the virtual world? 

 

Gender and Age Effects 

Research has shown that females are often 

perceived to be more cooperative and less 

exploitative than males [32]. Compared with males, 

females are more non-verbal oriented. Non-verbal 

communication conveys information outside 

spoken language in the form of facial expressions, 

gestures, body language, and eye contact [33]. 

However, these features have mostly been filtered 

out by electronic communication channels. Thus, 

when females choose to deceive, they may adopt 

different deception strategies from males. 

 

Females also have higher expectations regarding 

ethics than males [34, 35]. Further, females tend to 

feel bad about damaging social relationships, the 

goal of their online participation. It has been found 

that females are likely to become victims to social 

phishing attack overall (77% versus 65% for males) 

[36]. Thus, females are expected to perceive 

deception more seriously than their male 

counterparts. 

 

Compared with interacting via traditional 

computer-based tools, users’ interaction in the 

virtual world requires more technical skills. There 

is a gender difference in technology use with males 

being more technical savvy [37]. Competent users 

deceive more than non-competent [38]. It can be 

inferred that males are more likely to deceive in the 

virtual world due to a higher level of technical 

expertise. Several studies have found that the 

overall deception rate of males could be twice as 

high as that of females [39, 40]. Men are also found 

to be more likely than women to explore and 

experiment with identity boundaries online [18, 

41]. Therefore, we propose our fifth research 

question as the following: 

 

RQ5: Do females intend to deceive differently from 

males in the virtual world? 

 

It has been found that there are systematic changes, 

with age, in the kinds of messages that subjects 

perceive as deceptive [42]. Specifically, for five 

teenager groups ranging from the sixth grader to 

college students, subjects at the younger age levels 

judged expressions of negative affect as more 

deceptive than expressions of positive affect; 

however, this trend is reversed for the older 

subjects, who judged expressions of positive affect 

to be relatively more deceptive than expressions of 

negative affect. A correlation between age and the 

success rate of phishing attack has also been 

reported, with younger targets (freshman to senior) 

being slightly more vulnerable [36]. Thus, people’s 

perception of deception may change with age. 

 

Old users are less competent in computer and 

Internet technologies. They tend to be more 

responsible and more aware of the influence of 

deception in real-world life. Conversely, younger 

people feel less inhibited when interacting through 

a computer network because of the reduction in 

social cues that provide information regarding one's 

status in the group. Young users are found to 

deceive more than old users in online environments 

in one study [38]. Although the above findings 

predated the popularity of the virtual world, it 

motivates us to ask the last research question: 

 

RQ6: Does age have any influence on intended 

deception in the virtual world? 
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Research Method 

 

The target virtual world in this study was Second 

Life (SL) [1], which is a virtual world equipped 

with an advanced 3D interface and avatar system. 

Approximately one million people around the 

world log-in to Second Life every month. Those 

users spend a total of about 40 million hours 

inworld, and participate in SL’s virtual economy 

that involved transactions worth over USD500 

million in 2009. Immersed into a visually 

constructed environment, SL users can customize 

their personal avatar’s appearance and put it into 

clothing. Also, users can initiate or join 

synchronous chatting via controlling a personal 

avatar. Further, a user can create 3D objects and 

sell them to other users for real profit. Aside from 

personal use, corporate use of Second Life has 

evolved from the pure marketing experiments 

popular in 2006 and 2007 to today’s business 

collaboration, product demonstration and training, 

promoting sales, and holding virtual meetings and 

events. More than 1,400 organizations around the 

world, including universities, non-profit 

organizations, and large business companies are 

using Second Life [43].  

 

We conducted surveys to answer the research 

questions. Participants were undergraduate and 

graduate students recruited from a mid-sized 

university on the east coast of the U.S. They all 

contributed to the study on a voluntary basis and 

were compensated with course credits. Participants 

signed an informed consent approved by IRB 

before responding to the survey. A total of 69 

participants successfully completed the survey. 

Among them, 36% were males. 

 

Before receiving the survey questionnaire, 

respondents were provided with a one-page 

description of the virtual world in general and 

Second Life in specific, which was followed with a 

short introductory video about Second Life. There 

are three major sections of the questionnaire. In 

first section, respondents were asked about their 

general perception of deception and deception in 

the virtual world. In second section, participants 

were asked about their attitude, perception, and 

intention with regard to deception in virtual worlds. 

Finally, respondents were asked to express their 

Internet experiences and computer skills, and some 

basic demographic information. Three constructs, 

including deception strategies, magnitude, and 

seriousness from the first section, and four 

variables including gender, age, internet 

experience, and computer experience from the last 

section were extracted and discussed in this 

research.  

 

The survey questions were created based on 

previously established research instruments [44] or 

theories. Most of them were asked based on a 

7-point Likert scale, with 1 representing “not at all” 

and 7 representing “extremely”). Deception 

strategies were asked with three options: 

falsification, concealment, and equivocation.  

Seriousness of deception is defined as “the degree 

to which you believe it is unacceptable to deceive 

on this issue.” (completely unacceptable or 

completely acceptable). Magnitude of deception 

refers to the degree of deviation from the fact. The 

question is stated as “SL does not make it 

mandatory for you to specify or discuss (certain) 

issues, but if it did, to what extent you would lie on 

the following issues in SL.” Age was split into five 

ranges, including under 25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 

and over 55.   

 

The issues on which to deceive were 

pre-categorized based on previous research on 

privacy in online social networks and online 

deception [26, 31]. We created seven issue 

categories, including physical appearance (e.g. hair 

color, gender, body type), social status (e.g., 

relationship status, occupation), interests (e.g. 

hobbies, musical preferences), beliefs (e.g., 

religious orientation, political views), identification 

(e.g., name, address, email), behavior (e.g., 

language style and internet purchase), and facts 

about events that I have observed.  

 

The instruments were tested via a pilot study with 

undergraduate students at a large university. The 

selected constructs showed internal consistency 

levels ranging from .80 to .86, which exceeds the 

0.70 alpha value suggested by [45]. 

 

 

Results 

 
Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Deception 

Strategies 

 Strategies 

Issues 

Falsifica- 

tion (%) 

Conceal- 

ment (%) 

Equivocation 

(%) 

Physical appearance 19 61 20 

Social status 16 62 22 

Interests 13 58 29 

Beliefs 10 62 28 

Identification 26 61 13 

Behavior 13 58 29 

Observed events 14 52 34 
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Deception Strategies  

As shown in Table 1, the distribution of the three 

types of deception strategies show similar patterns 

across different issues, with concealment being the 

most popular, followed with equivocation, and 

finally falsification. The results indicate that, when 

it comes to sensitive topics, people choose to 

conceal information first; if it does not work, they 

would adopt strategic ambiguity about the issues; if 

both fail, they would turn to fabricating 

information. 

 

Despite similar distributions, there are still distinct 

differences between the possible issues of 

deception. For example, falsification is preferred 

(26%) over equivocation (13%) when it comes to 

personal identification information. Since one is 

expected to know all the details about his/her own 

personal identity, the deceiver would easily arouse 

suspicion of the target by becoming ambivalent 

when asked for such information. Thus, compared 

with the other two types of deception strategies, 

making up a fake identity is a much safer strategy.  

 

In contrast, the choice of equivocation is high and 

the choice of concealment is low for observed 

events relative to other issues. This suggests that, 

deceivers tend to speak up when it comes to issues 

that are not directly related to themselves, despite 

that details about those issues are not clearly 

disclosed. 

 

 

Magnitude of Deception 

The descriptive statistics for magnitude and 

seriousness of deception (ranging from 1 to 7) is 

reported in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics (mean [standard 

deviation]) for Magnitude and Seriousness of 

Deception 
 Magnitude Seriousness 

Physical 

appearance 

2.86 [1.7] 2.77 [1.6] 

social status 2.60 [1.6] 3.03 [1.7] 

Interests 2.12 [1.2] 2.81 [1.6] 

Beliefs 1.99 [1.3] 3.12 [1.9] 

Identification 4.17 [2.2] 3.29 [2.1] 

Behavior 2.61 [1.7] 3.15 [1.8] 

Observed events 2.29 [1.5] 3.35 [2.0] 

 

If the respondents were to deceive on the seven 

issues in the virtual world, on average, the 

magnitude of deception would fall into the 

low-to-middle range (on a scale of 1 to 7). 

Nonetheless, there exist differences across different 

issues. For instance, respondents preferred to tell 

the biggest lies on personal identification (mean = 

4.17) and the smallest lies on beliefs (mean = 1.99) 

such as religious orientation and political views. 

The next two issues that respondents prefer to tell 

small lies on are personal interests (mean = 2.12) 

and observed events (mean = 2.29). Further, it is 

noted that none of the respondents chose 7 for the 

magnitude of deception on the first four issues, 

namely physical appearance, social status, interests, 

and beliefs.  

 

Seriousness of Deception 

Interestingly, the responses on the seriousness of 

deception are not in line with those on the 

magnitude of deception. We expect that people 

would create “small lies” on the issues that were 

perceived to be serious. However, the results show 

that deception on personal identification, where 

“biggest lies” was found, was among the worst 

kinds of deception and was perceived as bad as 

deception on observed events. In contrast, among 

the seven issues, physical appearance and interests 

are the most acceptable issue for deception.   

 

Gender and Age 

To answer the question about gender effect, we 

compared deception strategies, magnitude, and 

seriousness between male and female participants.  

 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Deception 

Strategies, Magnitude, and Seriousness by Gender 
Issues G Strategies (%) Magnitude Serious-

ness C E F 

Physical 

appearance 

F 54.5 22.7 22.7 3.0 [1.7] 2.8 [1.6] 

M 72 16 8 2.5 [1.7] 2.7 [1.6] 

Social 
status 

F 61.4 22.7 15.9 2.7 [1.6] 3.2 [1.7] 

M 64 20 16 2.4 [1.6] 2.7 [1.8] 

Interests 
F 52.3 29.5 18.2 2.2 [1.2] 3.1 [1.6] 

M 68 28 4 1.9 [1.1] 2.4 [1.5] 

Beliefs 
F 61.4 25 13.6 2.1 [1.4] 3.2 [1.9] 

M 60 32 4 1.6 [.87] 2.8 [1.8] 

Identifica- 

tion 

F 59.1 13.6 27.3 4.6 [2.2] 3.7 [2.0] 

M 64 12 24 3.4 [2.1] 2.6 [1.9] 

Behavior 
F 52.3 29.5 18.2 2.9 [2.0] 3.4 [1.8] 

M 68 28 4 2.1 [.99] 2.8 [1.9] 

Observed 

events 

F 52.3 29.5 18.2 2.5 [1.6] 3.5 [2.0] 

M 52 36 8 1.9 [1.1] 3.0 [1.9] 

 

It can be observed from Table 3 that there are 

considerable gender differences in the use of 

deception strategies for physical appearance, 

interests, and behavior. Compared with females, 
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males are more likely to choose concealment and 

less likely to use falsification when it comes to 

deceiving about their physical appearance, 

interests, and behavior. 

 

There is also gender difference in the magnitude of 

deception, with female being higher on personal 

identification (p<.05) and behavior (p<.1). In 

addition, females perceived it more serious than 

their male counterparts to deceive about personal 

identification (p<.05) and interests (p<.1).  

 

The respondents come from all five age groups 

with the majority falling into the first three groups. 

52.7% of participants are under 25 years old, 

29.1% are between 26 and 35, and 12.7% are 

between 36 and 45. The results of linear regression 

analysis show that older respondents consider 

deception on beliefs (β=.249; p<0.1) and observed 

facts (β=.238; p<0.1) more serious than younger 

ones. 

 

Discussions 

 
Findings 

The results of this study provide a number of 

implications. People are mindful about their 

deception strategies. When people consider 

deceiving in the virtual world, they would 

generally try to withhold information first, then opt 

for vagueness and uncertainty if withholding does 

not work, and finally resorting to make up 

information if the first two fail. Such preferences in 

terms of deception strategy choice are similar to 

what interpersonal deception theory has predicted 

for face-to-face communication [46]. 

 

Respondents’ willingness to deceive varies with the 

referenced issues. It is not surprising that personal 

identification is what people deceive the most 

about. Unlike face-to-face communication, online 

communities are perceived as an open space with 

free public access. Personal identification is the key 

to gaining access to various kinds of information 

about an individual. Our finding is consistent with 

that of a previous study of online deception [38]. 

That study also shows that age and residence, 

which belong to personal identification 

information, were ranked in the top two about 

which deceivers gave incorrect information. 

Additionally, the finding of the current study also 

implies that, if the issues are about religious 

orientation and political views, people would feel it 

easy and even important to share true beliefs. It is 

because that those beliefs are intended to be shared 

and adopted by many other advocates.  

 

When people decide to lie, the magnitude of 

deception in the virtual world did not go above the 

middle point (i.e., 4). In other words, people try to 

avoid “big lies”. The result suggests that most of 

everyday lies may be small deception. This is 

different from the findings of deception in IM, with 

27.6% being rated as higher than the middle point 

[47]. One possible explanation for the different 

findings lies in the difference between intended and 

actual behavior. Deception that is being 

contemplated may be perceived to be at a less 

extent than actual deception behavior. When 

deception really takes place, deceivers may feel it 

more important or worse than when deception is 

being prepared.        

 

Similarly, the average ratings on the seriousness of 

deception range between 2.8 and 3.4. This suggests 

that people perceive it to be somewhat bad to 

deceive in the virtual world. In other words, the 

overall deception is considered neither 

inconsequential nor significant. Nonetheless, there 

exist differences in the degree of deception 

seriousness across different issues. On the one 

hand, deception on personal identification and on 

observed events are considered the worst. 

Interesting, it is noted that personal identification 

was also associated with the largest deception. On 

the other hand, physical appearance and personal 

interests were considered the most acceptable 

deception. This may have something to do with the 

virtual world environment. In SL, the avatars of 

residents would look more or less different from 

themselves. The difference is even greater for 

deceivers [10]. Virtual worlds such as SL are a type 

of Web-based communities [48], where residents 

can join groups or clubs based on common 

interests. It is important for a resident to express 

his/her interests to identify with a group. Moreover, 

people’s interests may shift over time [49], making 

such deception difficult to detect and easy to 

succeed.  

 

This study also finds that females tend to choose 

different deception strategies from males. For 

example, when they want to deceive, males are 

more likely to conceal their actual physical 

appearance, interests, and behavior, while females 

are more likely to make up information on those 

issues. Additionally, if they were to deceive on 

personal identification and behavior, females 

would deviate from the truth to a greater extent 

than males. Further, females perceived the 

deception on personal identification and interests 

more seriously. All these findings suggest that 

females are more sensitive than males about 

sharing personal information and less willing to 

accept deception in the virtual world. This may be 

due in part to that females are more vulnerable to 

cyber attacks [36]. Research has shown that males 

focus on status (e.g.,  success and competence) 

and independence while females value intimacy 
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and social connection in their communications 

[50]. Therefore, males are more likely than females 

to defend their egos, and thus provide deceptive 

information, if challenged. 

 

This study provides some preliminary evidence 

showing that age has positive impacts on the 

perceived seriousness of deception on beliefs and 

observed events. As people grow older, their 

expectations regarding ethics and cautions about 

possible consequences of deception increase. This 

potential heightening of expectations and 

awareness may have an influence on older 

respondents’ low acceptance of deception, even in 

the virtual world. Nonetheless, the difference in 

perceived seriousness did not manifest itself in the 

magnitude of deception. This could be caused by 

skewness in the distribution of age groups, with the 

majority falling into the three groups toward the 

lower end. 

 

To find out whether people’s computer and Internet 

tenure have impacts on intended deception, we 

conducted linear regression analysis. The results 

show that daily time spent on the Internet (β=-.416; 

p=.056) and computers (β=.438; p=.05) have 

opposite effects on the magnitude of deception on 

personal identification. Specifically, the more time 

a user spent on the Internet and the less time on 

computers, the less extent one would deceive on 

his/her identification. This is likely because, as a 

user spends more time on the Internet, he/she 

would leave more traces for others to follow in 

countering deception. So users who are Internet 

addicts simply do not attempt to perpetrate 

deception on personal identification. Additionally, 

the time spent on the Internet influences the 

magnitude of deception on beliefs negatively 

(β=-.441; p=.031), and Internet skills affects the 

magnitude of deception on behavior positively 

(β=.321; p=.066). The latter suggests that, with a 

higher level of  user competence [38],  skilled 

Internet users are more likely to deceive than 

novice users. 

 

Implications 

This study suggests that the virtual world does not 

necessarily produce the results like other online 

communication media. In the past few years, 

deception has attracted increasing public attention, 

which has also increased public awareness of 

online deception. We explored the perception of 

deception in the virtual world through a survey in 

this study. The results indicate that users 

differentiate among different types of deception 

when it comes to communication in the virtual 

world. In addition, the finding that users expect 

deception to have different levels of seriousness 

suggests that deception has varying consequences 

depending on the motivations of deception. 

The findings of this study also have implications to 

online deception research. The detection of 

deception relies on the leakage of behavioral cues, 

which in turn is driven by the underlying deception 

strategies. For instance, short and/or irrelevant 

messages could exemplify the concealment 

strategy. In contrast, falsification could lead to long 

messages or messages that lack expressions of 

perceptions or specific information. Therefore, 

understanding deception strategies can help us 

choose the most effective cues to deception, which 

in turn improves the performance of deception 

detection. Moreover, the predominance of 

concealment in the choice of deception strategies in 

SL suggests that deception theories should be 

adapted to account for the communication context 

in the virtual world. 

 

The seriousness and magnitude of deception are 

found to be independent of each other. In other 

words, although some kinds of deception are 

perceived to be relatively severe, people still 

choose to create “big lies”. This could be the result 

of weighing conflicting goals. For example, if 

personal identification is at risk for misuse, one 

may have to bend his value system by giving way 

to deception. Therefore, perceived seriousness 

alone cannot explain intended deception. Instead, 

perceived risks, which take into account of 

subjective assessment of negative or unexpected 

consequences that one fears may occur as a result 

of providing true information [51], may be a better 

predictor for online deception. 

 

The impact of gender on deception has implications 

for the development of deception detection tools. If 

the suspect is a female, the content of her deception 

would be more distant from the truth and less 

uncertain than a man. This is attributed to females’ 

higher preference for falsification strategy and 

lower preference for concealment than men. 

 

Limitations 

This study exposes several limitations. First, the 

participants were university students and most of 

the graduate students were working professionals. 

The survey respondents may not truly represent the 

virtual world population. Second, this survey was 

conducted prior to the respondents’ adoption of SL 

to assess their perceptions. It would be interesting 

to ask SL residents about their actual deception 

behavior after they have interacted with others in 

SL. Nonetheless, given the well-recognized 

problems associated with self-reported measures, 

especially on sensitive subjects like deception, it 

would be easier to measure perception than 

measure actual behavior. Additionally, the 

introduction of virtual worlds and SL in both text 

and video has oriented the respondents to a 

relatively complete picture of the virtual world. 
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Third, this study is exploratory in nature, which 

does not directly provide explanations for 

deception behavior.  

 

Conclusion and Future Research 

This study not only provides a preliminary 

understanding of deception in the virtual world in 

general but also looks into specific aspects of 

deception, including deception strategy, 

seriousness, and magnitude. Additionally, it 

investigates whether intended deception and 

deception perception vary with gender and age. 

 

The research can be continued in a number of 

directions. First, it is worth conducting a 

longitudinal study to investigate whether and how 

deception perception and deception intent change 

as respondents’ experience with the virtual world 

increases. Second, future research is recommended 

to examine typical motivations of online deception 

(e.g., benefiting someone vs. malicious). Third, the 

categorization of deception issues could be refined 

with regard to deception seriousness. Ultimately, 

we expect to develop theories that can explain why 

and how people deceive in online environments 

such as the virtual world. 
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Abstract: In the digital era, information sharing is of 
utter importance to improving the quality and benefits 
of government services. At present, there is a lot of 
information housed by and distributed among different 
government agencies, which poses significant 
challenges and barriers to information sharing and 
dissemination. This paper presents a research model 
that examines some crucial factors, including 
administrative power, trust, perceived risk, and power 
games, that may affect information sharing in 
e-Government. The administrative power can be 
classified as coercive power and coordinated power. 
Trust, perceived risk, and power games are introduced 
as moderators of the power on information sharing in 
the research model. Results of our empirical study 
indicate that coercive power and coordinated power 
positively affect information sharing, and such effects 
are moderated by trust among employees and power 

ames. The research and practical implications of this 
tudy are also discussed. 

g
s
 

Introduction 
In the digital era, e-government is getting more and 
more popular. Governments around the world are 
implementing innovative e-government systems in 
order to provide high-quality e-services [1]. 
E-government systems can enhance a government’s 
daily operations, optimize the service delivery, and 
decrease the operation cost. By taking advantage of the 
state-of-the-art information and communication 
technology, e-government can assist the innovation of 
governance processes and improvement of efficiency 
and effectiveness of government services, as well as 
provide citizens with more opportunities for actively 
engaging in government policy making and service 
activities [2]. It also provides a new channel for 
government officials to access information in and 
across government agencies. 

Information sharing can strengthen people's 
information consciousness, promote the development 
and adoption of e-government, and fasten the progress 
of government informatization. It can improve work 
efficiency, support managerial decision-making, and 
lower the administrative cost to satisfy the internal 
requirement of e-government construction. For 
example, sharing information could enable a service 
agency to access and use information owned by other 
collaborating agencies directly, which can significantly 
reduce the time and cost of searching and acquiring the 
needed information from external sources. Despite 

those benefits, information sharing is difficult to 
initiate or sustain [3]. Another topic in e-government 
field is knowledge sharing, which is defined as “the 
process through which one unit is affected by the 
experience of another” [4]. In this paper, we use these 
two terms information sharing and knowledge sharing 
interchangeably.  

There is an increasing emphasis on the importance of 
information sharing in public sectors [4-10]. The 
emerging information technologies enable the creation, 
collection, integration, management, and sharing of 
information and knowledge within and across agencies 
through the governmental networks or Internet. Many 
researchers have studied the influential factors of 
information sharing in the e-government context [3, 4, 
10]. Among them, organizational structure, technical 
barriers, and social culture are the most studied factors 
that impede information sharing. However, there has 
been little research about the impact of political factors, 
such as administrative power, on information sharing in 
the e-government context. 

One significant political barrier to information sharing 
is people’s tendency to protect the policymaking power 
of administrative agencies [3]. Power is viewed as a 
critical component that determines people’s 
information behavior, which can be explained in term 
of power relations existed in the processes that people 
are involved with [11]. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine how power 
influences information sharing behavior in government 
agencies. Trust, perceived risk, and power games are 
expected to moderate the relation between power and 
information sharing. The research is conducted through 
a survey with employees from five national 
government agencies in China to elicit their opinions 
on how those factors influence their intention to share 
information. All of the selected government agencies 
have already established a reliable information 
technology infrastructure for e-government. And all of 
them use some kinds of information systems to 
communicate with others within and across different 
departments or to provide services to citizens. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next 
section reviews the literature on information sharing in 
e-government and introduces the theoretical 
background of our research. Then, we present the 
research model and hypotheses, followed by 
introduction to the constructs and their validity. Next, 
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we discuss the data analysis and results. Finally, we 
conclude the paper with future research directions. 
 

Literature Review 
According to Dawes[3], information sharing is often 
limited by technical, organizational, and political 
barriers. It’s very important for government agencies to 
conduct information sharing effectively by using 
computer and network technologies. As Bellamy [6] 
points out, the willingness and capacity to share 
information among local agencies responsible for 
governmental services are considered as the sine qua 
non of effective management of cases, the efficient use 
of resources, and the prevention of unacceptable 
outcomes. But there are so many cases where 
information is not shared when it should be, causing 
devastating results.  

Many scholars have investigated information sharing 
among government departments from a variety of 
aspects. In particular, organizational factors [12, 13], 
technical factors [14, 15], and cultural factors [16] are 
the three most examined factors found to influence 
people’s information sharing behavior. 

The organizational characteristics of public 
organizations are different from private organizations. 
Compared with private organizations, public 
organizations are composed of multiple and competing 
interests [17]. Kim and Lee [12, 15] explored how 
three organizational dimensions, including 
organizational culture, organizational structure, and 
information technology, influenced knowledge sharing 
capabilities in government agencies. They found three 
constructs in the organizational context, social network, 
performance-based reward systems, and IT 
infrastructure and application are positively associated 
with the level of employee knowledge sharing 
capabilities. Willem [4] discussed the organizational 
characteristics of public sector organizations, and 
focused on specific characteristics of public sector 
organizations that would increase or limit 
interdepartmental information sharing.  Three types of 
organization-specific coordination mechanisms, the 
member’s social identification, and trust are proposed 
and proved to affect the information sharing capability. 

An information technology infrastructure is essential to 
information sharing. It is also recognized as a basic 
obstacle to inspiring information sharing. Landsbergen 
and Wolken [14] suggest that interoperability requires 
sharing information. They propose an integrated 
federal and state government system architecture that 
coordinates legal, regulatory, policy, and managerial 
approaches to promote inter-department information 
sharing. Kim [15] also finds the significant, positive 
impact of information technology on information 
sharing.  

Social culture is another frequent examined factor 
affecting information sharing. Drake [16] identified 

and integrated three subcultures within the public 
sector (scientist, politician, and bureaucrat) as a 
framework to examine information sharing. Keith and 
Alan [18] explored employees’ beliefs and attitudes 
toward sharing organizational information. They 
proposed a model that defined the influence on one’s 
intention to share information based on the theory of 
reasoned action. Shin [19] investigated the influence of 
cultural factors on information sharing in China. It was 
postulated that social network structures such as guanxi, 
Confucian dynamism, and the level of collectivism 
could determine the degree of information sharing [19]. 

Grounded in the political and economic environment of 
China, some authors also proposed several research 
models to investigate the factors influencing 
information sharing in Chinese governments. For 
example, Hu [20] investigated some local government 
divisions of China, and proposed that the resources, the 
driving force, and the cognitions of information sharing 
be the main factors that influence inter-government 
information sharing. Fan [21] argues that external 
environment, inter-agency partnership, organizational 
readiness, and individual expectation are four factors 
influencing the degree of realization and the actual 
result of information sharing. 

Although the prior studies have examined the 
influential factors of information sharing in 
e-government from a number of perspectives, 
especially from organization, technology, and culture 
aspects, the research on the relationship between 
political factors and information sharing is still rare. As 
one of the essential political factors, power is 
considered to affect the information behavior directly 
[11]. However, it remains unclear whether and how the 
power relation among employees affects information 
sharing behavior significantly. In addition, most prior 
studies were conducted in western developed countries. 
China is a developing country, and it possesses some 
unique culture and government characteristics. Aiming 
to fill the above knowledge gaps, this study explores 
the influence of power relation on e-government 
information sharing in China. 

Researchers in the information systems discipline have 
suggested that there would be a relationship between 
information and power [11, 22]. The possession of a lot 
of information can also be a source of power [23]. 
Furthermore, researchers have also shown that power, 
as a pivotal factor, influences people’s information 
behavior [11]. For example, power could determine 
people’s motivation to share and the direction of 
information flows [24]. 

Power is exercised and exists in the actions of 
information sharing. Although some researchers [25, 
26] propose that the power may affect people’s 
intention to share information, the quantitative and 
systematic evidence does not exist. This paper will 
explore how power affects the e-government 
information sharing, what is the difference between 
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coercive power and coordinated power’s influence on 
information sharing, and what moderates such 
influe ce in Chinese e-government context.  n

 
Research Model and Hypotheses 

Development 
Classification of Power 
Power is an elusive concept that has a variety of 
meanings but without a universally accepted definition. 
Farace [27] regards power as a relation between forces 
that exists only in relationships. French and Raven [28] 
define power as the ability of the management to 
influence behavior, intentions, attitudes, beliefs, 
emotions, or values of subordinates. Alternatively, 
power can also be seen as a personal trait, or as a 
consequence of position within a hierarchy [29]. 

Extant literature has classified power according to 
sources or bases, which are referred to as power bases. 
The most common classification scheme of power 
bases is proposed by Raven [30], which includes 
coercive, expert, legitimate, referent, and reward power. 
Coercive power is based on the target’s belief that the 
manager has the ability to punish employees; expert 
power is based on the target’s belief that the manager 
can provide him or her with special knowledge; 
legitimate power is based on the target’s perception 
that the manager has the legitimate right to influence 
the target and that he or she is obligated to comply; 
referent power is based on the target’s identification 
with or desire to be associated with the manager; and 
reward power is based on the target’s belief that the 
manager has the ability to provide him or her with 
desired tangible or intangible objectives. 

Figure 1. Research Model 

H4a 
H2 

H5b 
H4b 

H5a

H3a 

H3b 

H1 Coercive 
Power 

Coordinated 
Power 

Information 
Sharing 

Perceived 
Risk 

Trust  Power 
Game

Hunt and Nevin [31] classified various power sources 
into coercive and non-coercive (coordinated) sources. 
Among Raven’s five powers, the coercive power is 
distinct from others because it alone involves potential 
punishment. The other four powers are non-coercive 
sources of power, because an individual willingly 
yields power to another. Hunt and Nevin proposed a 
model of power and established a franchise channel of 
distribution to demonstrate the validity of the coercive 
and non-coercive urces of power [31]. 

Because it is meaningful to dichotomize various power 
sources into coercive and non-coercive sources, and the 
existing literature points out the extreme difficulty in 
empirically differentiating various non-coercive 
sources of power [31, 32], this paper will adopt the 
power classification model of Hunt and Nevin. 

 
Research Model and Hypotheses 
Based on extensive literature review, the research 
model is shown in Figure 1. 

Power is regarded as a pervasive phenomenon in many 
aspects of individual lives, including the aspects 
emanating from work roles performed by individuals 
[11]. When investigating information sharing among 
government agencies, there will always be power 
issues involved. If the power is exercised properly, it 
would promote the successful implementation of 
information sharing. Conversely, the abuse of power 
will hinder information sharing. Coercive power and 
coordinated power have significant impact on the 
majority of knowledge acquisition attributes and are 
likely to affect employees’ knowledge sharing. While 
being considered in the relationship across public 
agencies, power implies that one agency has the ability 
to affect the decisions of others [33]. Chia-chen Wang 
[26] investigated the inter-organizational relationship 
in the manufacture industry in Taiwan, and argued that 
regardless of the source of power-coercive punishments 
or non-coercive rewards, power would increase the 
level of information sharing. In e-government, the 
partners of an agency might ask the agency to share 
information, and the agency would be forced to share it 
because of the inter-organizational relationship, 
agreement, the expected benefit, and the possible 
punishments or legal actions. Hence we propose the 
first two hypotheses as follows: 

H1: The coercive power is positively associated with 
information sharing in e-government. 
H2: The coordinated power is positively associated 
with information sharing in e-government. 

Trust is a person’s willingness to depend on and belief 
in his/her collaborators. Trust will help organizations 
establish and maintain a long-term cooperation relation 
[10]. Kim [15] proposed that trust in organizational 
culture would promote active knowledge sharing 
among employees and that trustworthy behavior 
would fasten communication by empowering 
coworkers to freely share personal knowledge. High 
levels of employee trust can lead to better knowledge 
sharing. Panteli [34] studied the relation between 
power and trust in virtual teams. He examined the 
power effect in high- and low-trust global virtual 
teams. Results revealed that in high-trust teams, power 
shifted among team members and the power 
differentials were minimized. The developed trust 
minimizes the use of power in pursuit of a 
collaborative and productive relationship. Yeung [35] 
examined the influence and interaction effect of 

coercive power and trust on supplier integration. He 

 so
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posited that the use of power would increase internal 
integration with a higher level of trust. Furthermore, 
internal integration mainly concerns the integration of 
employees, information flow, and processes from 
different functions within a company.  

In e-government, a higher level of trust can motivate 
agencies to invest in inter-agency collaboration. Such 
investment can be viewed as a commitment to the 
relationship [35]. The information providers believe 
that the information requester will not take advantage 
of them through opportunistic behaviors. In such a 
situation, when the requester asks providers to share 
information through the use of power, no matter if it is 
coercive power or coordinated power, it will be 
considered as a suggestion that is beneficial to all 
parties. Thus the providers will accept the suggestion 
and take actions. Although the requesters use power to 
affect providers, the providers prefer to share 
information because organizational studies have shown 
that there is a mitigating effect of trust on people’s 
reactions to unfavorable exchange outcomes [36]. As a 
result, the use of power will be looked upon as a driver 
for information sharing in the trust-based relationship. 
However, if providers do not trust requesters, the 
requesters’ use of power on providers’ internal 
decisions will be viewed as attempts for future 
opportunistic behaviors. This will actually damage the 
relationship and decrease the providers’ intention to 
share information. Therefore, we propose the following 
hypotheses: 

H3a: The level of trust among employees would 
positively affect the impact of coercive power on 
information sharing in e-government. 
H3b: The level of trust among employees would 
positively affect the impact of coordinated power on 
information sharing in e-government. 

Risk is typically defined in terms of the trustor’s belief 
about the likelihood of gains and losses [37, 38]. 
Because it is difficult to measure risk objectively, the 
literature pays more attention on the perception of risk. 
Perceived risk is defined as the people’s subjective 
expectation of suffering a loss in pursuit of a desired 
outcome [39]. Perceived risk is caused by behavioral 
and environmental uncertainty. Behavioral uncertainty 
exists because online service providers may behave in 
an opportunistic manner by taking advantage of the 
impersonal nature of the electronic environment, while 
environmental uncertainty arises due to the 
unpredictable nature of Internet-based technology that 
is beyond the control of consumers. 

Research on e-commerce has suggested that the higher 
perceived risk will mitigate the users’ intention to share 
information and complete transactions [38]. The 
perceive risk is also found to have the similar negative 
effect on e-government adoption [39, 40]. Once 
employees of a government organization perceive the 
existence of a risk, they will feel anxious and be afraid 
to be responsible for information leakiness. The higher 

the perceived risk, the less the information sharing. 
When people are asked to share information, they will 
determine the degree of risk, including requesters’ 
possible opportunistic behavior and the uncontrolled 
information technology. If the perceived risk exceeds 
the impact of power, they prefer to retain the 
information rather than share it. Thus, the following 
hypotheses are derived. 

H4a: Increased perceived risk could weaken the impact 
of coercive power on information sharing in 
e-government. 
H4b: Increased perceived risk could weaken the impact 
of coordinated power on information sharing in 
e-government. 

Power games refer to the unjustified use of power for 
personal reasons, for instance, to enrich oneself or 
one’s department or to increase one’s control in the 
organization [4]. It is important to highlight that 
information is becoming the source of power in the 
current digital era and this power moves to the 
information source [34, 41]. Those who possess or 
have access to certain information can use it to further 
their interests. The use of the metaphor “information is 
power” demonstrates the influence of information on 
the power shift process [11]. In the information sharing 
process, such power games can be used for hoarding 
one’s information. If employees get the feeling that the 
power is lost in the ongoing process, their belief in the 
sharing efforts will fade out. But most government 
employees think the information exchange will 
enhance their knowledge and improve their problem 
solving ability. At the same time, their information 
belongs to the government. They will not lose any 
power after the sharing. The more information sharing, 
the more chance they could have. In the presence of 
power games, government employees know 
collaborator’s reaction for their information hiding 
behavior. They don’t want to ruin the relationship. If 
government employees know how to maximize the 
benefit from information sharing, they would like to 
exchange information in the presence of power games. 
So we propose the final hypotheses as follows: 

H5a: Power games will positively affect the impact of 
coercive power on information sharing in 
e-government. 
H5b: Power games will positively affect the impact of 
coordinated power on information sharing in 
e-government. 

 
Research Methodology 

Instrument development 
We developed a survey instrument to measure the 
proposed constructs for examining the underlying 
factors that may contribute to the intention toward 
information sharing. Questions were compiled and 
adapted from validated instruments used in the 
literature to measure each construct, and wording was 
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modified to fit the Chinese e-government context. 
Specifically, items for coercive power(CP) and 
coordinated power (NCP) were adopted/extended from 
Brown’s study [42]; items for trust (T) and the 
intention to information sharing (IS) were adapted from 
Kim’s study [15]; perceived risk (PR) was adapted 
from Fu [43]; items for power games (PG) were 
adopted from Willem [4]. Each item was rated using a 
seven-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating strongly 
disagree and 7 indicating strongly agree. 

In order to assess the construct validity of the various 
items, we attempt to identify any particular items that 
may be ambiguous through three ways: expert review, 
item sorting, and a pilot study.  

In the expert review and item sorting stages, we invited 
two groups of experts separately to discuss their 
understanding of those questionnaire items and 
comment on whether those items can accurately reflect 
the theoretical constructs or not. The first panel of 
experts included four professors from different Chinese 
universities. They are familiar with the survey research 
methodology and have been engaging in e-government 
information sharing research. The experts in the second 
group were managers from different government 
agencies with a clear idea about the current status of 
information sharing in e-government. According to the 
results of the review and sorting, we removed some 
question items that were reported to be indigestible, 
ambiguous, and difficult to represent the constructs. 
For example, an original question “relationships 
between people of different units can be rather 
strained” was excluded from the construct of power 
games. In addition to evaluating question items, experts 
also helped us double check the format of the original 
questionnaire, including a variety of statements and 
time limits for the questionnaire. 

A pilot test was then conducted with MPA (Master of 
Public Administration) students in a Chinese university 
to ensure that the instrument had acceptable reliability 
and validity. The selected MPA students were working 
as public servants in government agencies and they had 
good knowledge and understanding about information 
sharing in e-government. We used SPSS to check the 
reliabilities and conducted confirmatory factory 
analysis. All constructs in the pilot test showed 
satisfactory internal consistency. In this study, each 
alpha are higher than 0.6, the recommended threshold 
value [44]. Except power game, all alpha value exceed 
the recommended minimum acceptable level of 0.70 
[45]. Moreover, we performed confirmatory factory 
analysis to measure convergent and discriminant 
validity of the items. In this analysis, some items 
showed weak loadings. They should be higher than 0.5 
[46]. Finally, seven incongruent items were eliminated. 
The final survey included six constructs and 
twenty-two items, as well as demographic and 
self-re orted usage items.  p

 

Participants 
For the research project, the target population was the 
staff members of public government organizations in 
China that have established some kinds of 
e-government systems with a basic information sharing 
platform and IT infrastructure. In order to choose 
appropriate organizations, we visited several Chinese 
ministries and interviewed their IT managers to ensure 
the selected organizations met our requirements. 
Finally, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Industry 
and Information Technology, National Development 
and Reform Commission, General Administration of 
Customs, and Ministry of Human Resources and Social 
Security were chosen as target organizations for the 
questionnaire distribution. They all have a good IT 
infrastructure and some kinds of e-government 
information systems operated to streamline the service 
processes across different departments.  

From the departments and the employee list of selected 
ministries, the first author and the contact persons at 
each ministry, who are most IT managers of the 
ministry, selected a number of potential participants to 
send the survey questionnaire. The candidates must 
have involved in some types of information collection, 
storage, processing, or dissemination. They should also 
have the experience with sharing information through 
some kinds of information systems. A total of 395 
surveys were delivered to the identified participants in 
five ministries by email in April 2010. In order to 
improve the return rate, we offered a gift valued US$10 
to each respondent. Furthermore, ten respondents were 
randomly selected to be rewarded a $80 cash bonus. 

At last, 182 questionnaires were returned (46.1 percent 
response rate). Eight of them were discarded because 
they were incomplete, resulting in 174 usable 
questionnaires. Fifty-nine percent of the participants 
were male. Age of participants ranged from 22 to 60 
years old, and sixty-six percent of the participants were 
between 25 and 34 years old. The years of 
governmental working experience ranged from 1 to 30 
years, and most respondents have worked in 
government organizations for 2 ~ 5 years. Regarding 
respondents’ job position, thirty-nine percent were 
staffs responsible for the daily operation; fifty-nine 
percent were middle-level managers in a ministry 
department; and two percent were department directors 
in the ministry.  

 
Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Means and standard deviations of constructs are 
reported in Table 1. The value range of the variables is 
between 1.0 and 7.0. In order to compute descriptive 
statistics, multiple-item scales were averaged. 
Cronbach’s alpha estimates of constructs are reported 
in Table 2.  The alpha value of the whole 
questionnaire is 0.768, and most of the constructs also 
have a alpha value exceeds the recommended 
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minimum acceptable level of 0.70 [45]. That means the 
questionnaire has a good internal consistency. 
 
Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. 

NCP 5.13  1.45 
CP 4.47  1.64 
T 5.21  1.25 
PR 4.28  1.58 
PG 5.45  1.32 
IS 5.23  1.42 
 
Table 2. Cronbach’s Alpha Values 

Variable Items Cronbach’s α 
NCP 3 0.702 
CP 5 0.780 
T 4 0.798 

PR 4 0.792 
PG 2 0.669 
IS 4 0.632 

 
Measurement model 
The principal component analysis was conducted to 
assess convergent and discriminant validities of the 
multi-dimensional constructs.  The 22 items used to 
measure 6 research variables were subjected to 
principal component analysis with varimax rotation. 
The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy was 0.71, confirming the appropriateness of 
proceeding with the analyses. Factors with Eigen 
values larger than one were extracted, resulting in six 
factors. Table 3 presents the result of the principal 
components analysis. 

Convergent validity assesses the consistency across 
multiple operationalizations. As shown in Table 3, all 
estimated standard loadings of items on the expected 
factor are larger than 0.5, suggesting good convergent 
validity [47]. Moreover, discriminant validity 
represents the extent to which different constructs 
diverge from one another. As shown in Table 3, most 
items have standard loadings lower than 0.4 on 
constructs they were not supposed to measure, 
indicating good discriminant validity [47]. 
 
Regression Analysis 

We ran multiple regression analyses to test the 
hypotheses. Coordinated power and coercive power 
were independent variables, and information sharing 
was the dependent variable. Trust, perceived risk, and 
power games were moderator variables. The moderator 
variables will affect the independent variables’ 
influence on dependent variables. Such moderating 
effect is also referred to as interaction effects in 
regression analysis. The interaction effect is 
represented as the product of the independent variable 
and moderator variable. 
 

Table 3. Results of Principal 
Component Analysis 

Factor Items
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NCP1 .179 -.059 .237 -.044 .827 -.026
NCP2 .084 .066 .162 .132 .815 -.152
NCP3 .120 -.139 .072 .449 .558 .045
CP1 .817 .028 .046 -.051 .049 .089
CP2 .841 .094-.045 -.178 .102 .011
CP3 .683 .024 .067 .166 .129 .146
CP4 .556 .074 .151 .293 .233 .299
CP5 .580 .147-.008 .144 .007 -.150
T1 .019 -.070 .816 .140 .030 -.047
T2 .018 -.054 .820 .052 .215 -.106
T3 .080 -.029 .801 .048 .060 -.077
T4 .021 .060 .653 .093 .176 .240
PR1 .143 .745 -.048 -.045-.155 .085
PR2 .115 .763 -.080 .002 .062 .067
PR3 .173 .830 -.070 .018 .031 -.014
PR4 -.135 .786 .101 -.119-.016 .026
PG1 .053 .063-.041 -.049-.122 .851
PG2 .114 .068-.006 .056-.022 .843
IS1 .130 -.300 .310 .550 .035 .045
IS2 .016 -.197 .110 .797 .169 -.034
IS3 .077 .218 .023 .746 .026 -.011
IS4 .422 -.036 .075 .508-.001 .081

 

The regression model is derived as follows: 
ISi=β0+θ1NCPi+θ2CPi+β1Ti+β2PRi+β3PGi 

+γ1NCPTi+γ2NCPPRi+γ3NCPPGi 

+τ1CPTi+τ2CPPRi+τ3CPPGi+εI              (1) 
where i represents the subject i, and β,θ,γ and τ are 
predicted parameters; ε is the random error; NCPT is 
the product of NCP and T; NCPPR is the product of 
NCP and PR; NCPPG is the product of NCP and PG; 
CPT is the product of CP and T; CPPR is the product 
of CP and PR; CPPG is the product of CP and PG. 

We used the Hierarchical Multiple Regression method 
to analyze the collected data. In the first phase, only for 
the analysis in which sharing information was the 
dependent variable, two independent variables, namely 
coordinated power and coercive power, were entered in 
a hierarchy. We refer this model as Model 1. Then, the 
Model 2 added trust, perceived risk, and power games 
as independent variables that influence the information 
sharing intention. The third stage included the 
interaction effect between coordinated power and 
moderator variables. Finally, the Model 4 considered 
the interaction effect between coercive power and 
moderator variables based on Model 3. Table 4 shows 
the multiple regression analysis results for the four 
models. 
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Table 4. Results of Multiple Regression Analysis
Variable Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4
NCP 0.248** 0.198** 0.235** 0.246**
CP 0.187** 0.204** 0.240** 0.223**
T － 0.153 0.209 0.173 
PR － -0.098 -0.125 -0.145 
PG － 0.067 0.104 0.103 
Moderating Effect 
NCP*T － － 0.227** 0.203**
NCP*PR － － -0.035 -0.070 
NCP*PG － － 0.205* 0.202*
CP*T － － － 0.073 
CP*PR － － － 0.071 
CP*PG － － － 0.026 
F 14.668 7.663 6.646 4.914 
R2（adjusted） 0.163 0.194 0.247 0.238 

Note: N=174; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01 
Based on the above results, hypotheses H1 and H2 are 
supported. H3 and H5 are partially supported, And H4 
is not supported.  
 
Discussion 
Coercive power and coordinated power (Non-coercive 
power) have shown significant positive influence on 
information sharing in e-government in China. Results 
show that government employees would like to provide 
and share information with other departments 
regardless of power type. Meanwhile, the results also 
show that the coordinated power’s impact on 
information sharing is greater than the impact of 
coercive power, which is different from our intuition. 
That means the main concern of information sharing is 
the possible mutual beneficial cooperation, regardless 
of the possible punishment and accountability. 

The interaction effect of trust on coercive power is not 
significant. Trust does not seem to affect coercive 
power’s influence on information sharing. Coercive 
power is based on the ability to give punishment. No 
matter whether the trust relation is established or not, 
an information provider will share information to avoid 
the possible punishment.  

Trust really has a positive effect on the relation 
between coordinated power and information sharing. It 
shows that the trust will increase the intention to share 
information. The trust-based relationship will reduce 
the possibility of opportunistic behaviors and enhance 
the influence of coordinated power. In order to 
motivate information sharing, government agencies 
should try to establish a mechanism to support building 
trust relationship with others. 
Perceived risk doesn’t have the significant effect on the 
relation between power and information sharing. That 
means the hypothesis H4 is not supported. This is 
related to the data source. The questionnaires are 
collected from government ministries. In China, all the 

ministries set up a safe information network and have 
very strict regulations on safety protection. Thus, the 
perceived risk is not a big concern in the information 
sharing process. 

Finally, power games do not show significant influence 
on the coercive power’s impact on information sharing. 
The employees would like to enlarge their control on 
the organization through the power from their owned or 
accessible information, but that will not influence 
government employees’ intention to share or hide their 
information resulted from coercive power. Power 
games are shown to have a significant positive 
interaction effect on the coordinated power’s impact on 
information sharing. Information is the source of power. 
In order to keep their advantages, some staff will not 
share their own information. But government 
employees know the rules of power games, and they 
understand the potential consequence for not sharing 
information. In fact, when they share information with 
other agencies, they can get positive response and 
receive information they want. Thus they can enhance 
their influence and control in the organization.  

 
Conclusion 

Information sharing could offer benefits for a 
government. Based on the result of previous research, 
this paper discusses the influential factors on 
information sharing in e-government from a unique 
administrative power perspective. The power is divided 
into coercive power and coordinated power. 
Meanwhile, trust, perceived risk, and power games 
were examined as moderator variables that either 
promote or mitigate the impact of the power. We tested 
the hypotheses through the distribution of a survey 
questionnaire to five ministries in China.  

The survey results demonstrate that the coercive power 
and coordinated power have a significant positive 
impact on information sharing in e-government. The 
coordinate power’s influence is greater than that of 
coercive power. Moreover, trust among employees and 
power games have the positive interaction effect on 
coord ated power’s effect on information sharing. in
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Abstract 

As a new type of word-of-mouth information, 

online consumer reviews possess critical information 

regarding consumer‘s concerns and their experience 

with the product or service. Such information is 

considered essential to firms‘ business intelligence 

which can be utilized for the purpose of production 

recommendation, personalization, and better customer 

understanding. This paper considers the problem of 

online reviews sentiment mining based on the theory 

of consumer psychology and behavior. Given the 

fuzzy attribute nature of the online reviews, we have 

established fuzzy group bases of consumer psychology. 

Four fuzzy bases, including features, sense, mood and 

evaluation, are established. The consumer attitude 

elements are reflected by natural language reviews. A 

fuzzy sentiment computing algorithm of online 

reviews for consumer sentiment is developed, and a 

fuzzy rule base is also presented based on consumer 

decision-making process. Finally it shows by means of 

an experiment that the proposed approach is very well 

suited as an analysis tool for the online reviews 

sentiment mining problem. 

Keywords: Online reviews, fuzzy group bases, 

fuzzy sentiment computing, fuzzy inference 

1. Introduction 

Following the development of network 

technology, especially for the Web 2.0, the 

Internet is permeating almost every aspect of 

life [1]. One recent phenomenon is the 

popularity of online community. The 

attraction of the online community is mainly 

due to a new form of word-of-mouth (WOM) 

communication, comprising vast amounts of 

consumer information on opinions, attitudes, 

feelings, emotions and recommendations on 

products/services from experienced 

consumers [2]. Researchers often refer to this 

online review as electronic word-of-mouth 

(eWOM) [3-4]. Users tend to trust peer 

reviews more than advertising and other 

content created by marketing departments and 

advertising agencies [5], so people often make 

the buy/not buy decision on the basis of 

online reviews. Now the online reviews are 

regarded as the best to represent the interests 

of the potential consumers and reduce the 

inherent risks and anxiety in purchasing new 

products [6-7]. 

As the most convenient and abundant 

resources, the online reviews has become the 

important sources of experience information 

[8]. This sentimental information has a bright 

prospect in many fields, such as reputation 

analysis, public voice monitoring, opinion 

mining, product reviews, and personalized 

recommendation and so on [4, 9-10]. 

There some academic literatures appear to 

study the online reviews. Turney and Littman 

[11] introduced a method for inferring the 

semantic orientation of a word from its 

statistical association with a set of positive 

and negative paradigm words: pointwise 

mutual information (PMI) and latent semantic 
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analysis (LSA). Some opinion mining 

prototyping systems such as Pulse [12], 

Opinion Observer [13], and WebFountain [14] 

etc. have also been developed. Xu, Lin and 

Zhao [15] brought forward a text orientation 

identification mechanism based on semantic 

understanding, and introduced their 

experience in building a sentiment corpus. 

Zhan, Loh and Liu proposed an automatic 

summarization approach based on the analysis 

of online reviews‘ internal topic structure to 

assemble consumer concerns, their approach 

can discover and extract salient topics from a 

set of online reviews and further ranks these 

topics [16]. In Ye, Zhang and Law‘s research 

[17], sentiment classification techniques were 

incorporated into the domain of mining 

reviews from travel blogs. They compared 

three supervised machine learning algorithms 

of Naïve Bayes, SVM and the character 

based N-gram model for sentiment 

classification of the reviews on travel blogs 

for seven popular travel destinations in the US 

and Europe. Pang and Lee [18] took use of the 

minimum graph approach to identify the 

subjective fragment of the document. 

Prabowo and Thelwall [19] presented a 

combined approach of sentiment analysis 

based on the rule-based classification method 

and supervised learning. Missen and 

Boughanem [20] proposed an opinion 

detection method using WordNet‘s semantic 

similarity relations. Li and Wu [21] took use 

of the text mining and sentiment analysis for 

online forums hotspot detection and forecast 

Although the current text-based sentiment 

computing has made great progress, there is 

also much urgent improvement needed for the 

growing subjective information, particularly 

on the consumer sentiment analysis of online 

reviews which we are concerned with. The 

earlier sentiment computing did not focus 

much on the fuzzy attributes of natural 

language and also the consumer fuzzy 

sentiment and psychology. Most of the 

application systems or research methods 

adopted the classical mathematical methods to 

give sentimental words commendatory and 

derogatory derivation value. Andreevskaia 

and Bergler[22], based on the concept that the 

sentiment orientation of a word is fuzzy, 

presented a method for extracting 

sentiment-bearing adjectives from WordNet 

using the Sentiment Tag Extraction Program 

(STEP).  But it is only about the semantic 

tagging of phrases and texts. There is a dearth 

of literature that addresses the fuzzy behavior 

inference or decision making process from the 

consumer‘s perspectives while some only on 

the enterprise strategy decision-making [23]. 

In this paper, the research purpose are 

sentiment identification and behavioral 

inference of consumer online reviews based 

on the fuzzy sentiment group bases guided by 

cognitive linguistics and consumer 

psychology. We conduct the discussion from 

three levels, vocabulary level, review 

statement level and inference level. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as 

follows: in Section 2, based on the fuzzy 

theory, sentimental semantic fuzzification of 

online reviews is given. This followed in 

Section 3 with the establishment of fuzzy 

group bases of consumer psychology. In 

section 4, a fuzzy sentiment computing 

algorithm of online reviews is developed, and 

in section 5, the inference rule base is 

presented according to the consumer 

decision-making process. Section 6 provides 

an experiment to illustrate the effectiveness of 

the presented algorithm. Conclusions and 

future researches are given in Section 7. 
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2. Fuzzification of Online Reviews 

 It is an important topic to measure or 

quantify the word meaning in complex system 

or decision-making process for a long time. In 

the traditional research of word meaning 

quantification, for example, Mosier‘s 

one-dimensional fixed-point or Osgood‘s 

multi-dimensional characterization [24], they 

all considered that meaning is accurate. For 

example, an orientation scale [-4, 4] is defined, 

then the word ‗beautiful‘ can be assigned +2, 

‗old‘ can be assigned -1. The sentimental 

semantic quantification research also used this 

pattern mostly.  

However, language is vague. Based on 

Zadeh‘s fuzzy theory, the meaning of a word 

corresponds to a fuzzy set instead of binary 

logic which cannot appropriately describe the 

fuzzy process of thinking. Natural language 

consists of basic words (atomic terms) and 

their composition (composite terms), which 

are defined as the elements and sets in the 

domain of natural language. Domain X  is 

defined as an interpretation of the 

understanding or an expression of a word 

meaning. Suppose a special atomic term in 

the domain of natural language, and a fuzzy 

set A  corresponding to its specific meaning 

in the interpretation domain X . The fuzzy set

A represents the mapping ambiguity between 

the atomic term and its ‗interpretation‘. A  
is characterized by a membership function

( )A x in interval [0, 1] which indicates the 

membership degree of the interpretation x of

 in A . We call this ―the natural language 

variable‘s ‗value‘ can be defined by fuzzy sets

( )A x ‖. 

Sentiment is a very broad concept, and has 

fuzzy attributes in nature. In the research of 

sentimental analysis of review text, it is 

necessary to make fuzzy processing to the 

sentimental words. The measurement of the 

meaning of sentimental words can be divided 

into five ranking separately on positive and 

negative category continuum, micro (A), 

small (B), neutral (C), large (D) and extreme 

(E). Each rank corresponds to a fuzzy 

membership function, namely,-E,-D,-C,-B,-A, 

+A, +B, +C, +D, +E. According to the 

subjective experience, that in a series of 

intensity, the possible psychological reaction 

distribution to a weak stimulate on the 

category continuum (weak-strong) is 

top-down, generally monotone decreasing, the 

peak of its curve is left-biased (weak side). To 

stimulus of moderate intensity, it seems like 

the normal distribution curve. For greater 

intensity, the peak is right-biased. To the 

strongest stimulus, the curve shows 

monotonically increasing, contrary with the 

weakest stimuli. 

According to the principles of establishing 

membership functions, that should be convex 

fuzzy sets, symmetric, balanceable, and 

should conform to people‘s language 

sequence, avoid improper overlap, etc., the 

Gaussian function is chosen as a template to 

define fuzzy membership functions for 10 

sentimental ranks in domain [-4, 4]: 

2

2

( ) ( , , )

( )
exp

2

w w w w

w

w

x gaussmf x a

x a

 





  
  

  

      (1) 

Here,

{ , , , , , , , , , }w E D C B A A B C D E          

, ,w wa are expectation and standard deviation 

of Gaussian membership function respectively 

corresponding to the sentimental rank w . For 

the intersection of the membership function is 

neither for very low values nor for very high 

values, choose 0.4w  . For negative pole,

[ 4,0]x  , 4Ea , 3Da , 2Ca , 
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1Ba , 0Aa . For positive pole, 
[0,  4]x ， 0Aa , 1Ba , 2Ca ,

3Da  , 4Ea .  For example, the 

membership functions of the variable 

‗evaluation‘ are shown in Figure 1. 

 
FIGURE 1. Membership function

3. Fuzzy Group Bases for Consumer 

Psychology 

  At the early 20th century, the British 

psychologist William McDougall has studied 

the relationship between people's feelings and 

behavior. In his view, all the people‘s 

purposive behavior is affected by the 

complicated sentiment, consumer behavior is 

no exception. Consumer‘s positive sentiment 

has a significant positive effect on their 

re-purchase intentions and word of mouth 

recommendation intentions. Allen et al. [25] 

found that people's behavior intention is 

predictable by sentiment, and corporate 

managers can determine the consumer's 

re-purchase and word-of-mouth publicity 

intention on the basis of consumer sentiment. 

Satisfaction
 
is only a cognitive concept. 

From the mid 80's of the 20th century, many 

scholars have pointed out that the 

post-purchase responses of customers include 

not only perceptual evaluation of products and 

service quality, but also a variety of emotional 

responses [26]. 

In the traditional consumer 

decision-making process [26], the consumers 

first perceive the internal and external 

characteristics of goods, resulting in the 

emotional feelings to meet the need, leading 

to consumption desires and demands. When 

the demands reach certain intensity, it will 

activate the purchase motivation pointing to 

specific targets. Driven by the motivation, 

they will search for information related to 

goods; then based on individual preferences, 

make analysis and comparison of the quality, 

price, and brand and so on to make a final 

purchase decision, and then take actions to 

buy. After purchase, consumers will make 

evaluation according to their own feelings to 

form purchase experience and then trigger the 

next purchase. With the arrival of Web2.0 era, 

consumer behavior is also changing. Through 

online reviews, consumers can search more 

information from other consumers on various 

features about products, even mood, to 

strengthen or weaken the consumption desire 
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in order to support or block decision-making 

process [5].  

In order to mine the business knowledge in 

the network community, based on the 

consumer psychology and behavior theory, 

we established fuzzy group bases including 

features, sense, mood and evaluation. The 

Infrastructure shows in Figure 2. Based on the 

fuzzy group bases, it can aid decision making 

and guide consumer behavior. According to 

the consumer attitude elements reflected in 

online reviews and the establishing methods 

of the membership function introduced above, 

the reviewers‘ intention can be inferred.

  

FIGURE 2. Infrastructure of fuzzy group bases

TABLE 1. Fuzzy group bases example of a certain brand of notebook computer 

Features 
Sense Mood Evaluation 

Words Degree Words Degree Words Degree 

Monitor, chassis, cable, 

touch screen, processor, 

appearance, price, 

performance, memory, 

hard disk, display card, 

sound box, mainboard, 

keyboard, fan, heat 

dissipation, weight, after 

sale, repair rate 

forward +D overjoyed +E right +B 

traditional -A confused -B common +A 

cumbersome -C 
lingering 

fear 
-D grating -C 

fashion +C furious -C splendid +E 

mediocre -D hesitate -A jumbled -D 

magnificent +E excited +C comfortable +C 

exquisite +B gloomy -C defective -C 

old-fashioned -C perplexed +A unique +E 

graceful +D collapse -E poor -C 

We take a certain brand of notebook 

computer as an example in Table 1(part). At 

present the sense base and the evaluation base 

are combined as evaluation terms. 

Product Feature terms 
Features 

Product Outward Performance Sense 

Consumer Psychology 

 

Mood 

Consumer Decision Action 

Experience, Coordinate with the original Expectation Evaluation 

Aid decision making, guide consumer behavior Recommendation 
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4. Sentence Fuzzy Sentiment Computing 

 To achieve the fuzzy computing of mood 

and evaluation degree at the sentence level, 

firstly we need to determine the language 

operators and characterize the semantic 

transfer caused by qualifiers. 

4.1 Fuzzy Operator of Qualifiers 

 Language operator indicates a class of prefix 

in language system, usually added in front of 

a phrase or word to adjust the meaning of it, 

such as the emphasized prefix or negative 

prefix. And this will infer to the sentiment 

transfer problem caused by 

Modified-Orientation. In order to resolve 

these two problems, we have defined two 

dictionaries: the Intensifier Dictionary and 

Privative Dictionary. 

Intensifier operators. In our research, we 

use the word set in ‗HowNet‘ which is created 

by Professor Dong, et al.
 
[27]. After screening 

and refreshing, finally divide it into five ranks, 

namely, extreme/most, very, more, little and 

insufficiently. The following table lists some 

of the typical intensifier words (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Examples of some representative intensifier word ranks 

 

Ranks 

Extreme/Most 
absolutely, amazingly, extremely, completely, 

exceedingly, beyond comparison, bitterly 

Very 
considerably, especially, much, quite, 

particularly, too far, a lot, too much 

More 
by far, comparatively, even more, further, 

furthermore, increasingly, relatively 

Little 
a bit, a little, a little bit, fairly, more or less, 

passably, slightly, somewhat, some 

Insufficiently 
a little less, just, less, merely, ultra, undue, 

unduly, surplus, to a fault 

 

In the intensifier words, the ones which are 

used to strengthen the tone are called 

‗Strengthen Operators‘, also known as 

‗Centralized Operators‘, such as the ranks 

indicated in ‗extreme/most‘, ‗very‘ and ‗more‘ 

in Table 2. The ones which are used to 

weaken the tone are called ‗Freshening 

Operators‘, also known as ‗Loose Operators‘, 

as indicated in the ranks of ‗little‘ and 

‗insufficiently‘. 

Take evaluation word M as an example, the 

general form of the intensifier operators is: 

( ) [ ( , )]

              [ ( , , )]

w w

w w w

H M x a

gaussmf x a







  

 

 

 
 

2

2

[ ( )]
              exp

2

w

w

x a 




   
  

 
 

 (2) 

Here, 0.4w  , w is the evaluation rank of 

the target word, H is the Intensifier Operator,

 is a positive real number, when 1  , H is 

a Centralized Operator, when 1  , H is a 

Loose Operator. wa is the desired value of the 

Gaussian function for evaluation rank w , for 

negative pole, it will shift  units, for 

positive pole, it will shift  units. 

The five intensifier ranks should be 

determined by the specific situations. We 

select the value of and after experiment in 
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the actual calculation as in Table 3.

TABLE 3. The value of variables   and   

Intensifier Rank Extreme/Most Very More Little Insufficiently 

  4 2 1.5 0.5 0.25 

  +2 +1.5 +0.5 -1 -1.5 

For each sentimental word with intensifier 

operator prefix, after transferring and width 

change of its membership function by means 

of formula (2), we can achieve the 

corresponding change of sentiment degree. 

Privative operators. For the sentimental 

words with negative prefix, it is obviously 

unreasonable to simply reverse their 

orientation. For example, ‗not satisfied‘, ‗not 

very satisfied‘, ‗very dissatisfied‘, etc., 

although they all have a negative prefix, but 

the strength of the negative tone is different. 

Yao and Lou [28] dealt with the 

Modified-Orientation (MO) due to privative 

prefix as follows: 

  (    )     (    )   

Here the classical (accurate) mathematical 

sentiment assignment method was employed, 

but their approach, also to fuzzy sentiment 

membership function, will induce 

contradiction in some special situations. For 

example, an evaluation word ‗satisfied‘ whose 

sentimental rank is +B. For ‗not very 

satisfied‘, firstly change the membership 

function according to the intensifier operator 

―very‖ (from formula (2), narrow and shift to 

right), then take half after reverse by this 

approach. Apparently, the desired value is 

lower than that of ‗not satisfied‘ (directly take 

half after reverse). However, according to our 

subjective judgment, the fact is the degree of 

‗not very satisfied‘ should be much higher 

than that of ‗not satisfied‘. So the Privative 

Operators should be further discussed. 

We divided the negative prefix into three 

cases, such as PM, PIM and IPM, in which ‗P‘ 

represents Privative prefix, ‗I ‘represents 

Intensifier prefix, and ‗M‘ is the sentimental 

target word, w is the sentimental rank, 

{ , , , , , , , , , }w E D C B A A B C D E          

. The corresponding membership function is  

2

2

( ) ( , , )

( )
exp

2

w w w w

w

w

M gaussmf x a

x a

 





  
   

 
    

  (3) 

The three cases are described respectively 

as follows: 

For case PM, order 2w wa a  , then 

2

2

( ) ( , , 2])

( 2)
         exp

2

w w w w

w

w

M gaussmf x a

x a

 



 

  
   

 

 (4) 

For case PIM, given the variables 

corresponding to the intensifier operator and

 , then  

2

2

( ) [ ( , , -(a ) 4)]

( ( ) 4)
         exp

2

w w w w

w

w

M gaussmf x

x a

  






 

   
  

 
 

(5) 

For case IPM, the same, 

  
2

2

( ) , , 2

[ ( 2 )]
            exp

2

w w w w

w

w

M gaussmf x a

x a



  






   
 

    
   

   
(6) 

In formula (5) and (6),  is chosen when

w  in positive pole,  is chosen when w  

in negative pole. 
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The Privative Dictionary is established 

through ‗HowNet‘. By selecting the original 

privative qualifiers and extracting the words 

that have the original negative meaning 

definition in HowNet, we got the Privative 

Dictionary such as ‗not‘, ‗no‘, ‗never‘, ‗hardly‘ 

etc. ultimately after filtering. 

4.2 Fuzzy Sentiment Computing Algorithm 

of Online Reviews 

 After the formulation of the modified rules, 

we can conduct fuzzy computing at the 

sentence-level. 

Taking evaluation as an example, the Fuzzy 

Sentiment Computing Algorithm of Online 

Reviews (FSCA-OR) go as follows: 

Step 1. First, conduct part-of-speech 

tagging and syntactic analysis (take use of the 

Language Technology Platform (LTP) for 

online presentation developed by Harbin 

Institute of Technology Laboratory of the 

language information retrieval [29], then 

select all the evaluation words Mi (i=1，2，… 

n) of the target sentence and the 

corresponding Intensifier and Privative 

qualifiers, and then determine the sequence 

relationship between its qualifiers. 

Step 2. From the established fuzzy group 

bases of consumer psychology, determine the 

fuzzy function ( )w iM of each word,

{ , , , , , , , , , }w E D C B A A B C D E           , as 

well as its corresponding Intensifier ranks ‗I ‘ 

(0-none, 1-insufficiently, 2-little, 3-more, 

4-very, 5-most). The Privatives ‗P‘ are 

denoted by N (Negative) and 0(none) 

respectively. If ‗P‘ and ‗I’ do not appear 

together, then record ‗I’ first, ‗P’ second. As, 

‗not well‘ can be analyzed as ‗0N+B‘; 

Step 3. For the analysis results of all the 

evaluation words Mi (i =1，2，… n),  

i. If ‗I==0, P!=0‘, only Privative 

qualifier, ( )  (4)w iM Formula  . 

ii. If ‗P ==0, I! =0‘, only Intensifier 

qualifier (the corresponding parameters are

  and , see 4.1, ( )  (2)w iM Formula  . 

iii. When the form is ‗IPMi‘, ( )w iM

 (6)Formula . 

iv. When the form is ‗PIMi‘, ( )w iM

 (5)Formula . 

Step 4. The Sentence Fuzzy membership 

function is  

Sentence-Function= 
1

( )
n

w iM ， 

             (i=1，2，… n) 

Step 5. Defuzzification = Centroid 

(Sentence-Function), get the evaluation 

degree of the sentence employing Centroid 

method to defuzzy. 

The fuzzy computing algorithm of mood is 

similar. Thereby the evaluation and mood 

degree of a sentence can be calculated by the 

compiled program in Matlab 7.0. An Example 

is given as follows. 

Example 4.2.1. Some consumer wrote her/his 

feelings and evaluations about a certain 

brand of laptop on a forum as follows: 

‘The design of this series is defective, its 

heat dissipation is not well, battery is too 

short-lived, not so desirable, and main board 

easily to burn, I bitterly regret it, 

depressing …’ 

The evaluation and mood terms and their 

QULIs are analyzed in Table 4.  

TABLE 4. The results of the analysis 

1 none (0) none (0) defective (-C) 

2 none (0) not (N) well (+B) 

3 too (4) none (0) short-lived (-D) 

4 not (N) so(3) desirable (+C) 

5 bitterly(5) none(0) regret(-D) 

6 none(0) none(0) depressing(-C) 
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This review contains 4 evaluation words 

and 2 mood words. According to FSCA-OR, 

after computing, the overall degree 

(evaluation) = -3.5210, degree (mood) = 

-2.5614, which shows that this reviewer had 

higher dissatisfaction about this brand of 

laptop and had bad post-purchase sentiment.  

5. Construction of the Inference  

Rule Base 

 In the various methods that express 

knowledge, the most common way is to 

express it as the rules of natural language 

form:  

IF premise (antecedent), THEN conclusion 

(consequent) 

This knowledge expression, as it expresses 

the human experience and heuristic 

knowledge with their own language, has a 

superficial knowledge characteristic which is 

particularly suited to express the relationship 

between contexts. Usually these restrictions 

are established by the fuzzy sets and fuzzy 

relations. 

To realize the consumer recommendation 

to a degree, based on online reviews, 

according to consumer decision making 

process, we take fuzzy variables ‗evaluation‘ 

and ‗mood‘ as inference antecedent, 

‗recommendation‘ as inference consequent, to 

establish Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). 

The input variable ‗evaluation‘ consults to 

section 2. For the input variable ‗mood’, we 

put it into ten ranks too, respectively, 

super-bad: -E, very-bad: -D, bad: -C, 

little-bad: -B, so-so: -A, +A, little-good: +B, 

good: +C, very-good: +D, super-good: +E. 

The inference consequent ‗recommendation’ 

is divided into seven levels in domain [-1, 1] 

with 0.1w   taking Gaussian function as 

membership function style ， respectively 

strongly-resist, resist, negative, neutral, 

positive, recommend, strongly-recommend. 

The principle to set a rule is ‗evaluation’ 

occupy a leading position, ‗mood’ 

subordinate. 

Some of the inference rules established are 

listed as below: 

Rule 1. If (evaluation is very-poor) and 

(emotion is super-bad) then (recommendation 

is strongly-resist). 

Rule 2. If (evaluation is little-poor) and 

(emotion is very-bad) then (recommendation 

is resist). 

Rule 3. If (evaluation is so-so) and 

(emotion is bad) then (recommendation is 

negative). 

A total of 52 rules are established here, and 

different rules give different weights. 

Mamdani-based inference method is used. 

Defuzzification employs Centroid method. 

From the example 4.2.1, degree (evaluation) 

= -3.5210, degree (mood) = -2.5614, we can 

get degree (recommendation) = -0.7526 

( ]1,1[x ), which shows that the 

recommendation degree of this reviewer is 

very low, and he/she is strongly resist to 

purchase. The specific reasoning process 

diagram can see Figure 3. 

 
 

(a) Surface of the Rules 

 

Evaluation Mood 
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(52 rules) 

 

(b) Mamdani-based Inference 

FIGURE 3. Inference demo 

6. Experiment 

 Using page collection tools ‗bget_share‘, this 

experiment downloaded more than 1200 

online reviews of a certain brand of notebook 

computer from the related posts of Baidu Post 

Bar (http://tieba.baidu.com/). On the corpus style, 

we chose relatively standardized, rigorous 

reviews as much as possible. Generally, the 

choice of reviews emphasized on the ones 

which have rich sentimental expression. 549 

sentences with views are selected after 

screening. The so-called sentence with views 

 

refers to the sentence contains at least one 

orientation word. Once more, after the second 

screening based on typicality, ultimately 100 

representative reviews were identified as the 

final corpus. 

For each one of these 100 reviews, the 

mood and evaluation degree are calculated 

through the algorithm FSCA-OR, and then 

according to the inference rule base, we can 

obtain the recommendation degree of each 

review ultimately. Figure 4 shows the 

recommendation degree sorting from low to 

high. In order to be unified into a table, the 

degree was normalized to range in [-1, 1], that 

is, 

degree = degree (evaluation or mood) / 4  

 (7) 

We followed the evaluation index of the text 

topic classification, namely, precise ( P ), 

recall ( R ) and F values. Set a1 as the number 

of correct texts judged as positive emotion 

(evaluation, mood >= 0), a2 as the number of 

correct texts judged as negative emotion, b1 as 

the number of texts judged as positive 

emotion, b2 as the number of texts judged as 

negative emotion, c1 as the actual number of 

texts of positive emotion, c2 as the actual 

number of texts of negative emotion. 

Obviously c1 + c2 = b1 + b2. Formulas of 

evaluation index show in Table 5.

 
FIGURE 4. Diagrammatic presentation of the results of a certain brand of laptop 

evaluation=-3.52  mood=-2.56  recommendation=-0.753 
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TABLE 5. Formulas of evaluation index 

 

TABLE 6. Index test results 

 
a1 b1 c1 PP(%) RP(%) FP(%) 

F(%) 
a2 b2 c2 PN(%) RN(%) FN(%) 

Evaluation 
22 27 31 81.48 70.96 75.85 

86.0 
64 73 69 87.67 93.78 90.62 

Mood 
31 42 38 73.80 81.57 77.49 

82.0 
51 58 62 80.95 82.26 81.60 

Because c1 + c2 = b1 + b2, obviously, 

F1=F2=F, we all recorded as F. 

Table 6 is obtained by statistical method 

derived from real observations. 

From Figure 4, we can see that, for this part 

of reviews, recommendation degree that less 

than zero occupies 72%, that greater than zero 

only 28%. This is because many online 

reviewers tend to express their sentiment of 

dissatisfaction. A small number of reviews 

both have higher value of sentiment and 

recommendation which are inconsistent with 

the majority, that because, here, we do not 

rule out the role of soft advertising reviews.  

In addition, the emotional tendency of 

reviewers and the recommendation degree 

remain consistent basically, and the 

evaluation degree keeps consistent changes 

with mood. Their combination decides the 

degree of the recommendation. In Figure 4, 

17% of the sentence does not contain the 

mood words, and the mood values distribution 

is relatively scattered, which largely because 

it has something to do with the situation at 

that time. We can see that this laptop brand 

reputation in the online reviews is poor, and 

more people do not recommend others to 

purchase. The experiment also shows the 

validity of the algorithm. 

7. Conclusions and Future Researches 

  This paper studied consumer online 

reviews using fuzzy sentiment computing and 

inference method through three levels. In 

vocabulary level, fuzzy sentiment modeling 

for consumer online review texts is discussed 

based on fuzzy mathematics, and fuzzy group 

bases of consumer psychology is established. 

In review statement level, after sentiment 

membership functions‘ shift and 

transformation, a fuzzy sentiment computing 

algorithm of review sentences is proposed. 

Finally in inference level, a series of fuzzy 

Category 

Index 
Positive Negative Total 
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b

a
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%100

2
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1
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2
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inference rules are made for consumer 

recommendation through sentiment mining. 

Our experiment showed well performance in 

Precise and Recall. Our results yield 

interesting and important insights for both 

academic researchers and practitioners. It has 

an important scientific significance on some 

of the basic theory of text sentimental analysis 

and consumer aid-decision-making. In mining 

customer perspective and understanding the 

market response of the products, establishing 

interactive relations between producers and 

consumers, and in guiding consuming 

behavior, it also has application value.  

It should be noted that free texts of reviews 

on internet are more arbitrary, and both 

wording and phrasing are not bound by syntax. 

So these subjective texts need to be further 

explored to analyze the language law from the 

view of linguistic. To take full advantage of 

features and sense base, it also needs to 

achieve product feature extraction and 

automatic association pairs (product feature 

and sentimental words) identification. All 

these will be discussed in our future 

researches. 
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Abstract 
An agent want to buy products from e-market 

often encounters unknown suppliers, he then must 
choose between maximizing its expected utility 
according to the known suppliers and trying to 
learn more about the unknown suppliers, since this 
may improve its future rewards. This issue is 
known as the trade-off between exploitation and 
exploration. In this research, we study the problem 
of an agent how to select suppliers from electronic 
markets with incomplete information. The agent 
has no knowledge about suppliers, so he needs to 
learn the information by consuming their product 
and his object is to maximize total utility.  

We consider two different scenarios. The first 
is an agent selects a single supplier at each time 
period. By the introduction of Gittins index, we 
show that by using Gittins index technology, the 
agent can achieve the optimal solution. The second 
is an agent can select several suppliers at each time 
period, we propose four heuristic policies and 
evaluate them by building up a simulation tool. 
 
Keywords: Business Intelligence; select suppliers; 
incomplete information; multi-armed bandit 
problem 
 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, with the development of electronic 
commerce such as B2B (Business to Business), 
B2C (Business to customer) and C2C (Customer to 
Customer), an agent which wants to buy products 
or raw materials from electronic markets may find 
there are hundreds of suppliers available. It on the 
one hand provides many options for the agent, 
however, on the other hand make the agent much 
difficult to choose suppliers since the agent has no 
quality knowledge of each supplier. The agent can 
learn quality of product after using it, therefore the 
agent will have prior knowledge of supplier when it 
has experiences with the supplier. The prior 
knowledge can be used by the agent to decide 
which suppliers to choose next round. We consider 
situations when the agent need to buy products 
repeated from electronic markets and he prefers 
product with high quality and the lowest price. 
Product with high quality and lowest price ensures 
the high utility of the agent. Since in our context, 
agent is the representative of buyer, thus we abuse 
these two words hereafter without explicit 
explanation.  
The issue of uncertainty quality can also happen in 
traditional market, however, the situation is much 

more prevail in electronic market since buyers 
can’t see and touch the real product in advance. 
The information which can help buyers to make 
decision is pictures and description posted by 
suppliers. However, since surveillance service is 
still not good in electronic market, supplier with 
low quality might provide better pictures and 
description than supplier with high quality, thus 
agent could be misled and make wrong choice. 
Other factors such as larger number of suppliers, 
unstable markets, delivery time and so on make the 
uncertainty problem much more pronounced in 
electronic markets than traditional markets [1, 2]. 
Consider an agent want to buy fish oil online, he 
shall use fish oil as keyword and search it on 
Google, as a result, Google will return a long 
supplier list with different quality (condition, 
delivery time and etc). Thus the agent must decide 
which supplier to choose so as to maximize his 
utility. 
One may argue that buyer can choose supplier with 
the highest price, since in common sense, high 
price represents high quality. However, in 
electronic market, price can’t use to identify quality, 
since unknown supplier may exist, which provides 
product with high quality, but charge low price. Of 
course, there may suppliers sell product with low 
quality and high price. Consider, continue the 
above example, suppose dailyVita is the largest 
online supplier of fish oil, but there are other online 
suppliers sell the same fish oil as dailyVita with 
discounted price and may also provide better 
quality product, if quality can be measured as 
delivery time or customer service. This may due to 
other suppliers make deal with better delivery 
company.  
In situations where there are a lot of unknown 
suppliers and unknown suppliers may sell product 
with high quality and low price, buyers need to 
employ intelligence policies in order to choose the 
most profitable deals. We assume that past 
information can be used as a gauge to measure the 
quality of supplier. For example, if a buyer makes 
several deals with supplier A and observes that the 
mean quality of these deals is negative, thus he 
might not choose supplier A again due to the 
unhappy experience. However, on the other hand, 
if the history experience with supplier A is positive, 
buyer might choose supplier A again with high 
probability. Thus the dilemma of the buyer is 
whether to choose best known suppliers or try 
unknown suppliers so as to learn the quality of 
unknown supplier which may improve the future 
benefit of the buyer. This dilemma is also known as 
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the trade-off between exploitation and exploration. 
The most pronounced problem of this dilemma is 
multi-armed bandit problem (MAB) [3, 4]. MAB 
problems are a class of sequential resource 
allocation problems concerned with allocating on 
or more resources among several alternative 
projects. Such problems are paradigms of making 
decisions that yield high current rewards, versus 
making decisions that sacrifice current rewards 
with the prospect of better future rewards. It can be 
described as follows: suppose there is a machine 
with several slots, each slot can generate a certain 
amount of reward. Rewards are drawn from a 
certain statistic distribution. A gambler can pull a 
single slot at each round and receive the reward 
generated by the slot. Since the gambler has no 
knowledge such as mean value and variance of 
each slot, he needs to learn the parameters by 
pulling them. The problem is what sequence of the 
slots gambler should pull so as to maximize his 
total reward. One can easily find that the problem 
faced by buyer is similar with the gambler if 
suppliers can be treated as slots. 
Rina and Sarit[5] consider the same problem 
context as described above and apply Gittins Index 
technology to choose supplier in the condition of 
incomplete information. They show that how to 
select supplier using Gittins Index in different 
settings: consider the probability of the agent to 
buy at each time period and different sizes of 
purchases. However in their settings, they don’t 
consider the risk attitude of buyers and the size of 
suppliers. They assume that at each time period, the 
agent can only choose a single supplier. Though the 
assumption is reasonable and enables them to 
employ Gittins Index, the true situation is that 
buyer can choose any supplier at each round. Select 
multiple suppliers at each time period can be 
modeled as multi-armed bandit problem with 
multiple plays (MABMP), but the solution of 
MABMP remains unsolved.  In this paper, we 
extend the work of Rina and Sarit. We consider the 
risk attitude of buyer as well as the size of supplier 
buyer can choose. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we 
discuss related work and, in Section3 we present 
the formal model. We extend the model and discuss 
how to consider the risk attitude of buyer in Section 
4. Section 5 presents some heuristic algorithm for 
multiple-supplier choosing problem. Finally, in 
Section 6, we provide conclusions and suggestions 
for future extensions.  

2. Related Work 
The issue of making decision with incomplete 
information is widely studied. Eric[6] investigates 
dynamic pricing strategies for maximizing revenue 
in an internet retail channel by actively learning 
customers’ demand response to price. Wang[7] 
formulate the optimal pricing problem with a 

bandit model and characterize the solution by 
means of stochastic dynamic programming. Cathy 
and Parijat[8] also study the dynamic pricing issue 
in e-Services, instead of using standard bandit 
process they combines annealing algorithm with 
Bayesian learning to balance the trade-off of 
exploitation and exploration. Rina and Sarit[5] use 
Gittins Index technology to select supplier in an 
environment of incomplete information. 
Salganicoff and Ungar[9] use Gittins index to 
select actions which optimally trade-off exploration 
and exploitation, they combine Gittins indices with 
decision trees to develop a mapping from state and 
action to success or failure of that action. Pandey 
and Olston[10] consider how a search engine 
should select advertisements to display with search 
results, they model advertisement placement as a 
multi-armed bandit problem, their algorithms are 
based on upper confidence bound[11] algorithm 
which is mainly to solve non-stochastic 
multi-armed bandit problem. 
The traditional supplier choosing problem is 
mainly about how to select a supplier among 
several criteria: quality, delivery reliability, product 
performance and unit price [12, 13]. Unlike in an 
uncertainty setting, all criteria are known in 
advance. However, as we show above, in the 
environment of e-business, most of the criteria are 
unknown which make the traditional supplier 
selection tools ineffective. That’s why we need to 
discuss the problem with incomplete information. 
Generally, products are classified into three 
different types: products with a quality ascertained 
by buyer before a purchase; products with a quality 
that is learned after the products have been bought; 
products have a quality that can hardly be learned 
even after consumption. In this paper, we assume 
that products’ quality can be inferred after 
consumption.  
Since an agents in our context need to decide 
between choosing best known suppliers or trying 
other suppliers in order to learn the quality of their 
products. The technologies for exploitation and 
exploration trade-off are known as reinforcement 
learning. The most used technologies are: the 
dynamic programming approach [14] which is 
expensive in time and space; the heuristic forward 
iteration algorithms [15]; the Gittins allocation 
index [3, 4], also known as dynamic allocation 
index, which can be used in cases of reward. 
Gittins index technology is proven to yield the 
highest expected utility when single supplier is 
available per round, but when in the background of 
multi-suppliers per time, Gittins index in not 
necessary optimal. Thus, we prefer Gittins index 
when the single supplier situation is discussed, 
however, we will employ heuristic forward 
iteration algorithms when the multiple suppliers 
situation is presented.  
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3. Formal model with single Supplier 
Consider an agent facing a market of N suppliers 
who sell a given item, the quality of the item sold 
by supplier i is iu , the standard deviation is iσ  
and its price is ip , the agent need to buy the item 
regularly at discrete time period.  At each time 
period, the agent must choose one supplier among 
the N suppliers, he has no knowledge about the 
mean quality and deviation about each supplier, but 
he knows the price of each supplier, besides, the 
agent maintains a history of in  length of previous 
interactions with supplier i . Then the average 
quality and standard deviation of supplier i is ix  
and îs  respectively. The utility of the agent 
buying an item from supplier i with quality ix and 
price ip  is ix - ip . 

3.1 Two supplier scenario and Gittins Index 

We first introduce the simplest situation in which 
the agent only facing two suppliers S (safe) and R 
(random). The agent has full information about safe 
supplier and its quality SX , while alternative 
supplier R is unknown to the agent and its quality 

RX  whose distribution law f on  also 
unknown to the agent. We assume that the agent 
has a prior on f . In a dynamic environment, the 
agent may learn about the distribution law f of 
the random quality RX  by buying product from R 
and observing realizations ( )RX t  of RX at time 
period t  and update his prior on f after t . The 
agent selects a {( }) ,Y St R∈  at each time period t . 
Then the total utility of the agent can be formulated 
in a stochastic discounted inter-temporal matter: 

0
( ( )) ( ( ( ), ( 1)))tU Y H Y t X tρ

+∞

⋅ = Φ +∑  (1) 

Where [0,1]ρ ∈  is the discount rate, 
( , ( 1))S X tΦ + = SX , ( , ( 1))R X tΦ + = ( )RX t . 
( )H ⋅  is the utility function. Since we assume that 

agent’s utility can be expressed by the subtraction 
of quality and price, thus when supplier R  is 
selected,  ( )H ⋅  is ( )RX t - Rp . 
The above problem is a standard approach of 
classical bandit problem. It’s one armed bandit 
problem because the state of arm S is stationary. 
The state of the other arm R t̂f  is a Markov 
process whose transition subject to the Bayesian 
updating with respect to the observation of ( )RX t . 
Gittins index is an optimal strategy for this bandit 
problem. At a certain stage, the agent need to 
compute index of each arm and the optimal 
strategy is to select the arm with the higher index. 
The state of the selected arm evolves according to a 

given rule, but the states of other arms remain 
unchanged. Gittins index is defined as follows: 
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While 0v is the initial state of a given arm, ( )Φ ⋅ is 
reward function of state tv . The index is the 
maximal average reward over a stopping time of 
the arm. The index value also makes the option of 
continuation or retirement no differences. As in our 
context, since the index of supplier S is constant, 
then given ( )GI S , ( , )GI R v  and the state 

ˆ
t tv f=  at stage t , the optimal strategy is to select 

the supplier with the higher index: supplier S if 
( )GI S > ( , )t̂GI R f and supplier R else. 

The calculation of Gittins index by definition (2) 
is difficult. Fortunately, there is a convenient 
approach to compute Gittins index. Let 

ˆ( ), ,xg s n denotes the index value of an arm with a 
history of n length, average value of x  and 
standard deviation ŝ , Gittins proved that [16]  

ˆˆ, , (0,1, )( )x s n x sgg n+=   (3) 
In (3), (0,1, )g n is the standard Gittins index with 
mean value 0, standard deviation 1, and history 
length n . Gittins calculated (0,1, )g n  given 
different combinations of discount rate and n . This 
show that multiplying the standard index value by 
the deviation of the arm’s reward and adding the 
average reward of the arm forms the index value of 
the arm. It can be observed that as an arm’s average 
rewards increases, its index value increases too. 
The standard deviation and the history length also 
play important roles in the index calculation. Since 
the standard Gittins index is only significant when 
n  is small ( n <10), when n  is getting larger 

(0,1, )g n  becoming small drastically. Thus 
ˆ (0,1, )sg n  shows that the contribution of the 

standard deviation of an arm to the index value 
decreases greatly when its history length increases. 
It can be explained as follows: when the experience 
to an arm is low (history length is small) it is better 
to select arm with highly risky (higher standard 
deviation), because the risky arm might generate 
high rewards in the future. However, as the 
experience of an arm is long enough, then the 
average rewards will take dominance in the 
calculation of the index value. The theory behind it 
is that the law of larger numbers ensures that when 
history length is long enough the average rewards 
is extremely close to its mean rewards. 
Proposition 1. Consider two agents with common 
prior belief 0f , and one agent is more risk averse 
than the other. If at the beginning, the more 
risk-averse agent selects supplier R based on 0f , 
then the less risk-averse agent will select R too. 
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And as long as the more risk-averse agent selects 
supplier R, so does the less risk-averse agent.  
The proposition is proved by Chancelier[17], it 
implies that the agents can be ranked by their 
degree of risk aversion.  Based on proposition 1, 
we have direct corollary 1 and corollary 2. 
Corollary 1. If the less risk-averse agent selects 
supplier S based on 0f , so does the more 
risk-averse agent, and as long as the less 
risk-averse agent selects supplier S, so does the 
more risk-averse agent. 
Corollary 2. The number of times agent select 
supplier R is a decreasing function of the degree of 
its risk-aversion. 
Proposition 2. An agent selects the safe supplier if 
and only if the index value of random supplier R 
less than the index value of safe supplier S, and 
once an agent selects the safe supplier, he would 
stick to the safe supplier forever. 
Proof. The first assertion is the major result of 
optimal strategies for bandit problems. That is 
choose the higher index at every stage. If the agent 
selects the safe supplier, thus the state of the 
random supplier remains fixed. Then the index 
value of supplier S will always larger than supplier 
R at the future stages, therefore, the agent shall 
select safe supplier all the time. 
3.2 Multiple Suppliers Scenario 

Problem Statement: an agent wants to buy an item 
from N suppliers repeatedly, but he has no 
knowledge about the quality of each suppliers. The 
agent’s object is to maximize his utility.  
Proposition 3. Given the price ip  of supplier i  
and remains as a constant, then the calculation of 
Gittins index is as follows:       

ˆˆ, , (0,1,( ))i i i i i i ix s ng x s g n p+ −=     (4) 
Proof. Since the price ip  is a constant over time, 
it will not influence îs  on the whole. As we 
assume above, the utility of the agent can be 
expressed as the subtraction of quality and price, 
then the price ip  just decreases the agent’s utility 
from select supplier i . Actually, the Gittins index 
can be divided into two parts: exploitation and 
exploration where ix  is the part of exploitation 
and ˆ (0,1, )i is g n is the part of exploration. The 
constant ip  doesn’t influence the exploration part, 
let the exploitation part be ix - ip , then the 
structure of Gittins index is maintained. ∎ 
The proposition makes sure that the agent only 
pays more for higher quality. This does accord with 
economic sense. 
Based on the proposition 3, the optimal strategy for 
the agent is straight. The steps are as follows: 

Step 1: at every stage t , compute Gittins 
index of every supplier ˆ, ,( )i i ix s ng  according to 
(4). 

Step 2: select supplier j  with the largest 
Gittins index value, that is 

     arg max ( ˆ, , )
i i i ixj sg n=  

Step 3: choose supplier j  and, buy product 
from j , observe the quality of the product 
and update parameters as follows: 
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Step 4: move on to the next time period and 

repeat step 1 to step 3. 
There is an important issue to use the Gittins index 
in the above strategy. The standard Gittins index 

(0,1, )ig n  requires a history length in  at least 
larger than 2, i.e. the agent must buy product from 
each supplier at least two times first. If there are 
too many suppliers in the market, then the agent 
must spend a lot of opportunities in order to meet 
the requirement of 2 history length. In this situation, 
the agent faces double bandit processes. At each 
time period, the agent needs to select supplier from 
the suppliers with history length larger than 2 or 
select new supplier with no history. In order to 
cope with the new supplier issue, the agent must 
balance the trade-off select old suppliers or new 
suppliers. Though there is not optimal strategy for 
the new supplier issue, the agent can employ a 
heuristic to solve it: at the initial stages, when all 
suppliers are new, the agent needs to explore new 
suppliers aggressively, as the agent has a lot of old 
suppliers, he might want to look at the old suppliers 
more often, thus he can employ a greedy algorithm 
to decide which group of supplier to select. The 
process is: set up a probability w , with probability 
w choose supplier from old supplier group and 
with probability 1- w from new group. When the 
group of old supplier is big enough, then the agent 
needs to gradually increase w  so as to make sure 
the agent can take advantage of exploitation 
sufficiently for the sake of utility maximization. 
 
4 Choosing K-Suppliers Problem 
Section 3 discusses the issue of how to select a 
single supplier per stage and provide optimal 
strategies by using Gittins index technology. 
Choose a single supplier per stage is suitable for 
small businesses, but as for big corporation, for the 
sake of diminish risk, they might want to buy 
product from different supplier, or at each time 
period, the agent want to select k-suppliers from all 
the supplier pool.  
Problem statement: an agent wants to buy items 
from N suppliers repeatedly, at every stage, he 
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shall select k-suppliers, but he has no knowledge 
about the quality of each suppliers. The agent’s 
object is to maximize his utility. 
The problem of selecting k-suppliers can be 
modeled as multi-armed bandit problem with 
multiple plays, i.e. the gambler can pull multiple 
slots at each time period. Though there are a lot 
concerns about the MABMP problem, the optimal 
solution is still not ready. In this section, we 
provide several heuristic algorithms for it and by 
constructing a simulation platform we evaluate 
these algorithms in different settings. 
The first algorithm is based on Gittins index. Since 
Gittins index is optimal for single supplier scenario, 
we believe the index value is a good heuristic 
information for each supplier. The process is as 
follows: 

Step 1. Select each supplier two times by any 
order; 

Step 2. Compute Gittins index for every 
supplier according to equation (4); 

Step 3. Select k suppliers with the k-highest 
Gittins index; 

Step 4. Buy product from these k suppliers, 
observe their quality and update 
parameters as follows: 

        For j=1 to k 
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       End for 
Step5. move on to the next time period and 

repeat step 3 and 4. 
The second heuristic algorithm is 

straightforward. We call it uniform play and 
empirical best (UPEB). The process is as follows: 

Step 1. Fix up a positive integer M ; 
Step 2. Select each supplier M times at any 

order; 
Step 3. Compute the utility of each supplier 
Step 4. Always select the k-highest utility 

suppliers for the future time period. 
The third heuristic algorithm is interval estimation 
strategy (IES). IES strategy choose suppliers by 
estimate their upper quality bound and choose the 
k-highest upper quality bound suppliers at every 
time period. The process is as follows: 

Step 1. Set up a quantile a ; 
Step 2. Select each supplier two times at any 

order. 
Step 3. For 1i = to N  
  Compte the upper bound of each supplier 

as (5) 
2
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 End for ( 2 (1)studentα  denotes the student 
distribution function with 
freedom 1 and  quantile 

/ 2a ) 
Step 4. Select the k-highest ,iupper α  

suppliers 
Step 5. Buy product from the suppliers at step 

4, observe their quality and update 
related parameters: 

       For j=1 to k 
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         End for 
     Step 6. Repeat step 4 and step 5. 
The reason we use student distribution to compute 
the upper bound is that, when we have no 
knowledge about the mean value and variance, the 
normal distribution is the most common used 
distribution to represent it. 

The last heuristic policy is called stepwise 
T-checked policy (STP), this policy also uses the 
student distribution, and the process is as follows: 

Step 1. Set up a quantile a , a positive integer 
B  

Step 2. Select all suppliers two times at any 
order; 

Step 3. Compute the utility of every supplier 
based on the two samples. 

Step 4. Select the k-highest utility suppliers 
For the B lowest utility suppliers in the 

k-highest suppliers i  
For other suppliers not in the k-highest 

suppliers j  

      Let stat=
ˆ

j i
j

j

x
s

x
n

−
 

      If stat< ( 1)jstudent nα− −  
     Then substitute supplier i with 

supplier j  
 End for  
End for 
Step 5. Buy product from the revised 

k-suppliers, and then update their 
mean quality and standard deviation. 

Step 6. Repeat step 4 and step 5. 
In order to test the performance of these four 
heuristic strategies, we build up a simulation 
platform with different settings. In our simulation, 
we defined several agents which behave 
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according to the strategies above. The quality of 
the products produced by each supplier is derived 
from a normal distribution, but the details of this 
distribution are unknown to the agents. The mean 
quality and price of each supplier is drawn 
randomly from the interval [20,140] in all runs, 
and the standard deviation is drawn randomly 
from the interval [40,100].  

In our first simulation, the size of suppliers is 40, 
and the agent can choose 10 suppliers 
simultaneously at every time period. We let the 
horizon be 200, and run the simulation 10000 times. 
The result is presented in table 1. 

Table 1 simulation results with 40 suppliers 
and 10 available per period with 200 horizons    

 
UPEB1, UPEB2, UPEB3, UPEB4 and UPEB5 

are the agents of UPEB with the value of 
M 5,8,10 and15 respectively. STP1, STP2 and 

STP3 are the agents of STP policy with the value 
of B 2, 3 and 4 respectively. GIH is the policy 
based on Gittins index. The result shows that all 
UPEB-based policies are strictly worse than other 
policies. Among the five UPEB policies, UPEB2 
whose sample time is suitable achieve the best 
utility. Since small sample times lead to 
under-exploration, large sample times lead to 
over-exploration. Indeed, Gittins index is good 
heuristic information, though it doesn’t achieve the 
best value. The outputs of IEP and STP are very 
close, and STP2 is the best strategy over all. The 
reason is similar with UPEB. 
We extend the total horizon to 300 periods. We 
find that the STP2 is the best strategy also. The 
total utility of all agents is double than 200 periods, 
that’s because during the first 200 periods, the 
agents spend a lot of periods on exploration. 
Let the size of supplier is 60 and other settings are 
the same as the first simulation, the result is 
showed in table 2. 

The results are similar with table1, but the best 
strategy is IEP. The reason might be as the size of 
supplier increases, the upper bound policy can find 
more high quality suppliers with low price. 
The three simulations show that the agent 
should employ IEP or STP strategy since they 
can yield the best utility. When the size of 
supplier is relatively small, the agent should 
favor STP strategy, and when the size of supplier 
is relatively large, the agent should favor IEP 
strategy. 

 
Table 2 simulation results with 60 suppliers and 

10 available per period with 200 horizons 
 

Agent UPEB1 UPEB2 UPEB3 UPEB4 UPEB5 
Total 
utility 96137 92145 86898 71328 53122 

Agent GIH IEP STP1 STP2 STP3 
Total 
utility 

110079 113984 111271 111306 110890 

 

5. Conclusion 
In this research, we discuss the issue of select 
suppliers from e-market with incomplete 
information. We show that the problem can be 
modeled by the multi-armed bandit problem. We 
first consider the simplest scenario where there are 
only two suppliers in the market and the agent has 
full information of safe supplier, then we show how 
to solve it by the technology of Gittins index and 
the impact of risk-aversion. Besides, we show that 
Gittins index is also optimal when there are several 
suppliers.  
We also consider the situation when an agent can 
choose multiple suppliers simultaneously at each 
time period. We provide four heuristic policies to 
solve the trade-off of exploitation and exploration 
issue of multiple suppliers’ selection problem. In 
order to test the performance of different policy, we 
develop a simulation tool and shows that the agent 
should favor STP policy when the size of supplier 
is relatively small and IEP policy otherwise. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, modern marketing theory has been put

forward such as: the quality, value and customer satisfaction
with emphasis on customer relationship building and
maintaining the stress; on the integration of business
processes and business functions of stress; Reflections on the
global and regional planning emphasis; on strategic alliances
and networks of stress; emphasis on services marketing;
emphasis on high-tech industries; on ethical behavior of
marketing emphasis. These new perspectives have been
systematic, such as relationship marketing, integrated
marketing, network building, strategic alliances, direct
marketing, online marketing, services marketing and
marketing ethics, they constitute new features of marketing.
The traditional marketing strategies gradual saturation in the
current China market, consumer spending increasingly
rational and increasingly extensive product lines, product
maturity and the external marketing environment, changing
circumstances, in addition to intensified competition and
high profits can not be brought to the enterprise to maintain
sales growth. The search for new profit growth point, the
new marketing methods and in accordance with changes in
the market to develop new marketing strategies, to become a
modern enterprise marketing inevitable choice. Facing the
21st century, Chinese enterprises should be combined with
Western marketing marketing theory, technology trends and

Chinese culture, markets, the actual situation of enterprises
to create marketing practices combined with practical
techniques to create the entire organization-wide marketing
ideas and methods. The marketing concept of the proposed
standard for the 21st Century marketing theory and practice
of marketing pointed out the direction, it is a new category or
to create a great market potential in the process. More
Chinese enterprises have recognized this and started to
contact with and learn the lateral marketing of this new
marketing concept and marketing methods, and widely
applied to the development of new products and marketing
up.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In 1912, J.E.Hagerty named his first book with

“marketing”, which marks the birth of marketing. But then
not a true marketing principles and concepts of modern
marketing, not really play a guiding role for enterprises.
Since then, until the end of World War II, the market
behavior of companies through the production-oriented and
product-oriented two-stage.After the World War II,
especially in the last century 1950's, in the West rapid
economic recovery and development background, business
marketing theory has been continually enriched and
improved business practices and has had a major impact
enterprise marketing behavior from to product as a starting
point, to sell as a means to increase sales profits as the goal
of the traditional mode of operation to the customer as a
starting point to the marketing mix as a means to meet
consumer demand for profits, changes in the modern
marketing concept. The concept of strategic marketing
changes dramatically the global market, enterprises and
consumers to promote the effective coupling, and
contributed to marketing theory and practice of rapid
development.

However, as the global market, the new market system
presents new features, many companies have found that the
traditional marketing theory in practice China is not
universal. On the one hand, the traditional marketing mix of
advertising and sales promotion has been unable to
effectively stimulate the consumer's request, on the other
hand, competition between enterprises in each of the
traditional marketing level, each blade is, the price war,
vicious competition, the cost of warfare has been
competition into the enterprise. In an increasingly complex
role of modern marketing, new products, new brands
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launched quickly, but a significant proportion of these new
products, new brands can not be avoided.Seriously study the
current market eco-system is summed up: dramatic increase
in the number of brands; product life cycle shortened;
updated less than maintenance; digital technology lead to
more market revolution; trademark rapid increase in the
number and patent number; market segments extreme; ad
saturation; New Products more complex, consumers are
increasingly difficult to impress. There is no doubt that the
intensification of market competition and a new round of
corporate excess capacity has once again pushed the
marginal profit. Market in the face of the complexity of
consumer buying motives, product choice and market
competition, the volatility of the cruelty to meet the market
demand as a starting point and end point of the “4Ps”
marketing mix strategy of enterprises from the pursuit of
being customer satisfaction and a customer loyalty of the
“4Cs”and the “4Rs”the impact of enterprise marketing mix
strategy and challenges. These new marketing idea and
marketing strategy at a higher lateral marketing to build the
basic content of today. It understand and grasp the meaning
of contemporary marketing, the latest evolution, and enhance
their competitiveness and achieve business goals boost. It
caught in the plight of the new marketing, how will the
modern enterprise to seek sustainable survival and
development? For the evolution of this global market, the
lateral marketing came into being. Lateral marketing theory
is currently the latest breakthroughs in marketing theory.
Level marketing is a working process, when it is applied to
existing products or services can generate cover the current
needs not target market of innovative products or new
services. The core idea of the lateral marketing theory, the
concept is to have been unrelated to combine with existing
products, to explore whether this combination to create new
product categories. Marketing theory has come to a turning
point in urgent need of new ideas, take a different creative
route, rather than continuation of the old road yesterday
unlimited market segments.

III. EVALUATION OF THE LATERAL MARKETING

The purpose of assessing the value of marketing theory,
the first is to make business in a timely manner to formulate
and adjust marketing strategy to seize opportunities, avoid
risk, achieve better effectiveness and efficiency. In this sense,
the corporate lateral marketing assessment is a study of the
marketing environment changes and the relationship between
corporate marketing strategies. Therefore, we can change the
marketing environment, marketing strategy and business
relationship between the lateral this point of view to build
marketing environment assessment model.

The lateral marketing in building environmental
assessment mode, we co-existence of the marketing
environment is divided into three factors: the environment in
the child the important events that affect the current market
conditions or market factors. trends: the general line of
events and direction, that is, changes in market direction and
trends. he stakeholders: companies outside the enterprise can
influence groups and individuals, that levels of marketing
practitioners.

When the lateral marketing in the implementation of
these three factors on the company's marketing strategy there
are three different levels of influence. positive influence:
opportunity. the negative influence: risk. zero impact: a
stable or business not related. In practice, the assessment of
the lateral marketing can be performed in three steps.

The first step is to identify the lateral marketing
implementation of environmental factors. Many factors
affect the environment, both external and internal factors.
Therefore, corporate marketing to identify environmental
factors is a complicated task. In practice, often used to
determine environmental scanning method, the lateral
marketing about the implementation of the environment and
the future of all marketing strategy, trends, stakeholders are
listed. Through the following steps. the lateral marketing
with a fair assessment, no personal bias of the existing
market and product analysis presented to the panel
discussion. Host does not make any environmental factors
suggest. using certain methods, such as brainstorming, so
that the lateral the marketing environment in all of the factors
are to be listed. accurate records of the team members of the
various market factors, product factors, competition and
environmental factors. to discuss the basis of factors have
been proposed. Group members can not post, the host
functions, to examine the issue from different angles, in the
discussion of factors favor themselves. conclusions. In this
stage, the effect must be made on various factors the lateral
marketing to reach a certain degree of consensus.

The second step is the implementation of key elements
of the analysis of the lateral marketing. In the second step,
companies can look for the positive influence of the
maximum and minimum of zero to determine the
implementation of the weight of the factors. In order to
effectively use these factors, only to find they are not enough
to analyze them carefully. Analysis of them can be used
along the following lines: to make assumptions. Marketing
strategy formulation and implementation, to analyze the
assumption that the other party will get what kinds and what
kind of reaction, attitudes and behavior is what most
reasonable assumption.Assumptions can be divided into two
categories: support or promote the power of the
hypothesis,and those that impede or limit the power of the
hypothesis form a risk. On the assumption that a hierarchy.
Hierarchical analysis to take into account each other's
assumptions are accurate, positive and important, therefore,
according to importance and uncertainty to sub-grade, and
determine its weight.

The third step is the reaction force combined with
enterprise and innovation, enterprise development and
adjustment of marketing strategy. First and second task is to
find the lateral implementation of key marketing factors, the
third step of the task is for these important environmental
factors were analyzed, the purpose of these three steps in the
final analysis was to encourage enterprises to develop and
adjust properly marketing strategy in order to seize the
opportunity to avoid risk. However, enterprises in
developing and adjusting marketing strategies, must take into
account the capacity of enterprises, that influence the ability
of enterprises; enterprises should also consider recycling
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power, or innovation. In general, the reaction force the size
of the enterprise depends on the business functions of the
new marketing strategy.

IV. PROCESS OF THE LATERAL MARKETING

A. Choose a Product
Choosing a product or service is a starting point, there

are two options: The first is to look inward to see, select
companies to market products or services; The second is the
outward-looking vision, select a business competing with the
products or services. The traditional practice of marketing
research study from the beginning of customer needs, rather
than starting from the study of products, so choose the lateral
a product from the marketing process becomes different. The
reason for this is that creativity originated in specific things.

B. Select a Focus
Once you have selected the products or services, then we

should be divided into many sections to change it.
Decomposition of a product or service will be the best way
to use the vertical marketing program. Vertical marketing
process will be divided into three main levels of all sections
in order to achieve the level with the purpose of marketing.
Why should such a vertical marketing process into three
groups and not the other way? This is because the product
level, including practical solution; market segments,
including functional or demand, consumers and buyers, use
or context; the relationship between the marketing mix level,
it is only concerned about how to sell their products. The
lateral the marketing process in one of these factors only a
horizontal displacement.

C. Create a Marketing Gap
The basis of the lateral marketing is to create a blank. No

gaps, no lateral marketing. If after the occurrence of
replacement did not produce a blank, it shows that we are
doing is vertical marketing, rather than the lateral marketing,
whether the replacement of a blank is the lateral vertical
marketing and marketing is an important distinction. Blank
existence requires us to skip it, the only way to create empty
temporary suspension of logic. The following is to create a
blank 6 basic methods: substitution, inversion, combination,
exaggeration, remove, and change order.

V. THE APPLICATION OF LATERAL MARKETING

Lateral marketing is still the starting point is to create
demand, the process is the value of alienation, the end is still
to meet the market demand. The whole, the lateral marketing
is a marketing tool. Marketing tool which is extremely rich
in product, market competition, market conditions worsening,
more practical significance. In the Chinese enterprises are
facing market conditions and a lot of marketing difficulties,
with the products, markets and marketing mix has a direct
relationship, the lateral marketing is to address the lateral just
focused on products, markets, and the marketing mix level,
so the lateral marketing theory is an important marketing tool.

The basis of the lateral marketing is to create a blank. No
gaps, no lateral marketing. If after the occurrence of

replacement did not produce a blank, it shows that we are
doing is vertical marketing, rather than the lateral marketing.
There are many ways create a blank, but mostly based on
alternative, reversal, combination, exaggeration, removal, six
methods for sequencing-based. This method is the lateral the
six basic tools for marketing applications, as well as
evaluation and selection of the most basic method of
marketing.

Under the traditional marketing model pricing strategy,
based on consumer demand for the ceiling to provide lower
cost products or services. At the lateral marketing thinking,
everything interests of consumers, that price is the consumer
to meet their own needs and desires are willing to pay the
cost price. The value of assessing the lateral marketing is a
means of price measurement, the lateral marketing value of
size on the price of new products and services have a natural
link, not difficult to understand the lateral sales generated
through the price level with the implementation of the
marketing and use of resources, the number of proportional
to the merits. If the level marketing companies can use the
method correctly, you can optimize resources to create the
lowest cost of new products and services to quickly capture
the market. Promotional strategy is the essence of
communication, that is, customers perceive the product or
service, resulting in purchase intent. At the lateral marketing
thinking, companies can try a variety of marketing planning
and marketing mix, emphasizing two-way communication.
Enhance mutual understanding, cultivating loyal customers.
Market level factors may be concerned about the needs,
goals, location, time, situation, experience. At present, most
caught in marketing needs to grasp the plight of the
enterprise or not allowed, or at the market level marketing
strategy to import properly, or does not grasp the psychology
of consumer spending. The lateral marketing strategy can be
evaluated and selected to grasp customer needs, identify the
marketing mode of entry points, the correct link market gaps,
the lateral precision into marketing processes.

A. Case Analysis
Shuanghui Group is a large-scaled meat-processing

enterprise which ranks 177th among China Top 500
enterprises in the year of 2009. As the largest meat
processing enterprise, the company has a total assets over 10
billion RMB. The employee population of Shuanghui Group
is over fifty thousand, with the capacity of slaughtering pigs
15 million heads per year and processing cooked meat
products over two million five hundred thousand tons
annually.The Shuanghui Group summarize and draw close to
the success of new product industry experience, from the
traditional market segments to find a new marketing model
marketing way of lateral marketing. Its innovative point of
view Shuanghui focus on the following areas: innovation
based on Adjustment; innovation based on specifications.

After the value has been tested and put into production,
rapid production and sales operations in order to speed
against size, and quickly occupied the market. Fresh corn in
addition to fragrance, soft, smooth and rich nutrition, corn is
rich in plant fiber, to fitness and beauty features even more
by the young woman's tender care. If the hot dogs and corn
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will be to establish linkages favorite target consumers,
marketing and R&D personnel in the flash of creative minds
of the spark. However, consumer awareness, the traditional
sense of the hot dogs just protein powder and a certain
proportion of fresh meat product of the integration. Hot dogs
and corn belong to two distinct categories, among them there
is a great divide. But put them together, not only created a
new category, while allowing ham with new features, new
functions and this is bound to generate a new market, as long
as the technology has been developed, businesses could
occupy this huge market.

But demand is still the focus of attention, just to mix corn
starch to protein powder, consumers not to eat corn the smell,
savor the smooth feeling less than corn. Add the corn to
make consumers really loved the hot dogs, must be picked
near fresh frozen corn to the hot dogs in, and keep the fresh
corn flavor prototype colors, so do not put products related to
establish a connection and create a new product to fill the
gap. As a successful marketing model ,more enterprises will
get the excess return.

B. Inspiration of the Case
In summary, by analyzing the lateral marketing

Shuanghui hot dogs use innovation in the market received a
huge success, showing that the lateral marketing,
merchandising concept in a specific operation has
demonstrated its great value, then for our businesses, with
What kind of enlightenment? Meanwhile, Chinese
enterprises should the lateral how to deal with and absorb
this new marketing idea marketing it? We already know,
new products and services, innovation originated in the idea
of innovation, followed by the screening and evaluation of
innovative natural products and the formation of the concept,
and finally the production and operation.

The case can be summarized into five steps: At first the
enterprise should choose a lateral marketing products or
services as a starting point; Secondly the enterprise should
determine the size of its influence; The third step is to
determine the lateral the lateral sales into the market level,
the main consideration to customer needs, objectives, time,
place, situation, experience in various sub-items; product
level include tangible products and services, packaging,
brand, use or purchase of ; marketing mix level in pricing,
distribution and communication aspects to consider. The
fourth step is to create space, it often used the following
method of marketing blank:substitution, inversion,
combination, exaggeration, remove, change order. Finally
the lateral enterprise marketing link is an important step, it is
to fill the marketing gaps, determine new product concepts
and forms, such as the above example. The five steps are
import process.

Through the above analysis, we can see that the lateral
marketing is a marketing innovative ideas and methods. It is
by changing market, changing products, changing the

marketing mix, to redefine the market and demand; these
qualitative changes can bring new types of products or new
markets, and thus brought to the enterprise marketing major
breakthrough. If the enterprise use the lateral marketing as a
solution to the problem, it will transform into a more
innovative spirit of the market pioneer, and gain competitive
advantage.

VI. CONCLUSION
As the lateral marketing theory is the latest worldwide

marketing concept, the Chinese enterprises, the level of
disruptive and innovative marketing idea more significance,
is the implementation of standards in promoting and
marketing process, we need to cultivate a professional level
of active marketing team prevailing circumstances. Based on
a natural choice the level of enterprise marketing strategy is
to construct the core competitiveness, companies must
thoroughly study and understand customer needs. The
changes in the level marketing model is not only a change in
marketing but also a overall business change .It needs to
establish the organizational systems of the lateral marketing
to help make strategic planning, staffing, performance
evaluation,and build reward system .At the same time the
enterprise should have good communication mechanisms
between the department of developing new products and
manufacturing. Finally the successful marketing model must
be personalized, which is based on the characteristics of
individual industries, business conditions and their own
specific market situation. In the lateral marketing models, the
innovation of new products and new services should be
supportted by high-level management.The executives must
have the willingness to take risks.
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Abstract 

In view of rising micro-blogging, the searchers of 
health information have increased dramatically 
anywhere in Taiwan. The purpose of this study was 
designed to refine and apply the theory of health belief 
model and tried to explore significant affected factors 
on the Plurkers behavior in tracing the health 
information. The survey methodology of this study 
administered the online questionnaire procedure during 
a two-week period in May, 2010. The effective 
respondent numbers totally are 233. Moreover, the 
multiple regression method was also used to analyze 
the results. After statistical analysis, the critical finding 
points out that majority of micro-blogging users 
acquiring the health information was mainly affected 
by the factors of Social Influence, Trust and Perceived 
Barriers. Hence, the professional and convenient 
information might be provided for us to promote the 
intention of use in Plurk. 
 
Keyword:  Health Belief Model; Health Information; 
Micro-blogging; Plurk 
 

Introduction 

Background and Motivation  

In the era of web 2.0, there are many internet users 
contact friends and share information via free internet 
platform. According to Alexa, it pointed out that 
Internet users like to visit the community website and 
portal in 2010. It was consistent with the trend which 
was proposed by O’Reilly [1]; this trend was mainly 
explaining the concepts of the sharing resources, user 
experience, and open platform. These concepts were 
constructed the community network. 

In recent years, the guide of Internet service transforms 
the information retrieval's search engine into the 
community site. Micro-blogging is the most popular 
network platform in the community site. Alexa’s traffic 
statistics in 2009 showed that rank of plurk has rising 
rapidly. Besides, Plurk is popular than Twitter in the 
Non-English speaking countries because of language 
support. Therefore, this study utilizes Plurker as the 
research object. 

Nowadays, micro-blogging is also widely used in 
variety of purposes, such as communication, 
e-commerce and knowledge sharing. It is a fast 
community site providing information like Twitter. 
Some people seek knowledge and expert’s advice [2] 

[3].Due to highest Internet penetration, people using 
the Internet to Acquiring health information is part of 
everyday life[4].Therefore, this paper takes acquiring 
the health information as the subject. 
 
Purpose Statement  

In the Academia, the intention of using the 
micro-blogging is short of related researches. 
Regarding Health Belief Model (HBM), many scholars 
have used it to explain or predict preventive health 
behaviors (such as deweighting, healthcheck and 
screening ... etc.) and health seeking behavior. Also, 
related studies for prevention behavior are shortage in 
health information. To achieve this goal, we focus on 
modifying the HBM to form a theoretical framework 
that can totally explain the intention of using 
micro-blog. The experiment is use the share of health 
information as an example to verify the self-health 
perspective on the intention of the use of 
micro-blogging. 

 

Literature Review 

Micro-blogging 

Micro-blogging is transformed from the blog, and the 
main difference between blog and Micro-blogging is 
that blog often include both pictures and words, 
however, the Micro-blogging is designed to apply on 
the cell phone and it also restricts words must less 140 
characters each messages which can be published 
directly to micro-blogging. Templeton [5] defines 
micro-blogging is a small-scale form of blogging, 
generally made up of short, succinct messages, used by 
both consumers and businesses to share news, post 
status updates and carry on conversations. 

Previous studies indicated the blog in general is often 
used to write short essays, reviews and knowledge 
sharing. Micro-blogging is good at rapid exchange of 
views or information sharing. Compared with the blog, 
micro-blogging as a channel for information 
transmission is more efficient [7]. 75% of the 
micro-blogging users are surveyed and conclude that 
the use of this service is very simple [8]. Hence, 
micro-blogging becomes a novel interface of sharing 
information. 

Templeton [5] said that most micro-blogging posts can 
be further divided into more specific types: 
Microsharing, Micromessaging and Micrologging, 
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details can be showed in Table I. 

 
 

Table I  Micro-blogging application type 

Type Explanation 

Microsharing 

One type of Micro-blogging 
where users are focused on 
sharing links and other 
content with their 
community. 

Micromessaging 

This is similar to instant 
messaging, with the 
exception that it is not 
instant. Most platforms 
utilize the @ symbol along 
with a person’s username to 
direct a message to someone 
in particular. The message 
will travel fairly quickly, but 
it requires the person on the 
other end to refresh the page 
or to wait for their 
application to retrieve it. 

Micrologging 

This refers to a user using 
their Micro-blogging 
account as a personal log for 
their activities. This might 
mean the person is using it to 
chronicle their daily 
movements or they are using 
it in conjunction with a 3rd 
party service that requires 
them to submit data for 
tracking purposes. 

 

Comparing with the Templeton’s report [4] and 
Krishnamurthy’s [9], we can find that difference 
between blogs and micro-blogging. Specifically, 
Krishnamurthy [9] describes that the micro-blogging 
has a trend on personal characteristics. Because the 
health information micro-blogging is published based 
on personal life, work environment and data collection, 
our study focus on both personality and subject. The 
characteristics of micro-blogging described in Table II 
by Jeremy [6]. 

Table II Micro-blogging characteristics 

Characteristics Explanation 

1.Low-loaded 
Quick release and respond by 140 
characters. 

2. Immediacy 
The message that published can 
immediately send to the related 
communities. 

3. Openness 
The new message is released, can 
be received in a short time. 

4. Interactivity Like real time features, if 

real-time chat, and enhancing 
their interaction. 

5.Distance 
Reduce the pressure on instant 
messaging, users can easily 
choose to respond or not 

6. Diffusivity 

Can also call “information 
ripple”. In the most important 
topic, there will be fast 
forwarding phenomenon, and will 
be a hot topic. 

7. Mobility 
Real-time updates or receive 
messages by cell phone 

 

Health Information 

Health information is a concept for sharing the 
knowledge of disease, it can help patients understand 
related health message. Besides, it can also call health 
information if this message is consisted of hygiene 
knowledge[10]. Public in general quick access to 
information about disease, drug use, side effect, and 
healthcare etc. by health information websites for 
improve knowledge of disease prevention, maintaining 
health [11]. Through an online electronic questionnaire 
survey found that Internet users in 1829, with 70.8% of 
the subjects had used health information website, its 
main purpose is to acquire 53.3% of health-related 
information [12]. The health information’s demand 
described in Table III by Dickerson [13]. 

Table III Health information’s demands 

Demand form Percentage 
Physical illness 82 
Nutrition and fitness information 59 
Specific physician, clinic ,and 
hospital information 

37 

Alternative treatment information 33 
Mental health information 20 
Experimental treatment 
information 

17 

General Health Advice 15 
 

However, people usually take health status as privacy, 
especially they get ashamed disease. Through the 
dissemination of health information web site, it can 
help patients effectively understand the relevant 
knowledge, and reduce the damage caused by disease 
[14][15]. In short, this study will focus on 
micro-blogging for acquiring the health information. 
 
Trust and Social Influence 

Trust was defined as a set of specific beliefs, in 
accordance with other research on buyer-seller ongoing 
relationships that deal with integrity, benevolence, 
ability, and predictability [16]. Giffin think trust means 
the risk of believing each other [17]. Therefore, trust in 
the interaction is the essential factor for expectation of 
things [18]. As a result, it plays an important role in the 
study of the health information [19]-[22]. Also, some 
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study pointed out trust will affect intention of using 
health information website [23].  

Social influence is the degree to which an individual 
perceives that others believe he or she should use a 
technology. Rice et al. describes social influence is that 
individuals in their networks affected by behavior [24]. 
Venkatesh and Brown also defined social influence is a 
behavior that is affected through the extension of social 
networks, apart from others, through secondary data 
can influence individual behavior [25]. Secondary data 
are such as newspapers, magazines, television, etc. [26]. 
Rosenstock describe that the main factor of “Cue to 
action” is the mass media [27]. 

Self-efficacy 

Self-efficacy is mainly through the study of social 
cognitive theory has been confirmed by the individual 
behavior [28]. Bandura defined self-efficacy as judge a 
person’s ability to perform particular acts [29]. Many 
studies have found that the perceived of self-efficacy 
would affect our decision to adopt the behavior 
[30][31][32]. In particular, the self-efficacy implicate 
health behavior will more significant affected 
[33][34][35][36]. Compeau and Higgins proposed a 
computer self-efficacy (Computer self-efficacy) is 
defined to indicate that the individual ability in the 
perceived of the use of computer, and has significant 
affected in the information research area [28].  

Health Belief Model 

Health belief model in explaining health-related 
behaviors has become one of the most commonly cited 
models [37] [38]. After Hochbaum proposed health 
belief model at 1985[40], Becker do more intensive 
study to construction of the health belief model[41]. 
Rosenstock [37], Becker and Maiman [39], Rosenstock 
et al. [27] modified the health belief model, and health 
belief model formed gradually the main framework as 
shown in the Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1：Health belief model framework 

In research of health belief model, people prevent 
disease based on their own subjective views, and they 
adopt some health behavior. These views are the 
following four points: Firstly, the possibility of 
individuals susceptible to disease, and have serious 

implications for disease. Secondly, economic or 
physical are affordable. Thirdly, the treatment or 
prevention of disease action is effective. Fourthly, 
willing to accept external cues to action for encourage 
doing healthy behavior [27]. 

These factors will be the impact of different personal 
backgrounds. When individuals adopt healthy 
behaviors, it will be influenced by the threat of disease 
and result of taking action. Thus, according to the 
concept of the above discussion, the Health Belief 
Model can be divided into the following table, as 
shown in Table4: 

Table IV Health Belief Model variables 

Variables Description 

Perceived 
Susceptibility 

Self-evaluation of the 
probability of suffering from 
diseases. 

Perceived 
Seriousness 

Be generated for a serious 
illness, treatment or will be 
possible occurrence of 
self-assessment. 

Perceived 
Benefits of 
Taking Action 

Appropriate recommendations 
for action under the effect will 
reduce the disease impact and 
risk self-assessment. 

Perceived 
Barriers to 
Taking Action 

According to the proposed 
action will have the appropriate 
number of other issues such as 
cost or pain. 

Cues to Action 
Events to enhance personal 
motivation or strategy 

Self-efficacy 
The confidence of the take and 
complete health-related 
behaviors 

 

According to the above, the health belief model of the 
previous research are in the field of health behavior, in 
addition to helping patients in the treatment of 
preventable diseases is very helpful, the health 
behavior can be found through the great impact of the 
health. This study was designed to apply the theories of 
health belief model and tried to explore affected factors 
on the Plurkers behavior in tracing the health 
information. 

 
Research Framework and Hypothesis 

Based on the previous literature, this research is 
proposed to investigate the intention of Plurkers in 
acquiring health information. The constructs in this 
study consists of perceived susceptibility, perceived 
seriousness, perceived benefits, perceived barriers, trust, 
computer self-efficacy and social influence; we use 
theses factors to explore the intention of using health 

Background Perception Action 

Sociodemographic 
factors 
(e.g. Education, age, 
sex, race, ethnicity) 

Threat 
Perceived 
Susceptibility 
Perceived Severity 
of ill-health 
condition 

Behavior to reduce 
threat based on 
expectation 

Cue to action 
Media 
Reminder 
Personal influence 

Expectations 
Perceived benefits 
minus 
Perceived barriers 
perceived 
self-efficacy 
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information micro-blogging. The research framework 
as shown in the Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Research framework 

When individuals feel health will be threaten, they will 
take positive health behaviors and reduce the 
probability of become ill [37] [42]. The positive health 
behaviors are like health check and disease prevention 
behavior etc [43] [44]. Nowadays, if young people 
know the seriousness of his illness, they will change 
their behavior on the basis of health information [45]. 
Obviously, when plurkers feel they may have other 
diseases, they may be affected by finding relevant 
health information. In light of the aforesaid, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 

Hypothesis 1-1. Perceived susceptibility is positively 
related to intention of acquiring health information 
through the micro-blogging. 

Hypothesis 1-2. Perceived seriousness is positively 
related to intention of acquiring health information 
through the micro-blogging. 

Bandura et al. proposed for most of users, they would 
try to engage in this behavior when they find that to do 
some behaviors have benefits [29]. In addition, many 
people used the Internet to search for relevant health 
information to prevent illness from being worsen [46]. 
Rosenstock mentioned that when the healthy behavior 
appended with barrier and cost will reduce the intention 
to change the healthy behavior [47]. Compeau et al. 
discussed the study with respect to the acceptance by 
the information technology, a greatly of computer 
self-efficacy will increases the intention to use the 
information technology [48]. Eastin and LaRose 
research in the relationship between self-efficacy and 
Internet, the research found out the results showed us a 
positive relationship [49]. Because of using the website 
to find the information or take part in discussions, the 
greatly of the computer self-efficacy will cause the 
users to use the website which can be simpler and 
reduce the resistance. In light of the aforesaid, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 

Hypothesis 2-1. Perceived benefits is positively 
related to intention of acquiring health information 
through the micro-blogging. 

Hypothesis 2-2. Perceived barrier is negatively 
related to intention of acquiring health information 
through the micro-blogging. 

Hypothesis 2-3. Computer self-efficacy is positively 
related to intention of acquiring health information 
through the micro-blogging. 

Ganesan states trust can increase the credibility of 
health information they provided [50]. Lack of 
credibility of information on the web, then will cause 
troubles to receive information [51]. Henman et al. 
researched in doctor-patient relationship, they found 
out that if patients trust in physicians, they will fully 
accept the physician's treatment even in unknown 
circumstances. Therefore, this showed the importance 
of trust in information communication [52]. People will 
engage with a website when they think it was 
trustworthy [53].Thus, the following hypothesis is 
proposed: 

Hypothesis 3. Trust is positively related to intention 
of acquiring health information through the 
micro-blogging. 

Hoeman et al. [54] found that cues to action in health 
behavior could change the public’s health concepts. 
Falomir pointed out that through the social influence 
that can help the public to change the health behavior 
[55]. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

Hypothesis 4. Social influence is positively related to 
intention of acquiring health information through 
the micro-blogging. 

 
Research Method 

Subjective and Data Collection 

This research used online questionnaire and subjects 
had to use the plurk of the health information. 
Questionnaire information released by health related 
plurk. Finally, the study reclaimed effective 
questionnaire 233. 
 
Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was designed by referring to 
measurements of related studies. Since the constructs 
investigated in this study were latent variables that 
couldn’t be directly observed. These variables were 
measured with a seven-point Likert-type scale.1 
represents “Very much disagreed” and 7 represents 
“Very much agreed”. This study invited experts in the 
academic and practical to modify the questionnaire and 
give feedback. All items were slightly modified to 
accommodate specific behavioral characteristics and 
the context of this study.  
 
Sample Characteristics 

The questionnaire was totally administered to 416 
plurkers. Limitations of this study were consistent with 
233 in the sample. Among them, 126 are female 
(54.1%), and 107 are male (45.9%); the 
male –to-female ratio is 0.85 to 1; most of the 
respondents are between 21 to 25 in age (56.7%); the 

Perceived threat 
1. Perceived susceptibility 
2. Perceived seriousness 

Perceived Expectations 
1. Perceived benefits 
2. Perceived barriers 
3. Computer self-efficacy, 
 

1. Trust 

Cue to action 
1. Social influence 

The intention of using 
health information 
micro-blogging 

H1 

H2 

H3 

H4 
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respondents’ health-risk behavior or habits include 
smoking (5%), taking medicine for fitness (18%), 
taking medicines due to a personal condition (19%), 
taking health products (76%), etc.  

95.3% of the respondents have at least 5 years of 
Internet using experience, and about 53.6% of the 
respondents use the Internet for at least 5 hours each 
day. 44.6% of the respondents report that they can find 
the health information they need through Plurk. Health 
websites that have been visited frequently by 
respondents belong to health-related blog (33%), site 
for medical professionals, and hospital (16.8%). 30.6% 
of the respondents that they search health information 
for nutrition counseling. 29.1% of the respondents that 
they use of information made the reference in the 
medical. 

 
Data Analysis 

Measurement Model Analysis 

Items of the questionnaire were constructed according 
to the related literature to ensure validity. Construct 
validity was assessed by convergent and discriminant 
validity.  

The  reliability of the constructs was assessed by 
using Cronbach’s α, which indicates the degree of 
internal consistency among the measurement items and 
is inversely related to the degree to which a measure is 
contaminated by random errors. In this study, the 
construct‘s value of coefficient alpha higher than the 
threshold level of 0.7 was deemed to provide 
satisfactory reliability.  

Convergent validity of individual items may measured 
by individual item loadings and the constructs of the 
average variance extracted (AVE). In this study, data 
analysis showed that the value of the individual items 
loading are above 0.7, all reached significant level (p 
<0.01), and the value of the constructs of the average 
variance extracted higher than 0.5 threshold. Therefore, 
the measurement has convergent validity. Since each 
constructs the square root of the AVE values are 
greater than the pairs of constructs correlation 
coefficient between the values, so measurement model 
also has good convergent validity. 

 
Research Framework Analysis 

After testing of reliability and validity, this part will 
analysis the hypothesis. Regression analysis explains 
the model predictive power through the test of 
individual regression coefficients of significant t values 
or F value should be significant. The findings of the 
study showed in Table V. 

Based on the Table V shows that the result of the 
hypothesis 3, 4, and 2-2 are statistically significant, 
others are non-significant. The significant level of H3 
and H4 achieve p<0.001 and H2-2 achieve p< 0.05. 

The R-square is 48.4 %. 

Table V Test results 
Construct t-value p-value Result 

H1-1Perceived 
susceptibility  

-0.788 0.432 -- 

H1-2Perceived 
seriousness 

-0.590 0.556 -- 

H2-1 Perceived 
benefits 

0.627 0.532 -- 

H2-2 Perceived 
barrier 

-3.002 0.003 Significant 

H2-3Computer 
self-efficacy 

0.010 0.992 -- 

H3 Trust 5.591 0.000 Significant 

H4Social influence 4.104 0.000 Significant 

 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The data analysis confirmed that the intention really 
affected by the constructs of trust, social influence, and 
perceived barriers. On the impact of social influence, 
this result consistent with Rosenstock [27] bring 
forward the “cue to action” are significant to people’s 
intention to acquire health information through the 
micro-blogging. It can be seen that external propaganda 
may stimulate the personal use of micro-blogging. 
Consequently, friends, family or society is driven to 
enhance the effective use of micro-blogging.  

On the impact of trust, the health-related 
micro-blogging should pay attention to the overall 
impression for plurker. When operating and managing 
plurk of health information, it can enhance the 
professionalism and credibility of plurker, also increase 
the will to use micro-blogging. 

About perceived barriers, the plurk of health 
information should release information that is easy to 
understand and use. When satisfy the need of plurkers, 
we may inspire plurker to use micro-blogging. It can be 
seen that manager can develop plurk robot to help 
release message, sharing information can make it easier 
to reduce pluker’s barriers to enhance the intention of 
using the micro-blogging. Or share the URLs; it can 
also achieve the same goal. 

In this study, online questionnaire sent by plurk, the 
plurk’s properties such as “real time” and “immediacy” 
can be found a lot of subjects. Although amount of 
messages reveal to the river course, excessive amount 
of information submerge the information of 
questionnaire. This result is unlike online questionnaire, 
so to send the questionnaire in the future can use robot 
for reclaiming more sample. 
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Abstract 

The importance of enterprise website to promote 
enterprise development is becoming more and 
more attention by the small and medium-sized 
enterprises. This paper establishes an evaluation 
index system of food enterprises websites from the 
perspective of user experience based on the 
websites localization and the current literature, and 
uses analytic hierarchy process to determine the 
weight of each level index, and establishes the 
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of food 
enterprises websites, and carries out a case study 
with the evaluation index system. The case study 
shows that it is reasonable and credible to evaluate 
the food enterprises websites with analytic 
hierarchy process and fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation. 

 

1  Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet 
commercialization, a large number of enterprises 
websites have emerged. The high quality website is 
very important for enterprise to succeed in 
e-commerce activities. Enterprise website will be 
beneficial to set up enterprise image, improve 
enterprise popularity; and to develop marketing 
channels, and expand market, improve marketing 
efficiency; and to understand the opinions of 
customers, grasps the demands of customers; and 
to improve service quality, raise service level; and 
to optimize enterprise business processes, improve 
the level of enterprise informationization and 
management. 

In the fierce market competition, enterprises 
urgently need for an evaluation index system and 
assessment method to use as the basis of 
maintenance, update, further development and 
improvement of enterprises websites. Through the 
evaluation of enterprise website, business operators 
can be more objective and comprehensive 
understanding of the actual operation effect and 
customer satisfaction of enterprises websites, and 
understanding of the status, advantages and 
disadvantages of enterprises websites. How to 
adopt a reasonable and reliable evaluation method 
of enterprises websites for scientific evaluation to 
improve e-commerce application level and 
informatization construction of SMEs has become 

a research focus of e-commerce application field. 

Now, the food industry has become the largest 
industry in the world, and it is also a new growth 
point of the national economy development in 
China. As the fast development of food industry 
and Internet, the development situation and trend of 
food enterprises websites has attracted increasing 
attention.  

This paper establishes an evaluation index system 
of food enterprises websites from the aspects of 
website design, website content, website service 
and function, website operation effect based on the 
websites localization and the current literature, and 
uses analytic hierarchy process to determine the 
weight of each level index, and establishes the 
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of food 
enterprises websites. Finally we apply the 
evaluation index system to case study by choosing 
one of the food enterprises websites, as the object 
for evaluation. 

 

2  Literature Review 

Now, many scholars conducted research on 
evaluation of enterprises websites from different 
perspectives. Most research perspectives on the 
topic could be summarized as follows: 

One of the perspectives is based on the index 
system of website evaluation. More representative 
evaluation index was proposed from the 
perspective of customer satisfaction by Gomez, 
BizRate, National Consumers League Website[1-3]. 
Some Chinese scholars[4-6] also studied the 
evaluation index system of enterprises websites. 

The second perspective is based on the content of 
website evaluation. The content of website 
evaluation mainly involved website content[7-8], 
website usability[9], website user’s satisfaction[10], 
website quality and service quality[11-14], website 
trustiness degree[15], website promotion 
strategy[16], etc. 

The third perspective is based on the methods of 
website evaluation. The methods of website 
evaluation mainly included the artificial neural 
network[17], the analytic hierarchy process[18-21], 
and the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation[22], the 
webometrics[23], the software real-time 
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monitoring[24], etc. 

In summary, although there were some results of 
the evaluation research on enterprises websites, 
they did not form a unified view and standards. 
This paper will establish an evaluation index 
system of food enterprises websites based on user 
experience of enterprises websites in order to 
promote the implementation of e-commerce 
application and informatization construction, and to 
enhance the competitiveness of enterprises. 

 

3  Construction of Evaluation Index 
System 

The food industry in China has some characteristics, 
such as low concentration, high proportion of 
SMEs, low technical level, serious homogeneity, 
intense competition between enterprises, and so on. 
Thus, when the evaluation of food enterprises 
websites is carried out, in order to fully examine 
whether the construction of enterprise website 
matches the resources, environment, objectives and 
strategies of enterprise, we should not only 
consider the indexes of technique and content, but 
also consider the indexes of website design and 
operation effect. 

The user experience is that the user's done, thought, 
feeling when users use of a product or a service, it 
refers to the user's rational value and perceptual 
experience which provided by the product and the 
service[25]. The user experience is the objective 
reflection which the users interact with the website, 
it asks for user-centered to construct and evaluate 
enterprises websites. 

Based on the principles of establishment of 
evaluation index system, consistency of index with 
evaluation goal, compatibility of indexes in the 
same system, relative independence of each 
evaluation index, measurability, integrity and 
feasibility, we design an evaluation index system of 
food enterprises websites from the perspective of 
user experience, as shown in Table 1. 

According to the requirements and the researches 
on evaluation of food enterprises websites, we 
determine the one-level evaluation indexes of food 
enterprises websites from the following aspects: 

 
Website design 

The index of website design should be evaluated 
from page design, information classification, 
navigation design and link design. The meaning of 
the index is as follows: 

Page design: The page design of enterprises 
websites should be artistic, and the layout and color 
matching of enterprises websites should have 

novelty and personality. 

Information classification: The information 
classification of enterprise website should be 
scientific, and the columns of enterprise website 
should have rationality. 

Navigation design: The hierarchical structure of 
enterprise website should be reasonable, and the 
navigation framework of enterprise website should 
be clear. 

Link design: The links quality of enterprise website 
should be high, and there should not be an error or 
invalid links. 

 
Table 1   Evaluation Index System of Food 
Enterprises Websites 

One-level 
indexes 

Weight 
Two-level 
indexes 

Weight 

Page design 0.1725 
Information 
classification 

0.4225 

Navigation 
design 

0.2700 

Website 
design 

0.1000 

Link design 0.1350 
Information 
sources 

0.1634 

Information 
value 

0.5396 Website 
content 

0.4427 
Information 
compiling 
quality 

0.2970 

Information 
management 

0.4203 

Website 
interactivity 

0.1213 

Products 
search 

0.1899 

Website 
service 
and 
function 

0.2711 

Customer 
service 

0.2685 

Website 
accessibility 

0.4934 

Website 
popularity 

0.1958 
Website  
operation 
effect 

0.1861 
Website 
stability and 
security 

0.3108 

 

Website Content 

 The index of website content should be 
considered from information sources, information 
value and information compiling quality. The 
meaning of the index is as follows: 

Information sources: The information source of 
enterprise website should have higher reliability, 
and the information of enterprise website should 
have higher authority. 
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Information value: The information content of 
enterprise website should be true, accurate, 
comprehensive and timeliness. 

Information compiling quality: The compiling 
quality of information content of enterprise website 
should be normative, explicit and concise. 

 
Website Service and Function  

The index of website service and function should 
be assessed from website interactivity, information 
management, products search and customer service. 
The meaning of the index is as follows: 

Information management: The various information 
of enterprise website should be managed with 
management system. 

Website interactivity: The enterprise website should 
offer a variety of interactive methods to facilitate 
communication between enterprises and customers. 

Products search: The enterprise website should 
provide various search methods for users to inquiry 
products quickly. 

Customer service: The enterprise websites should 
provide service functions for customer, such as 
business promotion, consulting services, etc. 

 
Website Operation Effect 

The index of website operation effect should be 
appraised from website popularity, website 
accessibility, website stability and security. The 
meaning of the index is as follows: 

Website accessibility: The enterprise website 
should be visited and used easily by users. 

Website popularity: The enterprise website should 
have bigger influence in the food industry. 

Website stability and security: The security and 
stability of enterprise website should be protected 
with a variety of safe technology. 

 

4  Comprehensive Evaluation Method 

In order to avoid the effect of individual subjective 
judgment and favoritism on the evaluation result of 
food enterprises websites, this paper uses analytic 
hierarchy process[26] to determine the weight of 
each level index, and utilize fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation method[27] to assess the food 
enterprises websites. 

 
4.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process 

Establishment of Factor Set 

Factor set is made up of elements that affect the 
judgment objects. According to the analysis above, 
there are fourteen single factors affecting food 
enterprises websites, and they can be divided into 
two tiers. The factor set can be established as 
U={U 1,U2,U3,U4}, and the single-factor sets are: 

U1={u11,u12,u13,u14} 

U2={u21,u22,u23} 

U3={u31,u32,u33,u34} 

U4={u41,u42,u43} 

U1, U2, U3, U4 respectively represents the four 
one-level indexes, that is, website design, website 
content, website service and function, website 
operation effect. 

 
Establishment of Weight Set 

Every factor has different importance degree. To 
reflect the differences, every factor Ui is endowed 
with corresponding weight wi. And the set 
W={ w1,w2…wn} which consists of weights is called 
factor weight set. 

 
Establishment of the comparison judgment matrix 

First, complex problems break down into several 
elements and different elements are divided into 
several groups. Then we establish a multi-level 
evaluation model based on the group status. 
Membership between the up-down hierarchy 
members is determined after we establish the 
multi-level evaluation model. We carry out the 
pairwise comparison between elements in each 
hierarchy of the multi-level model for the 
correlative up-level element, and then establish a 
series of judgment matrixes. According to Table1, 
we structure the comparison judgment matrix of the 
one-level indexes as follows: 

 



















=

121212

21213

2214

2131411

G  

 
Calculation of elements’ relative weights in single 
criterion 

This paper uses characteristic root method to 
compute collating weight vector. We suppose that 
the max characteristic root of judgment matrix G 
is

maxλ , and the corresponding characteristic vector 

is W. The methods of W and
maxλ are as follows: 
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Based on Equation (1) and (2), we calculate and get 
the 

maxλ and W of comparison judgment matrix G:  

maxλ = 4.1192 

W= (0.1000, 0.4427, 0.2711, 0.1861) 

W is the weight set of one-level elements for the 
general goals. 

 
Consistency check 

To make sure that the decision-making process is 
scientific, consistency check of 

maxλ is necessary. 

Checking process is as following: 

max( ) / ( 1)CI n nλ= − −                (3) 

    
/CR CI RI=                       (4)    

 

In the Equation (3) and (4), CI stands for 
coincidence index, CR represents coincidence rate 
and RI is random coincidence index.  

When CR<0.1, we consider that judgment matrix 
has a good consistency, or else we should adjust 
the values of elements in judgment matrix. 

Based on Formulation (3), we calculate and get CI 
of comparison judgment matrix G: CI=0.0397, 
when n=4 and RI=0.90.  

Based on Formulation (4), we calculate and get CR 
of the comparison judgment matrix G: 
CR=0.0442<0.10. This indicates that the judgment 
matrix has a satisfying consistency. 

Similarly, we can establish the judgment matrixes 
of two-level elements for correlative one-level 
elements, and also calculate all weights of 
evaluation indexes of food enterprises websites, as 
shown in Table 1. 

 
Calculation of combination weight of each level 
element 

To get the weights of all elements of each level for 
the overall objective, it is necessary to judge the 
value ofCR . If 0.1CR≥ , we should assemble the 
calculation results of the third step properly and 
check the total judgment consistency. We do this 
step basipetally. The final results indicate the 
relative weight of decision-making priority 

sequence and the judgment consistency check of 
the whole hierarchical model. 

According to the relative weight, we can calculate 
and get combination weight of fourteen evaluation 
indexes: W = (0.0172, 0.0423, 0.0270, 0.0135, 
0.0723, 0.2389, 0.1315, 0.1139, 0.0329, 0.0515, 
0.0728, 0.0918, 0.0364, 0.0578). 

 

4.2 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method 

Establishment of Evaluation Set 

Evaluation set is made of all kinds of total 
judgment results given by judges as elements. The 
evaluation set V of the high-quality course website 
in universities can be established as V= 
{V1,V2,V3,V4,V5}, in which five evaluation results 
are excellent, good, moderate, common and bad. 

 
Establishment of Evaluation Matrix 

First, experts evaluate from the single element of 
factor set U and determine the degree of 
membership that the evaluation objects rely on the 
elements of factor set. Then, we establish the total 
evaluation matrix consisting of evaluation sets of n 
elements. It is usually expressed as R. 

 
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation 

After we get values of W and R, we can do fuzzy 
mapping to have a comprehensive judgment. The 
mathematical model of fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation is shown as: 

( )521 ,,, bbb vvvRWB K=⋅=         (5) 

 
5  Evaluation Example 

5.1 Case Evaluation 

The Huaxin noodle factory in Henan province of 
China is an agricultural product processing 
enterprise, its main business include the sales of 
noodles, flour sales and second powder, wheat bran 
and other by-products. The independent enterprise 
website has been developed, and the enterprise 
online store has been established in the third party 
platforms, such as www.hc360.com, 
www.mymai.org, etc. 

The independent website address of Huaxin noodle 
factory is http://www.sc362.com. Now, in order to 
understand user satisfaction of the enterprise 
website, and to further improve the utilization of 
enterprise website, we have organized five 
enterprise personnel and five enterprise clients to 
evaluate the construction of enterprise website 
based on the above evaluation index system. 
According to the test data of enterprise website of 
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Huaxin noodle factory, we establish evaluation 
matrix R, as shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2   Evaluation Matrix R of Enterprise 
Website of Huaxin Noodle Factory 

 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 

Page  
design 

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0 

Information 
classification 

0 0 0.5 0.4 0.1 

Navigation 
design 

0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0 

Link  
design 

0 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

Information 
sources 

0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0 

Information 
value 

0 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

Information 
compiling 
quality 

0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 

Information 
management 

0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 

Website 
interactivity 

0 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 

Products 
search 

0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0 

Customer 
service 

0 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

Website 
accessibility 

0 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Website 
popularity 

0 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

Website 
stability and 
security 

0 0 0.5 0.3 0.2 

 
Based on Equation (5), we can calculate and get the 
comprehensive judgment of enterprise website of 
Huaxin noodle factory: B=(0.0168, 0.1922, 0.3986, 
0.2995, 0.0926).  

According to the principle of maximum degree of 
membership, the maximum degree of enterprise 
website of Huaxin noodle factory max(ib )=0.3986, 

which shows that enterprise website of Huaxin 
noodle factory is the third level, namely, that is 
moderate. 

 
5.2 Improvement Suggestion 

Although enterprise website of Huaxin noodle 
factory promoted enterprise image, set up the 
enterprise brand and increase enterprise sales, it 
had some problems: the information content of 
website is less, the column structure of website is 
simple, and the content updating is lap, and the 
interaction between enterprise and customers is 

lack, and the product promotion and website 
promotion is inadequate.  

To solve these problems, some corresponding 
suggestions are proposed for Huaxin noodle factory: 
the marketing and service should be strengthened, 
and the website content should be updated on time, 
and the website should be maintained regularly, 
and the website functions should be optimized. 

 

6  Conclusion 

Base on the perspective of user experience, this 
paper establishes an evaluation index system of 
food enterprises websites from the aspects of 
website design, website content, website service 
and function, website operation effect, and adopts 
the method of analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy 
evaluation to establish the fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation model of food enterprises websites. 
Finally the evaluation index system is applied to 
empirical study.  

According to the results, fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation is a reasonable and feasible method to 
evaluate food enterprises websites, and it can be 
used widely in the evaluation of food enterprises 
websites. This evaluation index system will 
contribute to guiding the construction and use of 
food enterprises websites, and it has practical 
significance to promote the development of food 
industry, and it has certain reference to evaluate 
enterprises websites of other industries. 
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Abstract 

User-dominated social media have become 
one of the major social networking tools recently. 
This study aims to examine the interpersonal 
influences in virtual communities with a focus on 
conformity and possible psychological antecedents- 
involvement and social identity. The results show 
that product involvement is positively related to 
informational conformity. This finding implies that 
consumers who consider the product to be highly 
related to them are more likely to be influenced by 
the information provided in social media such as a 
virtual community. Managerial implications and 
suggestions for future research are provided. 

 
 Introduction 
 

With the emergence of social media (i.e., trend of 
advanced social networking via the Internet or mobile 
phones), people now have more access to interact 
with others in different ways. Examples of the new 
forms of social media include: online forums, blogs, 
multimedia networks, and instant messengers such as 
Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, and Yahoo! Groups. 
Both in marketing and research there is a growing 
attention for virtual communities. Because of the 
wide range and fast speed of communication that 
social media capable of, there is a growing attention 
from both marketers and researchers. 

Virtual communities as one of the form of new 
social media, in which the information is shared by 
people having common interests from all over the 
world with no time limits, provide an unofficial 
channel for the retailers to communicate with the 
consumers. Retailers devote efforts in virtual 
community marketing and expect it to enhance the 
credibility of the information, and to build up the 
post-sale relationship with consumers, while these 
goals usually cost more to achieve by traditional 
practices. For example, retailers provide free trials to 
bloggers who have high viewed rate and encourage 
them to leave review on their own blog; also retailers 
reply to the reviews about their services on virtual 
communities. However, without knowing how the 
customer-created information influence on other 

consumers, the effectiveness of these marketing 
efforts is hard to be determined. 

Therefore, this study aims to examine the 
interpersonal influences in the new forms of social 
media. More specifically, this study builds on 
previous studies in conformity and examines the 
psychological antecedents of conformity in virtual 
communities as well as the influence on consumer 
purchase intention. Conformity is defined as one’s 
behavioural response of compliance with social 
norms [1] [2]. Conformity leads the individual to 
accept the information from the source as evidence of 
reality, or comply with other members’ expectations.  
Although previous studies had found the antecedents 
of conformity from the aspect of information source 
[3] [4] [5], the results are limited in physical 
communities. In addition, in applications of Web 2.0, 
the context and participations are mainly dominated 
by the consumers, thus characteristics of consumers 
seem more influential than those of information 
source in the process of changing opinions. 
Nevertheless, previous studies seldom explored 
factors that are related to of conformity with virtual 
communities, so the implications of provoking 
consumers’ conformity to virtual communities are 
rarely found. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the 
impact of conformity in virtual community with an 
aspect of psychological factors. Considering the 
features of virtual communities which highlight the 
importance of consumers’ characteristics, consumers’ 
involvement and social identity are purposed as 
antecedents of their virtual conformity. The results of 
this study are expected to provide the retailers with 
insights of the process of interpersonal influences in 
virtual communities and inspire effective marketing 
strategies. 

 

Conceptual Framework 

 

Early studies in conformity agree with the definition 
by the article in which the author described 
conformity as a behavioural response of compliance 
with social norms [1].Though social norms are 
seldom nominally written, people gather the signs of 
the norms by observing the group’s behaviour and 
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even from the group pressure [1]. The pressure makes 
people conform to others’ expectation, and changes 
their own attitudes. Conformity is a result of two 
social influences, informational influence and 
normative influence. Informational influence makes 
one accept information as evidence about reality, and 
normative influence makes one conform to others’ 
expectations for social or physical rewards. The two 
dimensions of conformity resulted from 
informational influence and normative influence will 
hereafter be denoted as information conformity and 
normative conformity respectively [6]. The authors of 
[7] later supported the two dimensions in their study. 
Others [8] further indicated that informational 
conformity and normative conformity could occur 
simultaneously while both norms and relevant 
information exist. Conformity functions as a 
motivator of purchase in both physical and virtual 
community settings [9] [10] [11]. For example, 
authors in [9] suggested that conformity is one of the 
market mavens’ psychological influences, which 
would increase consumers’ intention to purchase a 
certain product. It was also indicated that conforming 
to peer pressure would positively influence on 
apparel purchasing behaviour [11]. These studies 
showed that conformity in virtual communities might 
influence consumer purchase decisions, but what is 
more important for the researchers and the marketers 
are to investigate the antecedences of conformity in 
virtual communities and to explore the possibility to 
enhance it. 

Antecedents of conformity 
   

Both informational and normative influences 
lead to one’s conformity [6]); however, studies have 
shown that they contribute to conformity differently.  

In their experiment, the authors [3] matched 
informational and normative conformity with 
author’s in [12] three processes of opinions change to 
understand the antecedents of conformity. The three 
processes are internalization, identification and 
compliance. Internalization refers to that one accepts 
the influence because the information perceived to be 
instrumental and conductive. Identification refers to 
that one adopts others’ opinions or behaviours when 
the information is perceived to be associated with a 
satisfying self-defining relationship and the 
information source is identified with one’s self. As to 
compliance, it refers to that one complies to the 
others’ expectation to gain physical or social rewards 
or to avoid punishments, especially when the 
information source has strong norms [12]. By the 
similar goal orientation, the dimensions of 
conformity were matched with Kelman’s processes 
[3]. When consumers internalize the functional 

information, they are also achieving the goal of 
informational conformity. When they identify with 
the identifiable information for self maintenance and/ 
or comply with the irrefutable information for the 
external reward, they are also achieving the goal of 
normative conformity of social/ physical rewards.  

Based on these matches, authors in [3] put 
emphasizes on the antecedents of conformity from 
the aspect of information source. By manipulating the 
similarity and uniformity of information source as 
experts/ other consumers and high/ low consensus, 
the authors concluded that only informational 
conformity effected the evaluation of the product in 
their experiment. Their results departed from prior 
studies which suggested that unanimity or consensus 
warrantees an inference of conform and provided a 
more detailed condition of the effectiveness of 
informational and normative conformity. In addition, 
their study provided a reasonable inference of the 
antecedents of conformity from the characteristics of 
information source. 

The framework proposed by the authors [3] 
was later supported by other studies [4] [13] [14]. 
Other studies that focused on the antecedents of 
conformity from the aspect of the characteristics of 
information source mostly based on the match by 
authors’ study in [3].  For example, the author in [4] 
found that the similarity of the source to the 
consumers would have positive effect on the strength 
of informational conformity. Another author [13] 
manipulated extremity of norms by the group size 
and the number of expertise and concluded that 
informational conformity was more likely to occur 
with moderate norms than with extreme norms, and 
normative conformity was more likely to occur with 
extreme norms than with moderate norms. From the 
aspect of characteristics of task, others [15] found 
that when the task is to determine a most correct one 
among alternatives, more informational conformity 
would be induced, and when the task is to evaluate 
among alternatives, more normative conformity 
would be induced.  

The causal relations between the characters of 
consumers and conformity were further explored [14]. 
Considering involvement as a cognitive stimulus of 
accepting interpersonal influences, involvement was 
hypothesized to positively affect informational 
influence. The results supported the hypothesized 
effects and showed the importance of involvement as 
an antecedent of conformity.  

 
Involvement and Conformity   
 

Involvement, by the definition in the article [16] 
[17], refers to the “relevance” of an object to a person. 
The object could be an advertisement, a product, or 
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the act of “purchase decision-making”. Thus, product 
involvement refers to the degree that the consumer 
intends to be relevant to a specific product. In other 
studies authors [18] suggested that involvement may 
vary with the motivations that a person devotes 
him/her self into the object, and the effects on 
information processing. When motivated by 
utilitarian motivation, consumers with high 
involvement concern about the cost and benefits of 
using the object [18], and engage in searching for 
more information about the product [19]) such as the 
costs, benefit, and other functional information that 
would help consumers to evaluate between other 
products. When motivated by value-expression 
motivation, consumers with high involvement 
concern about enhancing their self-esteem and self-
concept [18] and project their self-images through the 
use of the object [20].  

When consumers have high involvement in 
product motivated by utilitarian needs, the 
information sources that they found are more 
functional to fit their needs, thus, informational 
conformity is more likely to occur since consumers 
informational conform to the information source only 
if the source matches their own value system [12] 
[13].  Similarly, when consumers have high 
involvement in product motivated by self-expression 
needs, the information sources that they found are 
supposed to be attached to their self-image, thus 
normative influence in conformity is more likely to 
occur.  

Community involvement, by the definition in 
the article [16], refers to the degree that consumers 
relate themselves to the communities, especially to 
virtual communities in this study. In some studies, it 
was denoted as group involvement or social 
involvement, and in information technology studies, 
it was denoted as user involvement [21] [22]. In 
physical communities, studies have shown indirect 
influences of community involvement on consumer 
behaviour. The key of the mediation effect is self-
identification and similarity of the community 
members. With high involvement in community 
motivated by self-expression needs, consumers 
intend to maintain their relations with the community 
which they identify themselves to. This intention 
would motivate the consumers to protect their self-
identification through conforming to the information 
from the source [23], thus normative conformity is 
formed. For example, study [11] compared between 
the influences of mothers’ preference and of the 
influence of peer pressure on daughters' apparel 
purchasing behaviour, it was found that the 
daughters’ apparel purchase behaviour will more 
conform to their peers than to mothers’ preference 
when they are more involved in peer groups. From 

another point of view, with high involvement in 
community motivated by utilitarian needs, the 
similarity of the community members to the 
consumers themselves would drive them to share and 
search information that is functional and matches 
their value system. For example, the author in the 
study [4] found that the similarity would lead to 
intense information sharing and processing thus 
result in informational conformity. Also, it is found 
that the utilitarian needs which result in more 
community involvement would drive consumers to 
articulate themselves and read others’ articulation out 
of motivations such as seeking advises and learning 
more knowledge [10] on the virtual community that 
the members have common interests. Since 
consumers join the virtual communities which they 
share common goals or interests, the information 
shared should be functional and match their own 
value system. Thus, it is possible that the more the 
consumers involved in the virtual communities, the 
more they will accept informational influence and 
have higher informational conformity. Connected 
with the consumers’ opinion changing process, this 
study proposed the relationships between 
involvement and conformity as follow:  

H1: When consumers have higher product 
involvement, they are likely to have higher 
informational conformity.  
H2: When consumers have higher product 
involvement, they are likely to have higher 
normative conformity. 
H3: When consumers have higher community 
involvement, they are likely to have higher 
informational conformity. 
H4: When consumers have higher community 
involvement, they are likely to have higher 
normative conformity.  
H5: When consumers have higher informational 
conformity in virtual community they are likely 
to have higher purchase intention toward the 
discussed products. 
H6: When consumers have higher normative 
conformity in virtual community, they are likely 
to have higher purchase intention toward the 
discussed products. 

 
Social Identity    
 
The concept of social identity was firstly 

introduced by the author in the study [24] as an 
individual’s knowledge that the individual belongs to 
a certain social group with some emotional and value 
significance to the person. Some previous studies 
have classified the dimensions of social identity and 
the influences of each dimension [25] [26] 
distinguished three components of social identity as 
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cognitive component, evaluative component, and 
emotional component. Cognitive component refers to 
a person’s awareness of one’s membership in a social 
group, evaluative component refers to the positive or 
negative value that a person attaches with the 
community, and emotional component refers to the 
affective commitment and the emotion that a person 
involved with the community.  

H1 Product 
Involvem

ent 

Informati
on 

Conformit
y 

 

Social identity is not only expressed but also 
reconfirmed by comparing within and between 
groups [27]. The comparing process also reassures 
how the individual perceive him/herself. Hence, 
social identity is especially considered to be 
enhanced while the community membership is self-
selected [26]. Therefore, for a community with self-
selected memberships such as a virtual community, 
social identity should be able to better describe the 
sense of belongingness within the group [25]. 
Previous studies have implied the relationship 
between social identity and involvement [28] [29] 
[30]. For example, authors in their study [28] 
suggested that the social identity would enhance the 
loyalty and citizenship behaviours in the community 
settings. Others [30] indicated that social identity 
could maintain committed relationships with virtual 
communities and enhance the “we-intention”, which 
refers to the emotional commitment of the 
community members to participate in joint actions in 
virtual communities. It was suggested in the article 
[30] that identification with the group would 
indirectly enhance the emotional commitment to the 
brand through sense of virtual community in brand 
community settings. Since identity with the 
community would make the community members 
perceive the community and the products related with 
the community more important and more relevant to 
the members, this study social identity is 
hypothesized to be related to product involvement 
and community involvement (see Figure 1).  

H7: When consumers have higher social identity 
toward the virtual community, they are likely to 
have higher product involvement of the 
discussed products.  
H8: When consumers have higher social identity 
toward the virtual community, they are likely to 
have higher community involvement of the 
virtual community. 
 

Figure 1 
 

Conceptual Model of Consumer Conformity in 
Virtual Community 

 

 

 

Methodology 
 

Samples and Procedures 
   
The sample was selected randomly from e-mail 

lists from students of a large midwestern university in 
the U.S.  The participants were limited to those who 
participated in a virtual community and had 
experiences of discussing products in the virtual 
community. A total of 4000 invitation emails were 
distributed while six were undeliverable. A total of 
657 responses were received (r=16.45%). Following 
a brief introduction of the definition of virtual 
community, two screening questions were used in 
order to ensure that the respondents were virtual 
community users and that product-related topics were 
discussed through interactions in the virtual 
community. The screening questions were (1) “Do 
you participate in any virtual communities?” and (2) 
“In the virtual communities that you participate in, do 
you discuss any products or services?”. Among the 
collected 198 usable data, most respondents were 
males (61.1%), and females were relatively fewer 
(37.9%). The respondents were mainly undergraduate 
students (60.1%), followed by graduate students 
(23.2%) and respondents who did not indicate their 
status or other kinds of students such as certification 
students (16.7%).With regard to the respondents’ use 
of virtual communities, more than half of the 
respondents reported that they usually participated in 
Facebook groups (59.1%), followed by forums 
(41.9%), blog or blog groups (37.4%), bulletin boards 
(26.8%), and E-mail ListServs (23.2%). Online game 
groups (13.6%) and newsgroups (10.1%) were the 
forms that the least respondents reported that they 
usually participated in. Table 1 provides the 

Normativ
e 

Conformit
y 

Purchase 
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ty 
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H5 
H7 

H2 
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Identity 

H3 
H8 
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demographic characteristics of the sample.  
 

Table 1 
 

Demographic Characteristics (N=198) 

Characteristics f %

Gender  
Female 75 37.9
Male 121 61.5
Choose not to answer 2 <.1

Student classification  
Undergraduate student 119 60.1
Graduate student 46 23.2
Choose not to answer or 

other 
32 15.7

Forms of virtual community 
participated in* 

 

Facebook group 117 59.1
Forums 83 41.9
Blog group 74 37.4
E-mail ListServ 53 26.8
Bulletin board 46 23.2
Online game group 27 13.6
Newsgroup 20 10.1

Purposes of participating*  
Keeping in touch with 

friends 
149 75.3

Searching for information 136 68.7
Have social interaction 128 64.4
Required by 

work/homework  
36 18.2

Frequency of visits per week  
1-3 times 34 17.2
4-6 times  26 13.1
7-9 times  39 19.7
10 times or more 99 50.0

Length of time per visit  
Less than one hour 123 62.1
1-5 hour(s) 58 29.3

6-10 hours 7 3.5
11-15 hours 5 2.5
16-20 hours 1 .5
Longer than 20 hours 4 2.0

Information exposed to  
Positive 108 54.5
Neutral 85 42.9
Negative 5 2.5

Note: *Respondents were asked to choose all that 
applies. 

 

  
 Four main constructs measured in this study 

are involvement, conformity, purchase intention, and 

social identity. Involvement includes product 
involvement and community involvement. Product 
involvement is defined as the degree to which the 
consumer relates him/herself with the product. It was 
measured by 14 items with 7-point semantic 
differential scales that were constructed by the author 
in the study [16]. The original Cronbach’s α was 0.98. 
Community involvement is defined as the degree to 
which the consumers relate themselves with the 
virtual community. In this study, it was measured by 
7-point semantic differential scales that were adapted 
by the authors in the article [22] from Zaichkowsky’s 
scales [16]. Conformity also includes two dimensions: 
informational conformity and normative conformity. 
Although most previous studies in conformity 
manipulated informational and normative influences 
through experiments and measured conformity with 
consumers’ actual behaviour of agreeing others’ 
opinions [3] [15] [13], this study measured 
conformity empirically by adapting 11 items using a 
5-point Likert scale from the study [7]. The original 
scales were developed to focus on products only. 
Among the 11 items, 8 items were developed to 
measure normative conformity, and the other 3 items 
were intended to measure informational influence in 
conformity. Social identity was measured by four 
items in 5-point Likert scale adapted from the study 
[25]. Consumers’ intention to purchase products that 
were discussed in virtual communities was measured 
by adapting the 3 items scale from previous studies to 
the context of virtual communities [31] [32].  
 

Table 2 
 

Bivariate Correlation of the Constructs (N=198) 

 

Prod
uct 

Invol
veme

nt 
(PI)

Com
muni

ty 
Invol
veme

nt 
(CI)

Nor
mati
ve 

Conf
ormit

y 
(NC) 

Infor
mati
onal 
Conf
ormit

y 
(IC) 

Soci
al 

Ident
ity 

(SI)

Purc
hase 
Inten
tion 
(PIN

) 
PI .895   

CI .463
*** .865   

 NC .112 .097 .876  

 IC .279
*** .068 .171

** .722 

 SI .191
*

.347
**

.143
* 

.174
* .841

PIN .398
***

.235
**

.235
** 

.348
*** .024 .740

Mean 4.62
5

5.31
8

2.62
2 

3.71
8 

3.34
2 3.786
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S.D. .784 1.15
2 .834 .648 .764 .708

Reliabilities of the constructs are on the diagonal, 
and correlations are under the diagonal. 
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level, ** 
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level  
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

 
Results 

 
A confirmatory factor analysis is performed 

and followed by a model re-specification [33]. The 
modified measurement model showed a good fit, χ2 
(384) =621.606, p = .000, NFI = .807, IFI = .916, TLI 
= .904, CFI = .915, and RMSEA = .056. Structural 
equation modelling is employed to test the proposed 
model and the results are presented in Table 3. The χ2 
to degree of freedom ratio is 1.71 as suggested [34], 
and indicates that the data fits to the model well, (χ2 

(391)=669.617). Model fit indices also show a 
moderate fit of the model (RMSEA=.060, CFI=.90).  
As proposed in H1, the influence of product 
involvement on consumers’ informational conformity 
in the virtual community is significant (β=.256, t = 
3.867, p<.01). However, contrary to expectation, the 
influence of product involvement is not significant on 
consumers’ normative conformity in the virtual 
community as proposed in H2 (β=.059, t=.735, 
p=.462). The results failed to support H3 and H4. The 
effect of community involvement is not significant 
either on informational conformity (β= -.032, t=-.797, 
p=.640) or normative conformity (β=.026, t=.467, 
p=.425). The effects of conformity on purchase 
intention are supported. Consumers’ informational 
conformity showed a moderate influence on their 
intention to purchase the products that were discussed 
(β=.243, t= 3.647, p<.01). Thus, H5 is supported. For 
H6, the consumers’ normative conformity showed a 
smaller but significant influence on their purchase 
intention (β=.106, t=2.645, p<.01). The influences of 
social identity on consumers’ involvement are 
generally significant and supported. The effect is 
smaller on product involvement (β=.147, t=1.886, 
p=.059), but it is relatively larger on community 
involvement (β=.518, t=4.801, and p<.01). Thus, 
while H8 is supported, the effect on product 
involvement is so small that H7 is not supported.  

Table 3 
 

Structural Model Results 

Structural Path  Coefficient t-
Value 

Product Involvement  
Informational Conformity 

.256*** 3.867

Product Involvement  
Normative Conformity 

.059 .735 

Community Involvement  
Informational Conformity 

-.032 -.797

Community Involvement  
Normative Conformity 

.026 .467 

Informational Conformity  
Purchase Intention 

.243*** 3.647

Normative Conformity  
Purchase Intention 

.106*** 2.645

Social Identity  Product 
Involvement 

.147* 1.886

Social Identity  Community 
Involvement 

.518*** 4.801

Goodness-of-fit: χ2 391= 669.617, p=.000; CFI=.900; 
NFI=.793; RMSEA=.060  

*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01  

 
Conclusion 

 
Discussions 
 
 As hypothesized, product involvement is 
positively related to informational conformity. This 
result implies that consumers who consider the 
product to be highly related to them are more likely 
to be influenced by the information provided in social 
media such as a virtual community. This finding is 
congruent with the study [14], in which product 
involvement was found to have influence on 
informational conformity. In addition, consumers 
engage in word-of-mouth (WOM) in order to satisfy 
their need for information [19]. Thus, this result 
could also imply that consumers who are highly 
involved in a product are more likely to be affected 
by eWOM, which usually affects consumers’ 
judgment of product performance through 
informational conformity [35].  

 In addition, although product-involved 
consumers may intend to project their self-image 
with the information about the product that could 
enhance personal image through using the product, 
product involvement does not lead to normative 
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conformity. The non-significant result might be due 
to the difference between the nature of the virtual 
community and the preference of the consumers. For 
example, the members of a virtual community for 
high school alumni might not have the same 
preference in apparel products, and the discussion 
about apparel products in the virtual community 
might not provide the personal image that an 
individual could identify with. In addition, compared 
with virtual communities for sharing same interests, 
virtual communities for keeping in touch with friends 
may contain diverse opinions about different products 
that may not form certain norms about personal 
images through using the products.  

Another unexpected result is the non-
significant effect of community involvement on 
conformity. This might result from the different 
natures of the virtual communities, too. Consumers 
who consider the community highly related to them 
might be involved for other reasons like keeping in 
touch with friends. Information shared in the virtual 
communities might not be what they need; thus, 
informational conformity is not affected by 
consumers’ community involvement. In addition, the 
norms in using a certain product might not be as 
important as other norms in the community, so 
normative conformity is not affected by consumers’ 
community involvement, either. This result could also 
imply that, in different types of virtual communities 
(e.g., a high school friends group versus a brand 
forum), the influences of informational and 
normative conformity might be different. 

The results supported the direct paths from both 
informational conformity and normative conformity 
to purchase intention as hypothesized. The findings 
support previous studies observing the effects of 
normative conformity [36] and informational 
conformity [37], and provide a more integrated point 
of view from both informational and normative 
conformity in virtual communities. Study [36] 
suggested that normative conformity in virtual 
community has a positive relationship with 
consumers’ acceptance of new technology products. 
In addition, through the informational conformity of 
eWOM, consumers’ perception of product quality 
would be changed [37]. This current study 
contributes a linkage among these studies and 
suggests that both informational and normative 
conformity would change consumers’ purchase 
intention in a virtual community where users share a 
sense of belonging.  

The influences of social identity on consumers’ 
involvement in virtual communities are confirmed as 
hypothesized. The result indicates that the more the 
consumers identify themselves to the virtual 
community, the more they will be involved with the 

products that were discussed in the community and 
the virtual community per se. This result conforms to 
the result of the experiment [38] in which the authors 
indicated that the appraisals resulted from the social 
connection and social esteem of the group would 
enhance community members’ perceived salience of 
the community.  

This study provides insights into virtual 
community users’ opinion changing process. Virtual 
community users might normatively and 
informationally conform to other consumers and 
purchase the products or services that were discussed 
if there is enough information that corresponds to 
their interests and if there are enough norms that 
make the members follow. Thus, when retailers 
stimulate the discussion about their products in web 
2.0 virtual communities, e.g., provide free trial to the 
members, it is very likely that they are able to change 
consumers’ attitudes through the normative and 
informational conformity. Besides, According to a 
survey by Forum One, a market research company, 
one of the reasons for the ineffectiveness of previous 
efforts in virtual community marketing is the hit-and-
run attack strategies [39], by which strategy the 
retailers launch advertisements in the virtual 
communities without knowing the nature of the 
community. Knowing that conformity is more likely 
to happen when the consumers are more product-
involved, marketers should put more emphasize on 
product related communities such as a product 
discussion forum rather than communities that are 
constructed by their target segmentations such as 
blogs for sororities. Educators may encourage people 
who are involved in special topics to explore related 
virtual communities to adhere together and increase 
the intention to accomplish certain educational goals. 
In healthcare, caregivers might be able to help the 
consumers involved in health care topics in virtual 
communities to get more information from other 
consumers and increase their intentions to control 
their health status through normative conformity and 
informational conformity.  
 
Limitations and future research 

  
Limitations of this study include the self-

reported nature of the data and the generalizability of 
the results. The data collected were dependent on the 
respondents’ perception, their intentions, and 
reporting skills to provide honest and accurate 
information, and these factors usually vary from 
person to person. The data were collected from a 
student population from a Midwestern university in 
the U.S. Since students may stand for a major party 
of virtual community users, the results provide a 
directional idea of the topic, but the generalizability 
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to other populations is limited. Also, this study did 
not target at a specific kind of virtual. Since there 
might be a confounding effect due to the nature of 
different types of virtual communities (i.e. social 
based communities, or brand based communities), 
future studies in the effect of different types of virtual 
communities, or studies focusing on a specific type of 
virtual communities are needed.  
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Abstract 

The study aims at introducing the cross-domain 
employability of Electronic Business (E-Business) that 
the printing industry professionals should have in 
Taiwan. The pilot study aims at confirming and 
developing a questionnaire based on indicator of 
employability on E-Business in Printing Industry. 
Secondly, designing Analytical Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) questionnaire and builds its weight. The study 
presents the cross-domain employability indicators 
related to E-Business. The contribution can benefit the 
printing industry when recruiting human resources, and 
to serve as reference for the printing related 
departments in higher education. 
Keywords: Employability, E-Business, Printing 
industry, AHP  
 

Introduction 

The success of a country’s economic development 
depends on whether it can successfully integrate into 
corporate production systems its labor force with 
knowledge and ability [1], and it is even more so for 
Taiwan’s printing industry. Human resource quality is 
an important factor in determining a company’s 
competitiveness, and Levin [2] believes that fierce 
competition in dynamic environments, budget 
reduction and heavy price pressure make business 
operation highly dependent on high-quality human 
resources. High-quality labor force is required to have 
cross-domain employability, which is what a mature 
industry relies on for enterprise transformation and 
development [3]. Crossan & Berdrov [4] pointed out 
that one of the consequences of intense competition, 
globalization and the advanced development of science 
and technology is that organisational learning, 
knowledge creation and innovation capability have 
combined to form a major benefit supporting corporate 
competitiveness. It is therefore quite natural that, out of 
necessity arising from competition, companies have 
adopted the competence-based perspective and require 
the employees they recruit to possess cross-domain 
multiple competences instead of one single specialized 
skill. Enterprises tend more and more to require their 
employees to possess what is needed for business 
operation in terms of cross-domain competences and 
the corresponding performance requirements [5] in 

order for them to remain employed on a long-term 
basis in the enterprise and to subsequently develop 
their individual professional careers.  

Education is the main means of enhancing Taiwan 
college students’ employability [6]. Hillage and Pollard 
[7] defined the term “employability” as the capability 
to move self-sufficiently within the labor market to 
realize potential through sustainable employment, and 
considered that if an employee has self-perceived 
employability, he will be able to deploy employability 
frequently both within and outside of the enterprise. 
Rothwell & Arnold [8] started from the perspective of 
personal employment and career development to 
consider that employability is about people’s ability to 
possess skills, find work, and maintain work of the 
kind they want. For an enterprise, employability means 
possessing human resources with long-term working 
ability. The concept of employability can be considered 
by a corporate organisation as employees’ long-term 
working ability, as in the idea of “work for the sake of 
life” [9-10]. Sanders & de Grip [11] stated that training 
participation and task flexibility of low-skill workers in 
an enterprise are positive and beneficial to their 
employability within the enterprise and the possibility 
of their deploying lifetime employability outside of the 
enterprise. All these studies focused on employability 
are based on the competence-based theory [12]. The 
need to enhance employees’ possession of the kind of 
employability their enterprise demands sustains the 
inevitability for the enterprise to plan and implement 
education and training programs. In view of all the 
above and for the purpose of our study, we can define 
employability, in the labor market related to the 
printing industry, as the ability to execute the 
requirements of the related professional technology 
cluster and to remain employed on a long-term basis, 
particularly in Electronic Business.     

It would be highly meaningful to identify the 
requirements of Taiwan’s printing businesses in terms 
of employees’ employability in Electronic Business and 
to use the findings as a basis for talent cultivation in 
higher education. Therefore, based on the research 
background described above, this study aims at 
introducing, from a competence-based perspective, a 
set of indicators for the kind of cross-domain 
employability required for Taiwan’s printing industry 
professionals. These indicators can then be used as 
assessment tools by printing businesses in the 
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development of their talent recruitment strategy 
including the field of E-Business and as a basis for the 
curriculum planning of related departments in science 
and technology universities.    

 
Cross-domain employability from a 

competence-based perspective 

Printing is one of the industries with a high cluster 
effect. The production chain going from the upstream 
supply of raw materials like paper, ink or plastic 
material, to the actual printing process with pre-press, 
on-press and post-press technologies, via the various 
tasks of image process, network transmission, color 
control and management, printing skill process, gravure 
printing process and binding process, forms an industry 
displaying a cluster effect [13]. Taiwan’s printing 
industry, like in other countries, is characterized by its 
status as both an industry and a service; its technical 
content covers knowledge and applications of a broad 
range of fields, including electronics, mechanics, 
materials, mathematics, physics, chemistry, optics, 

chromatics, business estimating, cost analysis, 
industrial management, production management, art 
and culture, creative design, multimedia technology, 
etc. The production process is highly oriented toward 
client needs, and the fact that the products tend to be 
small in quantity but highly diverse and customized 
means that professionals need to have cross-domain 
capabilities consisting in streamlined technical 
operation applications like estimating, design & editing, 
image process, color management, remote transmission 
via the Internet, computer application, job scheduling, 
printing production, logistics, etc. Due to the 
technology cluster of the industry, it is necessary for 
printing professionals to possess specialized skills 
whose content is constituted by cross-domain 
competences, so that they can meet competence-based 
requirements and achieve the kind of work 
performance required by business owners. The 
technology cluster involved in such professional 
employability is schematized in the following Figure 1.

                
 

Raw 
materials 

Paper, 
ink, 
nano, and 
other 
materials 

Pre-press 
design

Printing 
production

Post-press 
processing

Image, design, software, 
information, network, color 
management, editing, IT 
maintenance

Printing, technical treatment, color 
correction, maintenance, paper 
alignment color matching

Cutting, varnishing, gilding, 
embossing, die cutting, binding, 

Management of the whole line

Electronic Business 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 1 – The technology cluster involved in employability for the printing profession 
 

According to the classification of Lei & Slocum 
[14], cross-domain competencies involve core 
competences, professional competencies, management 
competences, as well as general competences; among 
them, performance in professional competences is a 
key factor in corporate competitiveness. As to the 
cultivation of cross-domain employability, Shahin & 
Mahbod [5] considered, from the perspective of 
organisational performance, that requirements of 
organisational operation performance can be prioritized 
in terms of long-term SMART (Specific, Measurable, 
Attainable, Realistic, Time-sensitive) goal setting. 

Therefore, cross-domain professional competence 
implies, for an individual, the possession of the 
knowledge and skills represented in the technology 
cluster. In the printing domain, characterized by a 
technology cluster, the technologies used cover three 
major areas, and professional knowledge can be 
divided into three broad domains [15]: generic areas of 
knowledge, generic skills (process knowledge), and 
generic professional competencies. Mentkowski et al. 
[16] considered competence as a concept and process 
involving a complex combination of motivation, 
personality, attitude, values, strategy, behavior, 
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self-perception and knowledge, and believed that such 
complex competence cannot be directly observed, but 
must be deducted from assumed performance. In our 
study, the concept of competence-based employability 
is considered as the professional competences required 
of the professionals employed in the printing industry 
for the execution of certain professional tasks, and the 
ability to deploy these competences in their work 
positions of E-Business, thereby developing their 
professional careers.          
 

Methodology 

In this study, a pilot research was first conducted, 
followed by expert consulting and a formal survey 
investigation. The purpose of the pilot research was to 
identify the research issues and the cross-domain 
employability indicators for professional talent in the 
printing industry, while the survey investigation aimed 
to establish weight values for the cross-domain 
employability indicators related to E-Business. In order 
to avoid Common Method Variance (CMV) [17], the 
formal survey by questionnaire was not conducted until 
one month after the pilot research, the survey questions 
were randomly sequenced, and respondent identity was 
concealed.          

 
Pilot study 
In the recent decade, the technological content of 

Taiwan’s printing industry has undergone quantitative 
and qualitative change, with a high degree of high-tech 
application in the production flow and a high 
concentration of knowledge and technology in its 
products. However, there had been very little research 
related to the professional competences professionals in 
the industry are required to have, making it difficult to 
rely on literature analysis to establish cross-domain 
employability indicators of E-B business for the 
printing industry. Therefore, we conducted a pilot 
research to survey professionals of printing businesses, 
confirming the importance of the research issues and 
the feasibility and necessity of the indicators and 
sub-indicators of cross-domain employability in the 
printing industry. Following literature review and 
consulting sessions with experts, the main issues 
related to the cross-domain employability of E-B 
business of printing industry professionals were 
identified, and a draft project for employability 
indicators was established; based on these elements, a 
pilot questionnaire was constructed as the research tool 
for the pilot study. The questionnaire was structured 
according to the three main dimensions of printing 
industry, professional personnel, and cross-domain 
employability. The sampling targeted Taiwan’s 1000 
largest printing businesses and 272 questionnaires were 
randomly sent out, out of which 187 valid ones were 
recovered, with a recovery rate of 85%.             

 
Table 1 Statistical analysis of recovered questionnaires in the pilot research                            

Printing departments N=187 
Design personnel  24% 
Business personnel  35% 
Manufacturing personnel  29% 

Pre-press: design, business, manufacturing, 
layout/adjustment 

Layout/adjustment personnel  21% 
 On-press: press machine operators 9.4% 
Post-press: post-processing and binding personnel 17% 

 
Questionnaire survey  
(1) Questionnaire construction: Based on the 

employability indicators of E-Business expected by 
printing businesses as shown by the results of the 
pilot research, an Analytical Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) survey questionnaire was compiled and then 
confirmed after discussion with experts, before 
being used as the tool for the survey investigation.     

(2) Administration and recovery: Targeting Taiwan’s 
500 largest printing businesses, a random sampling 
was carried out and on-line questionnaires were 
sent to selected businesses; printed questionnaires 
were sent as a complimentary measure to facilitate 
recovery. A total of 150 questionnaires were thus 
administered, with 76 valid returned questionnaires 
and a recovery rate of 50.67%.   

(3) Statistical analysis by AHP: The purpose of the 
AHP is to analyze the weights of the various 
indicators of cross-domain employability related 
to E-Business in order to obtain the weight 
values for the indicators. Elaborated by Satty 
[18], AHP is mainly applied in situations of 
uncertainty and to decision issues involving 
multiple evaluation criteria. Applied to this study, 
the AHP used the system’s decomposed indicators 
to make a pairwise comparison of the employability 
indicators obtained from the pilot research, thereby 
finding the ratios of relative importance (i.e. weight 
values) among the indicators. Three steps of AHP 
methodology for calculating the weights among 
indicators of different levels is as follows:      
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Step 1 structuring the hierarchy--Construction of 
pairwise comparison matrix

Step 2 performing paired comparisons between 
elements/decision alternatives-- Calculation of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors  

Step 3 synthesizing results 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2 Three steps of Analytic Hierarchy Process 
 
Consistency test: After establishing the pairwise 
comparison matrix and the whole hierarchy structure, a 
consistency test must be carried out in order to 
calculate the Consistency Index (C.I.) and the 
Consistency Ratio (C.R.). The closer lamda-max is to n, 
the more consistent it is.  C.I. ＝  (lamda-max – 
n)/(n-1). If C.I. = 0, it implies that the questionnaire 
respondent’s earlier and later judgments regarding 
decision factors are consistent. Saaty [18] suggested 
using Consistency Index and Consistence Ratio to test 
the consistency of pairwise comparison matrices. When 
C.R.≦ 0.1, there is consistency.  

A review of the application of the above 
methodology shows that the execution of the pilot 
research made it possible for cross-domain 
employability issues on E-Business investigated in our 
study to closely match the actual needs of Taiwan’s 
printing industry. The cross-domain employability 
indicators of E-Business thus obtained were used as the 
basis for the compilation of the formal survey 
questionnaire, adding to the objectivity of the content 
of the questionnaire. Furthermore, in order for the 
retrieved data to match the needs of the study, after the 

pilot research was compiled, experts were invited to 
examine, regarding its content, the correlation between 
the indicators and the survey questions, so as to make 
sure the questions truly reflect the content of what was 
to be investigated. In terms of data analysis, statistics 
by percentage description was used for the pilot 
questionnaire, while for the AHP questionnaire, 
analysis of weight values was carried out by means of 
the softwares Excel and Expert Choice 2001.       
 

Results and Discussions 

Results of pilot research 
(1) The reliability and validity of questionnaire: the 

overall reliability of the questionnaire was good, 
with a Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of .914; the 
validity was acceptable, with a 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy of .795; and the Bartlett test of 
sphericity showed significance, meaning the 
questionnaire was good in both reliability and 
validity.    

 
Table 2 KMO and Bartlett test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy .795 

Bartlett test of sphericity close to chi-square distribution 1164.988 
  degree of freedom 276 
  significance .000 
 
(2) The identification and cultivation of professionals’ 

cross-domain employability related to E-Business is 
an important research issue for the printing industry 
in present-day Taiwan. The cross-domain 

employability of printing industry professionals has 
been obtained by induction and expressed in terms 
of eight main indicators and 24 sub-indicators, as 
shown in Table 3.   
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Table 3 Analysis of survey results of pilot study  
 Analysis of opinions  
Regarding the 
printing industry 

 90.9% considered the printing industry as a high-tech industry; 
 64.2% considered it impossible for the printing industry to be replaced by multimedia and 
disappear; 

 63.6% believed the printing technology must gradually upgrade and transform itself; 
38.8% considered the development of professional certification for printing to be of substantial 
use for production; 

 90% believed R&D ability ought to be strengthened; 
 83.6% believed that Taiwan’s printing technology industry is too small to reach economy of 
scale for cost reduction.   

Regarding the 
professionals 

 96% believed that the reason printing professionals are not easily available is that school 
teaching does not match industry needs;  

 94.6% found that schools and universities offer too few professional courses in printing 
related to E-Business, resulting in graduates having difficulties getting connected to the real 
work and having much less professional know-how than expected by employers;     

 76.3% considered the professional skills required for the printing industry are excessively 
complex and that professionals need to have cross-domain employability;   

 92.8% considered the working environment not good enough to attract professionals.  
Cross-domain 
employability 
(indicators and 
sub-indicators) 

 Image-processing ability (color correction skill, color management, software application);  
 Innovation ability (innovative design, innovation/R&D, creative application);  
 Pre-press network integration ability (E-Business, network application, remote transmission, 
computer maintenance/repair);  

Business operation ability (business planning, printing-related foreign language skill, 
commercial estimating);  

 Editing/design ability (type/typesetting, multimedia production, aesthetic drawing);  
 Production/manufacturing ability (printing press machine operation, CTP plate operation, job 
scheduling);   

 Work attitude (dedication to work, professional ethics, enthusiasm for learning);  
 Teamwork (problem-solving ability, communication/coordination ability, ability to react 
instantly to emergency).  

 
(3) In response to the needs of the future development 

of the printing industry, the professional work areas 
in which cross-domain employability related to 
E-Business is required for printing professionals are, 
by order of importance: screen printing, fast 
printing, package printing, industrial printing, 
special printing, cultural printing, and electronic 
printing. An examination of the requirements of 
cross-domain employability for these areas shows 
the predominance of professional competences, 
which implies that the respondents still place great 
importance on the cultivation of professional 
capabilities, and that they value employees’ 
professional performance, using it as a measure of 
the value represented by them within corporate 
organisations. This shows that the 
competence-based concept is concretely realized in 
the production activities of printing businesses.    

 
(4) The survey results obtained at the level of science 

and technology universities shows that the courses 
that may serve to cultivate students’ cross-domain 
employability related to E-Business are, by order of 
degree of need: general introduction to printing 

integration, color management, design printing, 
remote network application, image process, printing 
production management, innovation/R&D, printing 
cost estimation and planning, mechanical 
application, materials application, and information 
equipment maintenance and repair. It can be 
observed that courses related to professional areas 
like planning, design, production, management, 
application, maintenance/repair, and 
innovation/R&D are of concrete needs to Taiwan’s 
printing industry. However, “education for all” does 
not equal “employment for all” [19], and the issue 
of how to further match classroom courses with the 
competences required for cross-domain 
employability so as to optimize course planning and 
design will be another important research area.    

 
Results of the AHP survey  
(1) Description of samples: Among the valid 

recovered samples, males represented 69.7%, far 
above the female percentage of 30.3%. The 31- to 
50-years old represented the largest age group. As 
to the category of printing services, those 
belonging to industries related to printing came 
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out at the top with a whopping 78.9%. The other 
most represented groups are: in terms of job titles, 
business owners and technical production staff; in 
terms of seniority, those who have worked for 

16-20 years in the industry (the vast majority of 
all respondents having a seniority of over 3 years); 
and in terms of business size, those with 21-50 
employees. The details are shown in Table 4.       

  
Table 4 Description of samples                                              n=76 

  No. of times Percentage 
Valid 

percentage 
Accumulated 
percentage 

21-30 years old 15 19.7 19.7 19.7 
31-40 years old 24 31.6 31.6 51.3 
41-50 years old 24 31.6 31.6 82.9 
51-60 years old 9 11.8 11.8 94.7 

 
 
Age 
distribution 
  
  Above 61 years old 4 5.3 5.3 100.0 

Printing-related industries 60 78.9 78.9 78.9 
Electronics-related industries 11 14.5 14.5 93.4 
Education-related industries 1 1.3 1.3 94.7 

 
Category 
of work 
  
  Other industries 4 5.3 5.3 100.0 

Person in charge 14 18.4 18.4 18.4 
(Vice) General manager 8 10.5 10.5 28.9 
(Vice) Manager 6 7.9 7.9 36.8 
(Vice) factory director 4 5.3 5.3 42.1 
Director (Section chief) 9 11.8 11.8 53.9 
Business personnel 8 10.5 10.5 64.5 
Technical production 
personnel 16 21.1 21.1 85.5 

General administrative 
personnel 1 1.3 1.3 86.8 

Technology colleges 1 1.3 1.3 88.2 
General universities 2 2.6 2.6 90.8 
Professional training 
institutions 6 7.9 7.9 98.7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
List of job 
titles 
  
   

Others 1 1.3 1.3 100.0 
Under 3 years 15 19.7 19.7 19.7 
3-5 years  8 10.5 10.5 30.3 
6-10 years 13 17.1 17.1 47.4 
11-15 years 11 14.5 14.5 61.8 
16-20 years 16 21.1 21.1 82.9 

 
 
Seniority 
distribution 

Over 20 years 13 17.1 17.1 100.0 
 
(2) Analysis of the results of the AHP 

Construction of an AHP pairwise matrix 
schema 
Based on the cross-domain employability indicators of 

E-Business obtained from the results of the pilot 
research, an AHP pairwise matrix was constructed (as 
in figure 2) to be used as the basis for the compilation 
of the AHP questionnaire.   
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Figure 3 AHP pairwise matrix schema 

 
 Weights of cross-domain employability indicators 

related to E-Business 
The weights of the indicators are shown in Table 5. The 
ratio of image-processing ability to innovation ability is 
1.02933, and that of innovation ability to 
image-processing ability is 1/1.02933 =0.97150. Using 
the formula of Satty [18], weights (eigenvalue) w can 
be calculated and turned into %, the values being as 
follows:   

Image-processing ability 9.690%  
Innovation ability 9.892% 
Pre-press network integration ability 10.357% 
Business operation ability 15.364% 
Editing/design ability 9.393% 
Production/manufacturing ability 12.860% 
Work attitude 16.286% 
Teamwork 16.157% 

 
Table 5 - Weights of cross-domain employability indicators related to E-Business 

 
Image- 
processing 
ability 

Innovation 
ability 

Pre-press 
network 
integration 
ability 

Business 
operation 
ability 

Editing /
design 
ability 

Production/ 
manufacturi
ng ability 

Work 
attitude Teamwork 

weight 
(eigen- 
value) w 

Image- 
processing 
ability 

1  1.02933  0.97551  0.63433  1.00427  0.70827  0.57606  0.65004  0.09690  

Innovation 
ability 0.97150  1  0.76297  0.70160  1.28396  0.70132  0.61415  0.65884  0.09892  

Pre-press 
network 
integration 
ability 

1.02510  1.31066  1  0.54616  1.41260  0.65486  0.64127  0.59922  0.10357  

Business 
operation ability 1.57648  1.42532  1.83098  1  1.95902  1.26704  0.76094  0.82464  0.15364  
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Table 5 - Weights of cross-domain employability indicators related to E-Business (cont.) 
Editing / design 
ability 0.99575 0.77884 0.70791 0.51046 1 0.77412 0.73748 0.72465 0.09393 

Production / 
manufacturing 
ability 

1.41189 1.42589 1.52705 0.78924 1.29178 1 0.70243 0.72157 0.12860 

Work attitude 1.73592 1.62826 1.55942 1.31416 1.35597 1.42363 1 0.92198 0.16286 

Teamwork 1.53837 1.51782 1.66883 1.21265 1.37997 1.38587 1.08462 1 0.16157 

Lamda Max=8.06606  C.I=0.00944   C.R=0.00674  
 
Weights of cross-domain employability 

sub-indicators which related to E-Business 
The weight values of the sub-indicators can be 
calculated. For example: 

 
Table 6 Weight values of image-processing ability 
 Color correction skill Color management Software application Weight (eigenvalue) 

Color correction 
skill 1.00000 0.68009 1.22974 0.30618 

Color management 1.47040 1.00000 1.66332 0.43780 

Software application 0.81318 0.60121 1.00000 0.25602 

Lamda Max= 3.00078   C.I= 0.00039   C.R=0.00075  
 
Via a synthesis of the above AHP analyses, the eight 
main indicators are in the following order by 
importance: work attitude, teamwork, business 
operation ability, production/manufacturing ability, 
pre-press network integration ability, innovation ability, 

image-processing ability, and editing/design ability. 
When the total weight value is expressed as 100%, the 
weights of the various sub-indicators are as shown in 
Table 7.     

 
Table 7 Weight values of cross-domain employability indicators and sub-indicators related to E-Business 
Main indicator Weight value % Sub-indicator weight of sub-indicator %

Color correction skill 30.618% 

Color management 43.780% (1). Image process 
ability 9.690% 

Software application 25.602% 

Innovative design 31.102% 

Innovation/R&D 27.741% (2). Innovation ability 9.892% 

Creative application 41.157% 

Network application 34.71% 

Remote transmission 30. 329% (3). Pre-press network 
integration ability 10.357% 

Computer maintenance/repair 34.96% 

Business planning 29.765% 

Printing-related foreign language skill 37.254% (4). Business 
operation ability 15.364% 

Commercial estimating 32.981% 

Typing/typesetting 20.534% 

Multi-media production 28.881% (5). Editing & design 
ability 9.393% 

Aesthetic drawing 50.585% 
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Table 7 Weight values of cross-domain employability indicators and sub-indicators related to E-Business 
Printing press operation 33.07% 

CTP plating operation 26.53% (6). Production/ 
manufacturing ability 12.860% 

Job scheduling 40.40% 

Dedication to work 35.765% 

Professional ethics 35.810% (7). Work attitude 16.286% 

Enthusiasm for learning 28.425% 

Problem-solving ability 32.961% 

Communication/ coordination ability 33.392% (8). Teamwork 16.157% 
Ability to react instantly to 
emergency 33.646% 

 
Conclusions and suggestions 

The investigation of cross-domain employability 
related to E-Business is highly important for the 
cultivation of talent for the printing industry in Taiwan. 
On this issue, this study offers fundamental research 
results obtained from a pilot research and a formal 
survey investigation, shedding meaningful light on 
what Taiwan’s hi-tech printing industry needs in terms 
of professionals’ competences in the process of its 
development. The conclusions of the study can be used 
for reference purposes by enterprises seeking to recruit 
new talent, and by science and technology universities 
in the examination, modification, planning and design 
of the courses offered in departments related to the 
printing field in E-Business. Therefore, this study can 
make contributions to both the industry and higher 
education in their talent cultivation endeavors. 
However, although the weights of the indicators and 
sub-indicators of cross-domain employability related to 
E-Business have been obtained, a gap remains to be 
bridged between professional competences and course 
design, and the issue of how to match them is more 
than relevant when it comes to talent cultivation. 
Particularly, over the last ten years the development of 
Taiwan’s information technological industries has been 
accelerating, and the integration of computer 
technology in the hi-tech printing industry has been 
generalized, making cross-domain employability of 
E-Business especially important. It can be expected 
that, as the knowledge and technology related to the 
printing industry evolve rapidly, and Taiwan’s printing 
businesses tend to be small in size, the only way for 
employees to deploy individual value within businesses 
is to have their cross-domain employability enhanced.   

This study has not been able to cover such issues as 
the development of professional courses on E-Business 
in printing, or professional certification that guarantees 
work efficiency and quality. In view of the fact that the 
content of the professional technology involved in the 
printing industry is complex and the need for 

cross-domain employability related to E-Business is 
high, in future curriculum development emphasis can 
be placed on the elaboration, based on the indicators, of 
a modular curriculum for each area of professional 
work, so as to allow students to choose a curriculum 
centered on the technology cluster of a specific area of 
professional work determined in accordance with their 
individual needs and expectations in terms of career 
development. Moreover, the spirit of the 
competence-based approach lies in the fact that in the 
production activities of an enterprise, the professionals 
are required to seek production efficiency and quality; 
and professional certification remains an indispensable 
element in enhancing not only work efficiency and 
quality, but above all, personal employability of 
E-Business. Therefore, an important direction for 
future research consists in using the indicators analyzed 
in this study to: develop auxiliary tools for corporate 
talent recruiting, with a view to providing a basis for 
the objective recruitment of professionals with 
cross-domain employability of E-Business; examine 
and amend the assessment criteria for professional 
certification related to the hi-tech printing industry; and 
provide emerging countries as a reference for the 
elaboration and design of competence-based 
professional modular curricula.           
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Abstract 

Currently, the predominant pricing plan for the 

search engine (SE) advertising services in a 

proprietary electronic market is a flat fee (FF) pricing. 

These services have faced the challenge of customer 

attrition recently since FF pricing results in the 

inequality of service surplus among subscribers. A 

more sustainable and profitable pricing model would 

be to distinguish advertising resources by providing 

an additional usage-based pricing for certain user 

groups to transfer the service surplus among 

subscribers. We conceive a hybrid model integrating 

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) pricing into FF pricing. This 

proposed scheme can offer an incentive-compatible 

mechanism to attract more subscribers by relieving 

the inequity of service surplus, and eventually result 

in the increasing revenue of service providers. 

 

Keywords: search engine marketing; proprietary 

search engine; flat fee; incentive-compatible 

mechanism; pricing model; market efficiency 

1. Introduction 

Over the last 30 years, e-commerce has been 

booming with the widespread Internet usage.  

Forrester predicts that the U.S. e-commerce market 

will increase from $176.9 billion in 2010 to $229.1 

billion in 2013 [1]. The fast growing e-commerce has 

reinforced the online advertising. Among various 

online advertising channels, search engine marketing 

(SEM), aimed at promoting websites by increasing 

their visibility in search listings, is mounting rather 

quicker than others [2]. According to the Sixth 

Annual State of Search Engine Marketing Report by 

Search Engine Marketing Professional Organization 

(SEMPO), the SEM industry in North American is 

likely to grow 14%, from $14.6 billion in 2009 to 

$16.6 billion by the end of 2010 [3], while this figure 

is projected to only about $4.1 billion in 2003 [4]. 

Today, the top three SEM suppliers in the world are 

Google AdWords, Microsoft adCenter, and Yahoo! 

Search Marketing. 

There are two types of SEM, public SEM and 

internal SEM for proprietary electronic markets. The 

public SEM is publicly accessible without requesting 

a membership (see Table 1), for example, Google 

AdWords. The public SEM is well accepted and has 

matured. For example, Google’s total advertising 

revenues were $21,129 million in 2008 and grew at 

8% in 2009 to hit $22,889 million [5]. The internal 

SEM is the kind of information services available in 

a proprietary electronic market and operated by the 

market provider mainly for product information 

dissemination. The examples can be found in various 

forms of electronic markets, such as, eBay 
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(Consumer-to-Consumer), Amazon 

(Business-to-Consumer), and Alibaba 

(Business-to-Business).  

 

Table 1. A Comparison between public SEM and 

internal SEM  

(Source: Novak and Hoffman 2000 [6]) 

Aspects Public SEM Internal SEM 

Relationship 

to the market 

Any electronic 

market 

A proprietary 

electronic market 

Service 

independency 

Independence Incorporating into 

Member Services 

Content & 

structure 

Broad, varied 

information 

types and 

content 

Structured around 

products and 

services 

Pricing 

policy 

Pay-Per-Click 

underpinned by 

keyword 

auction 

Flat Fee (FF)  

Client Any potential 

advertisers  

Suppliers in the 

electronic market 

Audience All Internet 

users 

Specific target 

segments of 

potential 

customers 

Utility of 

click 

(conversion 

rate) 

Low High  

The ability to 

measure the 

utility of 

search engine 

advertising  

Disability of 

measuring and 

tracking visits 

and uses of 

customers 

Ability of 

measuring and 

tracking visits and 

uses of customers 

for activities on 

this platform  

Research 

status 

Mature stage Preliminary stage 

 

Internal SEM has formed a particular advertising 

market. We denote this advertising market as search 

engine advertising market (SEAM). The public 

SEAM denotes the advertising market belonging to 

public search engine, such as Google. The products 

in a SEAM are various search engine (SE) 

advertising services. The clients are the suppliers in 

the primary electronic market who are selling their 

products. They are potential buyers of the advertising 

resources. They have two levels of status in the 

SEAM: product supplier (everyone has this status), 

and subscriber of SE advertising services (service fee 

payer). The advertising resources are the clicks of the 

primary market visitors. 

There is a wide range of pricing models to finance 

SE advertising services, including pay-per-click 

(PPC), pay-per-action (PPA), pay-per-lead (PPL), 

pay-per-purchase (PPP), and so on. Among these 

pricing models, the PPC model, underpinned by the 

keyword biding mechanism, is widely adopted in the 

public SEAM. The advertiser pays when a user clicks 

on its advertisement and visits its site. However, the 

PPC pricing model is open to abuse by click fraud, 

although rising sophisticated means of detection are 

used. In July 2006, Google settled a class-action 

lawsuit for $90 million fund since plaintiffs 

alleging it did not do enough to prevent click fraud 

[7]. For another, the advertiser takes the risk of the 

conversion rate from a casual click, a visit to an 

actual sale in PPC campaign. However, the internal 

SEM releases those issues for its special 

characteristics (see Table 1).  

The SE advertising services in a SEAM is an 

important portion in a premium customizable 

package for the subscribers in a proprietary 

electronic market. Normally the provider of the 

market adopts the flat fee (FF) pricing model to 

finance their services. FF pricing model, the earliest 

Web advertising pricing model, is a fixed price for a 

given period of time as paid inclusion in a SEAM, 

for example, the annual membership fee. Because FF 

ignores volumes of the usage/traffic (the amount of 

individuals who visit a site), it fails to differentiate 

SE advertising services for users. This reduces the 

efficiency of the SEAM.  

The motivation that we look into the pricing 

problem in the SEAM is triggered by the issue raised 

in Alibaba’s B2B market, regarding the efficiency of 

the FF pricing model adopted by the company. 
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Alibaba Group, started in Hangzhou, China, in 1999, 

is a leading electronic marketplace assembling 

business to business (B2B) international trade, online 

retail and payment platforms and data-centric cloud 

computing services. Alibaba Group consists of 

Alibaba.com (B2B), Taobao.com (C2C), Alipay (a 

third-party electronic payment service provider), 

Alibaba Cloud Computing, and Yahoo! China. By 

mid 2010, it has nearly 18,000 employees in more 

than 60 cities in China, plus a few other oversea 

subsidiaries at the US, Japan, UK, and Singapore [8]. 

Recently, Alibaba B2B has received complaints from 

its e-market subscribers because the number of 

inquiries or feedbacks some subscribers received did 

not bring enough benefit to compensate the cost of 

annual membership fee. As a result, they may 

unsubscribe from the SEAM after current billing 

cycle. This raises the issue how to optimize the 

allocation of the limited advertising resources among 

subscribers. Could an incentive-compatible pricing 

model be incorporated into current pricing scheme, 

such as PPC? What is the impact of this new scheme 

on current subscribers in the SEAM? These are the 

problems that this paper is intended to tackle.  

This paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we 

present relevant research background and research 

efforts in this field. We analyze the inefficiency of 

current FF pricing scheme in the SEAM in section 3. 

In section 4, we conceive a hybrid pricing model by 

incorporating PPC pricing into FF pricing, and 

explain the efficiency of the proposed new pricing 

plan. We present the limitation of our proposed 

model and future research works in section 5. 

2. Relevant Background and Research 

Work 

2.1 Alibaba’s TrustPass program – the Internal 

SE Advertising Services 

It is more illustrative that we look into the case of 

Alibaba as an example. Alibaba’s TrustPass program, 

launched in 2002, includes a paid SE advertising 

services for suppliers in its B2B electronic market. 

After paying the annual fee, TrustPass subscribers 

have opportunities to be ranked in a good place in a 

search engine result list. Figure 1 displays a screen 

shot with search results in Alibaba’ internal SE. The 

main difference between an internal SE and a public 

SE is that the former only provides one set of search 

results, while the latter delivers a set of organic 

search results and another set of sponsored search 

results. Products of more competent subscribers 

usually rank top places and hence receive more 

inquiries from potential customers than less 

competent subscribers. This situation leads to the 

Matthew Effect (the rich get richer and the poor get 

poorer) - the competent subscribers have better 

chances to be exposed in the market with more 

opportunities, and hence more budget for advertising. 

As a result, those less competent subscribers will 

unsubscribe TrustPass. This implies the decline of 

revenue for Alibaba. Therefore, improving the 

market mechanism is critic. 

Figure 1： Search Results for Search Term “mobile phone” in Alibaba.com internal SE
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2.2 Relevant Research Efforts 

Sen et al summarize five major sources of 

revenues for SE as of paid inclusion, paid submission, 

content promotion, keyword-linked banner 

advertisements, and paid placement [9]. Paid 

inclusion is a campaign that guarantees products to 

list pages in the main search results. Paid Placement 

is guaranteed a high ranking, usually in relation to 

desired search keywords with a particular position.   

The FF pricing reduces risks and administrative 

costs for service providers, and provides predictable 

fee for advertisers. Referring to the definition by Sen 

et al, the FF pricing used by the SEAM is for paid 

inclusion, but different from the FF scheme for paid 

placement in Sen et al. However, the FF scheme is 

not incentive-compatible, causing the same public 

good problem as those services free of charge.  

Thus far, the inefficiency of FF pricing in network 

services has been well-studied in last fifteen years 

(see McKnight and Boroumand 2000, Lin et al 2002) 

[10] [11]. Novak et al discuss the challenge of FF 

pricing that fails to demonstrate to the advertisers the 

value of their advertising expenditures [6]. Hoffman 

and Novak (2002) introduce a CDnow case to present 

the trend that per-click pricing and pay for 

performance displace the traditional impression 

model in Internet advertising marketing [12]. 

McKnighta and Boroumand discuss the inefficiency 

of FF pricing for internet services and propose new 

service pricing models [10]. Lin et al explore a 

virtual private network (VPN) traffic pricing model. 

The proposed pricing mechanism can effectively 

promote a VPN's transmission efficiency in the 

service welfare rate based on their experiment [11]. 

Odlyzko discusses Paris metro system with 

differentiated services in the prices as traffic 

management to accommodate user preferences at the 

cost of utilization efficiency of the network [13]. 

Altmann and Chu discuss the efficiency of purely FF 

pricing and the challenge of per-minute pricing plans 

in network services, and propose more flexible 

pricing plans providing access to the Internet via FF 

pricing based services and charging for extra demand 

based on usage [14]. Sundararaja suggests that firms 

should transform from low fixed-fee penetration 

pricing in nascent information market to an optimal 

pricing mix including usage-based pricing options as 

these markets mature [15].  

In another aspect, some related works discuss the 

influential factors for revenue maximizing of SEM, 

such as clicks, performance of products and ranks. 

Hoffman and Novak (2000) analyze and compare 

advertising models on the Internet [6]. Chatterjee and 

Hoffman model the commercial “clickstream” at an 

advertiser supported Web site to predict consumers 

interacting with advertising stimuli [2]. Weber and 

Zheng design a two-stage model of search 

intermediaries and find that profit-maximizing search 

engine design is its rankings considering both 

product performance and bid amount [16]. Feng et al 

discuss that the performance of several mechanisms 

for allocating sponsored slots depending on the 

degree of correlation between suppliers’ willingness 

to pay and their relevance to the search term [17]. 

Ghose and Yang use a hierarchical Bayesian 

modeling framework to quantify the relationship 

between different sponsored search metrics [18].   

3. The Inefficiency of the Flat Fee 

Scheme in Internal SE Advertising 

The inefficiency problem in the internal SE 

advertising pricing is similar to the problem in a 

public good market but with its own specialties. For 

example, the annual fee for Alibaba’s TrustPass 

covers other member services except SE advertising 

services. As usual, the FF pricing model results in 

inequality of service surplus among Alibaba’s 

subscribers. Those better benefited take away others’ 

and eventually reduce the number of subscribers. 

Because of limited advertising resources, a SEAM is 

a seller market with limited counts of clicks available 

in a given time period [19]. In a public SEAM, the 

use of the advertising resources is based on the 

competing price and the market is generally efficient. 

We are to use a mathematic model to study the 

problem of current FF pricing scheme in a SEAM.   

Let all advertising resources in a SEAM be A, 

which is the total number of clicks in a given time 
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period. Denote N as the number of suppliers needing 

the internal SE advertising services to promote their 

businesses. However, only up to M of them, M < N, 

will possibly be allocated enough advertising 

resources to receive none negative net benefit. They 

pay a FF rate r for the service in a given period. 

Therefore, the FF revenue R of the SEAM provider is 

determined by the number of subscribers and annual 

fee, i.e.  

R  =  M * r                         (1) 

We call this market clearing status as the primitive 

status. Obviously, the primitive status is impossible 

because the subscribers of the internal SE advertising 

service are diversified regarding their competences in 

taking advantage of the service after entering the 

SEAM by paying a fixed fee. Those having a better 

strategy and being more competence may consume 

more advertising resources with more clicks. This 

leaves the less competent subscribers less likely to be 

listed in search results since the search result slots are 

the scarce resource on search engines.  

Keep M as the maximum number of subscribers 

who share the internal SE advertising resources, and 

M’ as the actual number of the subscribers who are 

willing to stay in the SEAM. Let  be the competent 

level of subscribers in the SEAM. We assume that  

is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. A subscriber i  {1, 

M} has a competent level i. Subscriber i’s decision 

to maintain his membership is justified by the profit 

function: 

i = Q(i) = hi + Si(ci (i), vi(i)) – r    (2) 

s.t. i=1
M

 vi  A 

Where 

hi – the benefit from other services rather than 

internal SE advertising service.    

Si – the benefit from internal SE advertising 

service.  

ci – the conversion rate of the subscriber, which is 

determined by the competent level of subscribers. 

vi – the number of clicks that the subscriber 

receives in a service billing cycle. The competent 

level of subscribers determines their amount of 

clicks. 

If i <0, subscribers will be likely to unsubscribe 

from the SEAM after current billing cycle. The total 

number of subscribers who make non-negative profit 

is M’, which is less than M. From the analysis, the 

capacity related factor  determines M’. If the 

number of subscribers reduces from M to M’, the 

internal SE advertising provider’s actual revenue 

becomes  

R’ = M’ * r < R                        (3) 

Figure 2 presents two charts for better illustrating 

the above models. Without loosing their intuition, 

these simplified charts assume that subscribers are 

identical except their competent levels. We can see 

that, the ABC is the negative benefit for a certain 

subscribers group, the inequality of click resources 

allocation due to competent levels results in only M’ 

< M subscribers have positive surplus of the service.  

Figure 2: The inequality of the SEAM service reduces the number of subscribers 
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4. Hybrid SE Advertising Service Pricing 

Figure 2 has hinted us that if we can exploit the positive 

surplus from those more competent subscribers to 

compensate those having a negative profit, it could make 

more subscribers receiving a positive profit from the 

SEAM. A general approach for this is the 

incentive-compatible mechanism by usage-based pricing 

[11]. This idea is not new. For example, the PPC with 

keyword auction in current public SEAM is a good case. 

The challenge of the SEAM in a proprietary electronic 

market is how to adopt the incentive-compatible 

mechanism while maintaining the original FF scheme for 

other kinds of services besides SEM. In order to deal with 

this problem, we conceive a hybrid revenue model by 

incorporating a PPC model into the FF model, instead of 

completely giving up FF scheme. According to our model, 

since the click is directly relevant to the revenue of 

subscribers from the SEAM, the SE advertising providers 

will charge a fixed price per click from subscribers who 

consume extra clicks than a certain threshold. This way 

increases the revenue of SE advertising providers by 

differentiating advertising resources and investments of 

subscribers in the SEAM, meanwhile relieves excess 

surplus due to original FF scheme for these more 

competent subscribers. At the same time, the SE 

advertising provider will compensate a fixed price per 

click for subscribers who received lower clicks than a 

certain threshold. We expect that the revenue of the 

subscribers with low gross benefit exceeds their cost via 

compensation. As a result, those may renew the SE 

advertising service in the next period, and remain in the 

SEAM. The increasing number of subscribers amplifies 

the revenue of SE advertising providers. 

In fact, although our compensation mechanism is based 

on the counts of clicks, the benefit from the clicks in the 

SEAM distinguishes among subscribers. There are two 

factors determining the utility of each click. One is the 

conversion rate from clicks to transactions. Another is the 

profit of each transaction for different subscribers. The 

conversion rate relies on the competent level of subscribers 

to optimize their websites and promote their services for 

consumers. The efficiency of each transaction for 

subscribers depends on the product performance and 

goods traded in one transaction. For example, there are 

two subscribers, A and B. For one tranaction, A sells 1000 

LV bags and each package worth $1000. B just sells one 

bag and the bag worth $100. Thus, A can gain higher profit 

from a deal than B. Based on our model, A can gain a 

higher profit from each click.  

Therefore, although the hybrid pricing scheme can 

increase the number of subscribers via compensation 

mechanism, it is hard to achieve all M potential 

subscribers considering the efficiency of compensation. In 

the compensation mechanism relying on the counts of 

clicks, some subscribers receive the surplus from the 

compensation, and other subscribers might not achieve 

enough compensation to make up for their cost so they still 

unsubscribe from the SEAM. Similarly, after the SE 

advertising provider charges fee from these more 

competent subscribers having the same clicks, their service 

surplus is different regarding the utilities of clicks. 

Figure 3: the benefit of subscribers in the hybrid pricing model 

Figure 3 presents a chart to illustrate this intuition. 

The area AB’C’ is the total compensation from SE 

advertising providers. From the illustrative chart, we 

notice, with the compensation, the benefits of a part 

of subscribers with lower clicks are higher than the 

cost, and others are lower than the cost. The 

wave-like edge of the charge and compensation is 

due to utilities of clicks for subscribers because the 
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same number of clicks may be related to different 

levels of conversion rates or different utilities of 

transactions. 

 

A basic setting for the hybrid scheme: 

Now, the revenue structure of the SE advertising 

provider contains three additional portions from 

Eq.(3): the revenue from PPC incomes, Rc, the costs 

for the compensation for the subscribers with low 

clicks, L, and the extra subscribers’ fees from those 

having low clicks but benefited by the new 

promotion policy, R. The total revenue of internal 

SE advertising is  

R” = R’ + Rc – L + R                    (4) 

Let the threshold of charging a high-click fee be vH, 

the threshold of paying back a low-click 

compensation be vL, the per-click-based extra charge 

for high-click subscribers be qH, and the 

per-click-based low-click compensation be qL We 

have 

Rc = j=1
N
 qH [(vj – vH) + |vj – vH|] / 2        (5) 

L = j=1
N
 qL [(vL – vj) + |vL – vj|] / 2        (6) 

R = (M” – M’) * r                      (7) 

where M” > M’ is the number of subscribers who 

have non-negative profit from the new mechanism. It 

is obvious we must set vH  vL. 

The above indicates that the SE advertising 

provider needs to deal with the tradeoff between the 

revenue of PPC campaign, Rc, extra subscribers fees, 

R, and the compensation, L. Although the 

compensation seizes a part of total revenue from the 

SE advertising provider, the compensation 

mechanism expands the number of subscribers 

compared with original FF pricing model. In return, 

the increasing number of subscribers amplifies the 

revenue of the extra subscribers’ fees. The direct 

revenue increases of PPC and extra subscribers’ fee, 

and the loss of revenue due to compensation 

mechanism simultaneously impact on the total 

revenue of the SE advertising provider.  

Figure 4 shows an illustrative chart to present the 

change of revenue from original FF pricing model to 

the new hybrid pricing model. Though the 

compensation for special subscribers reduces the 

total revenue, the incremental number of subscribers 

promotes the total revenue.  

Now, the subscriber j’s profits function of SE 

advertising service from the hybrid pricing scheme: 

j = Q (j, vL, vH, qL, qH) = hj + Sj (cj(j), vj(j)) – qH 

[(vj – vH) + |vj – vH|] / 2 + qL [(vL – vj) + |vL – vj|] / 2 

– r                                     (8) 

s.t. j=1
M

 vj  A 

 

The profits function for the subscribers having a 

positive profit in the FF pricing scheme: 

j = Q (j, vL, vH, qL, qH) = hi + Sj (cj(j), vj(j)) – 

qH [(vj – vH) + |vj – vH|] / 2 – r               (8)’ 

The profits function for the subscribers having a 

negative profit in the FF pricing scheme: 

j = Q (j, vL, vH, qL, qH) = hj + Sj (cj(j), vj(j)) + 

qL [(vL – vj) + |vL – vj|] / 2 – r            (8)” 

 

Since the number of clicks is observable in the 

SEAM, properly choosing vH, and qH can always 

maintain a positive profit level for those affected 

subscribers. Hence an SE advertising provider will 

have a positive Rc to fund L for the compensation 

expenses. Similarly, properly choosing vL, and qL can 

always help those low-click subscribers to earn a 

positive profit. This will eventually result in a 

positive R. In this way, the hybrid pricing scheme is 

superior to the FF pricing scheme. 

Figure 4: the comparison of the total revenue between the hybrid pricing model and the FF scheme 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper investigates the effect of pricing schemes for 

the SE advertising service in the proprietary SEAM. The 

FF scheme fails to differ services in the SEAM and results 

in inequality of service surplus among subscribers. This 

eventually reduces the number of subscribers. The 

proposed hybrid SE service pricing scheme incorporates 

the PPC pricing model into the FF pricing scheme. It 

provides certain incentive-compatible mechanism to attract 

more subscribers to the SE advertising service in the 

SEAM.  

As an analytical model, the hybrid model has its 

limitation. We treat the efficiency of each click of different 

subscribers without distinction. Thus, the proposed 

incentive-compatible mechanism might not encourage all 

of the subscribers in the SEAM.     

Several avenues present for future research. First, we 

may distinguish the efficiency of clicks for different 

subscribers, including conversion rate and the utilities of 

different transactions. If so, the proposed model would be 

better to encourage the subscribers in the SEAM through 

avoiding under-compensation and overcompensation. 

Second, we will analyze the implementation of the hybrid 

pricing strategies for the SEAM via computational 

stimulations after completing the relevant math model. 

Laboratory experiments will determine the concrete 

strategies of SE compensation and PPC pricing for 

subscribers in the proposed model. Laboratory will find the 

optimized situation in the hybrid pricing model for revenue 

of the SEAM.      
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Abstract 

Mobile advertising has become one of the most 
exciting new technological frontiers in advertising 
area in recent years. The ubiquitous nature of 
mobile phones makes it possible for advertisers to 
target users effectively. This paper proposes a 
targeted mobile advertising system (TMAS) that 
works as a platform to provide consumers 
personalized ads based on the consumers’ 
contextual and preference. The platform allows 
shops to provide contextual and time-sensitive ads 
and consumers to locate ads and promotion 
information using their smart phone. A 
demonstration is conducted to show the validity of 
the key process in the TMAS.  

Keywords: Mobile advertising, Pull strategy, 
Targeted advertising, Intelligent searching 

1. Introduction 

Mobile phone is by far the most popular personal 
communications device for people. As new 
multi-function mobile phones, like smart phones, 
are used more and more widely, it is emerging as a 
coveted media platform for marketers (Yuan and 
Steinberg 2006). The nature of mobile phone 
makes itself an ideal marketing channel, especially 
for the local advertising. For example, it is personal, 
accessible anytime and anywhere, location aware 
and so on (Sultan and Rohm 2008). People only 
need to use a small app on their smart phones to 
type in their needs like “food” or “yard sale”, and 
personalized local ads can be listed on their smart 
phone. 

The growth of mobile advertising offers companies 
exciting advertising opportunities. According to 
recent forecasting report, global mobile marketing 
spending is expected to be worth about $19 billion 
by 2011 (BusinessWeek). However, mobile users 
are a huge group. How to reach the valuable 
targeting audience is a vital problem to every 
advertiser. Mobile phone’s unique personal 
attributes offer new opportunities for advertisers to 
achieve targeted advertising by using 
personalization technology. Effective and efficient 
ads can be delivered to the right mobile user in the 
right context, according to the mobile user’s 
demographics, contextual and preference 

information (Yuan and Tsao 2003; Xu et al. 2007).  

Right now the most common mobile ads 
formations are Short Message Service (SMS) and 
Multimedia Message Service (MMS) (Okazaki and 
Taylor 2008). They are push type that messages are 
proactively sent out to mobile users (Carat 
Interactive 2002). Typically, push marketing 
should be reserved for companies who have an 
established relationship and permission to push 
communications to mobile users. So it is also called 
permission-based marketing (Barwise and Strong 
2002). However, since mobile phone is a very 
important communication channel, mobile 
advertising can also be user-driven (Tripathi and 
Nair 2006), and the dynamics of 
business-to-consumer relationships can be greatly 
enhanced (Peters et al. 2007). Pull strategies 
involve sending information that is requested by 
the consumer (Barwise and Strong 2002). It is quite 
suitable for the advertisers whose ads are small, 
time limited and local ads with quota, such as ads 
of local companies, coupons and promotions in 
local mall, yard sale information, and so on. Future 
customers with smart phone will be more active 
when they demand advertisement information. 
Comparing with push-based advertising, pull-based 
methods, which let customers be in charge, are 
gaining support. 

In this paper we will propose a targeted mobile 
advertising system framework based on pull 
marketing strategies. It combines targeted 
advertising technique and pull marketing strategy. 
An experiment is conducted to try to demonstrate 
the proposed system from two perspectives: it can 
provide targeted ads for mobile users; it can works 
as a platform to match the ads and mobile users 
efficiently and fairly. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
reviews the related works on targeted mobile 
advertising and pull advertising. Section 3 proposes 
a system framework of pull targeted mobile 
advertising and presents the operation process of 
the system. Section 4 presents the experiment 
design. Section 5 focuses on the experiment results 
and their implications. The final section highlights 
the contributions of this research and concludes the 
paper. 
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2. Related Works  

Targeted mobile advertising 

Targeted advertising means that the right person 
should receive the right message at the right time in 
order to increase the effectiveness of 
advertisements (Adam 2002). So, targeted mobile 
advertising refers to providing consumers with 
personalized information based on their time of day, 
location and interests (Scharl et al. 2005). Two 
significant research domains may be distinguished 
within targeted mobile advertising: scheduling and 
personalization. Scheduling refers to which ads to 
send out to which customers at what particular time, 
given a limited capacity of broadcast time slots, in 
order to maximize customer response and revenues 
from retailers paying for each ad broadcast. De 
Reyck and Degraeve (2003) first solved the 
problem by using integer programming. Then a 
decision support system was developed for 
automatically scheduling and optimizing 
broadcasts of advertisements to mobile phones (De 
Reyck and Degraeve 2006). Tripathi and Nair 
(2007) made the integer programming more 
effective by utilizing additional contact history 
information to better scheduling of ads. 

Personalization seems to be a more important and 
difficult challenge for current advertisers. It is more 
individualized than the primary targeted advertising, 
which simply divides customers in a market into 
specific segments (Kazienko and Adamski 2007). It 
aims to assign a suitable advertisement to a single 
web user rather than to a group of individuals. In 
targeted advertising, the most important issue is 
starting with the right data. Generally, marketers 
can personalize ads based on the users’ profile and 
contextual information (Balasubramanian et al., 
2002). Contextual information covers aspects such 
as location, time, user activities and weather (Xu et 
al., 2008). User profiles are built by users’ 
preference information, demographics and so on 
(Germanakos et al., 2008). Contextual information 
is related to users’ short-term interests, while 
long-term interests can be derived from user 
profiles (Langheinrich et al., 1999). Data mining 
techniques are widely used in targeted advertising 
especially in the Internet environment (Li et al., 
2007). In some studies, detailed segmentation and 
clustering models are used to discover web access 
patterns for identifying web users (Srivastava et al. 
2000) and other advertising problems (Chickering 
and Heckerman 2003). For example, the 
demographic analysis revealed that the unmarried 
working youth segment has a higher propensity to 
access pull mobile advertisements (Okazaki 2004). 
The classification model is also used to match Web 
sessions with optimal advertisements (Li et al. 
2007). Besides data mining method, the fuzzy 
approach was also used in target advertising based 

on user profiles (Yager, 2000). The assignment of 
appropriate advertisements to each active user can 
be accomplished according to the fuzzy rules stored 
in the system.  

Mobile users who need some ads information 
would like the mobile service which is customized 
to their interests and relevant for them (Xu, 2006). 
However, many mobile users are cautious to the 
privacy issue and they also worry about the spam 
problem in push type mobile advertising like SMS 
advertising service (Bamba and Barnes, 2007). 

Push and Pull advertising 

When we implement targeted mobile advertising, 
there are two delivery categories – push and pull, 
which severally root in push and pull marketing 
strategies (Carat Interactive 2002). Both push and 
pull advertising should be carefully targeted and be 
of relevance to mobile users to improve their 
response and acceptance. Push advertising is 
categorized as messages that are proactively sent 
out to mobile users (Carat Interactive 2002). SMS 
mobile advertising has typically been considered an 
application of a push strategy in the mobile 
environment (Barwise and Strong, 2002), meaning 
that information and marketing activities flow from 
the producer to the consumer (Spiller and Baier, 
2005). The problem is that sending messages to 
mobile users needs permissions from them. Though 
former research has already proved that obtaining 
consumers’ permission can increase their 
acceptance of mobile advertising (Barwise and 
Strong 2002), this kind of push mobile advertising 
can only reach a limited range of mobile users.  

Rather than push mobile advertising which is 
initiated by advertisers, pull mobile advertising is 
triggered by mobile users. Pull strategies involve 
sending information that is requested by the 
consumer (Barwise and Strong 2002). A few 
mobile advertising systems that involve pull 
marketing strategies are proposed in former 
literature. Okazaki (2004) proposed a mobile 
advertising platform "Tokusuru Menu" to examine 
the factors influencing consumers' motives to 
mobile ads. It enables subscribers to freely access 
the promotional information delivered by various 
companies. Mahmoud and Yu (2006) discussed a 
novel mobile agent platform that can be used for 
comparison shopping in a mobile wireless 
environment, through which businesses can better 
understand and communicate with the mobile 
consumer. Another mobile advertising system 
called MALCR is provided and described in (Yuan 
and Tsao, 2003), which is based on both pull type 
advertising and push type advertising. Advertising 
through MALCR proceeds in two ways—the pull 
mode and the push mode. 

The typical and prime method in pull advertising is 
search engine. Search engine is not only a useful 
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way to pull users to ads information from 
advertisers but also a targeting process that 
provides users what they are actively seeking. Choi 
(2007) proposed a new, ubiquitous, 
GPS/Web-enabled mobile search mechanism based 
on the user's physical location and search intentions. 
Using fuzzy query, together with user’s physical 
location and distance from user’s physical location, 
the GPS/Web enabled mobile devices can receive 
more personalized and locally targeted search 
results. 

A few scholars still argue that the push model will 
dominate mobile advertising since it saves 
consumers’ time and money (Quah and Lim, 2002). 
Pull advertising blurs the line between advertising 
and service (Katz-stone, 2001). However, as 
mobile advertising market grows, more and more 
various ads will be involved in mobile channel 
especially in local, pull mobile advertising will be 
the dominate direction of future mobile advertising 
just like in online channel. Since the smart phone is 
used more and more widely, a targeted advertising 
service based on pull marketing strategies on smart 
phone will be quite helpful in people’s life in 
future. 

3. Targeted mobile advertising system 
based on pull strategy  

We develop a targeted mobile advertising system 
(TMAS) for mobile advertising based on pull 
strategy. TMAS works as a platform between two 
different users: advertisers and consumers (mobile 
users). It uses personalization and pull techniques 
to deliver targeted ads that can better match 
consumers’ needs. Specifically, it allows 
consumers to actively specify their needs, and a list 
of personalized advertisements will be provided to 
them based on their contextual information 
including demographics, preference, and others. 
Also, advertisers can get the valuable information 
from the platform, which is derived from 
consumer’s feedback and clicks to adjust their 
advertising. 

The framework of TMAS is presented in Fig.1. It 
includes three modules: Ads Management, User 
Profile Management, and Ads Intelligent Searching. 
A Mobile Advertising Service Provider (MASP) 
interfaces between advertisers and consumers, 
similar to the role of a retailer in a mobile ads 
market. In a conventional push mode, mobile ads 
that are provided by advertisers are pushed to 
relevant consumers based on the pre-specified 
customer profile (Carat Interactive, 2002; Scharl et 
al. 2005). In contrast, in a pull mode, a mobile user 
actively drags ads to himself/herself to meet his/her 
needs (De Reyck and Degraeve 2003; Okazaki 
2004). Moreover, his/her demands are transmitted 
back to the advertisers in terms of mobile ads 
effectiveness and feedback reports which is a kind 

of common report usually provided by Ads service 
providers to report the ads effectiveness. It can help 
to improve advertisers’ marketing strategy and ads 
design.  

Fig.1 Framework of pull and targeted mobile 
advertising system 

The function of Ads Management Module is to 
manage the ads data. The data can be used by 
advertisers to revise their ads. It is commonly used 
in the current advertising market. Some 
sophisticated and integrated software are available 
in the market, such as x10ads and csBanner1. The 
User Profile Management Module is responsible 
for creating profiles for new consumers and 
updating existing user profiles based on their 
behavior. Ads Intelligent Searching Module 
provides personalized search results according to 
the contextual information of the consumers 
including location, demographic and preference. It 
is the key to TMAS. It is the typical characteristic 
of the pull type advertising. The detail process will 
be described in the following section. 

Figure 2 is used to illustrate the detailed process of 
TMAS, where IDEF0 is adopted because it can 
model the input, output, control, and mechanism of 
each process while decomposing a complicated 
process into sub-processes at the next level. Four 
kinds of information collected from consumers are 
used in providing the pull targeted advertising 
service. First, the keywords input by the consumers. 
Note that the keyword searching is one of the most 
direct and efficient way in information retrieval 
(Aho and Corasick 1975). It helps the system 
quickly to identify the needs and to reduce the 
range of relevant ads. The second major source of 
information is the contextual data that is gathered 
from consumers’ real-time context. It covers a wide 
range of data (Abowd and Mynatt 2000), including 
location (Varshney 2003; Leppaniemi and 
Karjaluoto 2005), time (Venkatesh et al. 2003), 
weather (Kwon and Kim 2009) and so on. 
Context-awareness on a mobile device has been an 
important advantage to provide useful and relevant 
contents and information to the mobile subscribers 
ubiquitously (Tarasewich 2003; Jung 2009). The 
third type of information is demographic data of 

’ behavior and consumers. Finally, the consumers

                                                        
1 http://www.cgiscript.net/cgi-script/csNews/csNe 
ws.cgi?database=cgi.db&command=viewone&id=23 
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feedback data are also useful to TMAS. It can be 
used not only update user profiles but also to 
generate ads effect and feedback report that can 
help advertisers to know more about the needs of 
their customers and to improve advertisement 
strategies. 

A1

Ads Manager

A2

Profile Manager

A3

Ads Search 
manager

Ads List

User profile data
Location 

data

Demographic 
data

User behavior 
and feedback

User behavior 
and feedback

Ads data

User profile data

Ads data

Ads effect and 
feedback report

Query

A3.2

Search engine

A3.3

Ranking manager
A3.1

Query manager
Query

Adapted 
query

Ads data

Ads

Demographic 
data

Location 
data

Ads List

User profile data

Fig.2 the Detailed Process of TMAS in IDEF 
Representation 

The process begins when a consumer types-in 
keywords and to solicit mobile ads. All mobile ads 
are provided by advertisers through the Ads 
Manager (A1) and stored in the Ads Database. 
When the system receives the input keywords, it 
uses them to search in the Ads Database and 
fetches a batch of ads that are relevant to the 
consumer’s need. Then, the Ads Search Manager 
(A3) is activated and contextual data is collected 
(mainly location data). The user profile is called up 
from Profile Manager (A2) that maintains and 
updates the User Profile Database. In the Ads 
Search Manager, Query Manager (A3.1) analyzes 
the query based on keywords specified by the 
consumer to prepare the search. Then, Search 
Engine (A3.2) provides the initial filter to 
advertisements according to the keywords. Finally, 
the Rank Manager (A3.3) is the kernel process that 
matches the ads with the consumers’ needs. The 
higher-interested ads to the consumer should be 
ranked on the top. When the searching result is 
presented to the consumer, the system will monitor 
his/her behavior and feedback and then use them to 
update the consumer’s profile. In addition, the 
information will also be stored in the Ads Database 
to form the ads effect and feedback report that will 
be used to pull customers’ needs to advertisers in 
the future. 

The matching between consumers and ads involves 
many criteria. Also, each consumer has his/her own 
preference on selecting these criteria. Therefore, it 
is a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 
process. The attributes that can be taken into 

account for ads ranking can be distance, discount, 
service level, quota, expiration date, etc.. Some 
attributes can be represented into fuzzy functions 
such as service level and price level. They do not 
have clear quantitative boundary. We can use some 
fuzzy comments to describe attributes, such as 
economic, mediocre, or deluxe for price range and 
bad, medium, or good for service level. 
Membership functions can be used to represent the 
degree of truth as an extension of valuation. 
Therefore, a fuzzy MCDM method can be adopted 
for the matching. As mentioned, the Ads Search 
Manager is an intelligent searching process that 
provides personalized mobile ads for consumers 
based on their demographic, preference and 
contextual information. Demographics and 
preference data are considered as two categories of 
user profiles data (Amato and Straccia 1999). They 
are often used to model user profiles in electronic 
commerce (Dastani et al. 2005). A user profile 
indicates explicit representation of a person's 
identity. It is also considered as the computer 
representation of a user model (Schreiber et al. 
1989). In the TMAS, the Profiles Manager (A2) 
manages and updates user profiles. Consumers’ 
preference information is very important in this 
MCDM problem. A user preference can be 
modeled as a vector of weights to represent the 
interests of the consumer to different criteria as 
below: 

Let ui denote the preference of attribute i (fi) in the 
user profile. The preference vector can be defined 

as ( )mi uuuuU ,...,,...,, 21= ,  and 10 ≤≤ iu

mi≤ ≤1

′⎯⎯→⎯ y
AD

y UU x

. TMAS can learn the change of 
consumers’ preference to provide personalized 
mobile ads. Thus, maintaining an updated user 
profiles is very important. Here, we use historical 
behavioral data of consumers’ to update their 
preference. Specifically, when a posted ad ADx is 
chosen by a consumer y, the consumer preference 

Uy will be updated as . The 
self-learning process allows preference vectors to 
evolve themselves based on empirical data (Yang 
2010). 

With the preference information, the MCDM 
problem can be described as: 

{ })(max jAa
af

j∈

{ }naaaA ,...,, 21=

)( jiij aff

                   (1) 

Suppose a decision space A contains n ads that are 

the result of initial searching . 

Let =  denotes the value of attribute 

 of ad . 

represents all 

)(afi ja
T

jmjjj afafafaf ))(),...,(),(()( 21=
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the attributes values of ad . If the membership 

function of  is represented as 

ja

)(afi
)(~ a

if
μ

, the 
MCDM problem can be described as: 

{ })j(max ~fAa
a

j

μ
∈                    (2) 

where
( ) [ ]m ⊆∈ 1,0 mT

jjfjf aaa R= )(),...,()(
2

~~ μμμ
mf~μ

{

jf a ),(
1

~
.  

We use the Deviation Method of Minimum 
Subordinative Degree to rank the alternative ads A. 
The membership of cost attributes and benefit 
attributes can be calculated by formula (3) and (4). 
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 is the lower bound of in A, and 
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membership vector of the negative ideal solution. 

The distance between and should be 
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It represents the degree that how ad approaches 

positive ideal ad and how is far away from 

negative ideal ad . By comparing 

+a ja
ξ , the 

initial searching results are ranked before they are 
posted to the consumer. The Ads Search Manger 
guarantees that the most personalized ads appear in 

the top positions. 

In addition, the user profile can be updated after an 

ad  is clicked by the consumer. The updating 
procedure can be shown as the follow:  

ja

kC
Input:  
Consumer ’s 

profile: ( )kCkCkCkC
k

mi
C uuuu ,...,,...,, 21= mi ≤≤1

T
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U , . 
The attributes of clicked ad j: 

,  
Output:  

Updated user profile: . 
Updating profiles: 
Let ε  be the update parameter, which indicates 
the sensitivity of user profile updating.  

Compute (for 
i=1 to m) 
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The updated profile: 
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k
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4. Demonstration of TMAS  

This section demonstrates the validity and 
reliability of TMAS system the aspect of 
consumers and advertisers. In the consumer side, 
two functions are provided: (1) a consumer could 
get targeted ads that match his/her preference from 
the platform; and (2) a consumer’s preference is 
updated based on his/her past behavior. Similarly, 
to an advertiser, two functions are provided: (1) an 
advertiser could deliver ads to the potential 
customers via the platform providing fair 
impression and chances of clicks to ads; and (2) an 
advertiser could improve the ads by using the 
feedback from the TMAS. 

As shown in Figure 1, TMAS works as a platform 
to match mobile users and ads. In the section, we 
demonstrate a pizza restaurant (advertiser) located 
in a shopping mall distributes lunch promotion 
coupon to customers. There are five stages 
involved. A demon system is built to simulate the 
key process of Ads Search Manager: 

(1) Post ads on TMAS by the advertiser. For 
demonstration, we generated 20 promotion ads of 
pizza randomly with their attribute of distance (f1), 
discount (f2), price level (f3), and service level (f4), 
as shown in Tab.1. 

Tab.1 20 ads and their attributes. 
AdsID  f1  f2  f3  f4  AdsID  f1  f2  f3  f4 
AD01  19.57 0.96 4.00 4.00 AD11  40.79 0.57 3.00 2.00

AD02  15.96 0.95 4.00 4.00 AD12  16.99 0.52 3.00 1.00
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AD03  18.41  0.82  1.00 5.00 AD13  32.09 0.51 1.00 3.00

AD04  47.52  0.74  3.00 4.00 AD14  5.38 0.74 5.00 1.00

AD05  22.07  0.83  4.00 4.00 AD15  30.02 0.92 5.00 3.00

AD06  23.12  0.79  4.00 2.00 AD16  48.53 0.82 2.00 3.00

AD07  32.29  0.59  2.00 3.00 AD17  5.89 0.62 3.00 3.00

AD08  45.37  0.97  5.00 3.00 AD18  44.95 0.96 3.00 5.00

AD09  37.10  0.61  4.00 1.00 AD19  49.83 0.69 5.00 1.00

AD10  37.77  0.71  4.00 4.00 AD20  16.64 0.98 3.00 5.00

(2) Consumer requests ads from TMAS: In this 
stage, the system receives a query (pizza) from 
consumers. We generated 100 mobile user profiles 
randomly. Tab.2 shows 10 of the sample.  

Tab.2 Sample of 10 user preference 
UserID  u1  u2  u3  u4 
User 01  0.455  0.251  0.250  0.042

User 02  0.214  0.438  0.230  0.116

User 03  0.345  0.339  0.311  0.003

User 04  0.098  0.568  0.172  0.160

User 05  0.080  0.457  0.082  0.379

User 06  0.284  0.263  0.182  0.270

User 07  0.066  0.639  0.144  0.150

User 08  0.261  0.221  0.243  0.273

User 09  0.334  0.451  0.151  0.062

User 10  0.292  0.165  0.129  0.412

(3) TMAS lists targeted ads for consumer. After 
receiving the request, ads sorted by Eq. (8) are 
listed for the consumer. To measure the relevancy 
of searched results of the consumer, we use three 
metrics “Precision”(Pj), “Average Cumulative 
Precision”(ACP) and “Precision at position 
n”(P@n) (Jarvelin and Kekalainen, 2000; Zareh 

Bidoki et al., 2010). )( jaξ  is the relative ratio of 
affiliation membership which denotes the precision 
of each ad respected to a given query.  

]1,0[,
2

1)(
∈

+
= j

j
j P
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ξ

               (9) 

Pj represents the degree of how an ad j matches the 
user’s preference. Pj=0 means ad j is irrelevant to 
the user while Pj=1 means ad j is perfectly matched 
to the user’s need. The ACP is computed for a 
single query and is defined as the average of the P 
values for all searched results. 

N

P
N

∑
ACP i

i
== 1

                        (10) 

The results obtained over 10 consumers are listed 
in Table 3. Where Pmax indicates the match 
between the users with the most matched ads 
(AD14 for User01) and ACP means the precise of 
the match between the users with the first five ads 
(AD14, AD10, AD13, AD11, and AD19 for 
User01). As shown in the table, the maximum 

precision values of all consumers are between 
0.736 and 0.895, and the ACP values are between 
0.674 and 0.812. These numbers mean that every 
ad in top position provided by the platform is 
relevant and personalized to the consumer.  

Tab.3 the results over 10 consumers 
UserID  Pmax  ACP  Ranking（Top 5） 

User01  0.895  0.739 1911131014 ADADADADAD ffff

User02  0.829  0.689 613111912 ADADADADAD ffff

User03  0.891  0.812 1517121914 ADADADADAD ffff

User04  0.905  0.758 59171419 ADADADADAD ffff

User05  0.798  0.690 73171013 ADADADADAD ffff

User06  0.736  0.674 1224318 ADADADADAD ffff

User07  0.832  0.785 177121113 ADADADADAD ffff

User08  0.753  0.722 10151754 ADADADADAD ffff

User09  0.794  0.682 79111217 ADADADADAD ffff

User10  0.838  0.763 3110418 ADADADADAD ffff

Precision at n measures the relevancy of the top n 
results with respect to a given query can be 
obtained by 

]                          (11) 1,0[@,@ 1 ∈=
∑
= nP
n

P
nP

n

i
i

(Noted that Pj is the precise of each ad in ranking 
result while both ACP and P@n is the degree of 
relevant of the whole ranking result for each query). 
Figure 3 presents the average P@n values at top n 
rank over 100 consumers. The average P@n value 
ranges from 0.82 to 0.65. P@n value represents the 
relevancy of the whole top n ads in the searched 
results. Relatively high P@n value of top 10 
positions demonstrates that the intelligent searching 
process can help consumers to find the ads that are 
relevant to their needs in top 10 ranking results.  

Figure 4 shows the ACP value of top 10 ads over 
100 consumers. In the experiment, every consumer 
gets a relatively high value of ACP ranged from 
0.64 to 0.87. This also means that every consumer 
can get precise ads in top 10 results from the 
intelligent searching on the platform. The above 
three indexes (P, P@n, and ACP) show that ads 
posted by the platform are precise to the consumers. 
Therefore, the consumers with different preference 
in the experiment get their satisfied ads from the 
platform. 

 
Fig.3 The average P@n of top n rank 
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Fig.4 the Average Cumulative Precision of each 

user over 100 consumers. 
On the other hand, since TMAS is a platform, 
matching the demand from both sides of users, it 
not only ensure a consumer can located highly 
relevant ads, but also needs to make sure each ad 
has the equal opportunity to be viewed by the 
suitable consumers. Thus, we use “number of times 
that an ad is ranked in top 10 (N)” and “expected 
click-through (EC) ” to measure the chance that an 
ad can be retrieved from the platform. In order to 
compute the expected number of click-through for 
an ad j at position k, an exponentially decaying 
attention model with factor δ > 1 is employed in 
our experiment. Based on (Breese et al., 1998), the 
average click-through can be computed as p/δk-1. 
Exponential decay of attention is a standard 
assumption which is adopted in (Feng et al., 2007) 
that used the actual click-through data obtained 
from Overture in 2003 for the top affiliated 
websites (such as Yahoo!, MSN and AltaVista) to 
fit in an exponential decay model with δ = 1.428 
(R2 = 0.997). 

Figure 5 shows the number of times that each ad is 
ranked in top 10 results and the expected 
click-through in the experiment over 100 
consumers. We can see that the variation of EC 
value is quite similar to N value. When an ad has 
higher chance to be ranked in top, it could get more 
clicks from consumers. We also computed the 
variance and variance/mean ratio (VMR) to see the 
variation in N and EC values. The variance and 
VMR of N value are 192.74 and 4.28, while the 
variance and VMR of EC value are 44.99 and 3.65. 
These show that the degree of dispersion in N and 
EC is relatively small. Every piece of ads can get a 
relatively fair opportunity to be seen and clicked by 
the consumers. 

 
Fig.5 the N and EC value of all ads in the 

experiment 
(4) TMAS updates consumer preference. In the 
stage, we will use the consumer’s click feedback to 
update the user preference. We assume that each 

consumer only click on one ad from the searched 
result. Therefore, the 100 user profiles generated 
above are updated by the procedure mentioned in 
Section 3. For example: 

Input:  
Consumer 1 ’s profile: C

( ) . 042.0,250.0,251.0,455.01 =CU

)1,5,74.0,38.5()(
The attributes of clicked AD14: 

14 =af

1

 
Output:  

Updated user profile: 
~Cu . 

Updating profiles: 
Let ε = 0.1 be the update parameter, which 
indicates the sensitivity of user profile updating. 

Compute 
~ ])([*1.0 1

14

11
14~

C
iiA

C
i

C
i uafuu −+= μ

(for i=1 
to m) 
The updated profile: 
~ ( )061.0,230.0,250.0,456.01 =Cu . 
The 10 sample user preference and updated user 
preference are shown in Tab.4.  

Tab.4 10 Sample updated user preference 

User U  U~  

U01 (0.455, 0.251, 0.250, 0.042)  (0.456, 0.250, 0.230, 0.061)

U02 (0.214, 0.438, 0.230, 0.116)  (0.222, 0.431, 0.226, 0.119)

U03 (0.345, 0.339, 0.311, 0.003)  (0.338, 0.323, 0.320, 0.017)

U04 (0.098, 0.568, 0.172, 0.160)  (0.087, 0.578, 0.184, 0.149)

U05 (0.080, 0.457, 0.082, 0.379)  (0.074, 0.454, 0.092, 0.377)

U06 (0.284, 0.263, 0.182, 0.270)  (0.294, 0.268, 0.176, 0.261)

U07 (0.066, 0.639, 0.144, 0.150)  (0.074, 0.619, 0.155, 0.151)

U08 (0.261, 0.221, 0.243, 0.273)  (0.274, 0.235, 0.232, 0.256)

U09 (0.334, 0.451, 0.151, 0.062)  (0.318, 0.466, 0.143, 0.070)

U10 (0.292, 0.165, 0.129, 0.412)  (0.304, 0.149, 0.139, 0.406)

(5) TMAS feedbacks to advertisers for improving 
ads effectiveness. Finally, the system uses the 
updated user profiles to revise data and compute 
the indexes. For each ad, the information of all 
consumers that clicked the ad is very valuable to 
the advertiser. In the demonstration, if the average 
user profile of all consumers that clicked ad j is 

( ) , we use mi uuuuU ,...,,...,, 21=

∑
=

=′ m

i
i

jii
ji

u

afun
af

1

)(
)(

consumer in the two stages. Most of consumers’ 

 to change the ad’s attributes to 

simulate the improvement of advertisers’ 
advertising strategies. For example, if most of 
consumers that clicked an ad are discount fancier, 
the advertiser will give more discount in his ads. 

We use the updated 100 user profiles to simulate 
the same consumers in the stage 1 of the 
experiment. All ads are also improved based on the 
feedback. Figure 6 shows the ACP values of each 
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ACP value in stage 2 is higher than stage 1. The 
average ACP of all consumers in stage 2 is 0.775 
with an increase of 4.7% to stage 1. Thus, if 
consumers’ user profiles can be updated based on 
their past click behavior, the platform can provide 
more precise targeted ads. Consumers can also get 
more satisfied ads from the platform. 

Figure7 shows the EC values of each ad in the two 
stages. The number of clicks is what the advertisers 
want. In the figure, EC value of all 20 ads increases 
more or less in stage 2 (with an average increase of 
4.3%). The expected clicks of ads increases after 
they are improved based on ads effectiveness and 
feedback information from the platform. If 
advertisers can acquire valuable information from 
the platform to improve their advertising strategies, 
their ads will get more clicks form consumers on 
the platform.  
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Fig.6 the ACP value of all consumers in the two 

stages. 
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Fig.7 the EC value of all ads in the two stages. 

 
5. Conclusion  

In years, the mob et is maturing. 

re is a trade-off for consumers 

[1] R. Unni, R. ved effectiveness 

ds hit 

eck, An 

 of 

eve, MABS: 

azienko, M. Adamski, 

How to market to 

-based 

s of age, 

e consumers 

ghts on mobile advertising, 

ipathi, S.K. Nair, mobile advertising 

ile advertising mark
As we can see for many service providers, such as 
Apple, it is an emerging service to provide an 
independent advertising service whose primary 
business is serving mobile ads. We proposed a 
personalized mobile advertisement platform, called 
TMAS, to provide the consumers the right ads on 
their mobile devices and an effective channel for 
advertisers to access customers. Specially, the 
TMAS allows consumers to located ads via their 
mobile phones referring to their needs by and 
contextual data. To help advertisers, ads 
effectiveness and feedback information in TMAS 
can also be used to improve their advertising 
decision and ads design. The demonstration shows 
that mobile users can get precise ads from the 

platform and advertisers can get fair impressions 
for their ads. 

However, the
between privacy protection and mobile ads service 
effectiveness. That is, when the more detailed 
information is used the better-personalized ads will 
be served. Future research can look into the 
balancing between providing the highly and 
effectively personalized mobile advertisement 
without scarifying privacy protection. 
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Abstract 

 

Utilizing  thinteractive nature of online shopping 

allows consumers to communicate more effectively 

with retailers on a one-to-one basis. This study 

investigates how e-interactivity (online 

interactivity) affects consumer attitude and further 

behavior such as perceived value, trust, satisfaction, 

and loyalty by defining multiple dimensions of e-

interactivity. One of the significant findings from 

the study indicates that perceived two-way 

communication has the stronger power to explain 

perceived value as well as satisfaction than the 

perceived control over the website. Managerial 

implications are further discussed for retail 

customer relationship management. 

 

 

Introduction 

The Internet is a readily available 

interactive communication medium that provides 

the breadth and depth of information. The 

transmission of instant information provides two-

way communication opportunities for users. 

Utilizing this interactive nature of the Internet 

allows consumers to communicate more effectively 

with retailers on a one-to-one basis. As e-

commerce grows rapidly, interactivity becomes 

important for computer-mediated service and 

consumer decision making.  

While interactivity functions vary, it is 

important to understand perceived evaluation of 

interactivity online from the customer perspectives. 

However, the concept of e-interactivity is still 

ambiguous as there is a lack of the consistent 

definition and measurement of interactivity.  

The level of e-interactivity has to be evaluated by 

customers’ reaction to the interactive function on 

the website because the online shopping experience 

usually occurs in a self-service context where users 

have to confront the attributes of the website by 

themselves. Despite the growing interest towards e-

interactivity, little is understood about the outcomes 

of e-interactivity and factors relating to interactive 

online shopping experiences. Therefore, this study 

investigates how e-interactivity affects consumer 

attitude and further behavior such as perceived 

value, trust, satisfaction, and loyalty by defining e-

interactivity with multiple dimensions. The 

potential benefit of highly interactive self–serviced 

online shopping should be established. 

 

Defining e-Interactivity 
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Interactivity has appeared in a variety of 

disciplines (i.e., social psychology, computer 

science, communication). Human interactivity 

includes social and intimate interpersonal 

communications [1] [2]. Usually, face-to-face 

conversation, which does not involve any media, 

has been identified as being more interactive than 

mediated communications such as TV and 

computer. However, due to the advance of high 

technologies, the mediated communications are 

sought as conveying a highly interactive 

communication. For example, Internet chat rooms 

can facilitate highly interpersonal and anonymous 

communications which allows Internet users to 

express their opinions or ask questions. Realizing 

essence of e-interactivity, managers of online stores 

can expect interactive personal communication 

allowing them to approach their customer in an 

even more convenient and efficient manner.  

In order to identify a level of message 

interactivity, three levels of message interactivity 

were introduced: non-interactive (e.g., TV, lecture), 

quasi-interactive (e.g., feedback), and fully 

interactive (e.g., face-to-face) according to the 

degree of message contingency [3]. Sundar, Sriram 

and Justin demonstrated that when humans 

interacted with digital content of system, they 

preferred quasi-interactive communication to fully 

interactive communication [4]. Message 

interactivity was evaluated based on a level of 

control over or customization of the messages in a 

situation where a human interacts with computers 

[2].  

Medium interactivity was developed 

mainly in the computer science discipline and 

refers to human-computer relationships [1]. 

Medium interactivity refers mainly to users’ 

interaction with computers or their experience of 

the virtual environment [2]. Hoffman and Novak 

attempted to develop the concept of machine 

interactivity referring to a degree of which users 

can modify the form and content of a mediated 

environment in real time [5].  

In addition, Internet mediated interacting situation s 

involves a traditional dialog. A traditional dialog 

between consumers and salesmen as well as 

interactions between consumers with advertising 

banners or the Internet itself, provides a newly 

refined concept of  how e-interactivity needs to be 

built. The interactivity is a major technological 

capability for Internet user [6].  

Researchers have tried to measure e-

interactivity by counting the website’s interactive 

features (i.e., hyperlinks, online chat-rooms, email 

feedback, and search engines) [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] 

[11]. While the online environment has been 

updated dramatically, popular commercial websites 

in which users visit to make a product purchase 

have already been developed to include all the 

suggested interactive features. 

E-interactivity is a form of perceived e-

interactivity regardless of the actual features 

presented on the website [12]. Three different 

relevant dimensions are identified, namely active 

control, two-way communication, and felt 

synchronicity. Active control describes a user's 

ability to voluntarily participate in and 

instrumentally influence a communication. Two-

way communication captures the bi-directional 

flow of information and f?Felt synchronicity 

corresponds to the speed of the interaction which 

can be applied to only the on-line context. 

 

Outcomes of e-interactivity  

The global meaning of interactivity has 

delivered fun and satisfaction, engagement and 
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performance quality and time savings [7] [13] [14] 

[15]. This enhancement of positive attitude toward 

the website occurs when e-interactivity is designed 

to make users’ experiences more vivid with the 

advance of tele-presences. The drastic development 

of Information Technology in online environment s 

enables consumers to experience products or 

services in more direct manners without any 

physical barriers of time and space. A short film 

with high resolution on the website provides more 

positive experience than reading a specific 

description;while receiving a direct feedback 

through email or an online chat-room can deliver a 

more direct experience without any emotional 

stress to contact salesman in person [16] [17]. The 

more vivid experiences with the products may lead 

to positive attitudes and subsequent behavioral 

intentions [18].  

Kim and Frank stated that ‘the feeling of 

being there in the virtual environment’ is a 

predictor of increased brand preference [19]. A 

high level of e-interactivity may change temporary 

visitors into frequently visiting customers [20]. 

Ghose and Dou noted that it is helpful for online 

stores to build a better relationship with their 

customers by improving web usability as well as 

enhancing its attractiveness [21]. It was stated that 

increased levels of e-interactivity led to the 

stronger feelings of tele-presence, which was 

explained as richness of medium interactivity,and 

users may form more positive and enduring 

attitudes toward web sites [22]. Teo, Oha, Liua, and 

Wei found that the level of interactivity has a 

positive influence on not only cognitive but also 

affective attitudes including satisfaction, 

effectiveness, and efficiency [9]. E-interactivity 

determined online shopping experience and overall 

satisfaction with online shopping, which resulted in 

repeated purchases [23].  

In order to draw a global picture of e-

interactivity influences on crucial factors which 

determine the success of commercial websites, this 

study attempted to investigate how perceived e-

interactivity acts among the important factors 

including perceived value, satisfaction, e-trust, and 

e-loyalty.  

 

High levels of e-interactivity may alleviate 

the risks because the telepresence of product 

information can decrease users’ concerns caused by 

nonphysical interaction, as well as direct feedback. 

Real-time interaction through the online chat-room 

may resolve the potential problems. E-satisfaction 

is one of the highly desirable goals as satisfied 

users may stay longer at the online store, revisit 

and may recommend it to others increasing e-

loyalty.  

Interactivity is claimed to bring satisfaction with 

their on-line experiences [13] [24]. Customers 

seem to be satisfied when they are feeling like they 

have control over on the website, which is one of 

the important elements of perceived e-interactivity 

[25]. Particularly, Szymanski and Hise addressed 

the important role of convenient interface of 

website to create customer satisfaction which turns 

into a loyal behavior [26]. Therefore following 

hypotheses are established:  

H1: E-interactivity (Three dimensions) is likely to 

have a  positive influence on  perceived value.  

H2: E-interactivity (Three dimensions) is likely to 

have positive an influence on trust.  

H3: E-interactivity (Three dimensions) is likely to 

have a positive influence on satisfaction. 

  

Value, Satisfaction and Loyalty Chains 

Loyalty is a property for a business to 
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retain their profitable customers as the costs to gain 

new customers are known to be much higher than 

expenses to serve pre-existing customers. A 

conceptual framework describing loyalty has been 

developed with a multidimensional construct 

integrating cognitive, affective and action elements 

[27]. A loyal customer who holds a deep 

‘commitment’ to a ‘preferred’ brand or a store, 

continues to repurchase a product/service from the 

brand (or the store) regardless of competitors’ 

marketing efforts to tempt to switch over and 

potential situational influences [27]. In addition, 

those loyal customers share the experience and 

spread opinions about the preferred brand (or the 

store) to other potential customers.   

 For the last several decades, loyalty has 

been considered as the most important outcome 

which businesses are eager to earn in order to 

harness actual profits. 

Reichheld and Schefter insisted that the existent 

rules related to loyalty may be even more relevant 

and vital in the Web [28]. It was noticed that the 

newly defined e-loyalty shares similar underlying 

theoretical backgrounds of traditional loyalty, even 

though there are unique aspects involving the 

Internet environment [29]. The effect of e-loyalty 

relating to dramatically rising profits in the later 

stage of the cycle may be even greater and 

accelerating at a faster rate than the old loyalty did. 

 Furthermore, the more competitive the 

Internet retailing business gets, the more difficult it 

is for consumers to find the one website they can 

rely on. Surfing the Internet becomes a sort of daily 

routine for Internet users, they may visit the online 

store they are loyal to more frequently without any 

restrictions of time and place. By amplifying the 

effect recommendation, the last element of loyalty, 

Internet base businesses may provide their loyal 

customers with more efficient tools such as online 

chat rooms, bulletin boards, and third party 

evaluating websites. Old-fashioned Word-of-

Mouth (WOM) is applied to the close relationship 

like family, friends, etc. This WOM through the 

Internet seems to be much more powerful so that it 

can spread product information faster toward a 

wider range of consumers while old-fashioned 

WOM is applied to close relationships such as 

family, friends, and so on. 

Creating affective, behavior intent 

(cognative) as well as actual behavioral (action) 

loyalty is important. Schultz demonstrated that a 

satisfied customer is inclined to be more loyal than 

a reluctant customer who happens to buy a 

product/service for other reasons like lack of time 

or information [30]. Therefore,the following 

hypotheses are established.  

H4: Perceived value is likely to have a positive 

influence on customer loyalty behavior.  

H5: Satisfaction is likely to have a  positive 

influence on customer loyalty behavior. 

  

The Role of Perceived Trust 

Consumers counted lack of trust as the 

most frequently cited reason to explain why they 

felt reluctant to participate in online shopping [31]. 

Trust is one of the key factors impacting the 

success of online businesses in building positive 

relationships with their customers and finally 

leading to increased market shares and profits [32] 

[33] [34] [35].    

  In online transactions, consumers must 

select a product without being able to experience 

the actual features of the product. In addition, 

consumers must typically pay for this product using 

their credit card which may convey personal 

information. This easiest and most prevalent 
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method of payment sometimes involves identity 

thefts or credit card frauds, which leads the 

consumer to not trust the online shopping process 

[36]. Since consumers can not experience the 

products physically, information displayed by e-

retailers can be misunderstood and misleading, 

which causes information asymmetry between 

buyers and sellers. Information asymmetry may 

give rise to opportunistic behavior such as 

misrepresentation of product quality, potentially 

leading to mistrust or even market failure [37]. E-

trust may be more critical and hard to be firmly 

formed  since risk and incomplete product 

information are present in a transaction [38] [39].  

Bradach and Eccles also mentioned that the issue 

of trust arises when an exchange relationship 

magnifies uncertainty, vulnerability, and 

dependence as it is in the online shopping context 

[40].     

  Researchers recommend for online 

businesses to build e-trust in a more firm manner as 

an absolute solution to mitigate risk involving e-

commerce [32] [41] [42]. Truly, consumers cannot 

shop the Internet if they do not trust and believe the 

images and promises that e-retailers are presenting. 

Additionally, customers who trust an e-retailer are 

far more inclined to share private, personal 

information such as credit card information, which 

can be very useful for e-retailers to develop further 

marketing strategies. Given this unique 

characterized Internet based shopping environment, 

it has been empirically supported that trust plays a 

crucial role in augmenting loyalty which leads to 

repeat visits to the trusted web sites [43].  

Although satisfaction usually results in 

loyalty, there are often the cases where that does 

not happen. [44] [27]. When it comes to e-loyalty, 

the direct relationship cannot be promised in the 

online shopping environment. The Internet enables 

a customer to search and access relevant 

information without any restrictions of time and 

place; it seems to get much harder for e-businesses 

to attain behavioral loyalty than in the offline 

environment [29].  

It is expected that trust may come into 

play in this relationship between satisfaction and 

loyalty which has been even more difficult to 

achieve in the Internet based shopping 

surroundings. Particularly, Salmen and Muir also 

insisted that customer satisfaction is defined by 

trust as well as being served appropriately over 

time [45]. Rechheld and Schefter emphasized the 

significant role of e-trust in shaping e-loyalty 

especially in the Internet context [28]. Therefore, 

following hypotheses are established. 

 

H6: Perceived trust on online shopping has a 

positive influence on loyalty behavior. 

H7a: Perceived trust seems to mediate the link 

between perceived value and loyalty behavior. 

H7b: Perceived trust seems to mediate the line 

between satisfaction and loyalty behavior. 

 

 

Methodology 

Measurement 

Consumers’ perceived three dimensions of 

e-interactivity was used as independent variables: 

active control, two-way communication, and 

synchronicity [12]. The dependent variables studied 

are four perceptual variables including satisfaction, 

value, trust and loyalty towards web site (See 

Appendix A). Satisfaction was assessed based on 

seven questions taken from the study by Teo, Oha, 

Liua, and Wei [9]. Value was measured by four 

modified questions about how valuable consumers 
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perceive their visited websites with adopting from 

the study [46]. Lastly, e-loyalty was assessed based 

on seven questions from the study by Salmen and 

Muir [47]. All questions were anchored on a seven-

point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

(strongly agree). In order to assess reliability, as 

indicated in Table 1, Cronbach’s alpha was 

calculated and the results showed all alpha values 

greater than 0.70 as being good for basic research, 

assuring that the scales in this research can be 

applied for the analysis reasonably [48].  

 
Table 1.  Means, standard deviation and construct  

inter-correlations

Var/# of 
items AC TW SYN PV TRST SAT LOY Mean St.

D Cronbach’s α 

AC/4 1       5.54 0.9
2 .773 

TW/5 .302*
*       4.54 1.1

2 .823 

SYN/5 .229*
* 

.503*
*      4.40 0.7

0 .654 

PV/4 .512*
* 

.408*
* 

.423*
*     5.18 1.0

9 .856 

TRST/8 .617*
* 

.477*
* 

.498*
* 

.742*
*    5.30 1.0

1 .895 

SAT/7 .706*
* 

.469*
* 

.415*
* 

.639*
* 

.675*
*   5.26 0.8

7 .871 

LOY/7 .484*
* 

.414*
* 

.429*
* 

.605*
* 

.814*
* 

.623*
* 1 4.97 1.0

2 .845 

AC: Active Control; TW: Two-Way communication; SYN: Synchronicity; PV: Perceived Value; TRST: Trust; 

SAT: Satisfaction; LOY: Loyalty 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

  

 In order to capture online shoppers’ 

perception on e-interactivity on a specific online 

store, the questionnaire asked participants to try to 

recall their experiences about a website they have 

bought something from most recently.  Data collection and sample statistics 

The research employed an online survey 

to collect data. Two thousand e-mail invitations 

were distributed to a randomly selected national 

sample purchased from an independent research 

company which has a credit card-screened 

consumer panel. The targeted population for this 

study is online shoppers who have at least an online 

shopping experience in recent 6 months. 

 

Based on the recalled experiences, they were  asked 

to answer the prepared questions. On average, 

participants have purchased something from online 

stores about 3 times in recent 6 months. 

Approximately, twenty percent of participants have 

bought something 5 times or more through the 

Internet. This trait is consistent with the natures of 

recent online shoppers [49]. Regarding the gender 

distribution, the proportion of female Internet users 

(68%) was likely to be higher than male users 

(32%).     
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Result 

The structural equation modeling (SEM) 

technique was utilized to examine the proposed 

model. Given that there is no single recommended 

measure of fit for the SEM, a variety of model fit 

measures are applied to see if this model is 

appropriate. Provided in Table 2, the χ2/df value for 

this model is 1.580 which is below the desired 

cutoff value of 3.0 as a general rule [50].  

Additionally, in terms of CFI and AGFI, 

the values in this model indicated 0.937 and 0.795 

respectively which is greater than satisfactory level 

like 0.9 for the CFI and 0.8 for AGFI [51]. With 

regard to RMSEA, the fit index is 0.064 that is 

below the recommended cut-off level of 0.08 [52]. 

With these multiple fit indices indicating a 

reasonable fit for this model, the results of the 

structural model analysis can be considered to 

show an excellent fit of the proposed model to the 

data. In terms of the proposed hypotheses (See 

Table 2), the expected influence of multi 

dimensional e-interactivity on perceived value 

[H1a: β = .523 (t = 5.260); H2a: β = .387 (t = 

4.351)] and satisfaction [H1c: β = .915 (t = 4.351); 

H2c: β = .329 (t = 3.360)] was statistically 

significant as hypothesized.  

  However, Synchronicity, the last 

component of e-interactivity, does not appear to be 

significant in the proposed influences [H3a: β 

= .092 (t = 1.141); H3c: β = .075 (t = 1.203)]. With 

regard to the effects of e-interactivity on trust, the 

entire proposed effects including active control 

[H1b: β = 1.558 (t = .573)], two-way 

communication [H2b: β = .565 (t = .601)], and 

synchronicity [H1b: β = .14 (t = .594)] do not turn 

out to be insignificant. Pertaining to contributions 

of three important factors to form e-loyalty, 

perceived value does not directly contributed to e-

loyalty [H4: β = .041 (t = .481)] whereas 

satisfaction significantly does [H5: β = .263 (t = 

2.219)].      

 While the expected prevalent effect of 

trust has been confirmed as being significant when 

forming e-loyalty [H6: β = .742 (t = 4.123)], trust 

also turns out to mediate the effect of perceived 

value on e-loyalty [H7a: β = .295 (t = 3.061)].  

 

Table 2 

Results of structural equation analyses 

Hypothe
ses 

 Proposed 
Path 

Standardi
zed 

Coefficien
t 

t-
val
ue 

H1
a 

Active 
Control  
Perceived 
Value 

.523*** 5.26
0 

H1
b 

Active 
Control  
Trust 

1.558 .573H1 

H1
c 

Active 
Control  
Satisfaction 

0.915*** 4.35
1 

H2
a 

Two-Way 
communica
tion  
Perceived 
Value 

.387*** 4.29
8 

H2
b 

Two-Way 
communica
tion  
Trust 

.565 .601H2 

H2
c 

Two-Way 
communica
tion  
Satisfaction 

.329*** 3.63
0 

H3
a 

Synchronici
ty  
Perceived 
Value 

.092 1.14
1 

H3
b 

Synchronici
ty  Trust .14 .594H3 

H3
c 

Synchronici
ty  
Satisfaction 

.075 1.20
3 

H4 
Perceived 
Value  
Loyalty 

.041 0.48
1 

H5 Satisfaction 
 Loyalty .263*** 2.21

9 
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H6 Trust  
Loyalty  .742*** 4.12

3 
H7
a 

Perceived 
Value  
Trust 

.295*** 3.06
1 H7 

H7
b 

Satisfaction 
 Trust -1.003 -

.356
Goodness of Fitness Guidelines 
χ2/df 1.580 ≤3.000 
AGFI .795 ≥0.8 
CFI .937 ≥0.9 

RMSEA .064 ≤0.08 
Notes: *** p<.01  
 

Discussion 

Loyalty has to be emphasized in terms of 

customer retention under the severe competition 

between e-retailers. Satisfaction has been 

considered as the most relevant antecedent of 

loyalty. With highlighting the importance of loyalty, 

the current research attempts to approach loyalty 

with multiple dimensions. Besides satisfaction, 

other relevant antecedents such as e-trust and 

perceived value are included in a proposed 

conceptual model.  

While this research indicates satisfaction 

as the most important predictor of loyalty on e-

retailers, it also is expected the crucial role of trust 

to mediate the effect of satisfaction as well as 

perceived value is based on the unique 

characteristic of the Internet based shopping 

environment. 

 Instead of measuring e-interactivity by 

relying on the mechanical features, this research 

attempts to investigate potential effects of 

consumers’ perceived interactivity on an e-loyalty 

forming process including perceived value, trust, 

and satisfaction . In addition the research 

anticipates  an active role of trust given the 

uncertain Internet environments.   

With regard to the suggested influences of 

multidimensional constructs defining e-loyalty, the 

result indicates that perceived two-way 

communication has the stronger power to explain 

perceived value as well as satisfaction than the 

perceived control over the website Online shoppers 

are still inclined to be passive receivers when 

interacting with e-retailers or the website itself, 

rather than participating in information exchange 

and control actively. 

 Although many frontiers in e-retailing 

have tried to develop e-customization processes 

which makes customer involvement a product 

design stage (e.g., Dell.com), customers seem to 

still evaluate e-interactivity of a website on the 

basic information exchange interaction. This 

reflects customer’s inclination of wanting a website 

to be simply designed, fast to load, and easy to use 

[28]. Complicated processes, like e-customization, 

may cause the site to feel as if it becomes slower to 

load and more complicated to use. If a specific 

website having a variety of aspects related to e-

customization process is evaluated, the effect of 

active control would be more powerful to form the 

essential factors like perceived value and 

satisfaction.  

Meanwhile, the effect of synchronicity has 

been declined by the result of being insignificant in 

affecting the three factors including perceived 

value, trust and satisfaction. Liu tried to expand the 

existing concept of e-interactivity by adding the 

last component of synchronicity which corresponds 

to the speed of the interaction while the other two 

factors explain types of interaction like reciprocal 

information exchange (two-way communication) 

and voluntary participation on controlling a website 

(active control) [12]. This result of insignificant 

effect of synchronicity suggests that the Internet 

users may not put any significant importance on the 

speed of interactions. 

Such a tendency may occur in that 
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customers may attribute a slow reaction of websites 

not to the websites or venders but to a quality of 

internet broadband access or can attribute both of 

them. This implies the definition of synchronicity 

has to be redefined when referring to the speed of 

feedback or reaction to their requests or questions 

to e-retailers.  

It is found that e-interactivity does not 

directly influence trust. With its significant 

relationship with perceived value, trust can be 

inferred to be formed indirectly by e-interactivity 

through perceived value. As expected, the role of 

trust to determine e-loyalty is far more crucial, 

even more than satisfaction which has been 

asserted to be the most important predictor of 

loyalty. Nevertheless, the result indicates that the 

effect of satisfaction on e-loyalty stands alone and 

is directly formed without any mediating 

interruption of trust.  

 

Implications 

As technologies have been updated, online 

businesses may feel a pressure and temptation to 

reinforce interactive features. However, the result 

of this study suggests that perceived control online, 

which can be encouraged by participating in the 

high technology process, may not be the first factor 

for customers to assess its e-interactivity level. 

Instead of investing efforts and money only on 

developing and following updated technologically 

based process, online businesses first have to 

concentrate on encouraging more interactive and 

active information exchanges between e-retailers 

and customers. 

However, an online company targeting 

relatively high experienced Internet users may have 

to distribute their efforts to incorporate other 

technological development. The most important 

thing for online businesses to figure out is who 

their targeted customer is and what they want from 

shopping through the Internet.  

 In looking at the crucial role of trust in the 

proposed model of e-loyalty, online businesses 

cannot survive in the competitive online market 

without a firmly built trust relationship with 

customers. Effective tools to ensure a high level of 

trust may have to be developed intensively and 

sustained over time in order to retain loyal 

customers and lock them in voluntarily.  

As mentioned earlier, this study is 

originally designed for participants, only based on 

their experiences, to evaluate a website in which 

they have purchased. This research design can 

measure customers’ real perception on its e-

interactivity without counting the features related 

to e-interactivity, which may not be the factor for 

customers to feel e-interactivity at all. Nevertheless, 

such a research design cannot manipulate the type 

of online business, as well as the type of market 

situation which can determine the relative 

importance of the drivers of e-loyalty such as 

perceived value, satisfaction, and trust.  
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Abstract 

This paper takes consumers in China as samples 
to research out the influential factors on their 
behavior of using pirated software. The result 
indicates that The TPB model is still popular in 
our country; value consciousness, novelty 
seeking and collectivism play important roles in 
influencing consumer attitudes toward software 
piracy. This research, which provides an 
in-depth understanding on Chinese consumers, 
can be used in designing an effective prevention 
strategy in China. 
Key words: Software piracy; TPB model; 
Chinese situation 
 

1 Introduction 
Piracy is a familiar word for the general netizens 
and computer users. The Business Software 
Alliance (BSA) estimates that worldwide piracy 
rate was 41% generally, but our country’s was 
80% in 2008[1].It is so serious that we need to 
deal with it right now. 
Understanding the influencing factors, especially 
nonfinancial factors are one effective way to 
fight against piracy. At present, most of pirated 
software research has been conducted in the 
West, little is known about Asian consumers [2]. 
Although software piracy in China is very 
serious, the empirical study about Chinese 
consumer actually is insufficient [3].So this paper 
takes consumers in China as samples to research 
the influential factors on their behaviors of using 
pirated software through path analysis. 

2 Literature Review 
TRA and TPB models are two popular models to 

explain the behavior of piracy. The TPB model 
was proposed by Icek Ajzen as an extension of 
TRA. This theory hypotheses intention is an 
important influencer in individual behavior. The 
intention changes by three factors (attitude 
toward the behavior, subjective norm and 
perceived behavioral control). 
Using TRA model, Woolley and Eining[4] found 
that attitude and subjective norm have a positive 
effect on consumer intention toward software 
piracy. They also had concluded that students 
understanding and knowledge of copyright laws 
have been much better, but this knowledge has 
not influenced software piracy rates. 
Cronan and Al-Rafee [5] used the TPB model to 
determine factors that influence digital piracy. 
They concluded that the attitude, the behavior 
control, the past pirated the behavior and the 
morality are important in influencing consumer 
intention toward software piracy. 

3 Model and hypotheses 
To understand the factors which influence 
software piracy, we use the TPB model to 
predict the software piracy. This model 
represents the theoretical model for predicting 
software piracy intentions and behavior. The 
research model as shown in Figure 1-1. In the 
next section, we will provide a description of the 
relevant factors in the model. 
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Collectivism 

Attitude 

Subjective norm 

Perceived behavioral control 

Intention Actual behavioral 

 

Figure 1-1 A model of this research 
3.1 Intention  
TRA and TPB models indicate that the intention 
influences the actual behavior. The intention has been 
long acknowledged as the most important construct 
influencing actual behavioral [6]. Many researches 
pointed out when people use the pirated software, 
individuals’ intention to use pirated software has a 
positive effect on the behavior of software piracy 

[7][8]. 
H1: Individuals’ intention to pirate software has a 
positive effect on the actual behavior. 
 
3.2 Attitude 
Based on the TPB theory, the attitude is considered to 
be highly correlated with one’s intention. Trafimow 
and Finlay[9] discovered that the attitude was the best 
forecast factor of intention in twenty nine out of 
thirty studies. Many works indicated that consumer’s 
attitude toward software piracy leads to their 
purchase intention [3][10][11]. 
H2: consumer attitude toward software piracy leads 
to their purchase intention. 
 
3.3 Subjective Norm 
Subjective norm is a social factor referring to the 
perceived social pressure to perform or not to 
perform a given behavior [12].Obviously, when 
customers think they should use the pirated software, 
his intention toward piracy is bigger than others 

[10][11][13]. 
H3: the subjective norm will directly influence the 
intention of people pirated software. 
 
3.4 Perceived Behavioral Control 
Comparing with the TRA theory, the TPB model 

introduced the variable of perceived behavioral 
control, considered that perceived behavioral control 
directly influence the intention. Limayem[13] defined 
facilitating conditions as those factors in an 
individual’s environment that facilitate the act of 
pirating software. Many scholars found that 
perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on 
intention toward software piracy [13][14].  
H4: perceived behavioral control has a positive effect 
on intention toward software piracy. 
 
3.5 Collectivism 
Lai and Zaichkow[15] sky pointed out that the reason 
why pirates is popular in Asia is the Oriental and 
westerner's viewpoint is different. An important 
characteristic of software is that it can very easy to 
make the copy, thus they share mutually. This created 
the proportion of pirated software stay at a high level 
for a long time in our country. The numerous 
researches pointed out that collectivism has the close 
relationship with the attitude toward pirated software 

[3][16]. 
H5: collectivism has a positive effect on consumer 
attitudes toward software piracy. 
 
3.6 Novelty Seeking 
Essentially, the human is one kind of pursue novel 
and stimulation animal. Cheng [17] discovered that 
“wants to attempt the software” is important attribute 
to use pirates. Wang [3] also found novelty seeking 
has very tremendous influence to the attitude of 
people pirated software. 
H6: novelty seeking has a positive effect on 
consumer attitudes toward software piracy. 
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3.7 Value Consciousness 
Bloch et al[18] consider that the reason why people 
use counterfeit is that counterfeiting a distinct price 
advantage over genuine product. Because the present 
piracy technology is mature, the consumer can spend 
very little or no money to obtain the same service 
likes genuine software. Many scholars thought that 
consumers who are value-conscious may have 
positive attitude towards software piracy [3][18]. 
H7: consumers who are value-conscious may have 
positive attitude towards software piracy. 

4 Method 
4.1 Sample choice and data collection 
A survey was conducted among consumers in 
Chengdu. We provide questionnaire to collect the 
data though network and field combination. The 
network questionnaires were carried out in the 
wozuo.com website. Field questionnaires were 
distributed randomly in some university in Chengdu. 
A total of 220 paper questionnaires were distributed, 
197 responses were received; we collected 80 
questionnaires in the website. There are 261 valid 
questionnaires total. The demographic characteristics 
of respondents shown in Table 4-1 
Table4-1 Demographic characteristics of respondents 

Category Total 
Percentage

（%） 

Gender 
Male 157 60.2 

Female 104 39.8 

Age group 

0-19 61 23.4 

20-29 142 54.4 

30-39 34 13 

40-49 20 7.7 

>50 4 1.5 

Job 

occupation 

Soldier 1 0.4 

Civil 

servant 
6 2.3 

Business 

management 

personnel 

29 11.1 

Company 

officer 
19 7.3 

Student 192 73.6 

Finance, 

negotiable 

securities, 

safe 

practitioner 

6 2.3 

Others 3 1.1 

 
4.2 Reliability and validity 
The test of construct reliability (see Table 4-2) shows 
that these values are all higher than0.7, which 
demonstrates sound reliability of measures in these 
constructs. 
We also used the Average Variance Extracted 
(AVE),to assess the discriminant validity. The 
cross-loadings of cross-variable are less than 0.5(see 
Table 4-3 ), which shows that The discriminant 
validity of the measurement model was verified; and 
Convergent validity is checked by examining the 
significance of item loadings(are all greater than 0.5) 
on their corresponding factor. 

Table 4-2.Reliability of constructs 

Factor Items Cronbach’s a 

Collectivism 3 0.834 

Value 
consciousness 

4 0.916 

Novelty 
seeking 

3 0.875 

Attitude 4 0.884 

Intention 4 0.875 

Subjective 

norm 
3 0.936 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

3 0.921 

Actual 

behavioral 
3 0.879 

Table 4-3 Factor analysis of attitude measures 

Factor Factor loadings 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Collectivism1 .388 .154 .507 .107 .536 

Collectivism 2 .090 .208 .249 .176 .825 

Collectivism 3 .263 .129 .676 .156 .598 

Value .187 .189 .749 .005 .405 
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consciousness1 

Value 

consciousness2 
.201 .111 .784 .150 .186 

Value 

consciousness3 
.075 .138 .854 .234 -.006 

Value 

consciousness4 
.225 .260 .763 .280 -.046 

Novelty 

seeking 1 
.408 .194 .213 .576 .168 

Novelty 

seeking 2 
.369 .165 .338 .722 .062 

Novelty 

seeking 3 
.192 .294 .187 .818 .173 

Attitude 1 .286 .504 .179 .446 .214 

Attitude 2 .211 .532 .330 .538 -.093 

Attitude 3 .283 .632 .075 .388 .033 

Attitude 4 .169 .859 .153 .109 .116 

Intention 1 .214 .689 .208 .383 .144 

Intention 2 .329 .540 .472 .115 .088 

intention 3 .519 .600 .197 .155 .197 

Intention 4 .488 .642 .202 .077 .186 

Subjective 

norm 1 
.737 .386 .170 .108 .200 

Subjective 

norm 2 
.750 .465 .064 .106 .191 

Subjective 

norm 3 
.551 .571 .104 .163 .244 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 1 

.795 .203 .248 .309 -.131 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 2 

.787 .128 .301 .281 .034 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 3 

.697 .259 .320 .284 .131 

Actual 

behavioral 1 
.747 .310 .270 .185 .125 

Actual 

behavioral 2 
.631 .440 .316 .179 .071 

Actual 

behavioral 3 
.554 .544 .135 .321 .050 

5 Statistical results 

SPSS software was used for stepwise regression 
analysis. 
 
5.1 The consumer to pirates software's actual 
behavior 
We found the intention of pirated software was found 
to be an important influencer in consumer‘s actual 
behavior of pirated software (see Table 5-1). 
Hypothesis 1 is supported.  
 
Table 5-1 results on factors influencing actual behavior 

 B-values T-value Significance 
level 

intention 0.763 18.983 0.000 
 
5.2 The consumer to pirates software's intention 
When assessing the variables influencing behavioral 
intentions, it was found that attitude 
(p=0.000), subjective norm (p=0.000) and perceived 
behavioral control (p=0.002) are found important in 
influencing consumer intention toward software 
piracy (see Table 5-2),so H2,H3 and H4 are 
supported. 
 

Table 5-2 results on factors influencing intention 
 B-values T-value Significance 

level 
attitude 
Subjective 
norm 
Perceived 
behavioral 
control 

0.549 
 
0.219 
 
0.163 

10.934 
 
4.381 
 
3.172 

0.000 
 
0.000 
 
0.002 

 
5.3 The consumer to pirates software's attitude 
Considering the antecedents of attitudes significant 
paths were found for Value consciousness (p=0.000), 
moral consciousness 
(p=0.000) and collectivism (p=0.000) are found 
important in influencing consumer attitudes toward 
software piracy(see Table 5-3), H5,H6 and H7 are 
supported. 
Table 5-3 results on factors influencing attitude 

 B-values T-value Significance 
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level 
collectivism 

Value 
consciousness 

novelty 
seeking 

0.319 
 

0.272 
 

0.240 

4.992 
 

4.354 
 

4.813 

0.000 
 

0.000 
 

0.000 

6 Conclusion and suggestion 
In summary, seven hypothesises are mentioned in 
this article, and the TPB theory is still suitable under 
the Chinese situation. 
The subjective norm is found to affect the intention 
(H3). This implies that we may carry on the 
persuasive education through the teachers, the family 
members, the friends and other interpersonal ways. 
Perceived behavioral control is also found to affect 
intention (H4). Rahim et al [19] declared that the 
practice of software piracy could decrease among 
employees, faculty members, and students, if the 
legal copy is not convenient to obtain. Software 
company should expand legal copy marketing 
channel's multiplicity and enhance the legal copy 
software's procurability. 
Collectivism is found to affect the attitude (H5). 
People shares some material objects (e.g. cutting tool 
and so on) not to violate the law, but many people 
may not realize that sharing pirated software is illegal. 
Therefore, the government may provide related 
training and the propaganda together with the 
software company, and build an environment which 
emphasis on software protection. 
Novelty seeking is found to affect the attitude(H6). 
At least, for young students, who were samples in 
our research, novelty seeking is an important factor 
in using pirated software. This finding supported the 
conclusion of Wang’s study that software piracy 
sometimes is just a way that consumers try out new 
software. 
Value consciousness is found to affect the attitude 
(H7). The software company on one hand must 
improve own product quality and the degree of 
satisfaction; on the other hand they should cut the 
high software price. The software company also 
should tell the consumers why the legal copy 
software is so expensive. At the same time, the 

software company should also change the sales way, 
for example Microsoft sighs namely rents the way 
with (Pay-as-you-go) is also feasible. 
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Abstract 

A considerable amount of academic research 
during the past decade has investigated what 
motivates individuals to use new online services by 
theory of reasoned action, technology acceptance 
model, theory of planned behavior, innovation 
diffusion theory, and/or the combination of the 
preceding two/three theories. As compared to 
understanding the adoption of a new online service 
from social psychology theories, which has been 
comprehensively investigated during the recent ten 
years, the literature on understanding individuals to 
move to a new online service or switch to another 
provider for the same new online service is seldom 
studied from the perspectives of economic theories. 
Therefore, this research aims to fill out the gap and 
make a contribution in this concern. 

 
1. Introduction 

In the recent decade, significant advances in 
information and communication technology (or 
called Internet-enabled technology) have yielded 
numerous web-based services such as online music, 
movie, game, learning, searching, tax filing, 
shopping, auctions, community, and banking 
services. Because social psychology theories 
suggest that individual behavior is traceable and 
predictable (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen, 1991; 
Yu and Tao, 2007), considerable academic research 
during the past decade has employed such theories 
(e.g., theory of reasoned action (TRA), technology 
acceptance model (TAM), theory of planned 
behavior (TPB), innovation diffusion theory (IDT), 
or the combination of two/three theories) to 
investigate individual motivation to use new online 
services. 

 
A review of the social psychology theory-based 
literature reveals that, an important element absent 
from most TRA/TAM/TPB/IDT literature is 
whether individual willingness to try or adopt new 
online services may be attributed to economic 
consideration rather than personal psychological 
beliefs. That is, even though people are satisfied 
with the services delivered by current methods (or 
providers), they still may have possibility of 
moving to new services (or providers) as illustrated 
in the transition from brick-and-mortar bookstore 
to online bookstore, from shopping mall to online 

shopping, and/or from ICQ to MSN (Kim et al., 
2008; Lin and Bhattacherijee, 2008). By contrast, 
people may keep using current services even 
though they believe the usefulness and easy-of-use 
of new services, as illustrated in the transition from 
analog TV users to digital TV users (Hazlett et al., 
2006) and the market share of 2.5G and 3G (or 3G 
and 4G) cell phone systems provide another good 
example (Yu and Tao, 2007). 

 
Besides, existing social psychology theory-based 
literature excessively focuses on the acceptance of 
new services against old services while neglects to 
probe the switch to another service provider when 
moving to new services and the movement between 
different service providers but the same new 
service. That is, even though people are satisfied 
with current service providers, they may choose 
another provider instead of prior providers when 
moving to new services, or switch providers no 
matter dissatisfaction or satisfaction with new 
services offered by current providers. 

 

Taken the above together, obviously, the above 
phenomena cannot fully explained by 
psychological theories, while may be reasonably 
explained from the economic viewpoints such as 
network externality, transition cost and incentive 
program. Accordingly, this work attempts to 
investigate what influences people to move to a 
new online service or switch to another provider 
for the same new online service by taking online 
banking services as an instance. Two reasons exist 
for choosing online banking as this study object. 

 
First, although most of the theory-based literature 
ignored the economic effect on the adoption of new 
online services, few researches heeded this 
phenomenon in the context of online banking. In 
the works of Sathy (1999) and Polatoglu and Ekin 
(2001), pricing/cost savings were identified to have 
remarked influences on individual willingness to 
bank online. By using a mean-end approach to 
identify main influences for people unwillingness 
to bank online, Kuisma et al. (2007) found that 
economic barriers are crucial reason for resistance 
to bank online. Recently, by conducting two focus 
group interviews, Yu (2010) found that incentive 
programs offering transaction fee waivers, bonuses, 
accumulation discounts, gifts and the like were 
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quite useful for helping banks take leading 
positions in the credit card market and for 
motivating people to use web-based automatic 
teller machines (so-called web ATMs) for banking 
services instead of physical ATMs. Although these 
studies only cursory discussed the movement to a 
new service offered by the same provider from the 
perspectives of economic theories, they may pave a 
theoretical starting point. 

 
Second, countless surveys (Crego and Schiffrin, 
1995; Paswan et al, 2004; Yu, 2008a) indicate that 
the financial services industry is more 
customer-centric than other industries, profits from 
existing customers are much higher than new ones, 
and every 1% of increase in retaining current 
customers brings 5-10% of reduction in business 
cost (Crego and Schiffrin, 1995; Bhattacherjee, 
2001). Cumulatively, online banking is chosen as a 
good practical context for examining the research 
questions and validating the research structure in 
understanding what affects individuals to move to a 
new online service or switch to a new provider for 
the same new online service. 

 
2. Literature Review 

The theory-based research into adoption of online 
banking perhaps is first conducted in September 
1998 in Australia by Sathye (Sathye, 1999). Since 
then, numerous studies on exploring what 
influences individual intention to bank online have 
been conducted. Among these studies, some studies 
have examined the adoption of online banking from 
the perspective of banks (Daniel, 1998; Frambach 
et al., 1998; Nielsen, 2002; Furst et al., 2002; 
Gopalakrishnan et al., 2003; Khalfan and Alshawaf, 
2004; Malthotra and Singh, 2007; Singer et al., 
2008) and some have compared online banking 
with other forms of technology-enabled self-service 
banking, including modem- based dial-up banking, 
ATMs, phone banking, and mobile banking 
(Gardener et al., 1999; Wan et al, 2005; Curran and 
Meuter, 2005; Laforet and Li, 2005). As expected, 
most have investigated influences on online 
banking adoption from the perspective of 
consumers (Sathye, 1999; Polatoglu and Ekin, 
2001; Liao and Cheung, 2002; Karjaluoto et al., 
2002; Gerrard and Cunningham, 2003; Wang et al., 
2003; Kolodinsky et al., 2004; Khalfan and 
Alshawaf, 2004; Chan and Lu, 2004; Shih and 
Fang, 2004; Eriksson et al., 2005; Mavri and 
Ioannou, 2006; Yu, 2008b and 2010), while certain 
articles have explored perceptions of online 
banking among bank executives, information 
technology managers, and customers or between 
banks and clients (Aladwani, 2001; Gurau, 2002; 
Gehling et al., 2007). 

 
Table 1. Theory-based studies of online banking 

adoption during 1999-2010 

Auther(s) (Years) Theory 
Respondent 

Selection 
Sample 

Size 

Sathye (1999) IDT 
Personal clients and 

business clients 
539 

Liao et al (1999) TPB,IDT Professionals 118 
Polatoglu and Ekin 

(2001) 
IDT 

Members of Garanti 
Bank 

114 

Liao and Cheung 
(2002) 

Cognitive 
analysis 

Regular web-users 323 

Karjaluoto et al. 
(2002) 

TRA, TAM 
Nordea Bank’s 

customers 
1167 

Gerard and 
Cunningham (2003) 

IDT 
Adults employed in 

the Downtown 
240 

Wang et al. (2003) TAM 
Online banking 

users 
123 

Chan and Lu (2004) 
TAM, 

TAM2, 
TPB 

University students 499 

Kolodinsky et al. 
(2004) 

IDT, TAM Households 2002 

Shih and Fang (2004) TRA, TPB Bank customers 425 
Eriksson et al. (2005) TAM Bank customers 1831 

Curran and Meuter 
(2005) 

TAM Bank customers 628 

Wan et al. (2005) TRA Adults and seniors 314 
Lee et al. (2005) TRA, IDT Internet users 1355 

Jaruwachirathanakul 
and Fink (2005) 

TPB 
Office workers in 

large organizations 
506 

Lassar et al., (2005) TAM, IDT University students 349 
Flavian et al. (2006) Trust Bank customers 633 

Ndubisi and Sinti (2006) IDT Internet users 126 

Shih and Fang (2006)
Extended 

TRA 
Bank customers 425 

Gurting and Ndubisi 
(2006) 

TAM Bank customers 133 

Cheng et al., (2006) TAM Customers 203 

Gerrard et al. (2006) 
TAM, IDT, 

TRI 
Customers who not 

banked online 
127 

Pikkarainen et al. (2006) Satisfaction End users 268 

Kuisma et al. (2007) Mean-end 
Bank customers who 

not bank online 
30 

Amin (2007) TAM Young intellectuals 250 

Hernandez and 
Mazzon (2007) 

TRA, 
TAM, TPB 

and IDT 

Internet Banking 
users and non-users

600 

Yiu et al. (2007) TAM The public 150 
Erisson and Nilsson 

(2007) 
TAM 

Internet banking 
customers 

1831 

Guriting et al., (2007) TAM Bank customers 133 
Grabner-Krauter and 

Faullant (2008) 
Trust  

Bank customers who 
were Internet users 

381 

Qureshi et al. (2008) TMQ End-users 235 
Aldas-Manzano 

(2009) 
TAM 

Internet banking 
users 

511 

Amin (2009) 
Extended 

TAM 
Bank customers who 

never bank online 
206 

Hosein (2009) TAM 
Non online banking 

users 
362 

Azouzi (2010) TAM University students 53 

 
As Table 1 shows, theory-based studies regarding 
the adoption of online banking are generally based 
on TRA, TAM, IDT, TPB, or some mix of 
two/three theories. After extensively reviewing the 
above literature grounded in social psychology 
theories, this study found that one important 
element, missing from the literature but noted by 
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the recent work (Yu, 2010), that individual 
willingness of banking online may be attributed to 
economic benefits such as incentives offered by 
banks when using their online banking services. 
 
Although the economic theory has received less 
attention on the adoption of online banking, 
numerous studies have exploited the economic 
theory in investigating e-marketplace adoption 
(Bakos, 1991 and 1997; Parthasarathy and 
Bhattacherjee, 1998; Strader and Shaw, 1999; 
Benslimane et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2006; Yu and 
Tao, 2007; Au and Kauffman, 2008) and have 
widely concluded that the emergence, adoption and 
growth of the new service/technology heavily 
depend on the effect of economics such as critical 
mass, network externalities, transition cost and path 
dependency. This finding is interesting, which 
reveals that theory-based studies on online banking 
adoption are excessively dominated by social 
psychology theories, while theory-based studies on 
e-marketplace adoption are excessively dominated 
by economic theories. 

 
3. Research Hypotheses and Structure 

 
Hypotheses from Transition Cost 
In economics, when a product or service has a 
lock-in characteristic owing to incurring sunk, 
termination or switch costs, this product or service 
is considered to have a transition cost between 
using and discarding it (Jackson, 1985; Weiss and 
Anderson, 1992; Heide and Weiss, 1995; Shapiro 
and Varian, 1998; Reimers and Li, 2005). As 
illustrated in the transition from analog TV users to 
digital TV users, a transition cost occurs when 
users switch service or move to another service 
provider (Hazlett et al., 2006). In an environment 
where technology/service evolve stochastically 
over time, potential users choosing among 
technology/service must consider whether the good 
and available service/technology today will become 
unavailable or obsolete service/technology in the 
future. This is particularly important when the 
technology/service is largely irreversible. 

 
For a visible technology, the possibility of 
becoming stuck with an outmoded technology is 
increasing as people increase adopting a different 
and incompatible technology. For an invisible 
service, the possibility of becoming stuck with an 
irretrievable service is increasing when people 
increase moving to a different service or service 
provider. Transition cost can also originate from 
consumer need for compatibility between newly 
purchased products/services and earlier 
investments, which can include capital investments 
(such as investments in software, computers or 

membership fees) or psychological investments 
(such as emotional attitude, use experience or 
acknowledgement) (Jackson, 1985; Weiss and 
Anderson, 1992). Consequently, regarding the 
online services (i.e., email service and online 
banking services), transition cost occurs when 
switching from one online service provider to 
another. Regarding a bank customer, transition cost 
is considered to be the cost of switching banks, 
starting online banking by stopping/reducing 
banking in branches, and using another bank’s 
online services by reducing/discarding current 
bank’s traditional services. 

 
Therefore, the chances of a person switching to 
different banks or service methods may reduce 
given high estimated transition cost. That is, if a 
customer plans to switch or move to online 
banking/another online bank instead of traditional 
branches, he/she will estimate the transition cost 
such as loss of accumulated discounts and bonuses, 
compatibility costs with current living habits, loss 
of friendship/familiarity with the original service 
providers, and so on. Some research (Jackson, 1985; 
Yu and Tao, 2007) contended that transition cost 
involves the psychological, material and economic 
costs incurred by customers when switching 
service suppliers or technologies, while Klemperer 
(1995) found there are six types of transition costs, 
namely compatibility costs with existing 
infrastructures, supplier switching cost, training 
cost, costs associated with unused products, loss of 
discounts, bonuses, member credits and other 
incentives, and psychological cost. 

 
Building in the above discussion, the following 

hypotheses are posited: 

H1: Transition cost significantly influences 
individuals to bank online instead of bank in 
branches. 

H2: Transition cost significantly influences 
individuals to move to another bank for using 
online banking services. 

H3: Transition cost significantly influences 
individuals to switch banks within same 
online banking services. 

 
Hypotheses from Network Externality 
Numerous studies (Clemons and Kleindorfer, 1992; 
Choi, 1994; Wang and Seidmann, 1995; 
Economides, 1996; Choi and Thum, 1998; Hoppe, 
2000; Kauffman et al., 2000; Au and Kauffman, 
2001; Gallaugher and Wang, 2002; Asvanund et al., 
2004) during the last 30+ years have showed that 
an inferior technology/service may not be replaced 
by superior alternatives as long as network 
externalities (such as critical mass) or transition 
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costs (such as compatibility with present work 
habits) plays a crucial role in its adoption and use. 
Typical examples of products exhibiting network 
externality are telephone, telecommunication, 
television, newspaper, packaged computer software 
and information medium as well as web-based 
services such as electronic mail systems, bulletin 
board systems, online games and instant message 
service (e.g., ICQ, MSN). 

 
In terms of economics, “network externality” 
depicts a scenario where a product’s (service’s) 
value or attractiveness increases in correspondence 
to the rise in the number of consumers 
(Economides, 1996). A market formed from 
products (or services) with network externalities is 
called “network market”. In a network market, the 
value/effectiveness/attractiveness of the product (or 
service) always rises as long as new consumers are 
added to the market. In network markets, when the 
actions of individuals can directly impact the 
economic utility of other individuals, then each 
individual is considered to have a network 
externality on the behaviors of other individuals 
(Allen, 1988; Brynjolfsson and Kemerer, 1996; Au 
and Kauffman, 2001; Lee et al., 2003; Yu and Tao, 
2007). Recently, via examining the short messages 
services, some works (Kim et al., 2008; Lin and 
Bhattacherijee, 2008) concluded that network 
externality is a significant motivation for people 
moving to a new wireless service. 

 
The network externalities can be positive or 
negative. Positive externalities mean that the 
economic utility of the affected individual is 
increased, while negative externalities mean that 
the economic utility of the affected individual is 
reduced. Network externalities are an economic 
scale phenomenon that depicts the utility derived 
by the consumer from the product/service and the 
rises/falls that occur with a change in the number of 
consumers using the product/service. Farrell and 

Saloner (1986) found that network externalities 
occur not only for single specific products/services 
but also occur for whole groups of compatible 
products/services, and that the benefits to existing 
consumers increase when other customers consume 
compatible products or same service providers, 
with good examples being provided by mobile 
phone networks, computer operating systems, IBM 
compatible computer, and so on.  

 
Based on the above discussion, the following 

hypotheses are posited: 

H4: Network externality significantly influences 
individuals to bank online instead of bank in 
branches. 

H5: Network externality significantly influences 
individuals to move to another bank for using 
online banking services. 

H6: Network externality significantly influences 
individuals to switch banks within same 
online banking services. 

 
Research Structure 
Given that awareness, image, visibility, critical 
mass, reference group, observability, friends, 
families, relatives, peers, opinion leaders, visibility, 
and result demonstrability may depict a scenario 
where the action/opinion of a person is influenced 
by another person’s/people’s action/opinion. 
Therefore, in line of this thinking, awareness, 
image, visibility, critical mass, reference group, 
observability, friends, families, relatives, peers, 
opinion leaders, visibility, and result 
demonstrability may be attributed to network 
externality. As a result, the effect of network 
externality on the adoption of online banking is not 
a new concept, although this concept has not been 
explicitly asserted. As a result, the research 
structure is proposed as the following figure. 
 

Continue banking in current 
bank’s branches 

Use online banking services 
offered by current bank 

Network Externality 
Image 

Visibility 
Critical mass 

Reference group  

Transition Costs 

Economic Influence 

Use online banking services 
offered by another bank

 
Fig. 1 The proposed research structure 
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4. Research Methodology and Analysis 

 
In accordance with the above research structure and 
hypothesis, items used in the survey questionnaire to 
measure each corresponding construct were culled 
from the literature and reworded to fit the online 
banking context. Since the pertinent literature from 
the perspective of economic to explore the adoption 
of online banking is deemed insufficient to provide a 
highly validated research foundation for this work, 
focus-group interview and panel discussion involving 
online banking managers and scholars were executed 
to check and refine the survey questions. 
Accordingly, the constructs of transition costs and 
network externality were operationalized by asking 
the respondents to assess six and 14 questions, 
respectively, based on a seven-point Likert scale 
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. 
After ensuring that the questionnaire is clearly 
verified to reflect the research purpose and each 
construct is concretized by the corresponding items, 
the questionnaires was send out via convenience 
sampling. Convenience sampling is a kind of 
non-probability sampling, and used to draw 
respondents from part of the population which is 
easier to contact. 

 

A common problem in questionnaire surveys is the 
response rate and non-response bias (Couper, 2000; 
Karjaluoto et al., 2002; Sax et al., 2003). As 
suggested in the literature (Karjaluoto et al., 2002; 
Sax et al., 2003), offering monetary incentives is 
apparently effective for increasing the response rate. 
Therefore, the cover page of the questionnaire 
described this study is sponsored by National Science 
Council and ten of those who complete the 
questionnaire would be rewarded to get 16 GB 
portable USB. Since people aged below 20 years old 
cannot open an online banking account according to 
Taiwanese banking law, only those over 20 are the 
targeted population in this study. 

Among the 343 valid samples, 157 (46%) were 
female respondents, 185 (54%) were male 
respondents, and 244 (71%) of them had opened 
online banking accounts, meanwhile 125 (51%) of 
244 had two or more than two online banking 
accounts. The profile of the 343 respondents reveals 
that number of respondents aged 20-24 years old is 
72 (21% of total respondents), aged 25-34 years old 
is 195 (51%), aged 35-44 years old is 44 (13%), aged 
45-54 years old is 18 (5%), and aged over 55 years 
old is 13 (4%). The proportions for the respondents’ 
education groups are high school (or below) occupies 
22% (102 samples), college holds 17% (79), 
university is 43% (201), and graduate school (or 
above) accounts for 18% (83), while the occupation 
distribution of the samples is that non-IT/ICT 
Manufacturing takes 9% (32 respondents), IT/ICT 
Manufacturing accounts for 14% (48 respondents), 
Service (including Finance and Insurance) accounts 
for 12% (40), Education/Media accounts for 9% (32), 
Government accounts for 4% (13), Medical/ 
Pharmacy accounts for 6% (19), Retail accounts for 
5% (17), Students account for 37% (126), and others 
account for 4% (15). The age and education 
distributions of the samples roughly resemble the 
proportions of current Internet population, according 
to TWNIC survey (2010).  

 
Since each construct is assessed by using a 
multi-item seven-point Likert scale, reliability of the 
survey instrument was examined by calculating 
Crobach’s alpha to measure internal consistency, the 
convergent validity of each construct was verified by 
the confirmatory factor analysis, and the discriminant 
validity was examined by the cross-correlation 
analysis. Regression analysis was used in this study 
to examine the research model and relationships 
between independent variables (economic factors) 
and dependent variables (three scenarios of 
willingness), and the regression results were 
summarized in Table 2.

 
Table 2. Summary of hypotheses 1-6 testing 

Dependent 
Variable 

Independent 
Variables 

Standardized 
Beta Value 

P_Value 
Hypothesis 

Testing 
Transition Costs 0.548 0.000 

0.333 0.000 
0.145 0.075 
0.158 0.092 
0.427 0.000 

Continue banking in 
current bank’s 
branches 

Network Externality 
Image 
Visibility 
Critical mass 
Reference group 0.358 0.000 

H1 accepted 
H4 partially 
accepted 

Transition Costs 0.577 0.000 
0.277 0.000 
0.056 0.466 
0.146 0.083 
0.403 0.000 

Use online banking 
services offered by 
current bank 

Network Externality 
Image 
Visibility 
Critical mass 
Reference group 0.269 0.000 

H2 accepted 
H5 partially 
accepted 

Transition Costs 0.411 0.000 
0.169 0.001 

Use online banking 
services offered by 
another bank 

Network Externality 
Image 0.102 0.254 

H3 accepted 
H6 partially 
accepted 
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0.060 0.485 
0.350 0.000 

Visibility 
Critical mass 
Reference group 0.232 0.000 

 
The reason to use regression analysis is that 
regression techniques is quite useful in understanding 
how the typical value of the dependent variable 
changes when any one of the independent variables is 
varied, while the other independent variables are held 
fixed. Table 2 displays H1, H2, and H3 are fully 
supported, while H4, H5, and H6 are partially 
supported. In terms of the impact of the construct of 
Network Externality, Table 2 reveals that Image and 
Visibility did not hold significant influence on 
“continue banking in current bank’s branches”, “use 
online banking services offered by current bank”, and 
“use online banking services offered by another 
bank”. That is, Network Externality significantly 
impacted “continue banking in current bank’s 
branches”, “use online banking services offered by 
current bank”, and “use online banking services 
offered by another bank”, which can be heavily 
attributed to Critical Mass and Reference Group. 
 
Accordingly, three implications can be derived from 
the empirical analysis to give bank executives and 
academics. First,  transition costs hold significant 
influences  on  individuals’  willingness  about 
“continue banking in current bank’s branches”, “use 
online banking services offered by current bank”, and 
“use online banking services offered by another 
bank”. That is, banks may use transition cost factor 
to retain old customers and keep current customers 
from moving to another banks, while attract 

customers  to  bank  online  or  draw  rivals’ 

customers by removing transition cost barriers.   

 

Second, since critical mass and reference group 

play  crucial  role  in  retaining current customers, 
keeping old customers from moving to rival banks, 
attract customers to try new online services, and 

draw  other  banks’  customers,  the  scale  of 

market  and  relationship  marketing  are  two 

important  strategies  for  a  bank  taking  leading 

position  in online  service  context. Third,  Image 
and Visibility didn’t play significant roles in online 
banking services’ competition, which reveals people 
highlight on solid profits rather than brand effect. 
That is, number of people banking online deeply 
affects individual intention to use online banking 
or  stay  in  current  banks, meanwhile  incentive 

programs  (such  as  offering  transaction  fee 

waivers, bonuses, accumulation discounts, gifts 

and  the  like)  are  quite  attractive  for  banks  to 

perform marketing strategies against rivals. 

 

5. Concluding remarks and implications 

 
With the unexpected advance in Internet-enabled 
technologies, various web-based services such as 
email, instant messaging (i.e., MSN), online 
searching, online brokerages, online shopping, Blog, 
peer-to-peer music services, and real time news feeds 
have become popular in current online context. Due 
to that extensively reviewing the literature grounded 
in social psychology theories found individual 
willingness of using online services may not be fully 
explained by psychological beliefs, this study takes 
online banking as an example to understand why 
people likes to continue banking in current bank’s 
branches, use online banking services offered by 
current bank, and switch to another bank’s online 
services from the perspective of economics. 
 
Following empirical analysis with hypotheses test 
and the validation of the research structure as 
depicted in Fig. 1, some insights relating to economic 
effects influencing individual to or not to bank online 
and switch banks has been analyzed and discussed. 
The insightful information derived from the 
empirical analysis gives bank executives and 
academics a better understanding of what motivates 
individual willingness moving to online banking 
and/or switching banks within the online banking 
context. Implications derived from the study might 
be possible to be generalized to other web-based 
services. The future study may concurrently take 
psychological effects and economic effects as 
constructs to assess which hold heavier influences 
motivating individual willingness moving to online 
banking and/or switching banks within the online 
banking context, as well as to examine whether the 
economic effects and social psychological effects 
interrelated. 
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Abstract  

Clients who adopt data outsourcing services tend 

to store their data in the media provided by the 

services providers. While through data analysis, 

author found that there’re no reliable promises in 

data securities as the services providers could not 

assure that the outsourced information won’t be 

disclosed by some third parties.  Such as natural 

disasters 、some emergencies or crimes committed  

by in-house staffs and so on. Which means that if the 

information is stored in clear text, the risk of that the 

data might be disclosed or interpolated will always 

exists. Therefore, author point out that only when 

data stored in the cipher text form and the process of 

encryption/ decryption is managed by the users could 

guarantee the data real security and privacy. So it 

comes to the study of “efficiency, technology and the 

independence” in database outsourcing services 

when the users have to encryption and decryption by 

themselves. Based on the research and analysis of the 

problem, this paper tries to driving the solution of 

implementation strategy and methods. 

   

 

Keywords: data outsourcing services、 information 

security 、efficiency、technology、provocateur  

 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 

  Being an important component of the outsourcing 

services in the IT fields, information systems 

outsourcing services begin to attract wide attention 

from business community and academic area. In the 

business world, entrepreneurs are usually concerned 

about the benefits and risks of an  information 

systems outsourcing、comparison between gains and 

losses and then make some decisions.  In the 

academic community, scholars concerned about 

various management issues carried by the 

outsourcing, including the risk Management, 

implementation management and so on. For example, 

study outsourcing risk as a whole， like how to 

reduce the risk caused by the uncertainty in the 

information innovation and changing process; the 

risk of failure caused by the uncertainty business 

environment and the risk caused by improper HR 

management during the Business Process 

Reengineering. [1] [2] 

There’re also some scholars engaged in empirical 

research. For example, which variables affect the 

outsourcing companies’ decision-making levels, 

What variables affect the process of outsourcing 

performance issues? [3] [4] [5]. However, most of 

the existing research just discussed how to increase 

the overall performance of information systems 

outsourcing and the success rate. While the problem 

of how to ensure the information security in the 

information system during and after the process of 

outsourcing is rarely being concerned. In this paper, 

author collect, analysis the security status of database 

outsourcing service, studied how to ensure the 

information security after the clients trustee the 

software and hardware to the services suppliers. 

  Under the data storage service provider’s help, the 

clients can store data in the provided space and 
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completion the data processing tasks such as query, 

modify, backup and so on. Through this way, 

outsourcers can reduce the cost in technology 

investment 、 operation and maintenance costs. 

However, can the service provider ensure that the 

information will not be disclosed or be obtained by 

other parties? If there exists the risk that the service 

providers may tamper or leak data, what will be the 

future of database or even information system 

outsourcing.  

On the clients side, the safest way in dealing with 

data is to gain the rights and technology of 

encryption and decryption while make it independent 

of the other parties. Can it be true? It means low 

efficiency when encrypting and decrypting data 

independently, can clients endure it?  Also, 

outsourcing helps the company not to be involved in 

the technical aspects, does every company has the 

technology capabilities to finishing encryption and 

decryption process without outsourcing? Finally, can 

company be independent of the third party when 

developing and implementing   the encryption and 

decryption tools? The three mentioned is the 

“efficiency, technology and the independence 

“problem that discussed this paper. Only after 

solving it can we fundamentally solve the outsource 

data security problem and ensure the sustainable 

development of the database outsourcing or even 

information systems outsourcing. 

 
2 The classification of outsourced 

database 
 

In 2002, Hakan Hacigumus and his colleges who 

came from the University of California (Irvine 

campus) firstly put the conception that “make the 

database as a service” [6], that’s out sourced database. 

And then, based on the internet, they built a 

prototype system called “NetDB2”. In this system, 

organizations run their database operations on the 

outsourced database server. The outsourced services 

providers offer the remote database services to the 

database owner and users including database 

creating、storage、update and query service.  

On the user’s side, a outsourced database is equal 

to a common database management systems in the 

application layer while the data may be stored locally 

or be in one or maniple database servers through the 

network. 

As a result, the outsourcing database system 

should also have the functions as data manipulation, 

data security protection, data integrity checks, 

concurrency control and so on. 

There are many companies who provide the 

database outsourcing services now, including My 

SQL Hosting (Adhost.com), Microsoft SQL Hosting 

(discountasp.net), IBM Data Center Outsourcing 

Services (www-1.ibm.com / services), Web Database 

Hosting (open db. com) and so on. According to 

feature of assets specification and uncertainty, Robert 

kerlaypa and Wendell Jones defined the 

three-partnership model as market-based 

relationship、partnership relationship and the midway 

relationship in the "outsourcing the information 

systems, technology and services" [7] [8]. In this 

book, they regarded the relationship between the 

clients and service providers as a continuum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fingure1 the relationship between the clients 

and the service provider (1) 

As shown in the figure 1, one end of which is 

"market-based relations". In this case, companies can 

freely choose the service providers who are able to 

finish to task.  As the "market-based relations" 

usually has a relatively short period of the contract, 

that after finishing the contract, the company can turn 

to another services provider who has a lower cost or 

better services. On the other side is a long-term 

partnership relationship. In such relationship, a 

company and the service provider contracted 

repeatedly and established a long-term mutually 

beneficial partnership. Between the two cases is the 

midway relationship, it is necessary to hold or 

Market-based 

relations 

Partnership 

relations 

Mixed relations 
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maintain the long-term cooperation relationship until 

the completion of the primary tasks. Based the three 

relationships, there’re three database outsourcing 

models. 

 

2.1 Market-based relations   

 

It usually present as a company makes a contract 

with a service provider to build a particular data 

center to fulfill its needs. In this case, enterprises and 

suppliers are usually experiencing a short-term 

co-operation process. The completed data center 

(information systems) and all the data will be stored 

and managed by the company itself. Most companies 

choose this form of cooperation in the early-stage of 

the development of information technology.  

For example, the first case of outsourcing was that 

Kodak solved its information technology problem 

through outsourcing in 1994 [9]. At that time, some 

big companies including Kodak ask the IBM not only 

sold out the mainframe sales and the PC, but also 

help them to manage the entire IT system. Kodak, for 

example, put forward its own data center and 

technology center would be outsourced. IBM 

realized in time that it will be a potential chance, so 

the company called ISSC (Integrated Systems 

Solutions) was born.  

With the development of the technology, the ISSC 

has now grown to an indispensable part of IBM 

Global Services (IBM Global Services). Making a 

simply request on www.Baidu.com, you can find 

thousands of outsourcing service providers such as 

ACCESS, SQL databases and so on. As desktop 

database like ACCESS has the superior in its 

object-oriented, easy to develop, user friendly and so 

on that enterprises can purchase and use the database 

management software and information systems at a 

cost-efficient price.. 

Now, many small businesses are willing to buy 

desktop database containing information systems, 

and maintain a simple and market relations with 

suppliers.  

 

2.2 partnership relation  

 

Another common form of data outsourcing type 

is partnership relation. Outsourcer (data owner) 

outsourced the services to the service providers 

(“server and administrator” in the fig2) including 

database, information processing, system 

maintenance and so on. System users (Owner and 

may include Customer of the owner) send data 

manipulation request from client to the service 

provider’s server and then server return the result that 

the user needed. All the technology like system 

maintenance is provided by the employers in the 

service provider’s side. This kind of data outsourcing 

type is usually called the third-party outsourcing. 

According to the characteristics, the third-party 

outsourcing belongs to the partnership relationship. 

Usually, a typical partnership database outsourcing 

service is used in day-to-day application. For 

example, JDSU, a company well-known for its 

high-tech optical devices, signed an outsourcing 

agreement with Oracle's ERP in 2001, using the next 

IT cooperation mode of application service provider 

(ASP).  In the process, Oracle's ERP took over the 

data management process and ERP software 

maintenance task of JDSU. As a result, JDSU 

decrease one-third of its IT staff. Also, this contract 

helps the company eliminate the investment in 

hardware, minimizing the damage from updating and 

make the company focusing on the services. 

Till now, Oracle can almost handle every 

day-to-day operation within the contract, including 

financial data, human resources and so on. Though 

the server is far in the United States of Tennessee, 

Austin [11], JDSU staff can enter into the Oracle 

database and ERP software via the internet all over 

the world.  

 

2.3 Mixed relations 

Mixed relationship is the type that between the 

market-based relationship and partnership 

relationship. It has a variety of concrete forms. 

One common form of it is that after outsourcing 

the data, users by their selves retain and store the 

data and collect the additional information as well. 
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While concerning the operation needs and the 

security when facing with the emergency, service 

providers will back up the data and the transaction. 

[12] 

 

3 security issues of data outsourcing 

 

3.1 Data Security and the survival of the 

enterprise 

 

Data and information play an important role in the 

survival of the enterprise, sometimes they are even 

more important than HR and should be given due 

attention and protection. According to the IDC 

statistics, 55% of the companies which faced with 

disaster and lost data in the past 10 years in United 

States bankrupted at time, The remaining 45%, due 

to data loss, 29% also closed down in less than two 

years, There’re only 16% can survive. the 

international organization  Gartner Group survey 

also shows that companies experienced large-scale 

data losing disaster will usually cause the company 

fail to continue the operation. 2 / 5 of them were 

never resumed operations, while 1 / 3 of the 

remaining companies were also end in bankruptcy in 

two years [13] [14].  

 On September 11, 2001, the World Trade Center 

Twin Towers suffered the fight against terror that no 

one can predict. Before the suddenly disaster and 

destruction, there were about 350 enterprises 

working of the World Trade Center. One year after 

the disaster, there were only 150 enterprises continue 

working while the other 200 companies disclosed 

and disappeared because of losing the critical data 

and the destroyed the important information 

system.[15] 

 

3.2 The forms of database attack and the existing 

preventive measures  

 

Take the partnership relationship of outsourcing as 

an example, there might be four attack forms. 

Attacker A could theft the password form 

legitimate users and then enter the client side to steal 

of tamper information. Attacker B could theft the 

information administrator’s password from the 

services providers so as to pretend to be a legal 

administrator then do harm to the database. Attacker 

C usually intercepted the database information from 

the communication channel between the client and 

the server. Attacker D may aim at the physical 

database and bypass the server management system. 

Now, the most common database security 

protection measure is to restrict access to the 

database or limit the authority such as access control 

and so on. 

We can find out that the client can identify the 

right user to prevent an Attacker A, on the Server 

side, server can validate whether it is legitimate or 

not and then prevent an attacker B. 

Access control means with the combination of 

hardware and software technology, restrict the 

database users or user’s authority in order to ensure 

the data security. A typical access control software 

product is a firewall while the typical access control 

hardware  (or a combination of hardware and 

software) products is the IC card. It is used to store 

the user's personal private key, effectively identity of 

the user. At same time, it can also realize the 

personal digital signature mechanism based on the 

combination of the private key and digital signature 

technology. 

With the development of pattern recognition 

technology, many high-technology identifications 

such as fingerprints, retina and facial features will be 

put to use. If combining such high-technology with 

the existing measures like digital signature, it is 

bound to improve the users identification and 

validation mechanism then finally achieve the aim of 

access control and protecting the data security. 

     The measure mentioned above is limited as it 

could only prevent the attacker A and the attacker B. 

as attacker C and attacker D bypass the preventive 

measure and attack the operating system level and 

the access to the database documents. Some 

extremist examples might be that they thieved the 

hard drive or the data storage part. The common 

effective way to prevent the attacker C and D is using 
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the digital encryption technology based on 

cryptography. Even if the attacker stolen the data 

files, as the data is stored in the form of dense text, 

attacker can’t directly get the information. 

In the field of military and national defense, 

encryption is common adopted during the data 

transmission to prevent the attacker C while   

top-secret data files in some departments and 

enterprises in also being encrypted before storing to 

prevent attack D. 

 

3.3 The information risk after outsourcing to a 

third-party   

 

On November 14, 2006, Ernst & Young released a 

survey called "global information security" on 1,200 

public and private institutions form 48 countries, 

showing that most business failed to manage risks 

from the third party though they began to release the 

necessity to invest on data protection and information 

security. [16] [17] when the institution had added the 

problem of keeping data security in the top important 

list, there is no uniform conclusion on it. 

There are not just hearsay, but are likely to taken 

place in a person you known.[16] According to IT 

security experts that hackers have become more 

sophisticated and globalization, some crime 

organizations might even employ hackers from 

Eastern Europe and South America to theft the 

identity and credit card information. [18] 

For example, researchers from the UK at Cardiff 

University (Cardiff University) found that the Hong 

Kong Bank (HSBC) online banking system had the 

blemish they call "loopholes" that private detectives 

were able to buy the customer records from India call 

center.  

The Ernst & Young study also found that although 

many organizations are beginning to understand that 

it is necessary to invest on IT security, most of them 

still take no action on third-party risk management. 

About 55% of the companies acknowledged that they 

didn’t make any formal agreement with the 

third-party suppliers. 

The survey also found that the largest hidden 

troubles of information security existing in the field 

of new technologies like removable Memory media 

such as mobile computing, wireless networks and so 

on.  

As a result, though people has recognized the 

importance of information security assurances, it is 

an unavoidable topic to protect the information 

security from new technology and other threats and it 

will also be the next study focus for the information 

services providers. [16] 

 

3.4 Encrypted the physical database of the 

third-party and its problems 

 

  According to the analysis of 3.2, based on the 

aspects of data privacy; the safest way is to encrypt 

the physical database.  There are several encryption 

methods of it and this paper lists the widely used 

styles as follows [19]:  

A Encryption on the service provider’s side  

  The service provider is responsible for data 

encryption, when a hacker attack, and even stole the 

hard disk, even if their access to the encrypted data 

that can not crack the cipher text through brute force 

attack a short period of time. However, in this mode, 

the database outsourcer can not master the database 

encryption; it is entirely arranged by the service 

provider.  

Although the services provided to promise that 

the outsourcing of information will not be disclosed 

to people from other parties, a thief within a house is 

hard to guard against. 

B Encryption on the outsourcing side   

  The clients can choose to encrypt the database 

themselves, while storing the encrypted data in the 

physical medium provided by the services providers. 

Its advantage lies in that data is encrypted that not 

only hackers but also the service provider can’t 

access to the real text while the decryption key is 

managed and maintained by the outsourcing side. In 

order to get the information, the attackers needs to 

gain dual key—the decryption methods and the 

authority to access which increase the difficulty of 

illegal access and ensure the data security. 
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According to the FBI/CSI2006-year survey of 

information security, [20] there are currently 48% of 

the database users have the option to encrypt the 

database themselves. There are approximately 31% 

of them choose some end-use encryption software to 

encrypt data. This kind of data-encryption can be 

regarded as the encryption on the outsourcing side. 

C Encryption at both ends 

Encryption at both ends is a combination of both 

methods mentioned above. The advantage is that the 

double encryption process has greatly increased the 

difficulty to break the data. While compare to is 

advantage, it can be figured out that 

both-ends-encryption does not always represent the 

“1 +1> = 2”effect. In fact, this process will increase 

the maintenance /management costs in actual use and 

leads to the lower efficiency in the client’s side. 

Based on the above analysis, when talking to 

outsourcing side, it is more safe and assured for them 

to encrypt by themselves. However, there’re some 

problems in the style. The three major difficulties are 

that:  

Firstly, in addition to more processing time in the 

client side, such type means the increasing cost and 

reducing the efficiency.  

Secondly, the services providers must acquire a 

certain amount of outsourcing of information security 

knowledge, the ability to choose suitable encryption 

strength, the encryption scheme and encryption 

algorithm. It means the possibility of leakage if 

providers recourse encryption process to others,  

Thirdly, the data encryption software is often not 

independent of the service provider side or even 

developed by the service providers. This likes to buy 

a suit of key and lock from one locksmith and we 

don’t know whether there are spare keys in the 

locksmith’s hands. Is it secure? 

The three difficulties can be summed up as: "the 

efficiency (against the database outsourcers), 

technology (against the database outsourcers) and the 

independence (the database's encryption process 

outsourcing can not rely on the service provider)," 

Only after solving the three difficulties can we 

promote the mode of encryption on the database 

outsourcing side and fundamentally solve the 

problem of database outsourcing security. This paper 

will study the possible solutions later on. 

 

4 Traitor thieves 
 

If the commitments from the service provider's 

side that they promise no leakage of the information 

from the outsourcing side to other parties is true, 

there three difficulties mentioned above is not existed. 

However, the truth is always different; the problem 

doesn’t lies in the lack of credit but in the existing of 

traitor thieves that service providers can’t ensure the 

100% security. Here are some evidences: 

"Yahoo! BB" is a network service created by the 

Japan Softbank and Yahoo Japan. According to the 

local newspaper on December 26, 2006, "Yahoo! 

BB" has become a huge extortion victim. The 

Softbank recognized that more than 4,500,000 

person’s information was leaked including Yahoo! 

BB current and former users. The police had arrested 

4 suspects in connection with the case, all of them 

were the employees of the database services 

provider— YAHOO. [21] 

  "IT Times" had reported that Taiwan 

Semiconductor Manufacturing Company engineers 

have taken place in an attempt to steal confidential 

corporate data. [23] As the enterprise installed the 

CA enterprise management software, the engineer 

did a futile effort and ultimately failed.  

CCTV "3 • 15" party expose the source of the spam 

messages on March 15, 2008. According to the report, 

one company called Focus Media Wireless 

Technologies, Inc. (a subsidiary of Focus Media) 

said that “There is a Club in the Beijing where 

company brought the information including the name 

of the deputy General Manager, directors, the place 

and floor of their house and so on. [24] 

In addition to the traitor thieves, the oversight 

from a third-party database service provider in the 

day-to-day management is also a big problem that 

can not be ignored.  

Considering the cost, database outsourcers take 

over its data storage to the third party. With the 
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development of IT, the cubage of data storage 

hardware with a large amount of volumes is 

constantly decreasing; the losing of such hardware or 

related products will cause a huge problem and crisis 

to the business.  Such cases are countless. Take the 

banking industry as an example:  

On February 28, 2005, United States banks 

(Bank of America) claims that they lost the backup 

computer tape included about 1,200,000 federal 

employees’ personal data. [25]A spokesman of the 

bank said that computer tape was lost when move to 

the back-up warehouse in December last year. 

The New York Times edition of Science and 

Technology reported that spokesman of the United 

States of bank said the bank does not believe that 

such information will be stolen or fall into the hands 

of the criminal fraud. At present, the affected bank 

accounts have no suspicious behavior. In addition, on 

June 6, 2005, the United States, Citigroup disclosed 

that the group lost a record including 3,900,000 

customers’ accounts and personal information. [22] 

[26] prior to less than a week, on June 1, 2005, the 

Swiss banking group lost a disk in its Japan 

including" highly sensitive" customer information. 

[27] These events are a wake-up call for us, if the 

enterprise uses third-party database management in 

the form of outsourcing, not only in the need to 

guarantee the security of software systems, but also 

must be stored in the database of third-party content 

into measures such as encryption, Thereby reducing 

the risk of information leakage when the storage 

medium is lost.  

 
5 The features of database 

outsourcing services "efficiency, 
technology and independence" 

 
Considering the problem of traitor thieves, 

outsourcers’ need a special kind of database 

encryption method, the "special" in its performance 

means it should solve the "efficiency, technology and 

independence" problem. Here is an example to 

illustrate its characteristics using non-professional 

terms. 

Assuming a customer to rent a strongbox from the 

bank, the bank promises: Only the user can open the 

strongbox, bank staff can not open the it, so only 

customers themselves know what they store and are  

able to put in/out.  

How to let customers believe it? Bank staff to allow 

users to check:  

A one (six-plane) strongbox has only one door, the 

other five plane are closed to the surface (there is no 

way to see what's inside the door from the outside, 

strongbox is strong enough not to be broke);  

B, there is a safe locks, the password is set by user 

selves;  

C user brings his own padlock and lock outside the 

strongbox 

  As a result, even though things are stored in a bank 

strongbox, but it is managed by users’ own. Bank 

staffs are not only having no access to the customers’ 

items, but also customers can not see what is stored.  

it is efficiency because though there’re two locks, but 

it doesn’t increase the manage trouble compared with 

other strongbox so that the users can accept.  

When talking about the "techniques", it is easy to 

implement the process of setting up a password 

together with a lock.  Considering the 

"independence", even if the bank’s staff set a back 

door on the strongbox (For example, in addition to its 

own password, staff can set another one), as the 

customers brought about another padlock and the 

bank's staff certainly not the key, so it ensure the 

security. 

Depicting their characteristics with terms: 

1. The database encryption time is less or equal to 

the current common data encryption run-time; 

anti-strike capability (the security) is greater or 

equal to the current common encryption standard. 

The two different are the "efficiency." 

2. To the database outsourcers, the way to access to 

the database through the outsourced database need 

to be the same as the traditional visit to the local 

server. So users do not have to change habits and 

the existing system as well. The encryption will not 

intervene in the operation of cryptography and is no 

additional burden on the technology. For service 
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providers, the encryption and decryption process 

are completely implemented by the database 

outsourcers that server only need to tackle with 

cipher text operation, so its applications are just the 

same as the original measure without encryption. In 

other words, though adding the encryption and 

decryption process in the clients’ side, there’re on 

influence on the server. For example, the clients 

query a result the server-side using cipher text and 

the server just need to deal with the cipher text. 

This is the "technology."  

3.As the client has not changed the original system, 

the server side also 

not changed the original applications, so the client 

encryption part can be regarded as a part of process 

independent of the client-side and the server-side. It 

can be provided by “other side” instead of the 

outsourcing service providers, which indicates 

“independent”. 

On data operating level, Hakan Hacigumus and 

other people put up the idea of "the database as a 

service", they brought forward a step-by-step 

outsourcing query strategy under the database 

outsourcing mode. [28] It has a relatively high 

feasibility and safety while its limitation lies in that 

it has to find the balance between the security and 

efficiency. On data concurrent control level, Li 

Xiong and other scholars studied the concurrent 

control problem for the outsourced database in the 

multi-client and multi-server network model [29]. 

In that paper, author put forward standards to 

measure the model of outsourced database with 

multi-client and multi-server. Including the 

accuracy, effectiveness and safety and at the same 

time put forward the concurrent operating 

mechanisms and the agreements to realize the 

inter-library aggregating operations (like max, min, 

selection of top k and so on )in a number of private 

databases. Then they computed and analyzed the 

accuracy, effectiveness and safety, through their 

experimental model. 

In data security level, being the key problem of 

database outsourcing, there’re many research on it. 

Because the database administrator from the service 

provider side has the full rights of the operations, 

the client have to validate the correctness and 

authenticity of the data. Giuseppe Ateniese, Randal 

Burns, and other researchers studied the problem of 

verify the authenticity of data return by a suspect 

server and put forward a verification strategy about 

data format independent PDP (Provable data 

possession). [30][31] 

  However, the research problem of the 

outsourced database security, in "efficiency, 

technology and independent" is still a new subject.  

 
6 the solution of the "efficiency, 
technology and independence" 

problem 
 
This article describes an algorithm to solve 

the "efficiency, technology and independence," 

problem by adding a plug-in software. It is called 

the rack and pinion encryption algorithm [32] 

 As shown in Figure 2, adding a plug-in will can 

help to encrypt and decrypt the outsourced database 

system, take the rack and pinion encryption 

algorithm for example, it will be used as a 

stand-alone plug-in.  

 

 
Figure 2 Adding a plug-in in the outsourced 

database system for encryption and decryption   

  

After embedded it in the original, no-encrypted 

database system, it will first check the attributions of 

the database that is get the relevant information about 

the plaintext. According to the parameters of the 

plaintext, asking the client to set the number of the 
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pinion they need to encrypt. Based on the 

information tips, it is a simply request. Then the user 

still follows the clue to choose the different algorithm 

for each tooth of the pinion and set a password for 

the tooth as well. To the users (the database 

outsourcers), they have finished the encryption tasks. 

In order finish such task, clients don’t have to take 

some specialized training. So the problem of 

technology in "efficiency, technology and 

independence" has been solved. 

Considering the system security, the information 

(keys) set by the clients:  the numbers of tooth of 

the pinion, corresponding algorithms and the secret 

(password and key) will neither store in storage 

device of the server nor in the client side. They will 

be stored in the user’s moveable storage medium 

such as flash memory. Whenever the users need to 

operate the database, then they plug in the keys. To 

attack A, though he access to the system, he can’t get 

the information of the database without the keys. To 

attack B or traitor thief, they can just get cipher text 

instead of plaintext. To attack C and attack D, they 

can only take the cipher text at most. To the database 

outsourcer, the combination of the different teeth, the 

encryption algorithm and the secret keys can not only 

reduce the risk of the data breaking but also avoiding 

the problems of traitor thieves in the service 

providers’ sides. That   increases the database 

security and privacy. 

  In paper “A Pinion-rack Encryption/Decryption 

Model for Database Security”, it had already 

discussed the problem of "efficiency". The time cost 

for encrypting is equal or less than the current data 

encryption time. The anti-strike capability (the 

security) is greater or equal to the current common 

encryption standard. Using the model can reach the 

same security to the traditional encryption model 

with a relatively shorter secret key length. Moreover, 

the time to process a circular program is usually 

longer than the time needed to process an equivalent 

sequential program because CPU has to spend some 

additional time to judge the cyclic times, set and save 

program breakpoints. To the services providers, each 

encryption algorithm on the fields is simply and can 

be complete in the clients’ side while the cipher text 

will not increase the data. So the Pinion-rack 

Encryption/Decryption Model greatly reduce the 

management and operation cost which is also a kind 

of efficiency. 

The encryption and decryption plug-in can be 

developed or provided by the third party besides the 

database services providers. As the third party 

doesn’t not involve in the operations of the 

outsourced database, so it is “independent". 

In addition, the developers themselves can’t 

crack the plug-in based on the Pinion-rack 

Encryption/Decryption Model, so there is no “back 

door” in the software which eliminate the 

possibility that the developers cracks the database 

form the  “back door”. 

 
Conclusion 

 
To sum up, though there’re commitments from the 

service provider's side that they promise no leakage 

of the information from the outsourcing side to other 

parties, but the commitments may not be reliable. 

The problem lies in the existing of traitor thieves, 

some unexpected disasters or the losing of the 

physical storage devices that service providers can’t 

ensure the 100% security. So the data are under the 

threats of data leakage or tampering which cause the 

unpromising future of the database outsourcing and 

information system outsourcing as well. 

  The only way to let the database outsourcer 

entirely convinced that the data they stored in the 

service providers’ devices is absolutely safe is to 

truly hold the key of the strongbox in hands. The 

database outsourcing services including the 

encryption algorithm that can solve the "efficiency, 

technology and independence" problem and 

algorithm’s implementation strategy is the guarantee 

of the survival and development of the database 

outsourcing and information system outsourcing. 

All the encryption algorithms and their 

implementation strategy that can solve the 

"efficiency, technology and independence" problem 

can be used to solve the information security issues 
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for the database outsourcers. Pinion-rack 

Encryption/Decryption Model is one of them. 
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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract
In this paper, based on an actual problem in a
process of data warehouse project which an
enterprise implemented, we make a study on the
ETL framework of Web data source from
Enterprise IS which is B/S structural, and hence
presented a new extraction and loading method for
the situation without directly database connection.
Furthermore, we developed a new ETL framework
with the ability of processing Web page as data
source in B/S structural enterprise IS. With the
extension of XML configuration file, the
framework can be adjusted freely along with
business change.

IIII IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
Data is the core of data warehouse. To ensure the
data can be loaded integrally, accurately into data
warehouse, the completely ETL process is the key
of data warehouse project being successfully
implemented. [1]

The currently research of ETL mainly focus on the
fusing of pattern projection, data cleansing and data
transform along the data transformation process,
and how to trace the source of the data in
warehouse by using the description of ETL process.
The related study mainly include: Clio System
developed by Toronto University [2], focused on
project among each kind of patterns in data
transformation; the INRIA institute of French
achieved the logical description of data cleansing
corresponded data transformation program in the
data cleansing system, and implemented the
physical execution with different approach [3]; in
the Potter’s Wheel system , a data cleansing system
developed by Berkley university, a completely
algebra description of data cleansing was brought
about [4]; etc.

On the stream of the research of framework, Y. L.
You and X. Zhang [5] provided a ETL framework
can be easily extended. This framework uses a file
as the mediate between data warehouse and its data
source. Then the couplings among functions were
reduced. In the paper [6], H. G. Chou and J. C.
Chou designed a wholly ETL framework from the
point of practical view. In the framework, a

common access interface was created to shield the
discrepancy among all kind of data source, and
offered a common and effective scheme to
eliminate mode and data collision of multi-data
source. The paper [7] designed a data increasable
ETL framework which integrated multiple capture
functions to eliminate the discrepancy of capturing
data from data source with different structural.
Iqbal T and Daudpota N. [8] designed the whole
ETL process by using XML, in order to make the
ETL process more extensive and can handle data
with different structural more effectively.

The above research partly settled the data
extraction and transformation problem from
different data source, and improved the
performance of ETL tools. But there are still some
situations not be concerned, such as when we
regard the Web page generated by B/S structured
enterprise IS as ETL data source. In this paper, we
will focus on this. From a practical case of an data
warehouse program of a certain postal company, a
department controlled data warehouse cannot
directly connect database of B/S structural IS
belong to some other department, by study the
process of extraction, transformation and load of its
Web page data, we find a way and designed a
framework, and at last we achieved expected
consequent with the success of the implementation
of the program. At the same time, we further
completed the framework and potentiate it more
extensive characteristics. That means it can works
smoothly with the change of business. Even it can
be used in other areas after proper modification,
such as the ETL problem of Web community data
warehouse.

IIIIIIII BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground ofofofof thethethethe ResearchResearchResearchResearch
In an enterprise, a department or its sub-company
using a B/S structural business system and its user
query and use data by Internet browsers. With
proper authorities, the database provides
correspond data to users. Another department or its
sub-company plans to build data warehouse and
need the data support from the department or
sub-company previous. But, for the reasons of the
whole enterprise system and evolution history, their
IS are independent, and can not access freely to
each other by using bottom connection of database.
So, the data warehouse project countered
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complicated problems. Because the ETL tools the
data warehouse product integrated has no the
capability which can settle it effectively. For this
awkward situation, someone think that Web Spider
can capture the data from browser without bottom
connections from that department’s business IS
database. But generally, Web Spiders designed
mainly for usual Internet websites and capture
ordinary Web page information, and the Web pages
B/S structural enterprise IS generated are for
business, and very different from usual pages. So,
general Web Spider cannot capture information
from the systems. Such as, to get any information
must be authorized first, the data only can be read
through some manual operations, and the most
important, the structure of the reports displayed on
the browser are varied, complicated, operation
related and numerous business information.

So, in order to deal with the problem, we find a
way and designed a ETL framework in this paper.
In section 3, we will present the framework and the
method. In section 4, we introduced a case to show
the framework and the method has already been
successfully used in practical.

IIIIIIIIIIII TheTheTheThe ETLETLETLETL FrameworkFrameworkFrameworkFramework ofofofof WebWebWebWeb DataDataDataData
SourceSourceSourceSource fromfromfromfrom EnterpriseEnterpriseEnterpriseEnterprise ISISISIS

The whole ETL framework composed with the
followed several parts (Figure 1):

1. the Web data show layer
2. the template for data extraction (some

configuration files written by XML)
3. the Web data capture module
4. the data load module
5. the data import templateSourcedatabase

Business IS Web DataPage Layer
Web Page Data Capture

DW

The .xlsdataextractedData Load

Templatefor dataextraction

Templatefor DataLoad
Figure 1 The ETL framework for Web data source

Unlike the usual Web Spider, our framework has to
additional parts, the data extraction template and

data import template. The both are written by XML
and make the framework can adapt to more
business information. By using the XML
configuration files, the level of couplings among
each module of the framework are lowered. Each
module can works more independently under the
coordinate of the configuration files for the whole
ETL process.

1. The Web data show layer
The layer means each operational system
which provides data for the data warehouse or
the Web data source. Include all Web pages
embodied report data. Usually, the source will
contain tens, even about one hundred, reports
distribute in every functional modules, and
the browser access data with URL and
parameters.

2. Data extraction template
These templates are to assist the capture
module to extracts data from the Web data
show layer. Though report pages in Web data
show layer have very different structures, in
different position, in fact its’ only URLs with
parameters for browser. Browser submits the
URL to server and the server response the
request and returns HTML page embodied
data we required. In order to make the capture
module ignores URLs of each page, structures
or other information of reports, we use XML
files to configure these information. The
following shows the structure of a typical
report page template.

<!--<Report index="1">
<ReportClass desc="the class of

report">card business infor</ReportClass>
<ReportName desc="report

name">XX business data
collect-publication-city
degree</ReportName>

<ConfigFileName> XX business data
collect-publication-city
degree.xml</ConfigFileName>

<DataType desc="date
type:1monthly.2.daily">1</DataType>

<ReportType desc="report type.
1,standard; 2,">1</ReportType>

<DptName desc="the name
region"></DptName>

<Url desc="Report
Url"><![CDATA[http://plserver/reportsearch/
repor?….]]></Url>
</Report>

<Report> defines the mark of the page to be
extracted; <Class> defines the classification
of pages to classify and manage large mount
of pages to be extracted; <ConfigFileName>
defines the related import template when the
page be imported into data warehouse;
<DataType> defines the date mode of the
extracted page, such as daily report, monthly
or seasonal etc. <Url> defines the URL of the
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page to be extracted, and this is the most
important point. The extraction module
submits this mark to IS server and receive its
response.

3. The Web page extraction module
This module is the main part of the whole
framework. By simulating users logon the
system and the interaction mechanism, the
data of the IS database can be read like a user
is accessing and interacting with the system
through browsers. Then with the Web page
extraction template, the page was extracted
and saved as Excel files. The program
pseudo-code is as follows:

WebSpider（）
{ Logon.set(URLlog, UserID,

Password, Period)
Readpage.statues(Browser, Scripts,

Contrles)
Logon(connect)

TempleteDoc.load(“LsTemplete.xml”)
Windowmanager.ActiveBrowser.Navi

gate(URLmanage)
PageFrameset()
WindowManager.

ActiveBrowser.Document.InvokeScript(“login
Manage”)

Windowmanager.ActiveBrowser.Navi
gate(“URLsearch”)
searchAreaElement.setLinks()
WindowManager.ActiveBrowser.Navig

ate("URLsearchresult");

Readpage.statues(Browser, Scripts,
Contrles)

SetContrlerules()
ReportStructureet()
ReportDownload()
setDate()

DataSave(“dir\filename.xls”) }

4. The data load module
This part runs follow the extraction module.
Checking all page Excel files extracted from
the IS database, capture and transform the
data to the form we wanted and load it to data
warehouse. Because the Excel files which
produced by the extraction module have
varied topics, different structures, ETL tool
cannot process them directly. So,
slef-developed program and templates
(introduced in the next part) for each kind of
files are needed. The templates are used to
identify data cells in page Excel file. Below
are two c# functions (the outline) of the
module to read data import template (the
LsTemplate.xml template) and capture the
data from associated page Excel files.

private static string GetItemID(int Row, int
Col) //reading template and return data
from non-data area
{ XmlDocument doc = new

XmlDocument();

doc.Load("LsTemplete.xml");
XmlNode node =

doc.SelectSingleNode("/LSTemplate/GetItem
ID/Node[Row=" + Row.ToString() + "][Col="
+ Col.ToString() + "]");

if (node != null &&
node.ChildNodes[2].InnerText.Length > 0)

{ return
node.ChildNodes[2].InnerText.ToString(); }

return ""; }

private static System.Data.DataTable
GetItemID() //return data from data area
{ XmlDocument doc = new

XmlDocument();

doc.Load("LsTemplete.xml");
… //define the rows
XmlNodeList nodes =

doc.SelectNodes("/LSTemplate/GetItemID/N
ode");

foreach (XmlNode node in nodes)
{ XmlNode row =

node.SelectSingleNode("Row");
XmlNode col =

node.SelectSingleNode("Col");
XmlNode itemid =

node.SelectSingleNode("ItemID");
DataRow dr = dt.NewRow();
dr["Row"] = row.InnerText;
dr["Col"] = col.InnerText;
dr["itemid"] = itemid.InnerText;
dt.Rows.Add(dr); }
return dt; }

5. The data import template
In order to deal with the situation of varied
topics and structures of page Excel files for
the data load module, we setup some
configuration files for different file types by
XML. In the configuration file, the content of
the page Excel file was described to a 2-D
structure, so that the data loading module can
distinguish the cells. In this way, whatever the
business system, norms or report structure
changes, we only need to rectify the
parameters of configuration files, that means
the program is totally divided with data. A
typical example is as follows.
<ImportTemplate> <!—define data range.

Defining non-data area such as headers or
footers of Excel table.-->

<Region>
<StartRow></StartRow>

<StartCol></StartCol>
<EndRow></EndRow>
<EndCol></EndCol>
</Region>
<Rules> <!—defining operation rules.

Such as the rule 1 used to transform
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proporation, the rule 2 used to transform unit.
Can define many rules following business. -->

<Rule Name="rule 1">
<OperFlag>+</OperFlag>

<OperValue>1</OperValue>
</Rule>
<Rule Name="rule 2">
<OperFlag>*</OperFlag>

<OperValue>10000</OperValue>
</Rule>
</Rules>
<Data>
<Node> <!—a node means a cell

in Excel table -->
<!—this node represents the

attributes of cell C1. including the unit, index,
data type, etc. such as some post office, newly
added savings, real data value, etc. -->

<Row>1</Row> <Col>3</Col>
<ItemID>Norm-ID</ItemID>
<DptID>Unit-ID</DptID>
<Type>Data type. Such as real value

or budget value, or other attributes. </Type>
<Rule>rule 2</Rule>
</Node>

….
<!—continue the definition. Can

define the whole row or column or data block.
>
</Data>

</ImportTemplate>

The template above describes the definition of
non-data area and its’ rules in a configuration
file. Then take a C1 cell as example to express
the meaning of data in this cell, such as which
agency it belongs to, which norm it adapts, or
if it needs transformation. In this way, we
even can define where the data in this cell was
saved in database table, or define the whole
column and row or data block.

IVIVIVIV ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication CaseCaseCaseCase

A state run province degree postal company in
China would built a data warehouse in its general
headquarter to integrate all resources in the
province to provide DSS support for each
management level. But, for the reasons of the
whole enterprise operation system and its special
evolution history, sub-companies of every city in
the province all had build their own B/S structural
business systems, and these systems cannot be
accessed at the database level to general
headquarter. In this case, the data warehouse
product which they purchased cannot deal with this
situation to extract data from those databases by
using the integrated ETL tool. In order not to affect
the implementation of the whole project, they had
to extraction data manually in the early stage to
support the development process, and only can
cover little part of items because of the low
efficiency of handwork. So, in the early stage, the
powerful ability of the whole system was greatly
limited, and the error rate was very high because of
the manual data import work. After developed a
new ETL tool with the framework and method this
paper depicted, the data extraction can worked
smoothly and automatically, the efficiency was
greatly improved and covered all business data
item in the province, and except some temporary
operation data norms (For the reason of some
business operation, there would be some norms
temporally added in reports.) the fixed data items
have not meet any fault compared the early stage.

Table 1 Manual and ETL

Index
Mode

Error Rate
(/100) Time cost Norms

Covered
Manual 3—8 Hours 20%

ETL 0.1—0.3 Several
minutes 95%

The ETL tool mainly include the following
functions:

Figure 2 the query interface of business reports

simulating the action of logon by user and
navigating to the report page which displays the

daily business data, then the Web page data
extraction module extracts all cities’ business data
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of the whole province using data extraction
template and save the page file as Excel files to
local, then the data import module load the data in

these Excel files into data warehouse under the
support of data import templates.

Figure 3 the result after the data extraction

Because we used the XML configuration file to reduce
the coupling between each module, we don’t need to
rectify the program when business changed. What we
need to do is just to modify the correspond variables.
The below are some pictures captured from the ETL
system.

VVVV SummarySummarySummarySummary
For many types of reasons, many organizations will
counter many complicated problems of accessing and
extracting data from old IS systems when
implementing data warehouse. These specific problems
usually would not be predicted and included by general
ETL tools, or become the mainstream of research to be
totally solved. Such as the situation we depicted it in
this paper, the general ETL product doesn’t provide
complete solutions for this kind of unusual situation.
Through the research in the paper, we offered a
complete solution for this kind of problems. And the
flexibility of the solution makes it even can be used in
other domain, such as the out sourced data extraction of
Web community research.
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Abstract 

The study aims to study the explicit and tacit 
knowledge of good governance electronic 
government procurement with the e-Auction 
approach. The qualitative in-depth interview was 
conducted with government officers who have 
experiences in e-procurement. The research found 
that e-procurement process, both administrative 
and operation level of government officers, vendors 
or suppliers, and politicians played major roles in 
creating good governance in e-government 
procurement. 
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Introduction 
Organizations develop websites and systems via 
internet to increase channels to contact customers 
or other users in order to find data and to create 
transaction via internet.  Therefore, brining in 
information technology system is accepted as 
beneficial and valuable guideline to support 
strategies and to achieve goals that organizations 
have set. Electronic Procurement (E-Procurement) 
is an example that organizations bring in, expecting 
that it can decrease traditional procurement 
expenses, reduce time period in procurement 
process, cut other expenses, and increase 
competitive advantage. 
In 1999, Thai government tried to push and 
promote the use of information technology in the 
government procurement.  It was expected that 
the government procurement would be transparent 
and able to procure at reasonable price.  That 
project was called E-Government Procurement 
(e-GP).  It was one of the E-Government projects, 
which the government would change the 
government procurement process by having the 
Comptroller General’s Department as the 
coordinate agency and expanding the scope of the 
government procurement to be E-Auction. In 2002, 
the government approved that every governmental 
agency with more than 2 million baht procurement 
had to perform E-Procurement [22]. However, 
most government agencies did not have knowledge, 
not well-prepared, nor improve their process to be 

suitable for using E-Procurement in the initial 
phase. 
It was essential that the government sector could 
not achieve its goals in using E-Procurement 
especially for transparent procurement and good 
governance.  This caused the government to 
reconsider the regulations about E-Procurement in 
2006 and 2010 respectively. 
Generally, one important strategy of the country 
that the government has stipulated, is to let all 
stakeholders share their perspectives to the 
government management and policies.  Besides, 
there is no systematically academic study of the 
concepts and framework in developing good 
governance in E-Procurement. 
Knowledge management is a process that helps the 
organizations to find, retrieve, transfer and 
disseminate information for policy formulation and 
better work procedure. Also, correction and 
improvement of working behavior, business 
management, and creation of better experts in any 
working systems [12,15]. Sources of organization 
knowledge can be categorized as explicit 
knowledge.  This type of knowledge can be easily 
shared and transferred to users.  For example, 
working document, minute of meeting, rules, and 
regulations. Therefore, this type of knowledge 
creation is not difficult to create. 
On the other hand, the other type of knowledge is 
tacit knowledge.  This is the knowledge or 
experience that is accumulated in person, beliefs, 
and attitudes. It is essential to have knowledge 
transfer within the organizations.  Knowledge 
transfer helps for improving work process, or 
behaviors, or creating innovation. Finally, it will 
achieve the goals, and will be useful to government 
agencies.  Thai government wants to bring in 
e-procurement system to create good governance in 
government procurement to be better transparent 
and less corruption. 
Therefore, this study will be benefit to the 
government and government agencies that need to 
use E-Procurement.  This study will find out the 
issues to be concerned in managing transparent 
government procurement and spending money 
efficiently. 
This research is aimed at studying the difference 
aspects of tacit knowledge which is important in 
creating good governance for government 
electronic procurement. 
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Literature Review 
Procurement consists of the processes that are 
complex, resource and time consuming.  It starts 
from identifying what is needed, determining the 
qualification of products and/or services, tendering 
interested people for bid or auction, determining 
about the deal, announcing the nominated person, 
delivering products and services, examining those 
products and services, and paying for them.      
The procurement can be either the direct 
procurement, which purchases raw materials to 
produce or purchase finished goods, or the indirect 
procurement, which is the procurement of any 
other things than raw materials to produce or 
purchase finished.  The indirect procurement is in 
the form of maintenance, repair, and operation 
(MRO).  The volume and value of the indirect 
procurement are less than the direct procurement 
[3]. 
Information technology and communication have 
changed the management in organizations 
especially electronic Business.   Information 
technology plays key roles in the organization by 
reducing the processes and increasing the efficient 
management is Electronic procurement 
(E-Procurement). Electronic procurement is the 
information system using for Business to Business 
purchase.  The initial purposes of electronic 
procurement are collecting the sources of sellers or 
service providers or E-Sourcing.  The next 
progress of electronic procurement is the 
cooperation between sellers and buyers in 
inventory control and production plan or 
E-Collaboration [5]. Electronic procurement 
supporting systems consist of E-Sourcing, 
E-tendering, E-reverse Auction, and E-Informing 
[21]. Electronic Procurement is brought into the 
government sector to increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness in government procurement, which is 
often questioned about its transparency and 
corruption. In Thailand, the government forces all 
government agencies to perform electronic 
procurement through electronic intermediaries via 
the internet channels. 
Therefore, electronic procurement in this research 
is defined as the government electronic 
procurement that using E-Auction.  This system is 
convenient as a reverse auction through the internet 
services of E-Marketplace service providers.  
These service providers will manage and suggest 
the vendors about the procurement.  
Because the rapid changes of information 
technology and internet, organizations recognize 
the capacities of the information technology that 
help the organizations to manage more efficiently 
especially cost reduction, and increase competitive 
advantages.  Distinguished benefits are the values 
from using information technology to manage or 
develop knowledge.  In other words, it is a 
valuable asset for organizations.  Knowledge 

occurs from gathering data and information, to 
create knowledge. Past research found that 
effective knowledge management can help the 
organizations to accumulate basic knowledge, 
improve employee’s and organization’s work 
process, help in decision making, and create 
competitive advantages [6,7,14). Knowledge 
management is a process that helps the 
organizations to find, retrieve, transfer and 
disseminate information for policy formulation and 
better work procedure. Also, correction and 
improvement of working behavior, business 
management, and creation of better experts in any 
working systems [8,10,12,15]. 
Nonaka [15] classified knowledge in organizations 
as the knowledge that had been recorded formally, 
as documents, as several forms of media, or the 
explicit knowledge.  This type of knowledge can be 
easily shared and disseminated to users.  For 
example, work process documents, minute of 
meeting, rules, and regulations. Therefore, this type 
of knowledge creation is not difficult. On the other 
hand, the other type of knowledge is tacit 
knowledge.  This is the knowledge, thoughts, 
beliefs, and experiences that are embedded in 
person.  Sometimes, it is difficult to get this type 
of knowledge.   
Tacit knowledge has its specific characteristics.  
There will be benefits for organizations when it is 
transferred to others.  Since tacit knowledge is 
embedded deeply in person, it is difficult to be 
transferred systematically.  This type of 
knowledge is categorized into 2 dimensions.  The 
first dimension is technical dimension.  It 
involved with technical knowledge and expertise.  
The other one is the cognitive dimension, which 
may occur according to beliefs, thoughts, values, 
talents, and experiences embedded in each person 
[16]. Tacit knowledge causes person to behave 
differently.  That’s why the organizations tried to 
have this type of knowledge transfer. Therefore, 
knowledge management  to transfer tacit 
knowledge can start from the process of knowledge 
creation.  It is about gathering data and 
information from different sources that play major 
roles in valuable knowledge creation by talking, 
communicating, transferring of that person.  It 
needs the process to identify initial knowledge 
[17].  This knowledge creation will be benefit for 
organization development, value creation, and 
innovation that is benefit to the organizations [1].  

Good governance had been first mentioned by the 
World Bank in 1989.  Then, the organization that 
was interested to drive this concept was UNDP 
(United Nation Development Program).  UNDP 
aimed at driving sustainable human development in 
developing countries including social, economic, 
and government management aspects.  Good 
governance refers to the process and structure that 
cause good management (UNDP 2009).   
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Government sector uses good governance in order 
to have good political management.  Good 
governance in public sector management is defined 
as public sector management which focused on 
virtue, peace, and maximum benefits to the country, 
people, and society thoroughly and fairly.  For 
example, transparent principles, participatory 
principles, responsibility, rule of law, effectiveness 
and efficiency, equity, and accountability. In the 
digital era, the government brings in information 
technology, collects the internet channels to service 
people, and communicates with people and other 
organizations.  The information technology helps 
in developing good governance to E-Governance.  
The definition of E-Governance is the usage of 
information technology to communicate by 
creating democracy, supporting economy, and 
maximizing fair and efficient services [4,9,19]. 
Management with E-Governance may focus on the 
targets such as purpose – centric, customer centric, 
process oriented or structure supported. 
This research is in the context of E-government 
procurement by using the e-auction approach.  
The scope of definition for good governance is the 
characteristics about transactions and/or services 
between Government to Business (G2B), which 
involved with good government administration.  
Therefore, the definition of good governance in this 
research involved with the transparency in 
E-government procurement by using the e-auction 
approach, effectiveness, accountability, and 
thorough fairness. 
Effective KM consists of studying relevant details 
about the systems that need to be managed such as 
organizational culture, personnel, and technology 
in order to transfer the knowledge within the 
organization to efficient operation [13].  Further, 
the attitudes of executives, especially about 
creating good governance are also important [2,18, 
Thonsen, 2004].  Process and procedure of the 
systems that have been identified are also essential 
to create good governance [11,20]. The study of 
ADB (2004) found that the challenges for 
government procurement are its weakness in public 
management and leadership of the executives to 
push the procurement.  Further, political 
intervention also has an impact on good 
governance creation in government procurement.  
The study of UNTAD confirmed that developing 
countries face with the problems of corruptions and 
good governance of the government which result 
from procurement. There are several regulations for 
E-government procurement in Thailand for 
government agencies to follow.  The auction 
process has to be done through the list of 
E-Marketplace service providers that were 
identified by The Comptroller Generals 
Department, Ministry of Finance. 
Therefore, knowledge about E-government 
procurement in this research comes from 

international research, Thai government documents, 
and the interviews with respondents who have 
experiences in government procurement.  The 
respondents give the information under the 
conceptual framework as in Figure I for the 
in-depth interviews.  The results from in-depth 
interviews will be presented in the next section. 
 
Methodology 
This qualitative research is conducted by in-depth 
Interview.  The questions of the research are semi 
structure, which are opened questions with probing 
during further interview.  The samples are the 
users and non-users of E-revenue.  The samples 
sizes are 10 respondents from the convenient 
sampling method.  The information from the 
interview was categorized as explicit and tacit 
knowledge.  The results were concluded by 
considering the details and issues that the 
respondents had mentioned, including the 
frequencies of mentioned topics.   
 

Interview results 
The interviewees stated their experiences about the 
roles of executives and involved personnel in 
creating good governance that, generally 
government agencies have the policies to focus on 
transparency.  There were public relation boards 
in front of the supplies section stating that “focus 
on transparency and fairness”.  The transparent 
E-procurement started from the executives who 
aware of good governance.  The following 
statements mentioned the roles of executives in 
order to push the good governance such as: 

 
“For leadership of the relevant executives, 
the executives should have transparent 
policies.  They should especially not lock 
the specification of the products or 
services.”   
“The executives should have visions.  
They should not have personal benefits 
according to the e-Auction procurement” 
 

Not only executives in the organizations, but also 
other staffs and procurement officers play roles in 
maintaining the benefits of the units or not 
cooperating with vendors or bidders.  A supply 
analyst addressed the very interesting statement as 
follows: 
 

“Government officers must consider the 
maximum benefits.  They must not 
cooperate with the vendors to exploit the 
benefits from government procurement.” 
 

The process of procurement 
A supply analyst with professional level stated 
about the success of E-government procurement 
that “the process” is very important.  In the initial 
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phase of implementing e-procurement, this 
respondent felt that it was unclear.  The 
Regulation of the Office of the Prime Minister, B.E. 
2549 was a guideline for implementation.  
Memorandum or other document can also provide 
some levels of knowledge.  However, from his/her 
own experiences, there should be more procedures 
especially, product feature specification, the 
priority setting, and the needs to purchase products 
or receive services. 
Another interviewee mentioned that sometimes the 
specification of procurement has influences on 
good governance creation.  This is because finally 
they will end up with the special method of 
procurement without having auction according to 
the statements as follows: 
 

“The procedure of procurement is an 
important factor.  Sometimes, different 
specification of procurement causes 
different results.” 
 

It is vital that in the initial phase, the 
E-Marketplace service providers were not ready.  
Currently, the Comptroller General’s Department 
provide the publications on the website to let the 
government agencies to be self service.  This 
approach can enhance the efficiency of the 
E-procurement process implementing the 
e-Auction approach. 
 
Outsiders: politicians, bidders 
There were different points of views in this issue.  
One respondent viewed that the political sector did 
not have much influence.  While another 
interviewee stated that political sector or politicians 
who involved with his agency have important roles 
according to the following statements:  
 

“Changing government has significant 
impacts on procurement.  The policies 
have to be changed.  The procurement 
process has to be developed.  Some 
politicians have business benefits.  So, 
they tried to participate in the auction, to 
select the important project, and to find 
benefits for themselves and people who 
relevant to them”. 
 

An interesting point is that the procurement 
committees should consist of the people who are 
not stakeholders.  This is an issue that the 
interviewees mentioned. Although the website of 
the Comptroller General’s Department provides the 
name list of the bidders or other contractors with 
high performances and does not have any 
procurement problems, the government e-auction 
cannot reduce the mutual benefits among the 
bidders. One interviewee said that 
 

“Viewing at the monitor of the computer 
during the procurement can help you 
notice a signal of collusion.  If the price 
does not move even the time is not out and 
there are several bidders, it may be a 
signal of collusion.”   

 
One interviewee added that giving rewards or 
benefits to government officers or politicians are 
normal in the Thai government culture. 
 
Law enforcement and accountability 
Typically, Office of the Auditor General of 
Thailand (OAG) can examine the government 
procurement all the time.  It may be a random 
inspection in some projects.  The interviewee told 
his/ her experiences that currently, electronic 
information can be systematically collected and be 
used to examine the background.  The 
government has inflicted a penalty for corrupted 
people.  The respondent thought that this penalty 
should be enforced and the lawbreakers should be 
seriously punished.   
 
Technology and personnel  
Most interviewees said that currently there is not 
much problem that has an impact on good 
governance creation.  This is because of the 
accountability of the procurement and the 
E-Auction is performed by the E-Marketplace 
service providers.   Personnel readiness for 
procurement is also not a problem because there 
are frequent personnel training in supplies. 
 

Conclusion 
The results from the interviews found that the 
explicit knowledge that helps to create good 
governance in E-procurement by using E-auction is 
the Regulation of the Office of the Prime Minister 
about supplies with electronic approach, B.E. 2549.  
The guidelines for problem solving about the 
announcement of E-government procurement that 
have been published on the website and the 
disclosed Results of the Fraud Investigation about 
E-government procurement are also important in 
creating good governance. 
Tacit knowledge consists of the process of 
E-government procurement about 1.) 
product/service feature specification; 2) the priority 
setting for the needs to purchase products/ receive 
services; 3) the identification of the 
approach/guideline either the special method of 
procurement, E-auction, or other methods; 4) the 
selection of well-known E-Marketplace service 
providers, who can suggest about E-auction; 5)  
the identification of the procurement and 
examining committees who are not stakeholders; 6) 
the announcement of the results of E-procurement 
thoroughly. 
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The government officers also play key roles.  The 
executives should have transparent policy and 
examine the specification of the products/services 
that may cause few numbers of participants in the 
auction.  The executives enforce the law and 
punish the lawbreakers seriously. The executives 
should not have personal benefits from Electronic 
Procurement. Government officers should consider 
the maximum benefits from government 
procurement.  The government officers should not 
cooperate with vendors or service providers to find 
their personal benefits from government 
procurement.   This interview confirmed the good 
governance among the bidders.   
The E-auction bidders should not bribe the officers 
or the executives of government agencies.  They 
should not have mutual benefits or collusion among 
bidders.  They should not have mutual benefits 
with the officers or the executives of government 
agencies.  Similarly, the politicians should not 
involve in setting the priority of the projects that 
will have procurement.  The politicians should not 
intervene the procurement process in order to 
receive benefits from projects.  Besides, they 
should not have their involved mutual benefit 
representatives to participate in the auctions in 
several projects.   
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Abstract- The literature suggests that organizations cannot be 

competitive if their business and information technology 

strategies are not aligned. Yet achieving strategic alignment 

continues to be a major concern for business executives. A 

number of alignment models have been offered in the 

literature, primary among them the Strategic Alignment model 

(SAM) and IT Governance (via ITIL). 

As there is no published research that attempts to 

present how effective ITIL V3 is to align business and IT in 

strategic level, this paper reports on determining aligning roles 

of ITIL by applying it to the SAM framework. In this regard, 

the ITIL Strategic Alignment model is proposed to describe 

ITIL V3 approach of strategic aligning business and IT. The 

primary aims of this paper are to demonstrate that ITIL has 

conceptual and practical competencies to strategic alignment of 

business and IT. It is described that ITIL uses IT as a mean to 

meet business strategies and goals, support business maturity 

and recognize new initiatives for the business. 

Keywords-component; Business-IT Alignment; Strategic 

Alignment; ITIL; Strategic Alignment Model. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The alignment of business and IT is one of the 
fundamental challenges for practice and science nowadays. It 
is a topic which is increasingly taken into consideration by 
different approaches of Information Management in practice 
and science. [12] However, despite the widespread 
acceptance that business and IT strategies should be aligned, 
the nature of alignment is inadequately clarified in the 
literature. [1] Luftman [4] defines business-IT alignment to 
applying IT in an appropriate and timely way, in harmony 
with business strategies, goals and needs.  
This paper presents Information Technology 

Infrastructure Library (ITIL) as an approach to making 
strategic alignment between business and IT. ITIL has a 
service-oriented perspective to whole aspects of 
organizations’ IT through IT Service Management Processes. 
It presents a comprehensive set of guidelines for defining, 
designing, implementing and maintaining IT Services.  
For determining how ITIL v3 supports various aspects of 

strategic alignment, Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) is 
chosen which has been the basis for much of the strategic IT 
researches. Focusing on ITIL perspective of strategic 
alignment, initially ITIL alignment activities and 
relationships through stages of IT service management is 

described. Furthermore, we propose ITIL Strategic 
Alignment Model which demonstrates that ITIL supports 
whole internal and external aspects of organizations’ IT 
within IT strategy and IS infrastructure and communicates 
with the business at both domains of business strategy and 
organization infrastructure and processes. 

II.APPROACHES FOR ACHIEVING BUSINESS-IT ALIGNMENT 

The approaches of Business-IT Alignment can be 
generally categorized via three dimensions: Architecture, 
Governance, and Communication. Differentiate perspective 
of each approach to aligning business and IT, consequently 
resulted in different aligning methods. Architecture approach 
involves Software Architecture (such as BITM (Chen, 
Kazman, and Garg, 2005), CBAM (Clements, Kazman, and 
Klein (2002), ATAM (Bass, Clement, and Kazman, 2003), 
etc) and Enterprise Architecture (such as Zachman 
Framework (Zachman, 1987), TOGAF (The Open Group, 
2002), DoDAF (2003), FEAF, etc) that focuses on 
architectural adaptability and integration of applications via 
enterprise modeling.  
On the other hand, Governance approach concentrates on 

two aligning methods. Business Performance Management 
(such as Balances Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton 1996), 
Strategic Planning (Kaplan and Norton, 2004), etc) and IT 
Governance (such as COBIT, IT Service Management: ITIL, 
etc) to ensure the formulation and implementation of IS/IT 
strategies is an essential function to meet business strategies 
and goals. 
The third approach, Communication, deals with Strategic 

levels of alignment (such as SAM (Henderson and 
Venkatraman, 1993), Social Dimension (Reich and Benbasat, 
2000), Strategic Alignment Maturity model (Luftman, 2000), 
etc). 

III.ITIL 

The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) presents a 
comprehensive set of guidelines for defining, designing, 
implementing and maintaining management processes for IT 
services from an organizational (people) as well as from a 
technical (systems) perspective. At present ITIL is the most 
widely accepted approach to IT Service Management in the 
world. [6] 
ITIL has introduced with Office of Government 

Commerce (OGC). It has three versions. First version 
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published in the late 1980s, the second version of ITIL was 
published in 2000 and ITIL V3 was introduced in 2007 by 
OGC. [6] 
Third version of ITIL is currently detailed within five 

core publications (Service Strategy, Service Design, Service 
Transition, Service Operation, And Continual Service 
Improvement) which provide a systematic and professional 
approach to the management of IT services, enabling 
organizations to deliver appropriate IT services and 
continually ensure they are meeting business goals and 
delivering benefits. Furthermore the main goal of ITIL 
framework is to align IT services to business needs and to 
business processes. [6] 
The five core books cover each stage of the service 

lifecycle, from the initial definition and analysis of business 
requirements in Service Strategy and Service Design, 
through migration into the live environment within Service 
Transition, to live operation and improvement in Service 
Operation and Continual Service Improvement. [6] 

IV.ALIGNING APPROACH OF ITIL  

For determining how ITIL V3 supports different aspects 
of strategic alignment in accordance with Strategic 
Alignment model (SAM), first, roles of ITIL in business-IT 
alignment (through activities and relationships) within each 
stage of IT service management must be described. This 
addresses to position of ITIL in SAM. In this regard, we 
summarily describe the alignment practices that ITIL V3 
performs through Service Strategy, Service Design, Service 
Transition, Service Operation, and Continual Service 
Improvement to understand and meet the needs of current 
and future business requirements by granting IT Services. 

A. Alignment Activities of Service Strategy Stage 

The Service Strategy provides guidance on how to 
design, develop, and implement IT service management not 
only as an organizational capability but also as a strategic 
asset. So this stage has strategic focus on aligning business 
and IT services. [7] The following are the Service Strategy 
alignment activities: 

• Form IT Steering Group to ensure that business and 
IT services remain synchronized and set governance, 
direction, and strategy for IT services. 

• Understand the business strategies, policies, long 
term objectives as IT service customer. 

• Conduct strategic assessment to reveal patterns of 
future strategic decisions and establish objectives. 

• Define IT Strategies and set objectives as a 
supportive or enabler means to business Strategies. 

• Define critical success factors of a service strategy in 
aspect of business trends and suppliers. 

• Define outcome-based IT services in alignment with 
business tasks, outcomes and constraints. 

• Conduct business impact analysis to identify critical 
business services and cost and worth of services. 

• Analyze service investment to quantify the value of 
investments and make capital budgeting decisions. 

• Define service portfolio as an expression of the 
provider’s service strategy and future strategic 
decisions. 

• Analyze service portfolio in order to maximize 
portfolio value by aligning, prioritizing and 
balancing supply and demand. 

• Manage business service by governing, monitoring 
and reporting on IT and the business to align 
investments with business objectives and to adapt to 
future needs as driven by business requirements. 

B.  Alignment Activities of Service Design Stage 

The role of service design is to design of appropriate and 
innovative IT services, including their architectures, 
processes, policies and documentation, to meet current and 
future agreed business requirements and all design activities 
are triggered by changes in business needs or service 
improvements extracted from the service portfolio. [8] 
Service Design addresses following alignment activities: 

• Develop and document contacts and relationships 
with the business, customers and stakeholders. 

• Produce and maintain an accurate Service Catalogue 
includes all information about of IT services. 

• Interface with Business Relationship Management to 
ensure that the information is aligned to the business 
and business process. 

• Produce and agree Service Level Requirements 
(SLR) and Service Level Agreements (SLA) for all 
planned new or changed services with 
representatives of the business. 

• Implement and enforce the supplier policy and 
manage supplier relationships and their performance 
based on business needs, requirements and 
agreements. 

• Monitor and measure all services performance 
achievements against targets within SLAs. 

• Measure and improve business customer satisfaction.  

• Monitor patterns of business activity and service-
level plans to ensure that service performance 
achievements meet or exceed all agreed performance 
targets in aspect of business and IT factors. 

• Review and analyze Business Continuity Plans 
(BCPs) to identify current and future trends of 
business. 

• Complete regular Business Impact Analysis (BIA) 
exercises to ensure that all continuity plans are 
maintained in line with changing business impacts 
and requirements. 

C.  Alignment Activities of Service Transition Stage 

The purpose of Service Transition is to ensure that the IT 
service can be managed, operated and supported in 
accordance with the requirements and constraints specified 
within the Service Design. [9] The following are the Service 
Transition alignment activities: 

• Produce and maintain a Transition Plan to ensure 
that the requirements of Service Strategy encoded in 
Service Design are effectively realized in Service 
Operations. 

• Identify and support the business and customer’s 
control objectives and requirements to manage, 
protect and optimize the integrity of service assets 
and configuration items. 
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• Build, install and test Release Package and deploy 
efficiently to a target environment successfully. 

• Determine deviations between predicted and actual 
performance from business and technical viewpoint. 

• Identify and prioritize customer business change 
proposals by create and record Request for Changes. 

• Liaise with the business change process to identify 
opportunities for business improvement. 

• Establish the requirements for data protection, 
privacy, security, ownership, restrictions, right of 
access, intellectual property and patents with 
business customers and relevant stakeholders. 

• Manage data and information storage and movement 
from both business and technical viewpoint. 

• Train people and transferring knowledge. 

D. Alignment Activities of Service Operation Stage 

The Service Operation provides guidance on achieving 
effectiveness and efficiency in the delivery and support of 
services so as to ensure value for the business customer and 
the service provider. [10] Service Operation addresses 
following alignment activities: 

• Grant authorized business users the right to use a 
service within regulations defined during Service 
Strategy and Service Design. 

• Monitor and document the typical User Lifecycle for 
each type of business user. 

• Identify business priorities and dynamically allocate 
resources to align IT activity to real-time business 
priorities. 

• Monitor the performance of IT services based on the 
exact targets to respond to significant events. 

• Detect and resolve incidents and problems which 
results in lower downtime to the business. 

• Provide a channel for business users of IT service to 
request and receive standard services for which a 
pre-defined approval and qualification process exists. 

• Identify potential improvements to IT services in 
contact with the activities of business operational 
staff. 

E. Alignment Activities of Continual Service Improvement 

Stage 

The primary purpose of Continual Service Improvement 
(CSI) is to continually align and realign IT services to the 
changing current and future business needs by identifying 
and implementing improvements to IT services that support 
Business processes. These improvement activities support 
the life cycle of service management, through Service 
Strategy, Service Design, Service Transition, and Service 
Operation. [11] The following are the Continual Service 
Improvement alignment activities: 

• Identify which cross-referenced data must be 
presented upon the business and technical focus. 

• Develop a service measurement framework to 
understand the operational, tactical and strategic 
business goals and the business processes. 

• Define a business-focused service-reporting 
framework to directly align IT with expectations of 
the business. 

• Report on IT service performance and delivery of 
quality service to the business within language. 

• Analyze trends against service level targets or actual 
SLAs to identification of fluctuations in service 
delivery or quality. 

• Decide to how improve a service or service 
management process. 

As mentioned, ITIL suggests business-IT alignment 
practices and functions in each process of 5 stages of IT 
Service lifecycle. Moreover, the perceived value of ITIL is 
the improvements of the relationship between the business 
and its IT service providers. 
The IT Service Strategy shapes upon business strategies 

and long term objectives. However the service lifecycle is 
initiated from a change in requirements in the business. 
These requirements are identified and agreed within the 
Service Strategy stage within a Service Level Package (SLP) 
as a defined set of business outcomes. Also Service Level 
Agreements (SLA) is defined during Service Design stage in 
relation with the business. SLP passes to the Service Design 
stage where a service solution is produced together with a 
Service Design Package (SDP) containing everything 
necessary to take this service through the remaining stages of 
the lifecycle. The SDP passes to the Service Transition stage, 
where the service is evaluated, tested, and validated, the 
Service Knowledge Management System (SKMS) is 
updated. Operational Level Agreements (OLA) with SLA 
passes to the Service Operation stage where agreed levels of 
IT service are delivered to business users and customers. 
Similar agreements (Underpinning Contract (UC)) define the 
relationships between internal IT department of organization 
and its external providers. For the IT department to be able to 
live up to its obligations defined in the SLA, it has to make 
sure that the SLA is implementable with the existing and 
envisioned infrastructure and with its OLAs and UCs. 
Continual Service Improvement presents Service Level 
Report for business to identify IT Service current position 
and the value is providing to the business. Wherever 
possible, Continual Service Improvement identifies 
opportunities for the improvement of weaknesses or failures 
anywhere within any of the lifecycle stages to address 
changes in business requirements, technology, to ensure high 
quality is maintained, and to increase business customer 
satisfaction. 

V.STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT MODEL (SAM) 

A number of models of strategic alignment have been 
proposed in literature. As the SAM has been the basis for 
much of the strategic IT research, in our research, it is used 
to discuss the factors to consider in assessing alignment.  
The model is defined in terms of four domains of 

strategic choice: business strategy, IT strategy, organization 
infrastructure and processes, and IT infrastructure and 
processes. Each has its constituent components: scope, 
competencies and governance at the external level; and 
infrastructure, skills and process at the internal level. [2] 
The external domain addresses the following 

components: [2] 
1. Business scope deals with the business choices related 

to product-market offering. 
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2. Distinctive competencies deal with those business 
strategies that can enable the firm to get competitive 
advantage. 
3. Business governance concentrates on ‘make-versus-

buy’ choices including strategic alliances, joint ventures etc. 
4. Information technology scope focuses on those 

information technologies that can either support current 
business strategy or shape new business strategy. 

5. Systematic competencies concentrate on those IT 
strategies that can create new business strategy or better 
support the existing one. 
6. IT governance focuses on the selection and use of 

mechanisms like strategic alliances, joint ventures etc in 
order to obtain the required IT competencies. 
 

 

 

                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1: STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT MODEL (SAM) [1] 

The following are the six components of the internal 
domain: 
 1. Administrative infrastructure: This is a part of the 

internal business strategy that communicates the roles and 
responsibilities and authority structures. 
2. Processes: Support and shape the ability of the firm to 

execute business strategies. 
3. Skills: Deals with the skills required to execute 

business strategy. 
4. Architecture: This part deals with the configuration of 

software and hardware, communication and data architecture, 
which, altogether, define the technical infrastructure. 
5. IT processes: Focuses on the work processes that are 

central to the operation of the IS infrastructure such as 
system development, maintenance, monitoring and control 
system. 
6. IT skills: Deals with the acquisition, training and 

development of knowledge and potential of the individuals 
who are required to manage and run the IS infrastructure in 
an organization. [2] 
The model is conceptualized in terms of two fundamental 

characteristics of strategic management: strategic fit (the 
interrelationships between external and internal domains) and 
functional integration (integration between business and 
technology domains). Henderson and Venkatraman [1] 
incorporate cross-domain perspectives, arguing that neither 
strategic nor functional integration alone is sufficient to align 
an organization effectively. 

VI.ITIL STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT MODEL 

Strategic alignment ensures the IT function (which in the 
past was considered as a supportive function of business) 
plays a critical role in formulating and shaping strategies. It 
also ensures that the focus is on business-IT strategic 
achievement and not just business achievement.  

Strategic Alignment model (SAM) is a framework, which 
enables the successful implementation of business, 
technology and infrastructure. It identifies that business 
success is dependent on the concurrence of business strategy, 
IT strategy, organizational infrastructure and processes and 
IT infrastructure and processes. [1] 
ITIL Strategic Alignment model (figure 2) is presented as 

a generic framework for positioning ITIL in SAM. As 
shown, ITIL supports whole internal and external aspects of 
information technology within IT strategy and IS 
infrastructure and processes by implementing IT service 
management process. 
By positioning ITIL in this part of the model it identifies 

how ITIL impacts on business strategy, IT strategy, 
organizational infrastructure and processes, and IS 
infrastructure and processes. 
In this regard, the following are the six external and 

internal components of IT strategy and IS infrastructure and 
process that ITIL covers: 
1. Information technology scope: ITIL within Service 

Strategy stage, understands the business strategies, policies, 
long term objectives as IT service customer to reveal patterns 
of current and future IT strategic decisions and establish IT 
service objectives. So Service Strategy stage defines IT 
Strategies and set objectives as a supportive or enabler means 
to business Strategies. The outcomes of understanding 
business customer tasks, resources and constraints lead to 
define the market space of IT services to gain value of IT 
investments for the business. Defining IT services for 
granting to business is based on business impact analysis to 
display services on a comparative scale using financial 
impact and risk priority and to identify a company’s most 
critical business services, cost of service outage to a 
company, and the relative worth of a service. 
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2. Systematic competencies: ITIL plays two differences 
roles in business of organization. Generally IT services play 
a supportive role for business to meet the business strategies 
and goals and facilitate business maturity by defining, 
designing, and implementing IT services to business. 
Furthermore ITIL uses IT as an enabler and driver for 
business to recognize new initiatives by identifying and 
implementing improvements to IT services that support 
business processes. So IT services is continually aligned and 
realigned to the changing current and future business needs. 
Hence business customer satisfaction is increased by 
continual service improvement activities that suggest 
improvement upon the business and technical focus. 
3. IT governance: Service Strategy stage of ITIL provides 

the how for service management aspects to support 
governance by providing a management policy and aligning 
IT strategies with business goals, setting priorities and 
allocating resources. 
4. Architecture: As ITIL has a service-oriented 

perspective to whole aspects of organizations’ IT, it enforces 
mechanisms in alliance with business to serve required IT 
services based on current and future business needs. ITIL 
through Service Design, Service Transition, and Service 
Operation designs and implements all aspects of IT services 
for business customers. The role of service design is to 
design of appropriate and innovative IT services, including 
their architectures, processes, policies and documentation, to 
meet current and future agreed business requirements and all 
design activities are triggered by changes in business needs. 

The purpose of Service Transition is to ensure that the IT 
service can be managed, operated and supported in 
accordance with the requirements and constraints specified 
within the Service Design. The Service Operation provides 
guidance on achieving effectiveness and efficiency in the 
delivery and support of services so as to ensure value for the 
business customer and the service provider. Furthermore 
potential improvements to IT services in contact with 
activities of the business is identified within Continual 
Service Improvement and implemented within other stages 
of IT service management.  
5. IT processes: ITIL presents a comprehensive set of 

guidelines for defining, designing, implementing and 
maintaining IT Service Management processes. It provides 
platform that can be used to leverage complementary effects 
between IT and business resources thereby enhancing the 
value of IT for business purposes. 
6. IT skills: In each stage of IT service management, ITIL 

is focused on relating with business for two reasons: first to 
understand the business requirements as the main customer 
of IT services and second to train people and transfer 
essential knowledge about whole aspects of IT services. 
Moreover Knowledge Management process within Service 
Transition concentrates on designing a systematic process for 
creating, organizing, storing and presenting valuable 
information in a way that improves people’s comprehension 
in a relevant area to raise IT skills of IT service providers and 
customers. 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2: ITIL STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT MODEL 

It is the relationships that exist among the twelve 
components of this model that further define business-IT 
alignment. [65] During IT Service Management Processes, 
ITIL develops and maintains three kinds of relationships 
between all domains of model: business strategy, IT strategy, 
organizational infrastructure and processes, and IS 

infrastructure and processes. Focusing on the concept of 
alignment perspectives (strategic fit and functional 
integration) of SAM, ITIL enforces business-IT aligning 
practices and relationships at the strategic, tactical and 
operational levels which support completely IT strategic fit 
(between IT strategy and IS infrastructure and processes), 
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strategic functional integration (between business strategy 
and IT strategy), and operational functional integration 
(between organizational infrastructure and processes and IS 
infrastructure and processes). Moreover ITIL does not 
concern on relationships between business strategy and 
organizational infrastructure and processes to make business 
strategic fit. 
ITIL alignment perspective involves meeting business 

strategy through appropriate IT service strategy and 
articulating the required IT service infrastructure and 
processes. As shown in ITIL strategic alignment model, IT 
strategy shapes upon business strategies and long term 
objectives. However the IT service lifecycle of ITIL is 
initiated from a change in requirements in the business. This 
perspective is not constraints by the organization design, but 
instead seeks to identify the best possible IT competencies 
through appropriate positioning in the IT marketplace, as 
well as indentifying the corresponding internal IT service 
architecture. Equally important, IT service management 
processes identify the changes in business and IT services to 
re-align IT with the business.  

VII.CONCLUSION 

As the alignment gap between IT and business is a 
critical issue for organizations, the intention of this research 
is to identify how effectively ITIL achieves strategic 
alignment between IT and business objectives in general. 
ITIL providing the how for IT service management aspects 
to support governance by providing a management policy 
and aligning IT strategies with business goals, setting 
priorities and allocating resources, to define requirements by 
creating service level agreements and setting clear, business-
related IT objectives and metrics, to ensure value for the 
business customer by delivering IT services, and to increase 
customer satisfaction by implementing continuous 
improvement from both the business and the technical 
viewpoint. Therefore business and IT become true partners 
when they can agree upon realistic IT service levels that 
deliver the necessary value to the business at an acceptable 
cost. 
In addition, this research describes ITIL strategic 

alignment perspective by presenting ITIL Strategic 
Alignment Model by applying it to the SAM. Taking into 
account ITIL alignment functionalities and communications 
between business and IT, ITIL covers internal and external 
aspects of information technology within IT strategy and IS 

infrastructure and processes in SAM. Focusing on the 
concept of alignment perspectives (strategic fit and 
functional integration) of SAM, ITIL supports completely IT 
strategic fit (between IT strategy and IS infrastructure and 
processes), strategic functional integration (between business 
strategy and IT strategy), and operational functional 
integration (between organizational infrastructure and 
processes and IS infrastructure and processes). 
Based on above discussions, ITIL plays two differences 

roles in business of organization. Generally IT services play 
a supportive role for business to meet the business strategies 
and goals and facilitate business maturity. Furthermore ITIL 
uses IT as an enabler and driver for business to recognize 
new initiatives. 
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Abstract 

This study aims at investigating the adoption of 
mobile information services at a Norwegian 
University. By expanding the Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM), a research model, 
called mobile services acceptance model together 
with seven research hypotheses is presented. The 
proposed research model and research hypotheses 
were empirically tested using data collected from a 
survey of 46 users of a mobile service called 
extended Mobile Student Information Systems 
(eMSIS) at a Norwegian university. The findings 
indicated the fitness of the research model is good 
and strong support was found for the seven 
research hypotheses. Among all the factors, the 
personal initiatives and characteristics had the most 
significant influence on the intention to use eMSIS. 

 
Introduction 

Along with the popularity of mobile devices and 
advances in wireless technology, mobile services 
have become more and more prevalent. Despite all 
the technological possibilities, the number of 
successful advanced mobile services in the 
commercial market is still limited [1] and the 
adoption of mobile services has been slower than 
expected [2]. Full bloom of mobile services 
depends on both user adoption and technology 
improvement. While there has been an increasing 
amount of mobile services, little attention has been 
given to user adoption of mobile services, 
particularly with newly developed advanced mobile 
services. 

Building successful strategies for promoting 
mobile services stems from a good understanding 
of users’ expectations and preferences on mobile 
services. Key factors for the success of mobile 
services are to identify the actual and potential 
customers, to investigate how they are influenced 
and how they behave (i.e., people’s behavior) and 
to uncover what they really expect (i.e., needs, and 
preference) [3]. Therefore, it is essential to 
understand the potential users and their 
requirements to develop mobile services [4]. In this 
study, we are not focusing on mobile services 
development techniques. Rather, we are interested 

in examining the impact of some potential factors 
on users’ adoption intention in mobile services.  

Based upon prior analysis of technology 
diffusion and acceptance of mobile services using 
existing technology acceptance theory, a research 
model, which is called mobile service acceptance 
model in [5], by expanding the original Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) proposed by Davis [6], 
was created to investigate the adoption of mobile 
services. To operationalize the research model, a 
measurement instrument developed in [7] was used  
to measure each of the constructs.  
    The university student subjects can be viewed 
as one of the major target markets of mobile 
services. Our particular interest in this study is to 
investigate students’ perspectives on the adoption 
of mobile information services at a Norwegian 
University. The objective of this paper is to 
examine how well the proposed research model are 
able to explain mobile information services 
adoption in an empirical study with a mobile 
service called eMSIS. The research model is tested 
by using Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. The next section shortly discusses the 
theoretical background of this study. Then, the 
research model and hypotheses are presented. After 
that, the method and process of our empirical study 
are described. This is followed by a discussion of 
the findings and limitations of this study. The last 
section concludes this research work and points out 
directions for future research. 
 

Theoretical Background 

An important and long-standing research question 
in information systems research is how we can 
accurately explain user adoption of information 
systems [8]. Several models have been developed 
to test the users’ attitude and intention to adopt new 
technologies or information systems. These models 
include the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
[6], Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [9], 
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) [10], Unified 
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) [11]. Among the different models that 
have been proposed, TAM, which is the extension 
of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [12], 
appears to be the most widely accepted model. 
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TAM focus on the perceived usefulness (PU) and 
perceived ease of use (EOU) of a system and has 
been tested in some domains of E-business and 
proved to be quite reliable to predict user 
acceptance of some new information technologies, 
such as intranet [13], World Wide Web [14], 
electronic commerce [15], and online shopping 
[16]. 
    However, TAM’s limitations relative to 
extensibility and explanation power have been 
noted [17]. Many researchers have suggested that 
TAM needs to be extended with additional 
variables to provide a stronger model [18]. Some 
researchers have also indicated that the major 
constructs of TAM cannot fully reflect the specific 
influences of technological and usage-context 
factors that may alter users’ acceptance [19]. 
Therefore, PU and EOU may not fully explain 
people’s intention to adopt mobile services. We 
believe that TAM has limitations when 
investigating user adoption of mobile services, 
which is also confirmed by prior research work in 
[20]. Moreover, although UTAUT unifies more 
factors and consolidates the functions of the 
technology acceptance model with the constructs of 
eight prominent models in IS adoption research, it 
increases the complexity, so that it is more 
complicated to test its applicability. While the 
acceptance and adoption of IT services has been 
one of the most prevailing IS research topics (e.g. 
[21], [22]), the pervasiveness of mobile services 
raises new questions in exploring the adoption of 
mobiles services, such as what are the key factors 
driving the adoption of mobile services, and how 
do usage context affect users’ adoption of mobile 

services. All the findings above motivated us to 
create the mobile services acceptance model which 
is described in next section. 

Some studies (e.g., [20, 23-26]) based on 
TAM and the other theories have explored factors 
affecting consumer adoption of mobile services. 
However, we found that the number of studies 
using individual consumer samples to investigate 
people’s intention to use newly developed 
advanced mobile services is small. Most previous 
mobile services diffusion studies focus on general 
mobile services like voice, data services and 
messaging. To the best of our knowledge, we have 
not found any studies which are completely 
focused on students’ adoption of mobile 
information services at universities. Therefore, we 
believe that the suitability of the mobile services 
acceptance model for predicting students’ adoption 
behavior with a newly developed mobile 
information service at a university campus setting 
is worthy of examination.      

 
Research Model and Hypotheses  

A research model that identified some major 
factors as significant antecedents of users’ intention 
to use of mobile services was developed in [5]. The 
proposed mobile services acceptance model (see 
Figure 1) is an extension of TAM, with a 
consideration of trust, context, and personal 
initiatives and characteristics factors in addition to 
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness, to 
study the user adoption of mobile services. Table 1 
summarizes the definition of the constructs in the 
mobile services acceptance model. 

 

 Trust

Perceived 
Usefulness

Perceived Ease 
of Use

Context

Personal 
Initiatives and 

Characteristics

Intention to Use

H1

H4

H5

H3

H2

H6

H7

 
Figure 1. Mobile Services Acceptance Model 
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Table 1. The definitions of the constructs 
 

Construct 
 

Definition 
 

Reference

 
Context  

Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of 
entities that are considered relevant to the interaction between a user 
and an application, including the user and the application themselves. 

 
[27] 

Personal Initiatives 
and Characteristics 

The user’s willingness to experiment with new services. [5] 

Trust The user’s beliefs or faith in that a specific service can be regarded to 
have no security and privacy threats.  

[5] 

Perceived  
Ease of Use 

The extent to which a person believes that using a particular system 
would be free from effort. 

[6] 

Perceived  
Usefulness 

The degree to which a person believes that using a particular system 
would enhance his or her task. 

[6] 

Intention to Use The user’s likelihood to engage the mobile service.  [6, 12] 

 
Research Hypotheses  
We developed seven research hypotheses based on 
the research model. Each hypothesis as labeled in 
Figure 1 is elaborated below.  
 
Context 
A unique attribute of mobile services is that it can 
be used in varieties of contexts, which can deliver 
some services that traditional E-business couldn’t 
provide. Users’ perception on mobile services 
varies in different contexts. In [28], the authors 
argued the importance of context towards mobile 
services adoptions. With various contexts, a mobile 
service will be perceived differently with regard to 
ease of use and usefulness. Users see more 
potential to use mobile services on mobile devices 
in an ever changing environment or an emergent 
situation. Thus, they should perceive a mobile 
service as more useful in this context. This is in 
line with the research finding [29] that enabling 
mobile devices and services which can adapt to the 
changing environment will enhance user 
experience. Mallat et al. [30] found that the use 
situation of the mobile ticketing services has a 
significant effect on users’ intention to use such 
services. In [24], the author proposed a new 
concept contextual perceived usefulness by 
combining context and perceived usefulness to 
investigate mobile commerce acceptance. In our 
research, we investigate to what extent context 
affects perceived usefulness and perceived ease of 
use directly. Thus, we propose the following 
hypotheses:  
H1. The appropriate context has a direct positive 
effect on Perceived Usefulness of mobile services.  
H2. The appropriate context has a direct positive 
effect on Perceived Ease of Use of mobile services. 
 
Personal Initiatives and Characteristics 
Prior research indicated that personal 
innovativeness is an important indicator for user 
acceptance of IT/IS [31] [32] [33]. By extending 
the concept of personal innovativeness, we 
proposed a new construct, named personal 
initiatives and characteristics, aiming to better 

address the effects of individual difference toward 
user acceptance of mobile services.  
    With regard to adoption of mobile services, 
many people may not want to take the initiative in 
trying advanced mobile services since they do not 
have any knowledge or experience with such 
services. Personal initiative is also closely 
associated with individual characteristics. 
Individual characteristics, such as curiosity and 
perceived enjoyment, may strongly enhance users’ 
perception of mobile services and lead to positive 
attitudes toward mobile services. Generally, people 
with strong positive personal initiatives and 
characteristics are more likely to try new 
technologies, thus it is reasonable to expect them to 
have positive intentions to use mobile services. 
Moreover, people’s attitudes toward innovations 
have been used to predict the adoption of mobile 
commerce [34]. Therefore, it is believed that 
personal initiatives and characteristics may well 
serve as a key determinant for acceptance decision 
of mobile services and have the potential to directly 
affect intention of use. Based on this, we posit the 
following hypothesis: 
H4. Personal Initiatives and Characteristics have a 
direct positive effect on Intention to Use of mobile 
services. 
 
Trust  
Users may feel threatened when the technology has 
the capability to track users’ actions and store 
personal information outside the users’ control. 
Several factors can lead to unauthorized access of 
users’ personal information: hacking, security 
defects, accidental disclosure, etc. A potential 
adopter usually wants to maximize benefits and 
minimize risks. On one hand, in order to provide 
personalized services, mobile services provider 
may need to locate users’ position and collect 
users’ profiles. On the other hand, users would like 
to obtain desired mobile services by disclosing 
minimum personal information. Therefore, we 
believe trust concerns represent a great issue 
towards mobile services adoption. In other words, 
trust is a significant antecedent of participation in 
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the activities involved in mobile services. Trust can 
help reduce the uncertainties a user faces when 
using mobile services.  
   In [35], Gefen et al. extended TAM with trust 
in the service provider to study user acceptance of 
online shopping. They found that trust-related 
issues have a considerable effect on user 
acceptance of online shopping. Since 
context-aware mobile services often need to collect 
information about the user, it is crucial for users to 
pay more attention to trust related issues, such as 
privacy, security, etc. Building users’ trust is also a 
continuous process. As users get used to mobile 
services, the reliability of mobile services become 
more important to accumulate users’ trust or 
believability in such services. Consequently, to 
better explain the importance of trust towards 
mobile services adoption, we propose the following 
hypothesis:  
H5. Trust has a direct positive effect on Intention to 
Use mobile services. 
 
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
Perceived usefulness originally refers to job-related 
productivity, performance, and effectiveness [6]. A 
number of researchers have examined the TAM 
model for various information systems and 
technologies, including the World Wide Web 
(WWW) [36], Intranet [13], wireless internet [37], 
desktop video conferencing in virtual workgroups 
[38], etc. In those studies, PU was found to have a 
strong effect on technology adoption. The 
empirical findings in those studies demonstrate the 
importance of PU on intention to use the 
technologies. Assuming that the TAM model is 
viable for explaining adoption perception, we thus 
hypothesize: 
H6. Perceived usefulness has a direct positive 
impact on intention to adopt mobile services.  
 
Perceived Ease of Use (EOU) 
Borrowed from TAM, perceived ease of use refers 
to “the degree to which the prospective user 
expects the target system to be free of effort”. This 
belief associates to an individual’s assessment of 
the mental effort involved in using a system. EOU 
reflects how difficult it will be to use a new 
technology or system. Venkatesh [39] proclaimed 
that for any emerging IT/IS, perceived ease of use 
is an important determinant of users’ intention of 
acceptance and usage behavior. According to a 
survey [40] done by Embedded Solutions among 
800 professionals in England, ease of use is among 
the top five factors for determining the use of 
wireless handheld devices. This was also confirmed 
by other studies on mobile data services and mobile 
commerce [31] [41].  
    Further, in the original TAM model, Davis [6] 
proposed that perceived ease of use affects 
perceived usefulness. There is extensive empirical 

evidence that perceived ease of use positively 
influences perceived ease of use [18]. In [42]. The 
author also found that this relationship holds true 
for website usage in an internet environment. 
    Mobile services are provided on mobile 
devices such as smart phones and PDAs. The 
limitations of mobile devices may have the 
potential to affect users’ perceptions of ease of use 
of mobile services. The limitations include the 
small keyboard, the small screen, battery capability, 
slow network connections, CPU speed. Improved 
ease of use of mobile services by taking these 
limitations into consideration would have positive 
impacts on both perceived usefulness and users’ 
acceptance of mobile services.   
    To keep in line with the existing literature in 
mobile services diffusion, we thus hypothesize: 
H3. Perceived Ease of Use of mobile services has a 
direct positive effect on Perceived Usefulness of 
mobile services. 
H7. Perceived ease of use has a direct positive 
impact on intention to use mobile service. 
 

An Empirical Study in eMSIS  

eMSIS [43] is an extended system built upon MSIS 
[44] which was developed at a Norwegian 
University. The main purpose of eMSIS is to offer 
a number of mobile services that can assist students 
in their daily study-related activities on the 
university campus.  
    Some main functions provided by eMSIS are 
listed as follows: 

 Twitter: Allow students to follow courses 
updates, student activities and fellow 
students in a university setting. Users can 
share and discover what’s happening with 
studying-related matters through the 
Twitter Service of eMSIS.   

 Feeds: Allow students to keep updated 
with university news and course 
announcements by subscribing feeds 
provided by the university and the course 
instructor.    

 Project Collaboration Service: Allow the 
students of a project/assignment to 
communicate with each other anytime 
anywhere.    

    Figure 2 shows screenshots of the feeds 
service and the project collaboration service of 
eMSIS as they appear on a Windows Mobile 6 
Professional emulator. 
    eMSIS is selected as the mobile information 
service in this experiment for at least three reasons: 
first, some testing scenarios have been prepared for 
individual testing, which is unlike most previous 
mobile services diffusion studies which focused on 
people’s perceptions on general mobile services. 
Second, eMSIS is more or less similar to some 
other mobile information services on the 
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commercial market. Third, this study use students 
who are using technology by their own free will in 
a university campus setting, which is unlike some 

previous studies on technology diffusion, where the 
use is mandatory and in an organizational setting. 

 

 
Figure 2. The Screenshots of eMSIS 

 
Sample 
A lottery with two HTC Touch devices were 
included as incentive to attract students to 
participate in this experiment. We recruited the 
experiment subjects by posting announcements to a 
number of student mailing lists. Students from 
several departments, studying for an undergraduate 
program or a graduate program, were invited to 
participate in the experiment of using the eMSIS 
mobile service running on a HTC Touch Mobile 
device. Our postings explained who we were, what 
they are supposed to do during the eMSIS 
experiment, and the purpose of the experiment. The 
participants were also informed that the results 
would be reported only in aggregate and that their 
anonymity would be assured. We got responses 
from 46 students that confirmed to participate in 
the experiment. The demographic information of 
the respondents is summarized in Table 2. The 
subjects in this test were from different cultures 
and educational backgrounds. This diversity among 
the subjects was expected to produce a more 
balanced view. 
 
Survey Instrument 
The validated instrument measure in [7] were used 
as the foundation to create the instrument for this 
study. In order to ensure the instruments better fit 
the specific mobile service experiment, some minor 
words changes were made to ensure easy 
interpretation and comprehension of the questions 
in the instrument. In addition, we also included 
three additional items in this study based on 

suggestions from some fellow researchers in the 
technology diffusion community.   

As a result, 25 measurement items (see 
Appendix 1) were included in the instrument 
survey. Seven-point Likert scales, with 1 being the 
negative end of the scale (strongly disagree) and 7 
being the positive end of the scale (strongly agree) 
were used to examine participants’ responses to all 
items in the survey.  
 
Table 2. Demographic Information of the Subjects 
 Amount  

 
Percent

Gender 
Male  
Female 

 
36 
10 

 
78.3 
21.7 

Age 
Less than 20 
20-29 
30 or Over 

 
1 
36 
9 

 
2.1 
78.3 
19.6 

Department 
Science or Engineering  
Others 

 
39 
7 

 
84.8 
15.2 

Educational Level 
Undergraduate Students 
Graduate Students 

 
8 
38 

 
17.4 
82.6 

Experience with 
Mobile Services 
0-1 Year 
2-5 Years 
More than 5 Years 

 
 
11 
16 
19 

 
 
23.9 
34.8 
41.3 

Geographical background 
Norway  
Africa  
Asia 

 
18 
6 
22 

 
39.1 
13.1 
47.8 
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Data Collection Procedure 
A paper based survey questionnaire was created to 
enable rapid onsite distribution during the 
experiment. Prior to completing the questionnaire, 
all participants were provided with an information 
sheet describing the mobile service - eMSIS and a 
mobile device having eMSIS installed. In this 
manner, all participants got some basic ideas about 
the mobile service. After using the eMSIS system 
in two of the four specified realistic scenarios in the 
university campus environment for 45 minutes, the 
questionnaire was distributed to all participants. 
The first scenario uses the twitter service. The 
second scenario uses the feeds service at the 
university. The third one uses course related 
documents downloading or uploading. The last 
scenario is using project collaboration service in a 
specific project based course. After filling out the 
questionnaire, the participants returned the 
completed survey to us.  
 
Descriptive Results 
Some key findings from the descriptive results is 
summarized here. The mean value for the 
measurement item (PU4) was 5.52. 38 respondents 
agreed that the eMSIS system would be useful for 
them as students, while six respondent did not 
know if it would be useful and two respondents 
somewhat disagreed that the eMSIS system would 
be useful.     
    According to the results, most respondents 
thought that they did not have any problems with 
learning to use the eMSIS system (EOU 1). 21 of 
the 46 respondents (45.7%) strongly agreed that it 
would be easy for them to learn how to operate the 
eMSIS system. According to our observation on 
participants’ behaviour during the experiment, we 
found that most Norwegian students were able to 
finish the assigned tasks quite quickly without 
asking any help from the instructors.   

The most important factor in the construct 
'Trust' concerns the privacy issues (TU 3). The 
least important item in the construct 'Trust' is the 
system provider and service provider (TU2). This 
can be partially attributed to the fact most students 
thought that the reputation of the system provider 
(the university) is good. 

Among all measurement items, the students 
were least concerned about the measurement item 
“using the eMSIS can be considered as a social 
status symbol among friends” (PIC 5). But it is still 
worth to notice that some respondents from Asia 
and Africa strongly agreed with this statement. The 
mean value for this item might have turned out 
differently if the mobile service is tested in Asia or 
Africa. In many Asian countries, young people 
often treat using smart phones and mobile services 
as a new fashion show-off in public. Owing 
high-end smart phones can also be considered as a 
symbol of high social status.  

It is also interesting to note that 39 
respondents agreed that they do need 
encouragement from the university to use the 
eMSIS system.  
 
Data Analysis 
To test the reliability and validity of each construct 
in the mobile service acceptance model, the 
Internal Consistency of Reliability (ICR) of each 
construct was tested with Cronbach’s Alpha 
coefficient.   
    For the purposes of testing the research 
hypotheses, partial least squares (PLS) analysis was 
used. PLS is a regression-based technique, with 
roots in path analysis [45-46]. It has emerged as a 
powerful approach to studying causal models 
involving multiple constructs with multiple 
measures [47]. PLS allows people to do a 
combined regression and principal components 
factor analysis within the same statistical technique. 
In this study, the collected data was analyzed using 
the statistical software Smart PLS 2.0 and SPSS 
Version 17.   
 
Test of Measures 
The Internal Consistency of Reliability (ICR) of the 
measurement model was accessed by computing 
Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient. Table 3 displays the 
reliability coefficients for each of the constructs in 
our measurement model.    

The Cronbach’s Alpha values range from 
0.652 to 0.916. All the constructs but the construct 
Trust is above 0.700. The lower reliability for the 
construct Trust can be partly attributed to the large 
number of measurement items in the scale. 
According to previous research work [48], a 
reliability coefficient of 0.6 is marked as a lowest 
acceptable limit for Cronbach’s Alpha for 
exploratory research. Moss [49] also suggested that 
an alpha score of 0.6 is generally acceptable. All 
Cronbach’s Alpha values of the constructs in our 
model are above threshold 0.6. Consequently, the 
scales were deemed acceptable to continue.   

 
Table 3. Reliability Analysis of Constructs 

Constructs 
Number of 
Items 

Cronbach's 
Alpha 

Context 4 0,732 

Intention to Use 2 0,916 
Perceived Ease of 
Use 4 0,805 
Perceived 
Usefulness 4 0,827 
Personal 
Initiatives and 
Characteristics 5 0,842 

Trust 6 0,650 
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Structural Measurement Model 
Figure 3 presents the structural measurement model 
using the PLS algorithm. The number in the circles 
in Figure 3 means R2 (R square), which denotes to 
coefficient of determination. R2 provides a measure 
of how well future outcomes are likely to be 
predicated by the model, the amount of variability 
of a given construct. In our PLS analysis, the R2 
coefficient of determination is a statistical measure 
of how well the regression coefficients 
approximates the real data point. The amount of 

variance in Intention to Use explained by the model 
was 0.663. The explained variance of Perceived 
Usefulness factor is 32.5%.  The percentage of 
variance explained for Perceived Ease of Use is 
21.4. 
    Table 4 shows the path coefficients, which are 
standardized regression coefficients, generated 
from the PLS analysis. As such, the seven 
hypotheses were supported. In addition, all the 
seven hypotheses were statistically significant 
(p<0.05 or p<0.01).

 

 
Figure 3. The Structural Model 

 
Table 4. Test of Hypotheses based on Path Coefficient 

Hypothesis 
Path  

Coefficient T value
Hypothesis 

Result  
H1. Context to Perceived Usefulness    0.152** 8.335 Supported 

H2. Context to Perceived Ease of Use 0.463** 7.828 Supported 

H3. Perceived Ease of Use to Perceived Usefulness 0.484** 5.623 Supported 
H4. Personal Initiatives and Characteristics to 
Intention to Use 0.335** 3.927 Supported 
H5. Trust to Intention to Use 0.166* 2.607 Supported 
H6. Perceived Usefulness to Intention to Use 0.216* 2.104 Supported 
H7. Perceived Ease of Use to Intention to Use 0.326** 6.850 Supported 

            * p < 0.05 
           ** p <0.01 
 

Discussion 

The findings of this empirical study provide some 
insights to both researchers and practitioners. On one 
hand, from an academic perspective, this study 
contributes to the literature on mobile services adoption 
and diffusion by identifying and validating the 
potential factors affecting the adoption of mobile 
information services. The findings demonstrated the 
appropriateness of the research model and hypotheses 
for measuring mobile services adoption. On the other 

hand, from a business perspective, the statistic results 
of the research model also provided some insights for 
practitioners to better design and develop mobile 
services with higher user acceptance. 
    With regard to the mobile information service 
used in our pilot study, most previous empirical studies 
on mobile services adoption and diffusion focus on 
simple mobile services, such as mobile instant 
messaging, voice communication, and mobile web 
browsing. What sets us apart from previous studies is 
that we empirically tested our research model and 
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hypotheses in a relatively advanced mobile information 
service with the possibility to provide personalized 
services and location-based services, which were 
supposed to provide some new implications for mobile 
service providers and developers to develop better 
mobile services to attract more users to adopt the 
services.   
    The result showed that the most important 
determinant for intention to use is Personal Initiatives 
and Characteristics. Since most subjects in this study 
have certain level of mobile computing knowledge and 
experience with mobile services as shown in the 
statistics in Table 2, it seems easy for them to obtain 
the willingness to adopt newly developed mobile 
services. And this construct played a more important 
role then perceived usefulness in predicting students’ 
adoption of eMSIS. The possible reasons are as follows. 
A number of advantages in using mobile services (such 
as convenience, fun, etc) might entice users to adopt 
them even though some functions in the mobile service 
are perceived not to be very useful. For instance, 
during the course of the experiment, some participants 
expressed excitement and joy while using the eMSIS 
system. They might conceived that the entertainment 
factor which is one of candidate items in the construct 
Personal Initiatives and Characteristics was more 
important than actual usefulness of the system. 
However, this does not mean that the eMSIS system is 
not useful. It is merely an indication that the perceived 
usefulness might not be a deterministic factor to the 
intention to use for the specific respondents in this test. 
This is also in line with the ideas behind our research 
model that some other factors in addition to perceived 
usefulness and perceived ease of use may also strongly 
affect users’ adoption of mobile services.   
    Another finding indicated that the construct Trust 
has a positively direct effect on intention to use. This 
demonstrated that trust is one of the most important 
factors to positively influence customer’s intention to 
use mobile services. The higher the user trust the 
system and provider of the system the higher the 
intention to use will be. 
    It was also found that the relevant context 
positively affects perceived usefulness and perceived 
ease of use directly. This finding was in accordance 
with the results of [50], which pointed out that context 
has a significant effect on both perceived usefulness 
and perceived ease of use.   
    This study also provided some practical 
implications. The results of this empirical test can 
provide guidelines and suggestions to mobile services 
providers and developers in providing appropriate 
services to users in various contexts. The findings 
suggested that users need the right mobile service in 
the right context at the right time. Mobile services 
providers and developers should improve their 
understanding of trust-related concerns and personal 
preferences and characteristics of the target users and 
users in order to fulfill the users’ expectations. Being 
aware of the proposed factors affecting mobile services 

adoption in our research model would help the mobile 
service providers to set them apart from their 
competitors in developing mobile services.    

However, we are also aware of some limitations of 
this work. Firstly, we only tested the research model 
and hypotheses on a single mobile information service. 
Therefore, the generalizability of the results to other 
mobile services remains to be determined. In addition, 
the findings of this study may be limited due to the 
relatively small sample size. Last but not least, the 
subjects in this study were students, so that this sample 
may not fully representative of the entire population.    

 
Conclusion 

This study was designed to explore mobile information 
services adoption from university students’ perspective. 
A research model based on previous technology 
acceptance models and seven research hypotheses were 
presented and empirically tested. From a survey with 
46 users of eMSIS, we found that personal initiatives 
and characteristics, trust, perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use are key determinants for the users 
to adopt eMSIS. Context via perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use has an indirect affect on intention 
to use. The results indicated that the fitness of the 
research model is good and all the seven research 
hypotheses were supported.   
    Concerning future research, a longitudinal study is 
another opportunity to re-validate the research model. 
By choosing a longitudinal method, the research can 
more closely examine the change in user reaction over 
time. Another possible extension to this research is to 
examine the applicability of the research model to other 
mobile services.  
 

Appendix 1  

Measurement Items  
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
PU1. Using the system would increase the efficiency of my 
daily work. 
PU2. The system would allow me to retrieve relevant events 
and news at NTNU. 
PU3. The system would allow me to better plan and organize 
my activities at NTNU.  
PU4. The system would be useful for me as a student. 
Perceived Ease of Use (EOU) 
EOU1. Learning to operate the system would easy for me. 
EOU2. I would easily find the information I am looking for 
using the system. 
EOU3. I would find the system to be flexible to interact with. 
EOU4. I would find the system to easy to use (user-friendly). 
Trust (TU) 
I could use the system… 
TU1. if I have a clear conception of the functionality of the 
system. 
TU2. if the system provider(e.g. NTNU) and the software 
developers is widely acknowledged. 
TU3. if the system protects the privacy of its users . 
TU 4. if I feel confident that I can keep the system under 
control. 
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TU 5. if I feel confident that the data returned by the system 
is reliable. 
TU 6. if I believe it is risk-free to use the system. 
Personal Initiatives and Characteristics (PIC) 
PIC1. I have fun using the system. 
PIC2. I prefer to be the first one using the system. 
PIC3. Using the system gives me an advantage over those 
who don’t. 
PIC4. I find it rewarding to use the system. 
PIC5. Using this mobile system can be considered as a social 
status symbol among my friends. 
Context (CT) 
I could use the system… 
CT1. if I am being out of home or the office. 
CT2. if the University encourage students to use the system. 
CT3. if it is meaningful/relevant to my daily tasks. 
CT4. if I did not have access to a desktop computer or laptop. 
Intention to Use (IU) 
IU1. Assuming I have access to the system, I intend to use it. 
IU2. Given that I have access to the system, I predict that I 
would use it. 
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Abstract 

Many enterprises begin to use Social Network Sites 

(SNS) as an important channel and platform to do 

online marketing and reputation management, 

because users’ interactions in SNS have more 

effective impacts on customers’ buying decisions 

and images of enterprises than traditional websites. 

To do this, the enterprises need to learn and trace 

users’ sentiments on their products/services for 

designing appropriate business strategies. In this 

study, the sentiment community is proposed as a 

method for this. The sentiment communities with 

different polarities in SNS usually represent groups 

of users with different preferences, and discovered 

sentiment communities is very useful for 

enterprises to do customer segmentation and target 

marketing. Also the evolvement of sentiment 

communities is explored, so that enterprises can 

easily trace users’ sentiments and learn their 

diffusions in SNS. In this paper, a novel method is 

proposed for discovering users’ sentiment 

communities, and an initial experimental 

evaluation is executed. 

 

Introduction 

In web 2.0, users are permitted to express their 

sentiments and opinions on products/services 

through many channels, such as online forums, 

shopping websites, blogs, and wikis. These 

sentiment and opinion information always has 

important impacts on consumers’ buying decisions 

and images of enterprises. Mining these data can 

bring many benefits [1, 10, 11]: enterprises could 

better understand the relative strength or weakness 

of their products; consumers could exercise more 

informed purchasing decisions. 

 

Recently, the emerging Social Network Sites (SNS) 

(such as facebook.com, twitter.com, epinions.com) 

become very popular. These SNS permit users 

interact with each other and build various social 

relationships (such as friends, trust, following 

relationships) for communications and sharing. In 

these SNS, users’ sentiments and opinions always 

have more effective impacts on consumers’ buying 

decisions and images of enterprises than in 

previous ones, because people more easily accept 

and believe the sentiments and opinions of persons 

having relationships with them. And also the 

sentiments and opinions in SNS can propagate 

more quickly and distantly through these 

relationships. 

 

Many enterprises realize the importance of SNS 

and begin to use SNS as an important channel and 

platform to do online marketing and reputation 

management. To do this, an important task for 

enterprises is to learn and trace users’ sentiments 

on their products/services, especially the 

distributions and evolvements of different types of 

sentiments under various social relationships, in 

order to do customer segmentation and target 

marketing. In this study, we propose a new way for 

this purpose, sentiment community. And the 

methods of discovering sentiment communities and 

analyzing their evolvements are also provided. 

Sentiment community represents a group of users 

linked through social relationships, and these users 

have same sentiment polarities on one 

product/service. The sentiment communities with 

different sentiment polarities in SNS usually 

represent groups of users with different preferences. 

And these sentiment communities can be as an 

angle for doing customer segmentation and target 

marketing. The evolvement of sentiment 

communities can reflect the propagation of users’ 

sentiments and changing trends, which can be used 

by enterprises in tracing users’ sentiments and 

learning their diffusions in SNS. Although there 

exists a lot of work on sentiment analysis [1, 10, 

11], social community discovery [19] and social 

network evolving, as we know, this is the first 

study on sentiment community discovery and 

analyzing its evolvement. 

 

The paper is organized as: Section 2 introduces the 

related work; the problem description is presented 

in Section 3; Section 4 and 5 show the proposed 

methods for sentiment community discovery and 

analyzing community evolvement; the initial 

experimental evaluation is introduced in Section 6; 

Section 7 summarizes this work and gives future 

work. 
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Related Work 

 
Opinion Mining 

Much research exists on sentiment analysis of user 

opinion data (Chau and Xu, 2007; Chen, 2006; Liu, 

2006; Pang and Lee, 2008; Raghu and Chen, 2007), 

which mainly judges the polarities of user reviews. 

In these studies, sentiment analysis is often 

conducted at one of three levels: the document 

level, sentence level, or attribute level. Sentiment 

analysis at the document level classifies reviews 

into the types of polarities—positive, negative, or 

neutral—based on the overall sentiments in the 

reviews. A number of machine learning techniques 

have been adopted to classify the reviews (Pang 

and Lee, 2002). Abbasi and Chen et al. propose the 

sentiment analysis methodologies for classification 

of Web forum opinions in multiple languages 

(Abbasi et. 2008). Sentiment analysis at the 

sentence level mainly focuses on identifying 

subjective sentences and judging their polarities. 

Most of these studies adopted the machine learning 

methods (Wiebe, 1999; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou 

2003). Sentiment analysis at both the document 

level and sentence level has been too coarse to 

determine precisely what users like or dislike. In 

order to address this problem, sentiment analysis at 

the attribute level is aimed at extracting opinions 

on products’ specific attributes from reviews. 

 

2.2 Community Discovery 

There is a lot of work on community discovery [19]. 

Many principles of community discovery are 

proposed, and they can be classified into several 

categories: 1) Multi-criterion scores, which 

combines the criteria of the number of edges inside 

and that of the number of edges crossing into a 

single objective function; 2) Single-criterion scores, 

which employs only a single of the two criteria. 

Some algorithms for community discovery are 

proposed. Some algorithms are based on graph 

partitions, and some are heuristic approaches. The 

two well-know graph partitioning algorithms are 

Spectral Partitioning algorithm and flow-based 

algorithm. 

 

The main difference of our study with these 

existing ones is: our work focuses on analyzing 

sentiment communities in SNS and their 

evolvement. While the existing work mainly 

discovers user communities based on the links 

between them. Our work tries to discover the 

communities, such that users in one community 

have same sentiments and are linked through social 

relationships. This is very useful for enterprises to 

do customer segmentations and target marketing in 

SNS. 

 
Problem Description 

In SNS, users can link with each others through 

various relationships (such as friend, trust, and 

following relationships etc.). Users can hold 

different sentiment polarities (Positive, Negative 

and Neutral) on one product/service, and those 

sentiment polarities always change with time under 

the influences of opinions. In this study, these 

information at time t  is represented in the 

undirected graph 
( , , )t tG V E S=

: 

Node i : represents the user. The user set is 

marked as 
{ }1, , , ,V i n= L L

. 

Edge
( , )i j

: represents the relationship 

between i and j . The edge set is marked as 

{ }( , ) |E i j V V i j= ∈ ∗ ≠
. 

Sentiment polarity

t

is : represents the sentiment 

polarity of user i  at time t . The sentiment set at 

time t  is marked as 
{ }|t t

iS s i V= ∈
. 

 

Our objectives include 

1. Discovering sentiment communities at time t : 
Partition the user nodes into some clusters, such 

that if two nodes link with each other and have 

same sentiments, these two users should be in the 

same cluster. If they have different sentiments, they 

should be allocated into different clusters. Thus, 

one cluster contains the users that link with each 

other and own the same sentiment. This kind of 

clusters is called as sentiment communities. This 

can be described as:  

Let 1{ ,..., ,..., }t t t t

k KC C C C=
 be the discovered 

clusters at time t , the clusters should follow: 

1). If 
( , )i j E∈

, i js s=
, 1

t

ki C∈
, and 

2

t

kj C∈
, then 1 2k k=  

2). If 
( , )i j E∈

, i js s≠
, 1

t

ki C∈
, and 

2

t

kj C∈
, then 1 2k k≠  

Here, the sentiment polarity of one sentiment 

community,
t
kC

S
, is defined as the sentiment 

polarity that most users hold in that community. 
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These communities always represent the groups of 

customers with different preferences, and they can 

be used for producers to know customer segments, 

in order to do targeting marketing or design 

adaptive products for them. 

 

2) Exploring the evolvement of sentiment 

communities: Compare and analyze the sentiment 

communities at different time points, and find the 

evolvement pattern of these sentiment communities. 

The main evolvement patterns include: 

Growth: for the communities 

t

kC  and 

1t

kC
+

, if 

1t t

k kC C +⊂
 and 

1t t

k kC C+ >
, 

1t

kC
+

 is the 

growth of 

t

kC . 

Contraction: for the communities 

t

kC  and 

1t

kC
+

, 

if 

1t t

k kC C +⊃
 and 

1t t

k kC C+ <
, 

1t

kC
+

 is the 

contraction of 

t

kC . 

Birth: at time 1t + , a new community 

1t

kC
+

 

appears. 

Death: at time 1t + , the community 

t

kC  

disappears. 

Merging: for the clusters 1

t

kC , 2

t

kC  and 

1

3

t

kC
+

, if 
1

3 1 2

t t t

k k kC C C+ = ∪
, 

1

3

t

kC
+

 is the merging of 1

t

kC  

and 2

t

kC . 

Splitting: for the communities 1

t

kC , 

1

2

t

kC
+

 and 
1

3

t

kC
+

, if 

1 1

1 2 3

t t t

k k kC C C+ += ∪
, 

1

2

t

kC
+

 and 

1

2

t

kC
+

 

are the splitting of 1

t

kC . 

Usually, these evolvement patterns represent the 

changes of user sentiments on products/services, 

and can be used to trace users’ sentiments and 

design right marketing strategies. 

 
Discovering Sentiment Community 

The objective of discovering sentiment 

communities is: partition users into clusters, such 

that the users within one cluster have same 

sentiment polarities. The community discovery 

bases on the similarities of the users’ sentiment 

polarities, and the principle is to discover the 

clusters with maximum agreement on sentiment 

polarities. 

 

1. Building sentiment similarity graph:  

In
( , , )t tG V E S=

, for each edge, a weight is 

assigned according the similarity of two users’ 

sentiment polarities. If the two users have the same 

sentiment polarity, the weight is set as +1, 

otherwise -1. Now, the updated information can be 

represented as 
( , , , )t t tG V E S W=

 

 

Fig 1. Sentiment similarity graph 

 

2. Graph-Based Clustering: 

Since the principle of discovering sentiment 

communities is: maximum agreement on sentiment 

polarities in one clusters. This equals to maximize 

the number of +1 edges inside clusters plus the 

number of -1 edges between clusters in the 

( , , , )t t tG V E S W=
. 

 

Positive Node Negative Node +1 Link -1 Link 
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Fig 2. Sentiment communities 

This is a typical correlation clustering problem [16], 

which is NP-hard. The efficient Semidefinite 

Programming(SDP) -based rounding method [17] 

can be used here: 

Let the vector, ie , represent a possible cluster. If 

u ix e=
, node u  is assigned to the cluster iC . 

The maximum agreement on sentiment polarities 

can be represented as a SDP problem: 

 

, ,1 1

max (1 )
t t
u v u v

u v u v

W W

x x x x
=+ =−

⋅ + − ⋅∑ ∑
 

subject to 1u ux x⋅ =
 u V∀ ∈  

0u vx x⋅ >
 

, ,u v V u v∀ ∈ ≠
 

The random rounding method is used to put close 

ux  and vx  in a cluster, far ux  and vx  in 

separate clusters. 

 
Analyzing the Evolvement of Sentiment 

Communities 

 

After discovering sentiment communities at 

different time points, the evolvement of sentiment 

communities can be explored. Some typical 

evolvement patterns can be captured. These typical 

patterns represent special meanings for users’ 

sentiments in SNS. 

 

Fig 3: Evolvement patterns 

 

Initial Experimental Evaluation 

Dataset 

The dataset for the experiment is obtained from a 

famous opinion site, Epinions (www.epinions.com). 

In Epinions, users are allowed to rate products, 

write text reviews, and build trust relationships 

based on his/her previous experiences. For one 

review, other users can rate it as helpful or not.  

In this experiment, the trust relationship is 

extracted as social relationship between users. The 

product ratings given by users are taken as the 

sentiment polarities of users on that product. The 

dates of rating product are taken as the time points. 

Since the number of product ratings is limited, the 

rating information on reviews is also utilized to 

infer users’ sentiment polarities on that product. If 

one user rates one review as helpful, this user is 

taken as having the same sentiment polarity as the 

user writing this review. In this initial experiment, 

the data on RIM BlackBerry 8100 and Apple 

iPhone 3GS (16 GB) smart phones are collected. 

 

Setting 

In this experiment, users’ sentiments are 

categorized into three polarities: Positive, Negative, 

and Neutral. If the product rating (scale from 1 to 5) 

given by one user is below 3, the sentiment polarity 

of this user is Negative; if it is above 4, the 

sentiment polarity is Positive; if it is 4, or the user 

does not rate the product, the sentiment polarity is 

Neutral. 

For solving the SDP problem, the SDP solver, 

SDPT3[18], is used. Since of the constrain of 

computing capability, only very small part of users 

in Epinions are used. In the experiment, the 

maximum number of clusters is set as 4. 
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Initial Results 

The following figures show the initial analyzing 

results. (In these figures, a red node represents a 

user with negative sentiment; a green node 

represents one with positive sentiment, a gray node 

represents one with neutral sentiment). 

 

Result on iPhone: 

For iPhone, we mainly analyze the sentiment 

communities of users. Fig 4 shows the social 

relationships between users and their sentiment 

polarities at the end of June 2010. Figure 5 shows 

the two discovered communities with different 

sentiment polarities. 

 

Fig 4: Sentiment similarity graph on iPhone 

 

 

Fig 5. Sentiment communities on iPhone 

 

Result on BlackBerry 8100: 

For BB8100, we mainly analyze the evolvement of 

users’ sentiment communities. Figure 6 shows the 

social relationships of users on BB8100, and Figure 

7 shows the discovered sentiment communities at 

the end of 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

 

Fig 6. Social relationships on BB8100 

 

  

2006 

  

2007 
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2008 

Fig 7. Sentiment communities at different time 

points 

 

In Figure 7, by comparing the sentiment 

communities of 2006 and 2007, we can find that 

the positive sentiment community grows (Growth); 

the neutral sentiment community contracts 

(Contraction); while the negative sentiment 

community is stable. But for the communities of 

2007 and 2008, they are relatively stable.  

 

Discussion & Limitations: 

The initial experiment evaluation indicates the 

proposed method can discover the sentiment 

communities with different polarities. And also 

some evolvement patterns can be found, such as 

Growth and Contraction. But some other 

evolvement patterns do not appear, such as 

merging and splitting. Maybe this is related with 

the dataset, because most of users will not change 

their sentiment polarities in online shopping. This 

is different with politics. In politics, people always 

change their sentiment polarities with time 

changing, which will lead to the merging and 

splitting of sentiment communities. In the future, 

we will explore the dataset on politics. 

 

Also we can find that, the method mainly find three 

communities: positive, negative, and neutral ones. 

It can not find more fine- granularity communities. 

This phenomena maybe comes from two reasons. 

One is the relationships of users in this dataset are 

dense, and most of nodes with same sentiment 

polarity can link with each other with + label, so 

they are allocated into one cluster. In the future, 

other datasets can be explored. Another reason is 

the principle of clustering only considers the 

agreement of sentiment polarity, without 

considering the link density in cluster. Later, the 

principle of clustering will be revised with 

considering the link density in community. 

 
Conclusion & Future Work 

Identifying users’ sentiment communities in social 

network is very useful for doing customer 

segmentation and target marketing. Exploring the 

evolvement of sentiment communities can help 

enterprises trace users’ sentiments and learn their 

propagation. In this study, a novel method is 

proposed for discovering users’ sentiment 

communities and exploring their evolvement, and 

an initial experiment evaluation shows the 

effectiveness of this method. 

In the future, other datasets will be used for the 

experiment evaluation. These datasets will come 

from forums on politics and IT topics, and people 

change their sentiment polarities frequently, so 

some other evolvement patterns maybe will be 

found. New principles of discovering sentiment 

communities will be design for considering the link 

density in sentiment community. Also, the 

competition analysis can be done by comparing the 

sentiment communities of competitive products. 
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Abstract 

A review of the literature suggests that traditional 
lifestyle instruments may not be adequate and 
sufficient for explaining and forecasting customer 
needs and behaviors related to information and 
communication technology enabled services/ 
products. Accordingly, this study first constructed 
an e-lifestyle instrument culled from literature 
review and panel discussion, and then took a 
two-step approach with the intention of 
maximizing the content validity to validate the 
constructed e-lifestyle scale. The empirical results 
demonstrated a valid e-lifestyle instrument 
comprising 39 items under seven components, and 
implications for understanding consumer 
e-lifestyles are also derived. 

 
Keyword: e-lifestyle, e-lifestyle instrument, 
exploratory factor analysis 

 
1. Introduction 

Given that lifestyle is a distinctive model mirroring 
individual physiological, psychological, and 
sociological consequences, understanding the 
lifestyles of individuals has long been deemed quite 
useful in tailoring and delivering suitable 
services/products to specific target segments, and 
understanding the relations among lifestyle, 
consuming needs, and purchase behaviors of 
individuals has been considered very important for 
devising marketing/service strategies. Accordingly, 
considerable lifestyle researches have been 
conducted in the past three decades (Wells and 
Tigert, 1971; Plummer, 1974; Gutman, 1982; 
Mitchell, 1983; Soutar and Clarke, 1983; Kahle et 
al., 1986; Bowles, 1988; Kahle and Kennedy, 1989; 
Thompson and Kaminski, 1993; Grunet et al., 1997; 
Bates et al., 2001; Lin, 2003; Swinyard and Smith, 
2003; Brunso et al., 2004; Brengman et al., 2005; 
Green et al., 2006; Hsu and Chang, 2008; Lin, 2008; 
Kumar and Sarkar, 2008; Yu et al., 2008; Yu and 
Wang, 2009).  

However, with the astonishing advances in 
information and communication technology (ICT) 
as well as the rapidly growing Internet-enabled 
context, the way people live has been dramatically 
influenced and even changed since the late 1990s. 
Thus, traditional lifestyle instruments in the 21st 

century may not be always adequate and sufficient 
for indentifying and forecasting customer needs 
and purchase behaviors, particular with regard to 
Internet services (Swinyard and Smith, 2004) or 
technology products (Smith et al., 2008). As a 
result, this study aims to develop and validate an 
e-lifestyle instrument which can provide the 
marketers with insights of individual attitudes, 
interests, and values regarding ICT-enabled 
services/products 

 
2. Literature Review 

To achieve the research goal, concepts and theories 
motivating the lifestyle assessment, dominant 
instruments in assessing lifestyle, and related 
lifestyle scales close to this study are reviewed in 
this section. 

 
2.1 Concepts and Theories Related to Lifestyle 
Assessment 

The lifestyle concept originates from marketing 
research in the early 1960s (Lazar, 1963), with its 
theoretical foundation traced back to theories on 
human motivation (Maslow, 1943 and 1954; Lin, 
2003; Yu et al., 2008) and personal constructs 
(Kelly, 1955; Yu and Wang, 2009). The human 
motivation theory asserts that motivation largely 
accounts for individuals engaging in particular 
behaviors, possibly motivated from basic needs 
such as food or desired objects, hobbies, goals, 
state of being, or ideals (Maslow, 1943; Maslow, 
1954). Meanwhile, personal construction theory 
emphasizes human capacity and emotional 
experiences, asserting that individuals engage in a 
particular behavior due to a series of corollaries, 
which can be broadly grouped into those concerned 
with construing, personal knowledge, and social 
embeddedness of individual construing efforts 
(Kelly, 1955; Wang, 2010).  

 
Overall, the theory of human motivation attempts 
to explain what influences individual behavior and 
what causes these influences, emphasizes less- 
apparent factors such as altruism or morality, and 
classifies motivation into intrinsic and extrinsic 
(Geen, 1994). Intrinsic motivation is when people 
engage in an activity, such as a hobby, without 
obvious external incentives. In contrast, extrinsic 
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motivation is when people engage in an activity 
with obvious external incentives such as reward.  

 
At the base of the personal construction theory, 
individuals are seen as creatively formulating 
constructs about the apparent regularities of their 
lives, in an attempt to make them understandable 
and predictable. At a broader level, individuals, 
social groups, and whole cultures orient themselves 
accordingly to shared constructs such as liberals vs. 
conservative, which provides a basis for 
self-definition and social interaction. Overall, the 
personal construction theory attempts to explain 
why people behave the way they do, and 
recommends that communality (the social reality) 
and individuality (the personal reality) must be 
considered together to develop a fuller 
understanding of human behavior (Kelly, 1955).  

 
Following the above concepts and theoretical basis, 
a variety of lifestyle scales were proposed. Among 
various lifestyle scales, AIO (activities, interests, 
opinions), originally presented by Wells and Tigert 
in 1971 (Wells and Tigert, 1971; Plummer, 1974; 
Bowles, 1988; Lin, 2008), and VALS (Value and 
Life Style), first devised by Mitchell in 1983 
(Mitchell, 1983; Kahle et al., 1986; Kahle and 
Kennedy, 1989; Kumar and Sarkar, 2008) are two 
widely used and noted lifestyle instruments. 

 
2.2 Prevailing Instruments in Assessing Lifestyle 

 
AIO 

During the past decades, AIO is the most prevailing 
instrument used to assess individual personality 
and private lives. In an original AIO study profiling 
individual lifestyles, Wells and Tigert (1971) 
defined activities as actual observable behaviors, 
interests as the continuous paying of attention to 
certain objects, and opinions as responses to 
specific events. Wells and Tigert (1971) also found 
AIO to be useful in differentiating light and heavy 
product users. As noted by Anschuets (1997), 
marketing efforts should concentrate on the 20% of 
regular consumers who generate 80% of the 
business of a firm. Customer relationship 
management (CRM) holds that this information is 
particularly important to businesses owing to the 
80-20 Rule (Lin, 2003). The current widely used 
AIO instrument consisting of three hundred rating 
statements is developed by Plummer, who 
expanded the original three-dimensional AIO 
instrument into a four dimensional AIO instrument, 
as shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1 Plummer’s AIO assessing Lifestyle 

Activities  Interests  Opinions  Demographics

Work 

Hobbies 

Social events 

Vocation 

Entertainment

Club 

membership 

Community 

Shopping 

Sports 

Family 

Home 

Job 

Community 

Recreation 

Fashion 

Food 

Media 

Achievements 

Themselves 

Social 

issues 

Politics 

Business 

Economics 

Education 

Production 

Future 

Culture 

Age 

Education 

Income 

Occupation 

Family size 

Dwelling 

Geography 

City size 

Stage in life 

cycle 

Source: Plummer (1974) 

 
VALS and VALS 2 

In a study assessing the values and lives of 
Americans and how those values and lives affect 
individual beliefs and actions, Mitchell and 
Spengler at the Stanford Research Institute 
proposed VALS (Mitchell, 1983). The VALS 
instrument comprises 800 questions covering 
background information (i.e., demographics), 
personal life (i.e., financial issues, habits and 
activities), and perceived value (i.e., attitudes and 
beliefs). Mitchell (1994) contended that individual 
behavior is determined by a mixture of personal 
life and perceived value, and perceived values is a 
synthesis of individual attitudes, beliefs, hopes, 
prejudices, and demands. Therefore, except for 
activities, interests, and opinions, Mitchell added 
value as the fourth construct to assess individual 
lifestyle. 

 
In January 1989, the Stanford Research Institute 
introduced a new VALS instrument named VALS2 
(Riche, 1989), which comprised only 400 questions 
reduced from 800 in VALS. The original VALS 
instrument was based on social values, and at that 
time VALS was an acronym for Values and 
Lifestyles. In contrast, the VALS2 instrument is 
based on psychological traits instead of social 
values and is available on http://www.sric-bi.com/ 
VALS/help.shtml. Unlike conventionally adopted 
demographic segmentations and other marketing 
tools, VALS 2 highlights measuring the 
psychological drivers of consumer behavior (Lin, 
2003). VALS 2 contends that Thinkers and 
Believers are primarily motivated by ideals, 
Achievers and Strivers are primarily motivated by 
achievement, and Experiencers and Makers are 
primarily motivated by self-expression. 

 
Currently, an extensively adopted VALS2 
questionnaire is available on the official website of 
the Stanford Research Institute. This questionnaire 
comprises 35 psychographic questions and four 
demographic questions, as listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Online VALS2 questions assessing 
Lifestyle 

1. I am often  interested 

in theories. 

2. I  like  outrageous 

people and things. 

3. I  like a  lot of variety 

in my life. 

4. I love to make things 

I can use everyday. 

5. I  follow  the  latest 

trends and fashions. 

6. Just as the Bible says, 

the  world  literally 

was  created  in  six 

days. 

7. I like being in charge 

of a group. 

8. I  like  to  learn  about 

art,  culture,  and 

history. 

9. I  often  crave 

excitement. 

10. I am really interested 

only in a few things. 

11. I would  rather make 

something  than  buy 

it. 

12. I  dress  more 

fashionably  than 

most people. 

13. The  federal 

government  should 

encourage prayers  in 

public schools. 

14. I  have  more  ability 

than most people. 

15. I  consider myself  an 

intellectual. 

16. I  must  admit  that  I 

like to show off. 

17. I  like  trying  new 

things. 

18. I  am  very  interested 

in  how  mechanical 

things,  such  as 

engines, work. 

19. I  like  to dress  in  the 

latest fashions. 

20. There  is  too  much 

sex  on  television 

today. 

21. I would like to spend 

a  year  or more  in  a 

foreign country. 

22. I like to lead others. 

23. I  like a  lot of exciteme

in my life. 

24. I must admit that my 

interests  are 

somewhat  narrow 

and limited. 

25. I  like making  things 

of  wood,  metal,  or 

other such material. 

26. I  want  to  be 

considered 

fashionable. 

27. A  womanʹs  life  is 

fulfilled  only  if  she 

can provide  a happy 

home for her family. 

28. I like the challenge of 

doing  something  I 

have  never  done 

before. 

29. I  like  to  learn  about 

things  even  if  they 

may never be of any 

use to me. 

30. I  like  to make  things 

with my hands. 

31. I  am  always  looking 

for a thrill. 

32. I  like  doing  things 

that  are  new  and 

different. 

33. I like to look through 

hardware  or 

automotive stores. 

34. I  would  like  to 

understand  more 

about  how  the 

universe works. 

35. I  like  my  life  to  be 

pretty  much  the 

same  from  week  to 

week. 

36. Sex 

37. Age 

38. the  highest  formal 

education 

39. Total  household 

income  before  taxes 

for  the past  calendar 

year 

Source: http://www.sric-bi.com/VALS/presurvey. 
shtml (access in September 2010) 

 
2.3 Related Scale close to this study 

After extensively reviewing related literature, the 
individual lifestyle can basically be identified by 
profiling his/her activities, interests, opinions, and 

values. Since the marketers enhance their abilities 
to communicate with and market to customers by 
knowing customers’ lifestyle patterns (Lazer, 1964; 
Plummer, 1974; Wells, 1974), a lifestyle 
instrument is not always suitable to different life 
domains and should be restricted to certain life 
domains (Van Raaij and Verhallen, 1994; Chen, 
2009). That is, no single set lifestyle instruments 
can fit the intricacies of every market, product, and 
service (Bowles, 1988). Following the literature 
review, this work found only little literature 
(Swinyard and Smith, 2003; Brengman et al., 2005; 
Chen, 2006; Chian, 2006; Yu et al., 2008; Yu and 
Wang, 2009; Wang, 2010) assessed respondents’ 
ICT-related lifestyle. Accordingly, these few 
studies were referred and used in this study to help 
construct items assessing e-activities, e-interests, 
e-opinions, and e-values. 

 
3. Methodology 

A review of the literature suggests that individual 
lifestyle can be assessed by four constructs of 
activities, interests, pinions, and values, and items 
used to assess these constructs can be culled from 
related studies. Therefore, this work first 
operationalizes e-activities, e-interests, e-pinions, 
and e-values from the theories and concepts which 
motivate the lifestyle assessment. Thereafter, items 
used to assess e-activities, e-interests, e-pinions, 
and e-values are culled from related literature. 
Finally, the constructed e-lifestyle scale consisting 
of four constructs, named e-activities, e-interests, 
e-pinions, and e-values, is reviewed and reworded 
by the panel discussion and pre-testing. The 
sampling methods are also presented in this 
section. 

 
3.1 Scale Construction 

Following the previous literature review, it is clear 
that the theoretical basis of lifestyle instrument can 
be traced back to the theory of human motivation 
(Maslow, 1943; Maslow, 1954; Lin, 2003) and the 
theory of personal constructs (Kelly, 1955; Wang, 
2010). By extensively reviewing the adoption and 
usage of ICT-enabled products/services, this study 
further noticed that Ajzen and Fishbein’s theory of 
reasoned action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), 
Davis’s technology acceptance model (TAM) 
(Davis, 1989), and Ajzen’s theory of planned 
behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) were three widely 
used theoretical bases for explaining/predicting 
why individuals adopt/use information and 
communication technology-based products/ 
services. 

 
Accordingly, by summarizing the theory of human 
motivation, the theory of personal constructs, TRA, 
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TAM, and TPB, the e-lifestyle can be 
operationalized as “a way of e-life for a particular 
group of people, which reflects their e-values, 
e-interests, e-opinions, and daily e-activities in the 
context of Internet”. In line of this thinking, the 
e-activities is operationalized as “actual observable 
behaviors in the Internet context”, e-interests is 
operationalized as “the continuous paying of 
attention to the matters of Internet”, e-opinions is 
operationalized as “responses to specific events of 
Internet”, and e-values is operationalized as 
“believes and guidelines about Internet”. 

 
In the initial version, 15 items used to measure 
e-activities, 15 items used to measure e-interests, 
15 items used to measure e-opinions, and 15 items 
used to measure e-values are constructed. As 
suggested by past studies (Well and Tigert, 1971; 
Wells, 1974; Lin, 2003), good lifestyle items might 
result from not only pertinent literature but also 
in-depth interviews with professional’s comments, 
particularly when direct empirical research is 
absent or limited (Ahmed et al., 2010). 
Consequently, a panel discussion was conducted by 
inviting two academics and two practitioners to 
review and reword the initially constructed 
e-lifestyle scale. Following the panel discussion’s 
consensus, items deemed redundant were removed, 
items deemed similar were combined, items 
deemed too lengthy were simplified, and items 
were rewording if the statement was not clearly 
written and easy to be understood. As a result, the 
initial 60 items was reduced to 52 items and 
necessary adjustments were made based upon the 
comments from the panel discussion. 
 
Thereafter, a pre-testing with 18 respondents was 
performed to check the wording, completeness, 
sequencing, and other possible errors in the 
questionnaire. Following the respondents’ feedback, 
the questionnaire was slightly re-edited to strength 
the clarity and completeness. As a result, the 
formal questionnaire was organized into two 
sections and comprised 60 questions. The first 
section contained 52 questions used to assess 
individual e-lifestyle as shown in Table 3, while the 
second section involved eight questions used to 
collect basic respondent information. All questions 

in the first sections were measured using a 
five-point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly 
disagree” to “strongly agree”. 
 

Table 3 Items used to assess four constructs  
Constructs Items 

e-activities

1. I frequently do my job via ICT-en
services/products. 

2. I frequently play game or listen music via 
enabled services/products. 
               : 

                 : 
13. I am the community members of many 

enabled services/products. 

e‐interests

14. I frequently use ICT-enabled services/produ
home. 

15. I frequently use ICT-enabled services/produc
vocation.  

                 : 
                 : 
26. I like to learn the knowledge regarding ICT-en

services/products 

e‐opinions

27. ICT-enabled services/products are very importa
our society. 

28. ICT-enabled services/products have neg
influence on our society. 

                 : 
                 : 
39. I like the challenge brought by ICT-en

services/products. 

e‐values 

40. ICT-enabled services/products can greatly 
my life convenient 

41. ICT-enabled services/products can g
improve my Job efficiency.  

                  : 
                  : 
52. The leisure environment has benefited a lot 

from continued development on ICT. 

 

 
3.2 Sampling and data collection 

After considering effectiveness and feasibility in 
terms of time, manpower, and other resources, 
online sampling was performed. The advantages of 
online surveys over paper-based mail surveys have 
been discussed in some research (Tan and Teo, 
2000; Bhattacherjee, 2001a and 2001b), and 
particularly considered as an appropriate approach 
for ICT-related studies (Yu and Wang, 2009). 
Accordingly, 878 online questionnaires were 
gathered during a two-month online field survey. 
After discarding invalid and incomplete 
questionnaires, this study collected 761 valid 
responses. 

 

Table 4 The profile of samples 

Category 
Number of 

Respondents 
Percentage 

Male  379  49.8% 
Gender 

Female  382  50.2% 

Less than 20‐year‐old  45  5.9% Age 

20‐24 years old  449  59.0% 
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25‐29 years old  229  30.0% 

30‐34 years old  25  3.3% 

35‐39 years old  9  1.2% 

40‐44 years old  2  0.3% 

above 45 years old  2  0.3% 

Technology 

Manufacturing 

51  6.7% 

Non‐Tech Manufacturing 22  2.9% 

Bank/Finance/Insurance  18  2.4% 

Media/Communication  16  2.1% 

Retail/Distribution  21  2.8% 

Restate  5  0.7% 

Medical/Hospital/Bio  25  3.3% 

Education  27  3.5% 

Military  7  0.9% 

Student  426  56.0% 

Government  17  2.2% 

SOHO  70  9.2% 

House Keeper  7  0.9% 

Occupation

Others  24  3.1% 

Below Senior High  3  0.4% 

Senior High Diploma  26  3.4% 

Associate Bachelor 

Degree 

20  2.6% 

Bachelor Degree  498  65.4% 

Master Degree  205  27.0% 

Education 

Ph.D. Degree  9  1.2% 

Less than NT$ 15,000  468  61.5% 

NT$ 15,000 - 24,999  97  12.7% 

NT$ 25,000 - 34,999  105  13.8% 

NT$ 35,000 - 44,999  57  7.5% 

NT$ 45,000 - 54,999  23  3% 

NT$ 55,000 - 64,999  8  1.1% 

Monthly 

Income 

Over NT$ 65,000  3  0.4% 

 
Table 4 displays the profile of the valid responses. As 
shown in Table 2, 382 (50.2% of the 761 valid 
samples) were from female while 379 (49.8%) were 
from male. Of the total online respondents, 5.9% 
were aged below 20 years old, 59% were 20-24 years 
old, 30% were 25-29 years old, 3.3% were 30-34 
years old, 35-39% were 35-40 years old, and 0.6% 
were above 40 years old. Around 93.6% of 
respondents had a bachelor degree or higher, 56% 
were students, and 88% had average monthly 
incomes below NT$ 35,000. 
 

4. Instrument Validation 

A two-step approach was adopted to examine the 
validation of the constructed e-lifestyle instrument. 
First, based on the assumption that the exact number 
of dimensions underlying a set of data is unknown, 

an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using the 
principle components method with varimax rotation 
was performed to determine the number of 
dimensions underlying the 52 item e-lifestyle scale. 
EFA offers the following two advantages: (1) each 
component extracted from the data set accounts for 
the maximum amount of variance among the set of 
variables being studied (Gorsuch, 1983); (2) EFA 
assumes that all the variance underlying the data set 
is relevant to each other, and seeks an optimal 
solution that best explains the relationships among 
dataset items. However, this study observed that EFA 
has been criticized as an internally driven analysis 
method with few criteria for evaluating its results. 
Hence, the second step in this work is to replicate the 
analysis using a comparable, independent sample of 
the same population to examine the validation of an 
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EFA solution. 

 
Accordingly, following the two-step approach, the 
collected samples were randomly divided into two 
independent samples using SPSS Random Selection. 
Sample 1 (n=381) was used as the development 
sample and Sample 2 (n=380) was used as the 
replication sample. For each sample, an identical 
series of analysis steps were independently executed 
and compared. Comparing the two EFA solutions 
helps to determine the adequacy of the generated 
dimensions underlying the responses. 

 
Table 5 lists the loading values and percentages 
variance accounted for by each of the generated 
components (or called dimensions). This study 
employs four criteria to evaluate the EFA principal 
component solutions. First, percentage variances 
explained by each individual component and the 
overall set of components were assessed. That is, the 
variance accounted for by each component is 
employed to determine whether the component 

contributes significantly to the solution. The second 
evaluative criterion was the occurrence of simple 
structure. Simple structure means that each item 
should be associates with a single component. Items 
that have strong relationships with more than one 
component are termed cross-loading items. 
Cross-loading item may cause problems when 
interpreting the EFA solution. That is, items were 
considered component markers if their loading value 
was greater than 0.50. In contrast, lower 
item-to-component correlations were determined if 
items were not closely associated with other 
components. Third, the solution was evaluated for 
the absence of specific components. Specific 
components are dimensions consisting of just one 
item, which is frequently considered as an indication 
that the data set has been over factored (Gorsuch, 
1983; Green et al., 2006). Finally, the solution was 
judged on its interpretability. This criterion is 
arguably the most important, because for the solution 
to be useful it must be substantively important based 
on researcher knowledge of the content area. 

 
Table 5 The generated loading values and variance under each component 

 
Factor 

Loadings 
Eigenvalue 

Percentage of 
variance accounted 

by each factor 

Cronbach 
alpha values 

Factor 1:  
Q01 
Q40 
Q41 
Q14 
Q16 
Q03 
Q05 
Q50 
Q51 

 
0.823 (0.856) 
0.815 (0.822) 
0.812 (0.765) 
0.798 (0.698) 
0.756 (0.649) 
0.723 (0.715) 
0.712 (0.722) 
0.665 (0.617) 
0.615 (0.649) 
0.611 (0.633) 

7.726 
(6.915) 

19.316% 
(17.288%) 

0.763 
(0.831) 

Factor 2:  
Q17 
Q18 
Q21 
Q36 
Q26 
Q24 

 
0.865 (0.892) 
0.864 (0.877) 
0.829 (0.801) 
0.817 (0.815) 
0.811 (0.836) 
0.686 (0.712) 

4.043 
(4.357) 

10.112% 
(10.940%) 

0.772 
(0.820) 

Factor 3: 
Q02 
Q04 
Q10 
Q35 
Q52 

 
0.798 (0.812) 
0.739 (0.754) 
0.720 (0.803) 
0.682 (0.793) 
0.672 (0.712) 

3.988 
(4.273) 

9.973% 
(10.728%) 

0.782 
(0.853) 

Factor 4: 
Q06 
Q07 
Q43 
Q42 
Q12 

 
0.873(0.886) 
0.860(0.824) 
0.778(0.847) 
0.758(0.734) 
0.741(0.816) 

3.130 
(3.181) 

7.828% 
(7.998%) 

0.869 
(0.839) 

Factor 5:  
Q38 

 
0.828(0.877) 

2.762 
(3.357) 

6.909% 
(7.313%) 

0.741 
(0.763) 
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Q33 
Q25 
Q27 
Q31 

0.812(0.869) 
0.799(0.813) 
0.767(0.762) 
0.621(0.788) 

Factor 6:  
Q49 
Q48 
Q28 
Q45 
Q32 

 
0.813(0.787) 
0.755 (0.748) 
0.733(0.706) 
0.729(0.765) 
0.717(0.764) 

1.967 
(2.047) 

4.915% 
(5.117%) 

0.728 
(0.745) 

Factor 7: 
Q20 
Q19 
Q39 
Q37 

 
0.857(0.844) 
0.745(0.810) 
0.737(0.865) 
0.687(0.753) 

1.515 
(1.683) 

4.136% 
(4.209%) 

0.801 
(0.803) 

Notes: Replication sample loadings, eigenvalues, percentage of variance accounted by each factor, and 
Cronbach alpha values are provided in parenthesis.  

 
After executing EFA, the eleven dimensions were 
generated. After discarding the four low-reliable 
dimensions and 13 un-valid items, only seven 
dimensions with 39 items were displayed in Table 5. 
The EFA solution shows that the seven-component 
solution can explain 62.84% of the variance across 
the 381 observations in the development sample data. 
For the replication sample, an identical series of 
analysis steps were independently executed and the 
generated solution was provided in parenthesis in 
Table 5. Compared to two EFA solutions, the results 
suggested that the 39-item seven-component solution 
can be deemed the optimal solution across the four 
criteria. The seven-component solution comprised 
62.95% of the variance in the replication sample, and 
provided a simple structure involving no 
cross-loading items with strong relationships with 
multiple components. The computed Cronbach alpha 
values ranging from 0.745 to 0.853 indicate all 
components are reliable. 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Following up on the above, the original 52 items 
were selected according to four constructs, namely 
e-activities, e-interests, e-opinions, and e-values, to 
represent multiple facets of individual e-lifestyle. 
After taking a two-step approach (using EFA to 
examine 52 items at the first step and examining the 
first step’s EFA-solution at the second step), with the 
intention of maximizing the content validity, the 
empirical results demonstrated a valid and durable 
e-lifestyle instrument comprising 39-items under 
seven components. According to the content analysis 
for nine components, the first component (C1) can be 
labeled as “e-lifestyle driven by self-needs in work 
and life”. Following, C2 is labeled as “e-lifestyle 
driven by self-interest”, C3 is labeled as “e-lifestyle 
driven by self-entertainment”, C4 is labeled as 
“e-lifestyle driven by personal link”, C5 is labeled as 
“e-lifestyle driven by knowing the importance of 

ICT”, C6 is labeled as “e-lifestyle uninterested 
(apathetic) by against ICT”, and C7 is labeled as 
“e-lifestyle driven by inborn novelty”. 

 
According to seven descriptive labels, each of these 
seven labels aimed to capture the main focus of the 
items under each component and interpret 
relationships among the different components which 
portray people’s e-lifestyle. For example, the C2 
“e-lifestyle driven by self-interest” reflects 
individuals who were motivated to use Internet due 
to having interests on ICT-enable services/products. 
The C4 “e-lifestyle driven by personal link” indicates 
individuals motivated to use Internet-enabled 
services/products primarily driven by their needs 
contacting people. C3 “e-lifestyle driven by 
self-entertainment” expresses individuals who often 
use Internet-enabled services/products mainly due to 
watching sport/movies, listening music, playing 
online games, and the like. 

 
Notably, since the influences of seven components 
on shaping e-lifestyle are different, it is worthwhile 
to further analyze the EFA solution and perform 
drill-down analysis when interpreting the lifestyles of 
respondents. For example, the component of C1, 
e-lifestyle driven by self-needs in work and life, 
reveals that individuals frequently using ICT-enabled 
services/products are attributed to their work 
environment and job needs. That is, their job is 
strongly related to the ICT and/or their work 
environment is surrounded by the ICT, which forces 
them to employ ICT every day and motivates them to 
keep alert in learning new knowledge about ICT, else 
become losers in their working environment. As a 
result, C5 “e-lifestyle driven by knowing the 
importance of ICT” and C1 might be possibly joined 
together to explain/ predict the causes of individual 
e-lifestyles and the interactions among types of 
individual e-lifestyles. The C7, e-lifestyle driven by 
inborn novelty, may depict why some individuals are 
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late users on ICT-enabled services/products, since 
certain individuals are early majority of using 
ICT-enabled services/products. Later majority uses 
ICT-enabled services/products mainly because most 
of others use them, while early majority uses 
ICT-enabled services/products heavily due to 
personal interest and/or innovativeness. Meanwhile, 
some individuals dislike ICT-enabled services/ 
products, simply because they are concerned about 
the potential social problems brought by ICT-enabled 
services/products. 

 
During the recent decades, AIO, VALS, and their 
variants (i.e., VALS 2) have been applied in various 
marketing/business studies. However, with the 
astonishing advances on Internet and information & 
communication technology, recently some 
researchers and practitioners such as Mary Modahl 
(Vice President, Forrester Research) and Yi Yu 
Chian (CEO, InsightXplorer) have argued that 
traditional lifestyle measurements, such as AIO and 
VALS, are not suitable for assessing individual 
lifestyle in the 21st century (Chiang, 2006; Yu et al., 
2008; Yu and Wang, 2009; Wang, 2010). 
Accordingly, empirical studies on construction and 
validation of the e- lifestyle instrument are pressingly 
needed. As shown by the results, this study employed 
a two-step approach to examine 52-item e-lifestyle 
instrument, generated seven distinct dimensions with 
39 items, and demonstrated the validity of the 
constructed 39-item e-lifestyle instrument. Since 
lifestyle instrument is the cornerstone of successfully 
assessing individual lifestyles and since prevailing 
lifestyle instruments focus closely on general 
lifestyle, this work may represent a step towards 
achieving the goal of profiling consumers involved in 
marketing ICT-enabled services/products. 

 
As usual, limitations always exist in every study for 
future improvements. First, looking at Table 4, the 
most of respondents are below 30 year-old and 
approximate 56% of respondents are students. 
Therefore, the future study may sample respondents 
based on the real profile of the population in Taiwan. 
Second, the more empirical research to be conducted 
in different cultures/countries is required to 
re-examine and generalize the constructed e-lifestyle 
instrument. Third, the respondents may need to be 
classified into distinct groups. By analyzing 
characteristics within specific group, cluster analysis 
has been widely employed to segment the market and 
find opportunities for new product development 
during the last decades (Punj and Stewart, 1983; 
Kaye-Blake et al., 2007). Thus, the further study may 
profile respondents via a two-stage cluster analysis. 
The first stage is to find the optimal number of 
clusters, while the second stage is to cluster 
respondents into groups.  
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Abstract— IT Governance provides a business focus to enable 

alignment between business and IT objectives at high level 

COBIT framework and focused on IT operational levels, ITIL 

standard. COBIT and ITIL are not mutually exclusive and can 

be combined to provide a powerful IT governance, control and 

best-practice framework in IT service management. So ITIL 

business-IT strategic alignment perspective could be improved 

using COBIT framework. 

Focusing on COBIT processes which support (primarily and 

secondarily) strategic alignment, in this paper, first, we map 

COBIT 4.1 to ITIL v3 to identify how ITIL cover COBIT 

control objectives. Furthermore, based on control objectives 

which are not completely addressed by ITIL processes, the 

opportunities to improvement in ITIL strategic alignment 

activities, functionalities, and relationships are identified. 

Consequently, appropriate and adequate practices to improve 

strategic alignment approach of ITIL v3 are proposed. 

Keywords-component; Strategic Alignment; IT Governance; 

ITIL v3; COBIT 4.1. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Successful organizations understand the risks and exploit 
the benefits of IT and find ways to deal with aligning IT 
strategy with the business strategy creating constructive 
relationships and effective communication between the 
business and IT. [1] 
Organizations cannot deliver effectively against these 

business and governance requirements without adopting and 
implementing a governance and control framework for IT to 
make a link to the business requirements and make 
performance against these requirements transparent. [1] 
The basic principle of the IT governance is to manage IT 

resources by IT processes to achieve IT goals that respond to 
the business requirements and meet strategic alignment 
between business and IT. [2] 
A framework for IT governance such as COBIT and ITIL 

defines the reasons IT governance is needed, the 
stakeholders and what it needs to accomplish. COBIT helps 
to define what should be done at the highest level of IT 
governance and ITIL provides the how for operational 
service management aspects. [9] 
Science standards and best practices are not a panacea; 

their effectiveness depends on how they have been 
implemented and kept up to date. So organizations that want 

to put their ITIL program into the context of a wider control 
and governance framework should use it combined with 
COBIT. [10] 
In this regard, the research attempts to identify 

improvement opportunities of strategic alignment in ITIL v3, 
focusing on COBIT 4.1 approach. 

II. IT GOVERNANCE 

IT can extend and influence the performance of 
organization, but it has to be subject to adequate governance. 
On the other hand, business processes require information 
from the IT processes, and this interrelationship has to be 
governed as well. [1] 
In this subject matter, IT governance is the responsibility 

of executives and the board of directors, and consists of the 
leadership, organizational structures and processes that 
ensure that the organization’s IT sustains and extends the 
organization’s strategies and objectives. [2] 
IT governance integrates and institutionalizes good 

practices to ensure that the organization’s IT supports the 
business objectives. IT governance focus areas are business- 
IT Strategic alignment, Value delivery, Resource 
management, Risk management, and Performance 
measurement. [2] 
IT governance enables the organization to take full 

advantage of its information, thereby maximizing benefits, 
capitalizing on opportunities and gaining competitive 
advantage. These outcomes require a framework such as 
COBIT and ITIL for control over IT in respect of the 
business. [2] 

III. COBIT  

COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related 
Technology) is a globally accepted framework for IT 
governance based on industry standards and best practices. 
ITGI (The IT Governance Institute) released COBIT 3rd 
Edition in 2000, COBIT 4.0 in 2005 and COBIT 4.1 in 2007. 
COBIT provides a common language for business executives 
to communicate goals, objectives and results with audit, IT 
and other professionals. Once implemented, executives can 
ensure IT is aligned effectively with business goals and 
better direct the use of IT for business advantage. [2] 
Thus, COBIT supports IT governance by providing a 

framework to ensure that: 
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• IT is aligned with the business 

• IT enables the business and maximizes benefits 

• IT resources are used responsibly 

• IT risks are managed appropriately  
COBIT is focused on what is required to achieve 

adequate management and control of IT, and is positioned at 
a high level. [2] 
To govern IT effectively, COBIT defines IT activities in 

a generic process model throughout 34 processes within 
four following domains: 

• Plan and Organize (PO): Provides direction to 
solution delivery (AI) and service delivery (DS) 

• Acquire and Implement (AI): Provides the solutions 
and passes them to be turned into services 

• Deliver and Support (DS): Receives the solutions 
and makes them usable for end users 

• Monitor and Evaluate (ME): Monitors all processes 
to ensure that the direction provided is followed. 

The process structure of COBIT and its high-level, 
business-oriented approach provide an end-to-end view of IT 
and the decisions to be made about IT in organization. [2] 

IV. ITIL 

Released by the UK Office of Government Commerce 
(OGC), ITIL (IT Infrastructure Library) it is the most widely 
accepted approach to IT service management in the world. 
ITIL v1 (focused on managing technology) was created in 
the 1980s and ITIL v2 (focused on implementing service 
management processes) in the 1990s. ITIL v2 was 
superseded by an enhanced and consolidated third version of 
ITIL consists of 27 detailed processes organized into five 
high-level processes described in five core books (Service 
Strategy, Service Design, Service Transition, Service 
Operation, and Continual Service Improvement) that 
comprise one function: effective IT service management. [3] 
IT service management is concerned with planning, 

sourcing, designing, implementing, operating, supporting 
and improving IT services that are appropriate to business 
needs. [1] 
The role of ITIL is to give guidance at the lowest level 

that is applicable generally. Below that level, and to 
implement ITIL in an organization, specific knowledge of its 
business processes is required to tune ITIL for optimum 
effectiveness. [10] 

V. STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AS AN IT GOVERNANCE 

FOCUS AREA 

Strategic alignment focuses on ensuring the linkage of 
business and IT strategies, goals, and plans, defining, 
maintaining and validating the IT value proposition, and 
aligning IT operations with organization operations. [1] 
A strategic reference point for an organization to 

improve management and control of IT processes can be 
found by looking at emerging international standards and 
best-in-class practices. The emerging practices of today may 
become the expected level of performance of tomorrow and, 
therefore, are useful for planning where an organization 
wants to be over time. [2] 

To achieve alignment of IT to business requirements, 
formal processes in support of good IT governance should 
be used, science one of IT governance focus areas is 
strategic alignment.  

A.  Coverage of Strategic Alignment by COBIT 4.1 

Due to its high level and broad coverage and because it 
is based on many existing practices, COBIT is often referred 
to as the ‘integrator’, bringing disparate practices under one 
umbrella and, just as important, helping to link these various 
IT practices to business requirements. The business 
orientation of COBIT 4.1 consists of linking business goals 
to IT goals, providing metrics and maturity models to 
measure their achievement, and identifying the associated 
responsibilities of business and IT process owners. [2] 
Requirements of strategic alignment can be covered by 

implementing the COBIT processes. Strategic alignment is 
addressed in two levels by processes. First, processes with a 
primary impact on this focus area. Second, processes with a 
secondary impact on strategic alignment. [9] 
These processes ensure that the IT-enabled initiatives are 

planned and organized in a structured manner and initiated 
appropriately. In addition, the delivery of IT services meets 
business and regulatory requirements and enables 
management and the business to oversee the service 
development and service delivery. 

B. Coverage of Strategic Alignment by ITIL v3 

ITIL is based on defining best practice processes for IT 
service management and support, rather than on defining a 
broad-based control framework. [9] 
ITIL v3 provides useful guidance on strategic alignment 

of service strategies, particularly how to understand the 
business requirements, the potential demand on capacity, 
and how to organize services in a portfolio to ensure balance 
and prioritization of resources. It also helps to understand 
the options for choosing service providers and how to 
decide sourcing strategies. Furthermore, ITIL v3 providing 
the how for service management to define requirements by 
creating service level agreements and setting clear, 
business-related IT objectives and metrics, to ensure value 
for the business customer by delivering IT services, and to 
increase customer satisfaction by implement continuous 
improvement from both the business and the technical 
viewpoint. [3] 

VI. MAPPING ITIL TO COBIT: BASED ON STRATEGIC 

ALIGNMENT APPROACH 

As stated previously, information requirements of 
strategic alignment can be covered by implementing a set of 
COBIT processes which addressed it primarily and 
secondary. The detailed mapping consists of the coverage 
information requirements of ITIL v3 that were mapped to 
each COBIT processes which support strategic alignment in 
aspect of control objectives. 
The coverage of the mapped information requirements is 

denoted in six different levels: 
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• E: Exceeded; the requirements stated in ITIL v3 
exceed the requirements of COBIT. 

• C: Complete coverage; the requirements of the 
COBIT process are covered by the mapped 
requirements of the guidance in ITIL v3. 

• A+: Many aspects addressed; many aspects of the 
COBIT process are addressed by ITIL v3. 

• A: Some aspects addressed, but the requirements are 
not covered completely.    

• A- : A few aspects addressed. 

• N/A: Not addressed; there is no match between the 
requirements of COBIT and ITIL v3. 

For the purposes of this mapping: 

• Text shown in bold indicates where the process 
addresses strategic alignment primarily.  

• Text shown in italics indicates where the process 
addresses strategic alignment secondarily. 

TABLE I.  MAPPING ITIL V3 TO COBIT 4.1 SUPPORTIVE PROCESSES 
OF STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT 

COBIT Supportive Processes to Strategic Alignment 
ITIL 

Coverage 

Plan And Organize Domain (PO)   

PO1: Define a Strategic IT Plan A 

PO2: Define the Information Architecture A- 

PO3: Determine Technological Direction A- 

PO4: Define the IT Processes, Organization and 

Relationships 
A+ 

PO5: Manage the IT Investment A+ 

PO6: Communicate Management Aims and Direction A- 

PO7: Manage IT human resources A- 

PO8: Manage Quality A 

PO9: Assess and Manage IT Risks A 

PO10: Manage Projects A- 

Acquire and Implement (AI)   

AI1: Identify Automated Solutions A+ 

AI2: Acquire and Maintain Application Software A+ 

AI4: Enable Operation and Use A+ 

AI7: Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes C 

COBIT Supportive Processes to Strategic Alignment 
ITIL 

Coverage 

Deliver and Support (DS)   

DS1: Define and Manage Service Levels C 

DS3: Manage Performance and Capacity C 

DS4: Ensure Continuous Service A+ 

DS7: Educate and Train Users A- 

Monitor and Evaluate (ME)   

ME1: Monitor and Evaluate IT Performance A+ 

ME3: Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control N/A 

ME4: Provide IT Governance A- 

VII. IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES TO ITIL STRATEGIC 

ALIGNMENT APPROACH: BASED ON COBIT 

As mentioned, COBIT 4.1 is focused on what is required 
to achieve strategic alignment, as an IT governance focus 
area, at a high level. On the other hand, the role of ITIL v3 
is to give guidance at the lowest (operational) level that is 
applicable generally. COBIT helps to define what should be 
done at strategic level and ITIL provides the how for service 
management aspects. [10] 
When used together, COBIT and ITIL provide a top-to-

bottom approach to IT governance and, thus, service 
management. COBIT guides management’s priorities and 
objectives within a holistic and complete approach to a full 
range of IT activities. ITIL supports this with best practices 
for service management. 
So the power of ITIL strategic alignment approach is 

amplified by combining with COBIT with a greater 
likelihood of management support and direction, and a more 
cost-effective use of implementation resources. 
Focusing on information requirements of COBIT 

supportive processes to strategic alignment, which are not 
completely addressed by ITIL processes, the opportunities 
to improvement in ITIL strategic alignment approach are 
identified. 
Consequently, based on control objectives of COBIT 4.1, 

activities to improve ITIL v3 strategic approach to 
alignment business and IT in each phases of ITIL is 
proposed. 

TABLE II.  IMPROVEMENTS ACTIVITIES IN ITIL V3 STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT PERSPECTIVE ACCORDING TO COBIT 4.1 

ITIL 

Phase 
Strategic Alignment  Improvement Opportunities of ITIL v3 

COBIT 

Process 
Coverage 

S
e
r
v
ice

 S
tra

teg
y
 

Define, establish and align the IT governance framework with the overall organization governance and control 
environment. 

ME4 A 

Establish an IT strategy committee: To ensure that IT governance, as part of organization governance, is adequately 

addressed; advise on strategic direction; and review major investments on behalf of the full board. 
PO4 A 

Establish an IT steering committee: Composed of executive, business and IT management to prioritize IT-enabled 
investment programs in line with the organization’s business strategy and monitor service levels and service 

improvements 

PO4 N/A 

Place the IT function in the organizational structure with a business model contingent on the IT criticality to 
business strategy and the level of operational dependence on IT. 

PO4 A 

Identification of External Legal, Regulatory and Contractual Compliance Requirements for incorporation into the 

organization’s IT policies, standards, procedures and methodologies. 
ME3 N/A 

Technological direction planning: Analyze existing and emerging technologies, and plan which technological 
direction is appropriate to realize the IT strategy and the business systems architecture. Identify which technologies 

have the potential to create business opportunities. The plan should address systems architecture, technological 

direction, migration strategies and contingency aspects of infrastructure components. 

PO3 A 

IT policies management: To develop and maintain a set of policies to support IT strategy including policy intent; PO6 N/A 
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ITIL 

Phase 
Strategic Alignment  Improvement Opportunities of ITIL v3 

COBIT 

Process 
Coverage 

roles and responsibilities; exception process and compliance approach. 

Resource management: To use and allocate IT resources to ensure appropriate alignment with current and future 

strategic objectives and business imperatives. 
ME4 N/A 

Monitor future trends and regulations: Establish a process to monitor the business sector, industry, technology, 

infrastructure, legal and regulatory environment trends to develop IT technology infrastructure plan. 
PO3 A 

Prioritize IT budget: To maximize IT’s contribution to optimizing the return on the organization’s portfolio of IT-

enabled investment programs and other IT services and assets. 
PO5 A 

Manage IT benefits: To monitor IT’s contribution to the business, either as a component of IT-enabled investment 

programs or as part of regular operational support. 
PO5 A 

Focus on critical IT resources: To ensure response and recovery in line with prioritized business needs, while 

ensuring that costs are kept at an acceptable level and complying with regulatory and contractual requirements. 
DS4 A 

S
e
r
v
ice

 D
e
sig

n
 

Establish and maintain an optimal co-ordination, communication and liaison structure between the IT function and 

various business units, executives and board. 
PO4 A 

Establish organization information architecture model: To enable IT services development and decision-supporting 

activities, consistent with IT plans to facilitate the optimal creation, use and sharing of information by the business. 
PO2 A 

Provide and maintain an organization data dictionary and data syntax rules: To enable the sharing of data elements 

amongst applications and systems and promote a common understanding of data amongst IT and business users, 

and prevent incompatible data elements from being created. 
PO2 A 

Establish a technology forum: To provide technology guidelines and standards and practices based on their business 
relevance, risks and compliance with external requirements. 

PO3 N/A 

Create technology infrastructure plan in accordance with the IT strategic and tactical plans. PO3 A 

Establish integrity management: To define and implement procedures to ensure the integrity and consistency of all 

data stored in electronic form. 
PO2 A 

Establish an IT architecture board: To direct IT architecture design and ensure it enables the business strategy and 

considers regulatory compliance and continuity requirements. 
PO3 N/A 

Provide IT Quality Assurance group with appropriate QA systems, controls and communications expertise. PO4 A 

Develop organization IT risk and control framework in alliance with the organization risk and control framework. PO6 N/A 

Roll out and enforce IT policies to all relevant staff, so they are built into and are an integral part of organization 

operations. 
PO6 N/A 

Communicate awareness and understanding of business and IT objectives and direction to appropriate stakeholders 

and users throughout the organization. 
PO6 A 

Establish IT risk management framework that is aligned to the organization’s risk management framework. PO9 A 

Prepare quality management plan for key IT processes to guide the organization in meeting the intent of the Quality 

Management System. 
PO8 A 

Develop a feasibility study to examine the possibility of implementing the IT requirements and make a 
recommendation to the business sponsor. 

AI1 A 

Obtain stakeholder commitment and participation to the overall IT-enabled investment program. PO10 A 

Evaluate compliance of IT policies, standards, procedures and methodologies with external legal and regulatory 
requirements. 

ME3 N/A 

Develop a strategy and plan for the maintenance and improvement of delivered IT services. AI2 N/A 

Integrate IT reporting on legal, regulatory and contractual requirements with similar output from other business 

functions. 
ME3 N/A 

S
e
r
v
ice

 T
ra
n
sitio

n
 

Manage IT staff policies: to ensure that the IT function has sufficient resources to support the business goals and 

objectives. 
PO4 N/A 

Define and identify key IT personnel and minimize reliance on a single individual performing a critical job 

function. 
PO4 N/A 

Provide IT personnel training with appropriate orientation when hired and ongoing training to maintain their 

knowledge and skills at the level required to achieve organizational goals. 
PO7 A 

Manage IT personnel recruitment processes in line with the overall organization’s personnel policies and 

procedures. 
PO7 N/A 

Take expedient actions regarding job changes, especially job terminations. Knowledge transfer should be arranged, 

responsibilities reassigned and access rights removed. 
PO7 N/A 

Establish Quality Management system in alliance with business requirements.  PO8 A 

Establish risk context in which the risk assessment framework is applied to ensure appropriate outcomes. PO9 A 

Plan data conversion and infrastructure migration as part of the organization’s development methods, including 

audit trails, rollbacks and fallbacks. 
AI7 N/A 

Identify IT education and training needs and target groups. DS7 N/A 

Deliver IT training and education to target groups.  DS7 N/A 

Communicate IT service release: To ascertain stack holders whether the IT service delivered the planned results and 

benefits. Identify any outstanding activities required to achieve the planned targets. 
PO10 N/A 

Transfer knowledge to business management: To allow individuals to take ownership of the IT services, and 
exercise responsibility for service delivery and quality. 

AI4 N/A 
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ITIL 

Phase 
Strategic Alignment  Improvement Opportunities of ITIL v3 

COBIT 

Process 
Coverage 

Verify the business sponsor to approve and sign off on IT services in aspect of business functional and technical 
requirements. 

AI1 A 

Obtain and report positive assurance of compliance to all internal policies or external legal, regulatory or 

contractual requirements, confirming that any corrective actions to address any compliance gaps have been taken by 
the responsible process owner in a timely manner. 

ME3 N/A 

S
e
r
v
ice

 O
p
era

tio
n
 

Implement adequate supervisory practices in the IT function to ensure that roles and responsibilities are properly 

exercised and to generally review KPIs. 
PO4 N/A 

Verify personnel have the competencies to fulfill their roles on the basis of their education, training and experience. PO7 N/A 

Identify, document and analyze risks associated with the business requirements and solution design as part of the 

organization’s process for the development of requirements. 
AI1 A 

Evaluate IT education and training content delivery upon completion for relevance, quality, effectiveness, the 
retention of knowledge, cost and value. The results of this evaluation should serve as input for future curriculum 

definition and the delivery of training sessions. 

DS7 N/A 

Evaluate IT employee job performance on a regular basis against individual objectives derived from the 
organization’s goals, established standards and specific job responsibilities. Employees should receive coaching on 

performance and conduct whenever appropriate. 
PO7 N/A 

C
o
n
tin

u
a
l S
er
v
ice

 

Im
p
ro
v
e
m
e
n
t 

Develop senior management reports on IT’s contribution to the business, specifically in terms of the performance of 

the organization’s portfolio, IT-enabled investment programs, and the solution and service deliverable performance 
of individual programs. 

ME1 A 

Review and adjust IT policies, standards, procedures and methodologies to ensure that legal, regulatory and 

contractual requirements are addressed and communicated. 
ME3 N/A 

Obtain independent assurance (internal or external) about the conformance of IT with relevant laws and regulations; 
the organization’s policies, standards and procedures; generally accepted practices; and the effective and efficient 

performance of IT. 
ME4 N/A 

   

VIII. CONCLUSION 

To summarize, IT Governance frameworks are essential 
for ensuring IT resources are aligned with an organization’s 
business objectives, and that services and information meet 
the business requirements.  
Based on above discussions, to achieve strategic 

alignment, we recommend that ITIL be used at tactical and 
operational level of IT service management, providing 
detailed, standardized practitioner processes. There is also a 
need for overall control framework based on an IT process 
model, such as COBIT which is used at the highest level of 
IT governance and is mapped to the ITIL framework, thus 
providing a hierarchy of guidance materials to strategic 
alignment. 
This research attempted to resolve the issue of business-

IT strategic alignment by investigating the improvement 
opportunities of ITIL strategic alignment approach using 
COBIT 4.1 framework.  
Taking into account COBIT 4.1 and ITIL v3 approach to 

meet strategic alignment as an IT governance focus area, 
firstly, we present detailed mapping consists of the coverage 
information requirements of ITIL v3 that were mapped to 
each COBIT processes which support primarily or 
secondarily strategic alignment.  
Secondly, focusing on information requirements of 

COBIT which are not completely addressed by ITIL 

processes, the opportunities to improvement in ITIL 
strategic alignment approach are identified. 
Finally, based on control objectives of COBIT, we 

propose practices in each phases of ITIL v3 to improve its 
strategic approach of aligning business and IT. 
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Abstract 

As the age of digital information, marketers are in 

information overload. A mass of customers’ data is 

available but may be useless only if it can be turned 

into business intelligence and implement appropriate 

database marketing. This research aims to assist 

managers in discriminating and learning from their 

right customers that helps to serve high value 

customers and create successful marketing programs 

targeted at the prospected ones. Transaction data on 

the purchasing of VCD at an online retailer was used 

as empirical analysis; Pareto/NBD model and 

customer lifetime value model were applied to 

capture customer active probability and construct 

profitable customer profile. The results demonstrated 

four priority ranks of online customers for managers 

to choose the prospects that best match the profitable 

customer profile by observing their purchase 

behaviors. 

Keywords: Database marketing, customer active 

probability, customer lifetime value 

 

Research Issues 

The rapid growth of information technology has 

made it easy for firms to collect enormous amount of 

customer data, such as transaction records, customer 

characteristics, and marketing activities. It allows 

firms to investigate customer’s revealed preferences 

and choices instead of subjective measures like 

attitude and motivation. In this aim, customer 

research on survey sampling is no longer necessary 

since the majority of targeted customers can be 

tracked in the databases. But the flip side of this IT 

evolution is that marketing managers are constantly 

swamped with immense amount of data but starve for 

extracting useful information or knowledge into 

practice. 

Overall, marketers are interested in predicting 

customers’ future purchasing patterns from this great 

amount of information available from the customer 

transaction databases [3][8]. Through database 

marketing, firms can identify the most profitable 

customers and build long-lasting relationship with 

them [4][5]. To accomplish this task, accurate 

behavioral predictions are important in making 

profitable marketing decisions. Previous research has 

shown that the best predictor of future behavior is the 

past behavior [4]. It is common practice for firms to 

summarize customers’ prior behavior in terms of 

recency (time of most recent purchase), frequency 

(number of prior purchases), and monetary value 

(average purchase amount per transaction), 

commonly called RFM analysis, in customer 

database [2]. This research follows this stream of 

analytical reasoning. 

Individual customers have such disparate tastes and 

preferences that it is difficult for firms to group them 

into homogenous segments in implementing 

marketing strategy. In fact, each customer expects to 

be served according to his/her unique need and 
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purchase behavior [8]. For instance, to accurately 

classify a unique purchase behavior, one who makes 

a large number of purchases early on and then makes 

no purchase for a long time afterward is likely to be 

identified as an inactive customer. Contrarily, if a 

customer has regular and frequent interactions with 

the firm, he/she is likely to be identified as an active 

customer in making repeated purchases. The ability 

in distinguishing customers who are becoming active 

or inactive allows firms to look over the purchase 

trends over time and to reconcile a customer’s 

subgroup targeted with specific promotional effort. 

This research utilizes customer active probability as 

an abbreviated RFM measure to predict future 

purchase probability. 

However, not all customers embrace the same value 

for a company. Analogous to financial assessment, 

customer lifetime value (CLV) is a common metric in 

database marketing to evaluate a customer’s present 

and future values. It assesses the net present value of 

propagating cash flows from various degrees of 

active customers in the database. Following the 

financial calculation on future value, most CLV 

models lack customers’ purchase behavior in the 

metrics. This research adopts a finite mixture model 

that links customers’ past purchase behavior with 

customer lifetime value in analyzing the structural 

and statistical properties of profitable customers. The 

resulting profile would generate information on 

customer recruiting and retention strategy in 

attracting and building the most profitable customers 

and help marketers design customized marketing 

programs to keep them.  

The research objectives of this study are threefold: (1) 

to assist marketers in identifying the most active and 

highest profitable customers from the database; (2) to 

help marketers discriminate between profitable and 

less-profitable customers with separate marketing 

efforts; (3) and to recommend an analogy growth 

plan by developing promotional activities designed to 

attract new customers who fit the profile of active 

and profitable customers; thereby expanding high 

value customers to the database.  

The research is outlined as follows; customers’ 

online purchase behavior based on RFM analysis 

framework is collected. Secondly, customer active 

probability derived from Pareto/NBD (Negative 

binomial distribution) model is proposed; 

individual’s customer lifetime value by 

gamma-gamma distribution is calculated. Finally, 

various degrees of active and profitable segments are 

analyzed. This concludes with managerial 

implications and future research directions. 

Research Models 

This research probes customer’s transaction 

information that base on RFM theory into knowledge 

about customers. The analyzed process includes 

identifying customers’ active probability and 

customer lifetime value, and then construct the 

profile of profitable customers.  

The Pareto/NBD model [7] is used to calculate 

customer active probability. The model assumptions 

are: (1) each active customer purchases χ, the number 

of VCDs, according to a Poisson process with the 

purchase rate λ; (2) probability of each customer 

remains alive for the lifetime period τ, which has an 

exponentially distributed duration with termination 

rate µ; (3) the purchasing rate λ for different 

customers is distributed according to a gamma 

distribution with shape parameter γ and scale 

parameter α across the cohort of customers; (4) 

customer’s termination rates µ are distributed 

according to a gamma distribution with shape 

parameter s and scale parameter β across customers; 

(5) the purchasing rates λ and termination rates µ are 
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distributed independently of each other. 

Assume a customer who is active at a current time is 

observed up to time T . During the observation, the 

customer makes χ purchases with the last purchase 

coming at 
x

t , 0 xt T< ≤ . Therefore, information on 

this customer contains three elements χ, 
x

t , and T . 

The purpose of Pareto/NBD model is to calculate the 

conditional probability that customer is still active at 

time T  with purchase information (χ, 
x

t ,T ). For 

any individual chosen at random from the cohort, 

those purchases are made while the customer remains 

active has followed the NBD model: 

1
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r x

x r

x
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C x

T T
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In the meantime, for any individual chosen at random 

from the cohort, the lifetime period the customer 

remains in the data set has followed the Pareto 

distribution: 
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           (2) 

The combined purchase event and the lifetime 

duration model is called Pareto/NBD model. Four 

parameters (γ, s, α, β) can be estimated by 

maximizing the log-likelihood function of the 

Pareto/NBD model. If α > β, the following equation 

is applied to figure out customer active probability 

from a randomly chosen individual that having the 

purchases pattern (χ, 
xt ,T ): 
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Given the estimates of the four Pareto/NBD model 

parameters, managers can easily derive each 

customer’s active probability and calculate how 

many active customers the firm has. Adding up the 

entire individual customer probability would be the 

estimated number of active customers [7]. 

Concerning the CLV model, [2] have developed the 

RFM analysis with customer lifetime value under the 

non-contractual setting (where the time at which 

customer become inactive is unobserved). The model 

assumes that monetary (M) value is independent of 

the two other transaction processes, recency and 

frequency. The stochastic model that based on 

Pareto/NBD reasoning [7] has captured the flow (i.e., 

recency and frequency) of transactions, while the 

gamma-gamma model [1] has captured the monetary 

value of transactions. This mixture model can be 

written as, 

( )

( )

arg DET
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x

CLV m in revenue transaction

m x p
m in

px q

γ

= × ×
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DET (discounted expected transactions) can be 

computed from the observed purchase behavior (χ, 

xt ,T ); parameters (γ, s, α, β) are derived from the 

Pareto/NBD distribution; ψ(·) is the confluent 

hyper-geometric function of active periods; and L (·) 

is the Pareto/NBD likelihood function. 

Calculating each customer’s lifetime value could 

help marketers to identify the profitable customers to 

the firm; additionally, constructing customer profile 

reveals what characteristics and purchase behavior 

that their profitable customers have. This profile is 

useful for identifying which new customer look like 

current profitable customer. This research applies 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) to analyze the results 

of regression analysis involving both experimental 
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and observational data. 

Empirical Findings 

Sample Description 

The customer transactions data set was provided by 

an online music and movie VCD/DVD vendor that 

covers a complete cycle period of January 2006 to 

December 2006 on the weekly basis totaled 51 weeks. 

This research focuses on one single cohort of 508 

customers who made purchases of VCD movies in 

the first four months; some of them repeat the orders 

at the end of 2006. Two research questions will be 

addressed: (1) what proportion of the 508 customers 

will repeat the order at the end of the year? (2) What 

level is this cohort of customers worthy of? 

Table 1 shows the observation time, it is depends on 

the initial purchase that each customer made. For 

example, customers make the initial purchase during 

1/15 to 1/21, the purchase behavior is observed for 

49 weeks until the end of year 2006, and their 

observed time is specified as 49. There are 23 

customers make their initial purchase during this 

period. 

Table 1 Observed time period 

Initial purchase date 
Observed 

time (T) 

Number of 

customers 

1/8   to  1/14 50 24 

1/15  to  1/21 49 23 

1/22  to  1/28 48 37 

1/29  to  2/4 47 55 

2/5   to  2/11 46 56 

3/26  to  4/1 39 28 

4/2   to  4/8 38 28 

4/9   to  4/15 37 31 

4/16  to  4/22 36 26 

4/23  to  4/30 35 27 

 

This research database provides individual 

customer’s purchase behavior information containing 

number of transaction, average transaction value, and 

average interpurchase time; shows how often and 

how much customers buy the online VCD products. 

The mainly demographic characteristic is the region 

of residence.  

Figure 1 exhibits a histogram of the number of 

transactions for the 508 observed customers. There 

are 198 customers made no repeat purchases in the 

end of 2006 which occupies 39% in total customers. 

In the remainder 310 customer, 106 customers made 

one repeat purchase.  

Histogram: Number of transactions (x)
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Figure 1 Histogram of Number of transactions 

 

Those customers who did not make repeat purchase 

are not assuming permanently out of the market. 

They are separated and we then conduct the 

descriptive statistical analysis on number of 

transactions for the remaining 310 customers who 

made at least one repeat purchases. The mean of 

transactions is 3.89, with minimum 1 and maximum 

50. The skewness value is 4.41; its distribution is 

skewed to the right. Based on the assumption of 

Pareto/NBD model that supposes the number of 

transactions follows a Poisson distribution is suitable. 

In part of average transaction value, since there are 
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198 customers do not made repeat purchases after 

their initial purchase occasions, these average 

transaction value is zero. Observing the histogram of 

the average transactions in Figure 2, it demonstrates 

that the majority of customers’ average transaction 

value is less than NT $1882. 

Histogram: Average transaction value (mxxxx ))))
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Figure 2 Histogram of average transaction value 

 

Only account for the 310 customers, the mean 

transaction value is NT $ 923, reveals the transaction 

value across all customers and transactions. In 

addition, the skewness is 2.09, indicating that the 

distribution is skewed to the right. This research 

adopts the gamma-gamma model that originally 

proposed to calculate customer expected transaction 

value [1]. The gamma is a flexible distribution and 

can capture the spirit of most of the reasonable 

distributions. The sample skewness proves that the 

average transaction value is fit to gamma 

distribution. 

In this online database, we got each customer’s 

purchase volume in each transaction. Through adding 

all purchase volume and then dividing it by the 

number of transaction, the average purchase volume 

can be derived. Exception for the 198 customers 

having no repeat purchase, the 310 customers whose 

average purchases volume is less than 6 VCDs 

occupies 39% in total. The minimum volume is 1 and 

maximum is 33.67, mean value is 6.03. 

This research further divides customers into four 

groups. The 198 customers are categorized as the 

first group occupying about 40% in total customers, 

and then the remainder 60% customers are divided 

equally into three groups, coding as UR 1, UR2, and 

UR3, summarizes the transaction volume in Table 2. 

Table 2 Average purchase volume per transaction in 

each customer group 

Average purchase 

volume (Unit)  

Number of 

customers 

(Percentage) 

Code 

0 198  (39%) UR0 

1    to  3 95   (19%) UR1 

3.01  to  6 102  (20%) UR2 

6.01  and more 113  (22%) UR3 

 

Finally, we observe the average interpurchase time 

which is meaningful for market managers. Firms can 

base on individual customer’s average interpurchase 

time to make new product promotion and enhance 

the effect of direct marketing to stimulate repeat 

purchase. 

The interval time between transactions for repeated 

purchasing customers is depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Histogram of average interpurchase time 
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Customers are also divided into four groups for 

discussion. The 198 customers who did not make 

repeated purchase are categorized as the first group, 

the remainder 60% customers are divided equally 

into three groups, specifying as IT1, IT2, and IT3, 

shown in Table 3. In the whole, the mean of average 

interpurchase time in 310 customers is 80 days. 

Table 3 Average interpurchase time in each customer 

group 

Average 

interpurchase time 

(Day) 

Number of 

customers 

(Percentage) 

Code 

Cannot be counted 198 (39%) IT0 

1  to 45 109  (21%) IT1 

46 to 90 106  (21%) IT2 

91 and above 95   (19%) IT3 

 

The zip code are gained in the database. The 508 

customers are divided into 5 groups according to 

their region of residence. Most of customers live in 

region 1 and region 2. Table 4 shows the code table 

of region of residence. 

Table 4 Region of residence 

Region of residence 

Number of 

customers 

(Percentage) 

Code 

Keelung City, Taipei County, and 

Taipei City 
171 (34%) R1 

Taoyuan, Hsinchu, and Miaoli 

County 
113 (22%) R2 

Taiching, Changhua, Yunlin, and 

Nantou County 
82 (16%) R3 

Chiayi, Tainan, Kaohsiung, and 

Pingtung County 
106 (21%) R4 

Yilan, Hualien, and Taitung County 36 (7%) R5 

 

Parameter Estimation 

For this online vendor case, the parameters (γ, s, α, β) 

were estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood 

function of the Pareto/NBD model; it yields γ = 

0.6728, s = 0.0655, α = 10.8113, and β = 2.4551.  

As the CLV analysis, assuming annual discount rate 

of 7% which yields a continuously compounded rate 

of δ = 0.001301128, and combines it with the 

estimates of parameters (γ, s, α, β), DET can then be 

derived. Likewise, the parameters of gamma-gamma 

model (p, q, γ) can be obtained by maximizing the 

log-likelihood function, p = 3.701, q = 3.478, and γ = 

639.963. 

Customer Active Probability 

Given the estimates, the customer active probability 

for a randomly chosen individual having purchases 

pattern can be derived, shown in Table 5.  

Table 5 Customer active probability in online 

shopping 

ID 
Number of 

transaction 
Recency 

Observed 

time 

Customer 

active 

probability 

36 1 8 50 0.7259 

42 0 0 50 0.6757 

43 1 5 50 0.6312 

99 1 1 49 0.4384 

114 1 2 49 0.4993 

152 2 5 48 0.4040 

355 9 27 44 0.7655 

383 2 27 44 0.9503 

 

To consider the purchase information of ID 36 

( 50, 1, 8xT x t= = = ), the observed time 50T =  

implies this customer make his first purchase during 

1/8 to 1/14 in 2006. Over this time period, he made 

1x =  repeat purchases, with this repeat purchase 
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occurring during 3/5 to 5/11 in 2006 ( )8xt = . Active 

probability is 0.7259 represents that this customer 

has 72.59% probability to make repeat purchase.  

To aggregate individual customer’s probability as the 

estimated number of active customers, the sum of the 

508 customers’ active probability is 419.8. This 

translates to 82.6% of the vendor’s active customer 

rate. 

Firms can base on individual active probability as the 

criteria of marketing resource allocation, even delete 

the highly inactive customers from mailing list to 

reduce marketing cost. 

Figure 4 is a 3D plot. The X-axis is recency, Y-axis is 

number of transactions, and Z-axis is customer active 

probability. Some phenomena are emerged. 

 

Figure 4 Three dimensions plot of customer active 

probability 

(1) Although a customer does not make repeat 

purchase yet, it does not mean that his active 

probability is equal to zero. For instance of ID 42, 

active probability is 0.6757, even though he does not 

make repeat purchase. 

(2) If customers have the same observed time and 

number of transaction, when the elapsed time T t−  

since last observed transaction is lower, the customer 

active probability is higher. Compare ID 36 with ID 

43, they have the same observed time ( )50T =  and 

number of transaction ( )1x = , but ID 36 with the 

elapsed lower time ( )42T t− = , thus has higher active 

probability. 

(3) To compare ID 355 with ID 383 customer, they 

have the same observed time ( )44T =  and recency 

( )27xt = . By intuition we would expect ID 355 

customer to have a greater active probability, given 

the higher number of transactions ( )9x = . However, 

the active probability of ID 383 is higher than ID 355. 

This phenomenon is “increasing frequency paradox”. 

Customers with many purchases ( )x  in a small 

period ( )xt
 followed by a long elapsed time ( )T t−  

have probably become inactive. In general, for 

people with low recency, higher frequency seems to 

be bad. 

(4) Scholars pointed out a phenomenon that the 

individual doing nothing ( )0x =  is more likely still 

active than a customer making one or more purchases 

[8]. Such as ID 99, 114, and 152, customers with low 

number of transaction and very long elapsed 

time ( )T t− . Even they make one or more purchases; 

their active probability is less than some customers 

who do not make repeat purchase have. 

According to the rule proposed by [6], they 

established a cutoff threshold ( ) 0.5P Active = . If the 

probability is above 0.5, they are assigned the status 

active. 44% of customers’ active probability is 

between 0.9 and 1 in this online dataset. We can 

categorize them into loyal customers who have high 

probability to make repeat purchase, and 46% 

customers’ active probability between 0.6 and 0.8. 

There is only 2% customers’ active probability is 

below 0.5, have low probability to make repeat 

purchase.  

Customer Lifetime Value 

Given the estimates in gamma-gamma model, Table 

6 is the DET result for 20 sample customers. In order 
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to more easily calculation, we round off the DET to 

two decimal point.  

Table 6 DET result 

ID 

Number of 

transaction 

Recency 

Observed 

time 

L(r,α,s,β｜

x, tx,T) 

DET 

46 2 29 50 8.50E-05 26.65 

47 21 45 47 3.72E-19 245.23 

48 0 0 47 4.13E-01 4.94 

49 2 35 50 8.26E-05 27.42 

51 6 38 42 3.92E-09 81.21 

52 3 44 46 4.52E-06 41.62 

53 0 0 50 4.03E-01 4.65 

54 3 47 50 3.51E-06 39 

57 0 0 50 4.03E-01 4.65 

58 5 45 46 2.38E-08 64.8 

180 0 0 47 4.13E-01 4.94 

181 7 47 47 2.43E-10 86.64 

182 10 47 47 8.08E-13 120.83 

183 1 10 47 4.04E-03 14.59 

184 1 32 47 3.32E-03 17.78 

185 4 42 47 2.69E-07 52.01 

186 5 36 47 2.22E-08 61.88 

188 1 39 47 3.26E-03 18.08 

189 0 0 47 4.13E-01 4.94 

190 4 47 47 2.67E-07 52.45 

 

Figure 7 is a 3D plot for 508 observed customers. 

The X-axis is recency, Y-axis is number of 

transactions, and the Z-axis is DET. Some 

phenomena are emerged from Table 4 and Figure 7: 

(1) Although a customer do not make repeat purchase, 

it does not mean that their DET is equal to zero. For 

example, the DET of ID 48 is 4.98, even though he 

does not make repeat purchase. 

(2) If customers have the same observed time and 

recency, high number of transactions will cause 

higher DET. For instance, ID 181, 182, and 190 have 

the same observed time ( )47T =  and recency 

( )47
x

t = . The transaction of number of ID 182 

customer is the highest in the three customers so he 

has the highest DET.  

(3) In Figure 7, we found an outliner whose DET is 

obvious large. The customer is ID 122, his number of 

transactions is 50 and DET is 567.66. 
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Figure 7 Three dimensions plot of DET 

 

Given the parameters of gamma-gamma model 

obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function 

in Excel add-in Solver, the expected CLV on each 

customer were calculated. Table 7 is 10 sample 

customers’ CLV.  

Table 7 Expected transaction value and CLV 

ID DET ( )xxxxE M p,q,γ,m ,xE M p,q,γ,m ,xE M p,q,γ,m ,xE M p,q,γ,m ,x  CLV 

99 7.96 1030.1232 2460 

104 185.55 1176.7459 65504 

107 9.04 497.0830 1348 

108 26.4 1352.2145 10709 

113 28.66 973.8903 8374 

114 9.04 1191.8320 3232 

115 49.06 507.9512 7476 

118 15.99 952.2634 4568 

120 39.47 918.3293 10874 

122 567.66 633.3170 107853 
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Profitable Customer Profile 

After figuring out each customer’s CLV, this research 

conducts the profitable customer profile. The best 

way for profiling is by customers’ demographic 

characteristics and purchase behavior. According the 

classification of average usage and interpurchase 

time, use the sample results to test the following 

three hypotheses by one-way ANOVA to test for the 

equality of population means. The three null 

hypotheses are: 

01 1 2 3: UR UR URH µ µ µ= =  

02 1 2 3:
IT IT IT

H µ µ µ= =  

03 1 2 3 4 5:
R R R R R

H µ µ µ µ µ= = = =  

Table 8 exhibits the CLV of each category and testing 

results. 

Table 8 CLV and ANOVA Result ( )0.05α =   

Independent 

Variables 
Code 

CLV 

Mean 

F Value p 

UR1 5895.87 

UR2 11285.99 Usage rate 

UR3 24558.87 

27.3412 <0.001*** 

IT1 22484.38 

IT2 12354.03 

Average 

interpurchase 

time IT3 7643.23 

15.5892 <0.001*** 

R1 16504.07 

R2 12548.19 

R3 14522.78 

R4 12523.02 

Region of 

residence 

R5 15246.32 

0.5355 0.7098 

 

Hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 are rejected that 

expresses that the CLV of each population are not all 

equal. Hypothesis 3 is not rejected, individual region 

of residence is not significant independent variable to 

affect CLV mean. 

Since the usage rate and average interpurchase time 

are significant independent variables to affect CLV 

mean, they are applied to profile profitable customers. 

According to the three categories of usage rate and 

three categories of average interpurchase time, the 

310 customers are divided into nine profiles and t 

arrayed form high to low CLV in order as following 

Table 9 and Figure 8.  

The highest CLV mean is profile 1 customers whose 

usage rate is UR3 (average purchase number is more 

than 6.01 units) and average interpurchase time is 

IT1 (average interpurchase time is between 1 to 45 

days). The lowest CLV mean is in profile 9 

customers whose usage rate is UR1 (average 

purchase number is between 1 to 3 units) and average 

interpurchase time is IT3 (average interpurchase time 

is more than 91 days). If customer’s average 

purchase number is higher and make repeat purchase 

with short interpurchase time, we expect that they 

have higher CLV mean as profile 1. Contrariwise, if 

the average purchase volume is lower and customers 

make repeat purchase with long interpurchase time, 

we expect that they have lower CLV mean as profile 

9. 

Table 9 Customer profile  

Profile 
Usage 

rate 

Average 

interpurchase 

time 

Number 

of 

customers 

CLV 

Mean 

1 UR3 IT1 38 42595.34 

2 UR2 IT1 32 17494.75 

3 UR3 IT2 44 17478.70 

4 UR3 IT3 31 12498.90 

5 UR2 IT2 35 10524.40 

6 UR1 IT1 39 6983.13 

7 UR1 IT2 27 6374.44 

8 UR2 IT3 35 6371.00 

9 UR1 IT3 29 3988.14 
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After ordering the CLV mean of nine profiles, 

whether the CLV means of nine profile customers are 

equal were tested. Figure 9 shows clearly the nine 

profile customers’ CLV mean with three categories 

of usage rate and three categories of average 

interpurchase time.  

 

 Usage rate
 UR3
 Usage rate
 UR1
 Usage rate
 UR2

IT1 IT2 IT3

Average interpurchase time
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Figure 8 Customer profile plot 

 

Supposing significant level as 0.05, ANOVA method 

was applied to examine whether the means of nine 

profiles are equal (
04 1 2 3 4 9: ....

p p p p p
H µ µ µ µ µ= = = = = ). 

The result shows F value is 17.42 (p<0.001), 

hypothesis 4 is rejected that allows us to conclude 

that the population means are not all equal.  

Go a step further and determine where the difference 

occurs. Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) 

procedure can be used to determine where the 

differences occur. It is based on the t test statistic 

presented for two population cases as following 

hypotheses 5.  

05 : , 1 ~ 9,
pi pj

H i j i jµ µ= = ≠  

This procedure makes 36 pairwise comparisons in 

this research. The results indicate that the CLV mean 

of profile 1 customer is significant different from the 

other 8 profile customers; profile 2 and 3 customers’ 

CLV mean are significant different from profile 1, 6, 

7, 8, and 9; profile 4 and 5 customers’ CLV mean are 

significant different from profile 1; profile 6, 7, 8, 

and 9 customers’ CLV mean are significant different 

from profile 1, 2, and 3. According to the Fisher’s 

LSD procedure results that exhibits that profile 2 and 

3 customers have same pattern; profile 4 and 5 

customers have same pattern, profile 6, 7, 8, and 9 

have the same pattern.  

Consequently, we conclude that there are four 

priority ranks of profitable customer. The most 

profitable customer for this online retailer is profile 1, 

their usage rate is heavy (UR3) and make repeat 

purchase with short interpurchase time (IT1). The 

second profitable customer is profile 2 and 3 

customers, profile 2 customers’ usage rate is medium 

(UR2) and make repeat purchase with short 

interpurchase time (IT1) and profile 3 customers 

usage rate is heavy (UR3) and make repeat purchase 

with medium interpurchase time (IT2).  

Although profile 2 and 3 customers have different 

usage rate and average interpurchase time, those two 

profiles have the same importance. This phenomenon 

also occurs in third profitable customer (profile 4 and 

5 customers) and least profitable customer (profile 6, 

7, 8 and 9 customers). 

Through the profitable customer profile, managers 

can observe customer’s purchase behavior to choose 

the prospects that best match the profile of 

company’s profitable customers. For example, there 

are three new customers, their purchase behavior as 

following: average purchase number of Customer A 

is 7 units (UR3) and his average interpurchase time is 

30 days (IT1); average purchase number of Customer 

B is 4 units (UR2) and his average interpurchase time 

is 60 days (IT2); average purchase number of 

Customer C is 5 units (UR2) and his average 
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interpurchase time is 95 days (IT3). And then check 

with Table 9, Customer A is classified to first profile; 

Customer B is classified to fifth profile; Customer C 

is classified to eighth profile. The result demonstrates 

that marketer should allocate more resource to 

acquire and maintain Customer A rather than 

Customer B or C.  

Summary and Conclusion 

By observing customer active probability and 

customer lifetime value, this research proposes 

several major findings. First, although some 

customers do not make repeated purchases, it does 

not mean that their active probability and customer 

lifetime value are equal to zero. Second, if a 

customer has shorter elapsed time (T – t), the active 

probability will be higher. Third, for the customer 

with the lowest level of recency, the high frequent 

transaction number is likely to turn out to be the 

lower active probability – the scenario of increasing 

frequency paradox is existential. 

For further clarification on the importance of weights 

in RFM elements, this study divides the cohort into 

various segments according to its behavior 

information and demographic characteristics. The 

ANOVA result shows that usage rate and average 

interpurchase timing significantly affects CLV means. 

There are four priority ranks of profitable customers. 

The most profitable customer is the segment with 

heavy usage rate and short interpurchase timing. The 

second most profitable segments are medium usage 

rates with short interpurchase timing and heavy 

usage rates with medium interpurchase timing. This 

priority enables managers to gain a deeper 

understanding of their most profitable customers, 

improving their customization programs, and 

developing promotional activities that can attract the 

same profile of new customers. 
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Abstract 
    

As a newly emerged e-business model, Social 

Network Services (SNS) has encouraged new ways 

of communication and relationship building, also 

viewed as “the next big thing after Google”. This 

study draws attention to the substantive differences 

between adoption and continuance behaviors in the 

context of SNS, develops the usage continuance 

model of SNS to investigate continued usage 

behavior and underlying factors through literature 

review and theoretical analysis, verified by an 

empirical test that involved structural equation 

modeling. This study will advance the theory of IS 

continuance, provide a comprehensive research 

model to investigate the post-adoptive behaviors of 

SNS and help SNS-empowered businesses and 

organizations to identify critical factors fundamental 

to long-term viability and the eventual success of 

their businesses. 

Keywords: Social Network Services; Continuous Usage; 

Behavior Model; Perceived Enjoyment; Structural 

Embeddness 

1. Introduction 
 

Entering the new century, the tremendous progress of 

information and communication technologies has 

accelerated the transform of the Internet from 

information dissemination channels and business 

trading platforms into social interaction space, 

featured by the rapid spread of the personalized, 

interactive participation, virtual Web2. 0 and social 

network services in China and around the world. 

Social Network Services (SNS), also known as " the 

next big thing after Google "[1], aiming to promote 

the communication and interaction between people 

and establish extensive social networks, integrates 

the application of blog, communities, online games, 

photos, music, video sharing and other Web2.0 

applications. Social Network Services is showing a 

huge growth potential which is supported by two 

important conditions: the scale of registered users as 

the prerequisite and necessary condition and active 

users as the necessary and sufficient condition to 

ensure its ultimate success. Without sustained and 

effective usage, only initial user registration is 

difficult to bring SNS websites the expected value 

[2].  

From the theoretical perspective, the above statement 

can be described as: For value-added activities of 

SNS to be fully realized, however, long-term 

viability and the eventual success of the services 

depend on continuous usage rather than the initial 

acceptance. However, the present IT adoption studies 

are mostly based on cross-sectional theoretical 

models, which makes it difficult to explain the user 

discontinuance of IS after its initial adoption [3]. 

Therefore, furthering our understanding of the initial 
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acceptance and subsequent discontinuance anomaly 

is of value to researchers and practitioners alike [3] 

[7] [9]. But, there are still large gaps in the 

theoretical and empirical research of continuous IS 

usage which has become the frontier of IS research 

[3] [4] [5].  

Realizing a lack of knowledge in this area, we will 

study the motivating antecedents and behavior 

pattern of SNS users after initial adoption in more 

detail. The usage continuance model of Social 

Network Services is developed based on expectation 

confirmation theory and other theoretical perspective, 

and is empirically tested through survey method. The 

results will extend and enrich the theoretical studies 

of continuous IS usage, deepen the understanding of 

behavioral pattern of SNS users’ continuous usage 

and be helpful to the development of SNS in China. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Part 

two describes the features of SNS; Part three is the 

literature review on IS continuance; Part four is about 

the theoretical foundation and research model 

building; Part five is about the research design, 

including data sampling, measurement and statistic 

method; Part six is the data analysis and result 

discussions; Finally, main conclusions and future 

research implications are presented. 

2. Overview of Social Network Services 
 

In the new century, the development of Internet 

applications have broke the limitations of 

organization and workplace situations, which 

promotes the research of IT / IS usage onto a new 

stage [5] [16]. Social network services being an 

emerging e-business model with important features 

as personalized, interacting, virtual and social is 

different from the utilitarian systems that exist in 

organizational and workplace situations, and also 

different from traditional e-business such as B2C, 

B2B, making the usage behavior hard to explain 

solely by using existing theoretical model in the 

context of traditional information systems or 

e-business. 

SNS has new technical infrastructure, new ideas and 

business models with a great potential to become a 

basic online service [11]. A preliminary comparison 

between SNS as a hedonic system and utilitarian 

system are shown in Table 1:  

 
From the above comparison we can see that SNS is 

different from utilitarian systems in many ways. Thus, 

a unique contextual extension study is needed as to 

help us better understand SNS. Besides, studies of 

usage behavior under particular IS context (SNS) 

will shorten the distance between the theoretical 

model and application. 

3. Literature Review on IS Continuance 
 

In the past decades, most research in the area of 

information systems (IS) usage has focused on the 

early phases in the usage life cycle, that is, on 

adoption. Primarily based on theories adapted from 

social psychology (theory of reasoned action, TRA; 

theory of planned behavior, TPB; and so forth), some 

theoretical model, such as the technology acceptance 

model (TAM) and unified theory of acceptance and 

use of technology (UTAUT), have been developed to 

explore the variables that motivate individuals to 

initially accept (or not) a particular IS [5] [6]. 

However, IS adoption is just the first step towards 

overall IS success, continuous IS usage is a key 

driving force for the eventual success of IS 

implementation [8] [9]. Therefore, in recent years, 

some scholars have gradually begun to study the 

nature of IS continuance and to compare it with 

adoption. IS continuance, IS continuance behavior, 

or continuous IS usage refers to user’s beliefs and 

behavior patterns reflecting the continued use of a 

particular IS after initial adoption [9].  

Continuance is not entirely an alien concept in IS 

research, it has been examined variously as 
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post-implementation, routinization, post-adoptive 

behavior in the IS literature [3] [7] [8]. Based on the 

literature review, the research on IS continuance 

evolved in two paths: one is to extend the current the 

theories of IT adoption through longitudinal studies 

based on the existing antecedents to better explain 

continuous usage behavior after initial adoption. The 

other is to introduce new theoretical perspectives and 

a different set of antecedents (including satisfaction, 

habit, and emotion-related concepts) to construct the 

model of IS continuance [9] [10]. In general, IS 

continuance is still a new research field compared to 

research of adoption. 

3.1 Revising Adoption Theory Through 

Longitudinal Studies 

Taylor & Todd (1995) when extending the TPB 

model to the “Decomposed Theory of Planned 

Behavior (DTPB), found that the typical beliefs and 

attitudes employed to explain the usage intention of 

adopters explains considerably less variance in usage 

intention of more experienced users [12]. Later, 

Karahanna et al. (1999) empirically confirmed these 

results by comparing inexperienced users (adopters) 

with experienced ones. To understand the 

consistency in usage behavior across time, Venkatesh 

et al. (2002) reported that when they included 

short-term usage (prior usage experience) as an 

additional antecedent into TAM model, the 

relationship between all other determinants 

(including behavioral intention, perceived usefulness, 

and perceived ease of use, etc.) and continued use 

became insignificant[13]. Gradually, IS scholars 

found more evidence to suggest that the determinants 

of initial user acceptance are different from the 

determinants of continued usage [13] [14]. So, the 

new theoretical perspective should be introduced to 

focus on how and why IS user behaviors change over 

time. 

3.2 New Theoretical Perspective on Continuous 

IS Usage 

Prior literatures confirm that IS continuance is not 

simply an extension of adoption behavior. Drawn 

expectation confirmation theory (ECT) from 

marketing and consumer behavior literature, 

Bhattacherjee’s (2001) work published in MIS 
Quarterly builds on entirely different theoretical 

foundations. This paper is one of the earliest to 

conceptualize and test a theoretical model of IS 

continuance that takes into account the distinctions 

between acceptance and continuance behaviors. 

ECT is widely used in consumer behavior literature 

to study consumer satisfaction, post-purchase 

behavior (e.g., repurchase, complaining), services 

quality [15]. ECT posits that satisfaction is a function 

of prior expectations and (dis)confirmation, and 

satisfaction is a key determinant of repurchase 

intentions [15]. Expectation is defined as a set of 

pre-exposure beliefs about the product. Consumers 

assess the product’s perceived performance vis-à-vis 

their original expectation and determine the extent to 

which their expectation is confirmed 

(confirmation1).The casual logic of ECT is as follows 

[9][36]: (1) consumers first develop expectations 

about the product’s performance characteristics 

before purchase; 2) a cognitive comparison between 

expectations and actual experiences leads to a 

subjective calculation of confirmation; and 3) 

expectations and confirmation additively determines 

the consumer’s level of satisfaction with the product, 

in turn, influences repurchase intentions. 

Based on ECT, Bhattacherjee proposed 

Expectation-Confirmation Model of IS Continuance 

(ECM-ISC) and identified the motivations 

underlying continuance intention (i.e., intentions to 

continue to use a IS), as shown in figure 1. The 

introduction of ECT in IS usage research was a key 

step in furthering our understanding of continued IS 

use. ECM-ISC has made contributions to the IS 

continuance literature: First of all, ECM-ISC focuses 

on post-adoptive phase, and posits that a user’s 

expectation towards using an IT after gaining 

experiences from using it should be different from 

those expectations before using it. Second, the new 

variables derived from ECT, such as confirmation 

and satisfaction, are introduced as the key 
                                                        
1This construct is also labeled disconfirmation in the 

marketing literature, and ECT is also called expectation 

disconfirmation theory. 
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antecedents of IS continuance intention. Satisfaction, 

this object-based affect has received more attention, 

may be the key to explaining the IS adoption 

discontinuance anomaly (user discontinuance of IS 

after its initial adoption) [16] [17]. In Bhattacherjee’s 

empirical study, satisfaction was the stronger 

predictor of continuance intention (explaining 32% 

of intention variance) relative to perceived usefulness 

(the direct and indirect effects of perceived 

usefulness jointly explained 10% of the intention 

variance). Thirdly, ECM-ISC uses perceived 

usefulness after initially using an IS as the measure 

of expectation, and demonstrates that the effect of 

perceived usefulness on users’ intention in both 

adoption and continuance contexts is consistent and 

salient across temporal stages of IS usage. 

 

Like most other studies in this area, empirical data 

for this study was collected via a cross-sectional field 

survey, and the model relies on intention as the 

primary predictor of IS continuance behavior [14]. 

Such limited view on user’s intention has been 

contended by IS scholars [11] [19] who posit that 

user’s initial continued use is under the influence of 

intention, but his/her repetitive use of the IS would 

gradually become habitual when routinization is high. 

Limayem (2007) investigated the link between 

intentions and IS continuance usage through 

longitudinal study, and also modeled IS habit as a 

moderator [11]. Once a habit1 is established, the 

predictive power of intention is weakened. 

4. Theoretical Foundation and Research 
                                                        
1 Limayem (2007) defined habit as the extent to which 

people tend to perform behaviors (use IS) automatically 

because of learning. 

Model  
 

Not until late 2006, did IS scholars begin the studies 

on the acceptance and usage of social network 

services, and especially focused on continued usage 

behaviors [20]. So, IS researchers have recognized 

that the unique characteristics of SNS warrant SNS a 

distinct research domain, and most of the literatures 

on the behavior of SNS are published in ICIS, 

AMCIS and other important IS academic conferences 

in the last three years. However, until now no 

empirical study on user behavior of SNS modeling 

by domestic researchers has been seen by the author. 

The extended studies of IS continuance based on 

ECM-ISC model has been widely published in MIS 
Quarterly, Information Systems Research, Decision 
Support Systems, Information & Management and 

other top academic journals, which confirms the fact 

that ECM-ISC is recognized as the strong theoretical 

underpinning in the research of post-adoptive 

behaviors [11] [24] [25]. This research is premised 

upon the Expectation-Confirmation Model of IS 

continuance, and proposes a comprehensive usage 

continuance Model of SNS through incorporating 

other new theoretical insights and constructs in 

Figure2.  
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4.1 Expectation Confirmation Theory 

 

There are five main hypotheses in the ECM-ISC. 

First, studies in marketing have discovered that 

satisfaction is viewed as the key to building and 

retaining a loyal base of long-term consumers [17]. 

Owing to the similarity between re-purchasing 

products/services in a consumer context and the 

continuous IS usage, the ECM posits that users’ 

satisfaction with IS has a positive effect on their 

continued usage intention. Next, satisfaction is 

determined by the users’ post-adoption expectation 

(represented by ex post perceived usefulness) and 

their confirmation of expectations and their perceived 

usefulness [9] [11]. Further, IT adoption literatures 

have demonstrated perceived usefulness as the most 

important factor in determining users’ adoption 

intentions [10] [14]. Therefore, ECM-ISC 

hypothesizes a direct positive link from perceived 

usefulness to a IS user’s continuous usage intention. 

Finally, perceived usefulness of IS could be adjusted 

by the level of confirmation resulting from the usage 

experiences. Hence, the following hypotheses are 

derived from the ECM-ISC： 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Users’ satisfaction with SNS is 

positively related to their continuous usage intention 

of SNS. 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Users’ extent of confirmation of 

expectations with SNS is positively related to their 

satisfaction with SNS. 

Hypothesis 3 (H3): Users’ perceived usefulness of 

SNS is positively related to their satisfaction with 

SNS. 

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Users’ perceived usefulness of 

SNS is positively related to their continuous usage 

intention of SNS. 

Hypothesis 5 (H5): Users’ extent of confirmation of 

expectations with SNS is positively related to their 

perceived usefulness of SNS. 

What needs special attention is that: Being a typical 

hedonic system, SNS is not used under 

organizational or working environment whose value 

shouldn’t be reflected on the improvement of 

efficiency or performance but on the “sociality” 

angel. According to the social networking 

perspective, the application of SNS forms a network 

of people (community) through electronic mediation 

whose value is shown in the ties between people and 

the value of shared information[2][23] . Therefore, in 

the research of continual usage of SNS, the author 

will define the perceived usefulness mainly in the 

following angles: scale of connections, newly 

established connections and the value of information. 

4.2 Perceived Enjoyment as an Intrinsic Motive 

 

The usage of SNS is mostly out of personal 

reasons—interpersonal relationships, relaxation, 

emotional expression, not performance improvement 

in the context of organization or workplace. Thus, the 

constructs, such as perceived usefulness and 

performance expectation, brought forward by IT 

adoption studies is not totally applicable to hedonic 

information systems like SNS [28]. Beyond 

utilitarian determinants, social information systems 

could be used for hedonic purposes [28].The role of 

hedonic outcomes has received some attention in the 

IS usage literature via constructs such as enjoyment 

or playfulness, they are validated as significant 

intrinsic motivator of voluntary IS usage activities 

[24] [32]. Rosen (2006) replaced the perceived 

usefulness in TAM by perceived enjoyment in the 

research of the acceptance of SNS and also discussed 

the antecedents influencing perceived enjoyment [20]. 

Rosen (2008), Sledgianowski (2008) also think it’s 

necessary to add intrinsic motivations such as 

pleasure or enjoyment to better explain the usage of 

SNS [21]. 

User’s intentions or behaviors are both extrinsically 

and intrinsically motivated. Perceived usefulness is 

extrinsic motive, whereas perceived enjoyment or 

playfulness is intrinsic [24] [32]. When people get 

involved in an activity for pleasure or enjoyment, this 

is their intrinsic motive and it should increase the 

likelihood that they would revisit the SNS websites 

in the future. Therefore, one basic assumption was 

that perceived enjoyment impacted users’ satisfaction 

in using the SNS and thus their intention to reuse it. 

This leads to the following hypotheses: 
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Hypothesis 6a (H6a): Users’ perceived enjoyment is 

positively related to their satisfaction with SNS.  

Since ECM-ISC is used as a baseline model, and 

posit that perceived usefulness is influenced by 

confirmation. Similar to perceived usefulness, it is 

reasonable to believe that confirmation would impact 

on perceived enjoyment. This leads to the following 

hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 6b (H6b): Users’ extent of confirmation 

is positively related to their perceived enjoyment of 

SNS. 

4.3 Structural Embeddedness 

 

Besides the individual motivations, we also consider 

structural properties from social networking 

perspective. The social networking perspective draws 

on the patterns of interactions and exchanges within 

social units in which an actor is embedded to explain 

outcomes experienced by the actor. In fact, in line 

with the view that highly structurally embedded 

individuals are likely to cooperate and comply with 

groups norms and expectations, prior research has 

found a positive effect of individuals’ structural 

embeddedness on their knowledge contribution in 

online professional community of practice [37]. 

Structural embeddedness – which refers to the 

number of ties an actor has to other actors – is a key 

construct in this regard [26]. Hence, if the SNS users 

objectively perceive that a large portion of people in 

their social relations (including classmates, friends 

and colleagues) are using SNS websites to 

communicate and maintain relationship, the intention 

of continued usage will be stronger. This leads to the 

following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 7(H7): Users’ degree of structural 

embeddedness is positively related to their 

continuous usage intention of SNS. 

4.4 Frequency and Comprehensiveness of Prior 

Usage 

 

The premise of IS continuance is that the beliefs and 

intentions toward IS use change over time as users 

gain experience with the target system [3] [8] [10]. 

Few IS scholars tried to establishing an empirical 

link between prior and future behavior. 

Limayem (2007) posits that use history in terms of 

frequency and comprehensiveness of prior usage 

plays a moderating role between the antecedents of 

usage continuance and continuance behavior [11]; 

Kim (2005) built a two-phase dynamic model based 

on TAM, adding feedback mechanism [4].  

Therefore, the influence that prior usage on the 

long-term usage is included in the model. According 

to existing literature, the prior usage can be measured 

by the two dimensions: frequent repetition of the 

behavior and comprehensiveness of usage [11] [18]. 

The comprehensiveness of usage, which refers to the 

extent to which an individual makes use of the 

various functions offered under the umbrella of a 

single IS system. When individuals make more 

frequent and comprehensive SNS use, their usage 

behavior is continued and extended. This leads to the 

following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 8 (H8a):  Users’ prior usage of SNS, 

measured by frequency, is positively related to their 

continuous usage intention of SNS. 

Hypothesis 8 (H8b):  Users’ prior usage of SNS, 

measured by comprehensiveness, is positively related 

to their continuous usage intention of SNS. 

 

4.5 Perceived Privacy Risk 

 

Due to the high degree of uncertainty and risks, 

various studies show that as people get more 

involved with online services, they become more 

concerned with information privacy [22]. In the 

context of Internet and social networking, privacy 

issues are about how personal information is 

disclosed, collected, distributed, and used either with 

or without the individual’s knowledge and 

permission. Here, we adopt the definition: privacy 

risk as “potential loss of control over personal 

information, such as when information about you is 

used without your knowledge or permission [29].  

Empirical findings of IS research suggest a negative 

relationship between individuals’ privacy risk 

perceptions and their intention to use and continue 

online services [22]. In SNS virtualities, the gain of 
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enjoyment experience and the maintenance and 

improvement of interpersonal relationship imply 

giving away more personal data, creating more 

informational risks. To social network services that 

need true identity and other personal data, the 

perceived privacy risks should be emphasized, 

especially in mainland China where the related law 

and market environment is not perfect. This leads to 

the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 9(H9): Users’ perceived privacy risks 

are negatively related to their continuous usage 

intention of SNS. 

5. Research Design 
5.1 Sampling 

 

In this paper, the website RenRen(人人网) which is 

the most famous social network services for 

colleague students in China is chosen as the research 

site. We have the following reasons: 

(1) This study on continuous usage of SNS requires 

the individual to have prior SNS usage 

experience. Colleague students are the pioneers 

in the use of SNS. The rapid growth of leading 

websites such as Facebook, RenRen(人人网) 

relies largely on the participation of colleague 

students. 

(2) The questionnaires can be released during 

classes or societies which are easy to collect and 

also have a certain level of randomness, so we 

get a convenient sample. 

(3) Different user groups differ in occupation, age, 

education level and income, etc. These control 

variables may influence the behaviors of SNS 

user. Colleague students are similar in the above 

aspects and can be regarded as a same user 

group which weakens the interference of the 

control variables, making it better to study the 

influences that key antecedents such as beliefs, 

attitudes and perceptions exert.  

In the survey, 240 questionnaires were released, 140 

returned (58%). Of the 140 returned, 5 samples that 

have never used SNS were eliminated. The number 

of valid questionnaires was 135 with sample 

distribution as follows: male, female ratio was 44%, 

56%; undergraduate, graduate and doctor ratio of 

45%, 47% and 8%; the distribution of experience of 

Internet usage, 1-5 years, 48%, 6 - 10 years, 34%, 

while more than 10 years 18%.  

5.2 Measurement 

 

To ensure the reliability and validity of the 

measurement, the scale items in this study were 

developed based on existing literature and adjusted 

according to SNS context. The questionnaire items 

are presented in Table 2. All items used a seven-point 

scale, anchored at the ends by either "strongly agree" 

and "strongly disagree" or "very large extent" and 

"not at all", following the original instrumentation. 

The questionnaire also collected data on the 

characteristics of the respondent. The correlation 

matrix between the researches concepts are shown in 

Table 2. 
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5.3 Method of Data Analysis 

 

Partial least squares (PLS), a component based 

approach that is suitable for smaller datasets [33], 

will be used. We will conduct the data analysis in 

two stages: First, we assess the measurement model 

to ensure that the constructs had sufficient 

psychometric reliability and validity, and then 

analyze the proposed structural model to verify the 

research hypothesizes. The statistic software, such as 

SPSS 13.0 and PLS-Graph 3.0, was used to perform 

the analysis. 

6. Analysis Results and Discussions 
 

6.1 Reliability Test 

 

The reliability test is used for exhibit the inter-item 

consistency of first order latent construct. In social 

scientific research, if Cronbach α is greater than 0.7, 

the construct display adequate reliability. According 

to Table 2, the reliabilities for the constructs are all 

above the suggested value of 0.7. So, all first-order 

constructs display higher internal consistency. 

6.2 Validity Test 

 

The two elements, convergent validity and 

discriminant validity, are components of a larger 

scientific measurement concept known as construct 

validity [34]. These two validities capture some of 

the aspects of the goodness of fit of the measurement 

model, i.e., how well the measurement items relate to 

the constructs [34]. 

We use PLS performs a confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) for convergent validity test, the results (in 

Table 3) shows that all the item loads in its latent 

construct are above 0.6.  It shows that most of the 

variance is captured by the latent constructs, and 

each measurement item correlates strongly with its 

assumed theoretical construct.  

Establishing discriminant validity in PLS also 

requires an appropriate AVE (Average Variance 

Extracted) analysis. Table 3 presents the 

inter-correlations among constructs, as well as the 

square roots of AVE values (on the diagonal). As a 

rule of thumb, the square root of the AVE of each 

construct should be much larger than the correlation 

of the specific construct with any of the other 

constructs in the model and should be at least 0.7 

[34]. The table provides evidence to support the 

discriminant validity of the constructs. 

 
Besides, discriminate validity can also be tested 

through the cross-loaded matrix between first-order 

latent variables and measurable indictors which is 

omitted due to the limited page. 

6.3 Hypotheses Testing 

 

The nine hypotheses were tested collectively using 

structural equation modeling (SEM) as performed in 

PLS Graph. This approach is particularly appropriate 

for testing theoretically justified models. Each 

indicator was modeled in a reflective manner (as in 

CFA), the constructs were linked as hypothesized 

(see Fig. 2), and model estimation was done using 

the partial least squares. Then, the path significance 

of each hypothesized association in the research 

model and the variance explained (R2 Value) were 

examined. Figure 3 shows the standardized path 

coefficient and path significance, as reported by PLS 

Graph. 

 
 (a. insignificant at the 0.05 level; the significant of 

the other path coefficient at the 0.05 level) 
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(1) The R2 of the research model reaches 0.51; 

meaning that the model could explain over 50% 

of the variance in SNS users’ intention to 

continuous usage. The results show an 

acceptable goodness-of-fit between the 

hypothesized model and the observed data. 

(2) Result shows that the research hypotheses H1 

H2 H4, H5-H7 and H8b are well supported by 

the statistical data, all the significance level are 

less than 0.05.The path coefficient between user 

satisfaction and continual usage of SNS is the 

highest (0.362), the second is the perceived 

usefulness (0.273). The path coefficients 

between structural embeddness, 

comprehensiveness of prior usage and the 

continuance intention of SNS user are relatively 

low (respectively 0.188, 0.198). Hypotheses H3, 

H8a and H9 are not well supported, since the 

perceived privacy risks (H9), the previous use 

frequency (H8a) were not found to have a 

significant impact on the continuance intention 

of SNS user.  

(3) While confirmation has the primary effect on 

satisfaction (0.478), the post-adoption beliefs 

still do contribute substantially in determining 

satisfaction. Entering all variables in a single 

block, it was found that the proposed model 

explained a significant percentage of the 

variance in satisfaction (R2 = 45%). At the 0.01 

significance level, perceived enjoyment and 

confirmation influence users’ satisfaction 

toward continued use of SNS. But, an 

interesting phenomenon is that the path 

coefficient between the perceived usefulness 

and user satisfaction is negative at a significant 

level, and the perceived usefulness is associated 

with the continuance intention of SNS user 

directly. The result can be explained in two 

ways: the existing literature shows that in the 

context of the Internet and mobile services, 

perceived usefulness and user satisfaction often 

do not have a significant correlation or a 

slightly negative correlation[24] [25]. Hence, 

the influencing mechanism of perceived 

usefulness in the context of hedonic system 

(such as SNS) is worth discussion; the other 

way is that, due to the high level of users’ 

post-adoption expectation, it’s not easy for the 

SNS website to provide more satisfying 

services. 

(4) The comprehensiveness of prior usage has a 

significant influence on the continuance 

intention of SNS user (0.198), while the 

frequency has not been related to the 

continuance intention at a significant level. 

Because SNS offers a broad array of 

functionality and integrates ever more 

applications into a single platform, the idea of 

usage comprehensiveness has considerable 

merit for both research and practice 

(5) The perceived privacy risks have shown no 

negative influence on the continuance intention 

in the empirical test. This may be caused by the 

fact that most of the samples are colleague 

students, further studies should be extended to 

other user groups. 

7. Conclusions and Future Studies 
 

Social Network Service, a newly emerged e-business 

model, is set as the specific situation in the paper. 

Based on the comprehensive literature review of IS 

continuance, the ECM-ISC model was extended and 

adjusted in the context of SNS, a comprehensive 

usage continuance Model of SNS through 

incorporating other new theoretical insights and 

constructs was proposed. The research model was 

empirically verified by survey method and statistic 

analysis. The conclusions mainly consist of the 

following: 

(1) The expectation confirmation theory of IS 

continuance is a theoretically rich model by 

virtue of its inclusion of post-adoptive behavior. 

The refinement of ECM-ISC for the SNS context 

is critical with confirmation; satisfaction 

introduced as key antecedents of SNS users’ 

continues usage.  

(2) Although ECT has been fairly useful in studying 

IS continuance, perceived enjoyment could be a 
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critical variable for investigating the SNS user’s 

continuous usage due to the hedonic features of 

social network services. 

(3) Although perceived usefulness was not found to 

be significantly associated with satisfaction, its 

significant association with continuance usage 

remained unchanged, regardless of the extra 

variable (perceived enjoyment, structural 

embeddness). This finding corresponded to 

previous research. Obviously, the usefulness of a 

SNS website cannot be ignored. 

(4) Non-perceptional constructs, such as structural 

embeddness, prior usage should be assessed in 

the research of SNS users’ continues usage. 

(5) As SNS users’ continuous usage is across 

temporal stages, the influence of prior usage is 

necessarily considered. To our knowledge, the 

concept of comprehensiveness of usage (or 

similar) has not received any attention. 

Further research could be done in two ways: first, 

longitudinal study could be carried out on the usage 

of the samples to investigate the change of intentions 

and behaviors across temporal stages of SNS usage; 

second, the research samples could be extended to 

other representative user groups: user groups of 

different occupations, ages and incomes to throw 

light on the development of different types of SNS 

websites. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to find out the differences between 
customer expectations and customer experiences on 
logistics service quality (LSQ) of online shopping 
in China. Data was collected from 153 respondents 
through an online shopping site. Structural equation 
modeling is used to examine the reliability and 
validity of the research model. This study indicates 
that order condition and order discrepancy handling 
are the most important LSQ areas that logistics 
service providers should address in order to 
improve their service quality as well as to strength 
their business development. 

Keywords: online shopping, logistics service 
quality, customer expectation, customer experience, 
third-party logistics 

 
Introduction 

China is the most populous country in the world. 
According to the CNNIC report, the number of 
internet users in China rose to 384 million at the 
end of 2009 [1]. The internet penetration rate in 
China is 28.9%. Although most Chinese internet 
users are looking for online entertainment such as 
online games, some Chinese internet users also 
enjoy shopping online. Analysis International 
estimated that by 2012, online retail sales in China 
will reach 713 billion [2]. 

Logistics is one of the basic business functions of 
online shopping business and quality of logistics 
service affects the results of the online shopping 
company’s performance. Since Logistic Service 
Quality (LSQ) depends on the process followed to 
provide utility in terms of time and space to the 
customer, the logistic process directly affects how 
consumers obtain benefits in an effective way from 
the purchased products [3]. In order to enhance 
LSQ of online shopping business, it is important to 
understand customers’ expectations and customers’ 
experiences on existing logistics services.  

In this regard, this study tries to find out the gaps 
between customer expected services (CES) and 
customer received services (CRS) of online 
shopping in China. In this study, a research model 
is developed from Mentzer et al.’s [4] model that 
aims to test the process of LSQ. Online 
questionnaire survey is conducted through an 
online shopping website. Data are analyzed using 

AMOS 18 software package. This paper first 
describes a review on service quality and LSQ 
model in the literature. Then, research model and 
its measure items are presented. The results of 
SEM analysis are reported, followed by discussions 
and conclusion. 

Literature Review 

Service Quality 

Since the mid-1980s, service quality has been a 
priority theme in both marketing and logistics 
research, running parallel to the interest in quality, 
quality management and satisfaction in companies 
(e.g., [5] [6] [7]). Parasuraman et al. [8] 
conceptualized service quality as the relative 
perceptual distance between customers’ 
expectations and evaluations of service experiences. 
They operationalized service quality using gap 
model and a multi-item scale called SERVQUAL 
that consists of five sales (tangibles, responsiveness, 
empathy, reliability, and assurance). The 
measurement of service quality using the gap 
model and SERVQUAL as a tool has been tested 
and used by several researchers (e.g., [9] [10]). The 
gap model and SERVQUAL provide a sound 
conceptual foundation for understanding service 
quality in service industries.  

Since the early of 1990s, third-party logistics (3PL) 
as a kind of service business has experienced 
phenomenal growth. The logistics services 
contribute to firm competitive advantage in both 
efficiency (cost leadership) and effectiveness 
(customer service) [11]. The quality of logistics 
service performance is a key marketing component 
that helps create customer satisfaction [12] [13]. 
LSQ is a complex concept demanding a great deal 
of attention from supplying firms.  

Logistics Service Quality Model  

The origins of LSQ research can be traced back to 
Perreault and Russ [14] [15], who maintained that 
logistics activities create time, place, and form 
utility, thereby enhancing product value. In 2001, 
Mentzer et al. [4] have conducted an empirical 
research to identify potential components of LSQ 
that apply across multiple customer segments. They 
found that LSQ should be conceptualized as a 
process, rather than merely as a single concept or 
second-order construct. LSQ begins to form as 
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soon as customers try to place orders, and 
perceptions develop until customers receive 
complete and accurate orders, in good condition, 
with all discrepancies addressed. Mentzer et al.’s [4] 
model consists of ten components. They are: 
personnel contact quality, order release quantities, 
information quality, ordering procedures, order 
accuracy, order condition, order quality, timeliness, 
order discrepancy handling, and satisfaction (as 
shown in Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Logistics service quality model [4] 

Of all these constructs, Mentzer et al. [4] found that 
timelines has the greatest influence. Raham [16] 
has confirmed these results and showed ‘on time 
delivery’ is the most important component in a 
more recent study.  

Research Design 

Research Model 

In order to find out the differences between 
customer expectations and customer experiences on 
online shopping LSQ, a research model will be 
developed by revising Mentzer et al.’s [4] model. 
Since logistics service of online shopping does not 
involve the collaboration with the manufacturers’ 
distribution, processing, packaging, and inventory 
processes. Thus, the construct of order quality and 
some related measure items were removed. Final, 
the model consists of eight constructs. They are: 
information quality, order procedures, order release 
quantities, personnel contact quality, order 
accuracy, timeless, order condition, and order 
discrepancy handling (as shown in Figure 2). 

Information quality refers to customers’ 
perceptions of the information provided by the 
supplier regarding products from which customers 
may choose [4]. 

Order procedures refer to the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the procedures followed by the 
supplier [4]. 

Order release quantities are related to the concept 
of product availability [4]. Customers will be 
unhappy if they cannot obtain the quantities they 
desire.  

 

 Figure 2. Research model 

Personnel contact quality refers to the customer 
orientation of the supplier’s logistics contact people 
[4]. Parasuraman et al. [17] argued that in most 
service encounters, quality perceptions are formed 
during the service delivery.  

Order accuracy refers to how closely shipments 
match customers’ orders upon arrival [4]. 

Timelines refers to whether orders arrive at the 
customer location when promised [4].  

Order condition refers to the lack of damage to 
orders [4]. Appropriate packaging can prevent 
damage to goods consigned 

Order discrepancy handling refers to how well the 
3PL service provider addresses any discrepancies 
in order after the order arrive [18] [19]. How well 
3PL service provider handles the discrepancies 
contributes to customers’ perceptions of the quality 
of the logistics services. 

Measure Items 

In order to test the design of the questionnaire, a 
pilot test was conducted with 68 college students to 
collect their feedbacks. Then, some questions were 
revised and some measure items were removed. On 
the other hand, respondents concerned about the 
end-point delivery process much. Thus, a measure 
item of the appearance of delivery personnel was 
added into the personnel contact quality construct. 
Table 1 lists all constructs and their measure items. 

Table 1. Constructs and Measure Items 
Constructs  Measure items 

Q1 Shipping information is 
available 

Information 
quality (IQ) 

Q2 Shipping information is 
adequate 

Ordering 
procedures (OP) 

Q3 Online requisitioning 
procedures are effective 

Order release 
quantities (OQ) 

Q4 Difficulties never occur due to 
maximum release quantities 

Q5 Time between placing 
requisition and receiving 
delivery is short 

Timelines (T) 

Q6 Deliveries arrive on the date 
promised 

Order accuracy 
(QA) 

Q7 Deliver the right items with 
right quantity 
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Q8 The appearance of delivery 
personnel 

Q9 The logistics service person 
makes an effort to understand 
my situation 

Q10 The logistics service person can 
solve my problems 

Personnel 
contact quality 
(PQ) 

Q11 The logistics service person 
shows good 
knowledge/experience 

Q12 Goods received is undamaged Order condition 
(OC) Q13 Appropriate to deal with 

packaging to prevent damage to 
goods consigned 

Q14 Provide emergence of service to 
remedy the order discrepancy 

Order 
discrepancy 
handling (OD) Q15 Provide instructions when order 

discrepancy occurs 

 

The aim of this study is to find out the differences 
between customer expectations and customer 
experiences on online shopping logistics services. 
The questionnaire consists of three sections. The 
first section is respondent’s background 
information. The second section is 15 questions 
about respondent’s expectations on online shopping 
LSQ. Respondents were asked to rate the questions 
along 7-point Likert-type scale, with 1 as ‘very not 
very important’ and for 7 as ‘very important’. The 
final section is about respondent’s experiences on 
online shopping LSQ. Respondents were asked to 
rate the questions along 7-point Likert-type scale, 
with 1 as ‘very poor’ and for 7 as ‘very good’. 

Findings 

Descriptive Statistics 

According to 2009-10 China online shopping 
market report, particular online shopping site was 
selected as the sampling site to collect data. 
Through its free business communication platform, 
250 sets of questionnaire were sent and 206 sets of 
questionnaire were received. The responding rate is 
82.40 percent. However, only 153 sets of 
questionnaire were valid. Table 2 shows the results 
of descriptive statistics in CES and table 3 shows 
the results of descriptive statistics in CRS. 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics (Customer expected 
service) (Items = 15, N =153) 

  Means S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Q01 5.739 .686 -.106 -.139 IQ 

Q02 5.118 .668 -.139 -.752 

OP Q03 5.333 .734 .796 .405 

OQ Q04 5.137 .574 .421 1.013 

Q05 6.105 .690 -.383 -.003 T 

Q06 6.581 .592 -1.094 .207 

OA Q07 6.608 .541 -.946 -.172 

Q08 5.765 .522 -.499 .394 

Q09 6.039 .658 -.463 .760 

Q10 6.137 .539 .104 .240 

PQ 

Q11 6.039 .511 .065 .882 

Q12 6.712 .468 -1.141 -.192 OC 

Q13 6.798 .403 -1.494 .236 

Q14 6.745 .452 -1.351 .409 OD 

Q15 5.902 .535 -.350 1.222 

 
Table 3. Descriptive statistics (Customer received 
service) (Items = 15, N = 153) 

  Means S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Q01 5.405 .846 -1.018 .203 IQ 

Q02 4.824 1.283 -.763 -.662 

OP Q03 4.595 .996 -.812 .413 

OQ Q04 4.386 .852 -1.093 .628 

Q05 4.783 .716 -.637 .607 T 

Q06 5.190 .714 -.295 -.999 

OA Q07 5.373 .777 -.760 -.031 

Q08 5.150 .909 -.463 -.299 

Q09 4.915 .678 -.793 2.227 

Q10 4.601 .898 -1.274 1.322 

PQ 

Q11 4.464 .866 -1.119 .623 

Q12 5.000 .802 -.464 .134 OC 

Q13 4.686 1.035 -.564 .004 

Q14 4.712 .978 -.677 .529 OD 

Q15 4.673 .785 -1.252 1.942 

 

Model fit 

In this study, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
is employed to evaluate the relationships between 
eight constructs. Table 4 shows the model fit 
indices that indicate the model provides an 
acceptable fit. 

Table 4. Model fit indices 
 Value Interpretation 

Chi-square .910 P>0.05, explanatory power of 
the model 

Relative/ normed 
Chi-square 

.794 <2, complexity of effects 
from model 

GFI  .946 >0.9, explanatory power of 
the model 

RMR .060 The smaller the better 

AGFI  .918 >.90, model complexity 
influence 

PGFI  .623 >.50, model of simple 

CFI  1 >.95, model of improvement 

 
Results of SEM analysis 

Figure 3 shows the results of SEM analysis. Table 
5 and 6 show the standard estimates of direct and 
indirect effects respectively. Only significant 
values (p < 0.05) are listed. 

 

Figure 3. SEM results 
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Table 5. Standard estimates of the direct effects 
 OQ PQ IQ OA OC OD T 

OA -.016 .422      

OC -.018  .188     

OD -.181   .007 .715   

T    .284    

Q05       .369 

Q14      .798  

Q15      .454  

Q06       .359 

Q13     .988   

Q12     .324   

Q08  .382      

Q09  .484      

Q10  .388      

Q11  .246      

Q01   .016     

Q02   .428     

 

Table 6. Standard estimates of the indirect effects 
 OQ PQ IQ OA OC OD T 

OD -.013 .003 .134     

T -.005 .120      

Q05 -.002 .044  .105    

Q14 -.155 .002 .107 .006 .570   

Q15 -.088 .001 .061 .003 .325   

Q06 -.002 .043 .000 .102    

Q13 -.017  .185     

Q12 -.006  .061     

 
Discussions 

The Gaps of Customer Expectations 

The results of descriptive statistics (Table 2 and 3) 
show that there are level differences between CES 
and CRS. For the measure item where the value of 
its CES is higher than the value of its CRS, the 
LSQ performed in this measure item by 3PL 
service providers cannot meet the customers’ 
requirements. It can be interpreted as customers are 
not satisfied on this service quality. 

For the CES, the highest five measure items are: (1) 
appropriate to deal with packaging to prevent 
damage to goods consigned, (2) provide emergence 
of service to remedy the order discrepancy, (3) 
goods received is undamaged, (4) deliver the right 
items with right quantity, and (5) deliveries arrive 
on the date promised. The highest three constructs 
are: order condition, order accuracy, and timelines. 

While for the CRS, the lowest four measure items 
are: (1) difficulties never occur due to maximum 
release quantities, (2) the service person shows 
good knowledge/experience, (3) online 
requisitioning procedures are effective, and (4) the 
service person can solve my problems. The lowest 
two constructs are: order release quantities and 
ordering procedures. 

The top three unsatisfied measure items (largest 
difference between CES and CRS) are: (1) 
appropriate to deal with packaging to prevent 
damage to goods consigned, (2) provide emergence 
of service to remedy the order discrepancy, and (3) 

Goods received is undamaged. The top two 
unsatisfied constructs are: order condition and 
order discrepancy handling. 

Prior research provided that order accuracy and 
timelines are the two most important measures in 
LSQ. However, the results of this study indicate 
that order condition and order discrepancy handling 
become the most customers’ concerns. In fact, LSQ 
decline in the busy peak seasons such as Chinese 
New Year holiday in China. 3PL service providers 
should provide close and smooth communication 
channels to facilitate customer participation and 
interactions in order to reduce shipping errors as 
well as improve the order discrepancy handling 
time. 

Implications for Practices 

The results of SEM (Table 5 and 6) show that: 

(1) Order accuracy is direct affected by personnel 
contact quality (estimate = 0.422). In order to 
provide good personnel contact quality, the 
delivery personnel should keep his/her 
appearance well (estimate = 0.382). Also, 
logistics service person should make an effort 
to understand shopper’s situation (estimate = 
0.484) and try his/her best to solve shopper’s 
problems (estimate = 0.388). 3PL service 
provider should provide training to the 
logistics service person in order to enrich 
his/her knowledge and experience in logistics 
service areas (estimate = 0.246). 

(2) Order condition is direct affected by 
information quality (estimate = 0.188). 
Adequate shipping information is an essential 
element for the information quality (estimate = 
0.428). 3PL service provider should release 
adequate shipping information to the shoppers. 

(3) Order discrepancy handling is direct affected 
by order condition (estimate = 0.715) and is 
indirect affected by information quality 
(estimate = 0.134). Appropriate packaging is 
useful for good order condition (estimate = 
0.988). 3PL service provider should provide 
appropriate packaging to protect the goods 
consigned. 

(4)  Timelines are direct affected by order accuracy 
(estimate = 0.284) and are indirect affected by 
personnel contact quality (estimate = 0.12). 

(5) Order procedure does not have any obvious 
effect in this case. 

Limitations 

The study has measured the expectations and 
experiences of the respondents about LSQ of online 
shopping at the same time. Carman [20] indicated 
that expectation and perception measures could not 
both be administered at the same time. It is a 
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limitation on the research design. However, it is 
difficult to do that. 

The questionnaire was distributed through an 
online shopping web site in China. The results of 
the study may not fully represent the expectations 
and experiences in LSQ of online shopping of the 
whole population in China. Future research can 
expand the scope to other countries to test the 
generalization of the results. 

Conclusion 

Online shopping business grows quickly in China. 
Good logistics service is a successful key for online 
shopping business. This study aims to find out the 
gaps between customers’ expectations and 
customers’ experiences on online shopping in 
China. The results of the study indicate that 
customers are not satisfied in order condition and 
order discrepancy handling. Order condition is 
direct affected by information quality (e.g. 
adequate shipping information). Order discrepancy 
handling is direct affected by order condition (e.g. 
appropriate packaging). 3PL service providers 
should address above issues in order to improve 
their service quality as well as to strength their 
business development. 
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E-commerce is an important product in the internet 
fever. However, the network intrusion and security 
vulnerabilities have continued to threaten the 
e-commerce operation and user privacy. How to 
improve security of e-commerce has become a 
topic worthy exploration. In this paper, based on 
security testing and repair, proposes a Software 
Security Enhancement Procedure (SSEP for short). 
In addition, for assuring SSEP operation quality, 
proposes a set of Software Security Enhancement 
Process Quality Measurement (SSEPQM for short) 
model. Applying SSEPQM model, the defects of 
security improvement process can be identified 
and revised. So the security of e-commerce can be 
enhanced effective and continuous. 

Keywords: e-commerce, security vulnerability, 
quality measurement model, security testing, 
security repair 

 

1. Introduction 

In the E generation of internet fever, promote a 
variety of high efficiency and benefit activities 
must be integrated with the internet. Therefore, 
with a variety of Internet business practices and 
activity, and promotion of all commercial activities 
conducted through the network are collectively 
referred to as e-commerce. Can not cope with the 
trend to change business behavior and activities, 
will eventually unable to meet customer 
requirements lead to the profits decline and 
eliminated by the times. However, in the 
information age, information security issues of 
computers and software more and more serious [7] 
[9] [16] [19]. Internet intrusion and system security 
vulnerabilities continue to harm the normal 
operation of the software system, making 
information system security to severe test. In order 
to avoid external intrusion and system security 
holes caused significant loss of user, how to 
improve the security of software systems has 
become worthy of further exploration [2] [3] [13]. 
Through e-commerce business practices and 
activities, it still can not build a successful 
business or organization sustainability. Because 
many factors affect the success or failure of 
e-commerce, e-commerce software security is one 
important factor. Secure defects and security 

vulnerabilities are fatal to e-commerce systems. 

E-commerce has the advantages of the Internet, in 
a variety of business practices and activities can 
indeed enhance the many benefits. However, it 
also implies the absence of many urgent 
improvements, such as the efficiency of the 
implementation, network security, software 
correctness, adjustment environment and 
maintenance capabilities. Factors involved in very 
many of them, organizations and users for software 
security requirement exceeds the function and 
performance requirements [1] [12]. E-commerce 
software security is a far-reaching factor. 
E-commerce security flaws and defects of almost 
all belong to the occurrence of passive, the system 
appears to be the invasion or loss of data 
anomalies, the operation of the system to discovery 
the security vulnerabilities and defects. Once the 
system is intruded or data loss occurs, there will be 
perceptible system security vulnerabilities and 
defects. At this time the caused by organization 
damage and the impact on users is difficult to 
assess and expectations, nor the subsequent repair 
work or improvements to make up. In order to 
effectively continue to improve the security of 
e-commerce, this article explores the related 
activities. Based on "prevention is better than cure" 
concept to take the initiative to identify security 
vulnerabilities of e-commerce and continuously 
enhance the security o f e-commerce. 

In e-commerce system, software plays a very 
important role. Software has to change with 
complex network environment, hardware 
architecture, and the various needs of users. 
Therefore, e-commerce software should have the 
features of continue to improvement, high 
extensibility, completeness, high security. High 
security is e-commerce software must attach 
importance to and strengthen the key item. This 
article is on how to continue to improve the 
e-commerce security to explore the related 
activities, and develop a Software Security 
Enhancement procedure (SSEP). The SSEP covers 
security testing and security repair two important 
activities. The quality of these two activities will 
directly affect the e-commerce security 
improvement effectively. For this, the security 
testing and repair activities should be monitored 
and controlled. The paper proposes a quality 
measurement model for monitoring and controlling 
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Software Security Enhancement Process that is 
called Software Security Enhancement Process 
Quality Measurement (SSEPQM) model. This 
article has five sections: Section II will explore 
e-commerce software security and improvement 
approaches. Identify security vulnerabilities is the 
first step to improve e-commerce security, security 
repair operation is a critical step to enhance 
e-commerce security. Section III will discuss 
software security enhancement steps and propose a 
set of software security enhancement and 
continuous improvement procedure. Section IV 
will propose a quality measurement model for 
software security enhancement process to monitor 
and correct security testing and security repair 
activities. Section V will discuss the contributions 
of this paper and make a conclusion for this topic. 
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2. Importance of e-commerce software 
Security 

Internet and WWW (World Wide Web) of the trend, 
change the mode of commercial activities for the 
emerging e-commerce system offers many 
advantages. It also implies unpredictable security 
crisis, in e-commerce technology and development 
level, there is still room to improve and enhance 
the space. 

 
2.1 E-commerce Technology and Security 

Three-tier architecture with web database (shown 
in Figure 1) is the mainstream of current 
e-commerce operating environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.Three-tier architecture of e-commerce 
 

 In terms of system architecture and operating 

environment, in fact e-commerce is Web 
application (Web Ap for short) in enterprise 
instance. Therefore, all kind of possible harm to 
Web Ap security vulnerabilities, will also pose to 
e-commerce a threat. According to CERT/CC 
latest statistics data show that from 2005 to the 
third quarter of 2008 analysis of software 
vulnerabilities total 27,346 cases [20] (shown in 
Table 1).  

 
Table 1. 2005~2008 Q3 software vulnerabilities 

statistics data 
Years Volumes 
2005 5,990 
2006 8,064 
2007 7,234 

Q1-Q3, 2008 6,058 
Summary 27,346 

Data source: CERT/CC 

 

The more security vulnerabilities of information 
system cause the more serious security crisis. 
There are many international groups and 
organizations (SANS (security training, 
certification and research institutions), OWASP 
(Open Web Application software security program, 
Open Web Application Security Project) very 
concern the Web Ap security. They gradually 
published the key of Web Ap security 
vulnerabilities and defects: SANS Top-20 Security 
Risks [21] with the OWASP Top 10 security 
vulnerabilities [22], to help reduce Web Ap 
security risks. 

 
Client 

2.2 E-commerce security improvement 
approaches User Interface 

Applying various testing methods to find the 
security vulnerabilities, which were injected by 
development or maintenance operation, is an 
important manner for improving Web Application 
security. Penetration Testing (PT for short) and 
Vulnerability Scanning (VS for short) are two 
critical approaches to improve Web Ap security. 
E-commerce can be regarded as a commercial 
activity of Web Ap. Therefore, PT and VS are also 
the e-commerce security improvement approaches. 
PT is a formal inspection of security vulnerability. 
Based on the hacker viewpoint, PT conducts 
network security detecting. And Inspection range 
exceeds e-commerce self security. In general, PT is 
conducted by the professional consultants [2] [3] 
[4]. The testing time spend of is depend on 
inspection items, it needs five day at least in a 
complete PT. Final report of PT should list and 
describe the found security vulnerabilities. VS 
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belongs to internal security vulnerability detection. 
It should be conducted by the Web Ap maintenance 
personnel and six months once at least. VS tools 
can help identify the Web Ap security vulnerability. 
There are many free VS tools: NetCat, NIKTO, 
Paros Proxy etc. and commercial VS products. HP 
WebInspect and IBM AppScan are two major 
commercial VS tools. However, PT and VS still 
have many disadvantages for security 
improvement process. The disadvantages shown as 
follows: 
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 Can not clear assure the found vulnerabilities 
are real or false defects. 

 No develop a complete follow operation for 
the security repair phase. 

 No define a quality control and management 
mechanism for security improvement process. 

 No well define an evaluation mechanism for 
the security improvement process. 

 
3. E-commerce security improvement 

process 

Identifying security vulnerabilities is the first step 
to improve the e-commerce security. Security 
vulnerabilities repair is a critical operations to 
improve e-commerce security. 

 
3.1 Software Security Enhancement Procedure 

In fact, in operation of e-commerce system, any 
changes or corrections are belonged to the 
maintenance activities. The maintenance requests 
propose by the users should be passed formal 
review and seriously audit. Then, the requests can 
enter maintenance operation to conduct correction, 
extension or migration jobs. The first step of the 
e-commerce security improvement is security 
testing. It major objective is to identify hidden 
security vulnerability. Removing security 
vulnerabilities of false positives, and then has to 
conduct a series of maintenance steps to complete 
the effective of e-commerce security improvement. 
Security repair operation is similar to error 
correction maintenance activity, should plan a set 
of well security improvement procedure. And 
assure security improvement process has the 
capability to increase e-commerce security. For 
this, in this paper, security testing is regarded as 
the presetting phase. Combining security testing 
with security repair operations, a set of Software 
Security Enhancement Procedure (SSEP for short) 
is proposed for enhancing follow operation of 
security testing. The SSEP is planned and divided 
into four phases as follows: 

(1) Presetting phase 
 According to e-commerce possible existing 

security vulnerabilities, planning and writing 

security testing plan. 
 According to security testing plan, conducting 

security testing and identifying the existing 
security vulnerabilities. 

 According to identified vulnerabilities and 
security testing plan, writing a security testing 
report. 

(2) Determination phase: 
 Analyzing the vulnerabilities of testing report, 

removing security vulnerabilities of false 
positives. 

 According to security vulnerabilities, 
separating the modules that are affected by 
security vulnerabilities. 

 Based on the security vulnerabilities impact 
degree, secure defects are separated three 
levels: requirement specification secure 
defects, design phase secure defects and 
source code secure defects. 

(3) Repair phase: 
 According to the level of secure defect, 

develop the detailed repair operations. 
 Each completed task of repair operations 

should be convened the formal review. 
 The task of repair operations has not pass the 

formal review, should feedback to front step to 
conduct the task of repair operation again. 

(4) Evaluation phase:  
 The repair operations passed rigorous review, 

should conduct several testing step: unit test, 
functional test, regression test, system test and 
installation test [10][17][18]. 

 Completed and passed the testing steps, 
should back to presetting phase to conduct 
penetration test again. 

 According to two times penetration testing 
report, should evaluate the repair operations 
result and assure correctness, completeness 
and consistency. 

 The repair operation has not pass the quality 
evaluation, should feedback to related phase 
to conduct the task of repair operation again. 

The complete e-commerce security improvement 
processes shown in Figure 2, based on iteration 
inspection activity, to assure the effectiveness of 
security vulnerability repair operation. 
 
3.2 Operation quality factors of security testing 

It is absolutely necessary to develop a well test 
plan for the security testing. The content of test 
plan is the major basis for measure the quality of 
security testing. Four critical tasks of security 
testing and their quality factors are described as 
follows: 

(1) Security testing coverage 
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 Test cases of test plan should include the top 
ten or top twenty security vulnerabilities are 
issued by the key organization. High degree 
coverage represent the security testing 
consider scope is more complete. 
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 E-commerce systems must be integrated with 
various functions and related subsystems. 
Subsystems and function interface often 
becomes the security defects, test plan must 
be prepared suitable test cases for these 
security defects. 

 E-commerce operation always need modify or 
adjust with technical, functional or application 
changes. Test plan should develop test cases to 
consider the maintain operations may 
produced the security vulnerabilities. 

(2) Security testing execution quality: 
 In security testing process, testing should 

achieve high degree completeness testing. 
 In security testing process, each test case 

should apply identical test procedure and 
steps. 

 In security testing process, testing 
environment should satisfy the planning of 
security test plan. 

(3) Security vulnerabilities assurance quality: 
 In security testing process, identified 

vulnerabilities should include concretely and 
clearly defect type. 

 In security testing process, security 
vulnerabilities of false positives should be 
removed. 

 In security testing process, identified 
vulnerabilities should describe concretely and 
clearly affected range. 

(4) Security retesting quality: 
 During security testing, the identified 

vulnerabilities testing process is based on the 
test case plan formulated by the high-integrity 
testing.  

 During security testing, does each test case 
apply consistence testing procedure and step?  

 During security testing, does each test case is 
tested on the right environment that developed 
by test plan. 

 

3.3 Operation quality factors of security repair 

Secure testing operation was completed, the 
identified security vulnerabilities must be careful 
to confirm. Then, based on the confirmed security 
vulnerabilities, conduct security repair operation. 
Repair operation resembles correction maintenance 
operation, should apply configuration management 
system to control repair quality [10] [17] [18]. 
Four critical tasks of security repair and their 

quality factors are described as follows:  
(1) Repair document quality factors: 
 Based on identified security vulnerabilities,  

 Documents repair activity of requirement 
and design phase must achieve high 
correctness. 

 Documents repair activity of requirement 
and design phase must achieve high 
completeness. 

 Documents repair activity of requirement 
and design phase must achieve high 
consistency. 

(2) repair programming operation quality factors: 
 According to repair design documents, 

 Follow program repair activity must 
achieve high degree correctness. 

 Follow program repair activity must 
achieve high degree completeness. 

 Follow program repair activity must 
achieve high degree consistency. 

(3) repair testing operation quality factors:  
 According to repair documents and programs, 

 Follow testing activity must achieve high 
degree correctness. 

 Follow testing activity must achieve high 
degree completeness. 

 Follow testing activity must achieve high 
degree consistency. 

(4)Configuration management operation quality 
factors:  

 According to configuration management 
mechanism, 
 Security vulnerabilities repair activity 

should achieve documents check-in and 
check-out. 

 Security vulnerabilities repair activity 
should achieve version control. 

 Security vulnerabilities repair activity 
should record repair personnel, repair 
time, repair date and repair reason. 

 
4. E-commerce software security 

improvement continuous 

Security testing and security repair are the critical 
operations to impact the quality of SSEP. This 
section will present a set of SSEP quality 
measurement model to help increase the quality of 
SSEP. 

 

4.1 Quality-based Security Enhancement 
Procedure 

Individual measurement can only measure or 
evaluate the specific quality characteristic. In order 
to monitor and assess the quality of improvement 
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STCN: Security Test Consistency operations, individual measurements should to 
make the appropriate combination [14] [15]. Two 
kind of metric combination models are Linear 
Combination Model (LCM for short) and 
NonLinear Combination Model (NLCM for short). 
NLCM has high accuracy measurement than LCM 
[5] [6] [8] [11]. However, LCM has high flexibility, 
more extensible and easy formulation than NLCM 
[8] [11] [14] [15]. For this, LCM is applied to 
security metrics combination in this paper. The 
different levels' activities have different quality 
metrics be shown. Therefore, before applying the 
linear combination model, the measurement data 
must be normalization. Refer to predefined weight 
value and combination formula, basic-level and 
high correlated metrics can be combined into a 
quality characteristic measurement. E-commerce 
security improvement procedure can be 
distinguished into security testing and security 
repair operations two steps. Which affect the 
security testing operation are four critical activities: 
Security Test Coverage, Security Test, Security 
Vulnerability Verification and Security 
Vulnerability Retest. Four critical activities quality 
measurements are combined with several 
basic-level quality factors. Through the linear 
combination formula, with highly correlated basic 
level quality factors can be combined into a 
specific activity quality measurement, then 
combined into a security testing operation 
measurement as follows: 

    W2: Weight of STCN 
STCR: Security Test Correctness 
 W3: Weight of STCR 

STQM=W1*STCM + W2* STCN + W3*STCR 
      W1+ W2 + W3 =1  (2) 
 
(3) Security Vulnerability Verification Quality 

Metric (SVVQM for short) is combined with 
security vulnerabilities identification clarity, 
security vulnerabilities identification 
correctness, security vulnerabilities 
identification range etc. three factors. The 
combination formula is shown in Formula (3): 

SVVQM: Security Vulnerability Verification 
Quality Metric 

SVICA: Security Vulnerability 
      Identification Clarity 
 W1: Weight of SVICA 
SVICO: Security Vulnerability  

Identification Correctness 
 W2: Weight of SVICO 
SVICR: Security Vulnerability  

Identification Range 
 W3: Weight of SVICR 

SVVQM=W1*SVICA+W2*SVICO+W3*SVICR 
      W1+ W2 + W3 =1   (3) 
 
(4) Security Retest Quality Metric (SRQM for 

short) is combined with security test report 
quality and security retest plan quality two 
factors. The combination formula is shown in 
Formula (4):  

(1) Security Test Coverage (STC for short) is 
combined with security vulnerabilities 
released by key organizations, security 
vulnerabilities of interface design and self 
security holes etc. three security test factors. 
The combination formula is shown in Formula 
(1): 

SRQM: Security Vulnerability Retest Quality 
Metric 

STRQ: Security Test Report Quality 
  W1: Weight of STRQ 
SRPQ: Security Retest Planning Quality 
 W2: Weight of SRPQ STC: Security Test Coverage 

T20VTC: Top 20 Vulnerability Test Cases SRQM= W1* STRQ + W2* SRPQ 
 W1: Weight of T20VTC  W1+ W2 =1   (4) 

DIVTC: Design Interfaces Vulnerability   
Test Cases (5) Then, combine STC, STQM, SVVQM with 

SRQM four metrics to be a Security Testing 
Operation Measurement (STOM for short). 
The combination formula is shown in 
Formula (5): 

     W2: Weight of DIVTC 
SSVTC: Self Vulnerability Test Cases 

W3: Weight of SSVTC 
STC=W1*AESFI+W2*AESFII+W3*AESFIII    

W1+ W2 + W3 =1   (1) 
STOM: Security Testing Operation Measurement  STC: Security Vulnerability Test Coverage (2) Security Test Quality Metric (STQM for short) 

is combined with security test completeness, 
security test consistency, and security test 
correctness etc. three factors. The combination 
formula is shown in Formula (2): 

 W1: Weight of STC 
STQM: Security Vulnerability Test Quality Metric 

 W2: Weight of STQM 
SVVQM: Security Vulnerability Verification 

Quality Metric 
 W3: Weight of SVVQM STQM: Security Test Quality Metric 

STCM: Security Test Completeness SRQM: Security Vulnerability Retest Quality 
Metric   W1: Weight of STCM 
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W4: Weight of SRQM MTRD=W1* TRCr + W2* TRCm + W3*TRCn  
 W1+ W2 + W3 =1  (8) STOM= W1* STC + W2* STQM + W3*SVVQM + 

W4* SRQM    
W1+W2+W3+W4.=1   (5) 

 
(9) Metrics of Configuration Management Quality 

(MCMQ for short) is combined with 
document access control quality, document 
version control quality and document repair 
record quality three factors. The combination 
formula is shown in Formula (9): 

 
Which affect the security repair operation are four 
critical activities: document repair, program repair, 
testing repair and configuration management. Four 
critical activities quality measurements are 
combined with several basic-level quality factors. 
Through the linear combination formula, with 
highly correlated basic level quality factors can be 
combined into a specific activity quality 
measurement, then combined into a security repair 
operation measurement as follows: 

MCMQ: Metrics of Configuration  
Management Quality 

DRCr: Documents Access Control 
 W1: Weight of DRCr 
DRCm: Documents Repair Version Control 

    W2: Weight of DRCm 
DRCn: Documents Repair Records (6) Metrics of Document Repair Quality (MDRQ 

for short) is combined with correctness, 
completeness and consistency of documents 
repair quality factors. The combination 
formula is shown in Formula (6): 

 W3: Weight of DRCn 
MDRD=W1* DRCr + W2* DRCm + W3*DRCn 

 W1+ W2 + W3 =1     (9) 
 
(10) Then, combine MDRQ, MPRQ, MTRQ with 

MCMQ four metrics into a Security Repair 
Operation Measurement (SROM for short). 
The combination formula is shown in Formula 
(10): 

MDRQ: Metrics of Documents Repair Quality 
DRCr: Document Repair Correctness 

    W1: Weight of DRCr 
DRCm: Document Repair Completeness  

   W2: Weight of DRCm 
DRCn: Document Repair Consistency SROM: Security Repair Operation Measurement 

MDRQ: Metrics of Documents Repair Quality  W3: Weight of DRCn 
  W1: Weight of MDRQ MDRD=W1*DRCr+ W2* DRCm + W3*DRCn      
MPRQ: Metrics of Programs Repair Quality
    W2: Weight of MPRQ 

  W1+ W2 + W3 =1       (6) 
 

MTRQ: Metrics of Tests Repair Quality (7) Metrics of Program Repair Quality (MPRQ for 
short) is combined with correctness, 
completeness and consistency of program 
repair quality factors. The combination 
formula is shown in Formula (7): 

 W3: Weight of MTRQ 
MCMQ: Metrics of Configuration  

Management Quality 
W4: Weight of MCMQ 

SROM = W1* MDRQ + W2* MPRQ + W3*MTRQ 
+W4*MCMQ       MPRQ: Metrics of Programs Repair Quality 

PRCr: Program Repair Correctness 
W1 + W2+W3+W4=1  (10)     W1: Weight of PRCr 
 PRCm: Program Repair Completeness Finally, combine SVTM with SVRM into the 

SSEP Improvement Indicator (SSEPII for short). 
The combination formula is shown in Formula 
(11): 

    W2: Weight of PRCm 
PRCn: Program Repair Consistency 
 W3: Weight of PRCn 

MPRD=W1* PRCr + W2* PRCm + W3*PRCn   
     W1+ W2 + W3 =1    (7) SSEPII: SSEP Improvement Indictor 

STOM: Security Test Operation Measurement  
Wstom: Weight of STOM (8) Metrics of Test Repair Quality (MTRQ for 

short) is combined with correctness, 
completeness and consistency of test repair 
quality factors. The combination formula is 
shown in Formula (8):  

SROM: Security Repair Operation Measurement 
Wsrom: Weight of SROM 

SSEPII = Wstom* STOM + Wsrom* SROM 
         Wstom + Wsrom = 1   (11) 
 

MTRQ: Metrics of Tests Repair Quality Security Enhancement Process quality 
measurement model is divided into three parts. 
First part, based on the security testing activities, 
combines with four quality metrics into the 
security testing operation quality measurement. 
Second part, based on the security repair activities, 

TRCr: Test Repair Correctness  
   W1: Weight of TRCr 
TRCm: Test Repair Completeness 
    W2: Weight of TRCm 
TRCn: Test Repair Consistency 
 W3: Weight of TRCn 
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combines with four quality metrics into the 
security repair operation quality measurement. 
Then the third part, combined with two operation 
quality measurements into an SSEP Improvement 
Indicator (SSEPII). The SSEP improvement 
indicator is a critical for determining the 
operations quality of security testing and security 
repair. Completed three combinations of operations 
quality measurement to improve the security 
enhancement operation is called the SSEP Quality 
Measurement (SSEPQM for short) model. The 
architecture of SSEPQM model is shown in Figure 
3. 
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4.2 SSEP quality improvement activity 

Quality measurement is a relative judgment 
indicator also is a basis to judge good or bad job of 
testing and repair operation. In the quality 
measurement model, basic level quality factors are 
combined into a high level quality metric. 
Therefore, when the quality measurement of 
improvement operation was classified for the 
"unacceptable" range, the corresponded 
combination formula can be identified by the 
quality measurement model. Based on the formula, 
repeat analyzing steps, the corresponded basic 
level jobs can be identified, then to analyze job 
defects and problems and propose the corrective 
action. When the quality indicators for the security 
improvement process can not meet the "Quality 
Criteria", the corrective action need be planned. 
This paper proposed a rule-based quality 
improvement activity for corrective action, 
described as follows: 

Rule1: 
IF the process improvement quality indicators 

can not meet the quality criteria 
THEN the security testing operation or security 

repair operation quality measurement 
should be detected. 

Rule2:  
IF security testing operation quality 

measurement can not meet quality criteria 
THEN the four metrics: STC, STQM, SVVQM 

and SRQM should be analyzed to 
identify the metric too low to cause 
security testing operation quality 
measurement not meet the quality 
criteria. 

Rule 3: 
IF security repair operation quality 

measurement can not meet quality criteria 
THEN the four metrics: MDRQ, MPRQ, 

MTRQ and MCMQ should be analyzed 
to identify the metric too low to cause 
security repair operation quality 

measurement not meet the quality 
criteria. 

If the quality defects of e-commerce security 
improvement operations can be adjusted and 
corrected in time, then the e-commerce security 
continuous improvement operation will be 
increased effectively. And the e-commerce security 
can be enhanced effectively and concretely. 

 
5. Conclusions 

An on-line e-commerce system is usually 
necessary to invest considerable time and 
resources. In order to achieve high efficiency 
resources to increase user's confidence is inevitable 
trend. Continuous improve the system security is a 
necessary condition to increase system reliability. 
In operation course, e-commerce system must 
change in time with new environment, new 
technology, function extension and modification. 
And conduct update activities continuous to satisfy 
various requirements. The life cycle of 
e-commerce system can be effective extended. 
However, environment change, technology 
improvement, and update activity may threat the 
e-commerce operation security. In order to 
effective and continuous improve e-commerce 
security, this paper explores the related security 
improvement activities. Based on "prevention is 
better than cure" concept, in this paper,  take the 
initiative to identify security vulnerabilities of 
e-commerce, and combining with security testing 
and security repair operations, propose a set of 
Software Security Enhancement Procedure (SSEP) 
to enhance follow operation of security testing. 
And propose a set of SSEP Quality Measurement 
(SSEPQM) model to assure the process quality of 
SSEP. The advantages of SSEPQM model are 
applied the linear combination model to replace 
complexity combination model, and has high 
flexibility, easy formula, high extensibility and 
high compatibility for the expertise. Applying 
SSEPQM model, the defects of security 
improvement process can be identified. And assist 
in timely to adjust and revise defects of security 
improvement process, enhance e-commerce 
security effective and continuous. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of e-commerce software security enhancement procedure 
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Abstract 

The selection of vendors is an important aspect of 
strategic management and operational decision 
making. The methods and process of vendor 
selection have undergone great changes during the 
past years, and the criteria and methods of vendor 
selection have changed and improved to a large 
extent. The single-item, multiple-vendor selection 
problem is well studied in the vendor selection 
literature. However, only a few papers in the 
literature discuss the multiple-item, 
multiple-vendor selection problem.   This paper 
presents a new rank-and-choose decision model for 
vendor selection problem. The proposed approach 
is illustrated by a numerical example. 

 
Introduction 

The selection of vendors is an important aspect of 
strategic management and operational decision 
making since it not only plays a crucial role in the 
production and distribution process, but also 
impacts all areas of a company. The single product, 
multiple-vendors selection model is well known in 
the vendor selection literature.  In the early 
literature, decision makers considered the vendors 
as competitors and only selected the vendors for 
one product at a time. However, the recent 
development of internet and e-commerce allows 
the decision makers to build a long term 
relationships with vendors and encourages vendors 
to team up for a better competitive advantage by 

sharing information and standardizing the 
parts/components. Net Marketplace in e-commerce 
provides opportunity to business for selecting 
multiple products from multiple vendors to achieve 
the economies of scale and competitive advantage. 
The mature of online payment system and online 
transaction technology help business to develop 
competitive marketing strategies. One of these key 
marketing strategies is bundling in net pricing, 
which offers two or more products for discount 
price. Therefore, vendor selection plays an 
important role in the marketing strategies in 
e-commerce.  Many models and solution 
methodologies have been proposed to address the 
vendor selection problem (refer to recent review in 
[1-4]). 

Weber et al classified 74 articles related to the 
industrial customer vendor selection criteria and 
found multiple criteria in these articles [2]. Butaney 
and van Nederpelt adopted product quality, credit 
standing of vendor, product profitability, vendor 
shouldering product liability, availability of 
technical assistance from vendor as criteria to 
select vendors, and introduced the principal 
component analysis (PCA) to find a way of 
condensing the complicated information [5]. 
Roodhooft and Fonings proposed an Activity 
Based Costing (ABC) approach for vendor 
selection and evaluation [6]. They used the 
exceeded delivery date, quantity problems, quality 
problems, administration and price difference as 
criteria to evaluate the vendor score. In the 
literature [1, 2] quality criteria is the important 
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attribute in the process of vendor evaluation. 
Different quality related criteria are discussed in 
the literature: total quality management program, 
inspection and control, defect rate, quality 
assurance production, correctness of testing data, 
quality abnormal rate, capability to prevent 
repeated error, error judgment rate and many other 
criteria. 

This paper proposes a two-steps decision model 
with the evaluation procedure of vendors via a data 
envelopment analysis (DEA) approach on quality 
management criteria and the selection procedure of 
vendors via a nonlinear multiple criteria decision 
analysis (MCDA) approach on vendor 
interdependent criteria . Our contribution in this 
paper is to propose a mixed integer nonlinear 
programming model to address the interdependent 
relationship among vendors and items. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section, we discuss the problem of vendor selection 
with bundling, then present a two-steps decision 
model and solution method to address the issue of 
interdependency with a numerical example, 
followed by our summary and interests of our 
future research work.   

 
Vendor Selection with Bundling 

In today’s large manufacturers or international 
companies, supply chain managers are under 
tremendous pressure to evaluate and choose 
hundreds or even thousands of vendors for their 
product lines. Under the influence of global 
competition and trend of flexible manufacturing, 
the production lines in most companies are used to 
assemble multiple products with full capacity and 
high operation efficiency. Global competition also 
cause vendors to provide bundling or volume 
discount in order to lower the price in the contract, 
in the meantime to receive the benefit from the 
economies of scale [7, 8]. There are two types of 
business volume discount schedule. One schedule 
is pricing on the same item based on the volume, 
which has been studied by some researchers [9-12]. 
The other schedule is pricing on bundles of items. 
While bundling is a common practice among the 
vendors, few researchers have addressed the issue 
of bundling due to the complexity of the problems 
[7, 8]. In this study, we assume that the volume 
discount schedule for bundling is restricted to two 
situations to simplify the pricing schedule: vendors 
selected by the decision maker will provide all of 
their items in the selection pool (Table 1) together 
as a bundle or provide nothing.   

Decision Model and Solution Method 

The decision model in this paper consists of two 
steps:  evaluation and selection. The evaluation 
process of multiple vendors is based on an 

extension of DEA model using quality 
management criteria and reports the rank of the 
vendors on each product to create a preferred 
vendor pool. The selection process of multiple 
vendors is a nonlinear MCDM model based on the 
analysis of the interdependence among the products 
and vendors from the pool of preferred vendors and 
reports the best groups of vendors.  

Vendor evaluation with DEA model 

The methods and process of vendor selection has 
undergone great changes during the past years. The 
evaluation criteria and methods of vendor selection 
has changed and improved to a large extent. 
Dickson proposed 23 criteria by surveying 273 
purchasing managers, such as quality, delivery, 
performance history, warranties and claim policies, 
production facilities and capacity, price, technical 
capability, financial position, procedural 
compliance, management and organization, to 
tackle the complicated problem of vendor selection 
[13]. Wu and Olson compared stochastic 
dominance and stochastic DEA for vendor 
evaluation [14]. Wu and Blackhurst proposed 
methodology termed augment DEA based on an 
extension of data envelopment analysis (DEA) and 
compared the application of augment DEA with the 
basic DEA model [15]. According to [1], DEA is 
one of the most popular approaches on vendor 
selection. 

This paper adopts quality management based DEA 
model to evaluate the vendors. The quality 
management based DEA model provides a rounded 
judgment on vendor performance taking into 
consideration multiple quality management criteria 
simultaneously and combining them into a single 
measure for quality. The mathematical model is 
solved for every item and the relative quality score 
of each vendor is determined. The results of DEA 
show that the higher a vendor’s quality score in 
relation to the corresponding score of another 
vendor, the higher the rank of this vendor in term 
of quality.  

The output oriented and quality management based 
DEA model with variable returns to scale is 
defined: There are n Decision Making Units 
(DMUs), where each DMUi  

generates q outputs y

( 1, ,i n 

i

)

ij (j = 1,…,q). Let  be the 

DEA coefficient (decision variable) associated with 
DMUi. The DEA model is the following linear 
programming problem: 

0max (1)  

tosubject  

1

1 (
n

i
i




 2)  
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0 0
1

1,..., (3)
n

ij i i
i

y y j q 


   

 

0 0, 0, (4)i i     

The quality score for the DMU0 in the study is 

given by 0 , and it is positive. The quality score 

0 allows ranking the corresponding DMU0; 

Consider DMU0 be a vendor with poor quality, the 
optimal solution of the mathematical model 
provides the set of optimal coefficients 


0

1 2, , n ...,   , and the feasible improvement 

target outputs Y0j for DMU0 are defined by: 

 

0
1

1,..., (5)
n

j i ij
i

Y y j q


   

 

In this way, the feasible quality score can be 
calculated for each vendor. However, there is a 
drawback in this model. All the vendors with the 
same quality score will receive the same ranking. 
One way to address the ranking problem is to 
compute the aggregated output to aggregated input 
ratios, which is known as super-efficiency 
DEA[16]. In this paper, the ranking problem is not 
the issue in the evaluation process, which is aimed 
to produce a pool of preferred vendors. For each 
item, all high ranking vendors will be considered as 
the input data of the selection process. 

However, pointed out by the researchers in the 
literature, there are other limitations in DEA for 
vendor selection. First of all, it is difficult for the 
researchers and practitioners to agree upon both 
input/output criteria and the measurement standards 
for different types of criteria; secondly DEA 
measures the operation efficiency of the vendors 
which are independently operated and cannot be 
used to address the interdependent relationship. 
The interdependent relationship plays an important 
role in supply risk and long term partnership. DEA 
is an effective approach for vendor evaluation but 
cannot present the supply risk and partnership in 
the selection process.  To address the issues of 
supply risk and partnership, a nonlinear MCM 
model is presented in the following section. 

Vendor Selection with nonlinear MCDM model 

MCDM model is well known to vendor selection in 
the literature.  Weber and Current presented a 
multi-objective approach to analyze the inherent 
tradeoffs involved in multi-criteria vendor selection 
problems systematically [17]. Carlsson and Fuller 

considered fuzzy MCDM as an appropriate way to 
select vendors[18]. Tam and Tummala adopted 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to deal with the 
issues of vendor selection of a telecommunications 
system[19]. In the literature, AHP is the third most 
popular approach to vendor selection problem 
(refer to [20] for a recent review).  Hemaida and 
Schmits used the pair-wise comparison judgment 
matrices (PCJMs) to research the relationship 
among price, quality, delivery, and vendor 
education [21]. However, the models reported by 
other researchers considered the discrete and 
independent relationship among the vendors and 
items. Bottani and Rizzi proposed a group-to-rank 
approach to evaluate the vendors and items using 
integrated cluster analysis and AHP [22]. However, 
they did not discuss the interdependent relationship 
among the items or vendors. In the real world 
setting, the highly efficient production lines tend to 
standardize certain components for multiple 
products while some vendors can provide a wide 
range of components to distinguish themselves 
from others and achieve the benefit of economies 
of scale. In addition, the common upstream among 
the vendors can lead to the issue of supply risk. 
Thus the selection of vendors should take the 
vendor interdependent relationship for 
consideration.  Very few researchers have 
investigated the interdependent relationship among 
the criteria and adopted analytic network process 
(ANP) approach to address the interdependency 
[23-25]. ANP extends the capability of AHP by 
formulating the interdependencies and performing 
pair-wise comparison between the vendors. 
However, one of the limitations in ANP is the 
pair-wise comparison, which cannot be applied to 
multiple alternatives in the decision model[24]. To 
address the multiple alternatives problem, a 
nonlinear MCDM model is proposed next. 

In the nonlinear MCDM approach, decision maker 
considers a pool of vendors from the evaluation 
process simultaneously and choose a set of vendors 
to address the supply risk and partnership issues. 
The basic notation of this process is defined as 
follows. 

1{ , , }nN v v   is set of vendors 

1{ , , }mP p p   is set of items 

, ( 1, , )iv i n   is vendor i  

, ( 1, , )jp j   m  is item  j

( )iI v
iv

 is number of items provided by vendor 

in the selection pool 

{1, , }Q q   is set of criteria 
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i
kc  is effect of vendor  on criterion  i k

kS

k

 is a set of vendors that if selected together 

have some positive or negative effect on criterion 

 

( )kS  is the amount of effect (positive or 

negative) of an interacting set on criterion  kS k

kw  is weight associated with criterion  k

( )S  is total payoff of a subset of vendors 

 S N

D  is the number of vendors selected. 

ijx  is equal to 1 if an vendor  is selected for 

item  and 0 otherwise. 

iv
j

1

( )

m

ij
j

i i

x
y

I v



 is equal to 1 if all of items from 

vendor  are selected as a bundle of items and 0 
otherwise.  

iv

 
In general, the interdependent relationship can be 
measured by a number of criteria: economies of 
scale, resource and risk sharing, and ownership or 
partnership.   With regard to the interdependent 
relationship, there is a weight to each criterion, and 
the model is represented by a nonlinear 
programming function as follows. 

max [ ] [ ( )][ ] (6)

. .   , 1, , (7)

, {0,1}.

k k k

i i
ij k k k k k ij

i N k Q k Q S N i S i S
j P

i
i N

ij i

x w c w S c x

s t y D j m

x y


     




 
  

 

 



     

 

 

The nonlinear objective function can be solved by a 
commercial solver such as CPLEX or LINGO. 

Numerical Example 

To validate the approach in this paper, a numerical 
example is presented. Assume that a supply chain 
manager would like to find at least one but no more 
than two vendors for each item with minimum cost 
and risk while maintaining a continuous 
supply-relationship. The vendors selected can offer 
a bundle of items to achieve the economies of scale 
in order to low the price in the contract. There are 
two types of volume discount schedules. If the 
vendor provides only one item, it will discount 
price on the total amount of item ordered. If the 
vendor provides a bundle of items, it will discount 
price on the combination. Thus the criterion on 

economies of scale has different values/standards 
for different vendors. After evaluating a number of 
vendors for each item via a quality management 
based DEA model, the pool of high ranked vendor 
for each item is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Selection pool of vendors from evaluation process 
 

Vendors  

Item V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9

P1 1 1 1  1 1    

P2  1  1 1   1 1 

P3   1   1 1 1  

P4   1  1  1 1  

 
 
While individual vendor does not share local 
resource from each other, they might use the same 
upstream vendor, which can increase the risk 
among the vendors. Some vendors might form 
partnership via industrial consortium while others 
might have financial ownership on each other. 
Each vendor is evaluated by three criteria and the 
normalized data is presented in Table 2. For 
example, since there is no vendor to provide all 4 
items by itself, the minimum number of vendors to 
supply all 4 items is 2, thus the supply chain 
manager should find exactly least 2 vendors to 
satisfy the condition of at least one but no more 
than two vendors for each item. There is a strategic 
partnership between vendor 1 and vendor 8, which 
can provide volume discounts but both vendors 
share the same upstream vendor. If both vendors 
are selected, it will obtain the benefit of supplying 
all items with minimum vendors but there is an 
increase on the supply risk.  If both vendors are 
selected, there is an increase of 15% on the 
economies of scale criterion, increase of 10% on 
the partnership criterion and negative 25% on the 
resource and risk sharing criterion.  Similarly, 
vendor 2 and vendor 7 belong to the same 
industrial consortium. If vendor 2 and vendor 7 are 
simultaneously selected, they will supply all items 
to satisfy the demand.  In that case, a positive 
value of 15% is estimated when it comes to the 
economies of scale criterion and positive value of 
10% on the partnership criterion. 

There are many pairs of vendors with overlapped 
items, which can lead to a low supply risk but 
decrease on economies of scale criterion. If vendor 
2 and vendor 3 are simultaneously selected, there is 
an overlap for item 2. In that case, an increase of 
10% on risk and resource share criterion, negative 
15% on economies of scale criterion. The same 
goes to other pairs such as vendor 2 and vendor 8, 
vendor 5 and vendor 6, vendor 5 and vendor 7, 
vendor 6 and vendor 8. If vendor 3 and vendor 5 
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are simultaneously selected, there is an overlap for 
item 1 and item 4. In that case, an increase of 15% 
on risk and resource share criterion, negative 18% 
on economies of scale criterion. The same goes to 
other pairs such as vendor 3 and vendor 8, vendor 5 
and vendor 8.  

  

Table 2  
Normalized interdependent relationship criteria and 
weight of nine vendors 
 

Interdependent Relationship Criteria 

Name economies 
of scale 

resource 
and risk 
sharing 

ownership 
or 
partnership

 

Weig
ht 

0.39 0.30 0.31 

1v  
0.52 0.87 0.42 

2v  
0.73 0.85 0.56 

3v  
0.91 0.65 0.84 

4v  
0.56 0.55 0.75 

5v  
0.94 0.65 0.85 

6v  
0.65 0.72 0.35 

7v  
0.75 0.87 0.83 

8v  
0.92 0.77 0.36 

 

 

 

V
e
n
d
o
r
s 

9v  
0.47 0.73 0.26 

 
 
In order to illustrate these notations, consider Table 
2, we have 9 
vendors for 4 

items , and 3 criteria .  

Vendor 2 has effects of , , 

and  on criterion 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively.  Weights of criteria 

are .  

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}N 
{1,2,3,4}

2
1 0.73c  c

0.56

1 2 3( , , ) (0.39,0.30,w w w w 

P

2
3c

{1,2,3}Q 
2
2 0.85

0.31)

If no interdependencies are considered among the 
vendors, then the payoff value is defined as a 
simple additive function; for example, for 

 we have { , }i jS v v
3 3

1 1

( , ) ( ) ( )i j i j i j
k k k k

k k
v v v v w c w c  

 

    
 (8) 

In this case, considering all possible set of 2- 
vendor alternatives and selecting a subset with the 

largest payoff value, we have the optimal solution 
among 12 feasible alternatives in Table 3 
as

, 
when vendor 5 and vendor 7 are selected 
simultaneously.  If we consider interdependencies 
between alternatives and taking into account 
positive and negative energies, we have a dynamic 
weight for each criterion when applied to an 
alternative.  The dynamic weight of an alternative 
depends on its interaction with other alternatives in 
the selected subset.   

5 7 5 7( , ) ( ) ( ) 0.8251 0.8108 1.6359v v v v      

Table 3 

Calculation of payoff values without 
interdependency between vendors 
Vendor Pair Payoff Value 

1 8,v v  
1.2954 

2 3,v v  
1.5236 

2 7,v v  
1.5241 

2 8,v v  1.4147 

3 4,v v  1.4262 

3 5,v v  1.6354 

3 8,v v  1.5117 

3 9,v v  1.2932 

5 6,v v  1.4031 

5 7,v v  1.6359 

5 8,v v  1.5265 

6 8,v v  1.2794 

 
Table 4 presents all subset of 2 alternatives and 
associated weights of each criterion, and the payoff 
value of the selected subset of alternatives. In Table 

4, subset   obviously is not any more the 

optimal solution, as we have =1.5826  

However, the subset  has the largest 

payoff of =1.6538, which is optimal.  

5 7( , )v v

2 7( ,v v

5 7( , )v v

)2 7( ,v v

)

 

To illustrate the optimization problem on equation 
(6), we use the numerical example presented above. 

 
Table 4. Calculation of payoff values when 
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interdependencies are considered 
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The above nonlinear function is solved by CPLEX 
and the result obtained gives objective function 
value of 1.6358 for assignments 

 and the rest 

of variables as 0.   
21 22 73 74 2 7 1x x x x y y     

 
 
Conclusions and Future Research Work 
 
This paper introduces a two-step approach on 
vendor selection with bundling via a nonlinear 
formulation. The example shows that 
interdependence between a pair of suppliers within 
the criteria should be recognized in order to 
achieve more accurate results and better solutions.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The preliminary results illustrate the attractiveness 
of this modeling method in terms of generating the 
best alternative and addressing dynamic criteria 
simultaneously. In the continuing work, the authors 
intend to carry out further testing of the proposed 
model on more complex problems in vendor 
selection with other constraints such as lead-time 
and capacity. 
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ERP Decisions: the Role of Organizational Culture and SCM Practices 
Mincong Tang and Waiman Cheung 

 

Abstract: ERP has been well proved to be critical to improve company competitiveness, but not 

all ERP projects come out with a success. We believe that ERP decision is the first step to make 

ERP succeed, which is not as simple as comparing the prices of various systems (Piturro, 1999). 

Building on the knowledge of existing literature about organizational culture and IT behaviors, we 

examined the role of organizational culture and supply chain management (SCM) practices in an 

organization’s decision upon ERP decision. Based on the data we collected from 80 companies, 

we found that organizational culture and SCM practices significantly affect ERP decision; we also 

propose the mediating role of SCM practices between organizational culture and ERP decision.   

 

Key words: ERP Decision, Supply chain management practices, organizational culture.  

 

1. Introduction  

Today, more and more Chinese manufacturers are trying to adopt enterprise resources 

planning (ERP) systems to help them improve their global competiveness. ERP has even become a 

“must have” system for many firms. Therefore, we witness a dramatic increase in ERP adoption 

and diffusion in China during the past few years (Huo, 2002). Some companies (mainly large 

corporations) chose Western-based ERP systems like Oracle and SAP, some chose local Chinese 

ERP systems like Kingdee and UFIDA, some developed their own ERP systems and still there are 

some companies who do not use or are not willing to use any ERP systems.  

Besides its success, ERP is also well-known for its high failure rate in implementation, 

especially terribly high in China. It is estimated that the success rate of ERP implementation in 

China is approximately 10% (Zhang et al., 2003). ERP even turn into a nightmare for many 

implementing firms (Davenport, 1998). Many Chinese companies have found it is quite difficult to 

find an ERP system that is very fit for them. Western-based ERP systems like Oracle and SAP, 

which are functionally complicated, are not affordable for every company. Moreover, these ERP 

systems are built on Western management practices and culture, which are quite different from 

those Chinese companies, therefore, they are not necessarily fit the Chinese practices; local Chinese 

ERP systems like Kingdee, Digital China, UFIDA are more affordable to most Chinese companies, 

but they are weak in their manufacturing and supply chain functions (AMR Research, 2007). Quite 

some companies chose to develop their own system but not all of them have the resource, also there 

is a lack of reference to develop ERP by them, what is the worse is that they do not recognize the 

difficulties until they get into big trouble.  

We conceptualize the decision that a company make in choosing an ERP system as ERP 

decision in this study. While the importance of adopting ERP systems has been well proved 

(Davenport, 1998; Sheu et al., 2004), we believe that ERP decision is very important as it is the first 

step to make ERP succeed in an organization (Donovan, 2001); it will affect the follow-up 

implementation, adoption and outcome of an ERP system, having not selected a right ERP system 

has also been reported as a critical factor that contribute to the failure of ERP projects (Stefanou, 

2001). We also hold that ERP decision is not as simple as comparing the prices of various ERP 

systems, it is a process including the evaluation of an organization’s resources (Stefanou, 2001), 

system maturity (Gable & Stewart, 1999), practices/processes (Donovan, 2001), culture (Xue et al., 
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2005; Soh et al., 2000) and vendors/consultants (Piturro, 1999). Therefore, it is very important to 

examine the factors affecting an organization’s ERP decision if one wants to help the potential 

adopter who is going to adopt ERP system.  
Motivated by providing insights regarding of the ERP decision problem, we conduct in-depth 

literature search and field studies. We found that academicians and practitioners have attributed the 

underlying reasons of the phenomenon mentioned above to culture (AMR Research, 2007; Soh et 

al., 2000; Xue et al., 2005), in information system (IS) field, scholars conceptualized the 

development, adoption, use and management as information technology (IT) behaviors, which have 

been deeply studied from a cultural perspective and found that they are significantly affected by 

culture (Leidner and Kayworth, 2006). However, ERP decision as a kind of IT behavior has got little 

attention, especially from a cultural perspective. We believe that organizational culture plays a 

significant role in ERP decision.  

In addition, building on the previous research on culture and management practices (Newman 

and Nollen, 1996; McDermott and Stock, 1999; Naor et al., 2008), we propose that organizational 

culture also influences ERP decisions through affecting an organization’s management practices, 

specifically in this dissertation, supply chain management (SCM) practices. ERP is said to be very 

closely related to SCM (Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2004). Technologically, ERP is said to be the 

backbone of SCM, the integration of ERP and SCM is a natural and necessary process in strategic 

and managerial consideration, the most important trend for ERP vendors today is the integration 

with SCM vendors (Tarn et al., 2002). Therefore, the whole theory of this study is that 

organizational culture does not only directly affect an organization’s decision upon ERP systems, 

also organizational culture affects its ERP decision through affecting an organization’s SCM 

practices.  

2. Research Model and Research Questions  

To prove the theory we proposed, we put forward with the following research model. This 

model illustrates the relationships between organizational culture, SCM practices and ERP 

decision.  

 

Figure 1. The research model 

In this study, we aim to answer the following research questions: 

Research Question 1: what insights can be provided for the Western ERP vendors to localize 
their ERP systems?  

Western ERP vendors met many difficulties to get the dominance of the market share in 

China as their systems are built on Western practices, which are quite different from our Oriental. 

When these vendors try to sell their systems in China, they have not got fully understanding of the 

Chinese organizational culture and the localization problem becomes very critical for them. In 

literature, it has been proved that culture directly impacts various IT behaviors (Leidner & 

Kayworth, 2006), specifically, some cultural issues like language, report format are reported as 

factors that affect ERP system implementation (Xue et al., 2005). Localization of an ERP system is 
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more than translating the English version and changing the report formats, it’s about changing the 

processes and functions to fit the local practices. However, only knowing the cultural elements that 

affect ERP is not enough as culture is hard to change (Hofstede, 1994; McDermott, 2000), it’s not 

quite practical and possible to change the culture to fit the needs of an ERP system. We believe that 

management practice is a good substitute as it is comparatively easy to change. We incorporate 

SCM practices, which are assumed to be more closely related to ERP as discussed above. By 

answering this research question, we hope that Western ERP vendors can get a better understanding 

about their target clients’ organizational culture before they can customize their systems, in addition, 

they can ‘change’ or modify their systems to fit the management practices of their Chinese clients by 

knowing the patterns of SCM practices of these Chinese manufacturers.  

Research Question 2: what insights can be provided for local Chinese ERP vendors to develop 
ERP systems? 

Local Chinese ERP vendors are assumed to have the advantage of knowing better about the 

Chinese managerial style and management practices. However, their ERP systems are also said to be 

weak in manufacturing and SCM functions (AMR Research 2007) as most of them are developed 

from financial software providers. They are in a lack of comprehensive understanding on 

manufacturing, without which it will far exceed their capability to develop a successful ERP system 

that can fully match the requirement of a user’s business. We hope that the findings of this study can 

provide insights for the local ERP vendors to develop a comprehensive manufacturing-centric ERP 

system.  

Research Question 3: what insights can be provided for Chinese manufacturers to choose a 
suitable ERP system? 

As mentioned above, ERP decision is not as simple as comparing the prices of different ERP 

systems, it should take into consideration including the company’s management practices, resources, 

culture, consultants etc. This study will try to provide insights from the perspectives of 

organizational culture and SCM practices for the manufacturers who are going to adopt ERP system 

to facilitate their management and operations. By finding out the dimensions of organizational 

culture and SCM practices that significantly affect an organization’s ERP decision, manufacturers 

will have more knowledge when they choose the suitable ERP system among so many options in the 

market.  

In this paper, we only discuss the impacts of organizational culture and SCM practices on ERP 

decision, therefore, we propose the following two hypotheses. 

H1: Organizational culture significantly affects a company’s ERP decision, and  
H3: A company’s SCM practices significantly affect its ERP decision.  

3. Research Methodology  

In this study, we take a survey-based method. Data are collected by the author via field visit. 

We started the data collection process from the beginning of June 2010 to the end of December, 

2010. Till the publication of this paper, we have over 80 valid questionnaires, 85% of the 

questionnaires were returned with hard copy while the other 15% were returned by email.  

To make sure the questionnaire is reliable enough, we consolidated the questionnaire and 

asked two knowledgeable professors (one from MIS area and the other from operations 

management area) to review the questionnaire. Then we asked a PhD student in operations 

management area to translate back to English, each items in the translated English version was 

checked against the original English version. We found that some items need to be reworded to 
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better indicate the original meanings of the English version.  

The Chinese version of the questionnaire was then pilot-tested on 38 manufacturing firms 

from Guangzhou, Dongguan, Shenzhen and Foshan in China. The aim of the pilot test is to make 

sure the wordings of the questionnaire are well understood by the respondents. The first author 

visited 30 firms in the pilot test stage and other 8 questionnaire were sent to the corresponding 

companies and returned either with hard copies or emails. In the company visits (each took at least 

60 minutes including some discussion with the respondents), the first author took the notes for any 

confusion or ambiguity in the wordings of the questions or scales, after which we modified the 

items if necessary. The combination of translation to Chinese and back translation to English 

together with the in-depth interviews provide strong evidence to support the reliability and validity 

of measurement in research in developing countries, particularly China (Qi et al., 2009). 

The unit of analysis is the manufacturing firms in South China, Pearl River Delta region as 

mentioned above. Supply chain manager, operations manager, CIO, general manager and an 

experienced staff (who has more than 3 years working experience in the target company) were 

selected as potential respondents for this study. They are assumed to have good knowledge about 

the organizational culture of their companies, also their SCM practices. A significant problem 

with organizational-level research is that senior and executive-level mangers receive many 

requests to participate and have very limited time (Qi et al., 2009). Therefore, we catch the 

opportunity and conduct the survey in the visited companies by ourselves.  

As the dependent variable (ERP Decision) is a categorical one, we select multinominal logistic 

regression as our main analytical technique. To examine the data quality, we use SPSS16 and 

AMOS to check the reliability of each construct and also discriminnant and convergent validities of 

the constructs.  

4. Data Analysis and Results 

With the 80 valid samples, we conducted our analysis. By conducting this preliminary analysis, 

we see the existence of the relationships between organizational culture, SCM practices and ERP 

decision. As there are 13 independent variables in our research model, which requires a minimum 

case to variable ratio 10 to 1 to make sure the validity to conduct multi-nominal logistic regression, 

we are still collecting data when this paper is finished, with more data we can get more confidence 

to prove the theory we proposed. As most of the questionnaires were finished under the monitoring 

of the author at site, there is no missing data in the questionnaire.  

4.1 Data quality checking 

Before we run the main test of the theory, we examine the quality of the data we collected. The 

80 sample data from the survey were subjected to exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to gain insights 

as to the multidimensionality of the items. We excluded the items if the factor loadings to the 

construct are less than 0.5. SPSS 16 is applied to test the reliabilities (here we used Cronbach’s 

Alpha) of each construct. All the Cronbach’s Alphas are greater than the edge (.70), which means 

the reliability of the data is good.  

 To test the convergent validity and discriminant validity of the constructs, we used AMOS to 

do the confirmative factor analysis (CFA). Items (here we separate the items of organizational 

culture with those of SCM practices and run the test separately) were linked to their target factors, 

and covariances among the said factors were freely estimated. Model fit indices Chi-square/df, root 

mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), non-normed fit index (NNFI), comparative fit index 

(CFI), and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) were used to examine the measurement 
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models. These tests show good convergent and discriminant validities of our data. Limited by the 

length of this conference paper, we did not report the results here.  

4.2 Results of the model and hypotheses testing 

After checking the quality of the data, we conducted the multinominal logistic regression. As 

there are three categories in the dependent variable (namely, using Chinese ERP system; using 

self-developed ERP system; and using Western ERP system), we separated the cases between those 

companies who are using ERP and those who are not. There are 64 companies who are using ERP 

system now in our 80 samples.  

4.2.1 Direct effects of organizational culture on ERP decision 

In our research model, we postulated that organizational culture significantly affects ERP 

decision (H1). We constructed a base model with intercept only and then added the independent 

variables (7 dimensions of organizational culture) to the nested model. We checked the model fitting 

information as follows. 
Table 1: Model Fitting Information 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 
Model -2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept Only 114.550    
Final 88.774 25.776 14 .028 

In this analysis, the probability of the model chi-square (22.776) was 0.028, less than or equal to 

the level of significance of 0.05. The null hypothesis that there was no difference between the model 

without independent variables and the model with independent variables was rejected. The 

existence of a relationship between organizational culture and ERP decision is supported.  

By checking the likelihood ratio tests, we can see which dimensions of organizational culture 

would have significant impacts on ERP decision.  
Table 2: Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 
Effect -2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept 92.915 4.141 2 .126 

Guanxi 91.150 2.376 2 .305 

Processoriented 95.230 6.456 2 .040 

Joboriented 91.361 2.587 2 .274 

Professional 96.134 7.360 2 .025 

OpenSystem 88.854 .080 2 .961 

LooseControl 103.615 14.841 2 .001 

Normative 89.383 .609 2 .738 

From table 2, we can see there is a statistically significant relationship between the 

independent variables (Processoriented, Professional and LooseControl) and the dependent 

variable (ERP decision). 
Table 3: Parameter Estimates 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Exp(B) 

ERP3a B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Bound Upper Bound

Intercept 8.325 4.543 3.357 1 .067    

Guanxi -.184 .698 .069 1 .793 .832 .212 3.269

Processoriented .139 .583 .057 1 .811 1.149 .367 3.600

Joboriented -.360 .411 .768 1 .381 .698 .312 1.561

1 

Professional -.069 .388 .032 1 .859 .933 .436 1.998
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OpenSystem .038 .502 .006 1 .939 1.039 .388 2.781

LooseControl -1.903 .647 8.636 1 .003 .149 .042 .531

Normative .118 .493 .058 1 .810 1.126 .429 2.957

Intercept 2.278 8.372 .074 1 .786    

Guanxi 2.304 1.921 1.439 1 .230 10.018 .232 432.337

Processoriented -2.134 1.127 3.589 1 .058 .118 .013 1.076

Joboriented -1.253 .858 2.132 1 .144 .286 .053 1.535

Professional 2.181 1.120 3.794 1 .051 8.858 .986 79.541

OpenSystem .280 .980 .081 1 .775 1.323 .194 9.034

LooseControl -2.327 .977 5.677 1 .017 .098 .014 .662

2 

Normative -.491 .875 .315 1 .574 .612 .110 3.397

a. The reference category is: 3.        

From table 3, we can see the independent variable LooseControl is significant in 

distinguishing category 1 (using Chinese ERP system) of the dependent variable from category 3 

(using Western ERP system) of the dependent variable. (0.003 < 0.05). Also LooseControl is 

significant in distinguishing category 2 (Using self-developed ERP system) of the dependent 

variable from category 3 of the dependent variable (0.017 < 0.05). Here it is worthy of notice is 

that the independent variables (Processoriented and Professional) are at the edge of significance 

level (0.058 and 0.051), we believe this is due to the small sample problem.  

4.2.2 Direct effects of SCM practices on ERP decision 

 To test hypothesis 2, we also conducted the same technique but run with the dimensions of 

SCM practices as independent variables. We got the overall significance level 0.027<0.05, which 

means the hypothesis that the existence of a relationship between organizational culture and ERP 

decision is supported.  
Table 4: Model Fitting Information 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 
Model -2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept Only 114.550    

Final 91.419 23.131 12 .027 

Table 5: Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 
Effect -2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept 92.470 1.052 2 .591

SupplierRelation 98.783 7.365 2 .025

CustomerRelationship 92.499 1.080 2 .583

InformationSharing 92.860 1.442 2 .486

LeanProduction 101.223 9.804 2 .007

InformationQuality 94.407 2.988 2 .224

AigleManufacturing 96.236 4.818 2 .090

From table 4, we can see that the independent variables (SupplierRelation, Lean Production) 

significantly impacts ERP decision.  
Table 6: Parameter Estimates 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Exp(B) 

ERP3a B 
Std. 

Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Bound Upper Bound

Intercept 1.075 2.647 .165 1 .685    

SupplierRelation -.789 .772 1.045 1 .307 .454 .100 2.061

1 

CustomerRelationship .602 .618 .949 1 .330 1.826 .544 6.130
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InformationSharing -.871 .940 .857 1 .355 .419 .066 2.645

LeanProduction 2.469 1.056 5.465 1 .019 11.806 1.490 93.537

InformationQuality -.130 .854 .023 1 .879 .878 .165 4.677

AigleManufacturing -1.585 .940 2.842 1 .092 .205 .032 1.294

Intercept -3.265 5.221 .391 1 .532    

SupplierRelation -3.446 1.414 5.937 1 .015 .032 .002 .510

CustomerRelationship .042 1.591 .001 1 .979 1.043 .046 23.562

InformationSharing .281 1.558 .032 1 .857 1.324 .062 28.060

LeanProduction 3.867 1.566 6.101 1 .014 47.802 2.222 1028.149

InformationQuality 2.258 1.744 1.676 1 .195 9.568 .313 292.163

2 

AigleManufacturing -2.981 1.590 3.514 1 .061 .051 .002 1.145

a. The reference category is: 3.        

From table 6, we can see the independent variable (LeanProduction) is significant in 

distinguishing category 1 (using Chinese ERP system) of the dependent variable from category 3 

(using Western ERP system) of the dependent variable. (0.019 < 0.05). Also SupplieRelation and 

LeanProduction are significant in distinguishing category 2 (Using self-developed ERP system) of 

the dependent variable from category 3 of the dependent variable (0.015 < 0.05, and 0.014<0.05). 

Here it is worthy of notice is that the independent variables (AgileManufacturing) are at the edge 

of significance level (0.061), we believe this is also due to the small sample problem.  

5. Conclusions 

As the preliminary result of the first author’s thesis, the purpose of this paper is to present the 

theory and discuss with the participants of this conference to get useful inputs to complete the 

whole thesis. From the discussion above, we can see the existence of the relationships between 

organizational culture, SCM practices and ERP decision. We need more data to examine the 

relationships between organizational culture and SCM practices, also the potential mediating role 

of SCM practices between organizational culture and ERP decision, which is also the key 

contribution of the whole thesis.  
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Abstract 
This study analyzes social constructs from different 
types of actor behavior (i.e. transaction-oriented 
and community-oriented) to understand the 
influencing factors of their intention to use with 
online auction. We introduce social influence 
process and social capital theory to conceptualize 
research model, and a survey-based study was 
conducted. The simultaneous analysis of several 
groups was applied to test the research hypotheses. 
Our results verified that varied social constructs 
promote continuance intention for different types 
of online auction behavior, which are believed to 
contribute to the online auction development and 
management. We also conclude with a 
consideration of academic implication of the 
findings. 

Introduction 
Online auction is a complex and dynamic online 
service system, where different interaction and 
transaction pattern are embedded within networks 
of interdependencies [5,16,51,55,64]. Some of 
auction actors bid for second-hand items while 
others buy new goods from traders, as well as some 
harmful activities (such as bid shielding, shilling) 
are take place. Until now, there is still ambiguity 
about if the online auction is a market or a virtual 
community for resource exchange.  

From market perspective, researchers argued that 
auction members usually conducted transaction 
with varied traders or other members (named as 
transaction-oriented behavior in this study), and 
trust mechanism is critical to helping the online 
consumers make a purchase decision [26,31,37,58]. 
From community perspective, some researches 
recognize that social factors with in auction 
community are equally important to influence 
online behavior (named as community- oriented 
behavior in this study). In this respect, Chua et al. 
(2007) pointed out that auction community 
members with strong attachments to the 
community have intimate knowledge to discover 
abnormal transaction pattern. Skillful and faithful 
members self organize into anticrime communities 
and expertise criminals and oppose their activities 

using several mechanisms including vigilante 
justice, community education, and cooperation with 
auction website management. Ba(2001) also 
pointed out that online communities such as eBay 
can be used as “a social structure to provide online 
trust”.  

As a result of varied social interactions occur in 
online auction, recent researches suggest that 
online auction is a complexity of value network in 
which interacts with social-contextual influences 
[7,16]. However, most of online auction researches 
focus on individual-level characteristics or 
technology perspective 
[14,17,20,31,35,36,44,46,63,69] (static resource) 
rather than on properties of the social interaction, 
relationship and group/community context 
(dynamic resource). Additionally, little research 
has actually provided research model and empirical 
evidence to investigate which social factors 
surrounding the transaction-oriented behavior and 
community- oriented behavior, what are the 
relationships among those factors and how they 
affect the actors’ continuance intention. In short, 
online auction research based on social influences 
concept is still in its infancy, and lacks of empirical 
research model for investigate online auction 
behavior.  Consequently, to investigate which 
phenomena are responsible for the description of 
different auction behavior patterns within varied 
social interaction context is important to the online 
auction management team and auction researchers. 

In summary, social constructs, besides technology 
factors and individual factors, should be considered 
as one of the important determinant of future 
auction usage. Moreover, two perspectives, 
transaction-oriented and community-oriented, are 
considered as different motivations and behavior in 
online auction.  By adding social capital and 
theory-building extension of the social influence 
process, this study contributes to online service 
research a theoretical framework in order to 
investigate the social factors surrounding the online 
behavior, such as online auction continuance, and 
the relationships among them. Furthermore, this 
model was conducted an empirical test in order to 
determine the different effectiveness of social 
factors on transaction-oriented behavior and 
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community-oriented behavior. This emphasis 
allows us to shift the focus from an individual level 
to a community level by taking into account the 
interplay between individuals and the community. 

This remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. The first section reviews the literature of 
social identity derived from social influence 
process and discusses the three dimensions of 
social capital in the auction community. Relevant 
research streams are then integrated to provide 
construct definitions and a theoretical foundation 
for the research model and hypotheses, followed by 
a description of research design including empirical 
data collecting and instrument construction. Next, 
the results of model testing are presented and their 
implications are discussed. Finally, limitation and 
future research are outlined. 

Literatures Review 
Social factors and continuance intention in 
auction community 
This study defines continuance intention as user 
plans to continue using already adopted online 
auction systems [9]. Continuance intention to usage 
is a conceptually distinct construct from initial 
adoption. The latter occurs before initial acceptance 
of an IT/IS, online service, or product. For example, 
technology acceptance models [17,62] explain why 
users adopt new systems or online service. 
However, such models do not investigate reuse of 
systems or online services post-adoption [60]. 
Previous studies have pointed out that continuance 
intention exerts a key positive influence on the 
success of online communities, with effects 
including greater community participation in online 
communities [2]. Since online auctions are a 
commercial context as well as a virtual community, 
this study suggests that understanding continuance 
intention of auction actors is essential to the online 
auction management. 

An auction behavior study conducted by Raffaeli 
and Noy (2005) noted that social factors are 
important social influence sources and resulting 
bidding behavior. In a similar vein, Leenders (2002) 
proposed that communication and social 
comparison are two underlying process to trigger 
social influence. His study argued that actors rely 
on frequent and vivid communication to help them 
understanding peer’s ideas, beliefs, and attitude. 
Moreover, another social influence process, social 
comparison, may cause affect social identity to 
play a role in antecedence of online behavior. In 
the social comparison process or searching for a 
social identity, actor compares himself to those 
peers whom he considers their behavior to be 
acceptable as their frame of reference. In a similar 
vein, Dholakia et al. (2004), as well as Algesheimer 
et al. (2005), find that social identity is a critical 
social influence on intention to participate and 

community engagement. Social identity refers to 
the common identification with a collectivity or 
social category which creates a feeling of similarity 
to other group members. Social identity theory 
explains the tendency for people to group 
themselves rely on some common characteristics 
[41,59]. A social actor with strong social identity 
has a perception of oneness with a group of people 
[10,32]. This theory suggested that creating a 
common identity will lead to common behavior and 
develop cohesiveness among group members 
[6,21,41]. 

Furthermore, recent studies regarding online 
behavior research sketch that online social actions 
(e.g. making use of virtual communities as social 
and information networks, consumer 
decision-making processes, and knowledge sharing) 
are positively correlated with concepts of social 
capital and social identity [13,15,19,25,32,39]. In 
this respect, Dholakia et al. (2004) use the social 
identity perspective to explore the social behaviors 
within the virtual communities, and suggest that 
further research should extend their results 
combining the social capital theory as a broad view 
in examining the relationships between social 
factors and social action in online context. Social 
capital is considered a proxy for the ability to 
mobilize resources embedded in relational 
networks to achieve higher status [43] via “a series 
of non-negotiated or reciprocal exchanges” [57]. 
Previous studies employed the concept of social 
capital to assess the quality of relationships 
resulting from social interactions within 
communities and how they affect the ability of 
actors to achieve shared goals [3,54]. Social capital 
is sometimes viewed as a pool of resources that 
should be tapped via the social ties embedded in 
social networks. 

According to above discussion, this study consider 
that social capital and social identity might 
completion each other’s effects to cope with the 
antecedence of social-contextual  behavior in the 
online auction context. Specifically, what are the 
different consequences of social factors on 
behavior between transaction-oriented actors and 
community-oriented actors is still enigmatic and 
worthy of further investigation.  Hence, the 
remainder of this section will introduce literatures 
of social capital and social identity studies related 
to online interaction or virtual community. 

Dimensions of social capital in online auction 
community 

Despite the widespread application of social capital 
theory, its succinct definition remains challenging. 
This lack of conceptual clarity contributes to 
excessive-versatility [45]. Recently numerous 
studies have identified three dimensions of online 
social capital: structural, cognitive and relational 
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[1,49,61,65,66]. The cognitive dimension refers to 
resources that enable shared interpretations and 
meanings within a group [49,65]. Furthermore, the 
cognitive dimension comprises values, attitudes, 
beliefs, and perceptions of support affecting 
interdependence [38,49]. Meanwhile, the relational 
dimension involves social actors trusting other 
actors within the group and being willing to 
reciprocate favors or other social resources in the 
trading process [49,65]. The structural dimension is 
created when community actors communicate each 
other. 

Given the varied components of each of the three 
dimensions of social capital as presented in the 
literature, the different types of interaction media 
(such as Internet vs. Face-to-Face) and 
communities (such as knowledge-sharing 
communities vs. transaction-oriented communities) 
also add to the differences in considering the 
composition of the three dimensions of social 
capital. For example, two studies on 
knowledge-sharing community, Chiu et al.(2006) 
and Wasko& Faraj (2005) identified different 
elements of social capital. Table 1 compares the 
elements identified between the two studies. Thus, 
it may be necessary to identify the key elements of 
social capital in transaction-oriented communities 
by clarifying the characteristics of online auction 
interactions. 

Table 1. Different Elements of Social Capital 
between Two Knowledge Communities 

 Wasko and Faraj 
(2005) 

Chiu et al., (2006) 

Structural 
dimension 

Centrality Social Interaction Ties 

Relational 
dimension 

Commitment / 
Reciprocity 

Trust / Norm of 
Reciprocity Identification 

Cognitive 
dimension 

Self-related Expertise 
/ Tenure in the Filed 

Shared Language / Shared 
Vision 

In an online auction, trading is the major activity in 
online auction community and is considered as 
social interaction [67] of auction actors in this 
study. Transactions and interactions between two 
parties are recorded in auction websites following 
the completion of a trade and reciprocal rating 
through the reputation mechanism. The number of 
reputations revealed in auction websites was 
determined by subtracting negative comments from 
positive comments. However, only positive 
comments were considered evidence of reciprocal 
behavior between two actors in the auction 
community. Negative and neutral ratings are not 
counted toward social interaction, because they 
represent unacceptable behaviors and imply a 
negative impact on the relationship. Moreover, 
unlike other commonly occurring interactions (e.g., 
Q&A or online forums), a positive reputation is a 
valuable asset for auction actors because it results 

from a series of negotiated and reciprocal activities 
(such as negotiation for price, payment and 
logistics). Furthermore, reputation rating between 
pairs of traders with the latter rating overwriting 
earlier ratings. For example, an auction actor (e.g., 
seller) may conduct several transactions with 
another actor (e.g., the same buyer); however, only 
the latest evaluation is disclosed. Thus, this study 
considers “positive reputation” as a form of social 
interaction and employs it to measure ‘Centrality’ 
that is the key element in the structural dimension 
of social capital in online auctions [65]. 

The relational dimension of social capital typically 
focuses on trust, commitment, or reciprocity 
[49,61]. Trust is essential in creating friendly 
online transaction environments [4,5,27,40,58]. 
Auction actors can only assess the condition of 
goods via pictures, descriptions, and Q&A , and 
also have only limited information about their 
transaction counterparts in general [11]. Designing 
an environment that provides traders with increased 
certainty and promotes trust therefore is important. 
This study thus considers "trust" to be the key 
element in the relational dimension of social capital 
in online auctions. 

From the community perspective, shared vision is 
also a key element of cognitive dimension of social 
capital in the study of Tsai and Ghoshal [61]. 
Shared vision significantly affects actor cohesion 
and community fostering for various community 
types. Royal and Rossi [56] noted that a shared 
vision reflects “the influence a group may have 
over its members by encouraging commitment to a 
common set of ideas” and “may lead group 
members to feel that they share a common future.” 
[56] Shared vision can be critical in creating a 
meaningful sense of community. Online auctions 
represent one type of community, and teams 
managing auction websites should note that sense 
of community is vital for achieving positive 
outcomes in terms of business objectives for 
auction websites [11,47,56]. This study thus 
considers “shared vision” to be the key element in 
the cognitive dimension of social capital. 

Social identity theory 

Previous studies regarding organization and group 
research analyzed social identity process which is 
generated through self-categorization in the 
face-to-face communication context 
[18,33,39,52,59]. They proposed that social actor 
categorize each other into “in-group” and 
“out-group” based on perceived similarities (we) 
and differences (they) and forms an important part 
of our self concept [33]. Recently, several 
researches have reported the importance of social 
identity for social action in online interaction 
context. In this respect, Bagozzi and Dholakia's 
(2002) virtual community study noted that social 
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actor "construes him- or herself as a social category 
(e.g., “member of virtual community Y”) and acts 
as an agent of the group in concert with other group 
members" and thus enhance a sense of emotional 
involvement with the community, which are 
positively related to intention that underlies 
participation behavior [21]. Chiu et al. (2006) 
argued that social identity acts as an influencing 
factors associated with resource exchange in online 
context. Their research pointed out that “the 
perception of social unity and togetherness of the 
community will elevate one’s activeness to share 
knowledge and increase the depth and breadth of 
shared knowledge.” Following similar arguments, 
Loyarte and Rivera (2007) stress the importance of 
social identity to cultivate communities of practice 
(e.g. open software communities). De Valck et al. 
(2009) also noted the importance of social identity 
on participation in virtual communities either 
group-based communities or network-based 
communities. In a similar vein, this study considers 
that there is a tendency for auction actor to develop 
cohesiveness within an auction community 
regardless of face-to-face interaction. 

Hypothesized Model  
Follow the abstract with a first-level heading that 
introduces the body of the paper. All paragraphs 
should begin flush left and right justified. 
Single-space the body of the paper.  

Antecedence of auction continuance intention 

 
Figure 1.  Research Model 

The relational dimension of social capital exists 
when actors have a definite affinity with the group, 
trust other actors within the group, and are willing 
to reciprocate mutual actions during trading [8,65]. 
As mentioned previously, this study contends that 
trust is one of the key elements in the relational 
dimension of social capital in transaction-based 
online communities. Morgan and Hunt (1994) 
noted that trust is key factor that lead directly to 
cooperative behaviors among exchange partners. 
According to the studies of Paldam and 
Svendsen(2000) and Pollack et al.(2004), trust 
describes the mutual expectation (for example,  
members acting in mutually supportive ways, or at 
least not intentionally harming others) arising 
within a community characterized by regular 
cooperative behaviors and commonly-shared 

norms[50,53]. With the formation of trust 
relationships between two actors, the actors 
concerned become more likely to improve their 
collaboration efficiency by facilitating coordinated 
actions [54] and reducing risks involved in the 
transaction [48]. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
expect that social actors with high level of trust in 
other actors can acquire higher continuance 
intention to interact with their exchange partners 
[61]. This study thus hypothesizes: 

H1: Stronger interpersonal trust leads to stronger 
continuance intention of online auction actor. 

Social identify refers to members’ sense of 
belonging and positive feeling that the person 
comes to view himself or herself as a member of 
the community [6,15]. Previous studies identify 
social identity is a key social influence variables 
impacting virtual community participation 
[6,15,21,42]. Bagozzi and Dholakia (2002) note 
that digital environments may be perceived as 
socially rich environments allowing social identity 
to develop for community members and influence 
their social action intention. Chiu et al. (2006) 
suggested that social identity provides a perception 
of social unity and togetherness of the virtual 
community, and finally enhances the quality and 
quality of knowledge contribution of community 
members. Dholakia at al. (2004) noted that social 
identity motivates a social actor to actively 
participate in online social interactions in order to 
maintain a positive self-defining relationship with 
other community members. Building on these 
insights, we argued that auction actor with stronger 
social identity could enhance a sense of emotional 
involvement with the online auction community, 
and finally fosters actively social interaction and 
citizenship behaviors in auction settings. Hence, we 
hypothesize the following: 

H2: Stronger social identity leads to stronger 
continuance intention of online auction actor. 

Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) argued that organization 
members with high level shared vision have 
enhanced perceptions regarding how to 
communicate with other members and minimize 
misunderstandings during their interaction. In the 
study of Burroughs and Eby of psychological sense 
of community in the workplace, group members 
with a clear, shared vision were found to be of 
greater team orientation and sense of community, 
and thus increased intention to interact with 
others[12]. Koh et al. (2007) similarly noted that 
community members with a clear vision for their 
communities may stimulate participation [41]. The 
job of actors in online auctions is to search for and 
evaluate products, negotiate and transact with other 
actors. Actors who perform their job with a high 
level of shared vision may gain mutual 
understanding through shared meaning system [32] 

Interpersonal 
Trust 

Shared Vision 

Centrality 
 

Social Identity 
Auction 

Continuance 
Intention  

 

H3 

H2 

H4 

H6 
H5 

H7 

H1 
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and common set of ideas [56], which is possible to 
get a detailed understanding of transaction risk 
during the pre-transaction stage, and finally 
encourages continuance intention for conducting 
transactions. Based on this argument, the following 
hypothesis is established: 

H3: The actors’ shared vision is positively 
associated with their auction continuance intention. 

Antecedence of interpersonal trust 

Social capital has been analytically divided into the 
three dimensions identified above. Scholars have 
also suggested the existence of close 
interrelationships among the characteristics 
contained in the above three categories [49]. This 
study examines the interplay among these elements 
in the three dimensions of social capital.  

Numerous studies have suggested that interpersonal 
affect, trust, and trusting relationships generally 
result from strong, symmetrical interaction ties 
[28,29,49,61]. On the one hand, frequent social 
interaction or high centrality leads to actors sharing 
more information or common perspectives with 
other actors and creating trusting relationships; on 
the other hand, as Tsai and Ghoshal noted [61], “an 
actor occupying a central location in a social 
interaction network is likely to be perceived as 
trustworthy by other actors in the network.” 
English-Lueck et al. (2002) has pointed out that the 
strong and positive social interaction “act as a 
source for reciprocal relationships and provide a 
structure for strangers into friends,” and finally 
help to build and nurture trust relationships [22]. 
This study thus expected an auction actor with high 
centrality to be likely to develop good judgment 
regarding the behavior of other actors and to 
enhance their trust in other actors based on their 
experience of interaction. Moreover, for auction 
actors interacting with others via an auction site 
where users generally use pseudonyms, reputation 
helps decide whether to engage in a transaction. 
The availability of transaction histories and 
reputation can potentially encourage trustworthy 
behavior and discourage negative actions. An 
auction actor with a positive reputation, 
manifesting in the form of social interaction, tends 
to occupy a central position in a collective network. 
This is more likely to induce trust from others, thus 
initiating new transaction opportunities. This study 
thus hypothesizes the following: 

H4: Higher levels of centrality lead to a stronger 
interpersonal trust in the auction community. 

Antecedence of social identity 

Several studies also suggested that social identity 
plays a role in the verification of trust in economic 
transactions context [22,24]. In this study, 
interpersonal trust refers to an auction actor’s 
expectation about others’ social behaviors are 

similar and acceptable, which could fosters sense 
of belonging and positive feeling toward the 
auction community in online setting. Consequently, 
this study argued that actors’ social identify could 
be established through the enhancement of their 
trust in other actor. Thus, we set up a hypothesis 
here: 

H5. Stronger interpersonal trust leads to stronger 
social identity in the auction community. 

Centrality refers to the number of ties that a social 
actor links to other actors in a social network. 
Evidence from social network and virtual 
community research reveals that dense network ties 
create channels for the share of common language 
and information, which is like to encourage sense 
of belonging. As examples, Krogh (2002) pointed 
out that community members will develop a shared 
sense of identity by intense and dense interaction. 
Podolny and Baron (1997) stated that dense 
network ties is the primary bases for "conveying a 
sense of personal belonging within a collectivity 
and clear normative expectations associated with 
one's role", and finally forming social identity in a 
group. Dholakia et al. (2004)’s virtual community 
study noted that interaction is an important factor 
for the formation of social identity. This implies 
that social actors with dense social ties are able to 
form social identity due to they are more likely to 
experience collective action than those with sparser 
ties. Thus, we set up a hypothesis here: 

H6. Higher levels of centrality lead to a stronger 
social identity regarding the auction community. 

Evidence from social capital research reveals that 
shared vision binds community members together 
and defines the values of a group and its members 
[15,49,61,65]. Because of this, once the actors have 
accepted the values and vision regarding their 
virtual community, they will create a sense of 
belonging identify with the community more. In 
this regard, Herrmann (2003) suggested that social 
identity can be achieved or maintained through "the 
engagement and the alignment of a community’s 
members and the evolution of their shared meaning 
system." This implies that a shared vision is 
required to ensure members' collective action and 
enhance the mutual understanding of its' future 
goals. Accordingly, this study argued that a shared 
vision can help auction actors feel similarities with 
other members, such as shared goals, concerns, and 
community purpose [61], and finally encourages 
social identity and group-oriented behavior. Thus, 
we set up a hypothesis here: 

H7. Stronger shared vision lead to a stronger social 
identity regarding the auction community. 

Research Method 
Sampling and subjects  
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Table 2. Operationalization of  Constructs and Descriptive Statistics of Measurements 

Constructs(Reference )/Measurements Transaction-oriented 
actors(N=156) 

Community-oriented 
actors(N=196) 

Auction continuance intention  (Reference: Bhattacherjee (2001)) Min. Max. Mean Std. 
Deviation Min. Max. Mean Std. 

Deviation 

ACI1 I intend to continue interacting with actors of Yahoo! auction 
websites. 1 5 4.03 0.75 2 5 4.27 0.68 

ACI2 I intend to continue interacting with actors in Yahoo! auction 
website rather than seeking out actors of other sites. 1 5 4.03 0.68 1 5 4.21 0.68 

ACI3 If I could, I would like to discontinue my interaction with the 
actors of Yahoo! auction website. 1 5 3.99 0.69 1 5 4.18 0.70 

Social identity (Reference: Chiu et al. (2006)) 

SI1 I feel a sense of belonging towards the Yahoo! Auction 
community. 1 5 3.74 0.71 1 5 3.75 0.79 

SI2 I have the feeling of togetherness or closeness in the Yahoo! 
Auction community. 1 5 3.38 0.90 1 5 3.49 0.89 

SI3 I have a strong positive feeling towards the Yahoo! Auction 
community. 1 5 3.71 0.71 1 5 3.82 0.65 

SI4 I am proud to be a member of the Yahoo! Auction community. 1 5 3.41 0.91 1 5 3.69 0.84 
Shared vision(Reference: Chiu et al. (2006))         

SV1 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community share the vision of 
helping others answer their problems. 1 5 4.17 0.68 3 5 4.40 0.56 

SV2 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community share the same 
norm of transaction. 1 5 4.11 0.83 2 5 4.36 0.71 

SV3 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community share the same 
expectation that the auction website as popular. 1 5 4.13 0.71 2 5 4.36 0.60 

Interpersonal trust(Reference: Chiu et al. (2006)) 

TRS1 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community will not take 
advantage of others even when the opportunity arises. 1 5 3.74 0.75 1 5 3.93 0.74 

TRS2 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community will always keep 
the promises they make to one another. 1 5 3.65 0.76 1 5 3.93 0.76 

TRS3 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community would not 
knowingly do anything to disrupt the conversation. 1 5 3.90 0.69 1 5 4.10 0.65 

TRS4 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community behave in a 
consistent manner. 1 5 3.81 0.74 1 5 3.82 0.80 

TRS5 Members in the Yahoo! Auction community are truthful in 
dealing with one another. 1 5 3.82 0.71 1 5 3.94 0.68 

Centrality(Reference: Wasko and Faraj (2005)) 
This study adopts degree of centrality as manifestation of structural capital. In 
transaction networks of online auction, a dyadic link is created between two 
actors when one rates reputation to their counterpart of transaction. These links 
were recorded in reputation page of website. 

1 778 84.83 122.69 1 1956 140.36 234.35 

The sample data for the study was taken from 
Yahoo! Taiwan Auction, the largest online auction 
website (market share reach 87.1% in 2007) in 
Taiwan [34,68]. This study used snowball sampling 
to construct a transaction network of auction actors 
using a self-developed web crawler program. 
Firstly, several auction actor (namely root layer 
sampled actors) were randomly chosen from the 
auction website. Next, data was collected for 
auction actors (namely first layer sampled actors) 
who had transacted with these root layer sampled 
actors. We continue to collect sampled actors with 
repeated snowball and remove duplicate actors 
until third layer. Further, this study uses simple 
random sampling to select auction actors as 
research subjects from transaction network. We 
sort the auction user ID in alphabetical order and 
number them consecutively. Next, a 
computer-generated random table is used to select 
individual subject. Each research subject received 
an e-mail message soliciting his or her participation 
in this survey. Respondents were directed to 

complete a web-based survey. The online survey 
was considered appropriate given the context of 
online auction, in addition to other advantages of 
low cost, fast response and lack of geographic 
restrictions [65]. During our data collection stage, 
the respondents were enticed to take part in a raffle 
with prizes by entering their own IDs in the auction 
site. The identification data allowed us to filter out 
repeated respondents. 

Finding actors of transaction-oriented model 
and community-oriented models  

In general, auction actors can participate in forum 
discussions provided by auction website to 
exchange auction experience. According to Wasko 
&Faraj (2005), Chiu et al. (2006) and Chua et al. 
(2007), an actor who frequently posted their 
experience on forum is helpful in knowledge 
sharing and, in turn, fostering community 
development. Consequently, this study identified 
two types of auction behavior; transaction-oriented 
model and community-oriented model, based on 
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whether participate in forum discussions. Auction 
actors were asked to answer two questions. One is 
“I have read article about auction experience from 
auction forum”, and the other is “I have posted 
article about auction experience in the auction 
forum”. Three options for these questions: “Never 
(0) “, “Sometime (1)”, and “Usually (2).”  We 
classify actors as sample of community-oriented 
model if sum of two questions is 2 to 4 while others 
are sample of transaction-oriented model if sum of 
two questions is 0 or 1. In other word, the actors 
who have conducted online transaction and never 
read article or sometime read but never shared any 
experience in the auction forum only consider 
“online auction” as a shopping channel of market. 
In contrast to transaction-oriented actors, 
community-oriented actors not only conducted 
transaction, but also shared information or 
experience to enhance their ability to cope with 
varied situations in the online context [16]. 

Instrument construction  

Centrality is the measurement adapted from 
mathematic graph theory. Further, this study 
modifies and identified measurements to assess the 
five multiple-items constructs in the current 
research context based on above researches. 
Measurements related to research model and 
descriptive statistics are showed in Table 2. 
Respondents were asked to record their responses 
using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly 
disagree (=1) to strongly agree (=5). 

Content validity: pretest and pilot test  

A pretest of the questionnaire was performed using 
five Ph D. students in the IS area to assess its 
contextual relevance, ease of understanding, 
sequence of items, and logical consistencies. A 
pilot test was conducted involving 20 graduate 
students with experience of using online auction 
websites.  Participants were asked to provide 
feedback regarding the length of the survey and the 
relevance and wording of the questionnaire items. 
The comments collected from these experts and 
student led to several minor modifications of the 
wording and the item sequence. 

Results  
Evaluating the measurement model: convergent 
validity and discriminant validity 

The measurement model was tested using AMOS 
7.0. Four multiple-items constructs, namely auction 
continuance intention, shared vision, interpersonal 
trust, and social identity, were required to assess 
convergent validity and discriminant validity.  

Table 3 lists the goodness-of-fit of the 
measurement model the scale properties 
(standardized item loading and t value). In line with 
the suggestion of O’Leary-Kelly and Vokurka 
(1998), and Hair et al. (1998), two common 
statistic tests were applied for assessing the 
unidimensionality of a measure: the overall model 
fit (e.g., using χ2 /df statistics) and the significance 

 
Table 3. Scale Reliability and Validity for Multiple-items Constructs  

  Initial measurement model  Revised measurement model  

Construct  Item   loading 
t-statistic  
(for λ)  

Construct 
reliability(CR)  

AVE  loading 
t-statistic  
(for λ)  

Construct 
reliability(CR)  

AVE  

Auction 
Continuance 
Intention(ACI) 

ACI1  0.834   
0.90  0.74  

0.833   
0.90  0.74  ACI2 0.903 20.39  0.903 20.39  

ACI3 0.848 18.92  0.848 18.92  

Social Identity  
(SI)  

SI1  0.79   

0.70 0.40 

0.785   

0.75  0.51  
SI2  0.53 9.12  0.503 8.66  
SI3  0.795 12.89  0.813 12.89  
SI4  0.243 4.14  eliminated  

Shared Vision 
(SV) 

SV1  0.748   
0.77  0.53  

0.748   
0.83  0.62  SV2 0.783 13.63  0.783 13.63  

SV3 0.834 14.19  0.834 14.19  

Interpersonal 
trust (TRS)  

TRS1  0.733   

0.89  0.62  

0.733   

0.89  0.62  
TRS2  0.797 14.47  0.798 14.48  
TRS3  0.801 14.54  0.801 14.55  
TRS4  0.771 14.00  0.771 13.99  
TRS5  0.824 14.97  0.824 14.96  

Model fit:  
χ2/df=3.051,(χ2=256.31,df=84,p<.001), 
GFI=.913, AGFI=.876, NFI=.911, 
RMSEA=.076 

χ2/df=2.362,(χ2=167.682, df=71, p< .001), 
GFI=.935, AGFI=.904, NFI=.94, 
RMSEA=.062 

All Standardized item loadings (λ) were significant at p = .001 level. 
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of individual item loading (λ). Most of fit indices 
in Table 3 indicate adequate model fit, and all 
estimated standard loadings are statistically 
significant (t value>1.96) while an item (SI4 
λ=0.243) is excessively low loadings and 
“Modification Indices” provided by AMOS showed 
that SI2 and SI4 are highly correlated and 
collinearity (MI=56.635 > cutoff = 50). Hence, we 
eliminated SI4 and re-test measurement model. The 
revised measurement model showed in right of 
Table 3, and the unidimensionality of a measure is 
confirmed by statistic results in this study. 
Construct reliability (CR) is a common statistic test 
for assessing the reliability of a measure. As 
suggested by Bagozzi & Yi (1988), construct 
reliabilities should exceed 0.70. Table 3 shows that 
the composite reliabilities of each construct ranged 
between 0.75 and 0.90, which are acceptable 
reliability values. 

Table 4. Discriminant Validity ( Revised 
measurement model) 

 ACI SI SV TRS 
ACI 0.86*    
SI 0.64 0.71*   
SV 0.66  0.52 0.79*  

TRS 0.54  0.56  0.43  0.79* 
*Diagonal of the table are square root of AVE, others 

are correlations. 
Convergent validity was evaluated using the 
following criteria: (1) for each individual, item 
loading (λ) should be statistically significant 
(exceed 0.7) [23]; (2) construct reliabilities should 
exceed 0.70, or average variance extracted (AVE) 
should exceed 0.50 [30]. 0 shows that all estimated 
standard loadings in the revised measurement 
model were statistically significant (t value>1.964), 
and the loading of most standardized items 
exceeded or approximated the cutoff of 0.70. 
Construct reliability was 0.75 and 0.90; AVE was 
0.51 and 0.74. Hence, most criteria for convergent 
validity were met. Moreover, model fit of the 
revised measurement model was better than that of 
the initial measurement model. 

Discriminant validity - the extent to which different 
constructs diverge from one another - was assessed 
using the method developed by Fornell and Larcker 
(1981), who suggested testing whether the square 
root of AVE of each construct exceeded the 
correlations between two constructs. As shown in 
Table 4, all of the square root of AVE (diagonal of 
the table) exceed the correlations between two 
constructs. In summary, the items were acceptable 
given the specifications of the modified 
measurement model. Thus, this study used the 
items in the revised measurement model for 
hypothesis testing. 

Structural model: hypothesis and model testing 

The research model and hypothesized relationships 
were tested collectively using AMOS 7.0. In order 
to compare the different effect of social factor on 
two types of auction behavior, the simultaneous 
analysis of several groups was applied in this study. 
Table 5 shows goodness of fit, the standardized 
path coefficients, path significances.  

Model test results show that inconsistent effects of 
social factors on continuance intention between 
community-oriented actors and transaction-oriented 
actors. In examining hypotheses 2 which explicates 
the associations between social influence and 
auction continuance intention, we find that social 
identity influences auction continuance intention 
significantly in community-oriented model rather 
than transaction-oriented model. Considering the 
direct impact of three dimensions of social capital 
on auction continuance intention, we find that 
shared vision and interpersonal trust do influence 
continuance intention in both models. Moreover, 
critical ratios for differences between 
community-oriented model and transaction- 
oriented model is insignificant (|-0.451|<1.965 
while p=0.05) in terms of the effect shared vision 
and interpersonal on continuance intention. That is 
to say, the regression weights between shared 
vision and auction continuance intention could be 
considered to be equal in both models.  

Considering the relationships among three 
dimensions of social capital and social influence 
variables, the paths from shared vision and 
interpersonal trust to social identity are significant 
in spite of which model is tested. Meanwhile, the 
relationship between centrality and social identity 
is significant in community-oriented model while 
that does not significantly affect identify in 
transaction-oriented model. On hindsight, some 
results are perhaps not surprising while other 
results may be slightly below expectation. In the 
next section, we focus on the insight provided by 
these results for the interpretation of how social 
constructs affect varied types of auction actor. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
This study helps understanding the complex 
process in which social influence variable and 
social capital affect auction continuance intention 
across a variety of different actor behaviors, such 
as community-oriented and transaction-oriented. 
The analytical results show that intention to use 
between community-oriented actors and 
transaction-oriented actors stem from different 
social constructs. These findings raise several 
interesting issues discussed below. 
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Table 5. Results of simultaneous analysis of several groups 

hypotheses 
Path 

(note: ** p<0.01; * p<0.05) 

Standardized Regression 
Weights 

Critical Ratios 
for Differences 

between 
Parameters  

Community- 
oriented model 

Transaction- 
oriented model 

H1 Interpersonal Trust  Auction Continuance Intention 0.211** 0.296* 0.52 

H2 Social Identity  Auction Continuance Intention 0.349** 0.222 -0.137 

H3 Shared Vision  Auction Continuance Intention 0.375** 0.521** -0.232 

H4 Centrality  Interpersonal Trust 0.157 0.118 -0.148 

H5 Interpersonal Trust  Social Identity 0.283** 0.683** 1.599 

H6 Centrality  Social Identity 0.191* -0.091 -2.454* 
H7 Shared Vision  Social Identity 0.381** 0.355** -2.147* 

Model fit:  
χ2/df=1.962, (χ2 =323.575, df =168, p<.001), GFI =0.896  , AGFI =0.852 , NFI =0.889 , RMSEA=0.051，
CFI=0.942 

Understanding how social factors affect intention of 
transaction-oriented actors and community- 
oriented actors. 

The results of model testing show that the antecedents 
to intention of transaction-oriented actors are slightly 
divergent from those of communication-oriented. We 
find that two of three dimensions of social capital, 
shared vision and interpersonal trust, affect social 
identity and continuance intention in both models. 
These results are consistent with our previously 
published study supporting the role of social capital in 
fostering auction community[64]. These results suggest 
auction management teams should promote a common 
understanding of collective goals and proper ways of 
acting regarding to an online auction, which is critical 
to sustain the development of online auction. 

In addition, the relationship between social identity and 
community-oriented actor's intent to use was  
significant while transaction-oriented actor's intent to 
use was insignificant. These differences could be 
results from different motivation and interaction 
between both types of actors. For instance, 
transaction-oriented actors may search for low price 
goods in online auction or compare goods with other 
online shops. In this case, actors usually contact several 
strangers and conduct one-time transaction. 
Accordingly, we consider that the transaction-oriented 
actor just a “buyer” who searching for the lower price 
of goods in the online auction. On the contrary, the 
community-oriented actors not only search for lower 
price of goods, but also share other resource each other, 
such as knowledge and information exchange. These 
results are consistent with the qualitative study of Chua 
et al. (2007), in which pointed out that community 
activities and social interaction are embedded in some 
group behavior of auction actor and help other auction 
actors against harmful behavior. Taken together, these 
findings imply that actors who usually participate in 
forum activity could easily access social resource (e.g. 
new bidding items, experience, skill, or fraud 
information) and, in turn, affect their intention to 
participate in auction activity through social 
comparison process (expressed by  searching for 

social identity).  

Explaining the links among social capital and social 
influence process 

The empirical test showed  that three dimensions of 
social capital significant affect social identity of 
community-oriented actor while only two dimensions 
of social capital, interpersonal trust and shared vision, 
directly impact social identity of transaction-oriented 
actor. These results reveal that most of social capital 
elements could encourage auction actor to search for 
social identity through social comparison process in 
which knowledge or other resource are shared and 
exchanged among auction actors. Meanwhile, the 
critical ratios for differences between parameters 
reveals two paths were significant. one is centrality to 
social identity, the other is shared vision to social 
identity. Both path showed that standardized regression 
weights of community-oriented model stronger than 
that of transaction-oriented model. In this case, we 
consider that the exchange of social resource and social 
interaction among community-oriented actor may are 
more effective than transaction-oriented actor in 
stimulating social influence process and fostering 
social identity of actors. Taken together, different 
motivation and interaction pattern of auction actors 
may perceive selectively and differently various 
aspects of antecedence of online behavior. Auction 
management teams and online behavior researchers 
should noted these findings. 

Academic implication and contribution 

The major contribution of this study is the development 
of an integrated research model regarding online 
auction community based on three dimensions of social 
capital and social influence process, which 
demonstrated that varied social constructs promote 
continuance intention in online auctions. The findings 
of this study provide valuable insights regarding how 
social constructs can be fostered to achieve 
management objectives in an online community such 
as an online auction site while previous empirical 
studies' attention has focused on technology 
perspective. 
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Previous studies have shown the effectiveness and 
associability of three dimensions of social capital – 
shared vision (key element of cognitive dimension), 
centrality (key element of structural dimension), and 
interpersonal trust (key element of relational dimension) 
[15,61,65]. However, few studies have empirically 
tested the relationships among these dimensions and 
social identity in the context of online communities, 
especially in the context of transaction-oriented 
communities. This study tests the theoretical 
relationships for the three dimensions of social capital 
proposed by Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) and social 
influence process proposed by Leenders’ (2002). The 
finding that several social factors significantly affect 
auction continuance intention might seem an 
interesting idea to those who consider that trust is a 
dominant driving factor of online interaction. This 
makes the results consistent with those found by Chua 
et al. (2007). They pointed out that community 
members with strong attachments to the community 
have intimate knowledge to discover abnormal 
transaction pattern. In short, Sense of community (of 
which shared vision and social identity are key 
elements) as well as bilateral relationships such as trust 
are critical to auction community development. 

Furthermore, this study's close examination of how the 
social factors affect continuance intention between 
transaction-oriented and community-oriented actors 
reveals two interesting implications. Firstly, different 
interaction and transaction pattern are embedded within 
the interaction of auction actors, and researchers should 
apply multiple perspectives to explaining the 
antecedent of online auction behavior in terms of 
different interaction backgrounds. Secondly, as 
mentioned early, online auction is a complexity of 
value network in which interacts with social-contextual 
influences. We consider that further exploration of the 
dynamic relationship among social factors, intention, 
and behavior regarding online auction is worthy to 
study.  
Managerial implication and contribution 

Auction managers should note that auction actors could 
be divided into transaction-oriented and 
community-oriented, and their participation intention 
results from varied social factor. From 
transaction-oriented perspective, the results of model 
testing identified that interpersonal trust and shared 
vision play two vital role underlying auction 
continuance intention when all the social actors are 
faced with similar online environments and 
communication media characteristics. This is in 
contrast to the previous understanding that media 
characteristics dominate perception. Managers are 
recommended to not only consider pervasive media 
elements on a web site, but also the level of 
involvement in promoting interactions. From 
community-oriented perspective, to form a community 
and to exchange embedded resource or knowledge of 
members can help auction users reduce risks or frauds 

and enhance their intention to visit online auction. This 
study thus suggests that auction website management 
teams should stress the importance of fostering shared 
vision and social identity in establishing actor’s sense 
of belonging to a transaction community, while 
previous studies focused on adopting a third-party trust 
mechanism to establish a trust and safe transaction 
environment. 

Limitation and future study 

In spite of these contributions, it is important to 
recognize the attendant limitations of this research. 
Firstly, measuring centrality is difficult without more 
network information, without such data, the process by 
which social networks develop and the ways network 
structures change over time cannot be determined. 
Therefore, the exposed connectivity-based network 
configuration was used as an indicator; the strength of 
ties and recessive links deleted by sellers were not 
analyzed. Thus, future studies should clarify the 
dynamic nature of network structuring by analyzing 
more longitudinal data and additional measures of 
network configuration as indices of social networks. 
Future research may also examine the different 
dependent variables based on various communication 
activities such as online discussion forums.  

A second limitation of this study was the sampling 
method. Given the nature of online auctions (e.g., the 
widespread use of pseudonyms and insufficient 
demographic information), standard sampling and 
estimation techniques were inappropriate. Thus, we 
contend that the true nature of population of an auction 
community is a hidden population which is difficult to 
characterize. Therefore, snowball sampling was 
employed. Unfortunately, the inherent problems of 
snowball sampling were unavoidable. For example, 
actors who are isolated from social networks may have 
been overlooked, and the more productive actors within 
a population may have been overrepresented. Given the 
inherent biases of the survey method, we recommend 
that future studies examine multiple samples or a larger 
sample size to minimize bias and strengthen the 
validity of the analytical results. A final limitation was 
the low response rate. As mentioned above, comparing 
responsive and unresponsive subjects was difficult 
because of the limited auction population and the 
anonymous conduct of social activity. This limitation 
could be overcome by collecting data for multiple 
samples and re-verifying the model and hypothesis. 
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Abstract 

E-government involves many aspects of public 
administration ranging from introducing new 
technology to provide citizens with access to 
programs, services and information via the online 
channel. Citizen’s emotion plays a significant role 
in e-government satisfaction, but much less is 
known about citizen emotions. The purpose of this 
study is to explore how citizen emotions affect 
satisfaction in e-government service recovery. The 
citizen's psychology mechanism under the service 
recovery circumstance is carefully studied, and a 
conceptual model among the key constructs of 
citizen’s emotion and citizen satisfaction of 
e-government is developed. The method of 
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is adopted to 
verify the internal quality of the proposed 
measurement model. The empirical results 
indicated that positive emotions have a significant 
impact on citizen satisfaction of e-government and 
no significant impact of negative emotions. 
Furthermore, our study identifies that perceived 
justice and perceived service quality that influence 
citizen satisfaction. 

 
Introduction 

During the past two decades, electronic 
government is becoming increasingly important in 
public administration. E-government growth, also 
known as web-based self-service, has further 
magnified the importance of service sector roles in 
modern government management. Complaint 
handling is considered as a major part of the quality 
management program in e-government service, and 
as an important tool to win citizen satisfaction and 
citizen trust. If service failure cannot be wholly 
eliminated, failure to immediately and effectively 
address service failures is sure to arouse 
dissatisfaction or complaints. It is believed that 
unsatisfied citizens discontinue the service usage 
and discourage others from using the service. 
Indeed some would argue that service recovery and 
complaint handling should be seen as critical 
"moments of truth" for organizations in their efforts 
to satisfy and keep citizens. As Barlow and Maul [1] 
observe, customers’ consumption process is not 

only a cognitive process, but also an emotional 
process. During the service recovery, citizen 
emotions have important practical implications, 
because how citizens feel about a product or 
service impacts on citizen satisfaction. So far, little 
has been done in specifying the effect of actual 
citizens’ behavioral and emotional responses on 
citizen satisfaction to complaint handling and 
service recovery. Therefore, citizen emotions are 
an important factor to facilitate e-government 
service. This study aims to propose a 
comprehensive conceptual model to explain the 
factors and consequences of citizen emotions and 
tests of the model by the survey data with a focus 
on service failure and recovery of e-government, 
where emotions are heightened. 

 
Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses 

Citizen emotions in e-government service 
recovery  

Under e-government service recovery circumstance, 
any unsatisfactory service of e-government has the 
potential to quickly generate negative emotions and 
consequent behaviors. Prior research on affect in 
consumer behavior literature [2, 3] recognized 
emotions can best be characterized in terms of two 
independent dimensions: positive and negative, is 
that their responses would be influenced by the 
type and intensity of discrete emotions that underlie 
their overall affective condition. According to 
Affect Control Theory (ACT), consumers who are 
proposed an unacceptable service recovery may 
express their emotions. The results of another study 
conducted by Bloemer and Odekerken-Schroder  
[4] in retail enterprises indicate that customers’ 
positive consumption emotions will enhance 
customer satisfaction, trust and commitment. Core 
service failure is exactly what customers complain 
about the most [5].Citizen’s emotions are an 
important element affecting citizens’ behaviors. 
However, up to now, the studies of citizen 
emotions of e-government are still not thorough 
enough. The purpose of this study is to explore 
how citizen emotions affect satisfaction in 
e-government service recovery.  
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Citizen satisfaction of e-government  

Citizen satisfaction of an agency to provide online 
services is imperative for the widespread adoption 
of e-government initiatives. Before endorsing 
e-government initiatives, citizen must believe 
government agencies possess the astuteness and 
technical resources necessary to implement and 
secure these systems. Candid, non-fraudulent 
interaction with e-government service providers 
will enhance customer satisfaction. In the 
satisfaction literature, Westbrook [6] was one of 
the first to explore consumer emotional responses 
to product/consumption experiences and their 
relationship to several central aspects of post 
purchase processes. There has been a discussion as 
to whether satisfaction is itself an emotional 
construct or a cognitive construct which includes 
an emotional component [7]. We believe that 
citizen’s positive emotion is linked to one’s 
decision to stay and satisfaction of e-government, 
while citizen’s negative emotion is linked to the 
opposite decision, such as to leave and complain. 

Based on the previous decomposition arguments 
and preceding literature, the research model for this 
study is shown in Figure 1, focusing on the 
relationship between citizen emotion and perceived 
justice and perceived service quality, and its 
consequential impact on citizen satisfaction. 

 
Figure 1  The theoretical model 

Citizen expectation of service recovery. Evaluating 
the level of citizen expectations of service recovery 
has necessarily led researchers into the mine field 
of behavioral theory with studies addressing 
physiological issues such as cognitive dissonance, 
consumer design, implementation and operation. 

Citizen emotions. In this study, emotions can best 
be characterized in terms of two independent 
dimensions: positive and negative. The positive 
emotion scale for this study consists of interest and 
joy. Negative emotions are represented by two 
discrete emotions: anxiety and disgust.  

Perceived Justice. The literature review exposed 
earlier leads to hypothesize that the service 
recovery related perception of justice might have 
both direct and indirect effects on satisfaction. 

Perceived service quality (IQ).Service quality 
covers the extent to which complete, accurate, and 
timely information is provided for the citizen in the 
electronic government service recovery.  

Citizen satisfaction. Consistent with past research, 
we define citizen satisfaction with e-government as 
the overall affective evaluation an end-user has 
regarding his or her experience related with the 
e-government.  

 
Experiment study  

Sampling and surveying  

Data collection is carried out by a structured 
questionnaire administered through personal 
interviews to citizens who had recently perceived 
some type of recovery effort. A total of 19 
questionnaire items are established to measure the 
extent to which participants give to the level of 
emotions toward satisfaction of e-government. 
With purposive sampling method, a total of 130 
questionnaires are distributed and all of them are 
returned. However, three of the returned 
questionnaires are incomplete and are discarded, 
producing a total of 127 usable questionnaires. The 
sample size of 127 exceeds the recommended 
minimum of 45 and is adequate for model testing.  

 
Reliability analysis 

The various constructs are tested for validity using 
principal component analysis with varimax rotation. 
In this study, SPSS 13.0 software is used to 
conduct descriptive statistic analysis of the data and 
internal consistent reliability analysis of 
measurement scales.  

Table 1 List of construct indicators and reliability 

Construct Mean Cronbach’s α
Citizen expectation of 
recovery 3.56 0.895 

positive emotion 4.05 0.832 
negative emotion 3.68 0.903 
Perceived Justice 4.22 0.874 
Perceived service quality 3.08 0.793 
citizen satisfaction 4.16 0.889 

 
Table 1 presents the results of the reliability, the 
survey had strong internal consistency with all 
multiple-item constructs achieving Cronbach’s 
between 0.793 and 0.903, so they are deemed 
acceptable. The results indicate that measurement 
scale is reliable. 

 
Methodology 

The hypothesis and overall fit of the path model are 
tested by using structure equation model (SEM). 
SEM provides an appropriate method of dealing 
with multiple relationships simultaneously while 
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providing statistical efficiency. Structure equation 
model express relationships among several 
variables that can be either directly observed 
variables or unobserved variables. A structural 
equation modeling technique called Partial Least 
Square Graph method [8]) is used to test the model. 
The PLS approach is superior to other SEM 
approaches for this study because of its flexibility 
for distributional assumptions, its small sample size 
requirements, and its strength in handling complex 
predictive models [9]. 

 
Results 

A. Testing the Measurement Model 

Internal consistency of the constructs is evaluated 
with internal composite reliability, as defined by 
Fornell and Larcker [10]. Another indicator of 
discriminant validity is that each item has a higher 
loading on its assigned construct than on the other 
constructs. Convergent validity indicates the degree 
to which multiple items measuring the same 
construct agree. As a measure of discriminant 
validity, we examined the average variance 
extracted (AVE). Convergent validity is adequate 
when constructs have an Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) of at least 0.5.Construct reliability 
is acceptable when Internal Composite Reliability 
(ICR) is above 0.70 for each construct [11] in PLS 
method. Table 2 presents the results of the tests for 
measurement model. 

Table2 ICR and AVE of the measurement model 

 

Internal 
Composite 
Reliability 
(ICR) 

Average 
Variance 
Extracted 
(AVE) 

Citizen expectation of 
recovery 0.88 0.68 

positive emotion 0.79 0.63 
negative emotion 0.83 0.75 
Perceived Justice 0.65 0.45 
Perceived service quality 0.87 0.69 
citizen satisfaction 0.76 0.65 

 

Table 2 presents the results of the tests for internal 
consistency and convergent validity. The internal 
composite reliabilities of all constructs are at least 
0.70, except for the factor of Perceived service 
quality (0.65), thus indicating adequate internal 
consistency. Most of the constructs have an AVE 
of at least 0.5 except for Perceived service quality 
(0.45). Thus, in this study both criteria of construct 
validity are met. 

B. Testing the Structural Model 

Testing the structural model includes estimating the 
path coefficients and the R2 values. Figure 2 
presents the significant structural relationships 
among the research variables and the standardized 
path coefficients and R2 values of structural mode.  

Citizen 
expectation of 

service recovery

Positive 
Emotion

Negative 
Emotion

Perceived 
Justice

Perceived 
service quality

Citizen 
Satisfaction

0.54

0.83

0.72

-0.75

0.66
-0.69

-0.27

0.82

0.89

0.87

R2=0.83

R2=0.13

R2=0.65

 
Figure 2  Testing the structural model 

The results show that about 83% of variance in 
citizen satisfaction is explained by Perceived 
Justice, Perceived service quality, positive emotion 
and negative emotion. The R2 for Perceived service 
quality is 0.13, suggesting that other important 
determinants for service quality had been omitted 
in this model. Positive emotion and negative 
emotion all contributed to Perceived Justice, with a 
total of R2 0.65. 

Most of the hypotheses are strongly supported 
except for H10. As hypothesized, Perceived Justice, 
Perceived service quality, and positive emotion 
have a significant effect on citizen satisfaction 
(path=0.89, 0.82, 0.87), so H7, H8 and H9 are 
supported. Negative emotion is not a significant 
predictor of citizen satisfaction (path=-0.27), so 
H10 is rejected. Perceived Justice is a very 
important and significant predictor of citizen 
satisfaction among all the four indictors. Positive 
emotion is found to be significantly influences 
Perceived Justice (path=0.83). Negative emotion 
significantly associated with both Perceived Justice 
and Perceived service quality supporting H5 and 
H6 (path=-0.75, -0.69).Citizen expectation of 
recovery contribute to positive emotion and 
negative emotion, thus supporting H1 and H2. 

 
Conclusion 

The study seeks to investigate the relationship 
between citizen emotions and citizen satisfaction in 
electronic government service recovery and to 
develop guidelines to predict citizen behavior in 
e-government. First, the article offers a brief 
overview of the literature on key conceptual issues 
concerning citizen satisfaction of e-government and 
the citizen emotions in service recovery situations. 
Subsequently a model of determining how citizen 
emotions influencing satisfaction is developed and 
tested. The empirical findings presented in this 
study also provide helpful suggestions that 
government can use to enhance citizen’s 
willingness to use online service and satisfaction of 
e-government. 
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Abstract 

With the popular usage of Google Maps and smart 

phones, more and more people are using smart 

phones to surf and inquire about travel information. 

As a result, every major city plans to push the 

existing online public transportation trip planning 

system beyond traditional computer users to mobile 

phone users. The trip planning system is based on 

the starting and ending points that a user inputs, 

and guides the user to take a bus or metro through 

an electronic map interface. The system usually 

provides different kind of alternative travel routes 

with the estimated time of arrival. However, people 

who use the public transport system may encounter 

some uncertainties, such as long waiting times, 

long routes, long walking distances, etc. In each big 

city, the taxi is a universal transport vehicle which 

is available at almost anytime, anywhere. Taxis can 

save passengers’ walking distance and travel time 

with a deficit of high cost. Therefore, we design a 

trip planning system to unify the Taipei public 

transportation system with taxis. The users can 

inquire of a travel route through the mobile phones. 

This system uses Google Maps as a base map. The 

users assign an upper limit of fare which they are 

willing to pay. The system will balance between 

travel time and travel cost to obtain a route which 

may combine usage of the bus and taxi. Because of 

the high density of bus stations in Taipei city, the 

route search may consume a lot of system 

resources. We propose an improvement method to 

eliminate some intermediate bus stations in route 

search processing. 

Keywords: trip planning, bus information system, 

Google Maps, Taxi. 

 

1. Introduction 

In response to the global effort on the energy 

conservation and carbon dioxide emission 

reduction, we must encourage people to use public 

transportation systems instead of private cars. In 

order to reach more public transportation 

passengers, a trip planning system for the public 

transport system, which provides people with 

guidance for their trip just like a Global Positioning 

System (GPS) used in a private sedan, is needed. 

With the increase of cellphone users, designing a 

mobile trip planner for the billion cellphone users 

has a lot of potential impact to popular users of 

public transit. In a large metropolitan area, a trip 

planning system is used generally to guide the user 

to ride on the buses through an electronic map 

interface. Usually a user makes an inquiry to the 

trip planner for route information. A trip planner 

demonstrates a route with bus information and the 

estimated time of arrival. Some extra travel 

conditions can be specified in a trip planner to meet 

the user’s demands, such as the shortest travel time, 

least number of transfers, walking distance 

limitation, transportation vehicle choice, etc. 

However, if the users’ source and destination 

locations are far away from any bus station, the 

current trip planning system, such as Google Maps, 

will ask you to take a long walk which could take 

hours. Even if the users’ locations are close to a bus 

station, the bus route could have a long waiting 

time. Sometime the user may have a very tight 

schedule. Those reasons may diminish the users’ 

wish to travel by bus. On the contrary, when the 

users have a time constraint in their travel, the taxis 

in a city are the transportation vehicles which may 

supply the users’ needs, but have a relatively high 

cost. If the users do not want to spend much money, 

but also want to achieve a reasonable travel time, 

they can plan a trip with a combination of bus and 

taxi routes. Therefore, the present paper proposes 

to unite bus and taxi routes in a trip planning 

system. It lets the users make the best choice to 

meet their travel time and cost constraints. 

Our goal is to design a seamless mobile trip 

planning system to combine the Taipei bus and taxi 

route information. Like most modern travel 

planning systems, we use Web 2.0 to achieve an 

interactive and integrative application. Our system 

uses Google Maps as the base map. The system 

interacts with user by AJAX technological 

development's Google Map API. Simultaneously, 

we also design an Android handset client program 

to allow the users to plan their trip using a mobile 

device. Taipei's bus density is quite high. The 

number of bus stations in Taipei is much larger 

than the number of bus routes. If we take the 

transportation network path finding method in [1], 

each bus station must contain the arrival time 

information which creates a huge memory usage 

requirement and causes low system efficiency. 
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Therefore in this paper we propose an enhanced 

path finding method, which can dynamically 

produce data, and which may abbreviate some of 

the station’s information after processing, enabling 

the data processing quantity to be reduced 

effectively. The remainder of this paper is 

organized as follows. Section II compares existing 

trip planning systems in several major cities as well 

as some related work on path finding algorithms. 

Section III presents our system architecture. 

Subsequently, Section IV proposes an effective 

algorithm to reduce memory requirement of the trip 

planner. Our path finding algorithm to integrate bus 

and taxi routes is portrayed in section V. Section 

VI presents our emulation results, and Section VII 

concludes the paper. 

 

2. Related Works 

We survey several trip planning systems used in 

various oversea and domestic cities. We compare 

their functionality through detailed observation and 

hand on exercise. Overseas cities have New York 

City [2], Chicago [3], Paris [4], and London [5]; 

domestic city has Taipei [6]. In addition, we also 

evaluate the global system Google Maps [7] and 

the local system UrMap [8] in Taiwan. 

Remarkably, New York map demonstrates a 2D 

and 3D option. London has support for nineteen 

languages and bike routes. Paris has a fashion web 

design and allows viewing of incredible details. 

Google Maps can show the street camera views. 

We glance over the domestic and foreign systems 

and summary functionalities of existing systems 

and our trip planner in Table 1, where we explain 

each kind of functions as followings: 

 Fastest: Find a path with a shortest arrival 

time 

 Walk: The walking distance user can tolerate 

 Transfers: Find a path with minimal transfers  

 Waiting time: The waiting time user can 

tolerate 

 Cost: The expense user willing to pay 

 Map: Have a map to guide the user  

 3D: Have a 3D map interface 

 Taxi: Support taxi 

 

As shown in Table 1, the majority of trip planning 

systems do not have the Cost and Waiting time 

options. Most of overseas systems implement Walk 

and the Transfers function. Only two systems have 

more powerful 3D maps. Our system implements 

the complete collection of functions, except for the 

3D option. Most importantly, we add taxi route into 

the trip planner, which others cities don’t have. 

Table 1: The functionality of different trip planning 

systems 

In term of path finding algorithms, Florian [9] 

proposes a shortest time-dependent path algorithm 

based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. 

Florian’s work considers different routes and 

transfer station traffic [10][11] at different times in 

the planning of paths in the public transit network. 

Moreover, Florian proposes a dynamic module for 

the public transmit network and models the route 

with data structures [12],[13]. Huang [1] modifies 

Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and presents a 

path finding algorithm using pattern first search 

(PFS) approach. Huang sets the time for the source 

and computes the shortest time-dependent path 

reachable from source to destination. 

Huang’s method is built on a graph model, i.e. 

public transit system graph NET(L, N, S) that 

consists of bus routes (Line), transfer stations 

(Node), and stations which cannot transfer (Stop). 

For each station the bus routes that go through it 

are recorded, and for each bus route the stations 

that are on the routes in which the bus passes are 

also recorded. Each station contains one timestamp 

for each bus route, as well as the following 

quantities: 

 t: The time at which the user arrives 

 r: The bus line which the user takes to this 

station 

 x: The previous transfer station at which the 

user takes bus line r 

 t
x
: The departure time at which the user 

leaves transfer station x 

 
The algorithm needs to define a temporary node set, 

which records the nodes to update for the next step. 

It sorts the time value t of nodes in this set, sets the 

departure time on the source node, and sets infinite 

time for the others. The algorithm starts at the 

source node and searches the neighbors reachable 

from the source node. A new arrival time is 

calculated and compared with the original time for 

all the nodes through which the bus line r passes 

and which are downward nodes from the source. If 

the new time is shorter than original one, the 

algorithm updates the station’s timestamp (t, r, x, t
x
) 

with the new time value and adds the node to the 

 Fastest Walk Cost Transfers Waiting  Map 3D Taxi 

New York O O O O X O O X 

Chicago O O O O X X X X 

London O O X O X O X X 

Paris O O X O X O O X 

Taipei O X X X X O X X 

UrMap O X X X X O X X 

Google O X X X X O X X 

Ours O O O O O O X O 
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set. At each next step, the node with the minimum 

time in the node set is picked and the process 

repeats until the destination is found or the set 

becomes empty. 

Note that when the number of Stops is excessively 

large, the amount of data to process will also 

increase. We found that when we consider only the 

bus lines and transfer stations without the stations 

that cannot be used for transfer, it can reduce 

unnecessary data processing. We will explain in 

more details about this reduction in the section 4. 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture 

 

3. System Model 

Our trip planning system allows the users to plan 

for trip with Web browsers as well as with handset 

running the Android platform. Both the server 

program and client-side programs are implemented 

in JAVA technology, which supports both 

client-side and server-side application development 

and avoids the need to deal with multiple 

programming languages during development 

process. When using the trip planning system, users 

mark the source and destination points on the map 

interface, and the system supports various timing 

constraints that can be specified by the users. 

People can change their preferences and priorities 

in different situations. We further include taxi as an 

additional option to the available transportation 

types. 

The trip planning system contains three main 

components: the client interface, the travel 

planning module, and the database. The client 

interface provides viewing and option setting 

operations, the trip planning server program 

implements the trip planning algorithm, and the 

database includes both static route data and 

real-time bus and traffic data retrieved from a 

remote transportation information server. Figure 1 

shows the system architecture.  

 

Figure 2.1: Client Interface Model 

 
Figure 2.2: Client Interface Model 

 

The Web client, as shown in Figure 2.1, uses 

Google Maps as the base interface. The user 

interaction is further enhanced using the Ajax 

framework EXT JS [14]. The other handset-based 

client is based on the Android platform as shown in 

Figure 2.2. Both clients support timing options 

such as waiting time and walking distance when 

planning trips. The system returns a computed path 

according to the options users select, such as the 

shortest path with constraints to minimize the 

waiting time, or the maximum walking distance 

allowed. We denote different colors for different 

bus lines and show them on the map interface. 

The trip planning module considers both the bus 

and the taxi to compute the shortest time-dependent 

path, and returns the resulting path, the transfer 

station information, and an estimate of total 

traveling time and arrival time. We will describe 

the planning algorithm in more details later. 

Finally, the database server is based on 

PostgreSQL and includes PostGIS which provides 

extensions and many plug-in libraries. We use 

Taipei public bus stations and lines information in 

our trip planning algorithm [15] supported by the 

Taipei city government. When trip planning 

algorithm is running, we also connect to the remote 

database server to obtain immediate Taipei public 

bus information [15]. 

 

4. Enhance Method 

When the number of public bus stations becomes 

too large and the bus lines passing them become 

too dense, the amount of data to process grows 

tremendously. We propose a method that improves 

on Huang’s algorithm by alleviating some 

unnecessary computation and reducing the memory 

usage. The idea is that, generally speaking, the 

number of stations is more than the number of bus 

lines, and each station has many bus lines passing 

through it. Take Taipei public bus transportation as 

an example, the number of bus lines is 429, while 

the number of stations is 6782. 
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Suppose there are two bus stations in public bus 

line. If the bus lines which pass the downward bus 

station are the subset of the bus lines which pass 

the upward station, and moreover, if the bus line 

passing these two stations goes through the same 

path between the two stations, it indicates that 

transfers in downward station is unnecessary, since 

taking the upward station as transfer station is 

enough. 

For example, Figure 3 shows A, B, C, and D as 

transfer stations. L1, L2, L3 represent three 

different bus lines. Take stations A and B as an 

example, the bus lines passing through A and B go 

through the same path between A and B, and B is 

not a destination point. The line set at node B {L1, 

L2} is a subset of line set in node A, that is, {L1, 

L2, L3}, which means no transfer in node B is 

necessary, and we can eliminate the B transfer 

node.  

 
Figure 3: Bus Line Example  

 

4.1 Algorithm 

The modified algorithm is as follows. The public 

transit system graph NET(L, N) consists of the 

transfer station nodes N, and bus lines L. We use 

the Huang’s method to do path searching and use 

similar parameters (t, r, x, t
x
) as in Huang’s. Step (6) 

is modified with the above mentioned method. 

During initialization, i.e., in step (1), we start only 

with the initial source node, unlike the Huang’s 

method which initializes all the transfer nodes in 

the beginning, and thus the memory usage is less in 

our algorithm. The algorithm is summarized as 

follows: 

 

(1) Initialize source node NS( t0, null, null, ∞),  

the set of active lines serving the node, and  

the set of active nodes serving the line,  

Set T←{NS} 

(2) If T is an empty set, stop. Destination is 

unreachable. 

(3) Select a node Nj : for all Nj ∈T, such that tj 

is minimal 

(4) If Nj = ND, stop, destination arrived. 

(5) For each line p’ which passes Nj in addition  

to the line p that has time stamp tj, let v’ be 

the set of such p’ that satisfies the waiting 

time condition from the user. 

(6) If v’ is not null, then for each downward 

node N’, if the lines of N’ is the subset of  

the lines of Nj, then it doesn’t create time  

stamp on N’;  

else, get a new arrival time t
*
= travel( p’, 

Nj→N’), If t
*
+ tj＜t’ ,  

then update n’ by t’=t
*
+ tj, T←T∪{ N’} 

(7) T ← T － { Nj } 

(8) Go to step (2). 

 

 
Figure 4: Example 

 

4.2 Example 

Figure 4 illustrates the bus transit system graph, 

including three bus lines (L1, L2, L3) and six bus 

stations (NS, ND, N1, N2, N3, N4). First, the system 

initializes the bus station set for each bus line and 

the bus line set for each bus station. We set the 

departure time at NS as 7:00. 

 

Step 1: 

The line set on NS is {L1, L2, L3}: 

The station set on L1 is { NS, N1, N3, ND}, and we 

consider only downward stations {N1, N3, ND}. 

The line set on N1 is {L1, L2}, which is the subset 

of line set on NS, so it doesn’t update. The line set 

on N3 is {L1, L3}, and it is the subset of line set on 

NS, so it doesn’t update. ND is the destination, so it 

calculates the time from NS to ND through line L1, 

create timestamp on ND. Figure 5 (a) shows the end 

of examining L1. 

The station set on L2 is {N2, NS, N1, N4, ND}, and 

we consider only downward stations {N1, N4, ND}. 

The line set on N1 is {L1, L2}, which is the subset 

of line set on NS, so it doesn’t update. The line set 

on N4 is {L2, L3}, which is the subset of line set 

on NS, so it doesn't update. ND is the destination, 

and since the time from NS to ND through route L2 

is more than the original time, so it doesn't update. 

Figure 5 (b) shows the end of examining L2. 

The station set on L3 is {NS, N2, N3, ND, N4}, and 

we consider only downward stations {N2, N3, ND}. 

The route set on N2 is {L2, L3}, which is the 

subset of line set on NS, so it doesn't update. The 

line set on N3 is {L1, L3}, which is the subset of 
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line set on NS, so it doesn't update. ND is the 

destination, the time from NS to ND through route 

L3 is more than the original time, so it doesn't 

update. Figure 5 (c) shows the end of examining L3 

 

Step 2: 

Take the node ND from the set, finish. 

 

 
Figure 5: State 

 

5. Path Finding Algorithm Combining 

Taxi and Bus 

In order to have more versatile routes in the 

planning of trip and to provide more flexible 

choices for different users’ preferences and priority 

with respect to time, we consider adding taxi 

support in addition to taking public transportations. 

We consider the case where a taxi can connect two 

bus lines which do not intersect, and thus it allows 

the user to have more trip planning options. 

Accordingly, in the traffic network illustrated in 

section 4, in addition to the public transit routes, we 

add the taxi edges between each pair of transfer 

stations. 

When performing search on the trip planning 

algorithm, stations except the source and the 

destination node can have many timestamps. The 

source and the destination nodes have only one 

timestamp. For example, suppose the user sets the 

budget condition. Before the algorithm reaches the 

destination node, the accumulated cost may exceed 

the user’s budget if taking into account only the 

shortest time-dependent path, so the transfer station 

records both the accumulated cost and time 

conditions. There are two kinds of situations in 

such transfer station records: either having less 

time with higher budget or longer time but lower 

budget.  

When performing search on the trip planning 

algorithm, due to various user conditions and the 

chosen optimization condition, for example, 

suppose the user sets the budget upper-bound 

condition and should search for shortest 

time-dependent path. Before the planning trip 

reaches the destination node, the accumulated cost 

may exceed the user budget condition if taking into 

account only the shortest time-dependent path, so 

the transfer station records both the accumulated 

cost and time conditions. 

The algorithm updates the path records in the 

transfer station depending on the computed time 

and budget for the current path. We consider three 

cases. In the first case, it deletes all the worse path 

records and inserts the new record if the new record 

has better arrival time and the budget is within 

upper-bound compared with the path records stored 

in the station. In the second case, it doesn’t update 

if the arrival time is better than the stored path 

records but the budget is over upper-bound 

condition. Finally, if it is not either of the above 

situations, for example, the arrival time is worse 

even if the budget is under the bound, it still 

doesn’t update the records. 

 

5.1 Algorithm: 

The algorithm considers the routes with respect to 

bus, walking, and taxi, and computes the arrival 

time and budget. The detail is as follows. 

 

(1) Under the distance of walk condition, 

starting from source, search for those stations 

that are reachable by walking, and those 

stations that are reachable by taxi under the 

budget condition.  

(2) Find the bus lines set for each station 

obtained from (1), for each bus line, if the 

stations it passes are those in (1), update the 

records on the stations. 

(3) For stations from step (2), search for stations 

that are reachable by walking, check if it can 

update the time stamp in the records. 

(4) From stations by step (2), search for stations   

that are reachable by taxi, check if it can 

update the time stamps in the records. 

(5) Add the records added from (2), (3), and (4) 

to record set. 

(6) If there is nothing in the record set or the 

record on the end node, finish. 

(7) Take the records from record set in 

non-decreasing order. Take the node on the 

record as the start node, if it is the taxi that is 

the previous path, then neglect (9) (10). 

(8) Find the bus lines that pass through the start 

station by step (7). Check if it can update the 

records on the stations on the bus route. 

(9) For the stations on the records by step (7), 

search for stations that are reachable by 

walking, check if it can update records on 

those stations. 

(10) For station on the records by step (7), 

search for stations that are reachable by taxi, 

check if it can update records on those 

stations. 

(11) Add records from (8), (9), and (10) to 

record set, go to (6). 
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We use an example to illustrate the extended 

algorithm. In Figure 6, suppose the budget 

condition is 90, the source node is S, and the 

destination node is D. N1, N2, N3 are stations. 

 

 
Figure 6: Example 

 

Step 1: 

From the source node, S can take bus to N1 and N2, 

and can take taxi to N1, N2 while still under budget 

condition. The result is as Table 2. 

Record Previous Line Node Time Cost 

1 0 L1 N1 7:15 15 

2 0 Taxi N1 7:05 70 

3 0 L1 N2 7:20 15 

 

 

4 0 Taxi N2 7:07 75 

Table 2: Step 1 

 

Step 2: 

Take record 2 with the smallest time stamp. Node 

N1 can take bus line L1 to N3 and D. The 

additional record is as Table 3. 

Record Previous Line Node Time Cost 

5 2 L2 N3 7:21 85 

6 2 L2 D 7:25 85 

 

Table 3: Step 2 

 

Step 3: 

Take record 4 with the smallest time stamp. Node 

N2 can take bus line L2 to N3. The additional 

record is as Table 4. 

Record Previous Line Node Time Cost 

7 4 L2 N3 7:23 85 

Table 4: Step 3 

 

Step 4: 

Take record 1 with the smallest time stamp. Node 

N1 can take bus line L2 to N3 and D, also can take 

taxi to N2, N3 and D under budget condition. The 

newly added record is as Table 5. 

Record Previous Line Node Time Cost 

8 1 Taxi D 7:19 85 

9 1 Taxi N3 7:20 85 

Table 5: Step 4 

 

Step 5: 

Take record 6 whose node is D, finish. 

Record Previous Line Node Time Cost 

1 0 L1 N1 7:15 15 

8 1 Taxi D 7:19 85 

Table 6: Step 5 

From Table 6 we know that the shortest time path 

is from S to N1 by bus line L1 at arrival time 7:15, 

and then from N1 to D by taxi at arrival time 7:19. 

 

6. Emulation 

In order to understand our system's functionalities, 

we have made a series of emulations. We take a 

sample area of 3.735 kilometer-long and 2.632 

kilometer-wide rectangular regions in the center of 

Taipei, and randomly create sources and 

destinations with distances away from each other 

limited by 2, 3, and 4 kilometers. We also randomly 

select two end points located on any part of the 

Taipei metropolitan area with distance away 

between 5 and 10 kilometers. Each test result is 

obtained by averaging 100 times of emulation for 

each kind of distance respectively.  

First, we would like to know whether our trip 

planner can find a quicker path if the user is willing 

to walk for a little bit longer. The emulation 

employs the same bus waiting time, and a 4 

kilometers/hour walking speed. The trip is for bus 

only. Figure 7 presents the successful probability of 

planning a trip versus walk distance. The result 

shows that when the user is willing to walk a 

longer distance, the opportunity for finding a path 

is higher in Taipei city center. However, if the 

source and destination are not in the city center, 

such as the results for the 5 and 10 kilometers, the 

chance of finding bus station is much lower, even 

the user is willing to walk 500 meters. Therefore, 

integrating taxi into a trip planning system can be 

very helpful to encourage people to plan some part 

of their trip to involve public buses.  

Then, our following emulations are for planning a 

trip with bus and taxi information. Our goal is to 

show the relation of cost limit, and the successful 

rate of planning a trip and travel time. Apparently, 
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the curves in Figure 8 depict that when we combine 

bus and taxi information with higher upper limits 

of cost, the chance of finding a path is much higher. 

The 10 kilometer case eventually will reach a 

100% successful rate. Figure 9 further shows when 

the cost upper limit is higher; the time to arrive at 

the destination is quicker. Of course, if you don’t 

care how much you spend on the transportation, 

our trip planner will give you a shortest time taxi 

route. In 2 kilometers case, the fare surpasses 85 

upper limits; you will be given a direct route to the 

destination by the taxi. 

 

 
Figure 7 Successful rate verse walking distance 

 

 
Figure 8 Succesful rate verse cost limit 

 

 
Figure 9 Succesful rate verse cost limit 

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper designs and implements a mobile trip 

planning system for public transportation systems 

in the Taipei metropolitan area. Since taxis are an 

important transportation vehicle in almost every 

major city, we propose to blend the taxi routes into 

the public transportation trip planning system. It 

has an advantage of fulfilling user constraints in 

both travel time and transportation cost. Thus, the 

people who are located far away from bus stations 

can still plan part of their trip using buses. 

Moreover, we propose an enhanced method to 

reduce the system memory requirement and 

increase request processing speed. Currently, we 

are testing our integrated trip planning system with 

the addition of Taipei Metro Rapid Transit (MRT) 

system and bicycle routes. People can specify how 

many calories they would like to burn using a 

bicycle for their trip. Our system will plan a route 

to combine MRT, bus, and bicycle accordingly. In 

the future, we will integrate our system with taxi 

operators to achieve a seamless transfer. Our final 

goal is to establish an integrated mobile trip 

planning system for seamless transportation 

networks. 
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Abstract 
Online gaming is a burgeoning market with growth 
potential and is developing rapidly.  The 
entertainment-oriented features of such online 
games play experience motives for users. The 
global market of games will reach approximately 
US$ 1.3 billion annually. The technology 
acceptance model (TAM), including perceived ease 
of use (PE) and perceived usefulness (PU) and 
intention in accepting new technologies, is one of 
the most widely examined models used to test 
consumer acceptance of new information 
technology. Electronic word of mouth (EWOM) 
and flow experience (FE) also influence 
continuance intention of online games. However, 
the introduction of these factors was not utilized 
accurately. Therefore, the challenges for service 
providers are to identify key obstacles affecting the 
continuance intention of online games. In this study, 
we examined the role of  TAM, FE and assess the 
influence of TRI on these factors toward 
continuance intention of online games. This model 
was tested with data from 686 current online game 
players who answered an online questionnaire. The 
structural equation model analysis confirmed that 
EWOM, FE and PU have a positive effect on 
continuance intention with statistical significance. 
The implications of this study are also discussed. 

Keyword: Technology acceptance, Electronic 
word of mouth, Flow experience, Continuance 
intention, Online games. 

 
Introduction 

In recent years, online games have flourished and 
become one of the most popular forms of leisure 
and entertainment. The online game industry is 
linked with the basic entertainment needs. 
Although the average user spending is limited, 
online game industry is still able to maintain 
growth. 

With the rise of the online games, the related 
businesses increasingly compete with each other. 
Low cost network marketing has become the best 
marketing tool. As the online game has a 
considerable cohesion with the communities, the 

players need a specific and free community forum 
to express some kind of online games for 
evaluation or questions asked, therefore, some 
game player’s community websites have become 
very important channels of communication. If they 
made the forums, message boards or chat rooms 
useful and established a good reputation among the 
players, the site can become a major tool of foreign 
propaganda to increase online games. 

"Word of mouth" has always been an important 
customer decision-making factor in whether to buy. 
With the development of Internet media, "word of 
mouth" becomes not only exist in the spread 
between people, but also are the customers' views 
and experiences. The chat room, message board 
and other cyberspace communication has formed 
new types of word of mouth, commonly called 
"Internet word of mouth" in addition to retain the 
original "word of mouth" feature, by means of  the 
network characteristics ([11] and [12]), its modes 
of transmission and dissemination of results should 
be different. 

Past research (e.g. [29] and [31]) found that 
consumer’s age, gender, experience, etc, were all 
key factors for receiving new information, while 
technology readiness measured the future of new 
technologies or services for individuals. Amongst 
differences in personal characteristics, including 
intelligence, knowledge, thinking styles, motivation 
and other factors, the individual and interactive 
game environment generated by emotional 
experiences come from the human-machine 
interaction and is generated by flow experience 
[22]. Other than personal characteristics, the "flow 
experience" is the interaction of individual 
motivation and the environment condition, 
generated by experience, when the individual in the 
activities of all focused, balance between 
challenges and skills, and satisfaction with the 
master, they always come into an addicted state. 
Addicted individuals represent the experience of 
their feeling with the character, motives and 
qualifications process in a kind of work [5]. 
Therefore, we suggest that personal characteristics 
or technological readiness are the related factors on 
flow experience. 
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Many word of mouth and reputation studies have 
focused on the quality of product and the impact on 
consumer behavior. Agarwal and Prasad (1999) 
referred to personal differences (individual 
differences) has been important factors in 
consumer acceptance for new information 
technology products or services [1]. As technology 
readiness is used to measure individual services for 
new technologies or psychological tendencies, this 
study also suggests that individual’s high and low 
technology readiness level would affect the level of 
flow experience. This study mainly explores the 
technology acceptance model, flow experience, 
online word of mouth influence on intention to 
continue the game. 

 

Hypotheses Development 
Internet word of mouth and perceived 
usefulness 

The research result of Igbaria, Guimaraes & Davis 
(1995) showed that subjective norm through 
perceived usefulness and indirectly affect the use of 
IT users’ intention, word of mouth means a 
considerable impact on the existence of perceived 
usefulness [16]. Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H1a: Positive online word of mouth (PWOM) has 
a positive relationship with the perceived 
usefulness (PU). 

H1b: Negative online word of mouth (NWOM) has 
a negative relationship with the perceived 
usefulness (PU). 

 

Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness 

Easy operation will increase work performance, as 
perceived ease of use will obviously help to 
enhance the perceived usefulness ([24] and [29]). 
In addition, most research on the expansion pattern 
of TAM, ([1], [8], [27], [28], [30], and [33]) 
pointed out that perceived ease of use will 
positively affect the user's perceived usefulness. 
The following hypothesis was proposed 

H2: Perceived ease of use (PE) has a positive 
relationship with perceived usefulness (PU). 

 

Perceived ease of use and flow experience 

Csikszentmihalyi (1975) pointed out that a person 
aware of an activity will affect the feasibility of the 
effects of their flow experience [5]. Trevino & 
Webster (1992) also studied the use of e-mail on 
addiction [26]. Ease of use will affect the 
experience of their addiction. The above theory 
shows that easier systems in the cognitive use of a 
higher feasibility and the more affect the use of 

flow experience. Therefore, easy to use interface is 
very important for online game. Hsu & Lu (2003) 
also showed that the flow experience and perceived 
ease of use had a positive relationship [14], 
therefore we hypothesize: 

H3: Perceived ease of use (PU) has positive 
correlation with flow experience (FE). 

 

Internet word of mouth and continuance 
intention 

Word of mouth in consumer behavior plays an 
important role, and influence customers to buy 
products for short-term and long-term decisions. 
([3], [11], and [13]) also pointed out that word of 
mouth on the Internet more and more active 
dissemination and influence consumer buying 
decisions. Therefore we hypothesize: 

H4a: Positive word of mouth (PWOM) network 
will strengthen the continuance intention (CI). 

H4b: Negative online word of mouth (NWOM) 
will ease the continuance intention (CI). 

 

Technology acceptance model and continuance 
intention 

Hu et al. (1999) pointed out that the technology 
acceptance model, with a strong theoretical basis 
and empirical support has a large number of 
advantages [15]. However, Teo, Lim & Lai (1999) 
stated that “perceived usefulness" and "perceived 
ease of use" will positively affect intention to use 
the Internet, while empirical results support the 
"perceived ease of use" and use the Internet to 
conduct direct and indirect effect [25]. Therefore 
we hypothesize: 

H5: Perceived usefulness (PU) has a positive 
relationship with continuance intention (CI). 

H6: Perceived ease of use (PE) has a positive 
relationship with continuance intention (CI). 

 

Flow experience and continuance intention 

Hsu & Lu (2003) mentioned that flow experience 
can be used to predict whether the user will play 
certain online games [14]. When the user generated 
flow experience that will have a positive impact on 
the intention of use. Rettie (2001) also suggested 
that flow experience seems to be obsessed with the 
Internet users to extend the stay in the use of games 
[21]. Therefore we hypothesize: 

H7: Flow experience (FE) has a positive effect on 
continuance intention (CI). 

Figure 1 summarizes the hypothesis framework of 
this research. 
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 Figure 1- hypothesis framework 
 

Research Method 
In this study, convenience sampling and an online 
questionnaire were adopted on www.my3q.com. It 
also published in the domestic larger information 
survey website and the game base (Bahamut).To 
make the sample representative, the questionnaire 
had qualifications: 1. Have participated or are 
participating in online games. 2. Have browsed 
through the online game-related community site. A 
total of 917 samples were collected within two 
months. A total of 686 valid questionnaires were 
obtained, and the valid rate was 74.80%. 

 
Statistics 

This study used SPSS 12.0 with AMOS 6.0 
structural equation model version (structural 
equation models, SEM) as a statistical analysis tool. 
The process used in the analysis methods included 
descriptive statistics analysis, factor analysis, 
reliability analysis, the path analysis, etc. 

 

Questionnaire design 

The first part of questionnaire is personal 
information of online gamers: this part is to 
understand basic information on the online gaming 
experience of subjects; these data include the “has 
been” or “is” for online game play-off information 
including (1)Sex, (2)Age, (3)Education, 
(4)Professional, (5)The average time spent on each 
online game,  (6)How long they have had access 
to online game, (7)The average duration until 
leaving the current online game, (8)The duration 
for you to give up a major online game, (9)The 

average amount of online games in duration, 
(10)The average time for each online game.  

The second part of questionnaire consists primarily 
of (1) flow experience including 4 items ([14] and 
[19]), (2) intention to continue the game including 
3 items [17], (3) Internet word of mouth including 
6 items [12], (4) perceived ease of use, perceived 
usefulness including 8 items ([14]). 

 

Results 
Descriptive statistics 

Among a total of 686 valid samples, 543 are male 
(79.2%), 143 are female (as shown in Table 1). The 
male to female ratio is about 8:2. In age 
distribution, 255 people were under 20 years 348 
were between 21-30 years of age, a total of 87.9% 
under 30 years old showing a major player in 
online game. However, over 30 years of age and 
almost 12% of users in the ratio have the market 
potential for development that should not be 
overlooked. 

Education degree distribution, the majority had 
universities accounted for 45.8%, while the high 
school level and a total of 270 (39.03%), which 
shows the university education level of online 
game players are mainly groups, followed by the 
high school educated users.  

Occupational distribution, the total of 396 students 
is the largest group, accounting for 57.7%, 
followed by the 207 staffs including services, 
finance, manufacturing, military and government, 
health care, high-tech industry, accounting for 
30.17%.  Among this staff group, the in-service 
workers of online gamers is the main ethnic group, 
it has 11.7%, followed by manufacturing, and the 
finance staff is a minimum, only 0.60%. 

54.7% of people gave up a game in a year, while 
nearly 34.5% of people gave up in 1 to 3 years. 
About 92.6% of people spent less than 10,000 NTD 
on each online game. The players had more than 2 
years accounted for about 90.2% of players who 
has been played online games. The every day game 
players ranked up to 59.5%, while the playing time 
for each is 1 ~ 5 hours, accounting for 64% of the 
all sampling subjects almost play online games as 
part of everyday life. 

 

Skewness and kurtosis 

To check the distributional characteristics of the 
data, Table 2 and Table 3 summarize a variety of 
descriptive statistics. The distributional shape of 
the data, as reflected by its skewness and kurtosis, 
determined to a large extent, the conditions under 
which the use of various estimation techniques 
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Table 1- The subject of basic statistical information and online gaming experience 
Characteristics of the subjects Number % Online game account Number % 

1. Gender  
Male  
Female  
 
2. Age  
20 years of age  
21-30 years old  
31-40 years  
41-50 years  
50 years old  
 
3. Education  
Senior High School 
University College  
Graduated School  
 
4. Occupation  
(1) Student  
 
(2) office workers  
1. High-tech  
2. Manufacturing  
3. Financial industry  
4. Medical industry  
5. Military  
6. Services  
Other 

543
143

255
348
77

6
0

270
395
21

396

26
66

4
6

25
80
38

 

 
79.2%
20.8%
 
 
37.2%
50.7%
11.2%
0.9%
0% 
 
 
39.3%
57.6%
3.1%
 
 
57.7%
 
 
3.8%
9.6%
0.6%
0.9%
3.6%
11.7%
5.5%
 

5. The average expenditure of each 
online game(NT)  
<10,000  
10000-30000  
30000-50000  
70000-90000  
More than 90000  
 
6. Age of participate in an online game 
<3 months  
3-6 months  
6-12 months  
1-2 years  
2 years  
 
7. The average frequency of online 
game  
Several times per day  
Several times a week  
Once per week  
Several times a month  
Once per month  
Occasionally (1 months)  
 
8. Average hours per time on game 
<1 hour 
1-5 hours  
5-10 hours  
10-20 hours  
More than 20 hours 

 
 

635 
42 

6 
2 
1 

 
 

7 
6 

16 
38 

619 
 
 
 

408 
236 

7 
12 

4 
19 

 
 

34 
440 
159 
41 
12 

 
 
92.6%
6.1%
0.9%
0.3%
0.1%
 
 
1.0%
0.9%
2.3%
5.5%
90.3%
 
 
 
59.5%
34.4%
1.0%
1.7%
0.6%
2.8%
 
 
5.2%
64.1%
23.2%
6.0%
1.7%

 

To assess convergent validity, the t-tests for each 
indicator loading are shown in Table 3, and they 
show that the construct demonstrated a high 
convergent validity since all factor loadings surpass 
the recommended level of twice their standard error, 
providing strong evidence of convergent validity. 
Most of the load factors were between 0.60 and 
0.82 and the reliability of its composition are more 
than 0.7 in Table 3, consistent with Fornell & 
Larcker (1981) [9]. On the composite reliability of 
the recommended value (0.60), indicating scale 
used in this study (the constructs of the 
questionnaire) has to meet its internal consistency.  
This study average variance extracted. (AVE) 
values in six dimensions, five more than up to 0.50 
(standard value must be greater than 0.5), so 
convergent validity of this study is acceptable. 

were appropriate. For most structural equation 
modeling (SEM) techniques, the presence of 
multivariate normality is needed. 

Inspection of the significance of the skewness and 
kurtosis of each individual variable provided us 
with information about the choice of the 
appropriate statistical technique. Based on the 
information in Table 2, we concluded that most 
variables deviated significantly from normality, 
thereby limiting the validity of maximum 
likelihood estimation techniques. 

 

Reliability and validity 

Reliability estimates were computed using 
composite reliability (CR) value. That is the 
measurement for total reliability of each 
composition variables. As Table 3 shows, the 
values for the constructs and subscales are above 
the desirable minimum of 0.70, and hence these 
results surpass the acceptable level of .70 
recommended by Nunnally (1978) [20]. These 
measurements, therefore, indicate high internal 
consistency. 

 

Content validity and discriminant validity 

In this study, construct of this study was derived 
from relevant literature as a theoretical basis, and 
vast literature has been cited by the scale and 
measure, so that measures used in this study is 
consistent with content validity of guidelines. 
Therefore, this study has content validity. 
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Table 3- composite reliability and convergent 
validity 

Table 2- Descriptive statistics and empirical 
results of measurement model 

Variables Skewness Critical value Kurtosis Critical value

CI1 -0.272 -2.913 -0.432 -2.312
CI2 0.071 0.76 -0.535 -2.86
CI3 -0.197 -2.108 -0.685 -3.661
CI4 -0.574 -6.133 0.117 0.624
FE1 -0.778 -8.323 0.407 2.176
FE2 -0.588 -6.284 -0.182 -0.974
FE3 -0.219 -2.344 -0.632 -3.376
FE4 -0.378 -4.042 -0.868 -4.643

WM6 -0.138 -1.48 -0.71 -3.797
WM5 -0.163 -1.745 -0.706 -3.776
WM4 -0.281 -3.01 -0.653 -3.493
WM3 -0.894 -9.565 1.02 5.454
WM2 -0.436 -4.659 -0.317 -1.693
WM1 -0.489 -5.23 -0.387 -2.067
PU1 -0.531 -5.674 0.313 1.671
PU2 -0.667 -7.136 0.772 4.128
PU3 -0.067 -0.721 -0.125 -0.667
PU4 -0.47 -5.031 -0.324 -1.733
PU5 -0.396 -4.236 -0.014 -0.076
PE1 -0.899 -9.614 0.933 4.989
PE2 -0.747 -7.987 0.178 0.949
PE3 -0.864 -9.237 0.727 3.888
INS4 0.355 3.795 0.311 1.66
INS3 0.533 5.697 0.45 2.406
INS2 0.317 3.388 0.192 1.027
INS1 0.258 2.762 -0.177 -0.944
DIS4 0.506 5.416 1.203 6.429
DIS2 0.051 0.541 0.437 2.335
DIS1 0.483 5.17 1.121 5.992

INNO5 -0.242 -2.588 0.166 0.887
INNO4 -0.39 -4.171 0.071 0.378
INNO3 -0.425 -4.549 0.139 0.745
INNO2 0.036 0.38 -0.12 -0.643
INNO1 -0.377 -4.03 0.136 0.726
OPT5 -0.785 -8.392 0.713 3.81
OPT4 -0.567 -6.068 0.233 1.246
OPT3 -0.442 -4.729 0.023 0.12
OPT2 

OPT1 

-0.603 

-0.444 

-6.449 

-4.752 

0.583 

-0.172 

3.115

-0.919

Factors/indicators Loading AVE Composite 
reliability 

(PE) 
PE1 
PE2 
PE3 

 
0.838 
0.799 
0.655 

 
0.589 0.810

(PU) 
PU1 
PU2 
PU3 
PU4 

 
0.815 
0.623 
0.576 
0.626 

 
0.444 0.758

(PWOM) 
WM1 
WM2 
WM3 

 
0.723 
0.781 
0.613 

 
0.502 0.750

(NWOM) 
WM4 
WM5 
WM6 

 
0.759 
0.780 
0.608 

 
0.518 0.761

(FE) 
FE1 
FE2 
FE3 
FE4 

 
0.810 
0.821 
0.770 
0.506 

 
0.544 0.822

(CI) 
CI1 
CI2 
CI3 

 
0.822 
0.728 
0.669 

 
0.551 0.785

 

Table 4- χ2 difference tests for examining 
discriminant validity 

Unconstrained 
model 

χ2=848.1(d.f.= 
194) 

constrained 
model χ2 

(d.f.= 195) 

χ2 
difference

(PE,PWOM) 
(PE,NWOM) 
(PE,FE) 
(PE,PU) 
(PE,CI) 
(PU,PWOM) 
(PU,NWOM) 
(PU,FE) 
(PU,CI) 
(FE,PWOM) 
(FE,NWOM) 
(FE,CI) 
(PWOM,CI) 
(NWOM,CI) 
(PWON,NWON)

1101.2 
1109.9 
1123.3 
1197.7 
1202.3 
1020.8 
1088.5 
1088.7 
1077.9 
1110.9 
1102.3 
1111.3 
1105.4 
1185.5 
1146.1 

253.1***
261.8***
275.2***
349.6***
354.2***
172.7***
240.4***
240.6***
229.8***
262.8***
254.2***
263.2***
257.3***
337.4***
314.7*** 

Discriminant validity is achieved if the correlations 
between different constructs are relatively 
insignificant. The χ2 difference test can be used to 
assess the discriminant validity of every two 
constructs by calculating the difference of the χ2 
statistics for the constrained and unconstrained 
measurement models. In this study, all of the χ2 

 *p-value<0.1, **p-value<0.05, ***p-value<0.01 
 

differences tests were significant at p= 0.01 level 
(as shown in Table 4). Accordingly, the results 
demonstrated discriminant validity successfully 
achieved for the measurement model. 
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Goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement 
model 

The main purpose of using Structural Equation 
Modeling (SEM) in this study was to examine the 
proposed theories, concepts, and whether the 
evidence of the significance of architecture, theses 
processes are model fit evaluation. 

Modification index (MI) is used to select indicator 
variables, through repeated filtering, a total of four 
indicator variables will be deleted if its MI exceeds 
3.84. Each construct in the measurement model 
was measured, Seven common model-fit criteria 
were used to assess the model’s overall 
goodness-of-fit: χ2/d.f.; adjusted goodness of fit 
index (AGFI); comparative fit index (CFI); non-nor 
med fit index (NNFI), incremental fit index (IFI); 
root mean square residual (RMR) and root mean 
square error of approximation (RMSEA). As 
shown in Table 5, comparison all fit indices with 
their corresponding recommended values provided 
evidence of a good model fit (χ2/d.f. smaller than 
5.0, AGFI greater than 0.8, CFI, NNFI, IFI all 
greater than 0.9 and RMR, RMSEA smaller than 
0.08), thus demonstrating that the measurement 
model exhibited a tolerably good fit with the data 
collected [2]. Reliability can reflect the internal 
consistency of the indicators measuring a given 
factor. 

 

The results of path analysis 

This study used path analysis framework to present 
the parameters of each variable, unstandardized 
regression coefficients of six dimensions were 

Table 5- Goodness-of-fit indices for the research 
model 

Fit index Recommended 
value 

Measurement 
Model 

Structural 
Model 

χ2/d.f. <= 5.0 4.045 4.021
GFI >= 0.90 0.912 0.912

AGFI >=0.80 0.884 0.885
CFI >= 0.90 0.894 0.893
TLI >= 0.90 0.872 0.873
IFI >= 0.90 0.895 0.894

PGFI >=0.50 0.687 0.695
PCFI >= 0.50 0.741 0.749
PNFI >= 0.50 0.716 0.724
RMR <= 0.08 0.055 0.056

RMSEA <= 0.08 0.067 0.066
 

shown in Table 6, the influence of PE on CI is not 
statistically significant, the others were statistically 
significant, but NWOM and CI had a negative 
relationship. After standardized path coefficient, 
the variables changed slightly, but to remain 
positive or negative relationship. Standardized 
coefficients of PWOM → PU, PU → CI, FE → CI  
were high, indicating perceived usefulness and 
flow experience have higher influence on 
continuing the game with the intention , the 
estimated value is 0.419 and 0.358, respectively. 
Positive word of mouth had a greater influence on 
perceived usefulness, the standardized coefficient 
value was 0.537. Therefore, the variables of 
constructs were significantly effect on the 
continuance intention except the perceived ease of 
use. 

 
Table 6- Unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients 

Path Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label Standardized Estimate 
PU <--- PE .138 .039 3.573 *** par_18 .179 
PU <--- PWOM .419 .070 5.999 *** par_24 .537 
PU <--- NWOM -.137 .057 -2.421 ** par_25 -.192 
FE <--- PE .084 .035 2.411 ** par_16 .112 
CI <--- FE .513 .073 7.003 *** par_19 .358 
CI <--- NWOM -.158 .065 -2.420 ** par_20 -.160 
CI <--- PWOM .188 .081 2.311 ** par_21 .173 
CI <--- PU .582 .088 6.647 *** par_22 .419 
CI <--- PE -.029 .044 -.651 .515 par_23 -.027 

*.p-value < 0.1；**.p-value < 0.05；***.p-value < 0.01 
 

Mediating effects 

In this study, the Sobel Test, Aroian Test and 
Goodman Test were used to measure the indirect 
effects of four variables on CI. As shown in Table 7, 

the Sobel z values, Aroian z value, Goodman z value 
of its absolute value greater than the standard value 
of 2, that shows flow experience (FE) and perceived 
usefulness (PU) as mediators of all paths. 
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Table7- Mediating effect analysis 

Measure the construct Construct 
relationship 

Path 
Coefficient

Standard 
deviation

Sobel 
Test 

Aroian 
Test 

Goodman 
Test 

PE FE 0.084 0.035PE FE CI 
FE CI 0.513 0.073

2.271 2.25 2.292

PE PU 0.138 0.039PE PU CI 
PU CI 0.582 0.088

3.119 3.092 3.148

NWOM PU 0.137 0.057NWOM PU CI 
PU CI 0.582 0.088

-2.258 -2.236 -2.282

PWOM PU 0.419 0.070PWOM PU CI 
PU CI 0.582 0.088

4.437 4.410 4.466

 

Discussion Perceived ease of use on perceived usefulness 

Perceived ease of use will positively affect the 
user's perception of useful, the results of this study 
expand the model with the most TAM research. 
Van der Heijden (2004) [27], Venkatesh et. al. 
(2000) [30], and Wixom & Todd (2005) [33] 
showed ease use of online games get started more 
easily with the user interface, the more players 
want to achieve the purpose of entertainment, the 
more players feel the game is greatly enhanced the 
usefulness ,and indirectly affect whether the game 
players will continue. 

This study may be applicable for psychological and 
behavioral science, may provide researchers and 
educators for their reference on flow experience, 
and provide great business opportunities for online 
gaming applications. Factors impacting gamers are 
important because competition is quite fierce. This 
study found that a positive online reputation (word 
of mouth), perceived usefulness, flow experience 
for continuing the game had a significant positive 
effect on intention, negative word of mouth 
network was negative impact; positive and negative 
word of mouth existed in the same network. The 
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on 
the impact of the flow experience also shows 
significant positive effects. This is seldom seen in 
previous studies. 

 

The effect of positive and negative word of 
mouth on continuance intention and perceive 
usefulness 

The results showed that positive and negative word 
of mouth impacted on continuance intention was 
very obvious, the higher the positive word of 
mouth, the more players would continue to play the 
game. Gelb & Sundaram (2002) [11] referred to the 
web's virtual space, providing views of the people 
are basically anonymous, without taking into 
account the interests of any feelings or situations: 
information disseminator will provide advice and 
real sharing first-hand experience to customers. 
Moreover, Briggs & Hollis (1997) [4] also pointed 
out that the message of customers for the network 
is based on individual needs, and active search for 
the received information will produce a lower sense 
of exclusion, it is easily be seen as credible 
information sources, and impact on consumer 
decision to products. So for businesses, how to 
meet the needs of many consumers with questions, 
maintain a good rating and reputation is extremely 
important issue. 

 

Perceived usefulness on continuance intention 

The results show that perceived usefulness directly 
affects the game continuance intention, or become 
a intermediary factors between online word of 
mouth and intention, As well as some scholars 
believe that the new technology used in predicting 
behavioral intention, the "perceived usefulness 
rather than "perceived ease of use" more important 
([29], [30], and [33]). In order to enhance the 
player experience on the usefulness of the game, it 
is very important that the player needs to actively 
understand the game content. 

 

Perceived ease of use on the continuance 
intention 

The results show that perceived ease of use does 
not significantly affect the intention of continuing 
the game. Venkatesh et al. (2003) found that 
"perceived ease of use" in the system, although the 
early use is an important factor, when users become 
familiar with the system "perceived ease of use" 
turn into an insignificant relationship [31]. 
Therefore, over time, with improved familiarity, 
ease of use gradually does not directly affect the 
game continuance. 

 

Perceived ease of use on flow experience 

The results showed that perceived ease of use has a 
positive effect for flow experience, when the 
players feel the interface and get started more 
easily in game, more easily into the flow 
experience. Flow experience is the period of 
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human-computer interaction, individual input in the 
games and explore in a process. If the game was 
easier to operate, it is possible to accelerate the 
player into the flow experience. Hsu & Lu (2003) 
also mentioned flow experience will motivate 
individuals have a positive mood and satisfaction, 
and cause individuals to further explore [14]. 

 

Flow experience on continuance intention 

The results of this study found that the flow 
experience of online gamers addicted to the 
continuance intention to have a great statistical 
significance. Webster, Trevino & Ryan (1993) 
suggested that the feeling of indulgence is the 
experience of human-computer interaction [32]. 
Individuals interact with situations during the game 
through the manipulation of the environment to 
produce control sense, only the specific objectives 
of the reaction, and loss of other perception, that is 
to get an addicted state. The experience is obsessed 
with man-machine interaction during individual 
exploration into the game, and experience can feel 
the game fun. Therefore, the flow experience can 
play an important role with online game players. 
Hsu & Lu (2003) suggested that flow experience 
can be used to predict a user to play online games 
key projects and indicators [14]. 

 

Limitations of the study 

In this study, an online questionnaire to collect 
samples may produce some bias. Filling out the 
questionnaire was voluntary and online game 
players who did not often visit community sites 
could not be included in this study. Results of this 
study is based on network game application, its 
causal relationship developed this range should be 
limited to as for other fields of science, and 
technology users can not be applied. 
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Abstract 

With the coming of aging society, the market for 
elderly people will become more and more important. 
The elder will become an important potential market 
for business. Therefore, understand elder’s adoption 
of online commerce is becoming a critical issue in 
MIS field. The purpose of this study is attempted to 
understand the barrier of elder’s adoption of B2C 
online commerce. Additionally, we compared the 
results across different product types and ages. 
Survey study was employed in this study. The main 
result discovered that the barriers affecting user 
adoption of B2C online commerce would differ with 
the variation of age range and product type. For the 
elder, risk barrier and image barrier dominate the 
decisions for tangible products, while value barrier 
and risk barrier dominate for the intangible products. 
This research result can become a practical reference. 
For both academic and business, this study has a 
certain contribution in the development of electronic 
commerce. 

Keywords: Innovation resistance theory, B2C, 
Electronic Commerce (EC), product type, age, 
elder 

Introduction 

With the coming of aging society, the market for 
elderly people will become more and more important. 
Particularly, this situation is more serious in Taiwan 
than the rest of the world. Based on the report 
proposed by the Ministry of the Interior of Taiwan, 
Taiwan will become “super aging society” in 2050 
that is the percentage of elder (more than 65 years 
old) will more than 21% [25]. Besides, with the 
increasing of citizens’ information literacy, more and 
more elder will familiar with the use of computer and 
Internet. Therefore, the consumer group of online 
commerce would no longer be just young people. 
The elder will become an important potential market 
for business. However, their online behaviors and 
cognitions are significantly different from young 

people. Therefore, understand elder’s adoption of 
online commerce is becoming critical issue.  

After reviewing previous literatures, we found that 
only few researches were carried out for the elderly 
people in the electronic commerce field. Moreover 
most of them were focus on single product type and 
young people. Little research paid attention to the 
comparison between different product types and ages. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study is attempted to 
understand the barriers of elder’s adoption of B2C 
online commerce. Additionally, we compared the 
results across different product types and ages. Ram 
and Sheth indicated that understanding the barriers of 
innovation acceptance will help us to realize the 
adoption of innovation [24]. Therefore, Innovation 
Resistance Theory proposed by Ram and Sheth is 
employed in this study. Five barriers were included 
in our research model: usage barrier, value barrier, 
risk barrier, image barrier, and traditional barrier. 

 

Literature Review 

Present study is focused on the barriers of elder’s 
acceptance of B2C online commerce. Additionally, 
we attempt to compare the results between different 
product types and ages. Related literatures are 
reviewed in the following sections. 

 

Classification of Online Products 

Which product is suitable for selling online is an 
interesting topic in online marketing. Therefore, 
previous researches were attempted to classify these 
products systemic. Based on cost, purchase 
frequency, and value proposition Peterson et al. 
divided online products into eight categories [21]. 
Additionally, it was found that high purchase 
frequency products and low cost products are not 
suitable for selling over the Internet. Besides, online 
products can also be divided into digital products and 
non-digital products that proposed [13]. Digital 
products can be viewed or received online, making 
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product information available at low cost, relative to 
digital products is non-digital products which must 
be experienced by the user. Additionally, Li et al. 
divided online product into five categories: 2D 
products, 3D products, visually evaluated products, 
and tangibly evaluated products [14]. 

Finally, this research uses the online product 
categorization proposed [22]. Their research was 
carried out on Singaporean consumers in order to 
determine the types of products suitable for selling 
over the Internet. Products sold over the Internet 
were divided into tangible products and intangible 
products. A product is tangible if the consumer 
receives a tangible product upon completion of the 
transaction. A product is intangible if the consumer 
receives user-specific information (financial or 
personal) upon completion of the transaction, but not 
a tangible product. The research found that intangible 
products sell better over the Internet than tangible 
products. It was also concluded that online 
newspapers, online magazines, insurance, and 
software are more suitable for selling over the 
Internet, due to being intangible or service-based, 
and highly differentiated [22]. Previous related 
researches is summarized in table 1. 

Table1 Online Product Type in B2C 

Author Online product type 

Lal and 
Sarvary 

Digital product, non-digital product[13] 

Li et al. 2D product, 3Dproduct, visually[14] 
evaluated product, tangibly evaluated 
product 

Peterson 
et al. 

Cost, frequency, value (eight categories) 
[21] 

Phau 
and 
Poon 

Intangible product, tangible product[22] 

 

Innovation Resistance Theory  

The introduction of new technology often causes 
behavioral changes in users. These changes can be 
small changes in habits, or big changes affecting a 
person's daily routine [20]. Though people tend to 
hang on to existing habits, they also long for change. 
Lack of change is probably due to user resistance 
caused by a negative force. But, the most likely cause 
of a failed introduction of information technology is 
that users refuse to accept the changes brought by the 
new technology [26]. 

In the past there has been many documented 
academic papers discussing technological resistance, 
concluding that there is more to changing an existing 
condition than adapting or learning new methods, 
and the greatest obstacle to the introduction of 

information technology is user resistance [3]. It is 
also believed that a cause of resistance to innovation 
is intentional delay by one of the parties involved; 
the reluctant user requires more information or needs 
more time to understand the new information 
technology [16]. Therefore, in order to persuade 
people to accept innovation, the cause of user 
resistance must be overcome [24]. 

Ram and Sheth suggested that innovation resistance 
affects the timing of adoption [24]. People have 
different levels of resistance to the innovation. And 
this variation in level affects the timing of adoption. 
It is because, by ignoring the non-adopter category, a 
valuable source of information, which could be vital 
in the successful development, implementation and 
marketing of innovations, goes unnoticed. Thus, 
innovation resistance is a normal consumer response 
to the change in existing habits or practices 
necessitated by adopting an innovation [24]. 
Innovation resistance can hamper or even prevent the 
adoption of innovation, and must therefore be 
overcome before adopting may commence. 
Mittelstaedt et al. proposed the concept of adoption 
and rejection [19]. Laukkanen et al. proposed three 
possible reasons for non-adoption of an innovation: 
An innovation may be rejected when an individual 
makes a decision based information available that it 
is not for him.; an innovation may be accepted but an 
individual is, for other reasons, unwilling or unable 
to adopt the innovation; and finally, an innovation 
may be accepted but an individual may postpone 
adoption until an appropriate time for use [11]. 

Most businesses are faced with the failure to 
introduce new products. That is because the changes 
of technology are not accepted by users. Ram and 
Sheth emphasized the innovation resistance theory to 
explain why users resist innovations even thought 
they are considered necessary [24]. 

In information research, Ram and Sheth proposed 
when publishing new products, an innovation may 
create a high degree of change in consumer 
day-to-day experiences and disrupt their established 
routines. When an innovation requires a consumer to 
deviate from established traditions, the resistance 
happens. An innovation may change consumers’ 
habits massively. Thus potential changes to the status 
quo and the different set of values of resistance may 
be induced to innovations [24]. 

The reason why consumers refuse innovations may 
be listed below: (1) Consumers may disincline to 
adopt. (2) Innovation involves some risks. (3) The 
unsuitable innovations for life. 

Finally, Ram and Sheth proposed five barriers that 
will affect user resist adopting an innovation. Three 
barriers are belonging to functional level: usage 
barrier, value barrier, and risk barrier. Additionally, 
tradition barrier and image barrier are belonging to 
psychological level [24].  
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(1) Usage barrier: Customer resistance to an 
innovation is that it is not compatible with 
existing workflows, practices, or habits. 
Innovations that require changes in customers' 
routine require a relatively long development 
process before gaining customer acceptance. 

(1) Usage barrier: Customer resistance to an 
innovation is that it is not compatible with 
existing workflows, practices, or habits. 
Innovations that require changes in customers' 
routine require a relatively long development 
process before gaining customer acceptance. 

(2) Value barrier: Unless an innovation offers a 
strong performance-to-price value compared 
with product substitutes, there is no incentive for 
customers to change. 

(2) Value barrier: Unless an innovation offers a 
strong performance-to-price value compared 
with product substitutes, there is no incentive for 
customers to change. 

(3) Risk barrier: There are four main types of risk 
inherent in an innovation. Risk barrier refers to 
the degree of risks an innovation entails. These 
risks including physical risk, economic risk, 
functional risk, social risk and so on. 

(3) Risk barrier: There are four main types of risk 
inherent in an innovation. Risk barrier refers to 
the degree of risks an innovation entails. These 
risks including physical risk, economic risk, 
functional risk, social risk and so on. 

(4) Traditional barrier: When an innovation requires 
a customer to deviate from established traditions, 
it is resisted. The greater the deviation, the 
greater the resistance. 

(4) Traditional barrier: When an innovation requires 
a customer to deviate from established traditions, 
it is resisted. The greater the deviation, the 
greater the resistance. 

H6

(5) Image barrier: Innovations acquire a certain 
identity from their origins: the product class or 
industry to which they belong, or the country in 
which they are manufactured. If any of these 
associations are unfavorable, the customer 
develops an unfavorable image about the 
product, and there is a barrier to adoption. 

(5) Image barrier: Innovations acquire a certain 
identity from their origins: the product class or 
industry to which they belong, or the country in 
which they are manufactured. If any of these 
associations are unfavorable, the customer 
develops an unfavorable image about the 
product, and there is a barrier to adoption. 

  

Researches Related to Apply Innovation 
Resistance Theory in the Context of B2C. 
Researches Related to Apply Innovation 
Resistance Theory in the Context of B2C. 

Previous researches explored the innovation 
resistance theory to study consumers’ acceptance of 
innovation products in B2C. The products had been 
launched for in a period of time, like online banking, 
mobile banking, mobile internet, electronic magazine, 
but they had not been well accepted. Molesworth and 
Suortti explored the adoption of the buying cars 
process throughout web within high cost and 
involvement product categories. It is found that the 
usage, risk, tradition, image barriers significantly 
affect consumer to resist the adoption of online 
buying cars [17]. Luarn and Lee explored the reason 
of mobile internet that has not been going as 
smoothly as expected. It is found that the usage, 
value, tradition, image barriers and network 
externality significantly affect mobile customers to 
resist the adoption of mobile internet [15]. 
Laukkanen et al. investigated the usage barrier of 
mobile banking consumers older or younger than 55 
years old. The empirical findings indicated that the 
usage and value barrier are the most intense barriers 
to mobile banking adoption among both mature and 
younger consumers. However, aging appears to be 
related to them, especially to the risk barrier. 
Moreover, the psychological barriers, including the 
tradition and image barriers, have considerable 
influences on users’ acceptance of mobile banking 
among mature consumers [11]. Laukkanen et al. 

explored users’ perspective on internet banking 
according to three groups- postponers, opponents and 
rejectors. The result indicated that risk barrier and 
psychological barriers-traditional and image barriers 
are the main factors. Users need to overcome that if 
they use internet banking [12]. Chen explored why 
consumers resist to purchase the payable electronic 
magazines. The result indicated the value barrier, 
tradition barrier and image barrier are the original 
factors of innovation resistance [1]. These studies are 
arranged in table 2. 

Previous researches explored the innovation 
resistance theory to study consumers’ acceptance of 
innovation products in B2C. The products had been 
launched for in a period of time, like online banking, 
mobile banking, mobile internet, electronic magazine, 
but they had not been well accepted. Molesworth and 
Suortti explored the adoption of the buying cars 
process throughout web within high cost and 
involvement product categories. It is found that the 
usage, risk, tradition, image barriers significantly 
affect consumer to resist the adoption of online 
buying cars [17]. Luarn and Lee explored the reason 
of mobile internet that has not been going as 
smoothly as expected. It is found that the usage, 
value, tradition, image barriers and network 
externality significantly affect mobile customers to 
resist the adoption of mobile internet [15]. 
Laukkanen et al. investigated the usage barrier of 
mobile banking consumers older or younger than 55 
years old. The empirical findings indicated that the 
usage and value barrier are the most intense barriers 
to mobile banking adoption among both mature and 
younger consumers. However, aging appears to be 
related to them, especially to the risk barrier. 
Moreover, the psychological barriers, including the 
tradition and image barriers, have considerable 
influences on users’ acceptance of mobile banking 
among mature consumers [11]. Laukkanen et al. 

explored users’ perspective on internet banking 
according to three groups- postponers, opponents and 
rejectors. The result indicated that risk barrier and 
psychological barriers-traditional and image barriers 
are the main factors. Users need to overcome that if 
they use internet banking [12]. Chen explored why 
consumers resist to purchase the payable electronic 
magazines. The result indicated the value barrier, 
tradition barrier and image barrier are the original 
factors of innovation resistance [1]. These studies are 
arranged in table 2. 

Table2 Previous Research of Innovation 
Resistance Theory in the Context of B2C 
Classification by Age and Product Type. 

Table2 Previous Research of Innovation 
Resistance Theory in the Context of B2C 
Classification by Age and Product Type. 

Age Age Tangible 
product 
Tangible 
product 

Intangible 
product 
Intangible 
product 

Younger than 55 
years old 

[17] [1] [11]. [12] 
[15] 

More than 55 
years old 

[17] [11] 

 

Research Model and Hypotheses 

Innovation Resistance Theory is the theory based of 
this study. Ram and Sheth [24] indicated five critical 
barriers which make user refuse to accept 
innovations. Additionally, these barriers can divide 
into two categories: psychology and function. Usage, 
value and risk barriers are belonged to functional. 
And tradition and image barriers are belonged to 
psychology. Based on the five barriers of innovation 
resistance theory, we proposed our research model 
and hypotheses (figure 1). 

H1Usage barrier

 

Figure1: Research Model 

 

       Age 

Product type 

Younger Elder 

Tangible product  Barriers to 
adoption 

Barriers to 
adoption 

Intangible product Barriers to 
adoption 

Barriers to 
adoption 

 H5

 H4

H3

H2Value barrier 

Online 
Purchase 
Intention 

Traditional barrier

Risk barrier 

Image barrier 
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Usage Barrier 

Ran and Sheth indicated that usage barrier is the 
major reason for consumers to resist innovations [24]. 
Dunphyd and Herbig found that IT related 
innovations must considerate for the consistency of 
previous experience and values of user. Besides, 
previous studies found that usage barrier is mostly 
related to usability, ease of use, and complexity of 
innovative products [2] [11]. Therefore, following 
hypotheses is inferred: 

H1: There is a negative relationship between a user 
intention and a usage barrier in the context of online 
shopping. 

 

Value Barrier 

Innovation resistance theory indicates that user do 
not accept innovation if it cannot offer more value to 
them [11] [24]. Kuisma et al. reported that some of 
the non-users do not be aware of the relative 
advantage of the new product. Besides, they may 
think that understand new products requires much 
time and cost to get little benefit therefore they refuse 
to accept the innovation [10]. Fain and Roberts also 
argued the relative advantage may be perceived to be 
poor since innovative products do not offer much 
new function [4]. Hence, we can infer the following 
hypothesis: 

H2: There is a negative relationship between user 
intention and value barrier in the context of the 
online shopping. 

 

Traditional Barrier 

When an innovation asks a consumer to deviate from 
their established traditions, it is resisted [24]. In the 
context of EC, consumers may feel uncomfortable if 
they do not know how to use the service. Fain and 
Roberts pointed out that some of consumers would 
not use new type of payment in the internet [4]. They 
prefer to go to traditional store shopping and enjoy 
the service this is the traditional barrier [5] [8]. Based 
on above discussions, following hypothesis is 
inferred: 

H3: There is a negative relationship between use 
intention and traditional barrier in the context of 
online shopping. 

 

Risk Barrier 

Innovation often comes with risk especially in the 
context of EC innovations. Previous studies indicated 
that the higher the risk, the lower the diffusion rate 
[24]. Fain and Roboert pointed out that consumers 
take the risk more seriously than the characteristic of 
a product [4]. Consumers worry about lost 

connection or failed transmission when using internet 
services [6]. The risk degree of uncertainty and 
personal privacy in online shopping is higher than 
traditional shopping. It may increase consumers’ risk, 
if their personal information or online purchases 
shopping habit are disclosed [23]. Following 
hypothesis is inferred: 

H4: There is a negative relationship between user 
intention and risk barrier in the context of online 
shopping. 

 

Image Barrier 

Innovations acquire a certain identity from their 
origins: the product type, industry to which they 
belong, or the country in which they are 
manufactured. If any of these associations are 
unfavorable, the consumer develops an unfavorable 
image about the product, and there is a barrier to 
adoption. Clearly, the image barrier is a perceptual 
problem that arises out of stereotyped thinking and 
makes life difficult for the innovation [24]. 
Laukkanen et al. proposed that image barrier emerges 
from the negative “hard-to-use” image of computer 
in general and internet channel in particular. It may 
be difficult to use for some consumer [11]. They 
instantly have a negative impression of the service 
related to the technology. Therefore, we have 
following hypothesis: 

H5: There is a negative relationship between use 
intention and image barrier in the context of online 
shopping. 

 

Comparison Across Different Product Types and 
Age 

It has been found that users aged 55 or older and 
users younger than 55 encounter different barriers 
when using online banking services. Additionally, 
product type also influences a user's willingness to 
purchase over the Internet. Therefore different 
product types may encounter, to different extents, 
different obstacles for user resistance of information 
technology products. Thus hypothesis 6 is formulated 
as follows: 

H6: Barriers that affect user’s intention toward online 
shopping is different across different product types 
and age. 

Research Methodology 

Research Design 

Survey research is employed in this study. Age range 
was divided into two groups: the elder and the 
younger. Based on the viewpoints proposed by 
Laukkanen et al., Moschis et al., and Kennet et al., 
the elder means people who are older than 55 years 
old [9] [11] [18]. In this study, members from 
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evergreen computer classes are selected as elder 
subjects. Besides, university students are selected as 
younger subjects. A total of 385 subjects were 
selected to complete the research questionnaire. 
Among them 170 subjects are elders and 215 are 
students.  

Additionally, based on Phau and Poon’s opinion, 
online product types were divided into two situations: 
"tangible products" - online bookstore is selected and 
"intangible products" - Internet banking is selected 
[22]. Table 3 is the context design in this study. Both 
of the online services is representative online service 
in Taiwan. 

Table3 Context Design in This Study 

 Younger Elder 

Tangible 
product  

Online 
bookstore 

Online 
bookstore 

Intangible 
product 

Internet 
banking 

Internet 
banking 

 

Measurements Development 

Six variables are includes in this study. Well 
developed measurements were employed. All of the 
variables employed in this study are 
multidimensional and have validated measurement 
scales (Table 4). This research was conducted in 
Taiwan and thus the measurement scale was 
translated into Chinese. To ensure the content 
validity experts in management information systems 
reviewed the research instruments. The questionnaire 
was then pilot test using 451 subjects (including 93 

elders and 358 students) to identify any areas 
requiring modification. Six parts are modified after 
pretest. Another purpose of the pilot study is to 
clarify whether the selected product/service are 
appropriate for our study subject. 

 

Data Analysis and Results 

Questionnaires were sent to 385 subjects. Among 
them 170 subjects are elders and 215 are students. A 
total of 276 usable questionnaires were returned. 
Among them 95 (34.4%) questionnaires were from 
elders; 181 (65.6%) were from younger. The subjects 
were 59% female in elder group and 53.6% male in 
younger group. Besides, most of the younger subjects 
were between 20 and 24 years old (71.3%). For elder 
group, the major age level is between 70-74 years old 
(25.2%), the next group is between 65-69 years old 
(16.8%). 

 

Validity and Reliability 

Factor analysis with VARIMAX rotation was used to 
assess the discriminant and convergent validity. The 
threshold of factor loading is 0.5. Based on the above 
criteria, two of the 21 items were eliminated. That is 
19 items for six constructs were employed in this 
study. Table 5 illustrates the results and show that 
most of the constructs have acceptable instrument 
validity. 

In order to test instrument reliability Cronbach’s α is 
employed in this study. Hair et al. [7, p.88] proposed 
that “Cronbach’s alpha is used to measure reliability 
that ranges from 0 to 1, with value of .60-.70 deemed 
the lower limit of acceptability”. Table 6 lists the 
results, which indicate that all the values are 
acceptable (>0.7). 

 

Table4 Variable Definitions and Measurements 

Variable Definition Source Items 

Usage 
barrier 

Customer resistance to an innovation is that it is not compatible with 
existing workflows, practices, or habits. 

[11] 5 

Value 
barrier 

Unless an innovation offers a strong performance-to-price value compared 
with product substitutes, there is no incentive for customers to change. 

[11] 3 

Traditional 
barrier 

When an innovation requires a customer to deviate from established 
traditions, it is resisted. 

[11] 2 

Risk barrier The degree of risks an innovation entails. [11] 5 

Image 
barrier 

Customer has an unfavorable image about the product itself or the origins. [11] 3 

Purchase 
intention 

Subject’s online purchase intention [25] 3 
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Table5 Results of Factor Analysis 

Constructs Items Factor loading 

Usage barrier 1 .825     

Usage barrier 2 .825     

Usage barrier 3 .747     

Usage barrier 4 .752     

Usage barrier 

Usage barrier 5 .652     

Value barrier 1 .658     

Value barrier 2 .646     

Value barrier 

Value barrier 3 .619     

Traditional barrier 1  .873    Traditional barrier 

Traditional barrier 2  .769    

Risk barrier 1   .747   

Risk barrier 2   .748   

Risk barrier 3   .836   

Risk barrier 

Risk barrier 4   .755   

Image barrier 2    .808  Image barrier 

Image barrier 3    .725  

Purchase intention 1     .831 

Purchase intention 2     .846 

Purchase intention 

Purchase intention 3     .840 

 

Table6 Instrument Reliability 

Variables Usage 
barrier

Value 
barrier 

Traditional 
barrier 

Risk 
barrier 

Image 
barrier 

Purchase 
Intention

Cronbach’s α .880 .824 .753 .844 .815 .907 

 

Multiple regression analysis is employed in this 
study to test hypotheses. Five barriers served as 
independent variables. Online purchase intention 
served as dependent variable. Additionally, this study 
considered four contexts therefore four regression 
models were calculated. The four models are 
summarized as follows (Table 7 and Table 8). Table 
7 lists the results of significance testing of the study 
variables in the different context. From the result of 
data analysis, we can find that all of the model yield 
significant p-values (p<.01) and adj R2 is ranged 
from around 20% to 60% of the variance was 
explained. 

 

The main result discovered that the barriers affecting 
users' adoption of B2C online commerce would 
differ with the variation of age range and product 
type. For the elder, risk barrier and image barrier 
dominate the decisions for tangible and physical 
products, while value barrier and risk barrier 
dominate for the intangible and information products. 
For the younger, usage barrier and image barrier 
dominate the decisions for tangible and physical 
products, while value barrier and image barrier 
dominates for the intangible and information 
products. Significant variables in the different 
context are summarized in table 9. 
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Table7 Regression Models for Elders 

Age Product type F-Value P-Value Adj-R2

Online bookstore 5.438 .001** .325 Elder 

Internet banking 5.803 .000** .358 

Online bookstore 13.626 .000** .195 Younger 

Internet banking 53.272 .000** .592 

    ** p<.01 

 

Table8 Significant Test 

Age group Product Type Variables Unstandardize 
coefficient 

Standardize 
coefficient 

p-value 

UB  .229  .224 .314 

VB -.201 -.192 .407 

TB  .022  .022 .876 

RB -.620 -.583 .001** 

Online bookstore 

IB  .488  .311 .027* 

UB  .111  .105 .539 

VB  .445  .403 .021* 

TB -.145 -.148 .336 

RB -.325 -.369 .029* 

Elder  

Internet banking 

IB  .333  .257 .120 

UB  .450 .386 .000** 

VB  .173 N/A .071 

TB -.066 N/A .463 

RB -.009 N/A .920 

Online bookstore 

IB  .226 .202 .025* 

UB  .188 N/A .112 

VB  .651 .679 .000** 

TB  .058 N/A .447 

RB  .047 N/A .581 

Younger  

Internet banking 

IB  .021 .195 .020* 

UB=usage barrier, VB=Value barrier, TB=Traditional barrier, RB=Risk barrier, IB=Image barrier 

*: p <.05 **:p<.01 

Table9 Significant Variables in the Different Context 

Product Type Elders Younger 

Online bookstore Risk, Image barrier Usage, Image barrier 

Internet banking Value, Risk barrier Value , Image barrier 
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Conclusions and Discussions 

The study examined which barriers affect online 
shopping acceptance in the context of different 
product types and age. In other words, the 
determinants of user acceptance of online shopping 
differ according to product types and age. In the 
context of elders and tangible product, risk and 
image barriers are critical. Next, when understanding 
elder’s acceptance of buying intangible product, 
value and risk barriers are important factors. Third, 
usage and image barriers are important factors when 
understanding younger buying tangible product 
online. Finally, value and image barrier will affect 
younger buying intangible product online. 

Based on the results of this study, we further make 
comparison with previous researches; the relevant 
results and discussion are described in detail in the 
following section. Overall, the progression of this 
study did complement the deficiencies in past 
researches. This research result can become a 
practical reference. For both academic and business, 
this study has a certain contribution in the 
development of electronic commerce. Table 10 
summarizes the results of this study and pervious 
researches. 

Laukkanen et al. proposed risk, image and traditional 
barriers are significant in international banking 
service. In this research, usage barrier was the 
significant barrier [12]. The different results may be 
because that the subjects in this research are 
information management college students. They have 
enough information security and internet service 
domain knowledge to protect their personal 
information. Moreover, younger consumers adopt a 
new concept fast. Psychological barrier affected the 
subjects less in this research. Finally, subjects are not 
familiar with international banking service, because 
subjects were classed as -have been listened but no 
used- group. This is one of the reasons why subjects 
did not accept international banking. 

According to the previous researches of innovation 
resistance theory in B2C, the psychological barriers 
(traditional and image barriers) causing the greatest 
concerns regarding internet banking adoption. But in 
this research, the functional barriers (usage and value 
barriers) were considered the most concerns in 
different product types. These findings suggest that 
the differences in culture, age and occupation may 
affect users’ intention.  

Table10 Compare with Previous Researches 

Author Product User Barriers to adoption 

Chen [1] Electronic Magazine General user Value, Traditional, Image barriers 

Older than 55 
years old 

Usage, Value, Risk, Traditional, Image 
barriers 

Laukkanen et 
al. [11] 

Mobile bank 

Younger than 
55 years old 

Usage, Value barriers 

Postponer N/A 

Opponent Risk, Traditional barriers 

Laukkanen et 
al. [12] 

Internet bank 

Rejector Risk, Traditional, Image barriers 

Luarn and Lee 
[15] 

Mobile internet Student Usage, Value, Traditional, Image barriers

Molesworth 
and Suortti 
[17] 

Online car 20-57 years old 
user 

Usage, Risk, Traditional, Image barriers 

Overall impact Usage, Value, Risk, Image barriers 

Elder Risk, Image barriers Internet Bookstore 

Younger Usage, Image barriers 

Elder Value, Risk barriers 

This research 

Internet Bank 

Younger Value, Image barriers 
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Abstract 

This study aims to further test the technology 
acceptance model for mobile commerce 
(m-commerce) in China and Taiwan. Data was 
collected from 156 college students in Macau 
(China) and 173 college students in Kaohsiung 
(Taiwan). Exploration factor analysis is performed 
to examine the reliability and validity of the model; 
regression analysis is performed to access the 
relationship between behavior intention and each 
factor in these two markets; and t-tests are 
performed to compare the difference in the means 
from Chinese and Taiwan college students. This 
study finds out that even there is not significant 
culture difference between China and Taiwan, there 
is a significant difference in the means of social 
influence between these two markets. 

Keywords: m-commerce, technology acceptance, 
UTAUT 

Introduction 

The fourth generation (4G) mobile technology will 
enable wireless high-speed internet connections 
that can facilitate the adoption of mobile commerce 
(m-commerce). M-commerce has some advantages 
compared with classic e-commerce, such as 
convenience [1], ubiquity and reachability [2], and 
more secure [3]. However, the adoption rates of 
m-commerce are low and respondents are less 
satisfied with the m-commerce services [4]. Many 
studies have been conducted about the user 
acceptance behavior of m-commerce and mobile 
service (e.g., [5] [6] [7]). However, most researches 
only studied the positive factors of user adoption. 
In order to find out the reasons for the slow 
adoption rates, Lai et al. [8] have added a negative 
factor “disturbance concerns” to the Unified 
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) model which was developed by 
Venkatesh et al. [9]. 

The purpose of this study is to further extend Lai et 
al.’s model for m-commerce adoption in a more 
comprehensive context. This study is performed on 
two Chinese speaking markets: China and Taiwan. 
Taiwan’s mobile phone market is fully mature. By 

the end of 2009, Taiwan’s mobile phone 
penetration was 117.7% and it is predicted that 
nearly 70% of Taiwanese mobile customers will 
have 3G-enbled mobile phones by the end of 2010 
[10]. Compare with Taiwan, China’s mobile phone 
penetration was less. It was only 56.2% by the 
early of 2010 [11]. However, China is the most 
populous country in the world. It is important to 
understand the factors that influence the user’s BI 
to the use of m-commerce in both markets. 

Prior research provided that technology adoption 
may vary across different cultures (e.g., 
[12][13][14]). Venkatesh and Zhang [15] suggested 
that the relationships about the role of performance 
expectancy, effort expectancy, and facilitating 
conditions will be the same in different countries. 
Thus, the importance of social influence in 
different markets may be differences. Since there is 
not a significant culture difference between China 
and Taiwan, this study tries to find out the 
similarities and differences in user adoption 
behaviors between these two markets. By 
examining the behavioral factors in affecting 
m-commerce adoption, m-commerce service 
providers can adjust their strategies for promoting 
m-commerce services in China and Taiwan. This 
paper first describes a review on technology 
acceptance models and m-commerce researches in 
literature. Then, research model and hypotheses are 
presented. Results of statistical analysis and 
discussion are provided, followed by conclusion. 

Literature 

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) 

Based on social psychology, Fishbein and Ajzen 
[16] proposed the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(TRA) in 1975. TRA consists of two main 
determinants, namely attitude toward behavior and 
the subjective norm. Attitude toward behavior is an 
individual positive or negative feeling about 
performing the target behavior. Subjective norm is 
an individual’s perceptions of whether or not other 
people who are important to him think he should or 
should not perform the behavior in question. 

Based on the TRA, Davis [17] proposed the 
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Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in 1986, 
which includes constructs of perceived usefulness, 
perceived ease of use, intention to use, and actual 
system usage. Perceived usefulness is the degree to 
which a person believes that using a particular 
system would enhance his or her job performance. 
Perceived ease of use is the degree to which a 
person believes that using the system will be free of 
effort. Behavioral intention to use the system is 
defined as a function of attitude and usefulness. 
Behavioral intention then determines actual usage 
behavior. In 2000, Venkatesh and Davis [18] 
enhanced the TAM to TAM2, which includes 
subjective norm construct as a new determinant. 

In 2003, Venkatesh et al. [9] developed the Unified 
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) model to consolidate previous TAM 
related studies (see Figure 1). The UTAUT model 
consists of four core determinants (performance 
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, 
facilitating conditions) and four control variables 
(gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use). 
It accounts for 70 percent of the variance in 
technology use. 

 
Figure 1. UTAUT model [9] 

User Acceptance Research of M-Commerce 

There were many studies of the user acceptance of 
m-commerce and the related areas. For example, 
Lee et al. [19] studied the cross-cultural 
comparison between Korea and Japan. Hung et al. 
[20] adopted TAM to conduct one of the most 
comprehensive studies of mobile internet adoption 
in Taiwan. Nysveen et al. [21] carried out similar 
research in Norway. Okazaki [22] studied specific 
nature of mobile internet services. Wang et al. [23] 
applied UTAUT to investigate the determinants in 
the acceptance of mobile learning. Wang and Wang 
[24] employed UTAUT to investigate the 
determinants and gender differences in the 
acceptance of mobile internet. Most user 
acceptance of m-commerce studies focused on the 
understanding the positive factors that could 
influence acceptance of m-commerce. Several 
researchers have identified several negative factors 
of m-commerce. Tarasewich [25] stated that 

dynamic environment, security, safety, and social 
concerns are the challenges of m-commerce. Ghosh 
and Swaminatha [5] and Siau and Shen [6] argued 
that security and privacy risk are some of the key 
negative factors that cause the slow growth rate of 
user acceptance. In order to understand the users’ 
intention towards adopting m-commerce, Lai et al. 
[8] have extended UTAUT model with a negative 
determinant “disturbance concerns” as shown in 
Figure 3. Disturbance concerns cover about privacy, 
data leaks, security, and any potential or 
unexpected interrupts or disturbances that may 
occur now or in the future. The model was 
empirically tested using data collected from a web 
survey distributed to and through the Hong Kong 
undergraduates and postgraduates. The analysis 
result indicated that the new construct of 
disturbance concerns is an important factor of 
m-commerce acceptance. 
 

 

Figure 3. Extended UTAUT model for m-commerce [8] 

Research Model 

Performance Expectancy (PE) is similar to the 
concept of “perceived usefulness” in TAM. PE is 
defined as the degree to which an individual 
believes that using the system will gain benefits or 
enhance job performance [9]. PE may have 
influence on the behavioral intention of an 
individual on using m-commerce. 

H1a: Performance expectancy influences 
behavioral intention to use m-commerce for 
Chinese college students. 

H1b: Performance expectancy influences 
behavioral intention to use m-commerce for 
Taiwan college students. 

H1c: Performance expectancy influences 
behavioral intention to use m-commerce 
more strongly for Chinese college students 
than for Taiwan college students. 

Effort Expectancy (EE) bears a similar concept of 
other existing technology adoption models such as 
“perceived ease of use” in TAM. EE is defined as 
the degree of ease to which an individual believes 
in the association with the use of the system [9]. 
People may use m-commerce if they find it easy to 
use. 
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H2a: Effort expectancy influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Chinese 
college students. 

H2b: Effort expectancy influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Taiwan 
college students. 

H2c: Effort expectancy influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce more strongly 
for Chinese college students than for 
Taiwan college students. 

Social Influence (SI) is equivalent to subjective 
norm in TRA and TAM2. SI is defined as the 
degree to which an individual perceives that 
important others believe the person should use the 
new technology [9]. 

H3a: Social influence influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Chinese 
college students. 

H3b: Social influence influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Taiwan 
college students. 

H3c: Social influence influences behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce more strongly 
for Chinese college students than for 
Taiwan college students. 

Disturbance Concerns (DC) are the degree to 
which an individual believes and worries about the 
potential disturbance and subsequent loss aroused 
from the use of the system. Disturbance is an 
activity that is a malfunction, intrusion, or 
interruption as defined in the dictionary of 
WordNet 3.0 of the Princeton University. 
Disturbance can be security or privacy risk [5], 
customer trust [6], pressures, stress, anxiety, 
inter-dependency [26], mobile spam [27], hidden 
transaction cost [28], and any unanticipated 
(potential) loss aroused from the use of the system. 
In this study, DC covers (i) spam, (ii) privacy, (iii) 
information leaks, (iv) security, and (iv) 
unexpected interrupts and disturbances. People 
may not use m-commerce if they have above 
concerns. 

H4a: Disturbance concerns influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Chinese 
college students. 

H4b: Disturbance concerns influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Taiwan 
college students. 

H4c: Disturbance concerns influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce more strongly 
for Chinese college students than for 
Taiwan college students. 

Facilitating Conditions (FC) are defined as the 

degree to which an individual believes that an 
organizational and technical infrastructure exists to 
support use of the system [9]. Although Lai et al.’s 
[8] model does not cover this determinant, people 
may use m-commerce if their mobile devices can 
support m-commerce services. 

H5a: Facilitating conditions influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce Chinese 
college students. 

H5b: Facilitating conditions influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce for Taiwan 
college students. 

H5c: Facilitating conditions influence behavioral 
intention to use m-commerce more strongly 
for Chinese college students than for 
Taiwan college students. 

Other than the consideration of FC factor, another 
difference between this research model and Lai et 
al.’s one is that this research model consists of 
three control variables (gender, age, and 
experience). Gender differences exist in both 
technology acceptance and usage behavior [29]. 
Mitra et al. [30] mentioned that men show a more 
positive attitude towards using computers than 
women did. However, Lai and Liang [31] found 
out that female is more likely to purchase online 
than male in Taiwan. Wang and Wang [24] found 
that there is no gender difference in the effects of 
social influence and perceived value on behavioral 
intention of using mobile internet. 

H6: Gender moderates PE, EE, SI, FC, and DC 
towards adopting m-commerce. 

Li et al. [32] found that there was no age difference 
among buyers using the internet in U.S. However, 
Lai and Liang [31] found that the higher the age, 
the higher percentage of internet purchases. 

H7: Age moderates PE, EE, SI, FC, and DC 
towards adopting m-commerce. 

 
Figure 3. Research model 

Klopping and McKinney [33] have conducted a 
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survey to examine the relationship between prior 
e-commerce shopping experience and the BI to 
shop online. They found that e-commerce shopping 
experience does have a positive and direct effect on 
a consumers' intention to shop online. 

H8: Experience moderates PE, EE, SI, FC, and 
DC towards adopting m-commerce. 

Research Method 

Questionnaire surveys were conducted in China 
and Taiwan respectively. The questionnaire is 
divided into three sections, including the questions 
for variables, the questions for user experience, and 
the questions for subject profile. In section 1, 
respondents are asked to rate the questions related 
to a total of 29 measure items of the model along a 
7-point Likert-type scale, with 1 set as ‘strongly 
disagree’ and 7 set as ‘strongly agree’. The 
measure items of the model are listed in the 
Appendix. 

Results 

The primary survey was conducted from 1 April 
2010 to 14 April 2010 in Macau (China). 200 sets 
of questionnaire were distributed to the 
undergraduate students in the class after lecture. 
168 sets of questionnaire were collected. The 
response rate is 84%. However, 12 sets of 
questionnaire were eliminated (e.g., for giving the 
same rating for most items), and 156 sets of 
questionnaire were valid for analysis. The 
secondary survey was conducted from 7 April 2010 
to 21 April 2010 in Kaohsiung (Taiwan). 200 sets 
of questionnaire were distributed to the 
undergraduate students in the class after lecture. 
179 sets of questionnaire were collected. The 
response rate is 89.5%. 6 sets of questionnaire were 
eliminated and 173 sets of questionnaire were valid 
for analysis. 

Demographic Characteristics 

The respondent profile is summarized in Table 1. 
For Chinese college students, the majority of them 
are male (57.7%), most of them (98.1%) are 18~25 
years old, and 59.6% respondents do not have 
m-commerce experience. For Taiwan college 
students, the majority of them are female (60.7%), 
most of them are 18~25 years old, and 87.9% 
respondents do not have m-commerce experience. 

Table 1. Demographic Summary 
 China Taiwan 

Gender 

Female 66 42.3% 105 60.7% 

Male 90 57.7% 68 39.3% 

Age 

18~25 153 98.1% 162 93.6% 

26~35 3 1.9% 11 6.4% 

Experience 

No 93 59.6% 152 87.9% 

Yes 63 40.4% 21 12.1% 

 
Data Reliability and Validity 

The research model consists of 29 measure items 
for six components. First, Exploration Factor 
Analysis (EFA) is preformed to eliminate improper 
measure items. A principal component analysis has 
been carried out with orthogonal rotation to 
evaluate the construct validity. For China, 4 
measure items (DC14, DC15, DC24, and DC25) 
are removed because they are not fell into the DC 
catalogue. For Taiwan, 4 measure items (DC11, 
DC15, DC21, and DC25) are removed because 
they are not fell into the DC catalogue. The results 
of EFA provide retained measure items for six 
components (factor leadings > 0.50) as shown in 
the Appendix. 

For the validity analysis, the KMO 
(Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) values of this study are 
0.799 and 0.849 respectively. Both are greater than 
the suggested minimum value of 0.5 for adequacy. 
The results of Bartlett’s test are also highly 
significant as shown in Table 2. The results of the 
two tests indicate that EFA is appropriate, based on 
the guidelines of Hair et al. [34]. 

Table 2. KMO and Bartlett’s test 
 China Taiwan 

KMO Measure 0.799 0.849 

Approx Chi-Square 2222 3331 

Df 300 351 

Bartlett’s Test 
of Sphericity 

Sig 0.000 0.000 

 
Then, the reliability and validity test results for the 
reflective construct variables in Table 3 show that 
Cronbach’s alpha for the reflective construct 
variables are higher than 0.7, so the model has 
reasonably good reliability [35]. 

Table 3. Cronbach’s alpha 
China Taiwan  No. 

of 
Items 

Mean Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Mean Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

PE 4 5.000 0.800 5.107 0.887 

EE 4 4.875 0.851 4.918 0.884 

SI 4 4.037 0.775 4.403 0.822 

FC 4 4.671 0.805 4.818 0.761 

BI 3 4.329 0.839 4.559 0.811 

DC 6 5.600 0.897 5.539 0.919 

Correlation 

Table 4 shows the correlation values among six 
components of the extended model. The values 
ranged from 0.003 the lowest to 0.709 the highest. 
Since the highest value is only 0.709, six 
components are relatively independent from each 
other, based on the guidelines of Moore [36]. 

Table 4. Correlations 
 China 

 EE SI FC BI DC 

PE .593** .300** .353** .597** -.053 

EE  .314** .457** .468** .052 

SI   .422** .467** -.029 
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FC    .498** .033 

BI     -.146 

 Taiwan 

 EE SI FC BI DC 

PE .709** .534** .536** .477** .201** 

EE  .524** .608** .446** .173* 

SI   .532** .521** .112 

FC    .588** .164* 

BI     -.003 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

Regression Analysis 

Figure 4 shows the results of regression analysis of 
China and Taiwan differences. The standardized 
path coefficients for the PE-BI, SI-BI, FC-BI, and 
DC-BI links in the model are all significant. 
However, the effect of effort expectancy on 
behavioral intention is not significant. For Chinese 
college students, the model accounted for 51.0% of 
the variance in behavioral intention. On the other 
hand, for the Taiwan college students, the model 
accounted for 43.4% of variance in behavioral 
intention.  

 

Figure 4. Standardized path coefficients for 
Chinese and Taiwan college students 

T-Tests 

The independent t-test is performed to compare the 
difference in the means from Chinese and Taiwan 
college students. The results of t-test indicate that 
there is a significant difference in the means of SI 
(t = 3.223 with df = 327, p-value = 0.001 < 0.05) 
between Chinese and Taiwan college students. 
While the difference in the means of PE, EE, FC, 
BI, and DC are insignificant in this case. 

Table 5. Independent t-test (df = 327) 
Mean  

T 
Sig. 
(2-tailed) China Taiwan 

PE 0.878 0.381 5.1069 5.0000 

EE 0.353 0.724 4.9176 4.8750 

SI 3.223 0.001 4,4032 4.0369 

FC 1.325 0.186 4.8179 4.6715 

DC -0.564 0.573 5.5395 5.6004 

 

 
 

Table 6. Gender and Experience Differences 
China 

 Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

PE * G Between Groups 104.62 1 104.62 6.472 .012 

       Within Groups 2473.35 153 16.16   

       Total 2577.97 154    

EE * G Between Groups 175.50 1 175.50 10.542 .001 

       Within Groups 2547.11 153 16.64   

       Total 2722.61 154    

Taiwan 

 Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

SI * G Between Groups 68.93 1 68.93 3.831 .052 

       Within Groups 3076.13 171 17.99   

       Total 3145.05 172    

DC * E Between Groups 169.83 1 169.83 4.426 .037 

       Within Groups 6561.46 171 38.37   

       Total 6731.28 172    

G = Gender 
E = Experience 

Discussions 

This study also implies that the user of 
m-commerce for Taiwan college students is not as 
popular as for Chinese college students. Only 
12.1% Taiwan college students have m-commence 
experience which is much fewer than Chinese 
college students (40.4%). In China, online shoppers 
can pay cash when receiving the goods. Otherwise, 
they can transfer money from their banks to prepay 
the transaction. However, Taiwan online shoppers 
only can use credit card to prepay the transaction. 
Most Taiwan college students have no credit card. 
This limits their use of m-commerce. 

The results of regression analysis (in Figure 4) 
show that PE, SI, FC, and DC are all significant 
determinants of BI to use m-commerce while EE is 
insignificant in both cases (China and Taiwan). 
That means that PE, SI, FC and DC influence the 
BI to use m-commerce in both Chinese and Taiwan 
college students. However, PE has the highest path 
coefficient (0.407) in Chinese sample, while FC 
has the highest path coefficient (0.402) in Taiwan 
data. This indicated that Chinese college students 
concern the performance of m-commerce while 
Taiwan college students concern the facility 
conditions more. 

The results of t-tests (Table 6) show that gender 
moderates PE and EE towards adopting 
m-commerce in China and gender moderates SI 
towards adopting m-commerce in Taiwan. This 
implies that college students have different BI by 
male and female students. In China, female 
students concern PE and EE more than males. For 
example, usually female students may consider at 
using m-commerce when the handset is very easy 
use. For male students may use m-commerce by 
new handset functions. However, female students 
concern SI more than males in Taiwan. Female 
students use m-commerce because their classmates 
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use it. 

For the experience control variable, the results of 
t-tests (Table 6) show that there is no difference in 
China. The mean of DC for no experience group 
(33.61) is larger than the mean of DC for having 
experience group (30.57) in Taiwan. Taiwan 
college students with no experience concern DC 
much. 

The results of t-tests (Table 5) also indicate that 
there is a significant difference in the means of SI 
between China and Taiwan. The mean of SI from 
Chinese college students (4.403) is larger than the 
mean of SI from Taiwan college students (4.037). 
Taiwan is an individualism society that catches 
American system and lifestyle. China is a 
collectivism country where is group-focused. 
Taiwan college students are independence more 
about Chinese. The BI for Chinese college students 
towards adopting m-commerce are easy influence 
by others such as classmates and teachers. 

Table 7. Summary of the Results 

  Support Remark 

H1a Yes Highest path coefficient 

H1b Yes  

PE 

H1c No Insignificant 

H2a No Insignificant 

H2b No Insignificant 

EE 

H2c No Insignificant 

H3a Yes  

H3b Yes  

SI 

H3c Yes  

H4a Yes  

H4b Yes Highest path coefficient 

FC 

H4c No Insignificant 

H5a Yes  

H5b Yes  

DC 

H5c No Insignificant 

G H6 Partial Influence PE and EE in 
China; influence SI in Taiwan 

Age H7  No test in this case 

E H8 Partial Only influence DC in Taiwan 

 
This study provides evidence of the difference by 
the user adoption behaviors of m-commerce for 
Chinese and Taiwan college students. As expected, 
the results exhibit that Chinese and Taiwan college 
students have similar feedback on the adoption 
behaviors of m-commerce. This finding can 
strengthen the current mobile marketing in both 
China and Taiwan.  

The results of the study confirm that the research 
model is valid and questionnaire design is reliable 
to examine the factors influence the BI of the users 
towards adopting m-commerce in China and 
Taiwan. This study contributes a research model 
and questionnaire design that can be applied in 
future research. 

One potential limitation of this research is the 
source of sample collected. Due to limited time and 
resources, convenient sampling method is 

employed for this study. Therefore, the results may 
not be generalized. Future studies can be conducted 
in other countries to test the generalization of the 
results. 

Conclusion 

This paper extends research on technology 
acceptance model for m-commerce in China and 
Taiwan. Although there is not a huge culture 
difference between China and Taiwan, the results 
of this study indicate that there is a significant 
difference in the means of SI between these two 
markets while the means of other factors do not 
change. The results of the study also indicate that 
gender differences moderate the effects of PE and 
EE towards adopting m-commerce in China; 
gender differences only moderate the effects of SI 
towards adopting m-commerce in Taiwan; 
experience differences do not have any moderating 
effects in China; and experience differences 
moderate the effects of DC towards adopting 
m-commerce in Taiwan. These findings provide 
several important implications for m-commerce 
acceptance, in terms of both research and practice. 
 

Appendices 

Measure Items 

Performance Expectancy (PE): 

PE1.  Mobile devices are useful tools for 
conducting an online transaction 

PE2.  Using mobile devices enable me to conduct 
online transactions easily 

PE3.  Using mobile devices for online transactions 
increase my efficiency 

PE4.  I can do transactions faster in mobile 
devices than using desktop computers. 

Effort Expectancy (EE): 

EE1. It would be easy for me to understand the 
operation of online transactions in the 
mobile device 

EE2. It would be easy for me to adapt to using 
mobile devices for transaction 

EE3. I would find the mobile transaction easy to 
conduct 

EE4. Learning to conduct mobile transaction is 
easy for me 

Social Influence (SI): 

SI1. People who influence my behavior (such as 
teachers, friends, actors, singers, etc.) think 
that I should use mobile device for online 
transaction 

SI2. People who are important to me (such as 
family members, supervisors, friends, etc.) 
think that I should use mobile device for 
online transaction 

SI3. I use the mobile transaction because many 
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people are using 
SI4. In general, people support the use of mobile 

transaction 

Facilitating Conditions (FC): 

FC1. The general mobile devices are well 
equipped (including hardware, software, 
network, etc) for doing mobile transactions 

FC2. It is easy to get the knowledge (such as from 
leaflet, manual, user guide, internet, etc) 
necessary to do mobile transaction 

FC3. The mobile transaction is compatible with 
the online transaction through desktop 
computer. 

FC4. I think service providers will arrange 
customer service to help people to do 
mobile transaction 

Behavioral Intention (BI): 

BI1. Given that I have a smart mobile phone 
capable of accessing the Internet, I would 
use the mobile for online transaction. 

BI2. If I can use my mobile phone for online 
transactions, I want to use it as much as 
possible. 

BI3. Given that I don’t have a smart mobile 
phone for online transactions, I plan to get a 
smart mobile phone and conduct online 
transactions in the next 6 months. 

Disturbance Concerns (DC):  

DC11. I worry about being spammed when using 
the mobile devices to conduct transactions 

DC12. I worry about losing privacy data(such as 
my location, my phone number) when using 
the mobile devices to conduct transactions 

DC13. I worry about my personal information 
(such as address, bank account, etc) being 
stolen or leaked if I use mobile for 
transactions 

DC14. Mobile transaction is not as secure as the 
traditional E-commerce. 

DC15. I worry that using mobile devices for online 
transactions may result unexpected 
interrupts or disturbances. 

DC21. I worry about being spammed when using 
the mobile devices to conduct transactions 

DC22. I worry about losing privacy data(such as 
my location, my phone number) when using 
the mobile devices to conduct transactions 

DC23. I worry about my personal information 
(such as address, bank account, etc) being 
stolen or leaked if I use mobile for 
transactions 

DC24. Mobile transaction is not as secure as the 
traditional E-commerce. 

DC25. I worry that using mobile devices for online 
transactions may result unexpected 
interrupts or disturbances.  

 

The Detailed Results of the t-Tests 

China 

Gender 

Mean  
t 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) Male Female 

PE1 -2.785 0.006 4.74 5.28 

PE2 -2.288 0.024 4.77 5.23 

PE3 -2.124 0.035 4.97 5.40 

EE1 -2.700 0.008 4.46 5.03 

EE2 -2.714 0.007 4.51 5.01 

EE3 -2.516 0.013 4.82 5.37 

EE4 -2.758 0.007 4.82 5.37 

FC1 -1.871 0.063 4.23 4.64 

DC11 -1.763 0.081 5.06 5.39 

Experience 

Mean  
t 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) No Yes 

SI2 -2.417 0.017 3.62 4.13 

FC1 -2.822 0.005 4.20 4.83 

BI3 -1.956 0.052 3.74 4.11 

 
Taiwan 

Gender 

Mean  
t 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) Male Female 

PE2 -1.708 0.090 4.90 5.25 

EE1 -1.682 0.094 4.60 4.96 

SI1 -2.015 0.045 4.07 4.47 

SI2 -1.934 0.055 4.09 4.49 

FC1 -2.012 0.046 4.73 5.12 

BI1 -3.072 0.002 4.71 537 

BI2 -2.996 0.003 4.73 5.34 

BI3 -2.937 0.004 3.47 4.15 

Experience 

Mean  
t 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) No Yes 

PE4 -1.808 0.072 4.76 5.38 

SI2 -1.733 0.085 4.18 4.71 

BI2 -1.874 0.063 4.90 5.48 

BI3 -2.419 0.017 3.63 4.48 

DC22 2.049 0.042 5.65 5.10 

DC23 1.967 0.051 5.70 5.14 

DC25 2.143 0.034 5.43 4.81 
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The Results of EFA 

 
 

 China Taiwan 

 PE EE SI FC BI DC PE EE SI FC BI DC 

PE1 .728 .293 -.069 .134 .124 -.036 .751 .223 .113 .207 .100 .132 

PE2 .816 .252 .076 .085 .122 -.031 .802 .333 .153 .129 .185 .076 

PE3 .706 .283 .038 .084 .198 -.021 .801 .270 .156 .119 .111 .087 

PE4 .584 .120 .276 .038 .260 -.020 .579 .414 .287 .004 .234 .070 

EE1 .369 .678 .137 .122 .082 .009 .393 .669 .164 .117 .233 .003 

EE2 .343 .789 .144 .137 .048 .052 .412 .723 .222 .064 .188 .033 

EE3 .247 .737 .293 .203 .080 -.017 .403 .689 .232 .277 .031 .156 

EE4 .175 .728 -.092 .171 .156 .120 .251 .700 .121 .327 -.005 .088 

SI1 .025 .162 .773 -.002 .350 -.048 .106 .268 .849 .084 .141 .027 

SI2 .001 .148 .852 .008 .179 -.075 .086 .120 .893 .066 .109 .000 

SI3 .206 -.124 .574 .363 -.072 .107 .372 .105 .501 .114 .229 .101 

SI4 .136 .155 .674 .420 .003 -.034 .328 .065 .565 .432 .204 .050 

FC1 .294 .105 .243 .728 -.066 .072 .311 .055 .496 .580 .234 -.007 

FC2 .086 .161 .040 .769 .182 .008 .373 .180 .116 .608 .127 .131 

FC3 -.081 .422 .109 .673 .219 -.052 .009 .492 -.016 .571 .271 .045 

FC4 .060 .093 .086 .730 .268 .044 .031 .202 .130 .757 .195 .080 

BI1 .294 .192 .203 .266 .695 -.129 .256 .134 .107 .346 .759 .034 

BI2 .328 .185 .129 .254 .735 -.149 .089 .105 .168 .157 .872 .027 

BI3 .418 .031 .301 .242 .613 .011 .210 .145 .344 .131 .652 -.162 

DC11 -.024 -.174 .091 .156 -.171 .744       

DC12 -.125 .103 .000 .046 -.057 .815 .216 -.052 -.110 .014 .071 .810 

DC13 -.033 .118 -.093 -.020 .048 .834 .246 -.053 .018 .076 -.009 .815 

DC14             

DC15       -.114 .202 -.019 .003 -.031 .784 

DC21 .143 -.162 .063 .067 -.096 .776       

DC22 -.046 .135 -.080 -.020 -.023 .851 .052 -.005 .044 .059 .001 .883 

DC23 -.004 .071 -.044 -.120 .048 .849 .061 .008 .038 .029 -.024 .899 

DC24             

DC25       -.054 .163 .148 .082 -.033 .847 
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Abstract 

 
Emerging Web 2.0 provides an insight into its 

application to enterprise 2.0 that is currently in an 

immature state. The effort to apply the successful 

Web 2.0 to Enterprise 2.0 requires careful analysis 

of similarity and dissimilarity of “state of the art” 

social systems such as Web 2.0 and proposed 

Enterprise 2.0. For this analysis, a 

knowledge-seeker/sharer paradigm is proposed 

from the assumption that these two parties may 

have different perceptions towards the social 

systems.  

The paradigm consistently works as a baseline that 

comparison and contrast of Web 2.0 and Enterprise 

2.0 are performed based on. This answer is 

organized as follows. First, two social systems are 

compared from knowledge-seekers‟ perspective, 

knowledge-sharers‟ perspective, and both parties‟ 

perspective by supporting with relevant literature. 

Second, two social systems are contrasted from 

knowledge seekers‟ perspective, knowledge 

sharers‟ perspective, and both parties‟ perspective 

by supporting with relevant literature. Third, 

meaningful implications are suggested from the 

analyses. 

 
Key word: Web 2.0, Enterprise 2.0, Knowledge 

Management, Matrix Analysis, Ease of Use, 

Perceived Usefulness, Cooperation Learning, 

Social Exchange Theory, Social Cognitive Theory, 

Theory of Reasoned Action, Interpersonal 

Communication. 

 

 Introduction 

Social web such as Blogs, Wiki and “Yahoo 

Answers”, is recently being spotlighted as “state of 

the art” communication media by many internet 

users(Roush 2006), thus many internet firms are 

trying to implement and provide a social web 

service for users communication, sharing 

knowledge and seeking knowledge. The success of 

Web 2.0 provides an insight into the potential of 

implementing Enterprise 2.0. Enterprise 2.0 is 

considered that can change company‟s competitive 

environment, and enhance business efficiency and 

accelerate business model innovation. However, 

Enterprise 2.0 has not yet become very popular, 

there is little evidence and practice of the 

effectiveness of it. 

For this analysis, we will compare and contrast web 

2.0 and enterprise 2.0 to improve its future. There 

is a taxonomical framework that will be used 

throughout this answer (Figure 1). Roush (2006) 

explains internet-based social web and McAfee 

(2006) explains and suggests intranet-based 

innovative tools, specifically Enterprise 2.0, based 

on social web. In comparing and contrasting these 

two parts, it would be useful to look over a 

knowledge-seeker‟s perspective and a 

knowledge-sharer‟s perspective, independently. In 

order to differentiate such perspectives, this 

taxonomical framework will consistently be 

applied to relevant theories, and literature. A 

knowledge-seeker/sharer paradigm is proposed 

from the assumption that these two parts may have 

different perceptions towards web social network 

system and enterprise social network system. The 

factors measured in this paper, is based on the 

success factors of Web 2.0. Therefore, the factors 

and analysis will be helpful for company to build 

the Enterprise 2.0.  

 

Figure 1. Framework for comparison and contrast 

of Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 

 

Common Issues Explaining Knowledge 

Seeking on Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0  

Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Accuracy and 

Ease of use 

As figure 2 showed, there are two kinds of users on 

the two networking web sites, knowledge seeker 

and knowledge disseminator. First, we analyze 

knowledge seeking on social networking web sites 

and it could be applicable to knowledge seeking on 
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business networking web sites.  

 
Figure 2. Framework for comparison of knowledge 

seeking on web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0 

 

Perceived usefulness and Ease of use are 

theoretical important variables as determinant of 

user behavior. Perceived usefulness is a major 

determinant of people's intentions to accept 

technology. Perceived ease of use is a significant 

secondary determinant of people's intentions to use 

technology.(Fred D. Davis et al., 1989.) As well 

Wixom and Todd (2005) claim that the quality of 

knowledge (or knowledge quality) and the quality 

of system (or system quality) are object-based 

beliefs and imply that these two beliefs are 

independent of each other. The accuracy of 

knowledge, which is one attribute of knowledge 

quality, is a feeling toward specific knowledge; i.e. 

“accuracy” is a subjective attribute in the context of 

users‟ perception. Thus, the accuracy of knowledge 

is an object-based belief. In the same manner, 

system quality is also a feeling toward a specific 

system, and thus, the system quality is also an 

object-based belief. In the context of social web, 

the distinction between system quality and 

knowledge quality becomes apparent in users‟ 

minds. Thus, users will blame a social web 

provider when they find the social website as a 

communication channel flawed but they will not 

blame the provider when they find the knowledge 

on the social website inaccurate. In order to 

understand this phenomenon, the following points 

are presumed: when people find a piece of 

knowledge from social web inaccurate, they 

attribute the inaccuracy not to the social website 

itself, but to the unspecified person who posted the 

knowledge, which hardly affects their satisfaction 

with the social website. However, the published 

sources are usually refined by experts, and thus 

much more accurate than social web. But when 

people find that a piece of knowledge from a 

published source is inaccurate, they attribute the 

inaccuracy to the published source, which does 

affect their satisfaction to the organization that 

provides the published source.   

More interestingly, social website users are rational 

enough to think they can correct the inaccurate 

knowledge themselves, and they do this by posting 

feedback or correcting inaccurate parts of the 

posted knowledge. No article is owned by its 

creator or any other editor, or is vetted by any 

recognized authority; rather, the articles are 

collectively owned by a community of editors 

(Wikipedia: Ownership of articles). It enables 

knowledge communities to share implicit 

knowledge and define and refine a knowledge base 

over time and space. Therefore, there are more 

practical or experiential nature to inform 

individuals and groups to arrive at their own 

conclusions, rather than expert system and the 

others.  

Since Enterprise 2.0 has not yet become very 

popular, there is little evidence and practice of the 

effectiveness of it. However, the success of Web 

2.0 provides an insight into the potential of 

implementing Enterprise 2.0 under the assumption 

that the perceived distinction between system 

quality and knowledge quality would make 

accuracy of knowledge less important for the 

success of the system.  

The measurement for accuracy issue of knowledge 

seeking common issue: “Using A/B enhances my 

effectiveness on the task/job.” “There are few 

errors in the information I obtain from A/B.” “It is 

easy for me to remember how to perform tasks/job 

using A/B.” etc. (A is a type of Web 2.0 and B is a 

type of Enterprise 2.0.) 

 

Important Issue for Knowledge seeking 

on Enterprise 2.0 Rather than Web 2.0 

The difference of knowledge-seekers‟ perspective 

between Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 contrasted as 

below. 

Cooperative learning theory 

Figure 3. Framework for contrast of knowledge 

seeking on web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0 

 

Individuals can maximize the effectiveness of 

learning through cooperative (collaborative) 

activities allowing them to exercise, verify, and 

solidify and enhance their mental models through 

discussion and knowledge sharing while working 
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on the assigned tasks (Alavi 1994). That is, 

cooperative learning is effective in performing 

tasks. If it is understood that the primary goal of 

knowledge seeking is learning, cooperative 

learning can also be discussed in the context of the 

knowledge seeking process. 

Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 are designed based on 

the need for cooperative learning. By discussion 

and knowledge sharing, users of those systems can 

enrich their knowledge and consequently utilize it 

for their tasks. Meanwhile, knowledge embedded 

in a collaborative group is defined as the 

knowledge generated through group activities or 

experiences. Unlike knowledge that an individual 

has or is stored in knowledge repositories, 

knowledge embedded in a collaborative group can 

only be shared when all  members of the group 

are willing to collaborate.  

Within an organization, Enterprise 2.0 can 

maximize the effectiveness of collaborative 

learning of knowledge workers because they share 

common concerns, activities and experiences. On 

the other hand, even though Web 2.0 increases the 

function of cooperative learning compared to the 

general Web, knowledge acquisition through 

collaborative activities cannot be anticipated.  

The superiority of Enterprise 2.0 over Web 2.0 is 

also differentiated from existing knowledge 

management systems. That is, the difference 

between Enterprise 2.0 and Web 2.0 and between 

Enterprise 2.0 and existing knowledge management 

systems should be carefully articulated. For 

example, with Wiki, within an organization, 

task-specific term “A” can be defined, described, 

and modified only by the knowledge workers who 

share common concerns about the specific task. 

Furthermore, if the knowledge workers who 

partook in authoring “A” in Wiki acquired the 

knowledge about “A” through certain experiences, 

“A” becomes unique. However, in the knowledge 

management system, knowledge sharing is a 

unidirectional transfer rather than cooperative 

learning. 

The measurement for Cooperative learning theory: 

“I find that the course of knowledge seeking from 

B is a good learning experience.” etc. (B is a type 

of Enterprise 2.0.) 

 

Common Issues Knowledge 

Disseminating on Web 2.0 and 

Enterprise 2.0 

Relevant theories explaining why people share 

knowledge on Web 2.0 and on Enterprise 2.0 

In this section, knowledge dissemination will be 

focused on from knowledge-sharers‟ perspectives. 

Figure 1 summarizes relevant theories explaining 

why people share their knowledge and how those 

theories can be applied to Web 2.0 and Enterprise 

2.0.  

 

Figure 4. Framework for comparison of knowledge 

disseminating on web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0 

 
Social exchange theory 

Social exchange theory is often used to explain 

why people are motivated to share their knowledge. 

It posits that people share knowledge because they 

expect something, such as gratitude, personal 

obligation, status, or respect and trust, in return 

from the recipient (Barua et al. 1997; Bock et al. 

2005b; Constant et al. 1994; Wasko et al. 2005).  

In the context of social exchange, the benefit from 

sharing in an organization seems to be regarded as 

high by knowledge workers. Interestingly enough, 

social isolates with special expertise are more 

likely to share their unique knowledge than socially 

connected members with special expertise (Argote 

et al. 2003). On the other hand, the benefits from 

sharing knowledge over the internet are relatively 

less than over face-to-face relationships. Over the 

internet there are fewer channels through which to 

get gratitude, respect, and trust. Most of the time 

knowledge-sharers do not even know who the 

recipients are.  

However, Web 2.0 satisfies knowledge-sharers‟ 

desires to get such intrinsic benefits, to some 

degree. Web 2.0 is characterized by socialization. 

That is, knowledge-sharers can socialize with 

recipients using the given media; they can send 

gratitude and feedback to one another, and they 

sometimes even show respect and trust towards one 

another.  

Enterprise 2.0 also targets the integration of 

channel and platform to maximize social exchange. 

Knowledge management system (KMS) contains 

various tools for knowledge sharing. But, some 

tools are used for communication while other tools 

are used for storing knowledge into repositories. 

Enterprise 2.0 is a communication-enabled 

knowledge sharing system. It may encourage 

knowledge workers to create and share practices 

and outputs , which is deeply associated with social 
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exchange theory (McAfee 2006).  

The measurement for social exchange theory of 

knowledge dissemination common issue: “I earn 

respect from others by partivipating in A/B.” etc. 

(A is a type of web 2.0 and B is a type of 

Enterprise 2.0). 

Social cognitive theory 

Social cognitive theory is used as a base theory to 

explain cognitive influence on behavior. According 

to the theory, people are more willing to behave in 

ways which will produce outcomes that will be 

valued by recipients (Compeau et al. 1995). If a 

knowledge-holder believes that his knowledge will 

be used by a certain knowledge-seeker, he will 

share his knowledge with the knowledge-seeker 

rather than share the knowledge with an 

unspecified majority by storing the knowledge into 

the knowledge repositories. In other words, he 

would share his knowledge with people who ask 

specific questions because those people are more 

likely to use his knowledge in a useful manner.  

Socialization inherently increases the outcome 

expectation. Since the outcome of knowledge 

sharing is how successfully transmitted the 

knowledge is to the recipient and the satisfaction of 

the outcome is determined by how adaptable the 

knowledge is to the recipient‟s task, how close the 

knowledge a potential recipient seeks is to the 

knowledge-holder is perceived to be very important. 

This closeness can be maximized by socialization. 

In fact, many knowledge workers are spending 

time and effort on posting their knowledge that 

may not be read even once. One day, the 

knowledge workers may become skeptical of 

storing their knowledge in the system repositories. 

Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 are ideal systems in the 

sense that both are designed for maximizing 

socialization functions.  

The measurement for Social cognitive theory of 

knowledge dissemination common issue: Because 

“Get support from others so share my knowledge.” 

Etc.  

Theory of reasoned action 

The theory of reasoned action (TRA) posits that 

intention to perform a behavior is strongly 

associated with actually carrying out the behavior 

(Bassellier et al. 2004). In the knowledge sharing 

context, it can be extended to the relationship 

between the intention to share knowledge and the 

actual act of sharing the knowledge (Bock et al. 

2005a; Ford 2004).  

Then does a knowledge-holder always share his 

knowledge if he has the intention to share 

knowledge? As studied in TRA literature, 

knowledge-holders with sharing intentions would 

share more than ones without the intention. But 

there may be several factors hindering this causal 

link. For example, knowledge workers may have 

no time to post or store their knowledge; they may 

not know how to post or store it; media may be 

inappropriate for expressing specific knowledge; 

and knowledge conversion from tacit to explicit 

may not be viable.  

Web 2.0 enables people who have the intention to 

share knowledge but cannot share it. For example, 

Web 2.0 provides more opportunities for people 

who want to post only a few pieces of knowledge, 

who are not good at computer web-skills, who have 

no time to manage personal websites, and who 

have difficulties in organizing document formats.  

In the context of TRA, Enterprise 2.0 does not 

provide any prominent benefit because knowledge 

workers who have the intention to share their 

knowledge would already have shared it in the 

given knowledge management system.  

The measurement for Theory of reasoned action of 

knowledge dissemination common issue: 

“Members of A/B think I definitely should use 

A/B.” etc. (A is a type of web 2.0 and B is a type of 

enterprise 2.0.)  

 

Important Issue for Knowledge 

Disseminating on Enterprise 2.0 Rather 

than Web 2.0 

The difference of knowledge disseminating‟ 

perspective between web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0. 

 
Figure 5. Framework for contrast of knowledge 

disseminating on web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0 

 
Organizational Knowledge Creation –

Networking knowledge 

Knowledge disseminating and knowledge sharing 

is a beginner for organizational knowledge creation 

Adapted from Ikujiro Nonaka, 1994. Knowledge 

sharing on enterprise 2.0 can be seen the 

organizational knowledge creation processes. At 

first the basic concepts and models of the theory of 

organizational knowledge creation are presented. 

So knowledge disseminating on enterprise 2.0 is 
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very important process for organizational 

knowledge creation. 

The measurement for organizational knowledge 

creation-Networking knowledge of knowledge 

dissemination on enterprise 2.0 special issue: “If 

you have a business question or problem that you 

cannot solve alone, could you find the right 

contacts from B?” etc. (B is a type of enterprise 

2.0)” 

Interpersonal communication 

Organizational commitment is „the relative strength 

of an individual‟s identification with and 

involvement in a particular organization (Mowday 

el a/. (1979, p. 226), Poor organizational 

commitment may lead to lateness, poor attendance 

but particularly to turnover and turnover-related 

intentions (Mathieu and Zajac 1990, Randall 1990). 

Employees can increase communication by 

participating organizational network. They can 

share their knowledge voice their opinion. I 

interpersonal communication is a way of prevent 

turnover.  

The measurement for Interpersonal communication 

of knowledge dissemination on enterprise 2.0 

special issue: “You can communicate with people 

at different levels of the organization on B.” etc. (B 

is a type of enterprise 2.0)” 

 

 

Figure 6. Theories and issues for comparison and 

contrast of Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 

Methods 

Focus group interview  

First we collect questions for each theories and 

issues. Table 3 shows the original questions on 

previously papers of the theories and issues. Then 

we have a focus group interview. Eight students of 

MIS Ajou University and one adviser for this paper 

together have this meeting. In this way, we refine 

the test questions.  

 

Pilot test Data Collection 

Subsequently we surveyed the question for staffs 

from Hyundai Elevator, SKT, Samsung Electronics, 

SKCC, Samsung SDS, etc 10 companies in Korea, 

and we received 65 comments. We find the average 

to the answers of each person, we pull out two 

maximums and two minimums, and then we got 61 

answers. In the respondents, there are 27 persons 

are male and 33 persons are female, and persons 

who are using internet more than 5 years are 57 and 

period of work is shown as Figure 7. 

The 
period of 

work 

<1year 17persons 

1–3years 7persons 

3–5years 13persons 

>5years 24persons 

 

Table 1. The respondents period of work  

 

Pilot Test Data Analysis 

 

Pilot test date analysis took place in two phases. In 

the first phase, paired samples t-test was applied to 

analyze comparatively Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0. 

The result shows in Figure 7.  

 

  t value p value 

WPU1-EPU1 5.505 0 

WPU2-EPU2 5.032 0 

WPU3-EPU3 6.153 0 

WPU4-EPU4 5.915 0 

WPU5-EPU5 5.599 0 

WPU6-EPU6 0.063 0.95 

WPU7-EPU7 2.641 0.011 

WPU8-EPU8 2.829 0.006 

WPU9-EPU9 2.687 0.009 

WPU10-EPU10 2.473 0.016 

WPA1-EPA1 -0.305 0.762 

WPA2-EPA2 5.398 0 

WPA3-EPA3 -0.571 0.57 

WPA4-EPA4 -3.014 0.004 

WPA5-EPA5 -2.611 0.011 

WEU1-EEU1 4.646 0 

WEU2-EEU2 3.694 0 
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WEU3-EEU3 2.295 0.025 

WEU4-EEU4 2.007 0.49 

WEU5-EEU5 2.795 0.007 

WEU6-EEU6 3.911 0 

WCI1-WCI1 3.498 0.001 

WCI2-WCI2 -0.985 0.329 

WCI3-WCI3 1.267 0.21 

WCI4-WCI4 1.609 0.113 

WCI5-WCI5 2.673 0.01 

WCI6-WCI6 2.783 0.007 

WCI7-WCI7 0.806 0.424 

WCI8-WCI8 1.806 0.76 

WSE1-ESE1 -0.173 0.864 

WSE2-ESE2 0.285 0.777 

WSE3-ESE3 0.704 0.484 

WSE4-ESE4 1.367 0.177 

WSE5-ESE5 0 1 

WSE6-ESE6 -0.357 0.723 

WSE7-ESE7 -0.65 0.518 

WSE8-ESE8 -0.092 0.927 

WSC1-ESC1 -0.621 0.537 

WSC2-ESC2 -0.493 0.624 

WSC3-ESC3 0.216 0.829 

WSC4-ESC4 -2.092 0.041 

WSC5-ESC5 -1.045 0.3 

WSC6-ESC6 0.252 0.802 

WSC7-ESC7 0.093 0.926 

WTR1-ETR1 0.739 0.463 

WTR2-ETR2 0.168 0.867 

WTR3-ETR3 0.538 0.592 

WTR4-ETR4 -0.081 0.936 

WTR5-ETR5 -2.703 0.009 

WTR6-ETR6 0.73 0.942 

WTR7-ETR7 1.398 0.167 

WTR8-ETR8 0.825 0.413 

WTR9-ETR9 2.124 0.038 

WKN1-EKN1 1.154 0.253 

WKN2-EKN2 -0.637 0.526 

WKN3-EKN3 1.622 0.11 

WIC1-EIC1 -0.298 0.767 

WIC2-EIC2 -1.665 0.101 

WIC1-EIC3 -1.94 0.057 

 Figure 7. Paired sample t test result 

 

 

 

The second phase principal components factor 

analysis and reliability analysis for the 

measurement items were conducted to determine 

the extent to which the high-level trust constructs 

were discriminant. Reliability Cronbach‟s α for 

each of factors is shown in Figure 8. Our objective 

with the PCA was to cut out items that did not load 

on the appropriate high-level construct(Churchill 

1979). And the results are most relatively high as 

Table 2 showed.   

 

Factor 
Cronbach’s 

α 
Factor 

Cronbach’s 

α 

WPU 0.929 EPU 0.958 

WPA 0.653 EPA 0.78 

WEU 0.882 EEU 0.928 

WCI 0.896 ECI 0.952 

WSE 0.908 ESE 0.935 

WSC 0.936 ESC 0.949 

WTR 0.874 ETR 0.943 

WKN 0.768 EKN 0.92 

WIC 0.917 EIC 0.949 

Figure 8. Reliability test result 

 

Main Test 

Depending on the principal components factor 

analysis result we will have a main test for this 

paper. 

Conclusion  

For this paper, we analyze both knowledge seekers‟ 
and knowledge sharers‟ characteristic based on the 

framework. There are some similarities and 

differences for Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 from the 

paired sample t test result. We successfully find 

why people use Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0, and 

why people share knowledge on Web 2.0 and 
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Enterprise 2.0. Consequently, we conclude that the 

significance of Enterprises 2.0 will be helpful for 

companies.  
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APPENDIX

 

Table 3. Original question list. 

Construct Original question Source 

Perceived 
Usefulness 

 When I have a question or problem, I usually research 
the information from A/B. Self-developed 

There are more useful information from A/B rather than 
Internet web site. Self-developed 

Using A/B enables me to access a lot of usefulness 
information. Self-developed 

I feel comfortable researching the information from A/B, 
e.g. wiki, etc. Self-developed 

Using A/B improves my ability to make good decisions. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005. 

My task/job would be difficult to perform without A/B. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Using A/B improves my task/job performance.  Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

A/B enables me to accomplish tasks/job more quickly. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Using A/B enhances my effectiveness on the task/job. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Using A/B makes it easier to do my task/job. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Perceived 
Accuracy 

If I find out the information I wanted on A/B, I will trust it. Self-developed 

I have ever found a piece of information from A/B 
inaccurate? Self-developed 

A/B produces correct information. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 
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There are few errors in the information I obtain from 
A/B. 

Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

The information provided by A/B is accurate. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

Ease of use 

It is easy to get what I want it to do on A/B.  Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

A/B is easy to operate. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

It is easy for me to remember how to perform tasks/job 
using A/B. 

Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

My interaction with A/B is easy for me to understand. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

A/B provides helpful guidance in performing tasks/job. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Overall, I find A/B easy to use. Fred D. Davis et al., 
1989. 

Cooperative 
learning theory 

Researching information on A/B can effectively solve 
problem in less time. Self-developed 

When I work in a collaborative group, I am willing to 
share my information on A/B. Self-developed 

In general, if I discuss the problem on A/B, it will be 
effectively solve. Self-developed 

In general, I think using A/B is effective to communicate 
with people at different levels of A/B. Self-developed 

I find that knowledge seeking from B is a good learning 
experience. Maryam Alavi, 1994 

Members of B comments were useful to me. Maryam Alavi, 1994 

Using B can contribute to course quality. Maryam Alavi, 1994 

Using B can learn to identify central issues. Maryam Alavi, 1994 

Social 
exchange 

theory 

If I can get some marks for sharing my information on 
A/B, I will readily do it. Self-developed 

I can create strong relationships with other users by 
sharing my information on A/B. Self-developed 

In general, knowledge sharing is valued in A/B.  Self-developed 
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I could share knowledge when I could get the reward.  Self-developed 

I feel that participation A/B improves my status among 
the group members. 

Molly McLure Wasko, 
Samer Faraj, 2005 

 I earn respect from others by partivipating in A/B. Molly McLure Wasko, 
Samer Faraj, 2005 

I participate in A/B to improve my reputation. Molly McLure Wasko, 
Samer Faraj, 2005 

I expect others to help me, so it's only fair to help them 
on A/B. 

David Constant , Lee 
Sproull , Sara Kiesler, 
1996. 

Social 
cognitive 

theory  

If some person asked the question on A/B, I will readily 
share my information to help him? Self-developed 

I had gotten support from other A/B users so I provide 
help to others. Self-developed 

Get support from others. 
Robert LaRose and 
Matthew S. Eastin, 
2004. 

Feel like I belong to a group. 
Robert LaRose and 
Matthew S. Eastin, 
2004. 

Maintain a relationship I value. 
Robert LaRose and 
Matthew S. Eastin, 
2004. 

Improve my future prospects in life. 
Robert LaRose and 
Matthew S. Eastin, 
2004. 

Find others who respect my views. 
Robert LaRose and 
Matthew S. Eastin, 
2004. 

Theory of 
reasoned 

action  

When A/B users are discussing on A/B, I want to share 
my information with others. Self-developed 

My knowledge sharing with other A/B user is good. 
Gee-Woo Bock, 
Robert W. Zmud, 
2005. 

My knowledge sharing with other A/B user is an 
enjoyable experience. 

Gee-Woo Bock, 
Robert W. Zmud, 
2005. 

My knowledge sharing with other A/B users is a wise 
move. 

Gee-Woo Bock, 
Robert W. Zmud, 
2005. 

Members of A/B  think I definitely should 
 use A/B. 

TERENCE A. SHIMP, 
ALICAN KAVAS, 1984. 
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My attitude toward using A/B is very favorable. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

I intend to use A/B at every opportunity over the next 
year. 

Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

I plan to increase my use of A/B over the next year. Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

I intend to use A/B at every opportunity over the next 
year. 

Barbara H. Wixom, 
Peter A. Todd, 2005 

Knowledge 
Networking 

If you have a business question or problem that you 
cannot solve alone, could you find the right contact or 
other relevant sources from your organization? 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

If you have a business question or problem that you 
cannot solve alone, could you find the right contacts 
from A/B? 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

If you have a business question or problem that you 
cannot solve alone, could you find other relevant 
sources of business information from A/B? 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

Interpersonal 
communication 

You can communicate with people at different levels of 
the organization on A/B. 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

You can communicate with your  group members on 
A/B. 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

You can communicate with other group of your 
organization on A/B. 

Genevieve Bassellier, 
Izak Benbasat, 2004. 

 

 

 

Table 4. Principal Component Analysis Result. 

Rotated Component Matrix
a 

 Component 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

WPU9 .880 .123 .026 -.019 .112 .150 .167 .170 .109 

WPU8 .877 .147 .048 -.142 .096 .143 .133 1.326E-5 .112 

WPU10 .857 .091 .180 .096 .142 .091 .237 .125 .125 

WSE7 -.044 .882 .043 .114 .111 .119 .060 .128 .139 

WSE6 .237 .873 .153 .220 .017 .058 -.077 .009 .056 

WSE5 .195 .833 .173 .026 .227 .082 .086 .193 .017 

WTR2 .063 .154 .878 .099 .151 .133 .110 .263 .055 
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WTR3 .151 .188 .786 .192 .022 .383 .089 .213 .003 

WIC2 -.056 .100 .124 .939 .137 .102 .053 .021 .075 

WIC3 -.021 .226 .111 .882 .119 .126 .211 .162 .039 

WPA4 .143 .178 .038 .051 .888 .135 .103 .162 .156 

WPA5 .162 .124 .145 .228 .867 -.015 .165 .125 .053 

WCl4 .251 .091 .304 .219 .043 .768 .061 .252 .098 

WCl3 .250 .313 .359 .113 .122 .701 .232 .104 .143 

WEU1 .313 .093 .148 .198 .222 .008 .821 -.018 .137 

WEU5 .373 -.076 .082 .119 .113 .312 .734 .218 .180 

WSC2 .187 .204 .290 .131 .254 .248 -.034 .784 .118 

WSC1 .161 .222 .421 .112 .175 .119 .248 .744 .077 

WKN1 .168 .041 -.031 -.003 .218 .394 .046 .018 .801 

WKN2 .232 .239 .136 .178 .032 -.174 .312 .173 .733 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

    

a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.       
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Abstract 
With the increasing use of mobile information 
systems, mobile devices are being used for 
gradually more complex tasks. Therefore it is also 
necessary to pay more attention to requirements 
methods for such systems. One way of supporting 
requirements engineering is through templates for 
how to write requirements, often guided by 
taxonomies. In this paper we propose templates 
especially for mobility-related requirements, based 
on a combination of so-called requirements 
boilerplates as presented by Hull et al. and a 
taxonomy of mobility-related requirements 
presented in a previous publication by ourselves.  
The proposed requirements templates are illustrated 
by examples, and our work indicates that 
mobility-related requirements specification may 
benefit from the use of boilerplates as long as 
natural language remains an important part of such 
specifications. 
 

Keywords 
Mobility, taxonomy of mobility, Requirements 
Specification Language (RSL), Boilerplate RSL, 
requirements template. 
 

1 Introduction 
Requirements engineering [1] is an important task 
in a system development project, finding out what 
system to build, for instance as part of a contract 
between customer and developer, and as a basis for 
design and testing. A number of different 
techniques have been proposed for the elicitation 
and specification of requirements, ranging from 
informal to formal, textual or diagrammatic, and 
covering a lot of different perspectives, such as 
object-oriented, process-oriented, rule-based, 
goal-oriented, actor-oriented, etc. [2,3]. Some 
techniques are generic, while others are targeted for 
special system domains (e.g., [4] for e-commerce) 
or for certain types of requirements (e.g., [5,6] for 
security requirements). 

With the increasing use of mobile information 
systems, mobile devices are being used for 
gradually more complex tasks – meaning that 
challenges with uncertain goals, conflicting 
requirements, and design trade-offs also become 
bigger, mandating an increased attention towards 
good requirements specification. Therefore it is 
also interesting to investigate requirements 

techniques specifically for mobile systems - would 
such systems best be developed by specifically 
targeted techniques, or by the same techniques as 
used for requirements engineering in general?  

In spite of lots of academic research on formal 
and semi-formal requirements specification 
languages, natural language remains - by far - the 
most usual representation of requirements in the 
software engineering industry, for instance in the 
form of "The system shall..." requirements or 
textual use cases [7], often written in plain word 
processing or spreadsheet tools. It is therefore 
important to provide tools that might support the 
quality improvement of requirements written in 
natural language, and this would also be an 
interesting starting point for investigating specific 
techniques for mobile systems requirements: How 
to support better quality in mainstream textual 
requirements for such systems? 

In previous work we presented a taxonomy for 
mobility-related requirements [8]. This taxonomy 
tries to answer what different kinds of requirements 
specifically related to mobility would typically 
come up for a mobile information system, i.e., in 
addition to other categories of requirements that are 
well known from before (such as functional 
requirements, security requirements, etc.). On the 
other hand, the taxonomy hardly provides any 
guidelines on exactly how to write these various 
types of requirements [6,9]. A natural next step is 
therefore to make some requirements templates 
based on this taxonomy. A simple and common 
sense approach to such templates are so-called 
boilerplates as suggested in [10]. An example of 
such a boilerplate and its usage could be (quoted 
from the boilerplates webpage, [11]): 
Example boilerplate:  
 The <user> shall be able to <capability> 

at a maximum rate of at least <quantity> times       
per <time unit>. 

Example instantiation:  
<user> = order entry clerk; <capability> = raise    
an invoice <quantity> = 10; <time unit> = hour 

giving  
    "The order entry clerk shall be able to raise an 
invoice at a maximum rate of at least 10 times per 
hour." 

(end quote). 
 
The current catalog of boilerplate templates at 

[11] does not include any category specifically for 
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mobility-related requirements. The main research 
questions for the current paper are therefore: 
RQ1) Will the previously defined taxonomy for 
mobility-related requirements lend itself to 
refinement into boilerplates? 
RQ2) Will the resulting boilerplates have any 
advantages in supporting the elicitation and 
specification of mobility-related requirements? 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: 
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 
summarizes briefly our existing mobility-related 
requirements taxonomy from previous work. 
Section 4 provides boilerplate adaptations from 
repository for mobility-related requirements. 
Section 5 provides some examples with mobility 
boilerplates.  Section 6 offers discussion and 
concludes the paper. 
 

2 Related Work 
 
There are several ways to support quality assurance 
of natural language requirements, by means of 
guidelines or tools, either (i) to ensure high quality 
of requirements while writing them, or (ii) after 
they are written. In both cases, several underlying 
means may be applied, such as recommended 
guidelines [12], patterns [7] or templates [13] to 
indicate how each requirement should be written, 
or ontologies [14] and taxonomies [12,15,16] for 
more in-depth recommendations on the semantical 
content of requirements and what types of 
requirements to include in a specification, as well 
as various natural language parsing techniques, 
either of pre-existing documents to elicit 
requirements [17] or of the written requirements for 
the purpose of analysis and validation [18]. 

The work presented here is naturally closest to 
the boilerplates approach of [10], attempting a 
similar style and simplicity of the templates. In 
particular, it is inspired by some recent work [19], 
which has taken place in the context of the EU 
project CESAR [20]. However, CESAR looks at 
safety requirements for embedded software, while 
our work focuses on mobility-related requirements 
in information systems, has investigated 
adaptations to the boilerplates catalogue to specify 
safety-related requirements.  [19] is also much 
more ambitious in that it has an underlying 
ontology and a tool that can also be used for 
suggesting requirements based on natural language 
investigations of safety standards, while our work 
is initially just a simple proposal to support the 
writing of mobility-related requirements by means 
of boilerplates, without any underlying ontology 
[21]. The main novelty of our work, on the other 
hand, is that it looks specifically at boilerplates for 
mobility-related requirements, which to our 
knowledge has not been done in any previous 
works. 
 

3 Taxonomy of mobility-related 
requirements 

 
Our existing taxonomy for mobility-related 
requirements [7,22] is shown in Fig. 1, much 
inspired by a similar taxonomy by Firesmith [15] 
for security-related requirements. A central part of 
both these taxonomies is the combination of 
achievement levels and challenges, i.e., given some 
challenge <X> the system should achieve <Y>. For 
security the challenge might be a certain type of 
attack (e.g., an intrusion attempt to the system) and 
the achievement level something the system should 
be able to do in this case (e.g., detecting or 
preventing the attack). For mobility the challenge 
might instead be that the user needs to travel e.g. at 
high speed, and still the system needs to sustain a 
network connection, give good navigation advice, 
etc. In more detail, the proposed taxonomy includes 
four categories of requirements: 

- mobility requirements: purely specifying 
some level of mobility, without indicating 
design solutions. i.e., specifies mobility 
challenging factors and mobility 
achievement levels. Examples for mobility 
challenge factors may be: 
o the speed of movement needed (the 

larger the speed, the more difficult it 
might be to support the movement or 
provide non-degraded service while 
moving)  

o the area / range of movement (the 
larger the area, the more difficult)    

Examples for mobility achievement levels 
may be: 
o ability to (actively) move. This could 

be particularly relevant for embedded 
systems, e.g., where a software 
application is running an engine and 
steering system, but less relevant for 
enterprise information systems, 
which is our main concern 

o ability to facilitate movement. e.g., 
real-time positioning, mapping and 
navigational services 

- mobility-system requirements: 
requirements associated with sub-systems 
whose purpose is to support mobility. It 
obviously depends on whether the system 
needs to be in a particular network or not. 
Examples may be: 
o positioning system 
o network scanning and acquiring 

system (looking for available 
networks) 

o service scanning and acquiring 
system (looking for available 
services) 

- mobility constraints: design decisions 
ensuring mobility that have been lifted to 
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the requirements level. Examples may be: 
o decision to use one specific standard 

for mobile communication 
o decision to use one specific type of 

mobile equipment, or equipment 
compatible to that 

o decision to use one specific operating 
system for mobile applications 

o decision to use one specific network 
system for safety/cost reduction 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of Mobility-related Requirements 
 

 
- mobility data requirements: data 

requirements associated with subsystem 
which support data and mobility. 
Examples may be: 

o Limitation with the data network usage 
o Altitude affects limitation of data 
o Available and connections used 
o Location 

With this mobility taxonomy briefly described 
above, we can see how requirements elicitation 
techniques can be useful to elicit naturally the 
mobility requirements in the following sections.  

We discuss about the three possible 
techniques among the available techniques and 
provide initial analysis with related to mobility 
requirements. This study work analyzes in depth on 
boilerplate RSL since initial analysis provides the 
boilerplate RSL having predefined repositories [11] 
than other RSL techniques overlooked. 
 
 

4 Refining the taxonomy into 
boilerplates 

 
In the following four sections we will discuss how 
the various parts of our taxonomy as presented in 
section 3 may be refined into boilerplates. To the 
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extent possible, it would be interesting to use 
boilerplates as-is, maybe just adding clauses to give 
more detailed support to requirements authors. But 
in some cases it might also be necessary to 
introduce entirely new boilerplates, in case the 
existing ones do not cover our needs. 

4.1 (Pure) Mobility Requirements 

For the pure mobility requirements we have to face 
two questions: what boilerplates to use for the 
challenges and what boilerplates to use for the 
achievements? Then, it will hopefully be 
straightforward to combine these into templates for 
complete requirement statements. 

As for the challenges, the most obvious 
candidates in the boilerplate catalogue [11] is a 
BP63 “If <operational condition> and a number of 
boilerplates with the phrase “while <operational 
condition>”, namely BP36, BP39, BP43, BP44, 
BP53, and BP65. The main motivation for having 
so many seemingly similar yet differently 
numbered boilerplates appears to be that they are 
subclauses to other boilerplates related to different 
quality criteria, such as rapidity, timeliness and 
sustainability, as indicated in the rightmost column 
in the table of boilerplates appearing when clicking 
the “VIEW BOILERPLATE REPOSITORY” in 
[11]. Anyway, the “if / while <operational 
condition>” phrase can certainly be relevant for 
mobility requirements too, but as such it gives only 
limited support to the requirements author, since 
there are many different kinds of operational 
conditions that could come into play in mobile 
information systems. Currently, the author only 
gets the word “while” for free, the rest of the 
operational condition will have to be written 
manually for each requirement without any 
particular guidance. More help could therefore be 
achieved if we are able to identify typical 
operational conditions that could be interesting for 
mobile information systems and make more 
detailed Mobility boilerplates (MBP) for these. So, 
some possible subclauses (or sub-boilerplates) here 
could be: 
1. speed: related to the challenge of speed, the 

operational condition might be specialized to 
something like 
MBP1:  <way of moving> at a speed of  
(maximum | minimum) <quantity> <unit>,  

2. where way of moving could again be 
instantiated to e.g. driving, walking, running, 
flying a helicopter, riding a bus or train, etc. 
So, an example requirement could start like 
“While driving at a speed of maximum 100 
kmph...” and then to be completed by some 
achievement part (here for instance, “...the 
application shall be able to give updated 
arrival time estimates every minute.”. It could 

be assumed that the word maximum would be 
used more often than minimum, since the 
challenge normally increases with increasing 
speed, either when it comes to sustaining a 
network connection, updating information 
rapidly enough, forecasting the user's 
position, or whatever. 

3. range: related to the challenge of range, the 
operational condition could be specialized to 
something like  
MBP2:  in <named geographical area> | 
along <route> | within <range> <measure> 
from <location point> | within area covered 
by <network operator>  

- probably there are also other alternatives that 
could prove interesting when we start looking 
at a bigger number of example requirements 
like:  
"…more than <quantity> <unit>s from 

<object>" 
4. predictability: related to the challenge of 

predictability, the operational condition could 
be something like 

   MBP3:   moving according to <a 
prescribed route> | deviating at most 
<quantity> <unit> from <a prescribed 
route> | …  

Again, there are probably more 
alternatives to be found when we look at 
bigger example sets of requirements. 

5. environment: here, the operational condition 
could be 
MBP4:   in <terrain type> | indoors | 
outdoors | in the air | on land | on water 
|underwater | ... | in environments with 
<certain condition>, where <certain 
condition>  
could again be noisy, crowded, highly 
trafficked, or something else. Making various 
templates also for this would probably be to 
go too far – the user necessarily has to fill in 
something for himself, too, as we cannot 
guess in advance all different kinds of 
requirements that might emerge. 

6. network: related to the challenges of 
identification and selection of networks, 
outage, switching and supporting of the 
networks could be 
MBP5:   to<identify network type>  |3G | 
EDGE  | GPRS  | network in <specific 
network provider> |Telenor | Tele2  | ... 
|where  <network connectivity>  
could be continuous, high speed connectivity 
to the network…-the network user to fill 
whether he needs continuous networking by 
switching with networks like that. 

7. But also some of these requirements could 
already be satisfied by existing boilerplates, 
e.g., requirements to be able to resume a task 
after an outage or to transfer a session to 
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another device in case of device breakdown 
might be satisfied by boilerplates BP32 + 
BP34 as they stand now, e.g. "The user shall 
be able to resume the session within 1 minute 
from the network connection returns after a 
breakdown". 

8. device: related to the challenges in switching 
devices could be  
MBP6:  switching from<device type1>  
|IPHONE | IPAD  |…| Notebook  | to < 
device type2> |IPHONE | IPAD  |…| 
Notebook  |  
- where the user switching his devices from 
one to other portable devices 

 
So, for these types of requirements, one 

could investigate if mobility achievement types 
could result in more detailed clauses for 
<capability> in BP32 and for <action> or <entity> 
in BP2, and challenge types could result in more 
detailed clauses for <event>, e.g. low power | 
power loss | return of power | poor network 
connection | loss of network connection | return of 
network connection | ... 

For the mobility achievement types, there 
is not necessarily a lot of new boilerplates needed. 
For instance, "Provision" is just about providing 
the same service as otherwise, with some mobility 
challenge. So, it creates clauses related to the 
mobility challenge, but for the mobility 
achievement it should be possible to use existing 
boilerplates. The same with providing degraded 
service given some mobility challenge; the 
requirement will normally be phrased in a positive 
manner (e.g., what services which are still to be 
provided, with what level of quality) so this will 
appear like a normal provision requirement except 
that what is provided is more limited than 
normally, but this will be apparent by comparison 
with the normal state requirement and does not 
have to be mentioned explicitly in the reduced 
service requirement.  

More special are of course the ability to move 
or the facilitation of movement, for both these there 
could be more detailed clauses describing exactly 
what kind of movement is needed. 
• Ability (to move): related to the ability of 

achieving movement, the boilerplate could be, 
MBP11:  The <product> shall be able to 
<move>,  
e.g., The robot should be able to move. Note 
that this is different from BP2 "The <system 
function> should be able to move <entity>", 
which does not sound very natural here, e.g., 
the sentence "The robot engine should be able 
to move the robot" sounds somewhat 
contrived compared to the simpler sentence 
above. In addition to just requiring the ability 
to move, there could also be some conditions 
for the movement. Notice that this is different 

from the "while <operational condition>..." 
clauses discussed earlier, e.g., "The robot 
should be able to move at a speed of up to 10 
meters per second" is entirely different from 
"While moving at 10 meters per second, the 
robot should be able to..." Hence, an 
additional boilerplate could be  

◦     MBP 12: The <product> shall be able   to 
<move> <condition for movement>,  

where <condition for movement> could 
again be expanded with clauses about speed, 
range, predictability or environment as 
discussed earlier, or also other clauses about 
energy efficiency, avoiding collisions with 
obstacles or coordinating the movement 
with other moving entities.  

• Facilitation (of movement): This should be 
able to use BP32 or BP2, e.g. "The navigation 
application shall be able to tell the driver a 
proper route". However, the requirements 
author could get additional support if this was 
refined into some more detailed alternatives 
specifically for facilitation of movement, such 
as: 

◦      MBP13: The <system function> shall be 
able to inform <user> about <current | 
predicted future location>.  
Typically there might then be additional 
data requirements to explain exactly what 
information is wanted about various 
locations; data requirements will be 
discussed in section 4.4. 

◦      MBP14: The <system function> shall be 
able to provide <user> with <optimal> 
directions how to <move> to <wanted 
location>. 
 Here, optimal could mean a lot of 
different things, for instance the shortest 
route or quickest route (which are not 
always the same, depending on speed 
limits, traffic congestion, etc.), the 
cheapest route (e.g. if going with public 
transportation) or simplest route (e.g., 
minimum number of switches, if there is 
no direct bus from A to B) - or maybe the 
safest route, say if some parts of a town 
are more crime-ridden than others. 

◦      MBP15: The <system function> shall be 
able to warn <user> if deviating more 
than <quantity> <length unit> from the 
<optimal route>.  

This will come into play for instance if the 
user takes a wrong turn and the system has 
car navigation functionality. The quantity 
here would then indicate something about 
the accuracy of the system. For the user it 
might be a lot more helpful with a system 
which gives a warning when the user is only 
a couple of meters into the wrong alley - 
when there might still be time to back to the 
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intersection and take the right turn - than a 
system which does not discover the mistake 
until the user has gone some hundred 
meters. Even more helpful of course a 
system which would even discover that the 
car is in the wrong file, so that it could issue 
the warning before the mistake has 
happened (E.g., an audio message saying 
"You need to get over to the right file as 
soon as possible, your exit point is only a 
mile ahead") 

◦      MBP16: The <system function> shall be 
able to provide the estimated arrival time to 
<given destination> (updated every 
<quantity> <time unit>)  

• Resumption of service is relevant after e.g. a 
network outage or device failure. Again, it 
should be possible to use existing 
boilerplates like BP2 ("The <system 
function> shall be able to <action> 
<entity>") in combination with for instance 
BP42 ("...within <quantity> <time unit>s 
from <event>), e.g., inserting "resume" for 
<action>, "operation" for <entity>, and "the 
network connection returns after a 
breakdown" or "the device is rebooted after 
a shutdown". Similarly, if the concern is not 
how quickly you can get back in business 
when the device or network is again 
working, but how quickly you can work 
from the time of the breakdown itself (e.g., 
using something else than the crashed 
network or device), this could be achieved 
using BP32 ("The <user> shall be able to 
<capability>") in combination with BP34 
("...within <quantity> time unit>s from 
<event>"), e.g. replacing <event> with 
"device shutdown" or "loss of network 
connection", and <capability> with e.g. 
"transferring his working session to another 
device" or "...another network", possibly 
also with some extra demands, e.g., 
"without any loss of data or context" (which 
is, of course, quite ambitious, but could be a 
requirement in certain applications where 
the user's work is urgent and of high value). 
So, this could be achieved by existing 
boilerplates, yet again it could be valuable 
to introduce new subclauses about resuming 
operation instead of simply the generic 
<capability> and about network or device 
failure (or returning availability) instead of 
<event>, to give better support to the user in 
having ideas for relevant requirements for 
mobile information systems. So, some 
possible boilerplates here could be: 

◦       MBP17: The <user> shall be able to transfer 
the following work tasks:  <list of work 
tasks> to <other device> | <other 
network>... 

◦       MBP18: The <system function> shall be 
able to resume the following operations: 
<list of operations>... 

◦       MBP19: ...within <quantity> <time unit>s 
from (warning about low power | warning 
about poor network | device shutdown | 
network outage | device reboot | network 
comeback) 

◦       MBP20: ...with <max amount> loss of 
<data> | <context>  

Here, the most ambitious requirement would be to 
fill in "zero" for amount in MBP20, but if this is 
not achievable (or would be too expensive), one 
could also go for something less ambitious, e.g., 
"max 5 minutes of rework due to loss of data". 

4.2 Mobility-system requirements 

Unlike the pure mobility requirements of section 
4.1, which are composed of a mobility challenge 
and an achievement level, mobility system 
requirements can be any ordinary kind of 
requirements (e.g., functional requirements), only 
that they relate to subsystems which are there for 
the sake of mobility. Examples could be 
positioning systems, navigation systems, 
movement detectors, network scanning and 
connection components… etc. Thus, it is 
reasonable to assume that these requirements can 
be expressed using ordinary pre-existing 
boilerplates, e.g. BP2 The <system function> shall 
be able to <action> <entity>, which would work 
fine for requirements such as “The positioning 
function should be able to determine the device's 
geographical position” or “The network scanner 
should be able to find and identify all available 
networks”. It could be possible to make more 
detailed boilerplates containing various actions and 
entities that would be particularly relevant for 
mobile settings, but again it is a question about the 
feasible level of detail, as it is hard to predict all 
kinds of requirements that might come up here. 
Moreover, since these requirements are in a way 
more “normal” requirements, it makes more sense 
to stay with the predefined boilerplates until they 
are somehow proven insufficient. 

Also, the specification of WHERE a 
system capability is needed, which is highly 
relevant for functional requirements for mobile 
information systems, will be possible already with 
the mentioned templates. For instance, using BP53 
("While <operational condition>...") and BP54 
("...the <user> shall be able to <capability>") - or 
adding our previously mentioned refinements of 
the operational condition, it would be possible to 
write requirements like "While at the patient's 
home, it should be possible for the home-care 
assistant to record the patient's symptoms in the 
system". 
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4.3 Mobility constraints 

A constraint is e.g. some design decision which has 
for some reason been lifted up to the requirements 
level, for instance that a certain type of mobile 
device or mobile operating system shall be used, a 
certain type of user interface (e.g., smartphone 
touch screen), a certain mode of communication 
(e.g. audio), etc. Intuitively, the section on 
Constraints on the boilerplates webpage would be 
the most appropriate place to look for inspiration, 
but the boilerplates found here are not necessarily 
covering our needs. The templates here focus a lot 
on “shall not” phrases, i.e. constraints in terms of 
what the user or system shall not be allowed to do, 
rather than constraints in terms of design decisions 
made into requirements. Hence, some new 
boilerplates might be needed here: 
• MBP21: The <system | application> shall run 

on <type of device or platform> 
• MBP22: The inter-device communication shall 

be able to use <some type of network or 
protocol> 

4.4 Mobility data requirements 

Mobility  Data  requirements  are  requirements 
about  what  data  the  system  should  be  able  to 
handle,  and  could  either  have  a  semantic  style 
(defining  what  various  concepts  are,  e.g.,  "A 
customer shall be classified as a VIP customer if 
and  only  if  having  made  purchases  worth  at 
least USD 100,000 per year  for  the  last 5 years 
and  have  never  been  more  than  2  weeks  late 
with a payment") or a syntactic form explaining 
what types of  information  is needed, with what 
attributes,  e.g.,  "The  system  shall  handle 
information  about  customers,  including 
customer  name,  billing  address,  delivery 
address,  phone  no.,  and  contact  person  name." 
The boilerplate repository of  [9] does not seem 
to contain any templates fitting this need, but it 
is easy to suggest some. For the syntactic style of 
data requirement, the following could do: 
 
• MBP31: The <system | application> shall 

handle information about <entity>: <list of 
attributes> 

This, of course, would be the same whether the 
system in question is mobile or not. Some 
particular adaptations for mobile information 
systems might be to make data requirements 
dependent on mobile operation conditions: 

• MBP32: While <operational condition>... the 
<system | application> shall handle 
information about <entity>: <attributes> 

• MBP33: While <operational condition> ... the 
<system | application> shall not handle 
information about <entity>: <attributes> 

For the semantic type of data requirement, a 
possible boilerplate might be 
• MBP34: <Concept1> shall be defined as 

<concept2> if <condition> 
This will be the same in a mobile information 
system as in other information systems, and we 
cannot see any particular mobile adaptations that 
are obviously useful, so we do not discuss it any 
further. 

In Fig. 2, a prototype interface of Boilerplate 
for mobility-related system is presented. So the 
boilerplate practitioners can specify the 
requirement attributes along with stakeholders and 
associated capability so that the requirement can be 
elicited. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 prototype of boilerplate tool 
 

5 Examples 
 
To analyze the boilerplates provided in the 
previous section, we consider a couple of cases 
preferably, which are quite different, so that a 
broader coverage is achieved in terms of testing the 
boilerplates with different types of requirements. 
So, there is one case possible where the product 
itself is supposed to be able to move (e.g., some 
kind of robot), another where the main goal of the 
system is to facilitate movement by the user (but by 
a device which is carried by the user, not moving 
on its own accord), and finally one case which is 
not so much about movement as such, but where 
the user have to perform some information 
processing tasks while on the move (e.g., the 
home-care application). We shall see the home-care 
application as an example than other two since this 
example more close to IS field and provides easy 
understanding regarding the scenario. The case is 
described as below: 

The work process within a home care unit, 
offering practical help and home nursing care to its 
clients, can be considered as potential case. In the 
‘Mobile Care’-project [23], it is planned to better 
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support the mobile aspects of the home care service 
by providing the employees continuous access to the 
central health information system (software used in 
PDA to log/receive info) and other relevant systems 
from wherever they are using a combined 
PC/PDA-solution. This is related to the ‘Wireless 
Trondheim’-project [24], which is currently 
managing and extending a mobile broadband 
(WLAN) infrastructure for Trondheim. The shift 
leader distributes patient visits on available 
personnel in the morning meeting, each homecare 
assistant then decides on the sequence of visits to be 
made while still in the office. Then while driving to 
the patient's home, the assistant prepares for the 
visit by obtaining some information about the 
patient (typically through an audio interface, to be 
less disruptive for concentrating on the driving). 
Normally, the patient only needs help with 
day-to-day activities (e.g., shopping, cleaning, 
taking the right amount of medication), but in case 
there are some health complications that the 
assistant cannot handle, a nurse is contacted. Using 
a system called Gerica accessible by her PDA, the 
home care assistant can log information about 
patients on the go. If the health care assistant needs 
further medical expertise he/she can request help 
from the nurse at hospital through logging in 
information via Gerica. The nurses at the hospital 
get the request and provide further info/advice to be 
followed by the healthcare assistant (HCA). Finally 
the HCA finishes her job by reporting at the office. 

The mobility-related requirements for this 
home –care application can be listed as follows: 
 
1. The home-care application in PDA should work 
on the moving car at 80 KMPH. (MBP1) 
2. The HCA shall be able to get briefing 
information about the next patient while driving 
within 2 km from the patient's home. (combining 
BP32 and MBP2)  
3. The car navigation system shall be able to 
automatically warn HQ about delays while HCA is 
driving in Trondheim municipality.(combining 
BP32 and MBP2) .(e.g., if the HCA is caught in 
slow moving traffic and therefore seems to be 
unable to get to the next patient within a certain 
time limit) 
4. The HCA shall be able to transfer the following 
work tasks:  reporting of delays, recording of 
patient status, recording of performed patient care, 
to the backup device within 30 seconds of being 
warned about low power. (combining MBP17 and 
MBP19) 
5. The patient status recording function shall be 
able to resume operation within 90 seconds from 
network comeback, with maximum 2 minutes of 
rework due to loss of data. (combining MBP18, 
MBP19, and MBP20)  
6. The application shall run on all standard 
smartphones and PDA platforms with a Norwegian 

market share of at least 10% per 1.1.2011. 
(MBP21)  
7. The inter-device communication shall be able to 
use both Telenor's and Netcom's wireless networks. 
(MBP22) 
 8. The mobile application shall handle information 
about clients: name, address, medication needs, 
dietary requirements, preferred visit times, 
housekeeping assistance needs, personal hygiene 
assistance needs, and shopping assistance needs. 
(MBP31) 
9. While driving within the Trondheim 
municipality the mobile application shall handle 
information about the road network: street names, 
intersections, allowed driving directions, speed 
limits, and any temporary information about 
blocked or highly congested parts of the 
roadmap.  (combining MBP2 and MBP32) 

10. While the mobile device is more than 5 meters 
from the HCA, it shall not handle information 
about patients (combining MBP2 and MBP33) 

(Here it would of course be assumed that the 
system at large still handles this information, i.e. 
probably keeping it on a secure server somewhere, 
but the mobile device being dislocated from the 
HCA, one might fear that it has been stolen, lost or 
forgotten somewhere, and some non-authorized 
person has it in his/her possession, which makes it 
a good idea not to be able to access any sensitive 
info from the device. Note: for this to work, the 
HCA might for instance have to carry yet another 
small tracking device on his / her body, and the 
mobile device would measure its distance to this 
other tracking device. However, exactly how to 
achieve this is a matter of design decisions, here we 
only concern ourselves with the possible 
requirement). 

 

6 Discussion and Conclusion 
 
Our first research question was whether our 
taxonomy for mobility-related requirements would 
lend itself to refinement into boilerplates similar to 
those in the repository of the boilerplates webpage 
[11]. Having worked through our taxonomy, we 
find that mobility-system requirements and 
mobility constraints can use existing boilerplates, 
which is not surprising, since these categories of 
requirements are pretty much like other system 
requirements and constraints, only that the target 
system is mobile. For data requirements, we found 
no boilerplate in the repository, but it is easy to 
suggest one. This boilerplate, however, contains 
nothing that would be specific to mobility-related 
data requirements. So probably, these could use 
exactly the same boilerplate(s) as any other data 
requirements. True, in mobile information systems, 
the user's information need may depend on the 
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user's location and movements. For instance, with a 
smartphone-based system for guiding tourists on 
city walks, you would expect information about 
certain attractions to become available when the 
user gets close, e.g., "On your right hand side you 
will now see the Modern Art Museum", followed 
up maybe by more detailed information on opening 
hours, ticket prices, special exhibitions that are on 
right now, etc. However, data requirements concern 
themselves with what data the system should be 
able to handle, not so much with how these data are 
acquired or how and when they will be presented, 
which would be more dependent on functional 
requirements and maybe usability requirements. In 
this respect, it is reasonable to assume that 
mobility-related data requirements should be able 
to use the same boilerplate as data requirements for 
non-mobile systems. 

Our main effort with new or adapted 
boilerplates has therefore been with the so-called 
"pure" mobility-requirements, which combine a 
mobility challenge and a mobility achievement 
level. For the mobility challenge, we found that this 
could use the "While <operational condition>" 
clause already suggested in the boilerplates library, 
but that the user could be given increased support if 
we introduced a number of subclauses detailing 
typical operational conditions that apply to mobile 
systems, as indicated by the mobility challenge part 
of our taxonomy. A fair question is of course 
whether there is added value in introducing these 
subclauses, instead of going with the already 
available "While <operational condition>..." 
clause, since a common advice is to keep things 
simple. We believe that there could be a number of 
advantages with the additional clauses: 
• reduced writing time for requirements. The 

pre-existing clause gives only one word for 
free ("while") and the rest has to be filled in 
the by user manually. With a boilerplates 
based requirements tool offering a drop down 
menu of subclauses to select from, the user 
could get more words for free, and only have 
to fill in a couple here and there. Still, this is 
only a minor advantage; for a quick typer, the 
time spent writing even a 50-letter operational 
condition might not be much longer than 
selecting a template from a menu and then 
filling in 5 letters in a couple of places. And 
anyway, the main usage of time in 
requirements specification would seldom be 
the time to type the requirements - the 
difficulty rather lies in (i) finding the right 
requirements, and (ii) formulating them in a 
precise and understandable manner. Hence, 
our next two benefits are much more 
important: 

• support for finding requirements. A drop 
down menu of templates would not only work 
for selection once you know what 
requirements to include, but could also work 
as a repository for ideas (e.g. to feed into a 
requirements brainstorming session for a mass 
market product) or as checklist (e.g., of 
questions to ask the user / customer in an 
interview or requirements workshop for a 
bespoke product). For instance, seeing that 
you have in the drop down menu templates 
concerning the speed, environment and range 
of movement, you know that you could ask 
your customer questions like: "Do you have 
any requirements concerning the speed / 
environment / range of movement?” Of 
course, the customer might provide the same 
answers given a more general question like 
"What are the operational conditions for this 
application?", but chances are high that the 
customer will forget something which might 
have been remembered with the more detailed 
list of questions prompted by more detailed 
boilerplates. 

• support for writing requirements in a 
standardized way. Especially in projects 
where a lot of people are collaborating, it may 
be a problem that a lot of different writing 
styles will be used for the requirements, and 
various contributors to the requirements 
specification use language differently, for 
instance using different terms for the same 
concepts (synonyms) or the same term for 
different concepts (homonyms). This makes it 
more difficult to compare them, check for 
completeness, overlaps, and inconsistencies. 
Boilerplates help reducing this problem, but 
even with boilerplates, the words to be filled 
in manually are still open for different styles 
by different requirements authors. So, the 
more detailed the boilerplate, with fewer 
words to fill in manually by the requirements 
authors, the smaller the problem with 
different individual usages of natural 
language. Hence, the more detailed 
boilerplates can help writing more precise and 
uniform requirements within a large project, 
and also save the requirements engineers time 
in wondering how to formulate each 
requirement. 

A typical counter-argument could be: What if the 
proposed boilerplates are too constraining? What if 
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a mobile IS project comes up with requirements 
that do not fit any of the new boilerplates we have 
proposed, for instance concerning the <operational 
condition>?  Then, maybe a tool which insists on 
using boilerplates will actually have given the 
requirements engineers a harder time, rather than 
helping them? However, the simple answer to this 
is that if none of our new templates fit, it should of 
course still be possible for the requirements author 
to go with the more general "While <operational 
condition>..." and simply type in the operational 
condition himself. Hence, the analyst will get help 
from the new boilerplates when these are relevant, 
but can resort to simpler and more general 
boilerplates if they are not relevant. This answer 
the second research question, whether it is 
reasonable to assume some advantage from the new 
boilerplates. It must be noted, however, that so far 
our approach has only been tried out on some small 
desktop examples, and more substantial empirical 
investigations are needed to make a sound claim 
that there is really a benefit gained from this. 
Hence, some obvious suggestions for further work 
are as follows: 

• Collecting all boilerplates (existing ones 
and new/adapted ones) in one systematic 
catalogue 

• Implementing tool support for our 
boilerplates, and then trying out this tool 
in e.g. student experiments and industrial 
case studies. 

To achieve a prototype rapidly, it is probably best 
to build it on top of an existing tool rather than 
developing something from scratch. One possibility 
would be to build it on top of DOORS, since the 
boilerplate originators have already implemented 
their approach with this tool. Another possibility, 
which is maybe even easier to achieve quickly, 
would be simply to implement it as macros in 
Excel or a similar spreadsheet tool. This may sound 
a little weird since spreadsheets are not dedicated 
requirements tools, but actually spreadsheets are 
used a lot in industry practice for documenting 
requirements, so a spreadsheet implementation of 
boilerplates might have good chances for industrial 
take-up, since companies would then not have to 
deviate much from their current practice to try out 
the tool in their projects. 
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Abstract 
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a method 

of wireless data collection technology that uses RFID 
tags or transponders to electronically store and 
retrieve data.  RFID tags are quickly replacing 
barcodes as the “identification system of choice” [1]. 
Since RFID devices are electronic devices, they can be 
hacked into by an outsider, and their data can be 
accessed or modified without the user knowing.  New 
threats to RFID-enabled systems are always on the 
horizon. A systematic classification should be used to 
categorize these threats to help reduce confusion.  This 
paper will look at the problem of security threats 
towards RFID systems, and provide a taxonomy for 
these threats. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are 
a subset of Automatic Identification (Auto-ID) 
systems.  These systems originally found common 
usage in access control and security applications, when 
they were used primarily to track products through the 
supply chain or manufacturing process, and to identify 
products at the point of sale or service [2].  Since the 
early 1970’s, bar code technology has been primarily 
used for Auto-ID systems. RFID systems have been 
seen by many industry professionals as the replacement 
for barcodes as the Auto-ID system of choice [1].  
RFID tags are small electronic tags that function much 
like barcodes.  The advantage of using RFID over 
barcodes include the fact that information about 
products with RFID tags can be transmitted from 
several products simultaneously, from a distance, and 
sometimes through physical barriers [3]. RFID is a 
contactless technology, and tags can be read whenever 

they are within range of a transmitted radio signal, and 
do not need to be brought within line of sight a scanner 
as does barcode technology. This is one of the main 
advantages of the use of RFID technology, since it 
reduces or eliminates most problems associated with 
other similar technologies that require contact or line-
of-sight in order to be scanned or read.  Because of 
this, RFID tags also avoid several problems that plague 
barcode systems, such as labels that get worn, dirty, 
bent, torn, or otherwise deteriorated so much so that 
they can no longer be scanned, making RFID tags ideal 
for dirty or wet environments in which barcode labels 
would quickly deteriorate.  There are several other 
aspects of the technology that make it favorable to 
barcodes. While barcodes only contain a product ID, 
RFID tags can hold sensors that transmit back to 
readers information on specific attributes of the 
product it is affixed to, such as temperature. This 
advancement in data transmission also enables 
companies to automatically update their databases, 
which could provide greater benefit for different 
activities within their value chain.  Unlike barcodes, 
users can also change the data on certain RFID tags. 

RFID tags are also processed more quickly than 
barcodes, with the average RFID system receiving and 
processing data simultaneously from hundreds of tags 
per second.  The average time it takes for a good read 
on a Read-Only RFID tag is between 30-100 
milliseconds. This allows RFID systems to simply scan 
tagged products as they enter a facility through gate 
readers and proximity devices embedded in company 
facility floors, rather than to manually retrieve a 
distinct individual visual reading of each barcode label.  
A truck’s cargo would not need to be unloaded to be 
scanned by an RFID reader, since the RFID tags on the 
cargo could be read through the sides of the truck.  The 
idea behind RFID is that eventually, when RFID tags 
and readers are so inexpensive that every product in the 
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supply chain can be tagged, RFID will allow managers 
to keep tabs on every minute detail of the supply chain, 
such as verifying that the right product is loaded on the 
right truck [1,4]. Unlike barcode, RFID is also quite 
difficult to copy. 

Of the billions of barcodes scanned daily 
worldwide, most are only scanned once over the 
product lifetime [2].  Since RFID-tagged objects can be 
tracked from anywhere on the globe in an instant as 
long as it is within range of an RFID transceiver, 
everyone in an RFID-enabled supply chain, “from the 
manufacturers at the factory to the inventory trackers at 
the retail location” can instantly obtain information on 
the location or condition of any particular object [1].  

With the increasingly widespread adoption of RFID 
systems such as passports and drivers licenses, a 
systematic classification of the security risks would be 
useful for potential adopters. The motivation for 
creating a taxonomy for RFID security threats is to 
condense and classify large amounts of data into a 
more easy-to-navigate format, and to direct potential 
users to further resources [5]. 

This paper will present an overview of RFID 
technology, an overview of security threats to RFID-
enabled systems, a taxonomy for categorizing these 
threats and possible solutions to these threats, and 
finally cover some of the factors in evaluating risk 
exposure in RFID systems for practitioners. 
 
2. Background 
 
2.1 Uses 
 

The growth in the industry in the middle of the 
decade was driven by the adoption of RFID technology 
by large organizations such as Wal-Mart and the 
Department of Defense [6,7]. The RFID industry grew 
to $5.56 billion in 2009, having tripled over the last 5 
years, and analysts estimate that the fast growing RFID 
market in China will fuel continued growth for the 
industry [8].    

The different kinds of tags can be used for a wide 
variety of purposes. Low frequency tags can be used 
for identifying lost pets, passport inspection, in 
supermarket checkout lines, or in automobile anti-theft 
systems.  High frequency tags can be used for tracking 
airline baggage or books in libraries. 

One of the most common uses of RFID systems are 
on toll booths, often called e-Tolling or Intelligent 
Traffic Systems. Toll road authorities have given out 
transponders that drivers connect to their credit cards.  
A reader in the toll booth automatically collects tolls 
from vehicles that pass through at up to 40 miles per 
hour, dramatically speeding the flow of traffic. Other 

uses include RFID-equipped Security Badges that not 
only control employee access to certain parts of a 
facility, but allow management to track the locations of 
employees within the facility. Several countries, 
including the United States, the United Kingdom and 
Ireland, most of the European Union, Australia, Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, the Philippines 
currently insert RFID tags into passports, Livestock 
tracking can also use RFID tags to track their growth 
and food intake to improve the  raising  of animals 
such as cows, pigs, and chickens. 

Another use for RFID is tracking livestock on large 
farms through RFID tags embedded under the skin 
Other uses include RFID-equipped bracelets given to 
children at amusement parks, so that lost children can 
quickly be found by RFID readers placed around the 
park.  One of the most common uses for RFID is for 
tracking goods through container loading facilities. 

Also, readers placed in heavily trafficked areas like 
airports would be able to easily monitor currency flows 
and illegal activities such as money laundering [9]. 
 
2.2 RFID System Components 
 

The typical RFID system is made up of three 
components:  The transceiver on the RFID reader, the 
transponder on the RFID tag, and the back-end 
database.  

RFID readers can communicate with RFID tags 
using either near-field or far-field methods. In near-
field RFID systems, the reader would contain an 
antenna (in the form of a coil), which produces a low-
level radio frequency magnetic field. This magnetic 
field serves “as a ‘carrier’ of power from the reader to 
the RFID card or tag.”  When a signal is sent from a 
tag to the reader, the reader will detect and process this 
signal, and verify whether the signal is valid.  If it is, 
the data is restructured and sent to the end-user’s host 
system.  Far-field systems would communicate with 
electromagnetic waves, rather than magnetic fields. 

Typical RFID tags are made up of three 
components:  The antenna, a silicon chip, and the 
enclosure. Tags in far-field RFID systems would 
contain a dipole-like antenna. Meanwhile, similar to 
the antenna on a reader, the antenna on a near-field 
RFID tag is made up of a coil.  The antenna receives 
signals from tag readers and transmits data from the 
chip, which stores data associated with the tag.  The 
antenna’s chip needs a small amount of electric power 
to function.  The antenna gathers energy present in the 
magnetic field produced by the reader and converts it 
into a source of electric power for the chip. This allows 
the tag’s antenna to transmit the contents of the chip to 
the reader via an electromagnetic signal.  The 
enclosure is the packaging around all the components 
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in the tag.  RFID tags can be affixed to any object that 
needs to be tracked, such as pets, vehicles, items in a 
store, shipping containers, or even people. These tags 
have antennas that allow them to communicate and 
respond to queries on the status of the object with 
RFID transceivers via radio signals.  

As of 2010, Hitachi has made the smallest RFID 
chip ever manufactured, at 0.075mm by 0.075mm [10].  
 
2.3 Tag Varieties in RFID Systems 
 

RFID tags come in two forms: passive tags and 
active tags. 

Passive tags contain no power source and must use 
the electromagnetic waves from the reader to send 
back signals.  These are the most commonly used tags.  
Passive tags have a much shorter range than active 
tags. Passive tags are often used as ID badges for 
employees, who only need to walk by a reader for the 
tag’s data to be read.  As passive tags do not depend on 
a battery, they are much cheaper to produce than active 
tags. Passive tags are created with unique identification 
numbers, and the contents of their chips can never be 
changed. Their unique identification number is 
generally all that is transmitted to readers when 
queried. Passive RFID tags boast a moderate range 
from 10 mm to 6 meters.  Having no power supply 
means that passive tags have an incredibly long shelf 
life.  Another advantage is that the lack of a power 
supply means that the tag can be very small.  The 
smallest commercially available RFID tags are passive 
tags. 

Active tags contain a battery.  The battery energy, 
along with a larger antenna allows the tag to transmit 
stronger signals up to 1500 feet.  Active tags are also 
beneficial in areas with high tag travel speeds.  One of 
the main drawbacks to this however, is the dramatic 
increase in tag size. The smallest active RFID tag has 
dimensions of 26mm x 23mm x 7.3mm [11].  While 
the presence of a battery makes active tags more 
expensive to produce than passive tags, active tags are 
more accurate and reliable than passive tags.  Active 
tags have the same shelf life of their battery power 
source, which is usually between 3 to 10 years.  Active 
tags do not require special readers and can “readily 
satisfy applications that require a mix of both passive 
and active tags.”  Due to the battery power, active tags 
can hold much more data than passive tags, and this 
data can be written, re-written, or deleted using an 
external read/write device.  Likewise, active tags are 
much more expensive than passive tags, and have more 
security issues dealing with hackers that attempt to 
modify and overwrite the information of the chip. 

Active RFID tags can be further broken down into 
three categories:  Read-Only (RO), Read-Write (RW), 

and Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM).  The data on 
Read-Only tags are programmed when the tag is 
manufactured and cannot be changed or altered in any 
way.  The content of a Read-Write tag can be written-
to and read-from by users via readers that double as 
“writers,” and is usually used in applications such as 
prepaid value cards, , and industrial compliance 
marking, and toll collection. Write-Once-Read-Many 
tags are essentially Read-Only, in that once the data is 
written onto the tag, it cannot be altered.  The 
difference from Read-Only tags is that the data is not 
written onto the tag at manufacture, and the data can be 
written by the user once after manufacture.  

A further categorization of RFID systems can be 
found in [5]. 
 
3. Security Issues in Practice 
 

RFID tags have numerous benefits for security.  
Airline passenger and baggage tracking can be 
simplified by the use of RFID systems. Authentication 
systems can utilize RFID in applications such as key-
less entry systems for cars. RFID tags embedded in 
documents, products, or currency, can also combat 
forgery or money laundering [2]. However, there are 
several security issues raised by the use of such 
technology.  RFID tags are the “quintessential 
Pervasive Computing technology” [3].  A common 
issue with any sort of wireless system is security, and 
just as with wireless LANs, anyone with the correct 
kind of reader within range can read tag data. A hacker 
might even be able to overwrite data on active tags 
[12]. The choice between passive and active tags also 
present a number of issues.  Active tags have greater 
security concerns, but are several times more 
sophisticated.  

RFID systems have a number of traits that lend 
themselves to exploitation by malicious users.  While 
RFID tags have extremely limited complexity, the 
middleware, such as reader interfaces and back-end 
databases, have plenty of source code that hackers can 
exploit.  The reliance of generic Internet protocols and 
facilities for RFID middleware means that the system 
inherits their security vulnerabilities.  The financial or 
personal nature of data handled in RFID systems and 
back-end databases, along with the false sense of 
security RFID systems give users, also presents 
malicious users with an extremely tempting target [3].  

To highlight the ease at which some RFID systems 
can be exploited, in 2009, Chris Paget, a white hat 
using $250 worth of off-the-shelf components – some 
purchased off of eBay – built a mobile platform 
capable of cloning RFID tags used in drivers licenses 
and passcards (passport-like identification cards used 
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for travel between the US, Mexico, and Canada) [13]. 
These tags use no encryption and can be read from 
distances of over a mile, making them susceptible to 
tracking and spoofing. Using an RFID reader, an 
antenna mounted to the side of his car, and a laptop 
connected to the RFID reader via Ethernet cable. The 
laptop runs an application Paget developed which 
continuously prompts the reader to look for tags, 
logging the serial number each time one is detected. 
The equipment can pick up tags from 30 feet away, 
meaning Paget can glean info from license and 
passcard owners as he drives by them. With more 
expensive equipment, he can widen the range to read 
tags from over a mile away. 

The RFID tags only contain a record pointer to a 
secure database, rather than personally identifiable 
information.  However, this information can serve as a 
sort of electronic license plate, in order to track the 
movements of the passport or license’s owner, making 
this an example of a Traffic Analysis attack. This 
electronic license plate can be complemented with 
information gleaned from other sources in the user’s 
tag constellation, “such as electronic toll-booth 
payment systems or RFID-based credit cards” [13]. 
 
3.1 Security Requirements for RFID: The CIA-
DAD Triad Model 
 

High-security RFID systems must be able to defend 
against the unauthorized reading of tags in order to 
duplicate or modify data, the placing of spoofed or 
counterfeit tags within the interrogation zone of an 
RFID reader, and the eavesdropping of RFID 
communications for the purpose of traffic analysis or 
setting up replay attacks [14]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. CIA-DAD Triad Model  
 

As shown in Figure 1, every system should have 
three main security requirements, highlighted in the 
CIA-DAD model of security threats [15].   
CIA stands for the three main security goals: 

• Confidentiality: The data can only be read by 
authorized parties 

• Integrity: Only authorized parties can modify 
data 

• Availability: Requires data to be available to 
authorized parties 

DAD, respectively, stands for the three main goals of 
hackers trying to attack the system: 

• Disclosure: Access to confidential 
information by unauthorized parties 

• Alteration: The modification of data by 
unauthorized parties 

• Denial: Denying services to authorized users. 
  

Confidentiality is a difficult goal to achieve in 
RFID systems, as tags indiscriminately reveal sensitive 
information when queried by readers.  Some of the 
common threats to RFID systems include the physical 
manipulation of RFID tags, denial of service attacks by 
signal jamming radio frequency channels, modifying 
the identity of an item through tag manipulation, and 
spoofing legitimate tags by writing properly formatted 
tag data onto blank or rewritable transponders [3,16].  
This technique was used by researchers from John 
Hopkins University and RSA Security when they 
spoofed a legitimate RFID tag and used it to unlock an 
RFID-based car immobilization system [3,17].  
Eavesdropping, sometimes called sniffing, is another 
common security threat.  Mark Weiser, an early 
visionary of ubiquitous computing, noted that privacy 
was a major problem that ubiquitous computing would 
have to solve [18].  RFID tags can be read from a 
distance by any compliant reading device without 
anyone’s knowledge.  A similar threat is malicious 
users using traffic analysis to gain critical information 
from the patterns of communication.  This is a 
dangerous threat, because critical information can be 
obtained from the traffic and not the actual content of 
the messages.  Thus, this technique can be performed 
even when encryption is utilized [3,16]. This is a major 
concern to those who believe the widespread use of 
RFID tags could compromise their privacy.  They fear 
that with widespread adoption of tags in the products 
they buy, eavesdroppers would be able to scan the 
contents of their home or even their pockets.  Even if 
tags only contain product codes, individuals could still 
be identified and tracked by the unique set of products 
(the “constellation”) they carry [19].  This perceived 
assault on privacy has led to the creation of 
organizations opposed to the use of RFID technology, 
such as CASPIAN [20] or FoeBuD [21].  Finally, 
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RFID relay devices can be used to set up replay attacks 
by intercepting and retransmitting RFID queries [22]. 

Security requirements in RFID systems are often 
hampered by low-cost issues. Consider an RFID 
system where one would like to implement access 
control and authentication.  Symmetric or public key 
cryptography can offer a solution. However, RFID tags 
have extremely limited resources. Oftentimes, they 
only have  between 2000 to 3,000 logic gate in which 
to available for on-tag security features [23]. This 
limitation immediately disqualifies use of several 
standard encryption algorithms. A standard 
implementation of Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) symmetric key encryption requires around 
20,000 to 30,000 logic gates [16]. Furthermore, many 
RFID system performance requirements often dictate 
that a certain number of tags must be read (oftentimes 
around 100 to 200) every second, further limiting the 
number of clock cycles that can be devoted to 
encryption algorithms [19].  Strong cryptography is 
beyond the resources of low cost tags (which cost 
around or less than $0.10 per tag) [2,24], although 
there are solutions for more sophisticated and 
expensive tags, such as NTRU [25] or TEA [26].  
Symmetric key encryption algorithms also introduce an 
overhead for complex key management.  Such tags 
must also be protected from physical attacks on the 
tags themselves that can be used by attackers to reveal 
their entire contents [19].  An attacker who can gain a 
shared key compromises the security of the entire 
system, thus tags cannot be trusted to store long-term 
secrets without protection from physical attacks. 
 
4. A Taxonomy for RFID Security Threats: 
 

Considering the large volume of knowledge on 
RFID security, this taxonomy serves the purpose of 
condensing some of that knowledge to make it easier to 
navigate, and direct potential adopters to further 
resources, and to give academics interested in the topic 
an overview of which subtopics can be expanded upon 
with further research [5]. The taxonomy is presented in 
the form of a tree node structure.  The branches are not 
mutually exclusive. The following is a taxonomy for 
attacks on RFID systems.   
 
Attacks 
 Target 
 Method 
 
Every attack has a target and a method. 
Target 
 Confidentiality 
 Integrity 

 Availability 
 Authenticity 
 
4.1. Target 
 

The targets of an attack can be categorized using 
the CIA-DAD triad model [15], however, a fourth 
category, Authenticity, has been added.  An attack can 
aim to compromise a system’s confidentiality through 
disclosure. An attack can compromise a systems 
integrity by altering data that the attacker is not 
authorized to modify. An attack can compromise a 
system’s availability with a denial of service attack.  
Finally, an attacker can bypass a system’s access 
control to gain unauthorized access to the system 
without establishing authenticity, or without the 
attacker’s identity being verified by the system. 
 
Method 
 Passive 
  Eavesdropping 
  Traffic Analysis 
 Active 
 
4.2. Method 
 
An attack can either be passive or active [27]. 
 
4.2.1. Passive Methods. Passive attacks include 
eavesdropping (sometimes referred to as “sniffing”) 
and traffic analysis (sometimes referred to as 
“tracking”).  Passive attacks are attacks in which no 
data is modified.  Instead, these attacks involve 
monitoring messages for malicious intent.  Thus, these 
attacks do not fall into the categories of 
Integrity/Alteration or Availability/Denial in the CIA-
DAD model. 
 
Eavesdropping. Eavesdropping involves gaining 
unauthorized access to data.  An example of an 
eavesdropping attack highlighted by cryptography guru 
Bruce Schneier, involves the case of passports 
embedded with RFID tags [28].  Such tags are readable 
by any reader, not just those carried by passport 
control, and have been read at distances of up to 30 
feet.  An eavesdropper could be able to read passport 
information (name, age, nationality, etc.) from anyone 
nearby, completely undetected.  While the proponents 
of such passport systems claim that tags would only be 
readable from a few centimeters, Schneier asserts that 
wireless protocols can “work at much longer ranges 
than specified” [28]. RFID tags have multiple read 
ranges that vary depending on the setting and 
operational scenario [29]. 
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Traffic Analysis. A traffic analysis attack is like an 
eavesdropping attack, only instead of monitoring the 
content of the messages, the attributes of the message 
traffic are observed.  Who’s sending messages to 
whom?  How often?  What is the “constellation” of tag 
ID’s does an individual have at the moment?  Patterns 
in communication are observed.  Because the content 
of the messages are not the target of such attacks, this 
kind of attack can be performed even when messages 
are encrypted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.2. Active Methods. Active attacks are attacks that 
involve more sinister attacks than just monitoring 
messages. 
 
Physical Attacks. The first category involves actual 
physical manipulation of the RFID tags in a system.  
RFID tags usually offer little to no resistance to these 
kinds of attacks [16].  These attacks are especially 
dangerous, because they are oftentimes unexpected. An 
RFID system can have extremely sophisticated 
electronic security, but it is useless if an attacker can 
easily walk into the building and steal a tag or reader 
without being noticed. 
 
Masquerade. Masquerade attacks include 
counterfeiting and spoofing. Counterfeiting involves 
modifying the identity of an item, while spoofing 
involves impersonating legitimate tags [16].  Examples 
of such include rewriting tags on expensive products in 
a store or warehouse with counterfeit data from much 
cheaper products, or spoofing a legitimate tag on a 
product so that the store or warehouse’s security 

systems mistakenly believe the product is still on its 
shelf [19].  
 
Replay. Replay attacks occur when a hacker intercepts 
and rebroadcasts an RFID query with an RFID relay 
device [22].  Revisiting Bruce Schneier’s example of a 
passport system where each passport is equipped with 
an RFID tag, a replay attack could be used to gain 
unauthorized access at a border crossing [30].  In his 
example, a group of people are in line at a border 
crossing.  An attacker could gain access by relaying 
messages to and from another traveler with a legitimate 
passport.  A customs agent’s reader sends a query to 
the attacker’s RFID tag.  The attacker receives the 
query and rebroadcasts it to the other traveler’s tag.  
The traveler’s tag responds as if the customs agent’s 
reader had broadcasted the query, sending a reply back 
to the attacker.  The attacker relays this reply back to 
the customs agent’s reader.  In doing this, the attacker 
has successfully impersonated the other traveler.  
Encrypting the messages would not prevent such an 
attack, since the attacker “is simply acting as an 
amplifier” [30]  
 
Denial of Service. Denial of Service attacks aim to 
reduce the availability of the system to zero.  In RFID-
enabled systems, this is usually done by using signal 
jamming to prevent RFID tags from being read [3].  
 
Malware. Malware, or malicious RFID code, is 
another category of active attacks.  Rieback et al 2006 
categorizes malware into three different categories: 
RFID-based exploits, RFID-based worms, and RFID-
based viruses [3,31]. RFID-based exploits include 
buffer overflows, code insertion, and SQL injection.  
Many devastating exploits can be written onto an RFID 
tag even with its memory constraints.  Buffer 
overflows are where the attacking RFID tag tries to 
access and modify out-of-bounds array values.  For 
example, for an array, Array[10], code should not be 
able to modify Array[k] for k >= 10.  Code insertion is 
the use of scripting language to insert malicious code 
onto user applications.  SQL injection is a variant of 
code insertion that performs unintended SQL queries 
on the victims’ databases.  Short commands such as 
“;shutdown--" or “drop table…” can be especially 
devastating [3,33].  RFID worms and viruses are self-
replicating RFID exploits that copy the malicious code 
across the network and infect other RFID tags by 
writing the exploit code over their data.  Worms do not 
require any user activity to propagate, however they 
are reliant on the presence of a network connection 
[34].  In Rieback et al 2006, researchers demonstrate 

Method 
 Passive 
  Eavesdropping 
  Traffic Analysis 
 Active 
  Physical Attacks 
  Masquerade 
   Counterfeiting 
   Spoofing 
  Replay 
  Denial of Service 
  Malware 
   Exploits 
    Buffer Overflows 
    Code Insertion 
    SQL Injection 
   Worms 
   Viruses 
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the feasibility of a self replicating RFID virus using 
only 127 characters on a tag with 896 bits of data [3]. 

To reiterate, the branches of this taxonomy are not 
mutually exclusive.  Some attacks combine attributes 
of several branches of the tree structure.  Even active 
attacks sometimes begin with passive attacks.  For 
example, replay attacks begin with eavesdropping to 
gain a message that can be retransmitted. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed Taxonomy Architecture  
(Security Threats) 

 
5.  Solutions for Defending Against RFID 
Security Threats 
 

To combat these threats, clear security goals need 
to be established before implementation.  Products 
with RFID tags should not betray the privacy of those 
who purchase them. Information should not be 
disclosed to unauthorized readers, and it should not be 
possible to set up long-term tracking associations 
between RFID equipped products and users who 
purchase or use them. To prevent long-term 
associations, public tag output should be randomized 
or easily modified, while private tag contents should 
employ access control and/or encryption.  Users should 
be able to detect and disable any tags in the products 
they use.  Tags and readers should be protected from 
the spoofing of either party, replay attacks, and 
eavesdropping [2].  

The following is a taxonomy for defending against 
security threats to RFID systems. Again, the branches 

are not mutually exclusive. The same system can – and 
should – employ several of these methods. 
 
Defense 
 Target 
 Method 
 
As with attacks on RFID systems, defense involves a 
target to defend against and a method to employ to 
protect the system. 
 
Target 
 Confidentiality 
 Integrity 
 Availability 
 Authenticity 
 
The targets to defend against are also categorized using 
the CIA-DAD triad model. 
 
Method 
 Physical Access Control 
 Electronic Access Control 
 Anti-Malware 
 
There are several potential solutions to RFID threats.  
They can be fit into three categories:  Physical Access 
Control (e.g. disabling or killing tags), Electronic 
Access Control (e.g. read access control for tags), and 
general techniques used for fighting RFID malware. 
 
Physical Access Control 
 Disabling Tags 
 Faraday Cages 
 Jamming 
 Blocker Tags 
 
5.1. Physical Access Control 
 

The first solution category is physical access 
control, usually through shielding, disabling, or killing 
tags [35].  As tagged products go from one link on the 
supply chain to the next, or as they reach the hands of 
consumers, users can disable the tags, partially or 
completely.  Killing tags is the most straightforward 
defense against RFID security threats: A product’s 
RFID tag is killed before it enters the hands of 
consumers. For example, at a retail store, checkout 
clerks would kill the RFID tags in purchased goods so 
that no purchased goods contain active tags [36].   
However, this also gets rid of many of the benefits of 
using RFID tags in the first place, especially as new 
RFID applications are starting to emerge for 
consumers, like airline tickets embedded with RFID 
tags for simpler tracking of passengers [36]. One 
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solution to prevent tags from being eavesdropped is the 
use of Faraday Cages.  Faraday Cages are containers 
made of metal mesh or foil that can block radio signals.  
These containers can be used to keep unused tagged 
products to prevent passive attacks on these products 
[16].  However, these may be cumbersome and thus 
impractical for certain RFID-equipped object. Another 
approach to ensure privacy is the active jamming of 
radio frequency signals, to disrupt nearby RFID 
readers that might try to eavesdrop the user’s tagged 
possessions.  However, this approach can disrupt other 
legitimate RFID systems nearby [37].  The use of 
smart “blocker tags” is another privacy solution.  
Blocker tags can simultaneously simulate all possible 
RFID tags to block RFID readers.  By simulating a 
selected subset of ID codes, the blocker tag can 
selectively block RFID readers used by outsiders [37].  
 
Electronic Access Control 
 Encryption 
 Random Access Control 
 
5.2. Electronic Access Control 
 

Another solution to RFID threats is electronic 
access control, through the use of classic cryptography 
algorithms, such as symmetric or public-key 
encryption.  However, as stated earlier, low-cost RFID 
tags are not sophisticated enough to handle some 
encryption algorithms. A potential solution is the use 
of read access control methods, like Hash-Based 
Access Control [19].  In hash-based access, tags are 
capable of carrying out a one-way hash function. A 
one-way hash is a function that is easy to compute, but 
for which it is difficult or impossible to compute its 
inverse. A simple example would be f(x) = x^2. 
Finding the square of a number is a simple procedure, 
but doing the inverse, finding a number’s square root, 
is much more difficult without the aid of a calculator. 
Each tag is associated with a key, and each tag stores 
the hash of its key.  In Hash-Based Access Control, 
each tag has two states: locked and unlocked. While in 
a locked state, the tag will respond to any and all 
queries by returning the hash of its key. To unlock a 
tag, the reader queries the tag in order to receive the 
hash of its key.  The reader then looks through the 
back-end database for the tag’s corresponding key. The 
reader transmits the key to the tag.  The tag hashes the 
key and compares it to the hash stored in its memory. 
If it is a match, the tag then unlocks. There are two 
downsides to this approach.  First, it is susceptible to 
replay attacks. An attacker could query a tag for the 
hash of its key, and then replay it for the reader in 
order to obtain its key. Also, since locked tags always 
output the same value (the hash of its key), this can be 

used as an identifier that malicious users can use to 
track tags in traffic analysis attacks. 

A way of overcoming this is with Randomized 
Access Control [19].  In this solution, tags are also 
equipped with a random number generator.  Instead of 
always responding with the same reply, which could be 
used by attackers in replay attacks, the tag concatenates 
its ID with a random number before hashing.  The tag 
then sends two values to the reader: the random 
number, and the hashed value.  The reader uses these 
two values to search the back-end database for the 
value that unlocks the tag. The downside of this 
method is that it is only practical for systems with a 
small number of tags, as the overhead increases 
significantly with the number of tags in the system. 
Poschmann et al. 2009 describes a cryptography 
algorithm using randomized access control for RFID 
systems that can be implemented within the oft-cited 
2000-3000 gate equivalent limit [23], and more 
recently, Alomair et al. 2010 propose a protocol for 
establish unconditional secrecy and unconditional 
integrity through randomized access control for use in 
low-cost RFID (i.e. potential tag price at or less than 
$0.10) systems [23]. 

In addition, Eisenbarth et al. 2007 chronicle several 
further lightweight Cryptography Implementations 
[38].   
 
Anti-Malware 
 Bounds-checking 
 Input sanitization 
 No back-end scripting 
 Limiting database access 
 Parameter binding 
 
5.3. Anti-Malware 
 

Four years have passed since the first paper 
detailing the plausibility of an RFID virus. However, 
as of 2010, the threat of an actual case of an RFID 
virus has yet to materialize, and thus, steps to defend 
against an RFID virus is not yet concrete. Most defense 
against RFID malware then focus on RFID-based 
exploits. To defend against RFID-based exploits, there 
are several steps that can be taken [3].  Bounds-
checking can be done to prevent buffer overflows.  
This is the process of ensuring that array values being 
accessed are within bounds.  To fight code insertion or 
SQL injection, the input can be sanitized by several 
means to get rid of characters that these attacks usually 
use, such as “<,” “>,” “&,” or “%.”  For example, it 
can be required that all input consist only of 
alphanumeric characters. However, this sometimes 
presents a problem, as there are times when the input 
needs these characters. Other methods include 
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eliminating back-end scripting support, limiting 
database access (i.e., making most or all database 
tables read-only), and parameter binding [3]. 

The solutions for RFID security threat described 
above are summarized in Figure 3 below.  Table 1, 
further below, also details the pros and cons associated 
with each viable security solution, for potential 
adopters of RFID systems to weigh security options 
against each other.   
 
6. Risk Analysis and Measurement: 
Balancing Cost and Risk in RFID Security 
 

Balancing cost and risk is a crucial aspect of 
securing RFID systems. If RFID technology is to 
replace barcodes as the Auto-ID system of choice, then 
RFID tags will substantially contribute to the cost of 
items that would otherwise be affixed with barcode 
tags. Even if the price of tags equipped with secure 
cryptography can be driven to $0.10, it would be 
impractical to attach them to low-cost items – “When 
retailers are to choose between tags that can perform 
sophisticated cryptographic operations and cheaper 
tags that cannot, it seems inevitable that the cheaper 
tags will prevail” [24]. 
An example of the costs that a system can incur from 
not adequately protecting itself from security threats 
can be seen in the case of the Mifare Classic smartcard 
[39]. There are an estimated 2 billion Mifare Classic 
cards used worldwide as payment cards for 
transportation networks or for access to schools, 
hospitals, and government buildings. In 2008, a group 

of researchers from Radboud University Nijmegen in 
the Netherlands managed to hack the Mifare Classic 
smartcard.  After learning of the breach, the Dutch 
Government postponed a one billion euro transport 
system similar to Mifare, moved to spend millions of 
euros upgrading its systems – including replacing the 
cards of all 120,000 civil servants at 5 euros per card, 
and posted armed guards outside all its buildings [40]. 
Mifare is an example of a large public application 
connected to a service product. Such a large-scale and 
open application requires rigorous security. However, 
NXP Semiconductors, the developer of the Mifare 
system, allegedly protected their system with poor or 
sloppy cryptography, and suffered both financially and 
in terms of reputation when the research team from 
Radboud University publicized their work [41]. In 
order to assess what methods should be used to protect 
RFID systems, one must compare the costs of 
implementing such systems versus the risk of not 
having such protections in place.  This risk factor, 
sometimes called the “Risk Exposure,” can be 
measured with the following equation: 
 

RE = P(UO) * L(UO), 
 

where RE is the Risk Exposure, P(UO) is the 
probability of an Unsatisfactory Outcome, and L(UO) 
is the loss to the stakeholders if such an outcome 
occurs [42].   

If the costs of implementing security protocols is 
far greater than the risk exposure, than it would 
probably 
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Figure 3. Proposed Taxonomy Architecture (Security Solutions) 
  

Table 1. Solutions for RFID Security Threats 
 

Solution Pros Cons 
Physical Access Control 

1. Disabling Tags 
2. Faraday Cages 
3. Jamming 
4. Blocker Tags 

Establishes Confidentiality, 
Availability 

1. Can handle many if not 
most privacy concerns 

2. Severely or completely 
eliminates opportunities for 
Passive and DoS attacks 

3. Eliminates opportunities for 
Passive DoS attacks 

4. Can selectively block RFID 
readers used by outsiders 

1. Limits usability of the 
system, especially as 
more RFID applications 
emerge 

2. At best a partial solution. 
Maybe cumbersome for 
certain RFID-equipped 
objects  

3.  Can disrupt legitimate 
RFID systems nearby. 
Could be illegal. 

Electronic Access Control 
1. Encryption 
2. Random Access Control 

Establishes Confidentiality, 
Authenticity 

1. More viable with cheaper 
tags 

2. Provides more security than 
simple  

1. Susceptible to Replay and 
Traffic Analysis attacks. 

2. Solves this, but the 
overhead limits this 
solution to small systems 

Anti-Malware 
1. Bounds-checking 
2. Input sanitization 
3. No back-end scripting 
4. Limiting database access 
5. Parameter binding 

Establishes Integrity 
1. Safeguards against Buffer 

Overflows 
2-5.Safeguards against Code 
Insertion and SQL Injection 

1. Sometimes produces run-
time delays 

2. Input characters 
sometimes needed 
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be better to take a risk and forego such protocols.  This 
can be highlighted with two example RFID 
applications: A closed industrial application and a 
public application connected to monetary and material 
goods.  With the closed industrial application, only a 
small group of people are authorized to access the 
system. A malicious user could bring the system down, 
but at no personal benefit.  Since the probability of an 
attack on this kind of application is extremely low, a 
cheap system with little or no security logic is 
acceptable.  However, the public application is open to 
anyone, and a successful attack by a hacker could 
cause large-scale financial damage and ruin 
reputations. Such an application requires utmost 
security [14].  

In addition to measuring Risk Exposure to help 
decide which security investments to make to protect 
an RFID system is, potential adopters can also 
calculate Risk Reduction Leverage (RRL). Risk 
Reduction Leverage measures return of investment on 
a risk reduction technique, using the following 
equation: 
 

RRL = (REbefore – REafter) / Risk Reduction Cost, 
 

where RRL is the difference between the system’s Risk 
Exposure before and after a risk reduction activity is 
implemented, divided by the cost of implementation 
[43].  
 
7.  Implications and Future Work  
 

The taxonomy presented above organizes and 
summarizes many of the security issues present in 
RFID systems, and highlight areas for future 
researchers to develop improved solutions to RFID 
security issues. However, more iterations and further 
research is required before they become a definitive 
source for classifying RFID security threats and RFID 
security solutions. According to Hassan & Chatterjee 
2006, a systematic study of a field is “a precursor to 
any detailed research of the field” and that “some 
classification knowledge gives a ground plan” for 
study of the field [5].  Therefore, this study has value 
for potential practitioners and adopters of RFID-based 
systems as a guideline for comparing solutions from 
multiple vendors and evaluating the costs/benefits and 
pros/cons of each. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 

RFID systems are rapidly evolving, and as 
organizations and governments increasingly seek to 
adopt these systems, RFID security will become even 

more of a critical issue.  In this paper, we attempt to 
explore the current state of RFID security, and describe 
a taxonomy for RFID security threats in order to give 
practitioners a clearer picture of the risks they must 
defend against, and serve as a road map for choosing 
possible solutions.  Finally, we discussed the issues 
that arise when having to balance potential risks to the 
system and the costs of implementing safeguards. 
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Abstract 

With the boom of Internet, Internet has 

become one of the consumers’ online shopping 

channels. However, there is different in online 

shopping situation is because of consumers in 

different cultures and countries have different 

online shopping behavior is worth to discuss. This 

study is to explore the Internet users’ online 

shopping situation in developing country, Malaysia, 

and 118 questionnaire respondents were collected. 

Statistical analysis software SPSS 17.0 and AMOS 

6.0 were used to analyze the impact on e-service 

quality, satisfaction, trust, and purchase intention. 

The model fit of this study was in an acceptable 

level, and this indicates that the theoretical model 

of this study supports the description of e-service 

quality for e-retailers that online shopping situation 

will be effected by trust and satisfaction. The result 

of this study will be available for those who 

interested in developing a transnational e-retailer 

as a reference, as well as academic research on 

cross-cultural comparative analysis. 

Keywords: e-SERVQUAL, Trust, Satisfaction. 

 

Introduction 

With the development of information 

technology and the application of Internet become 

more and more popularity, the Internet population 

is increasing every year. Until 31 December 2009, 

the world online population has reached 1.8 

thousand million of which was led by Asia, up to 

7.6 hundred millions Internet users. Europe placed 

the second which has up to 4.2 hundred millions 

internet users. Among the Internet users in Asia 

countries which was led by China, up to 3.38 

hundred millions Internet users. Malaysia placed at 

the ninth which have up to 17 millions. 

According to Nielson, the number of Internet 

shoppers up 40% in the past two years and more 

than 85% of the world’s online population has used 

the Internet to make a purchase. Among Internet 

users, the highest percentage shopping online is 

                                                 
 Internet Usage and World Population Statistics), 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm 
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found in South Korea, where 99% of those with 

Internet access have used it to shop. Before year 

2008, only 5.9% of Malaysia population has 

shopped online [1]. From the survey, seven in ten 

consumers claimed to have made a purchase over 

the Internet before.  

This market trend has contributed many 

retailers know how to simplify the operation of the 

website to attract consumer. There is no frontier in 

Internet, so the retailers not just have to understand 

how the functions and services should be provided; 

they also have to find whether the same functions 

matched in other countries. This study attempted to 

do the evidence research the consumer of 

Malaysia’s baby and children online store through 

online questionnaire. The purpose of this study is 

to test the significance of relationships between 

e-service quality and online shopping situation in 

Malaysia. In the meanwhile, in online shopping 

situation is to test the significance of relationships 

between satisfaction, trust and purchase intentions. 

 

Literature review 

E-Service Quality 

The main purpose of running a business is to 

pursue a better vision and higher profits. 

Developed from Internet marketing and the 

traditional service-quality literature, service quality 

is one of the key factors in determining the success 

or failure of electronic commerce [2]. The concept 

of service quality in e-commerce, namely e-service 

quality, namely e-SERVQUAL, can be defined as 

the consumers’ overall evaluation and judgment of 

the excellence and quality of e-service offerings in 

the virtual marketplace. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, 

and Berry (PZB) [3] developed a multidimensional 

service quality assessment tool known as 

SERVQUAL which define the term service quality 

as being the perception by a consumer of the 

difference between the expected service and 

perceived service such as reliability, 

responsiveness, competence, courtesy, 

communication, credibility, security, understanding, 

access and tangible. Furthermore, Parasuraman et 

al. [3] developed a definition of service quality as 

being “the overall evaluation of a specific service 

firm that results from comparing that firm’s 

performance with the customer’s general 

expectations of how firms in that industry should 

perform”. As for e-commerce stores, a 

well-designed website will create a different value 

from the normal, and improve interest of a 

consumer access to the site simultaneously. Abels 

et al. [4] proposed six operational definitions of 

user criteria for site design on library. The result 

showed the importance of user criteria for site 

design was arranged in ranked order as in Table 1. 

Nevertheless, Santos [5] used focus groups 

interviews to provide input for the development of 

the conceptual model of e-service quality. It is 

proposed that e-service quality consists of an 

incubative dimension and an active dimension 

using time – before and after a Web site is 

launched – as the criterion for separating the 

dimensions. A well design website will create 

profits and contribution to a company. E-service 

quality not only provides an e-commerce 

corporation a better advantage of competitive. It 

also enhances the relationship between producers 

and consumers through consumer quick respond to 

involve consumer into the process of product 

development. Therefore, ease of use, usefulness, 

appearance, linkage, structure and layout, and 

content will be used in this study as the variables 

of e-service quality that attracts consumers. 
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Online Shopping Situation 

Sysmanski and Hise [6] summarized that 

convenience, product offerings and product 

information, site design and financial security are 

the antecedents of e- satisfaction by using 

focus-group interview. The empirical results of the 

study found that convenience, site design and 

financial security had the significance influence to 

e-satisfaction. Rust and Oliver [7] suggest that 

customer satisfaction reflects the degree to which a 

consumer believes that the possession or use of a 

service evokes positive feelings. It is important to 

note that satisfaction could be further 

conceptualized as a transaction specific satisfaction 

or cumulative outcome or overall satisfaction [8,9]. 

Parasuraman et al. [3] and Cronin and Taylor [10] 

consider overall satisfaction to be primarily a 

function of perceived service quality. Compared to 

transaction specific satisfaction, overall 

satisfaction reflects consumers’ cumulative 

impression of a firm’s service performance. While 

Oliver [11] states that satisfaction is a summary of 

psychological state originating when the emotion 

surrounding disconfirmed expectations is coupled 

with the consumer’s prior feelings about the 

consumption experience. 

Corritore et al. [12] provide a definition of 

online trust that includes cognitive and emotional 

elements, with trust encompassing “an attitude of 

confident expectation in an online situation or risk 

that one’s vulnerabilities will not be exploited” 

[13]. Furthermore, the design of a website to a 

consumer to trust and feel confidence is very 

important and “willingness to rely on the retailer 

and take actions in circumstances where such 

action makes the consumer vulnerable to the 

retailer.” Cyr [13] developed a model to examine 

the characteristics of culture and design including 

information design, visual design and navigation 

design as antecedents to website trust, website 
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satisfaction, and e-loyalty in Canada, Germany and 

China. The result showed that design 

characteristics should be central consideration in 

website design across culture. 

Consumer browsing behavior will influence 

consumer’s purchase intention and re-purchase 

cause from consumer’s experience. Henderson, 

Rickwood and Roberts [14] developed a visual 

online store to examine the theory of planned 

behavior and suggested that the purchase intention 

of consumers will be affected if the consumers 

unable to browse or access to the virtual online 

store at the first time. Lohse and Spiller [15] 

observed 28 online stores and sorted out six 

categories of environmental design that attract 

consumers. Emphasized that the more simple and 

easy of user interface and the lower complexity of 

information will easily affect consumer’s purchase 

intention 

 

Research Design and Methology 

The research framework (figure 1) is based on 

integration of literatures from many scholars’ 

opinions such as the e-SERVQUAL proposed by 

Abels et al. [4] and Santos [5], and TAM model 

proposed by Davis [16]. Analyzed the relationship 

between the e-SERVQUAL provided by the online 

retailers, built up consumer’s trust and meet the 

need of consumer’s satisfaction. The questionnaire 

used in this study was design according to related 

literatures and scholars’ opinions. The 

questionnaire initially including 65 items was 

generated, consisting of 45 items for 

e-SERVQUAL, 5 items for satisfaction, trust, and 

purchase intention respectively. All items were 

assessed using seven-point Likert scales from 1 = 

“strongly disagree” to 7 = “strongly agree”. 

The links for the online survey questionnaire 

were linked to Malaysia’s infant and baby products’ 

online store. While the language used in this study 

was English for online consumer in Malaysia. The 

part of language translation was requested by the 

professor from the department of English 

application on behalf of audit grammatical errors 

and smoothness of the sentences. 

 

Figure 3 Research framework 

 

Data Analysis and Results 

(1) Demographics of samples 

The data were gathered through the internet 

questionnaire of Littlewhiz in Malaysia and 118 

online questionnaire respondents were collected. 

                                                 
 The website of Littlewhiz is 

http://www.littlewhiz.com/ 
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The basic attributes of respondents are shown in 

this section: ethnicity, gender, age, online shopping 

experience since, marital status, intention of 

shopping online, average monthly online shopping, 

and average monthly online shopping expenses. In 

the aggregate sample for Malaysia respondents, 

81.4% respondents are women and 18.6% are men. 

All of the respondents are between age 22 to 36, 

and most of the respondents have less then 3 years 

experience in online shopping. 

 

(2)Reliability and validity test 

A Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using 

AMOS 6.0 was conducted to test the measurement 

model. Reliability and convergent validity of the 

constructs were estimated by composite reliability 

and average variance extracted (AVE). The 

composite reliability for all constructs was above 

the recommended 0.70 level. Convergent validity 

can be assessed by the average variances extracted 

(AVE) and all were above the recommended 0.50 

level [17], which meant that more than half of the 

variances observed in the items were accounted for 

by their hypothesis constructs. Convergent validity 

can also be assessed by factor loading. According 

to Hair et al.’s [18] recommendation, factor 

loadings level which greater than 0.50 were 

significant. All of the factor loadings of the items 

in this study were greater than 0.50 and each item 

loaded significantly on its underlying construct. 

Therefore, all constructs in the model had adequate 

reliability and convergent validity. 

To examine discriminant validity, this study 

compared the shared variances between constructs 

with the AVE of individual constructs. Following 

Fornell and Larcker [17], this can be demonstrated 

by the fact that the square root of AVE each 

construct should generally be higher than the 

correlations between it and any other constructs in 

the model. All results confirm to be discriminant 

validity. In summary, the measurement model 

demonstrated adequate reliability, convergent 

validity and discriminant validity. 

 

(3)Structural equation model (SEM) 

This study employed structural equation 

model (SEM) to verify the proposed model and 

used AMOS 6.0 as the analysis tool. The 

dimensions of e-SERVQUAL and online shopping 

situation were analyzed first. Later, the research 

model was analyzed and verified. In the model 

fitness test, measurement model test and structural 

model test were used. To test the normality 

assumptions underlying the maximum likelihood 

procedure, multivariate normality test were used to 

exam whether the data were normal distributed and 

the result indicated that data were normal 

(p-value>0.05). Then the confirmatory factor 

analysis (CFA) was performed to test the overall fit 

of the measurement model and the squared 

multiple correlations (SMC) of the measured 

variables were larger than 0.50. Moreover, the 

completely standardized factor loadings all reached 

the level of significance.  

Figure 2 show the estimated path coefficients 

of the structural equation model for Malaysia. The 

result of this study shows that consumers are more 

concern about the performance on e-service quality 

of e-retailers. That is because of consumers having 

less experience in online shopping. The results in 

figure 2 seem to indicate that the interrelationships 

among e-service quality, satisfaction, trust, and 

purchase intention are specifically significant 

except for the relationships between satisfaction 

and purchase intention in figure 2 shows 

insignificant. 
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Figure 2 Malaysia’s SEM model 

 

Conclusions 

The major objectives of this study were to 

identify the interrelationships among e-service 

quality and online shopping situation. As shown in 

figure 2, E-SERVQUAL of Malaysia model has 

significant effects on satisfaction but not for trust. 

For online consumers in Malaysia, as the network 

speed and experience in online shopping for 

consumer in Malaysia is not as high as compare to 

others developed counties. Therefore, purchase 

intention will not be affected by satisfaction but 

with the trust of the website. From the managerial 

implications, the e-retailers must take consumers’ 

satisfaction and trust into consideration will be 

more effective than the advertising or worth of 

mouth. Avoid overly complicated of website 

design or need good quality of network for opening 

the website smoothly. Moreover, it will enhance 

the opportunity for consumer to shop at the website 

if the e-retail makes consumers feel reliable and 

comfortable when they first entered. Meanwhile, it 

is important for e-retailers to provide a good 

service quality in order to enhance consumers’ 

satisfaction and trust.  
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Abstract 

This study adopted the framework from the theory of 
the switching costs by Burnham et al., (2003) to 
discuss which customers’ switching costs will 
influence the switching intention of operating system. 
In the proposed model, financial switching costs, 
procedural switching costs, psychological and 
emotional costs directly influence switching intention 
of windows operation systems. 

This study collected 429 users from online 
questionnaire, conducted confirmatory factor 
analysis by structural equation modeling to verify the 
hypothesis with path analysis result. Results of the 
analysis showed that different types of switching 
costs have significantly and negative influence on 
customers’ switching intention of operating system 
such as economic risk costs, evaluation costs, 
learning costs, customers’ comfort and customers’ 
identification. The implications of this study are also 
discussed. 

Keywords: Windows 7, Operating System, Switching 
Costs, Switching Intention, Structural Equation 
Modeling 

 
Introduction 

Windows operating systems have more than 90% 
market share in the world (Net Applications, 2010). 
However, the operating system of Windows Vista 
had a very bad performance on the market share than 
Windows XP, because of the software compatibility, 
require the high level of hardware, and an unfamiliar 
user interface and so on. As the research of the Net 
Applications (2010) showed that the most popular 
operating system was still the Windows XP which 
had the 62.55% market share. Windows 7 had the 
12.68% market share, and was going to surpass the 
Windows Vista which had 15.25% market share. 
Although Microsoft had stopped selling the Windows 
XP in the general market in June, 2008, there was 
still many comments about criticized and resisted the 
Windows Vista. However, the phenomenon showed 
that consumers didn’t adopt the new generation 
product and many users which used Windows Vista 
degraded to Windows XP. 

One of the subjects were usually investigated in 

recent years was the consumers’ switching behavior. 
It wasn’t only damaged the profits of the company, 
but also decreased the loyalty of the consumers (Rust 
and Zahorik, 1993). The switching costs played a 
withdrawal barriers role between the buyer and 
sellers’ partnership (Jackson, 1985). When 
consumers considered switch the suppliers, he/she 
will measure the corresponding switching costs. 
Therefore, this study combined the conceptions of 
the switching costs and technology readiness to 
explore how the switching costs affected the 
consumers’ intention of switching operating system. 
It also intended to examine different technology 
readiness have moderating effect on the relationship 
between switching costs and the intention of 
switching operating system. 

Based on the above motivations, this study will 
explore the effect of the switching costs to the 
intention of switching operating system. It can state 
the purpose of the study: 

(1) Which switching costs will affect the intendment 
of switching operating system? 

(2) Take personal technology readiness for the 
moderator, to explore the effectiveness of 
switching costs to the intention of switching 
operating system. 

(3) According to study consequences, the study 
through the above topics to explore the 
relationships between the constructs, in order to 
give the supplier marketing practice, and the 
suggestions of system develop. 

 
Research Methods and Hypothesis 

Research Model 

According to research references, we generalized the 
research structure based on the Burnham et al. (2003). 
The research model is shown in figure 1. This 
research explored mainly the relevance between 
every difference types of the switching costs and the 
intention of switching operating system. In addition 
to combined the technology readiness as moderator 
to realize the personal characteristic whether it had a 
significant effectiveness between the different 
switching costs and the intention of switching 
operating system. 
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Figure 1- Research Model

Research Hypothesis 

Financial Switching Costs 

Monetary loss costs were, the one-time financial 
charge except the products purchased when 
consumers switch products or service supplier (Heide 
& Weiss, 1995; Klemperer, 1995). The past 
researches were inference the higher financial 
switching costs and then the lower switching costs 
(Burnham et al., 2003; Caruana, 2004; Hu, 2006).  
Therefore, this research inference and mention the 
following hypothesis:  

H1: Monetary loss costs of financial switching costs 
negatively influence the intention of switching 
operating system. 

 
Procedural Switching Costs 

Burnham et al. (2003) defined the procedural 
switching costs as, the consumers switching products 
or service suppliers’ procedure. For searching, 
analyzing and assessing the new products or 
suppliers established the new relationship with it and 
learning the effective service of usage, consumers 
had to spend extra time and energy.  Burnham et al. 
(2003) also proved the higher of the consumers’ 
conceptions and effort, the lower intention of 

switching. The different types of Microsoft operating 
systems have many differences, such as user 
interface, security, system stability and so on. 
Therefore, this research inference and mention the 
following hypothesis: 

H2a: Economic risk costs of procedural switching 
costs negatively influence the intention of switching 
operating system. 

H2b: Evaluation costs of procedural switching costs 
negatively influence the intention of switching 
operating system. 

H2c: Learning costs of procedural switching costs 
negatively influence the intention of switching 
operating system. 

H2d: Set-up costs of procedural switching costs 
negatively influence the intention of switching 
operating system. 

 
Psychological and Emotional Switching Costs 

The relational switching costs stated that people 
created the special emotion and agreement on some 
particular brands and service providers (Burnham et 
al., 2003). The purpose of this research is the 
Microsoft operating system, it wasn’t contract with 
the brands and service providers, so it wasn’t 
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appropriate for this research.  However, the 
psychological and emotional switching costs was 
extended by the relational switching costs, and it was 
one of the past researches conceptions (Fornell, 1992; 
Jones et al., 2000; Burnham et al., 2003; Chen et al., 
2008). The psychological and emotional switching 
costs was emphasized the agreement and dependence 
between consumers and products or service providers, 
and the emotional discomfort from the feeling 
interrupted. When people felt comfortable, they 
would cognize the smaller risk of environment. It 
could help the companies and consumers set-up the 
closer interactive relationship and became the 
consumers’ switching barrier (Bitner, 1995; Gwinner 
et al., 1998). Therefore, this research inference and 
mention the following hypothesis: 

H3a: Consumer comfort of psychological and 
emotional switching costs negatively influence the 
intention of switching operating system. 

H3b: Consumer identification of psychological and 
emotional switching costs negatively influences the 
intention of switching operating system. 

 
Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire of this research was divided into 
five parts which including: the usage experience of 
operating system, technology readiness, switching 
costs, and personal data. Technology readiness with 
18 items was modified from Parasuraman (2000). 
Switching costs with 22 items were modified from 
Burnham et al. (2003), Spake et al. (2003), 
Bhattacharya and Sen (2003), Hu (2006), and Chen 
et al., 2008. Switching intention with 3 items was 
modified from Burnham et al. (2003), Chen et al., 
2008. Based on the references’ data, quoted the 
international scholars’ constructs and scales of 
technology readiness and switching costs, and then 
discussed with experts to form this questionnaire, so 

the questionnaire of this research have enough 
content validity. Every variable of measure 
constructs are according to the Likert five scale 
which represented: very disagree, disagree, general, 
agree and very agree, this five scales of attitude 
measure scales. 

 
Research Analysis 

Descriptive Statistics 

Sample Demographics 

Among the valid samples, 50.3% were male, 49.7% 
were female. In the distribution of age, 78.8% of 
respondents were 21-30 years old. 95.2% had an 
education background above college degree.  In the 
distribution of occupational, Students and public 
servants and employees in the information industry 
accounted for 75.7%. 60.1% of the samples reported 
monthly incomes under 15,000 NT dollar, and 
general range above 15,000 to 45,000 accounted for 
35.6%. 

 
Operating system Usage Experience 

In the usage experience of Microsoft operating 
systems, 95.3% of the respondents used the 
Microsoft operating systems more than five years, 
the results indicated most users were the long-term 
users. 69% of respondents used Windows XP, 16.3% 
were Windows 7, and 11.3% were Windows Vista. 
The results were consistent with the research of Net 
Applications. There were 68.3% respondents wanted 
to change their operating system to Windows 7, and 
Windows XP still had 19.8%. The result is presented 
most user tended to use the new version operating 
system. The results were shown in table 1. 

  
Reliability Analysis 

The reliability is the degree of reliable, which means 
the consistency and the stability of a test result. The 
higher reliability is, the smaller measurement error is. 
On the contrary, the bigger measuring error is, the 
lower reliability is. This research adopts Cronbach’s 

α to make the questionnaire reliability analysis to 
determine the internal consistency. Based on study of 
Nunnally (1978), Cronbach’s α should higher than 
0.7. The detailed results were shown in table 2. In 
this research, the reliability for each construct is 
above 0.7, showing a good reliability and high 
internal consistency. 

 
 
Validity Analysis 

Kline (2005) found the modulus of the skewness less 
than 2, and the kurtosis less than 7 can be considered 
normality. In this research, the skewness of each 
constructs were between 0.232～ -0.766, and the 
kurtosis of each constructs were between 0.661～
-0.628. Therefore, the research variables can be 
considered normality. The detailed results were 

shown in table3. 

 
 
In this research, we reference the relevant literature 
to make the questionnaires, each construct of this 
research had been exacted by the scholars in the past. 
These scales are not only quoted and used for one 
time so that we believe that the questionnaire 
designed by this research has face validity. We also 
discussed with many experts and modified the 
questionnaires before investigated, so this 
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questionnaire has content validity. Monetary 
lost Costs There are three indicators to estimate the convergent 

validity as follows: (1) The fact loading higher than 
0.7. (2) The composite reliability higher than 0.7. (3) 
The average variance extracted higher than 0.5. 
Table 4 showed all of these fact loading were higher 
than 0.7 besides the constructs PSC9 (0.545) and 
ESC4 (0.565) didn’t reach the average, so we deleted 
them. In this research all of the composite reliability 
were higher than 0.7 and the average variance 
extracted were higher than 0.5, the results shown this 
study had well convergent validity. 

 
Based on the suggestion of Fornell and Larcker 
(1981), the construct’s AVE should higher than 
others, and we can consider it had well discriminant 
validity. As shown in Table 5, all of the constructs’ 
AVE were higher than others, so we had well 
discriminant validity in this research. 

 
Goodness-of-Fit Indices for the Measurement 
model 

SEM shows the causal relationships among the latent 
variables. In addition, it describes the causal effects 
and the variables that are explained. One of the main 
purposes of SEM is to test and verify if the model of 
a theory or a concept provided by the researcher has 
the empirical meanings. Besides, through different 
statistical processes and the calculation of 
goodness-of-fit indices, we can determine the 
goodness-of-fit between the hypothetical model and 
the actually observed data. In this research, we 
adopted twelve indices to examine the 
goodness-of-fit (Hairs et al., 1998). The result shown 
in Table 6.  All of the indices were within the 
criteria, showing that we had a good model fit in this 
research (Hinkin, 1995; Bagozzi and Yi, 1988). 

 
 
Path Analysis 

The result of the research hypothesis and its causal 
relationship are shown in figure 2 and table 7. We 
can fine the influence of the money lost costs and the 
set-up costs didn’t significant, and there were five 
significant paths as follows:  

 

 
Figure 2- Result of Path Analysis 

 
Moderating Effect 

This research adopted the statistical method to 
examine the moderating effect. We divided the 
technology readiness into two groups by quartile 
method, and then used the AMOS software to 
compare constrained mode with unconstrained mode. 
By subtracting the chi-square value, if the difference 
greater than 2.7, we can consider it is significant 
(Singh, 1995). The result was shown in table 8. 

 
Discussion and Conclusion 

According to the research results, we found the 
switching costs of the economic risk costs, evaluation 
costs, learning costs, consumer comfort and 
consumer identification were significantly negative 
influence on the intention of switching operating 
system.  There are three findings in this research: (1) 
Switching costs have significantly negative influence 
on the intention of switching operating system, which 
are the economic risk costs, evaluation costs, 
learning costs, consumer comfort and consumer
 identification, (2) In these switching costs, 
consumer comfort has most significant influence on 
the intention of switching operating system, and (3) 
The monetary lost costs and the set-up costs didn’t 
significant influence on the intention of switching 
operating system. This result maybe related to the 
illegally copied increasingly. Furthermore, Microsoft 
provides fast and convenient process when installing 
the operating system can reduce the set-up costs in 
the beginning. 

 

Economic 
risk costs

Evaluation 
costs 

Learning 
costs

Set up costs 

Consumer 
comfort

Consumer 
identificatio

0.046 

-0.213*** 

-0.298*** 
R2 = .601

Switching 
Intention 

-0.185** 

0.046 

-0.274*** 

-0.110** 
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The Moderating Effect of the Technology 
Readiness  

The results of this research showed that the 
technology readiness have moderating effect on the 
relationship of the economic risk costs, learning costs, 
set-up costs and consumer identification to the 
intention of switching operating system. In the 
economic risk costs and the set-up costs, the higher 
technology readiness has strong moderating effect 
than the lower one. In the learning costs and the 
consumer identification, the lower technology 
readiness has strong moderating effect than the 
higher one. 

 

Financial Switching Costs to the Intention of 
Operating Switching 

In this research, the monetary lost costs didn’t 
significantly affect the intention of switching 
operating system. The result maybe related to the 
illegally copied raised. Therefore, the system supplier 
should ban the illegally copied, and adopt relative 
measure to prevent the consumers using the copied 
software. 

 

Procedural Switching Costs to the Intention of 
Operating Switching 

(1) Economic Risk Costs： 

The different consumers’ ability of collecting 
information would make them acquire the 
information unequally. When the consumers face to 
the various market method, they will not distinguish 
form the difference of these products or service. 
Therefore, the system supplier should emphases on 
the characteristic and the advantage of the new 
product. Furthermore, the supplier can through the 
advertisement to raise the consumers’ risk perception 
to the competitor or the alternate product. 

(2) Evaluation Costs： 

Through various value-added services and 
promotions, and offering the positive response to the 
negative comment, can reduce the impact of the 
negative impression.  It can also help the enterprise 
make well image in this way. Furthermore, the 
supplier can establish the public discussion forum 
and well customer service to reduce the evaluation 
costs when customers switching the new operating 
system.  

(3) Learning Costs： 

The operating system suppliers besides design the 
simple and easy user interface, they can also adopt 
sales promotion or the free product courses. When 
the customers reduce their learning costs, they will 
raise the intention to switching a new version 
operating system.  

(4) Set-Up Costs： 

In this research, the set-up costs didn’t significantly 
affect the intention of switching operating system. 
Microsoft provides fast and convenient process when 
installing the operating system can reduce the set-up 
costs in the beginning. Therefore, the supplier 
develop a new operating system should avoid the 
complicated install process in order to reduce the 
set-up costs.  

 
Psychological and Emotional Switching Costs to 
the Intention of Operating Switching 

(1) Consumer Comfort： 

The supplier should improve the quality of the 
operating system, such as system security, easy user 
interface and stable system. If the consumers don’t 
worry about anything when using operating system 
and feel comfortably, that can reduce the switching 
costs. 

(2) Consumer Identification： 

The identification of the consumers comes from the 
using experience and the interaction with the supplier, 
sometimes comes from the public opinion. The 
supplier besides to build up the well image of the 
operating system, they can also establish the 
discussion forum to increase the identification of the 
consumers, in order to reduce the switching costs.   

 
The Moderating Effect of Technology Readiness 

The results showed that the lower technology 
readiness had moderating effect to the economic risk 
costs and set-up costs. Cause to this result, the 
supplier can enhance the characteristic and the 
advantage of the new operating system; on the other 
hand the supplier can also design the operating 
system with easy install process and high 
compatibility. The results also showed that the 
higher technology readiness had moderating effect to 
the learning costs and consumer identification. Cause 
to this result, the supplier can design simple and easy 
user interface, furthermore they can provide relative 
courses and consultation in order to have well 
interaction with the consumer and attract them to 
switching new version operating system. 

 
Limitations 

(1) This research adopted the framework form the 
theory of the switching costs by Burnham et al., 
(2003). There are other frameworks and 
theories can be discussed, such as contractual 
costs, continual costs, take down costs, TAM, 
TPB, etc. 

(2) This research used Taiwan area’s user for 
research sample, which had cultural 
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limitations.  

(3) Using online questionnaire to collect samples 
may have some deviations. In this research, the 
students have a very high proportion in the 
research samples, therefore the research results 

can not inference to different situations, such 
as different kinds of people, conditions, times, 
etc. 

 
 

 

Table 1- Microsoft Operating System Usage Experience 

Subject Group Number Percent 
＜ 1 year 3 0.7% 

1-3 years 12 2.8% 
3-5 years 48 11.2% 

5-10 years 194 45.2% 

How long did you use 
Microsoft operating 

system? 
＞ 10 years 172 40.1% 

Win XP 269 69.0% 
Vista 51 11.9% 

Windows 7 70 16.3% 

Which Microsoft 
operating system do 
you use frequently? 

Others 39 2.7% 
Win XP 85 19.8% 

Vista 29 6.8% 
Windows 7 293 68.3% 

Which Microsoft 
operating system do 
you want to switch? 

Others 22 5.1% 
 
 

Table 2- Reliability of the Constructs 

Constructs Items Cronbach’s α 
Money Lost Costs 2 0.750 

Economic risk Costs 4 0.888 
Evaluation Costs 2 0.847 
Learning Costs 4 0.781 
Set-Up Costs 2 0.766 

Consumer Comfort 4 0.801 
Consumer Identification 4 0.819 

Switching Intention 3 0.849 
 
 

Table 3- The Skewness and Kurtosis of indicators 

Variables Mean S.D. Skewness Kurtosis
FSC1 3.79 0.73 - 0.45 0.37 
FSC2 3.58 0.77 0.23 - 0.16 
PSC1 3.96 0.81 - 0.77 0.66 
PSC2 3.98 0.85 - 0.77 0.44 
PSC3 3.78 0.86 - 0.61 0.17 
PSC4 3.65 0.93 - 0.50 - 0.08 
PSC5 3.33 0.95 - 0.20 - 0.43 
PSC6 3.48 0.98 - 0.37 - 0.51 
PSC7 3.33 0.80 - 0.20 - 0.38 
PSC8 3.62 0.79 - 0.50 0.07 
PSC9 3.54 0.73 -0.46 0.00 
PSC10 3.42 0.72 - 0.43 0.13 
PSC11 3.32 0.78 - 0.09 - 0.15 
PSC12 3.42 0.78 - 0.28 - 0.24 
ESC1 3.73 0.75 - 0.36 - 0.04 
ESC2 3.48 0.77 - 0.19 - 0.25 
ESC3 3.26 0.89 - 0.08 - 0.46 
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ESC4 3.17 0.95 -0.12 -0.30 
ESC5 3.10 0.74 0.10 0.16 
ESC6 3.25 0.81 - 0.06 - 0.28 
ESC7 2.94 0.74 0.12 - 0.14 
ESC8 3.19 0.77 - 0.16 - 0.05 
SI1 2.92 0.91 - 0.02 - 0.61 
SI2 3.14 0.95 - 0.11 -0.62 
SI3 2.48 0.79 0.20 -0.13 

 
 

Table 4- Convergent Validity 

Constructs Items Fact 
loading C.R. AVE 

Monetary Lost 
Costs 

FSC1 
FSC2 

0.76
0.79 0.75 0.62 

Economic risk 
Costs 

PSC1 
PSC2 
PSC3 
PSC4 

0.86
0.86
0.77
0.78

0.89 0.67 

Evaluation 
Costs 

PSC5 
PSC6 

0.86
0.85 0.85 0.74 

Learning Costs 
PSC7 
PSC8 
PSC10 

0.74
0.74
0.70

0.77 0.53 

Set-Up Costs PSC11 
PSC12 

0.73
0.85 0.77 0.63 

Consumer 
Comfort 

ESC1 
ESC2 
ESC3 

0.73
0.74

0.743
0.78 0.54 

Consumer 
Identification 

ESC5 
ESC6 
ESC7 
ESC8 

0.72
0.76
0.70
0.73

0.82 0.53 

Switching 
Intention 

SI1 
SI2 
SI3 

0.81
0.88
0.76

0.86 0.66 

 

 
Table 5- Discriminant Validity 

Constructs FSC PSC1 PSC2 PSC3 PSC4 ESC1 ESC2 SI 
FSC 0.776    

PSC1 0.414 0.818   
PSC2 0.044 0.077 0.857   
PSC3 0.121 0.261 0.290 0.728   
PSC4 0.206 0.289 0.237 0.605 0.792   
ESC1 0.157 0.310 0.189 0.483 0.612 0.734  
ESC2 0.187 0.341 0.326 0.366 0.523 0.591 0.729 

SI - 0.284 -0.505 - 0.143 - 0.373 - 0.565 - 0.636 - 0.589 0.815
Note: 
1.The diagonal line is the square root of each constructs’ AVE 
2.FSC: Monetary Lost Costs；PSC1: Economic risk Costs；PSC2: Evaluation Costs； 

PSC3: Learning Costs；PSC4: Set-Up Costs；ESC1: Consumer Comfort； 

ESC2: Consumer Identification；SI: Switching Intention 
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Table 6- Goodness-of-Fit Indices for the Measurement Model 

Goodness-of-Fit Indices Recommended value Result 
χ2/df ＜＝3.000 1.546 
GFI ＞＝0.900 0.940 

RMR ＜＝0.080 0.023 
RMSEA ＜＝0.080 0.036 

AGFI ＞＝0.900 0.918 
NFI ＞＝0.900 0.935 
CFI ＞＝0.900 0.976 
RFI ＞＝0.900 0.919 
IFI ＞＝0.900 0.976 

PNFI ＞＝0.500 0.747 
PGFI ＞＝0.500 0.688 
PCFI ＞＝0.500 0.779 

 
 

Table 7- Path Analysis 

Hypothesis Path coefficient t-value Result 
H1 0.046 0.931 Non support 
H2a -0.213 -3.584*** Support 
H2b -0.298 -4.431*** Support 
H2c -0.185 -2.459** Support 
H2d 0.046 0.709 Non support 
H3a -0.274 -4.595*** Support 
H3b -0.110 -2.051** Support 

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0. 1 

 
Table 8- Moderating Effect Testing Results 

 

χ2 
Hypothesis Unconstrained Constrained difference 

TRI_HIGH 
vs. 

TRI_LOW 
Result 

H4a 593.6 593.7 0.1 HIGH＝LOW Not support 

H4b 593.6 596.6 3.0* HIGH＜LOW Support 

H4c 593.6 594.0 0.4 HIGH＝LOW Not support 
H4d 593.6 596.3 2.7* HIGH＞LOW Support 
H4e 593.6 596.3 2.7* HIGH＜LOW Support 

H4f 593.6 593.7 0.1 HIGH＝LOW Not support 
H4g 593.6 596.4 2.8* HIGH＞LOW Support 

 [3] Bitner, M. J. (1995). Building Service 
Relationships: It’s All about Promises, Journal 
of the Academy of Marketing Science, 23(4), 
246-251. 
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Abstract 
 
A unique characteristic of crowdsourcing contest is the coexistence of multiple 
contests and each individual contestant strategically chooses the contest that 
maximizes his/her expected gain. The competition between contests for contestants 
significantly changes the optimal allocation of prizes for contest organizers. We show 
that the contestants with higher ability prefer to single-prize contests while those with 
lower ability prefer to multiple-prize contests, which makes single-prize contest is no 
longer the optimal choice for organizers as it was in the context of a single contest. 
We demonstrate that the organizers may allocate multiple prizes whether they intent 
to maximize total efforts or highest efforts, and presents the condition under which the 
multiple-prize approach will be optimal. 
 
Introduction 
 
With the growth of the internet and online communities, crowdsourcing has 
increasingly become an important strategy for businesses to tap into the wisdom of 
the public. Crowdsourcing refers to “the act of a company or institution taking a 
function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and 
generally large) network of people in the form of an open call.” (Howe 2006). The 
function can be R&D challenges, product design, advertisement planning, software 
development and others. Crowdsourcers can be Fortune 500 companies, government 
agencies, charity organizations, or small enterprises and individuals, while 
crowdsourcees are typically small enterprises and individuals (Howe 2008). 
 
Crowdsourcing is often conducted in a form of contest with prize varying from 
hundreds to millions of dollars. In a crowdsourcing contest, a crowdsourcer 
announces a task contest and the associated prize rule, then the public decide whether 
to participate given the task requirement, his/her capability and prize rules. After the 
crowdsourcees complete the tasks and submit their results, the crowdsourcer chooses 
the winner(s) and award prize(s) based on the prize rule. One of the most well-known 
crowdsourcing contests is organized by Netflix, a movie rental company.  It offers a 
prize of $1 million to the first contestant(s) who can improve its movie 
recommendation system by at least 10 percent.  
 
A central issue in the design of crowdsourcing contest is the allocation of prizes 
among contestants. Offering prizes to multiple contestants can encourage participation 
while offering a single prize to the best contestant can increase competition among the 
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top contestants. A striking result of prior research on multi-person contest is that, if 
the cost function of the contestants is linear or concave, it is always optimal to offer a 
single prize than multi prizes (Moldovanu and Sela 2001).   
 
However, online crowdsourcing has a unique characteristic: crowdsourcing contests 
are usually posted on an online crowdsourcing platform that offers multiple 
crowdsourcing tasks to choose from. For instance, Innocentive.com offers thousands 
of crowdsourcing contests on R&D challenges, Topcoder.com lists thousands of 
software development contests, and Taskcn.com receives and posts thousands of Logo 
designing contests every day. Contestants can browse and compare those task contests 
for free and then choose to participate in those that are most likely to bring them prize. 
This characteristic suggests that there exists competition among multiple contests, an 
issue not considered in prior studies that focus on off-line contests.  
 
The research question of this paper is thus to identify how crowdsourcers should 
allocate prizes under the presence of multiple competing contests. We find that the 
allocation of prizes under this condition needs to consider not only the strategic 
interactions between crowdsourcer and contestants, but also the competition between 
crowdsourcers. We show that the classic result that, if the cost function of the 
contestants is linear or concave, it is always optimal to offer a single prize than 
multiple prizes (Moldovanu and Sela 2001) no longer holds.   
 
Literature Review 
 
Although crowdsourcing contest is still in the early stage, contest itself is not a new 
idea.  In economic studies, contest is defined as economic or social activities in 
which two participants or more pay money or labor in order to get some prize 
(Dasgupta and Nti, 1998). Such phenomena are commonly observed in real life, e.g., 
the promotion and hiring within an organization, new product R&D contest, athletic 
competitions, and economic competition among nations. 
 
In early studies of the allocation of prize in contests, researchers assume that the 
contestants are homogeneous, i.e., the contestants don’t have significant differences in 
ability and there is no private information in a contest (Clark and Riis, 1998; Barut 
and Dan, 1998).  However, it might not be the case in reality. Glazer and Hassin 
(1988) took into account the heterogeneity of contestants and put forward an 
incomplete information contest model, but they did not obtain an explicit result. 
Afterwards, Moldovanu and Sela (2001) established a new incomplete information 
contest model, in which, the contestants had different ability and the ability type was 
regarded as private information.  The cost of each contestant is decided by his ability 
type and level of efforts.  The purpose of the crowdsourcer is to maximize either the 
total effort of all contestants or the highest effort among all contestants. They proved 
that when the cost function is linear and concave, the total incentive of a single prize 
is greater than that of multiple prizes. When the cost function is convex, the incentive 
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of different prize allocation strategies is correlated with the distribution of contestants’ 
ability. 
 
Besides the generalized model of Moldovanu and Sela (2001), recent IS studies have 
focused on online crowdsourcing contests. J. Yang etc. (2008) studied the difference 
of prize allocation between different types of tasks by using the data collected from 
Taskcn.com. According to their statistics, there exist both single-prize and 
multi-prizes contests in all types of tasks, but there is a difference in proportions of 
the two depending on task type. For designing contests, the proportion for 
multi-prizes was comparatively small; while strategy and web contests are usually 
listed with prizes to multiple contestants. Y. Yang etc. (2009) showed that multi-prizes 
appear superior to single-prize for all task types. In particular, multi-prizes are more 
effective in expertise project such as software development than in ideation project 
such as graph designing. Archak and Sundararajan (2009) gave special attention to the 
asymptotic behavior of the contest outcome. They demonstrated that when the 
contestants are risk neutral, single-prize is optimal even if the crowdsourcer needs 
more than one solution; when the contestants are risk averse, multi-prizes may be 
optimal and the number of prizes can be more than the desired number of solutions.  
 
Different from the previous research, we study the problem of prize allocation in a 
unique setting: contest competition. In crowdsourcing contest, competitions are not 
just among contestants, but also among crowdsourcers as contestants make strategic 
participation decisions. We show the optimal strategy for crowdsourcers when they 
facing competition from others. The contest model developed in this paper is based on 
Moldovanu and Sela (2006), with the standard assumptions of heterogeneity of 
contestants, risk neutrality, and linear cost function.  
 
The Model of Crowdsourcing Contest 
Consider a contest where k prizes are awarded. The value of all the prizes is the same, 

that is, V1= V2=…= Vk. We assume
1

1
k

i
i

V


  for normalization. There are n 

contestants. We assume that k<n. In the contest, each player i makes an effort xi. An 
effort causes a cost denoted by cixi, where ci >0 is an ability parameter. A low ci 
means that i has a high ability and vice versa. Abilities are independently drawn from 
an interval [m,1] according to a distribution function F. We assume F has a 
continuous density function f>0. Note that m is strictly positive. And ci is private 
information to i. F and f are common knowledge. The contestants whose effort is 
higher than or equal to the k highest effort win the prizes.  
 
Assume that all contestants undertake effort according to the function b, and assume 
that this function is strictly monotonic and differentiable. Contestant i’s maximization 
problem is: 
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1 1max (1 ( ( )))n

x
F b x cx    

 
Denote by C1, C2, …,Cn the identical, independently distributed random variables 
governing the distribution of the contestants’ abilities. Denote by C(1,n), C(2,n),…,C(n,n) 
the corresponding order statistics, and by F(1,n), F(2,n),…,F(n,n) their respective 
distribution functions.  
 
According to Corollary 1 of Moldovanu and Sela (2006), each contestant’s 
equilibrium-effort function is given by: 

1

, (

1 1
( ) ( )n k k nc , 1)x b c dF t

k t   
 

Let  denote the probability that agent i with type c meets n-1 competitors such 

that k-1 of them have lower types, and n-k have higher types. The expected utility of 
each contestant is given by: 

( )n
kF c

1
, , 1 , ,

1
( , ( )) ( ( )) ( )n

n k n k n k n kU c b c F b x cb c
k

 
 

By the Envelope Theorem, it follows that 

, , , ,
,

( , ( )) ( , ( ))n k n k n k n k
n k

dU c b c U c b c
b

dc c


  


 

Together with the boundary condition , (1) 0n kb  , this yields 

1

, ,( ) ( )n k n kc
U c b s d  s

 
If the crowdsourcer is going to maximize the expected value of total effort, we have 

1

, ,
( 1, )

1
( ) ( )n k n km

k n

R n b c dF c E
C 

 
   

  
  

See the proof in Moldovanu and Sela (2006)’s Proposition 2. 
 
If the crowdsourcer is going to maximize the expected value of highest effort, then we 
have 

,
( , 1) ( ,2 1)

1 1 1 ( 1)! (2 1 )! 1

( 1 )! (2 1)!n k
k n k n

n n kR E E
k C k n k n C 

    
    

      





 

See the proof in Appendix. 
 
The Allocation of Prize 
Consider two contests. Contest 1 has k1 prizes, and contest 2 has k2 prizes. The prize 
sum of the contests is the same. The interesting question is: which contest will the 
contestants choose to participate? This is answered by the following result. 
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Proposition 1. Consider a contest with n contestants. For any number of prizes k1, k2 
such that k1<k2<n,  

(1) if , then 
21 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU m U m

1, ,( ) ( )n k n kU c U c  for all [ ,1)c m ; 

(2) if , there exists a unique )
1 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU m U m 1 2' '( , , ) ( , *c c n k k m c  such that: 

(a) ; 
1 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU c U c

(b) 
2  

for all [ , ')c m c
1, ,( ) ( )n k n kU c U c  ; 

(c) 
 
for all ( ',1]c c

1 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU c U c  . 

See the proof in Appendix. 
 
That is, if the contestant with the highest ability prefers the contest with a large 
number of prizes, all the contestants will have the same preference. Otherwise, there 
exists a certain ability level, which divides the contestants into two groups. The 
contestants whose ability is higher than that level prefer the contest with the smaller 
number of prizes; while the contestants with the ability lower than that level prefer the 
contest with the larger number of prizes. Intuitively, it means that the contest with a 
large number of prizes is more attractive to less-able contestants.  
 
Now, we assume two crowdsourcers announce two contests at the same time. 
Contestants regard both contests as an n-participant contest, and decide which one to 
take. If two contests have the same number of prizes, n contestants divide evenly to 

two contests, each contest has '
2

nn       
contestants. If k1<k2<n and 

, all the contestants choose contest 2. If k
1 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU m U m

1 2, ,( ) ( )n k n kU m U m

1 ( ')n nF c   

2 (1 ( ')n n F 

1<k2<n and 

, the number of the contestants who choose contest 1 is given by 

 the number of the contestants who choose contest 2 is given 

by . The ability distribution of contestants in contest 1 is given by )c 

( )
,    [

(

c m

c c





, ']

',1]

c
( ')( )

  1,           

F c
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 , while the ability distribution of contestants in contest 2 is 

given by 

      0

( )F c
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. We can use the following matrix to describe 
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the firms’ payoff with different prize strategies: 
Crowdsourcer 2  

1k k  2k k  

1k k
1',n k 1',n k 1 1,n k 2 2,n k

FR FR GR HR

Crowdsourcer1 

2 2,n k 1 1,n k 2',n k 2',n k
HR GR FR FR2k k

 

When and
 
(Condition 1) is satisfied, 

1 2', ,
F H
n k n kR R

2 ',1 1 2,
G F
n k n kR R 1k k is optimal to both 

firms. When and (Condition 2) is satisfied, is optimal 

to both firms. Otherwise, there is no pure strategy equilibrium. 

1 2 2,
H
n kR',n kRF 

1 1 2,
G F
n k n kR R ', 2k k

 
Moldovanu and Sela (2006)’s Proposition 2 states when there is only one contest, the 
optimal strategy of crowdsourcer is to allocate the entire budget to one prize. 
However, according to our analysis above, in a multi-contests setting, the situation is 
more complex. When Condition 1 is satisfied, the single-prize strategy is optimal; 
when Condition 2 is satisfied, the multi-prizes strategy is optimal. If both conditions 
are not satisfied, the optimal strategy is a mixed strategy.   
 
The intuition of our analysis is that, while facing a single-prize and a multi-prizes 
contest, contestants will self-select into two groups. Contestants with higher ability 
participate in the single-prize contest, while contestants with lower ability participate 
in the multi-prizes contest. Although the contestants in the single-prize contest have 
higher ability than those in the multi-prizes contest, the number of the contestants in 
the single-prize contest can be lower than those in the multi-prizes contest. Since a 
crowdsourcer’s payoff is not only related to the ability level of contestants but also the 
number of contestants, his payoff could be lower. Therefore, in the multi-contests 
setting, multi-prizes could be an optimal strategy for crowdsourcers. 
 
Conclusion 
We have studied the prize allocation problem of crowdsourcing contest. We prove that 
as long as there exist multiple contests for contestants to choose, single-prize strategy 
can not always be optimal, ever under the standard assumptions of heterogeneity of 
contestants, risk neutrality, and linear cost function. Moreover, we specify the 
conditions under which single-prize or multi-prizes is optimal. Our research can be 
regarded as a supplement to Moldovanu and Sela (2001, 2006) and helps 
crowdsourcers allocate contest prizes more effectively. 
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Appendix 
1. Proof of the Expected Value of Highest Effort 
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2. Proof of Proposition 1 
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【Abstract】 To solve the problem of "Credit Discrimination against SME", firstly the relevant literature 

concerning the approaches to the problem is reviewed and deficiencies are pointed out. Then the role of 

government and the mode of credit information sharing in foreign countries are analyzed, which can be 

valued as the practice basis of E-government services design.  Finally, on the basis of policies and 

regulations and actual situation in China and theoretical analysis, the paper constructed the value of 

cross-organizational information sharing service value network and services model, and designed 

E-government service system in SME lending decisions and supervision, as a new perspective to solve the 

problem of the discrimination. This study provides a reference for developing countries that have a similar 

problem of "Credit Discrimination against SME" and same conditions of credit information. 

Key Words：E-government; Credit Discrimination against SME; cross organization information sharing; 

service value network 

 

Introduction  

Discrimination is primarily a concept of Sociology, and it means a sociological term referring to the 

treatment taken toward or against an individual of a certain group in consideration based solely on class or 

category[1]. Generally, discrimination appears often in the literature of Sociologist, such as Discrimination 

against the Women, Discrimination against the Black, Discrimination against the Old and so on[2-4]. As a 

basic and independent unit in society, enterprises also face the problem of discrimination when receiving 

bank loans. Large enterprises has more advantages in receiving bank loans compared to small and medium 

enterprises, that means the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME” exists[5]. The Credit 

Discrimination against SME refers to the differentiated treatment to small and medium enterprises of bank 

loans mainly in the aspect of capital availability, financing cost and financing efficiency[6]. In 2005 China 

Growing Small and Medium Enterprises Development Report, the discrimination of state-owned financial 

organizations takes up a percentage of 24% ranking No.2 among the reasons for financing difficulties. In 

2009 China Small and Medium Enterprise Development Report, small and medium enterprise loans 

account for 14.7% of all various kinds of loans in major banks. As a result, the paper is mainly focused on 

the problem of Discrimination of SME.  

In order to solve the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME” [7-8], Lin Yifu and Li Zhiyun 

empirically concluded that the optimal finance structure in compatible with economic structure is one 

centered on small and medium banks, and thus suggested the improvement of small and medium financial 

organizations to resolve “Credit Discrimination against SME” [9-12]. Zhang Jie, Wang Xiao and Zhang Qi 

etal. and Li Mao et al. pointed it is necessary to lead the development of informal Financing[13-14]. Zhang Qi 

et al. also proposed that government should establish the system of financing assurance and government 

re-assurance. [15] These researches are mainly from the perspective of changing the currently existing 

market structure or changing the capital collocation efficiency. Although some have emphasized it is 
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necessary to have ownership innovation and that government should play the right role[16-17], none of them 

has touched the point of cross-organization information sharing for bank decision-making service. This 

paper aims at exploring the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME”, studies the government 

function, and analyses the information sharing mode in foreign countries. Then, based on the policies and 

national conditions in China, the paper designs the cross-organization information sharing decision-making 

and supervision service system under the context of E-governance.  

1. Research on the Government Role in “Credit Discrimination against SME” 

Information asymmetry caused the phenomena of “Credit Discrimination against SME”, and in turn 

resulted in Credit Market Failure [18]. Government Information Service and Credit Construction is one of 

the effective tools to solve the problem [19].  

The emergence and development of New Public Management Theory and New Public Service Theory 

in 1970s put forward the ideas that “focus on customer/public, pay attention to their needs, and satisfy their 

needs”, and laid a good foundation for the construct of service-oriented government. The function of a 

service-oriented government is manifested in economic level and political level. In economic level, the 

function of government should include ensuring the normal market competitive order through regulations 

and supervisions, and providing the public products and services the market could not provide, etc. In 

political level, the government should provide a secure, equal, and democratic environment for all 

including vulnerable group, and make a good use of the power given by the people[20]. Therefore, from the 

perspective of both political and economic level, the government needs to change their roles from a 

management style to service style, and actively explore the solutions to the problem of “Discrimination of 

SME loans”.  

From the perspective of Service Science, Service is often defined as the application of competences 

(resources) for the benefit of another[21]. To solve the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME”, 

government can also take the advantage of its own resources to benefit the lenders, especially small and 

medium enterprises. Currently, the source of credit information is mainly from the People’s Bank of China. 

In 2007, the registered company in the People’s Bank of China database reached 0.13 billion, among which 

45.4% established credit relations with the People’s Bank of China. The government are in control of more 

than 60% of the total credit information[22]. To exercise the service function, the government can fully take 

advantage of its information resources to establish a loan decision-making support and supervision 

e-government platform, and thus promote the enterprise credit system construction.  

2. Comparative Analysis on the Credit Information Sharing Mode 

 “Adverse Selection” and “Moral Hazard” resulted from information asymmetry can be solved in two 

methods: Credit Risk Mitigation and Credit Information Sharing. Credit Risk Mitigation is to reduce the 

loss or risk affect through the means of mortgage and credit derivatives. However, Credit Risk Mitigation 

might not be suitable for small and medium enterprises because small and medium enterprises have a 

comparatively small amount of capital and credit derivatives for small and medium enterprises are limited. 

Constructing credit information sharing platform is feabile[23].  

In the present time, there are mainly two modes of credit information sharing platform: American 

Mode—Credit Information Intermediary Support and European Mode—Public Credit Information 

Registering. The establishment of American Mode is relying on the massive credit intermediary 

resources—Credit Bureau. For example, Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) of America collected great amount of 

information of companies, managers, and business owners through on-site and telephone interviews. The 

information includes relevant government policies, company trading partners, public information resources, 

debt servicing, company funds, company history, management capacity, credit line, and public record etc. 
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American mode can fully take advantage of customer scale effect, make individual and group data analysis, 

and reduce cost of information collection and credit management service[24]. The two modes can both 

realize credit information sharing service. According to the characteristics of service systems [25-26], the 

comparisons of the two information sharing modes can be summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparisons on the Enterprise Credit Information Sharing Modes  

 American Mode（Credit Bureaus） European Mode （ Public Credit 

Registers） 

Operant 

Resource 
Natural Monopoly Government Monopoly 

Boundary 

Spanners 
Credit Intermediary formed by Market 

Public Credit Registers subordinated to 

Central Bank 

Information 

Connection 
Voluntary Membership Central Bank Compulsory Supervision  

Professional 

Service 

provide credit evaluation service and 

credit management service 
mainly provide credit information report 

Report Content 

Positive Information (Asset, Debt, 

Guarantee, Mode of Payment, 

Employment, and family background) 

Negative Information (breach of 

contract) 

Positive Information ( loan exposure, 

guarantee ), Negative Information 

(Breach of loans, bankruptcy record) 

Length of 

Relationship 
Case study or statistics analysis Credit information record sharing 

Width of 

Relationship 

the data of membership banks and 

supplementary database such as Taxation 

and Court of Law 

banks subordinated to Central Banks but 

data should beyond a certain thread. 

Countries US, UK, Japan etc 
Germany, Finland, Italy, France, 

Belgium 

Identification 

of roles 
Service  Supervision  

Secrecy level low  Graded  

Edited according to Jappelli T, Pagano M. （2006）. Information Sharing in Credit Markets: The European Experience 

As shown in Table 1, American Mode is the result of natural monopoly and established through 

market-driven voluntary membership with Credit Bureau taking a leading role. The main function is 

information and consulting service. The government is to serve the Credit Bureaus and provide the 

information they needs. European Mode is the result of government monopoly and adopted compulsory 

supervision by central bank with public credit registers taking a leading role[27]. The main function is credit 

supervision and information service. The source of the information is commercial banks mainly. The Public 

Credit Registers is the main functional agencies and provide credit reference information and supervision 

service. It is thus clear that although American Mode and European Mode show differences in their main 

functions, government in each mode both show the function of information service in small and medium 

enterprise loans. Besides, telecommunication and computer technology play important roles. For example, 

in European Mode, based on computer technology, software, and electronic link, the Public Credit 

Registers need 10 to 60 staff; 60 staff is needed for enterprise credit information transfer in France[27].  

American Mode can provide detailed credit report and credit evaluation service, but it has a 
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precondition that the credit information in banks is open to Credit Bureaus and the cost reduction brought 

by credit information sharing can counterweight the disadvantage of competition in the same trade[27]. 

However, according to Law of the People’s Republic of China on Commercial Banks and The Law on 
People's Bank of China, the credit information of banks in China cannot be shared by a Third-Party 

only other than the Credit Reference Center under The People’s Bank of China. Therefore, American 

Mode does not apply to China. European Mode is characterized by the broad covering that every 

Public Credit Registers all need to hand in credit report, but its demerits is single-source of data which 

fails to recognize credit risk and fulfill the role of risk management. Therefore, European Mode cannot 

solve the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME” in China as well.  

In order to find its own solutions to “Credit Discrimination against SME”, Chinese governments 

in all levels should take into its own national conditions and role in market, and learn from the 

American Mode and European Mode.  

3 The Service Design for “Discrimination of SME” under the context of E-governance 

In small and medium enterprises loan, more and more attention has been drawn on the role of 

government. Information technology has provided tools and facilities for the realization of government 

roles. The development of E-governance can reduce the constraint of government management 

technology on government behaviors, partly resolve the contradiction of limited government resources 

versus complex public demands, and rationalize the transformation of government roles into 

service-oriented [28].  

3.1 Theoretical Foundation of Service Design for “Discrimination of SME” under the context of 

E-governance 

（1）Policies and National Condition Basis 

There is no Trade Secrets Protection Acts in China, but as stipulated in Law of the People’s 
Republic of China on Commercial Banks and Guidelines for Internal Control of Commercial Banks, 

current staff in commercial banks is not allowed to release trade secrets when they are at their post, 

which means that it is infeasible to directly introduce market-oriented third-party credit reference 

agencies. Meanwhile, according to The Law on People's Bank of China, the People’s Bank of China 

can share some customer (enterprise) information because of its role of supervision, which means the 

People’s Republic of China Credit Reference Center plays a very important role in E-governance 

service. The Decree of Government Information Openness points out that, administrative organizations 

cannot give publicity to government information related to trade secrets and personal privacies unless 

those are agreed by creditors or administrative organizations assume no harm to public interest. 

Therefore, under certain circumstances, government can provide credit information needed by banks 

through cross-organization information sharing. 

Due to historical reasons of commercial bank development in China, the State-owned banks, such 

as the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, the China Construction Bank, the Agricultural Bank 

of China and the Bank of China, has accumulated a great amount of credit information data because of 

their long term dominance, besides they have a close tie to the enterprises in this industry[29]. For those 

large enterprises, these banks have risk recognition and evaluation tools; while for small enterprises, it 

might not be the case. It would be a good solution to “Credit Discrimination against SME” if 

state-owned banks can make full use of their information advantage and enable themselves to evaluate 

and supervise small and medium enterprises. The government can help small and medium enterprises 

with their loan policy-making by providing the banks with credit information to avoid the problem of 

information asymmetry in the loan process.  
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The administrative system and monetary system are paralled in China. Different government 

organizations are also divided in ther functions. So the problem of “information island” exists for long[30]. 

These makes the G2B E-government information sharing possible. Meanwhile ,with the development of 

credit system and Golden Tax and Golden Custom systems, China has improved the basis for inforamtion 

construction.  

（2）Theoretical Basis 

The research of Godbillon-Camus and Godlewski showed that the application of soft information can 

reduce the security for loans required by the banks, and this helps solve the problem that high-tech and 

trade enterprises are in lack of tangible mortgage[31]. From the perspective of transaction cost, He and 

Wang proposed that it is important and necessary to establish good credit evaluation system because it can 

promote the unsecured loans[32]. However, because credit information sharing system is a public product, 

banks lacks internal drive to adopt it without government assistance. This necessitates the role of 

government in establishing public credit evaluation organizations.  

Lejeune and Roehl empirically studied how Canadian banks apply information technology to expand 

the potential of developing and communicating information, and how the integration of information 

technology and soft element and hard element enabled the development of Canadian banks in 1990s[33]. 

The E-governance service solution to “Credit Discrimination against SME” should take into account both 

the hard and soft information requirement in designing the decision-making and supervision support system. 

Meanwhile, it needs the coordination of both information technology and organization structure.  

3.2 Service Value Network for “Discrimination of SME” under the Context of E-governance 

Based on the analysis of policies and regulations and the national conditions of China, the 

cross-organization information sharing service value network to solve “Credit Discrimination against 

SME” can be drawn as Diagram 1[34]. 

Small and Medium 
Enterprise 

Production and 
Operation PlatformBank

Bank

Financial 
Service

SME

SME

 

Dig. 1. Cross-organization Credit Information Sharing Service Value Network 

As Dig. 1, Finance Intermediary Agent can be stratified as four levels, the credit service agent of 

bank level, the Credit Grading Agency of Small and Medium Enterprise level, the general information 

integration service level, and the basic government information pick-up level. These levels are 

connected through service protocol and contract. Industry and Commerce Department, Taxation 
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Department, and Custom Department take the role of information pick-up and transfer. Small and 

Medium Enterprise Production and Operation Platform directly collects the first hand information and 

processes them. The Credit Reference Center of the People’s Bank of China will be responsible for 

integrating and summarizing the information. The Credit Grading Agency of Small and Medium 

Enterprise provide service as credit risk evaluation and credit management. Surely the bank can 

directly get data from the Credit Reference Center and Small and Medium Enterprise Production and 

Operation Platform to fulfill the role of credit risk and management. The Small and Medium 

Enterprise Production and Operation Platform plays a very critical role to solve the problem of Credit 

Discrimination against SME, and the Credit Reference Center is also important as the hub for G2B 

cross-organization information sharing. 

3.3 Constructing the Model of E-governance Small and Medium Enterprise Loans Decision-making 

and Supervision Service System  

According to the Bank to Government (G2B) cross-organization information sharing goals and the 

maxims to corresponding service system design, the Small and Medium Enterprise Loans Decision-making 

Service System can be constructed taking into account the cross-organization information sharing service 

value network as Dig. 2. 

 

Dig. 2. Small and Medium Enterprise Decision-making and Supervision Service System based on 

E-governance 

Harden

Process decomposition of SME 

Credit Rating 
Information

Assessment 
Information

Managing 
Information

Project 
Information 

Hard information 
needs 

Soft information 
needs 

E-government supporting 
credit decision-making 

E-government supporting 
credit monitoring 

Small and Medium Enterprise Bureau 
(China SBA) 

The Industrial 
and Commercial 

Bureau

The Tax Bureau

The Bureau of 
Quality and 
Technical 

supervision 

Decision making of SME lending Grassroots 
network

Value/Supply 
Chain 

China 
Association of 

Small and 
Medium

Electric Power 
Company and 

Water 
Corporation

With the constraint of credit information in control by banks and national policies and regulations, the 

decision-making and supervision of small and medium enterprise loans is a multi-object programming 

problem and needs to meet the requirements of low risk, low cost, and low demand on staff. Based on the 

requirements above, the small and medium enterprise loans process can be disassembled. The information 

source is mainly the data on The Small and Medium Enterprise Production and Operation Platform, banks 

data and E-governance information collected by the governments. Hard information need and Soft 

information need are classified in the phase of project information, credit rating information, managing 

information, and assessment information. Soft information can preferrably be transfered into hard 

information. Different process is designed according to the different needs of hard information and soft 

information, among which, hard information entails the integration role of information technology, while 

soft information entails the role of service organization framework. The E-governance decision-making and 
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supervision service model in finalized then, and methods like multivariate information integration 

calculation, uncertainty reasoning should be employed to analyze the relevant information handed in by 

banks. In addition, Model database and expert database should be consulted to ascertain the accuracy of the 

information and credit risk. The model of E-governance small and medium enterprise supervision is similar. 

The goal of the governments is maximize the service satisfaction, minimize cost and staff demand. 

The decision-making and supervision service system of SME loans can provide more accurate and low 

cost service and highlights the role of government in solving the problem of “Credit Discrimination 

against SME”. 

4. Conclusion  

  To solve the problem of “Credit Discrimination against SME”, government is introduced as the third 

party to provide decision-making and supervision service for small and medium enterprise loans. 

E-governance, especially credit information sharing can help solve some of the difficulties in small and 

medium enterprise loans, reduce the risk and information acquisition cost, and thus strengthen the 

bank-enterprise information and trust mechanism. In this manner, the “Credit Discrimination against 

SME” is reduced to some extent and the small and medium enterprise loans can be increased, even the 

commercial banks pursue the maximum profit and strict check on defective rate. However, this paper is 

only a rudimental exploration on the credit information sharing; more research is needed on the aspect of 

information recognition and classification, multivariate information integration calculation, uncertainty 

reasoning model and the realization of the whole decision-making and supervision service system. 
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Abstract 

Firms often mindlessly adopt IT due to institutional 
pressure, which often leads to hastened and irrational 
decisions. Institutional pressure is therefore often 
considered as a negative effect on IT adoption. That 
is because little literature investigates into the 
adaptation effect after IT adoption due to institutional 
pressure. We advocate that institutional pressure 
indeed has a catalyzing effect on IT adoption in 
general, but firms can still mindfully correct the 
hastened decisions into a competitive advantage over 
time. We call this phenomenon dynamic 
isomorphism, which describes the IT adaptation 
process after institutional pressure. We propose to 
investigate in dynamic isomorphism by the use of a 
cross-case analysis, as it can provide an in-depth 
explanation of the proposed phenomenon.  

 

 

Introduction 

Information technology is often used in firms to 
enhance performance and to gain competitive 
advantages. The technology itself cannot help to gain 
competitive advantages, but the way of utilizing IT 
can develop capabilities that are unique to a firm and 
hence these capabilities can lead to a competitive 
advantage. The resource based view is a theory which 
discusses that capabilities make firms unique and can 
develop sustained competitive advantages [1]. This 
theory is especially applicable in the IS context, as IT 
on itself is easy to replicate by competitors, but the 
innovative usage of IT can lead to sustained 
competitive advantages [2].  

Obviously, rational firms will always utilize IT 
in such a way that it is economic beneficial to the 
firm. However, often institutional pressure can drive 

firms to make irrational decisions [3], e.g. firms need 
to stay abreast and develop a web presence or adopt 
RFID because of a mandate proposed by a customer. 
These sporadic decisions can lead to disappointing 
firm performance [4]. Institutional pressure is 
therefore often seen as a phenomenon that has a 
negative impact on firms.  

The mindfulness theory proposes that often 
companies make mindless decisions under 
institutional pressure [5]. Mindless decisions are 
described as decisions that do not take the firm’s 
facts and specifics into account, whilst mindful 
decisions do take the firm’s facts and specifics into 
account. These mindless decisions can lead to a 
stagnation of IT adoption and less than expected 
benefits [4]. However, mindless firms can mindfully 
review the IT adoption and adjust it according to their 
firm’s facts and specifics [5]. After all, the firms get 
to better know the technology and have more cases to 
reference to.  

We propose that institutional pressure can lead 
to mindless decision making, which can lead to 
isomorphism. However, firms with isomorphic 
behavior can gradually over time mindfully evaluate 
the mindless decision and develop capabilities that 
are beneficial to the firms. For now we call this 
phenomenon ‘dynamic isomorphism’. Thus dynamic 
isomorphism describes how the firm adapts to a new 
technology, which is adopted due to institutional 
pressure. In that sense, dynamic isomorphism does 
not necessarily lead to a negative consequence, as it 
ushers firms to adopt and test a technology. The 
benefits remain elusive at the beginning, but they can 
be discovered at a later stage.      
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Literature review 

Institutional theory 

IT is seen by many as an enabling factor, which can 
create new business opportunities. As a matter of fact, 
IT innovation can actually lead to a sustained 
competitive advantage [2]. The IT artifact on itself is 
easy to imitate. However, the capabilities that firms 
develop to effectively use the IT artifact are difficult 
to duplicate. For instance, ERP systems are readily 
available for purchase, but many firms failed to 
successfully assimilate ERP due to the lack of 
capabilities [6].  

However, firms do not always make rational 
decisions. Social and organizational pressure can lead 
to less than rational decisions [7]. Authors like [8], 
for instance, discussed that firms react differently to 
similar changes under different environments. The 
different reactions are a consequence of the 
institutional pressure under different environments, 
suggesting that institutional pressure often affects the 
rational decision [9]. Furthermore, the lack of 
capabilities can lead to isomorphic behavior, as firms 
start to mimic each other due to coercive pressure. 
Studies suggest that firms using popular techniques 
due to institutional pressure do not exhibit a higher 
economic performance [10]. Moreover, [11] argues 
that in the long term the competitive advantage with 
the IT innovation decreases and the competitive 
advantage dissipate. Therefore, the literature suggests 
that institutional pressure and isomorphism in 
particular can have a negative impact on the results of 
the IT innovation.   

 

Mindfulness 

Firms can either innovate with IT mindful or 
mindless [5]. Mindful organizations evaluate 
technologies firms evaluate technologies to verify 
whether it fits the firm’s environment, whilst 
mindless firms innovate with IT disregarding the 
technology fits their firm or not. Mindfulness 

especially occurs when a technology has promising 
perspectives, as a bandwagon effect might be created 
[12], leaving firms with a notion that they have to 
adopt the new technology to stay abreast. Firms act 
mindlessly where firms jump on the technology 
bandwagon without evaluating whether the 
technology implementation fits the firms. However, 
past IT innovation showed that firms tend to move 
from mindless to mindful when they get more 
acquainted with the technology and more successful 
cases are apparent [5].  

The relevancy of the mindfulness theory has 
been emphasized by several authors. Fichman [13] 
proposes that technological innovation not only 
depends on perceived benefits or the innovational 
characteristics, but he argued that mindfulness is a 
key moderator for the aforementioned factors to 
influence technological innovation. Butler and Gray 
[14] argue that mindfulness is required to achieve 
reliable outcomes out of our current “complex and 
fragile” systems. Thus being mindful is basically a 
pre-requisite for being successful in a complex IS 
environment.  

 

Dynamic isomorphism 

Institutional theory suggests that coercive pressure 
can lead to isomorphism. Moreover, isomorphic IT 
innovation might initially lead to competitive 
advantages, but in the long term these competitive 
advantages will dissipate. We argue that this is not 
necessarily true, as the mindfulness theory suggests 
that mindlessness can turn into mindfulness and vice 
versa in each IT innovation process. Thus albeit a 
firm mindlessly jumps on the bandwagon and mimics 
the competition, the firm can still break free from 
mindlessness and change the IT innovation into a 
mindful one in a later stage. Swanson and Ramiller [5] 
argue that IT innovation gradually gets more mindful 
as the IT innovation matures, as the firm and the 
environment get more familiarized with the IT 
innovation and can make better judgments on how 
the IT innovation can bring them competitive 
advantages. 
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Bandwagon effect Misalignment effect Adaptation effect

Comprehension

Mindful adoption
(resist IT trend)

Mindful 
implementation

(fit IT with facts & 
specifics)

Mindful 
assimilation

(converge IT with 
current system)

Mindless adoption
(follow IT trend)

Mindless 
implementation

(misfit IT with facts 
& specifics)

Mindless 
assimilation

(diverge IT with 
current system)

In IT innovation, firms first familiarize 
themselves with a new technology (see Figure 1). 
The coercive pressure can be felt during the adoption 
phase, where firms decide whether the technology 
should be adopted or not. The mindful firm, will not 
adopt the technology blindly and will consider 
whether the technology suits the firm. The mindless 
firm, tend to decide to jump on the bandwagon to 
stay abreast. Subsequently, the firm can either 
mindfully or mindlessly implement the technology. 
At this phase the mindful firm investigate whether 
the technology fits their facts and specifics, whilst the 
mindless firm implement the technology disregarding 
the firm’s facts and specifics. Finally, the firm needs 
to adapt to the new technology, where the mindful 
firm find a synergy between the firm’s system and 
the new technology and whilst the mindless firm does 
not. Thus firms need to develop capabilities to utilize 
the technology or the technology needs to be 
designed in such a way that it complements the 
existing capabilities.  

Wal-Mart, for instance, were one of the pioneer 
in RFID technology. They used RFID to 
revolutionalize their supply chain visibility by 
requiring their key suppliers to attach RFID to the 
shipping cases and pallets in 2004. This is a prime 
example of a mindful technology innovation [4] 
where the technology is used to enable better supply 
chain performance. This resulted in abilities to reduce 
out of stock by 21% and achieve up to three times 
faster replenishment for out of stock orders [15]. 
Wal-Mart is in 2010 still seeking to improve their 
supply chain by expanding their RFID applications.  

The top suppliers of Wal-Mart, on the other 
hand, had to adopt RFID due to the coercive pressure 
of Wal-Mart’s mandate. Numerous top suppliers 
were mindlessly adopting RFID and used a ‘slap and 
ship’ approach, where the suppliers just attach RFID 
tags to the shipping pallets and cases before shipping 
to Wal-Mart’s facilities [16]. This approach is strictly 
for meeting the mandate and brings no additional 
benefits to the supplier.   

Figure 1. Mindfulness effects of innovation of IT (extracted from [4]) 

 

Shaw Industries were also one of Wal-Mart’s 
suppliers, who had to subject to the RFID mandate. 
They mindlessly used the ‘slap and ship’ approach 
initially. However, in 2007 Shaw industries got more 
familiarized with the technology and adapted and 
redesigned the RFID application in such a way that it 
also improves the internal processes. The mindful 
adaptation process led to improved shipping accuracy, 
shorter lead times, and better customer services [17]. 
This example illustrates that coercive pressure 
catalyzes firms to use a certain technology and when 
dealt wisely the technology can lead to comparative 
advantages over time.  

We therefore propose in this study to 
investigate the adaptation process and the firm’s 
performance after an isomorphic IT innovation. We 
call this dynamic isomorphism for now. We argue 
that institutional pressure can stimulate IT innovation 
and firms can create competitive advantages after an 
isomorphic IT innovation. As a matter of fact, we 
believe that firms can develop a sustained 
competitive advantage after an isomorphic IT 
innovation.  
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Rational decisions and mindful IT innovation 
can have a positive effect on assets and capabilities, 
e.g. the Wal-Mart case. Assets can provide short term 
economic benefits, but can be easily copied by 
competitors. Capabilities, on the other hand, can 
provide sustained competitive advantage, as it is hard 
to imitate and can therefore provide long-term 
economic benefits [2], see Figure 2. We propose that 
mindless IT innovation due to institutional pressure, 
causes firms to isomorphically invest in certain 
technologies. These technologies are assets in Figure 
2. Naturally these assets do not lead to competitive 
advantages per se, e.g. the ‘slap and ship’ approach. 
After all, the technology needs to be assimilated in 
the existing or new system. In other words, in order 
to create a competitive advantage out of a isomorphic 
technology innovation, the firm needs to develop 
matching capabilities to utilize the assets (dynamic 
isomorphism), e.g. the Shaw industries case. The 
right combination of capabilities and assets can 
contribute to a competitive advantage. In general, the 
assets are fairly easy to obtain. However, the 
capabilities are more difficult to mimic [2] and using 
the general assets without having the appropriate 
capabilities can lead to disappointing outcomes [4]. 
When these capabilities, and less likely the assets, 
can satisfy the VRIN (Valuable, Rare, In-imitable, 
and Non-substitutable) criteria, the IT innovation can 
lead to a sustained competitive advantage [18]. 

We therefore propose that at an early stage of 
dynamic isomorphism (institutional pressure) has a 
direct positive relationship on the assets, as the firm 
directly invests in the technology. The dynamic 
isomorphism in a later stage can contribute to the 
firm’s capabilities, as the firm gets familiarized with 
the technology and develop competences to use the 
assets.  

Methodology 

Dynamic isomorphism is a newly proposed concept, 
which has not been tested before and is based on the 
nascent mindfulness theory. Albeit the mindfulness 
theory has been much discussed, little to no research 
provided any empirical support. We therefore 
propose to use case studies to investigate dynamic 
isomorphism in-depth. The case study methodology 
is well suited for our research, as it can bring out 
problems and unforeseen elements of

Figure 2. Dynamic isomorphism in IT innovation (Based on [5]) 

 

 dynamic 
isomorphism. Moreover, case studies can provide 
infor

D adoption and 
suggest that RFID indeed created a bandwagon effect 
and 

adopting RFID after 2005 as followers [4], see Table 

mation for a specific context and can eventually 
propose nascent theories [19].   

For this study we will investigate into a recent 
much discussed topic, namely RFID. This technology 
has surely created the bandwagon effect, as it is 
heralded as the silver bullet for supply chain 
management. Wal-mart and other large retailers 
started the RFID inertia in 2004 and many experts 
envisaged large benefits because of the RFID. Leung 
et al. [4] investigated in the RFI

many firms are currently mindlessly adopting 
RFID due to institutional pressure.  

Moreover, we include large enterprises and 
SMEs in our case studies, as the mindfulness theory 
suggests that large companies tend to make more 
mindful decisions, which can quicken he dynamic 
isomorphism process [5]. We consider firms with less 
than 50 employees as SME and for manufacturers the 
cutoff point is at 100 employees. Moreover, we 
investigate both the technology leaders and the 
followers, in order to investigate whether it affects 
the competitiveness. We consider firms adopting 
RFID between 2004 and 2005 as pioneers and firms 
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1. We intend to find at least one case study in each 
cell of Table 1, which fits in the recommended 
number of case studies, four to ten, as proposed by 
[20].

 

Table 1.  cases 

 Pioneers Followers 

  

Proposed

Larg rprises   e ente
SMEs   

 

A semi-structured questionnaire will be 
developed to probe for dynamic isomorphism. 
Moreover, case studies have the advantage to look 
into the phenomenon in-depth, which in our case 
include: why firms mindlessly adopt new 
technologies, why firms are hopping on bandwagons, 
what the major factors are for successfully shifting 
from mindless to mindful, and what type of firms are 
more prone to mindlessness.  

 

here Wal-mart’s 
suppliers are starting turn the RFID mandate into 
their 

ng a longitudinal aspect. 
Finally, this study is one of the first to empirically 
test t

essons 
and transform the knowledge into capabilities, which 
can l

ation for further research and 
ensure that it reflects the actual way of reacting upon 

stitutional pressure.  

he Li & Fung Institute of Supply Chain 
Management & Logistics, The Chinese University of 

ong Kong. 

 

[1] 
erstation of 

[2] 
h: 

[3] 
l 

Discussion 

This study investigates in dynamic isomorphism, the 
longitudinal effect of institutional pressure and the 
subsequent adaptation effect after an isomorphic IT 
innovation. We propose that institutional pressure 
does not necessarily reduce competitive advantages 
over time, as discussed by existing literature. As a 
matter of fact, institutional pressure can have a 
positive effect on a firm’s assets at the early adoption 
and implementation processes of IT innovation, and 
over time a firm can develop capabilities to 
supplement these assets in the adaptation process. 
These capabilities can lead into sustained competitive 
advantages. Dynamic isomorphism is already 
apparent in RFID adoption, w

own competitive advantages.  

We believe that dynamic isomorphism 
contributes to the IT innovation literature. It explains 
how institutional pressure can lead into sustained 
competitive advantages, while the literature usually 
discusses how competitive advantages can create 
institutional pressure [12]. Besides, it extends 
institutional theory by includi

he mindfulness theory.  

This study does not only try to provide insights 
to academicians, but also provide managerial 

implications. Managers often need to make quick 
decisions whether to adopt new technologies or not. 
Often these decisions determine the destiny of the 
technology assimilation and acceptance. However, 
dynamic isomorphism proposes that decisions and 
expectations can be adjusted over time. Moreover, IT 
adoption should be considered as a learning process 
and companies should not be discouraged by initial 
deployments, as firms should learn from the l

ead to sustained competitive advantages.  

One of the limitations of this study is that it 
focuses on RFID. This limits the study’s applicability 
in other technical contexts. However, we believe that 
RFID is a prime example of a recent technology that 
has caused a bandwagon effect and poses institutional 
pressures on many firms. We therefore stimulate 
other researchers to investigate in the applicability of 
dynamic isomorphism in for other technologies. 
Moreover, case studies will be used and therefore 
only limited firms are analyzed. However, dynamic 
isomorphism is a proposed nascent concept based on 
mindfulness, which has not been empirically tested 
yet. We therefore advocate that a more in-depth 
analysis of the phenomenon would be beneficial to 
get a both better understanding of mindfulness and 
dynamic isomorphism. This way the study can 
provide a better found

in
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Abstract 

Agents of various capabilities in the logistics 
community individually or together collaboratively 
serve very different shipment requests offline. With 
the challenges of global e-business, the capabilities 
of collaborative partnering and planning online 
increase agents’ competitiveness and enhance 
logistics process performance. In this paper, we 
define dynamic partnership – a conceptual 
underpinning to maximize the four e-rights for the 
online logistics community. Three core factors, 
namely credibility, reliability and viability are 
introduced to guide successful partnership online. A 
survey of logistics service providers in Hong Kong 
confirms the relevancy of the four e-rights and three 
core factors in collaboration efforts. A conceptual 
analysis with respect to partnership flexibility, 
collaboration and performance of dynamic 
partnership is given. To realize such partnership in 
the logistics community, the electronic platform 
requirements are identified.  

Introduction 

Today, the logistics industry, buoyed by the growth 
of global business, is continuously challenged with 
shipment requests that now cover destinations 
worldwide. With e-Business pushes the 
developments of JIT practices in, and the integration 
of supply chains, shippers require on-demand, time 
definite and highly customized logistics services 
[1][2]. Effective collaboration among forwarders 
and their agents is imperative to provide quality 
services with guaranteed delivery [3]. The logistics 
industry in the integrative era [4] must be led by 
innovative logistics services where shipment 
planning is knowledge-driven and global agents 
dynamically join and intellectually work together 
effectively.  

Logistics service providers are well aware that it is 
hard to meet the challenges of many diversified 
shipment requests from global shippers based on 
their own schedules and preferences. Single 
forwarders, even with a few closely cooperating 
partners, soon discover their capability and 
flexibility are limited and cannot easily adjust to fit 
the emerging shipment needs. With no new 
customers, and general decrease in shipment sizes, it 
is hard for service providers to stay profitable or 
even just to survive. They must become more agile, 
e.g., quick partnering with fitting agents to handle 

new routes, and flexible, e.g., be able to allow 
malleability in their own activities to satisfy highly 
customized requirements.  

We have seen express couriers entered into the 
industry that provides personalized, accurate and 
transparent logistics services as a single party [5]. 
These integrators can fully gather and control often 
disjoint multi-agents’ activities and own, if not all, 
most of physical facilities. The centralized 
management of all the shipment activities with an 
information system enables these integrators to 
provide up-to-the-minutes shipment information to 
their clients via the Internet. Shippers are willing to 
pay a premium for the integrators’ services as the 
competitive gain outweighs the costs. For traditional 
forwarders, they can definitely deliver the shipment 
to the destination, but with comparatively sub-par 
and non-committal logistics service quality. Lack of 
tight coordination among partnering agents, and 
with individual information systems that generally 
are not interoperable further complicated the 
challenge to stay and regain the competitive edge.  

Logistics service providers must heed the 
transformation to survive in the integrative era such 
as change from offline adversarial and loosely 
coordinated, to online viable partners and tight 
collaborative relationship. Such virtual integration is 
possible in a logistics community [6] online where 
agents go beyond procedural interactions to 
collaborate with best partners at the time with added 
benefits of integration and consolidation, as well as 
an expanded market [7][8]. Leung et al. has 
suggested such a community network, and the 
values of such a community are convincing and 
obtainable [9]. Unfortunately, the take-up by 
practitioners, mostly small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs), is hindered by the lack of capabilities 
(capital, technology and knowledge) to join the 
community network and to work continually online. 
We believe the shift to online logistics is inexorable. 
The logistics industry must be ready to embrace the 
‘community network,’ now as an electronic platform, 
or e-Platform, which provides vast opportunities and 
facilitations to the practitioners. To work in an 
online community, logistics service providers must 
improve their current practice, and/or be creative 
and innovative in handling new shipment demands.  

Traditionally, a logistics process must get the right 
product to the right place at the right time [10]. The 
‘right’ guarantee is practiced by coordination among 
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the participating parties before the execution of the 
logistics processes, ensuring minimal aberration. 
While online, the coordinating parties could be 
opportunistically partnered to service a specific 
shipment on-demand. The partnership faces with 
many new unknowns in the virtual environment. It 
is imperative for partners collectively to make the 
decision (right decision) to form a group (right 
group) promising values (right value) to partners 
individually with high degree of service completion 
(right integration):  

1) Right decision: agents online are exposed to far 
more shipment opportunities and able partners. 
Concurrently, there are inherent uncertainties 
and unknowns hinder their service efficiency 
and responsiveness. Proper decision on 
planning and assignment for all requests must 
be made both timely and in prudence.  

2) Right group: right composition of agents is 
needed to meet a shipment requirement. The 
‘composing’ becomes a challenging task online 
with numerous viable combinations and each 
with a number of ‘fitting’ partner choices; these 
choices though could be of mainly 
unacquainted agents. 

3) Right value: for a successful partnership, it is 
crucial to ensure individual’s valuation of the 
return on services is both satisfactory and 
achievable as a whole. Thus, a balance of 
benefits allocation, which is acceptable by each 
partner, must be established.  

4) Right integration: the appropriate level of 
integration must be established to ensure the 
correctness and responsiveness of the shipment 
process as customers can and will switch easily 
online. It also prevents the problems of 
“over-integrated” which reduces each agent’s 
exclusive capability.  

To successfully establish the four rights for any 
ad-hoc partnership formed on-demand online, we 
believe some form of partnership must be 
articulated as such the rights, or e-rights, can be 
ensured for online logistics. However, to the best of 
our knowledge, there is no theoretical foundation on 
such partnership concept. Past studies on logistics 
industry were mainly empirical-descriptive in nature 
and without theoretical support. There is no generic 
insight on the dynamic behavior of 
inter-organizational relationships and networks [11]. 
Thus, the challenges can be viewed from three 
different dimensions. The most important one, in 
our opinion, is the lack of a conceptualization of the 
‘online partnership’ – what it is, what determines it 
and how it manifests and lives online. The second 
dimension is the design of such virtual environment 
for the partnerships. The third dimension is the 
integrative technology to enable such partnership 
formation and sustain its life cycle for a shipment.  

In this paper, we address the first dimension by 
describing the dynamic partnership 
conceptualization followed with an analysis. We 
begin in the next section by reviewing the current 
concepts on partnership and collaboration in 
logistics community, which we identify the 
opportunities and challenges. Then, we propose the 
dynamic partnership concepts and analysis. An 
empirical study is provided to establish the validity 
of dynamic partnership concept. Next, we discuss 
the practicality of dynamic partnership realization, 
which leads to the second and third dimensions. 
Lastly, we conclude this study and suggest future 
research directions.  

2. Partnership and Online Collaboration 
in Logistics Community 

In an online logistics community, shippers are more 
willingly to post shipment requests as there are more 
competitive responses as partnerships can be formed 
dynamically and viable. In such online business 
ambient, the partnership thus formed to service a 
shipment request collaboratively by partners must 
be explored. We begin by looking next at offline 
traditional partnerships which are evolved from the 
collaboration relationship among logistics players, 
with common practice standards and agreed 
collaboration mechanism [12][13].  

2.1 Partnership 

In the logistics industry, partnership is mainly 
formed between forwarders and agents, with fixed 
parties and long-term commitment. Alliances or 
subcontracting partnerships are common as these 
individual parties still own, plan and control their 
resources. It is becoming apparent to an increasing 
number of participants that new partners with more 
diverse capabilities are needed to cater the 
fast-changing shippers’ requirements, and yet how 
these partners can be quickly found and viable 
partnership achieved. Traditionally, the 
establishment of a partnership generally involves 
three tasks: selecting partners, establishing 
relationship and developing agreement [14][15]. 
Such partnering process has been described for 
prescribed partnership type such as alliances.  To 
cater the fast changing needs, partnership must be 
improved, and some partners may need to be 
replaced. Partnerships should not only form for 
long-term strategic developments and benefits, but 
also for operational fulfillments and short-term 
profits. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 
past research suggesting a holistic partnership 
framework for temporary-based partnering, and in 
an electronic environment. 

2.2 Collaboration  

The collaboration in logistics community refers to 
the working together among agents (e.g., truckers, 
carriers, and other logistics service providers). A 
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forwarder’s master plan drives and coordinates all 
agents’ tasks in order to complete the shipment with 
little or no interaction among agents, and minimal 
tolerance for slight alternation in activities. With 
web technologies development, some agents began 
to use IT to facilitate their logistics activity 
integration, which is called online collaboration 
[16][17]. Yet, the benefits to conduct online 
collaboration remain unclear to most. Chen et al. [18] 
suggests an e-Collaboration paradigm to allow the 
description of collaboration in terms of levels of 
integration. The complexity of collaboration is now 
manageable gauged by integration level among 
partners. As partnerships are formed online, how 
such partners collaborate would be defined.   

2.3 Online Community: Opportunities and 
Challenges 

e-Business has become the new online paradigm 
and a way to sustain the competitive advantage 
through business collaborations and automation 
[19][20]. For the logistics industry, it is imperative 
for agents to conduct integrative activities online to 
meet the challenges across the globe. The logistics 
process, no doubt, is becoming more complex 
involving extensive communication and hand-over 
between parties. The goal is to be able to provide 
responsive and flexible service, and to ensure 
reliable delivery with tight integration with 
sufficient capabilities and improved service quality.  

With the continuous developments of e-logistics, 
agents discover new opportunities online. 
Participants of online logistics community must 
ensure the four rights (e-rights) for logistics process 
are attained. Forwarders should quickly join with 
global agents to fulfill various shipments’ 
requirements. That is, some kind of close 
partnership must be formed instantly with respect to 
shipment demands by increasing the collective 
capabilities ensuring the service quality and 
removes any capability restriction. However, such 
approach is difficult to attain, especially in an online 
environment.  

In a partnership, collaboration among partners is a 
must and crucial. Quite often, partnership and 
collaboration are treated separately and non- 
consequential: when the partnership is formed, 
partners normally retain the collaboration 
relationship they had adopted for a long time 
requiring low levels of integration such as 
communication and/or contribution. They are 
unaware that different partnership relationship and 
integration levels are needed for different problems 
or customers’ needs. So, how such partnership can 
be reached with immediate collaboration online? 

3. Dynamic Partnership 
Conceptualization 

A partnership must be formed in a timely manner to 
be competitive for any shipment request posted.  
Such partnership must have the characteristics of 
reaching certain degrees of the four e-rights, 
ensuring the competitiveness will be crystallized for 
continuous alliance or posited as a viable partner in 
other future partnering. In principle, the best-fit 
partners will join as a group, and the best is 
dependent on the plan under consideration. The 
dynamicity of best-fit is complex if without 
definable anchors or guiding factors. The partnering 
process must be transpired online and traditional 
offline partnership establishment, which may takes 
few weeks or even few months, is not applicable.  
The concept of dynamic partnership is introduced 
next allowing a one-step partnership collaborating 
online to complete a shipment request with intended 
performance and returns. 

3.1 Dynamic Partnership Definition 

Dynamic partnership means an agreement is reached 
by the exact opportunistic participants as a group 
after free explorations concluding such partnering is 
of maximized return individually and 
competitiveness collectively within an opportunity 
window. Dynamic means continuous and productive 
activity or change. Dynamic partnership thus 
formed can be a short-term online collaboration for 
a single or several shipments. 

Partnership in logistics is likely to be formed of 
participants with non-overlapping heterogeneous 
capabilities; seamless integration of logistics 
processes of the partners should be ‘understood’ and 
‘considered to be achievable’ within a short time to 
bid for the shipment requirements. Such partnership 
formation on the surface could be similar to the 
process of forming a team to play in an online game 
that involved multiple parties. An online game can 
begin once the exact number of players is satisfied; 
the role of each player may not be important to the 
others; leaving the game in the midst is optional and 
an unfinished game can continue later or is never of 
any consequences to the players. Dynamic 
partnership involves participants playing same or 
different and unique role, and each must equip with 
sufficient knowledge and capability in performing 
the exact logistics service that the participant is 
good at. The shipment service must be complete as 
requested, and the failure of any one party is 
negatively consequential to all involved and could 
be detrimental to individual competitiveness. Thus, 
each agent identity must be certified and unique, 
with ensured service level. Besides, online game 
collaboration is score-oriented and gain-even, but 
dynamic partnership is a shipment-oriented and 
local-maxima practice. The failure of any one of the 
shipment activities can affect all partners’ return and 
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reputations [21]. For online game, participants’ 
benefits mainly come from the enjoyments of 
participation and victory, given a fixed game 
environment and rules. Conversely, dynamic 
partnership has to be formed per shipment, generally 
in a complex, uncertain environment with broad 
scope and urgent requests. Each partner’s benefits 
are highly affected by all partners’ negotiation and 
performance. So, how do we guarantee such 
dynamic partnership is a best practice with high 
success rate?  

3.2 Three Core Factors 

To ensure a high success rate, all partnerships must 
inherent some basic traits such that the four e-rights 
are guaranteed. For pre-formed alliances, they can 
attain these with validated account credits, by 
adjusting departure and delivery times and 
following the long-term signed benefits allocation 
contract. Yet, a reliable party to lead the cooperation 
and constructing a fair allocation mechanism for the 
benefits are the impediments [22].  

Dynamic partners, who conduct integrative logistics 
activities together with unacquainted agents, cannot 
follow the aforementioned way to overcome these 
difficulties. Three core factors: credibility, reliability 
and viability, are thus identified to value the 
partnership in meeting a shipment requirement. 
Although these factors can be found from studies on 
the partnerships or collaboration [23][24][25][26], 
they were discussed in the long-term and fixed 
partnership or in low level integration contexts. 
Here, we provide new definitions with respect to the 
shipment driven, highly integrated dynamic 
partnership.  

Credibility: the evidence showing an agent is 
accountable of performing the activity one is 
interested in. It may include agent’s performance 
quality, reputation, expertise and competence and 
financial stability. As a whole, the evidence 
should prove that the agent is capable on 
performing the chosen activity. These are the 
measures of identifying the trustworthy partner.  

Reliability: the dependability that logistics 
players can perform the tasks as promised. Agents 
are required to clearly specify all the 
responsibilities of the roles. Back-up or 
contingency plan should be considered, so that 
partners have the flexibility to handle the 
shipments in case of unexpected situations. These 
are the measures for ensuring the robustness of 
activity execution.  

Viability: the practicability that each partner finds 
forming partners can expand one’s value: in terms 
of reputation, resource utilization or ROI. Every 
partner has the incentive in joining the partnership 
and collaborating accordingly. These are the 
measures for enabling successful collaboration.  

Each factor is equally important in ensuring a 
feasible dynamic partnership. With Credibility, 
Reliability and Viability (CRV), participants can be 
ensured that the composition of the partnership 
fitting the shipment requirements, all the activity 
execution will be robust under uncertainties and 
there is a fair and grounded system to resolve 
conflicts.  

3.3 Logistics Partnerships Survey 

To investigate if the logistics industry has similar 
needs and requirements as we proposed, we conduct 
a survey to examine the current partnership 
characteristics.  In particular, it is used to verify the 
importance and validity of the following statements: 

Statement 1. the right decision, right group, right 
value and right integration are the most important 
factors in successfully completing logistics 
activities with partners.  

Statement 2. creditability, reliability and viability 
are the three core factors in forming partnership. 

Methodology 

The targeted interviewees are logistics industry 
practitioners. We conduct the survey using two 
methods, sending emails to freight forwarders and 
distributing questionnaire during a public forum on 
a current topic of relevancy to the logistics industry.  

Results 

We have successfully collected 59 questionnaires, 
and among them 45 are valid. The sample covers 
various logistics practitioners in Hong Kong, 
including freight forwarders, warehouses, air 
carriers and terminal operations for the air, land or 
sea logistics. Currently, there are about 150 
companies actively participate in different modes of 
goods carriage in Hong Kong (Figures are based on 
Hong Kong Logistics Association and Digital Trade 
and Transportation Network member lists). 
Therefore, the respondents represent about 30% of 
the populations, which makes the survey results 
representative. The detailed results of each question 
are as follows. 

The first question is used to identify the logistics 
practitioner’s role in the industry. As shown in Table 
1, all practitioners are working on more than one 
logistics functions. This may increase their 
complexities in coordinating internally and 
externally.  

Table 1. Logistics Functions Provided by 
Interviewees 

Logistics Function % of Interviewees 
Air Transportation 71.1 

Warehousing 60.0 
Road Transportation 44.4 
Sea Transportation 57.8 
Freight Forwarding 55.6 
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Question 2 shows that most of them are working 
with multiple and different types of partners (Table 
2). That means that most of the logistics services 
often are provided together as one by more than one 
company. Collaboration is required among 
companies.  

Table 2. Types of Logistics Partners for daily 
logistics operations 

Types of Logistics Partners % of Interviewees 
Transportation companies 73.3 

Airlines 62.2 
Warehouses 62.2 
Sea liners 55.6 

Terminal Operators 62.2 
Local Forwarders 64.4 

Oversea Forwarders 57.8 
None 6.7 

Question 3 is for identifying their current 
collaboration levels. Their major activities include 
communication, planning shipment together, 
sub-contracting or outsourcing. Less than 25% 
practitioners will trade resources or shipments with 
partners (Table 3). This result reflects that partners 
are still only working together at a relative low level, 
i.e. communication. Not many of them consider 
collaborate on trading, which directly affect their 
costs, profits and reputation.   

Table 3. Activities working together with partners 

Activity types with partners % of Interviewees 
Communication 87.8 

Sub-contracting or outsourcing 56.1 
Coordinating schedules 43.9 

Planning shipment together 58.5 
Trading resources 22.0 
Trading shipments 24.4 

The survey result (question 4) supports the proposed 
four e-rights as they are the most important rights to 
complete logistics activities with partners (Table 4). 
While capabilities and controlling authority, in 
comparison, are the least important concerns.  

Table 4. Factors for successfully completing 
logistics activities with partners 

Wording of Survey Question Mean 
Response* 

(i) I and my partners do not overlap 
our capabilities   

5.15 

(ii) I am capable of making flexible 
and timely decisions 

5.78 

(iii) My partners are best-fitted 5.43 
(iv) I am satisfied with profit sharing 5.46 
(v) We can solve different kinds of 
problems timely and effectively  

6.03 

(vi) We work well together 6.05 
(vii) I have the controlling authority 4.93 

* Scale: 1, Strongly disagree; 7, Strongly agree 

For meeting new shipment requests, 84.1% 
respondents are willing to collaborate with new 
partners, mainly for the suggested 3 reasons: 

Good-will, reputation (59.0%); Get into new 
business (53.9%) and Increase profit (30.8%). While 
for those not willing to collaborate, the only two 
reasons are: Unfamiliar with new partners’ practice 
and Difficult to determine the right partnering. Their 
concerns can be removed if CRV is adopted during 
the partner selection.  

For finding partners, the factors we proposed are 
generally important (Table 5).  It is interesting to 
find that communication, information security and 
resource utilization are also very important factors, 
too. Thus, in the following section, Realization of 
Dynamic Partnership, we have to ensure the easy 
communication and high information security are 
guaranteed in the design. While for resource 
utilization, further study is needed as this result 
contrasts with the major current activities working 
with partners – only about 20% practitioners are 
working with partners on trading resources and 
shipments.  

Table 5. Factors for forming partnership 

Wording of Survey Question Mean 
Response* 

(i) You have full trust on your partners’ capability 6.27 
(ii) Your partner fully understands his liability 6.13 
(iii) Your partner always performs well  6.16 
(iv) Your partner has financial stability  6.40 
(v) Every partner understands his/her role and 
responsibility 

6.11 

(vi) Your partner can handle unexpected 
situations 

6.07 

(vii) Your partner always work strictly following 
the agreement 

6.09 

(viii) You partner’s practice matches your own 
company’s practice 

5.60 

(ix) You can communicate with your partner 
easily 

6.22 

(x) You and your partners’ information can be 
securely transferred  

6.02 

(xi) You can easily establish satisfactory profit 
sharing agreement with your partners 

5.73 

(xii) You can increase resources utilization  5.82 
(xiii) Collaboration can be easily attained  5.87 
(xiv) The fulfillment is feasible and obtainable  6.02 

* Scale: 1, Strongly disagree; 7, Strongly agree 

In short, Statement 1 is valid while Statement 2 can 
be improved by assuming communication and 
information security are ensured. 

4. Dynamic Partnership: An In-depth 
Analysis 

The concept of dynamic partnership entails common 
discrete partnerships that are found in some 
partnership spectrum, and the agreement 
development can be clearly defined with respect to 
the degrees of CRV of the partnership. 
Collaboration among partners with different 
affinities can be described using the level of 
integration as proposed in e-Collaboration. CRV 
again provides the backbone where such 
collaboration can be clearly articulated. Lastly, with 
equal importance, the outcome/effect of established 
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CRV of a partnership can be assessed with respect 
to the corporate performance.  

4.1 Partnership Agreement: Partnership 
Spectrum 

Partnership types have been proposed and viewed in 
a spectrum [27][28]. After analyzing and 
summarizing the studies, these partnership types can 
be characterized using five factors: duration or 
commitment, equity ownership, sharing or 
disclosure of information, decision alignment and 
governance: monitor, control to adjust (Appendix 
Table 1) [29][30][31]. In general, existing 
partnerships belong to either one of the two 
following sides: flexible partnership with limited 
integration, such as outsourcing; or fixed 
partnership which is highly integrated, such as 
joint-venture. Conversely, dynamic partners have 
the flexibility from short-term commitment and no 
equity ownership, and on the other hand attain the 
benefits of highly integrated – closely working 
together with a shared goal. In short, dynamic 
partnership encapsulates all the discrete pairings 
with flexibility to partner anywhere with respect to 
the spectrum. The freedom is guided by the factors 
that a new partnership with different characteristics 
is well-defined.    

4.2  Partner Affinity 

Based on their needs, participants can freely form 
any of the types of partnerships. The selection of 
partners and the eventual relation can be governed 
by partner affinity which describes the composition 
and relationship among the partners (Table 6).  In 
the simple case, a singular partnership implies the 
affinity is null as the preference of working together 
with others does not override the choice of 
providing all the services needed for accomplishing 
a particular shipment on his/her own.   

With partners, the selection can be defined by a 
preceding negotiation process that a group of 
logistics service providers, likely with long-term 
commitment, has been formed. The composition of 
such pre-formed partnership could be based on the 
combined capability perceived to be conducive to 
each participant’s intended goal and market 
expansion strategy. The affinity is considered as 
incidental matching.  The partnership is a 
‘pre-scoped’ dynamic partnership where the CRV is 
acceptable as it is, thus services provided will be 
restricted to a certain pool of shipment requests. 

Dynamic partnership is a group freely entered into 
by any available agents on the community (Ψ ) for 
a shipment request. The inclusion of unaligned 
agents (Ω ) enables agents to form partner with any 
agent available on the community (Ψ ). It is very 
likely that the number of partners can be considered 
is far more than the limited number in the aligned 
agents set (ΠA) with a selection of best partner 

combination from Ω . In this approach, the 
agreement “∪ d” has to be the best-fit agreement, 
which ensures the group has enough capacity to 
finish all the shipment(s)’ requirements. This can be 
attained with clear specification on the duration of 
the group, as well as each agent’s responsibilities 
and benefits. That means, ∪ d will be established if 
every partner’s CRV requirements are fulfilled ‒ 
credibility identifies the qualified set of parent or 
children; reliability measures agent’s responsibilities; 
and viability ensures each agent’s rights.  

Table 6. Partner affinity 

 Singular 
provider 

Pre-formed 
partners 

Dynamic Partners 

Partner 
affinity 

A 
ApA Π∪*  Ω∪Π∪ dApA  

= Ψ∪dA  

 A = a logistics service agent 
},...,{ 1 MA BB=Π : a set of aligned agents with service agent A  

},...,{ 1 NCC=Ω : a set of unaligned agents available on the 

platform  
},...,{ 1 NXΧ=Ψ : a universal set of all agents available on the 

platform  

With the partner affinity, every partner can clearly 
identify the partnership composition, relationship 
and capabilities, which helps them to improve. For 
example, integrator can be represented as singular 
provider A, which no agreement is required. A 
forwarder and agents group can be represented 

ApA Π∪*  where *A  represents the forwarder who 
dominates the partnership. For pre-formed partners, 
their capability is defined by their mutual agreement 

p∪  which generally belongs to one of the 
partnership types (Table 6).  To increase capability, 
they have to re-negotiate p∪ , which is limited by 
the lowest CRV values of fixed AΠ . Dynamic 
partnership removes such rigidity, as forwarder can 
always select the agents from Ψ  who have the 
highest CRV values.  

4.3  Partner Collaboration  

Collaboration is consequential to any type of 
dynamic partnership as discussed. Effective 
collaboration is crucial. The three core factors of 
dynamic partnership can be used to gauge the level 
of integration required for collaboration.  CRV also 
define the partnership types. In terms of partnership, 
more emphasis will be put on credibility and 
viability, the incentives of forming partnership. In 
terms of collaboration, more emphasis will be put 
on credibility and reliability, which ensure the 
operation quality (Table 7).   

The concept of dynamic partnership allows a view 
of the partnership spectrum with implied level of 
integrations (See Figure 1) based on the evaluation 
of the CRV factors.  For example, partners in 
alliance can easily adopt any levels from 
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communication to coordination. However, if the 
partners need to conduct cooperation or 
collaboration, these partners should increase their 
three core factors requirements to either 
joint-venture or value-chain. It is expected that the 
joined benefit will be increased as the level of 
integration increases. Conversely, the complexities 
of information and knowledge increase too. Agents 
must cautiously plan if the final benefit worth the 
efforts of forming such partnership and 
collaboration.   

Table 7. Core factors requirements for 
partnership and collaboration 

C R V

General Member L L N/A

Subcontract M L L

Alliance M L M

Coalition M M L

Joint Venture H M M

Value-chain H H H

C R V

General Member L L N/A

Subcontract M L L

Alliance M L M

Coalition M M L

Joint Venture H M M

Value-chain H H H

C R V

Communication L L N/A

Contribution M M L

Coordination M M L

Cooperation M H M

Collaboration H H M

C R V

Communication L L N/A

Contribution M M L

Coordination M M L

Cooperation M H M

Collaboration H H M  
C: Credibility, R: Reliability, V: Viability 
L : Low, M: Medium, H: High 

Partnership spectrum

Communication

Contribution

Coordination

Cooperation

Collaboration

Levels of integration

Value-chain

Joint Venture

Coalition

Alliance

Subcontract

General Member

Information &
Knowledge

Information

 
Figure 1. Partnership spectrum and levels of 

integration 

4.4 Partnership Performance  

From the managerial perspective, what are the roles 
of CRV in driving towards some performance 
targets? In general, business performance can be 
measured by three dimensions: financial, strategic, 
and operating, which gauge how well a company 
meets its targets [32][33]. The dynamic partnership 
concept allows the combination of any two factors 
to represent one dimension of the business 
performance (Figure 2).   

1. When credibility and reliability are assured, 
partners have confident that can effectively 
control the tasks they work on together. The 
operational performance is guaranteed. 

2. When credibility and viability are assured, each 
partner has the confidence and incentive to 
accomplish the partner’s role. There is no 
economics aberration among partners. They 
have positive valuation on the financial 
performance.  

3. When reliability and viability are assured, the 
relationship among partners will be clear. With 
reliable performance and secured revenue, these 
partners’ reputation and goodwill will be 
guaranteed. This enhances and promotes them 
to maintain their integrativeness and 
sustainability. As a result, the strategic 
performance is ensured.   
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Figure 2. Three Business Performance 

Dimensions 

Although different partner may have different 
performance benchmarks, all three factors must 
fulfill each partner’s requirements. The 
underperformance of any one of the requirements 
will lead to the following undesirable outcomes, 
affecting no doubt the partner’s short-term and 
long-term returns. With low operational 
performance, the partners are facing high risk, as 
their processes’ outcomes become probabilistic. 
With low financial performance, it results in high 
financial uncertainty, which leads to critical 
profitability factors unclear and unquantifiable. 
With low strategic performance, there will be 
conflicts arise - friction or opposition resulting from 
differences or incompatibilities. 

In sum, the concept of dynamic partnership brings 
new understandings on partnership types, 
partnership and collaboration relationship, as well as 
the effects of partnership quality on corporate 
performance. CRV also ensure that right group, 
right integration and right value will be attained. 
However, there is still lack of support to attain the 
right decision. We believe there should be an 
environment, with sufficient information and 
knowledge support, facilitating practitioners to 
make the right decision.  

5. Dynamic Partnership Realization 

To make the right decision in catering a 
fast-changing market, practitioners have to be 
equipped with the most updated, accurate and 
diversified logistics information and knowledge to 
solve any kind of problems. The concept of dynamic 
partnership is clear, yet service providers lack the 
information, know-how and experience to practice 
online.  
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First, they need to know where to find, verify and 
select the potential partners. In which, they have to 
define and evaluate the three core factors. As the 
activities are performed by different parties (mostly 
partnering for the first time), they need ways to 
ensure all parties will follow the conformity, 
transparency and punctuality during the execution. 
Lastly, different parties also mean differences in 
culture, practices, planning methods, evaluation 
standard and service standard. Can the current 
information and knowledge technologies support 
resolving all these problems?   

5.1 Information Limitations 

Today, the technology on information platform is 
established: all players can easily get the 
information, such as shipment requirement, airline 
schedule, shippers and agents contacts. With the 
online tools supporting interactions [34][35][36], 
they can now establish basic communication easily. 
This allows them to locate and interact with the 
potential partners across the regions and globally. 
Also, different information systems can be 
integrated on the information platform without 
much effort. This helps the shipment monitoring and 
controlling.  

However, there are still limitations which decrease 
agents’ incentives in forming the dynamic 
partnership. For the core factors: the information 
platform does not provide guidance on verifying and 
selecting partners. The alignment of decisions is a 
major problem − participants need to negotiate 
extensively for the agreement on three factors. 
There is no tool to facilitate them making the 
appropriate decision collaboratively or timely. For 
the logistics process: there is also no support on the 
service and governance areas. No agent has the 
confidence that the dynamic partnership will be 
assured to carry out as expected.  

5.2 Important Role of Knowledge 

Adequate guidance should be provided on various 
areas: such as checking the creditability of an agent, 
selecting the suitable partners, designing the plan 
together, handling uncertainties and unknowns. It is 
unlikely that the practitioners own all the required 
knowledge. Unfortunately, neither the nature of 
current knowledge [37][38] nor the knowledge 
management technologies [39][40] can be used for 
enabling and evaluating dynamic partnership. They 
only support traditional forwarder’s planning and 
operations by providing passive and non-interactive 
knowledge via knowledge retrieval and 
dissemination. Research on facilitating users create 
and apply knowledge area limited, which still highly 
rely on the intelligence and experience of the users. 
Issues on combining individual KM, facilitating 
partner formation, overcoming organization and 
people barriers [41], governing conflicts, protecting 
confidentiality were not addressed.  

We have to introduce new knowledge and new 
management functions. New knowledge types are 
required to ensure the three core factors will be 
attained, and guarantee right decisions will be 
resulted. It is an on-demand formed knowledge 
created from shipment and logistics industry 
information, individual and partner requirements, 
which are different from the four existing 
knowledge types [37]. New knowledge functions 
should be developed for creating and applying new 
knowledge according to the needs of the logistics 
community. Further studies are required on this 
realm.  

5.3 Attaining Dynamic Partnership on 
e-Platform 

To attain the dynamic partnership in an e-platform 
environment, support for the definition, data 
collection and evaluation of the three core factors 
must be provided. As such, to support all the 
operations of the logistics community, the platform 
is also expected to operate flawlessly. To implement 
all these functions, the e-platform needs to equip 
with new knowledge types and management 
functions to support large number of 
inter-organizational partners to form partnership, 
plan and work together online. Here, we propose 
four new knowledge types: 1) objectifying, enables 
the establishment of the evaluation scheme; 2) 
integrative, facilitates the alignment of different 
agents’ practices; 3) justifying, helps ensuring each 
partner’s benefits and requirements; and 4) adaptive, 
analyzes and translates every partner’s preferences 
onto the same basis, so as to facilitate the 
collaborative planning. New knowledge 
management functions are also needed. Thus, the 
three core factors will be attained, and guarantee 
right decisions will be resulted (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. Dynamic Partnership on e-Platform 

 
6. Conclusion 

The logistics industry must move into the 
integrative era no later. Shipper’s standards on 
logistics service quality could and should continue 
to increase. The online logistics community 
espouses competitions for every shipment. 
Conventional partnerships could only afford 
logistics service providers to service hardened 
online shipment requests likely to be out-competed 
by dynamic partners. Understandably, for providers 
to continue to survive they are to adopt dynamic 
partnership, effectively transforming to conduct 
business process online closely.  
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In this study, we have discussed the difficulties and 
challenges of adopting online collaborative 
partnership in the logistics community. The 
unification of partnership and collaboration is 
proposed which clearly describes the partner affinity, 
level of integrations, the requirements on direction 
flow and the complexity of information and 
knowledge. Practitioners are now equipped with a 
well-structured and comprehensive understanding 
on partnership and collaboration. The dynamic 
partnership concept provides the groundwork to 
sustain common offline partnering practices online 
and more. The three core factors assure a clear 
one-step dynamic partnership is achievable with a 
measurable success. Such dynamic partnership 
articulation provides also a basis for online 
collaboration design. 

Realization of dynamic partnership on the 
community platform requires further research on 
design of the virtual environment in where dynamic 
partnerships flourish, and the necessary integrative 
technology to enable partnership formation and 
collaboration. Study is next needed on how to apply 
various functions to support the three core factors of 
dynamic partners. There are other issues to address 
that include e-service infrastructure and platform 
governance.  
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Appendix 
Table 1. Partnership Spectrum 

 General 
Member 

Subcontract/ 
Outsourcing 

Alliance Coalition Joint Venture
Value-chain  
Vertical 
Integration 

Dynamic 
Partnership 

Duration 
Short-
term Short-term Medium-term Short (Med) –

term Long-term Long-term Short-term 

Equity 
ownership 

No No No/Yes 
Joint-Ownership No Yes 

Linked Equity Yes No/Yes 

Sharing/ 
Disclosure 

Low 
Op. data 

Low 
Op. data 

Medium 
Op. data &  
Stra. info. 

Medium 
Op. data &  
Stra. info. 

High 
Op. data &  
Stra. info. 

High 
Op. data &  
Stra. info. 

High 
Op. data &  
Stra. info. 

Decision 
Alignment 

Similar 
interest Cost / Time Shared goal Narrow aim Same goal One goal Shared goal with 

local maxima 

Governance No Contractual 

Agreement on 
specific activity 

Pooling of 
resources 

Limited 
coordination

Highly 
controlled 

Work together 
Dominated control 

Closely work 
together  

(No pre-defined 
dominated 

control) 
 

Op. data: Operational data, Stra. info.: Strategic information 
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